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INDIAN GAMBLING CONTROL ACT

TUESDAY, JUNE 25, 1985

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to call, at 9:45 a.m., in room 1324,

Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Morris K. Udall (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will be in session.
Before we begin this morning, I see we have an overflow of spec-

tators and guests here. This lower row of chairs, there are 8 or 10
of them around on this lower level, is available for staff, guests,
friends, taxpayers, ordinary people. If you want to join the hearing,
we'll make you honorary members here this morning.

This morning the committee will hear testimony on H.R. 1920
and on H.R. 2404. Both bills, although having different approaches,
are attempts to impose certain Federal standards and regulations
on gambling operations being conducted on Indian reservations and
Indian lands.

As I stated earlier, H.R. 1920, which I cosponsored with Mr. Rich-
ardson, Mr. Bates, and Mr. McCain, is not intended to be the final
conclusive solution to the issues facing gaming on Indian reserva-
tions today. Instead, it probably should be viewed as a first propos-
al which will probably be modified during the legislative process.
In addition to these bills, my colleague from Arizona, Senator
DeConcini, has introduced his own proposal in the form of S. 902.
Although not the subject of this hearing, the committee will look
closely at S. 902 and any other proposals submitted during these
hearings before deciding on a final option on how to proceed. With
this in mind, we are ready to go today. Our first witness will be our
distinguished colleague from California, the Fourteenth District,
Norman Shumway.

Before you proceed, are there any members who have opening
statements? Mr. Richardson.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I commend you for holding this hearing today to

recognize and address the many concerns expressed to establish
Federal standards and regulations for the conduct of gaming activi-
ties on Indian reservations and Indian lands. I view today's hearing
as a positive beginning.

It is apparent, Mr. Chairman, from the many legislative propos-
als that have been introduced in the 99th Congress that there is a
growing concern to develop legislation that will protect Indian
tribe interests from the potential infiltration of organized crime
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and non-Indian interests and assure the public that they are par-
ticipating in a fair and honest game. The BIA has not taken a lead
role in recognizing the Indian gaming is a serious national issue
that deserves attention. Consistant national procedures and policies
must be set. This has not happened from the BIA.

Mr. Chairman, over the past year we have seen a number of
bingo halls established on reservations across the country. In my
home State of New Mexico the Sandia, Acoma, and Tesugue Pueb-
los have successfully turned to bingo as a source of tribal revenue
to support their tribal government and tribal programs. Bingo has
become one way of replacing Federal sources of funding that are
being eliminated or cut back.

There are success stories. We are fortunate today to have the op-
portunity to learn more about two bingo operations in New Mexico.
I hope my colleagues will join me in welcoming Sandia Pueblo Gov-
ernor Chaves and Acoma Pueblo Governor Garcia.

The issue before us today has expanded beyond bingo. There has
been talk of tribes establishing other forms of gaming on the reser-
vation, including dog racing in New Mexico and jai alai in Arizona.
The basic difficulty today lies in defining what Indian gaming ac-
tivities are legal and which ones are not. Ultimately, the courts or
the Congress will decide. The witnesses here today provide a per-
fect illustration of the problem.

In New Mexico, Mr. Chairman, I have a letter from State Attor-
ney General Paul Bardeke, which I wish to enter into the record,
that states that parimutuel dog racing in New Mexico on Indian
reservations would violate Federal law because such racing is pro-
hibited by New Mexico criminal statutes. You will hear a very dif-
ferent conclusion today from the Santa Ana tribal administrator,
Roy Montoya, who is seeking to advance a parimutuel greyhound
track on his pueblo. Mr. Montoya will state that BIA solicitors in
Washington and Santa Fe have found that dog racing is legal in
New Mexico.

Mr. Chairman, I understand the Albuquerque office of the BIA is
supposed to render a decision on this issue, and Secretary Hodel
has the matter under review. However, no clear national policy
exists, and no parameters have been set.

I am an original cosponsor of H.R. 1920 because I believe in the
basic goals set forth by the legislation, that is, to ensure that the
economic benefits from Indian gaming will go to the Indians and
not to organized crime or unscrupulous third-party operators. H.R.
1920 is not the perfect solution, but it represents a start.

I have many unanswered questions, Mr. Chairman, and I think
one consideration we might have as we hold hearings on this issue
is possibly, if the BIA does not respond with a national policy, that
the Congress take action on its own. Specifically, Mr. Chairman, I
think we might consider, should these hearings prove the need to
do that, of setting up a, short-term 6-month commission that would
define exactly what might be legal and what might not be legal. I
am concerned once again, Mr. Chairman, that, when we go beyond
bingo and into other areas, that once again bureaucratic inertia
will prevail and there will be no set guidelines. It will pit State at-
torneys general with Congress, with State officials, with Indian
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tribes. There are a lot of jurisdictional questions that need to be
resolved.

Mr. Chairman, I would hope one consideration might be that we
expand the scope of this fine bill that you introduced so that clear
national policy is set. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from New Mexico.
Mr. LUJAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate your calling

these hearings. I think we find ourselves in a situation that we
need to find out exactly where we are.

I get calls all the time about regulations, about bingo and things
going on in the various tribes. The question is always, does the
Bureau of Indian Affairs or the Department of the Interior need to
authorize or approve contracts? I don't know, and there is some
confusion about that, about what is required to be authorized.

My feeling is that we are not here to either legalize or unlegal-
ize, if that's a proper word, gaming activities on reservations, as we
accept the situation as it is, to follow the State law, whatever it
may be. But if it is legal, then it is an attempt to put some under-
standable guidelines as to how these projects would be conducted.
And I hope that we move into the hearing in that respect, that we
don't attempt in any way to change whatever State laws there may
be but to simply accept them as they are. And if it is permitted
within a State, that there would be an understandable set of guide-
lines that these games could proceed under.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. McCain.
Mr. McCAIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will be very brief. I

want to thank you for holding these hearings. I also appreciate
your taking the lead in proposing legislation which will serve, I be-
lieve, as a framework for a major step in resolving this very diffi-
cult issue.

I am glad to see attorney general, Bob Corbin, of Arizona here
and Donald Antone, the outstanding Governor of the Gila River
Indian community, and Mr. David Ramirez, who is down from your
area, Mr. Chairman.

I think we have to, among others, address two very serious issues
here. One goal we all share is to prevent undesirable elements
from infiltrating any gaming activities on reservations. Undesir-
able elements have infiltrated other gaming establishments that
have nothing to do with Indians in the country, much to the detri-
ment of the individuals and communities who were supposed to
profit from it.

I think the other issue that we have to explore here in these
hearings goes back to the unique relationship between the Federal
Government, the States, and the Indian tribes themselves. I think
this lies at the root of the great disagreements and confusion we
have over what is legal and what is illegal as far as Indian gaming
is concerned.

I would like to return just for a second about undesirable ele-
ments and lack of benefits. I believe that Mr. Ramirez, who will ad-
dress us later on, will describe the difficulties in obtaining the
proper kind of management necessary in order to make an oper-
ation and enterprise go, as well as others who will be here who
have profited a great deal from the gaming, bingo on their reserva-
tions.
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I would like to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for holding this hear-
ing. I hope that we can get on with this issue, which has been
hanging over us now for some years. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Mrs. Vucanovich.
Mrs. VUCANOVICH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am pleased that this committee is holding hearings on this par-

ticular legislation. I want to welcome from my State Michael Rum-
bolz, who will be representing the Nevada Gaming Commission. I
look forward to hearing his testimony.

As you know, gaming is Nevada's number one industry, yielding
approximately $148 million in annual revenues, or 51 percent of
the State's total revenues. Nevada's economy has the highest tour-
ism dependency of any State in the Union, and more than 80 per-
cent of Nevada's tourist spending is attributable to the presence of
gaming. Nevada's gaming industry is strictly regulated by the
State Gaming Commission, making Nevada gaming the most close-
ly scrutinized private industry in the country.

My point, Mr. Chairman, is that Nevada is unique. We depend
on the gaming industry as a major contribution to our economy.
We have several Indian reservations which should have the oppor-
tunity to better their economic status through commercial gaming.
Any gaming activity should be subject to strict licensing and regu-
latory procedures by the State where the gaming activity is taking
place. While I am not opposed to gaming on Indian reservations,
however, I believe that any gaming activity should be subject to
strict licensing and regulatory procedures by the State and not the
Federal Government.

I am strongly against Federal involvement in State operated and
State controlled gambling industries. Yesterday I received a letter
from the Nevada State Gaming Commission outlining their con-
cerns about one of the bills we will be talking about.

I am in complete agreement with the concerns brought out by
the State of Nevada in this letter. I agree that the States should
have jurisdiction over gaming activities on Indian reservations and
that a provision should be made to reimburse a State for any costs
incurred in controlling gaming activities and that States should be
allowed to tax the revenues which would be received by non-Indian
operators of gaming establishments on Indian lands.

It is my hope that these issues will be addressed during these
hearings and that language can be added to the bill to address
these concerns.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I look forward to hearing the testimo-
ny from our witnesses today.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
All right, there being no further statements by members of the

subcommittee, before proceeding to the testimony of our first two
witnesses, let us have printed at this point in the hearing record,
copies of the bills on which we are holding these hearings; namely,
H.R. 1920 and H.R. 2404.

[The bills H.R. 1920 and H.R. 2404 follow:]
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99TH CONGRESS H
lST SESSION H e R e1 2

To establish Federal standards and regulations for the conduct of gaming activities.
on Indian reservations and lands, and for other purposes.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

APRIL 2, 1985
Mr. UDALL (for himself, Mr. MCCAIN, Mr. RICHARDSON, and Mr. BATES) intro-

duced the following bill; which was referred to the Committee on Interior
and Insular Affairs

NOVEMBER 5, 1985
Additional sponsors: Ms. SNOWE, Mr. SEIBEBLINO, Mr. MCKERNAN, and Mr.

FAzio

A BILL
To establish Federal standards and regulations for the conduct

of gaming activities on Indian reservations and lands, and
for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the."Indian Gaming Control

4 Act".

5 SEC. 2. The Congress finds that-

6 (1) numerous Indian tribes have become engaged

7 in or have licensed gaming activities within Indian res-
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2

1 ervations or lands subject to tribal jurisdiction as a

2 means of generating tribal governmental revenues;

3 (2) Federal courts have held that Indian tribes

4 have the exclusive right to regulate gaming activity

5 which is not prohibited by Federal law and which is

6 conducted within a State which does not, as a matter

7 of criminal law, prohibit such gaming activity;

8 (3) existing Federal law does not provide clear

9 standards or regulations necessary to insure the orderly

10 conduct of gaming activities within Indian country;

11 (4) a principal goal of Federal Indian policy is to

12 promote tribal economY. development, tribal self-suffi-

13 ciency, and strong tribal governments; and

14 (5) tribal operation and licensing of gaming activi-

15 ties is a legitimate means of generating revenues.

16 SEC. 3. Congress hereby declares that the establishment

17 of Federal standards for gaming activities within Indian res-

18 ervations and on Indian lands is necessary to meet the con-

19 cerns which have been raised about such activities and to

20 protect such activities as a means of generating needed tribal

21 revenues.

22 SEC. 4. For the purpose of this Act-

23 (1) "Secretary" means the Secretary of the Inte-

24 rior;

a1m SC
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3

1 (2) "Indian tribe" means any federally recognized

2 Indian tribe, band, or nation; and

3 (3) "gaming" means to deal, operate, carry on,

4 conduct, or maintain for play any banking or percent-

5 age game or other game of chance played for money,

6 property, credit, or any representative value, but does

7 not include social games played solely for prizes of

8 minimal value or games played in private homes or

9 residences for prizes of minimal value, or traditional

10 forms of Indian gambling engaged in by individuals as

11 part of or in connection with tribal ceremonies or cele-

12 brations.

13 SEC. 5. Unless conducted pursuant to a tribal ordinance

14 or resolution adopted by an Indian tribal government and ap-

15 proved by the Secretary of the Interior as provided in this

16 Act, gaming within Indian reservations and on lands subject

17 to tribal jurisdiction shall not be legal.

18 SEc. 6. (a) Except where a gaming activity is specifical-

19 ly prohibited within an Indian reservation or on lands subject

20 to tribal jurisdictions by Federal law or within a State as a

21 matter of criminal law, an Indian tribe may engage in or

22 license and regulate such gaming activity within its jurisdic-

23 tion if the governing body of the tribe adopts an ordinance or

24 resolution which is approved by the Secretary pursuant to

25 subsection (b).

. 1920 XSC
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4

1 (b) The Secretary shall approve any tribal ordinance or

2 resolution concerning the conduct, licensing, or regulation of

3 gaming activity within the tribe's jurisdiction if it provides, at

4 a mininum that-

5 (1) the tribe itself will have the sole proprietary

6 interest and will be responsible for the conduct of any

7 gaming operation, except as provided in subsection (c);

8 (2) net revenues from tribal gaming operations

9 will be used solely to-

10 (i) fund tribal government operations or pro-

11 grams,

12 (ii) provide for the general welfare of the

13 tribe and its members, or

14 (iii) promote economic development;

15 (3) annual independents audits will be performed

16 by the tribe; and

17 (4) no individual or entity other than the tribe will

18 have any proprietary interest in any tribal gaming op-

19 eration.

20 (c) A tribal ordinance or resolution may provide for the

21 licensing and regulation of gaming owned, operated, or con-

22 ducted by individuals or entities other than tribe: Provided,

23 That licensing requirements and regulations governing such

24 gaming shall be at least as restrictive as those established by

25 State law governing similar gaming within the jurisdiction of

aI 1920 SC
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1 the State. No individual or entity other than the tribe shall be

2 eligible to receive a tribal license to own, operate, or conduct

3 gaming activity on Indian reservations or on lands subject to

4 tribal jurisdiction if such individual or entity is not otherwise

5 eligible to receive a State license to conduct the same activi-

6 ty within the jurisdiction of the State.

7 (d) Any duly submitted tribal gaming ordinance or reso-

8 lution shall be approved or disapproved by the Secretary

9 within ninety days of its submission. Any ordinance or resolu-

10 tion which has not been acted upon within ninety days after

11 it is submitted shall be deemed to have been approved by the

12 Secretary.

13 SEC. 7. (a) Subject to approval of the Secretary, a tribe

14 may enter into a management contract for the operation and

15 management of a tribal gaming enterprise for a reasonable

16 fee: Provided, That, before approving such contract, the Sec-

17 retary shall require and obtain the following information:

18 (1) the name, address, and other additional perti-

19 nent background information of every individual having

20 a financial interest in or management responsibility for

21 such contract; or in the case of a publicly held compa-

22 ny, of those individuals who serve on the board of di-

23 rectors and as officers of such company;

24 (2) a description of any previous experience which

25 the contractor or the persons listed pursuant to sub-

H 1920 SC
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paragraph (i) has had with other gaming contracts with

Indian tribes or gaming licenses issued by an Indian

tribe or State, including the name or address of the li-

censing agency or other parties to any other gaming

contract; and

(3) a complete financial statement of the contrac-

tor and those persons listed pursuant to subparagraph

(i).

(b) Management contracts entered into pursuant to this

section shall specifically provide that adequate accounting

procedures are maintained ani that verifiable financial re-

ports are prepared by or provided to the tribal governing

body on a monthly basis. Such contracts shall also provide

that the appropriate tribal officials shall have reasonable

access to the daily operations of the gaming establishment

and shall have the right to verify the daily income made from

any such tribal gaming operation.

(c) The Secretary shall not approve a management con-

tract providing for a fee based upon a percentage of the gross

or net revenues of the tribal gaming operation unless he finds

that-

(1) the contractor has made or is committed to

make a significant financial contribution to the tribal

gaming operation: Provided, That such financial contri-
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1 bution does not result in such contractor acquiring a

2 proprietary interest in the tribal gaming operation; or

3 (2) such fee based upon a percentage is only pro-

4 posed to be in effect during the first two years of oper-

5 ation of the tribal gaming operation.

6 In no case shall such percentage fee exceed 40 per centun of

7 the net revenues from such tribal gaming operation. In deter-

8 mining whether a proposed fee based upon a percentage of

9 the net revenues is reasonable, the Secretary shall consider

10 the rate of return if any, that the contractor is obtaining for

11 his financial contribution under any other collateral agree-

12 ment with the tribe.

13 (d) Each properly submitted contract shall be considered

14 and notification of approval or disapproval shall be provided

15 to the parties within ninety days of receipt of the proposed

16 contract. The decision of the Secretary shall be final. Any

17 contract not acted upon within ninety days shall be consid-

18 ered as having been approved.

19 (e) The Secretary shall not approve and may void any

20 contract where he has knowledge that-

21 (1) any person listed pursuant to paragraph (a)(1)

22 of this section is an elected member of the governing

23 body of the Indian tribe which is a party to the man-

24 agement contract;

a IM SC
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1 (2) any person listed pursuant to paragraph (a)(1)

2 of this section has been or subsequently is convicted of

3 any felony or gambling offense;

4 (3) any person listed pursuant to paragraph (a)(1)

5 of this section has knowingly and willfully provided

6 materially important false statements or information to

7 the Secretary pursuant to this section; or

8 (4) the management contractor has deliberately

9 and substantially failed to comply with the terms of the

10 management contract or the tribal gaming ordinance or

11 resolution adopted and approved pursuant to this Act.

12 SEc. 8. In fulfilling his responsibilities under this Act,

13 the Secretary'shall have the power to (1) inspect and exam-

14 ine all premises wherein gaming is conducted pursuant to the

15 provisions of this Act, and (2) demand access to and inspect,

16 examine, photocopy, and audit all papers, books, and records

17 respecting the gross income produced by a gaming business,

18 and (3) require verification of income and all other matters

19 respecting the enforcement of this Act.

20 SC. 9. The Secretary shall have the duty to preserve

21 any and all information received pursuant to sections 7 and 8

22. as private and confidential and such information shall not be

23 subject to disclosure to the public.

ER 192" SC
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1 SEC. 10. Any existing gaming operation within an

2 Indian reservation or located on land subject to tribal juris-

3 diction shall have one year from the enactment of this legisla-

4 tion to comply with its requirements.

0
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99TI CONGRESS
IST SESSION He Re 2404

To prohibit gambling activities within Indian country unless such activities do not
violate State law or are conducted by an Indian tribal government under
tribal legislation approved by the Secretary of the Interior and are not in
conflict with the public policy of the State within which such Indian country
is located.

IN TILE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MAY 7, 1985
Mr. SHUMWAY introduced the following bill; which was referred jointly to the

Committees on Interior and Insular Affairs and the Judiciary

A BILL
To prohibit gambling activities within Indian country unless

such activities do not violate State law or are conducted by
an Indian tribal government under tribal legislation ap-
proved by the Secretary of the Interior and are not in
conflict with the public policy of the State within which
such Indian country is located.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Indian Country Gambling

4 Regulation Act".

5 DEFINITIONS

6 SEC. 2. For purposes of this Act-
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1 (1) the term "Secretary" means the Secretary of

2 the Interior;

3 (2) the term "Indian tribe" means any Indian

4 tribe, band, or nation which is recognized by the

5 United States as a tribe, band, or nation which has a

6 trust relationship with the United States;

7 (3) the term "Indian country" has the meaning

8 given to such term by section 1151 of title 18, United

9 States Code;

10 (4) the term "gambling" means dealing, operat-

11 ing, carrying on, conducting, or maintaining for play

12 any banking or percentage game or other game of

13 chance played for money or other thing of value other

14 than a game played in a private home or residence or

15 a social game played solely for prizes of minimal value,

16 except that such term does not include any traditional

17 form of Indian gambling engaged in solely by members

18 of an Indian tribe in connection with a tribal ceremony

19 or celebration;

20 (5) the term "gambling operation" means any ac-

21 tivity or enterprise organized and operated for the pur-

22 pose of gambling or for purposes which include gam-

23 bling; and

a U"4M
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1 (6) the term "tribal law" means any ordinance,

2 resolution, bylaw, or other rule of law duly adopted by

3 the governing body of any Indian tribe.

4 UNAUTHORIZED GAMBLING PROHIBITED IN INDIAN

5 COUNTRY

6 SEC. 3. (a) Chapter 53 of title 18, United States Code,

7 is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

8 section:

9 "§ 1166. Gambling within Indian country

10 "(a) Except as provided in subsection (b) or (c), whoever

11 conducts a gambling operation in Indian country shall be

12 fined not more than $500 or imprisoned not more than six

13 months, or both.

14 "(b) Subsection (a) shall not apply to any gambling oper-

15 ation which is a lawful gambling operation under section 4 of

16 the Indian Country Gambling Regulation Act.

17 "(c) Subsection (a) shall not apply to any gambling oper-

18 ation conducted in Indian country if such operation is in con-

19 formity with-

20 "(1) the laws of the State within which such gam-

21 bling operation is conducted, and

22 "(2) applicable tribal laws which have been certi-

23 fied by the Secretary of the Interior and published in

24 the Federal Register.

25 "(d) For purposes of this section, the terms 'gambling',

26 'gambling operation', 'Indian tribe', and 'tribal law' have the

l U44 M
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1 meaning given to such terms by section 2 of the Indian

2 Country Gambling Regulation Act."

3 (b) The table of sections for chapter 53 of such title 18

4 is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

5 item:

"1166. Gambling within Indian country.".

6 CERTAIN GAMBLING OPERATIONS CONDUCTED BY INDIAN

7 TRIBES

8 SEC. 4. (a) Any gambling operation conducted pursuant

9 to a tribal law which has been submitted to the Secretary by

10 the tribe and approved by the Secretary shall be a lawful

11 gambling operation for purposes of section 1166(b) of title 18,

12 United States Code.

13 (b) The Secretary shall not approve any tribal law sub-

14 mitted under subsection (a) unless the Secretary determines

15 that-

16 (1) the specific form of gambling authorized under

17 such tribal law and the manner and extent of the gain-

18 bling operation authorized under such law do not vio-

19 late the public policy of the State within which the

20 tribe seeks to establish such gambling operation; and

21 (2) the tribal law provides that-

22 (A) only the governing body of the Indian

23 tribe may establish and conduct a gambling oper-

24 ation,

a 24M E
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1 (B) only members of the tribe may be em-

2 ployed in connection with such gambling oper-

3 ation,

4 (C) the net revenue derived from such gam-

5 bling operation may only be used by the govern-

6 ing body to fund tribal government operations and

7 programs and may not inure to the benefit of any

8 person, and

9 (D) an audit of the books and financial state-

10 ments prepared and maintained in connection with

11 such gambling operation shall be conducted by an

12 independent certified public accountant at least

13 once during each calendar year and the results of

14 such audit shall be available to each member of

15 the Indian tribe.

16 (c) Before making any determination described in sub-

17 section (b)(1), the Secretary shall-

18 (1) consult the Governor of the State within

19 which the tribe seeks to establish a gambling oper-

20 ation, and

21 (2) request comments on the public policy of such

22 State with respect to gambling.

23 (d) No gambling operation which would be permitted

24 under State law if conducted by the State involved, a politi-

25 cal subdivision of such State, or a nonprofit charitable organi-

U H"4 19
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1 zation may be determined to be in violation of the public

2 policy of such State tinder subsection (b).

3 EFFECTIVE DATE; TRANSITION RULE

4 SEC. 5. (a) Except as provided in subsection (b), this

5 Act and the amendments made by this Act shall take effect

6 on the date of the enactment of this Act.

7 (b) In the case of any gambling operation conducted by

8 any Indian tribe, or by any person under any contract with

9 any Indian tribe, pursuant to any tribal law of such tribe in

10 effect on the day before the date of the enactment of this Act,

11 this Act shall apply to such operation alter the end of the

12 one-year period beginning on the date of the enactment of

13 this Act.

0
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The CHAIRMAN. Our first witness now is our colleague Norman
Shumway of the Fourteenth District of California. Mr. Shhmway,
you may proceed.

STATEMEI'' OF HON. NORMAN D. SHUMWAY, A U.S.
REPRESENTATIVE FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. SHUMWAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to join in
commending you for holding this hearing. I think it's a very appro-
priate subject. Certainly the overflow attendance in this room and
the impressive number of witnesses scheduled to testify in this
hearing indicate that it is a very pertinent, a very important sub-
ject to all of us in Congress and indeed all of America.

The subject has been a matter of vital concern to me because of
various problems that have been presented in connection with it. I
have therefore introduced legislation which I will describe more
fully in a few moments to the committee, the legislation that might
address and mia'it assist this committee in reaching some answer
toward the problems associated with unregulated gambling in
Indian country.

The magnitude of the problems, though, that we are discussing
here go far beyond my district in California. There is a national
application of the ideas that will be discussed and talked about in
this hearing today and by the committee in the future.

Over 1 year ago, Mr. Chairman, supervisors in one of my coun-
ties in California, Amador County, contacted me with concerns
about the proposed construction of a high-stakes bingo parlor near
Jackson, CA, on the Jackson Indian Rancheria. The Miwok Tribe
was planning to construct a building with about 25,000 square feet
to accommodate over 1,100 players five times a week. They had a
contract with a non-Indian operator. By that contract they were to
receive 55 percent of the profits.

As construction was then being contemplated and planned, the
county supervisors were concerned about their own ordinances per-
taining to sewage disposal, water management, and traffic prob-
lems. They, of course, were concerned that these ordinances were
not being adhered to in the planning and construction of that
building.

I, likewise, had expressions of concern from tho3e who run non-
profit bingo operations, believing that perhaps this kind of high-
stakes bingo operation would effectively wipe out their much small-
er operations. The tribe, of course, was indifferent regarding these
matters because they asserted their sovereign status.

When I investigated the entire subject further, however, I
learned that these concerns were perhaps just the tip of the ice-
berg. Certainly there are many reservations, and this has been
going on for some years, from Florida to Washington, in which
bingo parlors of the kind contemplated in this reservation in Cali-
fornia were being built and operated largely free of governmental
oversight and control. It seemed to me that the criticism that had
been made by various attorneys general that such unregulated ac-
tivities provided a lure for organized crime and an overwhelming
degree of competition to charitable organizations, and also in many
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cases they left Indians vulnerable to unscrupulous non-Indian in-
vestors, were concerns that indeed needed to be addressed.

My concern was highlighted by the fact that there was recently,
conducted by satellite transmission a 1 million Indian bingo game
to players in several States. I learned of the Lummi Tribe s at-
tempt to operate a casino style gambling operation, again in viola-
tion of State law; of the establishment of questionable and untradi-
tional forms of bingo in California, namely bingo jack and bingo
Aiorse racing, and of the ties of would-be investors in the Pomo
Tribe's operations with the Mafia.

I realized that even more was at stake than just environmental
concerns. In response I therefore introduced my. bill, H.R. 2404,
which is called the Indian Country Gambling Regulation Act.

Let me just describe briefly what this bill does. Its purpose is to
prohibit gambling activities within Indian country unless those ac-
tivities do not violate State law, are conducted by an Indian tribal
government under tribal legislation which has been approved by
the Secretary of the Interior, and are not in conflict with the
public policy of the State within which that Indian country is locat-
ed.

Section two of my bill provides definitions. Section three a crimi-
nal penalty for anyone conducting a gambling operation within
Indian country. Exempt, however, from that prohibition would be
any gambling operation that conforms to State law and tribal law,
provided the tribal law has been certified by the Secretary of the
Interior.

Section four provides the framework under which the Secretary
may approve such tribal gambling laws. He is prohibited from
making approval unless be determines, number one, that such laws
do not violate the public policy of the State within which the
Indian country is located; number two, that only the Indian tribal
government conducts a gambling operation; number three, that
only tribal members are employed in that gambling operation; and,
number four, that the net revenues from the gambling operation
are used to fund tribal governmental operations and programs; and
finally, number five, that there is to be an annual independent
audit of the books and financial statements of such gambling oper-
ations.

In addition, before approving any tribal gambling law, the Secre-
tary is to consult the governor of the State in which the operation
is to be located aP.J to request comments on the public policy of the
State concerning gambling. Any gambling that would be permissi-
ble in the State is not to be found violative of the public policy of
that State for the purposes of this act.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, section five of my bill provides an effec-
tive date and provides any tribe that does have a contract for such
gambling operations a 1-year grace period.

Mr. Chairman, I certainly recognize the sovereign status of
Indian reservations and rancherias. I do support the current U.S.
policy of self-determination without termination. My bill is not de-
signed to undo Indian gambling. It is simply intended to bring
those activities within the purview of State laws and policies which
affect other citizens of the respective States and occupants of this
great country from border to border.
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It would not be a wet blanket on the free enterprise aspirations
of Indians. I think it is commendable that they are seeking new
ways to provide funding for their tribes and to provide funding for
themselves. But it simply would bring them within the purview of
law as that law may be developed either by statute or by regula-
tion within the respective States.

I do not believe, Mr. Chairman, that this proposal makes serious
inroads on Indian sovereignty. Rather, I think it would help to
break the dependency that they have built over many years on the
Federal Government, and also realize the concerns of many Ameri-
cans and many of those serving in local government that Indians
as well as other citizens must be subject to a common kind of regu-
lation, particularly when the activity is as subject to outside influ-
ence and abuse as, is gambling.

For that reason, Mr. Chairman, I would respectfully call the at-
tention of the members of the committee to my bill. As you contin-
ue to discuss and debate this subject, I would hope that those provi-
sions might be kept in mind.

[Statement of Mr. Shumway follows:]
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STATEMENT OF

THE HONORABLE NORMAN D. SHUNWAY

BEFORE

THE COMMITTEE ON INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JUNE 25. 1985

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate this opportunity to appear before the

Interior Committee to discuss a matter which is of vital concern to me

because of problems which have already occured, and also because of

those which will occur unless Congress takes immediate action. This

matter is unregulated gambling in Indian country, and problems such as

intrusion by organized crime, unscrupulous gaming operators, and

competition with charitable organizations have arisen because of the

Indians' unique status within the federal system and their consequent

exemption from state and local regulation. These concerns are not

confined to the 14th District of California, however; rather, they are

national in scope, and are drawing the attention of organizations,

legislators, law enforcement officials, and private citizens across

the country.

Over year ago, Mr. Chairman, Amador County officials and local

residents contacted my office with concerns over the proposed

construction of a high stakes bingo parlor on the Jackson Indian

Rancheria in my Congressional district. The Miwok Tribe was planning

construction of a nearly 25.000 square foot bingo hall to accommodate

over 1100 players five times a week. Per their contract with a non-
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Indian operator, the Miwoks were to receive 55% of the profits.

Concerned residents complained that county ordinances for sewage,

water, and traffic were not going to be adhered to in the construction.

Managers of nearby non-profit organizations contacted me with their

concern that gambling which had heretofore been reserved for charitable

fund raising would be effectively wiped out. The tribe, asserting its

sovereign status, was indifferent regarding these matters.

It was upon further investigation into the matter, however, that

I realized that public works concerns were but the tip of the iceberg.

On approximately 80 reservations from Florida to Washington, Indian

tribes were operating bingo parlors largely free of governmental

oversight and control. In its currently unregulated state, gambling

in Indian country acts as a lure for organized crime, it overwhelms

the worthy purposes of charitable organizations, and it leaves Indians

vulnerable to unscrupulous non-Indian investors. After learning of

plans to broadcast by satellite transmission a $1 million Indian bingo

game to players in three states; of the Lummi Tribe's attempt to operate

a casino-style gambling operation in violation of state law; of

establishment of questionable and untraditional forms of bingo in

California (i.e., Bingo Jack, Bingo Horseracing); and ties of would-be

investors in the Pomo Tribe's operations with the Mafia, I realized

that even more was at stake than environmental impact statements and

county zoning requirements. In response, I introduced the 'Indian

Country Gambling Regulation Act" (HR 2404).
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In view of federal treaties with the Indian nation which mandate

a fiduciary relationship between Indians and the U.S. government, I

believe the current U.S. policy toward the Indians of "self-determination

without termination" is appropriate. Thus, my bill does not mandate

a prohibition of gambling on Indian lands. However, it does require that

Indian tribes accept responsibilities for the right to conduct gambling

on their reservations and rancherias. My bill would require that

Indian tribes conform to the already-established public policy for

gambling of the state in which they live. My intent is that whatever

state officials have deemed appropriate for gambling within the state--

whether criminal or civil in nature--be applicable to Indian tribes as

well. Gaming operations must be conducted by the tribes' governing

body, only tribal members can be employed, and the profits must be

used for the betterment of the tribe, and not for personal gain.

While I respect Indians' sovereignty, and I applaud their efforts

to break dependency on the federal government, I cannot condone a

situation where exercise of their sovereignty jeopardizes the safety

and well-being of so many others. Congress has an obligation to

Indians, yes; but we also have an obligation to the nation at large.

And in a situation where so many can be affected for ill by the

unregulated actions of a few, the most reasonable solution is to adopt

the regulations which apply to all the citizens within any given

state.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you for your contribution to our hearing
this morning.

I think some of the Indian tribal leaders would say that, if your
bill were adopted, there wouldn't be any Indian gaming in Califor-
nia. Let me ask you that important question: If California law re-
mains unchanged and your bill were to pass in its present form, is
there any likelihood that any of the types of Indian gaming that
have been talked about would actually occur in California?

Mr. SHUMWAY. California law does provide for some types of
gambling. There are, of course, bingo games conducted in Califor-
nia which are for nonprofit charitable purposes-fund raising for
such organizations. There are also certain kinds of card games
which are allowed by State law subject to local control. Certainly if
Indians desire to engage in those activities to that extent, they
would be entitled to do so in California. But again the State law
would prescribe the limit of their activities in that regard.

The CHAIRMAN. There is nothing in California law today that
permits a tribe to have one of these large bingo operations that we
have seen in Florida, Arizona, and other places?

Mr. SHUMWAY. There is not, Mr. Chairman, that is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Richardson.
Mr. RICHARDSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Congressman, in effect, your bill, wouldn't your bill put all

Indian gambling on reservations under State civil restrictions and
regulations? Isn't that the bottom line of what your bill would do?

Mr. SHUMWAY. That essentially is what I think is the appropri-
ate approach, yes.

Mr. RICHARDSON. The concern I have about that is it would dra-
matically change the Federal tribal relationship that is currently
existing. And I commend my colleague for the thought that he has
given to this issue, and I know it's a problem in his State. But I
think, Mr. Chairman, this would be an extreme approach that I
think, nonetheless, is going to be building up unless there is some
kind of, as I said before, some kind of national Federal commission
that would be involved in enforcement, in monitoring some of these
activities, I think styled around my colleague from Nevada, the
Nevada State Commission, some of the activities that they do. I
know that that commission is very effective.

But I commend my colleague for his interest. I just think, if you
proceed with moves that put Indian jurisdiction completely under
State authorities and you start with gambling, it's going to reach a
point where many other issues have to be taken care of. And I
think, Mr. Chairman, this is something not just in gambling but in
water rights and many other developments and issues that I hope
this committee addresses in the future.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Lujan.
Mr. LUJAN. I don't find any difference between the two bills on

that issue. H.R. 1920 says, except where gaming activity is specifi-
cally prohibited by the Federal Government, or within a State as a
matter of criminal law. So, we are saying the same thing in the
two bills.

I see absolutely nothing wrong with that, in saying that, if it's
prohibited by State law, then it's going to be prohibited every-
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where, including an Indian reservation. So, I see the two bills as
saying the same thing.

Mr. SHUMWAY. If I might respond to that, I believe the gentle-
man's point is well taken. However, State law consists of both
criminal sanctions and regulatory sanctions in the nature of per-
haps civil regulation. My bill would reach out and embrace both
areas as being the public policy of that State and not just be limit-
ed to reflecting the State criminal laws but indeed would apply
those civil remedies and regulations as well. And I think that is
the difference--

Mr. LUJAN. I am not a lawyer, but it would seem to me like, if a
State says, you can't operate bingo, and you do, they're going to
haul you off to jail. And that's criminal as far as I am concerned.
Now, maybe there's a line there that a trained lawyer would be
able to find. But it seems to me like, if a State prohibits it, a State
prohibits it, that's all.

Mr. SHUMWAY. I notice you are going to be hearing from various
attorneys general and others who are skilled in the legal applica-
tion of these ideas, but I think that they will make the distinction
between those matters which are defined as crimes and those mat-
ters which are regulated within the civil arena. Again, I am trying
to reach both kinds of State law by referring to them as the public
policy of the State.

Mr. LUJAN. Well, you know, in our home State, for example,
New Mexico, bingo is legal, so it can go on. There is a big argument
now about dog racing. The attorney general in New Mexico says
it's against the law. The tribe says it's not. I don't think we are
here to define whether it's against the law or not. That is a matter
for the courts to decide, and I think that's the way they are going
to decide it in the final analysis in New Mexico.

I think we ought to be very careful where we move on and pass a
statute that says something is legal or is not legal, regardless of
what the State has to say. I think we are headed in the right direc-
tion. I have no objection at all to saying, well, if it's legal in a
State, then you go ahead and do it. And if it's not legal for anyone
else, it's not legal for you either.

Mr. SHUMWAY. If I could respond once again, that really is what
my bill does, I would say to the gentleman from New Mexico. It
does not purport to define what is legal or illegal. It simply says
that in that regard there will be a deference to the State's public
policy. Whatever that State allows will be legal. Whatever that
State disallows would be illegal within that State.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Will my colleague from New Mexico yield?
Mr. LUJAN. Yes.
Mr. RICHARDSON. I am having a little trouble here because, as I

understand it, it is not a question of deference to the State that my
colleague from California's bill says. He is stating that all of these
activities are regulated and determined by a State restriction and
regulation. It is not a question of deference. They are the only arbi-
ter, if I read my colleague's bill accurately.

Mr. SHUMWAY. The gentleman is correct, but it seems to me that
that is deference to the State. We are saying, instead of building up
a body of Federal law defining what kinds of gambling activities
can occur on what reservations, we are simply saying let the

72-553 0 - 87 - 2
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States' laws control this subject on those reservations within their
borders.

Mr. MCCAIN. If my colleague will yield to me, then we get back
to the question I raised before about the relationship between
States, the Federal Government and the tribes. Recent Supreme
Court decisions concerning water, jurisdiction and taxation indicate
that there is a different interpretation of that relationship than
what this bill defines. Hopefully with Attorney General Corbin and
other witnesses, we can attempt to pursue a line of questioning
which would clarify this whole area.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there further questions?
If not, thanks, Norm, we appreciate your testimony.
Mr. SHUMWAY. Thanks to you and to members of the committee.
The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness is the Attorney General of the

great State of Arizona, Mr. Robert Corbin. Welcome to our commit-
tee this morning. We are glad to hear from you.

STATEMENT OF HON ROBERT K. CORBIN, ATTORNEY GENERAL
OF ARIZONA

Mr. CORBIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Mr. McCain, my
fellow colleagues from Arizona. I appreciate being here this morn-
ing, other members of the committee.

Let me tell you a little bit about what has been going on in Ari-
zona as far as gambling on Indian reservations. My comments will
be directed as we perceive it from the Attorney General's office. I
am sure the various tribes that are going to testify here today will
have other conceived ideas as how they view the problems and
what is going on.

About 3 years ago on the Pascua Yaqui Reservation-Congress-
man Udall, just outside the city of Tucson--a company, non-Indi-
ans, came in from Florida and opened up a high stakes bingo oper-
ation on the Pascua Yaqui Reservation. They had as jackpots
$100,000. Now, Arizona does allow bingo, similar to California and,
I think, the State of New Mexico, where charitable operations can
have bingo that goes for charitable purposes. They can only have it
so many days a week, and jackpots can only be, as I recall, $4,000.

We started checking the law to see what could be done about it.
We found out that there are two circuit court of appeals cases
which may answer your questions. One is a Morona case out of
California; the other, a Seminole Indian case out of Florida. They
basically held that, if you have a regulatory statute, meaning that
you merely regulate but no criminal penalties attached, then you
could not enforce that on Indian reservations. It was silent on pro-
hibitory statutes, meaning there are criminal penalties attached to
the violation of that statute.

We then went to our legislature attempting to get our State
bingo statutes made prohibitory by just adding criminal penalties.
We were unsuccessful. Their side was more forceful and more per-
suasive than we were. Consequently, Arizona's bingo statutes are
still regulatory. Under the present status of the law, at least those
two circuit court opinion cases, you cannot enforce them on Indian
reservations.
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We said at that time that we thought that this would be the
mere beginning of what we were going to see on Indian reserva-
tions in the State of Arizona. We felt this was a first step. Like ev-
erything, it's a creeping type thing. You get in and then it just
keeps getting bigger and bigger and bigger until somebody steps in
and does something about it.

Consequently, it has happened in Arizona. The next thing we
found out about was that the bingo operations were spreading all
over to the various reservations. The Navajo Hopis do not have it,
but the Papagos have got bingo on the reservations now. Fort
McDowell has bingo on the reservations. I believe our new reserva-
tion just south, I believe it is, has bingo. The reservations just out-
side of Prescott, the Apache reservation up there started bingo op-
erations.

So, from that we then graduated till we heard we were going to
have a fronton come in on the Gila Indian reservation. We did talk
to the people. I think they will be here to testify what their take
was going to be. They are anticipating $100 million take the first
year of operation, parimutuel, jai alai, down at the Gila Indian res-
ervation. They had their ground-breaking ceremonies here a few
weeks ago. But as of this moment, we don t think they have broken
any ground at this point in time.

We believe, it's our opinion that jai alai, if conducted parimutuel-
ly off the reservation would be a violation of a prohibitory statute
of the State of Arizona, which makes it a crime to conduct a pari-
mutuel jai alai operation off reservation.

We then found that there were so-called video bingo games being
operated up on the Fort McDowell reservation, down on the
Papago reservation. And I understand they are now up on the new
reservation-I may be getting the name wrong-the Navajo, but in
Arizona, where there were these so-called electronic video bingo.
They are slot machines. They are just a fancy name for slot ma-
chines. You put a quarter in. You pull the handle. And if you win,
you get tickets. You can take the tickets over, and you can cash
them in. We believe, and it would be a crime in Arizona if slot ma-
chines were off and in the State of Arizona.

I also understand that up on the Fort McDowell Indian reserva-
tion they are now building a keno operation. I was told they have
ordered keno. The boards are being put up to have full-scale keno
gambling up on the Fort McDowell Indian reservation in Arizona.

We have some information-I don't know how reliable it is-ode
of the tribes is contemplating going into full-scale casino operation
in an Indian reservation in Arizona. This concerns me, because we
all know, where you have high-stakes gambling, where this amount
of money is involved, you are going to find organized crime. Look
at Atlantic City. Look at Las Vegas. Look at everywhere where you
have high-stakes gambling. It's there. It can't be denied. Skimming,
loan sharking, prostitution, you name it.

In fact, the chief of police of Atlantic City said he has given up
on prostitution. He can't control it it's so prevalent there. So, you
have problems where you have high-stakes gambling.

I looked at the Federal Organized Crime Control Act, which was
passed by Congress. I looked at the Federal Assimilative Crimes
Act, which was passed by Congress. These acts are violations of not
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only State criminal statutes but they are violations of Federal stat-
utes. The Federal Assimilative Crimes Act allows the U.S. attor-
ney, the Justice Department to go in, and you either go by injunc-
tion or indictment, to indict where there has been a violation of a
State criminal statute.

I have tried to get Justice to do it. You see in the back of my
pamphlet I have had a letter writing thing with Interior. Interior
says that it's good for the economies of the tribes. Well, it is. I am
just asking that they comply with State law, like your bill here
proposes. If a State outlaws it, then they can't do it. If a State
allows it, they can do it.

I am not anti-Indian. But I wrote back to the Department of the
Interior telling them if it's good for the economy, what's going to
be next? Are you going to allow them to sell narcotics, prostitution,
and everything else on there to better the economies of the tribes?
You know, these things are illegal. Let's enforce our laws.

So far, we haven't seen anything. We have been writing back
and forth. I have met with Mr. Meese. John' Van De Camp of Cali-
fornia and I were back here a few months ago and met with Mr.
Meese on this problem, not in California but in Arizona. So, we see
some problems, and that's why I welcome these two bills that you
have here.

We do have some problems with the bills. We like the idea that,
if it's against the law in the State of Arizona or in any other State,
that it cannot be done on the Indian reservation. If it can be done
under the laws of that State, it can be done on the reservation. We
have no quarrel with that whatsoever. But with my experience
with the Department of the Interior and particularly BIA, not even
wanting to enforce the laws that exist right now, I have the serious
question that giving them the authority to oversee and approve ev-
erything, I don't kiow whether they are going to enforce it if you
even give them this authority. They are not doing it now.

Consequently, we have a problem in giving the authority to the
Department of the Interior as far as enforcing and overseeing this
gambling on the reservations.

We also have a problem with the secrecy involved in this bill. We
think that the way the bills are drafted here, only the BIA and the
tribes are going to be able to see what's going on there. I think, if
you are going to have gambling, it should be in the light of day.
The books, records, anything that is going on involving these gam-
bling operations should be open and subject to inspection by local
policy, by my office, by the media, electronic and written, if the;
wish to do so. Only by openness are you going to find out whv 4
there are problems and be able to get in and solve those problems.

Interior themselves here a few years ago, as far as checking
these people who are coming into our reservations and operating
these gambling operations, they themselves said they have the
veneer approach. In other words, what do they do, go to FBI and
have them to check to see if these people have a criminal record
who are coming in and operating these games? That's all they're
doing as far as we know. And I will guarantee you organized crime
is not going to send somebody in there with a criminal record to
run the games. You have got to go in depth. You have got to find
out who these people are. You have got to go in deepeL.
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I am afraid that there won't be that type of an inspection under
the bill as it presently exists and not open to light of day.

I firmly believe that, since most of the people who will be gam-
bling will be State, non-Indians, will be playing these games and
everything else, that there should be State control. There should be
some State problem in this. Gentlemen, if people of my State get
rooked off, get loan sharked and everything else that goes with
gambling, I am going to be the one they are going to come to. And'
they're going to say, why aren't you protecting me, and why aren't
you doing something about it? So, I think there should be some
State input.

I think we will be more interested in enforcing the law, whatever
you pass, than the Federal Government will be because it's in my
State. It involves my people. And I have to run for election. Conse-
quently, I am going to pay a little more attention to the constituen-
cy and the people of my State to see that the laws are followed
than perhaps the Federal Government back here in Washington.

So, these are some of the things I have about the bill, some of the
problems we see in Arizona. We welcome the idea of doing some-
thing. But one of the things we would like to see you do most of all
is see why the present law isn't being enforced that exists today.
BIA and Interior said, wrote one time, and said: why don't you go
to court and find out? Well, I am getting sued right now by the
Gila Indian tribe to find out whether they can have their fronton.
So, we're in court. We are defending it. We will be defending it all
the way to the Supreme Court of the United States if we have to.

But I think this is a poor attitude. I think there are laws on the
books, the Federal Assimilative Crimes Act, the Organized Crime
Control Act, that can be enforced by Justice. We have even volun-
teered people out of our office to work with the U.S. attorney in
Phoenix. He is willing and ready to go, to go in there and stop this
stuff which doesn't apply, which is contrary to our State criminal
statutes. But they can't get authority to do it. And I think that's
where the problem is.

I think the gentleman, perhaps, may even have an oversight
committee look into why the present laws aren't being enforced.

Those are my comments. I probably went more than the 8 min-
utes that you gave to me, but I appreciate the time you gave me.

If I could answer any questions, I will try.
[Statement of Mr. Corbin, with attachments, follows:]
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT K. CORBIN, ATTORNEY GENERAL, STATE OF ARIZONA

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs,

I am Robert K. Corbin, Attorney General of the State of Arizona. I welcome the

opportunity to express to you my views regarding H.R.1920 (the "Indian Gaming

Control Act") and H.R.2404 (the "Indian Country Gambling Regulation Act") in the

context of gambling being conducted on Indian reservations in Arizona and

elsewhere.

Let me first commend Representative Morris K. Udall for his efforts in

preparing and introducing H.R.1920 and Representative Norman D. Shumway for his

efforts with respect to H.R.2404 in bringing this issue before you. The questions

which you address in your hearings today are extremely serious and deserve thorough

debate and consideration. However, as I will indicate in my comments before you

today, I believe very strongly that the prime responsibility for establishing and

enforcing public policy on matters with such a particularly localized impact as those

relating to gambling are uniquely within the province of the States and not the

Federal Government. This has historically been true and should remain so.

In this regard as well, as I will discuss in more detail, I believe the existing

Federal laws including specifically the Organized Crime Control Act of 1970 and the

Federal Assimilative Crimes Act, if enforced, are not only adequate but reflect the

correct relationship which should exist between the Federal Govertnent, the States

and the Indian tribes in this area. The crucial issue, however, is the existing

enforcement, or more accurately nonenforcement policy with respect to these laws

at the Federal level. My concern about the lack of enforcement compels me to urge

you to hold hearings to determine why they are not being enforced.

During the past few years, the people of the State of Arizona, along with

those of her sister States, have witnessed an alarming expansion of gaming and

gambling activities being introduced into and conducted upon Indian reservations.

I say alarming because, in Arizona these activities operate in open violation

of State criminal laws and regulatory measures governing the control of gaming.
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This gambling activity, thus far, has primarily involved high-stakes bingo, some with

advertised single prizes of up to $100,000. One proposal contemplated even higher

prizes to be accomplished through a multi-reservation bingo simulcast via

communications satellite.

Additionally, we have witnessed an influx of electronic "video bingo

machines". These devices, which purport to be merely extensions of common bingo,

are in my view illegal gambling devices (i.e., slot machines) under both Federal and

Arizona law. We have also received information indicating that one Indian tribe is

installing a ful-scale keno operation and further information that full-scale casino

gambling is being considered by another tribe.

Most recently, a private Florida corporation has entered into a series of

agreements with the Gila River Indian Community to introduce parimutuel jai alai

onto the Gila River Indian Reservation just south of metropolitan Phoenix. The

proposed operation abuts Interstate 10 between Phoenix and Tucson. In public

announcements, the parties to these agreements have stated that the S20 million jai

alai fronton (i.e., playing arena) is anticipated to generate a first year "handle" (i.e.,

public wagering) of some S100 million.

Incredibly, such an operation, which flaunts both State and Federal law, has

been approved by the Department of the Interior. In fact, the Deputy Assistant

Secretary of Interior in charge of Indian Affairs has advised me that my request for

rescission of the agreements would not be honored. He also revealed that the

agreements in question were approved by the Area Director of the Phoenix Office of

the Bureau of Indian Affairs with his (i.e., the Deputy Assistant Secretary's)

concurrence.

The approval, in my view, is contrary to both State criminal law and Federal

law, viz., the Organized Crime Control Act of 1970, 18 U.S.C. )' 1955 as interpreted

in United States v. Farris, 624 F.2d 890 (9th Cir. 1980), cert. denied sub nom. Baker

v. United States, 449 U.S. 1111 (1981). Although I have made my views known in
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letters to the Secretary of the Interior, the only response thus far from the Deputy

Assistant Secretary has been that he concurred in the approvals and that he felt that

"...the tribe should have the opportunityy to test the legality of its proposal in

court." I have attached copies of my correspondence with the Department of the

Interior detailing these events.

As a result of these matters, the Indian tribe and the Florida corporation

each have filed a lawsuit in United States District Court in Phoenix, using the

Department of Interior's approval as a sword to seek both a declaratory judgment

and an injunction forbidding me from enforcing Arizona's gambling laws against the

operation. I intend co vigorously defend these lawsuits and further, to take such

other actions as I deem necessary to enforce Arizona's gambling laws.

As the chief law enforcement officer of the State of Arizona, I wish to

express to the Committee my urgent concern regarding the dangerous proliferation

of gaming and gambling operations on Arizona's as well as the nation's Indian

reservations. In the States of Arizona, California and Nevada alone, there are

nearly 150 separate and distinct regions of "Indian country." These areas, whether

located on a remote Interstate highway or situated in a metropolitan locale of

millions, each hold the potential for illegal gambling under the presently permissive

attitude of the Department of the Interior.

In this regard, I share certain of the views -articulated by the Department of

Justice in its June 19, 1984 comments upon H.R. 4566, 98th Cong., 1st Sess. (1984).

There, Criminal Division Deputy Assistant Attorney General Mark M. Richard

accurately pointed out that the sudden growth of 'high-stakes" gambling operations

on Indian reservations has generated substantial concern among both Federal -nd

State law enforcement authorities.

The source of the concern is the attraction that lucrative gambling

operations *rill have for organized criminal elements. This is particularly true

where large swns of cash are involved and where the jurisdictional confusion created
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by the situs of the gambling, Indian country, frequently constitutes an open

invitation to opportunism.

Furthermore, the concern is neither abstract nor imagined. High-stakes

gambling involves large and fast-moving cash transactions. Thus, the opportunities

for "skimming" and "laundering" are vast. In addition, those nvolved in the

operations, including tribal-member employees, may become susceptible to

corruption and dishonest manipulations. Support services which facilitate the

gambling operations, including security, food, liquor, janitorial, sanitation and

similar services, are also lucrative attractions to tacketeers and those who would

protect their insidious grip through violence and threat.

In this regard, the States of the nation have a clear and compelling interest in

opposing Indian country gambling operations where such activities hold the potential

for creating havens for criminal acts and corrupt practices. Historically, since the

States have had the prime responsibility for the enforcement of laws having a

particularly localized impact, such as laws relating to liquor and gambling, it should

not be the Federal policy in this area to disregard or preempt legitimate State these

concerns.

Accordingly, since the various States have a substantial and legitimate

interest in protecting their citizens from the evils of gambling-related crime --

both on and off Indian reservations -- through the enactment of State laws intended

to promote this interest, it should not be the Federal policy to convert Indian

reservations into marketplaces within which gambling activities exempt from the

operation of State and Federal gaming laws are promoted. Rather, the national

policy should be to mandate the enforcement of existing State and Federal laws

regarding gambling in Indian country.

Such laws include the Organized Crime Control Act of 1970 (18 U.S.C.

§ 1955) and the Assimilative Crimes Act (18 U.S.C. § 13) (as made applicable to

Indian country under 18 U.S.C. § 1152), which incorporate existing State laws,

(
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and the Indian Country Gambling Device Act (15 U.S.C. § 1175). Enforcement of

these existing laws should be pursued without regard to the artificial and fallacious

civil/regulatory vs. criminal/prohibitory" distinctions which have formed the basis

for various court decisions in this area in the past.

Such a policy would not only comport with common sense, it would be

consistent with the June 7, 1985 Indian gaming policy statement resolution adopted

at its annual meeting by the Conference of Western Attorneys General. That

resolution urges Congress to recognize that State and local jurisdiction over gaming

on Indian reservations is essential to State sovereignty and should not be usurped or

taken over by the Federal government. The resolution, a copy of which I have

attached to my comments, also urges the President, as well as the Departments of

Justice and Interior, to support the States in Federal court litigation in asserting

State jurisdiction over Indian gaming.

The argument that Indian country gambling should be permitted free of State

or local regulation because of the need to improve tribal economies is totally

unpersuasive and misleading. The States have not only a right but an obligation as

well to protect all of their citizens, Indian and non-Indlan alike, from the dangers of

gambling conducted in violation of State laws. Moreover, it is clear that even

certain tribal members disagree over the wisdom of improving tribal economies

through gambling. For example, the tribal resolution relating to the proposed jal

alai fronton passed by a vote of seven in favor, three opposed and seven absent.

I must therefore strongly emphasize that economic motivation is a totally

inappropriate justification for the violation of State criminal laws. And yet, under

the guise of economic improvement, Indian country gambluig is labeled by its

proponents as nothing more than an exercise of tribal sovereignty. With due

respect, the doctrine of tribal sovereignty should not be transformed into a license

to violate with impunity the criminal laws and public policies of the States wherein

tribal governments exist.
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As you consider the legislation before you I urge you to step back and reflect

very carefully on the long-range impact of your actions. What is done or not done in

this area will be evaluated years from now and, I submit, from perhaps a radically

different perspective. You have heard or will hear that Indian gambling is simply an

exercise in tribal sovereignty. You no doubt will also hear substantial testimony

that Indian gambling, if not a panacea for the economic problems existing on

America's reservations, at least holds within it tremendous potential for economic

revitalization of those reservations. In considering those arguments you must ask

yourselves: (1) is the issue really that simple?, (2) who will, in fact, benefit, indian

people or non-Indian promoters?, and (3) at what cost?

The States have a clear interest in protecting these principles, but H.R.1920

and H.R.2404 fail to serve these objectives. Thus, I would strongly urge the

Committee to approach the issues from the perspective of the Conference of

Western Attorneys General. Only then may the legitimate interests of the States be

adequately protected.

In this regard, although I disagree with the absence of State law enforcement

responsibilities in the bills, I agree with the limitation in § 6(a) of H.R.1920 and

§§ 3(a) and 4(b)(1) of H.R.2404 providing for the licensing, regulating or conducting

of gaming within Indian country only where the gaming activity is not otherwise

prohibited by Federal law or State criminal law. I also agree with the proviso of

§ 6(c) of H.R.1920 requiring that the licensing requirements and regulations

governing such gaining be at least as restrictive as State law and that gaming

licenses may not be issued unless the applicant is otherwise eligible to obtain a State

license to conduct the same gaming activities under State law. These are absolutely

critical safeguards against the evolution of Indian reservations into gambling havens

within the borders of the States.

However, many of the other provisions of H.R.2404, and in particular

H.R.1920, greatly trouble me because they are inadequate to address the law
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enforcement and public policy concerns of the States. Even in States which have

strong and sophisticated gambling control agencies, the lure of reservation gambling

operations holds the danger of criminal infiltration, both organized and local. The

legislation here under consideration does not go nearly far enough to address these

perils.

The overall approach of both H.R.1920 and H.R.2404 is to legitimize

gambling operations in Indian country without adequate safeguards against criminal

and corrupt practices and without due deference to the legitimate law enforcement

and public policy concerns of the States. The most troubling deficiency of both bills

is the lack of State law enforcement involvement in the process. Instead of State

responsibility, the sole enforcement authority is placed with the Secretary of the

Interior.

In light of Arizona's experience with the controversy regarding slot machines

and the proposed jai alai fronton, I am genuinely alarmed at the prospect of the

Department of the Interior, rather than the respective States, being empowered to

determine whether or not a State criminal law is being violated by Indian country

gambling. Long-recognized principles of federalism and comity require that the

States' concerns be accorded more deference than that being proposed in these bills.

For example, § 7(aX) of H.R.1920 deals with background checks of

individuals having either a financial interest or managerial responsibility under

Indian country gambling management contracts. It is my view that the information

being required is completely Inadequate. Interestingly enough, in October, 1983, in

response to a reporter's inquiry about the adequacy of Department of Interior and

Bureau of Indian Affairs criminal background checks being given to tribal bingo

operations, the Deputy Assistant Secretary conceded: "What we're apparently

giving them is a veneer check and nothing beneath the veneer."

With due respect again, the legitimate law enforcement and public policy

concerns of the States should not be transferred and entrusted to Federal authorities
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who contend on the one hand that they safeguard tribal gaming operations as well as

the public at large, but who on the other hand admit that their efforts have in the

past amounted to nothing but a hollow veneer. With admissions such as that, it

should come as no surprise that the States would view with a jaundiced eye the

purported ability of the Department of the Interior to effectively regulate in this

subject matter area.

Another example of the shortcomings of H.R.1920 is found in § 9 of the bill.

As the chief law enforcement officer of the State of Arizona, I am deeply troubled

by the requirement of that section that background check information, audit results,

gross income produced and records connected with Indian country gambling

activities are declared to be "... private and confidential and such information shall

not be subject to disclosure to the public."

While this provision may not be as onerous as that proposed informally under

§ 9 of the "National Indian Gaming Task Force 'Indian Tribal Gaming Act"' (imposing

felony sanctions for the disclosure of such information for any purpose other than

enforcement of Federal and tribal laws), I can perceive no legitimate objective

being served by such a prohibition. Legalized gambling activities, whether or not

conducted on Indian reservations, should take place in the sunshine rather than the

darkness.

Exemption from public scrutiny -- presumably extending to State law

enforcement authorities as well as to the print and electronic media -- can only

invite, rather than discourage, illegal activities and other forms of corruption.

In summary, it is my position that the major source of friction between the

States and Indian reservation gaming operations is the blatant and arrogant

disregard of State laws placing restrictions on various aspects of gambling

activities. Under the rationale of Rice v. Rehner, - U.S. , 103 S.Ct. 3291 (1983),

the States have a legitimate and compelling right to protect their citizens, Indian

and non-Indian alike, from the evils of unrestricted or illegal Indian reservation
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gambling operations because of the substantial impact such operations may have

both within and beyond the reservation boundaries.

Accordingly, the formulation of a uniform Federal policy in this area should

be guided by traditional riotions of State responsibility in areas of State concern

rather than short-sighted and erroneously motivated objectives of permitting Indian

country gambling completely immune from State regulation. Tribal sovereignty and

self-government with regard to purely internal, tribal matters do not have the same

force or applicability when large numbers of non-tribal members are involved. The

lure of gambling free of State control, with all of the attendant evils, is a matter of

clear and urgent concern to the States because of the historical dangers inherent in

such activities.

As the elected representatives of all the people, it should not be the policy of

this Committee or of Congress to disregard these State law enforcement and public

policy concerns. I truly hope that such will not be the case with regard to either

H.R.1920 or H.R.2404.

In closing, I hope that the Committee will give serious consideration to my

remarks as well as to the comments submitted by Arizona's sister States. The

States can no longer abide the paralysis of action and will that has characterized the

Federal response to these issues in the past. In this regard, the Committee should

consider holding hearings to determine why the responsible Federal officials have

failed to enforce the existing laws and implement a uniform national policy in this

area before now. Thank you for extending to me the opportunity to present my

views on these important issues.

ROBERT K. CORBIN
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1275 WEST WASHINGTON

Illioerix, Arizona 851307
0obert A. Qorbin

[602] 255-4266

March 20, 1985

Hon. Donald P. Hodel
Secretary, Department of the Interior
18th & C Streets, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20240

Re: Indian reservation jai alai

Dear Secretary Hodel:

I take this opportunity to write to you in an attempt to
bring to your attention a situation now developing within
the State of Arizona which is of great concern to me. I am
referring to the proposed introduction into the State of
Arizona of parimutuel jai alai sought to be conducted on
the Gila River Indian Reservation near Phoenix.

Without belaboring the point in this letter, it is my
position as the chief law enforcement officer of the State
of Arizona that, if carried out, parimutuel wagering on jai
alai games -- whether on or off the Indian reservations of
the state -- would violate the criminal/prohibitory
provisions of Arizona law with respect to "sports betting,"
in particular, Ariz. Rev. Stats. § 13-3307 and Ariz. Rev.
Stats. § 5-112(D) prohibiting parimutuel wagering except on
horse races and dog races. I have enclosed copies of those
statutes for your reference as well as a copy of a
memorandum which has been prepared for me detailing the
broad general topic of gaming on Indian reservations in the
State oi Arizona, including the proposed Indian jai alai
games.

Moreover, it is my position that the fact that Arizona
permits parimutuel wagering on horse races and dog races
does not suggest, nor much less require, that any and all
other forms of parimutuel wagering, if conducted within the
exterior boundaries of an Indian reservation, must
therefore be allowed to proceed free from the reach of
state law. These legal principles will presumably be
determined by a court or courts of competent jurisdiction.
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The focus of my concern in this letter, however, relates to
that certain lease which was purportedly approved on
January 21, 1985 by the Phoenix Area Office Director of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, Mr. James H. Stevens, concerning
the proposed jai alai games. The lease (identified as
"Lease B-GR-173") is between the Gila River Indian
Community and C.A.H.K, Inc., a Florida corporation
proposing to build and manage the jai alai fronton. A copy
of Mr. Stevens' approval is enclosed for your information.

Since it is my position that Arizona law would prohibit
parimutel jai alai, and would enforce such prohibition with
felony criminal sanctions, I believe that the lease should
not have been approved in the first place. Neither this
office nor any of its staff attorneys were, to the best of
my knowledge, contacted or consulted by either the parties
to the lease or by Mr. Stevens prior to the purported
approval. In view of these facts, I would strongly urge
y4u to take the necessary steps to reconsider the propriety
of Mr. Stevens' actions and, ultimately, to proceed to
rescind the said approval.

In this regard, my concern over the lease is not confined
to an abstract disagreement over its objectives: specific
provisions of the document raise serious legal questions
quite apart from my underlying legal position. For
example, 1 21 of that lease provides:

21. TERMINATION OF FEDERAL TRUST

Nothing contained in LEASE shall operate to
delay or prevent a termination of Federal
trust responsibilities with respect to the
PREMISES by the issuance of a fee patent or
otherwise during the term of LEASE; however,
such termination shall not serve to abrogate
LEASE. The TRIBE and the LESSEE and its
surety or sureties shall be notified of any
such change in the status of the land.
(Emphasis added)

I am aware of the general requirement of 25 U.S.C. § 415c that
language similar to this be included in leases approved under
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25 U.S.C. 1 415. My concern, however, relates to the
provision stating that a termination of the trust relationship
between the Federal Government and the Gila River Indian
Community with respect to the leased premises would not
operate to abrogate the lease. The declared purpose of the
lease is to permit the playing of parimutuel jal alai within
the exterior boundaries of the Gila River Indian Reservation.
The above-quoted language seems clearly to contemplate that
neither the issuance of a fee patent nor a disestablishment of
the Gila River Indian Reservation, or that portion whereon the
fronton is proposed, would have any effect upon the continued
playing of parimutuel jai alai.

It is my position, as previously stated, that parimutuel jai
alai would be a prohibited, criminal activity on Indian
reservations under Arizona law. Moreover, by operation of 18
U.S.C. § 13, the "Assimilative Crimes Act", and 18 U.S.C.
§ 1152, the "Indian Country Crimes Act", it is my position
that a federal offense might exist as well. Even if that were
ultimately held to be in error, however, I am aware of no
authority which would permit the continued playing of
parimutuel jai alal once an abolition or disestablishment of
the federal trust character of the fronton site had occurred.

It also is my position that the only theoretical argument even
remotely supporting the contention that such jai alai games
may proceed free from the prohibitions of state law is
premised upon the asserted insulation from such laws provided
by the federal trust status of the Indian reservation land.
Even under positions opposed to mine, the existence of an
Indian reservation site is the mandatory jurisdictional
prerequisite to the proposed gaming activity.

In addition to the foregoing, I am also concerned about
certain other provisions of the lease which seem to
contemplate the potential for the introduction of other forms
of gaming onto tho reservation. See, e.j., 1 34 dealing with
the management rights of C.A.H.K., Inc. regarding "...other
forms of gaming (if any) .... " Specifically, I have been
personally informed that the Bureau of Indian Affairs has also
approved of the use of "video bingo" machines on the nearby
Ft. McDowell Indian Reservation. I have also been told that
these types of machines are in use on the Papago Indian
Reservation near Tucson, but I have no indication of BIA
approval in that instance.
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It is my position that These devices are nothing more than
variants of slot machines and, as such, are prohLbited
gambling devices under both state and federal law. I refer
you to the enclosed memorandum, p.8, n.lO, discussing this
situation. If such machines were introduced onto the Gila
River Indian Reservation, whether or not pursuant to the terms
of the lease here in question, I would view that as yet
another violation of the law.

Accordingly, since this situation is of urgent concern to me,
I would request that you inquire into this matter and either
rescind the approval or advise me of the basis for Mr.
Stevens' approval of the lease in question, particularly 21
and 34 thereof. Moreover, I would also request your
re-examination of the approval of the "video bingo" machines
on the Ft. McDowell Reservation and the status of the machines
on the Papago Reservation. Your prompt attention to these
requests is most appreciated.

Sincerely,

BOB CORBIN
Attorney General

BC:IAM:bab
1863h
Enclosures
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United States Department of the Interior
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20245

ALPLY UF&. TO:

APR 12 1985
Honorable Bob Corbin
Attorney General
State of Arizona
1275 West Washington
Phoenix, Arizona 85007

Dear Mr. Corbin:

The Secretary has asked me to respond to your letter of March 20,
1985, requesting that he inquire into, and possibly rescind, the
Phoenix Area Director's approval of a lease between the Gila
River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community and C.A.H.K., Inc., relating
to a proposed jai alai operation.

The Area Director's approval of the lease is now final for the
Department since no administrative appeal of that approval was
timely filed. The Secretary has authority to cancel a lease for
violation of the lease or the regulations in 25 C.F.R. Part 162.
See 25 C.F.R. S 162.14. However, he has no authority to rescLnd
approval of a lease, once that approval is final, and any attempt
to do so is likely to be viewed as an attempted Fifth Ame.:ndment
taking.

You express particular concern about sections 21 ar,d 34 of tre
lease. Section 21 provides that termination of the federal trust
will not abrogate the lease. This provision, as you correctly
surmise, is mandated by federal statute, 25 U.S.C. S 415c, a
relic of the now-repudiated termination policy. S3ction 34 of
the lease gives the lessor the first right to hold the license
for all pari-mutuel wagering and other forms of gaming (if any),
with the exception of bingo.

You believe that S 21 would authorize jai alai on ion-reservation
fee land should the Gila River Reservation be terminated.
However, that section does not so provide. In any event, the
provisions of this lease could not control the law with respect
to the conditions under which jai alai would or would not be
legal in such a case. Your concern about 5 34 is with the phrase
09ther forms of gaming (if any)." Whether any particular form of
gambling would be legal on the Gila River Reservation is a matter
controlled by federal law rather than by the terms of this lease.

The Area Director's approval of the Gila River documents was
given with my concurrence. It is my view that, because of the
potential economic benefit of the project to the Gila River
Tribe, the tribe should have the opportunity to test the legality
of its proposal in court. As I am sure you are aware, this
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Administration is strongly supportive of tribal initiatives for
development of reservation economies.

You also express concern about "video bingo" machines. I am
aware that video bingo machines are in use on the Fort McDowell
and Papago Reservations. The BIA has never formally approved the
use of these irachines. While I understand that the Fort McDowell
Field Representati.,e wrote to the chairman of the Fort McDowell
Indian Community in Ccftnber, 1984, stating that he had no
objection to the use of video bingo machines, that letter was not
written in the context of approval of any document. The Field
Representative. :,f course, has nc athority to take a position
for the Department wirh respect '-o tjie legality of these
machines. I regret any misunderstanding the letter may have
caused.

Our Phoenix Field Solicitor's Office has been in touch with the
U.S. Attorney's Office since JAy, 1984, regarding the apli-
cability of 18 U.S.C. S 1171-1175 to video bingo machines. This
Department, of course, defers to the Department of Justice and
the U.S. Attorney in the interpretation of this criminal statute
and will cooperate with the U.S. Attorney should he determine
that action should be taker in this instance. By copy of ths
letter, I am requesting 'he Field Solicitor's Office to remain in
touch with the U.S. Attorney's Office on this matter.

if I may be of any further assistance, please let me know.

Sincerely,

ant
irs

.eta ry--

cc: Area Director, Phoeni

U.S. Attorney, x
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Attartcu (beiternl
1275 wEST WASH:NOTON

I ~. C 
3Yiruix, Arizon3z 85007

xoacrt Th (Corbin

April 25, 1985

Mr. John W. Fritz
Deputy Assistant Secretary for

Indian Affairs
U. S. Department of the Interior
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Washington D.C. 20245

Dear Mr. Fritz:

Thank you for your lette, of April 12, 1985. 1 ai
disappointed that neither you nor the Secretary seem to
appreciate the seriousness of the threat posed to Indian and
non-Indian law-abiding citizens by this increased level of
gaming activity on Arizona's reservations.

I am, of course, aware of and support the
administration's efforts to strengthen tribal initiatives for
developmenc of reservation economies. However, those
initiatives cannot be built on direct violations of fundamental
state criminal law. Such a policy would neither be cood for the
Indians or the non-Indians within our jurisdiction.

By turning America's Indian reservations over to the
corrupting influences of certain aspects of the gambling
industry, you are subjecting a predictable number of Indians to
increased deprivation and lawlessness. This is as certain as if
your policy were to strengthen Indian economies by allowing them
to traffic in narcotics or dangerous drugs. Can it really be
your intention to turn American's Indian reservations into
havens for prostitution and narcotics and gamblinG? no you
really believe that following this policy serves the best
interests of any Americans, Indian or non-Indian? May 1
respectfully suggest that the only groups certain to thrive as a
result of this interpretation of the President's sport foc
strengthening tribal economies are those powerful and insidious
forces in America controlling organized crime. You are naive to
think anything else will occur.

Very truly yours,

BOB CORBIN

Attorney General

BC:pb
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ti (6encrrl

1 27S WESr WA5S.,NG7014

"hact"ix, Arizaia 23007

Vobtrt Yk. (furvin

,6022 255-4266

May 10, 1985

Hon. Donald P. Hodel
Secretary, Department of the Interior
18th & C Streets, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20240

Re: Indian reservation gaming

Dear Secretary Hodel:

On March 20, 1985, 1 wrote to you expressing my concern over the
proliferation of certain gaming activities on Arizona Indian
reservations, primarily regarding parimutuel jai alai and vtAeo
bingo machines. On April 22, 1985, 1 received Deputy Assistant
Secretary John W. Fritz' response, on your behalf, by letter datedl
April 12, 1985.

In that letter, Mr. Fritz takes the position that my concerns over
tle introduction of parimutuel jai alai onto the Gila River Inii:.
Reservation (just south of metro Phoenix) are unfounded. may
quote from Mr. Fritz' letter:

"The [Phoenix] Area Director's approval of
the Gila River [lease] documents was given
with my concurrence. It is my view that,
because of the potential economic benefit of
the project to the Gila River Tribe, the
tribe should have the opportunity to test
the legality of its proposal in court."

i trust that you are by now aware that, as a result of these
actions, two lawsuits have been filed in United States District
Court in Phoenix involving these issues. The lawsuits, filed
against me by the Gila River Indian Community as well as the
non-Indian jai alai promoters, seek a declaratory judgment that
Arizona's gambling laws and regulations may not be applied or
enforced as to parimutuel jai alai wagering within the reservac.o:
boundaries. The suits also seek a permanent injunction
prohibiting me from enforcing those laws against the :ndians' o:"
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promoters' activities regarding parimutuel wagering on jai alai on
the reservation.

I had originally hoped that the legal questions surrounding these
proposed activities could have been resolved without the need for
litigation of this sort. Moreover, I had been under the
impression that it was the position of the Department of the
Interior, if not the Bureau of Indian Affairs, that in situations
where a particular gaming activity was criminally prohibited by
state law -- as opposed to provisionally permitted under state
civil regulatory authority -- , the federal policy should be to
recognize and defer to the state law.

In view of the response contained in Mr. Fritz' April 12, 1985
letter to me, I gather that my former belief was in error.
Parenthetically, I have replied to Mr. Fritz by letter dated
April 25, 1985 expressing my disagreement with his conclusions.

I have publicly stated that, under current decisional authorities,
if an Indian tribe wishes to conduct on its reservation the same
gaming enterprises or activities which are otherwise permissible
and civilly regulated under state law, it may freely do so.
However, where a proposed gambling activity is not otherwise
specifically permitted or regulated, but instead is prohibited
statewide by virtue of public policy as a matter of criminal law,
such gambling activity should not be permitted on :ndian
reservations within the state.

In point of fact, at least three separate congressional proposals
have thus far recognized this principle, specifically, S. 932,
99th Cong., Ist Sess. §§ 6(a), 6(c), H.R. 1920, 99th Cong., Ist
Sess. §§ 6(a), 6(c) and H.R. 4566, 98th Cong., 1st Sess. §J 6(a),
6(c). In each of these bills, a congressional deference to the
legitimate interests of the states' respective criminal law public
policy concerns is recognized. I found no such deference in Mr.
Fritz' response to me.

In conclusion, my purpose in this letter is to again bring to your
attention the urgent need for the formulation of a fair, uniform
and balanced federal position which recognizes not only factors
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awsociated with the i-iprovement of reservation economies, but also
refl,-cts the legitimate concerns of the states that their public
policies relating to crininal law enforceiunt matters not be
ignored.

I look forward to working with the Departm.ent of the Interior, the"
Department of Justice, the United States Attorney's Office as well
as the attorneys general of the various states ;here these issues
arise in ad,lressing and, hopefully, resolving these complex
questions. thnk you for your consideration of my views.

Sincerely,

BOB CORBIN
Attoi'ney General

cc: The Honorable Edwin .eese, III
The Honorable John NcCain
The Honorable Eldon Rudd
The Honorable Bob Stuk, p
The Honorable orriss K. Udall
The Hlonorable Jim Kolbe
The Honorable Stephen M. X:amee
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CONFERENCE OF
WESTERN ATTORNEYS GENERAL

Y1-40 COL04M OF, STATIN GO~vEftW.e.1T

720 SACRAN1ENTO STREET~ SAN FRANOS CALF0=O'5A 84108 (453 886-3780

APPROVED RESOLUION NO. 85-1

DIAN GAMING POLICY STATZ3MNT

(Introduced by Attorney General Brian McKay, Nevada)

WHEREAS, unregulated Indian gaming represents a threat to the public welfare of the
nation because it provides new havw for orgnired crime to operate in total disregard
of state laws concerning gamlngl and

WHEREAS, unregulated Indian gaming represents a threat to the welfare of the various
Indian tribes because It may subject the tribes to the corrupting Influences of organized
crime; and

WHEREAS, the regulatory apparatus proposed by S902 and HRI920 are totally inadequate
to address the problem of Infiltration and control by organized crime of Irdian gaming
and

WHEREAS, the states have traditionally regulated gaming and provide the best means of
addressing the threats poeed by unregulated Indian gaming

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Conference of Western Attorneys
General urge President Reagan and the Interior and Justice Departments to support the
states In their ltigation In the Federal courts to assert Jurisdiction over Indian gaming
and

BE rr FURTHER RESOLVED that the Conferaee of Western Attorneys General urge
Congrew to recognize that state and local jurisdiction over gaming on Indian reservation
Is essential to state sovireignty and should not be taken over by the Federal government.

(RESOLUTION APPROVED BY THE CONFERENCE AT ITS 1985 ANNUAL MEETING ON
UE 7 IN JUNEAU. ALASKA)

AG14R8-1

Afteke * ..0 v . * -4r'w. * ,'. 4 *Q.a''*'-u*M3

*e NVW kftxcc 0 w~. MwW MM 0* Nirt Ooft. 6 O.go" * ww..aeoo to * v
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The CHAIRMAN. Thanks for your helpful advice and counsel. You
are on the front line of this thing and maybe as a lawyer can help
us resolve some of these legal questions.

Let me ask you this. Based on your understanding of present
law, today the Catholic church or the Elks Club can run a bingo
game with certain restrictions.

Mr. CORBIN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. It must be their own members, no more than

twice a week, other--
Mr. CORBIN. Three times a week, I believe, Mr. Chairman, $4,000

jackpot, must go for charitable purposes. And the charitable orga-
nization, as I recall, must be in existence for 5 years.

The CHAIRMAN. Any Indian tribe in Arizona can do the same
thing?

Mr. CORBIN. Any tribe in Arizona can do that.
The CHAIRMAN. It is legal in Arizona now to have a lottery-

well, I'll get to lotteries later.
Is it legal in Arizona to run a dog track if you are licensed by the

State?
Mr. CORBIN. Yes, sir, parimutuel dog track, parimutuel horses,

that would be perfectly legal on an Indian reservation under the
law.

The CHAIRMAN. Could an Indian tribe run a dog or a horse track.
Mr. CORBIN. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. No?
Mr. CORBIN. They don't but they could.
The CHAIRMAN. They could?
Mr. CORBIN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
And casino gambling would be illegal for you or me to set up,

and it's presently illegal for a tribe, right?
Mr. CORBIN. Yes, sir. It's criminal. It would be a crime in Arizo-

na.
The CHAIRMAN. You would take the same position on jai alai?
Mr. CORBIN. On jai alai I take the same position, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You commit a crime, tribe or non-Indian, if you

set up a jai alai operation in Arizona?
Mr. CORBIN. If conducted off the reservation, they would be in-

dicted, prosecuted, and, hopefully, convicted.
The CHAIRMAN. OK.
Mr. Richardson.
Mr. RICHARDSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Corbin, I take it that, if you had a sequence of events that

need to be-done, obviously, as I take it, the first thing you think
should be done is perhaps that this committee do oversight work on
why existing law isn't being enforced and why the BIA has been
totally ineffective in monitoring and setting a policy. Is that accu-
rate? Would that be your first recommendation?

Mr. CORBIN. Mr. Richardson, the answer is yes, because the law
is there now to stop what's going on.

Mr. RICHARDSON. But you still maintain that the best entity to
monitor all of these gaming activities would be the State. And my
colleague from New Mexico, Paul Bardeke, shares your view. So, I
take it you don't think much of a national commission perhaps
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that would be modeled behind a State commission. What do you do
with States, for instance, that don't have Indian populations and
don't have that kind of need for resources?

And I guess my last question would be, in view of declining Fed-
eral resources and the squeeze on State budgets, would you have
the facilities and capabilities? Would you in Arizona and, say, New
Mexico with the proliferation of Indian tribes have those resources
to adFquately monitor any kind of Indian activities, including, for
instance, the Humane Society's concern, for instance, with dog
racing, with the dogs? Can you do that?

Mr. CORBIN. Mr. Richardson, Paul Bardeke and I are very good
friends. Paul and I have met with some of the lower officials, just
below Mr. Meese, in the Justice Department in Albuquerque about
4 months ago, dealing with the problems that you have already
raised here about the dog racing on the reservations over there
with our problems in Arizona. So, I know what you're talking
about.

Yes, in answer to your question, we could handle it. I think we
would be more concerned than the Federal Government would be.
They are back here in Washington. I am not saying that they
wouldn't be overly concerned. But the people of my State are going
to be mostly doing the gambling out there. And I think that the
legislature of the State of Arizona and the various agencies which
run our lottery, which run our dog and horse racing-one agency
runs both the dogs and the horses, and the bingos in the Depart-
ment of Revenue-could certainly do that. It would not take more
additional people than we presently have. I don't think it would re-
c ire many moi-e people to go and oversee what is going on on
t ese various reservations to see that they are complying with
State law and things of that nature.

An example where the Federal Government did go in was up in
the State of Washington, up with the Leme Indian tribe up there.
Washington State allowed blackjack but not full-scale blackjack. It
was a crime to do so. The Lemes up there, as I understand it, went
full-scale blackjack with the same group that I understand came in
and opened up our first bingo operation. And the Federal Govern-
ment, using the Federal Assimilative Crimes Act went into Federal
court and got an injunction to enjoin them from doing it. So, the
government has done it in the past.

I got a little digressed from your question here. But in answer to
your question, yes, sir, we could certainly do it. I would be more
than happy to do it.

Mr. RICHARDSON. But you still don't think much of my national
commission idea?

Mr. CORBIN. Mr. Richardson, no. To be quite honest with you, no,
sir, I don't.

The CHAIRMAN. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes, of course.
The CHAIRMAN. There are different ways to approach this as we

write a final bill. Clearly, we need some sort of a watchdog, wheth-
er it's the General Accounting Office or the Inspector General at
the BIA or somebody. I thought of, in my own mind, five or six
ways to approach this. For example, baseball, basketball, some of
the major professional sports have gone out and picked a czar or
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someone whose integrity is beyond question and given him the
power to ride herd on these operations and blow the whistle when-
ever something goes wrong.

How about a commissioner of gaming, of Indian gaming, who
would be picked by the tribe and responsible to them? And maybe
we save setting up another bureau or another operation. Let them
police themselves in the same way that professional football tries
to do.

Mr. RICHARDSON. I commend the chairman for that brilliant idea.
I think, Mr. Chairman, that--

The CHAIRMAN. They might find a retired Congressman or re-
tired judge or somebody.

Mr. CORBIN. How about a retired attorney general?
The CHAIRMAN. There's the old story about the politician who re-

tired on account of illness: the voters got sick and tired of him.
[Laughter]

Mr. MCCAIN. If the gentleman will yield further.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman is recognized on his own time.
Mr. MCCAIN. I think there is some virtue to what the gentleman

from New Mexico is saying, because I think that we would want a
consistency here that we might not, in all due respect to my good
friend Bob Corbin, find if it is left up to each State's individual in-
terpretation. Whether it should be a retired Congressman or not
would certainly be a subject of differing opinion. I would also
submit that possibly it should be a group of people rather than a
specific czar. So, I believe that our colleague from New Mexico's
recommendation deserves some consideration.

Mr. COELHO. Would the chairman yield?
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman--
Mr. MCCAIN. I certainly yield to the gentleman.
Mr. CoEx.o. I want to apologize to members of the committee. I

am conducting a subcommittee markup on another issue right now
as chairman, and I need to go back to the markup. I wanted to
come here.

I am very concerned about this issue. I think Mr. Corbin has
brought up some good points that concern me. I don't think it's just
a matter of a czar. And I don't think it's a matter of a commission
reviewing what has happened. I think, as one from my State,
where we have a lot of racing and gambling and so forth, legally
and illegally, I am sure, that it is a hands-on approach that is im-
portant, somebody who is monitoring and watching and who is con-
cerned about it, dog racing, which I happen to be somewhat of an
advocate of. It's a matter of making sure that no one touches those
dogs after they are put in the cage until they actually get on the
track. I don't see any way that we in the Federal Government can
set up a bureau or commission or whole bureaucracy to handle
that. I mean, that's why the States have it.

We are talking about something serious here. We are not just
talking about wanting to monitor something. We are talking about
watching it, hands on, making sure there aren't violations. And
that's why a lot of the States have had to do some of the things
they have had to do.

I am very concerned about us leading off into another direction. I
happen to be one who has always been a strong advocate of Indian
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concerns and so forth. But in this whole area of gambling I think
we have to be as Federal legislators a little concerned about, are
we getting into an area that opens up a whole new kettle of worms
that we are not prepared to handle. We are talking at the Federal
level of reducing bureaucracy. We are talking about cutting back
the Federal personnel.

We are fighting right now trying to maintain, let alone add. I
think it is somet in# that we need to be very concerned about. I
think the States are handling it today. I think we need to work out
something in regard to our complications in regard to the Indians.
But I am very, very concerned as an individual about turning over
gaming, restrictions, concerns, laws to some retired Congressman
or anybody else.

Mrs. VUCANOVICH. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. MCCAIN. If I could reclaim my time?
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Arizona has the time.
Mr. MCCAIN. There are other regulatory bodies in this Govern-

ment that regulate the various activities in this country. It would
not be exactly breaking new ground. As far as the gentleman's con-
cern about legislative involvement in this issue, I believe that there
is unanimous opinion from the tribes as well as the State authori-
ties; that they want Federal assistance here, such as a piece of leg-
islation to clarify the tremendous contradictions and misunder-
standings that exist. There may be different positions taken be-
tween the tribes and the State authorities, but I think that Mr.
Corbin would agree with me. Bob, do you believe that we need
some kind of legislation to clarify this entire issue? Would you
agree with that?

Mr. CORBIN. Mr. Chairman and Congressman McCain, yes, par-
ticularly in the area of the regulatory. That is just something you
are going to have to decide, which came up with Mr. Shumway. If
it's a regulatory statute, in the State right now, the law is that you
cannot enforce it. The Federal Government can't enforce it on an
Indian reservation. So, in that area, yes, we will need some legisla-
tion. You would have to make a decision as to whether you want
them to comply to State regulatory statutes or not. As we think
right now, on criminal statutes, they have to comply with prohibi-
tory statutes.

My problem is this. We have a copy of the letter, which I have
attached, I think, in my written comments here by BIA, Depart-
ment of the Interior, authorizing the jai alai on the Gila Indian
Reservation, without any contact, without any notification, without
any talking with us to see whether or not our feelings were wheth-
er this would be legal or illegal.

We have another letter that went to the Fort McDowell Indian
reservation, which didn't give them specific authority for what we
believe are slot machines up there, but approving the putting of
slot machines up there, without any talking with any State agency,
without any discussion, without even asking us if this would be a
violation of State law. This is what we get concerned about when
we start dealing with the Federal Government. I think we at the
State level are more concerned about what goes on in our States.
We are there. We see what's going on. People contact us and tell us
what's going on.
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That's why I have a very serious problem. That's why I think
that a lot of this should be left in the States. We are set up to regu-
late dogs and horses, lottery, and any other type of gambling that
Arizona would make legal in Arizona. And we are set up and ready
to do it. And I don't think it would be any great effort to go ahead
and regulate on Indian reservations.

I know the tribes don't want State regulation. I know that. They
want sovereignty. And I don't blame them. You know, I have said
this before. They accuse me of being anti-Indian. I am one-eighth
Indian myself. My great-grandmother was full-blooded. I am not
anti-Indian. But they are part of the State of Arizona. And I think
they should comply with our laws.

Mr. MCCAIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there further questions or comments? Mr.

Lujan.
Mr. LUJAN. Mr. Chairman, I think we are kind flapping around

on this whole thing. The law exists now, it seems to me, as to what
can happen in the State and what can't. We have three situations
in New Mexico that probably point it up.

The Mescalaros at one time wanted to put in a gambling casino.
At least it was rumored that they were. And I guess it wasn't legal
to do so in New Mexico, and so they didn't put one in. The bingo
was legal in New Mexico, and so they were able to. The Sandias
started it and then they moved on.

Now the Santa Anas want to put in a race track. There is a dis-
cussion about whether it is legal or whether it is not legal, the
State contending it's not, the tribe contending it is. They are going
to have to resolve that probably through the courts.

I don't believe that we are here to either legalize or not legalize
it. You have the tools to work with. Whoever put those slot ma-
chines in there, they had to cross them across the State. Either
they flew them over into the reservation. And that certainly might
be illegal, transporting into the State. The minute they leave the
reservation, you can be right outside the reservation and arrest
them if it's a criminal activity.

I don't believe that we ought to get into the question of making
it either legal or illegal. I think what we are all about is, how do
you enter into a contract with an Indian tribe to do whatever it is
that they are going to do? What is the procedure by which one
enters into such a contract? And I don't think we need to get into
the legislation, whether it's legal or whether it isn't. I think you
have the tools to enforce that.

Mr. CORBIN. In Arizona the mere fact you have a slot machine is
not illegal. In fact, there was a slot machine which we believe are
slots brought off of the Fort McDowell reservation to one of our
motels. The distributors of the slot machines were trying, had a big
meeting of all the tribes from all over the country to come in,
about 80 of them, I understand, so they could see these slots so
they could order them and take them back to their reservations.
We were there. We were ready to grab those slots, We were ready
to prosecute. But the problem was, Arizona law says you got to
play those slots, and nobody played them. So, we weren't able to do
anything. They took them back on the reservation and we couldn't
touch it.
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Mr. LUJAN. Why don't you change the law to say the transporta-
tion of slot machines is illegal?

Mr. CORBIN. Well, the transportation of slot machines across Fed-
eral line is a violation of Federal law. They're not enforcing it now.

Mr. LUJAN. The Justice Department--
Mr. CORBIN. Not mine, not across Federal States-I have to deal

with my State law in the State. Crossing State line's a Federal.
Mr. LUJAN. Well, wouldn't you--
Mr. CORBIN. I have no authority over that.
Mr. LUJAN [continiuing). Have responsibility as attorney general

if you see a law violated, a Federal law violated, to inform the Jus-
tice Department-

Mr. CORBIN. I have done so on all these slots, all these gambling
things. They haven't done anything about it.

Mr. LUJAN. What?
Mr. CORBIN. I have talked to Justice people. I have had meetings

with Justice people on this gambling on Indian reservations which
are a violation of State law. I have been trying to get them to do
something for 4 months, 5 months, 6 months. I don't know, I've lost
track of time.

Mr. LUJAN. Maybe the problem is they don't agree with you that
there are--

Mr. CORBIN. It's a policy decision, they keep telling me they're
going to get together, Mr. Hodel and-I don't know when they're
going to do it.

Mr. LUJAN. But there's no question that the transportation of
slot machines across State lines is illegal.

Mr. CORBIN. That's a violation of Federal statute.
The CHAIRMAN. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. LUJAN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. I am told by staff there is a specific Federal stat-

ute making slot machines illegal on Indian reservations at all
times and places, in addition to the commerce clause restriction
which Congress has put on about taking these machines across
State lines unless your destination is a State like Nevada, where
it's legal.

Mr. MCCAIN. If you will yield further, though, one of the prob-
lems is-please correct me if I'm wrong-is that the machine is a
bingo machine, but it's-

Mr. CORBIN. They're called video--
Mr. McCAIN. It is described as bingo, and there's a real gray area

here.
Mr. CORBIN. Video bingo. They're all over the country. It's a new

method that trying to beat the slot machine laws in all the States.
Pennsylvania has had problems with it. It's all over. It's not just
here.

Mr. LuJAN. You don't think there's enough law now to control
illegal activities?

Mr. CORBIN. Mr. Chairman, yes, I think there's law right now if
you just enforce it.

Mr. LuJAN. You mean let the feds do it?
Mr. CORBIN. Sure, the Federal Assimilative Crimes Act or the Or-

ganized Crime Control Act, 1970.
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The CHAIRMAN. One of the things we can do, if the gentleman
will yield, as a result of these hearings is to spell out these gray
areas and to make decisions yes or no. They'll be in court for the
next 50 years if we let them be in court. We can move in and clari-
fy some of these areas and make specific--

Mr. CORBIN. Mr. Chairman, there was a case that came down
here about a year ago, it was either Federal Court of Appeals or
the Supreme Court of the United States, that held that the Federal
Assimilative Crimes Act allows the Federal Government to enforce
a State criminal statute through the Federal Assimilative Crimes
Act, through the U.S. attorney's office. It has been held to be con-
stitutional.

Mr. LUJAN. Is there the suggestion here that this bill should say
dog racing is legal or is illegal, regardless of what the State says?

Mr. CORBIN. No, sir, not from me it isn't.
Mr. LUJAN. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Mrs. Vucanovich.
Mrs. VUCANOVICH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would just like to agree with my colleague from California in

his concerns about a Federal commission because I know we will be
hearing from Mr. Rumbolz, who will be representing our State
gaming control board. I am sure he is going to speak more about
State control. You know, our State has been able to control gam-
bling to a point, mainly because we are so small, and we started
out with gambling at a time when we were small. Over the years,
we have learned a great deal about gambling in our State and how
important it is to control it.

Even where it's legal, as you know it is in our State, I can tell
you that there are a lot of problems. Unless it can be regulated and
keep some control, believe you me, you're going to have a lot of
problems that people don't even realize.

So, I would be very concerned about losing State control and
having any kind of Federal control, regardless of the sovereignty of
the Indian tribes. All of us support their being able to get them-
selves in a position where they can make money and be self-suffi-
cient. But I am particularly concerned about what we are talking
about, Federal control, because you don't really know what it is
until you get into something like that.

As you referred to Atlantic City, a lot of the operators in our
State who have now since moved into Atlantic City have found
things a very different situation than they have found in our State.
So, I think we are looking at a very serious situation if we lose con-
trol of the States' having control over gaming.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any further questions? The gentleman

from Idaho.
Mr. CRAIG. I am late. I just wanted to say hello to Bob. It is good

to see you in Washington again.
Mr. CORBIN. I was back last Friday to a meeting-we are both on

the NRA board of directors-to raise dues.
Mr. C;,,'IG. You are as firm and as outspoken here as you are on

that board, and I appreciate your comments.
Mr. CORBIN. Thank you, Congressman.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thanks a lot, Mr. Corbin. We appreciate your
careful advise.

Mr. CORBIN. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. We will be talking to you as we develop some

legislation, I hope.
Our next witness is Mr. Donald Antone, governor of the Gila

River Community, with Mr. Rod Lewis, general counsel. Governor,
welcome to our hearing today. You may proceed. We have your
statement.

STATEMENT OF DONALD R. ANTONE, SR., GOVERNOR OF THE
GILA RIVER INDIAN COMMUNITY

Mr. ANTONE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Donald Antone, Sr. I am the governor of the Gila

River Indian Community in Arizona. I appreciate the opportunity
to express the position of the community in regard to H.R. 1920.

We have a prepared statement, Mr. Chairman, which we submit-
ted. I want to just highlight some of the points on our statement.

The CHAIRMAN. That will be entirely agreeable with us.
Mr. ANTONE. We promise not to take too much time. We don't

want to get too emotional about this, our economic effort.
The community has a strong interest in this bill because we plan

to conduct a jai alai operation, which you have heard, involving
parimutuel wagering on the Gila River Reservation. We have re-
cently filed an action against the attorney general of Arizona seek-
ing an injunction preventing him from interfering with this eco-
nomic development venture. If Federal legislation like H.R. 1920
was in place, this litigation would not have been necessary.

It is important to state at the beginning that we view our gaming
operation as an economic development effort that is consistent with
the President's policy of encouraging tribes to be economically self-
sufficient. Indian gaming enterprises also are viewed with favor by
the Bureau of Indian Affairs as a means of generating revenues for
the tribes, which often lack sufficient natural resources to deliver
needed governmental services to the tribal members. Gila River
views its parimutuel wagering as one part of its total economic de-
velopment plan. Like other tribes, we think it important that the
community encourage industries to locate on the Gila River Reser-
vation not only for revenue but to afford tribal members an oppor-
tunity for meaningful employment.

My prepared statement addresses the following remarks, which
will follow: First, the need for Federal legislation; application of
State law to nontribal members or nontribal individuals or individ-
ual tribal members; tribal gaming ordinances; management con-
tracts; regional gaming commissions.

We believe there is a need for legislation which clearly estab-
lishes Federal standards for and control of gaming activities within
Indian country. Such Federal legislation should indicate the limit-
ed role that State governments have in regulating Indian gaming
activities on Indian reservations. Any proposed legislation must be
consistent with the general rule that State laws ordinarily do not
extent to and over Indian reservations.

72-553 0 - 87 - 3
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With regard to the application of State law on Indian reserva-
tions, we support the policy set forth in the proposed Findings of
Congress in section 2(2) and in section 6(a) with the underlined lan-
guage.

That language follows: (2) Federal courts have held that Indian
tribes have the exclusive right to regulate gaming activity which is
not prohibited by Federal law and which is conducted within a
State which does not, as a matter of public policy, prohibit such
gaming activity.

It must be kept in mind that the cases to date have been litigat-
ed in States which have assumed or been granted limited criminal
and/or civil jurisdiction on Indian reservations pursuant to Public
Law 230. Arizona is not a Public Law 280 State, and therefore the
jurisdictional situation is distinctly different. In short, the sover-
eign status of tribes in Arizona is clearer, being unaffected by the
reach of Public Law 280.

In light of the clear jurisdictional status and based on existing
law, there is no doubt that Gila River Indian Community may con-
duct parimutuel wagering on our reservation. The phrase "as a
matter of criminal law" must be deleted from section 6(a), on page
3, line 19, because this phrase detracts from its conceptual clarity.
The phrase "as a matter of public policy" is in more accord with
the current state of the law.

With respect to the minimum requirements of Tribal Ordinance
regulating gaming activity on a reservation, I offer the following
comments. The community agrees with the policy contained in sec-
tion 6(bXl), which reads as follows:

(1) the tribe itself will have the sole proprietary interest and will
conduct any proposed gaming activity, except as provided in sub-
section (c).

We also agree that the revenues earned from tribal gaming ac-
tivities should only fund tribal government operations, programs,
and economic development activities as outlined in section 6(bX2).
The community feels it important that no individual tribal member
or other entity other than the tribe have the proprietary interest
in a tribal gaming operation, which is in line again with section
6(bX4) of H.R. 1920.

We want to add that Gila River Tribe owns and operates the
gaming activity and the building where the gaming activities will
take place. Furthermore, the Secretary of the Interior has ap-
proved contracts with the non-Indian entity to manage our gpxning
activities. The tribe will license this management function. In this
situation there is no jurisdiction for modifying the general rule
that State law does not extend to and over the reservation.

To refer to State law as a standard against which tribal law will
be measured turns the current status of the law on its head. The
additional requirement that a non-Indian entity and individual
tribal members are entitled to receive a State license also is of con-
cern. The intent of this provision appears to be an attempt to dis-
courage non-Indian management groups from controlling Indian
gaming. But this potential problem can be resolved in other ways.
For instance, the Regional Gaming Commission concept or Tribal
Gaming Commissions will be able to control and monitor non-
Indian management entities. In addition, Gila River intends to re-
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quest that Federal criminal law enforcement authorities lend their
support to us to avoid the influence of organized crime. We also
intend to seek the cooperation and aid of the State of Arizona.

We strongly support the proposed statutory requirement with re-
spect to verifiable accounting procedures and access of the tribes
and secretary to financial data as contained in section 7(b) and sec-
tion 8. However, with regard to section 7(eX2), it appears that the
sanctions are unnecessarily drastic. The intent of this subsection
obviously is to minimize the possibility of organized crime becom-
ing involved in tribal gaming efforts.

It is important that a party to a management contract not have
a felony conviction on his or her record or provide false or mislead-
ing information. However, once a gaming operation is in operation,
the power of the secretary to void a contract should be restricted.
To interfere with a viable operation because a party was finally
convicted of even a non-gaming felony or crime unrelated to the
gaming operation gives too much power to the secretary.

Finally, the area of gaming regulation. Gila River, by ordinance,
has established a Gaming Commission to regulate and monitor oar
contemplated jai alai and parimutuel operation. We think it impor-
tant that all parties to gaming operations on our reservation real-
ize that they will be strictly regulated and that the Gaming Com-
mission can impose heavy penalties. So we agree with the general
concept of gaming commissions.

S. 902, proposed by Senator DeConcini, authorizes the creation of
Regional Gaming Commissions. The language should be amended
to allow a tribe which can set up or has in place a satisfactory and
acceptable Gaming Commission with sufficient powers to supplant
the BIA organized Gaming Commission.

Thank you for this opportunity to express the views of Gila River
on H.R 1920. If you have any question, we would be happy to try to
answer.

[Statement of Mr. Antone follows:]
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(*DRAFT* June 21, 1985, Dock. #0998B)

STATEMENT OF DONALD R. ANTONE, SR.,

GOVERNOR OF THE GILA RIVER INDIAN COMMUNITY

SACATON, ARIZONA

BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS

REGARDING H.R. 1920, THE INDIAN GAMING CONTROL ACT

IN WASHINGTON D.C., JUNE 25, 1985

My name is Donald R. Antone, Sr., and I am the Governor of

the Gila River Indian Community, Sacaton, Arizona. I appreciate

this opportunity to express the position of the Community regarding

H.R. 1920.

The Community has a strong interest in this bill because we

plan to conduct a jai alai operation which involves pari-mutuel

wagering on the Gila River Indian Reservation. We recently filed an

action against the Attorney General of Arizona seeking an injunction

preventing him from interfering in this economic development

venture. If federal legislation like H.R. 1920 was in place, this

litigation would not be necessary.

It is important to state at the beginning that we view our

gaming operation as an economic development effort that is

consistent with the President's policy of encouraging Tribes to be

economically self-sufficient. Indian gaming enterprises also are

viewed with favor by the Bureau of Indian Affairs as a means of

generating revenue for Tribes, which often lack sufficient natural

resources to deliver needed governmental services efficiently to
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Tribal members. Gila River views its pari-mutuel operation as one

part of its total economic development plan. Like other Tribes, we

think it important that the Community encourage industry to locate

on the Gila River Indian Reservation not only for revenue but also

to afford Tribal members an opportunity for meaningful employment.

I shall address my remarks to the following areas:

1. The need for federal legislation.

2. Application of state law to non-Tribal individuals

or individual Tribal members.

3. Tribal Gaming Ordinances.

4. Management Contracts.

5. Regional Gaming Commissions.

We believe there is need for legislation which clearly

establishes federal standards for and control of gaming activities

within Indian Country. Such federal legislation should indicate the

limited role that state governments have in regulating Indian gaming

activities on Indian Reservations. Any proposed legislation must be

consistent with the general rule that state laws ordinarily do not

extend to and over Indian Reservations.

With regard to the application of state law on Indian

Reservation, we support the policy set forth in the proposed

Findings of Congress in Section 2(2) and in Section 6(a) with the

underlined language. Section 2(2) reads as follows:

(2) Federal courts have held that Indian Tribes

have the exclusive right to regulate gaming

activity which is not prohibited by Federal law

and which is conducted within a State which does

not, as a matter of public policy, prohibit such

gaming activity. [Emphasis Addedj
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But it must be kept in mind that the cases to date have

been litigated in states which have assumed or been granted limited

criminal and/or civil jurisdiction on Indian Reservations pursuant

to P.L. 280. Arizona is not a P.L. 280 state and therefore the

jurisdictional situation is distinctly different. In short, the

sovereign status of Tribes in Arizona is clearer, being unaffected

by the reach of P.L. 280.

In light of the clear jurisdictional status and based on

existing case law, there is no doubt that the Gila River Indian

Community may conduct pari-mutuel wagering on our Reservation. The

phrase "as a matter of criminal law" must be deleted from Section 6

(a), on page 3, line 19, because this phrase detracts from its

conceptual clarity. The phrase "as a matter of public policy" is in

more accord with the current state of the law.

With respect to the minimum requirements of a Tribal

Ordinance regulating gaming activity on a Reservation, I offer the

following comments. The Community agrees with the policy contained

in Section 6(b)(1) which reads as follows:

(1) the tribe itself il1 have the sole

proprietary interest and will conduct any

proposed gaming activity, except as provided in

subsection (c); ..

We also agree that the revenues earned from Tribal gaming activities

should only fund Tribal government operations, programs, and

economic development activities as outlined in Section 6(b)(2). The

Community feels it important chat no individual Tribal member or

other entity other than the Tribe shall have a proprietary interest

in a Tribal gaming operation which is in line with Section 6(b)(4)

of H.R. 1920.

rjt
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There is difficulty with the language and intent of 6(c)

which governs licensing and regulation of individual Tribal members,

non-Tribal individuals, and other entities other than the Tribe.

This provision states in part as follows;

PROVIDED, That licensing requirements and

regulations governing such games shall be at

least as restrictive qs those established by

State law governing similar gaming within the

jurisdiction of the State. No individual or

entity other than the tribe shall be eligible to

receive a tribal license to own, operate, or

conduct gaming activity on Indian reservations or

on lands subject to tribal juridsiction if such

individual or entity is not otherwise eligible to

receive a State license to conduct the same

activity within the jurisdiction of the State.

There simply is no need for state regulation of an

individual Indian or non-Indian who conducts and operates the gaming

activity on an Indian Reservation. At Gila River the Tribe owns and

operates the gaming activity, and the building where the gaming

activity will take place. Furthermore, the Secretary of the

Interior has approved contracts with a non-Indian entitly to manage

our gaming activity and the Tribe will license this management

function. In this situation there is no justification for modifying

the general rule that state law does not extend to and over

Reservations.

Gila River strongly opposes any extension of state

jurisdiction over an Indian Reservation. Generally, Tribal law

should govern the licensing of an Indian or non-Indian involved in
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gaming activities on a Reservation. There is no need for state

regulation.

To refer to state law as a standard against which Tribal

law will be measured, turns the current status of the law on its

head. The additional requirement that a non-Indian entity and

individual Tribal members be eligible to receive a state license

also is of concern. The intent of this provision appears to be an

attempt to discourage non-Indian management groups from controlling

Indian gaming. But this potential problem can be resolved in other

ways. For instance, the Regional Gaming Commission concept or

Tribal Gaming Commissions will be able to control and monitor

non-Indian management entities. In addition, Gila River intends to

request that federal crimnal law enforcement authorities lend their

support to us to avoid the influence of organized crime. We also

intend to seek the cooperation and aid of the State of Arizona.

H.R. 1920 addresses the area of management contracts. We

also think it important that federal standards and guidelines be

developed, but not because Tribes will fail to develop adequate

safeguards. Development of federal standards is necessary because

our gaming efforts must be above reproach and of unquestionable

propriety.

Section 7 (a) allows Tribes to enter into management

contracts for a reasonable fee which shall not exceed 40 per centum

of the net revenues of.a gaming operation. This could pose a

problem for Gila River and it should be kept in mind that Gila

River, like other Tribes, often do not have the necessary capital to

start up extensive gaming operations. To unduly shackle a Tribe by

discouraging off-Reservation investors does not make economic sense.
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Although the Secretary may consider a contractor's rate of return on

the financial contribution, it must be clear that other financial

considerations, not only net revenues, shall be considered in

approving a contract.

lie strongly support the proposed statutory requirement with

respect to verifiable accounting procedures and access of the Tribes

and Secretary to financial data as contained in Section 7(b) and

Section 8. However, with regard to Section 7(e)(2) it appears that

the sanctions are unnecessarily drastic. The intent of this

sub-section obviously is to minimize the possibility of organized

crime becoming involved in Tribal gaming efforts. No one disagrees

with this policy. The language reads:

The Secretary shall not approve and may void any

contract where he has knowledge that (1) any

person listed pursuant to paragraph (a) (1)of

this section is an elected member of the

governing body of the Indian tribe which is a

party to the management contract; (2) any person

listed pursuant to paragraph (a) (1) if this

section has been or subsequently is convicted of

any felony or gambling offense; ..

It is important that a party to a management contract not have a

felony conviction on his or her record or provide false or

misleading information. However, once a gaming operation is in

operation the power of the Secretary to void a contract should be

restricted. To interfere with a viable operation because a party

was finally convicted of even a non-gaming felony or crime unrelated

to the gaming operation gives too much power to the Secretary.
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Undoubtedly, a felony conviction of a party to a contract should

generate sanctions, but there are less onerous alternatives which

must be resorted to before a gaming operation is closed down.

Upon conviction of party to a management contract with an

Indian Tribe, the Secretary must first provide a Tribe the

opportunity to resolve the situation. The Tribe should be able to

make the decision whether a convicted felon should be divested of

any interest in a gaming operation. Ordinarily, a Tribe probably

would take action to divest the convicted felon especially if the

conviction impedes or interferes with the gaming operation. The

important point is that Tribes are capable of dealing with this

situation and will act in the best interest of the business venture.

Finally, the area of gaming regulation. Gila River, by

ordinance, has established a Gaming Commission to regulate and

monitor our contemplated jai alai and pari-mutuel operation. We

think it important that all parties to gaming operations on our

Reservation realize that they will be strictly regulated and that

the Gaming Commission can impose heavy penalties. So we agree with

the general concept of gaming commissions.

S-902 proposed by Senator Deconcini authorizes the creation

of Regional Gaming Commissions. However, the language should be

amended to allow a Tribe which can set up or has in place a

satisfactory apd acceptable Gaming Commission with sufficient powers

to supplant the BIA organized Gaming Commission.

I thank you for this opportunity to express the views of

the Gila River Indian Community to H.R. 1920 and if there are any

questions, I shall be glad to respond.
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The CHAIRMAN. Governor, why don't you stay there at the table?
We will take our next witness, Mr. Yetwin. Then we can direct
questions at both of you. Mr. Yetwin.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD M. YETWIN, COUNSEL, C.A.H.K.
Mr. YL-rwIN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my

name is Richard Yetwin. I am an attorney from Tucson, AZ. I rep-
resent C.A.H.K., which holds a 25-year ground lease and a develop-
ment agreement and management contract with the Gila River
Indian Community, which has been federally approved. The presi-
dent of my client, Mr. Hurwitch, is seated over here. The treasurer,
Mr. Aronoff, is seated next to him.

Pursuant to the agreements, my client is obligated to construct a
jai alai fronton, which is approximately 120,000 square feet in size.
It is anticipated that upon the completion of the fronton, it will
employ 450 people. My client is obligated, pursuant to its agree-
ments, to employ a minimum of 150 tribal members in the oper-
ation of the fronton.

The corporate officers and majority owners of C.A.H.K. are Joe
Cornblit, who is a well-known world champion jai alai player;
Marvin Aronoff, who is an insurance broker; Laurance Hurwitch, a
businessman; and Howard Kalid, who is the owner of an amateur
jai alai fronton in Miami. The cost of the fronton is estimated to be
approximately $15 million, and it is anticipated that it will seat
4,500 people.

As a point of information, the property is located approximately
15 minutes south of Phoenix, AZ, and it is located on the interstate
highway at a very convenient exitway.

The federally approved lease and other agreements recognize
that parimutuel wagering will be allowed within the fronton. It is
anticipated that sporting enthusiasts from the Phoenix and Tucson
area, and all of the other communities surrounding, will come and
watch the jai alai contests. The jai alai games and parimutuel wa-
gering will be regulated by the community pursuant to its tribal
ordinance which was passed on April 3, 1985.

I have several copies of the ordinance itself. You can see that it
is a very extensive ordinance. It was passed some time ago. If there
is any interest, I would certainly appreciate it-if the committee
would like copies, I have copies for them.

The CHAIRMAN. We would like to have it for our official hearing
record. It will be made a part of our record.

[EDITOR'S NOTE.-The above-mentioned ordinance may be found
in appendix I. See table of contents for page number.]

Mr. YErwIN. It also ties in, I think, a little bit with later com-
ments concerning regulation, because I think that one of the things
that has been overlooked is perhaps the regulatory ability of a sub-
stantial tribe itself, as opposed to the State, after there is a Federal
approval.

Pursuant to the agreements between the community and
C.A.H.K., the corporation, my client, will receive 10 percent of the
total debts, which in the vernacular are called the handle, placed
in the parimutuel wagering system, from which all expenses of op-
erating the fronton, including the payment of all employees, will be
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made. The community is to receive, in addition to a very substan-
tial land lease payment pursuant to.the lease agreement, a gaming
tax equal to 7 percent of the handle. That is the same as the tax in
Arizona at the current time on horses and dogs. The community
will also receive an additional 1 percent of the handle which will
be placed in a social welfare and educational fund controlled exclu-
sively by the community.

Finally, an additional 1 percent of the handle is to be placed in a
capital improvement fund. The balance of the proceeds from
wagers are returned to the wagerers. It is incorrect to state, as Bob
Corbin did, or implied, that there is $100 million worth of proceeds
involved or anticipated in the fronton. The net to the tribe, it is
anticipated, is $7 to $8 million. The net, on an annual basis, to my
clients after the payment of all expenses is expected to be $2 to $3
million. The balance, the predominant amount, is returned to the
wagerers in the parimutuel system.

Both the community and C.A.H.K. are currently involved in liti-
gation in the Federal district court wherein the defendant is the
Arizona attorney general. Legal action was necessary in view of
the attorney general's expressed belief that the proposed jai alai
activities were illegal under Arizona law and that Arizona law
would be enforced as to C.A.H.K. with regard to those activities.
Both injunctive and declaratory relief is requested in the lawsuit to
clarify the rights of my client and the community and to determine
the applicability of Arizona law to parimutuel wagering activities
on the Gila Reservation.

At the present time, the State of Arizona receives net revenue on
an annual basis of approximately $415,000 from bingo, $46 million
from its State-run lottery, $4 million from parimutuel wagering on
horses, and $7 million from parimutuel wagering on dogs. The total
handle on horses on dogs alone for fiscal year 1981-82 was approxi-
mately $213 million.

It is the position of both the community and C.A.H.K. that the
case law now in existence, and specifically in the Ninth Circuit, of
which Arizona is a part, would permit parimutuel wagering on the
community's reservation without the threat of State criminal pros-
ecution or civil sanctions against non-Indians and Indians alike.
Gaming on reservations is allowed in those States which do not
prohibit gaming but only regulate those activities pursuant to a

tate or local law.
My client vigorously supports a Federal statutory scheme to

assist in the regulation of Indian gaming. Any legislation by Con-
gress, however, should not allow an individual State to control
Indian gaming through the passage of State criminal statutes. Such
State laws, which would appear on their face to be neutral, could
be intended to, and in fact would, destroy economic development on
reservations which utilize gaming as a revenue source. Further,
such an approach would unduly and without reason infringe upon
tribal sovereignty and would prevent potential economic develop-
ment on Indian lands.

H.R. 1920 states that a tribe has the exclusive right to regulate
naming activity which is not prohibited by Federal law and which

is conducted within a State which does not as a matter of criminal
law prohibit such gaming activity. Our comments concerning that
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provision would be the same as Governor Antone's. If you point to
a prohibition of criminal law, all the Federal statute would do is
vest all control of Indian gaming in the States. That's all it would
do, because then the legislature would simply have to pass a crimi-
nal statute, and you would be in the same fix that we are now in
Arizona, where we have to be in a Federal court litigating our
rights.

It is C.A.H.K.'s position in its pending Federal case that gam-
bling activities, but specifically parimutuel wagering, are clearly
not against the public policy of the State of Arizona. In Arizona at
the current time, the State runs a traditional numbers game,
which is designated the State lottery. The lottery realizes tens of
millions of dollars per year for the State through dollar bets on
tickets which are sold through numerous retail outlets, including
smoke shops, grocery stores, and convenience stores. In addition,
the State, as indicated earlier, obtains millions of dollars of reve-
nue from parimutuel horse and dog racing. Indeed the University
of Arizona, which is owned and operated by the State, has within
its Department of Agriculture one of the only courses of study in
the country which teaches students how to operate dog and horse
tracks and parimutuel wagering systems.

As with the Gila River Indian Community, a tribe which has con-
tracted with the developer would be entitled to both revenues from
any ground lease and any gaming tax which might be imposed pur-
suant to a tribal ordinance. In fact, on the Gila Reservation there
is a substantial gaming tax imposed on my client, or my client's
activities.

The State in which the reservation is located would obviously not
be entitled to that tax. To remedy the loss of tax revenue and/or
the effect of competition, the State could, under the guise of pass-
ing a criminal statute which would prohibit, in our case, parimutu-
el jai alai, force a developer to either disregard development on any
reservation near a large metropolitan city or to build a so-called
permitted gaming facility within the confines of the closest city
and not on the reservation. Tax revenues from the operation of any

ming facility would thereby be diverted from the tribe to the
ate in question.
In our particular case, should C.A.H.K. be forced to operate in

that fashion, it is estimated that the Gila River Indian Community
would lose between $7 and $8 million per year in gaming tax reve-
nue.

As a final point concerning the legislation, section 7 of the bill
recites certain controls of any reservation gaming. These controls
are similar to those, very similar to those already found in the ap-
proved documents which C.A.H.K. holds and have been refined ex-
tensively by the existing jai alai ordinance, which was passed by
the Gila River Indian Community. A responsible management
entity should not have any particular difficulty complying with the
Federal statutory requirements as drafted in the proposed bill.

C.A.H.K. characterizes its current dispute with the State of Ari-
zona as an economic one. In response, and in the broadest possible
fashion, the State's attorney general alleges that Indian gaming
will produce another area for the intrusion of organized crime into
our State. While my client recognizes the concern of Arizona's at-
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torney general, such concern should not be used as a broad-brush
excuse to prevent legitimate economic growth and development on
the Gila Reservation.

In order to obtain federally approved leases, management agree-
ments, and development agreements, the entity requesting approv-
al as agent for a tribe goes through a process of close scrutiny.
That investigation could be increased, if necessary, pursuant to a
uniform Federal plan. My client certainly has no objection to that
type of an approach.

Further, it must be kept in mind that there is nothing which pre-
vents the intrusion of organized crime into any reputable business.
The newspapers and TV are full of articles and stories concerning
infiltrations of what would otherwise be reputable businesses by
known crime figures. There is nothing which requires criminal in-
trusion into parimutuel jai alai being played on a reservation in
Arizona, any more than such an intrusion is required in the busi-
ness of horse racing, dog racing, and the State lottery, which are
currently operating within the State.

It is the obligation of the appropriate prosecutorial authority to
investigate and prosecute, should such an intrusion occur.

The implementation of an organized and reasonable plan to
allow regulated gaming on Indian reservations will withdraw tax
proceeds from certain States which have located within them
Indian reservations lying near metropolitan areas. It is in fact the
economics of that relationship which my client feels has promoted
the organized crime smokescreen in our case and perhaps in
others.

It is true that abuses of Indian gaming exist in the United States
today. It does not follow, however, that all properly regulated
Indian gaming should be either directly prohibited or, more impor-
tantly, indirectly prohibited by a Federal statutory scheme which,
as applied, would place the control of Indian gaming in the respec-
tive States.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Statement of Mr. Yetwin follows:]
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STATEMENT OF RICHARD M. YETWIN

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

The Gila River Indian Community (the *Community') is

located south of Phoenix, Arizona, and its reservation

includes real property which lies along both sides of

Interstate 10. The Bureau of Indian Affairs has given its

approval to a 25-year lease, a management contract, and a

development agreement entered into between the Community and

C.A.H.K., Inc., a Florida corporation (OC.A.B.K.0). Pursuant

to the development agreement, C.A.H.K. is obligated to

construct a jai alai arena (the "frontonu), which will be

approximately 120,000 square feet in size, and to convey the

completed building to the Community. It is anticipated that

upon completion the fronton will employ approximately 450

people, 150 of whom, pursuant to the agreements, will be

Community members.
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The corporate officers and majority owners of C.A.H.K.

are Joe Cornblit, a world champion jai alai player, Marvin

Aronoff, an insurance broker, Laurance Hurwitch, a

businessman, and Howard Kalik, an owner of an amateur jai

alai fronton in Miami. The cost of the fronton is estimated

to be approximately $15 million, and it is anticipated that

it will seat 4,500 people. The frnnton vill also contain a

restaurant and other amenities.

The federally approved lease and other agreements

recognize that parimutuel wagering will be allowed within the

fronton. It is anticipated that sporting enthusiasts from

the Phoenix and Tucson areas, as well as all surrounding

communities, will attend the jai alai contests. The jai alai

games, and parimutuel wagering, will be regulated by the

Community pursuant to its Tribal ordinance which was passed

on April 3, 1985.

Pursuant to the agreements between the Community and

C.A.H.K., the corporation will receive 10% of the total bets

("handle") placed in the parimutuel wagering system, from

which all expenses of operating the fronton, including the

payment of employees, shall be made. The Community is to

receive, in addition to land lease payments pursuant to the
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lease agreement, a gaming tax equal to 70 of the handle. The

Community will also receive an additional 1% of the handle

which will be placed in a social welfare and educational fund

controlled exclusively by the Community. Finally, an

additional 1 of the handle is to be placed in a capital

improvement fund. The balance of the proceeds from wagers

made on the jai alai contests will be returned to the

wagerers.

Both the Community and C.A.H.K. are currently involved

in litigation in the federal district court in Phoenix,

Arizona, wherein the Defendant is the Arizona Attorney

General. Legal action was necessary in view of the Arizona

Attorney General's expressed belief that the proposed jai

alai activities were illegal under Arizona law and that

Arizona law would be enforced as to C.A.H.K. with regard to

these activities. Both injunctive and declaratory relief is

requested in the lawsuit to clarify the rights of C.A.H.K.

and the Community and to determine the applicability of

Arizona law to parimutuel wagering activities occurring

within the Gila River Indian Reservation.
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At the present time, the State of Arizona receives net

revenue in the approximate amount of $415,000 from bingo, 1

$46 million from the state-run lottery,2 $4 million from

parimutuel wagering on horses,3  and $7 million from

parimutuel wagering on dogs. 4 The total handle on horses and

dogs alone for the fiscal year 1981-82 was approximately $213

million. 5  It is the position of both the Community and

C.A.H.K. that the case law now in existence, and specifically

cases in the Ninth Circuit (of which Arizona is a part),

would permit parimutuel wagering on the Community's

Reservation without the threat of state criminal prosecution

or civil sanctions against non-Indians and Indians alike.

Gaming on reservations is allowed in those states which

1 Arizona Department of Revenue, Annual Report, 1983-84,

p. 20.

21984 Arizona Lottery Report, June 30, 1984, Statement
of Revenue.

333rd Annual Financial Report, Arizona Racing
Commission, June 30, 1982, p. 14.

433rd Annual Financial Report, Arizona Racing
Commission, June 30, 1982, p. 20.

533rd Annual Financial Report, Arizona Racing
Commission, June 30, 1982, p. 13.
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do not prohibit gaming, but only regulate those activities

pursuant to state or local law.

COMENTS RELATING TO THE PROPOSED LEGISLATION

C.A.H.K. supports a federal statutory scheme to assist

in the regulation of Indian gaming. Any legislation passed

by Congress, however, should not allow an individual state to

control Indian gaming through the passage of state criminal

statutes. Such state laws, which would appear on their face

to be neutral, could be intended to, and in fact would,

destroy economic development on reservations which utilize

gaming as a revenue source. Further, such an approach would

unduly and without reason infringe upon tribal sovereignty

and would prevent potential economic development on Indian

lands.

HR 1920 states that a Tribe has an exclusive right to

regulate gaming activity which is not prohibited by federal

law and which is conducted within a state which does not Ras

a matter of criminal law prohibit such gaming activity"

(Section 2(2)). Senate Bill S-902 has similar language,

except that the above phrase states "as a matter of public

policy," rather than Ras a matter of criminal law.' That
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distinction is critical to the fair development of regulated

gaming on Indian reservations. Should the HR 1920

formulation prevail, a state could effectively prevent tribes

from competing for gambling revenues through the offering of

forms of gaming dissimilar to those offered by the state, yet

not against the state's own public policy. Such a limitation

would without justification prevent tribes from effectively

competing with state-run gambling. It is therefore

imperative that federal legislation allow a Tribe to argue to

the Department of Interior that any proposed gaming activity

is not against the public policy of the state in which the

reservation is located, and that a determination by Interior

be binding on the states concerning that issue. In addition

to preventing unfair restraints on Indian gaming by the

states, this approach would serve the dual purpose of

protecting tribal sovereignty from undue intrusion by the

states.

It is C.A.H.K.'s position in its pending federal case

that gambling activities (specifically parimutuel wagering)

are clearly not against the public policy of the State of

Arizona. In Arizona at the current time, the state runs a

traditional "numbers game" which is designated *the state
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lottery." The lottery realizes tens of millions of dollars

per year for the state through $1.00 bets on tickets which

are sold through numerous retail outlets, including smoke

shops, grocery stores, and convenience stores. In addition,

the state, as indicated earlier, obtains millions of dollars

in revenue from parimutuel horse and dog racing. Indeed, the

University of Arizona, which is owned and operated by the

state, has within its Department of Agriculture one of the

only courses of study in the country which teaches students

how to operate dog and horse tracks and parimutuel wagering

systems.

As with the Gila River Indian Community, a Tribe which

has contracted with a developer/management company would be

entitled to both revenues from any ground lease and any

"gaming tax" that might be imposed pursuant to tribal

ordinance. The state in which the reservation is located

would obviously not be entitled to such a tax. To remedy the

loss of tax revenue and/or the effect of competition, the

state could, -under the guise of passing a criminal statute

which would prohibit (in our case) parimutuel jai alai, force

a developer to either disregard development on any

reservation near a large metropolitan city or to build a
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"permitted" gaming facility within the confines of the

closest city, and not on the reservation. Tax revenues from

operation of any gaming facility would thereby be diverted

from the Tribe to the state in question. In our particular

case, should C.A.H.K. be forced to operate in that fashion,

it is estimated that the Gila River Indian Community would

lose between $7 and $8 million per year in gaming tax

revenue.

As a matter of interest, the counsel selected by the

State of Arizona to argue the State of Arizona's position in

our pending matter in federal court is neither a criminal

prosecutor nor a member of the civil division of the attorney

general's office. Rather, he is the chief tax counsel

representing the Department of Revenue for the State of

Arizona. It is interesting that he has the 'Indian law"

expertise to be selected to argue what is actually a tax

case, but what is promoted by Arizona's attorney general as

an attempt to prevent criminal activity within the state.

With reference to Section 6(c) of the proposed bill, a

distinction is drawn between the concept of *similar gaming"

and "the same activity" which should be modified if the

intent of the bill is to allow regulated Indian gaming. The
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acceptable portion of Section 6(c) states "that licensing

requirements and regulations governing such gaming shall be

at least as restrictive as those established by state law

governing similar gaming within the jurisdiction of the

state' (emphasis added). The sentence following, however,

states "no individual or entity other than the Tribe shall be

eligible to receive a tribal license to own, operate or

conduct gaming activity on Indian reservations or on land

subject to tribal jurisdiction if such individual or entity

is not otherwise eligible to receive a state license to

conduct the same activity within the jurisdiction of the

state." If the second sentence were to remain as currently

drafted, certainly the state would argue that if the "same

activity" does not exist within the state, it is impossible

to obtain a state license. Therefore, any proposed similar

activity could not be allowed on the reservation, even though

such proposed activity would not be against the public policy

of the state in question.

Our Arizona fact pattern points to the importance of

this provision. It is our legal posture in pending

litigation that parimutuel wagering on jai alai is an

activity similar to parimutuel wagering on horses and dogs,
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and that such activity does not violate Arizona's publi-

policy. Because of this, under the existent federally

approved documents which my client holds, and case law,

C.A.D.K. would be authorized to "conduct gaming activity on

Indian reservations' as agent for the Tribe.

As a final point, Section 7 of the bill recites certain

controls on any reservation gaming. These controls are

similar to those found in the approved documents which

C.A.H.K. holds, and have been refined by the existent jai

alai ordinance which was passed by the Gila River Indian

Community. A responsible management entity should not have

any particular difficulties complying with the federal

statutory requirements as drafted in the proposed bill.

COMMENTS ON THE FACTS IN ARIZONA, AND THE
NEED FOR UNIFORM FEDERAL RULES APPLYING TO

INDIAN GAMING ON RESERVATIONS

C.A.B.K. characterizes its current dispute with the

State of Arizona as an economic one. In response, and in the

broadest possible fashion, the state's Attorney General

alleges that Indian gaming will produce another area for the

intrusion of organized crime into our state. While C.A.H.K.

recognizes the concern of Arizona's Attorney General, such
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concern should not be used as a broadbrush excuse to prevent

legitimate economic growth and development upon the Gila

River Indian Reservation.

In order to obtain federally approved leases, management

agreements and similar required documents, the entity

requesting approval, as agent for a Tribe, goes through a

process of close scrutiny. That investigation could be

increased, if necessary, pursuant to a uniform federal plan.

C.A.H.K. has no objection to such an approach.

Further, it must be kept in mind that there is nothing

which prevents the intrusion of organized crime into any

reputable business -- the newspapers and T.V. are full of

articles and stories concerning infiltrations of what would

otherwise be reputable businesses by known crime figures.

There is nothing which requires criminal intrusion into

parimutuel jai alai being played on a reservation in Arizona,

any more than such an intrusion is required in the business

of horse racing, dog racing and the state lottery, which are

currently operating within the state. It is the obligation

of the appropriate prosecutorial authority to investigate and

prosecute should such an intrusion occur.
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The imn'tuentation of an organized and reasonable plan

to allow regulated gaming on Indian reservations will

withdraw tax proceeds from certain states which have located

within them Indian reservations lying near metropolitan

areas. It is, in fact, the economics of that relationship

which C.A.H.K. feels has promoted the 'organized crime smoke

screen" in our case, and perhaps in others. It is true that

abuses of Indian gaming exist in the United States today. It

does not follow, however, that all properly regulated Indian

gaming should be either directly prohibited, or indirectly

prohibited by a federal statutory scheme which, as applied,

would place the control of Indian gaming in the respective

states.

Respectfully submitted this 25th day of June, 1985.

DeCONCINI McDONALD BRAMMER
YETWIN & LACY, P.C. A

"240 North Stone Avenue
Tucson, Arizona 85701-1295
Attorneys for C.A.H.K.
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Yetwin, you indicate that when the develop-
ment is built and in operation about 450 people would be hired?

Mr. YErwiN. That's correct.
The CHAIRMAN. And a third of those, 150, would be members of

Indian--
Mr. YgrwN. Tribal members, that's correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Would these be guys parking the cars and sweep-

ing up, or are we going to have--
Mr. YETwiN. The expectation is that they would be trained at all

levels for management on the way down. Certainly, at the begin-
ning-you have a fairly sophisticated business here. And certainly
at the beginning my client would be looking for people who either
have some training or appear to be trainable in the easiest way to
move up the ladder at different levels of management. But there
would certainly be lots of security and car parkers and people like
that that would be tribal members, certainly, at the beginning.

The CHAIRMAN. Is that covered in the contract, the obligation of
your client to train and upgrade as much as he can?

Mr. YETwIN. Yes, it is, very extensively.
The CHAIRMAN. Governor Antone, are you satisfied with these

arrangements? Increasingly over the years your tribal people have
had better education. I look forward to the day when you have
good business management people. Is this an important factor?

Mr. ANTONE. We're pretty well satisfied. The contract, the man-
agement contract covers a lot of the extensive training that will be
taking place.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Yetwin, what is your preference for enforce-
ment and monitoring the activity? We have talked about a commis-
sion or czar or State authorities. Who should be looking over whose
shoulder on this?

Mr. YETWIN. Well, whatever, in a sense, the most convenient
Federal regulatory authority which is either available or could be
created is what we would support. And I think that the critical
time that the Federal Government should get involved in the proc-
ess is upon the application by a tribe for either approval of a
ground lease or some type of a license. In other words, if there was
even additional cost involved, when we came, when my clients
came to the Pimas and Maracopas and decided that, because of the
physical location it was a real economic opportunity for both sides,
and then they negotiated for a couple of years a set of documents,
it was really of no concern what later scrutiny my clients had to go
through. In other words, a good development company is not going
to be concerned about going through a close evaluation by the FBI
or any other type of Federal regulatory body which is established.

I have very little problem with the establishment of the commis-
sion. I just don't know all of the various regulatory entities which
may be already in place and which may be perhaps better selec-
tions. But as far as getting the organized crime issue out of the
way, whatever investigatory and prosecutorial entities there are in
existence today should certainly be able to do the types of back-
ground checks required to check out the people who control any re-
sponsible management company.
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The CHAIRMAN. You list Mr. Cornblit, Mr. Aronoff, Mr. Hur-
witch, Mr. Kalik, five individuals, I guess, as majority owners of
C.A.H.K. Do they hold a majority of the stock between them?

Mr. YrwIN. Yes, they do. They do. And I would like to point out
that attached to our approved documents is a continuing obliga-
tion-I read it as a continuing obligation, where, as an example,
upon any sale or the taking in of an additional investor, that has to
be disclosed not only to the tribe pursuant to the tribe's ordinance,
because it's also an obligation in the tribal ordinance--

The CHAIRMAN. Have you submitted, or can you submit detailed
information on these gentlemen?

Mr. Y-rwIN. That has been done, Mr. Chairman. It is my under-
standing that at the time of-prior to the time that the BIA exe-
cuted my client's documents, we were told that they had undergone
a very extensive review of their backgrounds.

The CHAIRMAN. Do we have for the committee, for these delibera-
tions copies of that background check?

Mr. YrTwIN. I think that-we never received a copy of the offi-
cial background check. My assumption all along has been that Inte-
rior and the BIA has it, and perhaps even the tribe has it. Frankly,
I don't know--

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask the Governor. What have you done,
what have you seen in this regard? Are these people that teach
Sunday school or Boy Scouts, or are they just out of prison some-
where?

Mr. ANTONE. We haven't actually received-Rod, do you want to
respond to that?

Mr. LEwIs. I am Rod Lewis, the general counsel for the tribe.
Not only have we had the Bureau of Indian Affairs check these

people out individually and collectively as a corporation, but it is
my understanding also that they at least ran their names through
the NCIC check to see what kind of record they have.

Also, there has been a private investigator who has attempted to
sort out any kind of information about the principals in Florida.
The tribe itself has traveled to Florida to check with the Florida
regulatory authorities with specific respect to the principals in-
volved. So far, we have come up with a clean slate.

The CHAIRMAN. These people all live in Florida?
Mr. LEWIS. Yes, they do.
The CHAIRMAN. Do these people all live in Florida?
Mr. LEwIs. Yes, they do live in Florida at this point.
The CHAIRMAN. You had no connection with them previous, the

tribe didn't previously?
Mr. LEWIS. The tribe did not have any connection with them pre-

viously, previous to the negotiations of the contract--
The CHAIRMAN. Where did they locate them, and how did they

locate you?
Mr. LEWIS. That's a good question. I think that perhaps you can

answer that, Mr. Yetwin.
Mr. YETWIN. I was actually contacted myself subsequent to the

time that the contacts were made between my client, and I believe
the then governor of the tribe and the executive director of the
tribe, Gary Goforth. I mean, there was a very extensive, really
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going on two years, from the initial contact and the finding of the
piece of real estate and the contact itself.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any questions? Mr. Lujan.
Mr. LUJAN. Thank you. I have a couple of questions. I don't know

how elaborate this whole regulation could be, somebody to regulate
it, but would you have any thoughts on the gaming operations
bearing the cost of regulation?

Mr. YETWiN. No. I think that that's reasonable. If it were im-
posed on a tribe, I am confident that it would simply be passed
through to the developer. And as long as it was within reas n,
those types of fees, I think, just come along with the whole process
of being regulated.

Mr. LUJAN. The State does not agree with you that parimutuel
betting on jai alai is legal. Do you believe otherwise?

Mr. YgrwiN. Yes, very strongly.
Mr. LUJAN. You have gone to court with it?
Mr. YErWIN. We are at a stage in the Federal District Court in

Phoenix where the issues are not as yet joined. We are really in a
discovery stage at this point. So, it is not that--

Mr. LUJAN. Are you going to court to find out if it's legal or not?
Mr. YETWIN. Yes, we are.
Mr. LUJAN. And that will guide the future negotiations? If the

court says it's not legal in the State of Arizona, then you won't go
into jai alai? If they say it is legal, you will go into it?

Mr. YErwiN. Well, I think there are many questions which are
preliminary to that. Depending on how we would do initially in the
trial court, we might go ahead and complete the fronton anyway.

Mr. LUJAN. Whether the court says-even if the court says it's
illegal?

Mr. YETWIN. I think that, assuming that it goes through some
type of a process of appeal that would take an extensive period of
time, I think that, depending on how things look to us and whether
there are or are not any specific changes in the Federal legislation
as opposed to the case law, we would take a very, very careful look
at completing the construction.

Mr. LUJAN. Are you then-I am not quite sure of what you're
telling me. I don't think you're telling me that you don't care what
the court says.

Mr. YETWIN. No, we are not telling you that.
Mr. LUJAN. Are you telling me that you hope we somehow say in

this legislation that jai alai parimutuel betting is legal?
Mr. YETwiN. No, no. I think, what I guess I am not being at all

clear about is that, if we were to prevail in the district court but if
there were an appeal, and if in fact the State did decide that this,
because of the issues involved, was going to make its way to the
Supreme Court, assuming that we were not in some way enjoined
from doing so, my clients would be prepared to build a fronton and
start playing.

Mr. LUJAN. You're saying if you got a preliminary decision-
Mr. YmrWiN. That's correct.
Mr. LUJAN [continuing]. That said it was legal?
Mr. YrwIN. In the trial court.
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Mr. LUJAN. Let me ask you how this will differ from the jai alai
in Miami. Will your clients have to pay taxes on their 10 percent
less expenses?

Mr. YErWIN. You mean their personal income taxes? They sure
will.

Mr. LUJAN. Just like if they were operating it in the middle
of---

Mr. YETWIN. Yes.
Mr. LUJAN [continuing]. Phoenix.
Mr. YErwiN. Yes.
Mr. LUJAN. The chairman started in on the question of regula-

tion. What sort of an entity would you say would be needed to be
sure that-I suppose the State now makes sure that the proper per-
centage goes back into paying the bettors. Certainly they make
sure that they get their 7 or 8 percent, whatever the figure may be.
What sort of an entity would you prefer to do that sort of thing?

Mr. YurwIN. Well, I would like to point out that the ordinance,
the tribal ordinance requires the same type of regulation of cash, of
bets a3 do the States in which jai alai is currently being played. As
a matter of fact, it appears to me that a substantial part of the
community's ordinance was adopted from the States of Connecti-
cut, Rhote Island, and several others. There are many controls. It
is very mechanized in the sense that someone walks up and places
a bet and it goes into a computer. Odds are distributed. The game
is played. The contest is played. And an amount is returned to the
wagerers.

Mr. LUJAN. In a track, for example-I am not very familiar with
jai alai-but in a track don't State inspectors come around to see
that those machines are proper?

Mr. YETrwIN. Sure, and the--
Mr. LUJAN. Who's going to come to the reservation?
Mr. YrwN. Well, right now, right now, the way I read the ordi-

nance, it is the tribe itself. It is the tribe itself. That's why I think
that it's so important on the initial application that is made to
obtain a lease, to obtain a management contract, that the tribe in
some way be evaluated. I mean, I watched the TV show concerning
a tribe of 16 members trying to run some type of an operation in
California and could not begin to compare that to my client's proc-
ess and negotiation with a tribe of 13,000 members with a house
counsel and a well-established government that goes back 50 or 60
years. I mean, it was apples and oranges.

Mr. LUJAN. Are you saying they have a gambling control com-
mission-

Mr. YETwIN. They do.
Mr. LUJAN [continuing]. That will look--
Mr. YirrwIN. That's what the ordinance does.
Mr. LUJAN. One final question. I have never been so fortunate,

but when you go to a horse track, if you win on odds of 300 to one
or more, there's Uncle right there to take the share. Will you have
to do that on an Indian reservation?

Mr. YETWIN. Yes, is what I'm hearing. I have not thought about
that, but yes.

Mr. LUJAN. So, the operation is pretty similar to the operation
on a non-reservation--
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Mr. YrrwiN. It should be the same. It's just that the government
is different. By that I mean my client is a group of business people,
they are developers, they happen in this case to be doing business
with a government which happens to be an Indian tribe. But
whether we pay the tax to the State of Arizona or to the Gilas or
Pimas and Maricopas doesn't matter to my client one bit. But I
think that that's the important issue, which is sometimes over-
looked when these issues come up. That's why we call it an eco-
nomic issue.

Mr. LUJAN. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Mrs. Vucanovich.
Mrs. VUCANOVICH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Yetwin, I have a couple of questions, particularly on the

taxes. And that issue was just brought up by my colleague. Do
Indian tribes pay taxes of any kind, local, State or Federal taxes?
When you're looking at a revenue of, say, $7 or $8 million per year
in gaming tax revenue, do they pay any tax?

Mr. LEWIS. First of all, individual Indian tribal members, of
course, pay Federal income tax.

Mrs. VUCANOVICH. I am not talking about--
Mr. LEwis. The tribe itself does not pay taxes. The tribe is a gov-

ernment, and it's responsible for delivering services on the reserva-
tion.

Mrs. VUCANOVICH. That's very interesting.
What guarantee do, say, bettors have at jai alai? For instance, in

my State we tried jai alai, and it hasn't worked out very well in
some parts of my State. And it was done with parimutuel; I guess
this is what you're talking about. For instance, if you pull the
handle of a slot machine, our State by the controls that they have,
have a certain percentage that must go t6 the bettor. And I can't
tell you what it is, but, you know, our machines are set that way.

What guarantee do bettors have that they will get a certain per-
centage? Even though, I started adding and, if you take the 10 per-
cent and the 7 percent and the 1 percent, and so forth, you're talk-
ing of 19 or 20 percent of the dollars that go in there will go to pay
for it. Then that would mean you get 80 percent. Now, how do we
guarantee that the bettor is going to get that?

Mr. LEWIS. We tracked a system of the State of Arizona; 81 per-
cent goes back to the betting public.

How do you guarantee it? We guarantee it by the status of the
game, the tribe itself, the reputation it has and is going to have, as
far as running a fair, clean, open operation with a strong strictly
regulating gaming commission, hopefully with the assistance of the
Federal law enforcement authorities and with the cooperative ef-
forts of the State of Arizona in assisting us and maintaining games
which are above reproach.

Mrs. VUCANOVICH. Well, you know, suppose some bettor thinks
that he has been cheated, and he comes and he's got his little
whatever he gets, some kind of a guarantee that-this is what his
bet was. And he raises the dickens with your group. You're saying
that he has got to trust the Indian tribe to be fair. Is that what
you're saying?

Mr. LEWIs. That's what we're saying. We're just like any other
Government. There is a process with the gaming commission itself
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to process claims or grievances. And certainly a person has the
option after that of coming into tribal court, the court system !at
up by the tribe to redress their grievances.

The CHAIRMAN. Would the gentlewoman yield?
Mrs. VUCANOVICH. I would be happy to yield, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Maybe I am misunderstanding. Isn't that the

function of the parimutuel, of the computer--
Mr. LEWIs. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN [continuing]. Which says $4,000 has been bet on

horse A, and we're going to pay out so much? And then the num-
bers flash up, what you get for win, place, or show. Isn't that the
guarantee?

Mr. LEWIs. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Aren't you under a parimutuel operation?
Mr. YETwIN. Yes. It's all computerized. I think that the question,

though, went to the assurance that could ie given that the ma-
chines themselves would be properly maintained, et cetera.

Mrs. VUCANOVICH. That's my question.
Mr. YE'WIN. I have a couple of additional copies that I brought

with me of the ordinance. If any staff member or whatever would
like to review it, it is very extensive. It speaks very extensively to
the concern that you have expressed.

The CHAIRMAN. We would like to have those for our official
records.

Mrs. VUCANOVICH. Yes, that would be very helpful. I have just
two more questions. I am reading your statement on page 5 about
relating to the proposed legislation and talking about a statutory
scheme to assist in the regulation of Indian gaming. Reading this,
it's almost saying that such State laws shouldn't really have any
control over what happens as far as any criminal activity is con-
cerned. It's almost saying: look, you can tell us it's OK, but we're
going to make our own decisions about whether things are criminal
or not.

It's almost implying that, if there were someone saying criminal
activity, you just say in regard to State and Federal law, never
mind, the tribes are going to make this decision.

Mr. YErwIN. No. Actually very far from that. The distinction
that really I am trying to draw here is a' distinction that I see in
the proposed-or a difference that I see between the proposed
Senate bill and the proposed House bill. And that is a reference to
the State's criminal law as opposed to the State's public policy. In
other words, right now my client is confronted with an argument
which says you could run a dog track and you could run a horse
track on the Gila Reservation, but you can't do parimutuel jai alai.
I suppose you also can't do parimutuel tennis or anything else simi-
lar to that.

Now, with a State which owns a'State University which is well
known for instructing individuals txi how to run horse and dog
tracks and parimutuel wagering and in a State which takes in
itself millions of dollars per year on all sorts of gaming-and by
the way, our lottery bill in Arizona was passed by a vote of the
people, not by a vote of the State legislature-it appears to us to be
preposterous to be able to argue that parimutuel wagering on the
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reservation where my clients happen to be playing jai alai is
against the public policy of the State of Arizona.

But if you pass a statute which says violates the criminal law,
then an attorney general of an individual State or several strong
legislators who may in fact feel on a very personal basis that they
don't want gaming at all-and there are many people who hold
that view, no gaming at all-all they have to do is convince to
some degree their brethren to throw in, in our case, a statute
which says jai alai is hereby prohibited in Arizona. And they've got
us, they's got us. We don't get to argue public policy unless the
Ninth Circuit lets us.

Mrs. VUCANOVICH. Thank you. I just have one other question. I
notice the names of the members of your firm. Is the DeConcini
that is referred to here any relation to Senator DeConcini?

Mr. YETwIN. Yes. Senator DeConcini's father is the senior share-
holder in my firm, and his older brother is one of our counsel.

Mrs. VUCANOVICH. Thank you. I have no further questions, Mr.
Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Vento.
Mr. VENTO. Mr. Chairman, I find the position interesting that

you are involved in in terms of a legal battle and, I guess, one that
is going to have to be worked out. But I did note in your comments,
Mr. Yetwin, that you point out that the tribe did seek the Bureau
of Indian Affairs to play a role, that is, in checking out personnel
and so forth. Can you elaborate on why, in other words, the Bureau
of Indian Affairs is willingly playing that particular role in terms
of dealing with the service corporations that are being sought to, in
fact, manage or provide this service?

Mr. LEWIS. The Bureau of Indian Affairs in its capacity with its
relationship to the Gila River Indian Community, an Indian tribe
in its trust capacity, has the specific responsibility to review the
lease between us and C.A.H.K. They not only reviewed the leas,
and approved the lease but also approved two other agreements
pursuant to 25 USC 81. In that capacity they also investigated the
principals involved with C.A.H.K. who are involved in parimutuel
gaming.

We requested that. We specifically wanted Federal approval for
all of the agreements. We wanted as extensive an investigation as
possible. As far as I know, we received it.

Mr. VENTO. Approval or at least concurrence--
Mr. LEwIs. Approval and concurrence.
Mr. VENTO. The magnitude of this that-I notice that the attor-

ney general in previous testimony indicated-I guess he has testi-
fied, Mr. Chairman-that this operation would net something like
$100 million a year. Do you agree with that figure? Is that a little
optimistic?

Mr. YE-wIN. No, I think perhaps prior to the time-I tried to
correct that statement, because there was certainly that implica-
tion. It is hoped, based on the population of metropolitan Phoenix
and the Tucson area, that a fronton of this size would have bets, in
other words, that the handle in the early time of its-really during
its startup time would be about $100 million. From that, $81 mil-
lion would be returned to the wagerers, obviously in different pro-
portions to what they bet. Ten percent would go to my clients, but
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from that amount all of the expenses of the fronton, including the
payment of employees, would be made. And they expect a $2 to $3
million net from that.

Mr. VENTO. I am sorry if I am making you go over material. I did
read your testimony. I didn't recall that.

It is your position that, anytime that a State permits some sort
of bingo or State lottery, that therefore that means that the Native
American groups, Indian groups can then pick and choose what
types of wagering activities, gaming activities that they want to be
involved in, more or less. Is that right?

Mr. YETWiN. No. As a matter of fact, one of the things that I sort
of elected not to reiterate was our comments concerning section
6(c) of the proposed bill. There is a distinction drawn between simi-
lar gaming and the same gaming. It would be our view in Arizona,
our view-our side of this, I have no idea what the tribe would sa5
about this-but our view that we could not manage a casino ,n the
Gila Reservation. We would make a determination that that is
against the public policy of the State. And we would so advise our
client.

Mr. VENTO. Well, it's hard for me--
Mr. YETwiN. Because that is neither the same nor is it similar

gaming. So, in the proposed bill where it talks about the operation
of similar gaming, we don't have any problem with that. We do
with the following sentence, which talks about how we can only do
it if the same license-some language to that effect-would be
available in the State.

Mr. VENTO. You're talking about the bill now. I am just talking
about your legal case, without reference to the bill. I was just talk-
ing about your position, is--

Mr. YETwIN. If there's a State that has--
Mr. VENTO. The State of Arizona had a lottery and the State of

Arizona had classes that they are offering on running race tracks
and dog tracks, and therefore you're permitted to go into jai
alai--

Mr. YETWIN. No, they also have--
Mr. VENTO [continuing]. And parimutuel betting.
Well, they also have something else?
Mr. YETWIN. Well--
Mr. VENTO. Bingo?
Mr. YErwIN. No. They have very extensive parimutuel wagering

on horses and dogs that brings in in excess of $11 million a year to
the State. Therefore it seems to us that, as a matter of public
policy, we are going to be able to show the appropriate court that
parimutuel wagering is not against the public policy of the State of
Arizona. And all they are doing is regulating it by allowing the
bets to be placed on horses and dogs as opposed to jai alai players
or tennis players or anything else.

Mr. VENTO. I see. OK, I understand, but that's-in other words,
it is exploring the limits of-in other words, are there other States
in which Indian tribes have been granted a similar type of activity,
a dissimilar type of activity but obviously parimutuel betting?

Mr. Lzwis. We are not aware of any other State which is--
Mr. VEN'ro. So, you are exploring the parameters of this at this

particular time, I might say?
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Mr. LEwis. I believe there are two other situations which have
proposals pending. Whether or not they have received Bureau of
Indian Affairs approval or whether they want it is something else.

I just would like to add to Mr. Yetwin's statement that the tribe
agrees with the public policy position. We think that that is the
state of the law as it exists, at least in the Ninth Circuit. We think
basically as you stated, if the State of Arizona allows parimutuel
wagering outside the reservation, we can also conduct parimutuel
wagering on the reservation.

With respect to the bill, in section 6(c), we think that ought to be
substantially amended. I think it is very confusing. It's ambiguous.
I am really not sure of the specific intent of that bill, who it is sup-
posed to control, what type of operations, and generally whether or
not State law ought to apply even to non-Indians who operate an
independent gaming operation on a reservation. So, section 6(c)
should be extensively amended.

Mr. VEwro. We have a dilemma here that I think was not neces-
sarily anticipated when probably this was being written.

You know, I think the on-the-reservation question, of course, is
also an interesting one. I think that there has been a tendency to
expand where the reservation is, in order to place oneself into a
market position to actually engage in some of these activities. I
mean, it s just a fact that the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the De-
partment of the Interior have granted those types of exemptions, to
move them, to move these pieces around. Obviously, I can under-
stand if it's a legitimate activity, you certainly want to be where
the folks are. So, I mean that is not something that has been neces-
sarily lost on this member, coming from Minnesota.

Mr. LEwis. We have no intent upon attempting to expand or
obtain trust authority outside of the reservation at this point. We
would certainly like more land. I think the congressional delega-
tion here would advise you that the Gila River Indian reservation
is not the most attractive piece of land in the State of Arizona. Cer-
tainly for a long period I think a lot of people really forgot about
the place. They thought it was desolate, desert, inon-productive
land. As a result of its proximity to the greater Phoenix area
today, the fact that Interstate 10 goes through the reservation, cer-
tainly has made economic development opportunities much more
possible.

Mr. VE:NTO. I would not have made the emphasis on the reserva-
tion except that you continue to emphasis on the reservation. But
that is a dynamic term, shall we say.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. McCain.
Mr. MCCAIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Governor Antone, welcome. Rod Lewis, thank you for being here.
Governor Antone, have you met the individuals who are the

backers of this operation?
Mr. ANTONE. Yes, I have.
Mr. McCAIN. They have come to meet with you, and you are sat-

isfied as to their character?
Mr. ANTONE. Yes, I have.
Mr. MCCAIN. Mr. Yetwin, I think that you probably went way

too far in your statement here-and I think this is a great concern
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in this committee and Congress, concerning undesirable involve-
ment in gambling operations. You draw a comparison on page 11 of
your testimony:

There is nothing which prevents the intrusion of organized crime into any reputa-
ble business. They are full of articles and stories concerning infiltrations of what
could otherwise be reputable business by known crime figures.

I think you left out of your statement that one of the ways they
get the money to infiltrate those businesses is through illegal skim-
ming and illegal profits from gambling. Mr. Yetwin, you make a
very poor comparison there when you say that any reputable busi-
ness is just as liable for infiltration by organized crime as gambling
is. The record is simply not there to support your statement. I
think you weaken your position by doing so.

I am very interested in the statements that are made here, as
opposed to the governor's statement, particularly as to the involve-
ment of regional gambling commissions and/or State assistance.
Although you seem to support a gaming regulation and/or some
sort of assistance in your statement, you said you would appreciate
the assistance of the State of Arizona in enforcement. Is that true,
Mr. Lewis?

Mr. LEwIs. That is true.
Mr. MCCAIN. But, according to what I read here, that would be

simply an advisory capacity.
Mr. LEWIs. That is true.
Mr. MCCAIN. What possible incentive would the State of Arizona

have to involve its scarce resources and individuals to involve
themselves in assisting you if their opinions were simply advisory?

Mr. LEWIS. The State of Arizona still has responsibility even on
an Indian reservation for general crimes, for crimes which involve
non-Indians in Indian country.

Mr. MCCAIN. I agree with that--
Mr. LEWIS. We also think that the State of Arizona is as interest-

ed as we are in making sure that there is a fair and honest and
clean game on the reservation. We already have requested their as-
sistance, and they have provided us some assistance in checking
out the principals in C.A.H.K. We would hope that this kind of as-
sistance would continue. We feel it important that, if there is any
change in management, that they would continue to provide us as-
sistance as far as checking out the backgrounds of any new parties
to any contract.

We think they are interested. We are requesting their assistance.
Also, whatever Federal authorities have an interest, we would
want to work with them also.

Mr. MCCAIN. Well, as you mentioned, they have an interest and
a concern, and I certainly agree with that. They also have some re-
sponsibility for what they do. I can assure you that there is very
little incentive for them to, as I said, be involved if we shape legis-
lation such as they; simply have no power to enforce any of the de-
cisions they make. And the same thing goes with any gaming com-
mission. Your statements here:

Upon conviction, a party to a management contract with an Indian tribe, the Sec-
retary must first provide the tribe with an opportunity to resolve the situation.
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Do you mean to tell me that, at least according to governor An-
tone's statement, if a person is convicted of a felony, there would
be consideration of maintaining that individual in a gaming capac-
ity?

Mr. LEWIS. We were attempting to avert any sort of drastic im-
mediate action by the secretary upon finding out whether or not a
felony had taken place. If he took action simply to close down a
game at that point, I think we are talking about a continuing oper-
ation which was producing income and, of course, benefited the
tribe in all the ways which we are talking about today, through
preference for services, through employment, through revenue to
the tribe. That could be done. We are simply pointing that out as a
possible example of unbridled secretarial power.

We think that the tribe ought to have the opportunity to resolve
that situation first before the secretary moves and closes an oper-
ation down. I think it could be interpreted to be the latter, that the
secretary with unbridled power could act precipitously in the situa-
tion. And I think every Indian tribe in the country has had experi-
ence in things like that.

As far as the relationship or the interest of the State in enforc-
ing its law or assisting in providing enforcement to tribes as far as
organized gaming influence, we think as an example of mutual re-
spect and a government-to-government relationship that we main-
tain with the Federal Government, that the State of Arizona would
want to assist a fellow government operating within the borders of
the State of Arizona. I think States cooperate, have all sorts of co-
operative agreements with each other now.

We have several agreements with the State of Arizona in a varie-
ty of certain areas and in a mutual government-to-government re-
lationship, as we do with the Federal Government. So, this is not a
new concept as far as the tribes, the States, and the Federal Gov-
ernment are concerned. It simply is an agreement or a cooperative
effort between governments in a new area, gaming, gaming regula-
tion.

Mr. MCCAIN. Well, Mr. Lewis, I guess it goes back to a question
that was answered by you a little while ago, saying, leave the polic-
ing of gambling to the tribes. I can assure you that's a very diffi-
cult issue for me or other members of this committee to deal with.
As was mentioned earlier by Mr. Yetwin, there was a 16-member
tribe over in California. They simply did not have the ability to
police the gambling operation that took place on their reservation.
There are very few tribes in this country that are equipped to to-
tally police their own gambling operations. I would submit that the
chairman's legislation here is going to play some role, because I
don't believe that the Congress is going to leave the entire respon-
sibility to the reservations themselves.

I would agree with you that there are reservations that can ade-
quately police it themselves. I would submit that there has been a
proven record that there are reservations that have been unable to,
and will require assistance from other agencies. What that would
be, will hopefully be decided by many of these hearings.

Mr. LEWIS. Congressman McCain, I guess one thing we would
like to explore is the concept of a federally approved or Federal re-
gional gaming commission is something we are extremely interest-
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ed in, too. That is something, once the outlines of that are put
forth in a bill like this, I think that is something we would be ex-
tremely interested in, too. We are interested in regulation. We are
interested in Federal legislation. We are interested in cooperating
with this committee in seeing that there is sufficient power to reg-
ulate and monitor gaming activities on Gila River.

Mr. McCAIN. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, gentlemen. I appreciate your help

today.
Our next witness is Mr. David Ramirez.
Mr. Ramirez, if you will hold just a moment. We are pleased to

ha re you here today, an old friend and a constituent of mine.
Before you begin, let me say to the other witnesses here who are

scheduled to testify, we are running behind schedule today. Those
bells and lights are going to begin to go off. Things will slow down
here a little bit. But I would like to encourage all of the witnesses
to summarize your testimony. Give us two or three strong points
that haven't been made. Tell us something about your situation
that is different from others.

In fairness to all of the witnesses, I am going to try to enforce
the 5-minute rule and urge all witnesses to summarize. The official
statements made become a part of our official files for these hear-
ings. We review them and get a lot of help from them. So, I would
just like to encourage the witnesses to help us expedite. In fairness
to all of the witnesses remaining to be heard from, move along as
fast as we can.

I personally have to leave in a few minutes. I will be back. Con-
gressman Gejdenson from Connecticut will take over and continue
on through the lunch hour here so we can make as much progress
as possible.

With that, Mr. Ramirez, you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF DAVID RAMIREZ, CHAIRMAN, PASCUA YAQUI
TRIBE, ACCOMPANIED BY ANSELMO VALENCIA AND STEPHEN
WHILDEN
Mr. RAMIREZ. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my

name is David Ramirez. I am the chairman of the Pascua Yaqui
Tribe in Arizona. With me is our traditional Chief, Anselmo Valen-
cia, and Mr. Steve Whilden, our general counsel.

In order to save time, I will let the traditional Chief, Mr. Valen-
cia, speak first.

Mr. VALENCIA. Thank you. Ladies and gentlemen, it's been hap-
pening for 400 years to Yaquis. We are always given the shortest
time possible in any important issue, but what the hell can we do?

We would be in full support of H.R. 1920. Tribes need technical
assistance or guidelines in contracting for outside help. It is too dif-
ficult for an honest tribe to terminate an unscrupulous operator.
Each contract should certainly have a certain mechanism for an
amicable termination prior to the expiration of the thing.

As I said before, we are hardly ever given any time to say any-
thing. I just appreciate what Mr. Shumway has brought up about
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tribal sovereignty. He brought it up several times, so he recognizes
the tribes' sovereignty.

I must oppose very strongly what Mr. Corbin had to say about
the State.

So, to save you people time, I am just going to read the letter,
the testimony we sent in several days ago:

Dear Congressman Udall, with all due respect, the Pascua Yaqui Tribe of Arizona
is grateful to have been given the privilege of submitting testimony regarding the
Indian Act H.R. 1920. The Pascua Yaqui Tribe is in full support for the adoption
and passage of the bill H.R. 1920 as the Public Law for Indian country gaming, pro-
vided that H.R. 1920 would strike out all reference to the State, that is:

Page 3, section 6, Lines 18 and 19, where it reads, "or within a State as a matter
of criminal law."

Page 4, section 6, Lines 22, 23 and 24, also delete reference to State.
Page 5, section 6, Lines 1, 2 and 3, delete where State jurisdiction is mentioned.
Page 6, section 7, Line 1, delete State.
Page 7, section 7, Line 2, change to read "first 5 years of operation."

The Pascua Yaqui Tribe feels that the language concerning the
State would give the States jurisdiction of Tribal Governments,
thereby jeopardizing our sovereign right to self-government and
self-determination. Gaming control, if necessary, at this time
should be under the Federal Government, BIA, to whom responsi-
bilities to Indians is charged.

It is a known fact that American Indians have for many years
been dependent on Federal funding for existence. Such funding is
creating a heavy burden on the tax-paying population of the Amer-
ican public.

The Indian Gambling Law, when it becomes law, will give the
American Indians of this country the privilege of creating their
own revenues within Indian Country to help fund various Indian
programs and projects now funded by various Government Agen-
cies. Hopefully, this will put American Indians on the right track,
going toward Indian self-determination, government-to-government
business relationships, and Indian sovereignty, which have been
the sight of the Federal Government for many years.

The States, within their laws, codes and regulations are not pre-
pared to take over the responsibilities of Indians within their re-
spective States.

The Indian has been indoctrinated into believing that the reser-
vation lands belong to them, that their Tribal Councils are the leg-
islators within their lands.

Give the American Indian an opportunity to prove themselves in
the business world. The Indian Nations in this country are no
longer comfortable with the feeling of being tied to a retaining wall
of dependency.

Therefore, give the Indian a bill to establish Federal standards
and regulations for the conduct of all phases of gaming activities
on Indian lands, and for other purposes.

Thus, you will have eased the taxpayer's pains of supporting In-
dians and will have given the Indian citizen back his pride that has
been taken away from him through blood and tears.

Thank you very much.
[Statement of Mr. Ramirez follows:]
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STATEMENT OF DAVID RAMIREZ

Dear Congressman Udall:

With all due respect, the Pascua Yaqui Tribe of Tucson, Ari-
zona is grateful to have been given the privilege of submit-
ting testimony regarding the Indian Act H.R. 1920. The Pascua
Yaqui Tribe is in full support for the adoption and passage
of the bill H.R. 1920 as the P.L. for Indian Country gaming,
provided that H.R. 1920 would strike out all reference to the
state, i.e.:

. Page 3, Section 6, Lines 18 and 19 -- where it reads, "or
within a state as a matter of criminal law."

• Page 4, Section 6, Lines 22, 23 and 24 -- also delete ref-
erence to state.

. Page 5, Section 6, Lines 1, 2 and 3 -- delete where state
jurisdiction is mentioned.

• Page 6, Section 7, Line 1 -- delete state.

• Page 7, Section 7, Line 2 -- change to read "first five
years of operation."

The Pascua Yaqui Tribe feels that the language concerning the
state would give the states jurisdiction of Tribal Governments,
thereby jeopardizing our Sovereign right to self-government
and self-determination. Gaming control, if necessary, at this
time should be under the Federal Government, B.I.A., to whom
responsibilities to Indians is charged.

It is a known fact that American Indians have for many years
been dependent on federal funding for existence. Such fund-
ing is creating a heavy burden on the tax-paying population
of the American public.

The Indian Gambling Law, when it becomes law, will give the
American Indians of this country the privilege of creating
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their own revenues within Indian Country to help fund various
Indian programs and projects now funded by various government
agencies. Hopefully, this will put American Indians on the
right track--going toward Indian self-determination, govern-
ment-to-government business relationships, and Indian Sover-
eignty--which have been the sight of the Federal Government
for many years.

The states, within their laws, codes and regulations are not
prepared to take over the responsibilities of Indians within
their respective states.

The Indian has been indoctrinated into believing that the
reservation lands belong to them, that their Tribal Councils
are the legislators within their lands.

Give the American Indian an opportunity to prove themselves
in the business world. The Indian Nations in this country
are no longer comfortable with the feeling of being tied to
a retaining wall of dependency.

Therefore, give the Indian a bill to establish federal stan-
dards and regulations for the conduct of all phases of gaming
activities on Indian lands, and for other purposes.

Thusly, you will have eased the taxpayer's pains of support-
ing Indians and will have given the Indian citizen back his
pride that has been taken away from him through blood and
tears.

Thank you, in full support of H.R. 1920.

Sincerely,

David G. Ramirez
Tribal Chairman,
Pascua Yaqui Tribe

Anselmo Valencia
Community Manager,
Pascua Yaqui Tribe

AV:km
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Mr. VALENCIA. I have a heck of a lot to say, but again we are
never given enough time, because Mr. Corbin is better educated
than I am and runs a State.

All I am going to say is the State of Arizona, within the State of
Arizona there are several reservations. Within each reservation
there is a governor. What does a governor's position stand for in a
reservation or in a State? To me, in my ignorance, it stands for a
State within a State, to manage their own affairs, not to be tied
down by State legislation, which is difficult to do.

Anyway, as I said before, I really appreciate these few minutes I
have been given after a hell of a long trip from Arizona. Thank
you.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me say to my old friend two things. One, I
turned down about half the people who wanted to testify. We had a
list of up to 75 or 100 people who wanted to testify. We cut it down
to 16, and we placed you number five, ahead of the Attorney Gen-
eral of California and chairmen of a number of other tribes.

Mr. VALENCIA. That's good.
The CHAIRMAN. And if you need 2 m(,, a minutes, go ahead and

take them. I thought your testimony was pretty effective and exact-
ly what we wanted to hear from you.

Mr. VALENCIA. The only thing we want in legislation is to be
given the opportunity to help the taxpayer, the American public.
The Indians are different in this country because the white man
made them different many, many years ago. That is why there is
so much controversy against Indians, about Indians, by the States,
by the country, by BIA. This Tribe of Yaqui Indians have a really
good rapport with the local BIA. Therefore, we don't have any
problem with anybody.

We have thrown out three investors in our bingo because they
just did not do what we wanted them to do. We are still poor, but
we are proud as hell because we threw them out. If somebody else
takes over and doesn't do the right thing for us, we'll just kick
them out; we'll continue to be poor and be acting proud.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Does your tribe, the Pascua Yaqui, operate at

bingo and for how long?
Mr. VALENCIA. Since 1982, January 1, 1982.
The CHAIRMAN. What has been your experience? Did the tribe

run it, or did you have an outside management group?
Mr. VALENCIA. Outside management, all three groups have been

outside management. The first group, we didn't make one darned
penny from January to November, but we didn't lose out because
we had $1 million building sitting there on the reservation.

The second corporation was from Tennessee and Delaware. It did
not report the finances, did not allow the Yaquis to have anything
to do with the accounting. We threw them out. As soon as we did
throw them out, we found out that they were being backed by sus-
picious characters.

The third one, the man just couldn't make a go of it because he
had too little money. He was from England, and people do not like
English bingo. So, they left in 1 week.

Then the Yaquis took over. Just because we are poor, we are
broke, we didn't make a go of it, but we volunteer all of our time.
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The CHAIRMAN. Do you offer any now?
Mr. VALENCIA. No. We are preparing to operate now under an-

other investment concern, an Indian this time. But whether it's an
Indian or non-Indian, if they don't do the right thing for us, we'll
kick them out, too.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any questions?
Mr. MCCAIN. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. McCain.
Mr. MCCAIN. Since 1982 you have had bingo off and on on the

Pascua Yaqui Reservation.
Mr. VALENCIA. Right.
Mr. MCCAIN. And so far, the tribe has not realized any revenue

whatsoever?
Mr. VALENCIA. Not at all.
Mr. MCCAIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. You do think the bill proposed would help that

situation?
Mr. VALENCIA. It would help not only in the bingo situation but

other gaming situations. It may not help the Yaquis make any
money but it is certainly going to help the Yaquis get out from
under the State, because the State is going to finally kill the
Yaquis, all the Indians. I am talking about Arizona, not Nevada.

The CHARMJAN. Thank you very much. You have been very help-
ful today.

Mr. VALENCIA. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness is Mr. Rudy Corona, the

Deputy Attorney General of California.
STATEMENT OF RUDOLF CORONA, JR., DEPUTY ATTORNEY

GENERAL OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. CORONA. Members of Congress, the State of California great-
ly thanks you for this opportunity to address you on this vital legis-
lation.

We air mailed by Federal Express materials, prepared state-
me-ats. Apparently they have not yet gotten to you.

Initially, I feel compelled to correct what appears to be a faulty
premise upon which these hearings are based. That is the nearly
assumed right of the tribes to conduct unregulated gambling en-
deavors outside of State law and control. Frankly, God did not
grant that authority to the tribes. More importantly, the Congress
did not either.

While the tribes have repeatedly asserted that they are sovereign
nations equal in status to that of States, that is simply not the law.
The law is clear and unequivocal that the Congress has plenary au-
thority over the tribes and that the rights retained by them are
subject to Congress' complete defeasance of those rights.

As Attorney General Corbin has pointed out on this issue, the
Congress has twice spoken on this area. It did so in passage of the
Organized Crime Control Act of 1970 and in the passage of the Fed-
eral Assimilative Crimes Act. Both of those statutes hold that it is
unlawful to conduct illicit gambling endeavors on Indian lands
within States. And the Organized Crime Control Act defines illicit
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gambling operations as any gambling endeavor which is in contra-
vention of State law.

This State, California, has not conceded the validity of the Ninth
and Fifth Circuit opinions. We are now relitigating that decision in
the case of the Morongo and Cabazon Bands of Mission Indians
versus the County of Riverside and State of California. That litiga-
tion is now before the Ninth Circuit. Briefing is completed, and we
hope for an en banc hearing.

Should it be necessary, we believe we will have nearly 20 States
joining us in amicus if a petition for certiorari need be sought. This
is a national issue. It is an issue upon which the States are united.

In fact, history has bitterly taught the Congress that high-stakes
gambling draws organized crime. Through protracted investiga-
tions, prosecutions, and expensive congressional hearings, we have
seen that unregulated, uncontrolled gambling leads to mob control,
violence, intimidation, and a general state of lawlessness. In fact,
in passing the Organized Crime Control Act, Congressman Poff
stated that unregulated gambling must be stopped, for it is "the
lifeline of organized crime."

The State of California believes that the true question here is
whether as a matter of congressional policy this committee will
allow gambling endeavors throughout the country which will
return us to the evils of uncontrolled gambling which we fought so
hard to overcome. That these gambling endeavors are ostensibly
owned by a proud and protected segment of our citizenry does not
make them any less dangerous to the States. More importantly,
these games in fact are not controlled by the tribes.

A chilling contrast in what is truly happening is what is occur-
ring in the white-dominated Cabazon Band of Mission Indians, a
16-member band of Mission Indians which lives in Riverside
County. In that instance, John Nichols, Sr., a non-Indian, has con-
trolled the tribe for 7 years. After pulling them into a business ven-
ture which failed because the endeavors were found to be illegal, it
caused the tribe to go bankrupt. He then led them into different
gambling ventures which continue with them to date. The gam-
bling brought with it bitter division within the tribe itself and
death to three people.

Mr. Nichols, the uncontested leader, the undeniable leader of the
Cabazon, earlier this year was arrested and charged with hiring
professional killers to murder five people. He has since, in a plea
bargain, been convicted of two of those charges and has been sen-
tenced to prison. And organized crime has been involved on the Ca-
bazon Indian reservation gambling endeavors.

In fact, John Nichols, Jr., speaking for his imprisoned father,
himself publicly admitted to having received a $50,000 loan from
well-known organized crime associate Tommy Marson. Marson
gave him that money to run the gambling operation. He also ad-
mitted that well-known organized crime associates Rocco Zangari
and Irving Slick Shapiro worked for him in running those oper-
ations. In fact, Zangari, upon leaving the operations, accused the
Nichols family of systematically skimming moneys from the tribe.

Many tribes are now complaining to us that they feel they have
been defrauded and that their tribal governments have been taken
over by the management companies.
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Last week, in fact, amid great controversy and anger by the
tribe, the large Rincon bingo hall from San Diego County closed its
doors, the management company stating that it had a lack of
money to continue the operation. The tribal representative was in-
credulous at the sudden closure of the operation, demanding to
know of the management company how in a year and a half's time
in which the tribe earned over $9 million there could now be no
money to continue the operation. She stated that the tribe over
that period had itself only received $10,000 to $15,000.

Certainly the statements of our last witness ring loud when he
told you that he actually made no money although the operation
had continued for 1 year or 2.

Mr. GEJDENSON [presiding]. I seem to be a little confused. What
you are arguing is two things. One is that there is no need for the
action in the Udall bill because you feel, putting Federal court de-
cisions aside, this is really a State matter. Is that correct? Is that
your first assumption?

Mr. CORONA. Well, one facet is that t' a law is not, when ulti-
mately and accurately stated, I believe ultimately by the Supreme
Court of this country, that the tribes do not have the independent
right--

Mr. GEJDENSON. Presently----
Mr. CORONA [continuing]. To override the State's major inter-

est--
Mr. GEJDENSON. That's your assumption.
Mr. CORONA [continuing]. Of controlling organized crime.
Mr. GEJDENSON. That will be the final decision of the court. But

the present prevailing court decisions argue against that. Is that
correct?

Mr. CORONA. Presently, yes.
Mr. GEJDENSON. Right, OK.
Mr. CORONA. Which, of course, are in relitigation.
Mr. GEJDENSON. Now, given the present decisions by the courts-

and I am not privy to when they are going to decide in the
future-let me ask you this question. Given the present status of
court decisions, doesn't it make sense to enact something along the
lines that Chairman Udall suggested? -

Mr. CORONA. No. We object to that. It would seek to codify an
incorrect analysis.

Mr. GEJDENSON. It seems that-and the reason I am trying to get
to your conclusion is, as the chairman indicated, we have got a lot
of witnesses, and we will probably start getting interrupted pretty
regularly soon-is that what the chairman's legislation would do, it
seems to me, is provide for some of those protections, although not
through the State, through the Federal Government, against the
kind of agreements that both defraud the Indian tribe and bring in
individuals of questionable background.

Don't you believe that, if you can't have the best-case scenario,
which in your case obviously is total State control over the Indian,
that there ought to be some Federal standard?

Mr. CORONA. The bill is fatally defective because, again, it seeks
to codify what is an incorrect legal analysis. And the bill totally
fails to provide adequate safeguards for the intrusion of organized
crime. I, of course, have more in my statement which will show you
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the linkage between what is actually happening and what that bill
would do.

Mr. GEJDENSON. I don't want to control your testimony, but if
you can in that process, it would be helpful to us-and I get the
sense from both Republicans and Democrats that there is some
desire on this committee to get some kind of guidelines in place-is
to give us the kinds of suggestions if the courts don't hold as you
would like them to hold or forecast that they will hold or if we do
codify the Indians' right to be involved in some of these gaming ac-
tivities, what addition protections the Congress ought to put in the
legislation.

Mr. CORONA. I would initially state, in direct answer to your
question, that the decisions, Seminole and Borona, were based on a
civil-criminal dichotomy analysis. That is, we believe incorrectly
the court determined that, although the State has absolute crimi-
nal control under Public Law 280, it has no civil control because
the civil corollary to the bill was not intended to grant general civil
regulatory powers. The court therefore very simplistically deter.,
mined that you would simply determine whether an area is crimi-
nal in nature or civil in nature. And if it is criminal, then the
State can control it. If it's civil, the tribes control it.

The world is just too complex to break it into those categories.
The U.S. Supreme Court recently, in Rice versus Rehner, articulat-
ed the proper standard which should govern. And that is a general
balancing of the interest test to determine whether the States have
a significant interest in an area and whether, based on severe im-
pacts beyond the reservation, the tribes should be allowed to be
controlled in this area.

We feel here that the balance of interests clearly balance in
favor of the States to control this area.

It was alluded to earlier that we are now finding rather dramatic
environmental impacts occurring as a result of these endeavors. A
strong example of those are the Rumsey Rancheria in Yolo County
and the Jackson Rancheria in Amador County. Those are agricul-
turally zoned communities, very limited, very small populations.
Their entire way of life is being overriden by small bands of Indi-
ans who erect huge bingo halls and who will be trucking in from
the San Francisco Bay Area and all over, thousands of people
daily. They have gouged new roads into the Capay Valley. They
have dramatically impacted on the life styles of individuals living
there. And it is all because of the attempt by the tribes to market
an exemption. Would the tribes have anything to market here if it
were not for the fact that others in California are compelled to
follow the $250 prize limitation? They would not.

So, based on purely economic considerations, the entire life style
of those individuals is being overridden.

I would also add, particularly the Capay Valley, the health and
safety of the citizens themselves are being challenged because of
the inability of the soil there to adequately handle the sewage
problems that will arise as a result of a haul of that magnitude.

But those citizens' rights are just being entirely overlooked.
I alluded to the fact, and we believe that, I indicated to you that

the tribes were asking from us, stating that they felt that the
tribes were themselves being taken over. We believe that the politi-
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cal takeover of the tribes is inevitable. The reason for that is be-
cause for some purposes the tribes are autonomous, one of those
being for purposes of running their governmental structure. That
governmental status has acted as a shield, preventing the police
authorities from examining what is exactly happening in those en-
deavors.

Because these are Indian governmental operations, we don't have
the authority to say, may we examine your books, may we look at
the backgrounds of the individuals who are operating these endeav-
ors? We do not have that authority, and it is vexing. Although it is
uncontradicted that pursuant to 18 USC section 1162 we have the
authority to enforce all criminal laws, we have not the ability.

Mr. GEJDENSON. If you could wrap, up, I think some of the mem-
bers of the panel probably have questions. We could get to those.

Mr. CORONA. Yes, I will.
I will just tell you flat out that gambling has always been a fa-

vorite of organized crime. You seem bemused by that observation,
but I am telling you, these operations, which are completely pro-
tected, completely shielded from authority, from the view of police
authorities, is highly attractive. It provides the greatest opportuni-
ty for the skimming of moneys, for the laundering of moneys, for
mob control of related services such as credit, which leads to loan
sharking, food, lodging, and other amenities.

And do not be misled, this is not small-time bingo. It is multi-
million-dollar business offering million-dollar prizes. And they are
making millions off of it.

Unfortunately, we have no tribe in California which has received
any significant revenues from the operations. The reason for that
is the management contract typically calls for the management
companies to get 50 percent off the top. But in addition, the per-
centage which is theoretically to go to the tribe is actually re-
turned to the management company because the tribes are com-
pelled to pay back the lion's share of their percentage as repay-
ment for the building of the building itself and certain other un-
named, unspecified management fees.

The tribes are simply not profiting from this, and the States are
being put at great peril.

Thank you.
Mr. GEiJDF.NSON. You are aware that the Udall bill addresses a

number of these issues.
Mr. Vento.
Mr. VENTO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Corona, I think your testimony is useful in terms of outlin-

ing some of the problems. If indeed the court cases that are being
pursued do not provide any further definition than exists today,
that is, which permits at least in 28 States for these activities, is it
your contention that the Bureau of Indian Affairs or the Depart-
ment of the Interior could not in fact regulate these activities in
such a manner as would be consistent.with the general welfare?

Mr. CORONA. Oh, yes, sir. And it is also the position of the U.S.
Department of Justice that the Secretary of the Interior nor the
tribes have the expertise, the facilities, the sophistication, the
items necessary to adequately carry out that very difficult task of
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investigating organized crime and dealing with it once it is discov-
ered.

I would point to the testimony by Mark Richard of the Federal
Department of Justice on H.R. 4566, delivered nearly 1 year ago
today, June 19, 1984, in which he flat out stated that those entities
do not have the ability to handle it.

And more than that, sir, I really wonder about the motivation
that the tribes would have, or the Department of the Interior
would have in ferreting out these individuals.

Mr. VENTO. I mean, I can't question motives. I think really that
that is not probably a productive view.

I guess what I am trying to do is put this in the most positive
vein I can to you, assuming that the court case evolves. I mean, it's
kind of hard to extrapolate. I mean, I don't see any reason that, for
instance, that the Department of the Interior couldn't work with
the Justice Department in dealing with this. I am sure that most
everyone who is going to come to this witness table today, no one is
going to try and defend inadequate regulation which would permit
crime to occur and misuse and abuse of what the intents are, the
purpose.

I guess the question is that I can understand the enthusiasm for
States to continue the role that they have been required to play by
our separation of powers in the Federal system. But I am just
trying to point out this is the direction that we go and this is the
way we deal with a lot of other responsibilities we have through
the Department of the Interior. I appreciate the concurrence raised
with regard to that.

I would hope that you and others continue working with the
chairman as they attempt to deal with this. Obviously, if the court
cases turn out in a different manner, then that-is it your view
that this legislation would in fact cause a change in disposition of
the legality of the authorities, powers of tribes?

Mr. CORONA. Yes, I do. And I believe it would put it on a very
bad track.

Mr. VENTO. In other words, you are saying we can't be neutral in
this particular process if we legislate, generally speaking?

Mr. CORONA. That's right-I believe that any legislation should
grant, at a minimum, State regulatory control over the endeavors.

Mr. VENTO. Well, I know that that is not exactly being neutral.
When I was talking about neutrality, I was talking about that it
would not prejudice the existing cases in the courts. That particu-
lar tack would not be a neutral one.

Mr. CORONA. You're right. In that sense it would impact--
Mr. VENTO. I have to get your enthusiasm sort of back down

there, you know.
Mr. CORONA. It would impact. It would impact on pending litiga-

tion indeed. And it would not--
Mr. VENTO. The way it is written right now, it would.
Mr. CORONA. It's not neutral.
Mr. VENTO. And your point is that, if we were to take action-I

mean, would you support a point that said, if we were to take
action, that it ought to be at the very least neutral with respect to
the legality of existing activity?
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Mr. CORONA. Well, this legislation, all three pieces of legislation
as presented, are not neutral, would be deleterious to the State's
interests and would impact adversely with respect to the State's po-
sition in the pending litigation.

Mr. VENTO. Mr. Chairman, this witness--
Mr. CORONA. I have answered-I really can't answer--
Mr. GEJDENSON. He must be a lawyer.
Mr. CORONA. It's difficult to answer in the way you framed it.
Mr. VENTO. I understand. I do appreciate, but I am just trying to

get your--
Mr. CORONA. I submit that, you know, the distrust, the failure to

cooperate between Bureau of Indian Affairs and the tribes is his-
torical. It's undeniable that the Bureau of Indian Affairs is not well
thought of by the great majority of the tribes. There has not been a
lot of cooperation. I believe that many tribes distrust BIA supervi-
sion. So, I doubt, based on that history, that Interior or BIA could
effectively work with the tribes in a way that would allow effective
regulatory control.

Mr. VENwO. I think that's a valid point. I think there are some
concerns. I mean, I guess hope springs eternal. But I do think that
reinventing the wheel completely is not necessarily the best tack
either.

Well, let me yield back my time.
Mr. GFJDENSON. The gentleman from Arizona.
Mr. MCCAIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will be very brief.
Mr. Corona, no one on this committee was amused when you said

that gambling is attractive to organized crime, because I think my
colleague from Nevada would agree that we have certainly had this
problem. A question that faces this committee is how we go about
solving this.

I am not sure that we can wait until court cases are adjudicated
in favor of your point of view. In fact, it appears to me that your
testimony indicates that you are believing that presently-litigated
cases will be decided in your State's favor or all States' favor, and
therefore this problem will iron itself out.

Unfortunately, it appears to me that under present court deci-
sions which have been made recently, it doesn't favor your side of
the argument. In fact, recent court cases have lent itself more and
more to tribal sovereignty and to relations between the Federal
Government and tribes on a government-to-government basis
within certain guidelines.

I just want to ask you about Public Law 280. According to the
Attorney General of New Mexico in a brief that I read here, it
says:

Jurisdiction over offenses committed within such Indian country to the same
extent that such State has jurisdiction over any such offense committed elsewhere
within the State.

Is that your reading?
Mr. CORONA. Yes, that is the law.
Mr. MCCAIN. And you are still inhibited from enforcing State

law?
Mr. CORONA. Yes, we have been. Again, based on the governmen-

tal shield that the tribes possess, we have not the ability, as I have
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indicated, to review their books or to ask them to reveal those who
are the major backers of their operation or who even are involved
integrally in their operation. Although if we were to find from in-
dependent sources such as an informant coming forward, then we
would be able to prosecute for criminal wrongdoing connected with
the gambling operation.

Mr. MCCAIN. It is still not clear to me why you don't have juris-
diction under Public Law 280. o

Mr. CORONA. Sir, the reason is that, again in deciding whether
the issue is criminal or civil in nature, the Ninth Circuit basically
somewhat ignored the fact that our penal code dealing with bingo
was codified in the penal code. Penal code section 326.5 provided 6
months in jail for every violation and/or a $1,000 fine. That in con-
junction with the constitutional prohibition against the erection of
lotteries were swept aside, and the court nevertheless determined
that it was civil in nature based on its public policy analysis.

We think that was clearly a wrong decision. We codified it in a
way to punish individuals who violated it, because we obviously did
feel it was criminal in nature. However, the Ninth Circuit over-
ruled that. That is why we are in the position we are today.

I apologize for my comment regarding the bemused smile. It was
in reaction to the gentleman who posed the question, Mr. Gejden-
son, who seemed to smirk at my statement.

Mr. MCCAIN. I just wanted to make it clear to you, Mr. Corona,
that one of the major reasons for this legislation is because of the
issue that you raise, and that is the involvement of organized crime
in these operations.

Thank you for your testimony.
Mr. CORONA. Thank you very much.
Mr. GEJDENSON. The gentlelady from Nevada.
Mrs. VUCANOVICH. No questions, thank you.
Mr. GEJDENSON. Let me just ask you one last question. If there is

a management company in California that has got a contract with
a group of Indians to run their bingo operation or what have you,
and you think that they are stealing, that they are not paying,
you've got Fn income tax in California, and not paying their Cali-
fornia State taxes on their profits, can't you haul that management
company into court, get their records? Not the tribes, the manage-
ment company.

Mr. CORONA. The management companies have represented
themselves as merely employees of the tribal operation. So, to date
they have prevented that. We have not yet attempted such a pros-
ecution. But based on representation it appeared to us their posi-
tion would be, these are tribal governmental records. We are em-
ployees of the tribe. And therefore they are protected as a result of
governmental status of the tribe.

Mr. GEJDENSON. You would have, however, jurisdiction over indi-
viduals involved in that contractual relationship, just like any
other Indian or non-Indian individual who, if you suspect them of
breaking the law, as long as it's not directly the tribe, you have ju-
risdiction presently?

Mr. CORONA. We have jurisdiction over both the tribe and the in-
dividuals. The question is, how do we get the evidence to prove
wrongdoing? And again, the tribes are coming to us and asking us
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for investigations. In fact, the co-sponsor of the Udall bill, the Hon-
orale Jim Bates, is going to be convening hearings later this year,
in September, to investigate the claims of wrongdoing on the
Borona Reservation. Although that entity has been in existence for
22 years, no significant revenues have gone to the tribes. In fact,
the only money that ever went to the tribes individually was a
single $3,000 per capita payment to voting tribal members once a
recall election was forced. And there was a strong attempt to oust
the tribal chairman. At that time, shortly before the election they
magnamimously decided to issue the first per capita share.

That case is being investigated because of allegations that the
tribal members were compelled to show their vote before they were
granted their check. So, this area is replete with wrongdoing.

Mr. GEJDENSON. Thank you.
The next witness is Mr. R. Martin, Chairman of the Morongo

Band of Mission Indians.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT MARTIN, CHAIRMAN, MORONGO BAND
OF MISSION INDIANS, ACCOMPANIED BY MARY ANNE AN-
DREAS, VICE CHAIRMAN, TRIBAL COUNCIL AND BARBARA E.
KARSHMER, TRIBAL ATTORNEY

Mr. MARTIN. Mr. Chairman, the Committee, the Morongo Band
wishes to express its appreciation for being invited here. I want to
get into a different vein and speak primarily on the social and eco-
nomic impact it has had on our tribe, but first I think I would like
to make a comment on prior testimony.

It seems that other bingos haven't been very profitable for other
reservations. Ours is a profitable bingo. It is run by the tribe and a
management committee-members both from the investor and
from the tribe, and we feel very proud of our bingo. It is making
the tribe money; making the investor money. And the community
seems to benefit from the bingo with the ripple effect of bringing
all these people into the reservation and the surrounding communi-
ties.

Now, what I wanted to talk about was many of you here have
never lived near or on a reservation and the attitudes of Indian
people. We have people on our reservation that never worked off of
the reservation. They never worked period. Today they are work-
ing. They are interacting with n gn-Indians, and they seem to be
contributing to the community.

We have had people that sat on welfare for years. Now they are
working and they are off welfare and contributing. Our unemploy-
ment rate on the reservation was 64 percent. We have primarily
wiped that out. Everyone from the reservation that is willing to
work is working. Our operation is so big that we can't have 100
percent working there, but we do have quite a bit, probably at least
two-thirds of the people working are Indians either from reserva-
tion or other reservations.

If there is any questions on the legal aspects, I would rather turn
that over to the tribe's attorney, Barbara Karshmer, and let her
comment on that.

Ms. KARSHMZR. I would like to comment and respond to Mr. Co-
rona's discussion with you about the litigatin that the tribe is in-
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volved in with the State of Caliornia, and also just generally just to
respond to some of this comments. Bingo is allowed under the Cali-
fornia State Law and that is the only operation that the Morongo
Tribe engages in. The limits under State law for nonprofit organi-
zations are prizes of $250.

The State refuses, as you have heard, to accept the decisions of
the Federal Courts and the U.S. Courts of Appeals that Indian
bingo is legal without regard to State limitations, both in the State
of California and elsewhere. There have been at least six Federal
Court and U.S. Court of Appeals decisions that have independently
upheld the right of tribes to conduct bingo operations, both Public
Law 280 States and non Public Law 280 States.

The U.S. Supreme Court has denied to hear petitions for certio-
rari on two of those cases, so has let stand those Federal Court de-
cisions, Federal Appelate Court decisions, allowing Indian bingo. I
think that in response to some questions, Mr. Corona lured a dis-
tinction that maybe was being asked about, and that is that there
is a distinction between violations of the State bingo law and viola-
tions of general criminal laws. The State does not have the author-
ity under current law to prosecute violations of the State bingo law
against tribes. However, they do have the authority to prosecute
any violations of general criminal laws that might involve skim-
ming fraudulent actions, violence, any occurrence of that sort. And
to date there haven't been prosecutions in California for any of
these types of activities.

I think that the State and its position in this litigation have to be
viewed as part of a pattern and practice on the part of the State of
California to contest tribe's jurisdictions to do anything. The State
has contested tribes' rights on hunting, on fishing, on taxation, on
land use and virtually any subject that has come to the State's at-
tention. And I think that they are attempting, at every opportuni-
ty, to take away all the powers of tribal governments, and to leave
them with no power to govern their reservations or their members.

I think if the State had its way, tribes would be no more than
private, voluntary, social organizations that have on power to
govern the reservation or their members. The rest of the State's
legal argument in our case that is currently before the 9th Circuit
is that tribes can only regulate those very activites that they have
regulated historically. Taking that to its ultimate conclusion, the
State's argument would be that if tribal members had always lived
in teepees or hogans, they could live in nothing else without State
regulation. The moment they moved into modern day housing, the
State would have authority to regulate them.

Since time immemorial, the Morongo Band and most of the Cali-
fornia tribes have had gambling as a very integral part of their cul-
ture and have continued this totally regulated by the tribes. Be-
cause gambling is not called bingo, the State now attempts to regu-
late it. I think that the State's position is totally unwarranted, both
legally and factually. The State complains about unscrupulous in-
vestors. I think Morongo shows that that is not necessarily the
case.

Morongo has a 5-year management contract with a non-
Indian corporation from which the tribe receives 75 percent of the
profits of bingo, participates in the management very actively of
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the bingo enterprise, and receives a minimum guaranteed monthly
payment from the revenues of bingo of $100,000. And I might say it
is receiving in excess of that virtually every month.

The legislation that Congressman Udall has proposed requires
approval of the management contracts. And I think that that
should take care of some of the problems that have arisen with
management companies when there is Federal supervision of what
goes into the management contracts. The Morongo management
contract was approved by the BIA, pursuant to 25 U.S.C. 81.

In addition, the State complains about the interference of inves-
tors in tribal affairs. The Morongo Tribe has taken care of that by
stating in its contract that any interference in tribal affairs by the
management company will be grounds for immediate termination
of the contract. So I think that management agreements can deal
with a lot of the problems that the State has raised.

The State complains about the threat of organized crime. It is in-
teresting to note that the State, in a lawsuit in Federal Court, stip-
ulated that there was no organized crime involved both at Morongo
and at the Cabazon reservation. They simply could not come up
with any evidence of real organized crime involvement. There
haven't been any prosecutions of organized crime for involvement
in bingo. And I think 'that this is really a case of overreaction to a
potential problem that tribes can control.

The Morongo Tribe has closed down two bingos on its reserva-
tion; one that violated a tribal ordinance and one that they were
simply unsatisfied with. That is a Public Law 280 State where the
tribe has no tribal court. The tribe went to Federal Court and ob-
tained an injunction and had people removed from the reservation.
So a tribe can control bingo or gambling on its own reservation.

Mr. GEJDENSON. Let me ask you a question.
Ms. KARSHMER. Sure.
Mr. GEJDENSON. The Deputy Attorney General indicated the in-

ability to obtain records and information on individuals or the op-
erations prevented them from taking normal legal actions for
whether organized crimes or other illegal activities. Does the Attor-
ney General for the State of California have the right to go in and
ask your management company to look at their books?

Ms. KARSHMER. I believe that they do. As private individuals,
those people are subject to the State requirements of State process.
If there are tax violations, if they beleive there are other viola-
tions, they would have the right to go after the individuals.

Mr. GEJDENSON. In the same sense the FBI would have the abili-
ty to go in under racketeering or organized crime statutes and look
at it, would they be able to look at the Indian books as well, the
FBI, under the racketeering statutes and other statutes?

Ms. KARSHMER. I believe that they would. I know Morongo would
make their books readily available if they were asked to do so.
Morongo feels it has, perhaps, the best-or one of the best oper-
ations in the country and has nothing to hide.

Mr. GEJDENSON. But if we were dealing with a tribe that maybe
not just for legal grounds, but maybe other principled grounds
might want to prevent the FBI or another Federal Agency from re-
viewing their books, it is our feeling that under present law, the
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FBI would have the ability to go on and look at both the tribe's
books and the private management agency's books.

Ms. KARSHMER. I think that Federal law sufficiently provides for
the FBI and the Federal Government to protect against the com-
mission of Federal crimes, both on reservations and elsewhere.

I think that the State testimony focused largely on hearsay and
unsupported allegations of problems at various tribes. Granted,
there may be problems with some operations, but I think that
tribes are learning to control gaming within their'*oundaries and
are taking care of the mistakes they may have made.

I don't think that it is a problem that isn't being solved by all
tribes. I think that the State's claims that no tribal governments
are obtaining significant revenues from gaming is just simply false,
as I have testified from Morongo, and as Mr. Martin testified,
tribes are receiving revenues.

Mr. GEJDENSON. How long as your bingo been in operation?
Ms. KARSHMER. The current bingo has been in operation since

October.
Mr. GEJDENSON. And you get $100,000 a month minimum.
Ms. KARSHMER. More than that, yes. So that the tribe is benefit-

ing from the gaming, both in terms of the jobs that are being per-
formed and in terms-the employment that is being created, and
the benefit to the tribe as a whole. In fact the tribal payroll, the
payroll for tribal members has been more than $490,000 already.
So that is generating quite a lot of revenue on the reservation.

And for residents of neighboring communities, the payroll has
been in excess of $320,000 already, so that we are generating a sub-
stantial income for neighboring communities and jobs for everyone.

And I would just like to say in closing, and then we will be
happy to answer questions, that we urge that the Federal Govern-
ment retain jurisdiction over this area and not delegate it to the
States. I think every principle of Indian Law requires this result.
And I think that the bill is a good step in that direction. We urge
that it be introduced with the various modifications that we have
submitted in the testimony.

Mr. GEJDENSON. Mr. Vento.
Mr. VENTO. Thank you. I think your last statement is an inter-

esting one, because, of course, that is really where we are at. One
of the problems has been with some of these groups apparently, or
at least the allegation is that there has been an involvement of the
management groups in the tribal politics as such, which is, of
course, really kind of destroys the ability to hold that management
group accountability. I guess that is the concern.

You obviously have just begun this. You have hired a manage-
ment group, have you not, Mr. Martin?

Mr. MARTIN. Yes, we have.
Mr. VENTO. And so do you have some safeguards in your ap-

proved contract, or do you believe you have safeguards in place
that prevent that sort of activity?

Mr. MARTIN. Well, under the contract, if they get involved in
tribal politics, they are in breach and we can remove them.

Mr. VENTO. I mean the thing is that apparently in some of these
instances it takes the form, as in the case of Mr. Corona men-
tioned, where they just hold up payment of a certain amount of the
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profits or something that would normally go to the tribal members.
You know, in other words, that there is regular or periodic or infre-
quent payment type of problems.

Mr. MARTIN. We have monthly distribution of profits between
the investor and the tribe, I think, the 15th of each month.

Mr. VEm'o. I mean it is a situation where the tail starts to wag
the dog, I guess, is really the case.

Mr. MARTIN. We have never had that problem.
Mr. VENTO. Well, of course, you are just starting, so it is hard to

extrapolate where that might go. But I pay the special attention to
the fact that you indicated that you believe that CIA can do the job
in terms of regulation by approval of contracts-now I am talking,
I guess, Mr. Martin, to your counsel. I missed your name, sorry.

Ms. KARSHMA. Barbara Karshma.
Mr. VENTO. Barbara. So the point is that you feel that the pro-

posal that Mr. Udall has introduced, Mr. Shumway-I mean Mr.
Udall's proposal is satisfactory. Do you agree with the counts in
that other than, what, 6(c)?

Ms. KARSHMA. Yes.
Mr. VEwrro. Your exception as well is 6(c)?
Ms. KARSHMA. I think so.
Mr. VENTO. Isn't there any middle ground here? I am just explor-

ing. I mean I am certainly not an expert in this, but where the
States can fill the police power type of role for the tribes at all, or
does that completely muddy up the water or cross jurisdictional
lines in terms of law?

Ms. KARSHMA. I think that is good point. We have found the
local sheriff to be very helpful behind the scenes. We have asked
them to investigate people on occasion. I am constantly in contact
with the local sheriffs office to determine whether they have seen
any evidence of any problems at the bingo, and there haven't been
any.

Mr. VENTO. I guess the philosophic problem is if you are not
paying any taxes or anything, then there becomes a question in
terms of service, or the cost of that. How do you resolve that or
have you not?

Mr. KARSHMA. Well, that hasn't been a problem so far. I think
that both the tribe and the sheriff's department are concerned
about having a clean operation and are willing to help to insure
that the operation does remain free from any problems whether
they be organized crime or just plain criminial operation.

Mr. VENTo. It seems to me that is common sense that when Mr.
Corona mentioned the fact that when you have a high stakes
bingo-I mean I don't know what the size of the prizes are, but ap-
parently California has a limit of $250. What size are the maxi-
mum prizes that you have given away, Mr. Martin?

Mr. MARTIN. We have given away as much as $50,000.
Mr. VENTo. In one game?
Mr. MARTIN. At one time, to one individual. But that is built up

over a period of time.
Mr. Vwrro. I think it is important for the record so we under-

stand it, but I think common sense dictates when you have that
kind of money-I mean, someone may not want to leave in their
wagon with that money.
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Mr. MARTIN. We offer security to take them home.
Mr. VENTO. I understand, but I mean it does necessitate a certain

activity or certain type of police activity, I guess, either from the
Indian or from Federal sources or local sources to ensure that you
don't have problems. I think it can be done, I guess. I just think it
does present some problems that otherwise would not exist in a
normal bingo game going on out in California. You would agree
with that, I presume.

Ms. KARSHMA. I think that is true, but I think that the State
does have sufficient jurisdiction to deal with those sorts of related
problems without regulating the bingo itself.

Mr. VENTO. Well, I think that the problem here is that we are
faced with reinventing a job for the FBI or for the BIA or for the
Department of Justice to deal with, which is not normally the way
that we have dealt with other issues. I don't think it is impossible,
but I think it does make it difficult.

Mr. GEJDENSON. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. VENTO. Certainly.
Mr. GEJDENSON. The gentleman's question really separates the

two tings. One is the normal security kind of considerations-
maybe I missed part of your question, but the other part is that if
it is an outside operator, as I think you have indicated, then the
police and the State would basically be licensing the operation. Is
that correct?

Mr. VENTO. Well, no I don't think they are licensing it. I am just
talking about how you end up providing basically law enforcement
types of services. Besides, it is not fair to ask me questions.

Mr. GEJDENSON. Actually I asked a question through you to the
witness.

Ms. KARSHMA. One thought just off the top of my head might be
that you might want to provide for agreements between tribes and
local government to assist in law enforcement, without giving the
local government the outright ability to police the tribe.

Mr. VENTO. The gentleman from Arizona.
The gentlelady from Nevada.
Mrs. VUCANOVICH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to ask a couple of questions particularly about the

location of your reservation. Reading the testimony, it refers to the
city of Banning and alongside Interstate Highway 10, which passes
through the reservation. How large a community, say, is Banning?
Is this a large community.

Mr. MARTIN. Banning would be between, I would say, 18,000 and
20,000. We are about 100 miles east of Los Angeles, 20 miles west
of Palm Springs on Interstate 10.

Mrs. VUCANOVICH. OK, now do your players come from Banning
or do your players-are they bused in, for instance, from Los Ange-
les?

Mr. MARTIN. We have a busing program.
Mrs. VUCANOVICH. You have a busing program.
Mr. MARTIN. We go into the areas of Orange County, parts of Los

Angeles County, and down in toward San Diego County. I don't be-
lieve they go much more than 100 miles away.
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Mrs. VUCANOVICH. And what are your hours? I mean how do
people know when you are playing? Do you play only when the
buses are going back and forth?

Mr. MARTIN. We are open 7 days a week from-I believe the
doors open at 5:30 until--

Mrs. VUCANOVCti. Five thirty in the evening?
Mr. MARTIN. In the evening until the game finishes, and that is

around 12:30 or 1 o'clock.
Mrs. VUCANOVICH. I see. So one of the other concerns I have-

apparently there is a State law in the State of California, a limit of
$250 payoff. And I kind of refer to my own State, because I repre-
sent the State of Nevada. We had a famous case just not very long
ago because our slot machines have become much more sophisticat-
ed, and because the payoffs are very large, it is a an exciting thing
for organized crime or people who can see this as a great opportu-
nity to come and perhaps get a larger payoff than they would in
the average pull of a handle.

And we had a famous case where a man came and took a very
large payoff of a slot machine and absolutely disappeared and
showed up about 2 or 3 weeks later in Florida or somewhere.
Frankly, I can't remember where he disappeared to, but it turns
out that he was a member of a large group of people and he was
paid to go and take this large payoff.

And from what I understand, he has been undercover since then
and has been giving some testimoney, for instance, to our State
Gaming Control Board. It just seems to me that when you are
giving large payoffs, let's say of $50,000, it certainly should be an
interest to organized crime to be much more interested in playing
bingo at your place than they would be at the church organization
down the street. And it is a very complicated thing to have any
control over. And I just wonder what kind of protection you can
give to, Number 1, the other folks who areiin there putting their
$20 up or whatever it cost to play, and somebody who wants to
come and get a big payoff?.

And what would prevent the managers or the operators-certain-
ly I don't expect that the tribe would do anything dishonest, but I
am not so darn sure about the operators. What would prevent
them from having one of their people come and do that, because
this has been some of the experience we have had in our State, to
come and get that payoff?.

Ms. KARSHMA. There are a couple of things I would just like to
clarify. A large payoff of the $50,000 magnitude is very rare. Most
payoffs are in the $1,000 to $2,000 range.

Mr. VENTO. But you know, if you did that every day it wouldn't
be a bad deal.

Ms. KARSHMA. In order to prevent any cooperation between man-
agement and outsiders in terms of of rigging prizes, the tribe gives
lie detector tests to make sure that there are no corroboration of
that sort.

Mrs. VUCANOVICH. Wait 1 minute. Are you telling me that you
give lie detector tests to everybody who gets off your bus to come
and play?

Ms. KARSHMA. No, the employees.
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Mrs. VUCANOVICH. To the employees. Do you give a lie detector
test to every employee you have who has anything to do with this
operation?

Ms. KARSHMA. Yes, they have.
Mrs. VUCANOVICH. And how often do you do that?
Ms. KARSHMA. Periodically. It is a system that they are just de-

veloping, but it is done peridically.
Mrs. VUCANOVICH. And you don't have any problem with the

people who are concerned about people's civil rights and some of
the other things that they--

Ms. KARSHMA. It is a problem with everyone. There is no ques-
tion about it. But the tribe feels that the benefits of a system like
this outweigh the negative factor that come into play, because the
tribe is very concerned about keeping a clean operation. There is
no room for anything but a clean operation for the tribe.

Mrs. VUCANOVICH. No further questions, Mr. Chairman. Thank
you.

Mr. GEJDENSON. Thank you.
Thank you very much.
Ms. KARSHMA. Thank you.
Mr. MARTIN. Thank you.
[The statement of Mr. Martin follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF

THE MORONGO BAND OF MISSION INDIANS

ON H.R. 1920, H.R. 2404, AND S. 902

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, I am Robert

Martin, the Chairman of the Morongo Band of Mission Indians; I am

accompanied by Tribal Council Vice Chairman Mary Ann Andreas,

Tribal Council member Ann Nelson, Arlene Craft, Tribal Bingo

Management Committee member, and our attorneys Barbara E.

Karshmer and Paul Alexander.

We are very grateful to the committee for holding

these hearings and allowing us the opportunity to present

testimony on the draft legislation that would provide federal

standards for Indian gaming activities. Morongo, as you may

know, has a tribal bingo enterprise which seats 2,000 people. It

is the cornerstone of our efforts to provide economic

self-sufficiency for our people. Because legislation would

provide the best mechanism for insuring the permancy of gaming,

with appropriate safeguards, we strongly support the thrust of

H.R. 1920 and S. 902. We do not support H.R. 2404. In the final

section of our testimony, we make specific recommendations which

we are hopeful will improve the regulatory scheme that is being

developed.

A brief description of our reservation and its paucity

of traditional economic resources, and the economic condition of

our people demonstrate why we feel so strongly about this issue.
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The Morongo Band of mission Indians is a federally-

recognized Indian Tribe having more than 730 enrolled members,

approximately 300 of whom reside on the Morongo Reservation.

The unemployment level among Reservation residents was in excess

of sixty-four percent (64%) and many Band members were

unemployed and/or poverty-stricken before we began our Tribal

Bitngo Enterprise.

The Morongo Band is the beneficial owner of the

Morongo Indian Reservation, which consists of approximately

32,300 acres of land located east of the City of Banning, in the

San Gorgonio Pass, in the unincorporated area of Riverside

County, California. The Reservation originally was created by,

inter alia, a series of Presidential Executive Orders,

Presidential proclamations, a federal statute and deeds.

The Morongo Reservation is located in a high desert,

mountain pass area that has no known natural resources such as

timber, wildlife or fish, oil or coal to utilize to create

revenue for the operation of our government or the provision of

services to our members. Of the Reservation's 32,254 acres,

less than one square mile, consisting of a strip of land lying

along the northern side of Interstate Highway 10, which passes

through the Reservction, is suitable for economic development.

Prior to beginning our Bingo operation, the tribe's tota annual

income from all Reservation sources was less than $10,000 per

year.

Given this s-tting, it is apparent that for us,

without any foreseeable viable economic alternatives, gaming

provides the only realistic chance of meeting the President's
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stated policy of reducing tribal dependency on Federal programs

ana obtaining greater tribal economic self-sufficiency. A3

indicated in the description of the Morongo reservation, its

resources and its people, our dependency on diminishing federal

appropriations and programs has translated to substantial

unemployment and poverty. Our Bingo Enterprise has made a major

difference.

One of the major benefits of the tribal Bingo

operation is the employment opportunities which it has created

for our members. On a reservation like ours, this means that

the former unemployment rate of 64% has been virtually

eliminated. To date, we have employed 101 Indians and have made

jobs available to all tribal members who want to work for the

bingo enterprise. At present, 13 of our 16 top managers are

Indians and are beiqg trained to take over the entire

operation. In addition, the Bingo has employed 20 spouses of

tribal members. The total payroll for our Indian employees and

their spouses in the first seven months of operation was more

than $490,000.

The jobs we have created are significant in other

respects as well. For example, of the Indians currently

employed, 42 had been unemployed for up to one year before going

to work for our operation, 16 had been unemployed for more than

one year, and 7 of these Indians had never held any job at all.

Overall, of our current 171 employ:es, 109 or 64% had been

unemployed for some time before going to work at our bingo

operation. Thus, besides decreasing the unemployment rate on

the reservation, our operation has also decreased the
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unemployment rate of local area residents and has paid salaries

totalling more than $320,000 to these local residents in the

last seven months.

We are also enhancing the small businesses in these

communities by bringing people into the area. Restaurants, gas

stations, convenience stores, hotels, and the like have all

benefited. Because this enterprise has positive economic

advantages to the whole community, there is the developing

potential to significantly improve tribal and local government

relations.

I wish that I could say that the same potential

existed for improving our relations with the State of

California. It does not. Gaming, unfortunately, seems to be

just another subject area for California to fight with the

tribes over jurisdiction. Morongo is currently involved in

litigation in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit to

keep the State of California and the County of Riverside from

shutting down the tribe's Bingo enterprise.

This litigation is not, however, a "test case" or a

case of "first impression". The U.S. Court of Appeals for the

Ninth Circuit held, in 1983, that tribally operated bingo

operations were allowable in California because the California

law (limiting bingo prizes to $250 when operated by nonprofit

groups) was a civil regulatory law and did not apply to tribes

under P.L. 280. The Court also noted that the purpose of Tribal

Bingo was indistinguishable from the bingo allowed for nonprofit

organizations under state law. See Barona Group of the Capitan

Grande Band of Mission Indians v. Duffy, 694 F.2d 1185 (9th
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Cir., 1982), cert. den. 103 S. Ct. 2091 (1983). Despite the

fact that this decision was exactly on point with the facts at

Morongo, the County of Riverside threatened to close down the

tribe's bingo operation and arrest our patrons and tribal

employees. Because of these threats, we were forced to go to

federal court to obtain an injunction against the County. The

State of California intervened in this suit on the side of the

County. The District Court held in favor of the tribe based on

the Barona decision; and the State and County then appealed.

Although all the briefs have now been filed in the Ninth

Circuit, oral argument has not yet been scheduled.

The most salient point about the case is that the

State and County have stipulated that there is no organized

crime involved in the enterprise, despite the fact that fear of

organized crime is their main stated interest in the subject.

It should be noted that each and every federal court

which has ruled on Indian gaming and bingo in particular has

held that the states do not have jurisdiction to control tribal

gaming enterprises under P.L. 280 or otherwise. See, e.g.

Seminole Tribe v. Butterworth, 658 F.2d 310 (5th Cir., 1981),

cert. denied, 455 U.S. 1020 (1982): Oneida Tribe of Indians v.

Wisconsin, 518 F. Supp. 712 (W.D. Wisc. 1981); State of

Washington v. Hatch, F. Supp. _ (W.D. Wa., Aug. 14, 1985)

appeal dismissed (9th Cir., Feb. 21, 1985).

How strongly at odds the State of California and

tribe are over this issue is demonstrated by California's

Attorney General's request to the United States Department of

Justice for the United States the Tribe's Trustee, to enter the
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case on the side of California. To date, the Department of

Justice has shown good judgment and declined the request.

The relationship of the tribes to the State on

matters of jurisdiction has been one of constant conflict since

the passage of P.L. 280. I will not repeat here the list of

complaints and problems inherent in the P.L. 280 relationship

for they are adequately detailed in the Final Report of

Congress' own American Indian Policy Review Commission. The

California tribes have long been on record favoring rMet](of P.L.

280 or the complete retrocession of jurisdiction. This

discussion is pertinent by way of backdrop to evaluate any

proposals that are either based on P.L. 280 status or the

philosophy which underlies P.L. 280 of terminating the Federal

Indian relationship. We are unalterably opposed to such

proposals.

H.R. 2404 is, in effect, a variation on P.L. 280 for

purposes of Indian gaming. Although H.R. 2494 seems to retain

jurisdiction in the Federal government and the tribes, such

jurisdiction would need to conform the state law. Tribal

consent to such a transfer of jurisdiction is required by the

Indian Civil Rights Act of 1968. This mandatory prerequisite to

any jurisdictional transfer is not proved for in H.R. 2404.

Although there are many potential areas for

state-tribal cooperation, it would seem that in the area of

gaming, the states and the tribes are competitors for the

revenues needed to support governmental functions. A

multi-billion dollar horse racing business in California

provides needed revenues to the state. Recently the voters in
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California approved a state lottery that will offer prizes worth

millions of dollars as well as raise millions in state

revenues. Facing difficult revenue decisions, governments like

Morongo and the State of California have turned to gaming. The

difference is that the State of California wishes to prevent the

government of the Morongo Band of Mission Indians from doing

what the State of California is free to do.

The. Morongo Band of Mission Indians believes that the

stability that legislation like H.R. 1920 and S. 902 would

provide is desirable. That stability, itself, would do much to

cure some of the problems raised last June at the hearings of

the House Interior and Insular Affairs Committee. With

stability, the risk factor in financing a bingo operation would

be reduced. Perhaps, even conventional financing would become

-available for the tribes to utilize. This would reduce a

tribe's reliance on high risk financing. In short, the balance

of power in negotiations between management firms and tribes

would be altered in the tribe's favor and perhaps the need for

management firms would diminish.

Much discussion over the past year has focused on the

need to have an adequate regulatory scheme, a scheme that

protects the tribes and the public, and discourages the so far

theoretical attraction Indian gaming allegedly has for organized

crime. We absolutely agree that an adequate scheme is needed.

Most of the elements of that scheme are provided for in H.R.

1920 and S. 902. With some additions, these protective elements

are already contained in the ordinance and management contract

of the Morongo Band.
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On April 23, 1983, the Morongo Band of Mission

Indians authorized the playing of Bingo on the Morongo Indian

Reservation. Our members determined that a Tribal Bingo

Enterprise would promote the health, welfare, and general

interests of the Band by providing a source of revenue to the

Band for the provision of governmental services needed by our

members, a source of employment for Tribal members, and a source

of funding for programs to promote the health, education, and

welfare of our members. We also found that, because we lacked

the capital and the management expertise to build a Bingo

facility, establish the enterprise and manage it on a profitable

basis, it would be necessary to retain the services of a manager

for our Enterprise. Our Ordinance prohibits the operation of

any Bingo Enterprise on the Morongo Indian Reservation other

than the Morongo Tribal Bingo Enterprise, and regulates in

detail the days and hours during which the Bingo games may be

conducted, the amount of prize money which may be awarded, the

minimum age of participants, and restricts the use of the Band's

Bingo revenues to "the support of programs to promote the

health, education and general welfare" of the Band.

On April 26, 1983, the Morongo Band of Mission

Indians entered into a very unfavorable agreement with Justus

Enterprises under which the Band retained the services of Justus

as the Band's agent for the purpose of managing the Morongo

Tribe's Bingo Enterprise. Soon thereafter operation of the

Enterprise began in a building Justus Enterprises has built for

a tribal member on that member's allotment intending to operate

as the individual member's bingo enterprise manage. While this
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Enterprise was in operation, it employed 86 Indians.

In January, 1984, after several months of attempting

to renegotiate the Management Agreement, the Morongo Band voted

to terminate its Agreement with Justus Enterprises and suspended

operation of the Enterprise on or about February 9, 1984, until

a new manager could be employed.

On May 17, 1984, the Band entered into a new five

year management agreement with CBA Development Co., Inc.

(hereinafter "CBA"), pursuant to which a new Bingo facility

costing more than $1.5 million was constructed on Tribal land,

the Band receives not less than seventy-five percent (75%) of

the Enterprise profits with a minimum guaranteed payment of

$100,000 per month, and the Band is actively involved in the

formulation and implementation of all the management policies of

the Enterprise. The Agreement also provides for access to all

business records, independent audits of the business, tribal

participation in the daily count, a ceiling on reimbursement for

construction of the facility , background checks on all

investors and employees, Tribal approval of operating budgets

and salary structure, Indian preference in employment, and a

joint tribal and management committee to oversee, set policy

for, and coordinate the entire operation. Moreover, the Manager

haS no. proprietary interest in the bingo operation. This

Management Agreement was approved by the Bureau of Indian

Affairs pursuant to 25 U.S.C. §81.

The Tribal Bingo Ordinance provides and restricts the

usr of the Band's Bingo revenues to "the support of programs to

promote the health, education and general welfare" of the Band's
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members. One of the first projects being funded through Bingo

revenues involves the use of the Bingo funds to train, establish

and equip a tribal fire department because the County and City

are unable to respond in a timely manner to fires on the Morongo

Indian Reservation. We hope that the funds will enable us to

improve living conditions on the reservation, to repair and

maintain the Reservation water system which is in significant

need of modernization and repair, to build a center and

establish various programs for the senior citizens, to establish

preschool and day care programs for the children of its members,

etc. At present a tribal economic development plan is being

prepared which will be utilized to determine the most

appropriate uses for these Bingo profits.

We know that we have an excellent contract, one that

should be a model for the industry. We know that we have a

good, well run game. Our employees are tribal and local people;

our management officials are Californians' our bingo on-site

manager got his many years of experience in nonprofit Bingo

games in nearby cities and counties. Our customers have a good

time and keep coming back. We think that overall we have a

success story, a story that goes far in achieving the goals set

out by President Reagan in January 1983:

It is important to the concept of self-government
that tribes reduce their dependence on federal
funds by providing a greater percentage of the
cost of their self-government. Some tribes are
already moving in this direction.

Without sound reservation economies, the concept
of self-government has little meaning . . ..

Since tribal governments have the primary
responsibility for meeting the basic needs of
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Indian communities, they must be allowed the
chance to succeed.

Our success story did not happen overnight and it did not happen

without mistakes. Perhaps most important, it shows Indian

determination to grow and profit from our experiences.

One issue that has been raised is a tribe's ability to control

gaming activities on the Reservation. This has not been a

problem for the Morongo Band despite the fact that California is

a Public Law 280 state and despite the fact we have no tribal

court of our own. When negotiations broke down with Justus

Enterprises over the initial bingo operation in early 1984, the

tribe rescinded its approval of the Management Agreement for that

operation and closed the Bingo hall several weeks later. Had

further action been necessary, the tribe would not have hesitated

to take the matter to federal court to close that operation.

In fact, the tribe did go to federal court and obtain

an injunction against the violation of its tribal bingo ordinance

in September 1984. At that time a tribal member opened his own

private bingo operation which violated the tribal ordinance.

When this occurred, the tribe immediately went to federal court

to obtain an injunction against the individual operating the

bingo games to terminate his violation o the tribal ordinance.

When the individual member refused to comply with the Court's

injunction, the tribe obtained a court order requiring the

federal Marshal to close the bingo hall which was carried out.

The tribe obtained a further order requiring the removal of all

the equipment and furnishings in the building, and had those

removed as well.
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From these examples, it becomes clear that a tribe can, if

it so desires, terminate any bingo operations on its reservation

which it feels are not operating in its best interest. The

Morongo Band has done so successfully on two occasions and would

not hesitate to do so again. It should be noted that other

tribes have also taken control of their bingo operations and

ousted the managers whom they felt were not operating in the

tribe's best interests as is evidenced by the several federal

court cases in the last two years involving the issue of whether

tribal bingo management agreements are required to be approved

under 25 U.S.C. §81.
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RECOMMENDATIONS:

-- Section 2(2) of S. 902 pertaining to what the federal

Courts have held is a better technical description than

contained in Section 2(2) of H.R. 1920. We believe that

it is important that this finding which is repeated in

later sections be as clear as possible; the somewhat

misleading reference to criminal law in H.R. 1920 would

unfortunately encourage more litigation in this area.

Section S(3) in S. 902 should be deleted. This section is

not found in H.R. 1920. The finding which relates to

tribal concerns over the ability to control organized

crime is, in our opinion, inaccurate. The organized crime

concern has been raised by states and the Department of

Justice. In fact, as we understand the concern, it is not

a current concern but some ill-defined concern over the

future. Our tribe, for one, believes that we can control

this situation and we have no intention of allowing

organized crime, or even just plain crooks, to conduct

business on our reservation.

Section 2(6) of S. 902 is better phrased than the similar

provision Section 2(5) in H.R. 1920.

Section 3 of S. 902 which uaes the jurisdictional standard

of "Indian Country" is the definition usually found in

federal statues, and as such is preferred to the

definition contained in Section 3 of H.R. 1920.
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Section 4(2) of S. 902 defines Indian tribe more

expansively and as such is preferred to the definition in

Section 4(2) of H.R. 1920.

Section 5 of H.R. 1920 provides a clearer definition than

does Section 5 of S. 902 with respect to the illegality of

any gaming not conducted pursuant to an approved tribal

ordinance or resulution. The references to specific

federal or tribal laws in S. 902 are too limiting. In

P.L. 280 states, certain types of criminal prosecutions

may need to be referred for state prosecution.

Section 6(a) of S. 902 which uses the Indian*Country and

public policy language is in our view more technically

correct than Section 6(a) of H.R. 1920.

Section 6(b) 2 of S. 902 provides two additional uses for

which net revenues may be utilized (charities and

donations to local governments) which are not provided in

H.R. 1920. We believe that these are appropriate uses.

Section 6(b)3 of both bills should be amended to make

clear that "independent outside audits will be obtained'by

the tribe".

Section 6(d) of both bills should be clarified to make

clear that the Secretary must make a substantive decision

to disapprove and not simply reject a tribal resolution or
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ordinance because he or she has not had the time to review it.

Section 7 of H.R. 1902 is preferred to Section 7 of S.

902. It provides for more controls over contractors and

provides for a lower profit ceiling. As such Section 7 of

H.R. 1902 is very similar to the provisions of our

existing management contract. There are two additional

protections in our management contract that should be

added to Section 7: they are: (1) a minimum guaranteed

payment to the tribe that has preference over retirement

of the &evelopment/construction costs; and (2) an agreed

upon ceiling for the repayment of development/construction

costs. In addition, a provision that prohibits management

contracts from running more than five years would go far

in assisting tribes to develop their own expertise and

protect against some of the problems that have been so

apparent in land and natural resource leasing.

Section 7(a)l of H.R. 1920 and Section 7(a)i of S. 902

should be modified to provide that "any entity or

individual" "having a financial . .

Section 7(a)2 of H.R. 1920 and Section 7(a)ii of S. 902

should be expanded to include "involvement with the gaming

industry" whether or not state licensed or with a tribe.

Section 7(b) of H.R. 1920 contains more protections than

Section 7(b) of S. 902 and as such is preferred.
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Section 7(c) of H.R. 1920 provides for a good conceptual

scheme to evaluate management contract by tying the fee to

a standard of reasonableness. We are, however, concerned

with the two year limitation on the percentage of revenues

fee system. We believe that when the management firm

earns more, the tribe earns more; thus, when a management

contract is based on a percentage fee, there is excellent

incentive for management to fun top flight games. When

management earns a fixed amount, two risks are presented:

(i) incentive is diminished and (2) if revenues slip, from

increased competition or any number of unforeseen events,

the fixed fee system may end up being too high a fee.

Section 7(e)4 of H.R. 1920 and Section 7(d) of S. 902

should be changed to provide that "the management

contractor has deliberately or substantially failed . .

instead of . • . has deliberately and substantially

failed • . . Both deliberate failure and incompetence

should be grounds for voiding a contract.

Section 11 of S. 902 sets up the Regional Gaming

Commission that is referred to throughout the provisions

of S. 902. The Morongo-Bencof Mission Indians favors

some form of a self-regulating Commission that could

exercise the authority of the Secretary of the Interior.

Such a Commission could be staffed with experts, could

enter into contracts or compacts with states where

appropriate, and it could be self-supporting. Such a
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mechanism would avoid creating a new bureaucracy within

the BIA; that would be positive since the BIA does not

seem to be particularly equipped to be helpful in this

area. The Regional Commission, envisioned by S. 902,

however, would not work in California. The structure of

requiring agreement of a majority of at least two thirds

of the tribes would bar the creation of such a

Commission. We also question why non-gaming tribes should

have a role or vote in setting up such a Commission. We

would prefer a mechanism that would authorize gaming

tribes to form such Commissions or even a single

nation-wide Commission as may be appropriate.

CONCLUSION

Since time immemorial the Morongo Band of Mission

Indians has engaged in extensive on-reservation gambling

activities and has regulated such activities on the Morongo

Reservation, as this legislation would confirm their right to

continue to do. According to Dr. Lowell Bean, the noted

anthropologist:

Traditional gambling techniques have continued among
these people from time immemorial until the present.
Gambling has at no time in the history of the
[Morongo tribe] ceased as a significant activity,
including today. . . The time and place where
gambling was engaged in were controlled, sanctified
and protected by traditional leaders of Indian
communities. . . After Indians began to deal
socially and economically with non-Indians
throughout the Spanish, Mexican, and American
periods, non-Indians were encouraged to come to
[gamble].

Dr. Bean concludes that the tribal bingo enterprise on the

Morongo Indian Reservation is a "present day adaptation of the
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traditional ways" of the tribe in using tribal lands for

gambling, recreation, and for generating an income from gambling

and spending by outsiders for the benefit of the reservation.

It is for these very reasons that the Morongo Band

supports the passage of appropriate legislation to enable the
*

tribe to become economically self-sufficient and to generate

funds to operate its trial government and provide necessary

services to its members.
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Mr. GEJDENSON. The next witness is Mr. Michael D. Rumbolz,
Nevada State Gaming Control Board. Some moderate experience of
gambling. If you could do us the same favor as other witnesses, try
to summarize your statement and then your good congresswoman
and I will give you the tough questions afterwards.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL D. RUMBOLZ, NEVADA STATE GAMING
CONTROL BOARD, ACCOMPANIED BY DAVID JOHNSON, CHIEF
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL, GAMING DIVISION
Mr. RUMBOLZ. I think I ought to discard my prepared remarks

anyway. I started out with "Good morning, Mr. Chairman," and
that isn't going to work anymore.

My name is Mike Rumbolz. I am a member of our State Gaming
Control Board. With me today is-because there are many ques-
tions on law-with me is David Johnson, our Chief Deputy Attor-
ney General for the Gaming Division.

I'm here, frankly, to represent, not only the Nevada State
Gaming Control Board, but also the Nevada State Gaming Commis-
sion. These are the two regulatory agencies in Nevada that regu-
late all of our gaming. For the record, let me make it clear that
there is no question in the minds of the regulators of gaming in
Nevada that legalized gaming is attractive to organized criminal
elements. By organized criminal elements, I don't mean to say nec-
essarily traditional organized criminal elements, as Congressman
Vucanovich has already indicated, there was a very well organized
criminal ring that was cheating Nevada casinos on a very regular
basis, and there was, as I understand it, precision like in their abil-
ity to walk into a casino, open a machine, cheat the machine, close
the machine, collect the money and get out.

That is the kind of organized crime that we are concerned about,
as well as traditional organized crime. Nevada legislature, in order
to give us the tools necessary to fight organized crime and its at-
tempt to infiltrate the legal gaming industry has given us a com-
prehensive set of statutes that have been, over the last 25 years,
complimented by a comprehensive set of regulations adopted by the
Nevada Gaming Commission. These regulations and statutes go
into virtually every aspect of the gaming operation.

We have as an example extensive statutory authority to go into
the auditing area of a casino's books. Many questions have been
raised here about access to records. In Nevada we have absolute
access to any record that is maintained by a licensee. Additionally,
our staff, our audit staff, conduct audits every 2V2 years of every
major casino in our State. We are on a 22 years audit cycle.

In addition to that, the casinos by regulation are required to
have an outside independent accounting agency conduct a full
audit every year and submit that to us. In addition to that, we
have, again staying with audit for a moment, we have recently, as
the result of Federal regulations enacted regulation 6(a), which is
designed to stop money laundering through our casinos; money
laundering being, of course, being of great concern at the present
time to U.S. Attorney General and to the Department of Treasury.

There really are two ways that we use the statutes and regula-
tions I have referred to to control gaming and to strictly control
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gaming in the State of Nevada. The first method is by conducting
exhaustive investigations of the individuals who wish to either
invest in or work in the gaming industry as a licensee. We put
those people through a background investigation that I have to de-
scribe as being one of the most intensive that I am aware of outside
of the military.

We require, for example, 20 years of previous addresses from
each of these individuals that would be coming in, say, to own a
casino. We then send investigators to every State, every country,
every city that they have lived in for the past 20 years to personal-
ly check police records, check with the courts, talk to some of the
individuals the person may have worked with, et cetera. We do the
same thing on the financial side in reviewing that person's finan-
cial history or that company's financial history in the case of a cor-
porate application for a license to gamble in Nevada.

Once all of that is over with and the results of the investigation
are concluded, we then hold a hearing in front of the State Gaming
Control Board. This allows the board members to interrogate the
applicants under oath and to go through the background, concerns
that we may have developed. That, then, is shipped off to the
gaming commission, the record of that hearing, the record of all
the hearings we had are then given to the Gaming Commission,
which then considers the question anew. And the five members of
the Gaming Commission interrogate the applicants under oath and
go into areas of concern.

Once all of the people necessary to be satisfied are satisfied and
somebody obtains a gaming license, that is when we then have the
continuing obligation to make sure that they maintain their busi-
nesses in a proper regulated fashion under our statutes and regula-
tions. That is really the second half of what I am talking about
when I say strict gaming control in Nevada; and that is the ongo-
ing interaction that we have with our agents and the employees of
our licensees, the people working in the casinos.

In fact their authority in that regard extend so far that we in
fact pass upon each work card that is issued for an employee of an
establishment and do a background check into those individuals if
there is any concern. And I mean-let me, as an example, if there
is a concern about a criminal record, it does not have to be a
gaming related criminal record. If there is a concern about a crimi-
nal record of a person who dispenses change in a casino, the
Gaming Control Board has the authority to object to that person's
work card. Then, then, are allowed a hearing process. If they lose
at the hearing process, they do not work in Nevada casinso and are
not allowed to work in Nevada casinos in the future.

I guess our biggest concern with the bills that you are presently
looking at, H.R. 1920 and H.R. 2404 are that we don't believe that
these bills necessarily provide, in their present form, sufficient reg-
ulatory authority to either an Indian Tribal Council or the Secre-
tary of the Interior to properly and strictly control gaming in
Indian country. We have had 50 years of experience in Nevada
with gaming control. We have had the last 25 years of experience
with strict gaming control with extensive statutory and regulatory
authority being passed on to our two agencies.
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It has been our experience that unless sufficient resources are
given to the Secretary of the Interior or the Tribal Council or
whatever entity is ultimate going to regulate gaming, and unless
the individuals that are going to be handling those operations have
the experience, the background and the understanding of the area,
there is probably going to be little or no gaming control. And I can
only tell you that it has also been our experience when there is lax
of gaming control, you are inviting organized crime to step into
your gaming operation. Thank you.

[The statement of Mr. Rumbolz, with attachments, follows:]
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MICHAEL D. RUMBOLZ, MEMBER

STATE GAMING CONTROL BOARD OF NEVADA

MY NAME IS MICHAEL D, RUMBOLZ, I AM HERE AS A MEMBER OF

THE STATE GAMING CONTROL BOARD OF NEVADA AND AM ALSO HERE TO

TESTIFY ON BEHALF OF THE OTHER MEMBERS AND CHAIRMEN OF BOTH THE

STATE GAMING CONTROL BOARD AND THE NEVADA GAMING COMMISSION,

THESE ARE THE TWO NEVADA REGULATORY AGENCIES THAT OVERSEE AND

REGULATE OUR GAMING INDUSTRY.

NEVADA HAS NOT YET EXPERIENCED A LARGE INFLUX OF INDIAN

GAMING. WITH THE EXCEPTION OF A BINGO PARLOR CONDUCTED ON THE

MOAPA BAND OF PAIUTE INDIAN RESERVATION LOCATED 65 MILES FROM LAS

VEGAS FOR A PERIOD OF FOUR WEEKENDS, THERE HAS BEEN NO UNLICENSED

GAMING ON INDIAN LANDS IN NEVADA, YET, NEVADA SHARES THE CONCERN

OF STATE AND LOCAL OFFICIALS OF OTHER STATES THAT UNREGULATED

INDIAN GAMING PROVIDES NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR ORGANIZED CRIME TO

GAIN A FOOTHOLD IN THE STATES. FURTHERMORE, IF THE LOGIC OF THE

BARONA GROUP' AND SEMINOLE TRIBE 2 CASES WERE FOLLOWED IN NEVADA,

IT COULD BE ARGUED THAT INDIAN TRIBES MAY BE ABLE TO OPERATE

LARGE-SCALE CASINO OPERATIONS WITHOUT ANY REGULATION BY THE STATE

OF NEVADA. As SUCH, WE IN NEVADA FEAR THAT INDIAN GAMING
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REPRESENTS LITTLE MORE THAN CREATING AN EXEMPTION FROM OUR STATE

POLICY OF STRICT GAMING CONTROL. THEREFORE, I WOULD LIKE TO STATE

BEFORE THIS COMMITTEE THAT WE WHOLEHEARTEDLY SUPPORT THE INDIAN

GAMING POLICY STATEMENT THAT WAS INTRODUCED BY NEVADA'S ATTORNEY

GENERAL BRIAN McKAY AND UNANIMOUSLY ADOPTED BY THE CONFERENCE OF

WESTERN ATTORNEYS GENERAL AT THEIR ANNUAL MEETING THIS MONTH IN

JUNEAU, ALASKA, (EXHIBIT 1.)

NEVADA'S VIEW OF THE INDIAN GAMING PROBLEM IS UNIQUE

BECAUSE NEVADA HAS HAD LEGALIZED CASINO GAMING FOR OVER 50 YEARS.

NEVADA'S HISTORY WITH LEGALIZED GAMING AND ITS REGULATORY

APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING LEGALIZED GAMING ARE OF GREAT VALUE FOR

ANY GOVERNMENT OR SOCIETY THAT WANTS TO PROMOTE GAMING AS A TOOL

FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT. MODERN CASINO GAMING WAS LEGALIZED IN

NEVADA IN 1931 IN RESPONSE TO THE ECONOMIC DECLINE CAUSED BY THE

GREAT DEPRESSION, FOR THE FIRST 15 YEARS OF ITS EXISTENCE, THE

CASINOS WERE OPERATED ON A SMALL SCALE BY LOCAL OPERATORS OR

PEOPLE WITH BACKGROUNDS IN THE CARNIVAL BUSINESS, STATE REGU-

LATION OF THE CASINOS WAS NONEXISTENT. THEN IN 1946, BENJAMIN
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("BuGSY") SIEGAL OPENED UP THE FLAMINGO HOTEL ON THE ROAD TO Los

ANGELES THAT WAS TO LATER BECOME KNOWN AS THE LAS VEGAS STRIP, HE

WAS THE FIRST OF A LONG LINE OF NOTORIOUS HOODLUMS THAT WOULD

CONTROL OR WERE RUMORED TO CONTROL MANY OF THE HOTELS IN NEVADA

OVER THE NEXT DECADE, THE PROBLEM FACING LOCAL AND STATE

OFFICIALS WAS THAT IT WAS ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE TO DETERMINE WHO

ACTUALLY OWNED THE HOTELS AND CASINOS,3 AFTER A DECADE OF

VIOLENCE AND INFILTRATION BY ORGANIZED CRIME, A BIPARTISAN PUBLIC

POLICY OF STRICT CONTROL OF GAMING BY STRONG CENTRALIZED STATE

AGENCIES WAS NEVADA'S RESPONSE TO UNREGULATED GAMING ACTIVITY,.

IN 1959, THE NEVADA LEGISLATURE FINALLY PASSED THE COMPREHENSIVE

NEVADA GAMING CONTROL ACT THAT PROVIDED THE FOUNDATION FOR THE

STRICT CONTROL OF CASINO GAMING.
5

THE WHOLE STRUCTURE OF GAMING CONTROL IN NEVADA HAS BEEN

DESIGNED TO ATTACK THE TWO MAIN PROBLEMS CAUSED BY THE INFIL-

TRATION OF ORGANIZED CRIME INTO THE HOTELS IN THE 1950's, THESE

ARE HIDDEN OWNERSHIP OF THE HOTELS AND THE SKIMMING OF GAMING

REVENUE FROM THE CASINOS TO AVOID PROPER ACCOUNTING AND PAYMENT OF
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TAXES. CONVICTION OF EITHER OF THESE ACTIVITIES UNDER NEVADA LAW

IS A FELONY WITH POTENTIAL FINES AND IMPRISONMENT. 6 BUT BEYOND

THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROCESS, THE STATE GAMING CONTROL BOARD AND

THE NEVADA GAMING COMMISSION HAVE A REGULATORY APPARATUS IN PLACE

TO ATTACK THESE TWO PROBLEMS. BEFORE ANY PERSON OR ENTITY IS

LICENSED IN NEVADA, THE INVESTIGATIONS DIVISION OF THE STATE

GAMING CONTROL BOARD CONDUCTS AN EXHAUSTIVE BACKGROUND INVESTI-

GATION OF THE APPLICANT'S ASSOCIATIONS, FINANCING, AND BUSINESS

PROBITY IN GAMING.7 AFTER THIS INVESTIGATION IS CONCLUDED, THE

STATE GAMING CONTROL BOARD CONDUCTS A HEARING DURING WHICH IT

INTERROGATES THE APPLICANT ABOUT ANY PROBLEM AREAS THAT ARISE IN

THE BACKGROUND INVESTIGATION OR ANY OTHER MATTER. THE STATE

GAMING CONTROL BOARD THEN VOTES TO RECOMMEND OR DENY THE APPLI-

CATION FOR A GAMING LICENSE.8 THE RECORD OF THIS HEARING, TOGTHER

WITH THE INVESTIGATIVE REPORT, AND THE RECOMMENDATION OF THE STATE

GAMING CONTROL BOARD IS THEN TRANSMITTED TO THE FIVE MEMBER NEVADA

GAMING COMMISSION. THE COMMISSION THEN CONDUCTS ITS OWN SEPARATE

HEARING DURING WHICH IT ALSO MAY INTERROGATE THE APPLICANT. THE
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COMMISSION CAN THEN EITHER GRANT OR DENY THE APPLICANT A LICENSE,
9

HOWEVER, IT TAKES A UNANIMOUS VOTE OF APPROVAL BY THE COMMISSION

TO OVERRIDE A RECOMMENDATION OF DENIAL OF A LICENSE BY THE STATE

GAMING CONTROL BOARD,
0

To SOLVE THE PROBLEM ASSOCIATED WITH THE USE OF A "FRONT

MAN" BY ORGANIZED CRIME INTERESTS, THE BOARD AND COMMISSION ARE

ALSO AUTHORIZED TO CALL FORWARD ALL KEY EMPLOYEES OF A HOTEL AND

CASINO WHO EXERT CONTROL OR HAVE A SIGNIFICANT INFLUENCE OVER THE

GAMING OPERATIONS OF THE ESTABLISHMENT,1  ONCE CALLED FORWARD FOR

LICENSING, THESE INDIVIDUALS ARE SUBJECT TO THE SAME INTENSIVE

INVESTIGATION AS APPLICANTS SEEKING A GAMING LICENSE,

ANOTHER CONCERN OF GAMING CONTROL AUTHORITIES IS THAT

ORGANIZED CRIME MAY ATTEMPT TO GAIN CONTROL OF A HOTEL AND CASINO

THROUGH RELATED SERVICE INDUSTRIES, TO ADDRESS THIS CONCERN THE

NEVADA LEGISLATURE HAS GRANTED THE BOARD AND COMMISSION THE

AUTHORITY TO CALL FORWARD ANY PERSON OR ENTITY THAT PROVIDES A

ERVICE OR DOES BUSINESS WITH A GAMING ESTABLISHMENT FOR A FINDING

OF SUITABILITY, TO BE ASSOCIATED WITH A GAMING ENTERPRISE,'
2
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AGAIN, ONCE SUCH A PERSON OR A BUSINESS IS CALLED FORWARD, THE

BOARD CONDUCTS A COMPLETE AND INTENSIVE INVESTIGATION OF BACK-

GROUND, ASSOCIATIONS, AND FINANCING OF THAT PERSON OR ENTITY, THE

BOARD AND COMMISSION MAY THEN ORDER THAT A HOTEL DISASSOCIATE

ITSELF FROM A PERSON OR ENTITY THAT IT HAS FOUND TO BE UNSUITABLE

TO PROVIDE SERVICES TO A LICENSEE,

NEVADA'S STRICT CONTROL EVEN EXTENDS TO THOSE WHO WORK

IN THE INDUSTRY AS CASINO EMPLOYEES, ALL PERSONNEL WHO WORK IN A

CASINO ARE REQUIRED TO OBTAIN A WORK CARD, 13 THE BOARD HAS THE

POWER TO OBJECT TO THE ISSUANCE OF A WORK CARD IF THE PERSON HAS A

CRIMINAL RECORD OR SOME OTHER PROBLEM IN THEIR BACKGROUND TO MAKE

THEM UNSUITABLE TO WORK IN THE INDUSTRY
4

To COMBAT THE PROBLEM OF UNDERREPORTING OF GROSS REVENUE

TO AVOID PAYMENT OF LICENSE FEES AND TAXES, A PRACTICE KNOWN AS

"SKIMMING," THE STATE GAMING CONTROL BOARD IS EQUIPPED WITH AN

AUDIT DIVISION WHICH CONDUCTS AUDITS OF GAMING ESTABLISHMENTS ON A

REGULAR BASIS, ADDITIONALLY, EVERY LARGE GAMING ESTABLISHMENT

MUST SUBMIT A SYSTEM OF INTERNAL CONTROLS THAT CONFORMS TO CERTAIN
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GUIDELINES ESTABLISHED BY THE BOARD, 1 5 ONCE THE SYSTEM IS SUB-

MITTED THE LICENSEE MUST STRICTLY FOLLOW IT AND IS SUBJECTED BOTH

TO REGULAR AND SURPRISE AUDITS BY THE AUDIT DIVISION OF THE BOARD,

THE STATE GAMING CONTROL BOARD ALSO HAS A SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS

AND INTELLIGENCE DIVISION WHICH CONDUCTS COVERT OPERATIONS

DESIGNED TO UNCOVER SKIMMING, HIDDEN OWNERSHIP, OR OTHER ACTI-

VITIES OF ORGANIZED CRIME WITHIN NEVADA'S GAMING INDUSTRY,

FROM NEVADA'S VIEWPOINT, THERE ARE THREE MAJOR PROBLEMS

WITH H.R. 1920 AS THE BILL IS CURRENTLY DRAFTED. FIRST, THE BILL

GREATLY UNDERESTIMATES THE COMPLEXITY OF GAMING CONTROL AND THE

TYPE OF REGULATORY APPARATUS THAT IS NEEDED FOR GAMING CONTROL,

UNDER SECTION 6(B) OF H.R. 1920, THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR

MUST DETERMINE THAT AN ORDINANCE PROVIDES AT A MINIMUM THAT THE

INDIAN TRIBE HAVE THE SOLE PROPRIETARY INTEREST IN THE GAMING

OPERATION, THAT NET REVENUES WILL BE USED TO BENEFIT THE TRIBE,

THAT ANNUAL AUDITS OF THE GAMING OPERATIONS WILL BE PERFORMED, AND

THAT NO OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY WILL HAVE A PROPRIETARY INTEREST IN

THE GAMING OPERATION BEFORE THE ORDINANCE IS APPROVED, SECTION
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6(c) OF H.R. 1920 PROVIDES AN EXEMPTION FROM THE REQUIREMENTS OF

6(B) FOR OWNERSHIP BY PERSONS AND ENTITIES OTHER THAN THE TRIBE IF

THE REQUIREMENTS FOR LICENSING ARE AT LEAST AS RESTRICTIVE AS

THOSE OF THE SURROUNDING STATE. HOWEVER, NO STATE LICENSING BY A

STATE AGENCY IS REQUIRED. UNDER SECTION 7 OF H,R. 1920, THE

SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR CAN APPROVE MANAGEMENT CONTRACTS FOR UP

TO 40% OF NET REVENUES AS LONG AS CERTAIN MINIMAL INFORMATION IS

PROVIDED TO THE SECRETARY ON AN APPLICATION FORM AND SUCH PERSON

IS NOT A MEMBER OF THE ELECTED GOVERNING BODY OF THE TRIBE, BEEN

CONVICTED OF A FELONY OR GAMING RELATED OFFENSE, PROVIDED FALSE

INFORMATION, OR FAILED TO COMPLY WITH THE TERMS OF THE MANAGEMENT

CONTRACT OR GAMING ORDINANCE.

WE BELIEVE THAT THESE MINIMAL APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS,

REVIEW AUTHORIZATION, AND INVESTIGATIVE POWERS GRANTED TO THE

SECRETARY OF INTERIOR UNDER H.R. 1920 ARE TOTALLY INADEQUATE TO

ADDRESS THE PROBLEMS OF INFILTRATION AND CONTROL OF GAMING BY

ORGANIZED CRIME AS OUTLINED ABOVE. WE ARE CONCERNED THAT THE

DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR SIMPLY LACKS THE MANPOWER, EXPERTISEo AND
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FUNDING SUFFICIENT TO CARRY OUT ITS LIMITED RESPONSIBILITIES UNDER

THIS BILL, WE ARE ALSO CONCERNED THAT THE BILL DOES NOT DEAL WITH

THE HIDDEN OWNERSHIP AND SKIMMING PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH

LEGALIZED GAMING IN THAT THE BILL DOES NOT PROVIDE NOR REQUIRE THE

INVESTIGATION OR REVIEW OF KEY EMPLOYEES, GENERAL GAMING

EMPLOYEES, GAMING RELATED SERVICE INDUSTRIES, OR THE SOURCE OF

FINANCING FOR THE GAMING OPERATIONS, IN SHORT, THE BILL ONLY

PROVIDES "WINDOW DRESSING" CONTROL AND NOT ACTUAL CONTROL OVER

GAMING OPERATIONS CONDUCTED ON TRI3AL LANDS.

THE SECOND PROBLEM WITH H.R, 1920 IS THAT THE BILL

ALLOWS GAMING TO BE CONDUCTED IN STATES WHICH DO NOT PROHIBIT

GAMING AS A MATTER OF THEIR CRIMINAL LAW. THIS WOULD SEEM TO

CODIFY THE CIVIL/REGULATORY VS. CRIMINAL/PROHIBITED DISTINCTION

ADOPTED BY THE COURTS IN THE BARONA GROUP
16 AND SEMINOLE TRIBE1

7

CASES, THIS DISTINCTION IGNORES STATES LIKE NEVADA WHICH HAVE

PROHIBITED UNLICENSED GAMING AS PART OF A COMPREHENSIVE REGULATORY

SCHEME DESIGNED TO STRICTLY CONTROL GAMING OPERATIONS AND TO

IDENTIFY AND RID GAMING OF THE PRESENCE OF ORGANIZED CRIME. WE DO
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NOT BELIEVE THAT THE CITIZENS OF NEVADA OR ANY OTHER STATE SHOULD

HAVE THEIR LAWS CONTROLLING GAMING ACTIVITIES WITHIN STATES'

BORDERS CIRCUMVENTED BY WELL-INTENTIONED BUT INEFFECTIVE FEDERAL

REGULATION. WE BELIEVE THAT H,R. 1920 WILL DO NOTHING MORE THAN

ALLOW AN EXEMPTION FROM NEVADA'S TOUGH GAMING CONTROL LAWS TO

PEOPLE WHO WOULD OTHERWISE BE UNSUITABLE TO HOLD A GAMING LICENSE

IN OUR STATE.

IN ADDITION, THE "STATE STANDARD" TEST FOR LICENSING

SUITABILITY CONTAINED IN THIS BILL AND TO BE APPLIED TO ENTITIES

OR PERSONS WHO WANT TO HOLD A PROPRIETARY INTEREST IN A GAMING

OPERATION ON INDIAN LANDS WOULD BE MEANINGLESS IN NEVADA. WE HAVE

A COMPLEX LICENSING ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESS WHICH DOES NOT PROVIDE

SPECIFIC DISCRETE STANDARDS FOR LICENSING BUT OPERATES WITHIN A

WIDE RANGE OF DISCRETIONARY OR JUDGMENTAL FACTORS.18 UNLESS THE

APPLICANT FOR A PROPRIETARY INTEREST IN A GAMING OPERATION ON

INDIAN LANDS IS ACTUALLY REQUIRED TO GO THROUGH OUR INVESTIGATIVE

AND HEARING PROCESS, THE APPLICATION OF A "STATE STANDARDS" TEST

TO SUCH PERSONS WOULD BE A NEARLY IMPOSSIBLE TASK.
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WITH RESPECT TO H.R, 2404, IT IS OUR VIEW THAT THE BILL

SUFFERS FROM MANY OF THE SAME DEFICIENCIES AS H.R, 1920, SECTION

4 OF H.R. 2404 AND SPECIFICALLY SECTION 4(D) AGAIN SEEMS TO CODIFY

THE DECISIONS IN THE BARONA GROUP AND SEMINOLE TRIBE CASES AND

UNDULY LIMITS THE POWER OF THE SECRETARY OF INTERIOR TO DECLARE

THAT GAMING ON INDIAN LANDS IS CONTRARY TO THE POLICIES OF A GIVEN

STATE. WHILE WE APPROVE OF THE RESTRICTION OF THE OPERATION OF

THE GAMES TO THE MEMBERS OF A TRIBE, WE STILL BELIEVE THAT

STRICTER CONTROLS, SIMILAR TO THOSE THAT EXIST IN NEVADA AND NEW

JERSEY, SHOULD BE IMPLIMENTED TO COMBAT THE THREAT OF HIDDEN

OWNERSHIP AND SKIMMING,

IN CONCLUSION, NEVADA IS CONCERNED THAT UNREGULATED OR

LOOSELY REGULATED GAMING ON INDIAN LANDS REPRESENTS A SEVERE

THREAT TO THE PUBLIC WELFARE OF THE NATION. IT WILL PROVIDE NEW

HAVENS FOR ORGANIZED CRIME TO OPERATE IN DISREGARD OF STATE LAWS

CONCERNING GAMING ACTIVITIES. WE BELIEVE THAT NEiTHER H.R. 1920

NOR H.R, 2404 SOLVE THIS PROBLEM SINCE THEY DO NOT PROVIDE

EFFECTIVE REGULATORY CONTROL OR COMMIT SUFFICIENT RESOURCES TO
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COMBAT THE INFILTRATION AND CONTROL BY ORGANIZED CRIME AT GAMING

OPERATIONS CONDUCTED ON INDIAN LANDS,19 GAMING CONTROL IS A

MATTER BEST LEFT TO THE STATES TO DEAL WITH SINCE THEY CAN DEVELOP

THEIR OWN METHODS OF CONTROL TO SOLVE THEIR OWN UNIQUE TYPES OF

PROBLEMS. NEVADA'S HISTORY AND 50 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE WITH GAMING

AND GAMING CONTROL CLEARLY INDICATES THAT INEFFECTIVE OR LAISSEZ-

FAIRE GAMING CONTROL INVARIABLY LEADS TO THE INFILTRATION AND

CONTROL OF GAMING BY ORGANIZED CRIME. BEFORE THIS NATION ADOPTS

OR PROMOTES GAMING AS A MEANS OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT FOR NATIVE

AMERICANS, WE HAD BETTER MAKE CERTAIN THAT WE HAVE THE DETERMI-

NATION TO PASS THE TYPES OF LAWS AND COMMIT THE LARGE AMOUNT OF

RESOURCES THAT WILL BE NECESSARY TO INSURE PROPER STRICT CONTROL.

UNTIL SUCH TIME, THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD GRANT JURISDICTION

TO THE STATES TO EXERCISE CONTROL OVER WHAT HAS BEEN AND CONTINUES

TO BE A LOCAL PROBLEM.
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FOOTNOTES

i. Barona Group of Capitan Grande Band v. Duffy, 694 F.2d
1185 (9th Cir. 1982).

2. Seminole Tribe v. Butterworth, 658 F.2d 310 (5th Cir.
1981), cert. denied, 455 U.S. 1020, 102 S. Ct. 1717, 72 L. Ed. 2d
1982 (1M).

3. Nevada historian Robert Laxalt described the problem as
follows:

In one way or another, most of the hotels
were owned by the underworld, but there was no
getting at the truth of who really owned what.
With their highly developed antennae for
anticipating trouble, bosses of crime syndi-
cates were already resorting to the device of
placing reasonably "clean" puppets out in
front. These jovial dispensers of good will
and donations to charity were the only names
that appeared on license applications. In
many cases, even the front men did not know
who owned the hotels.

R. Laxalt, Nevada, A Bicentennial History 105-06 (1977).

4. For further history of organized crime in Nevada and the
development of strict gaming control, see G. Ostrander, Nevada:
The Great Rotten Borough 1859-1974 207-7TJ (1966); R. Elliot,
History of Nevada 326-37 (1974); R. Laxalt, Nevada, A Bicentennial
History 89-112 (i977); M. Glass, Nevada's Turbulent '50's: Decade
of Political and Economic Change 24-38 (1981).

5. NRS 463.0129 describes the public policy of strict
control as follows:

1. The legislature hereby finds, and
declares to be the public policy of this
state, that:

(a) The gaming industry is vitally
important to the economy of the state and the
general welfare of the inhabitants.

(b) The continued growth and success of
gaming is dependent upon public confidence and
trust that licensed gaming is conducted
honestly and competitively and that gaming is
free from criminal and corruptive elements.
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(c) Public confidence and trust can only
be maintained by strict regulation of all
persons, locations, practices, associations
and activities related to the operation of
licensed gaming establishments and the manu-
facture or distribution of gambling devices
and equipment.

(d) All establishments where gaming is
conducted and where gambling devices are
operated, and manufacturers, sellers and
distributors of certain gambling devices and
equipment must therefore be licensed, con-
trolled and assisted to protect the public
health, safety, morals, good order and general
welfare of the inhabitants of the state, to
foster the stability and success of gaming and
to preserve the competitive economy and
policies of free competition ot the State of
Nevada.

6. NRS 463.360.

7. NRS 463.1405, .170.

8. NRS 463.210, .220.

9. NRS 463.220.

10. NRS 463.220(4)(c).

11. NRS 463.165.

12. NRS 463.167.

13. NRS 463.335.

14. NRS 463.335(6).

15. NRS 463.157.

16. Barona Group of Capitan Grande Band v. Duffy, 694 F.2d
1185 (9th Cir. 1982).

17. Seminole Tribe v. Butterworth, 658 F.2d 310 (5th Cir.
1981), cert. denied, 455 U.S. 1020, 102 S. Ct. 1717, 72 L. Ed. 2d
1982 (1982).

18. NRS 463.170.

19. Nevada's public policy or any society's public policy on
legalized gaming is probably beat stated by Associate Justice
Charles N. Merrill in the famous case of Nevada Tax Commission v.
Hicks, 73 Nev. 115, 119-20, 310 P.2d 852 (1957):
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We note that while gambling, duly
licensed, is a lawful enterprise in Nevada, it
is unlawful elsewhere in this country; that
unlawfully followed elsewhere it tends there
to create as well as to attract a criminal
element; that it is a pursuit which, unlaw-
fully followed, is conducive of corruption;
that the criminal and corruptive elements
engaged in unlawful gambling, tend to organize
and thus obtain widespread power and control
over corruptive criminal enterprises through-
out this country; that the existence of
organized crime has long been recognized and
has become a serious concern of the federal
government as well as the governments of the
several states.

Throughout this country, then, gambling
has necessarily surrounded itself with an aura
of crime and corruption. Those in management
of this pursuit who have succeeded, have done
so not only through a disregard of law, but,
in a competitive world, through a superior
talent for such disregard and for the cor-
ruption of those in public authority.

For gambling to take its place as a
lawful enterprise in Nevada it is not enough
that this state has named it lawful. We have
but offered it the opportunity for lawful
existence. The offer is a risky one, not only
for the people of this state, but for the
entire nation. Organized crime must not be
given refuge here through the legitimatizing
of one of its principal sources of income.
Nevada gambling, if it is to succeed as a
lawful enterprise, must be free from the
criminal and corruptive taint acquired by
gambling beyond our borders. If this is to be
accomplished not only must the operation of
gambling be carefully controlled, but the
character and background of those who would
engage in gambling in this state must be
carefully scrutinized.

This court has already had occasion to
note that the control and licensing of
gambling is a duty demanding special knowledge
and experience in matters of personnel, oper-
ation, and finance, as related to this type of
enterprise. Dunn v. Nev. Tax Com., 67 New.
173, 216 P.2d 985. The risks to which the
public is subjected by the legalizing of this
otherwise unlawful activity are met solely by
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the manner in which licensing and control are
carried out. The administrative responsi-
bility is great.

Charles M. Merrill was appointed by President Eisenhower in 1959
as United States Circuit Judge fbr the Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals where he currently serves as a Senior Justice.
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L A I\ CONFERENCE OF
SWESIERN ATTORNEYS GENER

72a SACmAMENTO STREET SAN PI: NOSCX CALuP"rA 94108 C451 968-3780

APPROVED RESOLUTION NO. 85-1

DIDIAN GAMING POLICY STATEMENT

(Introduced by Attorney General Brian McKay, Nevada)

WHEREAS, unregulated Indian gaming represents . threat to the public welfare of the
nation because it provides new havens for organized crime to operate In total disregard
of state laws concerning amit and

WHEREAS, unregulated Indian gaming represents a threat to the welfare of the various
Indian tribes because It may subject the tribes to the corrupting influences of organized
crime; and

WHEREAS, the regulato apparatus proposed by S902 and HRI920 are totally Inadequate
to address the problem of infiltration and control by organized crime of Indian gaming;
and

WHEREAS, the states have traditionally regulated gaming and provide the best means of
addressing the threats posed by unregulated Indian gaming;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Conference of Western Attorneys
General urge President Reagan and the Interior and Jutice Departments to support the
states in their litigation in the Federal courts to assert jurisdiction over Indian gamirgo
and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Conference of Western Attorneys General usga
Congre to recognize that state and local Jurisdiction over gaming on Indian reservatlons
is essential to state sovereignty and should not be taken over by the Federal government.

(RESOLUTION APPROVED BY THE CONFERENCE AT ITS 1985 ANNUAL MEETING ON
JUNE 7 IN JUNEAU. ALASKA)

AG14RSS-I iHL.r .

*Afto 0 A-* CenOerv A-e 1W - ... 0 Cmaa. s. ~. w
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Mr. GEJDENSON. Thank you very much. Let me just ask is the
New Jersey operation pretty similar to yours?

Mr. RUMBOLZ. New Jersey actually has more regulations and
probably has even more controls than we do. New Jersey goes to
the point as an example of stationing a State employee inside each
and every casino, but New Jersey only has 10 casinos. And I think
that is the major difference in New Jersey, because they only have
10 locations, have been able to keep a very tight handle on what is
going on inside those locations.

Mr. GEJDENSON. How many do you have?
Mr. RUMBOLZ. We currently have 154 what we call group 1 li-

censees; that is, casinos that gross in excess of $1 million each year
gross revenue. We have, I believe 277 total casino locations that is
group 2 and group 1 in the State of Nevada. Additionally, we have
between 97,000 and 100,000 slot machines that are distributed
throughout restricted locations and casinso throughout the entire
State of Nevada.

Mr. GEJDENSON. What is the total budgetary outlays that the
State of Nevada through taxing its casinos, I imagine, spends in
both your commission, the board, in trying to maintain the integri-
ty of the operation.

Mr. RUMBOLZ. We just had our budgets approved by our legisla-
ture for the next 2 years, so I am very familiar with those num-
bers. We will be spending this year, starting July 1, approximately
$14 million on gaming control, just at the State Gaming Control
Board and Commission level, and I believe that increases to $16.9
million in the second year of our biennial. But that is only State
Gaming Control Board and Commission expenditures.

We also rely on local law enforcement to help us in maintaining
and policing the casino areas in our State. It would be very difficult
for me to give you a number right now, but recognize there are
other costs out there.

Mr. GEJDENSON. When you take somebody that wants to go in
and open a casino, how long and what does it cost you to review
one licensee if there is a general rule of thumb, and in that process
do you get adequate support from the FBI and other Federal agen-
cies involved in crime fighting?

Mr. RUMBOLZ. First of all, it doesn't cost us anything. We require
any applicant for a license to pay for the full cost of investigating
him or her. So there is no cost to us other than the time expended
in doing that investigation.

The time for one applicant, and I will take just a typical $2 mil-
lion grossing casino in Las Vegas-well that wouldn't be typical-
say, in one of our rural areas. Typically if the person had lived in
the State their entire life and had spent most of their life in one
metropolitan area, we put them on our agenda 6 mon-.hs after the
investigation began.

If that person, however, had lived in other States or other juris-
dictions, or had moved through many metropolitan areas, then it
easily takes a year and a half to go through the investigative proc-
ess, sometimes even longer, 2 1/2 or 3 years to complete the process.

Mi. GEJDENSON. And how many employees are there involved in
gaming in the State of Nevada.

72-553 0 - 87 - 6
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Mr. RUMBOLZ. The State Gaming Control Board currently has
over 310. And I am not sure how far over. We have just been ap-
proved for another 58 employees to be brought in for the next 6
months to 18 months and brought on. So we will have a total staff
available of approximately 370 or 380.

Mr. GEJDENSON. How many employees are you watching? I mean
how many people work in the casinos and other--

Mr. RUMBOLZ. I'm sorry, I don't have the total employment fig-
ures. I have it broken down as a percentage of our total employ-
ment statewide, and it is approximately 27 percent of our total em-
ployment statewide, but that is directly in the casinos, on the
casino floors. If you pick up the ancillary services in the support
industries-at least the figure I have is 78 percent of our work
force is involved in gaming.

Mr. GLDzNSON. And do you have Indian reservations in Nevada
that are involved in gaming?

Mr. RUMBOLZ. We have had only one experience with Indian
gaming in the State of Nevada. It was very short-lived on the
Moapa band of Paiute Indians reservation some 30 miles outside of
Las Vegas. It was a bingo operation. It failed. We did not end up in
court or in litigation as many of the other States have because we
were still looking at our options at the time that it failed financial-
ly.

However, I would like to point out that we have plots of land in
downtown Las Vegas less than V4 mile from major casino proper-
ties that are owned by tribes that could be used for casino style
gaming under these bills in the State of Nevada. That casino would
be totally unregulated and would obviously have nowhere near the
responsibilities of those casinos less than V4 mile away.

In Reno, the MGM Grand Hotel, a major property, which as I un-
derstand, cost well over $100 million to construct, has Indian land
right next to it, adjacent land, which could be used for a casino,
again, an unregulated casino.

Mr. GEJDENSON. The gentlelady from Nevada.
Mrs. VUCANOVimH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I know your testimony is very clear, but there are a couple of

things that I would like to point out that a lot of people might be
unaware of. Our gaming control operations certainly protects our
State, and that is really the most important thing that it does. But
over and above that, it also protects the casino operators them-
selves from organized crime coming in, "f that is true.

And you know a lot of people aren't aware of-in casinos, we
have the famous eye in the sky, and we have now much more so-
phisticated ways, besides watching along catwalks and looking
down in one-way mirrors and watching what is going on with not
only the gambling-the people who are gambling, but also the
people who are dealing or whatever it is. And because of the expe-
rience that Nevada operators have had, they have spent great
amounts of money to be more sophisticated in their way of operat-
ing each-making sure that each machine, slot machine, is record-
ed in the room wherever it is.

But would you say that Indian tribes who are getting into this
are really and truly naive and not really aware of what the prob-
lems are.'
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Mr. RUMBOLZ. One of the concerns that we have is that any gov-
ernmental entity whether it be an Indian tribe, a small township, a
county or another State, is in for a lot more trouble than they rec-
ognize they are in for when they start out on a course of allowing
gaming for economic development purposes. And there are two rea-
sons, really, for that. The first reason is that it is not the economic
panacea that people believe it to be.

We in Nevada recognize the costs that go with timing, over and
above the cost of the regulatory authority, the cost to your welfare
system for those individuals who ultimately end up losing all of
their money because they are compulsive gamblers or they have
problems controlling their gambling habits, the problems with alco-
hol that generally come along with any kind of legalized gaming.
In addition to that, the increased crime rate outside of the casinos,
the crime rate that aggravated by individuals who have lost funds
or who find now a location where they can readily go up and find
people with some money to commit their crimes against, all of
those are increased social costs that have to be borne by, at least,
the political entity or the surrounding political entities any time
there is gaming.

And I think Atlantic City is the best recent example of those
kinds of costs escalating. But in addition to that, there also is the
regulatory problem of not only making certain that the industry is
well-regulated, well-run, running an honest game, and reporting all
of its income, is not owned by some hidden ownership, is not skim-
ming profits off the top to avoid taxes or to pay for other criminal
activity, but over and above that, that the public or the patrons
who have less than pristine and proper desires aren't in there
cheating those casinos, aren't in there ripping those casinos off,
aren't embezzling as an employee, or isn't in there running a yoyo
through a slot machine in order to get it to repeatedly pay off.

Mrs. VUCANOVICH. Well, in cash, once it leaves your fingers, it is
very hard to trace to anybody and that certainly is a problem.

I would just like to make one other point I think a lot of other
people aren't aware of. And again, I am talking about the slot ma-
chines, but this is true for whatever opportunities there are for
people to cheat, not only the slots, but also the operators. Isn't it
true the minute a new machine comes on the market or the
minute a new machine appears on the floor of a casino, there are
people, organized rings of people, who pool their money and go out
and purchase one of these machines and have people who are ver,"
good that-all of the old-fashioned things, but also the new elec-
tronic ways, and how they can put coins into a machine and learn
how to cheat the machine.

I just don't think people are aware of all the problems that go
with the gaming, and there is no way that we can cover it all
today, but I think our State-I just simply hope that we shouldn't
be paternalistic to the Indiar3, and I know they think that we are
trying to run their lives, but I think that the experience that our
State has had over the last 50 years, I hope people will listen to
this on our committee, because I think we can provide knowledge
of a lot of the things that people haven't even thought about. And I
just would like to thank you for coming and testifying and also
thank the chairman. Thank you.
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Mr. GEJDENSON. Thank you.
Is it true that slot machines are prohibited on Federal reserva-

tions under present law?
I r. RUMBOLZ. That is my understanding of present law. I am not

certain whether or not, if that were tested right now, how that
would come out-how that question would come out in the Ninth
Circuit given the current state of the law in the Ninth Circuit. I
just don't know is my point how it would be handled by the courts
at this time.

Mr. GE DENSON. Thank you.
The next witness is Stanley Jones, board of directors of the Tula-

lip Tribe of Washington.

STATEMENT OF STANLEY JONES, MEMBER, BOARD OF DIREC-
TORS, TULALIP TRIBES OF WASHINGTON, ACCOMPANIED BY
DOUGLAS BELL, TRIBAL ATTORNEY; AND WAYNE W. WIL-
LIAMS, TRIBAL MEMBER AND MANAGER OF TULALIP TRIBAL
BINGO
Mr. JONES. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my

name is Stanley Jones, Sr. I am on the board of directors of the
Tulalip Tribes of Washington State. With me is our Tribal Council,
Douglas Bell, and we also have Wayne Williams, a tribal member
that runs our bingo operation.

I have a written statement with our proposed changes and an ex-
planation which I will submit for the record. I request permission
to read a summary statement into the record.

Mr. GEJDENSON. Without objection.
Mr. JONES. Thank you.
I extend our appreciation to the sponsors of this important meas-

ure and to Chairman Udall for scheduling this hearing. The Tula-
lip Board of Directors recommends enactment of H.R. 1920 with a
few modifications to bring it into conformity with Federal common
law on Indian gaming.

We believe the proposed legislation offers an appropriate means
of affirming and protecting the sovereign right of Indian tribes to
operate gaming activities within Indian country in those States
where it is legal under State law. Also the legislation will provide
for uniform Federal standards and regulations for the orderly con-
duct of gaming on Indian reservations.

Mr. Chairman, I presented extensive testimony on the back-
ground, establishment and operation of our tribally owned and
managed game during th i committee hearing on H.R. 4566 in June
1984. With 2 years succt 3sful operation of our Tulalip entertain-
ment center behind us, we believe it is important to review with
the committee the economic and social benefits that have accrued
to the reservation and to the surrounding non-Indian communities.

Our bingo and pull tab sales are conducted in a modern well-
maintained facility that can accommodate 1,400 players. The
income derived from the center's operation is dedicated to badly
needed social service programs, government operations, economic
development and debt service. At the present time, the center pro-
vides full-time employment to 85 people, including 59 tribal mem-
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bers. In 1984, our payroll was approxiamtely $1,200,000. We expect
it to reach $1,300,000 in 1985.

Almost all of this income is spent by the wage earners in nearby
off reservation, nonindian communities. Forty-two of our present
staff were unemployed or underemployed prior to be being hired by
the center. Of the 42, 20 were receiving some sort of public as.sist-
ance. In addition, we have 14 nonmember employees who ar- mar-
ried to tribal members, so a total of 73 households with tribal mem-
bers are directly benefitting from employment at the center.

Our net income for fiscal year 1984 was $592,018. Generally,
gross income has been allocatd or expended as follows: an annual
administration fee of $120,000 to the tribe's general fund; $350,000
to the tribe's reserved fund; $700,000 to retire debt service on some
$4 million in loans to get our center built and operating. In fiscal
year 1984, we spent $884,000 to purchase goods and services from
the surrounding nonindian community. Eighty percent of our pro-
ceeds are paid out in prizes.

Mr. Chairman, tribal bingo operations are an important econom-
ic asset that offers hope for a better future. Tribes have begun to
use income from bingo to support basic functions of government
and to formulate long-term economic development plans and to
generally address the economic hardship of their members. To pro-
tect our sovereign right and to provide for the orderly conduct of
gaming on Indian reservations, the Tulalip Tribes recommend en-
actment of H.R. 1920 with our suggested changes. Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.

[The statement of Mr. Jones follows:]
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Statement of Stanley G. Jones, Sr., Member

The Tulalip Tribes of Washington

on

H.R.1920, The Indian Gaming Control Act

Before the

Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs

United States House of Representatives

June 25, 1985

I welcome the opportunity to testify today to offer the

views and recommendations of the Tulalip Tribes of Washington

concerning H.R.1920, the Indian Gaming Control Act. Also, on

behalf of our governing body, the Tulalip Board of Directors, I

extend our appreciation to the sponsors of this important

measure, and to Chairman Udall for scheduling this hearing.

The Tulalip Board of Directors recommends enactment of

H.R.1920 with a few modifications to bring it into conformity

with federal common law on Indian gaming.

While Indian tribes clearly :;, s the sovereign right to

conduct gaming activities within their jurisdictions -- free from

state control -- we believe that the proposed legislation is

necessary and offers an appropriate means of assuring the
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preservation of this valuable sovereign Indian right. This

legislation will also further federal policies and the preser-

vation of the unique government-to-government relationship

between the federal government and Indian tribes, which President

Reagan emphasized in his Indian Policy Statement of January 14,

1983. We base our position on the fact that the emergence of

gaming activities, particularly bingo games, on Indian reserva-

tions over the past several years has generated major legal and

public policy issues in the Indian field that require resolution.

The Committee is aware that some tribes do not believe there

is need for enactment of legislation clarifying the Indian gaming

issue. They contend that their sovereign right to operate and

regulate gaming activities on reservations, free from state

control, has been clearly dairned in federal court decisions

rejecting state challenges to such sovereignty. However, the

Tulalip Tribes are concerned about repeated legal challenges to

these rights, which further consume the limited resources of all

involved.

The enactment of H.R.1920 with the modifications we propose

yould affirm and protect the sovereign right of Indian tribes to

license, regulate and operate gaming activities within Indian

country, in those states where the general public is not

prohibited under state law from engaging in such activities, and
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will provide for uniform federal standards and regulation for the

orderly conduct of gaming on Indian reservations. Further, it

will establish a clear and concise policy direction on the Indian

gaming issue, eliminate further litigation and serve the best

interests of the Indian tribes and the public-at-large --

especially, the patrons of Indian gaming establishments.

Mr. Chairman, I presented extensive testimony on the

background, establishment and operation of our tribally-owned and

managed bingo game during the Committee hearing on June 19, 1984,

on H.R.4566, the Indian Gambling Control Act. Our bingo games

and pulltab sales are conducted in the modern and well maintained

Tulalip Entertainment Center - which can accommodate 1400

players. The income derived from the Center's operation ig

dedicated to badly needed social service programs, government

operations, economic development, and debt service .

The Board believes it has exercised its sovereign powers in

a responsible manner in the establishment of gaming activities on

the reservation as an economic endeavor. We further believe that

our approach will guarantee maximum benefits for our membership

from the Center's income, following payments for debt service and

operating expenses, which has been dedicated to tribal government

operations.
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Unfortunately, the State of Washington questioned the scope

and extent of our sovereign powers to operate and regulate gaming

on the Reservation free from their control and filed an action

against certain Tulalip tribal government employees in State

court on October 6, 1983. The State alleged that its

restrictions on other bingo games to three days a week and $0.25

per pulltab were applicable to tribal games. The Tribe maintains

that the State laws are regulatory in nature and of no effect in

Indian country. The case was removed to the federal district

court which upheld the tribe's immunity from State bingo laws.

The court ruled, as had other federal courts, that the essential

test of whether the bingo laws applied was whether the public was

free to play bingo at will. If so, the State laws were not

"prohibitory" as a matter of federal common law, even though the

State codified those laws as "criminal" laws and argued that the

tribal games violated State public policy. The State's appeal

has been dismissed as untimely, and the Tulalip decision is now

final and binding on the parties. The State of Washington is

trying to relitigate the isque, as an amicus curiae, in an Indian

bingo case pending in California.

With two-years' successful operation of the Center behind

us, we believe it is important to review with the Committee the

economic and social benefits that have accrued to the Reservation

people and to the surrounding non-Indian communities.
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At the present time, the Center provides full-time employ-

ment to 85 people, including 59 tribal members. In FY84 our

payroll was approximately $1,200,000. We expect it to reach $1.3

million in FY85. The bulk of this income is spent by the wage

earners in nearby off-reservation, non-Indian communities for

consumer goods and services. We take great pride that 59 tribal

members are gainfully employed in the Center.

A review of our files shows that 42 of our present staff

were unemployed or underemployed prior to being hired by the

Center. Of the 42, twenty were receiving some form of public

assistance. In addition to the tribal members employed, we have

14 non-members who are married to tribal members, so that a total

of 73 households that include tribal members are directly

benefiting from employment at the Center.

Our net income for FY84 was $592,018. Generally, income has

been allocated or expended as follows: an annual administration

fee of $120,000 to the Tribes' General Fund (some of these funds

are used to supplement various social programs for which federal

funds are not sufficient to meet the Reservations needs);

$350,000 to the Tribes' Reserve Fund (our portfolio includes

diversified investments to assist the financing of other tribal

economic development ventures); and $700,000 to retire debt
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service on private and public loans of some $4.0 million used for

infrastructure, construction and start-up. In FY84 we spent

$884,000, excluding depreciation, to purchase goods and services

from surrounding non-Indian communities.

Given the multiplier effect of the Center's annual payroll

and the purchases of goods and services associated with its

operation, the Center has become a valuable economic asset to the

reservation and tribal ine-he rs dnd to the surrounding non-Indian

communities and business enterprises.

From June of 1984 to June of 1985, our patrons numbered a

little over 300,000. We would like to point out to the Committee

that we comply with the requirement of the Internal Revenue

Service that winnings of $1,200 or over be reported. In FY83 we

reported to IRS prize winnings of $403,000, and in FY84 we

reported $384,000.

The Center has served as a positive social influence in the

Indian and non-Indian communities by providing its patrons an

opportunity to participate in a fair and efficient bingo game in

a comfortable, well-maintained facility. Our satisfied clien-

tele, which includes many senior citizens, look upon the Center

as the site of "their game".
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Mr. Chairman, there is ample evidence to confirm that a

segment of the United States population includes bingo

enthusiasts. The popularity of bingo speaks for itself. We

understand that it is conducted in virtually every state. We

have responded to that need and demand through the Tulalip

Entertainment Center. Make no mistake in the fact that we

operate the Center as an economic enterprise, but, in doing so,

we have had a positive social impact on the bingo enthusiasts in

our area --- who are going to play bingo one way or the other

and are free to do so on a daily basis as a matter of State law.

I now want to address two issues that cause concern to

members of Congress: (1) the alleged infiltration of organized

crime into the bingo games conducted within Indian reservations;

and (2) the impact of tribal games on nearby charitable and

non-profit games. With respect to the organized crime issue,

United States Department of Justice officials, and some state and

local officials, persist in alluding to the potential for

skimming of profits or for "laundering" of money in the Indian

bingo games. Please be assured these officials have no monopoly

for such concerns. Indian people want their games to be free

from such influences.
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If Justice officials possess hard evidence of criminal

infiltration in a specific Indian bingo game, we urge them to

utilize every resource and legal authority to remedy the

situation and to do so immediately, working cooperatively with

the Secretary of the Interior and the affected Indian group.

The Committee should be aware that many of us who own and

operate bingo as an economic enterprise have installed well

designed systems for monitoring transactions, conducting audits

and assuring continued access to all records as a safeguard to

any wrong-doing. We extend an invitation to the Committee and

staff to make an on-site visit to the Tulalip Entertainment

Center to review our internal control system. The Department of

Justice should enthusiastically support enactment of H.R.1920

since it contemplates specific fiscal and management safeguards

as required elements of all Indian bingo operations.

Some managers of charitable and non-profit bingo games

allege that Indian bingo games have had an adverse

impact on their games. This may be true in a few instances;

however, in Washington, for example, bingo operations such as Big

Brothers have, in the past, earned, and continue to reap, large

.Iillions of dollars every year. We wish to point out to the

Committee that Indian bingo is conducted by us as a form of

voluntary taxation to raise badly needed revenue for the
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operation of our government, the provision of funds for programs

no less worthy than those of non-profit games, the creation of

job opportunities and job training, and tribal economic

development. Tribes and their members are trying to address the

severe economic and social problems on Indian reservations. As

governments, they have a sovereign right to operate and regulate

bingo exclusive of state jurisdiction. Concerns for any

competitive edge over state-sanctioned games cannot justify the

infringement of these tribal exercises of sovereignty.

We are concerned over rumors that the Congress or the

Administration may propose that limits or ceilings be imposed on

the jackpots offered in Indian bingo. We are strongly opposed

to any such proposal on the grounds that it would represent an

unwarranted erosion of tribal sovereignty and undermine tribal

and federal economic development policies. If such a proposal

were to be adopted as public policy, it would deny Indian tribes

an economic development alternative that is now beginning to

produce jobs on reservations, provide tribes with additional

financial resources to support other economic development and to

stimulate non-Indian economies by the multiplier impact of the

dollar. These positive attributes of Indian bingo would be lost

through limits on jackpots since it is unlikely a state would

raise the jackpot limits for charitable and non-profit bingo%
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Mr. Chairman, the Tulalip Tribes of Washington recommends

prompt enactment of H.R.1920, with minor language changes, as a

means of clarifying and resolving the legal uncertainties

surrounding Indian gaming within Indian reservations. Such

enactment would give meaning and substance to President Reagan's

Indian policy which clearly indentifies the need for the tribes

to develop mechanisms that will provide jobs and income to reduce

their dependence on the Federal Government. Bingo provides an

alternative source of income and increased financial

independence.

The only modifications we suggest are minor language changes

to eliminate the possibility that this legislation could be

interpreted to overturn federal court decisions on the scope of

state authority. Federal courts have repeatedly and uniformly

held that state gaming laws are not to be considered

"prohibitory" simply because they are codified as criminal laws.

The essential test is whether the general public is free to play

a particular game at will. Therefore, we recommend that "as a

matter of criminal law" be deleted from Section 2(2); and that

"or where the general public is not free to engage in the gaming

activity under state law" be substituted for "or within a state

as a matter of criminal law" in Section 6(a).
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Through the exercise of their unique sovereignty, tribes

have begun to use income from bingo to support basic functions of

government, to formulate long term economic development plans and

to generally address the economic hardships of their members. We

urge this Committee, through enactment of H.R.1920 with our

suggested changes, to preserve this valuable tribal sovereign

right and its associated economic benefits.
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Mr. GEJDENSON. How many members in your tribe?
Mr. JONES. 1,500.
Mr. GEJDENSON. And who operates the bingo operation? Is it an

outside operator or you contract some management firm?
Mr. JONES. This is totally run by the tribe with a tribal member

right here as the operator. He gets wages.
Mr. GEJDENSON. And how long have you been operating your

bingo?
Mr. JONES. Two years.
Mr. GEJDENSON. And that is the way you started from day 1.
Mr. JONES. We hired a manager, a non-Indian manager, from

day 1, and I just paid him from wages. And now we have an Indian
manager that has taken over.

Mr. GEJDENSON. How do you police your employees? The kind of
problems that you hear about either setup deals where people
might be ripjing off the general public or you. What kind of review
do you use to try to keep the games honest and make sure that you
are getting what you are supposed to get out of them?

Mr. JONES. Well, for sure we have a poligraph, and we work with
the local enforcement officers. If we hear-we listen for any com-
ments on anything going on. I would like to have Mr. Williams, the
operator, tell you just what procedures he goes through.

Mr. WILLAMS. Well, Mr. Chairman, the internal control program
was set up by our first manager, and he was experienced in operat-
ing a game license under the State of Washington. And we have
continued to operate under that basis by utilizing the standards
that the State of Washington have put into place. They are excel-
lent, and when I came on some 15 or 16 months ago, we continued
to utilize the same standards as a minimum, and where we feel it
is necessary, we have gone beyond that. So we do use State stand-
ards.

Mr. GEJDENSON. What is your relationship with the State at the
moment? Is it cordial? Are they trying-are they part of the Cali-
fornia Attorney General--

Mr. WiLLLms. No, our relationship with the State is real good.
We use the Homish County sheriff out there to help us out. We are
right next to the Marysville City, and we use their patrolman to
come in and to help us out and patrol. We also have one of the
Marysville City patrolman who is one of our tribal members. He is
the head of our security there. And we have very good rapport with
the city of Marysville because all the employment that we have
created there, the money is spent right in Marysville, which all
cities need, I believe.

Mr. GEJDENSON. Thank you very much.
Mr. WiLLAAms. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. GEJENSON. The next witness, Mr. Mark Powless, chairman

of the National Indian Gaming Task Force accompanied by Mr. Joe
Bowen, Counsel.

STATEMENT OF MARK POWLESS, CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL INDIAN
GAMING TASK FORCE, ACCOMPANIED BY JOE BOWEN, COUNSEL

Mr. PowusS. Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to, I guess
yourself another congressman, I understand that time is of the es-
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sence here. We have a prepared statement that has been prepared
by the National Task Force on Gaming and Ifidian Country, and
we represent approximately 60 some tribes across the country.

I also have some testimony in regards to my own tribe. I am also
an elected official to a united tribe of Indians in Wisconsin. We
have a bingo operation on our reservation, and we have been in the
business for the past 10 years. We are 100 percent owned and oper-
ated by the tribe, and I want to talk a little bit about that after I
finish my statement in regards to the National Task Force, Mr.
Chairman, if it so pleases you.

The National Indian Task Force was first created by the Bureau
of Indian Affairs to address concerns of the U.S. Department of
Justice regarding criminal elements infiltrating Indian gaming op-
erations and the inability of the tribes to deal with such infiltra-
tion or regulate such operations. When the Task Force was first re-
established as an Indian government Task Force in Minneapolis,
Minnesota, in 1983, representatives of the Executive Assistant
Under Secretary of Indian Affairs John Fritz and Counsel for the
Bureau of Indian Affairs were also present reinforcing the concerns
raised by the Department of Justice. At various meetings it was
suggested the tribes represented by the Task Force that new Feder-
al legislation would best protect Indian governments.

Many Indian participants of the Task Force questioned the ra-
tional upon which the concerns raised by the Department of Jus-
tice were based. The need for additional legislation was also ques-
tioned. And, finally, suggestions by some of the Indian participants,
regarding the issuance of policy and regulatory mechanisms based
upon existing Federal Indian law, were dismissed or discouraged by
the Bureau of Indian Affairs and staff of the Interior and Insular
Affairs Committee.

During the last session of Congress, H.R. 4566 was introduced by
Representative Udall and hearings were held on that bill. The task
force appeared and testified on issues that are identical to Mr.
Udall's new bill, H.R. 1920. The Indian Gaming Control Act. The
comments of the task force, now as then, are applicable to any Fed-
eral legislation relating to Indian gaming operations.

The findings of the task force related to gaming in Indian Coun-
try have not changed in the last year. These are the findings of the
task force: No. 1, while there are instances which appear to sub-
stantiate the concerns of the U.S. Department of Justice that
Indian gaming is susceptible to criminal influence, there are many
more tribes that are successfully operating gaming enterprises on
their reservations free from such outside influences.

No. 2, recognized Indian governments possess the legal authority
of their constitutions to enact tribal law by resolution and ordi-
nance. This governing authority permits tribes to enact civil laws
regulating activities on the reservations, including gaming and has
been upheld in favor of the tribes by the Federal courts in every
case in which that issue has been presented.

No. 3, virtually all problems in Indian gaming operations can be
traced to situations in which the tribe has contracted with an out-
side management firm or consultant. Tribes that manage their own
operations are free of these kinds of problems.
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No. 4, the Department of the Interior and the Bureau of Indian
Affairs have not issued policies or guidelines, nor proposed new
rules or regulations that could have assisted tribes in the gaming
operations. Thus, Interior and the Bureau of Indian Affairs, has
been of very little assistance to tribes in the development and man-
agement of their gaming operations.

The task force then made recommendations based upon the find-
ings. These are: No. 1, any Federal legislation designed to address
gaming in Indian country should be based upon established princi-
ples of Federal Indian law.

(a) Recognized tribes have a legal right to governmentally regu-
late civil activities in Indian country.

(b) The United States has R duty to protect the rights of tribes to
self-government and self-determination.

(c) States may not interfere with nor infringe upon the governing
right.si of recognized Indian governments.

No. 2, the Department of the Interior should be legislatively di-
rected to provide to tribes interested in or already conducting
gaming on their own reservations, both technical assistance and fi-
nancial consideration of gaming proposals on the basis of their eco-
nomic merit. Interior's authority to provide contract and ordinance
approval in Indian gaming matters should be specified.

No. 3, off-reservation gaming regulated by recognized Indian gov-
ernments should be dealt with on the local and State level by
means of agreements between the parties. Such agreements would
provide protection as well as define their respective obligations.

Proposed present Federal legislation: the task force has drafted
its own legislation based upon its findings and recommendations. A
copy is herewith enclosed. While it has not been introduced yet, it
is expected that the provisions of the task force bills should be con-
sidered in the existing bills.

H.R. 1920 Indian Gaming Control Act: the task force feels this
proposal requires clarification of its ordinance approval process and
authority of tribal licenses.

H.R. 1404, Indian Country Gambling Regulation: the task force
opposes this blatant unconstitutional abrogation legally recognized
governing rights of Indian tribes. This legislation would reintro-
duce the discredited termination policies of the 1950's.

On S. 902, Indian Gaming Control Act, the task force is not op-
posed to this act on the provision requiring regional commissions.
The task force will testify on this bill at the scheduled Senate hear-
ings.

Pending cases: there is at least two ending cases in the Federal
Courts. California v. Cabazon is on an appeal to the Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals. Another is Lac Du Flambeau Tribe v. Wisconsin,
WD. District Court of Wisconsin. Either of these or others could
reach the U.S. Supreme Court. Under the present statutes there is
no guarantee that a decision would favor tribes. For this reason,
the task force feels it is imperative that Federal protective legisla-
tion should be enacted.

Our final recommendations, Mr. Chairman, are the National
Indian Gaming Task Force has recommended the following based
upon its consideration of concerns raised by tribes directly involved
in the field of gaming. The recommendations are also based upon
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the need to protect all Indian governmental rights from ill-consid-
ered legislation that would unnecessarily compound the relation-
ship between tribal and local or State governments.

No. 1, Federal legislation should protect gaming in Indian coun-
try from negative outside influences. These include criminal ele-
ments and unscrupulous gaming consultants, developers and man-
agement firms.

Secretarial approval of contracts between tribes and professional
gaming consultants or management groups; secretary approval of
ordinances of resolution that tribally regulate gaming in Indian
country. No. 4, the Department of the Interior should provide tech-
nical assistance to tribes at the request in developing financing or
managing gaming on their reservations.

Mr. Chairman, I submit this for the record in behalf of the Na-
tional Task Force on Gaming on Indian Reservations. Mr. Chair-
man, I also have some testimony here from the Oneida Tribe of In-
dians of Wisconsin who I am representing here today. Our tribe is
located in Wisconsin. Our reservation, in the city of Green Bay,
overlap one another. Our tribe is approximately-we have about
10,000 in population. We have approximately 4,000 that live on or
near the reservation.

As I mentioned to you, we have been the business for the past 10
years, and we are wholly owned and operated, 100 percent by the
tribe itself. The tribe itself, in order to be an employee, within our
operation you have to be a tribal enrolled member with one-fourth
degree Oneida Indian blood.

I think one thing that is very important that I would like to
stress is that tribes can and do regulate gaming on the reserva-
tions. Mr. Chairman, this is the summary of the testimony that the
Oneida would like to present at hearings on the above-entitled pro-
posed legislation. In the last session of Congress when hearings
were held on similar legislation, H.R. 4566, the Oneida Tribe then
set forth its concerns regarding that legislation that was under con-
sideration.

Indian gaming has now become a controversial issue among
Indian, Federal, and State governments. Several cases are now
pending in the Federal Court system, which could reach the U.S.
Supreme Court. Many tribes, including the Oneida Tribe, worry
that a bad case could have an irreversible and negative impact on
its ability to generate these important governmental revenues.

The Oneida Tribe has actively participated in the National
Indian Gaming Task Force over the past 2 years and endorses its
findings and recommendations regarding gaming in Indian Coun-
try. However, the focus of the Oneida Tribe goes further in urging
that more Indian tribal governments assert full tribal control over
gaming on their reservations. This becomes a critical factor in view
of the fact that Indian tribal governments, like all other govern-
ments in the United States, are considering, or are already using,
some form of gaming to generate badly needed governmental reve-
nues.

Control and regulation of these gaming activities is much a con-
cern of Indian tribal governments as any other government. The
unique status of Indian governments suggests that any resolution
of the issues be based upon the basic tenents of Federal Indian
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Law; tribal governments are recognized by Federal law and treaties
which define their status in American law. The United States has
trust and fiduciary responsibilities to protect the land, property
and governmental rights and, and States may not, in the absence
of specific Congressional legislation encroach nor infringe upon the
legitimate governmental rights of Indian governments.

The Oneida Tribe has slowly and deliberately built a Bingo En-
terprise on its reservation that has been successful for more than
10 years. The Oneida Tribe has been able to use its Bingo generate
revenues to diversify its economic development and stabilize eco-
nomic conditions on the reservation. In addition to the obvious fi-
nancial support our bingo provides to tribal programs, it employs
more than 120 tribal members. Indirectly, the local Green Bay
business community benefits from Oneida Bingo patrons who stay,
eat and spend money while playing Oneida Bingo. Thus, the
Oneida Tribe has not only helped itself, it has also benefitted the
local and State governments.

The two bills presently under consideration, as they are present-
ly drafted would not be in the best interests of the Oneida Tribe.
Specifically, the Oneida Tribe is of the opinion that, the provisions
of H.R. 1920, section 6(c) as it is now written, would result in an
unnecessary infringement of State interests upon decisions of tribal
governments. H.R. 2404 is a direct grant to States of jurisdiction
over Indian gaming on the reservation.

H.R. 2404 is contrary to the decided cases of the U.S. Supreme
Court, and to the responsibility the United States has toward
Indian governments and people. Moreover, H.R. 2404, if its reason-
ing is examined, would open the door of final termination of Indian
governments and wholesale erosion of legal rights.

For these reasons, it is the position of the Oneida Tribe that any
Federal legislation developed that would regulate gaming in Indian
country should be directed at the most troublesome situations
where tribes, as well as others have legitimate interests. In identi-
fying these areas, the Oneida Tribe agrees with the National
Indian Gaming Task Force that tribes should be protected from un-
scrupulous and unsavory groups and individuals who may have
contacts with criminal elements. This can be accomplished by pro-
viding for secretarial approval of contracts between Tribes and out-
side management groups or consultants specializing in the gaming
profession. This would be the quickest and most effective means of
protecting tribes against criminal elements and influence; 25 U.S.C.
81 provides this kind of protection for tribes from their attorneys.

Tribes should be supported by the U.S. Department of the Interi-
or in regulating by ordinance or resolution all activities, including
gaming on their reservations. The proposed legislation provides for
secretarial approval of tribal ordinances regulating gaming in
Indian country. This should be drafted to be consistent with the
constitution of the tribes. This could be accomplished by legislative-
ly directing the Secretary of the Interior to provide technical assist-
ance and financial consideration of tribal economic development
proposals, that include development and operation of Indian
gaming enterprises at the request of the tribes.
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The legislation should unequivocally recognize the legal rights of
legitimate tribal governments to civilly regulate activities on their
own reservations.

For the reasons and facts set forth above, it is the position of the
Oneida Tribe that any Federal legislation that would regulate
gaming in Indian country should (1) Protect tribal governments
from unscrupulous outside professional gaming interests, and (2)
assist the tribes in developing and managing gaming enterprises by
providing technical assistance and financial development support.

The Oneida Tribe will continue to be alert to the development of
this and other similar legislation in order to voice our concerns and
share our successful experiences as a fully tribally owned and man-
aged Indian gaming operation.

Mr. Chairman, one point I would like to make, and that is that 1
had an opportunity about 3 weeks ago to appear before a national
organization. The national organization is called the National Asso-
ciation of Gaming Regulatory Association. This association is cor-
posed of every State here within the United States that has gaming
within their jurisdictions of their own particular States.

We had an opportunity to sit down with this organization and
discuss our mutual concerns in regards to gaming on Indian Reser-
vations. It has been alluded to here by the previous testimony that
gaming in any country is unregulated. That is not the case. There
have been examples as we have mentioned in our statement, where
unscrupulous management firms or investors have exploited the
tribes.

We have found in various cases in regards to meeting with this
organization that there are other examples of unregulated activi-
ties within the State itself. We met before these regulatory commis-

-sions, these attorney generals, these assistant attorney generals,
U.S. Attorney Generals, we met with all these people and all
these organizations. And one of the things I would like to question
is the validity of the statements prior made by Attorney General
Corona from the State of California.

I don't know how he can substantiate the statements that he
made. Of the organizations that were represented at this national
organization, there was only one State that had opposed Indian
gaming on reservations and that was the State of Washington. Mr.
Coronoa had mentioned that there are 20 other tribes that are
ready to sign some kind of legal document to join the case. Well, I
would like to know what those other 20 States are.

Mr. Chairman, for these reasons, I would like to submit this tes-
timoney for the record, and if I may, Mr. Joe Bowen here repre-
sents the Puyallup Tribe and is also legal counsel to the National
Task Force on Gaming on Indian Reservations, and he would like
to make a few statements.

The CHAIRMAN. Another statement and then some remarks-I
have a lot of witnesses still waiting to be heard.

Mr. BowEN. OK, I'll make it very brief, then, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to submit the testimony for the record only from the

Puyallup Tribe. It is unique and it merits attention because of the
individual games that are operated there as opposed to other
tribes.
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In making a couple of quick points, I think that is good that the
Bureau of Indian Affairs came out with their guidelines. And I
know you folks have probably seen those-the July 20 memo and
then the supplement. They have worked real work, those guide-
lines. And I think incorporating some of those concepts in the bill
is important because they are in effect, they are working right now
in Indian country, and they have addressed a lot of the problems
with management groups and backgrounds and the kind of con-
cerns-noninvolvement politically and the kind of guidelines that
the new contracts need to have incorporated in them.

And also I think Mark's point about NAGRA, the National Asso-
ciation of Gambling Regulatory Agencies, is very important. There
we got a very good reception from the States. They viewed our
film, which we gave to you, Mr. Chairman, "Everybody Wins at
Indian Bingo," that the National Task Force produced, and I imag-
ine you have had a chance to look at. And they viewed that, and
the State of Washington came with the 20/20 film, and as a matter
of fact, we are meeting with the producers of 20/20, and there is
going to be a follow-up ariticle.

But at the end of the meeting-these are all the State gambling
control boards in the country. They invited the tribes to join. They
said this adversarial relationship, that we should put it behind us;
that we should start dialoging for the benefit of the industry. And
the Puyallup Tribe is submitting its application to join, and we
were very heartened by the mature reception that we got from that
Association of Gambling Control Board of all the States. And the
only State, Washington State, submitted a resolution in regards to
this bill and putting us under State standards, and it died for lack
of a second out of all the States. I think that is important. Thank
you.

[The statement of Mr. Powless follows:]
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TESTIwt AID STATUENr

OF

THE NATIONAL TASK FORCE ON HI LAN GXING

ON

HR 1920 GaaWG COth)OL ACT

BY

14ARK PMAESS, CHAIFP1A

BEFORE

THE INTERiOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS O(C ITTEE
UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESEfTATIVES

Dear Chairman Udall and Members of the Ccmittee,

BACKRROLD

The National Indian Task Force was first created by the Bureau of Indian

Affairs to address concerns of the United States Department of Justice

regarding criminal elements infiltrating Indian gaming operations and the.

inability of the tribes to deal with such infiltration or regulate such
operations. Ishen the Task Force was first re-established as an Indian

government Task Force in Minneapolis, Minnesota, in 1983, representatives of

the Executive Assistant under Secretary of Indian Affairs John Fritz and
Counsel for the Bureau of Indian Affairs were also present reinforcing the

concerns raised by the Department of Justice. At various meetings it was
suggested to the tribes represented by the Task Force that new federal

legislation would best protect Indian governments.

Nany Indian participants of the Task Force questioned the rationale upon
which the concerns raised by the Department of Justice were based. The need

for additional legislation was also questioned. And, finally, suggestions by
some of the Indian participants, regarding the issuance of policy and

regulatory mechanisms based upon existing federal Indian law, were dismissed or

discouraged by the Bureau of Indian Affairs and staff of the Interior and

Insular Affairs Committee.
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During the last session of Congress, 1R 4566 was introduced by
Representative Wall and hearings were held on that bill. The Task Force
appeared and testified on issues that are identical to Mr. Udall's new Bill,
HR 1920. The Indian Gaming Control Act. The comments of the Task Force, now
as then, are applicable to any federal legislation relating to Indian gaming
operations.

The findings of the Task Force related to gaming in Indian Country have
not changed in the last year. These are the findings of the Task Force:

1. While there are instances which appear to substantiate the concerns
of the United States Department ot Justice that Indian gaming is
susceptible to criminal influence, there are many nore Tribes that
are successfully operating gaming enterprises on their Reservations
free front such outside influences.

2. Recognized Indian governments possess the legal authority of their
constitutions to enact Tribal law by resolution and ordinance. This
governing authority permits Tribes to enact civil laws regulating
activities on the Reservations, including gaming and has been upheld
in favor of the Tribes by the Federal courts in every case in which
that issues has been presented.

3. Virtually all problems in Indian gaming operations can be traced to
situations in which the Tribe has contracted with an outside
management firm or consultant. Tribes that manage their own
operations are free of these kinds of problems.

4. The Department of Interior and the Bureau of Indian Affairs have not
issued policies or guidelines, nor proposed new rules or regulations
that could have assisted Tribes in the gaming operations. Thus,
Interior and the Bureau of Indian Affairs, has been of very little
assistance to Tribes in the development and management of their
gaming operations.

The Task Force then made recommendations based upon the findings. These
are:

1. Any federal legislation designed to address gaming in Indian Country
should be based upon established principles of federal Indian Law.

a) Recognized Tribes have a legal right to governmentally
regulate civil activities in Indian Country.

b) The United States has a duty to protect the rights of
Tribes to self-governentt and self-determination.

c) States may not interfere with nor infringe upon
the govening rights of recognized Indian goverrxnents.
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2. The Department of Interior should be legislatively directed to
provide to Tribes interested in or already conducting gaming on
their own reservations both technical assistance and financial
consideration of gaming proposals on the basis of their economic
merit. Interior' s authority to provide contract and ordinance
approval in Indian gaming matters should be specified.

3. Off-reservation gaming regulated by recognized Indian governments
should be dealt with on the local and State level by means of
agreements between the parties. Such agreements would provide
protection as well as define their respective obligations.

PROPOSED PRESENT FE1MAL LEGISLATION

The Task Force has drafted its own legislation based upon its findings
and recommendations. A copy is herewith enclosed. While it has not been
introduced yet, it is expected that the provisions of the Task Force Bills
should be considered in the existing bills.

HR 1920 - INDIAN GAMING COflROL ACT

The Task Force feel this proposal requires clarification of its Ordinance
approval process and authority of Tribal licenses.

HR 2404 - IIAN COUNTRY GABLI4G MCULATIM

The Task Force opposes this blatant unconstitutional abrogation legally
recognized governing rights of Indian Tribes. This legislation would
reintroduce the discredited termination policies of the 1950's.

S. 902 - INDIAN GAMING (XAflOL ACT

The Task Force is not opposed to this act on the provision requiring
regional ccmmissions. The Task Force will testify on this bill at the
scheduled Senate hearings.

PIEDING CASES

There is at least two pending cases in the federal courts. California v.
Cobazon, is now an appeal to the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals. Another is ILc

-'tbeau Tribe v. Wisconsin, W.D. District Court of Wisconsin. Either o'
t1ese, or others, could reach the United States Suprmme Court. Under the
present statutes, there is no guarantee that a decision would favor Tribes.
For this reason, the Task Force feels it is imperative that federal protective
legislation should be enacted.
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FINAL REC( iDATIGS

The National Indian Ganing Task Force has recanended the following based
upon its consideration of concerns raised by Tribes directly involved in the
field of gaming. The recommendations are also based upon the need to protect
all Indian governmental rights from ill considered legislation that would
necessarily compound the relationship between tribal and local or state
governments.

1. Federal legislation should protect gaming in Indian Country from
negative outside influences; these include:

a) Criminal elements, and,

b) Unscrupulous gaming consultants, developers and management
firms.

2. Secretarial approval of contracts between tribes and professional
gaming consultants or mwaagement groups.

3. Secretarial approval of ordinances or resolution that tribally
regulate gaming in Indian Country.

4. The Departzmec of Interior should provide technical assistance to
Tribes, at the request, in developing, firncing or rianaging gaming
on their reservations.
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p} rhe CHAIRMAN. Thank you
Our next witness is Mr. Kirke Kickingbird. We have your com-

prehensive statement here. It is valuable, and it will be placed in
full in the record. I would appreciate you summarizing your points.

STATEMENT OF KIRKE KICKINGBIRD, KICKINGBIRD &
ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY GARY COOPER

Mr. KICKINGBIRD. Thank yon, Mr. Chairman. We will try to do
that.

The main thing I wanted to emphasize-I am Kirke Kickingbird.
I am an attorney, and I run Kickingbird & Associates which deals
with training programs for tribal government, including training
in tribes running their own bingo operations. Appearing with me is
Gary Cooper, who is a manufacturer and a patent holder of bingo
supplies and equipment.

My testimony is divided into several parts due to our experience,
general problems for the tribes and comments on your bill. But pri-
marily we want to emphasize the main problems for tribes is get-
ting true income counts and the length of contracts. In our experi-
ence, we have been able to train tribal governments at Acoma and
three tribes in Oklahoma, the Kiowa, Comanche and Apache at the
Ft. Sill Indian School, to run a game, depending on our duties, in
anywhere from 30 to 10 days.

Now that is all the management down to the janitorial staff. It is
easy to learn. We have a system, and we also bring a system of con-
trols to the finance and the supplies. We think the management
contracts agreement, whether the split 51/49 or 60/40 is probably
unfair for what it supplies tribes. We find tribes readily able to
control and operate bingo games.

Now, as part of my testimony submitted for the record, the final
item is Appendix D. Gary, as an engineer, has written a program
for a brief case computer which sets forth various scenarios for
games, the days of the week of operation, the spending for bingo
pull tabs, the fixed expenses, the daily expenses which constitute
primarily staff and the daily payoffs. And all that points to the fact
that bingo is predictable, as a consequence is controllable and not
as complicated as the recent witnesses have indicated as casino
gambling, or horse racing.

I would like to have Gary talk a little bit, briefly, about the pre-
dictability and controllability aspect.

[The statement of Mr. Kickingbird, with attachments, follows:]
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\ 4 8TMOW OF

XIMKM KICKIMOBI RD

Mr. ailron az- ' e s of the Committee:

I am Kirke Kickingbi% President of Kickingbird Associates, a consulting
firm working in t_ _* of Indian affairs, and with we is Gary Cooper,
Vice-president of S. &.& and Sons, a 65 year old business specializing
in bingo and carnival . . Mr. Cooper is one of my associates in the
work I do in training t olverfments to start and run their own bingo
pone and in the work weco rsponding to tribal requests to evaluate

their bingo operatlaiw a-d ts. We appreciate this opportunity to
discuss the issue of Gaung StaD, on Indian Reservations.

iytesti.,W is dividd into th-,ee .' The first part provides details
about our experience in bingo p mia . tribal governments. The second
part discusses general problem that a ve observed concerunn Indian
bingo. The third part specifically addw es the provisions of H.R. 1920

and H.R. 2404.

PART I

I want to explain why our testimony might be h.lpf I to the Comnittee while
they are considering this topic.

My company, Kickingbird Associates, provides a win variety of training
and technical assistance to Indian tribes and Iniao izations. I alo
have a private law practice and run a non-pro it legal research
organization called the Institute. for the Developmenit ct, Indian Law.

I am most closely associated with training progn&% > topics such as
Sovereignty, Jurisdiction, and the Federal Indian Trust Relationship. In
recent years tribes have asked me to design training pro to use tribal
powers to assist in economic development including nt of bingo
operations by tribal governments.

Over the past 16 years I have worked almost exclusively in the field of
federal Indian law and Indian affairs. I have worked for the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, the Co s, the U.S. State Department as well as U.S. and
Canadian Indian tribes.

My training programs for tribes are usually directed at tribal legislatures
or tribal administrative staff. Acoma Pueblo in 1983 requested assistance
in training tribal members how to run their own bingo game without using a
management company.

It was a request that intrigued me and my associates because most requests
for assistance that we receive do not involve as practical an application
of our instruction. Since tribal omplaints about the bingo management
companies were beginning to surface, we were intrigued by the question of
how we could help a tribe which wanted to run its own operation.

After three months of planning we did develop a course that successfully
trained Acoma tribal members hoe to run a bingo game as a business. The
Accma Pueblo game opened at the end of October of 1983.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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As part of the management system for the Accma Pueblo bingo game we
designed an administrative and financial control system 1) which serves to
insure the Pueblo governmenL of a true income count and tracks inventory
and 2) which protects the bingo hall workers from accusations of skimming
cash or pilfering supplies. Because of our work with other tribes on bingo
matters we have continued to refine the system for use with other tribes.

The questions that had been raised about management companies which
concerned Acoma Pueblo included questions about the sources of funds by
which the management companies were financing the Indian bingo operations.
In order to avoid problems about the source of funds for their bingo hall
Acoma Pueblo sought and recevied financing for its bingo hall through a
loan from the First National Bank of Albuquerque. Acoma continues to
operate its own bingo game under tribal control and management.

Last year my training team members and I taught two general seminars on
bingo issues and provided operations audits for the Red Cliff tribal bingo
and the Tulalip Entertainment Center bingo. My associates also reviewed
operations at the Bad River bingo and at the tribal chairman's request made
a preliminary review of a proposed contract offered to the tribe for a
3,000 seat hall. We taught two tribally specific seminars last year to the
Wichita, Caddo and Delaware Tribes and to the Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache
Land Use Committee who were considering offers regarding bingo. Beginning
on April 10 of this year we interviewed, selected and trained the staff of
the Kiowa, Comnche, and Apache Biago at the Ft. Sill Indian School to
operate their own bingo. Ft. Sill Indian School Bingo opened on May 3.

in our work my associates and I have studied the various management
contracts being offered to Indian tribes and have suggestions about the
shortcomings of those contracts from a tribal government point of view. I
believe we can suggest alternative management plans and contract provisions
which would assist the tribal governments, the Congress, and the Interior
Department in dealing with bingo project development and operation.

Gary Cooper, who is appearing with me as a witness, has assisted me and
my staff in providing technical assistance and training on bingo to Indian
tribes. He is Vice President of S. Lachman and Sons, one of the largest
East coast bingo suppliers whose hundreds of clients are mostly non-profit
organizations. He designs, manufactures, and holds electronic patents on
bingo equipment. Although in his mid-thirties he has nearly twenty years
of experience in the bingo business. I've enclosed additional information
about his background. He has written a net profit forecast for computers
that help us explore variable cost, staffing, days of operation and prize
situations for tribal bingo operations. An example of such a forecast is
appears as Appendix D to this testimony.

Because of our practical experience I believe that my associate, Gary
Cooper, and I can provide information related to financing, development and
operational costs, cash and inventory tracking, security needs, as well as
commentary on the legislation about areas which we feel need more attention
or change. Our testimony will be directed toward the technical and
practical aspects of bingo games.
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PART II

Although the work my associates and I have done has been with specific
tribes we have followed the development of the Indian bingo task force,
collected samples of contracts offered and accepted by tribes, collected
ordinances, conducted research on bingo game marketing, design, operation,
and management, and conducted training for tribal government officials and
staff.

Based on the research materials available to us we have reached these
conclusions about the contracts offered to tribes.

Excessive Profits
The contracts provide excessive profits to the management companies. The
contracts typically offer to split the net profits with the tribes on a
51%/49% ratio. The 51% share goes to the tribe. Naturally, the tribes
counteroffer and that split can end up with 60% going to the tribe. The
tribes do not always end up with the largest share of the split of income.

Attached to this statement as Appendix A is a contract dated April 26,
1982 between the Citizen Band Potawatomi of Oklabom and Lnkterprise
Manapent Consultants, Inc. which provides in paragraph 7 that Enterprise
bament Consultants shall receive sixty-five (65%) of Gross Profit from

game sales and eighty-five (85%) of Gross Profit from Food Concession
Sales.

Gross profit from game sales is defined in the Potawatoai agreement in
Paragraph 1.(B.) as "all revenues derived from the sale of bingo cards, as
well as all revenue derived from any other game or games of chance, less
and substracting therefrom payouts, taxes and bank."

Gross profit from Food Concession Sales is defined in Paragraph 1. (C.) as
"all reveilues derived from the sale of food items, beverages, souvenirs or
of any other merchandise, less and subtracting taxes."

Correspondence dated January 25, 1982 between the president of the
management coazny, John Caldwell, and the Potawatomie tribal
administrator, John Schoemann, estimated the first year's revenue at
$1,404,000 for bingo and $145,600 for the snack bar.

Padding of Expenses
The management contracts with tribes generally leave the mnagement
companies in control of operations including expenditures and
disbursements. When the contract provides for the tribes to share in the
net profits, it is to the benefit of the management companiess to maximize
costs and reduce the net profits if the management companies can find ways
to benefit from the increased cts. We'd like to present some of
examples of bow a management company might benefit from higher costs.

A budget that came to our files through Acoma Pueblo apparently originated
as part of a proposal to the Papago tribe and shoaved costs for a 900 seat
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bingo hall of 12,000 square feet. It appears as Appendix B to this
testimony. We were given only the budget itself which does not identify
the comany making the offer to manage a bingo hall at Papago. We also do
not know if the offer was actually entertained by the tribe. One item in
the budget showed "Furnishing (including Bingo equipment)" at a figure of
$73,000.

My associate Gary Cooper estimates the cost of furnishing a hall of this
size at $30,000 to $35,000. This would consist of the following items: 1
blower, 4 light boards, 4 monitors, 1 camera, 150 tables, and 900 chairs.

Bingo halls are not noted for their sumptuous decor. Drapes, paintings,
and leather couches are not the items needed for a bingo hall. The
furnishings merely need to be functional. We are puzzled by what the other
half of the $73,000 of furnishings would be. It certainly brings to mind
the suspicion that the budget item for furnishings would be padded.

Building costs are another area which raise questions about padding of
costs. At the Gila River Tribal offices I discussed with tribal staff
building costs. Staff felt that a steel building of the type often used
for bingo halls would cost between $20 to $25 per square foot. Some of the
offers that they received included estimates as high as $30 to $35 per
square foot. If the tribe agreed to the charges at the higher, rate the
=anage ent company could be making another $10 per square foot on the
building markup.

Another area where tribes are vulnerable is the padding of bingo paper
supply costs. Since the management companies generally control
expenditures, they can purchase from any source they please including a
company that they have created to sell bingo supplies. The result is that
instead of purchasing frame a third party at a bulk rate or volume rate
discount a management company could purchase supplies and equipment from
its own company at a premium rate thereby increasing the profit to itself
from the bingo operation. If the split with the tribe is based on a net
profit basis the management company gets to make its money from the bingo
hall and supply purchases too.

Another area of tribal vulnerability in the area of costs which would
reduce the net profit is the matter of salaries. If the management company
is free to control salaries they can set high management salaries and
further reduce net profits and the share that the tribe receives.

In the Papago budget there is an item for annual traveling expenses of
$48,000. The amount sounds as if it is a little expensive for a conte
between Tucson and San Xavier. It has *the effect of nu.king one wonder
whether the travel was intended to subsidize management's trips to other
tribes to close another Indian bingo hall contract.

Skimning and Accounting Systems
The most difficult area in an all cash business is cash control. Some
tribal contracts such as the Potawatcmie contract in paragraph 19 requires
a polygraph test for personnel counting the gross receipts.
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The cash control system that we set up for Accma tracks the bingo
purchases, the exchange of moneys between employees, as well as the
exchange of inventory items, and payouts to winners. The Acoma Pueblo
bingo staff told us the cash and inventory control system revealed a
problem with certain employees wbo were quietly reliever of duties.

The cash and inventory control system does not require any assistance fran
a polygraph test. It seems to us that if we can design a system to track
cash and inventory others could also. It further sees to us that reliance
solely on a polygraph device rather than a records system has the result of
obscuring the accounting. We don't know if any management companies are
guilty of the practice of skimming but we do believe any management company
that does not use a records system to track cash and inventory is not
following proper accounting procedures.

A polygraph test without a record system may assist you in determining if
an employee is skimming but it does not tell you bow and where unless the
employee confesses. To foreclose weaknesses in your accounting system you
need to know how the skimming was accomplished. Skimming may not consist
of merely pocketing money. There may be collusion between an employee and
a player. A record system could reveal the fact that over a period of time
the same employee keeps making the s payout to the same player with the
player and the employee splitting the prize money paid out.

The polygraph test may reveal if an employee is involved in questionable
activities but it does not tell whether the management is involved in the
same practices. - The polygraph test could turn out to be a way for the
management company to discourage employees from skimming because the
employee sees the management company skimming and cheating the tribe.

Gary Cooper estimates that 20 to 25% of the tribes share could be lost to
skimming and the losses could easily be higher. The only requirement that
the skimmer needs to avoid easy detection is to take the same percentage
out of the income every day that a game is played.

A cash and inventory control system also makes it easy to overcome the
problem of whether or not organized crime is laundering money through a
bingo operation. The cash register tapes, the accounting forms, a watch on
the admissions desk to determine the approximate amount of the average
expenditures by each player, and a count of the number of players will
quickly tell you if the income was $7,000 per night or $14,000 per night.
It doesn't take a crystal ball to determine the real income, but it does
take diligence, a system, and some commn sense. Control systems should be
built into any contract with a tribe in order to insure that the tribe gets
a true income count. Both laundering and true income could be revealed by
such a system. Accma has been successfully uaing our version of such a
system for two years now.

The cash and inventory tracking system also also provides sales data about
which items are most and least poplular and which personnel are most
productive. This information is essential to conduct the most efficient

72-553 0 - 87 - 7
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business operation.
Length of Contracts

Contracts are of an excessive length. The contracts that we have seen are
too long for the services that a mnafit company provides a tribe. A
document entitled "Sample Bingo Mngment Contract" appears as Appendix C
to this testimony. Under this contract a company called Indian Country,
U.S.A., Inc. is engaged for fifteen years at paragraph 2.(A.). The
Potawatcmie agreement at paragraph 16 provides for a term of 20 years.

Depending on the intensity of the instruction and the amount of duties my
associates undertake we can teach tribal members how to run a bingo game in
one to three months. The only other essential item that mwnaguent
companies are providing is the financing. The focus of the term of the
contract should relate to what kind of return a management company gets on
its investment.

Waiver of Sovereign Immunity
Paragraph 5 of the Indian Country, U.S.A, Inc. sample contract addresses
sovereign immunity from suit. Tribes should avoid a general waiver of
sovereign immunity and limit any waiver to the issues of the bingo
contract.

Employcrwet
Despite glowing pictures of employment opportunitieE for tribal members
some tribes don't find the employment opportunities substantial. The
complaint from sow tribes is that the employment opportunities are
overstated. Tribal members seem to get the lowest paying jobs with the
least responsibilities. An example of testimony of this type is the June
19, 1984 testimony from the Pascua Yaqui chairman on H.R. 4566. Tribes
should make provision in the contract that tribal statutes and ordinances
on tribal and Indian preference in employment will be followed.

Contract Recommendations for Tribes
As a result of our review of the tribal experiences we make these
reccmmendations about what tribes should strive for as their goals in a
bingo contract.

1. Tribal governments should recognize the value of the tribes ability to
have high stakes bingo games. The management companies as the buyers of
the right have sold the tribes on the idea that it is a buyers market. The
fact that the games can be held on tribal lands is the most significant
factor about high stakes Indian bingo games and it should be recognized as
the largest investment factor involved in Indian bingo operations. Its
value should be recognized through an increased share of the income from
the game.

2. The tribe needs the abilty and mechanisms to make bingo management
accountable for the revenue derived from the game. Accountability needs to
be increased so the tribe knows the true income. An annual audited
statement is not adequate and an unaudited monthly report is not adequate.
The tribe needs access to the raw records with ut prior notice to the
management company.
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3. The management contracts should have shorter terms of duration. The
management contracts don't bring essential skills to the bingo operations.
Most of the skills can be learned id 30 days or less. The management
contractors bring financing. The return they gain on their investment is
not worth a 10 or 15 or 20 year contract. The return even for five years
is extraordinary.

4. The tribes should seek a return of income at the same time as the
return of income to the management company begins.

5. Tribes should not waive their authority. There should not be any
general waiver of sovereign inmmuity. Taxing authority should be
relinquished only for a limited period as an incentive and be predicated on
other provisions such as the return of income. Tribes should have an
acknowledgement that their authority on such issues as employment
ordinances are applicable. It could be a general provision that the
management company acknowledges the governmental power of the tribe with
respect to regulatory and licensing and taxing authority.

6. Tribes should try to retain their option about renewals or extensions of

management contracts.

PART II I

This section of our testimony is directed at specific provisions of the two
House bills.

H.R. 1920

As a long time proponent of Indian Sovereignty and the powers of tribal
government I am pleased to see the provisions of Section 5 which require
that bingo games on reservations and lands subject to tribal jurisdiction
be conducted pursuant to tribal legislation. I do have concern about the
approval requirement lodged with the Secretary of the Interior because the
Interior Department doesn't necessarily have any greater expertise in the
area of Indian bingo than do the tribes and it is doubtful that earlier
involvement by the Secretary would have prevented problems from arising for
tribes that are having difficulty with their management contracts. That
can be addressed in part by the criteria for ordinances that are
established in later sections of the bill.

Section 6.(a) provides that gaming activities are legal on a reservation
except where prohibited by Federal or state law. It is my understanding
that state law is applicable only because the provisions of the Organized
Crime Control Act found at Section 1951 of Title 18 use state law as the
criteria for the federal law violation. I would like to suggest that line
18 on page 3 be rephrased: "to tribal jurisdictions by Federal law or where
Federal law adopts State law to make activities a". The current phrasing
makes it appear that States have some inherent authority over Indian
affairs. I believe that it might reduce future conflicts on the powers of
Indian tribes to reaffirm that the States only have a role in Indian
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affairs through a specific statutory grant of powers from the Federal
government.

Section 6.(b) at subsections 1 and 4 makes reference to proprietary
interests. We would suggest that the definitions in Section 4 include a
description of what is meant by "proprietary interest" in the context of
bingo and this bill.

Section 6. (b) at subsection 2 makes reference to net revenues. We suggest
that a definition of net revenues be included in the definitions section
and that the report on this bill discuss bow one arrives at the net
revenues. As we indicated in our discussion in Part II management
companies can take a number of steps to control expenses and disbursements
and create a series of profit centers for themselves with the result that
net revenues are reduced. As part of the control mechanism we would
suggest that the ordinances also require that the tribe approve an annual
operating budget for the bingo operated by a mexnamgnt company with
provision for a quarterly review and adjustment of costs under that budget.

Section 6. (b) at subsection 3 makes provision for annual independent audits
by the tribe. The tribes need monthly statements from the management
company as well and the tribes need access to raw financial records without
notice so that they can conduct spot check audits. The potential for an
unannounced audit should create circumstances which will result in sound
accounting and record keeping procedures by the management company.
Contracts which provide for an annual audit to be conducted and presented
to the tribe have little value in this all cash business. If the
management company presents doctored records to the best certified public
accountants in the United States and swears up and down that the records
are true and complete and accurate the mnspnt company can get .a
reputable audit by a reputable firm. That audit does not necessarily
reflect the reality of a cash operation.

Section 6.(c) provides for licensing of p.e by individuals or entities
other than the tribes pursuant to tribal resolution. We fully agree that
only tribes should run and benefit from high stakes bingo. What is not
clear is what effect this section has on current games operated by a
management company. This section could be interpreted to mean that
management companies can only run the same kind of game in Indian country
that they could operate in a state. It should be clarified so that tribes
know whether a mnagnt company can run a high stakes bingo. If the
section is intended to restrict high stakes games to tribes only, it raises
questions as to what effect the legislation will have on a tribe such as
Sac and Fox whose philosophy is that tribes don't run businesses, they only
license, regulate, and tax them.

Section 7. (b) provides that tribal officials have reasonable access to they
daily operations and the right to verify daily income. In a cash business
these provision are essential.

Section 7.(c) provides for a percentage of gross or net only if "the
contractor has made a significant financial contribution to the tribal
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gaming operation". We think it would be useful to set some standard for
what constitutes a "significant financial contribution".

Section 7.(c) also proposes to consider the rate of return that the
contractor is obtaining for his financial contribution. We agree with the
concept that the entire transaction should be reviewed and considered in
examining what is fair and reasonable. The bill or the report should
clarify what is considered a fair and reasonable rate of return so that the
Secretary and the tribes and the courts will have some basis for making a
judgent an these matters.

H.R. 2404

Section 3 of this bill sets the criteria for gambling at line 18 and 19 of
page 3 as "in conformity with--...the laws of the State". We feel the "in
conformity" phrase needs greater clarification. What constitutes
conformity? Do tribal ordinances have to have the same identical wording
as state ordinances to be "in conformity" with state law. Does this
section mean that tribes in the state of Nevada can set up casinos on their
reservations?

Section 4.(b)(2)(B) provides that "only members of the tribe may be
employed in connection with such gambling operation". What happens if a
tribe concludes that it needs a non-Indian for technical assistance even
for a few weeks. Would the "employed in connection" phrase include a
non-Indian accountant or lawyer or a corporation such as one of the major
accounting firms, It is not clear whether the goal here is to promote
Indian preference in employment, cripple the ability of the tribe to
operate some gaming enterprise by foreclosing technical assistance
opportunities, or whether the phrasing has not been thought out.

Subsection D again raises the question of whether the "independent
certified public -accountant" has to be a tribal member described in
Subsection B. To maintain a firm grasp of the financial conditions of a
bingo operation the tribe needs to have their staff develop financial
information more often than once a year.

Provisions in Section 4.(c) regarding consultation with the governor of the
state seek to expand the role of the state in Indian affairs. States have
been the traditional enemies of Indian tribes since the Republic was
founded. The interests of states and the governors constituency are not
the same as Indian tribes and their members. The emphasis in this bill
seems to be on ways to preclude tribes from generating revenues rather than
effectively regulating tribal gaming operations with an emphasis on sound
accounting and tribal control and the funding of essential governmental
services of Indian tribes.

This brings to a close our prepared coments. We offer our assistance to
the members of the Committee and the staff in the development of the
technical aspects of this legislation. We appreciate this opportunity to
appear before you.
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Appendix A

MANAGEMENT ARESIEMENT

THIS AGR.LEMENT, made thiso= day of April. L982. by and between the
Citizen Bend Potasatomi Tribe of Oklahoma, an organized tribe as defined in
Section 16 of the Act of June 18. 193 . as amended, (hereinaefter referred to ai
PRINCIPAL) whose notice address is Routs 5. BOX 151, Shawnee, Oklahoma 748OL,
and Enterprise Management Consultants, Inc., an Oklahoma corporation hereLna(rtr
referred to as AGENT), whose notice address is 231 South Peters. Norman,

Oklahoma 73069.

1. Definitions.

A. "insLo Oeracio", as used herein, means a &ame in which
participants purchase one or more cards which are marked

off into squares with each square being dcsiIgnated by

niumber, letter, symbol or a combination thereof that may

or may not be identical with the players covering squares

as the operator of such game announces the number, letter,
symbol, or combination thereof corresponding to the system

used designating the squares, with the winner of each game
being the player or players first properly covering a

predetermined and announced pattern of squares upon the

card being used by such player, or any ocher game of

chance which is not in violation of federal laws of the

United States of America or the Citizen Bind Potawatomi

Tribe of Oklahoma.

B. "Gross Profit from Came Sales", as used herein, means all

revenues derived from the sale of bingo cards, as wel. as
all revenue derived from any other game or games rf chance.

less and subtracting therefrom payouts, taxes ancL bank,
C. "Gross Profit from Food Concession Sales", as usel herein,

means all revenue derived from the sale of food iten.%.

beverages, souvenirs or of any other merchandise, less and

subtracting taxes.

D. "Payouts", as used herein, means the money value of the
prise of the gam given, at the conclusion of each game

played, to the winning player or players, whether paid

in cash or the actual sau paid for merchandise.

9. 'ank", as used herein, means a sum of money advanced by
AGENT for the sole purpose of making change to accommodate

custome r s.
F. "Taxes , as used herein, means any tax imposed on game or

food concession sales or both, including without limitation,
license fees, permit fees, sales tax, excise te or any

other tax imposed on said operation or the realty by the

government of the United Stateb of America, the State of

Oklahoma, the City of Shawnee or Pocawatomie County; but,

specifically excluding income taxes.
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G. "Cormmencement Date", a sed herein, smean the date upon whi, ,

AGENT opens to the general public said proposed building

fecllities And coemm ces said Bingo and Food Concession

Operation, or 120 days from and after the Secretaqy approve,

the Land lease set forth in paragraph 10 hereof, shicheve:

occurs first.

H. "Ltbd*Ey Prime Rate", as used herein means that annual rate

of interest charged to its Post credit worthy customers by

Liberty National Bank and Trust Compeny of Oklahoma Clty.

Oklahoma.

I. "Tribal Lands", as used herein, means, tribal lands as defined
in Section 131.1 of the Code of Federal Regulatiops. Title 25-
Indians, ane any amendmente thereto relative to Business Lease,

and Permits on restricted Indian lends which by reference arw

made a pert hereto.

J. "Secretary", as used herein, means the Secretary of the

Department of the Interior of the United States Governssen

or his authorized representative.

2. Appointment. PRINCIPAL hereby appoints AGENT, As PRINCIPAL'S

sole and exclusive.AGENT, to manage, as a business enterprise, for and on behalf
of PRINCIPAL, a Bingo Came and Food Concession Operation on the hereinafter

described Tribal Lands.

3. Acceptance. AGENT hereby accepts such appointment and agrees t,

use its best efforts in the performance of same.

4. Building lmprovements. It shall be the sole responsibility of

AGENT, at AGENT'S sole cost and expense, to construct, equip and furnish a

building together with parking and landscaping on said premises. in this regard,

it is contemplated by the parties hereto that said building improvements will

consist of a prefabricated metal structure of rectangular shape and shall be

designed to eccombodate approximately 750 customers at any one time, hereinafter

referred to as "DEVELOPMENT PLAN", the cost of which shall not exceed the sum ol

$250,000.00, unless AGENT agrees to waive such cost ceiling.

S. Right to. rove DEVELOPMENT PLAN. PRINCIPAL reserves the rtgsh
to review for approval said DEVELOPMENT PLAN. In this regard, AGENT shall submit

to PRINCIPAL said plan for its approval at least 30 days prior to any constructton

thereof. PRINCIPAL shail then have 30 days co approve same or to submit to AGENT

recommended changes. In the event PRINCIPAL fails to do so Within the time

specified, then, said DEVELOPMENT PLAN shall for all purposes be deemed approved

as submitted.

6. Authority of AGENT. PRINCIPAL herein ind hereby delegates and

grants to AGENt full right and authority to put into effect said DEVELOPMENT PLAN.

to supervise the construction thereof, to manage said building improvements up-

completion thereof, and to conduct therein said tingo and Food Concession Operati--

Farther, and in the performance thereof to make all decisions and to perform all

acts end deeds necessary to manage same as a business, all. lor and on 0ahal of

PRIICIPAL.
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7. Com.ensetion to AGENT. In consiOeration of its services, AGENT

Shall receive e compensation sixty-five percent (65%) of Gross Profit from Came

Saeas end eight'-five percent (85%) of Gross Profit from Food Concession Sales.

8. Operating Expenses. AGENT shall be responsible for the payment

of all operating expenses incurred with the construction and management of amid

lingo and Food Concession Operation, as well as the cost to maintain said building

improvements end the contents therein contained, except sa to the payment of caavu

as hereinabove defined.

9. Land Description. The Tribal Land upon which seid building

improvements are to be constructed and upon which said bingo and Food Concession

Operation is to be conducted, herein referred to as "Premises", is described as

follows

A tract of land in Section 31. Township 10 14, Rang* 4 E,
more particularly described e beginning at the NW corner
Of Lot 1, NW k Of NW k thence East for 660 feet, thence
South for 660 feat, thence West 660 feet, thence North
660 feet to the point of beginning.

Subject to Surveys The cost of said survey is to be borne solely by AGENT.

Further said survey is not to be performed until such time as the Lease
Agreement attached hereto (Exhibit "A") has been approved by the Secretary.

Further, PRINCIPAL represents and warrants that said Tribal Land is free and

clear of all liens and encumbrances of whatsoever nature and kind, except as to

boundary rood and utility easements of record.
10. Construction Completion Date. Completion of the aforesaid

DEs'LOFPENT PLAN shell occur not later than 120 days from and after the date of

approval of the Land Lease Agreement, attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and made a
part hereof, by the Secretary of the United States Department of the Interior or

his authorized representative, delegate or successor; Except, AGENT shall be

granted additional time which is equal to the time caused by inclement weather

conditions, material shortages or labor strikes.

L1. Profit to PRINCIPAL, PRINCIPAL shall be entitled to thirty-five

percent (35%) of Gross Profits from Game Sales and fifteen percent (15%) ot Gross

Profits from Food Concession Sales.

12. Guarantee to PRINCIPAL. In consideration of such appointment,

AGE1T guarantees to PRINCIPAL $120,0OO.O0 per annum for the first year of operation

which sum is to be paid in advance in monthly installments of $10,000.00 each on

or before the first day of each month sa an eccumulative credit against PRINCIPAL'S

Cross Profit from Game Sales, whereby in those months that said AGENT'S guarantee

exceeds PRINCIPAL'S Gross Profit from Game Sales, such excess will be credited on

behalf of AGENT against those months when said PRINCIPAL'S Gross Profit fiom Geme

Sales exceeds said AGENT'S monthly guarantee. Said adjustment, if any, shall be

accomplisihed at the end of the first year, end shall not exceed $1O,000.o0. Further

and in the event PRINCIPAL'S monthly Gross Profit from Gie Sales for any given

month exceeds said AG'ENS guarantee, then, AGENT shall disburse to PRINCIPAL such

excess on or before the 15th day of the following month. During the second year

and thereafter, said guarantee shell be 110,000.00 per month, payable in advance on
the first day of the month, or PRINCIPAL'S Gross Profit participation, as set torth

in peragraph It hereof, whichever is greater. Further, should PRINCIPAL'S Gross

Profit participation be greater, then such aeess above the monthly guarantee shall
be disbursed to PRINCIPAL on or before the 15th day of the following month.

In addition, said AGFJTS first monthly guaranteed payment shall be paid on

or before the Comencement Date. In the event said Comefncement Date
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occurs on a date other than the first day oi the month, then such payment shall

be prorated on the basts of a thirty (30) day month for the days remaining in tht

month &bid Bingo and Food Concession Sates Operation is commenced.

13. Guarantee to AGENT. PRINCIPAL and AGENT herein agree that at th.

end of the term of this appointment that the hereinabove proposed building

improvements, as well as all equipment, fixtures and furnishings used in connect -

therewith shall become the sole property of PRINCIPAL. PRINCIPAL and AGENT further

agree that, in the event that the proposed Bingo Opa caion and Food Concession

Operation becomes unlawful due to acts or sat .o r5 Congress of the United
States or any other govern ental body which now has or subsequently establishes

Jurisdiction over the above described Premises upon which said Operation is to be

conducted, then, AGENT shall sell to PRINCIPAL and PRINCIPAL shall purchase irom

AGENT said building and its contents for the sum of i

A. One Hundred Percent (lOO) of appraised value during the

first year of operation,

A. Seventy-Five Percent (75%) of appraised value during the

second year of operation,

C. Fifty Percent (50%) of appraised value during the third

year of operation, and

0. Twenty-five Percent (25%) of appraised value during the

fourth year oi operation.

Further, said appraised value shall be determined by the appointment of in

appraiser by PRINCIPAL, en appointment of an appraiser by AGENT, and the appointment

of a third appraiser by both PRINCIPAL'S and AGENT'S appointed appraisers. In

addition, AGENT agrees to finance the total purchase price of said building and its

contents for a tern of two years, payable in equal monthly installment, with

interest thereon at Liberty's Prime Rate at the time said purchase and sale occurs.

14. Legal Fees. AGENT agrees to pay any and all legal fees which

may be incurred as the result of any attempt by any governmental agency to halt,

impede, arrest or otherwise constitute a threat to the continuation of said

Bingo and Food Concession Operation proposed herein; provided however, that AGENT

shall not be required to pay more than $LO,000.00 in legal fees per incident.

Further, PRINCIPAL warrants and represents that it will not pass any ordinance

or regulation which prohibits or will act to impede said Bingo and Food Concesatn

Operation.

15. Exclusive Area of Operation. PRINCIPAL covenants that it will not

enter into any agreement with, nor license any other entity, whether it be a parson,

corporation, partnership. trust or other, for e Bingo and Food Concession Operation,

nor any other similar operation. AGENT covenants that it will not engage in any

Bingo and Food Concession Operation, nor any other similar operation within a forty

(40) mile radius of the above described Premises.

16, Term of Agreement. The term of this Agreement shall be for a

period of twenty (20) years, unless the parties hereto agree to eXtend same in

writing. Further, and at the end of said 20 year term, should PRINCIPAL desire

to continue said lingo and Food Concession Operation, AGENT shall have the first

right of refusal to match or equal the best offer, if any, made to PRINCIPAL by

any other party or parties. In this regard, PRINCIPAL shall give AGENT written

notice of any such offer or offers and shall provide AGLT with a photo copy of

ame. AGENT shall then have 30 days to either match or reject such offer.
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07. Prior Lease. it is hereby acknowledged by the parties hereto

that "e above described Premises consists of a tract of land owned by PRINCIPAL

and heretofore leased by PRINCIPAL to AGENT, a photo copy of which lease is

attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and made a part hereof. Further, and in coneideration

of this appointment, the parties hereto agree that the rental payment due under
said prigr lass shall apply toward AGCNTIS guarantee, as set forth in paragraph 12

hereof.

18. License Fee. In addition other sums due hereunder, AGENT shall

purchase from PRINCIPAL an Annual License, at a cost not to exceed $100.00, which
permits AGENT to conduct said Bingo and rood Concession Operation, according to
the proposed Regultions of PRINCIPAL,

19. Counting of Gross Receipts. Counting of Gross Receipts resulting

from said Bingo and Food Concession Operation shall be jointly done on a daily
basis at the close of business by representatives of both PRINCIPAL and AGENT.
Said counting agents of both PRINCIPAL and AGENT shall agree, in writing, prior

to their employment, to submit to a polygraph test so required by PRINCIPAL AND

AUNT, the cost of which shall be shared by the parties hereto on an equal basis.
20. Accounting Records, AGENT shull maintain accounting records of

said Bingo and Food Concession Operation in accordance 4ith atcepted accounting
methods. Said accounting records shall be kept at AGENT'S principal office, and

PRINCIPAL shall have, upon five (5) days advance written notice, the right to

inspect and examine said accounting records during normal business hours. Such
right may be exercised through an agent, employee or independent certified public

accountant designsed by PRINCIPAL, all at PRINCIPAL'S sole cost.

21. Monthly Gross Profit Report. AGENT shall furnish to PRINCIPAL

on or before the 15th day of each month for the previous month's operation a
statement which shows thereon the manner in which PRINCIPAL'S participation in

Gross Profits from Game end Food Concession Sales was calculated.
22. Copies of Agreement. This Agreement is executed in six (6)

counterparts, each of which is deemed an original for all purposes.

23. Assignment. This Agreement may not be assigned by either

party hereto without the Consent of the other, but in the event of such consent

and assignment, the assiging party shall not be relieved from the obligation.

liability and responsibility of performance hereunder,

24. Changes o- Modification. This Agreement may not be changed or
modified, either In whole or in part, except by iniciaiing aed dating a change or

changes heron, or by an amendment in writing to be attached hereto, dated and

signed by the parties hereto.

23. Verbal Representation&. This t the entire Agreement between

the parties he'to end neither party shill rely or be bound by any verbal

represencations altering the terms and conditions contained herein.

26. Invalid or Unenforceable Provision. If any part or parts of this
agreement shall be determined to be invalid or unenforceable for any reason by final
Judgment of a court of competent jurisdiction, this agreement shall not fail in

its entirety but shell 6s deemed amended, altered and modified to the extent

nacesery to mccomodate said final Judgment.
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27. Binding Effect. This Agreement Shall etLiJ Lo, and be binding

upon, the parties hereto and their respective heirs, executors, assigns, buccessor.

and administrators.

28. Notice. Notice, as required hereunder, shall be given by

depositing same in the United States Certified Mail in an envelope addressed Lo

the party hereto recipient to whom notice is given. Any such notice so given tnd

mailed shall for all purposes be conclusively deemed to have been given to and

received on the date the same was postmarked. For purposes of notice, the addre s

of each of the parties hereto is as hereinabove set forth.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have signed this Agreement on

the date first above Written.

BILL 3 RCH, Tribal Chairman

ENTERPRISE MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS, INC.

President

MARY L1NK VLLSMEYW~

GRACE L. BURNS

ROBERT ARTHUR LEWIS
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John Clark Caldwell, III
2512 Walnut Road
Norman, Oklahoma 73069
40&321-1214 405329-8950
January 25, 1982

Mr. John Sch oemann, Tribal Administrator
Citizens Band Potawatomi Tribe
Shawnee, Oklahoma

Dear Mr. Schoemann,

Based on a seating capacity of 1,500 and assuming an after-
noon and evening session of bingo six days and a single session
on Sunday, I project the following revenue and expenses for the
first year of operation:

Bingo Revenue 20,000 weekly 1,040,000 per year

Pull-tab Revenue 7,000 Weekly 364,000 per year

Snack bar Revenue 2,800 Weekly 145,600 per year

29,800 1,549,600

The above figures represent what remains after the prize money
and the cost of the paper product is paid, in the case of
bingo and pull-tabs, and after the raw cost of the food or
beverage product is paid. Sales of cigarettes or alcohol are
not projected.

Expenses

Utilities 3,500 monthly 42,000 per year

Insurance 500 monthly 6,000 per year

Manager 3,000 monthly 36,000 per year

Janitorial 2,000 monthly 24,000 per year

Advertising 4,000 monthly 48,060 per year

Bussing 4,000 monthly 48,000 per year

Labor 6,000 monthly 72,000 per year

Reserve 500 monthly 6,000 per year

23,500 282,000

Based on the figures above, the profit before debt service
on the building is projected at I,267,000 for the first year.
I would expect that figure to rise each year thereafter as
a somewhat direct function of inflation, and I would anticipate
a stronger cash flow for a number of years inasmuch as mature
bingo halls are more profitable than new ones.

incerely urs,

John Caldwell

/
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Appendix 8

PAPAGO TRIBE

12,000 Square Foot Building
900 Seat Bingo Hall

COST PROJECTION

Preliminary Site Preparation $

Parking Area

Building Cost ($30.00 per sq. ft.)

Furnishing (including Bingo equipment)

Architectural and Engineering

Construction Loan Cost, etc.

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST OF THE BUILDING

PROFORMA

Estimate Income

Income 70% 900 Capacity = 630 players
average per night @ $12.50 per
person

Propose 6 (six) night operation

per week

Estimate One Year Gross Income

Estimate Miscellaneous
Sales-One night

(Food and Drinks concession, extra
cards (bingo) sold and cigarets 1

year)

$ 578,000.00

7,875.00)

47,250.00

2,268,000.00

1,500.00)

432,000.00

$2,700,000.00

OPERATING COST AND PRIZE

Prize (45% of Estimated Gross Income) $1,020,600.00

Operating Cost 581,400.00

$1,602,000.00

ESTIMATED YEARLY BASIS

Admission - 1 year net profit $1,247,400.00

Miscellaneous - 1 year gross 432,000.00

31,679,40C.00

Operating Cost 581,400.00

TOTAL NET PROFIT $,098,000.00

55% Tribe (after debt is paid) 603,900.00

45t Contractors (after debt is paid) 494,100.00

25,000.00

65,000.00

360,000.00

73,000.00

25,000.00

30,000.00
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PAPAGO TRIBE

OPERATING EXPENSES

MONTHLY

Salaries $ 20,500.00
Executive Salaries 5,000.00

Bookkeeping 600.00
Payroll Taxes 1,500.00

Administrative Cost (guarantee
till debt is paid) 3,000.00

Utilities 1,800.00

Telephone 350.00
Insurance (building) 600.00

Insurance (liability & contents) 600.00

Rubbish Pick-up 150.00

Cleaning & Maintenance Supplies 350.00

Office Supplies 100.00
Accounting Fees 600.00

Repairs (bingo equipment) 100.00

Repairs (building) 200.00

Air Conditioning Contract 200.00
Janitorial Service 1,000.0b

Legal Fees 1,000.00

Advertising and P.R. 600.00
Printing (bingo programs) 1,000.00

Office Equipment Lease 150.00
Ground Maintenance 350.00

Security Guard 4,200.00

Miscellaneous 500.00

Traveling Expenses 4,000.00

TOTAL EXPENSES

YEARLY

$ 246,000.00
60,000.00

7,200.00

18,000.00

36,000.00
21,600.00

4,200.00

7,200.00

7,200.00

1,800.00

4,200.00

1,200.00
7,200.00

1,200.00

2,400.00

2,400.00

12,000.00

12,000.00

7,200.A0

12,000.00

1,800.00
4,200.00

50,400.00

6,000.00

48,000.00

$ 581,400.00$ 48,450.00
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MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT

THIS AGREEMENT, made this day of , 1984, by and between
the __Trie (herein after referred to as the
"Tribe") and Indian Country U.S.A., Inc., a business corporation
incorporated under the laws of the State of South Dakota (herein
after referred to as the "Manager").

I. DEFINITIONS

A. "Bino Operations" - as used herein, means a bingo game
and all incidntaL, ancillaryor subsidiary businesses operated or
instituted pursuant to this agreement.

B. "Facility" - as used herein, means the building to be
erected for bingo games and all other necessary and appropriate
improvements. The term does not include the land upon which the
construction is to take place.

C. "Gross Income" - as used herein, means the total
receipts from the operation of binjo gTes, including but not
limited to, admission fees, proceeds from the sale or rental of
hingo cards, sale of food and dcink acnd similar items.

""Net Profits" - as used herein, means the amount by which
All sales, receipts and revenues exceed operating expenses which
expenses shall include, but not be limited to, comercially reasonable
wages and compensation paid to employees and independent contractors,
cost of goods sold, utilities, taxes, insurance and bonds, a
reasonable reserve for operations, advertising, repairs, maintenance
supplies, equipment, security, trash removal, travel and transporta-
tion, and other routine expenses. Subject to the preceedin&
sentence, net operating profits shall be computed in conformance
with generally accepted accounting principles.

2. TERM OF AGREEMENT

A. Engagement of Manager

The Tribe hereby retains and engages the Manager
for the term of fifteen years commencing upon the execution of this
Agreement, to manage, administer and operate the tribal bingo
enterprise acd other such revenue producing activities as may be
related to the operations of said bingo enterprise.

B. Extensions

Manager-may at its option, extend the term of this
Agreement by an additional five years, by giving the tribe written
notice to this effect at last six months prior to the expiration
of the initial fifteen year term, and, in such case, all teems and
conditions of this Agreement will remain in full force and effect.
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3. JURISTICTION

If a court action is brought by either party to obtain
a declaration of rights or duties under this Agreement, it is
agreed that such action shall be brought in the Court of Indian
Offenses. The parties agree that in any action or arbitration
proceeding to declare the rights or duties of the parties, the rules
of decision shall be derived from Tribal Law and Federal Law
and in the absence of T'ibal and Federal Law frop the laws of the
State of ._ _

4. ARBITRATION

Tribe and Manager agree that all questions as to the
rights and obligations arisitig under the terms of this agreement
are subject to arbitration. Such arbitration shall be governed by
the Rules of the American Arbitration Association.

5. SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY

Tribe agrees to be subject to suit by the Manager to
declare rights and duties under this Agreement.

6. EXCLUSIVE OPERATION

The Tribe shall not authorize, permit, license or otherwise
sanction the operation of any other bingo operation within the
exterior boinda-ies of the Tribal Reservation.

7. START-UP EXPENSES

A. Manager agrees to supply the necessary capital to
cover all start-up expenses foc the bingo operation.

B. Manager agrees to be responsible for the following
start-up activities, including, but not limited to, site improvement,
parking, facility construction, bingo supplies and equipment,
advertising and promotion and insurance.

C. All business affairs in connection with the operation,
management and maintenance of the tribal bingo enterprise shall bt
the responsibility of the Manager, who is hereby granted the
necessary p ower and authority to act in order to fulfill its
responsibilities pursuant to this Agreement, as limited by the terms
of this Agreement.

8. BUSINESS AFFAIRS OF THE TRIBAL BINGO ENTERPRISE

A. Manager shall collect, receive and receipt all the
gross sales and revenues that become due and payable and collected
in connection with the operation and management of the tribal bingo
enterprise, and shall dispurse from such gross amounts all reasonable
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business expenses necessary and proper for the maintenance and
operation of the tribal bingo enterprise and the building and
property on which it is located, but not limited to water, heat,
ight, electricity, insurance, payroll, repairs and ordinary

maintenance, and such other routine business expenses as may be
reasonably incurred in the operation of the tribal bingo enterprise.

B. ACCOUNTING

Manager shall furnish the Tribe with annual state-
ments prepared by the national accounting firm of
Manager shall maintain full and accurate books of account at its
locate office, and the Tribe shall have the right to inspect and
examine such books at its own expense upon reasonable notice
during normal business hours. Such right may be exercised by an
agent.of the Tribe or an independent certified public accountant
employed by the Tribe. The books shall be kept on a cash basis,
and the records shall be maintained by using generally accepted
accounting principles.
9. PROFIT DISTRIBUTION

A. Manager shall be reimbursed for all capital advanced
in accordance with paragraph 7 for start-up activities. Manager
shall recover such start-up expenses on a monthly basis in the a-
mount of seventy five percent of the net profits or one hundred
fifty thousand dollars whichever is the lesser amount, provided that,
monthly operating costs are fully accrued and income is allocated
for such expenses. Such expenses shall be deducted from the gross
profits in determining net profits in accordance with paragraph 10.

B. Following full recovery of start-up expenses, Tribe
shall receive fifty-one percent (51%) of the net profits and, in
consideration of its services, Manager shall receive forty-nine percent
(49%) of net profits.

C. Tribe shall receive one hundred thousand dollars from
the Manager 30 days after the opening of the bingo enterprise. This
sun shall be considered a payment against future profits of Tribe.

10. FACILITY CONSTRUCTION

!t shall be the responsibility of the Manager to con-
struct, equip and furnish the facility and site in accordance with
construction plans provided by the Manager.

Tribe shall become sole owner of this facility following
the expi.:ation of this agreement.
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11. MAINTENENCE and REPAIR

Manager agrees to maintain the facility in a condition of
good repair and said premises shall be maintained in a clean and
attractive condition.

12. BONDING

Prior to the construction of the building and improvements,
Manager shall ensure that the contractor or sub-cbntractor posts a
performance bond in an amount equal to the costs of construction.

13. MECHANIC'S LIENS

Manager agrees to hold Tribe harmless for any liability
which may be incurred as a result of a mechanic's lien.

14. IDEMNIFICATICN

Manager agrees to indemnifty Tribe against all liabilities
in connection with the construction of the facility or with the op-
eration of the bingo enterprise, and all liabilities of injury or
death suffered by an employee or other person resulting from the bingo
management or operation, provided that, this section shall not im-
pose any obligation upon the Manager to indemnify Tribe against will-
ful misconduct or grossly negligent acts or omissions of Tribe,
its agents or employees.

15. EMPLOYMENT & TRAINING

A. Manager shall have sole responsibility to and shall
employ, direct, control and discharge all personnel performing
regular services in connection with the operation, management and
maintenance of the tribal bingo enterprise. All persons hired for
employment shall be employees of the Manager, and the Tribe shall
have no liability to, or for, any such employees. Compensation for
the services of all such employees shall be considered an operating
expense of the bingo operation.

B. Tribal membersehall be given first preference in
hiring of employees.

C. Manager will provide a General Manager and provide
individuals to carry out a program of instruction for job applicants
who are accepted for employment.

16. CHECKING ACCOUNT

The gross receipts of the bingo enterprise shall be de-
osited in a commercial bank andshall remain there until dispursed
y the Manager under the terms of this agreement.
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17. INSURANCE
The Manager shall maintain public liability insurance

in the amount of at least $1,000,000 per person and $3,000,000 per
occurence. Manager shall also keep the building and its contents
insured for full replacement value. This expense shall be deemed
an operating expense.

18. TAXATION

The Tribe agrees not to levy or collect any form of tax-
ation for the privilege of engaging in business within the exterior
boundries of the reservation.

19. ATTORNEY FEES

If an action is brought by either party under the terms
of this Agreement, the losing party shall pay all resonable attorney
fees of the prevailing party in addition to any other costs ou
relief awarded by the courts.

20. AUTHORUITY TO EXECUTE

Each party warrants to the other that it has. full authurity
to execute this Agreement and will, upon witten request by the other
party, provide satisfactory written evidence of such authority to the
extent that either represents or acts for interests other than its
own.

21. EXECUTICN IN DUPLICATE

This Agreement is being executed in duplicate originals,
one copy to be cetained by each party. Either is equally valid.
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Executed this day of

Tribe

Council Chairman

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before

NOTARY PUBLIC SEAL,

me this day of 1984.

INDIAN COUNTRY U.S.A.

John H. Artichoker Jr.

Robert T. Leisen

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this __ day of 1984.

NOTARY PUBLIC SEAL:

1984.
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Appendix 0

BIN60 PROFIT FORECAST
BY KICUINGBIRD ASSOCIATES
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Mr. COOPER. There is a lot of testimony on how complicated it is
to regulate gambling activitieF,. I can only speak for bingo. That's
where I have my expertise. My business helps hundreds of nonprof-
it organizations. Those organizations, a lot of which are complain-
ing about Indian bingo, churches, fire departments, American Le-
gions, small, large and the tribal experience really does fit under
that category.

Unfortunately, what happens is a lot of those very large games
are getting the attention, and there are tens of smaller games that
have been running themselves-the tribes have been running the
games themselves, have been very profitable, have been regulating
the games, have been taking care of any problems that exist. The
game of bingo is not that complicated, especially in comparison to
some of the other gaming. We have done technical assistance. We
have done auditing at several of the tribes, several that are testify-
ing-Tulalip, Akima. They do have financial controls there. They
are regulating their bingo.

They do have a handle on what is going on and so can the major-
ity of tribes. There will be exceptions to every rule, and probably
there should be some sort of a regulation in order to help those
tribes who can't regulate their own facility, their own bingo, and
my feeling is that there is enough experience in the bingo commu-
nity, in the tribal community right now to help the tribes in regu-
lating it themselves. There are years of experience, some 1, 2, some
even 10.

When they are running successful games, and I believe the com-
mission maybe should be set up, but I think that it probably should
be set up by the tribes. Bingo is not a hard game. There are very
very few things to deal with in bingo. It is very easily regulated in
the amount of spending and the number of people playing and the
amount of prizes that are being given out. So long as the records
are open, either from the management companies from the tribes,
there is no problem in keeping bingo operating smoothly and legiti-
mately.

Mr. KICKINOBIRD. So to that end, we think the proposal for the
Secretary to assist the tribes who in regulating-self-regulation by
the tribes is the best way to go. I think the other elements in our
testimony regarding length of contracts, splits, the accounting sys-
tems we have set up that have been used successfully by Acoma
and improvements we have suggested to other tribes appear in the
record. So if there any questions, we entertain them, and we are
available to consult with your staff if they want to know about the
technical side.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. That was a good state-

ment, and you made a real contribution to our hearing.
Mr. KiCKINGBIRD. As part of our statement, I would also like to,

since Comanche was one of our tribes, I would like to offer their
resolution which is in support of your bill.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, we will handle it that way.
Thank you.

[EDITOR'S NOTE.-The above-mentioned resolution may be found
in appendix I. See table of contents for page number.]
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The CHAIRMAN. We will now hear from Chaves, Governor of
Sandia Pueblo.

PANEL CONSISTING OF ESQUIPULA CHAVES, GOVERNOR,
PUEBLO OF SANDIA, ACCOMPANIED BY FRANK CHAVES,
BINGO MONITOR, AND DON WALKER, PRESIDENT, SANDIA
INDIAN MANAGMENT CO.
Mr. CHAVES. Mr. Chairman, we appreciate the opportunity to be

here today. M name is Frank Chaves. I am Sandia's trouble bingo
monitor, and will give the testimony for our governor, Esquipula
Chaves, who is sitting here next to me.

Mr. Donald Walker of the McDonald-Walker Group, the inves-
tors in our bingo operation, is with us at the table and he is seated
to my far left. Mr. Walker is spokesman for Sandia Indian Manage-
ment Company who are responsible for the management of our
bingo enter rises. We both have brief oral statements that we
would like the committee to hear.

The CHAIRMAN. It will be done.
Mr. CHAVES. We own a successful bingo enterprise which began

operations in January 1984. Our financial and operational success
is the result of both parties, Sandia Indian Management Company
and Sandia not violating agreed upon provisions of our manage-
ment contract. That contract gives the Pueblo control over oper-
ational policy and operational expenditures as distinct from
SIMCO's management responsibilities for daily operations.

Our control extends to continuous monitoring of daily operations
through my position which is tribal owner monitor. The responsi-
bilities of my position are listed in attachment 2 of Sanida's pre-
pared statement, and they cover oversight of the bingo games for
compliance to the ordinance and management agreement.

Attachment 3 is a control chart listing 24 activities with respon-
sibilities divided between Sandia Indian Management Company
and the Pueblo and designated individuals. The financial success of
Sandia bingo has had various positive effects on Sanida and nearby
communities. Some of these positive effects are outlined in our
written statement.

Our bingo enterprise is successful because time and careful delib-
eration were given by the tribal counsel to the decision to enter
into this business. Attachment 4 shows the process taken over a
1 -year period during which time evaluation of competing investor
proposals led to contract terms desired by the tribe. Item 6 of at-
tachment 4 lists key issues of the management contract, such as
Pueblo would have an owner monitor on the premises at all times
with complete access to all the books and records and control of
paying all expenses.

Attachment 5 shows the clearance procedures for investors and
managers. Our bingo enterprise is operated under sound business
practices. Our working relationship with SIMCO is good and leaves
internal tribal affairs out of the daily operations of the business.
Sandia Pueblo supports H.R. 1920 with certain modifications. This
bill recognizes the rights of tribes to operate gaming enterprises as
long as they are not prohibited by Federal law or State criminal
law.
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The bill is device for protecting tribes from harmful influence by
organized crime which we recognize is of national concern. H.R.
1920 is troublesome because it makes Indian gaming on Indian res-
ervations illegal unless the tribal ordinance or resolution adopted
by the tribal government is approved by the Secretary of Interior.
Such secretarial approval is inconsistent with the national policy of
self-determination and with evolving standards of Federal tribal re-
I tions that do not require tribes to submit ordinances or resolu-
iuns to the Secretary for approval.

We also urge this committee to be cautious in this legislation
where it effects Indian gambling business matters. For example,
negotiations between tribes and potential investors and manage-
ment fees based on percentages of net revenues need to be flexible
within limits. Mr. Walker's testimony has specific examples of the
many considerations that go into a decision to invest in and oper-
ate a successful reservation bingo enterprise. A final recommenda-
tion is to clarify congressional intent at sections 6 and 7 of the bill
with a technical amendment concerning involvement of outside
management firms and the daily operation of Indian gaming enter-
prise.

The bill states that in the event a gaming enterprise is licensed
to an individual or outside entity, the license must then be as re-
strictive as that established by State law. A technical amendment
is necessary to make the distinction between, one, hiring the out-
side firm for its expertise in accordance with the approved bingo
ordinance; and, two, meeting to restrict the tribe from giving up its
ownership and control of the enterprise to an outside firm.

This concludes Sandia's testimony. I would be pleased to respond
to any questions you may have at this time.

[The statement of Mr. Chaves, with attachments, follows:]
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MR. ESQUIPULA CHIVES'

Gcrnacr
MR. EDWARD PAISANO P.O. Box 608

Lt Governr BernaUo, New Mexko 87004
MR. JOSE R. TRUJILLO (505) 867-2876/50l2

Treasurer PUEBLO or 5ANDIR

STATE E"IiT OF GOVERNORR ESQUIPULA CRAVES
PUESLO OF SANDIA

BEFORE [LE HOUSE INTERIOR & INSULAA AFFAIRS CVtITTES
HEAI IG ON 11k1920 & 'R.2404

"THE INDIAN AGING ONTKOL ACT OF 1985"
25 JUNE 1985

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to be here today. My name is
Euquipula Chaves; I am Governor of Sandia Pueblo, a federally-recognied tribe
located immediately north of Albuquerque, New Mexico. With me is fir. Frank
Cnaves, our tribal bingo monitor who will give our testimony today. Also with
us is M'r. Don Walter of the McDonald-Walker Group, Inc., who are investors in
our bingo enterprise. Mr. Walker is also spokesman for SI2ICO (Sandia Indian
MIanagement Company) that is responsible for the management of our bingo opera-
tion. lie has a brief, separate statement for the record of this hearing.

Sandia Pueblo owns "Sandia Indian Bingo," a successful enterprise that
began operation In January 1984. lingo on the Sandia Reservation is carried
out under authority of the Sandia Pueblo through an enabling bingo ordinance.
A copy of that ordinance and Bureau of Indian Affairs Area Office and Agency
approval letters are Attachment I to this statement. The ordinance sttpulates
that proceeds from the enterprise are for "the support of programs to promote
the health, education and general welfare of the Pueblo and Sandia people."
Sandia's success is attributable to provisions of a management agreement be-
tween the Pueblo and Sandia Indian Management Company (SLCO). a New Mexico
Corporation. The agreement provides that the Pueblo maintain control over
operational policy and operational expenditures which is distinct from manage-
ment'e responsibility for daily operations. Sandia's control extends to
continuous monitoring of daily operations through a tribal, ownr-monitor.
The owner-onitor's function (see Attachment 11) is to oversee the operation
for compliance to the ordinance and management agreement and to generally look
after the interests of the Pueblo in all matters concerning Sandia Indian
bingo. (Attachment III Is a Control Chart listing twenty-four activities and
specifying the responsible Individual or management or tribal entity.)

Our enterprise (bingo) is responsible for reducing reservation unemploy-
ment to about three percent. Tribal members employed by the bingo operation
are gaining experience at every level of the operation. Proceeds from the
game help to fund tribal government; the Pueblo has generated an enterprise
equity of $862,230 to date without federal or tribal financial contribution to
enterprise start-up costs. Beyond tribal members, we also employ some
eighty-three non-tribal Individuals and have paid approximately $1,250,000 in
salaries and wages while purchasing $1 ,236,687 worth of goods and services in
the surrounding Albuquerque metropolitan area.
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We attribute success of the bingo enterprise to the time and careful
deliberation given by the tribal council to the decision to enter into this
business. (Attachment IV shows the process taken over a one and one-half year
period during which time evaluation of competing proposals led to desired
tribal terms used as the basis for negotiation and execution of the final
agreement. Item 6 of the attachment lists eight key issues of the management
contract, such as "The Pueblo would have an owner-monitor on the premises at
all times with complete access to all of the books and records and control of
paying all expenses." Attachment V shows the clearance procedure of investors
and managers.) As a result, the bingo enterprise operates with sound business
practices. A productive, open, working relationship between Sandia and SICO
was fostered with internal, tribal' affairs separated from the daily operation
of the business...

Sandia Pueblo supports enactment of '11R1920 with desired modifications.
It is a bill. which recognizes 'the right of 'tribes to operatecreservation
gaming enterprises that 'are n.ot-prohbited'-by.-federal law-or atateicriminal
law, and, it acts as a device to protect tribes from harmful influence or
organized crime that we recognize is of nationwde concern.

The'troublesome aspect of HR1920 is the provimton'4that makes gatng
illegal on Indian lands unless conducted pursuant to a. tribal, ordinance or
resolution adopted by an Indian tribal government and approved, by the Secre-
tary of 'the Interior. Such a provision would be inconsistent"with evolving
standards of federal--tribal relations that do not rquire tribes to submit
ordinances or resolutions to the Secretary for approval. It is particularly
so in the 1980's when promotin tribal self-goveront is a nationallpolicy.

We ask that Congress be conservative 'ioe.,gisation affecting Indian
gaming business matters. Negotiations between tribes and.potential investors
and management fees based on percentages 6f 'net revenues must be flexible,
within limits. SIfCO's testimony provides' practical eiamples""o[ the 'many K
considerations that must enter into a decision-to investing and operate a "
successful reservation bingo.enterprise.f' - '

Of additional concern to Sandia Pueblo is the need for gre' pbtection
of proprietary information such as computer programs and opetlLions. proce-
dures manuals which, under this legislation, will be subject to 'isuse by
those vested with authority for regulation of the gaes and enforcement of the
law. We recommend that the legislation contain strong sanctions against mis-
use of such proprietary Information.

This concludes my testimony and my prepared statement, I would be
pleased to respond to any questions the committee might have at this time.
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ATTACMENT 1

United States Departmen
BUREAU OF INDIAN

A.LBUQUERQUE AREA
P.O BOX 8327

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW M Z

It of the Interior
AFFAIRS Tribal Operations

omc& ROUTE TO:
xICO 87108 GOV. JRT

EPS

Through: Superintendent, Southern Pueblos Agency K8

Hr. Beniardino Trujillo MAR 10 19 83 a.v/
Governor, Pueblo of Sandia
P. 0. Box 608 RL
Bernalillo, New Mexico 87004

Dear Mr. Trujillo:

We have completed review of the Sandia Pueblo Bingo Ordinance
and Tribal Council Resolution No. 83-3, which enacts the Bingo
Ordinance. I am pleased to inform you that I am approving your
ordinance effective this date.

The Pueblo of Sandia is to be commended for undertaking this
endeavor which should help enhance the reservation's economy.
Please convey my congratulations to the Tribal Council and your
staff for having the foresight to embark on this economic
opportunity.

Sincerely,

Area Director

cot"Sel"
I. AMEYmCAa

Save Energy and You Serve America!

RECEIVED
MAR 1? 1983

SANDIA PUEBLO

.'-.,
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United States Department of the Interior
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

SOUTHERN PJEBLOS AGENCY
PO. BOX 1667

1000 INDIAN SCHOOL ROAD, N.W.
ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO 87103

Real Property
Management OCT 1 4 1983

Bernardino Trujillo, Governor
Pueblo of Sandia
P.O. Box 608
Bernalillo, New Mexico 87004

Dear Governor Trujillo:

We have completed review of the Management Agreement between the Pueblo of Sandia

and Sandia Indian Management Company which was submitted to this Agency on
October 13, 1983, for formal approval by the Bureau of Affairs.

Upon review we note that this Agreement primarily concerns itself with financing,
development and management of a bingo operation and defines the scope and extent
for accounting of all revenues. With this in mind and upon consultation with the

Field Solicitor, we have determined that formal approval of this Management Agree-

ment is not necessary by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

In as ouch as you have submitted for approval to the Bureau of Indian Affairs,

the Sandia Pueblo Bingo Ordinance which was subsequently approved by the Area

Director. Albuquerque Area Office on March 10. 1983: we find that approval of
the Ordinance is sufficient approval for the activity to take place within the

boundaries of the Pueblo of Sandia.

We further recognize that the Bingo operation Is to take place in the building

cor=only known as the Sandia Indian Industries building. In as much as the

industrial building was constructed to improve and enhance the economic develop-
cent of the reservation, we find that its proposed use as a bingo facility Is
consistent with the tribe's efforts toward economic development. I, as
Superintendent, acknowledge and accept the role that I may be called upon to
settle any disputes If It is necessary with respect to section XIV of the
Management Agreement. Therefore, we give our approval for the use of this

facility.

The Council and the Pueblo of Sandia is to be commended and congratulated for

embarking on this economic endeavor which should enhance the Pueblo's efforts

to achieve economic self sufficiency.

Sincerely,

Superintendent
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HR. BEPNARDINO TRUJILLO
Governor
I R. DOMINGO FIOTOYA
LL Governor
1lR.JOSE R. TRUJILLO
Treasurer

P.O. Box 608
Berriail, New Mexic 87004

(505) 867-2876/5021

BINGO ORDINANCE

BE IT RESOLVED AND ORDAINED by the Tribal Council of the Pueblo of Sandia:

Section I. Short Title.

This Act shall be cited as the "bingo ordinance."

Section 2. Purpose.

The purpose of the bingo ordinance is to make lawful and to regulate the
conducting of certain games of chance by the authority of the Pueblo of Sandia.

Section 3. Definitions.

As used in the bingo ordinance:

A. "Bingo" shall mean that specific kind of game of chance commonly known
as bingo, lotto, or guest game, in which prizes are awarded on the basis of designated
numbers or symbols on a card conforming to numbers or symbols selected at random, and
wherein players pay a sum of money for the use or benefit of one or more of such
numbered cards.

B. "Proceeds" shall mean receipts from the sale of shares, tickets, or rights
in any manner connected with participation in a game of chance or the right to
participate therein, including any admission fee or charge, the sale of equipment or
supplies, and all other miscellaneous receipts.

C. "Pueblo of Sandia" shall mean the tribe of Indians located within the
counties of Sandoval and Bernalillo, and within the exterior boundaries of the State of
New Mexico, being at its present location since time Immemorial, being duly recognized
by the Secretary of Interior of the United States of America and other agencies of the
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United States of America and other governments, and being organized under the Indian
Reorganization Act of June 13, 1934, 25 USC 461, et seq., as a self-governing,
independent, sovereign government, its lands presently comprising approximately
22,870.91 acres; sometimes hereinafter called "Pueblo."

D. "Tribal Council" shall mean the Tribal Council of the Pueblo of Sandia,
which is the recognized governing body of the Pueblo, possessing plenary power over the
people, land, and property within the exterior boundaries of the Pueblo.

E. "Player" shall mean any person, Indian or non-Indian, and whether a Sandia
Pueblo Indian or not, paying some amount of United States currency to the Pueblo or its
agent, servant, or employee for admission to and participation in a bingo game and who
has a reasonable expectation of receiving a prize if one or more of his cards conform to
the designated numbers or symbols on the said card.

F. "Priie " Fshall mean and iefer to any United States currency, cash, or
other property or thinj'of value awarded to a player of a bingo game, or players in a
series of bingo games. - -, - ":. . , " "

G. "Occasion" shall mean a single gathering or session at which a series of
successive bingo games is played.

H. "Person shall mean a'natural person, either Indian or" non-Indian, -and
either a Sandia Tribal member or a non-Sandia Tribal member.

S "PremLses" shall mean the room, hall, enclosure, or outdoor area used for
the purpose of playing bingo.- - -, - .. qp \

" r /J Eqwprnenr ihall mean'the receptacle and' numbe rd objects-drawn from"
it; the master board upon 'which suchobjects are'placed -as drawn, the'card, or'sheets
bearing numbers or other designations to be covered and the objects used to cove them;
the board or signs, however operated, used to announce or display the nurnbers"or
designations as they are drawn ; the public address system; Lnd all other articles essential
to the operation, conduct; %hd playing of bingo. t

Section 4. Operations. f "
It shall be lawful for the Pueblo of Sandia, its agents, servants, and employees,

to perform, conduct, operate, maintain, or supervise a bingo game or series of bingo
games at any premises, ithin the exterior boundaries of the Pueblo of Sandia
Reservation. It shall be unlawful for any other person, corporation, company, firm, or
other entity, except the Pueblo of Sandia, to perform, conduct, operate, maintain, or
supervise a bingo game or series of bingo games within the exterior boundaries of the
Pueblo of Sandia Reservation.

Bingo games may be conducted each and every day of the week and at any hour
of the day, except not later than 2:00 A.M. and not beginning a new occasion earlier than
the next 10:00 A.M. following.
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There shall be no limit as to the prize money or prizes for any single game or
occasion.

All persons involved in the conduct of bingo must be bonalide er,,ployees of the
Pueblo of Sandia or bonafide employees of its agents, servants, or emplo) ees.

No person under the age of 21 years shall be allowed to play bingo.

Section 5. Name Tags.

All persons operating or assisting in'the operation or conduct of any bingo game
shall wear legible tags evidencing their names and the legend and symbol of the Pueblo of
Sandia. Tags must be visible and worn or otherwise affixed to all persons operating or
assisting in the operation of the bingo games.'

• ":.;" .. , _ . Section 6. Procecds, ,. ' -: -

All of the.proceeds derived from a bingo game, after. payment of the prize
money, expenses, andl fees, shll be collected by the Pueblo of Sandia for the support of

programs to promote the health, education, and general welfare of the Pueblo of Sandia
people, by:" . . o'- . ; .

J. '"Benefiting persons through enhancing the opportunities
, for religious or educational'advancement; relieving or I, •

". protecting them from suffering or distress; assisting them . ,
in becoming contrbting'and participating citizens in a
progressive 'community; :or . increasing* their ciompre- .
hension 'of and participatingn in the vital community
activities of the Pueblo of Sandia; -

2. initiating, "rforming, or loitering worthj 'public works I ,
or enabling and furthering' the construction or mainte- -
nance of public structures;

3. Lessening the burdens borne by government or voluntarily
supporting, augmenting, or supplementing services which
government would normally render to the Pueblo of
Sandia people; acclimating and training tribal members to
participate in commercial and business activities; and/or

0. Improving, expanding. maintaining, or repairing real
property or fixtures owned by the Pueblo of Sandia.

Section 6. Enforcement.

It shall be the duty of the Pueblo of Sandia to enforce the provisions of this
Ordinance and to keep the peace as to all persons on the premises upon which bingo is
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played, which may be accomplished with the cooperation of other legitimate law
enforcement agencies.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED Oiat the foregoing Ordinance is hereby
enacted by the Tribal Council of the Pueblo of Sacla.

-i" '--o.'CERTIFICATION

The foregoing Ordinance was considered by the Sandia Pueblo Tribal Council at
a duly called meeting and was adopted by the Cowcil with a quorum being present at a
meeting held n the' 9thday "o Februar, 193. a - . .. .

-- . , ,- , ,- , .- : , "- r " " "

" .: j L5 rd in o T ru jillo , G o v e rr "

Attes / ";,
p . v ' ." -G_ .: ".. '" -',t " . .

'. . ;.

.,. .

. : : ~ ~~ ~ ~~. , - ,.'- : . " : i : . ' , .
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ATTACHMENT II

Owner itor

1. Rec ized Need.

The Owner-Monitor position originated from Pueblo concerns:

a. To Protect its interest in the bingo operation.

b. The need to have one individual responsible for mandatory compliance
of management agreement.

c. Because of the nature of the business and the potential for skim na,
the Pueblo wanted a representative to ensure that cash controls were
devised ar implemented.

2. How Position has EVolved.

Because the Pueblo's Business Development Technician was intimately and
continuously involved in developing the methodolcy for and in the neotia-
tions of the Management Preeirent, the Tribal Council designed the Business
Development Technician, Orner-Monitor.

Initially, the Owner-Monitor worked with the designated aoent of the
manaqement company and tribal attorney to ensure that essential start-up
provisions of the management agreement were executed. These provisions in-
cluded facilities renovation, eplo.o ent and training, establishing opera-
tional accounts and establishing cash control and accounting procedures.

The Owner-Monitor eoasized the importance of and reccrmended to the
Tribal Council to limit its involvement to major policy decisions. This
basic understanding still exists and the Owner-nibnitor is the main conTunica-
tions conduit and buffer between the Tvibal Council and daily enterprise
operations.

3. Dow Ovx-Mnitor Oversees Operatems.

a. Control-Tools.

(1) The Owner-Monitor has an internal accounting controls manual
that details:

- the entrance and exit controls procedure.

- the money room internal accounting controls.

- concession department internal accounting controls.

- the bingo prize payment Procedure and internal accounting
controls.

- the payroll processing and internal accounting controls.

- the books and records data flow.

- the inventory controls for binqo.

72-553 0 - 87 - 8
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(2) M operations manual that Aetails:

- all job descriptions.

- operational procedures for all departments.

- all operational forws.

- department estimated budoets.

(3) A cash receipts system was devised to minimize the risk of
collaboration ard to hold all emloyees handling funds
accountable.

b. Checks and Balances.

(1) Owner-Monitor is responsible for reviewing and anprovino
oneratinq expenses.

(2) Owner-Fonitor must countersian all enterprise checks with the
exception of payroll checks.

(3) Owner-Monitor has access to all books and records of the
enterprise.

(4) Owner-fbnitor has the authority to initiate action to brina
operations into ccxpliance with policies.

c. What to Monitor.

Reviews daily sumary reports, over/short rpOnrts, acissions door
receipt count, and checks for any discrepancies.

Review monthly reports related to average daily attendance, average
daily expenditures, prizes paid out, and concession averages for noticable
changes which can be attributed to different factors including skimminq.

Observe for any departure from operational procedure or chances made
by management without first receiving written approval.

Review operational expense approval forms with accvmpanying invoices,
and look for unusual expenses or itefs purchased, quantities purchased, dates
proper billing and question anything unusual prior to approval.

4. Working Relationships.

a. Tribal Council.

On a monthly basis the Owner-Monitor reports on waior polIcy charge
consideration or approvals, monthlv financial reports and disciisses any
Council concerns.

When directed by the Covernor, reports on issues confronting the
ooeration are provided to the Council.
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The Owner-Monitor is available to any Councilman at the Governor's
office on a daily basis.

b. Governor.

on an as-needed basis, the Owner-Monitor confers with the Governor
and Lieutenant Governor on matters of immrrtance, discuss OroPosed changes,
major operational events and the aeneral condition of the enterprise.

The Governor, Lieutenant Governor, and Owner-Monitoc confer on issues
that should go before the full Council.

Legal issues always require the involvement of the Governor and
Tribal Attorney.

c. Agent for Manaqement xrxpany (SIMCO).

Under the ManaQement Agreement, "one of the individual principals of
Contract-Manaqer, . . ., shall be present in the vicinity of the operation a
minimLmn of 50% of the time." In aAdition, individual principals of the
agreement as well as the corporate entity have provided personal and indivi-
dual guarantees of their obligations.

To carry out their obliqations, the management ccmanv named, with
the Pueblo's concurrence, an exclusive anent who has the authority to make
decisions and bind the management company to those decisions.

The Owner-Monitor works with the agent to see that the obligations of
the Aqreement are carried out.

d. General Manager.

The Owner-Monitor's most frequent contact is with the General Manaaer
who is the only management comoany employee on the premises. Communications
concern the full spectrum of operations from long ranged planning to daily
operat ions.
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ATTACHMENT Ill

Decision or Action eview

Subject Matter

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

..

B.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

SAW-IA DOLA BDwn

cfIWL CmAR

and Inquiry rZ Infonnat ion T

I M grenj Aner-Sl O n i

Bingo Odi-nance modifications

Management Pqreerent Moadifications

Bingo Ordinance Conpliance

Managment Mreement Compliance

Appointment of Owner Monitor

Appointment of Agent ISIMCO)

Hirin/ irinq. General Manager

Hirinq/Firing Manaaement DriTloyees

Hirinq/Firing Operations Fholoyees

Other Personal Matters

Annual Budget

Disposition of 'Net Operatina
Prof its'

Operating Borrowing

Audits

Operational Expenditures

Books of Accounts

Monthly Financial Statements

Monthly Statistical Reports

Operational Planninq and
Development

Contracts, Leases, etc.

Daily Operational Reports

Daily Operations

Ma jor Decisions/Pol icy
Determ[ nat ions

Daily Operations vs. Major
Ciecisions Classification

177zII 1

i 117177717A r////mU//At./r17,4 7 I .... '
1 ,' 1 //7nfl1A.

Now 7"7/ i

Lzz~t17zzz 77zAzi
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C*ztxl "d Infotniatiwi Flow

Attached is a contml chart developed to represent current ooeratt onal con-
ditions relative to decision making authority and information a. iilabilitv
under normal operating conditions. As circumstances warrant, the Pueblo has
substantive authority to involve itself in any matter concerning binqo
activity on the Reservation.

Notes to Control Chart:

1. The bingo ordinance was approved by the Tribal Council on the 9th day of
February 1983. It was amended to change the minirum age of a binao
player from 21 to 18 years of aqe.

5. The Pueblo's Business [evelopment Technician has been anointed Owner-
Monitor. In October 1984 a personnel transition in the position occurred.
The transition occurred without disruption of operations or coromunication
flow %fiich can be attributed to the strength of the organizational struc-
ture and support systems.

6. The provision to have an agent on the premises was very inlportant in the
initial development stages of the enterprise. We have found that as the
start-up provisions wre executed ad as management systems were develop-
ed and improved, the agent's presence became less of a necessity to the
Pueblo. We are considering modifying our Manaqenent Agreement to reduce
the agent's required time on the premises.

7. The General Manlaqe of the enterprise is the key enmloyee in the ooera-
tion and has developed a oood working relationship with the Oner-onitor
and Pueblo. Ch occasion, the General Manager reports on operations
directly to the Tribal Council.

With regard to Itens 9., 10., and 22., the General Manaaer has cmrlete
authority and anyone over the General lianaqer will become involved only
in unusual circumstances or at the -equest of the Gneral Manager.

12. At the beqininq of each month and after financials have been prepared, a
determination of cash flow needs of the operation is the factor used to
determine the timing of the distribution of net operating profits from
the preceding month.

13. The need to borrow from a financial institution for operations has not
occurred.

14. The annual audit for 1984 received an unqualified opinion. It includes a
review of internal accountinq controls.

17. Monthly financial statements and reports are available to the Governor
and Tribal Council at the Governor's office.

18. Monthly financial statements and re orts are available to the Covernor
and Tribal Council at the Governor's office.
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24. one of the reasons the enterprise is successful is due to Ianaqement's
responsibility to manage the day-to-day affairs of the business without
tribal politics becomir a factor. However, %ben a dispute arises re-
garding the classification of day-to-day management decisions on one
hand and major decisions for policy determinations on the other, the
Pueblo shall make that determination under the provisions of the manaqe-
ment agreement.
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ATTACHMENT IV

Bacqrul and Methodology
of Negotiating Management hjeret

I. decisionn of Tribal Comrcil.

Tribal Council considered at length as to undertaking a binqo operation
and decided in the affirmative in May 1982.

2. Negotiating 7,m.

The Tribal Council charged certain persons with the responsibility of
negotiating the term of the bingo management aqreement. The negotiating
team consisted primarily of the Business Develociment Officer employed by the
Pueblo, the current Covernor, and the tribal attorney. They were instructed
to uork with the local agency of the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA). No
authority was granted for final approval of any proposed management agreement
to this team.

3. Assessment of Bargaining Position.

Sandia's strengths were its location, i.e., being adjacent to the major
metropolitan area of Albuauerque and nearby communities; that Sandia owned a
warehouse-type building in excess of 30,000 square feet, then unoccupied.
The building was on a 12-acre parcel of land, fenced, with some paved parking
area, and the availability of basic utilities. Ready access was available to
a nearby thoroughfare.

Sandia was willing to offer the above items to the endeavor but was
reluctant to contribute the cash needed to renovate the building and to other-
wise capitalize the initial expenses of the operation.

4. Evaluating Existing Proposals.

The negotiating team desired to weed out the proposers who were not
serious or patently unsuitable. The criteria which was used in deciding who
were a serious prospect and who were not were: good reputation, the where-
withal to finance the venture, and bingo managemnt expertise.

Applying these standards, the number of oroposers reduced themselves to
three and these three were the ones with which serious negotiations therein-
after transpired.

5. Sandia's Form of Contract.

Each proposer had his own form of a proposed management eareement;
although each was different from the other, they did possess common similari-
ties. The similarities were: a term of years considered overly lont by the
Pueblo, i.e., ten years or more, a 51-491 split of the net profits, and
provision that the capital outlay of the investors be repaid prior to any
distribution of profits. Utilizing these proposed forms of agreement,
together with other sanvles, and utilizing its own iAeas with respect to
these three points, Sandia developed its own form of a management aareement,
and this essential form was presented to each of the proposers and formed the
the basis for negotiations. This occurred in December 1982.
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All of the proposers were aware, by design, that there were competinq
proposals and each proposer was told that the Pueblo intended to sign with
the proposer who presented the "fustest with the mrostest."

In May 1983, the Pueblo submitted the form of the Management Agreement,
unexecuted, to the BIA and to the Office of the Solicitor and asked for
comments or recommendations. The question was posed as to whether the
Manage ent Agreement required BIA approval inasmuch as it was a management
agreement as opposed to a lease of land. Parenthetically, the Pueblo desired
that the agreement be approved to demonstrate federal involvement thence
enhancing the preeoption argument if the bingo operation were to be
challenged.

All three proposers met at length with the negotiating team and two of
the proposers were presented to the Tribal Council durina the negotiating
period.

6. "-y issues in Managernt Contract.

The Pueblo regarded as key issues in the Management Contract certain
i teams:

a. That the Tribe have the right to approve architectural plans prior
to the commencement of the renovation.

b. That a budget be prepared and presented to the Pueblo showing the
costs of the renovation and the acquisition of equipment. Moreover,
the Manager was required to show financial capability of meeting
those financial requirements established by that budget.

c. In addition to other budget matters, the Pueblo insisted that a
special account be established to make sure that sufficient ironies
existed to pay prizes to bingo oame players at the outset of the
operation, .uardinq against the possibility that at the beginning of
the games there would otherwise not be sufficient cash on hand to
pay prizes. This was a potential embarrassment which the Pueblo was
intent on avoiding.

d. The Manager was obligated to pay for most of the *start-up" expenses
which were not to be paid out of the bingo ooeration. They were to
be the exclusive expenses of the Manager. Other tvne of expenses
such as consumnables and salaries were to be considered a business
expense.

e. The Pueblo should receive a substantially greater share of the net
profits than the 51-49% division generally proposed.

f. The agreement would be for a relatively short term and that there be
a "buy-out" provision at the end of five years.

g. Sandia meeers were given absolute perference in hirinqs.

h. The Pueblo would have a owner-mronitor nn the premises at all times
with complete access to all of the books and records and control of
paying all expenses.
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The Manaqement Areeirent was ultimately sined by both parties on
October 12, 1983.
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ATTACHMENT V

Steps Taken to Clear Investors and Manaer

1. With respect to key management persons and investors, Sandia
required the following information: name, current address, previous resident
address, business, Social Security number, date of birth, and place of birth.
A resume and personal financial statements were requested.

2. Going through the local Bureau of Ir]ian Affairs (BIA) aqency, these
individuals were checked with respect to any -riminal activity or association
with criminal activities through the: National Criminal Information Center
located at the headquarters of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the
records at the State level for the State in which the investors were located,
for example the Florida Department of Law Enforcffent or the Texas Department
of Public Safety in Austin. Checks were made through the police departments
of the locality wherein the individual resided. All names were also sub-
mitted to the New Mexico Governor's Orqanized Crime Commission. Credit
checks through recognized credit bureaus were requested. Generally, the
individuals had some previous contact with Indian binao. If so, contract was
made with that Indian bingo operation and inquiries made as to the indivi-
duals reputation and performance. Contact in the same regard was made with
the local BIA agency within which jurisdiction the particularly Indian bingo
operation existed.

3. At lest in one instance the information developed was such that it
required an explanation together with documentation by one of the individuals.
This required more vertification, and ultimately the Tribal officials were
satisfied as to this particular individual.

4. Having established the good record and repute of these individuals
the Pueblo needed to be assured that there would not be subsequent investors
not cleared by the Pueblo. Accordingly, the Pueblo asked for and received a
letter front the attorney representing the investment qrouo, a corporation,
the letter stating that no stock would be issued to any person in the corpora-
tion other than persons shown on an attached list, and those persons listed
were the individuals cleared. An office of that cooperation certified to
this assertion as well.
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The CHAIRMAN. Good thank you. You have had an actual profita-
ble operation going now for about a year and a half.

Mr. C(HAVES. Yes, sir, that is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. It started in early 1984.
Mr. CHAVES. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you or Mr. Walker how many em-

ployees you have and how many of those employees are members
of the Pueblo?

Mr. CHAVES. We have 120 employees, and of those 120 employees,
37 are tribal members, and 83 are both Indian and nonindian indi-
viduals. The Indian individuals are from surrounding Pueblo com-
munities in our area. And we are employing our own people at
every level of the operation from management level positions right
down to janitorial positions and what have you.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you think this provides a good training
ground for members of your Pueblo?

Mr. CHAVES. Yes, sir, it does, especially in the management level
positions.

The CHAIRMAN. Give me two or three of the top people that are
Sandia Pueblo. What do they do?

Mr. CHAVES. We have an assistant bingo manager who manages
the floor operations, and he is in control of the floor clerks and the
pull tabs operations. And they have control over those employees
in those departments. We also have the money room manager who
is a tribal employee or tribal member, rather. And they have con-
trol over the cash that comes into our operation from the floor and
control over the paper that is also reconciled with the cash.

The CHAIRMAN. Tell me a little about this. I come to play bingo.
How does my $10 get into the bank and who handles it on the way
through?

Mr. CHAVES. At the door, you would be sold a bingo package, and
from that sale you would receive a receipt.

The CHAIRMAN. That's cash?
Mr. CHAVES. A cash receipt; that's correct. But this would also

act as a control for us because you cannot claim a bingo prize
unless you have that receipt in your hand.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you take American Express or Visa or any-
thing?

Mr. CHAVES. We like these, but--
The CHAIRMAN. All cash no checks?
Mr. CHAVES. All cash, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. OK, go ahead.
Mr. CHAVES. From this receipt there is also a master receipt

from our cash registers from which we derive all the information
on all the different cash receipts coming into the operation.

Once the player is in the hall and has given their money to the
clerk, the admission clerk takes that money, and the cash is recon-
ciled with the tape, the master tape and also the indiviudal sales
tapes in the money room itself. That is how we control admissions
receipts.

On the floor we also sell extras which are called extras. And a
certain number of extras are provided to floor clerks, and they are
accounted for. Each piece of paper that comes through that oper-
ation is accounted for. That must be reconciled with the cash that
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is brought back into the money room. So there are very stringent
controls about money going out and money coming back for-

The CHAIRMAN. How does the money get to the bank?
Mr. CHAVES. The money is deposited to the bank in a Wells

Fargo transportation service.
The CHAIRMAN. Same day?
Mr. CHAVES. Yes, sir, same day. We maintain on our premises

only enough cash for our operations for that day. And all of the
cash is reconciled, and we have access to the records of those cash
reconciliations as well as to the bank statements.

The CHAIRMAN. How close are the operation to Albuquerque?
Mr. CHAVES. From the center of the metropolitan area, I would

say about 11 miles.
The CHAIRMAN. This is on the north side?
Mr. CHAVES. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. How near the interstate?
Mr. CHAVES. Yes, it is right off Interstate 1-25.
The CHAIRMAN. In your judgment, having this successful oper-

ation, how important is it to have proximity to a major population
center like Albuquerque and how important is the freeway?

Mr. CHAVES. Very important. Based on the population, for exam-
ple, of Albuquerque, which is the metropolitan area, which is ap-
proximately half a million people, we should not really be operat-
ing an operation, I guess, or the size that we have. We seek 1,600
individuals, according to the demographics.

Now, we run our operation very efficiently, and we do a great
deal of promotion. And we treat our customers well, so we have
been able to maintain a good steady flow of customers in the area.

The CHAIRMAN. So the small Indian tribe that is located in the
remote area away from big cities and interstate highways, in your
opinion, would have considerable trouble making a go of it.

Mr. CHAVES. Based on demographics, yes, sir, unless there were
some reason the people would want to come other than bingo. I am
not sure. But demographics are important. The economic feasibility
of an operation is important.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, you put together a very valuable, impres-
sive and helpful set of testimony, and I appreciate it very much. It
will help us when we make the decisions in a few weeks about
which way we are going with this legislation. Thank you very
much.

Mr. CHAVES. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Walker has a brief statement he
would like to present.

The CHAIRMAN. OK, Mr. Walker.
Mr. WALKER. I will keep it brief because Frank has covered

almost everything I wanted to say. My name is Don Walker. I am
the president of Sandia Indian Management Company. And all I
really would like to add to the testimony that Frank has given is
that both the Sandia Pueblo and ourselves put this thing together
as a business. During the contract negotiations they were just as
tough as we hope we were, and once we got the agreement, we
worked together to operate this thing as a joint venture.

The earlier testimony indicates that the managers interfering in
tribal politics was a very bad problem. I contend that the flip side
is also true; the tribal politics getting in the way of the operation is
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very definitely a problem. We are represented-we have an oper-
ation in Oklahoma that is not doing so well, and in part it is be-
cause it is a political thing rather than being run as a business.

One of the things I would like to do is put in a little protection in
what you are recommending with H.R. 1920. What we would sug-
gest you do is to have a set of guidelines formulated so that every-
one would have an idea of what really the game is going into it.
From the point of the investors, it is a very risky situation. Our
expenses were not inconsiderable. They amounted to almost $1 mil-
lion to renovate the hall, set up the bingo machinery and set up
the systems.

We are very strong on procedures at Sandia. It has saved us from
several embarrassing situations with employee problems. We would
hope that this legislation would come up with some sorts of proce-
dures and criterion that anyone interested in getting into the bingo
business would have a look at before they got too far along down
the line.

[The statement of Mr. Walker follows:]
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STATRMT OF DIALD L. WAiLER
PRESIDENT, SANDIA INDIAN MANAGEMENT COMPANY (SINCO)

BEFORE TH HOUSE INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS 0OHIQITTZ
HEARING ON HR1920 & UR2404

'THE INDIAN GAMING CONTROL ACT OF 1985"
25 JUNE 1985

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to be here today along with
Sandia Pueblo. My name is Donald Walker; I an President of Sandia Indian
Management Company (SIMCO), a Now Mexico corporation formed specifically to
renovate an existing Pueblo-owned building; purchase and install bingo equip-
ment; and operate the bingo hall on the Sandia Reservation. SI)D was formed
from the KcDoald-Walker Group. Inc. (see Attechment I), a Florida Sub-S
Corporation, who, prior to the investment at Sandia, considered investing in
the Seminole Indian-Tampa Bingo Hall. We declined that investment but saw
opportunity in the Indian bingo busfness.

We were introduced to th* Sandia Pueblo in August 1983. Sandia Pueblo
had a suitable facility and presented a workable contract for our considera-
tion. The contract between Sandia Pueblo and SIMCO we signed as presented by
the Pueblo, with no modifications. " The contract included the following
provisions: 1) The contractor-manager (SIMCO) would renovate the Pueblo's
existing industrial building at SINCO's expense; 2) SIXOD would supply the
bingo equipment and television monitors; and 3) SDICO would set up personnel
and operations policies, providing training, and supply the first $20,000 of
start-up expenses.

Our experience of nearly two years with Indian bingo tells us that tribal
politics can spell failure for this type of joint venture. The professional
manner of Sandia Pueblo has been a major factor in our shared success. By
contrast, McDonald-Walker is presently dissolving a bingo operation in
Oklahoma where tribal politics forced management to conclude that chances for
financial success were limited.

A concern that Sandia Indian Management Company (SIKCO) generally has
with Indian gaming is that of security clearance for potential investors and
management firms. Lacking experience with Indian gaming, we viewed the sectur-
ity check as a mere formality. When contract closing was delayed three weeks,
we realized that clearance was a thorough process. Sandia's investors were
pleased with this thoroughness, particularly since the possibility of criminal
intrusion in Indian gasing operations is a threat and a legitimate concern for
all those involved.

SINCO's position is that the intent of M1920 is reasonable. We feel
that federal standards should be applied not on).y to protect the tribes from
intrusion by organized crime, but also to assure honest business people who
invest and work with the tribes that the risk of such intrusion is minimal.
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We support reaffirmation in the legislation that tribal entities may
retain their right to ventures not prohibited by law. Likewise, we are very
doubtful that additional governmental bureaucracy is the answer to the ques-
tion of how best to administer the necessary federal standards. I cannot
overstate to the committee, and the administration, the importance of not
Impending tribal ventures into the business world. Our evaluation of Indian
bingo from a business perspective forecasts risk of a consequential nature.
For example: I) We would be dealing with a sovereign nation who could not be
taken to court easily as a way of resolving differences. 2) The Albuquerque
bingo market was an unknown with regard to high stakes bingo. 3) Since
building improvement was on tribal trust land, bank financing was
unavailable. The renovation was estimated at $450,000. So, needed capital
improvements were financed by SIA(O in full cognizance that we would give up
title as soon as the money was spent. Actual construction costs were almost
double the original architectural estimate.

Generally, investors in Indian bingo assume these greater risks because
the prospect for return is good. Therefore, within an upper limit of return,
investors and tribes should have flexibility to negotiate to mutual benefit.
Otherwise, tribes seeking investors may lose this source of capital which
neither the commercial banking system nor federal government appear ready to
provide to any sizeable degree.

As stated, SIRCO's investment risks at Sandia were considerable. For
example, the need to guarantee prizes was immediate and large -- the first
night's prize liability was $35-50,000 and we were operating four nights a
week. Based both upon successful and unsuccessful ventures, we recommend that
section 7 of HR1920 concerning "contracts for the management and operation of
a tribal gaming enterprise" be modified by adding the following six provi-
sions.

1. The term of the contract must be a minimum of five
years.

2. A 60/40 split in favor of the tribe should be a mini-
mum requirement.

3. The contract should be specific in reference to areas
of responsibility for both operation and expenses.

4. An arbitration procedure should be Included to cover
disputed matters.

5. An approved system of accounting should be established
for cash as well as paper, and should be part of the
contractual agreement.
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6. The tribe should be represented at the facility by an
Indian monitor who Is specifically charged with this
responsibility.

This proposed addition to the bill would be a desirable replacement for
section 7.

The important issue of security clearance for ._&vestors and management
groups as well as the necessity of having mutual responsibilities can ensure
success of the enterprise. These two issues should be explicitly detailed in
the enacted legislation rather than leaving decisions on these Issues to
administrative discretion by either the Interior Secretary or a gaming commis-
sion. To accomplish this purpose, we recommend section 7 be further modified
by substituting a new section 7 (e), as follows: 'To qualify for a contract
to engage in the Indian gaming business, the reservation must be located in a
state where that form of gaming is legal under federal law and not prohibited
by state criminal law. The tribe and its investors and management firm must
meet the following minimum criteria." The law would then detail necessary
features of the contract, the steps taken to ascertain the character, inte-
grity. and background of the investors and managers, and methods of tribal
control. For such delineation, we recommend that the committee consider the
steps, procedures and control process used by the Sandia Pueblo bingo enter-
prise. The successfully proven mechanisms are contained as attachments to the
Sandia Pueblo testimony.

This concludes my testimony and my prepared statement. I would be
pleased to respond to any questions the committee might have at this time.
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The CHAIRMAN. OK, thanks again for being with us.
We we will hear next from Governor Garcia of Acoma.

PANEL CONSISTING OF MERLE GARCIA, GOVERNOR, PUEBLO OF
ACOMA ACCOMPANIED BY PETER MacDONALD, ECONOMIC
CONSULTANT AND, BOBBY GEORGE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS, ACOMA
Mr. GARCIA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman and mem-

bers of the committee, my name is Merle Garcia. I am governor of
the Pueblo of Acoma, which is located within the State of New
Mexico. With me today is Peter MacDonald, an economic consult-
ant and former chairman of the Navajo Tribal council.

The CHAIRMAN. I thought I recognized his face.
Mr. GARCIA. And also with me is Mr. Bobby George, who is the

executive director of economic developments for Acoma.
I would like to express my sincere appreciation for the opportuni-

ty to present our views to this committee on the subject of Indian
gaming.

Today, and in the next few months, you will be considering
whether to pass a law establishing Federal supervision over Indian
gaming. I would like, first, to tell you how important Indian
gaming has been to the Pueblo of Acoma, and then I will ask Mr.
MacDonald to comment for us on the economic effect of the pro-
posed legislation on the future of my people.

There are about 3,800 members of the Pueblo of Acoma, most of
whom live on our 245,000-acre reservation located in New Mexico,
and it is 60 miles west of Albuquerque. Economic development has
not been easy for us. Until recently most of our tribal income has
come from the tourist trade, from interest accured on our general
fund and from a small cattle operation. We have depended heavily
on Federal funds to support even the most basic government serv-
ices.

Nearly 2 years ago the Tribal Council voted to establish a tribal
bingo game. That vote changed our lives. Last year, financed in
part with bingo proceeds, we built the first gas station, the first
restaurant and the first laundromat on tribal lands. We have used
bingo proceeds to pay the expenses of our police, to set up a tribal
day care program for our young children and to fund college and
trade school scholarships. We have donated moneys from our bingo
proceeds to help the elderly and to help handicapped children. We
have given to charitable organizations in the community.

Next year, bingo proceeds will help us to build our first motel,
our first truck stop and a new tourist visitor center. We are also
thinking of using the proceeds in our solar hot water tank manu-
facturing plant that is on the drawing board for 1988. A tribal con-
struction company will receive funding from bingo proceeds to help
with future road construction.

The Acoma bingo game has directly put to work 30 tribal mem-
bers, and indirectly with our new economic development program
many many more will be employed.

These may seem small steps to you, but for the people of the
Pueblo of Acoma, the change has been dramatic. For the first time
in many years, we have a reliable source of income, and most im-
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portant of all, a source of income under our control. We tribal lead-
ers feel a deep responsibility to use this source of income to take
our people out of poverty, to provide jobs and training and to use
the proceeds to better our community so that the lives of our chil-
dren and their children will be enriched.

One final comment: I have heard a lot about bad publicity which
suggests Indian bingo attracts criminals like a magnet. Perhaps in
isolated cases this has been so, but it is not true of the Pueblo of
Acoma. We have run our games for almost 2 years with no prob-
lems of that sort. In fact, we asked the accounting firm of Arthur
Anderson to do an audit of our game, and Arthur Anderson gave it
a clean bill of health. The acoma bingo game is well-managed and
the money goes where it is supposed to go. Every penny is account-
ed for.

I would like to state here, Mr. Chairman, Acoma bingo is 100
percent owned and operated by the Pueblo of Acoma. I would like
to yield my remaining time to Mr. Peter MacDonald to speak on
behalf of the Pueblo of Acoma and the economic impacts of the pro-
posed legislation. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

[The statement of Mr. Garcia follows:]
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Statement of Merle Garcia,

Governor of the Pueblo of Acoma

on

H.R. 1920 and H.R. 2404

before the

Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs
United States House of Representatives

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, my name is

Merle Garcia. I am Governor of the Pueblo of Acoma, which is

located within the State of New Mexico. With me today is Peter

MacDonald, an economic consultant and former chairman of the

Navajo Tribal Council. I would like to express my sincere appre-

ciation for the opportunity to present our views to this committee

on the subject of Indian gaming.

Today, and in the next few months, you will be consider-

ing whether to pass a law establishing federal supervision over

Indian gaming. I would like, first, to tell you how important

Indian gaming has been to the Pueblo of Acoma and then I will ask

Mr. MacDonald to comment for us on the economic effect of the

proposed legislation on the future of my people.

There are about 3,800 members of the Pueblo of Acoma,

most of whom live on our 245,000-acre reservation located in New

Mexico, sixty miles west of Albuquerque. Economic development has

not been easy for us. Until recently most of our tribal income

has come from the tourist trade, from interest accrued on our
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c-neral fund, and from a small cattle operation. We have depended

heavily on federal funds to support even the most basic government

services.

Nearly two years ago the Tribal Council voted to estab-

lish a tribal bingo game. That vote changed our lives. Last

year, financed in part with bingo proceeds, we built the first gas

station, the first restaurant and the first laundromat on tribal

lands. We have used bingo proceeds to pay the expenses of our

police, to set up a tribal day care program for our young chil-

dren, and to fund college and trade school scholarships. We have

donated monies from our bingo proceeds to help the elderly and to

help handicapped children. We have given to charitable organiza-

tions in the community.

Next year, bingo proceeds will help us to build our

first motel, our first truck stop and a new tourist visitor

center. A solar hot water tank manufacturing plant is on the

drawing boards for 1988. A tribal construction company will

receive funding from bingo proceeds to help with future road

construction.

The Acoma bingo game has directly put to work 30 tribal

members, and indirectly, with our new economic development

program, many, many more.

These may seem small steps to you, but for the people of

the Pueblo of Acoma, the change has been dramatic. For the first
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time in many years we have a reliable source of inccne, and, most

important of all, a source of income under our control. We tribal

leaders feel a deep responsibility to use this source of income to

take our people out of poverty, to provide jobs and training and

to use the proceeds to better our community so that the lives of

our children and their children will be enriched.

One final comment. I have heard a lot of bad publicity

which suggests Indian bingo attracts criminals like a magnet.

Perhaps in isolated cases this has been so, but it is not true for

the Pueblo of Acoma. We have run our game for almost two years

with no problems of that sort. In fact, we asked the accounting

firm of Arthur Anderson to do an audit of our game and Arthur

Anderson gave it a clean bill rf health. The Acoma bingo game is

well managed and the money goes where it is supposed to go: every

penny is accounted for.

I would now like to yield my remaining time to Peter

MacDonald to speak on behalf of the Pueblo of Acona and the

economic impacts of the proposed legislation.
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The CHAIRMAN. Chairman MacDonald.
Mr. MACDONALD. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Peter

MacDonald, and I appear today on behalf of the Pueblo of Acoma.
Governor Garcia has asked me to make comments on the proposed
legislation because I have a strong background both in tribal gov-
ernment and ir: private industry. In both situations the ability to
make decisions free from outside influence or control can be vital
to the success of an endeavor.

At the present time, Indian tribes, including the Pueblo of
Acoma, are largely able to control their gaming operations as they
see fit. This legislation, if passed, will change that. Federal approv-
al will be required for every tribal gaming law and for every man-
agement contract. The Bureau of Indian Affairs, to its credit, has
resisted previous congressional efforts to require blanket Federal
approval of tribal gaming ordinances.

The Federal involvment proposed in the various pending bills is
a step backward for those tribes, such as the Acoma, which have
the proven ability to structure and implement their gaming ordi-
nances without Federal supervision or oversight of any kind. It is a
step backwards in terms of tribal sovereignty, which is painful for
any tribe seeking to establish self-government. It is also a step
backward for tribal economic independence. Federal supervision
means regulations to be followed and approvals to be secured. In
short, Federal supervision means bureaucracy which means delay
and loss of profit.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs has made itself available to those
tribes which request assistance in entering into gaming contracts
or in enacting gaming ordinances. It is a far cry from this offer of
assistance to legislation mandating Federal intervention such as
that before you today.

Three reasons have been generally suggested for requiring the
Secretary of the Interior to approve all tribal gaming laws and
management contracts.

No. 1, some believe the Secretary must approve tribal gaming or-
dinances to ensure that these ordinances permit only legal gaming
operations. This, however, is a question for the courts, not the Sec-
retary. Secretarial approval of bingo and jai alai games has not
prevented court challenges. What then is the purpose of this ap-
proval requirement other than to provide a hoop for tribes to jump
through?

No. 2, some believe the Secretary must approve management
contracts to ensure that the tribe receives its fair share of the pro-
ceeds. The question of what is fair contract is one for the market-
place, not for the Code of Federal Regulations. The BIA has issued
guidelines available to any tribe who wishes to take advantage of
them and legislation requiring tribes to seek federal approval and
abide by federal guidelines is unnecessary. It patronizes those
tribes which seek to get off Uncle Sam's lap and stand on their
own two feet.

No. 3, some believe that Secretarial approval of management
contracts will reduce the risk of tribal involvement with organized
crime. For years, organized crime has been the target of the FBI
and the Department of Justice, both of which already have jurisdic-
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tion on Indian lands. No jurisdictional vacuum exists which would
require Federal legislation. It would seem more straightforward for
tribes to send inquiries directly to the FBI, and then make their
management decisions accordingly. Given access to the background
information, tribes are capable of making their own judgments
about those they employ. It is a slap in the face of tribal sovereign-
ty when Congress, however well-meaning, makes these decisions for
US.

I might say here that States have indicated that they wanted
some authority by legislation to make their laws applicable on
Indian reservations as the State law prevents organized crime oper-
ating and prevents prostitution in the States. I am from Arizona,
Mr. Udall. I have lived in Phoenix from time to time, and on the
VanBuren Street, there is a lot of prostitution going on in Phoenix
as well as massage parlors. But when you come on to the Navajo
reservation or any Indian reservation, there are no massage par-
lors, and there are no prostitutes.

So how in the world can State say that they have better lws to
prevent these kinds of activities? Bingo, as a dependable source of
tribal revenue, must be run like a business. As with any type of
business, there will be those who succeed and those who fail. The
Pueblo of Acoma has a game which is a success. Federal interven-
tion is not needed. It can only serve to hamper the strong economic
gains this tribe has made during these last 2 years.

The choices are simple. Indian gaming can be outlawed and the
small tribes stripped of their sole significant source of non-Federal
moneys, or Indian gaming can be conformed as a reasonable alter-
native to permanent dependence on the Federal wallet. The choice
is ours.

day, the attorneys general paint pictures of hoods with green
eyeshades snatching money from the purses of the elderly, cheat-
ing the tribes of their fair share of these ill-gotten gains, and run-
ning the local church charity games out of business. This is indeed
a grim picture, but it is not reality.

Bingo is the main source of Indian gaming revenues. The game is
considerd so harmless a form of gambling that all but a handful of
States have legalized it in one form or another. It is viewed as
harmless; that is, when churches run the games, or veterans, or
charities of any sort. When Indians enter the picture, however,
bingo mysteriously becomes gambling and is viewed as either a
moral outrage shocking to the conscience of the community or is a
game so difficult to manage that the Noble Red Man cannot help
but become the prey of unscrupulous, unsavory, disreputable
schemers.

Tribes are new to the bingo business and some have made mis-
takes, but this is hardly justification for a law which straight jack-
ets tribal economic freedoms and destroys the tribes' ability to
enact gaming ordinances and to seek out and contract with man-
agement personnel of their own choosing. The suffocating influence

the well-maintained Federal trustee will only serve to impede
tribal economic independence.

Instead, to protect the tribes from the harassment of repetitive,
expensive litigation, we urge the Congress to enact legislation
which simply confirms to the tribes their right to engage in and
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control activity on their own lands free from the restrictions of
State civil and regualtory laws.

To help you put into perspective the true impact on the Indian
economy of gaming activity, I have submitted to you an economic
analysis which will provide facts, not fiction, upon which your deci-
sion must rest.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you, and I would be
pleased to answer any questions you may have.

[The statement of Mr. MacDonald, with attachment, follows:]
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Statement of Peter MacDonald

on behalf of the

Pueblo of Acoma

on

H.R. 1920 and H.R. 2404

before the

Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs
United States House of Representatives

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, my name is

Peter MacDonald, and I appear today on behalf of the Pueblo of

Acoma. Governor Garcia has asked me to comment on the proposed

legislation because I have a strong background both in tribal

government and in private industry. In both situations the

ability to make decisions free from outside influence or control

can be vital to the success of an endeavor.

At the present time Indian tribes, including the Pueblo

of Acoma, are largely able to control their gaming operations as

they see fit. This legislation, if passed, will change that.

Federal approval will be required for every tribal gaming law and

for every management contract. The Bureau of Indian Affairs, to

its credit, has resisted previous Congressional efforts to require

blanket federal approval of tribal gaming ordinances.

The federal involvement proposed in the various pending

bills is a step backwards for those tribes, such as the Acoma,

which have the proven ability to structure and implement their
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gaming ordinances without federal supervision or oversight of any

kind. It is a step backwards in terms of tribal sovereignty,

which is painful for any tribe seeking to establish self-govern-

ment. It is also a step backwards for tribal economic indepen-

dence. Federal supervision means regulations to be followed and

approvals to be secured. In a short, federal supervision means

bureaucracy which means delay and loss of profit.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs has made itself available

to those tribes which request assistance in entering into gaming

contracts or in enacting gaming ordinances. It is a far cry from

this offer of assistance to legislation mandating federal

intervention such as that before you today.

Three reasons have been generally su4gested for

requiring the Secretary of the Interior to approve all tribal

gaming laws and management contracts.

First, some believe the Secretary must approve tribal

gaming ordinances to ensure that these ordinances permit only

legal gaming operations. This, however, is a question for the

courts, not the Secretary. Secretarial approval of bingo and jai

alai games has not prevented court challenges. What then is the

purpose of this approval requirement other than to provide a hoop

for tribes to jump through?

Second, some believe the Secretary must approve manage-

ment contracts to ensure that the tribe receives its fair share of
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the proceeds. The question of what is a "fair" contract is one

for the marketplace, not for the Code of Federal Regulations. The

BIA has issued guidelines available to any tribe who wishes to

take advantage of them and legislation requiring tribes to seek

federal approval and abide by federal guidelines is unnecessary.

It patronizes those tribes which seek to get off Uncle Sam's lap

and stand on their own two feet.

Third, some believe that Secretarial approval of manage-

ment contracts will reduce the risk of tribal involvement with

organized crime. For years, organized crime has been the target

of the FBI and the Department of Justice, both of which already

have jurisdiction on Indian lands. No jurisdictional vacuum

exists which would require federal legislation. It would seem

more straightforward for tribes to send inquiries directly to the

FBI, and then make their management decisions accordingly. Given

access to the background information, tribes are capable of making

their own judgn.ents about those they employ. It is a slap in the

face of tribal sovereignty when Congress, however well-meaning,

makes these decisions for us.

Bingo, as a dependable source of tribal revenue, must be

run like a business. As with any type of business, there will be

those who succeed and those who fail. The Pueblo of Acoma has a

game which is a success. Federal intervention is not needed. It

can only serve to hamper the strong economic gains this tribe has

made during these last two years.

V
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The choices are simple. Indian gaming can be outlawed

and the small tribes stripped of their sole significant source of

non-federal monies, or Indian gaming can be confirmed as a

reasonable alternative to permanent dependence on the federal

wallet. The choice is yours.

Today, the attorneys general paint pictures of hoods

with green eyeshades snatching money from the purses of the

elderly, cheating the tribes of their fair share of these

ill-gotten gains, and running the local church charity games out

of business. This is indeed a grim picture, but it is not

reality.

Bingo is the main source of Indian gaming revenues. The

game is considered so harmless a form of gambling that all but a

handful of states have legalized it in one form or another. It is

viewed as harmless, that is, when churches run the games, or

veterans, or charities of any sort. When Indians enter the

picture, however, "bingo" mysteriously becomes "gambling" and is

viewed as either a moral outrage shocking to the conscience of the

community or as a game so difficult to manage that the Noble Red

Man cannot help but become the prey of unscrupulous, unsavory,

disreputable schemers.

Tribes are new to the bingo business and some have made

mistakes, but this is hardly justification for a law which

straight-jackets tribal economic freedoms and destroys the tribes'

ability to enact gaming ordinances and to seek out and contract
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with management personnel of their own choosing. The suffocating

influence of the well-intentioned federal trustee will only serve

to impede tribal economic independence.

Instead, to protect the tribes from the harassment of

repetitive, expensive litigation, we urge the Congress to enact

legislation which simply confirms to the tribes their right to

engage in and control activity on their own lands free from the

restrictions of state civil and regulatory laws.

To help you put into perspective the true impact on the

Indian economy of gaming activity, I have submitted to you an

economic analysis which will provide facts, not fiction, upon

which your decision must rest.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you and I

would be pleased to answer any questions you may have.
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ECONOMIC CONDITIONS OF SELECTED TRIBES WITH
HIGH-LEVEL BINGO GAMING OPERATIONS

Submitted by Peter MacDonald

on behalf of the Pueblo of Acoma

on

H.R. 1920 and H.R. 2404

before the

Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs
United States House of Representatives

Study Conclusions

The impact of the tribal bingo/gaming operations in the

study sample on the tribal economies varies significantly

depending on the degree to which other economic opportunities are

available to each tribe. Conversely, the suspension of

bingo/gaming operations would affect the economies of the selected

tribes differently, also depending on the relative size of their

economies and the relative position of the bingo operation in it.

It is likely that all tribes would be affected adversely to a

significant degree, with some tribes' economies experiencing

severe setbacks. The tribes most likely to be severel affected

by suspension of bingo operations would be the smaller tribes with

limited land bases and/or limited resources for tribal

enterprises, and which are located i' rural areas which provide

limited employment opportunities for tribal members.

These conclusions could be expected to apply to all

tribes in the United States which currently operate or plan to

operate bingo/gaming operations, as the sample represents a
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cross-section of tribes with urban and rural locations, large and

small land and population bases, and extensive and limited natural

resources. The sample also considers the 12 largest bingo

operations in terms of gross revenues, as well as 11 lower-volume

operations. The potential loss of $100,000 to $1,000,000 per

month among the 12 highest gross revenue operations (according to

the Indian Finance Digest 1984 article) would be a severe loss to

all tribes, regardless of the magnitude of their other revenue

sources. The loss of such income, for many of the bingo operating

tribes, would result in a degredation of public services which

have been enhanced recently through the use of bingo operations

revenues. A related impact would be felt on the family income

level, caused by a reduction in family income due to elimination

of on-reservation jobs. Many of the bingo operations jobs are

held by women who ordinarily cannot compete in their regional job

market. This is due to the fact that many of the positions

available to Indians are unskilled labor jobs which are filled

almost exclusively by men.

Study Methodology

This study was conducted to determine potential effects

of suspension of tribal bingo/gaming operations on the economics

of tribes as a whole, and tribal members as individuals and

families. A sample of 23 tribes with bingo operations was chosen,

representing approximately one-third of the tribes which currently

operate, or are planning to operate bingo enterprises. The sample

was chosen to represent a cross-section of the various types of

economies encountered by tribes with bingo operations. The sample

represents tribes with both urban and rural locations, large and
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small population and land bases, extensive and limited natural

resources and regional economies with a lack of off-reservation

employment opportunities and others with limited off-reservation

opportunities. The group also represents all regions of the

United States. Approximately one-half of the sample size was made

up of the tribes with top 12 bingo operations in terms of gross

revenue (as identified in the Pilot Edition of Indian Finance

Digest, "Gambling in Indian Country: Congress Pays Attention",

published in 1984). The remaining 11 tribes added to the sample

were chosen because of their relatively smaller operations and/or

because of the nature of their economies and the ability of their

inclusion in the sample to enhance the diversification of the

sample to create a more balanced cross-section of demographic and

economic characteristics.

Information on the local and regional economies of the

sample tribes was obtained through interviews with state and

county officials supplemented by information from Indian Finance

Digest and recent newspaper articles. The February, 1985 National

Roster of Certified Indian and Alaskan Native Economic Enterprises

and 1983 Buyers Guide to Products Manufactured on Indian

Reservations published by the U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA)

provided the required information on tribal enterprises. Tribal

employment data were obtained from BIA 1985 population and labor

force estimates; while the 1980 U.S. Census provided income data

relating per capita income of Indian reservation residents or

tribal members to that of the county in which the reservation (or

tribe) is located. Assumptions concerning the numbers of tribal

members employed by bingo operations were made for both large (75
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to 100) and small (25 to 50) operations. These employment

estimates were then compared to the 1985 estimated total tribal

employment figures for the 23 sample tribes as published by the

BIA, to determine the potential impact on tribal employment (and

thus, implications for income impacts on individual families).

Potential Impacts on Sample Tribes

The 23 tribes in the study sample would experience a

mixed group of impacts of suspension of bingo operations, which

would generally fall into three major groups: (Group 1) Severe

impacts on both tribal enterprise Lncome and tribal employment and

individual/family income; (Group 2) Severe impacts on either

tribal income or employment-relatei income, with less severe or

moderate impacts on the other; and (Group 3) Moderate impacts on

both tribal and employment-related income, or moderate impacts on

one, and small impacts on the other.

The 23 sample tribes should be placed in Groups 1, 2 and

3, accordingly

Impact on Tribal
Grow I Enterprise Income

Ponca Tribe Severe:
No other tribal enterprises.
Small land base, few natural
resources.

Otoe-Hissouri Severe:
No other tribal enterprises.
Small land base, few natural
resources.

Ft. Mcowell Severe:
Reservation Only a wall sand and gravel

operation, limited agricultural
potential.

Impact on Oployment
Related Inocon

Severe:
No tribal enterprises to
work for, reduction of 8
to 11% of employed.

Severe:
No tribal enterprises for,
reduction of 5 to 10 of
employed.

Severe:
Current 49% urmployment
rate. Loss of 27 to 42%
of employed.

72-553 0 - 87 - 9
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Pasqua Yaqui Severe:
No other tribal enterprises.
Small land base, low tribal

txakleshoot Severe:
Reservation No other tribal enterprises.

Small land base, Few natural
resources. Low tribal inoome.

Morongo Severe:
Reservation Only a small-scale cattle

Low tribal income. Few natural
resources. Agriculture
extremely limited.

Cabazon)
Rin)
Baronza

Severe:
No other tribal enterprises
except small-scale skeet shoot-
ing at Cabazon. Few natural
resources.

Grouip 2

Seneca Tribe Severe:
Only small-scale campground
operation. Relatively low
tribal income for tribal popu-
lation and large land base.

Laccourte Moderate:
Oreille Several tribal enterprises.

Plans for large projects.
Bingo operation should form
significant portion of tribal
income at least until planned
projects are completed.

Prior Lake moderate:
Sioux Tribe PTanned industrial park and

motel complex should bring
large inoome. Until they are
in full operation, bingo should
form significant portion of
tribal income.

Ccmanche Moderate:
Planned race track should bring
significant income. Until
completion bingo operations
income should be highly signi-

Severp:
Current 48% unemployment
rate. Loss of 16 to 31%
of employed. Extremely
low incomes.

Severe:
Current 57% unemployment
rate. Fishing industry in
the area is seasonal. Loss
of 7 to 14% of employed.
Extremely low incomes.

Severe-
Current 39% imenployment
rate. Job opportunities
limited. Agriculture
extremely limited. Loss
of 11 to 21% of employed.

Severe:
Extremly high unemployment
rates, 54 to 65%. Loss of
high percentage of
employed.

Moderate:
Current 51% unemployment
rate. Loss of 3 to 6%
employed. Irornworkers jobs
sporadic and temporary.

Severe:
Current 52% unemployment
rate. Loss of 9 to 19%
employed.

Severe:
A-though tribe has a
relatively low unemployment
rate (15%) a high
percentage of those
employed would lose
their jobs.

Severe:
Current 45% unemployment
rate. Loss of 3 to 6%
employed.
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ficant.

Potawatami Severe: Moderate:
Reservation No other tribal enterprises. Relatively low unemployment

Small land base. rate (24%). But loss of 5
to 10% of jobs would be a
problem.

Accra Pueblo Moderate: Severe:
T1otist, retail and hospital Current 63% uneriployment
enterprises provide other rate. Loss of 10 to 20%

ncom sources. But tourist of employed.
and retail trade is partly
seasonal, and is enhanced by
visits fran bingo participants.

Papago Moderate/Severe: Low:
Reservation Agriculture and small-scale Crrent 21% unemployment

retail now. Free trade rate. Loss of 1 to 2% of
industrial zone and shopping employed.
center under construction.
Until they are fully operational
bingo should provide a signifi-
cant portion of tribal inccae.

Tulalip Moderate/Severe: Severe:
Reservation Only a fish processing opera- Current 39% unemployment

tion. Bingo should provide a rate. Loss of 12 to 33%
sigr7'icant portion of tribal of employed.income.

Seminole Moderate: Moderate:
Tourist trade, retail, nursery, Current 19% unemployment
cattle ranching provide income. rate. Loss of 5 to 11%
Bingo should still represent a of employed.
significant portion of tribal
income.

St. Regis Moderate: Severe:
Mohawk Tourist trade, shopping center, Current 71% unemployment

resort/R. center planned. rate. Loss of 6 to 12%
Until full operation bingo of employed.
should represent a large portion
of tribal incoe.

Cherokee Moderate: Moderate:
Reservation Tourist industry-seasonal. Current 39% unemployment

Logging, printing and other rate. Loss of 7 to 9%
manufacturing operations bring of employed.
income. But bingo should still
represent a significant percent
of tribal incme, as it is one
of top 12 grossing bingo

'I*
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operations.

Oneida Moderate:
Reservation Retail trade, planned hotel

complex will bring in income.
But bingo will represent signi-
ficant portion of tribal income
until hotel/resort is fully
operational.

Ft. Berthold Moderate:
Reservation iopital, motel/tourist

omrplex bring inxe. Bingo
should still represent a signi-
ficant portion of tribal income.

Yakima Moderate:
Reservation Indutrial park, furiture

operation provide income.
Some agriculture. Bingo
should still represent a signi-
ficant portion of tribal inome.

Moderate:
Current 37% unemployment
rate. Loss of 7 to 9%
of employed.

Moderate:
Current 40% unemployment
rate. Loss of 4 to 8%
of employed.

Moderate:
Current 40% unemployment
rate. Loss of 2 to 4%
of employed.
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TABLE I

CURRENT GENERAL ECONOMIC CONDITIONS FOR SELECTED
TRIBES WITH HIGH-LEVEL BINGO GAMING OPERATIONS

TRIBE (BIA Area) : Cherokee Reservation,
North Carolina (Eastern)

Tribal Members' Industries
Employed In (a):

Tribal Enterprises 1b):

General Economic Conditions
for Tribe and Tribal
Members Ca):

1985 BIA Estimated Tribal
Unemployment Rate (c):

County (d),

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
(e)-

1980 Census Countywide
Per Capita Income (f):

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
% of Countywide (g):

Total Tribal Employment
(c):

Bingo Operation % of Total
Tribe Members' Employment
(h):

Tribal government/BIA, White Shield
Industries, private plant near
reservation (100 employees).

Cherokee Boys' Club, 200 employees/
graphic center, manufacturing
plant, tourist industry (several
stores) in town of Cherokee. Logging
operation.

Some employment on the reservation
and off it, is seasonal, not many
opportunities other than tribal
enterprises.

39%

Cherokee
Jackson

Graham
Swain

Cherokee $3,058 Graham $2,781
Jackson $3,222 Swain $2,966

Cherokee $4,445 Graham $4,615
Jackson $4,987 Swain $4,123

Cherokee 69% Graham 60%
.7 Tkson 65% Swain 72%

1,085

7 to 9%
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TABLE 1

CURRENT GENERAL ECONOMIC CONDITIONS FOR SELECTED
TRIBES WITH HIGH-LEVEL BINGO GAMING OPERATIONS

TRIBE (BIA Area): Seminole Tribe,
Hollywood, Florida (Eastern)

Tribal Members' Industries Tribal government/BIA, shops near
Employed In (a): the Reservation.

Tribal Enterprises (b): Large-scale hospital, tourist
Indian Village, large-scale cattle
ranching, restaurant, small-scale
nursery.

General Economic Conditions Most Seminoles who work, work in
for Tribe and Tribal tribal government, the tribal enter-
Members (a): prises or in nearby private shops.

Transportation to get to jobs in
nearby cities of Ft. Lauderdale and
Hollywood is poor.

1985 BIA Estimated Tribal 19%

Unemployment Rate (c):

County (d): Broward

1980 Census Reservation/ $4,495
Tribe Per Capita Income
(e):

1980 Census Countywide
Per Capita Income (f):

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
% of Countywide (g):

Total Tribal Employment
(c):

Bingo Operation % of Total
Tribe Members' Employment
(h):

$8,624

52%

465

5 to 11%
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TABLE I

CURRENT GENERAL ECONOMIC CONDITIONS FOR SELECTED
TRIBES WITH HIGH-LEVEL BINGO GAMING OPERATIONS

TRIBE (BIA Area): St. Regis Mohawk Reservation,
New York (Eastern)

Tribal Members' Industries
Employed In (a):

Tribal Enterprises (b):

General Economic Conditions
for Tribe and Tribal
Members 1a):

1985 BA Estimated Tribal

Unemployment Rate (c):

County (d):

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
(e):

1980 Census Countywide
Per Capita Income (f):

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
% of Countywide (g):

Total Tribal Employment
(c):

Bingo Operation % of Total
Tribe Memhr' Employment
(h):

Tribal government/BIA, American Mohawk
Erectors and Rebar Workers Union, Iron
Workers Union.

Truck stop and restaurant (80 employ-
ees), new shopping center, tourist
marina, motel/RV centers planned.

Iron workers work on jobs throughout
New York State area, few local oppor-
tunities near Reservation. Iron
worker's projects not completely full-
time. High unemployment.

71%

Franklin

$3,931

$5,283

74%

426

6 to 121
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CURRENT GENERAL ECONOMIC CONDITIONS FOR SELECTED
TRIBES WITH HIGH-LEVEL BINGO GAMING OPERATIONS

TRIBE (BIA Area): Seneca Tribe
New York (Eastern)

Tribal Members' Industries
Employed In (a):

Tribal Enterprises 1b):

General Economic Conditions
for Tribe and Tribal
Members (a):

1985 BIA Estimated Tribal

Unemployment Rate (c):

County (d):

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
(e):

1980 Census Countywide
Per Capita Income (f):

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
% of Countywide (g):

Total Tribal Employment
(c):

Bingo Operation % of Total
Tribe Members' Employment
(h):

Tribal government/BIA, members of
iron workers union.

Campgrounds operation, small-scale.

Little opportunity in neighboring
Buffalo area. Some iron workers.
No local retail outlets to work in.
Few opportunities in farming.

51%

Genessee

$4,340

$6,678

65%

810

3 to 6%
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TABLE I

CURRENT GENERAL ECONOMIC CONDITIONS FOR SELECTED
TRIBES WITH HIGH-LEVEL BINGO GAMING OPERATIONS

TRIBE (BIA Area): Lac Courte Oreille Reservation,
Wisconsin (Minneapol isT

Tribal Members' Industries
Employed In (a):

Tribal Enterprises (b):

General Economic Conditions
for Tribe and Tribal
Members (a):

1985 BIA Estimated Tribal
Unemployment Rate (c):

County (d):

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
(e):

1980 Census Countywide
Per Capita Income (f):

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
I of Countywide (g):

Total Tribal Employment
(c):

Bingo Operation % of Total
Tribe Members' Employment
(h):

Tribal government/BIA, Tribal Business
Corporation, unskilled and semi-skilled
jobs in the general area.

Grocery store/commercial center, lumber
operation, printing, tobacco store, gas
station/garage complex, commercial center,
Cranberry Mart, construction company, $1.3
million payroll - plan $5 million. Hydro-
electric dam to sell electricity to Northern
States Utility.

Little opportunity in off-reservation
communities for tribal members. Tribal
enterprises provide relatively large
tribal income.

521

Sawyer
Brown

Sawyer: $3,039
Brown: $4,291

Sawyer: $5,070
Brown: $7,185

Sawyer: 60%
Brown: 60%

265

9 to 19%
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TABLE 1

CURRENT GENERAL ECONOMIC CONDITIONS FOR SELECTED
TRIBES WITH HIGH-LEVEL BINGO GAMING OPERATIONS

TRIBE (BIA Area) : Oneida Reservation,

Wisconsin (Minneapolis)

Tribal Members' Industries
Employed In (a):

Tribal Enterprises (b):

General Economic Conditions
for Tribe and Tribal
Members (a):

1985 BIA Estimated Tribal

Unemployment Rate (c):

County (d):

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
(e):

1980 Census Countywide
Per Capita Income Iff:

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
% of Countywide (g):

Total Tribal Employment
(c):

Bingo Operation % of Total
Tribe Members' Employment
(h):

Tribal government/BIA, tribal
businesses, skilled, semi-skilled
and unskilled jobs in industry and
retail in Green Bay and Appleton
Bay.

Commercial complex, grocery,
garage, 5 cigarette stores, rest
home, planning $9 million hotel
complex near Green Bay.

Many tribe members work in Green
Bay and Appleton areas. Tribal
enterprises small scale until
hotel complex is in operation.

37%

Outagamie

$3,794

$7,267

52%

1,066

7 to 9%
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CURRENT GENERAL ECONOMIC CONDITIONS FOR SELECTED
TRIBES WITH HIGH-LEVEL nINGO GAMING OPERATIONS

TRIBE (BIA Area): Prior Lake Sioux Tribe,
Minnesota (Minneapolis)

Tribal Members' Industries
Employed In (a):

Tribal Enterprises (b):

General Economic Conditions
for Tribe and Tribal
Members (a):

1985 BIA Estimated Tribal

Unemployment Rate (c):

County (d):

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
(e):

1980 Census Countywide
Per Capita Income (f):

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
% of Countywide (g):

Total Tribal Employment
(c):

Bingo Operation % of Total
Tribe Members' Employment
(h):

Tribal government/BIA, retail,
skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled
jobs in industry in Minneapolis/St.
Paul area.

Liquor and tobacco store, 100 acre
industrial park near Minneapolis
suburb, currently looking for out-
side tenants; planning motel
complex.

Tribal members employed on and off
reservation in Minneapolis/St. Paul
area. Many opportunities. Indus-
trial park and motel complex would
give tribe high income related to
its population size eveA without
bingo operation.

15%

Scott

N /A

N i;

33 i)

N/A (High percentage of
total employment)
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TABLE I

CURRENT GENERAL ECONOMIC CONDITIONS FOR SELECTED
TRIBES WITH HIGH-LEVEL BINGO GAMING OPERATIONS

TRIBE (BIA Area): Ponca Tribe,
Oklahoma (Anadarko)

Tribal Members' Industries
Employed In (a):

Tribal Enterprises (b):

General Economic Conditions
for Tribe and Tribal
Members (a):

1985 BIA Estimated Tribal

Unemployment Rate (c):

County (d) :

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
(e):

1980 Census Countywide
Per Capita Income (f):

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
% of Countywide (g):

Total Tribal Employment
(c):

Bingo Operation % of Total
Tribe Members' Employment
(h):

Tribal government/BIA, retail and
labor jobs in nearby small towns
and Ponca City.

Bingo is the only sizeable tribal
enterprise.

Not many opportunities in agri-
culture. Most Indians employed in
the general area have unskilled
and semi-skilled jobs in nearby
small towns.

231

Kay

$4,268 (g)

$7,550

57%

930

8 to 11%
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TABLE 1

CURRENT GENERAL ECONOMIC CONDITIONS FOR SELECTED
TRIBES WITH HIGH-LEVEL BINGO GAMING OPERATIONS

Otoe-Missouri Tribe,
Oklahoma (Anadarko)

Tribal Members' Industries
Employed In (a):

TLibal Enterprises 1b):

General Economic Conditions
for Tribe and Tribal
Members (a):

1985 BIA Estimated Tribal

Unemployment Rate (c):

County (d):

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
(e) :

1980 Census Countywide
Per Capita Income (f):

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
I of Countywide (g):

Total Tribal Employment
(c):

Bingo Operation % of Total
Tribe Members' Employment
(h):

Tribal government/BIA, semi-skilled
and unskilled jobs in nearby small
towns.

Bingo would be the only tribal
enterprise. Not mentioned by
Brown.

Not many opportunities, little
agriculture in the area. Most
employment as unskilled laborers
and semi-skilled jobs.

24%

Noble

$3,168

$6,476

49%

491

5 to 10%

TRIBE (BIA Area):
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'J.-BLE 1

CURRENT GENERAL ECONOMIC CONDITIONS FOR SELECTED
TRIBES WITH HIGH-LEVEL BINGO GAMING OPERATIONS

TRIBE (BIA Area)i Comanche Tribe,
Oklahoma (Anadarko)

Tribal Members' Industries
Employed In 1a):

Tribal Enterprises (b):

General Economic Conditions
for Tribe and Tribal
Members (a):

1985 BIA Estimated Tribal

Unemployment Rate (c):

County (d):

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
(e)-

1980 Census Countywide
Per Capita Income (f):

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Fer Capita Income
% of Countywide (g):

Total Tribal Employment
(c):

Bingo Operation % of Total
Tribe Members' Employment
(h):

Tribal government/BIA, semi-skilled
and unskilled jobs in Lawton.

Oil and natural gas leases have all
been bought up by outside companies.
All operations have been shut down.
Bingo operation not doing well.
Kiowa/Comanche and Apaches Economic
Development Committee plans a
jointly-owned racetrack near Lawton.

Not many opportunities in small
agricultural areas. Most employ-
ment as unskilled laborers and
semi-skilled jobs in Lawton and
other small towns.

45%

Comanche

$3,507

$5,665

62%

SOP

3 to 61
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TABLE I

CURRENT GENERAL ECONOMIC CONDITIONS FOR SELECTED
TRIBES WITi HIGH-LEVEL BINGO GAMING OPERATIONS

TRIBE (BIA Area) : Potawatomi Reservation,
Kansas (Anadarko)

Tribal Members' Industries
Employed In (a):

Tribal Enterprises (b):

General Economic Conditions
for Tribe and Tribal
Members (a):

1985 BIA Estimated Tribal
Unemployment Rate (c):

County (d):

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
(e):

1980 Census Countywide
Per Capita Income (f):

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
% of Countywide (g):

Total Tribal Employment
(c):

Bingo Operation % of Total
Tribe Members' Employment
(h):

Tribal government, semi-skilled and
unskilled labor jobs in Horton and
Hiawatha, and on farms in nearby
towns.

Bingo not mentioned by Brown.
other tribal enterprises.

No

Some agricultural employment, some
retail employment in towns. Little
additional opportunities.

24%

Jackson

$3,252

$6,169

53%

469

5 to 101
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CURRENT GENERAL ECONOMIC CONDITIONS FOR SELECTED
TRIBES WITH HIGH-LEVEL BINGO GAMNG OPERATIONS

TRIBE (BIA Area): Fort Berthold Reservation,
Three Affiliated Tribes, Mandan, Hidatsa and
Arikaka, North Dakota (Aberdeen)

Tribal Members' Industries
Employed In (a):

Tribal Enterprises (b):

General Economic Conditions
for Tribe and Tribal
Members (a):

1985 BIA Estimated Tribal
Unemployment Rate (c):

County (d):

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
(e):

1980 Census Countywide
Per Capita Income (f):

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
% of Countywide (g) :

Total Tribal Imployment
(c)

Bingo Operation % of Total
Tribe Members' Employment
(h):

Tribal government/BIA, Indian
Hospital and Health Clinic, retail
trade in New Town, farming and
cattle ranching.

Indian Health Clinic and Hospital,
motel/tourist complex (not doing
well). Exploratory ventures for
coal, oil and natural gas.

Because motel complex is not doing
well, few opportunities outside of
tribal government services area and
individual farming and ranching.

40%

Dunn
McKenzie
McLean
Mountrail

Dunn
McKenzie
McLean
Mountrail

Dunn
McKenzie
McLean
Mountrail

Dunn
McKenzie
McLean
Mountrail

674

4 to 8%

$2,730
$2,730
$2,730
$2,730

$5,650
$6,142
$6,068
$5,476

48%
44%
45%
50%
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TABLE 1

CURRENT GENERAL ECONOMIC CONDITIONS FOR SELECTED
TRIBES WITH HIGH-LEVEL BINGO GAMING OPERATIONS

TRIBE (BIA Area): Acoma Pueblo,
New Mexico (Albuquerque)

Tribal Members' Industries
Employed In (a):

Tribal Enterprises (b):

General Economic Conditions
for Tribe and Tribal
Members (a):

1985 BIA Estimated Tribal

Unemployment Rate (c):

County (d):

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
(e):

1980 Census Countywide
Per Capita Income If):

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
% of Countywide (g) :

Total Tribal Employment
(c):

Bingo Operation % of Total
Tribe Members' Employment
(h)

Tribal government/BIA, tourist,
retail trade, some unskilled and
semi-skilled jobs in Albuquerque
area.

Sky City tourist complex, other
tourist shops, truck stop on 1-40,
grocery store, tribal construction
company, regional hospital.

High unemployment rate, individuals
do not compete successfully for jobs
in Albuquerque. Tribal enterprises
doing well, but tourist trade is
seasonal.

63%

Valencia

$2,885

$5,850

49%

250

10 to 20%
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TABLE 1

CURRENT GENERAL ECONOMIC CONDITIONS FOR SELECTED
TRIBES WITH HIGH-LEVEL BINGO GAMING OPERATIONS

TRIBE (BIA Area): Fort McDowell Reservation.
Arizona (Phoenix)

Tribal Members' Industries
Employed In (a):

Tribal Enterprises (b):

General Economic Conditions
for Tribe and Tribal
Members (a):

1985 BIA Estimated Tribal

Unemployment Rate (c):

County (d):

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
(e)

1980 Census Countywide
Per Capita Income (f) :

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
% of Countywide (g) :

Total Tribal Employment
(c) :

Bingo Operation % of Total
Tribe Members' Employment
(h):

Tribal government/BIA, Salt River
Project Water Works, limited
grazing.

Sand and gravel operation (small
scale.)

Few opportunities in surrounding
area, individuals do not compete
successfully for jobs in Phoenix
area. High unemployment. Limited
potential for agriculture, limited
land.

49%

Maricopa

$2,843

$7,716

37%

68 (i)

27 to 12%
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TAPLF 1

CURRENT GENERAL ECONOMIC CONDITIONS FOR SELECTED
TRIBES WITH HIGH-LEVEL BINGO GAMING OPERATIONS

TRIBE (BIA Area): Pasqua Yaqul Tribe,Arizona (Phoenixf

Tribal Members' Industries
Employed In (a):

Tribal Enterprises (b):

General Economic Conditions
for Tribe and Tribal
Members (a):

1985 BIA Estimated Tribal

Unemployment Rate (c):

County (d):

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
(e):

1980 Census Countywide
Per Capita Income (f):

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
% of Countywide (g):

Tota] Tribal Employment
(c):

Bingo Operation I of Total
Tribe Members' Employment
(h):

Tribal government, no local retail
or industrial opportunities.

Bingo operation closed, currently
negotiating to open it again.

Small land base, no tribal enter-
prise opportunities. Low tribal
income, low per capita income.
Individuals not able to compete for
jobs in the Phoenix area.

48%

Maricopa

$1,374

$7,716

18%

159

16 to 31%
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.'LE 1

CURRENT GENERAL ECONO:IIC CONDITIONS FOR SELECTED
TRIBES WITH HIGH-LFVEL BINGO GAMING OPERATIONS

TRIBE (BIA Area) : Papago Rr.servation,
Arizona (Phoenix)

Tribal Members' Industries
Employed In (a):

Tribal Enterprises (b):

General Economic Conditions
for Tribe and Tribal
Members (a):

1985 BA Estimated Tribal

Unemployment Rate (c):

County (d):

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
(e)•

1980 Census Countywide
Per Capita Income If):

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
% of Countywide (g):

Total Tribal Employment
(c):
Bingo Operation % of Total
Tribe Members' Employment
(h)-

Tribal government/BIA, small-scale
industrial park, retail, desert
cattle ranching, farming.

Foreign/free trade industrial zone
(one building occupied, 80 acre
major grocery and 6 store shopping
center under construction. Papago
Farms, grosses $1 million/yr.

Empire Machinery in free trade
zone, few jobs in retail (new
shopping center). Copper mines now
shut down, jobs in Papago Farms.
Cannot compete for jobs in Tucson
area..

21%

Piml

$2,224

$7,147

31%

4,840

1 to 2%
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TABLE i

CURRENT GENERAL ECONOMIC CONDITIONS FOR SELECTED
TRIBES WITH HIGH-LEVEL BINGO GAMING OPERATIONS

TRIBE (BIA Area): Yakima Reservation,
Washington (Portland)

Tribal Members' Industries
Employed In (a) :

Tribal Enterprises (b.

General Economic Conditions
for Tribe and Tribal
Members (a):

1985 BIA Estimated Tribal
Unemployment Rate (c):

County (d):

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
(e) -
1980 Census Countywide
Per Capita Income (f-

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
% of Countywide (g) :

Total Tribal Employment
(c):

Bingo Operation % of Total
Tribe Members' Employment
(h):

Tribal government/BIA, tribal
furniture co., hospital, farming,
some semi-skilled and unskilled
jobs in Yakima area.

Industrial park (5 buildings on it),
Boise-Cascade and one furniture man-
ufacturer, tribal furniture co. (Mt.
Adams Furniture. No mention of
bingo operation.

High unemployment. Individuals not
able to compete successfully for
jobs in the Yakima area. Some
employment in farming, local hospi-
tal, tribal furniture co. and
government.

40%

Yakima
Klickitat

Yakima
Klickitat

Yakima
Klickitat

Yakima
Klickitat

$3,796
$3,796

$6,555
$6,766

58%
56%

1,200

2 to 4%
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TABLE 1

CURRENT GENERAL ECONOMIC CONDITIONS FOR SELECTED
TRIBES WITH HIGH-LEVEL BINGO GAMING OPERATIONS

TRIBE (BIA Area): Muckleshoot Reservation,
Washington (Portland)

Tribal Members' Industries Tribal government, fishing, retail,
Employed In (a): semi-skilled and skilled jobs in

Aberdeen and Auburn areas.

Tribal Enterprises (b) : Bingo only tribal enterprise.

General Economic Conditions Fishing operations of individuals
for Tribe and Tribal (mainly seasonal), individuals can-
Members (a): not compete for good jobs in

greater Seattle area. Very low
income levels and extremely high
unemployment. Tribal income
limited.

1985 BIA Estimated Tribal 57%

Unemployment Rate (c):

County (d): King

1980 Census Reservation/ $1,094
Tribe Per Capita Income
(e):

1980 Census Countywide
Per Capita Income (f) :

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
I of Countywide (g):

Total Tribal Employment
(c):

Bingo Operation % of Total
Tribe Members' Employment
(h):

$9,582

11%

364

7 to 14%
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TABLE I

CURREZ;T GENERAL ECONOMIC CONDITIONS FOR SELECTED
TRIBES WITH HIGH-LEVEL BINGO GAMING OPERATIONS

TRIBE (BIA Area): Tulalip Reservation,
Washington (Port land)

Tribal Members' Industries
Employed In (a):

Tribal Enterprises (b):

General Economic Conditions
for Tribe and Tribal
Members (a):

1985 BIA Estimated Tribal

Unemployment Pate (c):

County (d):

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
(e):

1980 Census Countywide
Per Capita Income (f):

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
% of Countvv. de (g) :

Total Tribal Employment
(c):

Bingo Operation % of Total
Tribe Members' Employment
(h):

Tribal government, fish plant, fish-
ing, semi-skilled and unskilled jobs
in retail and industry in Marysville
and Everett.

Fish processing plant.

Hewlett-Packard plant on reserva-
tion, fish processing plant,
20-30 independent fishermen,
individuals not able to compete for
good jobs in cities. Low income
levels.

39%

Snohomish

$3,501

$8,243

42%

216

12 to 23%
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T1,I? -

CURRENT GENERAL ECONOMIC CONDITIONS FOR SELECTED
TRIBES WITH HIGH-LEVEL BI:.GO GAMING OPERATIONS

TRIBE (BIA Area): Morongo Reservation,
California (Sacramento)

Tribal Members' Industries
Employed In (a):

Tribal Enterprises (b):

General Economic Conditions
for Tribe and Tribal
Members (a):

1985 BIA Estimated Tribal

Unemployment Rate (c):

County (d):

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
(e):

1980 Census Countywide
Per Capita Income (f):

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
% of Countywide (g):

Total Tribal Employment
(c):

Bingo Operation % of Total
Tribe Mcnbers' Employment
(h):

Tribal government.

Small-scale cattle operation.

Few opportunities, individuals not
able to compete for jobs in Palm
Springs, Indio, Beaumont/Banning
or Riverside areas. Tribal enter-
prise opportunities are limited.
Low income levels.

39%

Riverside

$2,739

$7,476

37%

238

11 to 21%
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TABLE 1

CURRENT GENERAL ECONOMIC CONDITIONS FOR SELECTED
TRIBES WITH VIGH-LEVEL BINGO GAMING OPERATIONS

TRIBE (BIA Area): Cabazon ReFervation,
California (Sacramento)

Tribal Members' Industries
Employed In (a):

Tribal Enterprises (b):

General Economic Conditicns
for Tribe and Tribal
Members (a):

1985 BIA Estimated Tribal

Unemployment Rate (c):

County (d):

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
(e):

1980 Census Countywide
Per Capita Income (f):

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
% of Countywide (g):

Total Tribal Employment
(c):

Bingo Operation % of Total
Tribe Members' Employment
(h):

Tribal government, semi-skilled and
unskilled jobs in Indio area.

Skeet-shooting operation (small
income source).

Few opportunities, individuals not
able to compete for good jobs in
Indio/Palm Springs area. Tribal
enterprise opportunities are
limited.

N/A

Riverside

N/A Assumed similar to rate of
Morongo Tribe.

$7,476

N/A

16 (M)

N/A (High t of total emplcyment)
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TABLE I

CURRENT GENERAL ECONOMIC CONDITIONS FOR SELECTED
TRIBES WITH HIGH-LEVEL BINGO GAMING OPERATIONS

TRIBE (BIA Area): Barona Reservation,
California (Sacramento)

Tribal Members' Industries
Employed In (a):

Tribal Enterprises (b):

General Economic Conditions
for Tribe and Tribal
Members (a):

1985 BIA Estimated Tribal

Unemployment Rate (c):

County (d):

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
(e):

1980 Census Countywide
Per Capita Income (f):

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
I of Countywide (g):

Total Tribal Employment
(c):

Bingo Operation % of Total
Tribe Members' Employment
(h):

Tribal government,
and unskilled jobs
Diego County area.

semi-skilled
in North San

No tribal enterprises other
than bingo.

Few opportunities, individuals not
able to compete for good jobs in
San Diego area. High unemployment.
Tribal enterprise opportunities are
limited. Low income levels.

54'

San Diego

$3,634

$7,960

461

40 (M)

N/A (High % of total employment)
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CURRENT GENERAL ECONOMIC CONDITIONS FOR SELECTED
TRIBES WITH HIGH-LEVEL BINGO GAMING OPERATIONS

TRIBE (BIA Area) : Rincon Reservation,
California (Sacramento)

Tribal Members, Industries
Employed In (a):

Tribal Enterprises (b):

General Economic Conditions
for Tribe and Tribal
members (a) :

1985 BIA Estimated Tribal

Unemployment Rate (c):

County (d):

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
(e):

1980 Census Countywide
Per Capita Income (f):

1980 Census Reservation/
Tribe Per Capita Income
F of Countywide (g):

Total Tribal Employment
(c):

Bingo Operation % of Total
Tribe Members' Employment
(h):

Tribal government, semi-skilled and
unskilled jobs in North San Diego
County area.

No tribal enterprises other than
bingo.

Few opportunities, individuals not
able to compete for good jobs in
the North San Diego County area.
High unemployment. Tribal enter-
prise opportunities are limited.
Low income levels.

65%

San Diego

$4,687

$7,960

59%

71 i)

N/A (High % of total employment)
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,,tnotes and Sources

(a) Discussicnn .-ith local government officials, supplement-
ed by information fro. articles in Indian Finance Diaet (American
Indian National Bank Scholarship Fund, Washington, D.C.).

(b) National Roster of Certified Indian and Alaskan Native
Economic Enterprises, U.S. Department of the Interior, BureauY
Indian Affairs, Division of Contracting and Grants Administration,
Washington, D.C., February, 1985; 1983 Buyers Guide to Products
Manufactured on Indian Reservations, Bureau of Indian Affairs,
Washington, D.C.: discussions with county and state officials,
Indian Finance Digest.

(c) Local Estimates of Resident Indian Population and Labor
Force Status: January, 1985, U.S. Department of the Interior,
Bureau of Indian Affairs, Office of Financial Management, Wash-
ington, D.C. Percent unemployed, seeking work.

(d) Counties containing more than five percent of total
Indian reservation population were included in reservation/tribe
per capita income comparisons.

(e) U.S. Census, 1980, Social and Economic Characteristics
of the Population, individual state volumes, Table 193 (except for
Oklahoma tribes, Table 186) . Per capita incomes of the portions
of reservation population in each individual county were assumed
to have the overall reservation per capita rate, as no data were
available for the portions of reservations in each separate
county.

(f) U.S. Census 1980, Social and Economic Characteristics of
the Population, individual state volumes, Table 180.

(g) Derived by ividing the reservation or tribal per capita
income by the overall county per capita rate for each portion of
reservations located within different counties.

(h) Estimated bdsed on estimates of bingo operation employ-
ment divided by total reservation/tribe employment Jas listed in
the BIA source docu-ent identified in footnote (c) . Bingo opera-
tions assumed to employ 25 to 50 people for small operations and
75 to 100 for large cccrations.

(i) Assumed not to include recent bingo operation employ-
ment.

(j) Based on total BIA employment plus range of estimated
bingo operation employment.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
We heard a moment ago from the Sandia Pueblo people that it is

important that you be near a population center or that you be
along an interstate or a main highway. What percentage of your
business, your customers in the bingo at Acoma are local people
that patronize the bingo game? What percentage-what share are
tourist off the highway?

Mr. GARCIA. Mr. Chairman, I have got Mr. Bobby George with
me who can reply to most of your questions.

The CHAIRMAN. OK.
Mr. GEORGE. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I

would disagree a little bit with what the Sandia Pueblo representa-
tives had to convey to you in relation to the economic feasibility of
a bingo operation and its success. I think what is the bottom line
on the success of a bingo operation is whether or not you have the
proper expertise and management capability to make sure the op-
eration does succeed.

It is easier, yes, to be able to tap into a ready available market
such as you might fimd in Albuquerque. In direct response to your
question about what percentage we have coming from the local
areas, we have 30-percent participation from the local area coming
to our bingo game.

The CHAIRMAN. These are non-Indians from Grants and Gallup?
Mr. GEORGE. From the local area I am talking about from within

a 20-mile radius of Acoma Pueblo. The remaining 70 percent come
from communities like Albuquerque, like Gallup, as far away as
Las Cruces and Santa Fe, because we developed a transportation
system that provides for that kind of participation right into our
game.

The CHAmmAN. In the 2 years that you have been in operation,
how much has the net been at the Pueblo? Do you have some ball-
park figure you can give me?

Mr. GEORGE. Well, in our expenses, which was mentioned by
Governor Garcia in his statement, and contributions that we have
made to various organizations, if you were to consider that as net

rofit, all together last year the Pueblo of Acoma netted about
150,000. Our gross was considerably much more than that, but the

Pueblo made this into a more than-close to $2 million business in
1 year just from a $50,000 investment of travel funds.

The CHmARMAN. How many people are affiliated with the Pueblo?
Mr. GEORGE. We have 3,800 population for the Pueblo of Acoma.
The CHIMAN. How many employees total overall in the bingo

operation?
Mr. GEORGE. Directly employed by the bingo operation, we have

30. We have approximately 15 more that are tied in indirectly with
the operation which provides supportive services off and on to the
game.

The CHAIRMAN. Is 30 the Indian figure?
Mr. GEORGE. They are all Indian. There are no non-Indians in-

volved in the game at all.
The CHAiRmAN. That is certainly interesting. You employ about

30 people.
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Mr. GEORGE. Full-time directly by the operation, yes, sir, 30
Acomas. There are no non-Acomas involved in the operation or
management of the game at all.

The CHAIRMAN. Good. All right, I think that is all I have. Your
testimony has been very helpful. It is particularly good to see you,
Mr. Maconald. Come back once in a while.

Mr. MACDONALD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. We will now hear from Mr. Richards Rolapp and

Mr. Andrew Miller from the horse and greyhound track operators.
Who wants to go first, here?

PANEL CONSISTING OF RICHARDS ROLAPP, PRESIDENT, AMERI-
CAN HORSE COUNCIL, ACCOMPANIED BY ANDREW P. MILLER,
AMERICAN GREYHOUND TRACK OPERATORS ASSOCIATION;
JAMES J. HICKEY, JR., AMERICAN HORSE COUNCIL; AND
THOMAS ARONSON, AMERICAN HORSE COUNCIL
Mr. ROLAPP. My name is Rich Rolapp, and I am president of the

American Horse Council, which is a Washington D.C. based nation-
al association of organizations and individuals involved in all seg-
ments of the horse business. Including among the organizations
represented by us are the 'major trade associations of thoroughbred,
harness and quarter horse racing, reader groups, horsemen s orga-
nizations and the National Association of State Racing Commis-
sioners, which collectively comprise the pari-mutuel horse racing
industry. It is on behalf of this pari-mutuel business, a major seg-
ment of the American horse community, that we have asked to be
able to present our views on the matter of gambling on Indian
lands.

It is our position that the traditional and purposeful policies of
the Federal Government and the States to regulate gambling mat-
ters should be extended to gambling on Indian lands. This position
is not lightly taken, nor is it by any standard, an effort to prevent
the entry of native American groups into the area of horse racing
and the horse racing business. It is rather consistent with the dual
goals of fair enterprise and gambling regulation which have char-
acterized our laws to this time.

Legal wagering on horse races is permitted today in 36 States,
and there is an active horse business in all 50 States. In many, the
cash contribution of the racing and race horse breeding industry to
local economies is dramatically large, to such an extent that horses
rank among the State's most significant economic entities.

In California and New York, for example, horses and horse relat-
ed businesses account for cash contributions to each State's econo-
my which exceed $2 billion annually. The 35 States which allow le-
galized wagering on horse races derive close to $1 billion in direct

te and local tax revenue from wagering taxes each year. In each
of these States, strict State oversight and regulation has accompa-
nied the introduction and growth of pari-mutuel wagering on
racing events.

The pari-mutuel industry in each State is regulated by an agency
most commonly known as the State racing commission. Among
commission prerogatives are the licensing of horse and track
owners, trainers, jockeys, drivers, and all others involved in the
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pari-mutuel sport, and the promulgation and enforcement of the
specific regulations under which the industry must operate.

Over the years, the States have consistently acted on the pere-
ceived need to closely regulate legal wagering and protect the pub-
lic's interest in pari-mutuel sports. The actions of State legislatures
and the racing commissions which carry out their policies have
been predicated on the desire to maintain the integrity of the
events on which the public is allowed to wager; oversee the State's
tax-related interest in that legal wagering; insure that licenses
meet specific standards of qualification; and thereby control any
criminal activities which may associate with the wagering aspects
of the sport.

The Federal Government has, in the past, echoed the clear, un-
equivocal position taken by the States that gambling matters are of
such import as to demand regulatory attention. A specific example
can be found as recently as 1978, when the Congress passed and
the President signed into law the Interstate Horse Racing Act, in-
dustry-supported legislation designed to prevent the unregulated
growth of off-track wagering in this country.

As a matter of policy precedent to this act, the Congress found
that "the States should have the primary responsibility for deter-
mining what forms of gambling may legally take place within their
borders" and that the Federal Government should "act to protect
identifiable national interests"associated with gambling matters.

We do not unconditionally oppose the development of horse
racing operations on protected Indian lands. We do, however,
oppose unregulated, uncontrolled expansion in such areas. The
growth of bingo operations on protected Indian lands has become
an item of national concern, if only due to questions it has raised
about the ability of those involved to adequately manage and con-
trol an area traditionally overseen by Government. Recent sugges-
tions that further expansion in this unregulated area is likely to
include race track operations and periodic announcements of
projects of this type has raised concerns in our industry about the
potential effects of such a course.

The operation of race tracks outside the accepted regulatory
schemes of the States could do great damage to the public belief in
integrity and honesty the States have sought to uphold with their
pari-mutuel laws. The perception and reality of honest racing con-
sumes the time, effort and money of the States which house pari-
mutuel sports; development of wagering outlets beyond their pur-
view would do direct damage to that objective.

On a more fundamental level, operators in the legal industry
today and the law enforcement officials who work with them will
readily attest to the attractiveness such unregulated, cash-intensive
operations could have for criminal elements. This is not a condem-
nation of the legal wagering industry, but rather a recognition of
the role regulation plays in its ability to remain above suspicion.

We feel it is within the power of and of immediate importance
for the Congress of the United States to specify State oversight, li-
censing and regulation of gambling establishments on Indian lands
consistent with, and no more or less extensive than the authority
now exercised on nonindian jurisdictions. We have reached this
conclusion based upon the needs of the existing productive pari-
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mutuel horse racing and breeding industry and the critical matter
of regulation and law enforcement outlined at this hearing.

We feel strongly that the States are in the best position to imple-
ment existing regulatory systems and incorporate the matters asso-
ciated with gambling on Indian lands into them. The same tests for
licensing qualification, financial stability and regulatory enforce-
ment now applied to existing and potential new operations on non-
indian lands have no less application to Indian projects. By the
same standard, Indian projects are no less vulnerable to problems
associated with unregulated gambling than are nonindian oper-
ations.

Thank you very much.
[The statement of Mr. Rolapp follows:]
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Statement of

R. Richards Rolapp

President
American Horse Council

before the
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs

U.S. House of Representatives

June 25, 1985

Introduction

The American Horse Council (AHC) is a Washington, D.C.-based
association of organizations and Individuals Involved in the horse business.

The memberships of the 142 organizations represented by the Horse
Council encompass the vast number of owners, breeders, riders, trainers and
other professionals whose business livelihoods depend on the horse, as well as
a significant segment of non-professional participants in horse-related
recreational activities around the country. In total, we estimate at more
than 2,000,000 the size of this professional and non-professional population

of horse industry participants represented by the American Horse Council
through its member groups.

Included among the organizations represented by AHC are the major
trade associations of thoroughbred, standardbred and quarter horse race
tracks, breeder groups, horsemen's organizations and state regulatory

authorities which collectively comprise the pari-mutuel horse racing
industry. It is on behalf of this pari-mutuel business, a major segment of
the American horse community, that we have asked to be able to present our
views on the matter of gambling on Indian lands.

72-553 0 - 87 - 10
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Wagering, including that which Is legally conducted on horse races

around the country, has traditionally been an issue of concern to Congress and

state governments. We therefore feel it entirely appropriate, and important,
that this committee consider the reasons for the historically strong

government oversight of gambling matters and their pertinence to the issue at

hand.

It is our position that the traditional and purposeful policies of
the federal government and the states to regulate gambling matters should be

extended to gambling on Indian lands. This position is not lightly taken, nor

is it by any standard an effort to prevent the entry of Native American groups
into the area of horse racing and the horse racing business. It is, rather,

consistent with the dua) goals of fair enterprise and gambling regulation

which have characterized our laws to date.

In presenting this position we would like to define for you the
existing pari-mutuel horse racing industry; the role of the federal government
and state legislatures In its development; and the present and potential

relationship of unregulated gaming operations with this industry.

We appreciate the opportunity to present our views and hope they
will contribute to the development of a fair and enforceable policy on

gambling on Indian lands.

The Pari-Mutuel Racing Industry

Legal wagering on horse races is permitted in 36 states, and there
is an active horse business in all 50 states. In many, the cash contribution
of the racing and racehorse breeding industry to local economies is
dramatically large, to such an extent that horses rank among the state's most

significant economic entities.

In California and New York, for example, horses and horse related
businesses account for cash contributions to each state's economy which exceed

$2 billion annually. In Florida, Illinois, New Jersey, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Kentucky, Maryland and Michigan, this economic impact has been estimated at or
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around $1 billion annually. The employment accounted for by horse racing
businesses and farms in each of these states ranges from 15,000 to 35,000 jobs
and averages about 22,000 jobs per state.

Many other states, including Arizona, Oklahoma and Texas, house

extremely large and active horse industries as well. Still others, among them
Alabama, Georgia, Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri and Tennessee, have recently
passed or are actively considering legislation which would encourage the

expansion of their home-grown horse industries to include horse racing and
racehorse breeding.

The 36 states which allow legalized wagering on horse races derive

close to $1 billion in direct state and local tax revenue from wagering taxes
each year. In each of these states, strict state oversight and regulation has

accomrpanied the introduction and growth of pari-mutuel wagering on racing

events.

The pari-mutuel industry in each state is regulated by an agency
most commonly known as the state racing commission. Among commission

prerogatives are the licensing of horse and track owners, trainers, jockeys,

drivers, and all others involved in the pari-mutuel sport, and the
promulgation and enforcement of the specific regulations under which the

industry must operate.

All matters pertaining to the operation of pari-mutuel racing flow
through these agencies acting on behalf of the governors and state

legislatures.

Federal and State Gambling Policy

Over the years, the states have consistently acted on the perceived
need to closely regulate legal wagering and protect the public's interest in

pari-mutuel sports. The actions of state legislatures and the racing

commissions which carry out their policies have been predicated on the desire
to (1) maintain the integrity of the events on which the public is allowed to
wager; (2) oversee the state's tax-related interest in that legal wagering;
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(3) insure that licensees meet specific standards of qualification; and there-
by (4) control any criminal activities which may associate with the wagering
aspects of the sport.

The federal government has, in the past, echoed the clear,
unequivocal position taken by the states that gambling matters are of such
import as to demand regulatory attention. A specific example can be found as
recently as 1978, when the Congress passed and the President signed into law
the Interstate Horse Racing Act, industry-supported legislation designed to
prevent the unregulated growth of off-track wagering in this country.

As a matter of policy precedent to this act, the Congress found that
"the States should have the primary responsibility for determining what forms
of gambling may legally take place within their borders" and that the federal
government should "act to protect identifiable national interests" associated
with gambling matters.

Prior to this statement of policy, Congress had exerted its powers
to "...assist the various states ... in the enforcement of their (gambling)
laws ." (18 U.S.C. 1084) and consistently exercised that enforcement through
the Department of Justice.

Wagering on Indian Lands

The American Horse Council and the pari-mutuel interests it
represents do not unconditionally oppose the development of horse racing
operations on protected Indian lands. We do, however, oppose and urge
Congress to consider the ramifications of unregulated, uncontrolled expansion
in such areas.

The growth of bingo operations on protected Indian lands has become
an item of national concern, if only due to questions it has raised about the
ability of those involved to adequately manage and control an area
traditionally overseen by government. Recent suggestions that further
expansion in this unregulated area is likely to include race track operations
and periodic announcements of projects of this type have, not surprisingly,
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raised concerns in the existing horse racing industry about the potential

effects of such a course.

The operation of race tracks outside the accepted regulatory schemes

of the states could do great damage to the public belief in integrity and

honesty the states have sought to uphold with their pari-mutuel laws. The

perception and reality of honest racing consumes the time, effort and money of

the states which house pari-mutuel sports; development of wagering outlets
beyond their purview would do direct damage to that objective.

On a more fundamental level, operators in the legal industry today

and the law enforcement officials who work with them will readily attest to
the attractiveness such unregulated, cash-intensive operations could have for

criminal elements. This is not a condemnation of the legal wagering industry

but rather a recognition of the role regulation plays in its ability to remain

above suspicion.
As you can see, the matter of regulation is not a minor issue in our

industry. The integrity of racing events, the protection of the public

interest and the use of the state's licensing powers and law enforcement

capabilities to exclude unwanted elements remain a central focus.

There is, in sum, good reason for extensive state involvement in

wagering industries and compelling cause for delegation by the federal

government to the states of authority to oversee this area.

Conclusions and Recommendations

We feel it is within the power of, and of immediate importance for

the Congress of the United States to specify state oversight, licensing and

regulation of gambling establishments on Indian lands consistent with, and no

more or less extensive than, the authority now exercised on non-Indian

jurisdictions.

We reach this conclusion based on the demands of the existing,
productive pari-mutuel horse racing and breeding industry and the critical

matters of regulation and law enforcement outlined above.
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This matter is of sufficient concern to merit federal action, given

the past decisions of Congress to exert authority on gambling-related matters.

We feel strongly, however, that the states are in the best position to

implement existing regulatory systems and incorporate the matters associated
with gambling on Indian lands into them.

The same tests for licensing qualification, financial stability and

regulatory enforcement now applied to existing and potential new operations on

non-Indian lands have no less application to Indian projects. By the same

standard, Indian projects are no less vulnerable to problems associated with

unregulated gambling than are non-Indian operations.

On behalf of the American Horse Council, I want to thank this

committee for considering our views on this Issue.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Rolapp.
Mr. Miller.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. Chairman, my name is Andrew Miller. I am

counsel for the Greyhound Track Operators association.
There are 48 greyhound tracks regulated by State and State

sanctioned commissions in 14 States at the present time. Our expe-
rience has shown the need to be constantly alert against the infil-
tration of criminal elements.

Unregulated gambling in contrast to regulated gambling is a
clear and present danger. Contrary to what has been suggested,
AGTOA does not oppose gambling on Indian reservations. AGTOA
believes, however, that such gambling must be just as strictly con-
trolled as off reservation gambling. This is the only way to insure
that it will be from criminal influence, at least to the maximum
extent feasible.

I would urge the committee to take with something of a grain of
salt certain comments made by representatives of the Morongo
Band as to actions by the State of California in attempting to deal
with criminal activity arising from gambling in California on
Indian reservations. I have looked, for example, at the briefs filed
in the 9th Circuit in the Cabazon-Morongo case. California did not
stipulate that there was no organized crime involved as was sug-
gested here. Instead it stipulated that it was not alleging in that
case that organized crime was involved.

Of course that case is a civil, not a criminal proceeding. Commer-
cial gambling is not a traditional Indian activity. It depends very
substantially on nonindians for viability. There is no reason that
the rules of the game as to nonindians should be different, depend-
ing upon where in the State they do their gambling. The issue of
State jurisdiction over Indian gaming is being litigated piecemeal.
In the meantime the incidents of unregulated gambling increases.
And the impact of such gambling on Indian reservations is not lim-
ited to the reservations.

They affect non-Indians both on and off the reservation as well
as tribes themselves. And I agree with you, Mr. Chairman, that
this controversy cries out for a legislative solution. The questions is
not the necessity of hard-nosed regulations, but instead the identity
of the regulator. What section 6(b) of H.R. 1920 would do is to give
the Secretary of the Interior limited authority where an Indian
tribe has a sole proprietary interest and is responsible for the con-
duct of the gaming operation in question.

In such instances, the activity does not have to comply with
State law so long as it is not prohibited by State law. Section 6(c)
provides that if a tribe licenses a gambling operation to an individ-
ual or an entity other than the tribe, that gambling operation must
comply with State law. But I respectfully submit this provision is
not meaningful because it will never be utilized due to the mani-
fest advantage of being unregulated.

Thus if H.R. 1920 were enacted in its present form, it would be
only supervision, not regulation by the Secretary as to the approval
of contracts, as to the approval of ordinances, as to the inspection
and audit function. H.R. 2404 and section 4 has similar less de-
tailed provisions. But I refer the committee to a memorandum
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dated July 20, 1984, of the Bureau of Indian Affairs relating to 25
U.S.C. 81. That memorandum reads in part as follows:

Two Federal Courts have recently held that 25 U.S.C. 81 renders tribal bingo
management contracts invalid unless they are proved pursuant to that section.

While it is my view and the view of the Solicitor's Office that
these decisions are erroneous, it is likely the tribes now operating
under unapproved management contracts will understandably
become concerned about the effects of those decisions and begin to
request approval of their contracts. As you know, there are no reg-
ulations governing review of such contracts.

As I view the provision of section 7 of H.R. 1920, it would really
once again send a message to the BIA that it should be involved in
approving management contracts, a principle already established
in Federal law. So the grant of the foregoing authority under H.R.
1920 or H.R. 2404, with all respect, would give an appearance of
regulation but not the reality of regulation. It certainly does not
constitute regulation as that term is understood in the industry.

The only alternative at the Federal level is to create a National
Gaming Commission with authority over gambling on the Indian
reservations. This would entail a new Federal agency with substan-
tial staff and budget. To do so in AGTOA's opinion, would be both
inefficient and duplicative because the States at the present time
have an effective system of regulation in place.

As Congressman Vento said earlier today, why should we go
about reinventing the wheel. The regulation of gambling is a tradi-
tional area of State responsibility. Since not all States authorize
gambling, in the geographic sense there is no national need. More-
over whatever regulatory scheme were adopted by such a commis-
sion, it would inevitably conflict in every State where a reservation
is located or gambling exists. And that, from a law enforcement
standpoint, would be counterproductive.

I respectively submit that the most appropriate resolution to the
issue before us is to use 18 U.S.C. 1161 as a model. As the chair-
man knows, section 1161 delegates concurrent authority to the
States and the Indian tribes to regulate liquor transactions on
Indian land. This basic approach is embodied in section 3 of H.R.
2404. Section 1161 was recently intepreted in Rice v. Rehner, by
the Supreme Court of the United States, and that decision, the
court confirmed the existence of concurrent jurisdiction.

What AGTOA is proposing is in accord with the recommenda-
tions in 1976 of the Report to the Commission on Review of Nation-
al Policy toward gambling, which was the last serious study of
gambling policy in this country. It concluded that the Federal Gov-
ernment should not substitute its judgment for that of individual
States.

Moreover, in specifically discussing gambling on Indian reserva-
tions, the Commission assumed that such gambling would be sub-
ject to the same licensing and regulatory requirements as those im-
posed off reservation by States where reservations are located. It
found that licensing privilege should be accompanied-and I am
quoting-"by the correlative duty of equal taxation."

Nothing as occurred in intervening years to change the validity
of the Commission's finding in this regard. One final note, in the
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dialogue which occurred this morning, there seemed to be some
confusion as to what is meant by the phrase "public policy." So
that in considering this matter further, the committee will at least
understand that there are three different concepts which have
been alluded to here and which must be addressed. Let me enumer-
ate those concepts as I see them.

First is the concept of public policies interpreted by the Gila
River Indian community. And that proposition that if any pari-
mutuel gambling is authorized by the State, an Indian tribe can
engage in every and all forms of pari-mutuel gambling. None of
such forms would be contrary to the public policy of the State.

With all respect to Mr. Yetwin, to my knowledge no court has so
held up to this point. As intepreted by the Borona and Butterworth
cases, there is a distinction in the concept of public policy between
criminal jurisdiction on the one hand, and regulatory jurisdiction
on the other. If a gambling activity is prohibited by the State, then
according to this doctrine an Indian tribe cannot engage in that ac-
tivity because it would be contrary to the State's public policy.

On the other hand, if a gambling activity is permitted, but regu-
lated by a State, an Indian tribe can engage in that activity with-
out regulation because the activity itself is permitted. An unregu-
lated activity is not deemed to be contrary to the public policy
which requires that activity to be regulated. That is a little Orwell-
ian, but nonetheless that is where those two courts came out.

And finally, as interpreted and intended by representative Shum-
way, public policy entails no distinction between the criminal law
on the one hand and regulatory law on the other. Under that con-
cept the only gambling activities possible would be those which are,
one, authorized by State law and, second, conducted in accordance
wit h State restrictions.

I respectfully submit, Mr. Chairman, it is helpful to keep these
differences in mind in getting through this testimony and arriving
at the truth of this matter. Thank you, sir.

[The statement of Mr. Miller follows:]
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TESTIMONY

BY

ANDREW P. MILLER

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

My name is Andrew P. Miller. I am counsel for the Ameri-

can Greyhound Track Operators Association ("AGTOA"). It is a

pleasure for me to appear before this Committee to give AGTOA's

position on H.R.1920 and H.R.2404.

AGTOA is a non-profit corporation which was formed in

April 1946. Its membership consists of the owners and operators

of forty-five Greyhound racetracks located throughout the United

States. Membership is open to all lawfully licensed Greyhound

tracks whether they be owned by individuals, partnerships or

corporations.

Greyhound racing is the sixth largest spectator sport in

America. In 1984, the attendance at AGTOA's member tracks was

22,283,902. Some $2,451,385,751 was wagered at these tracks and,

out of that paramutuel handle, State and county governments re-

ceived $176,404,705. Thus, Greyhound racing is a significant

industry whose growth, since the first circular track opened in

1919, has resulted in large part from its concern for integrity.

All Greyhound tracks are regulated by State or State

sanctioned racing commissions. The staff of each commission

oversee operations at the tracks for which they have responsibil-

ity. This supervision includes all aspects of racing and

wagering activities. For example, constant monitoring occurs to

prevent the unauthorized substitution of dogs, and urine samples
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are taken by State veterinarians to assure the absence of foreign

substances. These steps, and many others, have proved necessary

in order to maintain public confidence in the sport.

From long experience, AGTOA knows that it must be con-

stantly alert against efforts by unsavory elements to infiltrate

its tracks. The only way to make sure that no such subversion of

appropriate standards occurs is to have strict State regulation.

In the absence of constant detailed oversight, organized criminal

elements will inevitably poison the system. Unregulated gambling

whether at Greyhound tracks or elsewhere would create a clear and

present danger. The consequence of a lack of hard-nosed super-

vision would be the tarnishing of the sport in the mind of the

public. Untoward events at a single track would adversely affect

the industry as a whole.

AGTOA is very concerned over the prospect of unregulated

Greyhound tracks being established on Indian reservations. In

the fourteen States where its tracks are now operating, all but

four have Indian groups within their boundaries and these four

border on States with such groups. One does not have to be a

career law enforcement officer to understand the attraction which

such operations would have for criminal elements frustrated at

their lack of success at regulated tracks. The substantial

amounts of money involved would act as a magnet. Corruption of

these operations would be the inevitable result.

As Deputy Assistant Attorney General Mark M. Richard

testified before this Cornittee last year, high stakes gambling
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"involves a large number of fast moving cash transactions. The

opportunities for 'skimming' and 'laundering' are enormous.

Employees and managers can be corrupted into dishonest manipu-

lations. Large-scale gambling operations require significant

support services, such as security, food, cleaning, sanitation

and transportation. Everyone of these fringe operations can be

lucrative and can attract racketeers who preserve their competi-

tive edge by violence and intimidation."

I want to make it clear that AGTOA does not oppose

gambling on Indian reservations. Its position is that such

gambling should be just as strictly controlled as off reservation

gambling in the State where a reservation is located. This is

the only way to make certain that gambling activity on tribal

land is as free from criminal influence as possible. To have

more than one set of rules applicable to gambling within a State

is totally counter-productive from the law enforcement stand-

point.

Commercial gambling is not a traditional Indian activity.

As conducted on Indian reservations, it is not limited to Indian

participants. The fact is that, to be economically viable,

gaming on tribal lands must depend almost entirely on attracting

non-Indians who are otherwise controlled by the laws of the

State. There is no reason why the rules of the game for these

non-Indians should be different depending on where in a State

they do their gambling.
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The controversy over the applicability of State laws to

Indian reservations is being litigated on an on-going basis. At

the present time, the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth

Circuit has two cases before it (No. 84-6635, as consolidated),

to which the State of California and the Cabazon Band of Mission

Indians and the Morongo Band of Mission Indians, respectively,

are parties. The principal issue in these cases is whether

California's gambling laws apply to the Cabazon and Morongo res-

ervations on the basis of federal common law principles. However

the Ninth Circuit decides, it is probable that the Supreme Court

of the United States will be asked to resolve the issue. That

resolution may be as much as two years hence and, very likely,

even then will not end litigation of the myriad issues surround-

ing gambling on tribal lands. In the meantime, gambling on res-

ervations will continue to increase without appropriate regu-

lation.

The result of this phenomenon will be the effective cir-

cumvention of State laws relating to gambling. Instead of con-

sistent regulation within a State's boundaries, there will be

enclaves where gaming will take place without the same strict

regulatory standards being applied. Moreover, the effects of

gambling activity on Indian reservations is not limited to tribal

areas. The environmental and public safety impact of such

operations will most certainly spill over onto surrounding

non-Indian land. Thus, the States have a very substantial
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interest in seeing that the issue on which the legislation pend-

ing before this Committee focuses is effectively addressed.

Indeed, the controversy at hand cries out for a legisla-

tive solution now. As AGTOA sees it, the basic question is not

the necessity for hard-nosed supervision, which should be obvious

to all concerned, but the identity of the regulator. What

H.R.1920 would do in S 6(b) is to give the Secretary of the

Interior ("the Secretary") certain limited authority in instances

where an Indian tribe has "the sole proprietary interest and will

be responsible for the conduct of any gaming operation." Under

such circumstances a gambling activity does not have to comply

with the provisions of State law so long as the gaming itself is

not prohibited by State law.

It is true that S 6(c) provides that, if a tribe licenses

an operation of "gaming owned, operated, or conducted by indi-

viduals or entities other than tribe (sic)", the conditions under

which such gambling takes place "shall be at least as restrictive

as those established by State law." This provision, while

appearing to provide a role for State law, is not meaningful as a

practical matter due to the manifest advantages to a gambling

operation of escaping State regulation. Thus, if H.R. 1920 were

enacted, the only supervision of gambling on Indian reservations

would result from the Secretary's approving tribal ordinances (S

6(b)), approving management contracts (S 7) and having the power

to inspect and audit for compliance with the provisions of ap-

proved ordinances and contracts (S 8).
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Similarly, H.R. 2404 in § 4 has a provision for approval

by the Secretary of tribal law permitting gambling operations

without reference to State law as long as such operations do not

violate a State's "public policy". As this phrase has been

interpreted by some courts, unregulated gambling on an Indian

reservation is in conformity with a State's "public policy" if a

State has not expressly prohibited that type of gambling but

permits it in regulated form. Assuming that S 4 of H.R. 2404

contemplates management contracts, it does not contain any pro-

vision for the Secretary's approval of such contracts nor does it

authorize the Secretary to conduct inspections and audits.

With all respect, the grant of the described authority to

the Secretary, under either H.R. 1920 and H.R. 2404, would be

worse than no grant of authority at all. It cannot in any way be

considered "regulation" as that term is generally understood in

the gambling industry. If SS 6(b), 7 and 8 of H.R. 1920 or S 4

of H.R. 2404 were to become law, they would represent the appear-

ance, not the reality, of regulation. Under neither bill would

the Secretary possess authority to supervise the day-to-day

operations of gambling on Indian reservations. In no sence would

the Secretary be able to engage in the oversight function now

performed, in every State with legalized gambling, by State regu-

latory corz-issions. Yet such supervision is an absolute

necessity if organized crime is not to run rampant.

The only alternative at the federal level would be to

create a national gaming commission with respect to gambling on
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Indian reservations with the same power as State gaming com-

missions. This option would enLail the creation of a new federal

agency with a substantial staff and budget. To do so, AGTOA

respectfully submits would be both inefficient and duplicative.

There is absolutely no valid reason to create a parallel

regulatory system, particularly in light of current budgetary

constraints, when the States have an effective system of

regulation already in place.

The regulation of gambling in this country has tradition-

ally been an area of responsibility assumed and performed by the

States. Since not all States authorize gambling, in the geo-

graphic sense there is no need for a national gaming commission.

Moreover, the regulation imposed by such a commission, whatever

it might be, would inevitably conflict with existing regulation

in every State where Indian reservations are located. The reason

is that each State has its own supervisory scheme developed out

of its own specific regulatory experience. As previously indi-

cated, such conflict would tend to weaken the overall law en-

forcement effort.

AGTOA believes that the most appropriate resolution of

this issue is to use as precedent 18 U.S.C. §1161 which relates

to the regulation of Indian liquor transactions. This statute

provides that certain pre-existing provisions of federal law

shall not apply "to any act or transaction within any area of

Indian country provided such act or transaction is ir, conformity

both with the laws of the State in which such act or transaction

(j
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occurs and with an ordinance duly adopted by the tribe having

jurisdiction over such area of Indian country, certified by the

Secretary of the Interior, and published in the Federal

Register." Section 1161 was recently construed by the Supreme

Court in Rice v. Rehner, 463 U.S. 713, 103 S. Ct. 3291 (1983).

In that case the Court found that "Congress intended to

delegate a portion of its authority to the tribes as well as to

the States, so as to fill the void which would be created by the

absence of the discriminatory federal prohibition. Congress did

not intend to make tribal members 'super citizens' who could

trade in a traditionally regulated substance free from all but

self-imposed regulations. . . . Application of the State licens-

ing scheme does not 'impair a right granted or reserved by fed-

eral law'". 103 S. Ct. at 3303. The reference to "discrimina-

tory federal prohibition" relates to the fact that traditionally

Indians did not enjoy "tribal self-government insofar as liquor

transactions were concerned." Id. Similarly, there is no such

tradition as to commercial gambling not because of federal prohi-

bition but because such gambling is a new phenomenon on Indian

reservations.

Historically in this country public debate with respect

to the legalization of gambling has been a matter for resolution

at the State and local level. The same has been true, with one

lamentable episode, with respect to liquor. As to the latter,

because of the referenced episode, State authority is now

expressly recognized in the Constitution. Out of sometimes
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bitter experience, we as a people have concluded that the diver-

sity of attitude towards liquor is such that a national regula-

tory scheme is not practical.

Although that perception with respect to gambling has not

been elevated to constitutional dignity, our political conclusion

as citizens has been to the same effect. A State's laws and

regulations relating to gambling represent a consensus of views

as to standards of conduct allowable in that State as a whole.

They are reflective of current public opinion and are enforced by

public scrutiny. Based on our national experience, this is as it

should be.

AGTOA does not urge that the States be granted exclusive

jurisdiction over gambling on Indian reservations within their

boundaries, any more than exclusive jurisdiction over liquor

would be appropriate. Instead, it believes that Congress should

delegate concurrent jurisdiction to both the Indian tribes and

the States as occurred with the adoption of 18 U.S.C. §1161.

This approach is embodied in 5 3(c) of H.R. 2404 and constitute&

an alternative to that bill's S 3(b) exception to its § 3(a)

prohibition on gambling. Section 3(c) provides that the prohibi-

tion of § 3(a) "shall not apply to any gambling operation con-

ducted in Indian country if such operation is in conformity

with - (1) the laws of the State within which such gambling oper-

ation is conducted, and (2) applicable tribal laws which have

been certified by the Secretary of the Interior and published in

the Federal Register."
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The parallelism of this language to that contained in 18

U.S.C. S1161 is obvious as is, I trust, the soundness of this

approach. For reasons both philosophical and practical, the

federal government should not establish a national gaming commis-

sion any more than it should establish a national alcoholic

beverage control commission. Instead, with gambling as with

liquor, regulatory authority should be shared between the States

and the Indian tribes.

What AGTOA is proposing is squarely in accord with the

recommendations of the Report ot the Commission on the Review of

the National Policy Toward Gambling ("Report") in 1976, the last

time this country's policy toward gambling was reviewed in depth.

The Commission concluded that it did "not believe that the Fed-

eral Government, which represents the Nation as a whole, should

substitute its judgment for that of the individual States in this

area." Report at 5. Specifically, in discussing gambling on

Indian reservations, the Commission stated: "In withdrawing

Federal control, Congress can cause jurisdiction over the reser-

vations to be delegated to the States and, in fact, has taken

steps in that direction, by passage of Public Law 83-280.

. . . While this statute was passed with an eye toward eventual

termination of Federal supervision in this area, it also made

clear that such termination was to be effected gradually."

Report at 21.

In 1976, there was only one federal statute which specif-

ically prohibited an activity relating to gambling on Indian
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reservations. This statute, 15 U.S.C. S1175, made it unlawful to

"manufacture, recondition, repair, sell, transport, possess or

use any gambling device . . . within Indian country.... ".The

Commission recommended.that this prohibition be repealed because

"(t]o do so would then place all gambling activities under the

control of applicable State law." Report at 22. The Commission

went on to recommend that "legal gambling activity of any kind

conducted on an Indian reservation pursuant to State law should

be subject to the same rate of taxation as that same activity

conducted elsewhere in the State. That activity would presumably

be subject to the same licensing and regulatory requirements

whether conducted on or off a reservation. Therefore, the

licensing privilege should be accompanied by the correlative duty

of equal taxation." Report at 22. AGTOA respectfully submits

that nothing has occurred during the last decade which alters the

validity of the Commission's findings in this regard.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to appear

and present AGTOA's views on this important subject.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you for an incisive piece of testimony.
Let me ask, Mr. Rolapp first, and then Mr. Miller, essentially the

same question. You have expressed concern about the possibility of
gambling on horse races on Indian reservations. Do you know of
any? Are there any tracks run now by Indians or any plans being
made?

Mr. RoLAPP. I am not aware of any existing tracks on Indian res-
ervations. I have heard rumors and stories of proposals being made
to various tribes to construct a racing facility, but I can't document
that.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Miller, anything about greyhound tracks?
Mr. MILLER. Mr. Chairman, my information is essentially the

same.
The CHAIRMAN. I was visited several months ago by a group from

New Mexico or-it seems it was New Mexico-talking about a pos-
sible dog track.

Both of you and your organizations think that the answer to this
question we posed today to many witnesses, if we are going to have
a regulator or an overseer or a czar of some kind, you believe it
ought to be State? Do you believe it ought to be a separate State
commission for Indian gambling or should we take the present
commissions that exist in the various States and give them this ad-
ditional power. What would be better operationally?

Mr. RoLAPP. We have State commissions that regulate horse
racing in every State where it is permitted currently. Those com-
missions have the resources and the expertise, the background and
the personnel, the manpower to effectively extend their regulation
to any gambling operations that may exist or will exist in the
future on Indian lands.

The CHAIRMAN. The bill ought to be amended, then, so that the
Indians would be given the power and be given the obligation if
they want to start a horse or a dog track on the Indian reservation
to get permission from the State regulatory commission that now
exists or in those States where you don't have one, a similar orga-
nization to be established.

Mr. RoLAPP. I think that they should be required, as any other
licensee for a gambling operation within the State to get the per-
mission of the State regulatory authority, because that would in-
volve making an investigation of the background and history of
those who are applying for the license and it would assure that
criminal elements are not able to infiltrate any kind of a gaming
operation.

I can understand the concern that some Indian tribes might have
that a State regulatory authority might arbitrarily say you can't do
it without good reason for saying that. And perhaps there could be
some Federal supervision in an event like that where the Indian-
tribe could appeal, say, to the Secretary of the Interior in order to
avoid that from happening.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Miller.
Mr. MILLER. First of all, I don't think even Mr. Yetwin would

claim that if a State prohibited all forms of gambling that still on
an Indian reservation that one could go ahead and start a gam-
bling operation. Therefore, as was just suggested, in every State
where you have gambling permitted, certainly as to horse tracks or
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greyhound tracks, there is a commission which has responsibility
for overseeing that particular gambling activity or those particular
gambling activities within the State.

The gentleman from Nevada, Mr. Rumbolz, indicated earlier
today that his commission has been in existence for more than 50
years or approximately 50 years. Other States may have a lesser
period of experience, but in any event, no matter how long they
have been in existence, and most of them do have a significant life
span at this point, you have had over a period of years, a body of
expertise built up as to how the criminal element operates, the
type of individual which engages in improper activity, and how
best to deal with that type of situation.

It seems to me that this an enormous reservoir of expertise
which clearly can be put to use by extending jurisdiction to all
areas within a State's boundary rather than having enclaves where
such strict supervision would not take place.

The CHAIRMAN. In addition to the point you just made, which I
think has considerable merit, is there any other advice you could
give us on this organized or disorganized crime problem? I guess
you have been on the front lines and the organized crime people
are always trying to infiltrate tracks-racing pari-mutuel oper-
ations. In addition to a good, tough State regulatory agency that
blows the whistle and has inspectors on the scene all the time, is
there any other advice you Would give to us in writing a bill that
would protect the Indxans from that kind of invasion?Mr. MILLER. It is my view that the Indian tribe should have con-
current jurisdiction. I am very sympathetic to the view that Indian
tribes should have a role in determining what takes place on the
reservation. With coircurrent jurisdiction, that means just as in
regard to liquor transactions, that both the State and the Indian
Tribe in question would have input as to exactly what was done.

And I think the precedent with respect to liquor is one which the
committee should serious consider. For a long time, as you know,
Mr. Chairman, liquor was prohibited on Indian reservations. Until
very recently, there has been no commerical gambling at all on
Indian reservations. So you had a decision with respect to the Fed-
eral Government that it was going to delegate the authority, and
that appears in section 1161, which it previously held and allowed
the States and the Indian tribes as the Rice v. Rehner case so well
illustrates, to have joint control over what occurs on the reserva-
tion in that particular area.

In the history of this country, liquor and gambling had generally
been regarded, depending upon one's point of view, as evils or as
desirable forms of enjoyment, but nonetheless if one were in the
latter category, enjoyment which should be regulated to some
extent. And it seems to me that this kind of joint approach, which
is already in place in liquor, should be replicated with respect to
gambling.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Rolapp, do you have anything to add to
that?

Mr. RoLAPP. Well, I think that horse racing has been successful
over its past of not having any cases of organized crime infiltration
into the ownership and operation of race tracks. And I think this
has largely been accomplished because of the tremendous resources
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that have been devoted over the years avoiding the criminal ele-
ment from becoming involved.

Our industry, itself, spends in self-enforcement over $2 million a
year to be sure that these kinds of things don't happen, and that,
in conjunction with the resources that the States devote to this
problem have made our track record very successful to this point. I
would also like to make the point that there has been a lot of dis-
cussion about bingo up to this point, and bingo and horse racing
and greyhound racing are entirely different forms of a gambling
operations.

Horse racing involves a very large considerable financial commit-
ment to have an operation of the size of a horse racing facility in
terms of the physical facility itself, the horses and the value of the
investment in those animals. You have jockies; you have trainers.
You have hot-walkers. You have grooms. You have concessionaries.
It is not the same as a bingo parlor, and that would be a much
larger undertaking for any Indian tribe to become involved in, and
I think emphasizes the need they would have if they tried to do
that, to have a considerable regulatory presence there to assist
them in that activity.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. You have been very help-
ful to us today.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. We will hear now from Mr. Robert Baker.
I am going to have to go make a vote in about 5 or 6 minutes, if

you could give me about 5 minutes worth, it would be very helpful.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT BAKER, FIELD INVESTIGATOR, HUMANE
SOCIETY

Mr. BAKER. I sure will. And I wish to extend my appreciation to
you for allowing me to testify here today. My name, for the record,
is Robert Baker. I am a field investigator for the Humane Society
of the United States.

The Humane Society of the United States would like to take this
opportunity while the committee is examining gambling operations
on Indian lands to express our concerns about pari-mutuel gam-
bling on dog racing. The reason we are concerned about dog racing
is because there is a present plan to initiate dog racing on Indian
reservations and on Federal lands at this time.

We are also concerned about this because in the past several
years we have lobbied very vigorously in State legislatures against
the expansion of dog racing because of the cruelties involved in
this activity. And we have had much success, and just within the
last 2 years, we have been able to block legislation to legalize dog
racing in 15 States. We are very concerned about the fact that
some people in the dog racing industry are now looking at Federal
lands as a way of circumventing State blockage of dog racing, and
in particular because of the cruelty involved.

To summarize very briefly for you the cruelties that we are con-
cerned about, most greyhound dogs that race on racing tracks are
trained on live animal lures. When you go to a race track you see
the dogs chasing a mechanical lure around the track. What you
don't see is how that dog was trained. The dog was trained by
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using a live animal, usually a rabbit, but also chickens, guinea
pigs, and even on occasion kittens have been used. And they actual-
ly tie the animal to a mechanical arm which whirls around the
track and this, they believe, gives the dog-encourages the dog to
chase after this animal.

The dogs are allowed to catch the live animals, tear them apart.
In many instances, at the height of inhumanity, these animals are
used over again no matter how badly injured they are. We have
had investigators go out and even find discarded rabbits that were
still alive even after being torn apart by the dogs in those training
practices.

Many proponents of dog racing on Federal lands will tell you
probably that these practices no longer exist. In my submitted tes-
timony on pages 4 through 6, I submit documentation that this is
still a current practice, and in fact as late as February of this year
the greyhound industry has indicated and affirmed our position
that live animals are being used. And we have had four investiga-
tors that have witnessed this first hand besides the documentation
I have put into the testimony today.

The other purpose of being here is to clear up some misunder-
standing that might have occurred. One of the attorneys represent-
ing the Santa Ana Pueblo, which is the Pueblo that is planning on
building the dog racing track, had misrepresented our position in a
letter to Congressman Manuel Lujan and distributed to the House
Interior Committee. And I just want to reaffirm to this committee
that we are opposed to dog racing.

Also we are concerned about the fact that this cannot be regulat-
ed on Federal lands because of the dogs that they are going to have
to bring in for racing purposes, if they are not going to be trained
and bred on the pueblos or on the Indian reservations. They are
going to come-they have to get dogs from other places througout
the country, and there is no possible way that we know of regulat-
ing this activity so that you can ensure that all the dogs racing
there were not trained on live animal lures.

You also have the problem with the fact of the incessant breed-
ing of dogs just for their mass destruction. And we are very con-
cerned about this. We think it is cruel. It many ways that these
access dogs are destroyed, it is done very inhumanely. And I give
you many examples of that, and they are cited in our submitted
testimony.

So summarizing, I would just like to state that because of the
cruelty involved in pari-mutuel gambling and dog racing, and be-
cause of the fact that -we feel it cannot be regulated, we feel that
this should not be allowed to be extended on to Federal lands, and
we ask that H.R. 1920, and H.R. 2404 be amended to prohibit pari-
mutuel gambling on dog racing on Federal lands, including Indian
trust lands. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

[The statement of Mr. Baker, with attachment, follows:]
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Robert 0. Baker
Field Investigator

Department of Investigations

My name is Robert Baker. I am a field investigator for The
Humane Society of the United States (HSUS), based at our national
headquarters in Washington, DC. The HSUS is a national non-
profit organization dedicated to the prevention and elimination
of cruelty to animals. The HSUS is the largest national humane
organization in the country with a constituency of more than
350,000 persons.

Because of the Interior and Insular Affairs Committee examination
of gambling operations on Indian lands, I feel it appropriate to
bring to your attention The HSUS's concern over pari-mutuel
gambling on dog racing on Indian lands. The HSUS is opposed to
pari-mutuel gambling on dog racing because this activity results
in the unjustified exploitation and abuse of the dogs forced to
participate in these events. In addition, thousands of other
animals are maimed and brutally killed in cruel training

practices common to the racing industry.

We originally became involved in this issue when our New Mexico

constituents expressed their concern to us that dog racing was to

be introduced via Indian lands in spite of its illegality in

their state. We consequently conveyed our position on dog racing

to the Indian Pueblo and, at their request, met with their

representatives to discuss our position on this issue. We told

them we could not support their efforts to bring dog racing to

Indian lands and reiterated that position in a letter the

following day.

Unfortunately, the law firm which represents Indian interests

used that meeting to infer that we concurred with their proposal

and subsequently presented false and misleading information to

Congressional offices concerning our position on this issue.

- 2 -
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Because of our concerns that our position has been, and could

continue to be, misrepresented to so many Congressional offices--

and because we feel it is imperative that the cruelties in dog

racing be brought to your attention--we are here today to ask you

to insure that dog racing not be allowed on Indian lands.

On behalf of our members, we are requesting that any bill passed

by the Committee on this subject contain a provision specifically

prohibiting pari-mutuel dog racing on Indian lands.

Racing dogs are trained in an event known as "coursing," in which

young greyhounds are released to chase down a live jackrabbit

within a fenced enclosed field. Once caught, the quarry is

usually mutilated by the dogs and left to die from its

injuries. So that young dogs do not get discouraged, some

trainers will break one of the rabbit's legs so that it can more

easily be caught. Some trainers, who have a dog which will not

chase a rabbit by instinct during the coursing event, will

confine the dog with a live rabbit and deprive the dog of food

until the dog either kills the rabbit or faces starvation.

The next phase of training for many dogs is the "whirl-a-gig"

which is a pole upon which a small live animal is suspended.

This time the bait may be a domestic rabbit, guinea pig, chicken,

or even a kitten. The pole moves around a small circular

track. This teaches the dog to run in a circular path in chase

of the dangling animal and somewhat simulates a racetrack

situation. As an incentive for dogs to chase the whirl-a-gig,

they are eventually allowed to catch-up and attack the live

animal bait. If the lure is still alive after the dogs catch and

maim it, the small animal will be used again on a new set of

dogs.

- 3 -
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The next major phase of training takes place at a schooling or

training track which resembles a real racetrack. Again, the bait

is a small live animal which dangles from a mechanical arm, which

whirls around the track with the dogs in pursuit. The dogs are

allowed to catch and attack the live animal which is tied to the

mechanical arm. This same live lure is often used repeatedly on

different sets of dogs, no matter how badly injured it might be

from the previous mauling. These training methods result in

approximately 100,000 animals per year suffering the trauma of

being chased and eventually torn apart by the dogs.

Proponents of dog racing have claimed that such training

practices are obsolete and that artificial training methods are

now available. These proponents often point to a training film

(promoting the use of the Jack-A-Lure, a mechanical bait) to

encourage the discontinuation of jackrabbits and other animals

being used for training purposes. Unfortunately this film, as

well as other efforts, has not had any significant impact on

changing the more traditional and more desired method of using

live animals to train racing greyhounds, a method practiced by 90

percent of greyhound trainers.

The current practice of using live animals as bait in the

trainingn of racing greyhounds has been verified by state racing

officials, in istry leaders, industry participants, and countless

media exposes, including ABC' s 20/20. In addition, I cite the

following evidence:

a. According to a "Senate Staff Analysis and Economic Impact
Statement" for the State of Florida (issued April 29, 1980),
a spokesman for the Florida Greyhound Association said that
100% of the Florida trainers use live bait for training.

- 4 -
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b. Mr. Troy Stiles, a member of the executive committee of
the National Greyhound Association (NGA) confirmed this
practice in an interview with the Charleston Daily Mail,
Charleston, West Virginia, on June 29, 1983:

"An official with the National Greyhound Association
acknowledged that the majority of dogs used for racing
are trained with live animal lures.. .Troy Stiles, vice-
president of the National Greyhound Association, says
his organization is encouraging trainers to switch to
artificial lures. But he estimates that only 7 or 8
percent use the mechanical device exclusively."

c. Mr. Art Tiggett, Supervisor of Greyhound Racing for the
State of Florida's Division of Pari-Mutuel Wagering, informed
an HSUS investigator during a visit with him at his office in
Miami on July 7, 1983, that all the greyhounds trained in
Florida are trained on live lures, specifically rabbits,
chickens, and guinea pigs. Mr. Tiggett stated that he and
investigators from the Florida Division of Pari-Mutuel
Wagering have visited several training tracks in Florida and
discovered evidence that they were using live lures.

d. On May 17, 1984, The St. Petersburg Evening Independent
reported that dogs which had already been trained and were
actively racing at Florida tracks were being taken off the
track and re-trained on live lures, a practice called
"shaking up." According to the Evening Independent, Robert
Corder, former chief investigator for Florida's Division of
Pari-Mutuel Wagering, "and several investigators documented
numerous incidents of trainers taking dogs from Sanford-
Orlando Kennel Club racetrack to Ryan's unlicensed training
track five miles away .... Corder said he confronted one of the
trainers who admitted shaking up his dogs. He said Ryan then
came to the racetrack and admitted shaking up dogs."

e. The greatest evidence that live lures are still being
used in great quantities is the fact that whenever
legislation is introduced to prohibit the use of live lures
in states where greyhound training is prevalent (such as
Texas, Kansas, and Florida) and even at the federal level,
greyhound trainers vigorously oppose and lobby against such
legislation. A bill which would specifically prohibit the
use of live lures in the training of greyhounds was
introduced in Florida every year from 1974 through 1981.
Each year the bill was strongly opposed by Florida greyhound
organizations. The bill was finally passed in 1981 despite
the opposition of Florida trainers. The St. Petersburg

- 5 -
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Evening Independent (5/17/84) reports, "Over the objection of
trainers, Florida's Legislature in 1981 passed an animal
cruelty law that limits the use of rabbits in training
greyhounds." This bill passed, however, only after the
humane societies compromised by giving the trainers three
years to adapt to different training methods. Due to this
compromise the bill did not become law until July 1, 1984.

However, a very narrow definition of *animal" in this law has
rendered it functionally useless. In fact, Mr. Michael
LaBarbera, an attorney representing greyhound trainers, filed
suit recently to seek a declaratory judgment to have the law
declared ineffective. In his complaint Mr. LaBarbera states
that, "The Plaintiff along with the vast majority of other
individuals and firms in the same business, utilize live
jack-rabbits in the training of the greyhounds for racing on
Florida's licensed para-mutuel racetracks and other licensed
tracks throughout the country" (our emphasis added). This
suit also states that, "The Plaintiff's livelihood is in
question should he be forbidden from using said jackrabbits
to train the greyhounds as the use thereof is the most
effective method of training greyhounds for use on licensed
paramutuel race tracks."

f. On July 13, 1984, 40 greyhound trainers protested a
proposed rule of the Florida Game & Fresh Water Fish
Commission which would ban the importation of jackrabbits
into the State of Florida. The greyhound trainers argued
that jackrabbits were necessary to train their greyhounds and
were "crucial to their livelihood." The Florida Game & Fresh
Water Fish Commission subsequently postponed adoption of its
proposed rule. In addition, the fact that the National
Greyhound Association and the American Greyhound Track
Operators Association refuse to support legislation to
specifically prohibit the use of live lures in training
(especially in states where training is prevalent) is further
evidence that this practice is still common.

g. In the February, 1985 issue of Turnout (a prominent
greyhound industry publication), the editor, in response to
accusations by The HSUS that greyhound racing--due to its use
of live lures--is a blood sport, states, "Alas, if only what
they've been saying wasn't true."

- 6 -
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From the above evidence, it is obvious that dog racing as it

exists today is nothing other than a "blood sport" since

greyhounds in training are allowed to attack and viciously kill

other animals. The major difference between greyhound racing and

dog- and cockfighting is that this "blooding" is behind the

scenes. Congress addressed animal fighting ventures in 1976 when

it amended the federal Animal Welfare Act to prohibit the

transportation of animals across state lines for fighting

purposes. The HSUS does not believe that the federal government

should now condone, much less encourage, a similar blood sport

such as dog racing on federal Indian Trust lands. Even in the

greyhound industry itself, there are a few who admit to this

fact. In a column appearing in The Greyhound Review (November

1981) Greg Farley writes:

"No one is buying the 'Goody Two Shoes' image we have
been trying to sell to the public. We are fooling no
one with our phony propaganda about how well we treat
our animals, and we would do well to stop trying.
Nobody likes a hypocrite. The fact is that greyhound
racing is considered a dirty word by the general public,
ranked just behind bullfighting and cockfighting, right
where it belongs. It's a miracle that humane societies
all over the country aren't picketing our tracks every
night of the week. But that day may yet be coming."

These training activities are impossible for the Indian

reservations to regulate since most greyhounds are bred and

trained in the Midwest and then shipped to racetracks throughout

the country when training is completed. In fact, thirteen of the

- 7 -
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fourteen dog racing states obtain an overwhelming majority of

their dogs from out of state. Similarly, Indian reservations

will also have to obtain racing dogs from outside the reservation

to fill their racing programs. No matter how stringently a

regulation is written by an Indian reservation, it can not

prevent dogs from being trained in other states on live lures and

then being brought onto the reservation for racing purposes.

The animals used as live lures are not the only victims of dog

racing. Equally as disturbing is the unconscionably high

percentage of greyhounds killed when they fail to be economically

productive. The majority of greyhound dogs produced for racing

don't prove to be fast enough and thus are destroyed before they

ever see a pari-mutuel racetrack.

Even those dogs which reach the pari-mutuel tracks are constantly

being graded out and very few are successful enough to still be

racing at the age of four. Estimates derived from interviews

with track veterinarians, state veterinarians, racing officials,

industry leaders, and a review of statistics at several tracks

reveal that probably close to 90 percent of greyhound racing dogs

are destroyed by the age of four. Th,' survival of any racing

greyhound is predicated upon money--the greater a dog's earnings

during its career, the greater likelihood that the dog will

- 8 -
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be allowed to live and will be used for breeding. But since few

dogs are needed for breeding - greyhound bitches throw large

litters of up to ten puppy twice a year - only a select few are

saved for breeding. As long as the culling process continues and

the demand for winners is the primary motivation for breeding and

raising greyhounds, it is obvious that killing thousands and

thousands of greyhounds every year is an inherent part of dog

racing. The HSUS estimates this number to be

somewhere between 30,000 and 50,000 dogs annually.

It is difficult, if not impossible, to know exactly how
many racing greyhounds there are in any one state at any one
time. However, a modern greyhound track running evening cards
and matinees with 12 to 14 runs on each card would have to have
access to 700 to 1,000 greyhounds that were on a active first-
string roster. It is estimated that there are now at least
40,000 "active" greyhounds racing in the United States. If we
take the percentage of 25 percent put forth by the industry as
accurately reflecting the number of dogs lost from the z:tive
list each year due to injury, sickness, and old age, then about
10,000 new greyhounds must reach the track each year. The actual
figure is probably a bit higher. Nonetheless, those 10,000
greyhounds are only those that actually made the track and
constitute the 20 to 40 percent survival rate generally
acknowledged for those actually reaching the track. Thus,
somewhere between 30,000 and 50,000 greyhounds a year must be
bred to produce the roughly 10,000 who will eventually make the
track. The other 20,000 to 40,000 of these will be killed, in
addition to the approximately 10,000 annually who have outlived
their racing usefulness as well as those that are killed or die
because of injuries or sickness during their racing years.

Another tragedy which accompanies this mass destruction of

animals, is the manner in which the greyhounds are destroyed. At

- 9 -
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the breeding farms and training tracks the dogs are usually shot
to death, since it is cheaper than paying a veterinarian to
humanely inject a lethal dose of a barbituate. According to the
Pittsburgh Press (5/13/83), "Some unscrupulous trainers have been
known to set them Ifailing greyhounds] loose on Western prairies
where coyotes prey on the dogs and migrant farm workers kill them
for food." Even those dogs which fail to race successfully at

the racetrack are often removed from the premises of the track

and shot. In order to eliminate the problems of inhumane

destruction of dogs the track veterinarian at Plainfield

Greyhound Park in Connecticut agreed to euthanize any animal on a

per cost basis of $15.00 which includes disposing of the carcass;

however he conceded that the vast majority of trainers still

chose to dispose of the dogs themselves.

One indication of the number of dogs which are destroyed, even

after reaching the track, is evident from the records kept by the

track veterinarian at Plainfield Greyhound Park. The track

veterinarian's records reflect that one kennel operator in the

twelve month period (August 1, 1982 through July 31, 1983)

brought 94 dogs to him for destruction. This kennel operator is

only one of 18 kennel operators at this particular track and one

of the few that brings all his dogs to the track vet for

euthanasia. If you multiply these 94 dogs by 18, the number of

kennel operators at the track, and take into consideration that

there are normally 1000-1200 dogs housed at Plainfield at any one

time, it becomes quite evident that there is a large turnover of

racing stock and there exists a mass killing of greyhounds--and

these were the dogs fast enough to at least *make it" to the

racetrack.

72-553 0 - 87 - 11
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Unfortunately, this wholesale and often inhumane destruction of
dogs is foisted upon the public by the dog racing industry as
being acceptable behavior. According to humanitarian Hugh
Geoghegan:

"By virtue of having become linked to dog racing, the
greyhound has assumed the same social status and public
regard as those people who make up the world of dog racing.
Despite centuries of association with royalty as companion
and hunting dog, the greyhound in America is publicly
regarded as a 'racing dog' ... Worst of all, in regard to
ethical and legal/humane standing, the greyhound as a breed
has become the jurisidictional property of the racing
world. The least questioning of acts and practices that
would be regarded as criminal and outrageous, were they
inflicted on any other breed of dog, is quickly and angrily
repulsed by track owners and dogmen alike, who insist that
what is done to greyhounds is both appropriate and
normal... The greyhound racing world has falsely propagated
the view that the greyhound is 'not like other dogs' and that
his breed's present position as a ploy for the gambling world
is his rightful one. Were countless thousands of golden
retrievers, for example, to be systematically killed each
year by the gambling world, there would be a huge public
outcry."

No doubt, proponents of dog racing will tell you about programs

designed to place into good homes greyhounds which are no longer

able to race. While an adoption program might sound good on

surface, such a program would not solve this problem. First, it

would do nothing to find homes for the dogs that are destroyed

before they even reach the racetrack. Over 50 percent of all

greyhounds bred for racing don't make it to the racetrack since

slow ones are culled out during training. Secondly, the adoption

program could not begin to handle the number of dogs eliminated
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from racing each year at the track.- Based on statistics from

existing tracks, this amounts to over 10,000 dogs a year

nationwide. And in its entire history, REGAP, a nation--

greyhound adoption program, has to date only placed slightly over

600 greyhounds nationwide.

While such an adoption program might provide good public

relations value for the proponents of dog racing, such a plan

could only place relatively few of the dogs available for

adoption. Animal shelters throughout the United States, for

example, are unable to find homes for approximately 80 percent of

the animals in their care despite tremendous effort to attract

potential adoptors. There simply aren t enough good homes

available for the millions of excess, non-racing dogs born every

year.

Approximately 30,000 to 50,000 greyhounds are destroyed

annually. Yet REGAP only provided homes for 600 dogs - an minute

percentage of excess greyhounds. An article in January, 1985

Turnout admits, "We know that far too many greyhounds are being

put down in proportion to the number that are being'placed" and

that too many owners are under the "mistaken impression

that.. .REGAP can find homes for all their greyhounds."
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Another abuse inherent in dog racing is the high percentage of

dogs sustaining injuries during racing. Because of the close

bunching of the dogs at the start of the race and the sharpness

of the turns on the tracks, there are numerous instances of

bumping around the first turn, resulting in spills which can

cause a multitude of injuries, including fractured bones.

Another common injury to racing dogs are fractured right hocks

(tarsal joints). Since the dogs race counterclockwise, they

exert a tremendous amount of pressure on their right hock which

they use to push off in negotiating turns.

Leg and joint fractures are common due to the considerable amount

of weight (55-75 pounds) and the tremendous amount of force

generated by these dogs when racing at 35-40 mph, all of which is

supported on extremely thin and fragile legs. Other common

injuries are broken toes and pad abrasions from incessant racing

on sand surfaces. According to the journal of Veterinary

Medicine/Small Animal Clinician (August, 1983), "Racing

greyhounds are prone to a plethora of injuries including skin

lacerations, 'dropped' and torn muscles, ruptured tendon sheaths,

and fractured bones." Once on the racetrack any greyhound which

sustains any injury that permanently impairs its running ability

will be killed, unless that dog has potential value as a

breeder. Dogs with less severe injuries are even less fortunate
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since they are forced to continue racing, despite painful

ailments.

Dr. Edwin Williams, State Veterinarian for the Connecticut

Division of Special Revenue, the state regulatory agency for

greyhound racing, stated during a conversation on June 23, 1983,

that the typical injury for racing greyhounds is pad abrasions

from constant racing - twice a week, all year round. He stated

that severe ligament sprains are typical injuries and the other

most frequent injuries are leg fractures from spills. Estimates

derived from statistics kept by the track veterinarian at

Plainfield Greyhound Park indicated that approximately 160 dogs

had to be destroyed due to the severity of their racing injuries

during a twelve-month period (August 1, 1982 - July 31, 1983) at

this one racetrack.

Another disturbing aspect of this sport is the fact that racing

greyhounds live virtually their entire lives in small crates.

Some are even kept constantly muzzled except for the few moments

when they are fed. The dogs are usually caged at approximately

6-8 months of age when they begin their formal training and spend

the rest of their lives in close confinement. They are seldom

taken away from the track for a few months each year and "turned-

out" as is done with racehorses. Instead, racing greyhounds are
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raced all year round for their entire career and spend the

majority of their existence in small crates. The back thighs of

a large number of racing dogs are worn bare and a few even

develop sores on their thighs from lying in these cages for such

extended periods of time.

The animal exploitation exhibited by the cruelties prevalent in

dog racing is not justified by Indian reservations' need for

additional revenue. When one considers the detrimental impact

caused by the criminal and social problems resulting from

gambling activities, it is very doubtful that pari-mutuel dog

racing would serve to the economic benefit of Native Americans.

The proponents of dog racing contend that this "sport" will give

economic relief to some of the impoverished areas on Indian

reservations. However, the introduction of pari-mutuel gambling

in such impoverished areas is self-destructive and would result

in both human and animal suffering.

The fact that pari-mutuel wagering preys on the poor is evident

by the fact that a pari-mutuel tax is a form of regressive

taxation, since the people with the least amount of money wager a

higher percentage of their income on legalized gambling. A study

conducted by the University of Michigan reported that "The

disposition of low-income families to spend a greater fraction of
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income on gambling makes gambling a regressive expenditure and,

where used as a source of revenue, government receipts from

gambling become a regressive tax." The Final Report of the

Commission on the Review of the National Policy Toward Gambling

states, "Legislators have seen legalized gambling with its

attendant revenue to State treasuries as a painless voluntary

form of taxation that takes the place of increases in income

taxes or sales taxes. In fact, legal gambling is a regressive

form of taxation - that is, the poor pay out a greater proportion

of their income for it than do the rich."

Unfortunately, some economically disadvantaged view pari-mutuel

as a way to solve their financial problems, and it gives them a

false sense of hope. Vince Santopietro, deputy executive

director of the California Horse Racing Board was quoted in U. S.

News & World Report (May 30, 1983) that "Historically, people are

more willing to gamble when times are hard." An article on the

dog racing industry in Alabama appearing in Rural America

(February, 1980) reported, "A good portion of the county' s new-

found millions is being paid out by those whom the money is

intended to benefit--the poor and the jobless who are gambling

away welfare and unemployment checks in hopes of striking it rich

overnight." Thus pari-mutuel taxation is not a new source of

revenue but merely a way of shifting taxes onto the poor, which
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ultimately hurts the entire community since welfare payments and

public assistance have to be increased.

The Wall Street Journal (July 16, 1980) in an article titled,

"Racetracks Thriving In Industrial Areas Because Of--Not Despite-

-Unemployment" reports, "Many tracks in the U.S. and Canada are

reporting dismal attendance due to the recession. But tracks in

industrial areas hardest hit by the economic slowdown are

generally holding their own or showing big attendance gains.

Unemployment appears to be the main reason for the higher

attendance. Being out of work seems to spur some people to take

big risks despite their precarious financial condition."

An equally disturbing effect that pari-mutuel gambling has on

society was exposed by M. Lee Smith in "Capitol Commentary"

(Nashville, Tennessee, 3/22/85), who reported that in Memphis the

number of fathers defaulting on child support increases during

the dog racing season in the area.

It must also be emphasized that, contrary to popular opinion,

legalized gambling increases illegal gambling, and does not

decrease it. A Study by the University of Michigan revealed

that, "Participation in legal gambling activity is associated

with higher illegal gambling participation...38 percent of those
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who went to dog tracks bet illegally, which compares to 11

percent in the total population.

On February 16, 1983, Colonel Justin Dintino, Chief of

Intelligence of the New Jersey State Police, testified before the

Senate Judiciary Committee "When you introduce gambling to an

area which never had gambling before, you now develop a whole new

group of individuals who start out with legal gambling, but some

of those people turn to illegal gambling because they are being

offered higher payments and there are no taxes that have to be

paid."

Sean McWeeney, chief of the organized crime section, criminal

investigative division of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, in

an interview in January, 1984 confirmed this fact: "Legalized

gambling does not reduce illegal gambling, but instead increases

it. The major problem is credit. Legal gambling creates new

gamblers who switch over to illegal gambling when their money is

exhausted." William Webster, Director, Federal Bureau of

Investigation, in an interview with the American Legion Magazine

(January, 1985) warns, "So I really don't see how one can expect

to run legalized gambling anywhere without serious problems .

Any time organized crime sees an opportunity to put a fix on

something, to get an edge on something it'll be there. And
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gambling is still the largest source of revenue for organized

crime.

Even within the dog racing industry, some recognize the fallacy

of promoting legalized gambling as a new and productive industry

with no serious social problems. According to Mr. Ed Souza,

columnist for the greyhound industry publication The Greyhound

Review, writing to oppose expansion of gambling activities in

Florida (March, 1985), "It would be much better if our Florida

legislators would concentrate on bringing more clean industries

into our state (electronics, etc.)."

Thus in our view, pari-mutuel gambling on dog racing on Indian

reservations would not only cause the abuse of animals, but also

would result in the exploitation of Native Americans to satisfy

the greed of a few outsiders. It is for these reasons that The

HSUS strongly recommends that H.R. 1920 and H.R. 2404 be amended

to prohibit pari-mutuel gambling on dog racing on federal Indian

Trust lands.

The HSUS has been sucessfully fighting the further legalization

of dog racing because of the many cruelties inherent in this

"sport." It is ironic that, because of our success in defeating

the legalization of this activity, promoters of dog racing have
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now discovered the potential benefits of racing on Indian lands.

Dog-racing investors view Indian land as a means of circumventing

state laws and of by-passing state procedures for regulating the

sport.

Our main concern is animal abuse, but we would also like to

express concern that proper provisions are not in place for such

measures as rehabilitating compulsive gamblers, keeping organized

crime out, and handling the resultant social problems.
0

I thank you for granting our organization the opportunity to

testify here today and for giving this important humane matter

your thoughtful consideration.
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DOGRACING FACT SKEET

1. WHY WOULD ANYONE OBJECT TO ORGANIZED DOG RACING?

Because dog racing results in the unjustified exploitation and
subsequent abuse of thousands of animals every year. The animals
abused are not only the dogs which are treated merely as *racing
machines,* but also the untold number of innocent animals used as
training bait for the racing greyhounds.

2. WEAT KIND OF ABUSES DO THE RACING DOGS ENCOUNTER?

One of the most serious abuses is the countless number of logs that
are produced only to be destroyed. The majority of the greyhounds
raised for racing each year do not exhibit enough racing potential
to be successful at the race track and over 50% are killed before
they even reach the tracks. Very few live to the age of four since
even dogs that race successfully are destroyed to save feed costs
when they stop earning money. In effect, the dogs literally "run
for their lives.'

Because so many dogs have to be killed (approximately 30,000-50,000
per year), unprofessional and often inhumane methods are used to
dispense of the dogs to save costs, such as having them shot,
abandoned, or sent to be used in research. In addition, racing
greyhounds are subject to a plethora of painful racing injuries
which they must endure during their entire career.

3. ARE DOGS THE ONLY ANIMALS ABUSED?

No. In order to encourage the dogs to race after mechanical lures
used on the racetrack, most dogs are trained by having them chase
"live" lures. The dogs are allowed to catch up with the live bait
and rip the small animals to pieces in order to develop a lust for
blood. Over 90% of greyhound trainers believe the use of live
lures is necessary to teach their dogs to chase the mechanical lure
during a race. Rabbits are the most commonly used "live" bait, but
investigators have discovered that chickens, guinea pigs, and even
kittens have been used on occasion. This training method results
In approximately 100,000 animals per year suffering the trauma of
being chased and caught by the dogs. They are often used
repeatedly until ripped apart by the dogs or else tossed onto a
pile to die.

4. WHY WOULD A STATE LEGALIZE SUCH CRUELTY?

Because many perceive organized racing as a way to raise needed
revenue, they are turning toward racing during this time of
budgetary crisis, initially unaware of the cruelty involved.

5. COULD DOG RACING EVER BE HUMANE?

Ideally, it is possible to minimize the cruelties in dog racing
with the first step towards this goal being the training of dogs
with artificial lures instead of live animals. Unfortunately, from
a practical standpoint, this change in training method seems
unlikely since greyhound trainers believe it is imperative for
racing dogs to develop a lust for blood to be successful racers.
They adamantly refuse to use artificial lures even though it has
been proven that dogs trained with artificial lures race just as
well as dogs trained with live bait.

Dogs that have to be killed because they are no longer useful for
racing could be euthanized humanely by qualified personnel if the
owners were willing to spend the money for such service. However,
the sport will always require that dogs be bred in large quantities
in the hopes of producing a few good runners. And since few dogs
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can find good homes after a racing career, their lives will be
short and usually unpleasant due to their exploitation by owners
and trainers in order to make a *buck." This hardly justifies the
sport' s existence.

6. WHO OVERSEES THE RACING INDUSTRY?

Racing commissions exist in each state to regulate the industry.
However, the main duty and function of state racing commissions is
to generate revenue for the state. Therefore, if a conflict of
interest exists between revenues and the welfare of animals, the
animals are always the losers since the state has a vested interest
in making sure the industry not only survives but prospers,
regardless of animal suffering.

7. IS IT POSSIBLE FOR LEGISLATION THAT SEEKS TO LEGALIZE DOG
RACING TO BE WRITTEN IN SUCH A WAY AS TO ELIMINATE THE CRUELTY
INVOLVED IN THE SPORT?

No. While one state attempted to do so, it failed in its objective
because the majority of greyhound racing dogs are trained outside
of the states in which they race. It serves little purpose to
prohibit the use of live lures by state law if the dogs are trained
in other states, such as Texas or Kansas, and then brought into
your state to race. Similarly, any laws requiring humane
euthanasia for racing greyhounds at the racetrack are of no help to
the majority of dogs that don' t make it to the track and are
disposed of in the state where they were bred and trained. Even
the dogs at the racetrack are usually removed from the track
grounds for destruction purposes and thus avoid any regulations
pertaining to euthanasia established by state racing commissions.

8. ISN'T THE REVENUE RAISED FOR THE STATE SUFFICIENT JUSTIFICATION
FOR THE CRUELTY?

The amount of money generated by greyhound racing towards the
general state tax fund might appear substantial on surface, but
compared to the states' total budget, this amount is
infinitesimal. The average amount of greyhound racing revenue
reported by the states is less than three-tenths of one percent of
the states' budget. The state of Florida, which has 17 of the 45
pari-mutuel greyhound racing tracks in the country, generates only
.7% of its revenue from dog racing. It should also be emphasized
that pari-mutuel tax revenue is a regressive form of taxation and
is merely a redistribution of the sources of a state' s income,
since money not spent at the track would probably be spent on
consumable goods upon which there is a state sales tax. The money
spent on other consumable goods or services would also generate
jobs; thus, pari-mutuel racing contributes little to the economic
welfare of a community. And, of course, no amount of money is ever
sufficient justification for cruelty to animals.

9. SHOULD ALL DOG RACING BE ABOLISHED?

At the present time, all dog racing has inherent cruelties which
should not be condoned. Dog racing as it exists today is nothing
other than a "blood sport" since greyhounds in training are allowed
to attack and viciously kill other animals. For these reasons, dog
racing should not be tolerated in a civilized society.

15 STATES WHERE DOG RACING IS ALREADY LEGAL:

Alabama Florida Oregon
Arizona Iowa Rhode Island
Arkansas Massachisetts South Dakota
Colorado Nevada Vermont
Connecticut New Hampshire West Virginia

1985

The Humess Society of the United 51st, 2100 L Street, MW, Washington, DC 20037
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PAI-MTUEL CANBLING AND ORGANIZED CRIME

Below are quotes from various officials knowledgeable about
legalized gambling and its relationship with organized crime:

1. William Webster, Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation
(The American Legion Magazine, January, 1985, pp. 10-12.)

0: Bow do you feel about legalized gambling. Is that a
factor in encouraging crime?
A: Well, in my position, I hesitate to take moral positions
on legislative issues. But I pointed out at the time that
Atlantic City was going into casinos that we know of no
situation in which legalized gambling was in place where we
did not eventually have or9sni zed crihe. Crime doesn't
always show up in the same way. In Atlantic City organized
crime influence is coming through the control of goods and
services. It's different from the skimming" we've seen in
Las Vegas. We're also seeing evidence of corruption as
organized crime tries to reach the gaming commission through
other state officials.

So I really don't see how one can expect to run
legalized gambling anywhere without serious problems--
fraudulent tickets, counterfeit lottery processes. Any time
organized crime seem an opportunity to put aEfix on
something, to getanedge on something, it'll be there. And
gambling is still the largest source of revenue for organized
crime.

2. Austin McGuigan, Chief State's Attorney, State of
Connecticut. (Information presented by Mr. McGuigan during a
conference in Washington, D.C., September, 1984 and a
conference in Fort Worth, Texas, March, 1985)

In many places in the Northeast, organized crime has
quit accepting bets on pari-mutuel racing. So much race
fixing was going on that organized crime became leery of
handling racing, action. Organized crime instead is
involved in fixing the races, ownership of tracks and
peripheral industries, horse ownership and other parts
of the industry.

The State of Connecticut should put a disclaimer on
every pari-mutuel facility in bold letters saying,
"These games are in all probability fixed. Bet at your
own risk."

There is no major bookmaking operation in the United
States which operates without organized crime.
Organized crime connections are needed to handle betting
layoffs" and to insure collection of losses incurred by
bettors.

3. Sean McWeeney, chief of the organized crime section, criminal
investigative division, Federal Bureau of Investigation
(Interview with Larry Braidfoot, Christian Life Commission,
Nashville, Tennessee, January, 1984).

'Legalized gambling does not reduce illegal gambling,
but instead increases it. The major problem is
credit. Legal gambling creates new gamblers who switch
over to illegal gambling when their money is exhausted."

*Those who go overboard in their betting are likely to
wind up getting involved with loan sharks. Only then,
when they are unable to pay the exorbitant fees, do they
run into the violent aspect of organized crime.0

- over -
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4. Colonel Justin Dintino, Chief of Intelligence, New Jersey
State Police (Testimony before U.S. Senate Judiciary
Committee, February 16, 1983, concerning Committee's
investigation of organized crime).

SENATOR THURMOND: "In other words, you are saying that
when you legalize gambling, it has increased other
gambling. Is that right?*

COL. DINTINO: "Yes, in other words, when you introduce
gambling to an area where they never had gambling
before, you now develop a new group of individuals who
start to gamble. Now, as a result of that, they may
initially start out with legal gambling, but some of
those people turn to illegal gambling because they are
being offered higher payments and there are no taxes
that have to be paid."

5. Charles Morin, former chairman of the Commission on the
Review of the National Policy Toward Gambling (Fifth Annual
Gaming Conference, 1983, Philadelphia, Laventhol & Horwath,
p. 53.)

"Does legalization encourage or discourage illegal
gambling? The conclusion was that where gambling was
legal, it did increase the incidence of illegal
gambling."

6. James B. Adams, Director, Texas Department of Public
Safety. (Letter to The Honorable John Leedom, State Senator
in Texas, February 12, 1985)

"Secondly, legal betting cannot compete with illegal
betting because of certain advantages to the illicit
bettor. Availability of credit, better odds which are
often available, and obvious tax advantages (bookies do
not report customers winnings) combine to make illegal
gambling much more attractive. Legalized pari-mutuel
betting would lead to a marked increase in illegal
gambling activity as the ranks of bettors increase."

"The connection between gambling and organized crime is
another factor which we cannot ignore. This
relationship is obvious when you list the states where
major organized crime families and activities have
located---New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Illinois,
Nevada, California, and Louisiana. All of these states
have legalized gambling activities. Legalizing pari-
mutuel betting in this state would provide organized
crime with a substantial profit-making opportunity that
would be hard to ignore."

7. Survey Of American Gambling Attitudes And Behavior, Survey
Research Center, Institute for Social Research, The
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1976.

"Participation in legal gambling activity is associated
with higher illegal gambling participation...38 percent
of those who went to dog tracks, bet illegally which
compares to 11 percent in the total population."
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PARI-NUTUEL GAMBLING a SOCIOECOWNMIC FACTORS

Below are quotes from various officials, recognized authorities,
and research studies concerning legalized gambling and its
attendant socioeconomic problems.

1. Final Report of the Commission on The Review of The National
Policy Toward Gambling (Washington, DC, 1976)

"Legislators have sometimes seen legalized gambling with
its attendant revenue to State treasuries as a painless,
voluntary form of taxation that takes the place of
increases in income taxes or sales taxes. In fact,
legal gambling is a regressive form of taxation--that
is, the poor pay out a greater proportion of their
income for it than the rich--while income taxes, at
least, are progressive. It is also true that it is
cheaper to collect income and sales taxes than it is to
collect income from legal gambling games."

2. Charles Morin, former chairman of the Congressional
Commission on the Review of the National Policy Toward
Gambling (Fifth Annual Gaming Conference, 1983, Philadelphia,
Laventhol & Horwath).

"Does legalized gaming offer a major source of
government funding? We concluded that it is not
significnt in relation to the budget in almost any
state. I think we would conclude the same today."

"Is taxation of gaming particularly regressive? We
found that it is, primarily because the survey showed
that most gaming was done by the lower and lower-middle
classes and that the taxation of those proceeds, if any,
was regressive in nature."

"Would legalization of gaming lead to a substantial
increase in the number of compulsive gamblers?
According to the evidence presented in the survey, the
answer was a resounding yes."

3. Gerald T. Fulcher, director/counselor, Delaware Council on
Gambling Problems (Testimony before Texas Legislature, 1983).

"Increases in instances of compulsive gambling have been
directly linked to legalized gambling undertakings... 10%
of 'regular' gamblers are likely to become compulsive
gamblers."

"Compulsive gambling costs states additional monies:

1. treatment
2. 86% of compulsive gamblers commit felony crimes
3. more than 171 of wife abuse cases, and more than

131 of child abuse cases are directly related to
compulsive gamblers

4. compulsive gamblers steal an average of $44,000
during the time of their behavioral disorder."

4. Survey of American Gambling Attitudes And Behavior by Survey
Research Center, Institute for Social Research, The
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1976)

"The disposition of low-income families to spend a
greater fraction of income on gambling makes gambling a
regressive expenditure and, where used as a source of
revenue, government receipts from gambling become a
regressive tax."

5. Gambling In Connecticut, a research report by Department of
Sociology, University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT., Nov.,
1977.

- Over -

A
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Disclosed more betting on welfare days at pari-mutuel
gambling facilities and, *Wherever betting is occuring
there will be some pathetic vignettes of people who
become distraught and desperate as they continue to
lose. What is noteworthy is the marked Increase of such
occurences on Friday nights that correspond with
'welfare Fridays'.'

6. 'Capitol Commentary" by M. Lee Smith, Nashville, Tennessee,
March 20, 1985.

'Revenue from racetrack gambling is one of the most
regressive and unfair forms of taxation, falling
disproportionately on those least able to afford it."

*And that has a ricochet effect throughout society--
exemplified by the fact that in Memphis the number of
fathers defaulting on child support increases when the
dog racing season starts in West Memphis.'

7. Vince Santopietro, deputy executive directoO, California
Horse Racing Board (U.S. News & World Report, May 30, 1983).

Historically, people are more willing to gamble when
times are hard.'

8. "Boom for County is Bust for Poor, 'Rural America Magazine,
February, 1980.

"A good portion of the county' s new-found millions is
being paid out by those whom the money is intended to
benefit--the poor and the jobless who are gambling away
welfare and unemployment checks in hopes of striking it
rich overnight.'

9. 'Racetracks Thriving in Industrial Areas Because of--Not
Despite--Unemployment, 'Wall Street Journal, July 16, 1980.

"Many tracks in the U.S. and Canada are reporting dismal
attendance due to the recession. But tracks in
industrial areas hardest hit by the economic slowdown
are generally holding their own or showing big
attendance gains."

"Unemployment appears to be the main reason for the
higher attendance. Being out of work seems to spur some
people to take big risks despite their precarious
financial condition.'

10. Gambling In Connecticut, a research report by Department of
Sociology, University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT., Nov. 1977.

Interviews with tellers who worked at a pari-mutuel dog
racing track revealed that, "Dealing with people, day
after day, who they believed could not afford to be
betting so heavily, took a psychological toll on many of
the tellers. Some described the dog track' s operation
as 'legal, but immoral... a majority of them viewed most
patrons as betting over their heads--depriving their
families, betting borrowed money, stealing to bet, etc."
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you for your fine testimony.
Mr. Montoya is our last witness. I would really like to wind up

the hearing if we can. I am sorry you are last and that we have
run out of time, but if you can hold it down to 3 or 4 minutes, it
would still enable me to make my vote.

STATEMENT OF ROY MONTOYA, TRIBAL ADMINISTRATOR,
PUEBLO OF SANTA ANA ACCOMPANIED BY CAROL CONNOR,
NATIONAL GREYHOUND ASSOCIATION
Mr. MONTOYA. Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman.
We want to take the opportunity to thank the chairman and the

members of the committee for giving us the opportunity to come
here and give you our views on Indian gambling on Indian reserva-
tions.

I am Roy Montoya. I am the tribal administrator for the Pueblo
of Santa Ana. I also have with me Mr. Bill Halton, who is our spe-
cial counsel on our project for dog racing at Santa Ana. Also with
me is Carol Connor, who represents the National Greyhound Asso-
ciation, and I would like for her to introduce her group, and we all
planned to share the time that was allotted to Santa Ana Pueblo.

Ms. CONNOR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I would like to intro-
duce Gary Guccione, which is the secretary for the national organi-
zation called the National Greyhound Association. Mr. Wayne
Strong is sitting to my right, and he is a member of the association.
He is also the individual who has contracted with the Pueblo of
Santa Ana to develop and operate a greyhound race track there.

Mr. MONTOYA. Mr. Chairman, I also want to extend our gover-
nor's apologies for his absence from this hearing. He is back in
New Mexico. He is busy with tribal traditional duties at this time.
And he told me to make sure that you did get the word on it.

The CHAIRMAN. We understand.
Mr. MONTOYA. The Pueblo of Santa Ana is planning a dog racing

track on Pueblo lands working with Mr. Wayne Strong, as Carol
has stated. Our view of the legislation that is being proposed on
Congress is that we are pretty much in support of the H.R. 1920
with some minor changes. But we would like to state that any leg-
islation that is considered by Congress should stay within the
framework of current law as was stated this morning. That is our
belief.

And also the issue of tribal sovereignty concerns us. I know that
there is a consideration in the other House for a bill that would
extend State jurisdiction over Indian tribes and I can appreciate
some of the concerns that were expressed there. But also I think I
would like to say that there was talk of State racing commissions.

The plans at the pueblo for a dog racing track is generally going
to be regulated by the Pueblo Racing Commission. The project
itself will be owned by a nonprofit enterprise of the tribe, and the
facility will be constructed by a loan to be arranged for the enter-
prise of the pueblo.

We feel confident that once we do get the resources we will be
able to address the regulation of this activity. As I said, and some
members of the previous people who testified, mentioned the
amount of money that it takes to regulate the racing industry. And
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I would like to say that we are very confident that orwe we get
these resources into our tribal conference that we will be able to do
SO.

I believe that the committee has received some written testimony
from the State government of New Mexico, and we would like to
let the committee know that the State of New Mexico is in the
racing business themselves. They own a track 18 miles south of the
Pueblo of Santa Ana, and we would like to state that their con-
cerns are also economic and not just criminal.

The CHAIRMAN. I am going to have to adjourn the hearing. I'll
take your testimony; I'll read it, all of it tonight. I hate to cut you
off, but I simply have to make the vote.

Mr. MONTOYA. Thank you.
[The statement of Mr. Montoya, with attachments, follows:]
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June 18, 1985

Senator Dennis DeConcini
Congressman Morris Udall
Congressman Bill Richardson
Congressman Norman Shumway
Capitol Hill
Washington, D.C. 20240

Re: S. 902, H.R. 1920 and H.R. 2404
Pending Legislation to Establish Federal Standards andRegulation on
the Conduct of Gambling Activity on Indian R servationi and for Other
Purposes.

Gentle men:

On behalf of the Pueblo of Santa Ana, I want to take this opportunity to
submit comments and recommendations on the above-referenced legislation
pending before the House and the Senate. We appreciate the concern you have
shown addressing this matter which has importance to Indian tribes, states and the
general public throughout the United States. The Pueblo pledges its best efforts in
working with the committees to enact appropriate legislation so that everyone
involved will have the guidance necessary to proceed with participating in planned
operations and in order that tribes may avail themselves of federal protection so
that they are not unduly and improperly influenced.

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF
THE PUEBLO OF SANTA ANAS RECOMMENDATIONS

States throughout these United States, as well as Indian tribes, have
incorporated various wagering activities as part of their legitimate governmental
revenue raising programs along with the traditional areas of taxation. The Federal
Government has always had a special relationship with the Indian peoples of these
United States. In the context of that relationship, the United States has sought to
foster tribal self-government, self-determination, and economic independence.
The advent of various wagering activities on Indian reservations along with the
Supreme Court's reaffirmation of the powers of Indian tribes to tax activities on
Indian reservations constitutes the means for tribal economic independence - free
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from the continuing need for vast sums of federal aid. It Is essential that the
legislation currently being considered in the Congress of the United States for the
purpose of regulating these wagering or gaming activities come from a perspective
that will encourage the continued growth of the legitimate economic activities for
tribes and, at the same time, provide the necessary assistance to Indian tribes so
that such activities are routinely audited and continuously regulated by the Federal
Government. While the states have a legitimate concern to insure that Indian
reservations with gaming activities are free from organized crime and other
undesireable elements - a concern which is shared by all Indian people - the control
over the regulatory process must remain with the Federal Government and cannot
reside in state governments for reasons which will be elaborated below.

We are submitting a draft bill that we can support, and that is fair. First,
however, I want to address the underlying principles of tribal sovereignty, tribal
self-determination, tribal economic independence and state or federal interference
in tribal self-government. We believe In the President' stated policy on Indian
affairs, and we see no reason why that policy should faillwhen it comes to Indian
gambling or gambling on Indian reservations. We believe that the Congress was
correct in enacting recent legislation which affords tribes the same treatment as
states with respect to tax exempt obligations and other matters as contained in the
Indian Governmental Tax Status Act of 1982. Congress has further implemented
the policy of self-determination through the Indian Self-Determination Act, the
Indian Finance Act, the Indian Mineral Development Act of 1982 and other such
legislation.

We believe that the Supreme Court of the United States has correctly
Interpreted the status and sovereignty of Indian tribes in the recent decisions of
Merrion v. Jcarilla Apache Tribe, U.S. - (1982) and Kerr-McGee v.
NavaJo Tribe, - U.S. - (195)hie Supreme Court was also correct in
holding that Indian tribes are not subject to state jurisdiction except as specifically
provided by an act of Congress in numerous recent decisions including Montana v.
Blackfeet Tribe, U.S. _ (June 3, 1985).

Our main goal is to assure that the sovereignty and the self-determination
rights of the Pueblo of Santa Ana continue to exist without interference from the
State of New Mexico or without Congress Imposing state regulations and decision
making on the Tribe. We aso are against any regulation of one tribe by another or
regulation of one tribal government by a committee of other Indian tribes. These
are our reasons.

THE PUEBLO OF SANTA ANA - LOCATION, PEOPLE AND ECONOMY

The Pueblo of Santa Anm is located approximately 20 miles north of
Albuquerque near the town of Bernalillo. The Pueblo of Santa Ana is in a depressed
area economically as are the neighboring non-Indian towns of Bernalillo and Rio
Rancho and the village of Corrales. Other nearby non-Indian communities, like
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Bernalillo, and many state legislators publicly support the Pueblo in its effort. I
refer you to the enclosed resolutions and letters of support. There are
approximately 500 members of the Pueblo, many of whom-are employed but many
of whom seek better employment positions in jobs closer to home. The Pueblo has
a 22% unemployment rate, very near the national unemployment rate during the
Great Depression. More than two-thirds of the members reside in households with
an income below the federally established poverty guidelines. There are not
adequate jobs on the reservation for everyone who wants to work. The Pueblo is in
serious need of housing, streets and sewers, medical and nursing care, day care
programs and numerous other programs as set forth in the Statement of the Needs
of the Tribe which is attached hereto for your reference.

SANTA ANA GREYHOUND PARK

The Pueblo of Santa Ana has established new laws and entities so as to permit
pari-mutuel greyhound racing and the sale of liquor on the reservation. The
proposed racetrack will be owned by a non-profit enterprise of the Pueblo, Santa
Ana Non-Profit Enterprise (SANE). Greyhound racing and wagering on races will
be regulated and controlled by the Santa Ana Racing Commission. The greyhound
racetrack will be located in a master planned area at the intersection of Highway
44 and the Jemez Dam Road and will be operated by an operator-manager, Mr.
Wayne Strong. SANE projects earnings in excess of $8,000,000 annually after
payment for the capital improvements, all of which earnings must be spent for
charitable, educational, religious or scientific purposes. All permits and licenses
have been approved. The financing arrangements are being finalized; Mr. Strong is
arranging such financing.

The Santa Ana Non-Profit Enterprise was established for the purpose of
carrying on certain business affairs of the Pueblo as assigned from time to time by
the Pueblo Council, with all net revenues from said venture to be used exclusively
for charitable, religious, educational, and scientific purposes, to provide services to
members of the Pueblo and to improve the economic conditions of the reservation.
SANE has a Board of Directors consisting of nine members. The Chairman of the
Enterprise Board is Mr. Mark Chino and the other members are as set forth in the
resolution of the Council.

The Pueblo Council enacted the Santa Ana Racing Commission Ordinance for
the purpose of authorizing and permitting animal racing, including greyhound
racing, and pari-mutuel wagering on such races within the reservation boundaries.
Pursuant to the Ordinance, the Governor has appointed five racing commissioners
who have met and considered the application for a racing license by Santa Ana
Non-Profit Enterprise as owner and Mr. Wayne Strong as manager of a proposed
greyhound racetrack facility to be constructed on Pueblo trust lands at the
intersection of Highway 44 and the Jemez Dam Road within the reservation
boundaries. The Racing Commission approved the license applications. The
commission is in the process of preparing Greyhound Racing and Pari-mutuel
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Wagering Regulations. The Racing Ordinance provides civil penalties to be
imposed by the Commission for non-compliance with the Ordinance and the penalty
of expulsion from the reservation of non-members who are not in compliance;
provides for licenses for all personnel at racetrack facilities; provides for
Independent monitoring and evaluation of the operation of racetrack facilities by
the Commission and its employees; and gives the Commission authority to revoke
or suspend licenses for non-compliance with the Ordinance.

SANE is proceeding with' final arrangements on financing of the proposed
greyhound racetrack facility at the proposed location and construction will begin
soon. SANE intends to own the premier greyhound racing facility in the southwest,
and with the assistance of its operator-manager, will have the expertise necessary
to establish such a facility, to attract high grade animals for racing and have net
revenues sufficient to fund the projects on the Pueblo projects list. This economic
development activity is of utmost importance to the Pueblo of Santa Ana which so
far has been unable to generate any substantial economic development. The
construction of the racetrack facility at the proposed location is expected to
generate other businesses and activities in the area including the possibility for
lodging, service station, truck stop, manufacturing facilities, and an industrial
park. The location is near the intersection of the main road to Rio Rancho, New
Mexico, and the proposed regional private airport facility.

The Operator-Manager of the proposed ractrack facility will be Mr. Wayne
Strong who has been involved in greyhound racing for the past 25 years. He
personally owns more than 200 greyhounds, and has the capability of arranging all
necessary financing, construction, and management of the facility. He has
nominated architects familiar with construction of greyhound racetracks
throughout the country who have visited the site and made preliminary findings.
Mr. Strong has also nominated his proposed manager for the racetrack who has
visited the location and is capable of managing any greyhound racetrack in the
United States. Mr. Strong commissioned an independent market survey by Sandia
Market Research of Albuquerque, New Mexico, which Indicated a potentially large
annual attendance at a 5,000 seat facility at the designated location. The
projection strongly Indicates public acceptance and usage of such a greyhound
racetrack facility. From the operation SANE has projected, its gross revenues will
exceed $9 million annually and once construction costs paid, its net will exceed $8
million annually which can be expended only for the charitable, religious,
educational, and scientific purposes of SANE. None of the net proceeds are to be
paid to any individual of the Pueblo. There are no stockholders and all members of
the Pueblo are to benefit from the activities of SANE.

State regulation is not necessary for tribal activities. History tells us that
Indian tribes are not helpless entities that must seek protection from the state
governments. 'Tribal eouneils are, for the most part, comprised of highly
Intelligent individuals with good educational or historical backgrounds, who are
responsible citizens and will see to it that the members of the tribes and the tribes
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the Iselves are not put In jeopardy. Of course, there are exceptions to every rule,
but in considering what shoyld be done on a nationwide basis, Congress must look to
the norm of the Indian tribes and not to the exception.

APPROPRIATE FEDERAL OVERSIGHT

Large sums of money, both in private business and state government, have
the regrettable attraction or temptation to attract persons who would corrupt or
otherwise illegally control and manipulate such funds. The continuing
governmental embarrassment, both at the state and the federal levels, of financial
improprieties by governmental officials is but a warning that states, the federal
government and Indian tribes must always be vigilant in protecting the public trust
that each is charged with fulfilling. Legitimate private businesses such as the
hotel and restaurant supply business, salvage business, and numerous others have
also, regrettably, been the victims of various kinds of organized criminal activities.
Gambling and other kinds of wagering on sporting events have also been an area of
attraction to those who would corrupt the activities. It is, therefore, important
that this legitimate concern be addressed in an appropriate manner in the
legislation pending before this Congress. Neither the states nor the Federal
Government have any particular expertise in insuring against illegal activities in
government or in private business. The expressed concern that has previously been
voiced in prior hearings before the House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs
regarding the dangers of the organized crime attraction to gaming activities in
Indian country must be addressed with an appropriate solution. The Pueblo of
Santa Ana intends to totally regulate and supervise any racing that takes place on
the reservation.

The Pueblo of Santa Ana acknowledges the need for federal oversight of
gaming activities on Indian reservations and has no objection to such oversight
including approval of ordinances by the Secretary of the Interior. We agree that
annual audits should be made as a matter of course and that the tribes should have
access to the FBI and to law enforcement by the United States Attorney's Office.
We further believe that the tribes should coordinate their law enforcement and fire
protection efforts with the states and local authorities under joint powers
agreements so as not to infringe on the tribe's sovereignty. The Pueblo has offered
to fund such agreements with 1% of the racetrack handle - over $1,000,000
annually.

States should not, however, dictate to the tribes the extent to which
gambling activities take place on the reservation. Nevertheless, we have no
objection to the state making the decision as to the generic gambling activities
that may be allowed. Of course, a state should not be able to change its laws to
adversely affect or outlaw tribal activities that have already been authorized by
the tribe. The tribes should be left to the regulation of their own activities
without state interference or involvement because of the fundamental principles of
sovereignty and self-determination. For example, if the state allows bingo, or in
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effect, generically similar games of chance, wagering on the activity and the
variety of methods of such wagering must be left to the discretion of a tribe within
such a state, and the tribe should be allowed to regulate such activity itself. In
states where pari-mutuel wagering is allowed, likewise, the tribes should be
allowed to have pari-mutuel wagering, regulating that wagering in a manner which
is determined by the tribal council under ordinances which are approved by the
Department of the Interior. There are those who would say that tribes cannot
adequately and properly regulate such activities but that the states, on the other
hand can regulate such activities. We believe that the tribe can do just as good a
job, if not a better job, than the states in such regulation. Certainly some tribes
will be better regulators than other tribes Just as some states are better regulators
than other states.

HOUSE BILL 2404

II.B. 2404 would unlawfully interfere with tribal sovereignty, tribal self-
government and Indian self-determination and would probably violate the
constitutional provisions of the Indian Commerce Clause by letting the states
decide for the Indian tribes what type of gambling activities will be allowed on
each Indian reservation. We find this bill totally contrary to the views stated by
the President and held by the majority of Americans. Further, this bill is a radical
departure from the constitutional and historical relationship between the states,
Indian tribes and the United States. The founding fathers were very careful to
insure that Indian commerce was kept free from state interference by reserving
the plenary authority and power over Indian commerce to the Congress of the
United States. It may well be an unlawful delegation of that power to allow the
states to interfere with, not only Indian commerce in the form of gaming
activities, but also tribal sovereignty in the form of governmental revenue raising
and its control. None of the hearings held so far have indicated any good reason to
allow the states to regulate tribal activities. The concern over the potential for
organized crime' presence in Indian country is speculation, not the current reality.
Even the Justice Department, in its testimony before the House Interior
Committee last year, could not reference one incident of organized crime being
involved in Indian bingo games. The Justice Department, nevertheless, raised the
specter of such organized crime. However, when pressed, the spokesperson for the
Department of Justice could not identify one single incidence of actual organized
crime infiltrating into legitimate Indian gaming activities. The Commission on the
Review of the National Policy Toward Gambling in its 1976 report made no finding
of infiltration by organized crime in pari-mutuel wagering. It also made
recommendations on disclosure of economic interests and security which we have
followed.

In our view, the real reason that the states are opposed to Indian gambling is
the fear of what is perceived as unfair competition by Indian tribes. In fact, it is
unfair to preclude tribal activities. The states need not fear such competition in
bingo games for all the state has to do is to raise its limits to allow competition
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with Indian bingo games. In the pari-mutuel wagering area, all the state has to do
is to allow the same type of races that Indian tribes would allow so that non-Indians
could compete off the reservations with the Indian tribes. The 1984 Annual Report
of the New Mexico State Racing Commission indicates that the New Mexico State
Fair Grounds retained over $2,000,000 in pari-mutuel revenues and the state
received over $2,200,000 in taxes from six horserace tracks. In 1985, the state
easily exceeded its 1984 revenues by allowing 30 plus spring race days (to be
expanded to 67 days in 1986) at the State Fair Grounds ar by allowing simulcast
wagering. The daily spring racing handle was over $500,000 the first year. The
state contract operates the spring racing under a 10 year contract with an
additional 5 years having been requested. Originally, this contract also included
greyhound racing, when allowed by the state. Therefore, the State of New Mexico
is our competitor, and their input should be viewed as that of a competitor, fearing
that the Pueblo will cut into their profits. Actually, we believe that the Santa Ana
Track will not adversely effect the nearby horserace tracks because horses run
during the day and greyhounds race at night with some matinees. Further, the
track will have an extremely beneficial impact on the area and on the state. A
study commissioned by the Pueblo shows additional tax revenues to the state of
over $500,000 annually from the track. Over 500 jobs will be created - mainly for
non-Ind ians.

There is an additional problem which we feel compelled to bring t the
attention of the Congress regarding the suggestion that states should be allowed to
control legitimate gaming activities on Indian reservations. First amendments to
state laws should not be allowed to override existing tribal laws so as to outlaw
what was previously legal It is necessary to examine the potential consequences
of such a scheme. Consider, if you will, that at this very moment most if not all of
the major water rights cases are currently in litigation In the west. The
importance of the outcome of the litigation and the possible settlements of these
water disputes to Indian tribes and the western states cannot possibly be
overstated. Without water, there is no existence for either the states or the Indian
tribes. If a state were allowed to regulate and, in effect, control gaming activities
on Indian reservations then the leverage which a state would have to exert its
influence on an Indian tribe for a favorable resolution of a water dispute would be
immense. This is bad enough, but there are other areas of potential abuse or
overreaching.

It is not fanciful to consider that under such a scheme a state may allow an
Indian tribe to build an expensive facility for a certain type of gaming activity and
then suggest to such a tribe that unless it were to negotiate the resolution of a
water dispute favorable to the state that the state would change the regulatory
scheme and effectively put the tribe out of the particular gaming activity it was
engaged in. The tribe would then not only be faced with the loss of the revenue
generated by the gaming activity, but it might also be saddled with a facility not
readily useful for other purposes, and the tribe might further be left with long term
contractual obligations and perhaps long term debt as well. ne very real problems
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that could arise in other areas if the states were allowed to control Indian gaming
activities and therefore tribal revenue raising and tribal government are not
fanciful but are rather very likely to occur. The states should not be put into this
position of temptation nor should the tribes be put Into such a position of
subjugation.

SENATE BILL 902

Senate Bill 902 provides for limited sovereignty and self-determination. The
bill would require an Indian tribe to place its ordinance before a committee of its
peers and, In some cases, Its competitors, who will decide whether or not the tribe
should proceed. This is not right. Only the representative of the United States, as
Trustee, should have the authority to review ordinances of an Indian tribe. This
Senate bill would only allow Ilcensing by tribes to the extent that a license could be
obtained by the state. This small clause In and of itself would put every Indian
high-stakes bingo operation out of business since none of the operations could
acquire a license from the state for such games and would effectively curtail any
tribe entering into pari-mutuel wagering on a basis other than the activities
regulated by the state. In the State of New Mexico, for example, pari-mutuel
wagering is authorized at numerous horsetracks throughout the state, and two of
the horsetradks are within 40 miles of the Santa Ana Indian Reservation. The
state, however, would not license anyone for a pari-mutuel greyhound racetrack.
Therefore, the Pueblo of Santa An would not be able to continue its plans for a
greyhound racetrack since a license could not be obtained from the state. We
submit that as long as a tribe does not have any greater or different gambling than
that allowed by the state that the tribe should be able to regulate that activity in
any manner it desires. What greater harm is there to the public to allow a person
to place a wager on a dog race than on a horse race? What is there about horse
racing that should allow it a preference over dog racing? Is them any legitimate
reason to continue the monopoly of horse racing on the pari-mutuel market In New
Mexico? The only concern that would be protected by this bill is the concern
expressed by some state officials to protect the horce race Industry from
competition from Indian tribes. We submit that protecting a monopoly is not a
legitimate protection that should be afforded business in a free enterprise system.

HOUSE BILL 1920

House Bill 1920 Is the better reasoned approach to all the legislation that has
been submitted. It would place responsibilities on the Secretary of the Interior to
review tribal ordinances for gambling activities just ss the Secretary has the
responsibility for reviewing Joint venture mining agreements with Indian tribes.
Were the Melcher Bill to have given the states control over Indian oil and gas joint
ventures, there would be no Indian oil and gas joint ventures. Congressman Udall'
bill correctly preserves tribal sovereignty, tribal self-government and Indian self-
determination. This bill is consistent with the principles that have previously been
laid down by Congress, courts and this administration. The bill places proper
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control on gambling activities and requires annual audits. The only problem is that
the bill is so worded that only tribes with a great deal of money would be able to
enter into gambling activities. There is no relief for the tribe that does not have
funds and therefore needs to raise outside capital through long-term management
contracts or financing agreements. The tribes must be given the freedom
necessary to exercise their tribal sovereignty and to improve their situations. With
a few minor changes, the Santa Ana Pueblo would be able to support the bill
submitted by Congressman Udall. These changes are reflected in the draft bill
Included with this testimony.

We appreciate the opportunity to express our views on this matter on behalf
of the Pueblo of Santa Ana and will be happy to supply any additional information
that the committee or any of the congressmen or senators would desire.

Very yours,

.Roy ntoya

Governor Eliseo Raton, Sr.
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Long Range Community Needs and Goals

INTRODUCTION

Santa Ana Pueblo is located along the Jemez and Rio Grande

Rivers in southeastern Sandoval County New Mexico about 16 miles

north of Albuquerque. The eastern portion of the reservation is

bisected north to south by Interstate Highway 25. A larger

portion of tribal land extends to the west and north along the

Jemez River along New Mexico Highway 44. Pueblo lands encompass

over 61,000 acres or more than 70 square miles of original land

grants, trust lands and lands purchased by the tribe.

The tribal enrollment is 552 persons. There are

approximately 566 persons living at the Pueblo of whom 6% or 35

individuals are non-tribal members. Of the total enrolled

population 274 are male and 278 are female. Of the tribal

members, 96% are in residence at the Pueblo and 21 or 4% do not

reside at Santa Ana. There was a tremendous population increase

between 1950 and 1970 at Santa Ana, leveling off substantially

since then. In that 20 year period, the population rate of

increase was 56%. The average increase since 1970 has been less

than 1.5% per year. Given this base, population projections

suggest population at Santa Ana will reach 580 by 1985, 686 by

1995 and 739 by the year 2000. The potential labor force at

Santa Ana is 211 individuals, 65% of whom are female and 40% of

whom are male. Of this number, current statistics indicate that

approximately 165 are presently employed and 40 actively seeking

work.

4
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The people of Santa Ana have lived at their present

location, including the ancient village of Ta-Ma-Ya, since

approximately 1700, dating to the Spanish reconquest of New

Mexico. The original U.S. land grant for Santa Ana's

comparitively small population has experienced relatively few

economic changes over the past 30 years, except that they are

increasingly dependent on the dominant society outside

reservation borders.

The Santa Ana economy is stable but lacking in growth - but

not necessarily growth potential. Most Pueblo residents are

employed either off the reservation in nearby Bernalillo and

Albuquerque, engage in subsistence farming, or make do on various

government supplemental income programs. There is very little

commercial activity presently going on at the Pueblo and no

industrial enterprises operating with benefits to the Pueblo or

its residents. The primary economic activity is agriculture;

farming and ranching.

Pressure for economic growth from the continuous expansion

of the town of Bernalillo and, to the south, the encroachment of

Albuquerque's urban sprawl serves to intensify pressures upon the

tribe to exercise its potential development options. Formidable

tasks face Santa Ana in any attempt to initiate economic

development. Foremost among them is the economically depressed

area surrounding the reservation which until very recently has

not experienced substantial economic activity beyond traditional

agricultural ventures. Access to investment capital is missing

at the Pueblo, and this is a serious deterent to implementing

development options once they are planned. Further hindering

2
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development is a comparative lack of managerial experience to

provide the tribe with necessary expertise to pursue private

enterprises and to secure funding for proposed projects.

Finally, due to a traditional agricultural and small crafts

economic orientation among Pueblo members, job skills are lacking

in the potential labor force for businesses that might consider

locating on Santa Ana land.

Challanges affecting possible economic development are both

internal and external. External factors such as the Pueblo's

comparative isolation from the Albuquerque urban area discourages

industry from locating a facility at Santa Ana because of the

lack of amenities and infrastructure. Ironically, a second

external challange is the continuing rapid growth of the

Albuquerque/Bernalillo area in the sense of the pressure placed

on the tribe for rapid, unplanned development, and of the

encroachment of surrounding development. The tribe must take

great care to ensure that decisions are made following

appropriate planning and administrative procedures that will

decrease the likelihood of social and cultural conflicts with

non-Indians while persuing reasonable economic returns from

developmental opportunities.

Among the internal factors affecting development at Santa

Ana are restrictions having to do with the social and cultural

heritage of the Santa Ana people. Santa Ana has a strong feeling

for its land and a responsibility to honor and protect the land

upon which they and their ancestors have lived for so long. This

responsibility must be recognized and any development strategies

must be sensitive to these needs. In addition, a sense of true

3
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community participation in whatever development decisions the

Pueblo undertakes is an aspect which must be included in any

plan. This in itself is dependent on the Pueblo having a firm

sense of recognition of its own self-identity as a viable culture

so that there can be a shared sense of purpose and direction

among the people of Santa Ana as they realize their potential.

4
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GOALS STATEMENT

The goals of Santa Ana Pueblo are documented in the Santa

Ana Comprehensive Plan adopted by the Tribal Council in 1980:

1) Establish an effective and efficient Tribal
administration, management system, and planning office,

2) Improve the effectiveness of a fair and continuous
Tribal law enforcement program,

3) Provide adequate social services for all age groups,

4) Provide a range of adequate community facilities for all
age groups and needs in the Pueblo,

5) Provide reliable, high quality and cost effective
utility systems to support existing and future community
development,

6) Maximize the benefits derived from our fertile, arable
lands to define the role agriculture will play for the
future well being of Santa Ana Pueblo,

7) Develop and implement a land use plan to make the best
use of land and other natural resources for both short and
long term while preserving the traditional life style of
Santa Ana,

8) Promote economic growth to provide jobs to residents and
to provide Tribal government income leading to Tribal self-
sufficiency, and

9) Strengthen the awareness of our cultural heritage and
maintain its identity in the future.

In order to meet these goal the Tribe has set the following

specific objectives:

Tribal Administration
* increase staff to provide the kind of services
available from states and counties such a fire and
police protection,
* departmentalize staff into areas such as health and
social services, education, maintenance, planning, etc,
* provide training to all staff in their areas of
responsibility.

Education
* full scholarships for all students serious about
their education,

5
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* Head Start and kindergarten programs with
professional staff and adequate equipment to prepare
children to succeed in public schools,
* tutoring for Junior and Senior high school students
with enrichment programs to give them exposure to the
outside world,
* career counseling,
* a tribally operateds elementary school with year
round programs,
* education in tribal language and traditions making
use of the skills and knowledge of the elderly.

Health and Social Services
* an expanded health care clinic that will include
dental and mental health services,
* home health care for the elderly, or nursing care for
those who need it,
* transportation to health care facilities for those in
need,
* health education,
* a drug and alcohol abuse pr ogram with an overnight
treatment/detention facility,
* a temporary foster home for children affected by
neglect or family difficulties,
* family counseling and parenting education.

Other Tribal Needs
* support for traditional religious activities,
* expand recreational opportunities possibly including
playgrounds, skating rinks, tennis courts, etc.,
* expand the economic base through commercial
development of tribal land,
* re-establish agriculture as a viable way of life for
tribal members,
* construction of roads and other infrastructure for
establishing additional residential areas thereby
preserving tribal farm lands.

This list is by no means the final word in what Santa Ana

would like to do to meet present needs, but these objectives do

reflect some cf the past thinking of the Tribe on what the most

pressing needs are and how they might be met.

6
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March 11, 1985

Hr. John W. Fritz
Deputy Assistant Secretary
Bureau of Indian Affairs
1951 Constitution Avenue. NW
Room 4116-N
Washington, D. C. 20245

Dear Mr. Fritz:

I would like to ascertain the status of the "Request for Approval of
Ordinances and Other Related Documents Relating to Economic Development"
submitted to your office by the Pueblo of Santa Ana on November 24.
1984. I am sure you are aware that these documents, if aproved by your
Bureau, would essentially establish a dog track on Santa Ans Pueblo land.

As a New Mexico State Senator representing a district which includes the
City of Rio Rancho, Village of Corrales and the Town of Bernalillo, I am
greatly concerned with the economic well-being of these communities. The
proposed Santa Ana Dog Track would not only benefit the Pueblo, which is
northeast of and adjacent to my district, but also the non-Indian commu-
nities that I represent as well. The dog track would certainly have a
beneficial impact on the economic growth potential for the entire area.

In conclusion, I would like to reaffirm my support for the dog track pro-

posal submitted by the Pueblo of Santa Ana.

Thank you for your consideration, and I look forward to your response.

Sincerely/

Dennis Chavez

State Senator

DCC/Jmt

cc: Governor Eliseo Raton. Sr.
Pueblo of Santa Ana

Hr. Roy Montoya, TA
Santa Ana Pueblo
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March 9, 1985

Mr. John W. Fritz
Deputy Assistant Secretary
Bureau of Indian Affairs
1951 Constitution Ave.. N.W.
Room 11 6N
Washington. D.C. 20245

Dear Mr. Fritz:

I represent the New Mexico Senate, District 23 (Los Alamos and Sandoval
counties) which includes the Santa Ana Indian Reservation. I am writing
your office to determine the status of the pueblo's dog track proposal.
As you may be aware, I am in support of the economic development goals
of the pueblo and the proposed dog track in particular.

The Tribal Administration has made a concerted effort to contact locsI
municipal officials in the surrounding communities, and they have
received almost universal support for the project from the respective
mayors, councils, and county governments. The pueblo has a sound
financial plan and will be working with a highly experienced management
team. All in all, the development should be a strong stimulant to the
local economy.

I would appreciate it if you could keep
decision on this matter. Thank you.

Respectfully yours.

SC pen.Stoddard

New Mexico State Senate

SDS/mag

my office advised of your

cc: Governor Elieeo Raton, Sr., Santa Ana Pueblo
Roy Montoya, TA. Santa Ana Pueblo
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THIRTY SEVENTH LEGtSLATURE

March 7, 1985

Joh-n W. Fritz
Deputy Assistant Secretary
Bureau of Indian Affairs
United States Department of Interior
18th & C Streets N. W.
Room 2024

aashington, D. C. 202140

Dear Mr. Fritz:

I want to offer the support and encouragement of my office
DO Santa Ana Puebl's efforts at establishing a dog race track on

reservation land. Santa Ana's work to bring this new industry
into New Mexico will benefit not only the people of Santa Ana but
all the commounities surrounding their reservation. The success
of the project will be a major contribution to economic
development in New Mexico, and it deserves the support of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Sincerely,

Stede SpresDepent o

District 6

cc: Roy Montoya
Tribal Admiaistrator
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Dunst of PAcprerL'ldaiicws
THIRTY) SEVENTH LEGISLATURE

March 6. 1985

Mr. John W. Fritz,
Deputy Assistant Secretary
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
United States Department of Interior
18th and C Streets, Northwest
Room 2024
Washington. D. C. 20240

Dear Mr. Fritz:

I should like to offer my encoura&em.ent and support to SANTA ANA
PUEBLO in their effort to establish I dog race track on their res-
ervation. SANTA ANA's energies to begin this new industry in the
State of New Mexico will not only benefit the people of the Pueblo
of SANTA ANA. but also in the communities surrounding It. The suc-
cess of this business venture will be a major contribution to the
economic structure of the state, and it merits the support of the
BUREAU OF IN'DIAN AFFAIRS.

Your ruly

ate Representative,
District 1

cc: Roy Montoya,
Santa Ana Pueblo

TEA:p.
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RESOLUTION NO. 11-26-S4 8

WHEREAS, the Puebto o6 Santa Ana whch tu-be' 6 rteevatcon i,6 nea thc-
Tc n od Ee'tnatclto, New Met-,co had advised the Town Ccunci, o6 U4 ptan h 6oa
ecr.cartc devetcpment, the 5ccat point c,6 which ia to be a g%'ehound race tA-ck
at tchich paw--ruat wage-tcng w-t be alLwed, The ttack wall be Looated in
the a.%ca o State Ht9hxaq 44 and the Je-e z Dam Road; and

aHEREAS, the Puebto'a economic devecpment ptana including the etabW-
hnen o a 9ereyh und ta e t ck, witt enhance job oppo&tuniea don reaident,6
o Be'tnatttol. witt cteat other economic activity benediting Be'nati~to and
watt pno-Lde enteAtar.ment at the apoLta Lacity do rident4 a6 Benatitto;
and

WHEREAS, the intoduc-tton od the induo6ty 06 g-teyhound tac-ing in New Mexico
would bane-t Local, tribal and etate ecor-cu and iLa an Zndu4txq welcomed by
moat 4e-aidentA.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Town Council c6 Benatillo that the
Town Council uppo-tt the pa-opoad economic deve opment activ-e-a o the Pueblo
od Santa Ana and encourages the comptez-in o the gneqhound rAce ttack LaciLit-

Done at BeAnatl-to, New Mexico, the 26th day o NovembeA, 1984.

M !ha t W. F'ateA -M,; "'

ATTEST:

/°
/ -

Path Lopez, Town Cte't

SFAL
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Pa ......... .. . . .....

I RESOLUTION NO. R84-48

3
W4EREAS, The Pueblo of Santa Ana, which tribe's reservation is near

3 this City of Rio Rancho, New Vexico, has advised tNe City
Council of its plans for economic development, the focal ooint
of which is to be a greyhound race track at which par-nutual
wagering will be allowed. The track will be regulated by the
Santa Ana Racing Cormiission, and will be located in the Area

$ of State Highway 44 and the Jemez Dam Road; and

6 WHEREAS, The Pueblo's economic development plans, including the
establishment of a greyhound race track, will enhance job

7 opportunities for residents of Rio Rancho, will create other
economic activity benefittin§ Rio Rarcho and will provide
entertainment at the sports facility for residents of Rio
Rancho; and

9 WHEREAS, The introduction of the industry of greyhound racing in New
M'exico would benefit local, tribal, and state economies and

10 is an industry welcomed by most residents.

11 NOW, THERFOP.E, BE IT RESOLVED

12 By t!.e City Council of Pio Rancho, that the City Council
supports the proposed economic develo-ent activities of the
Pueblo of Santa Ana ind encourages the completion of the

13 greyhound race track 'icllitles.

14
PASSED AND APPROVED THIS 28th DAY OF NUVEM ER, 1984.

15 ' .

17 F [VrD E. BRUE.,]11I. , AYOr

ATTEST:
19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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VILLAGE OF CORRALES

TELPHONE 15W~8970502iIk~
CORRALES NEW MEXICO874

MAYOR PRO TEM,_ ... L. o~noff rlja""d

~ COUNCIL MEMBER
Off "L..NN E11

%OAS Nd GENTRY
WAOf' RESOLUTIONS NO. 84-10

A RESOLUTION GIVING INITIAL SUPPORT TO THE SANTA ANA
FIUTMLO MOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A GREYHOUND RACE
TRACK

WHEREAS, the Pueblo of Santa Ana which tribe's reservation is located
near the Village of Corrales, New Mexico has advised the Village
Council of its plans for economic development, the focal point
of which is to be a greyhound race track at which pari-mtual
wagering will be allowed. The track will be regulated by the
Santa Ana Racing Cc.mission, and will be located in the area
of State Highway 44 and the Jemez Dam Road; and

WHEREAS, the Pueblo has showed the Village of Corrales the courtesy
of informing the governing body and its citizens of the dog
track project and their plans,

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED by the Village Council of Corrales New
Mexico that the Village Council offers initial support for
the proposed economic development activities of the Pueblo of
Santa Ana and encourages the completion of the greyhound race
track facilities, on the condition that joint powers agree-
ments and renuin-eration will be negotiated for the uipact on
the public services of the Village.

PASSED, ALOPTE AND SIGNED BY the Village of Corrales, Corrales New Mexico
on this 27 day of NyvrnEr 1984. .

SIGNED: ATTEST:

1'- 6 J n c21_
N. .t1YOR STIE BRDY, LER

TsO
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BERNAILLO506 CALLE DE VARGAS BERNALILLO

RO)AR CLUB NEW MEICO 87004V-

December 7. 1984

RESOLUTION OF THE ROTARY CLUB OF BERNALILLO

Resolution No. One

WHEREAS, the Pueblo of Santa Ana which tribe's reservation
is near this city of Bernalillo, New Mexico has advised the
Rotary Club of Bernalillo of its plans for economic
development, the focal point of which is to be a greyhound
race track at which pari-mutual wagering will be allowed.
The track will be regulated by the Santa Ana Racing
Commission. and will be located in the area of State Highway
44 and the Jemez Dam Road; and

WHEREAS, the Pueblo's economic development plans,
including the establishment of a greyhound race track, will
enhance job opportunities for residents of Bernalillo will
create other economic activity beinefitting Bernalillo and
will provide entertainment at the sports facility for
residents of Bernalillo; and

WHEREAS, the introduction of the industry of greyhound
racing in New Mexico would benefit local, tribal and state
economies and is an industry welcomed by most residents.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Rotary Club of
Bernalillo that the Club supuorts the proposed economic
development activities of the Pueblo of Santa Ana and
encourages the completion of the greyhound race track
facilities.

FREDERICK J. CARRILLO

President
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SOLUTION OP THT BSRNALILLO DW'tOPM'NT CORPORATION

Resolution No. 12 - 18 -84

WH"VAS, th- Pu-blo of Santa Ans which twib-'s rs-ivation
is nar this city of Be-nalillo, New Mexico hias advis-4 the
B--nalillo D-Y-loomsnt Co-voation of its plans for -conciic
development. the focal point of which is to be a g'-yhound
race track at which Dart-nutual wag-ring will be allowed.
The track will b- r-gulat-d by th- Santa Ana RacinK Comnission.
and will be located in the a--a of Stat- Highway 44 and the
Jem-z Dam 'toa4; and

WHv$RAS. th Pueblo's -conoilc d-v-loop.nt pians. Including
'he -stabllshm-nt of a grejhound race tack. will -nhance job
pportuniti-s for rosid-nts of B-rnalillo. will cr-at- other
ionomic activity b-nefitting Ba-nalillo. and will provide
.tertainmfnt at the sports facility for sidents of Bord-
illo; and

WH'R'tAS. th. introduction of the industry of greyhound
facing in Nw K-xico would benefit local, tribal, and state
-conomi-s and is an industry welcomed by most residents.

NOW,. THFRrORF. BT IT ROLV by the B-nalillo Dev-loD-
vent Corporation that the Corzoration supoorts the orovosed
econouio develoDv-nt activities of the Pueblo of Santa Ana
and -ncouaag-s the comul-tion of the greyhound rac- t-ack
facilities.

Done this 18th day of D-c-ab-r 1994.

Attes President
Secretary
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. You have been very help-
ful.

[Whereupon, at 3:05 p.m., the committee was adjourned subject
to the call of the Chair.]



INDIAN GAMBLING CONTROL ACT

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 1985

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS,

San Diego, CA.
The committee met, pursuant to call, at 9:30 a.m., in room 310,

County Administration Center, 1600 Pacific Highway, San Diego,
CA, Hon. Richard H. Lehman presiding.

Mr. LEHMAN. The hearing is called to order.
Good morning. I am Congressman Richard Lehman from the

Eighteenth Congressional District of California, and I will be chair-
ing the hearing today.

We are going to close the room off downstairs here as soon as all
the seats are filled. There is additional seating upstairs in the bal-
cony, and in addition to that we will have the mikes turned on out
in the hall so everybody should be at least able to hear the proceed-
ings.

I would like to first introduce my colleagues from the House In-
terior Committee here today: Congressman George Miller from
Martinez, CA, and Congressman Ron de Lugo from the Virgin Is-
lands.

This hearing was convened at the request of Congressman Jim
Bates of San Diego, and granted by the chairman of the Interior
Committee. Congressman Bates will be testifying today and in addi-
tion sitting with the committee because of a strong interest in the
issue before us.

Although there are many important issues which could be ad-
dressed today, testimony will be limited to H.R. 1920 and H.R.
2404, two bills which attempt to impose some Federal standards on
the conduct of gaming operations within Indian reservations and
on Indian lands.

We will focus on the special problems and issues facing gaming
on Indian lands. H.R. 1920 is sponsored by Chairman Udall and co-
sponsored by Congressmen Bates, Richardson, and McCain. H.R.
2404 is sponsored by Congressman Shumway.

This is a formal hearing. Therefore, the rules of the House of
Representatives and Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs
which will apply. These rules do not permit demonstrations, signs,
applause, cheers, and so forth. This is a serious proceeding and I
would ask you to observe the decorum of the House.

Our schedule today is such that we will ask all witnesses to limit
their testimony to no more than 10 minutes and only those wit-
nesses on the official witness list may be heard. However, without
objection, the committee will hold the record open for 2 weeks so

(359)
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that those who wish to submit written statements will be allowed
to do so, and those statements will also become a part of the offi-
cial record.

With that, I would like to afford Congressman Bates a few min-
utes to make any comments he would like to present.

STATEMENT OF HON. JIM BATES, A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE FROM
THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. BAT S. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to thank you and the members of the Interior Committee

for coming to San Diego on this beautiful, sunny day. I think it
makes the visit a little nicer to have lovely weather and facilities
here in San Diego.

I appreciate you and the other members of the House Interior
Committee for hosting this hearing and providing members of
southern California Indian reservations and interested parties a
chance to share with the committee their views on gambling activi-
ties on Indian reservations.

Mr. Chairman, gambling on Indian reservations has gained in-
creased national attention as more tribes have begun using gaming
activities as a means of generating revenue. I commend the efforts
of tribes in becoming self-sufficient and in promoting tribal eco-
nomic development. Unfortunately, as the stakes have risen higher
and higher, and the number of tribes operating bingo activites has
grown, problems have arisen.

While many reservations conduct bingo operations properly and
effectively, complaints are being heard with greater frequency. A
number of which have been referred to my office.

Tribal governments are concerned about the fees management
companies are charging; tribal members allege improper use and
distribution of profits within the tribe; surrounding communities
complain about the lack of proper facilities at the reservations to
handle the crowds; and law enforcement authorities are worried
about the possible involvement of organized crime.

The Federal Government must respect and honor the sovereignty
of Indian tribes, while simultaneously exercising its moral, historic
and trust responsibility to Native Americans to protect the inter-
ests of the tribe. The question before us is whether-in exercising
this trust responsibility-we should regulate bingo operations on
Indian lands. It has become apparent to many of us that some sort
of Federal standard is needed to ensure that the goals of the tribes
are being met and that the activities are conducted in an orderly
and productive manner.

It is the purpose of today's hearing to present a forum for mem-
bers of the affected community to voice their opinions on how to
best address this concern. The two bills which we will discuss, al-
though differing in approach, attempt to impose certain Federal
standards and regulations on tribal bingo operations.

Congressmen Udall, Richardson, McCain, and myself introduced
H.R. 1920 to impose Federal standards on gaming on Indian reser-
vations so that the tribes will continue to be able to conduct, oper-
ate, and generate needed revenues from these gaming operations
free of the harmful influences of criminal or other undesirable ele-

VT
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ments. It was after being alerted to possible abuses at a reservation
in the area by several concerned constituents that I cosponsored
this legislation.

Our bill does not grant the tribes rights which they do not al-
ready have, nor does it entangle the Federal Government in the
business of running gambling operations. H.R. 1920 recognizes that
Jndian tribes have a right to generate revenues from bingo oper-
ations on their lands when such activities are not illegal under
Federal law or prohibited by the State as a matter of criminal law.

This hearing will also serve to review another bill designed to ad-
dress this issue. Congressman Norm Shumway has introduced H.R.
2404, the Indian Country Gambling Regulation Act.

Mr. Chairman, I look forward to today's hearing on these bills
and hearing the comments of our witnesses. I believe that today's
record will substantially aid the committee's deliberation on this
issue. Again, thank you for providing my constituents with this op-
portunity.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you, Mr. Bates.
Do any other members of the committee wish to say anything?
[The statement of Mr. Bates follows:]
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STATEMENT OF HON. JIM BATES

Thank you Casirmen Lehman. I appreciate you and the other Members

of the House Interior Committee tor hosting this hearing and

providing members of Southern California Indian reservations and

interested parties a chance to share with the Committee their

views on gambling activities on Indian reservations.

Mr. Chairman, gambling on Indian reservations has gained increased

national attention as more tribes have begun using gaming

activites as a means of generating revenue. I commend the efforts

of tribes in becoming self-sufficient and in promoting tribal

economic development. Unfortunately, as the stakes have risen

higher and higher, and the number of tribes operating bingo

activities has grown, problems have arisen.

While many reservations conduct bingo operations properly and

effectively, complaints are being heard with greater trequency:

* tribal governments are concerned about the tees management

companies are charging;

* tribal members allege improper use and distribution of

profits within the tribe;

* surrounding communities complain about the lack of proper

facilities at the reservations to handle the crowds;

* and law enforcement authorities are worried abo,jt the

possible involvement of organized crime.
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The Federal government must respect and honor te sovereignty of

Indian tribes, while simultaneously exercising its moral, historic

and trust responsibility to Native Americans to protect the

interests of the tribe. The question before us is whether -- in

exercising this trust responsibility -- we should regulate bingo

operations on Indian lands. It has become apparent to many ot us

that some sort of federal standard is needed to ensure that the

goals of the tribes are being met and that the activities are

conducted in a orderly and productive manner.

It is the purpose of today's hearing to present a forum for

members of the affected community to voice their opinions on how

to best address this concern. The two bills which we will

discuss, although differing in approach, attempt to impose certain

federal standards and regulations on tribal bingo operations.

Congressman Udall, Richardson, McCain and I introduced H.R. 1920

to impose Federal standards on gaming on Indian reservations so

that the tribes will continue to be able to conduct, operate and

generate needed revenues from these gaming operations free of the

harmful influences of criminal or other undesireable elements. It

was after being alerted to possible abuses at a reservation in the

area by several concerned constituents that I cosponsored this

legislation.

Our bill does not grant the tribes rights which they do not

already have, nor does it entangle ,th , Federal government in the

business of running gambit • operations. H.R. O recognizes
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that Indian tribes have a right to generate revenues trom bingo

operations on their lands when such activities are not illegal

under Federal law or prohibited by the state as a matter ot

criminal law.

This hearing will also serve to review another bill designed to

address this issue. Congressman Norm Shumway has introduced H.R.

2404, the "Indian Country Gambling Regulation Act." This bill

would impose stricter standards than H.R. 1920, by requiring that

Indian tribes conform to existing state law in which the

reservation resides.

Mr. Chairman, I look forward to today's hearing on these bills and

hearing the comments of our witnesses. I believe that today's

record will substantially aid the Committee's deliberation on this

issue. Again, thank you for providing my constituents with this

opportunity.
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Mr. LEHMAN. OK. With that we will get on with the first witness
who will be Mr. John Duffy, the Sheriff of the county of San Diego.

Is Mr. Duffy here? He may be tied up in court this morning.
How about Mr. Glen Salter, Deputy County Counsel, county of

Riverside.
I would appreciate if the witnesses would place any written

copies of their testimony on the counter here and the secretary will
pick them up. Come up here and sit in the chair.

STATEMENT OF GLEN SALTER, DEPUTY COUNTY COUNSEL,
COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE

Mr. SALTER. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, good
morning.

My name is Glen Salter. I am an attorney with the county of
Riverside, and I would like to take this opportunity to thank this
committee for the opportunity to testify today on behalf of the
county of Riverside about some of the problems and hopefully some
of the solutions we see relative to the question of unregulated com-
mercial high stakes gambling operations which are presently con-
ducted on many Indian reservations throughout the country.

By way of background, and as this committee is probably away,
the county of Riverside has had extensive experience with the
issues associated with Indian gambling. There are right now three
bingo parlors operating within the unincorporated area of the
county, one each on the Saboba, Morongo, and Cabazon Reserva-
tions.

The Cabazon Reservation also supports a card room. All of these
gambling operations are in our opinion in violation of the Califor-
nia penal code and/or Riverside County ordinances.

As a result of these activities, the county has been involved in
five separate lawsuits challenging the legality of these operations.
These actions are still pending in the Federal courts of which two
are now before the U.S. Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals.

Oral argument in the appellate case is set for October 10. Al-
though we come before you in the midst of litigation with the
tribes, let me assure you that it is the position of the county that
the best solution to the differences which separate the county and
the Indians on the issue of Indian gambling is legislation, not liti-
gation.

And we have tried to make that belief the direction of our testi-
mony today. With that in mind, let me tell you some of the reasons
why we believe the present Indian gambling operations present se-
rious problems.

No. 1, unregulated gambling hurts the people of the State of
California. It hurts the people because such operations are an open
invitation to infiltration by organized crime. While the tribes and
the management companies are naturally unwilling to divulge the
exact take from these gambling activities, it is generally conceded
the average operation generates several million dollars per year in
profits, and some much more.

Law enforcement officials within the Western United States rec-
ognize this situation naturally creates a lure for organized crime,
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especially since the operations exist in total disregard to State and
local laws concerning gambling.

It is also a concern expressed by the Department of Justice.
No. 2, unregulated gambling hurts the local, truly charitable or-

ganizations. The reason it hurts them is quite simple. The Indian
bingo parlors which are not bound by the same State and local re-
strictions can offer substantially higher prices and more playing
dates.

Many players who would otherwise patronize the local VFW,
Moose hall, or church bingo games are drawn to the Indian games
because of the possibility of winning one of the big prices.

The local organizations simply cannot compete with the Indians
who advertise their games as high stakes, as the Morongos do. But
perhaps the most candid comment was published by the Baronas.
In response to a player's question as to why the Baronas did not
offer smaller prices, it was stated theirs was not charitable bingo.

The threat to local charitable organizations is real. When the
Morongo bingo parlor opened in 1983, we were contacted by several
local organizations who complained they were losing players be-
cause they could not offer the higher prices offered by the Indians.

We were advised on at least one occasion in a local church bingo
effort after a full night of hard work by unpaid, truly voluntary
workers, turned a profit of minus $5. This occurred several months
after the Morongo bingo parlor opened.

They tell us it had never happened before. It is the smaller chari-
table groups who cannot survive the competition with which there
is no way to compete. The larger groups scale down their budgets
and then scale down their projects.

Finally, unregulated gambling in our opinion hurts the tribes
themselves. For example, the sudden influx of huge sums of money
unquestionably can lead to quarrels within the tribal members. Al-
legations of skimming, fraud, and other crimes are common. The
Morongo tribe, for example, was, and we believe still is, involved in
litigation with the previous management group over the accounting
of funds generated by their first bingo parlor.

Even now it is our understanding that they do not know how
much money they made. A more serious example, however, is the
Cabazon reservation.

That 25-member tribe is bitterly split between those in favor of
gambling and those who are opposed, and those who are opposed,
of course, do not share in the profits. If you want to hear a few
horror stories of how a tribe who is, in essence, a small family, can
be fractured by the illusory promises of untold riches, just ask one
of their members such as Linda Streeter.

Because of the problems we believe are inherent in unregulated
gambling on the reservation, we believe any legislation which
might be adopted by Congress should attempt to deal as compre-
hensively as possible with balancing the interest of the Federal,
State, and local governments and the tribes.

Because gaming and gambling have traditionally been a local
concern and has traditionally been regulated by State and local
governments, it is our position that the Indian gambling should
also be controlled by State and local laws.
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We perceive no justifiable reason for carving out an exemption to
that rule for the benefit of the tribes.

Clearly, therefore, we cannot endorse either H.R. 1920 or H.R.
2404 as presently drafted.

As for H.R. 1920, we see that the bill as an attempt to codify the
civil/regulatory, criminal/prohibitory analyses which the Ninth
Circuit adopted in Barona v. Duffy in 1982. We think that would be
wrong.

No. 1, that analysis is losing favor with the courts. Since Barona,
several courts have outright rejected that analysis as both an incor-
rect statement of the law as well as a poor standard by which to
resolve the jurisdictional questions inherent in these situations.

Instead, these courts have been adopting a balancing test, a test
which seeks to balance the various competing interests.

No. 2, the Secretary of the Interior in a letter datd August 6,
1985, to the attorney general of the State of New Mexico on the
issue of gambling in that State seriously questioned the wisdom of
the civil/regulatory, criminal/prohibitory distinction. Instead, Sec-
retary Hodel suggested the better approach seemed to be the bal-
ancing test, the test which the county has and continues to advo-
cate.

Certainly Congress has the power to adopt H.R. 1920, notwith-
standing the fact both the courts and the Secretary of the Interior
seriously question the validity of the civil/regulatory, criminal/pro-
hibitory analysis.

But we do not believe that it would be good policy. H.R. 1920
would not serve to resolve any of the basic problems on regulating
gambling causes.

As for H.R. 2404. We see that as potentially a good piece of legis-
lation. A fundamental flaw in it, however, is that it does not re-
solve the differences separating the tribes in State and local gov-
ernments. Rather, it would only serve to exacerbate an already un-
happy situation and cause additional litigation because it, too,
looks to the "public policy" of the State to determine whether the
Indians can engage in certain gambling operations.

It also expands the areas in which the tribes can engage in gam-
bling to include even those conducted by the State itself. This rep-
resents a significant departure from present policy.

We also believe it includes types of gambling that Secretary
Hodel firmly believes should not be allowed on the reservations. In-
stead, we would suggest that if the theory is that the tribes are
similar to charitable organizations and thus should be allowed to
conduct the same types of gambling conducted by the charitable or-
ganizations, it seems reasonable t,) hold the tribes to the same
standards as the truly charitable organizations.

We recognize that requiring them to limit the size of thfir jack-
pots, dates and times of operations and to require that only mem-
bers of the tribe run the games will limit the desirability of the op-
erations.

However, such restrictions will in the long run better serve both
the Indian and non-Indian communities. The reduction in the size
of jackpots w,l serve to decrease organized crime's interest in res-
ervations, thus protecting the general citizenry as well as the
Indian community in particular.
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It will necessarily result in smaller gambling facilities, which
will help prevent the type of public outcry that has recently oc-
curred in San Bernardino where the tribe wants to place a large
bingo parlor in the middle of an affluent neighborhood.

It will put the Indian games on equal footing with the charitable
games, and that will allow the American free market system to de-
termine which operations will survive.

Finally, it will serve to free the tribes from the stranglehold of
the management companies since smaller operations will not need
the same kind of assistance, and without the non-Indians taking
one-half of the profits, there will be more money available for the
Indians.

This type of legislation would not be difficult to draft. Congress
could simply make the tribe, for the purposes of State and local
laws, a charitable organization subject to the same rules and regu-
lations.

The county believes that the legislation which does not protect
the interests of the local citizens, the local charitable organizations,
as well as the tribes, will ultimately be unsuccessful.

We see nothing fundamentally wrong in putting the Indian gam-
bling operations on the same footing as the local charitable organi-
zations. It protects the tribes, it protects the local organizations, it
protects the citizens. In fact, we see many advantages to that pro-
posal.

I would be happy to answer any questions the committee might
have.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you very much for that excellent statement.
I have a couple of questions. First of all, the gaming activities

that currently take place in Riverside County on Indian reserva-
tions are activities that would not be otherwise legal if they
weren't on Indian reservations.

Mr. SALTER. In answer to your question, yes, recognizing the fact
under California penal code, section 326.5, charitable bingo is al-
lowed up to a certain amount. As there are price limits, there are
other restrictions which are placed on it.

The charitable organizations cannot offer prices in excess of $250
and obviously the Indians do, and that is what is the lure.

Mr. LEHMAN. OK. So the Indian bingo in Riverside County is not
subject to any of those State restrictions, the Indians can internally
make up their own rules?

Mr. SALTER. The matter is subject to litigation, but at the present
time, yes.

Mr. LEHMAN. You don't feel as a county you have any authority
to regulate it then?

Mr. SALTER. The county derives its authority under State law in
the California constitution, and it allows the county to set forth ad-
ditional restrictions, basically dates, times, things like that, when
the operations can occur, and we do believe since we have the au-
thority of the charitable organizations we should likewise have
that type of authority over the Indian tribes.

It is minimal restriction on the tribes.
Mr. LEHMAN. Do the tribes acknowledge you have the authority

to impose those restrictions?
Mr. SALTER. No.
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Mr. LEHMAN. Is bingo the only activity taking place there?
Mr. SALTER. No. There is also a card room on the Cabazon Reser-

vation. There was also a card room on the Morongo Reservation for
a short period of time.

Mr. LEHMAN. Are card rooms otherwise permitted in other parts
of the county?

Mr. SALTER. Not within the unincorporated areas, no. The county
has adopted an ordinance which prohibits it. There is a city that
allows it. But within the county, and unincorporated area, no.

Mr. LEHMAN. Do you in any official way monitor activities on the
reservation with respect to gaming?

Mr. SALTER. No.
Mr. LEHMAN. So, for instance, you made a statement that there

was concern about involvement or organized crime. Do you have
any evidence of that at all?

Mr. SALTER. I believe the Attorney General of the State of Cali-
fornia states he has such evidence. We have in our litigation with
the tribes attempted to strictly deal with the legal issue. We be-
lieve the legal issue is the tribes do not have the right to conduct
gambling operations in violation of State and local laws.

We have stayed away from the idea of organized crime. Our posi-
tion is that when you have this type of game available, that is
what is the lure. I believe in my statement I at no time indicated
there was organized crime, because we are not taking that position.

We are taking the position that is the opportunity for organized
crime. That is what is the concern of law enforcement within the
county.

Mr. LEHMAN. What about the allegations of skimming? Do you
have any evidence of that?

Mr. SALTER. There have been allegations made, yes. In particu-
lar, on the Cabazon Reservation there was an allegation made by a
former employee that one of the non-Indians was receiving the
money.

Mr. LEHMAN. If someone wanted to make that allegation, would
it be proper for them to go to the district attorney and do it? Does
the district attorney have jurisdiction there?

Mr. SALTER. I believe the answer is no, they would not have juris-
diction in this case.

Mr. LEHMAN. Where would someone go?
Mr. SALTxR. I suppose to whatever tribal courts they have.
Mr. LEHMAN. So it would be a tribal matter?
Mr. SALTER. At the present time, I believe that would be correct.

We do not get involved in those matters. They have not being re-
ferred to our office.

Mr. LEHMAN. How about the U.S. Attorney? Would he have juris-
diction?

Mr. SALTER. I believe the U.S. Attorney would.
Mr. LEHMAN. What about a customer who is not an Indian who

wants to complain about some activity they think is improper?
Would they have to go through the tribal channel as well?

Mr. SALTER. If they came to the county, we would tell them to go
to the tribal organization, yes.

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. Miller, do you have any questions?
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Mr. MILLER. What was the situation prior to the State allowing
bingo for charitable purposes?

Mr. SALTER. I am not sure I understand your question.
Mr. MILLER. Was there bingo on Indian reservations at that

Lime?
Mr. SALTER. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. MILLER. Was the current debate triggered by the fact the

State made it an illegal activity. Now we are down to the question
of how that should be regulated?

Mr. SALTER. That is certainly the basis on which the Indians
started, yes.

Mr. MILLER. What is the situation when the lottery goes into
effect? Can Indian reservations run a lottery?

Mr. SALTER. Our position is no.
Mr. MILLER. What would their position be?
Mr. SALTER. I don't know.
Mr. MILLER. I am trying to find out what is it that triggered the

ability of Indians to hold bingo. Your suggestion, is that the State
has made this a legal activity and then the question goes to the
ability of the State to regulate that activity on an Indian reserva-
tion.

Mr. SALTER. I would agree the fact that the California constitu-
tion was changed in 1978, I believe it was, that that is what the
tribes have used as justification. I think, though, our testimony is
not that the tribe should not be able to conduct the operational at
all, they should conduct it on the same level and subject to the
same standards as the charitable organizations.

Mr. MILLER. That is the point of contention. Whether or not the
State has the ability to engage in that type of regulation or moni-
toring or what have you of that activity on a reservation.

Mr. SALTER. And that matter is subject to litigation at this time.
We think that we do, and that issue is before the Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals.

We expect that issue will go before the U.S. Supreme Court.
Mr. MILLER. It is conceivable the tribes could run a lottery?
Mr. SALTER. No.
Mr. MILLER. Since you have had the constitutional change.
Mr. SALTER. No. Because, as I understand law at the present

time, the Indians can engage in those activities which are permit-
ted to other citizens of the State, not as engaged in by the State.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. de Lugo.
Mr. DE LuGo. Mr. Salter, did I understand you that the ceiling

for charitable gambling or bingo is $250?
Mr. SALTER. On any game, yes.
Mr. DE LuGo. What is the size of the prizes being offered by the

Indian bingo parlors?
Mr. SALTER. According to their advertisements, such items as

cars worth maybe $8,000, there have even been advertisements of
merchandize prizes. I believe on the Barona Reservation they
have-I obviously would turn to Dan for the exact specifics as to
what they offer, but my understanding is they offer merchandize
prices.
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Mr. DE Luc-. You testified that if these same standards were ap-
plied to the indian bingo parlors as they are to the charitable bingo
parlors in the community, the bingo parlors would lose substantial
revenue.

Have you given any thought to how the Indians would replace
that lost revenue?

Mr. SALTER. Our position is, yes, they would lose revenue and
that perhaps could be substantial. But we also take the position
that their operation would be able to earn money, just like the
local charitable organization earns money through that process, so
whatever that amount might be, maybe $5,000, $10,000, $20,000, I
don't know what the amount would be, but it would not be a com-
plete or total loss of funds.

Mr. DE Luo. Have there been any consideration given to raising
the ceiling on the charitable bingo that takes place in the commu-
nity at Riverside?

Mr. SALTER. The $250 is governed by State law, so that would
have to be at the State level. I am unaware of any legislation, al-
though there might be, I simply don't know.

Mr. DE LuGo. Thank you very much.
Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. Bates.
Mr. BATES. Just a quick statement and maybe a question in

trying to understand a position.
The representative for Riverside kind of caught me a little off

guard, as he did not to recognize the distinction of reservations,
that they are sovereign and not on the same par with charitable
church organizations.

I see one significant entity in the framework. I mean, to extend
your argument, I guess we can say if Las Vegas and Atlantic City
operate, church bingo or something-I think it was somewhat dif-
ferent in the fact they are losing some revenues, people that go to
charitable operations ought to be participating in those because
they want to assist charity, but the activity is around.

I personally want to commend the tribes for coming up with
ways to become self-sufficient and generate revenues. My concern
is, of course, that there be standards to protect Indians in the oper-
ation of gaming activities. Is this the position of the board of super-
visors in Riverside that you espouse here?

Mr. SALTER. Yes, it is.
Mr. BATES. And when do you think the lawsuit will be resolved?
Mr. SALTER. As I indicated earlier, oral argument in the Ninth

Circuit is scheduled for October 10. When a decision will come
down, I don't know. Obviously, I think no matter who loses, a peti-
tion to the Supreme Court will be filed.

Mr. BATES. Certainly we will have the benefit of that while this
legislation is in progress.

Mr. SALTER. I think the point we are making, though, there are
several problems associated with the gambling and at least putting
the tribes on the same level as the charitable organizations, what-
ever might be the difference in the way they are formed and their
sovereign interests, that solves those problems or helps to solve
those problems, where we believe the legislation now proposed does
not solve any of those problems and can, in fact, exacerbate those
problems.
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Mr. MILLER [presiding]. Thank you.
Our next witness will be Mr. John Duffy, sheriff, county of San

Diego. Sheriff Duffy, welcome to the committee. If you have a pre-
pared statement, it will be placed in the record of this hearing in
its entirety. Feel free to proceed in the manner in which you are
most comfortable.

STATEMENT OF JOHN DUFFY, SHERIFF, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO
Mr. DUFFY. Good morning. I want to first of all thank Congress-

man Bates for having the foresight to have a field hearing or call
upon some people to come into the field and take a look at what is
happening around the United States with respect to the subject
matter before this committee. That is more than I have been able
to get the Justice Department to do.

They have been here, but we couldn't get them to visit a reserva-
tion, and I would like to invite you while you are here if you have
the time. I hope you will take the time to personally visit the
Barona Indian Reservation, the Siquon, and if you have time, a
little farther to Rincon, to actually see first hand not only the
bingo houses that exist on these reserations, but what improve-
ments have been made for the Indians.

I think that is an extremely important point. Indian gambling,
particularly in the area of bingo, has become a major concern for
local law enforcement in this State, and the Attorney General of
California, and has impacted adversely on non-Indian citizens.

I will expand on what the Congress can do and should do to cor-
rect the problem in a moment, but I would like to tell you at the
outset I cannot support H.R. 1920 in its present form because it
falls short of accomplishing what is needed, and secondly, it places
the Department of the Interior in an appropriate ineffectual role of
enforcement, which is destined to fail.

H.R. 2404 comes much closer to what needs to be done by requir-
ing gambling activities within Indian country must not violate
State law and must not be in conflict with the public law policy of
the State in which the Indian country is located. I believe with
some amendments to correct some of the flaws that H.R. 2404
could help resolve the inequities which now exist.

I'm sure you are well aware California is what is known as a
Public Law 280 State, unlike some other States, as Arizona, where
criminal law enforcement is not the responsibility of State and
local agencies like it is in California. Whatever solution can be had,
some Federal legislator needs to carefully consider Public Law 28
on States like California, Wisconsin, and Florida as well as non
Public Law 280 States, such as Arizona, New Mexico and so forth,
because Indian gambling poses different problems in different
States.

Of course, I am more concerned with California, more particular-
ly San Diego County, where I am charged with the responsibility of
enforcing State laws and county ordinances in an equitable fashion
for all citizens in this county, including the Indians on the Indian
reservations. Enactment of Public Law 280 in 1953 provided all
criminal laws in this State and in this county were as applicable on
Indian reservations as any other part of San Diego County.
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The same public law also reserved to the Indian Tribal Council is
the exclusive right to regulate the use of their lands in civil mat-
ters. What this really means is that beginning in 1953 the FBI no
longer enforced Federal Criminal Law on the reservations in this
county, which, by the way, has more reservations than any other
country in this State. The Federal statutes and the Federal officers
were replaced by State statutes, county ordinances and deputy
sheriffs.

Even though there have been a few Federal court tests involving
such things as the authority of deputy sheriffs on Indian reserva-
tions in this county or the applicability of certain county ordi-
nances would provide for criminal sanctions providing such things
as public dance hall ordinance of the county, which was Federally
litigated here in San Diego County, or such things as the applica-
bility of the State's ABC or Alcoholic Beverage Control Act provi-
sions on Indian reservations in this county, which has been litigat-
ed in the Federal Court. Overall the transition has gone smoothly
since 1953.

For many years in this county, it has been the expectation of San
Diego citizens. The laws apply equally throughout the county, and
they would be enforced equally. All that has changed with the
advent of what the media calls Indian bingo. I know very well in
1953 the U.S. Congress did not foresee and did not intend that the
conduct of gambling operations would result in the immediate
arrest of the operators. If committed elsewhere in the county, it
would not only be tolerated, but actually promoted by the Bureau
of Indian Affairs and the Secretary of the Interior, if continued on
an Indian reservation. However, that is exactly where we are
today.

If the local catholic church or an Elk's club or a mobile home
owners association conducted bingo operations in the same manner
as profiteering companies now conduct it on three separate reser-
vations in this county under contract with the respective tribal
councils, a catholic priest, an exalted ruler and mobile home owner
association board of directors would be prosecuted for criminal law
violations.

I also do not believe the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals in its
1982 reversal of a local Federal Court decision in the Southern Dis-
trict of California, entitled Barona Group of-Cabazon Band of
Mission Indians v. John F. Duffy, sheriff of San Diego County, an-
ticipated that they were creating a potential of 19 separate en-
claves in my county where illegal gambling by profiteering corpo-
rations would be sanctioned.

Whatever anyone intended, that is the result. The Barona deci-
sions encourages completely unregulated illegal gambling by non-
Indian profiteers, to use judiciously established legal loopholes in
Public Law 280 to expand activities that are illegal in every other
place in San Diego County except an Indian reservation.

The essence of the Barona case was that the Ninth Circuit Court
said the California statute on bingo was a civil regulatory statute
and not a criminal prohibitive statute. That was exactly the oppo-
site of the finding of the trial court judge. As a result, high stakes
bingo and other illegal forms of bingo are being operated by quick-
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ly formed profit-making companies who have sweetheart contracts
with Indian tribal councils.

Since the Barona decision, four tribal councils in San Diego
County have enacted so-called regulatory bingo ordinances. Three
of those reservations, the Barona, Rincon and Siquon, are currently
in operation. A full-formed Texas-based company has already
signed a contract, but has yet to begin operations at the Vlejas Res-
ervation, which is near Alpine.

All of these reservations are located near population centers with
easy public access. All the tribal councils have signed long-term
contracts with different profit-making companies, who offer high-
stakes bingo games that are not terminated anywhere else in this
county except for reservations.

The unrestricted games have lured thousands of people to Indian
reservations, and are generating millions of dollars of profits to
these corporations. Gambling operations are not subject to any con-
trol whatsoever and have great potential abuse for skimming, laun-
dering of illegal funds, and many other activities best avoided in
such States as Nevada and New Jersey by regulating the gambling
enterprise through State gambling commissions.

The California Ninth Circuit Court has allowed illegal gambling
to take place on Indian reservations without regulation. According
to the management company, at the Barona reservation, they are
grossing $1 million a month in cash. They have been operating
since 1982 when the Circuit Court of Appeals opened the door.

I would estimate the company has grossed between $24 million
and $30 million in the past 2 V2 years and is still going strong. I
hope you will go take a look, because there has been no visible im-
provement to the Indians. Some of the homes still do not have run-
ning water. the management company claims that all the money
has gone to pay for prizes and payroll expenses.

The dividends declared by the company so far have been minis-
cule in comparison with the amount of cash taken in. Let me
strongly suggest why I firmly believe that the Department of the
Interior with its ostrich-like approach to this problem and the
Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals by its well-intentioned naivety have
perpetrated the second biggest fraud on the American Indian by
the Federal Government.

The biggest fraud was when the Federal Government took away
the Indian's land to begin with and put them on reservations. It
doesn't take a great historian to recognize the beneficiaries of that
action were private profit-making groups.

I am sure there were a lot of well-intentioned people then as
there are now, but the Federal Government is repeating its behav-
ior toward the American Indian by raising false expectations of
benefits to the Indian and at the same time directly benefitting a
number of profit-making companies throughout this country.

Throughout our government's brief history in dealing with these
native amendments, the Bureau of Indian Affairs located bureau-
cratically within the Department of the Interior, has been part of
the problem rather than solution. There is absolutely no reason to
believe there should be any involvement whatever in California by
the Interior Department, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, in matters
of local law enforcement or in regulating gambling.
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If they don't know how to improve the lot of the American
Indian after all these years, I have no confidence they can regulate
a gambling enterprise which has so much potential for takeover by
organized crime. That would be, although unintended, the practical
effect of H.R. 1920. The regulation of any gambling enterprise is
best conducted by the States and not by the Federal Government.

It is further best conducted by commissions or regulatory boards
who understand that industry. Horse racing, for example, should
be regulated by a State horse racing commission. A State lottery
should be regulated by a State lottery commission. Casino oper-
ations such as those in New Jersy and Nevada, are best regulated
by a State gambling commission.

Under California law, bingo in San Diego County is limited to
charitable nonprofit organizations who may not use outside opera-
tors-may not use outside operators. The hours of operation are
regulated, and the size of jackpots are limited. There is a scheme
and design to those provisions of State and local law that have to
do with the prevention of the intrusion of organized crime.

Under our State law and county ordinances, any Indian tribal
council who wishes to conduct bingo to further their interest is eli-
gible to do just that, just like the catholic church, the Elks club, o
the mobile home owners association.

It is my view their gambling activities should be regulated in the
same manner as everyone else's. Because of the tangled web judi-
cially created by the courts, we now need a legislative solution to
return equity in law enforcement for San Diego County, through-
out California and other States as well, because there is a vast dif-
ference in what is legal and what is not legal from State to State in
the form of gambling. The simplest resolution is a Federal law ap-
plicable on all reservations in all States, which clearly articulates
the policy of the U.S. Government.

That policy ought to be that any gambling which is conducted on
Indian reservations or within Indian country as defined by Section
1151, Title 18, U.S. Code must be conducted within applicable State
law and the regulatory provisions of whatever State the Indian res-
ervation is located. That is almost where H.R. 2404-almost what it
attempts to do, but a couple of amendments are needed before it
would resolve the problem.

What I have just described to you is basically the position of the
U.S Department of Justice. It is not the position of the U.S Interior
Department who continues to support the concept that conditions
on Indian reservations which will somehow be improved and other
benefits will accrue to Indians by allowing illegal gambling con-
ducted by profiteers.

I hope that the Reagan administration will resolve the differ-
ences between the Interior and Justice Departments at the White
House level, but I have been very disappointed by lack of leadersh-

p in that area. There is really nothing complicated about a sensi-
ble resolution of the quandary that legal loopholes have created for
us.

In San Diego County, if a tribal council wishes to contract with
someone and engage in horse racing, for example, like the Del Mar
Race Track here in our county, they should come under the Cali-
fornia Gaming Commission and be required to meet all the require-
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ments any other entrepreneur of a business operation would have
to come under to engage in horse racing, and, more specifically, be
regulated by the California Horse Racing Commission.

This county, however, wanted to engage in jai alai games in Cali-
fornia and this county-they would not be allowed to and should
not be allowed to because it is illegal in this State. However, under
the kind of solution I think is possible, if the reservation were lo-
cated in another State, such as Florida, where jai alai is legal, the
tribal council and the operators should be regulated by whatever
agency covers that for the rest of the State of Florida.

Now that we have a State lottery in California, contrary to what
the county council from Riverside has said, I think it is significant.
I expect that profiteers will Anter into contracts with tribal coun-
cils to set up their own lotteries, which will no doubt be more at-
tractive than the official State lottery, and which will pour millions
of dollars into the pockets of the profiteers and nothing into the
pockets of the Indians; that is, unless Congress enacts corrective
legislation.

I do believe H.R. 2404 attempts to establish the kind of equity
that we need. The primary fault of Mr. Shumway's proposed legis-
lation unnecessarily involves the Secretary of Interior in making
approvals, particularly in Public Law 280 States. State laws speak
for themselves. It is also unnecessary for the Secretary to make de-
terminations on what is and what is not public policy of the State
within which Indian country is located. In short, the Bureau of
Indian Affairs and Interior Department are unqualified to make
such deteminations.

I would respectfully request your committee consider amend-
ments to H.R. 2404 that would accomplish our objective, and that
you seek assistance from the attorneys general of the various
States where Indian reservations are located on these amendments.

I would be happy to work with your committee staff on any pro-
posed amendments to that -legislation with respect to H.R. 1920. I
have already stated I believe it is the wrong direction, and al-
though it might have some application in non-Public Law 280
States like Arizona, it will not do the job in States like California. I
would be happy to answer any questions.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Duffy follows:]
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John F. Duffy
Sheriff

San Diego County Sheriff's Department

Good Morning.

I want to thank the Congressional Committee on Interior and Insular

Affairs for conducting field hearings on H.R. 1920 and H.R. 2404, and

I want to thank you for the opportunity to appear before you and share

with you some of my views on this very important subject.

Indian gambling, particularly in the area of bingo, has become a major

concern for local law enforcement officers in this state, the Attorney

General of California, and it has impacted adversely on non-Indian

citizens. I will expand on what the Congress can and should do to

correct the problem in a moment, but I would like to tell you at the

outset that I cannot support H.R. 1920 in its present form because it

falls short of accomplishing what is needed and it places the

Department of the Interior in an inappropriate and ineffectual role of

enforcement which is destined to fail.

H.R. 2404 comes much closer to what-needs to be done by requiring that

gambling activities within Indian country must not violate state law

and must not be in conflict with the Public Law Policy of the state

within which such Indian country is located. I believe that with some

amendments, H.R. 2404 could help resolve the inequities which now

exist.
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As I am sure you are well aware, California is what is known as a

Public Law 280 State, unlike other states such as Arizona where

criminal law enforcement is not the responsibility of state and local

agencies like it is in California. Whatever solution can be had, some

federal legislation needs to carefully consider Public Law 280 States

like California, Wisconsii, Florida, as well as states like Arizona,

New Mexico, etc., because Indian country gambling poses different

problems in different states. Of course, I am most concerned with

California, and more particularly, San Diego County, where I am

charged with the responsibility of enforcing state laws and County

ordinances in an equitable fashion for all citizens, including Indians.

The enactment of Public Law 280 in 1953 provided that all criminal

laws of this state and this county were as applicable on an Indian

reservation as in any other part of San Diego County. The same Public

Law also reserved to the Indian tribal councils the exclusive right to

regulate the use of their lands in civil matters. What this really

means is that beginning in 1953, the FBI no longer enforced federal

criminal law on the 19 reservations in this county which, by the way,

is more than any other county in our state. The federal statutes and

the federal officers were replaced by state statutes, county

ordinances and deputy sheriffs. Even though there have been a few

federal court tests involving such things as the authority of deputy
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sheriffs on Indian reservations and the applicability of certain

county ordinances which provide for criminal sanctions for violating

such things as our public dance hall ordinance, the transition went

smoothly.

For many years it has been the expectation of San Diego County

citizens that laws applied equally throughout the County and that they

were enforced equally. All of that has changed with the advent of

what the media calls Indian Bingo. I know very well that in 1953, the

United States Congress did not foresee and did not intend that the

conduct of gambling operations, which would result in the Immediate

arrest of the operators if committed anywhere In San Diego County

would be not only tolerated but actually promoted by the Bureau of

Indian Affairs and Secretary of the Interior if conducted on Indian

reservations. However, that is exactly where we are today. If a

local Catholic church or an Elk's Club or a mobile homeowners'

association conducted bingo operations in the same manner as

profiteering companies now conduct it on three separate reservations

in this county under contract with tribal councils, a Catholic priest,

an Exhalted Ruler and a mobile homeowners' board of directors would be

prosecuted for criminal law violations.

I also do not believe that the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, in its

1982 reversal of a federal court decision in the Southern District of

California, entitled "Barona Group of Capitan Grande Band of Mission

r
72-553 0 - 87 - 13
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Indians v. John F. Duffy, Sheriff of San Diego County, anticipated

that they were creating a potential of 19 separate of enclaves in my

County where illegal gambling by profiteering corporations would be

sanctioned. Whatever anyone intended, that was the result.

The Barona Decision encourages completely unregulated illegal gambling

by non-Indian profiteers who use judicially established legal

loopholes in Public Law 280 to expand activities that are illegal in

every other place in the county except on Indian reservations. The

essence of the Barona case was that the Ninth Circuit said

California's statute on bingo was a civil/regulatory and not a

criminal/prohibitive statute. That was exactly the opposite of the

finding of the trial court judge. As a result, high stakes bingo and

other illegal forms of bingo are being operated by quickly formed

profit-making companies who have "sweetheart" contracts with Indian

Tribal Councils. Since the Barona Decision, four tribal councils have

enacted a so-called bingo regulatory ordinance and three of those

reservations (Barona, Rincon and Sycuan) are currently in operation.

A newly-formed, Texas-based company has already signed a contract, but

has yet to begin operations at the Viejas Reservation. All of these

reservations are located near population centers with easy public

access. All the tribal councils have signed long-term contracts with

different profit-making companies who operate high stakes bingo games

that are not permitted anywhere except on Indian reservations. These

unrestricted games have lured thousands of people to the Indian
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reservations and are generating millions of dollars of profits to

those corporations. Gambling operations are not subject to any

control whatsoever and nave great potential to be used for skimming,

laundering of illegal funds and many other activities which are best

avoided in such states as Nevada and New Jersey by regulating the

gambling enterprise through state gambling commissions. In

California, the Ninth Circuit Court has allowed illegal gambling to

take place on Indian reservations without regulation. According to

the management company at the Barona Reservation, they are grossing $1

million a month in cash. They have been operating since 1982 when the

Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals opened the door. I would estimate that

the company has grossed between $24 million to $30 million in the past

2 to 2 1/2 years and they are still going strong. There has been no

visible improvement to the Indians. Some of the homes on the Barona

Reservation still do not have running water. The management company

claims that all the money has gone to pay for prizes and payroll

expenses. The dividends declared by the company so far have been

minuscule in comparison to the amount of cash taken in.

Let me strongly suggest what I firmly believe, that the Department of

the Interior with its ostrich-like approach to this problem, and the

Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, bi its well intentioned naivety, have

perpetrated the second biggest fraud on the American Indian by the

federal government. The biggest fraud, in my view, was when the

federal government took away the Indian's land to begin with and put
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them on reservations. It doesn't take a great historian to recognize

that the beneficiaries of that action were private, profit-making

groups. I am sure there were a lot of well intentioned people then,

as there are now, but the federal government is repeating its behavior

toward the American Indian by raising false expectations of benefit to

the Indian, and at the same time, directly benefiting profit-making

companies.

Throughout our government's brief history in dealing with these native

Americans, the Bureau of Indian Affairs located bureaucratically

within the Department of the Interior, has been part of the problem

rather than the solution. There is absolutely no reason to believe

that there should be any involvement whatever in California by the

Interior Department or the Bureau of Indian Affairs in matters of

local law enforcement or in regulating gambling. If they don't know

how to improve the lot of the American Indian after all these years, I

have no confidence that they can competently regulate a gambling

enterprise which has so much potential for a take-over by organized

crime. That would be the practical effect of H.R. 1920. The

regulation of any gambling enterprise is best conducted by the states

and not the federal government, and it is further best conducted by

commissions or regulatory boards who understand that industry. Horse

racing, for example, should be regulated by a State Horse Racing

Commission, a state lottery should be regulated by a State Lottery

Commission, a casino operation, such as those in Nevada and New

Jersey, are best regulated by State Gaming Commissions.
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Under California law, bingo in San Diego County is limited to

charitable and non-profit organizations who may not use outside

operators. The hours of operation are regulated and the size of the

jackpots are limited. Under our state law and county ordinance, any

Indian tribal council who wishes to conduct bingo, to further their

interests, is entirely eligible to do so; just like the Catholic

Church, the Elk's Club or the mmbile homeowners' association. It is

my view that their gambling activities should be regulated in the same

manner as everyone else's.

Because of the tangled web, judicially created by the courts, we now

need a legislative solution to return equity in law enforcement for

San Diego County, throughout California and in other states as well.

Because there is a vast difference in what is legal and not legal from

state to state, the simplest resolution is a federal law applicable on

all reservations in all states which clearly articulates the policy of

the United States Government. That policy should be that any gambling

which is conducted on an Indian Reservation or within Indian country

as defined by Section 1151 of Title 18 U.S. Code, must be conducted

within applicable state law and the regulatory provisions of whatever

state the Indian reservation is located. That is almost what H.R.

2404 attempts to do, but a couple of amendments are needed before it

will resolve the problem.
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What I have just described to you is basically the position of the

United States Justice Department, but it is not the position of the

United States Interior Depa-rtment, who continues to support the

concept that conditions on Indian reservations will be improved and

other benefits will accrue to Indians by allowing illegal gambling

conducted by profiteers. I had hoped that the Reagan Administration

would resolve the differences between the Interior and Justice

Departments at the White House level, but I have been disappointed by

a lack of leadership in this area. There is nothing really

complicated about a sensible resolution of the quandary that legal

loopholes have created for the United States.

In San Diego County if a tribal council wishes to contract with

someone and engage in horse racing, the operators and the tribal

council should be bound by the same laws that apply to any other

business enterprise and more importantly, should be subject to the

control of the California Horse Racing Commission. If a tribal

council wanted to engage in jai a Iii games in California, they should

not be allowed to do so, because it is illegal in this state.

However, if the reservation were in another state such as Florida

where jai a lai is legal, the tribal council and the operators should

be regulated by whatever agency covers that. Now that we have a state

lottery in California, I expect that profiteers will enter into

contracts with tribal councils and set up their own lottery which

will, no doubt, be more attractive than the official state lottery and
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which will pour millions of dollars into the pockets of the profiteers

and nothing into the pockets of the Indians. That is unless the

Congress enacts corrective legislation.

I do believe that H.R. 2404 attempts to establish the kind of equity

that we need. The primary flaw with Mr. Shumway's proposed

legislation is that it unnecessarily involves the Secretary of the

Interior in making approvals, particularly in Public Law 280 States.

State laws speak for themselves. It is also unnecessary for the

Secretary to make determinations, on what is and what is not "public

policy" of a state within which Indian country is located. In short,

the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Interior Department are

unqualified to make such determinations. I would respectfully request

that your Committee consider amendments to H.R. 2404 that would

accomplish our objectives and that you seek assistance from the

Attorneys General of the various states on these amendments. I would

also be happy to work with your Committee staff also on proposed

amendments.

With respect to H.R. 1920, I have already stated I believe it is the

wrong direction although it might have more application in a

non-public law 280 State like Arizona. It will not do the job in

states like California.

I would be happy to answer any questions you may have at this time.
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Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you very much for an excellent discussion of
the issues. We are happy to have your suggestion about the bills.

Are there any specific examples you can give the committee of
where there have been problems with Indian gaming in this county
you have been unable to regulate?

Mr. DUFFY. Since the Barona case was declined, a hearing by the
U.S. Supreme Court, we are not in the business of enforcing county
ordinances at all. We are not regulating. The bingo on Barona, on
Siquon, on Rincon, and if the operation you started begins, we will
not be doing it there. We regulate all other bingo operations for
noncharitable purposes in San Diego County, all the churches, all
the Elks clubs, all the nonprofit groups who want to do that are
regulated through the sheriffs office.

Mr. LEHMAN. They get a permit to do that, and you check it out?
Mr. DUFFY. That is correct. Not the Indians, but everybody else.
Mr. LEHMAN. I want to ask you the same question I asked the

gentleman from Riverside. Do you have any evidence of organized
crime in Indian gaming?

Mr. DUFFY. Yes, we do.
Mr. LEHMAN. I take it you have shared that with the proper au-

thorities?
Mr. DUFFY. That is correct. The State attorneys general office,

the Los Angeles County sheriff's office, this office has that evi-
dence.

Mr. LEHMAN. You think that it is a serious problem we ought to
be concerned about?

Mr. DUFFY. I most certainly do. It has been shared also with Fed-
eral agencies.

Mr. LEHMAN. How about skimming and the improper conduct as
far as management is concerned?

Mr. DUFFY. As a matter of fact, we have had allegations on the
Barona reservation, but let me point out something. Because of the
state of the law, the mere fact, if we were to actually see-if
deputy sheriffs were actually to see someone stuffing money into
their pockets in cash, by the handful, it is none of our business.
There is a contractual relationship between the private company,
who has a 15-year contract with the Barona Tribal Council, and the
terms of how the money is divided are contained within that con-
tract.

That is a civil matter, not a criminal law enforcement matter, if
someone is getting a larger share of a contractual relationship they
ought to, and the remedy for that is in the courts.

Mr. LEHMAN. Skimming won't be a crime then?
Mr. DUFFY. No. Skimming means-there is no regulatory agency

at all regulating gambling. That is my whole point. Indian gam-
bling is unregulated by a gaming board. Skimming is illegal be-
cause it is by law or gaming regulations illegal.

The mere fact someone takes someone else' money doesn't neces-
sarily make it a crime. It happens all the time in civil matters.

Mr. LEHMAN. Is the increased level of gambling in the county
caused by the presence of gaming on the reservations of and by
itself a problem?
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Mr. DUFFY. If the direction of your question is has there been
crime on the reservation because of the money and large number
of people, the answer is no. We expected it and haven't seen it yet.

Mr. LEHMAN. Are there more people playing bingo because it is
available on the reservation?

Mr. DuiFY. Oh, yes, the catholic church and Elks Club are com-
plaining vigorously they are unable to compete with nearby reser-
vations who have high stakes gambling with prizes offered as high
as $20,000.

Mr. LEHMAN. There is a lot of crossover in the clientele? They go
to the Indian reservation because the stakes are better?

Mr. DUFFY. It was the catholic churches and primarily the Elks
clubs who caused State legislature to open up the doors slightly to
bingo. If I might just give a little background, I happen to serve on
an ad hoc committee created by our attorney general in about
1973. We reviewed all the legislation pending that was about gam-
bling.

Bingo was included but also through strip casinos along the Cali-
fornia/Nevada border. It included State lotteries, off track betting
and everything. Our charter was to look at the impact on law en-
forcement, and we sent investigators to other States with off track
betting, and looked at bingo operations in such places as Florida.

Within our charge, not worrying about the morality of gambling,
we concluded in that commission that if bingo were allowed for
charitable and nonprofit purposes, very carefully regulated to avoid
some things that happened previously in the State of Florida, as a
matter of fact, where organized crime had gone in and was skim-
ming and was taking over, that it was absolutely nothing wrong
with it; no impact on law enforcement. And we recommended to
that legislature, and my staff drafted the first ordinance in the his-
tory of California for bingo, gave it to our board of supervisors-I
believe Mr. Bates was a member at the time-suggesting that valid
issue that was before the people was going to pass and that we
ought to get with it.

What happend since then now with the Barona decision, we have
enclaves that don't go by the same rules, and it has created a very
convenient ability for the profiteers to make the money. The Indians,
in my view, are not benefiting. They are being victimized by this.
Tribal councils are being split apart. That is why I want you to go to
the reservation. I want you to see the Taj Mahals that have been
constructed for $2 or $3 million like in Barona.

They have taken in $24 to $30 million and where has the money
gone? They say it goes into payroll, it goes into prizes. We don t
know whether that is true or not. But, furthermore, under current
law, it is none of our business. It really should be some of your
business as the Congress, because you are the only ones now who
can do something to resolve this morass that we find ourselves in
with some 14 resolutions in our State and about 80 or so across the
United States. It is a problem to Wisconsin, Florida, Arizona, and
California.

I can tell you the sheriff's and district attorneys and attorneys
general of the United States all share this view. We need your

MMelp.Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. Miller.
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Mr. MILLER. Let me see if we can split this into two issues. What
is your ability as a law enforcement officer and that of the State to
regulate bingo in the same fashion as it does other bingo? We cur-
rently do not have that ability.

Mr. Dumw. That is correct.
Mr. MILLER. There seems to be an issue here of competition,

whether or not the Indian bingo, because of the nature of its games
and the prizes that it offers, is working a hardship on charitable
bingo that is conducted elsewhere. Are they equal evils?

Mr. DuFmy. I am sure there is in their viewpoint. That is not my
concern. I am not interested in the fact the clientele goes from one
bingo place to another.

Mr. MILLER. You would not be terribly concerned if the question
of whether Indian bingo is able to offer larger prizes or not is not
the same as the issue of whether or not you have the ability to deal
with whatever law enforcment issues arise out of those games.

Mr. DuFFY. That is correct, it is not an issue. I am a law enforce-
ment officer. The expectation, I said in my testimony, and for
many years since the enactment of Public Law 280 by the U.S.
Congress has been that the State law and county ordinance would
be enacted equitably on the reservation, off the reservation.

If there is a fight between two people on the reservation, that
should be handled the same way as any other part of the county. If
there is going to be a regulatory requirement that has criminal
sanctions to it, I am not talking about zoning or building houses,
but statutes enacted by State or counties which have criminal sanc-
tions, it has to be enforced the same way.

How much the prize money is in either case is a matter to be
decided legislatively.

Mr. MILLER. In Gardena you can play cards apparently in a very
nice atmosphere, very much like a casino atmosphere, nice sur-
roundings. I think the games are all regulated by the State, right?

Mr. DuFY. No; there is a State law in California with respect to
poker. Draw poker and low ball poker are legal games in this State
because of what is described as an element of skill. You should
chose the cards you want to choose and so on. Such card games as
stud poker, where you have no choice to make, is simply an ele-
ment of chance, are illegal.

Mr. MILLER. Any regulation on the stakes?
Mr. DuFpy. No. That is done by city and county operations, as

testified to by the county council of Riverside County.
Mr. MILLER. You may have competition. If I run a corner bar, I

may not be able to buy the same kind of surroundings or. provide
the kinds of games you might in a poker parlor in Gardena. I
mean, competition there exists between the various people who
want to engage in getting a license to provide for draw poker and
low ball, right?

Mr. DUFFY. I suppose. I will buy your argument.
Mr. MILLER. I am just trying to see whether we separate out here

a little bit. I am sure some people are deeply offended their custom-
ers are not coming to their game at the Boy's Club, the Catholic
Church, or Elks hall and going to the Indian reservations. That
seems to me to be one issue, and I am trying to see if you share
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their concern and your ability to respond with the kinds of regula-
tions to be able to enforce the law.

Mr. DuFFY. We don't permit card rooms in San Diego. Very few
of our cities do, and they are getting out of the business. Gardena
is a problem to Los Angeles County to the surrounding agencies, as
well as the city of Gardena. Because the law is a local option, it is a
local choice to allow card games or not. Yet, there are equity issues
in terms of competion also which I don't even care about.

That is not a law enforcement issue. What I care about are two
things: Enforcing the law equitably throughout this county-as a
humanitarian, I am telling you Indians are getting ripped off by
this whole thing. I have described it as the biggest fraud by the
Federal Government, all unintentioned perhaps, but I think also
the first one was unintentioned.

Mr. MILLER. You have certainly described a good motive to the
Federal Government on the first one.

Mr. DuFFY. I am trying to be charitable.
Mr. MILLER. You are being very charitable. Thank you.
Mr. DuFF. But the beneficiaries were the same, private profit-

making corporations benefited the first time, and they are this
time. And the Indians are not.

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. de Lugo.
Mr. DE LUGO. Sheriff Duffy, you are a very effective witness, and

a very good witness.
Let me-while you talked primarily about law enforcement, your

concern about the Indians being ripped off, that profits from this
gambling won't be going to benefit the Indians that are engaged in
this, and primarily going to profit making, outside profit-making
companies. You said that under California bingo in San Diego
County is limited to charitable and nonprofit organizations who
may not use outside operators.

Mr. DuFFY. Yes, that is correct.
Mr. DE LUGO. Can't enter into a contract and have professionals

come in and operate your operation.
Mr. DUFrY. That is right. If charitable organizations want to con-

duct charitable bingo for their own charity purposes, they must in
fact conduct the operation itself and may not use an outside opera-
tor under contract. The reason for that was one of the controls that
was put in at recommendations of this commission I served on in
1973, because that is what happened in Florida prior to that time
when they first had their opening of the door to bingo.

I am not talking about Seminole bingo, but bingo being legalized
for general purposes in the State of Florida, where organized crime
interests came in and took over the bingo operation and began
skimming and doing all the things they usually do. It was designed
to be that way. You see, in a reservation there is no regulation
whatsoever.

In Nevada and New Jersey, all the casinos and so on, all the
things you hear bad about them, they are regulated by the States
and employees are backgrounded. That is part of the thing. It is a
very carefully controlled thing.

Mr. DE LUGO. Can a lot of these problems be resolved if the Indi-
ans were running their own operation?
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Mr. Dumy. Yes. They can come in-tribal council always could
have since the ordinance was adopted by the board after the pas-
sage of the constitutional amendment and apply for a permit the
same as anyone else, and would have had it. The proit-making com-
panies, as a result, won't be involved, and they are the ones
making the money. And that is what I object to.

Mr. DE Luoo. Suppose on the reservations they are operating
their own bingo operation, in other words, they are not subject to
limitations that you are, but they are running it themselves. They
are not contacting out to professionals.

Mr. Dumy. I wish they would. But they are not going to do that
so long as this entrepreneur comes in-and this is the way it comes
down if I can describe it.

The approach made-as a matter of fact, in Barona, the Bureau
of Indian Affairs, when asked by the promoters, the private compa-
nies, where was a reservation with a large hall, they recommended
the Barona reservation in my county, so here they come to the
tribal council and make the offer, we will front all the costs, and
all we need you to do is enact an ordinance regulating bingo, be-
cause we don't think the county ordinances and State laws apply.

These were lawyers, by the way, and they entered into a contract
with a company which hadn't been formed yet. The company had
not even been formed, but they entered into a 15-year contract. So
here you have a contract with a company who has in its best inter-
ests the control of the governmental affairs of that tribal council
because its profit existence depends upon that. That is one of the
biggest dangers, the corruption of the entire structure of Indian
government.

Mr. DE LuGo. How large is the Barona tribe?
Mr. Dumpy. I don't recall the exact number registered there. It is

not a very large tribe. As a matter of fact-we have 19 reserva-
tions, but very few actual registered Indians to those reservations.
Maybe---

Mr. DE Luoo. Has there been-I can ask the Barona tribe. They
will be here later, so I will ask them. Is there any controversy
within the tribe as to whether-how this gambling is being con-
ducted?

Mr. Dum. Oh, yes. As a matter of fact, they had a recall elec-
tion, which failed, to recall the tribal council over this issue. You
know, that I think they can speak to it better than I can. There
has been dissention. They have explained to us we are in a posi-
tion-we can't do anything about it.

Mr. DE LuGo. You say inspection of the tribal reservation will
show very little improvement?

Mr. Dumpy. Oh, yes. If I might expand on one more thing, you
look at-this is the first step. I predicted and sure enough it hap-
pened, at the Siquon reservation an entirely different management
company, a different operation. They introduced what they call
bingo jack and bingo horse racing, and what amounted to keno,
black jack, and so on.

The tables look like the ones you find in Las Vegas, and you use
121. The closest you can get to 121 with these little bingo cubes,
you are playing black jack. We raided it and had a foot race. We
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got to the State Court before the operating company got to the Fed-
eral Court, and we have litigated it; that bingo was bingo.

If you follow the projects all the way through, I suppose the next
thing is-this being the foot in the door-we will have houses of
prostitution with a little red light and call them bingo prostitutes
or something. There is no end. It started with this case.

Mr. DE LUGO. Is that a game of skill or chance?
Mr. DUFFY. I think that it is debatable depending upon the point

of view of the person making the reservation and how much fun
you had, I guess.

Mr. BATES. Just briefly, I thought the point regarding Public Law
280 and the difference between the State regulations need to be
taken into account in any final legislation. It seems to me law en-
forcement is tending to support 2404, but in my brief time in Con-
gress, it has always seemed to me that the chairman of the com-
mittee that has jurisdiction, it is his bill that usually is the bill
that is important.

And so what I would like to see now, or hopefully before the
hearing record is closed in a 2-week period, if there are deficiencies
in H.R. 1920, how that bill might be amended-for example, taking
into account Public Law 280 and probably in States where law en-
forcement is done at the State and local level or at the local level
by State regulations, perhaps.

I think properly, whether that should occur or not, there will be
some turf or jurisdictional conflicts. The Federal Government or
Department of the Interior could delegate to perahps those other
Public Law 280 States the enforcement. I think they won't have
the resources to do that.

That is just a suggestion. I would appreciate a response to how
H.R. 1920 may be amended to satisfy you. I want to also thank you
for your interest in this issue, and I know the immigration issue
and number of other problem areas.

Mr. LEHMAN. Sheriff, I have one other question maybe you want
to comment on. It seems to me if we have this unregulated gaming
going on, it provides an excellent opportunity for money launder-
ing.

Mr. DUFFY. If I didn't mention that, I surely meant to, because
any time you have an all-cash operation, and you have money that
you need to somehow legitimize, in any cash operation, particularly
one that is unregulated, is the ideal place to do it.

Mr. LEHMAN. It seems like it is almost not illegal here to do it.
You have evidence that has been going on or is it something that
you suspect?

Mr. DUFFY. We are close.
Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you. I want to thank you for your excellent

testimony this morning.
Mr. LEHMAN. Our next witness will be Mr. Arthur Welmas. Mr.

Welmas, you may proceed.
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STATEMENT OF ARTHUR WELMAS, TRIBAL CHAIRMAN, CABAZON
BAND OF MISSION INDIANS, ACCOMPANIED BY GLENN FELD-
MANN, TRIBAL ATTORNEY
Mr. WELMAS. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my

name is Arthur Welmas. I am the chairman of the Cabazon Band
of Mission Indians. Our reservation is located near Indio, in River-
side County. Appearing here with me today is Glenn Feldman, our
tribal attorney.

We appreciate being able to testify before you on the subject of
tribal gaming activities. As I will explain in a moment, we have
some experience in this area. To begin with, however, let me state
for the record that the Cabazon Band of Mission Indians supports
and endorses H.R. 1920, the Indian Gaming Control Act, as intro-
duced by Chairman Udall and cosponsored by Congressman Bates.
We want to thank Congressman Bates for his cosponsorship of this
legislation and we hope that he will press for quick congressional
passage of this bill.

H.R. 1920 would establish a framework in which the Federal
Government would have enough oversight responsibility to ensure
that tribal gaming activities were being conducted honestly and
free of any criminal involvement.

At the same time, the bill would authorize and permit Indian
tribal governments to operate certain gaming enterprises on their
reservations, for the purpose of generating tribal revenues.

The situation facing Indian tribes today is no different than that
facing the States. We are all looking for increased sources of reve-
nues to pay our bills and to provide services to our people. As we
all know, the State of California recently enacted a State lottery
for just these purposes. In much the same way, tribes throughout
the country, including my own, have begun looking to gaming ac-
tivities as one such revenue source.

The Cabazon Band is a small tribe, but we are proud of our herit-
age and protective of our sovereign rights. Long before President
Reagan said it in 1983, we had concluded that dependence on Fed-
eral programs could not make us self-sustaining or economically in-
dependent.

We decided, back in the late 1970's, that the future lay in private
enterprise and economic development, not in Federal handout pro-
grams. For this reason, in the fall of 1980, the Cabazon Band estab-
lished the first and still the only tribally-owned card club in Cali-
fornia.

Our card club was identical to hundreds of other establishments
operating throughout the State of California, where draw poker
and pan are played openly and lawfully. Let me emphasize, this is
not a Las Vegas etyle casino. It is identical to the card rooms that
have been operating for years in cities like Gardena, Bell, Sacra-
mento, and here in San Diego.

Yet, since the very day that we opened in October 1980, we have
been subjected to an unending series of legal attacks by the city of
Indio, Riverside County and the State of California, all of whom
have attempted to put us out of business. In addition, these legal
proceedings -have resulted in a great deal of inaccurate and unfa-
vorable publicity.
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Next month will mark the fifth year that we have been in litiga-
tion in order to establish our legal right to operate our tribal card
club. Fortunately, we have been successful in the Federal courts
and have won at almost every stage in the proceedings. Neverthe-
less, the cost to the tribe in terms of legal fees, and negative public-
ity has been very great.

In March 1983, we also opened a tribal bingo parlor on the reser-
vation. Once again, we have had to rely on the Federal courts to
protect our rights and once again, we have had to pay a very high
price in order to protect our sovereignty.

I am not trying to say that we have not made mistakes over the
past 5 years, because we have. During that period we have em-
ployed more than 200 people in our tribal enterprises. Out of that
number, there are two or three people that we should not have
hired, because of criminal involvement in their backgrounds.

In our own defense, though, the Committee should know that as
soon as we learned of these facts, these employees were fired on
the spot. In fact, one of them has even sued us claiming that he
was fired unlawfully and without notice. By our actions, we have
made it clear that there is no room for anyone with a criminal
background, organized or unorgariznd in any Cabazon tribal enter-
prise.

The last 5 years have not been easy for us, but we are strong
people and we will keep up the fight. While we have had some dif-
ficult times, we are proud of our tribal card room and bingo parlor.
These enterprises provide jobs for every Cabazon tribal member
who wants to work. In addition, we have seen substantial benefits
from these enterprises.

For example, the Cabazon Band is the only Indian tribe in the
country, as far as I know, that has a private health insurance plani
covering all tribal members. This means that we do not rely on the
Indian Health Service for our health care needs but have access to
better care through private doctors.

We think that this program would be in the best interest of
Indian tribes thoughout the country. But the only way that we are
able to finance this health care plan is from card room and bingo
revenues.

I would also note that our tribal card room and bingo parlor
have enabled us to attract othe economic development ventures to
the reservation. This month we are breaking ground for the devel-
opment of a swap meet facility which will be in operation within 30days.dext month we will begin the development of a first-class, na-

tional membership recreational vehicle park on the Cabazon Reser-
vation. We are hopeful that these new enterprises will assist us in
becoming economically self-sufficient. But neither of these new
projects would have been possible without the existence of our

ingo parlor and card room, which are the cornerstones of our long
range economic development program.

Let me finish by repeating that lawful gaming enterprises are
just as important to Indian tribes as lotteries and horse racing are
to the states. The Federal Government, as trustee, must act to pro-
tect these tribal enterprises from the continued legal assaults by
State and local governments.
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So far, the Federal courts have protected our rights. But the time
has now come for Congress to act. We strongly urge you to pass
H.R. 1920 and to give us a chance to exercise our powers of self
government under Federal supervision and to develop these reve-
nue sources which can help us to become economically self support-
ing.

Thank you.
[The statement of Mr. Welmas follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF ARTHUR WELMAS, CHAIRMAN
CABAZON BAND OF MISSION INDIANS

BEFORE THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON
INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

SEPTEMBER 13, 1985

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

My name is Arthur Welmas. I am the Chairman of the Cabazon Band

of Mission Indians. Our reservation is located near Indio, in River-

side County. Appearing here with me today is Glenn Feldman, our

tribal attorney.

We appreciate being able to testify before you on the subject of

tribal gaming activities. As I will explain in a moment, we have

some experience in this area. To begin with, however, let me state

for the record that the Cabazon Band of Mission Indians supports and

endorses H.R. 1920, the "Indian Gaming Control Act" as introduced by

Chairman Udall and co-sponsored by Congressman Bates. We want to

thank Congressman Bates for his co-sponsorship of this legislation

and we hope that he will press for quick congressional passage of

this bill.

H.R. 1920 would establish a framework in which the Federal

Government would have enough oversight responsibility to ensure that

tribal gaming activities were being conducted honestly and free of

any criminal involvement. At the same time, the bill would authorize

and permit Indian tribal governments to operate certain gaming

enterprises on their reservations, for the purpose of generating

tribal revenues.

The situation facing Indian tribes today is no different than

that facing the states: we are all looking for increased sources of
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revenues to pay our bills and to provide services to our people. As

we all know, the State of California recently enacted a state lottery

for just these purposes. In much the same way, tribes throughout the

country, including my own, have begun looking to gaming activities as

one such revenue source.

The Cabazon Band is a small tribe, but we are proud of our heri-

tage and protective of our sovereign rights. Long before President

Reagan said it in 1983, we had concluded that dependence on federal

programs could not make us self sustaining or economically indepen-

dent. We decided, back in the late 1970s, that the future lay in

private enterprise and economic development, not in federal handout

programs. For this reason, in the fall of 1980, the Cabazon Band

established the first and still the only tribally-owned card club in

California. Our card club was identical to hundreds of other

establishments operating throughout the State of California, where

draw poker and pan are played openly and lawfully. Let me emphasize,

this is not a Las Vegas style casino. It is identical to the card

rooms that have been operating for years in cities like Gardena,

Bell, Sacramento, and here in San Diego. Yet, since the very day

that we opened in October, 1980, we have been subjected to an

unending series of legal attacks by the City of Indio, Riverside

County and the State of California, all of whom havq attempted to put

us out of business. In addition, these legal proceedings have

resulted in a great deal of inaccurate and unfavorable -ublicity.

Next month will mark the fifth year that we have been in

litigation in order to establish our legal right to operate our

tribal card club. Fortunately, we have been successful in the
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federal courts and have won at almost every stage in the proceedings.

Nevertheless, the cost to the tribe in terms of legal fees, and

negative publicity has been very great.

In March, 1983 we also opened a tribal bingo parlor on the

reser,'ation. Once again, we have had to rely on the federal courts

to protect our rights and, once again, we have had to pay a very high

price in order to protect our sovereignty.

I am not trying to say that we have not made mistakes over the

past five years, because we have. During that period we have

employed more than 200 people in our tribal enterprises. Out of that

number, there are 2 or 3 people that we should not have hired,

because of criminal involvement in their backgrounds. In our own

defense, though, the Committee should know that as soon as we learned

of these facts, these employees were fired on the spot. In fact, one

of them has even sued us claiming that he was fired unlawfully and

without notice. By our actions, we have made it clear that there is

no room for anyone with a criminal background--organized or

unorganized--in any Cabazon tribal enterprise.

The last five years have not been easy for us, but we are strong

people and we will keep up the fight. While we have had some diffi-

cult times, we are proud of our tribal card room and bingo parlor.

These enterprises provide jobs for every Cabazon tribal member %;ho

wants to work. In addition, we have seen substantial benefits from

these enterprises. For example, the Cabazon Band is the only Indian

tribe in the country, as far as I know, that has a private health

insurance plan covering all tribal members. This means that we do

not rely on the Indian Health Service for our health care needs, but
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have access to better care through private doctors. We think that

this program would be in the best interest of Indian tribes through-

out the country. But the only way that we are able to finance this

health care plan is from card room and bingo revenues.

I would also note that our tribal card room and bingo parlor

have enabled us to attract other economic development ventures to the

reservation. This month we are breaking ground for the development

of a swap meet facility which will be in operation within 30 days.

Next month, we will begin the development of a first-class, national

membership recreational vehicle park on the Cabazon Reservation. We

are hopeful that these new enterprises, will assist us in becoming

economically self sufficient. But neither of these new projects

would have been possible without the existence of our binhgo parlor

and card room, which are the cornerstones of our long range economic

development program.

Let me finish by repeating that lawful gaming enterprises are

just as important to Indian tribes as lotteries and horse racing are

to the states. The Federal government, as trustee, must act to pro-

tect these tribal enterprises from the continued legal assaults by

state and local governments. So far, the federal courts have pro-

tected our rights. But the time has now come for Congress to act.

We strongly urge you to pass H.R. 1920 and to give us a chance to

exercise our powers of self government under federal supervision and

to develop these revenue sources which can help us to become econo-

mically self supporting.

Thank you.
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Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you vera much. Do you contract out for the
operation of your bingo parlors.

Mr. WELMAS. I will let our attorney answer that.
Mr. FELDMAN. The bingo parlor is run under a management con-

tract. The card parlor is not run with a management contract.
Mr. LEHMAN. Who manages the bingo parlor? What is the group?
Mr. WELMAS. The name of the group is Bingo Pavillion, Inc., the

principal stockholder which is a developer and businessman in
in d ia.

Mr. LEHMAN. They operate similar parlors for other tribes?
Mr. WELMAS. No, this is their only one.
Mr. LEHMAN. How do you regulate the activities that take place

there? How do you make certain you are getting your share? There
have been some comments made earlier perhaps you are not gettng
your share and the Indians aren't benefitting from it. I would like
to know what type of safeguard you take.

Mr. WELMAS. We have an auditor who comes in regularly who is
a Mormon, and you can't find anybody more honest than that.

Mr. LEHMAN. I am sure Chairman Udall would agree with that.
Mr. FELDMAN. Please note that for the record.
Mr. LEHMAN. Give me the example of a dollar bet in bingo. What

is the house take out of that? What is the distribution of that?
Mr. FELDMAN. Let me respond for a moment and to answer your

question. There is a lot of misinformation about what is going on
out here. I think the idea Sheriff Duffy suggested, to go out and see
these places really makes some sense. It is hard to get a sense in
this room what these things are all about.

These enterprises are advertising gigantic prizes, just the way
the casinos in Las Vegas advertises $45 million-slot machines. We
all know from our experience the odds on winning that prize are
very, very slim, and in the same way, the odds on winning these
gigantic prizes in the Indian bingo parlors are very small.

i can tell you the Cabazon Reservation, which is admittedly one
of the smaller bingo parlors in California, it seats 500 and their av-
erage attendance is considerably below that, so it is not one of
these 2,500 seat parlors that have been established. It is small.

But in the litigation that we have been engaged in 5 years now,
we have stated under oath that the average prize per game for a
representative 4-month period back in the beginning of 1974, the
average prize per game was $184.89, well below the stake limit of
the $250. Keep in mind that while, yes, in the billboards they are
talking about big, big numbers, in reality many of these games are
$50 games, $100 games and the average is well, well below the big
numbers, you see.

Mr. LEHMAN. There have been some very serious accusations
made this morning by the previous witness about skimming and
criminal elements. I would like you to comment on that if you
would from your experience.

Mr. WELMAS. Nothing has been proven as a fact. Anybody who is
a disgruntled employee or disgruntled tribal member will make
those accusations, so this allegation is unfounded. Nothing has
been proven as a fact. If it was--if there was skimming or wrong
doing on the reservation, and they found somebody guilty or some-
thing, I think I would be eligible for a parole right now. You know,
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they would put somebody in jail for doing some illegal. Nothing has
been found. It is unfounded.

Mr. FELDMAN. I would also note, contrary to what was said, it is
a Federal crime under Federal law to embezzle money from an
Indian, and if there are allegations the Federal authorities are
down the street somewhere and the FBI can be called in and seek
to enforce an existing Federal criminal law.

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. Miller.
Mr. MILLER. Is it the intention of your tribe to continue to con-

tract out the operation of the bingo games?
Mr. FELDMAN. Well, they are under a contract now. There may

well come a time at which that contract will be renotiated or re-
viewed. At this point the investor has not yet been repaid and it is
the tribe's view at the very least he is entitled to get his money
back out of this deal with perhaps some interest. What the long
range plans are aren't clear.

Mr. MILLER. What is the term of the contract?
Mr. FELDMAN. Twenty-five years.
Mr. WELMAS. I think they made the offer-we do owe $80,000

under the present contract and after that, if we get some sort of
revenue elsewhere, we will buy and own and operate our own for
ourselves.

Mr. LEHMAN. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. MIuXR. Yes.
Mr. LEHMAN. Will the terms of that contract employ the require-

ments of H.R. 1920?
Mr. FELDMAN. It would not. That is why I say we will look at this

again somewhere down the road. It clearly would not.
Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you.
Mr. de Lugo.
Mr. DE LUGO. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Welmas, what services does the county and the State

provide to your tribe?
Mr. WELMAS. Nothing. When we first started out we had nothing

but sage brush out there and we have been waiting for years for
someone to help us. We were so small we didn't qualify for Federal
grants. We started out a very small business and generated a few
million dollars since 1980 or 1978 to where we are at today. We
started out with zero. And nobody has come around, the State of
California, Riverside County, saying do you need a hand, can we
help you plan anything? Nothing. The only thing available is the
Country General Hospital.

Mr. DE LUGO. Chairman Welmas, I noted that when you were
giving your statement you dropped out a portion of your prepared
statement that was submitted.

Is the prepared statement part of the record, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. LEHMAN. That is correct.
Mr. DE LUGO. Which already has been made part of the record. I

was wondering if there was a reason for that. On page 3--
Mr. WELMAS. No reason for it. Just forgot it probably.
Mr. DE LuGo. On page 3, you said, "I am not trying to say we

haven't made mistakes over the past 5 years, because we have.
During that period we have employed more than 200 people in our
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tribal enterprises. Out of that number, there are two or three
people who should not have been hired."

Then you skipped over the next sentence and went on to--
Mr. WELMAS. I might have forgot it. Anyway, it is here for the

record.
Mr. DE LUGO. You say they have criminal involvement in their

backgrounds. I was just wondering why you skipped it.
Mr. WELMAS. It is here for the public record.
Mr. LEHMAN. Without objection, the written statement will be in-

cluded in the record.
Mr. WELMAS. I am not too well on reading things.
Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. Bates.
Mr. BATES. I want to thank Mr. Welmas for presenting his testi-

mony. I have no questions.
Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you.
The next witness will be Mr. Robert Martin, tribal chairman,

Morongo Band of Mission Indians. I understand that we have a wit-
ness here in lieu of Mr. Martin. Why don't you state your name
and position and we will proceed.

PANEL CONSISTING OF MARY ANN ANDREAS, VICE CHAIRPER-
SON OF THE MORONGO INDIAN RESERVATION; AND BARBARA
E. KARSHMER, TRIBAL ATTORNEY
Ms. ANDREAS. I am Mary Ann Andreas, vice chairperson of the

Morongo Indian Reservation. I am here with our tribal attorney,
Barbara Karshmer. Together with CBA, the management group se-
lected by the tribe, we have created a successful bingo enterprise,
not only financially but other benefits such as jobs, economic devel-
opment and replacement of lost Federal revenues.

Unemployment has always been a major problem on our reserva-
tion. Now, however, bingo has created jobs for all willing to work.
Some of these tribal members have been out of work for long peri-
ods of time, some have never held a job prior to bingo.

Before bingo, the unemployment rate was 64 percent. We have
employed 101 Indians, 13 of our top managers are Indians, the total
payroll for Indian employees and their spouses in the first 7
months of operation was more than $490,000.

Of the Indians currently employed, 42 had been unemployed for
up to 1 year before going to work in our operation. Sixteen had
been unemployed for more than 1 year and seven of these Indians
had never held a job at all. Overall, of our current 171 employees,
109, or 64 percent, had been unemployed for some time before
going to work at our bingo. Our successful bingo operation has
served to encourage other economic development.

We are presently considering complementary developments.
These new developments would create additional jobs not only for
tribal members but for non-tribal members of the surrounding com-
munitip4a as well. We hope to use the funds generated for health
education and welfare projects for the tribe.

We have already provided funds to train, establish, and equip the
trial fire department, established our first scholarship program.
We will use funds to improve our living conditions on the Indian
reservation, to maintain water systems, to build a center and estab-
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lish senior citizens programs, to establish preschool and day care
centers.

We believe that our management contract and our operation are
examples to be followed by all tribes. Our 5-year management con-
tract provides the tribe receives 75 percent of all profits, receives a
guaranteed minimal payment of $100,000 per month, has complete
access to the books and the entire operation. We participate active-
ly in the management of the enterprise, we require background
checks on all employees and investors. We have set a ceiling on the
amount to be paid back for construction, and most important our
contract is for a very short term. Our bingo enterprise will we hope
allow us to become economically self-sufficient sometime.

Therefore, we urge that you pass this legislation to reaffirm our
charge of sovereign right to conduct bingo free from State interfer-
ence.

If you have any questions I would be happy to answer them. Oth-
erwise, I will turn it over to our tribal attorney at this time.

[The statement of Ms. Andreas follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF

THE MORONGO BAND OF MISSION INDIANS

ON H.R. 1920 and H.R. 2404

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, I am Mary Ann

Andreas, the Vice-Chairman of the Morongo Band of Mission

Indians I am accompanied by our tribal attorney Barbara E.

Karshmer of the firm of Alexander and Karshmer. We are here

today to urge the passage of H.R. 1920 with the amendments and

modifications contained our testimony. The Morongo Band of

Mission Indians believes that it is imperative for Congress to

enact legislation reaffirming tribes' rights to carry on tribal

gaming enterprises as a means of achieving economic

self-sufficiency.

We are very grateful to the Committee for holding

these hearings and allowing us the opportunity to present

testimony on the proposed legislation that would provide federal

standards for Indian gaming activities. The Morongo Band of

Mission Indians has a tribal bingo enterprise which seats 2,000

people. It is the cornerstone of our efforts to provide economic

self-sufficiency for our people. Because legislation would

provide the best mechanism for insuring the permancy of gaming,

with appropriate safeguards, we strongly support the thrust of

H.R. 1920. We do not support, and in fact strongly oppose, H.R.

2404. In the final section of our testimony, we make specific

recommendations which we are hopeful will improve the regulatory

scheme that is being developed.
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A brief description of our reservation and its paucity

of traditional economic resources, and the economic condition of

our people demonstrate why we feel so strongly about this issue.

The Morongo Band of Mission Indians is a federally-

recognized Indian Tribe having more than 730 enrolled members,

approximately 300 of whom reside on the Morongo Reservation. The

unemployment level among Reservation residents was in excess of

sixty-four percent (64%) and many Band members were unemployed

and/or poverty-stricken before we began our Tribal Bingo

Enterprise.

The Morongo Band is the beneficial owner of the

Morongo Indian Reservation, which consists of approximately

32,300 acres of land located east of the City of Banning, in the

San Gorgonio Pass, in the unincorporated area of Riverside

County, California. The Reservation originally was created by,

inter alia, a series of Presidential Executive Orders,

Presidential proclamations, a federal statute and deeds.

The Morongo Reservation is located in a high desert,

mountain pass area that has no known natural resources such as

timber, wildlife or fish, oil or coal to utilize to create

revenue for the operation of our government or the provision of

services to our members. Of the Reservation's 32,254 acres, less

than one square mile, consisting of a strip of land lying along

the northern side of Interstate Highway 10, which passes through

the Reservation, is suitable for economic development. Prior to

beginning our Bingo operation, the tribe's total annual income

from all Reservation sources was less than $10,000 per year.

Given this setting, it is apparent that for us,
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without any foreseeable viable economic alternatives, gaming

provides the only realistic chance of meeting the President's

stated policy of reducing tribal dependency on Federal programs

and obtaining greater tribal economic self-sufficiency. As

indicated in the description of the Morongo reservation, its

resources and its people, our dependency on diminishing federal

appropriations and programs has translated to substantial

unemployment and poverty. Our Bingo Enterprise has made a major

difference.

One of the major benefits of the tribal Bingo

operation is the employment opportunities which it has created

for our members. On a reservation like ours, this means that the

former unemployment rate of 64% has been virtually eliminated.

To date, we have employed 101 Indians and have made jobs

available to all tribal members who want to work for the bingo

enterprise. At present, 13 of our 16 top managers are Indians

and are being trained to take over the entire operation. -In

addition, the Bingo has employed 20 spouses of tribal members.

The total payroll for our Indian employees and their spouses in

the first seven months of operation was more than $490,000.

The jobs we have created are significant in other

respects as well. For example, of the Indians currently

employed, 42 had been unemployed for up to one yeaT before going

to work for our operation, 16 had been unemployed for more than

one year, and 7 of these Indians had never held any Job at all.

Overall, of our current 171 employees, 109 or 64% had been

unemployed for some time before going to work at our bingo
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operation. Thus, besides decreasing the unemployment rate on the

reservation, our operation has also decreased the unemployment

rate of local area residents and has paid salaries totalling more

tban $320,000 to these local residents in the last seven months.

We are also enhancing the small businesses in these

communities by bringing people into the area. Restaurants, gas

stations, convenience stores, hotels, and the like have all

benefited. Because this enterprise has positive economic

advantages to the whole community, there is the developing

potential to significantly improve tribal and local government

relations.

I wish that I could say that the same potential

existed for improving our relations with the State of

California. It does not. Gaming, unfortunately, seems to be

just another subject area for California to fight with the tribes

over jurisdiction. Morongo is currently involved in litigation

in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit to keep the

State of California and the County of Riverside from shutting

down the tribe's Bingo enterprise.

This litigation is not, however, a "test case" or a

case of "first impression". The U.S. Court of Appeals for the

Ninth Circuit held, in 1983, that tribally operated bingo

operations were allowable in California because the California

law (limiting bingo prizes to $250 when operated by nonprofit

groups) was a civil regulatory law and did not apply to tribes

under P.L. 280.' The Court also noted that the purpose of Tribal

Bingo was indistinguishable from the bingo allowed for nonprofit
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organizations under state law. See Barona Group of the Capitan

Grande Band of Mission Indians v. Duffy, 694 F.2d 1185 (9th Cir.,

1982), cert. den. 103 S. Ct. 2091 (1983). Despite the fact that

this decision was exactly on point with the facts at Morongo, the

County of Riverside threatened to close down the tribe's bingo

operation and arrest our patrons and tribal employees. Because

of these threats, we were forced to go to federal court to obtain

an injunction against the County. The State of California

intervened in this suit on the side of the County. The District

Court held in favor of the tribe based on the Barona decision;

and the State and County then appealed. Although all the briefs

have now been filed in the Ninth Circuit and oral argument has

been scheduled for October 10, 1985.

The most salient point about the case is that the

State and County have stipulated that there is no organized crime

involved in the enterprise, despite the fact that fear of

organized crime is their main stated interest in the subject.

It should be noted that each and every federal court

which has ruled on Indian gaming and bingo in particular has held

that the states do not have jurisdiction to control tribal gaming

enterprises under P.L. 280 or otherwise. See, e.g. Seminole

Tribe v. Butterworth, 658 F.2d 310 (5th Cir., 1981), cert.

denied, 455 U.S. 1020 (1982); Oneida Tribe of Indians v.

Wisconsin, 518 F. Supp. 712 (W.D. Wisc. 1981); State of

Washington v. Hatch, _ F. Supp. _ (W.D. Wa., Aug. 14, 1985)

appeal dismissed (9th Cir., Feb. 21, 1985)1 Langley v. Ryder, 602

F. Supp.335, (W.D. La., 1985).
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How strongly at odds the State of California and tribe

are over this issue is demonstrated by California's Attorney

General's request to the United States Department of Justice for

the United States, the Tribe's Trustee, to enter the case on the

side of California. The Department of Justice has declined the

request.

The relationship of the tribes to the State on matters

of jurisdiction has been on f constant conflict since the

passage of P.L. 280. I will not repeat here the list of

complaints and problems inherent in the P.L. 280 relationship for

they are adequately detailed in the Final Report of Congress' own

American Indian Policy Review Commission. The California tribes

have long been on record favoring repeal of P.L. 280 or the

complete retrocession of jurisdiction. This discussion is

pertinent by way of backdrop to evaluate any proposals that are

either based on P.L. 280 status or the philosophy which underlies

P.L. 280 of terminating the Federal Indian relationship. We are

unalterably opposed to such proposals.

H.R. 2404 is, in effect, a variation on P.L. 280 for

purposes of Indian gaming. Although H.R. 2404 seems to retain

jurisdiction in the Federal government and the tribes, such

jurisdiction would need to conform to the state law. Tribal

consent to such a transfer of jurisdiction is required by the

Indian Civil Rights Act of 1968. This mandatory prerequisite to

any jurisdictional transfer is not proved for in H.R. 2404.

Although there are many potential areas for

state-tribal cooperation, it would seem that in the area of

gaming, the states and the tribes are competitors for the
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revenues needed to support governmental functions. A

multi-billion dollar horse racing business in California provides

needed revenues to the state. Recently the voters in California

approved a state lottery that will offer prizes worth millions of

dollars as well as raise millions in state revenues. Facing

difficult revenue decisions, governments like Morongo and the

State of California have turned to gaming. The difference is

that the State of California wishes to prevent the government of

the Morongo Band of Mission Indians from doing what the State of

California is free to do.

The Morongo Band of Mission Indians believes that the

stability that legislation like H.R. 1920 would provide is

desirable. That stability, itself, would do much to cure some of

the problems raised last June at the hearings of the House

Interior and Insular Affairs Committee. With stability, the risk

factor in financing a bingo operation would be reduced. Perhaps,

even conventional financing would become available for the tribes

to utilize. This would reduce a tribe's reliance on high risk

financing. In short, the balance of power in negotiations

between management firms and tribes would be altered in the

tribe's favor and perhaps the need for management firms would

diminish.

Much discussion over the past year has focused on the

need to have an adequate regulatory scheme, a scheme that

protects the tribes and the public, and discourages the so far

theoretical attraction Indian gaming allegedly has for organized

crime. We absolutely agree that an adequate scheme is needed.

Most of the elements of that scheme are provided for in H.R.
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1920. With some additions, these protective elements are already

contained in the ordinance and management contract of the Morongo

Band.

On April 23, 1983, the Morongo Band of Mission Indians

authorized the playing of Bingo on the Morongo Indian

Reservation. Our members determined that a Tribal Bingo

Enterprise would promote the health, welfare, and general

interests of the Band by providing a source of revenue to the

Band for the provision of governmental services needed by our

members, a source of employment for Tribal members, and a source

of funding for programs to promote the health, education, and

welfare of our members. We also found that, because we lacked

the capital and the management expertise to build a Bingo

facility, establish the enterprise and manage it on a profitable

basis, it would be necessary to retain the services of a manager

for our Enterprise. Our Ordinance prohibits the operation of any

Bingo Enterprise on the Morongo Indian Reservation other than the

Morongo Tribal Bingo Enterprise, and regulates in detail the days

and hours during which the Bingo games may be conducted, the

amount of prize money which may be awarded, the minimum age of

participants, and restricts the use of the Band's Bingo revenues

to "the support of programs to promote the health, education and

general welfare" of the Band.

On April 26, 1983, the Morongo Band of Mission Indians

entered into a very unfavorable agreement with Justus Enterprises

under which the Band retained the services of Justus as the

Band's agent for the purpose of managing the Morongo Tribe's

Bingo Enterprise. Soon thereafter, operation of the Enterprise
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began in a building Justus Enterprises had built for a tribal

member on that member's allotment intending to operate as the

individual member's bingo enterprise manager. While this

Enterprise was in operation, it employed 86 Indians.

In January, 1984, after several months of attempting

to renegotiate the unfavorable Management Agreement, the Morongo

Band voted to terminate its Agreement with Justus Enterprises and

suspended operation of the Enterprise on or about February 9,

1984, until a new manager could be employed.

On May 17, 1984, the Band entered into a new five year

management agreement with CBA Development Co., Inc. (hereinafter

"CBA"), pursuant to which a new Bingo facility costing more than

$1.5 million was constructed on Tribal land, the Band receives

not less than seventy-five percent (75%) of the Enterprise

profits with a minimum guaranteed payment of $100,000 per month,

and the Band is actively involved in the formulation and

implementation of all the management policies of the Enterprise.

The Agreement also provides for access to all business records,

independent audits of the business, tribal participation in the

daily count, a ceiling on reimbursement for construction of the

facility , background checks on all investors and employees,

Tribal approval of operating budgets and salary structure, Indian

preference in employment, and a joint tribal and CBA management

committee to oversee, set policy for, and coordinate the entire

operation. Moreover, the Manager has no proprietary interest in

the bingo operation. This Management Agreement was approved by

the Bureau of Indian Affairs pursuant to 25 U.S.C. 181.

The Tribal Bingo Ordinance provides and restricts the

72-553 0 - 87 - 14
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use of the Band's Bingo revenues to "the support of programs to

promote the health, education and general welfare" of the Band's

members. One of the first projects being funded through Bingo

revenues involves the use of the Bingo funds to train, establish

and equip a tribal fire department because the County and City

are unable to respond in a timely manner to fires on the Morongo

Indian Reservation. Another use of bingo revenues to date has

been to establish our first tribal scholarship program. We hope

that the funds will enable us to improve living conditions on the

reservation, to repair and maintain the Reservation water system

which is in significant need of modernization and repair, to

build a center and establish various programs for the senior

citizens, to establish preschool and day care programs for the

children of our members, etc. At present a tribal economic

development plan is being prepared which will be utilized to

determine the most appropriate uses for these Bingo profits.

We know that we have an excellent contract, one that

should be a model for the industry. We know that we have a good,

well run game. Our employees are tribal and local people; our

management officials are Californians; and our bingo on-site

manager got his many years of experience in nonprofit Bingo games

in nearby cities and counties. Our customers have a good time

and keep coming back. We think that overall we h~ve a success

story, a story that goes far in achieving the goals set out by

President Reagan in January 19831

It is important to the concept of self-government
that tribes reduce their dependence on federal
funds by providing a greater percentage of the
cost of their self-government. Some tribes are
already moving in this direction.
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Without sound reservation economies, the concept
of self-government has little meaning

Since tribal governments have the primary
responsibility for meeting the basic needs of
Indian communities, they must be allowed the
chance to succeed.

Our success story did not happen overnight and it did not happen

without mistakes. Perhaps most important, it shows Indian

determination to grow and profit from our experiences.

One issue that bas been raised is a tribe's ability to control

gaming activities on the Reservation. This has not been a

problem for the Morongo Band despite the fact that California is

a Public Law 280 state and despite the fact we have no tribal

court of our own. When negotiations broke down with Justus

Enterprises over the initial bingo operation in early 1984, the

tribe rescinded its approval of the Management Agreement for that

operation and closed the Bingo hall several weeks later. Had

further action been necessary, the tribe would not have hesitated

to take the matter to federal court to close that operation.

In fact, the tribe did go to federal court and obtain

an injunction against the violation of its tribal bingo ordinance

in September 1984. At that time a tribal member opened his own

private bingo operation which violated the tribal ordinance.

When this occurred, the tribe immediately went to federal court

to obtain an injunction against the individual operating the

bingo games to terminate his violation of the tribal ordinance.

When the individual member refused to comply with the Court's

injunction, the tribe obtained a court order requiring the

federal Marshal to close the bingo hall which was carried out.

The tribe obtained a further order requiring the removal of all
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the equipment and furnishings in the building, and had those

removed as well.

From these examples, it becomes clear that a tribe can, if

it so desires, terminate any bingo operations on its reservation

which it feels are not operating in its best interest. The

Morongo Band has done so successfully on two occasions and would

not hesitate to do so again. It should be noted that other

tribes have also taken control of their bingo operations and

ousted the managers whom they felt were not operating in the

tribe's best interests as is evidenced by the several federal

court cases in the last two years involving the issue of whether

tribal bingo management agreements are required to be approved

under 25 U.S.C. 181.

Our specific recommendations on the pending

legislation are the following which are directed to both H.R.

1920 and S. 902.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

-- Section 2(2) of S. 902 pertaining to what the federal

Courts have held is a better technical description than

contained in Section 2(2) of H.R. 1920. We believe that

it is important that this finding which is repeated in

later sections be as clear as possible the somewhat

misleading reference to criminal law in H.R. 1920 would

unfortunately encourage more litigation in this area.

-- Section S(3) in S. 902 should be deleted. This section is

not found in H.R. 1920. The finding which relates to
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tribal concerns over the ability to control organized

crime is, in our opinion, inaccurate. The organized crime

concern has been raised by states and the Department of

Justice. In fqct, as we understand the concern, it is not

a current concern but some ill-defined concern over the

future. Our tribe, for one, believes that we can control

this situation and we have no intention of allowing

organized crime to conduct business on our reservation.

-- Section 2(6) of S. 902 is better phrased than the similar

provision Section 2(5) in H.R. 1920.

Section 3 of S. 902 which uses the jurisdictional standard

of "Indian Country" is the definition usually found in

federal statues, and as such is preferred to the

definition contained in Section 3 of H.R. 1920.

Section 4(2) of S. 902 defines Indian tribe more

expansively and as such is preferred to the definition in

Section 4(2) of H.R. 1920.

Section 5 of H.R. 1920 provides a clearer definition than

does Section 5 of S. 902 with respect to the illegality of

any gaming not conducted pursuant to an approved tribal

ordinance or resulution. The references to specific

federal or tribal laws in S. 902 are too limiting. In

P.L. 280 states, certain types of criminal prosecutions

may need to be referred for state prosecution.
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Section 6(a) of S. 902 which uses the Indian Country and

public policy language is in our View more technically

correct than Section 6(a) of H.R. 1920.

Section 6(b)2 of s. 902 provides two additional uses for

which net revenues may be utilized (charities and

donations to local governments) which are not provided in

H.R. 1920. We believe that these are appropriate uses.

Section 6(b)3 of both bills should be amended to make

clear that "independent outside audits will be obtained by

the tribe".

Section 6(c) of H.R. 1920 should be clarified so that

there is no question that tribally owned gaming

enterprises operated or conducted through a Management

Agreement are not subject to the equivalent of state

regulation.

Section 6(d) of both bills should be clarified to make

clear that the Secretary must make a substantive decision

to disapprove and not simply reject a tribal resolution or

ordinance because he or she has not had the time to review

it.

Section 7 of H.R. 1920 is preferred to Section 7 of S.

902. It provides for more controls over contractors and

provides for a lower profit ceiling. As such Section 7 of
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H.R. 1902 is very similar to the provisions of our

existing management contract. There are two additional

protections in our management contract that should be

added to Section 7; they aret (1) a minimum guaranteed

payment to the tribe that has preference over retirement

of the development/construction costs; and (2) an agreed

upon ceiling for the repayment of development/construction

costs. In addition, a provision that prohibits management

contracts from running more than five years would go far

in assisting tribes to develop their own expertise and

protect against some of the problems that have been so

apparent in land and natural resource leasing.

Section 7(a)l of H.R. 1920 and Section 7(a)i of S. 902

should be modified to provide that "any entity or

individual" "having a financial .

Section 7(a)2 of H.R. 1920 and Section 7(a)ii of S. 902

should be expanded to include "involvement with the gaming

industry" whether or not state licensed or with a tribe.

Section 7(b) of H.R. 1920 contains more protections than

Section 7(b) of S. 902 and as such is preferred.

Section 7(c) of H.R. 1920 provides for a good conceptual

scheme to evaluate management contract by tying the fee to

a standard of reasonableness. We are, however, concerned

with the two year limitation on the percentage of revenues
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fee system. We believe that when the management firm

earns more, the tribe earns more; thus, when a management

contract is based on a percentage fee, there is excellent

incentive for management to run top flight games. When

management earns a fixed amount, two risks are presented:

(1) incentive is diminished and (2) if revenues slip, from

increased competition or any number of unforeseen events,

the fixed fee may end up being too high a fee.

Section 7(e)4 of H.R. 1920 and Section 7(d) of S. 902

should be changed to provide that "the management

contractor has deliberately or substantially failed . .

instead of ". . • has deliberately and substantially

failed . ." Both deliberate failure and incompetence

should be grounds for voiding a contract.

Section 11 of S. 902 sets up the Regional Gaming

Comission that is referred to throughout the provisions

of S. 902. The Morongo Band of Missic" Indians favors

some form of a self-regulating independent Commission that

could exercise the authority of the Secretary of the

Interior. Such a Commission could be staffed with

experts, could enter into contracts or compacts with

states where appropriate, and it could be

self-supporting. Such a mechanism would avoid creating a

new bureaucracy within the BIA; that would be positive

since the BIA does not seem to be particularly equipped to

be helpful in this area. The Regional Commission,
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envisioned by S. 902, however, would not work in

California. The structure of requiring agreement of a

majority of at least two thirds of the tribes would bar

the creation of such a Commission. We also question why

non-gaming tribes should have a role or vote in setting up

such a Commission. We would prefer a mechanism that would

authorize gaming tribes to form such Commissions or even a

single nation-wide independent Commission as may be

appropriate.

An additional area which should be addressed by the

legislation is the question of termination of the

management agreements. The proposed bill allows the

Secretary to terminate the management agreement, but does

not allow the tribe to do so. Provision must be made in

H.R. 1920 to allow tribes to terminate management

agreements without the consent of or action by the

Secretary. This clarification is necessary because

various federal appellate courts have held that once a

lease of tribal land is approved by the Secretary, the

tribe may not terminate that lease, even for cause,

without the approval of the Secretary. When the

Secretary's administrative appeal process is. followed, it

often takes tvo to three years to administratively cancel

a lease before the matter even reaches the courts. If

there is a problem with a management company's operation

of a tribal bingo enterprise, it would be unconscionable

to allow that manager to remain in control of and operate
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the tribe's bingo enterprise for two to three years while

administrative remedies are pursued by the manager.

Moreover, it could take the Secretary of Interior months,

if not years, to make a determination to cancel a

management agreement if the experience of Indians in

California on leases is any indication. Therefore, tribes

must be given the right to terminate management agreements

without Secretarial authorization if the regulatory scheme

is to be viable.

CONCLUSION

Since time immemorial the Morongo Band of Mission

Indians has engaged in extensive on-reservation gambling

activities and has regulated such activities on the Morongo

Reservation, as this legislation would confirm their right to

continue to do. According to Dr. Lowell Bean, the noted

anthropologist:

Traditional gambling techniques have continued among
these people from time immemorial until the present.
Gambling has at no time in the history of the
(Morongo tribe] ceased as a significant activity,
including today. . . The time and place where
gambling was engaged in were controlled, sanctified
and protected by traditional leaders of Indian
communities. . . After Indians began to deal
socially and economically with non-Indians
throughout the Spanish, MexJQan, anid American
periods, non-Indians were encouraged to come to
[gamble].

Dr. Bean concludes that the tribal bingc enterprise on the

Morongo Indian Reservation is a "present day adaptation of the

traditional ways" of the tribe in using tribal lands for

gambling, recreation, and for generating an income from gambling
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and spending by outsiders for the benefit of the reservation.

It is for these very reasons that the Morongo Band

supports the passage of appropriate legislation to enable the

tribe to become economically self-sufficient and to generate

funds to operate its tribal government and provide necessary

services to its members.
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Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you. Without objection, we will include your
entire statement in the record. While we hear from the attorney, I
would like to invite Mr. Bunce from CBA to come forward as well
and we will hear from him.

Ms. KARSHMER. Thank you. After sitting here this morning, I
think there are a few issues that need to be addressed after listen-
ing to the testimony of sheriff Duffy and counsel from Riverside. I
think what, we heard from them is that this is illegal gambling
going on and you regulated gambling going on in the reservations.

Well, that is simply not the case. Bingo is allowed under Califor-
nia law for nonprofit organizations, but simply regulated in several
ways. And bingo that goes on on reservations is very carefully reg-
ulated by the tribes for the most part.

The Morongo Tribe has been involved in litigation with the
county- of Riverside and State of California over the past several
ears on the issue of whether they could operate a bingo parlor.
he State and county refused to accept the position of the U.S.

Court of Appeals bingo was legal on Indian reservations, specifical-
ly in California.

The Ninth Ci z-uit Court of Appeals, which is the circuit that
governs California, in the case of Barona Band v. Sheriff Duffy
held that the bingo in California-the laws related to bingo in Cali-
fornia are civil regulatory laws and therefore do not apply to
t ribes, only criminal prohibitory laws would apply to tribes, and
that is the legal basis for the ability of tribes to conduct bingo oper-
ations free from State jurisdiction.

The States and counties I believe are engaging in a pattern and
practice of contesting the right of tribal self government and the
right of tribal self determination at every opportunity.

States and the counties have protested tribe sovereign rights on
fishing, land use, --xation, any subject you can think of, whenever
they have the opportunity and I believe bingo is just one more of
those issues.

They attempt at every moment that they can possibly find to
take away all the powers from tribal governments and contest all
affirmly established principals of Indian law.

They would have the tribes be no more than voluntary social or-
ganizations with no power to govern Indian reservations or their
members.

Mr. Salter has suggested that tribes be considered charitable or-
ganizations. I think Mr. Bates made a very fine point in response
to that suggestion, tribes are governments, they govern their reser-
vations just the way States and counties govern the areas within
their jurisdictions and tribes should be recognized as responsible
governments who control their reservations.

In fact, what we have at stake here is not just bingo but the very
basic rights of tribes to retain their sovereignty, to govern their
own people and their lands. The critics of bingo complain about un-
scrupulous investors. I think Morongo is the prime example show-
ing that is not necessarily the case. The Morongo Tribe receives 75
percent of the profits from their bingo enterprise.

I think the legislation's requirement of contract approval should
remedy any problems with regard to unscrupulous investors. There
is complaints about investors interfering in tribal affairs. The Mor-
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ongo contract specifically provides that interference in tribal af-
fairs would be the basis for cancellation of the contract.

Sheriff Duffy emphasized that non-Indians are profiting from
these enterprises. Well: they are, but they are not receiving all the
profits. In fact, they are not receiving the majority of the profits.
The Morongo profit is receiving 75 percent of the profits and I be-
lieve no one could argue the tribe has a right to employ technical
assistance to help them get a tribal enterprise started.

That shouldn't have to be the tribal members doing it, when no
experience nor the funds to start an operation like this. We have
heard numerous complaints about organized crime. I think there
has not been presented anywhere one shred of evidence organized
crime is involved in Indian bingo. There certainly have been no
prosecutions which I think would be the telling fact.

In the Morongo lawsuit against the State and the county, the
State said it had no evidence of organized crime in sworn answers
to Xterrogatories. In fact, they stipulated both in the Morongo and
Cabazon cases they weren't alleging there was organized crime in-
volved.

So it is a little bit disingenuous perhaps to come here and hear
them complain about the potential for organized crime. In fact, I
have checked with the county sheriff's office in Riverside on nu-
merous occasions about whether they saw any evidence of orga-
nized crime, because the Morongo Tribe is very concerned about
keeping a clean enterprise and because of the constant allegations
we want to make sure the allegations are unfounded.

Well, the Riverside sheriff has told me repeatedly they have seen
no evidence of any organized crime in any of the operations in Riv-
erside County. I think the most important thing is that tribes can
control their own bingo operations.

Morongo has shut down two operations that didn't meet with its
satisfaction through use of the Federal court. I think that can be
done by any tribe if there are problems and if the tribe feels it is
appropriate to take action.

There were a couple other issues that I would like to clarify for
the record. Mr. Salter said Morongo was involved in litigation with
its former investors. That simply is not true. Second, he said Mor-
ongo does not know how much money they are making. That is not
true either.

Morongo knows to the penny, every day of the week and month
of the year how much money they are making. He also said there
had been a card room at Morongo. That also is untrue. The one
tribal member at one point had been considering establishing a
card room, but the tribe outlawed card rooms on the reservation so
he was unable to do so.

I think you can see tribes do have the ability to control activites
on their reservation and in fact one of the basic rights of the tribes
is to control who comes onto a reservation and that is what they
have done in case after case.

Mr. Salter also indicated that the courts have been rejecting the
idea of the distinction between civil regulatory and criminal pro-
hibitory distinctions in regards to State laws and the application of
State laws on reservations.
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No Federal court has rejected that idea in regard to bingo. Every
single Federal court that has ruled on the question has found the
State laws are civil regulatory in regard to bingo enterprises and
the tribes have a right to conduct those enterprises.

He mentioned the Secretary of the Interior's letter to the Santa
Anna Pueblo in regard to dog raising. If anyone looked at that
letter carefully they would see that letter dealt with dog raising
and specifically distingushed it from bingo enterprises, and indicat-
ed unequivocally the Secretary spoke for bingo enterprises.

Unless there are other questions, on behalf of the Morono Band,
I urge you to reaffirm the tribe's rights to control economic devel-
opment activity on their reservations. The tribe supports whole-
heartedly the concept of some regulation of gaming as long as that
regulation is done by the Federal Government rather than by the
States.

We urge that you remember that tribes are doing exactly what
other governments are doing in terms of raising revenues to pro-
vide governmental services they are required to provide. With that
I will defer to-unless you have questions I will defer to Mr. Bunce
and Mr. Childs.

Mr. LEHMAN. While we hear from Mr. Bunce and Mr. Childs, I
would like to invite Mr. Cozart up to be part of this discussion
since you are representing him as well.

STATEMENT OF DOUG BUNCE, VICE PRESIDENT, C.B.A.
DEVELOPMENT CO.

Mr. BUNCE. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my name
is Doug Bunce. I am a vice president for C.B.A. Development Com-
pany, the operator and manager for Morongo Indian bingo.

I want to take this opportunity to thank you for the opportunity
to at least present our side.

Mr. Roland Childs, one of the company attorneys, will give our
official statement,, and I will be happy to answer any questions
afterwards.

Mr. LEHMAN. Do you have a prepared satatement?
Mr. CHiLDs. I do, and it has been presented to the committee. I

will not repeat it.
Mr. LEHMAN. Without objection, your prepared statement will be

submitted for the record.

STATMENT OF ROLAND CHILDS, COUNSEL TO C.B.A.
DEVELOPMENT CO., INC.

Mr. CHiLDs. I also submitted letters obtained from the local com-
munity but not in great multitude. If the committee wants I will be
happy to supply copies.

My name is Roland Childs. I am the counsel to C.B.A. Develop-
ment Company, which is a manager for the Morongo Band of Mis-
sion Indians. We do welcome this opportunity to appear before the
committee, principally on behalf of H.R. 1920, which we think is an
excellent law, and we feel equally that our contract does come
within the purview of that particular legislation with maybe some
slight modification.
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Despite the contentions of the first two speakers, I think that we
have something to tell you that is a success story. We really have
something that we are excited about on the Morongo Indian Re-
servtion. The Morongo Tribe had revenues of approximately
$10,000 a year prior to bingo. There were 64 percent of the Mor-
ongo Indians were unemployed, an extremely high percentage on
welfare. Some had never-some adult Indians had never been gain-
fully employed. On a contract negotiated with Barbara Karshmer,
counsel for the Morongo Indians, we have drawn a contract we
think is extremely fair. It has a minimum of $100,000 a month pay-
ment to the Morongo Tribe, 75 percent of all revenue goes to the
Morongo Tribe. It is a 5-year contract, which is a short contract, in
light of the $1.5 million to $2 million that the management compa-
ny had to advance to commence operations.

Sheriff Duffy had indicated that it would be nice if these oper-
ations were locally managed. It would have been impossible. With
a $10,000 year revenue the Morongo Tribe would never have been
able to put together this type of operation and furthermore they
did not have the management expertise at the time.

They are rapidly acquiring that expertise. They have some bril-
liant people that haven't been given the opportunity before. The
cashier is a tribal member, she is in charge of all the cashiers. The
teller, he is extremely highly trained. All money is counted by the
Morongo Indians. The CAB Management Company never touches
the cash, there is no opportunity at all to skim. There is no oppor-
tunity to institute organized crime.

Mr. Bunce could elaborate in greater detail, but is is my under-
standing that there is a very elaborate manner in which the money
is handled. It requires two people to get through approximatley
three steel doors and two safes, one with a combination, one with a
key.

Either one could do it individually. Both of those individuals are
members of the Morongo Tribe. It is a real success story and
money is being generated for the benefit of the Morongo Tribe.
There has been the alleviation of unemployment. There virtually is
no unemployment. Any unemployed Morongo Tribal member that
wants to work at the bingo enterprise has that opportunity.

The Federal Government in our estimation should preempt the
field and make it clear to the States and local counties this is a
field the Federal Government belongs in and that Indians are pro-
tected sovereignties under the Federal Government.

Thank you.
[The statement of Mr. Childs follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF C.B.A. DEVELOPMENT CO., INC.

ON H.R. 1920 AND S. 902

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, I am Roland A.

Childs, counsel to C.B.A. Development Co., Inc. ("C.B.A.");

I am accompanied by C.B.A. Vice Presidents Douglas C. Bunce

and David S. Bird, and, Richard Wilson, counsel to the

Estate of Harold Clayton, one of the larger shareholders

of C.B.A.

We welcome this opportunity to appear before the Com-

mittee. The C.B.A. Management Agreement with the Morongo

Band of Mission Indians ("Tribe") is a success story.

The Tribe is benefiting and the management company is bene-

fiting. Our agreement could well serve as a model for

the proposed legislation and for other tribal management

agreements.

The relationship is a success because from the inception

it had certain stated objectives which would greatly benefit

the Tribe and yet bring C.B.A. a fair return on the money

invested.

On May 17, 1984, the Morongo Band entered into a

five-year management agreement with C.B.A. which, among

other things, required C.B.A. to construct a new bingo

facility costing more than $1.5 million on Tribal ]nd

and for the Tribe to receive not less than' 75% of th4 enter-

prise's profits with a minimum guaranteed payment of $100,000

per month. The agreement required and the Tribe has been

actively involved in the formulation and implementation

of all the management policies of the enterprise. The

Tribe has ready access to all business records, independent
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audits of the business, Tribal participation in the daily

count of cash, ceiling on reimbursement for construction

of the bingo facility, background checks on all investors

and employees, Tribal approval of operating budgets and

salary structure, Indian preference in employment, and

a joint Tribal and management committee to oversee, set

policy for, and coordinate the entire operation. C.B.A.

has no proprietary interest in the bingo operation. The

Management Agreement was approved by the Bureau of Indian

Affairs pursuant to 25 U.S.C. S81.

C.B.A. was formed as a development company principally

in the real estate field. The management. of the bingo

operation is only one of its stated objectives. At the

time that the bingo operation was constructed, its share-

holders were Charles A. Anderson, with construction and

development experience, now deceased; Harold Clayton, with

construction and development experience, now deceased;

Dong Han Choi, an investor, businessman with strength in

management; Douglas C. Bunce, a manager, businessman and

longtime business associate of Mr. Choi; David S. Bird,

a Banning real estate broker and respected advisor on Indian

affairs; and, David Choi, son of Dong Han Choi, a student.

75% of the stock is presently owned by The Clayton Estate

and The Anderson Estate in which the principal beneficiaries

are the widows of the deceased.

I feel it is because of the business acumen and manage-

ment skills of the C.B.A. management team that the Morongo

Band's bingo operation is a success. The bingo operation

is on a sound footing, making money with a large cash flow

to the Tribe.

C.B.A. is responsible for the management of the enter-

prise but major decisions are the responsibility of a joint

.4
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committee consisting of three members of the Tribe and -

three members of C.B.A. It is this Committee which estab-

lishes procedures and overall policy. C.B.A. gives guidance

in management but stays out of Tribal politics and recognizes

and respects Tribal sovereignty.

The Tribe and C.B.A. jointly have picked a resident

manager, Jay Mavity. He is a career military man, having

served 25 years in the United States Air Force principally

as a Master Sergeant. He managed non-commissioned officer

clubs which have permitted bingo operations. His employment

immediately preceding his retention by the Morongo bingo

enterprise was to help run charity bingo for a boys' club

in San Bernardino.

C.B.A. can assure you that the Morongo Bingo enterprise

is free from the influence of organized crime, racketeers,

professional gamblers, and those that would defraud or

otherwise attempt to exert corrupt influence upon the Tribe.

State and County authorities have stipulated that there

is no organized crime involved in the Morongo Indian enter-

prise. At the instigation of the Tribe, all shareholders

and officers had background checks by the FBI. No C.B.A.

employee nor the manager of the bingo enterprise has direct

access to cash. C.B.A. has established a check and recheck

policy to assure absolute honesty. Money is counted each

evening by members of the Tribe. The next day additional

members of the Tribe recount the money from the preceding

day. A jointly-hired C.P.A. maintains accounting records

on a day-to-day basis and audits all operations. He reports

directly to the Tribe when requested and is independent

of C.B.A. In addition, the Tribe has its own C.P.A. who

periodically audits the books. In addition, there are

Tribal-run spot-checks which are welcomed by C.B.A.
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The head cashier is a member of the Tribe. She is

responsible for all money in the business. Although she

did have some banking background, she was essentially trained

by C.B.A. personnel. She is in charge of all cashiers

and the vault teller. The security system installed and

paid for by C.B.A. is virtually foolproof. It takes two

individuals at all times, one with a key and the other

with a combination to take money from the vault. The entire

vault and money counting area is-a separate area. The

two individuals must go through three separate steel doors

to the steel vault. At each stage, the key and combination

are required. Inside the vault, there is another safe

which needs a combination and key. There is a posted guard

plus TV cameras with recorders and heat sensors.

It has always been a requirement of the Management

Contract that C.B.A. look first to members of the Tribe

when seeking employees for the bingo enterprise. That

has been one of the goals of C.B.A. management. As a con-

sequence, there are 16 supervisors and assistant supervisors

working for the Bingo enterprise. 13 are members of the

Morongo Band, one is a spouse and 2 are non-Morongo Indians.

Of 184 employees, 56 are from the Tribe, 12 are spouses

of Tribal members, 11 are non-Morongo Band Indians and

105 are from the community. C.B.A. maintains an active

training program and has employed virtually every

employable member of the Tribe available. In some cases,

adult Tribal members were employed who had never worked

before, others have been retained despite repeated absences,

in one case as many as 22 times. In all cases where a

Tribal member has been terminated because of fault, an

offer has been extended to rehire that individual six months

thereafter. A high degree of unemployment prevailing in

the Morongo Band has been virtually eliminated. The payroll

of members of the Morongo Band should soon exceed $1 million
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a year. That is bringing prosperity where poverty existed.

Many of the :e individuals have been taken off of relief

roles. Certainly that is in keeping with President Regan's

goal of reducing Indian dependence on the Federal Government.

C.B.A. has gone beyond the terms of the written contract

to make the bingo enterprise a successful one. Despite

the fact that there was no requirement, C.B.A. has put

in a greenbelt, stuccoed the building, added five acres

of sprinklers, agreed to put in a pond and fountain or

money in lieu thereof and added approximately 5 acres of

additional parking.

C.B.A. involvement is beneficial to the community

at large. Subject to Tribal approval, C.B.A. has offered

to donate $5,000 to the volunteer fire department in the

City of Banning to help make conditions safer; and to donate

$10,000 to $15,000 monthly to recognized national charities

such as the Heart Association, Cancer Fund and others ap-

proved by major City Social Service Departments. The Cabazon

Water District had inadequate funds to bring necessary

water to much of its approximately 500 citizens or to the

Indian bingo enterprise. C.B.A. advanced $8,000 to $9,000

to run the necessary pipes and now water is available in

plentiful supply.

C.B.A. has invested in excess of $1.5 million, possibly

$2 million. It is a high risk enterprise. The State of

California zealously wishes to guard its horseracing re-

venues, the local authorities concerned about the intro-

duction of organized crime consistently attempt to close

down the bingo enterprise. An adverse court decision could

be catastrophic to a managment company which has invested a

large sum of money. In addition, as with any start-up

operation, it could prove to be non-profitable. Never-

theless, the investment has been made and the enterprise
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is highly successful returning the bulk of the profits

to the owners of the enterprise, the Morongo Band of Mission

Indians. C.B.A. is entitled to a fair return on its invest-

ment for the 5 year length of its Management Contract.

Payments to the Tribe have been made on time and since

it is the Tribe that counts the money, there is little

likelihood that payments will not continue to be made in

a timely manner.

The proposed legislation has a section indicating

that an existing gaming operation shall have one year from

the date of enactment of the act to comply with the act.

A vested interest should not be taken away from C.B.A.

especially in light of the fact that the Secretary of the

Interior has approved this model management contract under

25 U.S.C. §81.

C.B.A. supports the passage of appropriate legislation

that would permit an Indian Tribe to become economically

self-sufficient and with jurisdiction to remain in the

Federal Government. The legislation should make clear

that the Federal Government intends to exercise its juris-

diction over Indian lands, hence for the States and lesser

authorities to keep a hands-off attitude.
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Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you.
Mr. Cozart.

STATEMENT OF SCOTT COZART, CHAIRMAN, SOBOBA BAND OF
MISSION INDIANS

Mr. COZART. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I would
like to take this opportunity to thank you for letting me appear
today.

My name is Scott Cozart. I am chairman of the Soboba Band of
Mission Indians. Appearing with us is our attorney, Barbara
Karshmer.

Since opening bingo on February 2 of this year, it has been the
first time we have had an opportunity to achieve self-sufficiency.
This is one reason why we feel it is important to reaffirm the
tribe's rights to operate tribal bingo enterprises.

Our tribe has approximately 550 members and prior to the start
of bingo our unemployment rate was at 40 percent. Since then it
has gone down to 10 percent. Of these, 4 were never employed
before, 25 being on unemployment for an average of 18 months and
18 have been on welfare for an average of 42 months. If you add up
the figures, that means we have taken 43 people off welfare and
unemployment, which from our standpoint is a significant achieve-
ment.

Other benefits we have received from bingo that are not really
visible is self-esteem has been improved in our members. They
have more pride in themselves and in the reservation. Other busi-
nesses have given us proposals to come onto the reservation and
some of the more visible benefits that have come is a renovation of
our tribal park we are helping with. The tribe has assisted in help-
ing several of our softball teams travel to the national tournament
and hope to provide more governmental services to our people. We
also help local charities. We helped one of the local jazz bands to
raise money to travel to Switzerland to compete on an internation-
al level.

Since the last part of July till September 2, we raised over
$29,000 for the Muscular Dystrophy Assocation of southern Califor-
nia. Our tribal payroll from bingo so far is $241,000 and the payroll
for local non-Indians is $290,000. This money is being spent in the
community and in benefiting local businesses.

Economic self-sufficiency is our goal and, as I said before, this is
one of the reasons we feel legislation is important and more specif-
ic comments on the legislation are in our written report.

We also feel the State should not regulate, and that is why we
are urging this committee to adopt a bill retaining Federal control
of Indian gambling.

Thank you.
[The statement of Scott Cozart follows:]
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TESTMINONY OF THE SOBOBA BAND OF MISSION INDIANS

ON H.R. 1920 AND H.R. 2404

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am Scott

Cozart, Chairman of the Soboba Band of Mission Indians. With me

today is Barbara Karshmer of the law firm of Alexander &

Karshmer, our tribal attorney. We are here today to urge that

you take action to reaffirm the rights of tribes to conduct

tribal gaming enterprises through the enactment of H.R. 1920

with the modifications and amendments we propose. For the

Soboba Band, our tribal bingo enterprise has created our first

opportunity to achieve economic self-sufficiency. In order to

understand the importance to us of our tribal bingo enterprise,

it is helpful to know something about our tribe.

The Soboba Band of Mission Indians is a federally-

recognized tribe with about 550 members, 40% of whom were

unemployed prior to the start of our Bingo enterprise. Our

reservation consists of approximately 5,200 acres of rural,

hilly, arid land at the base of the San Jacinto Mountains in

Riverside County. We have no natural resources or prospects for

development to generate an income to allow us to become

ecnomically self-sufficient. Our total tribal income before we

began our bingo enterprise was $5,750 per year from a five year

lease of 114 acres of land for agriculture. Upon the

termination of that lease next year, we shall have no income

other than that created by our tribal bingo enterprise.

Since the opening of our tribal bingo enterprise on
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February 22, 1985, the unemployment level on the reservation has

declined from 40% to roughly 10%. Since that time, we have

employed 101 Indians, 9 spouses of tribal members, and 146

non-Indians. The jobs at the Bingo enterprise were the first

jobs which four of our tribal members have ever held. The jobs

we have created took 25 people, who had been unemployed for an

average of 18 months, off the unemployment rolls. In addition,

the jobs we have provided have taken 18 employees off of

welfare. The employees who had been on welfare had received

welfare benefits for from 2 months to 15 years with the average

period on the welfare rolls being 42 months. We believe that

providing full-time employment for 43 persons who were either

receiving welfare benefits or unemployment benefits is a

significant achievement for our tribe.

Besides providing employment opportunities for our

members, the Bingo enterprises has had a number of significant

positive effects on the tribe and our members. One of the most

important effects has been the new sense of self-esteem and

positive self-worth which the bingo has created for our

members. Our members are also developing a pride in their

reservation which has been evidenced by tremendous activity in

the area of home improvement and reservation beautification by

the 261 members living on the reservation. In addition,

non-Indians are coming to the reservation for the first time and

learning about our tribe and our way of life in a positive light

rather than in the negative light in which we have always been

portrayed. This is beginning to be profitable for the tribe

because for the first time ever businesses are beginning to
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propose and discuss development projects on the reservation.

The jobs which we have created are also profitting the

local off-reservation economy of the towns of Hemet and San

Jacinto. Our payroll for non-Indians from these local

communities in the first six months of operation was $290,000

and for Indians was $241,000. This money has been utilized in

the local community and benefitted local merchants and business

people.

P Prom the funds that are now available to the tribe from

the bingo, the tribe has undertaken such projects as renovating

the tribal park, improving and staffing the tribal

administration, establishing recreational programs, paying for

the costs of government services, etc. We are utilizing bingo

to assist local charities and beneficial causes. For example,

we have donated nearly $30,000 to the local Multiple Sclerosis

Drive and we have contributed a substantial amount of money to

assist our local high school jazz band to travel to Switzerland

to compete in the national championships. We also plan to

utilize a portion of the bingo profits for economic development

programs which would further increase the revenues available to

the tribe.

We believe that one important benefit of the proposed

legislation would be that its existence would prevent Tribes

from having to litigate and establish time and time again their

right to engage in tribal gaming enterprises. Each and every

federal court and federal court of appeals which has ruled on

the issue of Indian bingo has upheld the tribes' right to engage

in tribal Bingo enterprises free from state jurisdiction. See,
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e.g., Barona Group of the Capitan Grande Band of Mission Indians

v. Duffy, 694 F.2d 1185 (9th Cir., 1982), cert. den. 103 S.Ct.

2091 (1983); Seminole Tribe v. Butterworth, 658 F.2d 310 (5th

Cir., 1981), cert. den. 455 U.S. 1020 (1982); Oneida Tribe v.

Wisconsin, 518 F. Supp. 712 (W.D. Wisc. 1981); State of

Washington v. Hatch, __ F. Supp. , appeal dismissed (9th

Cir., Feb. 21, 1985); Langley v. Ryder, 602 F. Supp. 335 (W.D.

La., 1985); Cabazon and Morongo Bands of Mission Indians v.

County of Riverside and State of California (C.D.CA, 1985)

(unpublished permanent injunctions prohibiting County of

Riverside from applying State or local law to or otherwise

interfering with tribal bingo enterprises of Morongo and Cabazon

Bands of Mission Indians); Indian Country U.S.A. and Muscogee

Creek Nation v. State of Oklahoma, et al. (Case No. 85-C-643-E,

N.D. Okla., July 1985) (temporary restraining order granted

prohibiting state enforcement of bingo laws on Muscogee Creek

tribal lands).

Despite the fact that the U.S. Court of appeals for the

Ninth Circuit in the Barona case, supra, held that a California

tribe could engage in a tribal bingo enterprise free from state

regulation or state jurisdiction, the County of Riverside has

forced each tribe in the county to obtain a federal court

injunction to prevent the County from raiding and closing each

tribe's bingo enterprise. This bad faith harassment of tribes

is most evident in the situation which our tribe faces.

Although the U.S. District Court had already ruled that the

County of Riverside could not enforce the California bingo laws

or the County ordinances to shut down the tribal bingo
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enterprises of the Cabazon Band and the Morongo Band of Mission

Indians, barely a month later the County forced us to go to the

very same District Court to prevent the County from shutting

down our tribal bingo enterprise. In the Cabazon and Morongo

cases, the District Court held that the 9th Circuit Barona case

controlled and allowed tribal bingo enterprises free from State

jurisidiction, and the Court has done the same in our case by

granting a preliminary injunction. There is simply no

justification for the County requiring three tribes to engage

legal counsel and participate in costly and protracted

litigation to establish three and four times over the

well-established legal principle that tribes have the right to

engage in tribal bingo enterprises free from state

jurisidiction. Yet, the County of Riverside continues to do

so. We have no question but that the County would force any

other tribe opening a bingo enterprise to litigate this same

question even after it loses our case. The proposed legislation

would prevent Riverside County and other counties and states

from requiring tribes to expend large portions of their limited

financial resources to repeatedly establish their right to be

free from state jurisdiction and control. We believe that such

lawsuits are politically rather than legally motivated, and are

intended to merely harass the tribes into submission to local

jurisidiction.

Our speci .c comments and recommendations on the

proposed legislation follow. We are also including comments on

S. 902 because of that bill's similarity to H.R. 1920, and we

believe that a comparison of the two is sometimes helpful and
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simplifies comment.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

-- Section 2(2) of S. 902 pertaining to what the federal

Courts have held is a better technical description than

contained in Section 2(2) of H.R. 1920. We believe that

it is important that this finding which is repeated in

later sections be as clear as possible; the somewhat

misleading reference to criminal law in H.R. 1920 would

unfortunately encourage more litigation in this area.

-- Section 2(6) of S. 902 is better phrased than the similar

provision Section 2(5) in H.R. 1920.

-- Section 3 of S. 902 which uses the jurisdictional standard

of "Indian Country" is the definition usually found in

federal statues, and as such is preferred to the

definition contained in Section 3 of H.R. 1920.

-- Section 4(2) of S. 902 defines Indian tribe more

expansively and as such is preferred to the definition in

Section 4(2) of H.R. 1920.

Section 5 of H.R. 1920 provides a clearer definition than

does Section 5 of S. 902 with respect to the illegality of

any gaming not conducted pursuant to an approved tribal

ordinance or resulution. The references to specific

federal or tribal laws in S. 902 are too limiting. In
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P.L. 280 states, certain types of criminal prosecutions

may need to be referred for state prosecution.

Section 6(a) of S. 902 which uses the Indian Country and

public policy language is in our view more technically

correct than Section 6(a) of H.R. 1920.

Section 6(b)2 of S. 902 provides two additional uses for

which net revenues may be utilized (charities and

donations to local governments) which are not provided in

H.R. 1920. We believe that these are appropriate uses.

Section 6(b)3 of both bills should be amended to make

clear that "independent outside audits will be obtained by

the tribe".

Section 6(c) of H.R. 1920 should be clarified so that

there is no question that tribally owned gaming

enterprises operated or conducted through a Management

Agreement are not subject to the equivalent of state

regulation.

Section 6(d) of both bills should be clarified to make

clear that the Secretary must make a substantive decision

to disapprove and not simply reject a tribal resolution or

ordinance because he or she has not had the time to review

it, and should require the Secretary to provide reasons

for disapproval.
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Section 7 of H.R. 1920 is preferred to Section 7 of S.

902. It provides for more controls over contractors and

provides for a lower profit ceiling, although we have some

concern that even 40% may be excessive, depending on the

local situation.

Section 7(a)l of H.R. 1920 and Section 7(a)i of S. 902

should be modified to provide that "any entity or

individual" "having a financial . .

Section 7(a)2 of H.R. 1920 and Section 7(a)ii of S. 902

should be expanded to include "involvement with the gaming

industry" whether or not state licensed or with a tribe.

Section 7(b) of H.R. 1920 contains more protections than

Section 7(b) of S. 902 and as such is preferred.

Section 7(c) of H.R. 1920 provides for a good conceptual

scheme to evaluate management contract by tying the fee to

a standard of reasonableness. Provision does need to be

made throughout this paragraph for contracts based on a

percentage of gross profits. Our contract is based on a

percentage of gross bingo profits, and we might have

difficulty translating this to net profits to obtain

Secretarial approval. Moreover, we believe that our

receipt of a percentage of gross profits is more

advanageous to the Band that net profits would be. We

are, in addition, concerned with the two year limitation
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on the percentage of revenues fee system-We believe that

when the management firm A-rn imore, the tribe earns more;

thus, when a management contract is based on a percentage

fee, there is excellent incentive for management to

maximize profits. When management earns a fixed amount,

two risks are presented: (1) incentive is diminished and

(2) if revenues slip, from increased competition or any

number of unforeseen events, the fixed fee may end up

being too high a fee.

Section 7(e)2 of H.R. 1920 should be amended to allow a

tribe to request and receive a waiver for individuals

convicted of felony offenses that did not involve

gambling. Our conern is that someone may be convicted of

a hunting or fishing violation, or a drunk driving

violation, or some other violation which would have no

bearing on his/her honesty or veracity. After obtaining

full disclosure of the circumstances of the conviction,

the tribe may believe that it is in the tribe's best

interest to engage the individual in question despite the

conviction. The Secretary should be allowed to waive this

provision upon the request of the tribe.

Section 7(e)4 of H.R. 1920 and Section 7(d) of S. 902

should be changed to provide that "the management

contractor has deliberately or substantially failed .

instead of ". • . has deliberately and substantially

failed . . Both deliberate failure and incompetence
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should be grounds for voiding a contract.

Section 8 of H.R. 1920 gives the Secretary broad power to

inspect and oversee gaming operations. We belive that

teh Secretary should only be allowed to exercise these

poers at the request of the tirbe. Moreover, if the tribe

makes a request for Secretarial assistance, such

assistance should be mandatory upon the Secretary.

Section 11 of S. 902 sets up the Regional Gaming

Commission that is referred to throughout the provisions

of S. 902. The Soboba Band of Mission Indians favors some

form of an independent self-regulating independent

Commission that could exercise the authority of the

Secretary of the Interior. Such a Commission could be

staffed with experts, could enter into contracts or

compacts with states where appropriate, and it could be

self-supporting. Such a mechanism would avoid creating a

new bureaucracy within the BIA; that would be desirable

since the BIA does not seem to be equipped to be helpful

in this area. The Regional Commission, envisioned by S.

902, however, would not work in California, however. The

structure of requiring agreement of a majority of at least

two thirds of the tribes would bar the creation of such a

Commission. We also question why non-gaming tribes should

have a role or vote in setting up such a Commission here.

If differently established, we would support regional

commissions which each select a delegate to a National
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Commission, provided that tribes had input on establishing

criteria for selection and the actual selection of the

Commissioners.

An additional area which should be addressed by the

legislation is the question of termination of the

management agreements. The proposed bill allows the

Secretary to terminate the management agreement, but does

not allow the tribe to do so. Provision must be made in

H.R. 1920 to allow tribes to terminate management

agreements without the consent of or action by the

Secretary. This clarification is necessary because

various federal appellate courts have held that once a

lease of tribal land is approved by the Secretary, the

tribe may not terminate that lease, even for cause,

without the approval of the Secretary. When the

Secretary's administrative appeal process is followed, it

often takes two to three years to administratively cancel

a lease before the matter even reaches the courts. If

there is a problem with a management company's operation

of a tribal bingo enterprise, it would be unconscionable

to allow that manager to remain in control of and operate

the tribe's bingo enterprise for two to three years while

administrative remedies are pursued by the manager.

Moreover, it could take the Secretary of Interior months,

if not years, to make a determination to cancel a

management agreement if the experience of Indians in

California on leases is any indication. Therefore, tribes

72-553 0 - 87 - 15
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must be given the right to terminate management agreements

without Secretarial authorization if the regulatory scheme

is to be viable.

CONCLUSION

For all of the reasons stated above, the Soboba Band

urges the passage of H.R. 1920 with the various changes we have

recommended. The Soboba Band believes that it is imperative

that jurisdiction over Indian gaming remains under the control

of the tribes and the federal government, and not be given to

the states. The federal courts have long recognized that state

and local governments are usually the tribes' worst enemies, and

we urge that Congress keep this in mind when enacting this

legislation.

We vehemently oppose the provisions of H.R. 2404 for

it is, in effect, a variation on P.L. 280 for the purposes of

Indian gaming. As such it would require the tribes to coform to

state law, rather than allowing tribes to enact the laws and

operate in ways which best serve tribal needs.

Many states, including California are turning to

gaming enterprises to raise revenue for legitimate governmental

purposes.

The State of California generates substantial

government revenue from its horse-racing business and shall

generate additional revenue from the newly established state

lottery. The Soboba Band of Mission Indians and other tribes

throughout the country are doing nothing different with their

tribal bingo enterprises.
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We believe that the passage of this legislation

reaffirming the already established right of tribes to engage in

tribal gaming enterprises is vital to achieve the stability that

such enterprises need. Once this legislation reaffirms the

legality of tribal gaming enterprises, tribes will be in a

stronger position to negotiate favorable management contracts or

even conventional financing for the enterprises, because much

of the currently-perceived risk will be removed.

Again we thank you for allowing us to appear today

and for your support of Indian gaming which is so vital to the

economic self-sufficiency of our tribe and its members.

/

SCOTT COZART, Chairman
SOBOBA BAND OF MISSION INDIANS
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Ms. KARSHMER. May I make an additional comment, Mr. Chair-
man?

Mr. LEHMAN. Yes.
Ms. KARSHMER. One important advantage this legislation would

provide to tribes would be that it would eliminate the need to liti-
gate on a case-by-case, county-by-county and tribe-by-tribe basis the
right to engage in gambling enterprises. In Riverside County the
Soboba Tribe was forced to go to court against the county after the
county had lost its case against Morongo and Cabazon in the same
Federal District Court. The county refused to abide by the decisions
both in the Ninth Circuit and Federal Circuit Court specifically.
The tribe was forced to expend its limited resoures to litigate the
exact things that had been litigated before all over the country.

On the technical side of the legislation, one issue that has not
been considered by anyone, I do not believe, is that there should be
a provision in the legislation to allow tribes to cancel management
groups without the Secretary's further approval, and I make this
recommendation and the tribes make this recommendation because
of the situations they have seen in regard to leases of tribal land,
which once approvedby the Secretary cannot be terminated with-
out Secretarial approval. When the leases go through the adminis-
trative appeal process, it often takes 2 or 3 years just to finish ad-
ministrative appeals before they can consider going to court.

If tribes are stuck with managers that are not doing the job for 2
or 3 years while waiting for these people to go through administra-
tive appeals, it would be highly unfavorable to the tribes. So we
would suggest some mention be given to that in the legislation.

We are available for questions.
Mr. LEHMAN. What is your main objection for coming under

State law? Is it the $250-limit?
Ms. KARSHMER. Both the $250-limit and the regulations that are

attendant to that limit. The State requires only members to partici-
pate in these larger bingos. There are not enough members to do
all the work. It does not allow for any outside expertise to be hired.
The tribe uses public relations people for advertising that are not
available within the tribe. It uses people for different technical jobs
that nobody in the tribe has the experience to provide. Under State
law that would be a problem.

The other problem is I think the courts have repeatedly recog-
nized for the last 100 years States and counties are the tribes'
worst enemies and give the tribes the most problems. If tribes had
to go to the State for permission, they would be forever-their
hands would be forever tied. We would never get anywhere on
doing anything. Federal law provides the States have no jurisdic-
tion over the tribe except as specifically provided by Congress. Con-
gress provided some measure of limited jurisdiction under Public
Law 280 and that has been a dismal failure.

I think there are plentiful records within the Congress itself
about the problems of Public Law 280 that were created for the
tribes. It has created a total lack of ability for the tribes to deal
with criminal problems, and the states have not provided the laws
they seek in regard to gaming.

Mr. LEHMAN. Do the tribes do any type of background reports on
people who apply for jobs?
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Ms. KARSHMER. The Morongo Tribe does a background check on
everyone who applies and has had a background check done on any
investor. Before anyone is hired, there has to have been a back-
ground report done. No one with a criminal conviction can be
hired.

Mr. LEHMAN. Let me ask you this also. Do you think that build-
ing large bingo halls should be subject to the National Environ-
mental Protection Act?

Ms. KARSHMER. It depends on who builds them. The tribe itself is
not subject to the Environmental Protection Act. I believe there
will be witnesses from your district this afternoon who can talk
about it in greater length. It has not been an issue in southern
California. If there is Federal funds, then the Environmental Pro-
tection Act comes into play, but none of these have been built with
Federal funds and there has been no Federal action, so the Envi-
ronmental Protection Act would not apply.

Mr. LEHMAN. Also do any of you contemplate getting involved in
other kinds of gaming besides bingo?

Ms. ANDREAS. We do not at the present time.
Mr. COZART. We do not wish to submit to any other type of

gaming.
Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. Miller.
Mr. MILLER. I believe your suggestion is you agree with the

notion the Secretary should approve these contracts, but you are a
little concerned at the point when you want to get out of them.

Ms. KARSHMER. Yes, that is the only concern. Tribes should be
able to independently make a determination to cancel the con-
tracts.

Mr. MILLER. Assuming the Secretary did his or her job as they
should, the assumption would be that they would find that the con-
tract is fair and equitable and it is the balancing of the bargaining
positions of the parties. After that, if you want to get out of it, why
would you not go to court and sue on your rights under the con-
tract or law?

Ms. KARSHMER. There have been Ninth Circuit decisions which
have held in regard to leases held by the Secretary of the Interior
the tribe itself cannot terminate that lease.

Mr. MILLER. Why would we extend the process to you? If you
want to terminate a contract, it would seem to me your rights and
obligations are either encompassed in contract or Federal law. As-
suming the Federal Government, in the Office of the Secretary,
weighed the prospects when he approved the contract, at that point
I don't know why we would continue in the oversight capacity.

Ms. KARSHMER. I would hope you would not.
Mr. MILLER. Are you asking law enforcement officials, either

State, local, or Federal, that made the allegations or the sugges-
tions that criminal activity may be involved or organized crime, to
share that information with the tribes?

Ms. KARsHMER. I have repeatedly--I personally have spoken to
the Riverside County Sheriff's Office requesting information, and
they have been cooperative. We have discussed issues back and
forth, and we have asked them how to protect against these kinds
of things, and we have utilized their suggestions. And I believe--
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Mr. MILLER. Is that individuals who may be influencing the oper-
ations of bingo games you are involved with?

Ms. KARSHMER. Yes, oh, definitely.
Mr. MILLER. So it would reject individuals based on that or watch

out for individuals?
Ms. KARSHMER. We do the background checks on everyone and if

there is any problem, they are not hired.
Mr. MILLER. Does some of that information come from law en-

forcement agencies?
Ms. KARSHMER. I would have to defer to the tribe. I do not know

where they get all their information.
Mr. MILLER. It is one thing for law enforcement people to sit here

and tell us they have a notion or they have a suspicion of orga-
nized crime being involved. If they do not have the capacity to
follow up on it, it seems to me it may be incumbent upon their own
integrity and credibility to tell the tribe.

Ms. KARSHMER. I would think it would be or provide that infor-
mation to the Justice Department.

Mr. MILLER. The allegation can only hang out there so long, it
seems to me, before you have an obligation to act upon it. Have
they come to you and suggested to you people within your oper-
ation may not be the people you associate--

Ms. ANDREAS. Not at all. We have made inquiries to the FBI, in
addition to which we have contracted with a national agency to do
background checks on all our employees and investors.

Mr. MILLER. You paint a fairly positive picture here in terms of
the impact of these revenues on those residents of the reservation.
I guess one of the concerns here is-and I politically get a little
nervous when Ronald Reagan is telling us something is good for
someone who has been basically disenfranchised because I have
found that not to be one of his top priorities or concerns. And when
the administration says this is really one of the factors that may
help the aspirations of Indian people and the economic revitaliza-
tion of some of their reservations, I must tell you they have been so
lax in their concern over the history of their involvement with the
Indian reservations there is no credibility in that statement. So we
have to start looking to what you were saying and what others are
saying about the real impact of this program. Your testimony sug-
gests one third of the people on the reservation are now employed
in the operation of these parlors; many of them were long-term un-
employed individuals.

One of the things that has embittered me about minority set
asides and minority opportunities and minority contractors is that
time and again I find that the minority members of those contract-
ing firms and others, outside of this area, are not really involved in
the day-to-day operation or the sharing of the profits. They are
simply used by white contractors to get the portion of the minority
business they could not get otherwise. And it is a fraudulent setup.
And that is one of the things which deeply concerns me.

I am not prepared this morning to pass judgment on your con-
tract or the contracts of other tribes, but that is where I would
start to go sour on this thing. I recognize you cannot speak for
other tribes. I am sure there are good contracts and bad contracts.
But this one is relatively new, and I think people are entitled to
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house.

I think that is the point that this member of Congress would
really go sour on this proposal. If we start to see this is a front
either for organized crime or for people who are simply exploiting
what is a privilege that is enjoyed by the Indian Nations for histor-
ical reason. I think that is really the test. Whether or not they can
come before the Congress of the United States and say that this is
real economic development.

I must tell you in the 10 years I have been in Congress I have
spent a lot of time on Indian reservations This is the most positive
story I have heard about any economic development outside of
what some of the tribes are now only lately able to do in some
other regions of the country. Most of what we have done has been
at best scandalous. Maybe one of the few things that James Watt
was right about was our handling of our responsibility to the Indi-
ans.

You are in the spotlight and you are under the magnifying glass,
and the gentlemen behind you are in the same situ tion. I think
that it is a test that you are going to have to pass. I think if this
turns out to be not as you represent it to be it is conceivable, given
some of your competitors that do not like your ability to take away
their commerce and political clout, we could be back to where we
are and the Indians will end up on the losing side of that argu-
ment. That is not an admonishment; that is a reality. You are
going to have to look at those contracts.

And I must tell you, I hope you are a good attorney. I have
watched when we considered the Alaska lands claim bill. A lot of
attorneys got rich and a lot of Indians got paper. I think there is a
special obligation under those relationships and I do not know if
we should hold that concern until people decide they want to go for
a more speculative prize or higher prize.

I am very concerned that we hold this out as a means of opportu-
nity, economic opportunity and development, that it, in fact, be
that and not some other devised scam.

I have no further comments, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. de Lugo.
Mr. DE LUGO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me put to vice chairman Andreas the same question. What

services has the county and State provided to the Morongo Tribe?
Ms. ANDREAS. I could not tell you. I do not believe there are any.
Mr. DE LUGO. And the same question to Scott Cozart, chairman

Cozart of the Soboba Tribe.
Mr. COZART. Right now we do have an Indian Health Clinic that

we must travel to, but that is about the only service that we have.
Ms. KARSHMER. That is Federal funds.
Mr. DE LUGO. So there are no State or county services you can

point to.
Mr. COZART. None that I can point to.
Mr. DE LUGO. Now, if I understand you, vice chairman Andreas,

you support H.R. 1920, you support the passage of that legislation
with certain modifications; is that correct?

Ms. ANDREAS. That is true.
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Mr. DE LUGO. And that is also true, chairman Cozart? Do you
support the passage of H.R. 1920 with certain reservations?

Mr. COZiRT. Yes, sir.
Mr. DE LUGO. Those are spelled out in your testimony?
Mr. COZART. Correct.
Mr. DE LUGO. Thank you.
I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you.
Jim.
Mr. BATES. No questions, though again I feel these particular res-

ervations impressed me with their ability to deal with this problem
and the people they have brought in.

Ms. ANDREAS. Thank you.
Mr. MILLER. I have one more question to the gentleman from

CBA.
In your testimony you cite a number of contributions that you

have made apparently to the surrounding communities, and I just
wonder, are those decisions made in conjunction with the tribe or
are those made solely by CBA?

Mr. CHmvs. Mr. Bunce will answer that.
Mr. BUNCE. The contributions, for instance, are separated into

two areas: the contributions to the Fire Department. There is a
small town of Cabazon next to the Morongo Indian Reservation,
and we use their services for live-saving type services, emergency
vehicles, and we decided in conjunction with the tribe to give these
people some money to help them buy new equipment. It helps the
town; it is a public service thing we do in connection with the tribe.

Mr. MILLER. I just want to know, is the tribe involved in those
decisions?

Ms. ANDREAS. Yes. We have a management company--
Mr. MILLER. Is that correct?
Mr. COZART. The same with our tribe.
Ms. ANDREAS [continuing.]. Made up of CBA members and the

tribe.
Mr. MILLER. Beyond that--I am delighted you are making these

contributions, and I can see why you would. I just wondered to
what extent you get the benefit or participation of the tribe. His-
torically, I have never seen the contributions go the other way and
I wondered since you are generating the revenue you might want
some say in where they are going.

Thank you.
Mr. BUNCE. All the decisions, every single decision of any conse-

quence that is made in this business-this is a true joint venture,
has been from the day it started, and the tribe participates every
day, every week in the decisions. That is the way we structured the
business; that is the way we run the business and it does work.

Mr. MILLER. Do you have a contract for a specific term?
Mr. BUNCE. Five years.
Mr. MILLER. At the end of the 5 years there is no residual obliga-

tions; they can put you out to bid if they want?
Mr. BUNCE. Yes. The concept at the time was we saw a way we

could build this business and make a fair profit and the tribe
wanted to run their own business. They intend as far as I know to
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run their own business at the end of 5 years, and we now are in
the process of training managers and supervisors for that purpose.

Ms. ANDREAS. Four of which are left under the contract.
Mr. MILLER. Is that typical of contracts in other situations? I do

not expect you to be an expert in them, but you know what is
going on in the rest of the community.

Ms. KARSHMER. I would venture to guess the Morongo contract is
shorter than the vast majority of contracts.

Mr. MILLER. Somebody said they had 80,000 left to pay and had a
25-year contract. I do not know the rest of the terms.

Ms. KARSHMER. I do not know the terms either, so I cannot com-
ment. One thing I would like to respond to your earlier comments,
I think that the legislation will make this a much less risky busi-
ness to invest in and tribes will be in a better position to negotiate
more favorable contracts once there is legislation solidifying tribes'
rights to engage in bingo enterprises.

Mr. MILR. Your earlier testimony on one of the risks was an
adverse court decision. I assume that played in the negotiations.
We can be wiped out and you can end up with a dance hall.

Ms. KARSHMER. Right. Or Congress can decide to make it subject
to State legislation which would leave the tribe also with a huge
dance hall. I think as an outsider looking in it will substantially
benefit tribes to have this whole area legitimized once and for all
even though the courts have legitimized it over and over; nine dif-
ferent Federal courts have held that the tribal bingo is an accepta-
ble activity in the Indian reservations, notwithstanding State law.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you all. I thank each of the witnesses for
your excellent testimony. You are now excused.

Mr. LEHMAN. It is the Chair's intention not to break for lunch,
just to continue.

Without objection, we will take your statements for the record,
and also the previous witnesses had a list of letters from banking,
chamber of commerce, et cetera, and those will be submitted for
the record without objection.

Mr. LEHMAN. You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF VI MURPHY, CONGRESSMAN BATES' ADVISORY
COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS

Ms. MURPHY. I would like to say although I am here for Con-
gressman Bates' advisory committee, I would like to state the con-
gressman in no way has influenced this report. He knew nothing of
the content until we came in here, and it is the findings of a good
deal of close and heavy work.

Mr. LEHMAN. You will know when you are finished whether you
are still on the advisory committee.

Ms. MURPHY. We wish to thank you today for being here. We are
grateful.

It has been the fervent desire for more than 14 years among
many American Indians in California to realize a congressional
committee inquiry into Indian reservation problems and affairs.

I have been working with American Indians throughout Califor-
nia for 8 years either as a journalist or on a consultant basis and I
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know well how profound and agonizing are the problems of many
of the State's Indian reservations.

Even though the scope of this committee has been limited to the
problems concerning Indian bingo high-stakes gambling operations,
it is necessary to emphasize that the takeover of California Indian
reservations by unregulated outside gambling interests is -only one
result of the enormous prolems that long ago set the stage for the
current gambling disasters. I have been working with opposition
Indians the past 17 months on the Barona Reservation and, more
recently, with Indians on five other California reservations.

However, today I would like to talk to you about Barona and
stress why proposed legislation such as H.R. 1920 is not only neces-
sary but mandatory.

The Barona Reservation, 9 miles northeast of Lakeside, CA, is lo-
cated in one of the most beautiful valleys in the southern Califor-
nia reservation system. It is a modern reservation. They have beau-
tiful homes there, and I really don't know of any of them that
don't have running water. I think we have beautiful homes.

It was to have been the star in the crown of the Las Vegas and
La Costa gambling interests who were set up to rake in a fast buck
bonanza at the expense of the unregulated Indian reservation
system.

Between 300 and 400 persons reside on the Barona Reservation,
including 152 enrolled members of the El Capitan Band of Mission
Indians who own the rancheria. The members of the band are Die-
gueno Indians and their ancestors have lived in their Southern
California tribal grounds for centuries. They were here before Co-
lumbus discovered America.

The devastation of the close-knit Indian community at Barona,
the breakdown of the tribal structure and the despoiling of the res-
ervation will not be healed in the lifetime of the current tribal
members and, many believe, not even in the lifetime of their chil-
dren.

Barona will long stand as a tragic example of what can happen
to the quality of life of the Indian people when greed and lust for
easy money override love of tribal lands and reverence for their
precious Indian birthright.

The tribe, which consists largely of two large extended families,
is split down the middle with brother against brother, parents
against children and blood against blood.

A Federal grand jury investigation was begun on September 4 as
to whether Federal grant funds might have become intermingled
with bingo dividends on the Barona Reservation and also into the
administration of Federal grant funds and programs there.

Tribal members have been begging for audits of bingo and tribal
accounts for almost 3 years. The opposition has collected a stagger-
ing amount of documentary concerning questionable practices con-
cerning the bingo operation.

Tribal meetings have become factioned-off battlegrounds with
major issues determined by tiny majorities of as few as two votes
with voting not so much on the issues but split down reservation
lines.

Firings of two bingo operation general managers has been pres-
sured by Indian bingo workers in less than a year. The operation is
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conducted in an atmosphere of turmoil and ill feelings with con-
stant accusations by bingo workers of cheating, mismanagement,
mistreatment of Indian workers, violations of Indian preference
provisions for hiring, and rumors of fixed games and pre-decided
winners.

Although millions of dollars have flowed through the bingo oper-
ation, the 152 enrolled tribal members have received only a total of
$3,000 each in the past 3 years.

Bingo operation accounts are supposed to be open to the tribe.
But only tribal officials who are also hired hands on the gambling
payroll maylook at the books.

The Las Vegas and La Costa gamblers decreed at the outset that
they would not deal with the tribe as a unit but only with one
person. On May 24, 1983, attorney Art Bunce was hired by the
tribal council and ratified by the tribal members to represent
Barona on bingo matters and apparently he became the go-between
between the tribe and bingo management. His reports to the tribe
in minutes of their tribal meetings seem to bear this out.

Outside of Bunce, it is not yet clear to tribal members who the
tribal contact was with the bingo operators unless it was the tribal
chairman. However, he told the tribe he was seldom consulted by
the gambling operators and was not even permitted in their board
meetings concerning Barona matters.

Barona was ripe for disaster from the beginning. Negotiations be-
tween tribal officials and outside gambling interests were held in
secret, away from the knowledge and scrutiny of the tribe.

Agreements surrendering control of a portion of the tribal trust
lands for 25 years, signed by tribal officials, were not revealed to
the tribe until several years later.

Barona Indians still do not know the details of all the agree-
ments or what might be locked away in some private safe.

This violated the written tribal customs and traditions document
which has governed the tribe since 1934. The document stipulates
that matters concerning land and money have to be decided by the
tribe as a whole.

One tribal member who lived the land, Germaine Osuna, became
concerned in early 1983 when the tribe first realized the agree-
ments had been executed. She worked in the sheriff's office in
Indio and she knew well the dangers of a takeover by unregulated
gambling interests.

Her fears compounded when she discovered a lawsuit had been
filed on July 28, 1981, in the name of the Barona people against
the sheriff of San Diego County stipulating the bingo operation
would be held and that county law enforcement had no right to en-
force State or local gambling laws on the reservation.

At this point there was no approved bingo operation on the
Barona Reservation and the tribe had not even voted on whether
to have such an operation.

As the gambling operation involved both land and money, the
tribal authorities and the gambling interests were operating out-
side of tribal jurisdiction.

She joined forces with another worried tribal member, Catherine
Holsbo, leader of one of the two large extended families at Barona,
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the Banegas clan. Barbara Crow, who was also concerned, joined
forces with Mrs. Holsbo.

Ernest Magginni, a former tribal councilman and Germaine's
brother, teamed up as an opposition leader and his sister Josephine
Whaley also backed the movement. Soon almost half the Barona
Reservation joined the opposition.

The opposition was branded troublemakers and "dissidents," a
name they particulary hated, by the gambling interests and tribal
power structure. They were ridiculed by the San Diego metropoli-
tan press, which seemed intrigued by the boldness of the gambling
interests who had found a way to operate outside the law and get
away with it.

Members of the tribal chairman's family joined the opposition.
On the other hand, some members of the Banegas family aligned

with the tribal government and gambling interests and that family,
which had held close through almost impossibly hard times, split.

During all this time no one from the tribal council or gambling
interests called the tribal members together to try to work out a
compromise or reconciliation. It seemed the deeper the rupture in
the tribal unity the better it served the gamblers and their tribal
favorites.

The opposition appealed frantically to officials in the U.S.
Bureau of Indian Affairs to intercede before tribal trust lands
could be leased away and the precious reservation water table,
which has a slow recharge ability, could be tapped.

They met the same scorn and indifference from the Federal
agency they were encountering in the press. They were bewildered
and frightened as the situation compounded.

In May 1983, the bingo operation was brought into the Barona
Reservation in the same manner in which it has been run since-
without regulation and without the U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs
making any effort to protect the reservation's resources or proceeds
as the Bureau is required to do under law.

Investigators in the Department of the Interior were told later
by officials in the Riverside BIA office they could not regulate the
bingo operation because they knew nothing about it. Wrong.

A December 1984 story in PSA Magazine revealed that BIA offi-
cials had steered the gambling operators to Barona in the first
place.

A review of 1983 tribal minutes revealed that tfie BIA had
agreed, in writing, to tribal officials "that the Bureau will stay out
of Barona bingo."

The BIA lived up to its promise.
The project was not reviewed. The management contract was not

reviewed to ensure that the tribe would not be exploited or cheated
or their tribal trust would not be abused.

The subsequent management agreement contract was strong and
favored the management at the expense of the tribe.

The BIA did not require tribal bingo proceeds to be paid through
a Bureau trust account as decreed by law. Thus there was no
avenue for accounting of income or bingo distribution.

The hands-off policy of the BIA made it possible for the gambling
interests and tribal officials to do as they pleased. And they have.
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Opposition Indians trying to get information on the gambling sit-
uation at Barona found there was no help at the BIA office in Riv-
erside.

The BIA supervisor who first turned his back on the gambling
operation was abruptly transferred out of the Riverside office in
1984.

The new supervisor, who is hostile and insulting to opposition In-
dians, was shipped in.

Most of the BIA staff in the Riverside office was subsequently
fired. Some officials who were more fleet of foot retired ahead of
the wave of firings.

The supervisor wasn't talking anyway. He told the opposition In-
dians they had no right to turn to the BIA for informaion or appeal
for help in putting the Barona situation to rights.

The supervisor said he dealt only "Government to Government"
and anyone who was not an elected tribal official had no voice in
his office.

He told opposition Indians if they could not get satisfaction or in-
formation from the -lected tribal officials then they would have to
do without.

This attitude effectively disenfranchises reservation Indians and
deprives them of their right to know what is going on with their
tribal affairs, deprives them of the First Amendment rights to
speak out and be heard and deprives them of their right to be
helped by Federal Government Agencies set up to protect and
assist the Indian people.

If Government officials treated American voters and taxpayers
in this cavalier manner who live in communities outside the reser-
vations, they would not stay in their civil service jobs very long.

Freedom of Information Act requests by opposition Indians seek-
ing information on the bingo operation and other undesirable
projects proposed for the Barona Reservation were ignored by Inte-
rior Department agencies.

Mrs. Holsbo, Mr. Magginni, and their people were told informa-
tion was given only "Government to Government" and if they
could not get it from their tribal officials then that was that.

In addition, copies of correspondence to the agencies from the op-
position and the agency replies were sent to the tribal chairman,
tightening the noose of the absolute reservation dictatorship and
depriving the Indians of the privacy of even being able to write a
letter and receive a reply without having it passed on.

However, when the attorney for the opposition Indians requested
the same information from the same Government officials under
the same Freedom of Information Act, it was immediately provided
to him with none of the "Government-to-Government" nonsense
shoved down the throats of the Indian people.

This is one of the most cruel forms of discrimination and strip-
ping of civil rights of the Indian people, and these Government offi-
cials and agencies should be called to account for it.

The opposition continued gathering documentary and evidence
however they could. They received help and encouragement from
surprising sources.
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They appealed to the congressman in their district and were ig-
nored. They wrote letters to every elected official they had ever
heard of. Hardly any of them even answered them.

Heartsick and discouraged, they determined to keep fighting.
Germaine Osuna fiecely told them they could not stop. They had to
keep fighting.

Finally, in June 1984, they crossed congressional district lines
and went to Congressman Jim Bates to help them. He listened and
carefully studied their documentary, then went to work. At last the
weary little band of Indians had found a voice.

As the bingo operation became entrenched on the reservation,
the gamblers literally took over the place.

The operation took over the reservation tribal hall, which was
where the Indians had always gathered.

The young people could no longer meet in the tribal gymnasium
evenings to play basketball or just hang out as they were used to
doing. The place was filled with bingo players gambling for high
stakes.

Elderly tribal members complained they could no longer conduct
their hot-meal program for the reservation's senior citizens. The
bingo operation had taken over the tribal hall kitchen for a food
concession for their gambling clients. The tribe voted to buy a spe-
cial stove for the elders so they could do their cooking.

The sewage system at the tribal hall broke down under the
strain of hundreds of bingo players using tribal hall facilities,
which had been designed for much less use, and raw sewage flowed
out on top of the ground.

There was an outbreak of hepatitis which the gambling interests
and tribal government tried to cover up. However, television chan-
nel 10 persisted in checking out reports, documented the disease
and reported it.

Germaine Osuna, Catherine Holsbo, Ernest Magginni, and their
followers fought doggedly on. The beautiful and once tranquil
Barona Valley became a hateful place.

Although millions of dollars were flowing through the gambling
operation, tribal members continued to depend on outside jobs to
support their families. Low income members still depended on Gov-
ernment-subsidied commodities for food.

An in-house tabloid published by the gambling interests boasted
about giving away $10 million in bingo payoffs but the reservation
continued to depend on Federal grants for tribal housing and devel-
opment projects.

Even the reservation's parish church succumbed to the gambling
fever sweeping the valley. Tribal officials decided to cancel the
annual fund-raising church barbeque, a popular reservation event,
and donate gambling proceeds to the church instead. The priest
was persuaded to call a bingo game for the proceeds to the church.
Many Indians were outraged at the involvement of the church
which they felt should have stayed neutral. The tribe split deeper.
Animosity became stronger and parishioners left the reservation
services to go to church in town.

The loss of income from fleeing parishioners was bulwarked with
tribal funds and $1,000 per month was pledged to the church for 1
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year although some reservation members did not belong and com-
plained of religious favoritism.

Meanwhile, the gambling interests played on the tribal disunity
by favoring one side over the other.

Jobs and contract work and bingo concessions were given out on
a political patronage basis.

Around 200 persons were employed in the bingo operation but
only 48 were Barona Reservation Indians. That 48 included the
tribal chairperson who first began negotiations with the gambling
interests and nine members of her immediate family.

Five members of the current tribal chairman's family were givn
jobs; the tribal chairman was put on the payroll; a tribal council
member who was one of the four signers of the secret agreements
and his wife, who was the tribal secretary, were given jobs.

All three members of the tribal election committee held jobs
along with five members of their immediate families.

The vice chairman of the tribal council received the gift shop
concession and his daughter received a job.

Of the 48 employed Barona Indians, 26 were either involved with
tribal government or were immediate family members of tribal offi-
cials. Twenty-two were in the tribal government voting block.

Only four members from the opposition were allowed jobs. Those
employees were hazed, insulted, and threatened constantly on the
job by the tribal government clique while bingo management offi-
cials allowed the on-job hostilities to rage on, often in front of bingo
customers.

When construction began on a new bingo palace, Ted Dracos, in-
vestigative reporter for Television Channel 10, found that of 200
persons who worked on the building construction, only 5 were Indi-
ans.

The five included the tribal chairman and his son. The other
three Indians still have not been identified.

There had been no environmental assessments or impact state-
ments to determine if the 5,505-acre reservation could handle the
unmitigated effects of such a large-scale operation or if reservation
resources would be exhausted.

There were no BIA inspections or auditing of use of tribal trust
lands to be sure they were being used properly or that adequate
public health measures were--

Mr. LEHMAN. Ms. Murphy, I'm going to have to ask that you
highlight and summarize.

Ms. MURPHY. I would be glad to. The things that we have to offer
here is in September 1984 the bingo operators demanded the tribe
return $300,000 of their profits. They refused. In return, the gam-
bling interests took the gambling equipment or bingo equipment
which belonged to the tribe and secretly sold it and kept the
money. They then made arrangements to lease back the equip-
ment, and the tribe was supposed to pay the bill. The opposition
people found that large charges were being made against the reser-
vation by bingo interests, including almost $8,000 worth of jewelry.

When they finally got into some of the bingo records, and this
was through Stewart Siegel, the bingo manager who has just been
fired-he was the only one who tried to bring any kind of unity
into the bingo operation-they found that the tribe had received a
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total of $524,721 in 3 years, and much of it, $55,000 per monthly
payoffs, which dropped to $2,750 per month after they changed
management. The bottom line for 1985 is that so far a total of only
$47,000 has been received for the tribe, which will make per capita
income less than $6,000 this year. This is a shockingly poor return
from a multi-million-dollar venture.

The opposition Indians mounted a successful impeachment elec-
tion in 1983, and they impeached the entire tribal council with a
large majority. The Bureau of Indian Affairs refused to recognize
their election and kept the impeached tribal government in govern-
ment-council and government. In 1984 they asked for impartial
observers from Bureau of Indian affairs. They were refused, and
the workers delivered the vote in a block, and the dance went on.

They have asked for General Accounting Office investigations,
audits of tribal funds and the bingo funds. They have asked for this
congressional hearing. In January they went to Mr. Bates and
asked him if they would please just get a congressional committee
in here to look at this whole bingo picture and see what it is doing
to not only their tribal structure but perhaps others. And that is
about it.

They now, through these economic development policies of the
current administration, the Barona Reservation has become a
target for throwaway projects the outside community would not
allow. Strip mines, a prison camp, a proposition to manufacture
methane gas on a reservation that is not regulated; they have been
approached for unregulated dumping. There is some dumping of
raw sewage on the reservation. And these are the things they have
contended with and continue to contend with.

In your congressional bills, the thing that they watched most
closely is that those gambling operations or any operations should
be approved by a referendum vote of the tribes. It should not be
only to the tribal councils. We have seen in Barona how easily a
tribal council can be manipulated just through jobs and employ-
ment.

And thby also ask that the bingo games on the Indian reserva-
tions be brought into compliance with State and local laws, even
though it would have to be done with Federal legislation, and they
also want some sort of Federal election laws for the reservations so
they can be guaranteed honest and proper elections, as we enjoy on
the outside. Their elections are not regulated, it's simply up to
whoever.

[The statement of Ms. Murphy follows:)
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ITAT f Or V TIS

Congressman Richard Lehman

Members of the Hearing Committee for
The House Committee for Interior and Insular Affairs

and Congressman Jim Bates

We wish to thank you today for being here. We are

grateful.

It has been the fervent desire for more than 1.1 years

among many American Indians in California to realize a Congressional

committee inquiry into Indian reservation problems and affairs.

I have been working with american Indians throughout

California for eight years either as a journalist or on a consultant

basis and I know well how profound and agonizing are the problems

of many of the state's Indian reservations.
Even though the scope of this committee has been limited

to the problems concerning Indian bingo high stakes gambling

operations it is necessary to emphasize that the takeover of

California Indian reservations by unregulated outside

gambling interests is only one result of the enormous

problems that long aqq set the stage for the current gambling

disasters. I have been working with opposition Indians the past 17

months on the Barona Reservation and, more recently, with Indians

on five other California reservations.

However, today. I would like to talk to you

about Barona and stress why proposed legislation such as House Bil

1920 is not only necessary but mandatory.

The Barona Reservation, nine miles northeast of Lakeside.

California is located in one of the most beautiful valleys in the

Southern California reservation system.

It was to have been the star in the crown of the Las

Vegas and La Costa gambling interests who were set up to rake in

a fast buck bonanza at the expense of the unregulated Indian

reservation system.

Between 300 and 400 persons reside on the Barona

Reservation including 152 enrolled members of the El Capitan Band

of Mission Indians who own the rancheria. The members of the band are
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Diegueno Indians and their ancestors have lived in their Southern

California tribal grounds for centuries. They were here before

Columbus discovered America.

The devastation of the close-knit Indian community at

Barona. the breakdown of the tribal structure and the despoiling

of the reservation will not be healed in the lifetime of the

current tribal members and, many believe, not ever, in the lifetime

of their children.

Barona will long stand as a tragic example of what can

happen to the quality of life of the Indian people when greed and

lust for easy money override love of tribal lands and reverence

for their precious Indian birthright.

The tribe, which consists largely of two large extended

families is split down the middle with brother against brother.

parents against children and blood against blood.

A federal grand jury investigation was begun on September

4 as to whether federal grant funds might have become intermingled

with bingo dividends on the Barona Reservation and also Into the

administration of federal grant funds and programs there.

Tribal members have been begging for audits of bingo and

tribal accounts for almost three years. The opposition has

collected a staggering amount of documentary concerning questionable

practices concerning the bingo operation.

Tribal meetings have become factioned-off battlegrounds

with major issues determined by tiny majorities of as few as two

votes with voting not so much on the issues but split down

reservation lines. .

Firings of two bingo operation general managers has been

pressured by Indian bingo workers in less than a year. The

operation is conducted in an atmosphere of turmoiland ill feelings

with constant accusations by bingo workers of cheating, mismanagement.

mistreatment of Indian workers, violations of Indian preference

provisions for hiring and rumors of fixed games and pre-decided

winners.

Although millions of dollars have flowed through the bingo

operation, the 152 enrolled tribal members have received only a
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total of $3.000 each in the past three years.

Bingo operation accounts are supposed to be open to the

tribe. But only tribal officials, who are also hired hands on the

gambling payroll may look at the books.

The Las Vegas and La Costa gamblers decreed at the outset

that they would not deal with the tribe as a unit but only with one

person. On May 24, 1983 Attorney Art Bunce was hired by the tribal

council and ratified by the tribal members to represent Barona on

bingo matters and apparently he became the go-between between the

tribe and bingo management. His reports to the tribe in minutes

of their tribal meetings seem to bear this out.

Outside of Bunce. it is not yet clear to tribal members

who the tribal contact was with the bingo operators unless It was

the tribal chairman. However, he told the tribe he was seldom

consulted by the gambling operators and was not even permitted in

their board meetings concerning Barona matters.

Barona was ripe for disaster from the beginning.

Negotiations between tribal officials and outside gambling

interests were held in secret, away from the knowledge and scrutiny

of the tribe.

Agreements surrendering control of a portion of the tribal

trust lands for 25 years ..- signed :., -!-: by tribal officials

were not revealed to the tribe until several years later.

Barona Indians still do not know the details of all the

agreements or what might be locked away in some private safe.

This violated the written tribal customs and traditions

document which has governed the tribe since 1934. The document

f stipulates that matters concerning land and money have to be

decided by the tribe as a whole.

One tribal member who loved the land, Germaine Osuna.

became concerned in early 1983 when the tribe first realized the

agreements had been executed. She worked in the sheriff's

office in Indio and she knew well the dangers of a takeover by

unregulated gambling interests.

Her fears compounded when she discovered a lawsuit had
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been filed on July 28. 1981 in the name of the Barona people

against Lhe sheriff of San Diego County stipulating the bingo

operation would be h"ILd and that county law enforcement had no

right to enforce state or local gambling laws on the reservation.

At this point. THERE WAS NO APPROVED BINGO OPERATION ON

THE BARONA RESERVATION AND THE TRIBE HAD NOT EVEN VOTED ON WHETHER

TO HAVE SUCH AN OPERATION.

AS the gambling operation involved both land and money

the tribal authorities and the gambling interests were operating

outside of tribal Jurisdiction.

She joined Forces with another worried tribal member.

Catherine Holsbo. leader of one of the two large extended families

at Barona. the Banegas clan. Barbara Crow. who was also

concerned joined forces with Mrs. Holsbo.

Ernest Magginni. a former tribal councilman and

Germaine's brother, teamed up as an opposition leader and his

sister Josephine Whaley. also backed the movement. Soon.

almost half the barona reservation joined the opposition.

The opposition was branded troublemakers and "dissidents".

a name they particularly hated, by the gambling interests and

tribal power structure. They were ridiculed by the San Diego

metropolitan press which seemed intrigued by the boldness of the

gambling interests who had found a way to operate outside the law

and get away with it.

Members of the tribal chairman's family Joined the

opposition.

On the other hand. some members of the Banegas family

aligned with the tribal government and gambling interests and that

family, which had held close through almost impossibly hard times

split.
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During all this time no one from the tribal council or

gambling interests called the tribal members together to try to

work out a compromise or reconciliation. It seemed the deeper

the rupture in the tribal unity the better it served the gamblers

and their tribal favorites.

The opposition appealed frantically to officials in

the U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs to intercede before tribal trust

lands could be leased away and the precious reservation water

table, which has a slow recharge ability, could be tapped.

They met the same scorn and indifference from the

federal agency they were encountering in the press. They were

bewildered and frightened as the situation compounded.

In May. 1983, the bingo operation was brought into the

Barona Reservation in the same manner in which it has been run

since -- without regulation and without the US. Bureau of Indian

Affairs making any effort to protect the reservation's resources

or proceeds as the Bureau Is required to do under law.

Investigators in the Department of the Interior were told

later by officials in,the Riverside BIA office they could not

regulate the bingo operation because they knew nothing about it.

Wrong.

A December. 1984 story In PSA Magazine revealed that

BIA officials had steered the gambling operators to Barona in the

first place.

A review of 1983 tribal minutes revealed that the BIA had

agreed, in writing, to tribal officials "that the Bureau will stay

out of Barona bingo."

The BIA lived up to its promise.

The project was not reviewed. The management contract
was not reviewed to ensure that the tribe would not be exploited
or cheated or their tribal trust would not be abused.

The subsequent management agreement contract was strong

and favored the management at the expense of the tribe.

The BIA did not require tribal bingo proceeds to be

paid through a Bureau trust account as decreed by law. Thus there
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was no avenue for accounting of income or bingo distribution.

The hands off policy of the BIA made it possible for the

gambling interests and tribal officials to do as they pleased.

And they have.

Opposition Indians trying to get information on the

gambling situation at Barona found there was no help at the BIA

office in Riverside.

The BIA supervisor who first turned his back on the

gambling operation was abruptly transferred out of the Riverside

office in 1984.

The new supervisor, who is hostile and insulting to

opposition Indians. was shipped In.

Most of the BIA sthff in the Riverside office was

subsequently fired. Some officials who were more fleet of foot

retired ahead of the wave of firings.

The supervisor wasn't talking anyway. He told the

opposition Indians they had no right to turn to the BIA for

information or appeal for help in putting the Barona situation to

rights.

The supervisor said he dealt only "government to

government" and anyone who was not an elected tribal official had

no voice in his office.

He told opposition Indians if they could not get

satisfaction or information from the elected tribal officials then

they would have to do without.

This attitude effectively disenfranchises reservation

Indians and deprives them of their right to know what is going on

with their tribal affairs, deprives them of the First Amendment

rights to speak out and be heard and deprives them of their right

to be helped by federal government agencies set up to protect and

assist the Indian people.

If government officials treated American voters and

taxpayers in this cavalier manner who live In communities outside

the reservations they would not stay in their civil service jobs
very long.
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Freedom of Information Act requests by opposition

Indians seeking Information on the bingo operation and other

undesirable projects proposed Bor the Barona Reservation were ignored

bs' Interior Department agencies.

Mrs. Holsbo. Mr. Magginni and their people were told

information was given only "government to government" and if they

could not get it from their tribal officials then that was that.

In addition, copies of correspondance to the agencies from

the opposition and the agency replies were sent to the tribal

chairman tightening the noose of the absolute reservation dictatorship

and depriving the Indians of the privacy of even being able to write

a letter and receive a reply without having it passed on.

However. when the attorney for the opposition Indians

requested the same information from the same government officials

under the same Freedom of Information Act it was Immediately

provided to him with none of the "government to government" nonsense

shoved down the throats of the Indian people.

This is one of the most cruel forms of discrimination and

stripping of civil rights of the Indian people and these government

officials and agencies should be called to account for it.

The opposition continued gathering documentary and evidence

however they could. They received help and encouragement from

surprising sources.

They appealed to the congressman in their district and

were ignored. They wrote letters to every elected official they

had ever heard of. Hardly any of them even answered them.

Heartsick and discouraged they determined to keep fighting.

Germaine Osuna fiercely told them they could not stop. They had to

keep fighting.

Finally, in June. 1984, they crossed Congressional district

lines and went to Congressman Jim Bates to help them. He listened

and carefully studied their documentary then went to work. At last

the weary little band of Indians had found a voice.

AS the bingo operation became entrenched on the reservation
the gamblers literally took over, the place.
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The operation took over the reservation tribal hall which was

where the Indians had always gathered.

The young people could no longer meet in the tribal gymnasium

ev'ensings to plaN basketball or just hang out as they were used to

doing. The place was filled with bingo players gambling for high

stakes.

Elderly tribal members complained they could no longer conduct

their hot meal program for the reservation's senior citizens. The

bingo operation had taken over the tribal hall kitchen for a food

concession for their gambling clients. The tribe voted to buy a

special stove for the elders so they could do their cooking.

The sewage system at the tribal hall broke a 3wn under the

strain of hundreds of bingn players using tribal hall facilities.

which had been designed for much less use, and raw sewage flowed out

on top of the ground.

There was an outbreak of hepatitis which the gambling interests

and tribal government tried to cover up. However, Television Channel

10 persisted in checking out reports, documented the disease and

reported it.
Germaine Osuna. Catherine Holsbo, Ernest Magginni and their

followers fought doggedly on. The beautiful and once tranquil

Barona Valley became a hateful place.

Although millions of dollars were flowing through the gambling

operation, tribal members continued to depend on outside jobs to

support their families. Low income members still depended on

government subsidized commodities for food.

An in-house tabloid published by the gambling interests boasted

about giving away $10 million in bingo payoffs but the reservation

continued to depend on federal grants for tribal housing and

development projects.

Even the reservation's parish church succumbed to the gambling

fever sweeping the valley. Tribal officials decided to cancel the

annual fundraising church barbeque. a popular reservation event, and

donate gambling proceeds to the church Instead. The priest was

persuaded to call a bingo game for the proceeds to the church.- Many
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Indians were outraged at the involvement of the church which they

felt should have stayed neutral. The tribe split deeper. Animosity

became stronger and parishioners left the reservation services to go

to church in town.

The loss of income from fleeing parisnioners was bulwarked with

tribal funds and $1.000 per month was pledged to the church for one

year although some reservation members did not belong and complained

of religious favoritism.

Meanwhile. the gambling Interests played on the tribal

aisunity by favoring one side over the other.

Jobs and contract work and bingo concessions were given out

on a political patronage basis.

Around 200 persons were employed in the bingo operation but

only 48 were Barona Reservation Indians. That 48 included the

tribal chairperson who first began - . negotiations with the

gambling Interests and nine members of her immediate family.

Five members of the current tribal chairman's family were

given Jobs; the tribal chairman was put on the payroll; a tribal

council member who was one of the four signers of the secret

agreements and his wife. who was the tribal secretary, were given Jobs.

All three members of the tribal election committee held jobs

along with five members of their immediate families.

The vice chairman of the tribal council received the gift shop

concession and his daughter received a job.

Of the 48 employed Barona Indians. 26 were either involved

with tribal government or were immediate family members of tribal

officials. Twoenty-two were in the tribal government voting block.

Only four members from the opposition were allowed Jobs.

Those employees were hazed, insulted and threatened constantly on the

Job by the tribal government claque while bingo management officials

allowed the on-Job hostilities to rage on. often in front of bingo

customers.

When construction began on a new bingo palace. Ted Dracos.

investigative reporter for Television Channel 10. found that of 200

persons who worked on the building construction, only five were Indians.

The five included the tribal chairman and his son. The other
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three Indians still have not been identified.

There had been no environmental assessments or impact statements

to determine if the 5,505 acre reservation could handle the

unmitigated effects of such a large-scale operation or if reservation

resources would be exhausted.

There were no BIA inspections or auditing of use of tribal

trust lands to be sure they were being used properly or that adequate

public health measures were being taken to protect the public

being enticed and lured to the reservation to gamble.

Reservation construction projects do not require permits and

do not have to meet zoning, public safety, construction or fire safety

standards. State and county construction regulations do not apply

to the reservation.

Outraged opposition Indians mounted an impeachment election

against the tribal government in the summer of 1983 and were determined

to restore order to the reservation.

Using the tribe's regulating, written customs and traditions

as a guide, which details impeachment procedures thoroughly, 55 Bar
Barona Indians held an impeachment election and recalled the entire

tribal council with large majorities.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs refused to honor the election

and forced the tribe to keep the impeached officials in office.

The final reasoning by BIA legal authority Willard Wirtz was
that impartial observers had not been requested of the BIA. If they

had, reasoned Wirtz, the BIA would have honored the ejection.

The tribal attorney termed the victory as the "BIA'S
non-recognition of an unofficial election." But at Barona, under the

tribal regulations, it was an official election.

In November, 1984, when 60 Barona Indians petitioned the BIA
for impartial observers to insure an honest general election, the

BIA refused the request saying "it would violate the tribe's
sovereignty". BIA also decided, at that point, that tribal elections
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were reservation internal matters and tney could not interfere with

the process. Thus the impeached tribal council ruled on and their

gambling operation was secure.

In September, 1984. the bingo operators demanded the tribe

return $300,000 to the operation that had been paid to the tribe as

bingo profit dividends.

The tribe refused. They insited on keeping their money. They

also voted to close the bingo operation on October 29 if it did not

pay its bills and show a profit. Indian bingo workers also demanded

Myles Anderberg. general manager, be fired.

Opposition Indians demanded an audit and Immediate accounting

of the bingo operation. *

The bingo operators announced a month later the operation was

solvent, that it would not be necessary to take the Indian's

$300.000.

It was not until five months later that the tribal attorney

revealed that the bingo management had secretly sold tribally-owned

bingo equipment and kept the money.

The gambling operators also made a deal to LEASE BACK the

embezzled equipment and obligated the tribe to pay $9,838.84 per

month keep the equipment they were already committed to pay for.

This meant the tribe had to pay twice for the embezzled

equipment: 1. On the original purchase agreement and 2. on the

monthly leaseback to keep the equipment after it was sold.

He recommended the tribe FORGIVE THE BINGO MANAGEMENT by not

suing or pressing charges and to agree to assume the $9.838 leaseback

monthly payment.

He also presented the tribe with a new payback agreement on

the bingo palace whLch would mean paying $3 million plus 16 per cent

interest on the building instead of the $2.5 million plus interest

originally proposed to the tribe.

The tribe achieve a rare moment of unity. They said NO. They
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were told the bingo operators would haul the building off the

reservation. The tribe said. "go right ahead." The payback

agreement and settlement of the theft of the equipment is still

hanging. Nothing has been done either way.

Catherine Holsbo and Barbara Crow went to Congressman

Jim Bates and asked him if he could help bring in a Congressional

hearing committee to air the bingo problems and dirty deals.

They also went to federal authorities and asked for a thorough

investigation into both the bingo operation and tribal council

administration of tribal assets and monies.

In March. 1985. the tribal chairman said the tribal council

had become uneasy about the pay-back agreements and had paid the

bingo management $10,000 out of tribal funds on the building and the

equipment lease although they had no tribal permission to do so.

Opposition leaders met with an official in the bingo management

and were told that NO $10,000 had been paid on the agreement. In

fact, nothing had been paid at all he said.

Opposition leaders took the information to the authorities

and again begged for an audit of bingo and tribal funds.

Meanwhile, the tribal attorney recommended the tribe ask for

an audit by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. It was a

safe request. The Bureau of Indian Affairs had not only lived up to

its promise to stay out of the bingo situation, it had NO jurisdiction

to audit it. The bingo boys were safe once again.

Stewart Siegel had been brought in by the bingo management to

replace Myles Anderberg after his firing. Siegel was said to have

an extensive background in professional gambling and casino operation.

He immediately put Nevada casino controls into effect at Barona

to stop the uncontrolled flow of money out of the bingo operation

and establish accountability.

He tightened hiring and payroll policies and cut expenses

to broaden the profit margin. Bingo workers had to begin punching

a time clock and time cards were audited to cut

unauthorized drawing of pay.

He also began a series of meetings with opposition leaders to
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try to bring about harmony, at least so far as the bingo operation

was concerned.

Within 60 days the Indian bingo workers were demanding Siegel

be fired.

Discussions in tribal meetings turned to getting rid of the

outside bingo management and the tribal council clique taking over

the gambling operation itself.

Legally, this cannot be done. There is an exclusive clause

in the management contract reserving gambling operations to the

management company for 25 years on the reservation.

Meanwhile. Bruce Richardson. a reporter with the Daily

Californian in El Cajon, was documenting and publishing a damning

series of stories on financial and gambling abuses on the Barona

Reservation. The name of the game was to shut up Richardson and

silence the El Cajon newspaper. But they Just kept on publishing.

Reservation Indians who were friends of Siegel spent New Year'&

Eve with him in Las Vegas. When they returned they were talking about

another guest of Siegel's, an FBI agent who was supposed to be

investigating bingo operations in Southern California.

In mid-April. Robert Dwyer retired from the FBI and

immediately went to work for the unregulated Las vegas and La Costa

gambling interests at Barona as assistant manager of the bingo

operation.

Indians in both factions were told the ex-FBI agent's

presence in the gambling operation would bring credibility at a

time when credibility was low.

Siegel confirmed to the opposition leaders that he and

Dwyer had been friends for a long time and that his presence would

be an asset at Barona.

Tuesday. of this week. Siegel was fired by management officials

and his friend. Dwyer, took over the unregulated gambling operation

as director of operations.

Meanwhile, opposition leaders obtained information on the

bingo accounts that was shocking to them:

1. The tribe was told repeatedly by the tribal government
that bingo dividend payments were not being made and that the tribe
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was broke.

But bingo records showed the tribe had received $524.721 in

three years. much of it in $55,000 per month pay-offs. However,

there were no back up records showing what the $55,000 amounts

reflected in actual income or profits or where the money had actually

come from.

For the millions of dollars pouring through the bingo operation

the pay-off total was still far too low, many Indians felt.

When Siegel took over the operation the $55,000 and $27.500

payoffs abruptly stopped and monthly payoffs fell to $2,750 for six

months then increased to $5.500 for the past four months.

No one has explained yet how a gambling operation depending

on a fluctuating number of customers, fluctuating Income and

fluctuating profits could pay off the tribe month after month in

identical payments that did not fluctuate.

The bottom line for 1985 is that so far a total of only

$47,000 has been received in dividends thus far In 1985. If this

payoff level persists, Barona Indians will receive only about $600

each this year, maybe less.

This is a shockingly poor return from a multi-million dollar

venture.

What has been reported to you so far are only some of the reasons

that many reservation Indians are supporting the Udall/Bates Bill

1920.

Barona opposition Indians would like to take exception to two

parts of the bill and recommend alternatives.

Before the November 10, 1984 election. Indian bingo workers

were told on Friday that if they wanted Jobs on Sunday they had better

vote the incombent tribal council back in qn Saturday.

The public address system at the bingo hall was used to warn

bingo workers during the games that they had better deliver the vote

on Saturday. It was delivered giving the bingo operation control

over even the reservation election procedures.

Opposition leaders are begging for federal election laws

governing reservation elections and to prevent puppet governments
from being set up ever again.
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It -is because of the faulty reservation process that many

Indians would like a change In House Bill 1920 In Section 6.

Lines 19 through 21. which gives the tribal councils sole authority

for deciding whether to set up gaming activities on a reservation.

The Barona situation illustrates all too graphically

how gambling and other money Interests can manipulate a

tribal council even over the objections of the people.

Many Indians prefer that such serious matters be

decided by a tribal referendum election with secret ballots

and impartial observers to insure honest balloting.

The decision to establish a lottery in California was not

left to the discretion of a single elected body but was taken directly

to the electorate through a special proposition on the election ballot.

Reservation Indians should also have this right to ballot

secretly on any major issue affecting their community.

They also have the right to legal protection of their voting

process through strong election laws that will guarantee an honest

process.

Many indians also ask for a change in Section 7. paragraph

(d), Lines 14 through 16 which stipulates "any contract not acted on

within 90 days shall be considered as having been approved."

Opposition Indians ask that this simply be deleted as an

undesirable contract can be stalled on the final decision level

until the time ran out and thus win approval by default.

The recommendation is to simply end paragraph (d) with "The

decision of the Secretary shall be final."

In closing. I would like to emphasize to you that your being

here today has special significanse to the opposition band of Indians

from Barona.

The past year they have been driven by a solemn vow they made to

Germaine Osuna.

Last October 7. 1984 she unexpectedly died from a cancer that

moved silently and swiftly.

According to Diegueno tradition the graves must be hand dug.

a special funeral dinner prepared. But neither can be done by any

of the relatives of the person wbo has died.
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By this time the split on the reservation was

so intense and the two main families on the reservation were so

divided that there was no one to help bury Germaine.

Indians came in from other reservations to dig her grave

and prepare the funeral dinner.

The grieving opposition Indians made a vow on Germaine'

grave that they would somehow get the Barona situation investigated

in her time.

According to Diegueno beliefs, the dead are mourned for

one year after death. The grave is left bare. During that time

their loved ones settle all their business on earth and then on

the anniversary of their death a memorial mass is held, the

gravestone is put on the grave and the spirit of the dead is then

left to rest in peace.

When Congressman Bates announced in February that the

Congressional committee hearing would be held in September,

Germaine's people rejoiced. When the federal grand Jury

investigation began on September 4 it was complete.

When Germaine's memorial mass is held they can attend

knowing they have kept the faith and kept their vow. They have

done all that could be done to bring justice to Barona.

Although the worst is over there is still work to be done

at Barona. The beauty of the valley Is threatened by a proposed

serip mining project that will tear down the north wall of the

reservation and which, according to projections by the

developers, will realize less than $35 per month to each of

the tribal members.

A prison camp project that will imprison 375 human

beings behind chain link fences in pre-fab buildings in semi

desert heat without water is proposed. The sponsors propose to

HAUL IN WATER to them.

Another proposal would include manufacture of methane

gas on the unregulated reservation.

Keep in mind that this Is a small reservation of only

5,500 acres rimmed by rapidly growing settlements in which people
have built expensive homes and developed multi-million dollar
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communities. One such areo. San Diego Country Estates. is a planned

community of 10.000 people.

Any. or all, of the latest projects Oeing pushed for

Barona by the tribal government will be devastating to these

communities who have no voice whatsoever in the financial

destruction that threaten
4 

them. Their loss will reflect in lost

property taxes and a depleted tax base.

Economic development for Indian reservations looks

great on the drawing board but when it becomes an open door for

throw-away projects and operation that outside communities will not

tolerate, or at the least rigidly zone or regulate, then it must

be considered non-productive.

These projects victimize the Indian people who do not

have the checks and balances or regulatory controls of zoning and

planning and can only stand by helplessly as their reservations are

destroyed.

One person involved with a particularly hated project

being forced on Barona was heard recently to say at a Lakeside

gathering. "what difference does it make? In a year or two we

will have these reservations terminated anyway!"

The opposition at Barona is determined that this will

not happen there. They not only owe it to themselves and to their

children and grandchildren for decades to come. they also owe it

to Germaine.

Thank you again for coming and we will be happy to answer

any questions or supply any additional documentary.

vi Murphy

Committee on Indian Affairs for

Congressman Jim Bates

72-553 0 - 87 - 16
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Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you very much. If we can wait 1 minute, we
want to give the reporter a chance to change the tape.

Miss Murphy, thank you for a very excellent and thorough and
well-documented statement. I was wondering whether the problems
you have seen on the Barona Reservation are limited to that reser-
vation or is this prevalent throughout the tribes in the area?

Ms. MURPHY. You will have other testimony today that the bingo
operation on Rincon closed down abruptly, leaving Rincon with a
large number of debts and a very indefinite future. We have re-
ceived lately flyers from Indians at Santa Ynez who are dissatisfied
with the operation there. We have been in contact with people on
some other reservations. We notice that there are notices posted on
the cash registers in some of the stores in El Cajon warning their
cashiers not to cash Sequon bingo parlor checks, so there are no-
no, Barona is not the only one. I think perhaps Barona is more in
the limelight because Barona was the first, and Barona was to be
the great shining example, and there was much boasting about this
lawsuit that put Sheriff Duffy and local authorities off of the reser-
vation so they could operate without control.

Barona had a very glossy public relations program. They had
very high-paid PR people who made Barona look good. So as a
result, Barona was more in the limelight. At Barona, if there had
simply been some communication at the beginning, I don't believe
the tribal split would have been this bad. The tribal split is tragic.
It's tragic.

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. Miller, do you have any questions?
Thank you very much.
The committee is going to take a 5-minute break right now.

AFTER RECESS

Mr. LEHMAN. The committee will be in order.
At this time the committee will call forward Mr. Edward Welch,

tribal chairman, Barona Band of Indians. The chair wants to
advise the witnesses, due to time constraints we will appreciate
your making your remarks as brief as possible. Try not to cover
things that have already been brought out. I would like you to
limit your remarks to 5 minutes, if you could, and we will try to
finish in about an hour or so.

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. Welch, you may proceed.

PANEL CONSISTING OF EDWARD WELCH, TRIBAL CHAIRMAN,
BARONA BAND OF MISSION INDIANS; AND ART BUNCE, TRIBAL
ATTORNEY, BARONA BAND OF MISSION INDIANS
Mr. WELCH. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the

subcommittee. My name is Edward Welch. I am the elected chair-
man of the Barona Band of Mission Indians. I am here with our
tribal attorney, Mr. Art Bunce, today to present the band's view on
S. 902 and H.R. 1920 and our reason for those views.

The Barona Band is proud to be the tribe that first established
the legal right of all California tribes to engage in bingo enterprise
free of State regulation. We won this victory in Federal court in
December 1982 and opened our first bingo venture on April 15,
1983, the first in California.
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The reservation has almost no natural resources and little eco-
nomic activity. At the time, our reservation unemployment rate
was over 60 percent. Our people voted to engage in bingo games as
an assertion of our court victory and to provide employment and
income to the tribe. Due to our Indian preference policy, virtually
every member of the tribe who has applied for employment at our
bingo hall has been hired, although some have quit or been fired
for cause.

Of the approximately 120 current employees, 54--nearly half-
are enrolled tribal members an,.- around 25 more are household
members of tribal members. The payroll is now around $25,000 per
week.

Since the business started, it has paid a total of about $2,970,000
in wages and benefits. This employment has been of enormous ben-
efit to our people, raising their standard of living. Employment at
our bingo hall has enabled some employees to get off welfare and
SSI. Some are Federal taxpayers for the first time. Some employees
had never held jobs before. Some had no transportation to look for
work off the reservation. And all now have work experience that
will make them more employable elsewhere.

The tribe itself has benefited from bingo. Aside from about $2
million in direct bingo profits, we will own the $3 million building
once the construction loan is paid off. With our profits, we have
funded our nutrition and assistance program for our senior citi-
zens. We have provided scholarships to every high school graduate
from the reservation who wanted to go to college or vocational
school. Death benefits have gone to needy families, and we have
been able to provide cash payments to all tribal members for the
support and welfare of the families.

Despite the controversy that surrounds it, bingo has been good
for Barona. It has enabled us to attempt the kind of economic self-
sufficiency that President Reaan called for in his Indian policy
statement of 1983. "Ve are relying on our own efforts to lessen our
dependence on Federal funds. We want to support ourselves. With-
out natural resources, bingo is by far the best economic enterprise
available to us.

As a sovereign Indian nation, we believe that we can regulate
our own bingo operation. We can keep the games clean and can
keep our management company honest. We have not let organized
crime infiltrate us. However, we realize that allegations of wrong-
doing are difficult to refute, especially if there is no outside review.
Therefore, the Barona Band supports H.R. 1920 and S. 902.

I will turn this over to our attorney.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Welch follows:]

0
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Prepared Testimony of the Barona Band of Mission Indians
to a Sub-Commttee of the

House Interior & Insular Affairs Committee
on S.902 and H.R. 1920 and Related Issues

San Diego, California
September 13, 1985 .

Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the sub-committee.

My name is Edward Welch. I am the elected Chairman of the Barona

Band of Mission Indians. I am here with our Tribal Attorney, Mr.

Art Bunce, today to present the Band's views on S.902 and h.R. 1920

and our reasons for those views.

The Barona Band is proud to be the tribe that first established

the legal right of all Califorlia tribes to engage in bingo enter-

prises free of state regulation. We won this victory in federal

court in December of 1982 and opened our first bingo venture on

April 15, 1983, the first in California. The reservation has almost

no natural resources and little economic activity. At the time, our

reservation unemployment rate was over 60%. Our people voted to

engage in bingo games as an assertion of our court victory and to

provide employment and income to the tribe. Due' to our Indian

preference policy, virtually every member of the tribe wio has

applied for employment at our bingo hall has been hired, although

some have quit or been fired for cause. Of the approximately 120

current employees, 54 (nearly half) are enrolled tribal members,

and around 25 more are household members of tribal members. The

payroll is now around $25,000 per week. Since;the business started,

it has paid a total of about $2,970,000 in wages and benefits.

This employment has been of enormous benefit to our people, raising

their standard of living. Employment at our bingo hall has enabled

I .
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some employees to get off welfare and SSI. Some are federal tax-

payers for the first time. Some employees had never held jobs before.

Some had no transportation to look for work off the reservation.

And all now have work experience that will make them more employable

elsewhere.

The Tribe itself has benefitted from bingo. Aside from about

half a million dollars in direct bingo profits, we will own the

$3,000,000 building once the construction loan is paid off. With

our profits we have funded our nutrition and assistance program for

our senior citizens. We have provided scholarships to every high

shcool graduate from the reservation who wanted to go to college or

vocational school. Death benefits have gone to needy families. And

we have been able to provide cash payments to all tribal members for

the support and welfare of the families.

Despite the controversy that surrounds it, bingo has been good

for Barona. It has enabled us to attempt the kind of economic self-

sufficiency that President Reagan called for in his Indian Policy

Statement of 1983. We are relying on our own efforts to lessen our

dependence on federal funds. We want to support ourselves. Without

natural resources, bingo is by far the best economic enterprise

available to us.

As a sovereign Indian nation, we believe that we can regulate

our own bingo operation. We can keep the games clean and can keep

our management company honest. We have not let organized crime

infiltrate us. However, we realize that allegations of wrongdoing

are difficult to refute, especially if there is no outside review.

Therefore, the Barona Band supports H.R. 1920 and S. 902. Both of
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these bills would assist us in our own efforts to police our opera-

tion. Uniform federal standards would strengthen our existing tribal

bingo ordinance. We woud welcome the kind of review of our manage-

ment agreement by the Secretary of the Interior that these ,bills

provide. While ours already complies in most respects, such review

will improve its weak points. Such review would verify the background

checks that we have already performed, at tribal expense, and give

us further assurance of the lack of involvement with organized crime

of all those in our management company.

We particularly welcome the provision that the Secretary of

the Interior can audit all financial matters to verify the accuracy

of the figures provided by the management firms. While the Barona

Band now has no particular reason to doubt the financial reports

prepared by a local firm of certified public accountants, those

reports are based solely on figures supplied by our management firm.

Because the Band would prefer some independent verification, we

formally requested an outside audit by the Bureau of Indian Affairs

long ago. However, the Bureau informs us that. its central office

has a policy specifically prohibiting its technical staff from

conducting audits of tribal bingo operations. When we could not

obtain an audit from this source, we requested the assistance of

Congressman Jim Bates, who asked the General Accounting Office to

conduct the audit. Unfortunately, we have just been informed-that

federal law seems to prohibit the General Accounting Office from

providing the audit. We are pleased that either S.-902 or H.R. 1920

would provide clear statutory authority for the Secretary to provide

such an audit.
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In this regard, we believe that H.R. 1920 is preferable to

S. 902 in that we believe that the regional Indian gaming commission

established by Section 11 of S. 902 would not be useful or workable

in California. We would prefer the Secretary's supervision to that

of a commission. We would also like to see language added to either

bill specifically authorizing per capita distribution of some

reasonable fraction of a tribe's bingo profits to members of the

tribe. The Barona Band agrees with the reasons for adding such

language described by the Santa Ynez Band. While all of a tribe's

bingo profits should certainly not be distributed per capita, there

are valid reasons for permitting such a partial distribution. With

these comments, the Barona Band supports both H.R. 1920 and S. 902.

Lastly, you have heard criticism of the Barona Band's tribal

government, its management firm, and its operations this morning

from members of the Band. Those voicing this criticism speak only

for themselves, not for the tribe as a whole. This is neither the

time nor the place to argue the merits of their allegations. For

now, it is sufficient to say that the democratically elected Tribal

Government denies all allegations of wrongdoing and will answer them

in detail at the appropriate time and place. The Tribal Government

is not perfect and there is always room for improvement. But the

Tribal Council members are the duly and democratically elected

representatives of the people. They act in good faith for the

good of the tribe as a whole. They answer to the people as a whole

and will not be intimidated by unfounded allegations of a dissident

minority and of outsiders who simply do not know the facts.

We thank the committee for this opportunity to express the

Band's views on and support of H.R. 1920 and S. 902.
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Mr. BUNCE. I am Art Bunce. I am the tribal attorney for the
Barona Band. The tribe supports both H.R. 1920 and S. 902. Both of
these bills would assist us in our own efforts to police our oper-
ation. Uniform Federal standards would strengthen our existing
tribal bingo ordinance. We would welcome the kind of review of
our management agreement by the Secretary of the Interior that
these bills provide.

While ours already complies in most respects, such review will
improve its weak points. Such review would verify the background
checks that we have already performed, at tribal expense, and give
us further assurance of the lack of involvement with organized
crime of all those in our management company.

We particularly welcome the provision of the bills that the Secre-
tary of the Interior can audit all financial matters to verify the ac-
curacy of the figures provided by the management firms. While the
Barona Band has no particular reason to doubt the financial re-
ports prepared by a local firm of certified public accountants, those
reports are basod soley on figures supplied by our management
firm.

Because the band would prefer some independent verification, we
formally requested an outside audit by the Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs long ago. However, the Bureau informs us that its central
office has a policy specifically prohibiting its technical staff from
conducting audits of tribal bingo operations. When we could not
obtain an audit from this source, we requested the assistance of
Congressman Jim Bates who asked the General Accounting Office
to conduct the audit.

Unfortunately, we have just been informed that Federal laws
seem to prohibit the General Accounting Office from providing the
audit. We are pleased that either S. 902 or H.R. 1920 would provide
both clear statutory authority for the Secretary to provide such an
audit.

In this regard, we believe that H.R. 1920 is preferable to S. 902 in
that we believe that the Regional Indian Gaming Commission es-
tablished by section 11 of S. 902 would not be useful or workable in
California. We would prefer the Secretary's supervision to that of a
commission.

We would also like to see language added to either bill specifi-
cally authorizing per capital distribution of some reasonable frac-
tion of a tribe's bingo profits to members of the tribe. The Barona
Band agrees with the reasons for adding such language described
by the Santa Ynez Band. While all of a tribe's bingo profits should
certainly not be distributed per capita, there are valid reasons for
permitting such a partial distribution.

With these comments, the Barona Band supports both H.R. 1920
and S. 902.

Lastly, you have heard at great length this morning criticism of
the Barona Band's tribal government, its management firm, and its
operation.

Instead of asking the committee to remain here all afternoon for
a point-by-point refutation of those charges, we would just like to
say they are false. If the committee wishes, we will refute them
point by point in this forum or any other forum you request.
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Mr. LEHMAN. There have been some very serious accusations
made and a number of them were very specific, and there is a copy
of the testimony from the previous witness that will be available,
and I believe the next set of witnesses would have that as well. I
believe the committee would appreciate if you would supply for the
record any statements you wish to make answering those specific
allegations. I don't think we ought to dismiss them, but in the in-
terest of time, they should be answered.

Mr. BUNCE. In what manner would you prefer that?
Mr. LEHMAN. In a written manner.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. Chairman, I would request, if I might, that the

witness be allowed to and be requested by the committee to make a
written refutation of those allegations to be made part of this
record. I think that it would be the most complete way to du it, and
I don't think we ought to get into the verbal responses back and
forth. I don't think that is terribly useful to the long-range needs of
this committee considering the legislation.

Mr. BUNCE. We welcome the opportunity to provide that point by
point.

Mr. LEHMAN. Without objection, that will be the order, and we
will keep the record open for 2 weeks for anyone who wants to
submit additional documentation.

Mr. BUNCE. I would like to make some comments on a few of the
specific matters mentioned by the first two speakers this morning.
In the interest of time, we would be open to answer questions from
the committee.

Mr. LEHMAN. Go ahead if you want to make a statement on
those. You are referring to the sheriff and the Riverside County
Council?

Mr. BUNCE. Yes. Regarding the possibility that organized crime
may be infiltrating the games, back when the games opened, I per-
sonally went to Mr. Rudy Corona, deputy attorney general of the
State of California, and told him that the tribe is equally concerned
about that possibility, and offered that if we ever learned-if the
tribe had any suspicions, we would ask the Attorney General's
Office to assist us. We asked the attorney general's voice if they
developed any information, evidence or leads in this regard, we
wanted to know about it because of all the various Federal agen-
cies and State agencies and other concerned bodies, the tribe itself
is in the best position to police its own operations.

As the Morongo Band testified this morning, it has canned two
management companies for improper performance. The Barona
Band could do the same thing if it found its management company
was guilty of the same kind of malfeasance. The tribe is willing to
do that if necessary.

We received no information whatsoever from any law enforce-
ment source or from our own independent efforts that there is any
organized crime influence. If it is out there, we don't know about it.
If someone else does, please tell us; we will act on it.

The same offer was made to the Supervisory Special Agent of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation in San Diego on May 6 of this
year. To date, the FBI hasn't given us anything to work on either.

With regard to the effect on the charitable games, I haven't veri-
fied this myself, but I was informed by the first general manager of
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the bingo hall during the first year of operation of the Barona
Bingo Hall in San Diego County some charitable bingo operations
closed their doors because of increasing opposition; that is true.
More opened their doors.

During that first year, the net increase in charitable games in
San Diego County was six; despite the presence of Barona Band.

It is not fair also to compare charitable games and Indian games;
they are different. Charitable games are run by organizations like
the Knights of Columbus, the Rotary, or Mobile Homes Associa-
tion. Those folks have important but limited responsibilities. Tribes
are different; they are not just charitable organizations. They are
governments. They are obligated to provide services to their people.

To do that, they have got to raise revenues. The Barona Band
has no natural resources to speak of. There is the possibility of a
sand and gravel operation, but sand and gravel is not oil or urani-
um or timber or coal. Lacking any natural resources, what is
Barona supposed to do?

Federal funding is drying up. The folks on the reservation expe-
rienced a terrible unemployment rate, they have difficulties with
education, with health. They have got to do something to support
themselves and provide services for their people. This is what was
available to Barona at the time.

Now, I was on a radio call-in call a year or two ago down in Alca-
hone, next to Barona. We got a call in from a lady who was com-
plaining the senior citizens' nutrition program at their senior
center was being harmed because the bingo games that used to
support it were being driven out of business by Barona.

My response to her was, "Ma'am, we wish we had a senior citi-
zens program. We wish we had a senior citizens' center. Perhaps
when we catch up with you, your complaint may have some validi-
ty. Until then, no."

During all the years those charitable games were operating, none
of them, I believe, ever helped the folks of Barona any. The folks of
Barona are trying to help themselves.

Now, with regard to one of the earlier speaker's suggestions what
is really going on here is that the expectations of the non-Indian
community are being defeated, perhaps that is so. Up until the last
few years, many tribes, especially in southern California, were vir-
tually unknown to the local non-Indian community. If you stopped
people out on the street today, most of them would not be aware
there are Indians in San Diego County. As long as Indians live in
the remote back country and seldom encounter non-Indians, few
people are aware of them or care what they did on their reserva-
tions.

It is only more recently Indians have come to the attention of
the non-Indian population. When that happens, they react with
shock and surprise when they find out Indian tribes are govern-
ments, that they do have a special -protected status under Federal
law, which in a shortsighted way gives them a leg up on others.

If you attended the oral argument of the Barona case in the
court of appeals that established the right of all tribes to engage in
bingo free of State regulation, that precise question was asked by
the presiding judge to the attorney who argued the case for
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Barona, he said, "Won't this give an unfair leg up to Indians over
everybody else if you rule in favor of your client?"

The attorney for the tribe said, "Yes, Your Honor, and it is only
fitting that it be done so for historical reasons." The chief judge
said, "Yes, I agree."

There are many other things I would like to say, but in the inter-
est of time, I would like to defer to any questions the committee
might have.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Miller. Mr. de Lugo.
Mr. DE LuGo. I have no questions based on the exchange, Mr.

Chairman.
Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. Bates?
Mr. BATES. No questions.
Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you very much.
Next we will hear from Mr. Ernest Maggini, Ms. Catherine

Holsbo, and Ms. Margaret Holinek.

PANEL CONSISTING OF ERNEST MAGGINI, MARGARET HOLINEK,
AND CATHERINE HOLSBO, TRIBAL MEMBERS, EL CAPITAN
BAND OF MISSION INDIANS
Mr. MAGGINI. Good afternoon. My name is Ernest Maggini.
Mr. LEHMAN. Talk into the microphone.
Without objection, we will put your statement in the record.
Mr. MAGGINI. My name is Ernest Maggini. I am here on behalf

of the opposition. And I here have my daughter, Margaret Maggini,
to talk with you, Margaret Maggini Holinek. She will speak for me.

Ms. HOLINEK. Good afternoon, members of the hearing commit-
tee and Congressman Jim Bates.

First off, I would like to say thank you very much. We waited for
some time for this to happen, and we are grateful for this hearing.

I am a member of the El Capitan Band of Mission Indians on the
Barona Reservation. We are located in San Diego County, Califor-
nia. I am speaking in behalf of Mr. Maggini, my father, and other
members of the band.

Let it be known, we do not oppose bingo on the Indian reserva-
tions, but we are here to advise as to conditions that have existed
on the Barona Indian Reservation since the onset of the Barona
Indian Bingo.

I do realize some of these have already been covered. Some addi-
tional points that I will make that are in your packets that have
been handed out, I hope-evidently, some of this information was
previously presented on April 24, 1984. There is really no need for
me to go into great detail.

Additionally, what I would like to comment on is that as far as
bringing you up to date as to what has gone on since that time, one
of the items that was covered in the previous memo is in regard to
our housing. All of our housing rehab have come from outside
funding and not from Indian bingo.

Our food commodities-we were getting food commodities in
1984. We are still being provided food commodities as late as this
week.
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Yes, I do realize there have been distributions, not only in 1984
but in 1983. I do recognize from Mr. Bunce's comments there have
been some scholarships, senior aid, et cetera, yes. But, as one can
see, the overall benefits from this operation have been limited in
nature and are nominal as relating to dollars for an operation of
this magnitude at Barona.

There has been some concern as to the validity of the documents,
especially the management agreement between Barona and Ameri-
can Amusement and Management, Inc. The original agreement
dated April 1981 was, in fact, sent for review to the Bureau of
Indian Affairs. A land lease was involved at that time.

The BIA's response to our request was that no trust land and
funds were involved; therefore, the 'geement did not require ap-
proval. This particular agreement did not-and had not properly
been approved by the Barona General Council even as late as May
28, 1983. Since that initial -eview, concerned members have at-
tempted to put in layman's terms what this agreement means.
Their recitals are within your packet.

I would like to, though, summarize what the recitals have said in
regards to these agreements, the bottom line. The company can
build managements on the land, lease them on the land, conduct
any kind of business on the reservation, make loans to accomplish
this, hire outside people if the company doesn't feel an Indian ap-
plicant is qualified, and basically control the land and its activities
for 45iietcent-of the net profits for 25 years.

Due to the fact our main resource land was taken out of our con-
trol for 25 years, the BIA should have recognized the fact that
more than just review was required. Despite these two areas inquestion-one, land out of control for 25 years; and theproper ap-
proval by the General Council of the tribe, voting members, that
is-the Bureau did not act in a responsible manner in 1981, nor did
it take the appropriate action in 1984 to satisfy all concerned par-
ties. It is apparent the BIA has been irresponsible in the handling
of this situation as well as areas that are included in your packet.

I would like to bring one shocking example to your attention, be-
cause this matter has yet to my knowledge been settled. In 1970,
our tribal chairman leased land from the tribe for a home site. Yes,
this had been approved by the tribe.

In 1972, he put this tribal land up as collateral on a loan he at-
tained in secret from San Diego Trust and Savings Bank for
$25,000. The loan apparently was the start of business. His busi-
ness partner in the venture, which he located on his tribal home
site, was an outsider. The tribe was not consulted about use of trust
lands as collateral or informed the business partner was an outsid-
er given an interest in an Indian business located on Indian lands.

Also, the lease put up by the tribal chairman was improper be-
cause he had signed it as both lessor and lessee, and the Bureau of
Indian Affairs had approved this conflicting signing.

Half the $25,000 was paid by the non-Indian business partner,
and then the note defaulted. It was assigned to the Small Business
Administration by the bank, which subsequently foreclosed on the
note and put the lease on tribal land up for public sale.

Opposition leaders discovered this situation when the lease was
put up for public sale, and went to Congressman Jim Bates with
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copies of the papers and asked for an investigation. We have also
filed a complaint with the Bureau of Indian Affairs, but have heard
absolutely nothing from them.

The tribal chairman was not censured or brought to account for
his abuse of our trust land, and so far as we know he got away
with it.

We simply do not trust the BIA. We would like a good investiga-
tion of the BIA and its lack of responsibility for our tribal lands
and resources.

Thank you for your attention and your consideration.
[Prepared statement of Ms. Holinek follows:]
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STATEMENT OF MARGARET HOLINEK

Congressman Richard Lehman

Members of the Hearing Committee for

The House Committee for Interior and insular Affairs

ad Congressman Jim Bates

First, I would like to thank you for being here today.

We have waited many years for something like this to happen and

we are very grateful.

My name is Margaret F. Holanik. a member of the El

Capitan Band of Mission Indians on the Barona Reservation, nine

miles northeast of Lakeside. California. in San Diego County..

I am speaking in behalf of Ernest Magginni. who is my

father and for some other members of the band who could not atten;

this hearing.

Let it be known that we do not oppose bingo on the

Indian reservations but we dre here to advise as to conditions that

_-_..have existed on the Barona Indian Reservation since the-onset of

Barona Indian Bingo.

Some of the data we are presenting today in our packet

of documentary was previously presented to a bingo hearing held in

Sacramento. California in April. 1984. However, the conditions

referred to are still the same and nothing has changed since then.

So, I would like to present it again today.

Areas on our reservation which have shown little or no

improvement since the bingo operation began include:

HOUSING: All housing and rehabilitation have been. and

atill are from outside funding.

EMPLOYMENT: Little or no change in the number of

employees since 1984.

HEALTH: The Sycuan Health Clinic has temporarily
relocated to Barona. Funds are generated totally'through government

grants and programs. (Check enclosed May 4. 1985 minutes)

FOOD COMMODITIES: Are still needed and being provided

to Barona.
BINGO DISTRIBUTIONS: were made in December. 1983 if

$1.O00 each to 148 enrolled members and $2.00 each in December,
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1985. That has been the total realized by the tribe from the bingo.

As one can see, the overall benefits from this operation

have been limited in nature and are nominal as relating to dollars

for an operation of this magnitude at Barona.

There has been some concern as to the validity of the

documents, especially, the management agreement between Barona and

American Amusement and Management, Inc.

The original management agreement dated April, 1981 was,

in fact, sent for review to the U.s. Bureau of Indian Affairs

(minutes of 4/23/83 tribal meeting). A land lease was involved.

The BIA response to the request on Oct. 6, 1981 was that

no trust land and funds were involved therefore the agreement did

not require approval. This particular agreement had not

properly been approved by the Barona General Council even as late

as May 28, 1983.

Since that initial review, concerned members have attempted

to put in laymans terms what this agreement means. (Please see

recitals) , A6E 2A

Due to this factthat our main resource--land--

was taken out of our control for 25 years the BIA should have

recognized that fact that more than Just a review was required.

Despite these two areas in question: 1. Land out of

control for 25 years and 2. proper approval by the General Council

of the tribe (all voting Indians). the bureau did not act in a

responsible manner in 1981 nor did it take tte appropriate action

in 1984 to satisfy all concerned parties. (.1m Bates letter).

It Is apparent that the BIA has been irresponsible in the

handling of this situation as well as other areas that are

included in your packet .
I would like to bring one shocking example to your

attention because the matter is not yet settled:

In 1970 our tribal chairman leased 1.49 acres of land

from the tribe for a homesite. The tribe approved the request.

In 1972. he put the tribal land up as collateral on a
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loan he obtained in secret from San Diego Trust and Savings Bank

for $25.000. The loan apparently was to start a business. His

business partner In the venture, wjitch he located on his tribal

homesite, was an outsider.

The tribe was not consulted about use of the trust lands

as collateral or informed that the business partner was an outsider

who had been given an interest in an Indian business located on

Indian lands.

Also, the lease put up by the tribal chairman was improper

because he had signed it as both lessor and lessee and the Bureau

of Indian Affairs had approved this conflicting signing.

Half the $25,000 was paid by the non-Indian

business partner and then the note defaulted. It was assigned

to the Small business Administration by the bank which subsequently

foreclosed on the note and put the lease on the tribal land up for

public sale.

Opposition leaders discovered the situation when the

lease was put up for public sale and went to Congressman Jim Bates

.with copies of the papers andasked foi'aninvestibati.. .

we also filed a complaint with the Bureau of Indian

Affairs but heard absolutely nothing from them.

An investigation was made by the Department of the

Interior and confirmed our information and also confirmed the deal

had been done without the knowledge of the tribe or the BIA.

That is the last we have heard of It. the tribal chairman

was not censured or brought to account for his abuse of our trust

lands and so far as we know he got away with it. it still rankles

us and we simply do not trust the BIA.

we would like a good investigation of the 151A and its

lack of responsibility for our tribal lands and resources.

Thank you for your attention and consideration.
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Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you.
Do you have any comments to add to that?
Ms. HOLSBO. She covered it.
[The statement of Ms. Holsbo follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF CATHERINE EOiSBO

Congressman Richard Lehman

Members of the Hearing Committee

House Committee of Interior and Insular Affairs

and Congressman Jim Bates

My name is Catherine Holsbo and I am a member of the

El Capitan Band of Mission Indians. I speak today for myself, for

Barbara Crow. who is also a member of the Barona Reservation and

a leader of the opposition Indians there.

The distrust of the Bureau of Indian Affairs has become

so deep and strong among many Indians and non-Indians alike that

petitions are being circulated throughout the Indian communities,

not only in California but in other states as well to abolish the

agency.

We realize there must be an agency to take care of

American Indian trust lands, trust payments and reservation affairs.

We urge that Congress establish a super-agency called the

U.S. Department of Indian Affairs to be headed by a Secretary with

cabinet rank arid empowered to sit with the cabinet of the President

of the united States and bring matters of American Indian concern

directly to his attention, the rest of the cabinet and to the Congress

of the United States.

We also urge that administrative officials in this

Department be of Native American Indian origin so far as possible

so that our American Indians may truly have a voice in our U.S.

government and that we have qualified people who understand our

culture and traditions and the vast and complex problems of our

reservations in a position of government administrative authority.

We further ask THAT NOT ONE PERSON now employed in the

U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs be carried over into this new

Department but that we start with a new slate and officials whom

we can learn to know, respect and trust.

Please give this matter your deepest consideration.

Thank you.
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abolish the BIA

We further ask THAT NOT ONE PERSON now employed in the

U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs be carried over into this new

Department but that we start with a new slate an4 officials whom

we can learn to know, respect and trust. , '-

These petitions are only the first to'be given to you.

More petitions are now being circulated and will be forwarded to

your committee as they are filled.

Some Indians who sign them are being threatened by tribal

officials with dismissal from the tribe, loss of their Indian

benefits and banishment from their reservations.

But they are signing them anyway. The movement is strong

and the more Amer'ican Indian people are threatened the more

determined they are becoming about breaking one more dictatorship

hold on our reservations and our people.

Thank you.
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Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. Miller.
Mr. MILLER. Explain to me again the terms of the 25-year agree-

ment.
Ms. HOLINEK. Within the management agreement, it had allowed

for a 25-years'-again, as I say, this is basically the layman's
terms-as summarized, the company, considering that would be
probably the management, can build buildings on the land, lease
them on the land, conduct any kind of business on the reserva-
tion--

Mr. MILLER. Stop right there.
So, we are talking beyond-this would be compensation for their

management and their ability would go beyond the bingo business
if they could entice other entities to engage in that economic activi-
ty?

Ms. HOLINEK. It appears so. I know the management agree-
ment-we have two of them, one from 1981 and one from 1983. Un-
fortunately, all I know is that one of them, they can conduct any
type of enterprise on the reservation, not just bingo.

Mr. MILLER. Go ahead.
Ms. HOLINEK. Make loans to accomplish this, hire outside people

if the company does not teel any Indian applicant is qualified, and
basically control that portion of land for 25 years for 45 percent of
the profits.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
Ms. HOLINEK. I would like to make one note; that there is refer-

ence here to "make loans to accomplish this."
On the Barona Reservation, there was a building-I think right

around $2 million worth of construction. There have been several
times there have been people who asked to see the encumbering
documents, and also know who the investors are. Unfortunately,
every time we seem to have asked that question, we never are fully
satisfied.

We still do not know what the encumbrances are. We do not
know the agreements that have been made, so we don't know
whether or not our land has been given as collateral or if it is just
the building.

Mr. MILLER. You obviously raised many of the concerns members
of this committee have.

In my statements to the previous witnesses, I don't think I am
speaking out of turn, but I think the future for the unions of
Indian bingo are going to rise and fall on these contractual ar-
rangements; and if they become oppressive, if they become one-
sided, I dare say there-is no great constituency to allow this to con-
tinue in the Congress. And some people may very well be killing
the goose that laid the golden egg for them if they think they are
going to extract really an unethical arrangement with the Indian
tribe.

We have been through this once before. We went through this
with resource leasing, and there again we saw both the Congress
and courts respond to it. So, I just think people ought to under-
stand that.

Ms. HOLINEK. I would like to say that we are not against any de-
velopment.

Mr. MILLER. I understand.
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Ms. HOLINEK. All we are concerned with is the fact of the way it
has been done and whether or not we have been properly protect-
ed. There are many cases, I would say probably not only on our res-
ervation but other reservations, there are only a few who may ac-
tually be benefitting from this, but not everybody as a whole. That
is quite unfair.

Mr. MILLER. I think I share your concerns. It is not a question of
whether or not you are going to have economic development. The
question is: How are you going to do it?

At times, I am uncomfortable with the role the Federal Govern-
ment plays, and most of the time I am ashamed with what the
Bureau of Indian Affairs has done over the long-term history. But
it is still within our power to make those changes. And if there are
a series of contractual arrangements that clearly are outside the
scope of acceptable business practices and ethics, then all of a
sudden this legislation looks a lot more attractive to me than it did
at 9 o'clock this morning. I think that is the issue.

Ms. HOLINEK. One thing I would like to add is that I don't feel
we are opposed to any benefits or any other companies coming in
to work with us. But not only do we have to consider ourselves, but
we do have to consider our surrounding areas to make sure that
any project we get involved with not only has an impact on us but
also has an impact on the surrounding areas.

That is all I would like to say right now.
Mr. LEHMAN. The previous witness, Mr. Welsh, stated that they

would support passage of H.R. 1920. Is that your position, also?
Ms. HOLINEK. Unfortunately, I don't really know. I will pass it to

my dad.
Mr. MAGGINI. I didn't hear the question.
Mr. LEHMAN. Are you in support of the Udall bill, H.R. 1920?
Mr. MAGGINI. Well, I am not familiar really with that bill, so I

don't want to comment.
Mr. LEHMAN. It seems to me many of the abuses that have been

outlined here could be handled via that legislation, which the
tribal leadership has said they would be willing to accept.

Another question. Maybe you don't know this, but maybe I can
get Mr. Bunce to handle this later. Who is the management compa-
ny at your operation?

Ms. HOLINEK. American Amusement and Management.
Mr. LEHMAN. Is that a California corporation?
Ms. HOLINEK. Good question. I did try to confirm it. I believe

they are supposed to be a California corporation that incorporated
in January of 1983, which is in conflict to the first management
agreement because that is dated 1981.

But I understand there has been a name change, so Mr. Bunce
would probably be the one to research that to make sure it is in
fact a California corporation.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you.
Mr. de Lugo.
Mr. DE Luro. I just want to associate myself with the remarks of

Mr. Miller and say that I understand that BIA will be before this
committee in October. It would seem to me we have a lot of ques-
tions to ask the Bureau of Indian Affairs about their response to
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many of the events that have taken place, and I will look forward
to hearing from them.

I have no further questions.
Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you very much.
The next witness will be Mr. Rick Sola, tribal attorney, Rincon

Band of Mission Indians.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD M. SOLA, TRIBAL ATTORNEY, RINCON
BAND OF MISSION INDIANS

Mr. SoLA. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I am Rich-
ard Sola, attorney for the Rincon Band of Mission Indians. The
tribal chairman is unable to attend today. However, there are
many members of the tribal council in the audience. The tribal
council that is requested, I address you on its behalf regarding the
proposed Federal legislation concerning non-reservation gaming ac-
tivities.

Mr. LEHMAN. Without objection, we will put your entire state-
ment in the record.

Mr. SOLA. Not to repeat many of the witnesses, and not to read
the entire testimony, I am going to highlight some of the important
facts.

The Rincon Band is a federally-recognized band located in north-
ern San Diego County. Because of its location, topography and lack
of natural resources, there are few methods for the band to gener-
ate funds for tribal use. As with most reservations, there is high
unemployment among tribal members.

In February of 1984, the band entered into a management agree-
ment for a bingo operation. The agreement was not submitted for
Department of the Interior approval as required by 25 U.S.C. Sec-
tion 81. That bingo operation closed down in June of this year with
substantial outstanding debts.

Parenthetically, I would like to add the band itself has no obliga-
tion on those debts as was intimated earlier.

The band is actively seeking to reopen bingo operations on the
reservation and is only interested in bingo and no other types of
gaming activities.

As is the case in other locations, both on and off reservation,
when you have a major employer go out of business, you are going
to have dissention within a community, loss of jobs and bad publici-
ty. That all happened at Rincon.

I wish I could come to you today and tell you how well the expe-
rience at Rincon was and compare it to Morongo and Barona and
some of the others. I can't. The operation failed; that is the given.

This brings us to the question of what purpose would be served
by Federal legislation. As I have outlined in my written testimony,
I believe that many of the problems that were experienced at
Rincon can be dealt with effectively by House bill 1920.

At this point, I think there are three basic approaches the Feder-
al Government can take regarding on-reservation gaming. The first
one is a total hands-off approach, thereby allowing tribes to enter
into agreements which may not be in their best interests. I do not
feel that is a desirable approach.
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The other extreme-and it was hinted at earlier by Sheriff Duffy
and others-is an approach where the Federal Government will
either prohibit on-reservation gaming directly or make regulations
so burdensome as to effectively serve as a prohibition against such
gaming. I think this approach requires the acceptance of the
premise that tribes are on the same legal status as cities, counties
and, as was stated earlier, mobile home park associations.

I would submit that is not the case, and I would submit that
when you are looking at tribes you have to remember the tribal
sovereignty of those bands. Also, this extreme approach would
cause a major loss in revenues and would also be inviting litiga-
tion. But, more importantly, it would send a message to all tribes
that economic self-determination would be prevented when it
comes into direct competition with off-reservation activities.

The third option, and the one I feel is most appropriate, is for
the Federal Government to adopt reasonable regulations which act
as effective guidelines for the tribes, while preventing the problems
which many of the tribes, including Rincon, had experienced. This
approach requires accepting the premise that on-reservation
gaming is a legitimate means to a desired goal of tribal self-deter-
mination, and that as a matter of public policy such gaming should
be promoted and encouraged. All this premise really is is a restate-
ment of the numerous Federal court cases that have ruled in these
areas.

The advantages to reasonable regulation are many. One, you
have increased employment; second, of all, the tribe will have a
source of income which can be used for the subsequent benefit of
the tribe and its members. The tribes will obtain much needed
training and experience in business operations and management;
tribal self-determination would be fostered; relations between the
tribes in some States which they are located may improve as a
result of a definite Federal policy on this area. I feel that these are
results that are undeniably desirable and can be obtained through
legislation such as 1920.

As has happened on other rese-vations, Rincon's initial experi-
ence with bingo has been negative. This does not mean bingo
cannot and should not operate on Rincon in the future, especially
given the likelihood of Federal safeguards for the tribe. The bene-
fits which the Rincon Band can received from a well-managed
bingo operation far outweigh any detriment it can suffer.

And without reemphasizing many of the previous points that
have been raised, I would entertain questions at this time. My writ-
ten statement covers most of the other areas I was going to discuss.

[The statement of Mr. Sola follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF RICHARD M. SOLA

ON H.R. 1920, H.R. 2404, AND S. 902

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, I am Richard M. Sola,

the attorney for the Rincon Band of Mission Indians. The tribal

chairman, Don Calac, is unable to attend today. In the audience

are several members of the Rincon Tribal Council and of the

tribe.

The Rincon Tribal Council has requested that I address you

today regarding proposed federal legislation concerning on-

reservation gaming activities. The Tribal Council and I

appreciate this opportunity to present testimony on this

important matter. Hopefully, the experience of the Rincon Band

with bingo will be enlightening and helpful to you.

The Rincon Band of Mission Indians is a federally recognized

tribe. The Rincon Indian Reservation is located on 3486 acres

in northern San Diego County, approximately 10 miles east of

Escondido, California. Because of its location, topography, and

lack of natural resources, there are few methods for the tribe to

generate funds for tribal purposes. As with most reservations,

lack of on-reservation economic opportunities has resulted in

high unemployment among the tribal members.

As you may know, the Rincon Band entered into a bingo
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management agreement in February, 1984. That agreement was not

submitted for Department of the Interior approval as required by

25 U.S.C. Section 81. That bingo operation closed in June, 1985,

with substantial outstanding debts. The Rincon Band has no

liability for those debts. The Rincon Band is now actively

working to obtain a new management group so that bingo can reopen

on the Rincon Indian Reservation. The Rincon Band is only

interested in bingo operations and is not interested in any other

gaming activity.

The now-defunct bingo operation suffered from many of the

problems which afflict many new businesses, both on and off

reservation. In retrospect, we can see that the Rincon Bingo

Hall suffered from undercapitalization, overly optimistic profit

projections, and basic management mistakes. These mistakes are

easy to identify now; however, when the management agreement was

initially entered into by the tribe, these problems were not

foreseen.

As is often the case in other areas, both on and off

reservation, where the major employer goes out of business, the

failure of the Rincon bingo operation resulted in dissension

within the community, loss of jobs, and bad publicity for the

community.

This raises the issue of what purpose would be served from

federal legislation of on-reservation gaming and, specifically,

how it would affect Rincon.
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There are three basic approaches for the federal

government to take regarding on-reservation gaming.

First, the federal government could maintain a hands-off

approach, thereby allowing tribes to enter into agreements which

may not be in the best interests of the tribes and permitting the

continued attempts by some states to interfere with on-

reservation gaming activities. Based upon the Rincon experience,

this is not desirable.

On the other extreme, the federal government could either

prohibit on-reservation gaming activities outright or make

regulations so burdensome as to effectively serve as a

prohibition against such gaming. This would result in major

revenue losses for those tribes which are involved in such gaming

activities. Also, the passage of a measure such as H.R. 2404

would invite litigation to clarify numerous ambiguities contained

therein. At a time when stability is desperately needed for on-

reservation gaming, H.R. 2404 would inadvertently result in

instability. But more importantly, it would send a message to

all tribes that economic self-determination would be prevented

when it comes into competition with off-reservation activities

and politics.

The third option is for the federal government to adopt

reasonable regulations which act as effective guidelines for the

tribes while preventing the problems which many of the tribes,

including Rincon have experienced. This approach requires
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accepting the premise that on-reservation gaming is a legitimate

means to the desired goal of tribal self-determination and that,

as a matter of public policy, such gaming should be promoted and

encouraged. This premise reflects the holdings of numerous

federal court cases dealing with on-reservation bingo.

The advantages to reasonable regulation are as follows:

1. On-reservation employment will be increased.

2. The tribes will have a source of income which can be used for

the general benefit of the tribe and its members.

3. The tribes will obtain much needed training and experience in

business operations and management.

4. Tribal self-determination will be fostered and increased.

5. Relations between tribes and the states in which they are

located may improve as a result of definite policy statements

from the federal government.

These results are undeniably desirable. They can be obtained

through legislation such as H.R. 1920 and S. 902, which are based

upon the premise that on-reservation gaming is indeed a valid and

practical method for a tribal government to raise funds for the

tribe and to provide employment for its members. This premise

must be the starting point for any legislation regarding on-

reservation gaming. Any other premise would most likely result

in legislation which would be either directly or indirectly

prohibitive in result.

If federal statutes such as the proposed H.R. 1920 and S.
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902 had been in place when Rincon entered into its original

management agreement, it is quite likely that many of the

problems whica were experienced could have been prevented. And

now, as the Rincon Tribal Council is attempting to find a new

management group to re-open bingo on Rincon, it is using H.R.

1920 and S. 902 as the framework for its efforts.

This is being done for two reasons. First, the tribe wants

to make sure that any new agreement will fit into the

requirements of these two bills should they become law.

Second, and more importantly, H.R. 1920 and S. 902 make good

business sense. Even if they are not passed, they help the tribe

establish reasonable operating parameters.

As has happened on other reservations, Rincon's initial

experience with bingo was negative. This does not mean that

bingo cannot and should not operate on Rincon in the future,

especially given the likelihood of federal safeguards for the

tribe.

The benefits which the Rincon Band can receive from a well-

managed bingo operation far outweigh any detriment it can suffer.

For example, and without attempting to defend the failures of the

previous bingo operation at Rincon, it must be stressed that even

though no net profits were distributed to the tribe itself, the

bingo enterprise did employ over 60 tribal members with over

$700,000 paid out in payroll. That is a tremendous infusion of

money onto a reservation with high unemployment and with fe-.. job
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opportunities.

Bingo is viable on the Rincon Indian Reservation. It is the

only identified method of employing large numbers of tribal

members on-reservation and the only method by which the tribe

can generate large amounts of capital. The experience at Rincon

should not be used as an example of why on-reservation gaming

should be stopped. Instead, the Rincon experience is a prime

example of why federal guidelines are necessary and should be

implemented.

Legislation such as H.R. 1920 and S. 902 would prevent the

problems which were experienced at Rincon and would insure the

orderly operation of on-reservation gaming activities. These

bills take a common sense approach to the problem and will not

result in the direct or indirect prohibition of on-reservation

gaming activities. These bills address legitimate concerns about

such activities by implementing reasonable and prudent

regulation.

The recommendations submitted by the Morongo Band of Mission

Indians at pages 13 through 17 of its testimony reflect the

concerns of the Rincon Tribal Council. So as to not merely

repeat those recommendations, I would like to state that those

recommendations mirror any specific suggestions which I could

make.

In conclusion, it bears repeating that the Rincon experience

with bingo indicates that a federally established framework would
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be helpful to the tribes and is necessary. Such reasonable

regulation accepts the fact that on-reservation gaming is a

legitimate method of raising the standard of living on Indian

reservations.
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Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Miller.
Mr. MILLER. I have no questions.
Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. de Lugo.
Mr. DE LuGo. I have no questions.
Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. Bates.
Mr. BATES. No questions.
Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you very much.
Next we will hear from Ms. Patricia Duro and Ms. Angela Vel-

trano, also from the Rincon Band.
You may proceed.

PANEL CONSISTING OF PATRICIA DURO AND ANGELA VEL-
TRANO, TRIBAL MEMBERS, RINCON BAND OF MISSION INDIANS
Ms. DURO. Good afternoon. My name is Patricia Duro. Seated at

my right is Angela Veltrano. I am very nervous.
We are members-I imagine not necessarily in opposition-we

are not in opposition to bingo, but to the present method that it is
being operated under.

I have had an opportunity to look at the Shumway bill and don't
feel that the State should exercise jurisdiction on our reservation.
We support Udall's bill with modification and feel that Federal reg-
ulation is needed to make the bingo operation accountable; that
standards are necessary for accounting records, financial state-
ments, and right to inspection.

Tribes are weakened by the fact that the tribes do not have a
complete government. We have chairmen and executives, but we
don't have the judicial and legislative part of the government.
Therefore, we are left with no forum for relief in a lot of the things
we do on the reservations locally.

Because of this severe deficiency in skill for the tribal council to
make the management company come into compliance with the
management agreement, the reservation is severely split, em-
broiled in arguments and disputes over the present tribal council
not being able to bring the associates into compliance with the con-
tract. We have exhausted all of our cribal effort, recourse, through
our Articles of Association, and as a last resort we had to call in
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs to intervene, help us call a spe-
cial meeting, so we could call to task our tribal council that they
have not been protecting the interests of the band.

I believe that it is all our aspirations and of the people that live
on the reservation we do look for a better future; we do look for
economic development and all of these other things that will help
our reservation out of the great depression we have been in for the
past 50 years.

Before bingo came in, the reservation had a 75 percent poverty
rate level. The unemployment rate was over 30 percent. Sixty-five
employees were hired at bingo. Thirty of them lived off the reser-
vation. Many of them enjoyed-were lured by the high wages of $8,
$10, $12 an hour. But it ended up with a lot of the employees work-
ing less than 25 hours a week. Withholding taxes were taken out of
the checks and were never deposited to the IRS or to the accounts.
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I feel we should have more regulations to controlling bingo on
the reservations. I think that the Bureau of Indian Affairs is
remiss in that the technical assistance that is provided to the reser-
vations is inadequate. We have been making pleas to the area-the
southern California area office-for help to develop infrastructure
guidelines and rules to look at the ordinances, land use controls,
and this type of thing. But we come across just no money in the
budget.

At the present time, we haven't straightened up the first man-
agement-S.G. and Associates. We haven't brought them into com-
pliance. Yet, my tribal council is going out and talking to other in-
vestors and talking about entering into the same kind of agree-
ment that wasn't approved by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

The management agreement we have doesn't provide for a lease
for a company to be on the reservation to utilize the facilities that
are there on tribal land, and we have never had a true and fair
accounting of the books of record. We have had a lot of shift audits,
a lot of paper shifted around, and we just simply can't make-the
outgo is more than what the income shows.

The Tribal Administration Office, which I have been working in
for the past 15 years, we are separate. The tribal operation has ad-
ministered millions of dollars' worth of Federal funds for the bet-
terment of the reservation, for improvement of the roads, multi-
purpose building; we constructed a store.

There are a lot of activities on the reservation. However, when
bingo came into the picture, the tribal council went off, negotiated
this contract on their own, separated all the accounting from the
reservation's accounting system which we had developed, a central-
ized accounting system to run all the business through the tribal
office. It is computerized, very modern. However-and we are ac-
countable.

For the last audit we had, in 1984, the only deficiency in it is
that we would not provide any information with regard to bingo.
The audit that bingo submitted to us the first time clearly de-
scribed the company wasn't providing all the information. Other-
wise, the results would have come out different.

These are the types of things that the tribal office got involved in
because of bad numbers and asking these questions of the manage-
ment company through our tribal council. Our tribal council serves
as a policy committee in addition to being the tribal council, so
they monitor on a day-to-day basis the operations of the bingo.

No information has come back to the satisfaction that the figures
are true and correct. It appears that as we go along, it is just
deeper and deeper in debt, and no way that these expenditures and
these figures are true.

I know that the-I believe myself that the bingo is a very good
business. It is lucrative. If run right, handled and controlled by the
reservations, it would be good for the reservations as a way of gen-
erating money.

But, however, the impact of the operation on the reservation has
been severe in that it has divided us. Families-we are one big,
major family there. We are split. We are being described as minori-
ty dissidents, that we have spent our life on the reservation and
don't know any better. So, we are just being stonewalled in all our
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efforts to have a democratic settlement of this thing, which re-
quires a vote of the people.

I will leave to you a packet so you can see the obstacles that we
have come across. And one of the major problems is the Bureau of
Indian Affairs. They just do business on a government-to-govern-
ment basis with the tribal leaders, and if you are not a tribal
leader, you don't get any relief, can't get any information from the
Bureau of Indian Affairs. So, I don't know that-it certainly is a
minority, I guess, problem here.

I understand there are many more bingo operations through the
United States. I used to watch correspondents come in from Florida
when they first started, and I ma-veled at all the money they were
making down there. But I think with the invitation that you gen-
tlemen have been offered-and I would be glad to take you myself
to my reservation to show you the conditions and the lack of bene-
fits that have beejn the reservation.

So far, since ae~have had the bingo operation, the reservation
has gone in the hole. They have utilized our water; our energy
costs have skyrocketed. But all of these, things are descibed--are
taken as being negative and dissent.

This is our permanent home. It is a very small-it is one of the
smaller reservations. It is only 4,000 acres in size. Our membership
is approximately 500. We are governed by Articles of Association.
We are a non-IRA reservation. And we are just like any other citi-
zens of the U nited States; we aspire-we want better lives for our
children.

However, the confusion and the trouble of the bingo that has
come into our reservation has really devastated and divided us.
When the management company first came in-I have always been
concerned with environmental controls because our reservation is
so small, and I asked them what they were going to do about the
environmental-of course, they were going to make some kind of a
statement. Well, I was just told, "What are you worried about?
There is no jurisdiction on this reservation. We are going to make
bucks." Well, that didn't answer the question.

The impact of the traffic, the vandalism, hiring of people with no
places for the parents to have their small children-there was
social support that should have been provided, such as maybe a
babysitting service or something where the young people weren't
taken out of their homes. Most of the young mothers-to where
their children were left, no one to take care of them.

The management agreement strictly calls that there is a separa-
tion from the management company from the government and the
politics. But it just seems as if the operation is taken over through
voting members and a block on the reservation.

You will see in the documentation that a year-when the bingo
was first opening, it was a plot or conspiracy to use the voting
members as a plot against the people to support bingo, and it is
being used-dissidents or members that are negative at this point
are being sanctioned against.

There are many things that have happened. The tribal office,
which owns management-we got restructured out of the picture.
We are replaced with tribal council, their family. Nothing has
gotten better on the reservation.

72-553 0 - 87 - 17
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We look to this Udall bill, even though reluctantly, because I do
think the tribes themselves should exercise tribal-their sovereign-
ty should be left alone--and are capable of managing these types of
operations. But we have a few governmental officials there that I
don't believe are protecting the interests of the reservation, think-
ing very short-range, and the needs of the people are just-are
being by-passed.

We would support Udall's H.R. 1920 to keep this-to try and
keep the State out of this bill and leave it more into the Federal
Government.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you very much. Your time has expired. I ap-
preciate your remarks.

Do you have anything to add to that, Ms. Veltrano?
Ms. VELTRANO. No, but I do believe-well, yes, I do. I believe Fed-

eral regulation is needed because we haven't been able to make
head nor tails of any kind of financial statements that have come
out of bingo. $8 million went through there without any account-
ability, and all our people on the reservation are now unemployed.
I would say maybe 10 percent of our people are working. And it
has caused a lot of hardship on our reservation. They came in
promising a lot and didn't deliver anything.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you.
Mr. Miller, do you have any comments or questions?
Mr. MILER. I just would like to thank you for your testimony,

and thank you for your courage and willingness to come here and
give us what apparently is a minority view on the reservation. I
think it is very important to our deliberations.

Ms. VELTRANO. It is not really a minority view.
Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. de Lugo, any questions?
Mr. DE LuGo. No, I have no questions.
Mr. LEHMAN. I want to thank you very much.
Next we will hear from Mr. Ray Barnes, vice chairman of the

Table Mountain Band. He will be accompanied by Mr. Forman; is
that correct? I would like to call witness, Ms. Dalton of the Jackson
Band. They are also accompanied by Mr. Forman.

Without objection, your prepared statement will be included in
the record. You may proceed.

PANEL CONSISTING OF RAY BARNES, VICE CHAIRMAN, TABLE
MOUNTAIN BAND OF INDIANS, ACCOMPANIED BY GEORGE
FORMAN, THERESA BARNES, AND MARGARET DALTON, JACK-
SON BAND OF MIWOK INDIANS
Mr. BARNES. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman, and other

members of the Committee. I am Ray Barnes, vice chairman of the
Table Mountain Band of Indians. With me are Theresa Barnes, our
tribal secretary, out there in the audience, and George Forman,
our tribal attorney.

We appreciate your coming to California to hold these hearings.
Otherwise, many tribes such as ours would not be able to make our
views known on an issue which may be the most important piece of
Indian legislation to come along in many years.
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We have reviewed H.R. 2404 and H.R. 1920 as well as S. 902. We
have prepared a detailed statement of our opinions on all three
bills, and are submitting that statement for the record.

Today I would like to summarize our views for you. In an ideal
world, this legislation would be unnecessary. Ideally, tribes should
be free to develop their own economies without outside interfer-
ence. Unfortunately, we do not live in an ideal world, and we as a
practical matter, the survival of the right of the tribes to develop
their economy through gaming depends upon prompt passage of a
Federal law which does two things.

No. 1, the law must affirm once and for all that the courts-what
the courts have said over and over again, but which California,
among other States, stiL -efuse to accept. Namely, that a tribe has
a sovereign right to engage in gaming which is not totally forbid-
den for all persons by the laws in a State in which the tribe is lo-
cated.

No. 2, the law must create an effective means by which tribes
can protect themselves and the public from the possibility, however
remote, their gaming activities might be corrupted or infiltrated by
criminal elements.

It has been our experience, and I know that the tribes in other
California counties would agree, State and county government are
hostile to tribal plans for improving reservation conditions on their
own. State and local governments just don't seem willing or able to
accept existing-the existence of tribal governments or to acknowl-
edge that our internal affairs are regulated even without a book-
shelf full of written laws and regulations.

I guess it is in the nature of things for governments to oppose
what they cannot control. Based on our own experience, we think
that H.R. 2404 gives States too much to say about what tribes can
and cannot do on their own reservation, and therefore we oppose
the bill in its entirety.

We support the philosophy behind H.R. 1920 and we think that if
the bill is changed as we suggest in our written comments, it will
do what needs to be done. I would like to emphasize one point that
we think the bill does not address. The relationship between 20
U.S. Code Section 81 and the National Environmental Policy Act.

I think it is fair to say that the Indian people and tribes are at
least as sensitive to their environment as others, if not more so. I
know that we would not allow our own environment to be degrated
and we would not do anything to destroy the environment of our
neighbors. 25 USC Section 81 requires the Secretary of the Interior
to approve certain contracts with tribes. Our attorneys tell us that
some parts have held bingo management contracts, have come
within section 81. We think it is a proper exercise of the Secre-
tary's trust responsibility. We think our contract would be ap-
proved under H.R. 1920 because it gives us broad powers in our
own business. We do, however, think that the Congress should pro-
vide that the factors which the Secretary shall consider in review-
ing contracts for approval should be limited to those necessary to
protect the tribes from unfair dealings.

Specifically, Congress should make clear that the review of tribal
contracts by the Secretary is not subject to NEPA. The reason we
think this is that our experience ith Fresno County leads us to
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believe unless this is clarified, NEPA will be used by hostile non-
Indian governments and other interests to stop all activities on res-
ervations by tying up approvals of contracts in years of litigation,
and by forcing the BIA to spend its already scarce funds on un-
needed environmental assessment and impact statements.

We hope the Committee will review and consider our written
comments and my remarks today, and will urge the Congress to act
quickly to pass a law which will enable tribes to continue to help
themselves free of needless State interference.

Thank you for your attention.
[The statement of Mr. Barnes follows:]

4
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TESTIMONY OF THE

TABLE MOUNTAIN BAND OF INDIANS

ON H.R. 1920 AND H.R. 2404

September 13, 1985

San Diego, California

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am Raymond

Barnes, Vice-Chairperson of the Table Mountain Band of Indians

of the Table Mountain Rancheria, near Friant, in Fresno County,

California. With me today are Tribal Secretary Theresa Barnes,

and George Forman, of the law firm of Alexander and Karshmer,

our Tribal attorneys.

For over a year, the Table Mountain Band has been trying to

start a Bingo Enterprise as a means of enlarging our land base,

providing jobs and income for our members and revenues to fund

our Tribal government to serve the needs of our community. Some

of our experiences during the past year provide good reasons for

the enactment of legislation which confirms and clarifies the

rights and powers of Tribes to establish and operate Bingo

enterprises. We appreciate this opportunity to appear before

you here in California to share our views on this important

issue. Because the Senate also is considering similar

legislation in the form of S. 902, and because we might not get

another chance to do so, we are taking this opportunity to

express our views on that bill also.

The Table Mountain Rancheria was created by the United

States in the early part of this Century, and originally

consisted of 160 acres. It is one of the California

Reservations listed in the California Rancheria Act of 1958. As
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the result of a land exchange carried out under the authority of

the Rancheria Act for the purpose of putting the Rancheria's

water supply within Rancheria boundaries, the Rancheria was

reduced in size to about 120 acres.

Fee simple title to the lands of the Rancheria was deeded to

the Rancheria's members and to the Table Mountain Rancheria

Association in 1960, as provided in the Rancheria distribution

plan. However, the federal government distributed the

Rancheria's lands without first fulfilling its obligations under

the Rancheria Act to provide and adequate water delivery system

and sewage facilities, higher education assistances and

vocational training to our people. On these grounds, the Band

and its members sued to halt further termination proceedings and

to reverse the effects of the premature termination of the

Rancheria and its members.

Our suit was settled in June, 1983. The judgment entered by

the Court ordered the government to restore the Band to its

status as a recognized Tribal entity, to restore to individual

distributees and their dependents their individual Indian status

and eligibility for federal Indian programs, to accept the

community lands into federal trust status for the benefit of the

Band and to accept individual lands into trust for the grantor,

other Tribal member(s) or the Band, as specified by the

grantor.

As ordered by the Court, the Rancheria lands remaining in

community ownership were conveyed to the United States and have

been restored to federal trust status. Several Band members

already have returned their individually-owned Rancheria lands
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to trust status for themselves or for the Band, and several

other individual landowners are in the process of having their

lands restored to trust status.

The Table Mountain Band consists of 71 people. 47 are adult

voting members. There are 10 households on the Rancheria, which

include 12 adults needing their own houses. 12 other adults

live outside the Rancheria because there is no housing and/or

employment for them and the other adult members of their

families; as the children of present members mature, this

number will increase.

For many years before our lands were deeded to us, we didn't

get much service from the BIA, so termination didn't change our

situation very much. For those of us who had jobs, getting our

deeds meant that we could mortgage our land in order to build

decent homes for ourselves.

Because our lands were out of trust for so long, and because

the BIA had not provided us with much assistance even when the

land was in trust, people from our Rancheria could work and find

jobs have always tried to do so. However, many of our members

remain unemployea or unemployable.

The majority of the members of the Band did not graduate

from high school. A few members of the Band or their dependents

have taken some college courses. To the best of ny knowledge,

no member of the Band ever has received a college degree,

althougth I can think of several members or their children who

clearly have the ability to earn one.

Our needs are not unusual for small Indian communities. We

need more land so that we can build new houses to accomodate the
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new families of our members' maturing children. We need funds

to improve the existing housing stock. We need better access to

health care. We need facilities and programs for our elder

people, so that their remaining years can be spent in

comfortable, familiar surroundings near their families. We need

programs to help our young people who have problems in school,

in their homes or in their community.

Perhaps our greatest need is for good jobs in a Tribal

business right here on the Rancheria for everyone able to work.

Such employment would go a long way toward solving our other

problems. It would relieve poverty. It would keep our

community together, because people wouldn't have to move away in

order to find work. Working in a regular job, especially in a

business owned by the members' own Tribe, will give people a

great sense of pride in their community and themselves.

As directly beneficial as such a business would be for the

Band's members, they will benefit even more from its effect upon

the Band itself. With the income from such a business, the Band

will be able to purchase more land, provide housing, medical

care, fire protection, better water and sewer service,

recreational opportunities and a wide range of other services

and amenities for the improvement of the quality of life for its

increasing membership.

Most important of all, such a business, if successful, would

free us from dependence upon government assistance for our most

basic needs.

For many years, we have been looking for ways to develop the

economy of our Rancheria. Several years ago, a consultant
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performed a feasibility study for us in which it was concluded

that there really wasn't anything that could be done, because

our land base was insufficient to produce any substantial

revenues.

When we first heard about Tribes in other states and

elsewhere in California beginning to establish bingo games, we

didn't really think about establishing one for ourselves. In

the first place, we didn't know what our status was until after

our untermination lawsuit was concluded. Even after the suit

was settled, we didn't seriously consider establishing a Tribal

bingo enterprise on our Rancheria, because we didn't have enough

land on which to build one, or the money to get one started.

Early in 1984, we were approached by several different

people who expressed interest in helping us start a Tribal bingo

enterprise. We explained to each of them that we didn't feel

that we had enough land on the Rancheria for such an enterprise.

In turn, they proposed to buy land outside of the Rancheria and

have the United states take the land into trust, so that none of

our existing land would have to be used.

These proposals were very exciting to our members. To their

credit, however, they did not jump at the first, second or even

third offer. It was our belief that we would be better off

doing without something which we never had, than to enter into a

bad agreement which did not adequately protect our interests.

It took many months of negotiations and meetings until we

were able to reach an agreement with a management company. The

process of reaching an agreement was made much more difficult by

the fact that the manager was going to have to put up a great
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deal of money to purchase land and then build a building, all

without any security and without knowing whether the whole

venture might be declared illegal before those funds could be

repaid.

To its credit, our manager followed through on its

commitments. It purchased land adjacent to the Rancheria and

conveyed it to the Band; at one time, those lands had been part

of an Indian allotment. Although those lands were not the most

desirable lands upon which to construct our enterprise, they

were the only lands available in the area, and we are informed

by competent experts that construction and operation of a

suitable and safe building would be possible. Progress on our

project came to a halt, however, when Fresno County sued to

enjoin the Secretary of the Interior from accepting the land

into trust without complying with NEPA.

Since the Secretary wasn't doing anything but changing title

to the land, we did not think that NEPA applied. Nonetheless,

the government stipulated that it would not take the land into

trust without complying with NEPA. The BIA had no funds to

perform the necessary assessments, and neither did we.

It was obvious to us that the County's use of NEPA to stop

the Secretary from taking the lands into trust was just a

smokescreen for the County's desire to stop our project

altogether. We fully expected that no matter what the Secretary

did in compliance with NEPA, the County would try to tie our

project up in years of litigation, during which time we would be

deprived of the benefits of our project without any protection

when the County ultimately loses.
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With additional land already unconditionally deeded to the

Band, we were able for the first time to consider locating our

enterprise on Tribal land within the existing Rancheria

boundaries. After further negotiations, our manager agreed to

help the Band obtain additional trust lands within the

Rancheria's boundaries.

When we began construction on Tribal trust lands within the

Rancheria, the County returned to court to try to stop our

project. This time, the County sued to force the Secretary to

stop our project on the grounds that our management agreement

was not approved under 25 U.S.C. Sections 81, 85 or 415, and

that before a management agreement could be approved under any

of these statutes, the Secretary would have to comply with NEPA.

The Court issued a preliminary injunction against the

Secretary and the B.I.A., directing them to stop our project and

to review our management agreement for approval, complying with

NEPA in the process.

We believe that the Court's ruling is completely wrong for

several reasons, some of which are purely technical and have no

bearing on the pending legislation. However, we think that the

Court's treatment of Bingo management agreements under 25 U.S.C.

Section 81 has a direct bearing on the pending legislation, and

warrants some discussion at this point.

The Court held that a bingo management agreement is not

valid unless it has been approved by the Secretary of the

Interior pursuant to 25 U.S.C. Section 81. What this means is

that the vast majority of managers who have helped Tribes build

and run their bingo enterprises have done and are doing so at
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the risk that they may be dismissed without any recourse.

To that extent, the Court's ruling was consistent with

several other recent decisions by appellate courts outside the

Ninth Circuit. But the Court did not stop there. The Court

went on to hold that notwithstanding the self-executing

provisions of in 25 U.S.C. Section 81, the Secretary of the

Interior has an affirmative duty to seek out and invalidate any

unapproved management agreements, and to halt any work being

done under them.

The Court also held that Secretary of the Interior's

exercise of his authority under 25 U.S.C. Section 81 to approve

contracts with Tribes is subject to NEPA, and that the Secretary

can be enjoined from approving a contract with a Tribe unless he

first has complied with NEPA. In effect, the Court ruled that

Tribal governments cannot hire anyone or buy anything for any

purpose without the approval of the Secretary of the Interior in

full compliance with NEPA. When one considers the cost to the

B.I.A. of the environmental reviews necessary before approving

the thousands of contracts which Tribal governments make each

year, and the years of delay which can result from litigation

about the adequacy of Secretarial compliance with NEPA, it

becomes obvious that the practical effect of this decision will

be to bring the functioning of Tribal governments to a halt.

We think that 25 U.S.C. Section 81 was intended to protect

Tribes from unfair contracts, and thus that the Secretary's only

duty under that statute is to determine whether the contract is

fair to the Tribe. Assuming that 25 U.S.C. Section 81 applies

to bingo management contracts, we urge Congress to clearly state
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that the Secretary's exercise of authority under that section is

not subject to the provisions of NEPA.

Although neither the Band nor its manager is a party to the

County's lawsuit, and thus is not subject to the Court's order,

we do not want a confrontation with either the B.I.A. or the

County, and thus we have temporarily refrained from proceeding

with our project while we explore our options. We consider

prompt passage of appropriate federal legislation to be one of

the possible ways that our dilemma might be resolved, and thus

we are extremely interested in the bills presently pending

before Congress.

I wou~d like now to offer the Band's views on H.R. 2404,

H.R. 1920 and S. 902.

Based upon our past, present and anticipated future

difficulties with Fresno County, we are unalterably opposed to

any legislation which would increase direct or indirect State or

local legislative or other jurisdiction over Tribal affairs,

powers or decision-inaking beyond those already conferred by P.L.

83-280. With the beginning of California's lottery next month,

we anticipate that State hostility to Indian gaming will

intensify, and thus that any requirement even of consultation

with State authorities will only serve to delay or prevent us

from obtaining our objectives of Tribal economic development and

progress us

For these reasons, we are opposed to H.R. 2404 in its

entirety as it is now proposed.

Because State and local governments are continuing to attack

the right of Indian Tribes to operate bingo games despite the
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Ninth Circuit's decision in Barona Group of Caoitan Grands Band

of Mission Indians v. Dulf, 694 F.2d 1185 (1982), cert. den.

103 S.Ct. 2091, federal legislation which affirms that right

would b& desirable even if it imposes a greater degree of

regulation than we believe is necessary. For that reason, we

support the general concept of both H.R. 1920 and S. 902.

In developing this legislation, we ask that the Congress

keep in mind that a large-scale gaming enterprise is expensive

to build and operate; by the time you figure in the cost of

purchasing land, construction costs and legal fees to date, our

manager has spent about $500,000, and we still do not know

whether we ever will be able to proceed. If we do go forward,

the reimbursable portion of our manager's expenditures will

amount to more than a million dollars.

Most Tribes, especially those in California, do not have the

money to do it by themselves; we certainly don't. In order to

build the kind of enterprise we have planned, we have to induce

people to make a large, risky investment. It is an elementary

fact of economic life that the bigger the risk an investor

takes, the greater the return the investor expects to make if

the enterprise succeeds. It is all well and good to be critical

of management agreements which seem to benefit non-Indian

investors too much, but before doing so, think about what you

would be asking as the price of putting up $1,000,000 of your

own money for a project that could be ruled illegal and that

offered no collateral.

We are convinced that the employment contract which we have

negotiated with our manager was the best contract that we could
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have obtained. Not every Tribe has ample flat, vacant land

adjacent to a major Interstate highway, so each agreement must

be evaluated in the context within which it was made.

We also believe that we could have made an even better

deal, and that we would not have lost nearly a year to

litigation delays, if Congress had eliminated the legal

uncertainties about Tribal bingo. For these reasons, we

support the general concept embodied in H.R. 1920 and S. 902,

subject to the following comments and qualifications.

1. Section 2(3) of S. 902 attributes concern over

infiltration by organized crime to the Tribes. While we are, of

course, concerned that such infiltration does not occur, it is

our belief that Indian Bingo enterprises have not been

influenced by criminal elements, and that with adequate

assistance from existing law-enforcement agencies, we can keep

crime out. This section should be deleted in its entirety

because it is unnecessary.

2. As between Section 2(5) of H.R. 1920 and Section 2(6) of

S. 902, we prefer S. 902, provided that the word "Tribal" is

inserted before "governmental."

3. We believe that the legislation should apply to "Indian

country" as that term is used in 18 U.S.C. Section 1151. Thus,

we believe that Section 3 of S. 902 more clearly defines the

territory affected by the legislation.

4. H.R. 1920, Section 4(2) is too limited in its definition

of Tribal entities affected by the legislation, especially in

California and parts of Nevada. S. 902, Section 4(2) is

preferable, because it uses a more comprehensive definition.
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5. In Section 4(3) of both bills, shouldn't "of" be

inserted between "representative" and "value?"

.6. Section 5 of S. 902 is preferable to the extent that it

uses the term "Indian country." Section 5 of H.R. 1920 is

preferable in P.L. 83-280 States to the extent that it leaves

unchanged the existing divisions of federal, Tribal and State

jurisdiction to prosecute gambling offenses.

7. Section 6(a) of S. 902 is preferable to the extent that

it uses the term "Indian country.

8. Section 6(b)(2) of H.R. 1920 is preferable as less

intrusive on Tribal power to determine how best to promote their

general welfare. The additional enumerated uses of funds in S.

902 would not seem to be prohibited under H.R. 1920. We think

either section is be acceptable, but it should be made clear

that Tribes can spend revenues for Tribal facilities, as well as

programs and operations.

9. Section 6(b)(3) of both bills should require that audits

should be performed by independent outside auditors.

10. Section 6(c) of S. 902 seems to say that while Tribes

can license non-Indian entities, they cannot license Indian

entities to run gaming enterprises. H.R. 1920 treats Indian and

non-Indian entities alike, and to that extent is preferable. In

other respects, Section 6(c) of both bills gives too much power

to the States and their local subdivisions to define eligibility

for Tribal gaming licenses. While there may be valid reasons

for applying State or local licensing standards to non-Indians,

there is no reason to apply those standards to a Tribal member

who is known by the Tribe to be of good character, but who, for
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some reason, might not qualify for a license under state or

local law.

In California, where most regulatory authority is left to

cities and counties, this could create problems for Reservations

with land in more than one jurisdiction. Also, what is a felony

in one state might be a misdemeanor in others especially in the

area of fish and game regulation and drug trafficking). A

crimewhich might disqualify a potential licensee under a

particular licensing law (e.g., a felony conviction for selling

salmon gill-netted in Reservation waters) might not be deemed

disqualifying by a Tribe.

12. Section 6(d) of both bills suffers from the same

defect: Tribes'inherent authority to engage in or license

gaming is limited by being made subject to Secretarial approval

of a Tribal gaming ordinance, but the Secretary does not have to

give any reason for his disapproval. The bill should require

that the Secretary's refusal to approve an ordinance must be

accompanied by a specific statement of the reasons for

disapproval, much as the Secretary now must state reasons for

refusing to approve Tribal grants under P.L. 93-638. Moreover,

the decision should be subject to judicial review for abuse of

discretion.

13. Section 7(a)(1) of H.R. 1920 and Section 7(a)(i) of S.

902 should be changed to require information about entities, as

well as individuals. Section 7(a)(2) and (ii) of the respective

bills also should require disclosure of all previous gaming

experience, not mer-Aly experience with Tribes or under State

license.

I
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14. Section 7(b) of both bills should put the burden of

preparing and supplying verifiable financial statements on the

contractor, rather than the Tribe. In addition, the contractor

should be required to maintain the books and records of the

Enterprise on the premises. Tribal officials should be

guaranteed unrestricted access to such books and records, and

such officials shouldl have access to all books and records of

the management entity during regular business hours.

15. Section 7(c) of S. 902 and Section 7(d) of H.R. 1920

should be changed to require that the Secretary must state the

reasons for disapproval. The decision should be judicially

reviewable for abuse of discretion.

16. Section 7(c) of H.R. 1920 is places too many limits on

percentage contracts. As I explained earlier, no matter how

lucrative Tribal bingo enterprises have proven to be for certain

managers, the initial investment involves a significant element

of risk; our own experience is proof of that. If we had had a

large Tribal treasury, we might have been able to proceed

without outside investment by hiring someone on a salary. We

didn't and don't have that kind of money. For us, a percentage

contract was and is the only way our business will ever get

built and into operation.

One of the most irritating things about the County's lawsuit

was the County's expression of concern that the Band was being

taken advantage of by having to pay a management fee equal to a

large percentage of revenues. But the County wasn't willing to

offer any assistance to replace the money the manager was

willing to put up, and nobody else would, either. In fact, the
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County didn't even want to put up a bond to protect us in case

the Court's injunction turns out to have been issued in error.

Our manager has risked a great deal, and has nothing to show

for it yet. If our business ultimately succeeds, the manager's

willingness to take big risks will be an important factor in

that success. Moreover, with a percentage contract, we do not

run the risk that the manager will not run our business

profitably, as we would if the manager were working on straight

salary. We prefer system under which the manager profits only

if we do.

Because there are so many variations in the circumstances of

different Tribes, we don't think there should be rigid rules

regarding percentage contracts. In a very real sense, the

manager's right to earn a fee based upon a percentage of the

profits is the only real security the manager has for its

investment. For these reasons, we would prefer to let

percentage contracts be set by the marketplace, subject to

maximum limits as to time and amount. We believe that those

limits should be as follows:

a. The maximum percentage should be 45%;

b. Fees in excess of 25% of profits should not be

allowed for more time 'than it takes for the manager's

advance of capital to the Enterprise to be repaid with

interest at the market rates prevailing when the

contract is executed.;

o. the contract must provide for a verifiable means

w£ Z.termining and controlling construction costs and

other raimbursible expenditures.
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17. H.R. 1920 Section 7(e)(2) and S. 902 Section 7(d) are

too restrictive. As noted in our comments on Section6(c) of

both bills, "any felony" would disqualify someone convicted of

a State offense having nothing to do with trustworthiness, and

"any gambling offense" might disqualify someone for an offense

so minor as to be unrelated to fitness to receive a license.

For example, the non-Indian spouse of an Indian fisher

mightbe convicted of the felony of selling fish which the Indian

spouse caught in Reservation waters, or of felony conspiracy to

violate misdemeanor sections of the State's Fish and Game Code.

To a Tribe which challenges the State's jurisdiction over such

offenses, the "crime" hardly would be a disqualifying factor.

Another example would be someone's misdemeanor conviction

for playing bridge or poker for money at a neighbor's house, or

for betting on the World Series in a factory pool. Something

like that should not be a disqualifying factor, if the Tribe

doesn't want it to be.

As long as there is no concealment of criminal convictions,

they should not per se be disqualifying factors. The only

convictions which should disqualify automatically should be

those for crimes of moral turpitude.

18. The "or" in Section 7(e)(4) of H.R. 1920 and

Section 7(d) of S. 902 should be changed to "and." Deliberate

breach and incompetence both should be grounds for voiding a

contract.

19. The Band is concerned that the creation of the Gaming

Commissions envisioned in S. 902 may cause more problems than it

would solve, especially in California, where the Sacramento Area
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Office has 86 Tribes under its jurisdiction. These problems

would be even worse if the Sacramento office ever is

consolidated with either Portland or Phoenix.

We question whether non-gaming Tribes, of which there are

many, should have so much potential power over gaming Tribee, of

which there are relatively few. We also are concerned about

possible conflicts between Commission members from competing

gaming Tribes, and the erosion of the sovereignty of the

individual Tribes by reason of having to submit to the

jurisdiction of yet another governmental entity.

Most of all, we question whether the Commissions are

necessary. All that the Tribes seem to need is access to

technical experts, capable legal counsel and access to the

F.B.I. and other sources of background information about

prospective managers and employees. It shouldn't take the

creation of another governmental structure, even an Indian one,

to make that assistance available.

Instead, after holding hearings around the country at which

all Tribes and other interested parties can make their views

known, the Secretary should adopt appropriate regulations along

the lines of his July 24, 1984 guidelines, and then recruit and

create a small, highlywtrained multi-disciplinary task force

under the Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs to implement

and enforce those regulations.

The staff of the B.I.A. in Sacramento has been as supportive

of our efforts as they could be, within the limits of their

experience and resources. With specialized support froi the

D.I.A.'e Central Office, we see no reason why anything more
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would be needed.

This concludes my statement. Thank you for your attention.

We would be happy to answer any of your questions.
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Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you very much.
Ms. Dalton.
Ms. DALTON. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I am

Margaret Dalton. I want to thank you for allowing me this time.
As chairperson of the Jackson Band of Miwok Indians, I present
this testimony after almost 2 years of trying, we are now close to
opening our bingo enterprise. Our experiences in dealing with in-
vestors have given us insights as to what is and is not needed in
the way of legislation for tribal gaming.

Today I would like to comment on these concerns.
If our bingo enterprise is to do what we hope it will do for our

people, Congress should act quickly to remove any remaining
doubts that the tribes have the right and the power to engage in
license gaming in Indian country free from State control. This step
alone will help eliminate what some see as unfair management
contracts. Then investors would no longer be able to insist that a
high percentage fee is the only way to protect their investments.

No. 2, Congress should create a means by which tribes' enter-
prises and their commerce can be protected from corruption or in-
filtration by criminal elements. As of now, it takes too long to get a
little information and this is one area in which there is need for
State, tribal and Federal cooperation.

Along these lines, we think Congress should make it clear a tribe
can terminate any approved management contract without permis-
sion from the BIA, because it takes them too long to act because
our contracts are not leases to us, our tribal bingo enterprise is the
only way we will be able to bring full employment to our Ran-
cheria.

It will enable us to build homes for us and following generations
to care for our young people and elders and most important of all,
to make our community economically self-sufficient.

Unless Congress acts quickly to keep the States out of regulating
or prohibiting tribal gaming, we may never have a chance to reach
our goals. We view H.R. 2404 as nothing more than a foot in the
door for State prohibition of tribal gaming. It is unnecessary and
harmful to tribal sovereignty and therefore we oppose the bill in its
entirety.

H.R. 1920, especially if changed as we suggest, is much more
likely to have a positive effect on tribal gaming. We hope that the
bill can be changed to incorporate the suggestions that we have
made and that the bill then becomes law.

Thank you for your attention.
[The statement of Ms. Dalton follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF THE

JACKSON BAND OF MIWUK INDIANS

ON H.R. 2404 AND H.R. 1920

September 13, 1985
San Diego, California

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am Margaret

Dalton, Chairperson of the Jackson Band of Miwuk Indians of the

Jackson Rancheria, in Amador County, California. With me today

is George Forman, of the firm of Alexander and Karshmer, who are

our Tribal attorneys.

The Jackson Band does not yet have a functioning Tribal

Bingo Enterprise, although we have been trying to get one

started since late in 1983. We are finally at the point where

we can realistically hope to have our enterprise open soon.

Since we plan that our Enterprise will end unemployment,

poverty and dependence for all of our members, we are extremely

interested in legislation which would affect our ability to open

and operate our enterprise. However, because we do not yet have

ahy Tribal income from our Enterprise, we would not have been

able to travel to Washington, D.C. to participate in hearings on

these bills.

For this reason, we are particularly grateful that the

Committee has scheduled these hearings here in California, where

we and other small Tribes interested in these bills can voice '

our support for legislation which lays to rest any doubts about

the existence of our authority to operate a Tribal Bingo

Enterprise, protects our sovereignty and provides protections

for Tribes and their customers against corruption or takeover by

criminal elements, and our opposition to legislation which would
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make Tribal affairs and business enterprises subject to

regulation, definition or control by State or local governments

which historically have not recognized or respected our unique

Tribal rights, needs and jurisdiction. Because we may not get a

chance to directly express our views on S. 902, we are including

our comments on that bill also.

The Jackoon Rancheria consists of about 330 acres which were

set aside for the Band around the turn of the Century. The

Jackson Band of Miwuk Indians is the federally-recognized Indian

Tribal entity on the Jackson Rancheria.

The Jackson Rancheria was one of the California Reservations

listed in the California Rancheria Act of 1958 as eligible for

termination of the trust relationship between the Band and the

United States. However, we opposed termination, and

successfully sued to halt our termination because the

regulations under which termination was being carried out were

illegally adopted.

Although we stopped the termination of our Rancheria, we

have not participated in many of tha federal government's Indian

programs. Unemployment and poverty have been and remain

widespread among the Band's members. Until work was resumed on

preparing for the opening of our Bingo Enterprise, more than 60%

of the Band's members were long-term unemployed. Of the Band

members with jobs, most of those are seasonal.

Although about half of our members are high school

graduates, only one of the current members of the Band has had

even one year of higher education at a community college; none

has a college degree.
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The existing housing on the Rancheria generally iA

substandard and overcrowded. Nearly 40% of the members of the

Band want to live on the Rancheria, but have been unable to do

so either because there is no housing or because there are no

jobs in the area.

The Rancheria has no natural resources other than some

firewood which can be used by Tribal members to sustain

themselves. The Rancheria's size, terrain, and soil prevent the

growing of commercial crops, or leasing for the purpose of

economic development. Moreover, we do not want to give up

control of our lands to outsiders.

Access to medical care has been a constant problem for

Rancheria residents. The rural Indian health project which

serves Amador County is a two hour drive from the Rancheria, and

health aides from the project no longer are able to provide

transportation for Band members needing clinic services.

Given our Rancheria's small land base, a Tribal Bingo

Enterprise is the only form of economic development which would

generate any significant employment for Tribal members and

revenue for the Band. It is our hope and intention that the

Enterprise will provide not only jobs for all of our able-bodied

members and their families (as well as for other Amador and

Calaveras County Indian people lacking a trust land base, and

many of our non-Indian neighbors too), but also the Tribal

income needed to provide governmental services such as housing,

programs for our youth and elders, financial aid to members

attending school or vocational programs, health insurance for

our members and their families and/or medical facilities to
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serve both the Rancheria and surrounding Indian communities, and

in general to make it possible for the members of the Band to

live comfortably in which they and the rest of Amador County can

take pride.

We have always wanted to be self-sufficient. We have never

wanted to have to depend on anyone -- the federal government,

state or local welfare agencies, or private charities -- for our

needs. Even though we have been eligible for B.I.A. programs in

the past, we haven't participted in many of them because we

would rather do without than feel like we are accepting charity.

At long last, we have the means at hand with which to

achieve self-sufficiency, although we have needed some help to

do it. The Band does not have the money needed to build a

suitable facility for a Bingo Enterprise. The Band does not

have the business experience or technical expertise to establish

and run its Enterprise by itself.

Because of the legal uncertainties surrounding Tribal Bingo

Enterprises, we have not been able to get regular bank financing

for our business. The only way we were able to get the

financing and expertise needed to get our Enterprise going was

to hire a Bingo management firm to provide the funds needed to

build the facility and then start and manage the business.

Because of the financial risks involved, and the complete

lack of security of the funds which t~ie manager has advanced to

open and operate our Enterprise, it has been necessary to agree

to pay the manager a fee equal to a substantial percentage of

the profits of our business for a period of ten years. We our

confident that our manager has the necessary resources, skills
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and experience to make our Enterprise a success; if that

happens, the manager will have earned its fee.

If our manager is as capable as we think, and if our

Enterprise proves to be as successful as we expect, all we need

from Congress is protection of our right to operate our

Enterprise against attack by State or local interests that

either fear or misunderstand us, or simply do not want us to

succeed.

We believe that our Enterprise will be a positive influence

not only on our own Rancheria, but also on other Indian

communities in the area, as well as the economy of the rest of

Amador County. Many of the people who come to our business will

patronize other tourist-oriented businesses in the County on

their way to or from the Rancheria, and all will be exposed to

the many other attractions of our beautiful area.

I would like now to offer the Band's views on specific

provisions of the bills presently pending before you.

With respect to H.R. 2404, which was introduced by our own

Representative at the urging not only of our County Board of

Supervisors, but also of a person in Sacramento County who is

profiting immensely from the operation of a large bingo hall

which he rents to various non-profit organizations, we are

unalterably opposed to any legislation which would increase

State or local legislative or other jurisdiction over Tribal

affairs, powers or decision-making. As a small Tribe, we

recognize that the limited law-enforcement powers conferred upon

California by P.L. 83-280 represent a reasonable compromise of

Tribal autonomy in the interest of preserving law and order on
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Indian Reservations.

As the U.S. Court of Appeals held in Santa Rosa Band of

Indians v. Kings County, 532 F.2d 655 (1975), the purpose of

P.L. 280 was to provide protection for the residents of Indian

country, while at the same time recognizing the continuing

vitality and role of Tribal governments in regulating

Reservation matters of local concern. In fact, the Court of

Appeals in that case likened Tribal governments and their role

to County and City governments.

Given the hostility which the State of California and many

of its subdivisions have shown toward Indian Tribes and people

throughout California's history, we see no reason to extend

State authority any further, especially when California is

embarking on a lottery, and may see Indian bingo games as

competitors for scarce dollars with which to fund government

services.

For these reasons, we are opposed to H.R. 2404 in any form.

In an ideal world, we would be opposed to any legislation

which increases federal supervision over Tribal affairs and

thereby decreases Tribal autonomy and self-government. However,

we are realistic enough to know that we do not live in an ideal

world, and that something as important and as fragile as Tribal

autonomy is less threatened by an overly paternalistic federal

government than by aggressively hostile state authorities who

seem determined to extinguish a every Tribal right and power

they can reach, including the right of Tribes to establish and

operate gaming facilities to support Tribal governments.

A large-scale gaming enterprise is expensive to build and
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operate. Building our bingo hall, recruiting and training a

work force of about 130 people, advertising and promoting the

business and otherwise getting ready to open the doors for the

first time is going to cost about $1,000,000, maybe more. We

don't have that kind of money, and I don't know of many Tribes

that do, especially here in California.

We went to banks to borrow the money, but banks wouldn't

loan us a dime. The banks were troubled not only by a complete

lack of physical collateral, but also by the possibility that at

any time the enterprise might be ruled illegal.

In our economic system, when conventional financing for a

business is unavailable, entrepeneurs turn elsewhere for

capital. In Silicon Valley, a computer scientist with no

collateral other than an idea for a new product seeks out

investors willing to put up the money needed to turn the idea

into reality; in return, the investor receives part-ownership of

the company, and hopes that large profits will make the

substantial risk worthwhile.

We found ourselves in much the same position, except that we

were unwilling to give any outsider an interest in our business,

so we had even less "security" to offer. To develop our Bingo

enterprise, we had to find an investor who was able and willing

to advance a large amount of money without any collateral,

despite the risk that at any time a court might rule that the

enterprise is illegal, that bingo might lose its popularity, or

that the agreement might be terminated for any number of other

reasons.

We are convinced that the employment contract which we
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recently negotiated with our present manager was the best

arrangement we could have obtained; we have two failed

agreements and a year and a half of lost revenues upon which to

base that judgment. We also are convinced that if Congress had

eliminated the legal uncertainties about Tribal bingo, we could

have negotiated a much more favorable agreement. For this

reason, we support the general concept embodied in H.R. 1920 and

S. 902, although we have misgivings and criticisms of each bill.

The Band's comments on these bills are as follows:

1. In Section 2(3), S. 902 inaccurately attributes concern

over infiltration by organized crime to tho Tribes. It is our

belief that Indian ningo enterprises h'¢e been remarkably free

of the influence of organized (or v:iorganized) crime, given the

amount of money involved, and compared to the widespread

corruption that historically has characterized gambling

conducted under State regulation. This section should be

deleted in its entirety.

2. As between Section 2(5) of H.R. 1920 and Section 2(6) of

S. 902, we think S. 902 is preferable, provided that the word

"Tribal" is inserted before governmentall."

3. Given the large body of case law which has interpreted

the term "Indian country," we believe that Section 3 of S. 902

more clearly defines the territory affected by the legislation.

4. H.R. 1920, Section 4(2) is too limited, especially in

California and parts of Nevada. S. 902, Section 4(2) uses a

more comprehensive definition, and thus is preferable.

5. In Section 4(3) of both bills, "of" should be inserted

between "representative" and "value."
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6. Section 5 of S. 902 is preferable insofar as it uses the

term "Indian country." Section 5 of H.R. 1920 is preferable

insofar as it leaves unchanged jurisdiction to prosecute

gambling offenses.

7. Section 6(a) of S. 902 is preferable because of its use

of the term "Indian country," assuming that the regional

commission concept survives.

8. Section 6(b)(2) of H.R. 1920 is preferable because it

more clearly leaves to the Tribes the power to determine for

themselves how best to promote their general welfare. We see

nothing in H.R. 1920 which would prohibit Tribes from spending

their revenues in the additional ways enumerated in S. 902. We

think, however, either section would be acceptable, but should

be augmented by "facilities," in addition to "operations" and

"programs."

9. Section 6(b)(3) of both bills should specify that audits

should be performed by independent outside auditors.

10. Section 6(c) of S. 902 would seem to preclude Tribes

from licensing Indian entities to run gaming enterprises, while

allowing the licensing of non-Indian entities. H.R. 1920

treats Indian and non-Indian entities alike, and to that extent

is preferable. In other respects, Section 6(c) of both bills

gives too much power to the States and their local subdivisions

to define eligibility for Tribal gaming licenses. While there

may be a valid rationale for applying State or local licensing

standards to non-Indians, there is much less reason to apply

those standards to a Tribal member whose good character is

well-known to the Tribe, but who, for some reason, might not
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qualify for a license under state or local law.

In California, much regulatory authority is left to cities

and counties. This could create problems for Reservations with

land in more than one jurisdiction. States also have widely

varying standards for classifying various crimes as felonies or

misdemeanors, and a crime which might dtsq"llify a potential

licensee under a particular licensing law (e.g., a felony

conviction for selling salmon gill-netted in Reservation waters)

might not be deemed disqualifying by a Tribe.

12. Section 6(d) of both bills suffers from a common

defect: if a Tribe's inherent authority to engage in or license

gaming is to be circumscribed by being made subject to

Secretarial approval of a Tribal gaming ordinance, the

Secretary's refusal to approve an ordinance must be accompanied

by a specific statement of the reasons for disapproval, much as

the Secretary now must state reasons for refusing to approve

Tribal grants under P.L. 93-638. Moreover, the decision should

be subject to judicial review for abuse of discretion.

13. Section 7(a)(1) of H.R. 1920 and Section 7(a)(i) of S.

902 should be augmented by the addition of "entity" as well as

individuals. Section 7(a)(2) and (ii) of the respective bills

should require disclosure of all previous gaming experience, not

merely experience with Tribes or under State license.

14. Section 7(b) of both ills should provide that

verifiable financial statements be prepared by the contractor

and provided to the Tribe, rather than requiring the Tribe to

prepare the statements. In addition, the Secretary should

require that contracts mandate maintenance of the books and

72-553 0 - 87 - 18
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records of the Enterprise on the premises, that Tribal officials

shall have unrestricted access to such books and records, and

that such officials shall have access to all books and records

of the management entity during regular business hours.

15. Section 7(c) of S. 902 and Section 7(d) of H.R. 1920

suffer from the common defect that neither requires the

Secretary to state the reasons for disapproval. The decision

should be judicially reviewable for abuse of discretion.

16. Section 7(c) of H.R. 1920 is too restrictive. Just as

gaming itself involves an element of risk, so does the gaming

business. A Tribe with a large treasury may very well be able

to set up its own business and hire a manager at a straight

salary, knowing that if business is slow it will be able to pay

its manager out of reserves. Other Tribes, such as ours, can't

to that. For us, a percentage contract is the only way our

business can get started and stay open, because we don't have to

risk money that we don't have.

As in any business, the greater the element of risk, the

higher the return has to be to attract investment capital.

People are willing to pay more to play in a Tribal bingo game,

because the prizes are larger. A manager is willing to put up a

large amount of money with virtually no collateral except the

opportunity to earn a fee based upon a percentage of the

profits, because the manager is confident that the business will

be successful enough to return capital as well as generating a

profit.

Under a percentage contract, the more successful the manager

is, the more profitable the business is for the Tribe. Time and
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again, whether on the factory floor or in the executive suite, a

system of compensation based on incentives has proven to be the

way to increase productivity.

Given the diverse circumstances of the various Tribes, it

would be extremely difficult to establish rigid, uniform rules

regarding percentage contracts. It has been our experience that

managers/investors view a fee based upon a percentage of the

profits as the only real security for their investment, and for

that reason we would prefer to let the free market set maximum

percentages, within limits. We believe that those limits should

be as follows:

a. 49% should be the maximum permissible percentage

fee;

b. percentage fees in excess of 25% should be limited

to the amount of time it takes for the manager's advance of

capital to the Enterprise to be repaid with interest;

c. the contract must establish a verifiable method of

ascertaining and controlling construction costs and other

capital contributions.

17. H.R. 1920 Section 7(e)(2) and S. 902 Section 7(d) are

too restrictive, in that "any felony" would disqualify someone

convicted of a crime having nothing to do with trustworthiness,

and "any gambling offense" might disqualify someone for an

offense so petty as to be ridiculous.

An example of the former would be someone convicted of the

felony of using a gill net to catch fish in Reservation waters,

or of felony conspiracy to violate misdemeanor sections of the

California Fish and Game Code.
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An example of the latter would be someone convicted of

playing bridge in a neighbor's living room for a penny a point,

or for placing a bet in a workplace pool on the Superbowl.

As long as an applicant candidly discloses such convictions,

they should not be disqualifying factors. Rather, the

disqualifying factor should be conviction of any crime of moral

turpitude, whether as a felony or as a misdemeanor.

18. The "or" in Section 7(e)(4) of H.R. 1920 and Section

7(d) of S. 902 should be changed to "and", thus making both

deliberate breach and incompetence a ground for voiding a

contract.

19. While the Band favors maximum Indian control of Indian

gaming, the Band is extremely wary of the creation of the Gaming

Commissions envisioned in S. 902, especially in California,

where there are 86 Tribes within the jurisdiction of the

Sacramento Area Office of the B.I.A.; if that office ever is

consolidated with either Portland or Phoenix, as has been

attempted in the past, the situation would be even more

complicated and unworkable.

We see possible conflicts between gaming and non-gaming

Tribes, and between commission members from competing gaming

Tribes. We also are concerned about the erosion of the

sovereignty of the individual Tribes by reason of having to

submit to the jurisdiction of yet another governmental entity.

More fundamentally, we question whether the Commissions are

be needed at all, when all that the Tribes really need is

competent technical advice, capable legal counsel and access to

the F.B.I. and other sources of background information about
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prospective nanagers and employees. It seems to us that many

of the objectives of the Commissions could be accomplished by

the Secretary adopting regulations in consultation with the

Tribes, and then creating a small, highly-trained

multi-disciplinary task force under the Assistant Secretary for

Indian Affairs to review and evaluate ordinances and contracts.

There is no doubt that Tribes need access to skilled and

knowledgable advisors long before their gaming enterprises open

for business. Such advisors, and access to criminal

investigatory records, are needed even before negotiations are

begun with prospective contractors, and it is at that point that

most Tribes are unable to afford such advice.

Our experience was that the staff of the B.I.A. in

Sacramento tried to help us in every way they could, but their

resources, time and experience limited the assistance they could

provide.

This concludes my statement. I thank you for your courtesy,

and welcome any questions you might have.
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Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Barnes, what is the status right now in Fresno County? You

are tied up in court over whether or not you can build the facility?
Mr. BARNES. Yes. I believe what the county wants is an en-

vironmental impact study.
Mr. LEHMAN. On the site?
Mr. BARNES. Yes.
Mr. LEHMAN. And you are saying-your position in that is that

the law-that the law does not apply, that the NEPA does not
apply in this instance?

Mr. FORMAN. Congressman Lehman, the answer to your question
is somewhat complex. I will try to make it as brief as possible. Nei-
ther the tribe nor the tribes' manager is a party to the county's
lawsuit to stop this project. The county sued the Secretary of the
Interior to enjoin the Secretary from taking land into trust for the
tribe, and the tribe apparently opposes expansion of tribe's land
base. And to require that the Secretary seek out and invalidate the
tribe's management contract because it is not approved by the Sec-
retary under section 81 and in the meantime to stop any activities
in furtherance of that management contract.

The court issued a preliminary injunction directing the Secretary
of the Interior to stop the construction of this project. The court did
not issue an order which directly reached either the tribe or its
manager. For very pragmatic reasons, the tribe team is not pro-
ceeding with the development of its facility while it assesses its op-
tions and sees what the Department of the Interior does with re-
spect to what we regard as a flagrantly eroneous matter.

The Band's position to address the NEPA question is that the
NEPA only applies to major Federal actions having a significant
effect on the environment. NEPA does not reach the actions of the
Indian tribes.

The United States is not building this bingo facility. There is
nothing for the United States to do to facilitate the construction of
this facility and therefore, as NEPA presently is written, it does
not reach the activities in question.

Mr. LEHMAN. Is it your opinion, then, that the tribe can take ac-
tions on its property not subject to local planning and local-any
local decision making process.

Mr. FORMAN. Based on the fact the Ninth Circuit Court of Ap-
peals held that in the case of Santa Rosa Band of Indians v. Kings
County and later reaffirmed its earlier decision in county of Hum-
boldt-United States v. County of Humboldt, and the Supreme
Court cited Santa Rosa in another case, my opinion is that that is
correct.

Mr. LEHMAN. When the county of Fresno wants to decide what
its plans are going to be out there in managing property in its ju-
risdiction, it has to do that without reference to what you are
doing? You can't know what the tribe is going to do.

Mr. FORMAN. The county of Fresno-under the Santa Rosa deci-
sion Indian tribes under Public Law 280 have essentially the same
role over their local affairs or powers over their local affairs as
cities and counties do over theirs. The county of Fresno can no
more tell the tribe what it can do than it can tell the city to do or
tell the County of Madera what to do just across the county line.
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Mr. LEHMAN. Could the tribe put a shopping center out there?
Mr. FORMAN. If the tribe wanted to the tribe could, and that was

the issue in the United States v. The County of Humboldt.
Mr. LEHMAN. The disagreement we are alluding to is a disagree-

ment involving-it is not within the tribe, right? Is there dissen-
tion about this project within the tribe?

Mr. FORMAN. Not that we know of, no, sir.
Mr. LEHMAN. Has the county taken a position opposing this facil-

ity?
Mr. FORMAN. Yes. The county has taken a number of positions,

publicly and privately. The county in the lawsuit says, all we want
the Secretary of the Interior to do is to do an EIS or environmental
impact statement, on the approval of the management contract.
And it is our view, says the county, there is no way that the Secre-
tary can approve a management contract without also considering
the full range of environmental implications-not just the con-
struction but the operation of the facility, and not just on the reser-
vation but also on the county as a whole, including apparently the
county's 10,000 population new town the general plan calls for
being built right next to the Roncheria.

In other ways, the county has indicated, for example, even if the
tribe were to come in and demonstrate that it would in every re-
spect comply with the county's building and sanitation ordinances,
the county would still insist on the preparation of a full blown EIS
because of the potential conflict between that use and the way the
county sees that land being appropriately used, and what that
means in practical effect is several years of hearings, administra-
tive review and ultimately litigation before this -project can go for-
ward.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you.
Mr. Miller.
Mr. MILER. Is the tribe 1 preparedd to do that in terms of showing

what it has taken into consideration, the offsite impact of conduct-
ing bingo enterprises?

Mr. FORMAN. To an extent the tribe has already done that. The
tribe has come in and met with the county. Indeed, just before the
preliminary injunction hearing, I met with county council and
people from the county planning staff and we discussed the plans
and specifics. We talked about potential impacts on travel, of traf-
fic and the like. The tribe is certainly prepared to discuss with the
county ways of cooperating to mitigate some of these unavoidable
off-site effects.

There will be more traffic. There is no question about it. There
are logging trucks that zoom up and down all day long. But those
are not insoluable problems.

Mr. MILLER. On the management contract, were you involved in
the negotiation of the management contract?

Mr. FORMAN. Yes, sir, I was.
Mr. MILLER. Based upon what you heard this morning, do you

think you got a good contract, a fair contract?
Mr. FORMAN. Our contract is not the Morongo's contract, but

then the Rancheria does not have an interstate highway between
the Los Angeles area and one of the largest resort areas in south-
ern California.
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Within the tribe's own economic situation and when one consid-
ers part of the original management contract called for the acquisi-
tion of additional lands for a land deficient reservation, I think
that the tribe has a very good contract. The tribe has extensive au-
thority and involvement in the operation of its bingo enterprise if
that enterprise ever gets off the ground.

Mr. MILLER. Do you have any problem with the Udall approach
of having the Secretary approve the contract?

Mr. FORMAN. Mr. Barnes is a better person to speak for the tribe
on that than I.

Mr. BARNES. What was the question?
Mr. MILR. Whether or not you have any problems with the

notion perhaps that the Secretary of the Interior should approve
these contracts before they go into operation.

Mr. BARNES. I believe we would accept an approval off the
record out of a courtesy of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Mr. MILLER. It would seem to me, especially again for tribes that
have some inequality in the bargaining position between the tribes
and those who might be able to provide the financial backers to get
an enterprise under way, it provides some leverage to know that
the Secretary of the Interior is going to have to approve the terms
and conditions. This way, the contract can't become so oppressive
as to wipe out any advantage of engaging in the enterprise for the
tribe.

I agree with previous witnesses, I don't know whether you should
get the Secretary engaged or whether or not you can get out of
these contracts. You get yourself a lawyer and figure out how to do
it.

It seems to me in some instances you are pitting people with
little or no business experience with people with either a great deal
of business experience or questionable motives, as we have heard

I don't know if it is true or not. That that is some check to make
sure it is a fair and equitable arrangement people are entering
into.

Mr. FORMAN. Mr. Miller, if I might comment briefly, the Band's
position, as I have been instructed, is as far as the legislation goes
the Band has no problem with section 1920's provision for secretar-
ial approval of these agreements. I think Mr. Barnes was speaking
in terms of the laws that now exist, and our interpretation of the
law as it now exists with respect to whether or not the Secretary's
approval is or should be required right now.

I think there is a real common misconception about the econom-
ics and the relative equality or inequality of the position that goes
beyond mere sophistication or unsophistication on the other. I have
been involved in a number of negotiations and dealt with a number
of would-be management companies, and have seen a lot of these
operations, and it is very easy for Members of Congress or county
sheriffs or boards of supervisors or the general public to be-and
for attorneys representing tribes-to be critical of management
companies for what seem to be excessive management fees.

It becomes much less easy to be that critical if it is your own
money you are putting up for basically an unsecured investment,
particularly where there is no regulatory mechanism in place
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where it could be a matter of a court tomorrow deciding it is illegal
or the Secretary administratively deciding it is illegal or the tribe
just changing its mind after the building is built.

So these people are in it to make money and although I think we
would all like to see the tribes make as much money as possible
and the managers make as little money as possible, the market has
an effect on how much and how little the parties to these agree-
ments are going to b-- iae to make.

Mr. MILLER. I Pin in r.o position to be critical of any of these ar-
rangements. This is a matter of first impression. I am just con-
cerned about the process so that everybody is entitled to their bar-
gain. I am concerned that there is an arm's length and some equity
between the bargaining positions of the parties. It is not going to
be absolutely equal because they have different wants and different
abilities to fulfill them. But I would like to make sure we don't
repeat some of the rather tragic cases I have witnessed over the
last ten years when people have done business with various tribes
and bands around this country, because it is a pretty sorry history
involved.

A lot of it surrounds economic development on various reserva-
tions. I would be glad to waltz you around, and you have been on
some of these reservations where great promises were made, great
extractions were made and now we are left with abandoned
projects, half completed projects, and bands and tribes in turmoil
as a result of that.

I would like to see at the outset, we may have an opportunity to
mitigate the opportunity for that taking place.

Mr. FORMAN. Based on my dealings in these circumstances, I
fully agree that secretarial review at the outset is an important
facet of this legislation. In regard to concern about secretarial in-
volvement and termination of these agreements, I think it is very
important to make clear that these agreements are not to be con-
sidered leases, which would embroil the Secretary in determination
independent from the tribe and make the tribe's ability to cut the
cord on any dishonest manager dependent on getting the Bureau to
get along with it.

In Palm Springs, Indians have been trying for years to get the
Bureau to cancel some leases and when the Bureau finally does it
we have this long appellate process all the way up through Interior
and then the court. It is not sufficient to say the tribe can go to
court under contract law. The tribe should be able to terminate the
agreement. If the manager wants to sue the tribe for doing so fine
and well, but the tribe should have the authority independent of
the Secretary to terminate unsatisfactory performance or dishonest
managers.

That should be made clear to distinguish from 25 USC Section
415.

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. de Lugo.
Mr. DE LuGo. No further questions.
Mr. LEHMAN. The next panel will be Mr. Henry Duro, accompa-

nied by Mr. Butch Weisman from Western Entertainment.
At this time I will call up Mr. Anthony Pico and Mr. Winkel-

man. We will take all four of them.
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Mr. FORMAN. Mr. Chairman, may I add one matter of legal tech-
nicality. Sheriff Duffy was incorrect when he said tribes qualify as
charitable organizations under California Penal Code 3.6.3. If you
look at that statute, you will find tribes do not fit the definition of
any of the organizations authorized to conduct charitable bingo
games.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you.

PANEL CONSISTING OF HENRY DURO, CHIEF, SAN MANUEL BAND
OF MISSION INDIANS, ACCOMPANIED BY DAVID LASH, ATTOR-
NEY; ANTHONY PICO, TRIBAL CHAIRMAN, VIEJAS BAND OF
MISSION INDIANS, ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN WINKELMAN,
TRIBAL SPOKESMAN; AND EUGENE WEISMAN, ON BEHALF OF
THE SAN MANUEL BAND OF MISSION INDIANS
Mr. DuRo. Members of the committee, good morning. My name is

Henry Duro. I am the chairman of the'San Manuel Band of Mis-
sion Indians. Our reservation is located approximately 100 miles
northeast of here in San Bernardino County.

For the last several years the tribe has considered establishing
bingo on the reservation in order to assist our tribe to establish
jobs, educational and senior citizens programs, and other projects.
Many of our members live on the reservation and more would like
to return, so adequate housing is also one of our concerns. Bingo
was seen as a popular, yet harmless and traditional method of
funding such needs, and has been used by numerous other commu-
nity organizations and religious groups for years to reach financial
goals.

Since that decision to play bingo was made, we have received a
steady stream of proposals from different people and groups who
want to assist us. We have examined many of these and met with
various of their representatives. We have had many tribal meet-
ings to discuss all of the pros and cons of establishing bingo on our
reservation. We have hired attorneys to advise us on these matters
and over the years we have rejected more proposals than I can re-
member receiving. The San Manuels have attempted to be cautious
and prudent in dealing with this matter. We can, and do, regulate
our own affairs just fine.

After years of debate and investigation, we have decided to pro-
ceed. A bingo ordinance has been enacted and we look forward to
establishing jot. programs, education funds, food programs, and aid
for our senior citizens. These projects will further our independ-
ence and improve the lives of our members. The money to be raised
by the proposed bingo operation will provide the funds for our
plens. The right to make our internal decisions gives us these op-
nortunities.

The issues we would like this committee to consider are i-sues of
dignity and sovereign rights. Our people once controlled large
amounts of land in the San Bernardino area. Now, in the ver
small, and mostly unusable, piece of land given to us by the U.
Government, we have governed ourselves and our respcntibilities
for many years.

The issue here is not whether the Government will take away
our opportunity to play bingo, but who-ther the Government wi
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take away our rights of self-government and our historical dignity.
We do not feel that our sovereignty is something that the U.S. Gov-
ernment should pay lipservice to and gradually take away. Too
much has been taken away from Indians over the years, and we
must now preserve our sovereign rights, our history and our re-
sponsibility to govern ourselves in the community.

Thank you for your attention. I would like to now introduce
David Lash, the tribe's attorney.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Duro follows:]

J
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STATEMENT OF HENRY DURO

Members of the committee, good morning. My name is

Henry Duro. I am the Chairman of the San Manuel Band of

Mission Indians. Our reservation is located approximately

one hundred miles northeast of here in San Bernardino County.

For the last several years the tribe has considered

establishing bingo on the reservation in order to assist our

tribe to establish jobs, educational and senior citizens

programs, and other projects. Many of our members live on

the reservation and more would like to return, so adequate

housing is also one of our concerns. Bingo was seen as a

popular, yet harmless and traditional method of funding such

needs, and has been used by numerous other community organi-

zations and religious groups for years to reach financial

goals.

Since that decision to play bingo was made, we have

received a steady stream of proposals from different people

and groups who want to assist us. We have examined many of

these and met with various of their representatives. We have

had many tribal meetings to discuss all of the pros and cons

of establishing bingo on our reservation. We have hired

attorneys to advise us on these matters and over the years we

have rejected more proposals than I can remember receiving.

The San Manuels have attempted to be cautious and prudent in

dealing with this matter. We can, and do, regulate our own

affairs just fine.
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After years of debate and investigation, we have

decided to proceed. A bingo ordinance has been enacted and

we look forward to establishing job programs, education

funds, food programs, and aid for our senior citizens.

These projects will further our independence and improve the

lives of our members. The money to be raised by the proposed

bingo operation will provide the funds for our plans. The

right to make our internal decisions gives us these opportun-

ities.

The issues we would like this committee to consider

are issues of dignity and sovereign rights. Our people once

controlled large amounts of land in the San Bernardino area.

Now, in the very small, and mostly unusable, piece of land

given to us by the United States government, we have governed

ourselves and our responsibilities for many years. The issue

here is not whether the government will take away our

opportunity to play bingo, but whether the government will

take away our rights of self-government and our historical

dignity. We do not feel that our sovereignty is something

that the United States government should pay lip service to

and gradually take away. Too much has been taken away from

Indians over the years, and we must now preserve our sove-

reign rights, our history and our responsibility to govern

ourselves in the community.

Thank you for your attention. I would like to now

introduce David Lash, the tribe's attorney.
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Mr. LASH. Thank you, Mr. Duro, and thank you, members of the
committee. I am an attorney with the law firm of Neiman Billet
Albala & Levine. This law firm represents the San Manuel Band of
Mission Indians pursuant to an attorney/tribe contract which has
been submitted to, and approved by, the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

We have represented the tribe in its various negotiations con-
cerning a proposed bingo operation on the reservation. The tribe
has passed a strictly drawn ordinance which governs the playing of
bingo in tribal lands. This proposed project is a valuable source of
potential revenue to the tribe. Additionally, it will do much to pro-
vide an array of employment opportunities for individual members
of the tribe.

Just as individual states do with the revenue they raise, the San
Manuels have enunciated plans to establish education funds for
their children, assistance to the elderly, the infirm and the unem-
ployed. The tribe plans to establish housing funds and investment
funds to benefit the general welfare of the tribal community.

I do not believe that anyone here today would question the right
of an individual state to regulate the playing of bingo within its
borders and to apply particular revenues to worthy and charitable
programs intended to uplift and benefit the state as a whole. As a
basic premise, we can do nothing other than assume that Indian
tribes, acting as sovereign states, have any lesser rights or will act
any- differently.

Therefore, the right of a sovereign Indian tribe to regulate the
playing of bingo within its borders and to apply its revenues to
worthy and charitable programs should be as unassailable a propo-
sition as if a particular state was involved.

Indian tribes are not seeking some technical or unfair advantage.
Instead, they merely are exercising their deserved sovereign rights.
This independent and sovereign status was awarded Indian nations
many years ago obstensibly in exchange for, and in recognition of,
the intemperate manner in which the U.S. Government took from
these tribes literally millions of acres of land.

Indian tribes seek no windfall. Neither do they seek to take ad-
vantage of a "loophole" in the law. They simply seek to preserve
and exercise their long-ago enumerated rights.

As Mr. Duro pointed out, the issue here is not really the playing
of high stakes bingo. The issue is whether the U.S. Government
will fulfill its commitment to those Native Americans whose sover-
eignty has been long recognized.

In a story not atypical of tribes throughout North America, the
San Manuels were many years ago shunted aside and relegated to
virtually valueless land. Driven into the mountains of San Bernar-
dino by the state militia before the turn of the century, this Band
of Mission Indians has lived peacefully and quietly in its present
location for more than 80 years.

Their reservation consists of approximately 600 acres; 595 of
which are located on the side of a mountain. Left with precious
little usable flat land, this tribe, and other tribes across the coun-
try, must preserve the only valuable asset they have left-the right
of self-government and its attendant interests and privileges.

I am sure there is no need to today engage in a review of the
history of United States/Indian relations. Suffice it to say, the
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story is one stained with tears and tragedy. Broken treaties used to
take back land once promised are numerous. Also once promised
was the autonomy of self-government within the reservation
system. It would be another sad example of history if the United
States now further stripped Indian tribes of their rights and assets
by regulating non-criminal methods of revenue-raising.

Such action could directly infringe on internal tribal government
and would effectively deprive tribes of their internal democratic
processes. Long and carefully thought out judicial proceedings
have, throughout the 20th Century, strengthened the notion of
tribal sovereignty. Interference in this area would take from Indi-
ans the only aspect of their history yet unshaken.

It is both the playing of bingo and the decision to play bing
which is at stake. States have both such rights. The U.S military
plays bingo on its property. By usurping any part of a tribe's deci-
sionmaking abilities, the United States would be regulating inter-
nal and social relations of sovereign tribes. The tribe's opportunity
to exercise its independence, to provide for its members, to create
jobs, to establish internal entitlement programs for its needy, and
to control its own democratic processes would be lost.

The U.S. Government now has no choice but to accept and treat
these tribes as sovereigns-as able and capable of regulating them-
selves and their activities as are the fifty individual states of this
Union. The U.S. Government can assume only that these native
Americans govern themselves responsibly and fairly.

The playing of bingo, its revenue raising potential, and the eco-
nomic and social independence that it yields is but singular exam-
ples of the many areas in which the rights of Indian tribes are
being encircled and threatened. We only hope that this committee
recognizes the greater concerns here involved, and acts with a sen-
sitive and respectful hand.

Thank you very much.
If I may also comment on section 81 of Title 25 of the U.S. Code

that has been discussed here, every court to my knowledge, and
through our legal research in our office, has ruled that Indian
bingo management agreements are subject to section 81. Section 81
requires that these management contracts be approved by the Sec-
retary of the Interior. As recently as about 2 or 3 months ago, the
Seventh Circuit for the U.S. Court of Appeals so ruled.

The purpose of section 81 is to protect Indians against improvi-
dent and unconscionable contracts. The legislative history behind
this enactment is very clear. And it is our understanding, having
gone through this approval process with the Bureau, that part of
the approval process is an FBI check and clearance of all of those
persons involved, particularly individuals comprising any manage-
ment groups.

So the issue of Secretary approval has been discussed here. As
far as I can tell from an interpretation of the law and court deci-
sions, as the law stands now secretarial approval is mandated for
these kinds of contracts. It is my understanding the practice of the
Bureau is to conduct FBI checks.

Thank you very much.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Lash follows:]
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STATEMENT OF DAVID LASH

Thank you, Mr. Duro, and thank you, members of the

committee. I am an attorney with the law firm of Neiman

Billet Albala & Levine. This law firm represents the San

Manuel Band of Mission Indians pursuant to an attorney/tribe

contract which has been submitted to, and approved by, the

Bureau of Indian Affairs.

We have represented the tribe in its various negotia-

tions concerning a proposed bingo operation on the reserva-

tion. The tribe has passed a strictly drawn ordinance which

governs the playing of bingo on tribal lands. This proposed

project is a valuable source of potential revenue to the

tribe. Additionally, it will do much to provide an array of

employment opportunities for individual members of the tribe.

Just as individual states do with the revenue they raise, the

San Manuels have enunciated plans to establish education

funds for their children, assistance to the elderly, the

infirm and the unemployed. The tribe plans to establish

housing funds and investment funds to benefit the general

welfare of the tribal community.

I do not believe that anyone here today would question

the right of an individual state to regulate the playing of

bingo within its borders and to apply particular revenues to

worthy and charitable programs intended to uplift and

benefit the state as a whole. As a basic premise, we can do
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nothing other than assume that Indian tribes, acting as

sovereign states, have any lesser rights or will act any

differently. Therefore, the right of a sovereign Indian

tribe to regulate the playing of bingo within its borders

and to apply its revenues to worthy and charitable programs

should be as unassailable a proposition as if a particular

state was involved.

Indian tribes are not seeking some technical or unfair

advantage. Instead, they merely are exercising their

deserved sovereign rights. This independent and sovereign

status was awarded Indian nations many years ago obstensibly

in exchange for, and in recognition of, the intemperate

manner in which the United States government took from these

tribes literally millions of acres of land. Indian tribes

seek no windfall. Neither do they seek to take advantage of

a "loophole" in the law. They simply seek to preserve and

exercise their long-ago enumerated rights.

As Mr. Duro pointed out, the issue here is not really

the playing of high stakes bingo. The issue is whether

the United States government will fulfill its commitment to

those native Americans whose sovereignty has been long

recognized. In a story not atypical of tribes throughout

North America, the San Manuels were many years ago shunted

aside and relegated to virtually valueless land. Driven into

the mountains of San Bernardino by the state militia before

the turn of the century, this Band of Mission Indians has

lived peacefully and quietly in its present location for more
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than 80 years. Their reservation consists of approximately

600 acres; 595 of which are located on the side of a moun-

tain. Left with precious little usable flat land, this

tribe, and other tribes across the country, must preserve the

only valuable asset they have left - the right of self-

government and its attendant interests and privileges.

I am sure there is no need to today engage in a review

of the history of United States/Indian relations. Suffice

it to say, the story is one stained with tears and tragedy.

Broken treaties used to take back land once promised are

numerous. Also once promised was the autonomy of self-

governrent within the Reservation system. It would be

another sad example of history if the United States now

further stripped Indian tribes of their rights and assets by

regulating non-criminal methods of revenue-raising. Such

action could directly infringe on internal tribal government

and would effectively deprive tribes of their internal

democratic processes. Long and carefully thought out

judicial proceedings have, throughout the 20th Century,

strengthened the notion of tribal sovereignty. Interference

in this area would take from Indians the only aspect of their

history yet unshaken.

It is both the playing of bingo and the decision to

play bingo which is at stake. States have both such rights.

The United States military plays bingo on its property. By

usurping any part of a tribe's decision-making abilities,

the United States would be regulating internal and social
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relations of sovereign tribes. The tribe's opportunity to

exercise its independence, to provide for its members, to

create jobs, to establish internal entitlement programs for

its needy, and to control its own democratic processes would

be lost.

The United States government now has no choice but to

accept and treat these tribes as sovereigns - as able and

capable of regulating themselves and their activities as are

the fifty individual states of this Union. The United

States government can assume only that these native Americans

govern themselves responsibly and fairly. The United States

government has no choice but to tread no further and to now

preserve the dignity, history and sovereign rights of all

Indian tribes. The playing of bingo, its revenue raising

potential, and the economic and social independence that it

yields is but singular examples of the many areas in which

the rights of Indian tribes are being encircled and threaten-

ed. We only hope that this committee recognizes the greater

concerns here involved, and acts with a sensitive and

respectful hand.

Thank you very much.
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Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you.
Mr. Pico.
Mr. Pico. Good afternoon. Good afternoon, distinguished Mem-

bers.
I am Anthony Pico, chairman of the Viejas Indian Reservation

located 35 miles east of here. On my immediate right is Mr. John
Winkelman, attorney for the Band.

The band wholeheartedly supports H.R.1920 with some recom-
mendations listed. I am going to hurry on.

We are grateful for Chairman Udall, we thank you for bringing
this legislation forward. The Viejas Band at this time has an unem-
ployment rate of about 60 percent and underemployment rate of
about 90 percent. We are presently in the process of developing a
bingo operation. We have studied this issue for the past two years.
We feel that bingo at this point is extremely important to the eco-
nomic independency of the tribe, which will serve as a preliminary
and cornerstone for other economic development projects that the
tribe has.

It is imperative the tribe's goal of economic independence is
achieved for the betterment of the community of Viejas in the area
of education and spiritual and cultural survival. I am going to stop
here. Mr. Winkelman has some comments.

Thank you for giving us this opportunity.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Pico follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ANTHONY PICO

TESTIMONY AND STATEMENT
OF

THE VIEJAS BAND OF MISSION INDIANS

ON
HR 1920 GAMING CONTROL ACT
AND S. 902 (DeConcini Bill)
AND HR 2404 (Shumway Bill)

BEFORE

HOUSE INTERIOR COMMITTEE
SAN DIEGO CALIFORNIA
SEPTEMBER 13, 1985

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, today I am appearing
of behalf of the Viejas Band of Mission Indians. The Viejas
Reservation is located less than 30 miles from this meeting
place and adjacent to Interstate Highway 8 which makes the
most readily accessable Indians lands for conducting Gaming
Operations. However, the Tribe does not now have Bingo or
any other form of Gaming.

There are now two High Stakes Bingo Games in San Diego County.
Several other Tribes are considering getting into the Bingo
Business and we are one of them. The reason for this is the
reality of economicsurvival.

.nese are budget-cutting years for the Federal Government.
Indians Tribes can no longer expect the Federal Government to
continue providing the same levels of pecuniary support.
With the supply of funds deminishing and the demand increasing
it is obvoius even to the most simple minded that something
most be done. The Viejas Band is compeled to consider Bingo
as a -means of generating Tribal revenues.

The economic reality is that we see Bingo as the best chance
for a decent and respectable future. Bingo offers us hope for
economic independence. Even if all of our expectations are not
realized we will have something, and something is usually better
than nothing. The political reality is that there will be
Federal Legislation of Indian Gaming. Therefore, we are compeled
to support Chairman Udall and thank him for his efforts. I
believe that his intentions are hororable and he has demonstrated
his friedship tc the Indian Peoples time and time again. I
urge Congress to take fast action on the pending legislation.
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Mr. Udall has welcomed and encouraged others to introduce
their proposed solutions to some of the technical and other
differences that reTdsin as unresolved issues. Of the three
bills before the Congress only the "Shumway" version is unaccept-
able. Although his intentions are clearly honorable we see
no reason for the Federal Government to alter the established
relationship with Indians by vesting control of governmental
decisions directly in the hands of States which have not
demonstrated a desire to recognize a trust responsibility status.

Either of the remaining bills can be supported by the Tribes.
If fact, I have heard no one in this session speak against
establishing Federal Standards on gaming within Indian Country.
There is no issue about wheather or not standards will be
adopted.

There will be amendments to the pending version of proposed
legislation. We urge Congress to amend these bills to be
consistant with the following principals:

1) Do not alter the government to government relationship
that exists between the Federal Government and Indian Country.
Please remember that past attempts to inject Indian County
under local control has met with disastrous results.

2) Confirm the right of Tribes to operate Bingo as a legitimate
means of generating Tribal revenues.

3) Provide that Tribes may only conduct other forms of Gaming
if such activity is lawful with the State and further
provide that an activity is lawful unless prohibited by
Criminal Statue.

4) Establish a task force, supported by Tribes which elect
to conduct Gaming operations, to investigate and enforce
Federal Standards.

5) Provide for the State Attorney General to determine wheather
or not a specific operation is lawful or unlawful but compel
this decision to be based on existing case law and-ubject to

review by the Task Force and the Federal Courts.

6) Provide that States cannot indirectly alter the purpose of
Federal Standards by passing laws that make traditionally
civil regulated activity criminal by statutes and if this
is determined by the Task Force or the Federal Courts such
laws will considered void for the purposes of the Federal
Standards.
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Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you.
Mr. Winkelman.
Mr. WINKELMAN. Thank you, gentlemen.
I will keep my comments pretty much off the cuff.
I want to say that 2 years ago the tribe and I initially started

discussing the possibility of opening a bingo operation. We had cer-
tain factors we had to consider. The first thing, we did have a 60
percent unemployment rate, we did not have any skilled members
of the band by way of training and/or education, we did not have
funds to conduct any kind of investigation or that required re-
search, and when we looked to the Federal Government to s,.e if
there was any possibility of help or assistance, there was none.
There still is none available.

We basically are looking at a diminishing ability of the Federal
government to assist them in any kind of support whatsoever as
are other elements of this society. Given these problems 2 years
ago, we did not feel that we were ready to jump into a bingo oper-
ation immediately. We took 2 years to study, we adopted a very
wait and see attitude, avoid mistakes, we will see what happens,
an(I when we feel we can properly structure a deal, then we will
make a deal. When we feel things are in place, then we will do
that.

We have not commenced construction of our bingo operation, but
we intend to. The law at this point clearly says that we have that
right. The law has been established for a great deal of time. Unless
Congress takes that right away from us, that right is there.

Now, we are aware that the courts can change that as well as
the Congress. That is why we are thankful that the Congress is
looking at legislation of the gaming operations in Indian country,
because it does two things for us.

No. 1, it makes it easier for us to structure a deal and to attract
management and investment companies that are legitimate. Two
years ago unfortunately, it was very, very difficult to attract insti-
tutional lenders-in fact, it was impossible to get a loan to attract
any kind of legitimate lenders and our operators had to put up
their own cash, their own money out of their pocket. There was no
way to borrow money to fund this kind of operation as you can do
in private industry.

Right away we had several strikes against us. I feel that this
generation of contracts that is being borne you might say more re-
cently, the Morongo contract-I think the gentlemen that are here
today with me and the later people, we have the benefit of this
past experience, and I think the tribes are now in their second gen-
eration of contracts. They are writing much better contracts.

These fears and concerns about skimming, organized crime, I feel
in the second generation contracts has been eliminated. Certainly
it is possible to structure a deal, to structure a contract to take
care of these concerns.

We do favor this, though. We feel that we are on the verge of yet
a third generation of contracts, and if we pass the proposed legisla-
tion, that is H.R. 1920, I t~ink we will be able to even bargain a
better deal in private industry in the future.
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The reason for that is that it gives security and legitimizes the
bingo operations that tribal governments require to generate tribal
revenues.

With that legitimacy and with the fact that we now have totally
sanctioned operations, we can do better at the bargaining table be-
cause now there is less risk involved. Less risk for the operator,
that means more money for the tribes.

In passing, I want to say that we did-we are aware, I think, of
the potential problem in this that has come up today, and that is
the environmental review process. I would like to point out that we
have adopted our own building codes, we have adopted our own
planning of the reservations, and my experience has clearly shown
that tribal governments are, I believe, more sensitive to environ-
mental concerns than non-Indians have traditionally been. They
are very, very concerned about their environments; I am not saying
there haven't been mistakes or development doesn't cause impacts,
but I am saying we are sensitive to environmental concerns.

We have studied water, we have studied soils, we have studied
traffic, we have studied all these issues as part of our review proc-
ess. There is no requirement in NEPA that the tribe did not handle
in its own traditional way. The only thing that might not have
been done are the procedural aspects and possibly the court battles
that the non-Indians like to generate in order to slow down a devel-
opment project.

I would encourage this body if you are concerned about the envi-
ronment that you make a provision to recognize the tribal govern-
ments as the leading agency in that review process, if any, and also
that you find at the same time their findings in regards to sub-
stance and procedure of any compliance with the environmental
review be handled at the tribal level.

I also support Barbara Karshmer's position that the sum provi-
sion would be beneficial to allow the tribes to go directly to the
court system to terminate any agreement with a management com-
pany that is not performing and let the courts decide whether or
not that has been breached directly and not leave it in the hands of
a bureaucratic procedure of some sort that drags on for years.

I am here to answer any questions that you might have, too.
Thank you.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you.
We will now hear from Mr. Weisman.
Mr. EUGENE WEISMAN. Mr. Chairman, my name is Eugene Weis-

man, and I appear on behalf of the San Manuel Band of Mission
Indians.

I have an extensive background in the management of Indian
bingo. I am the principal partner in Seminole Management Associ-
ates which manages bingo for the Seminole Tribe in Hollywood,
Florida.

This was the first major "Indian bingo" operation in the United
States.

The Seminole Tribe, with the help of Seminole Management, suc-
cessfully clarified in the courts the rights of Indian tribes to engage
in so-called high stakes bingo. That court process began in 1979,
and the Fifth Circuit Federal District Court upheld the Indians.
Later the U.S. Supreme Court denied certiorari.
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The issue then, as now, is clear and simple: Is an Indian tribe a
sovereign nation or not? Does it have sovereign rights or not?

If the tribe engages in an activity that does not violate state law
or public policy, is it then permitted to regulate that activity on its
reservation without state interference?

To each of these questions, the court, said yes.
The Federal Court system declared that the tribe may engage in

any activity which is permitted in the state, and even though the
state may regulate that activity in the state, the tribe has the right
to establish its own rules and regulations regarding that activity on
the reservation.

Fcr example, bingo is legal in the State of Florida. State regula-
tions require that it be ruh by a charity; that no person or entity is
to receive payment for work connected with the game; that bingo
can be operated only 2 times a week,.and that prize money must be
limited to $1000 a day.

All of these are regulations.
If the tribe wants to play 7 days a week instead of 2, if it wants

to pay its employees or consultants, if it wants to give out more
than $1000 in prizes, it can.

In short, the courts have held that the tribe has the right to reg-
ulate such activities as it seems fit and the obligation to do so in
the best interests of the tribe and its members.

Many attorneys general and other critics of Indian bingo com-
plain it is unregulated. Not only is this charge untrue, it insults
the intelligence and integrity of all native Americans.

Not only is Indian bingo strictly regulated by the tribes, those
regulations are more rigidly enforced on tribal lands than is the
case in states that allow bingo.

But bingo, or gaming on Indian lands in general, is not the issue
before this hearing. It is not the issue period. Indian sovereignty is
the issue, and the only .. ue.

What is sovereignty? Webster's New World Dictionary says it is
a "supreme and independent political athority."

The Federal Government has granted sovereignty to the Indian
tribes of this Nation, and with that sovereignty came certain in-
alienable rights to rule and regulate themselves on their reserva-
tions as the tribes see fit.

Our courts, time after time, have upheld that sovereignty. Indi-
ans, no matter which tribe, have sovereign rights on their reserva-
tions, which are themselves held ii trust by the Federal Govern-
ment.

Hundreds of treaties have been made with tribes over the years,
treaties that have been continually ard shamelessly broken by gov-
ernments at every level, local, state and Federal.

The shame of this, compounded over two centuries, has become
such that today more enlightened governments are at last begin-
ning to seek ways to protect the rights that remain to the Indi-
ans-rights not yet torn from them.

Again, the Federal courts have in clear, strong and unambiguous
language held that the tribes do in fact have sovereignty. President
Reagan, in drastically reducing Federal funds to Indian tribes, has
wisely stated that the tribes need to become economically self-suffi-
cient.
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Yet, the Indians, by and large, have neither the capital nor the
expertise to fight this long and terribly complicated battle. Our
past treatment of them has seen to that.

This is why tribes are now hiring and engaging outside expertise
and seeking outside capital for investments on their reservations.
In doing that, they are no different from other sovereign nations
throughout the world who turn to companies such as IBM, AT&T,
Union Carbide and others for help in their struggles to develop
their nations.

In closing, I repeat, the only issue here is sovereignty. Do the
tribes have it or not?

The prospect of Congress redefining tribal sovereignty is daunt-
ing when the past does not exactly shine with examples of govern-
mental integrity and trustworthiness.

Yet, Congress has the authority to resolve the issue of sovereign-
ty once and for all. It can either decide-fairly, justly, with honor
and integrity-that the Federal Government will abide by existing
treaties and agreements with sovereign nations, or it can very
easily complete the mass genocide of the American Indian.

All it has to do is rule that the tribes have no rights, no land of
their own, no sovereignty.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Miller, do you have any questions of the panel?
Mr. MILLR. No, I have no questions.
Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. de Lugo.
Mr. DE LUGO. No questions.
Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you very much.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Weisman follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF EUGENE WEISMAN

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee,

my name is Eugene Weisman, and I appear on behalf of the San Manuel

Band of Mission Indians.

I have an extensive background in the management of Indian

Bingo. I am the principle partner in Seminole Management Associates,

which manages Bingo for the Seminole Tribe in Hollywood, Florida.

This was the first Major "Indian Bingo" operation in the United

States.

The Seminole Tribe, with the help of Seminole Management, suc-

cessfully clarified in the courts the rights of Indian tribes to

engage in so called "high stakes" Bingo. That court process began

in 1979, and the Fifth Circuic Federal District Court upheld the Indians.

Later, The U.S. Supreme Court denied certerori.

The issue then -- as now -- is clear and simple:

Is an Indian tribe a sovereign nation, or not?

Does it have sovereign rights, or not?

If the tribe engages in an activity that does not violate state

law or public policy, is it then permitted to regulate that activity

on its reservation without state interference?

To each of these questions, the court said "Yes."

The Federal Court System declared that the Tribe may engage in any

activity which is permitted in the state, and even though the state may

regulate that activity in the state, the Tribe has the right to establish

its own rules and regulations regarding that actiity on the reservation.

For example, Bingo is legal in the state of Florida. State regul-

ations require that it be run by a charity; that no person or entity

is to receive payment for work connected with the game; that Bingo can

be operated only two times a week, and that prize money must be limited

to one thousand dollars a day.

All of these are regulations.
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If the tribe wants to play seven days a week instead of two; If

it wants to pay its employees or consultants; If it wants to give out

more than one thousand dollars in prizes, it can.

In short, the courts have held that the tribe has the right to

regulate such activities as it seems fit and the obligation to do so in

the best interests of the tribe and its members.

Many Attorneys-General and other critics of Indian Bingo complain

it is unregulated.

Not only is this charge untrue: it insults the intelligence

and integrity of all Native Americans.

Not only is Indian Bingo strictly regulated by the tribes, those

regulations are more rigidly enforced on tribal lands than is the case

in states that allow Bingo.

But Bingo -- or gaming on Indian lands in general -- is not the

issue before this hearing.

It is not the issue period.

Indian sovereignty is the issue, and the only issue.

What is sovereignty? Webster's New World Dictionary says it is

a "supreme and independent political authority."

The Federal government has granted sovereignty to the Indian Tribes

of this nation, and with that sovereignty came certain inalienable rights

to rule and regulate themselves on their reservations as the tribes see

f it.

Our courts, time after time, have upheld that sovereignty. Indians,

no matter which tribe, have sovereign rights on their reservations --

which are themselves held in trust by the Federal government.

Hundreds of treaties have been made with tribes over the years --

treaties that have been continually and shamelessly broken by

governments at every level, local, state and federal.

The shame of this, compounded over two centuries, has become such
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that today more enlightened governments are at last beginning to seek

ways to protect the rights that remain to the Indians -- rights not

yet torn from them.

Again, the federal courts have in clear, strong and unambiguous

language held that the tribes do in fact have sovereignty. President

Reagan, in drastically reducing federal funds to Indian Tribes, has

wisely stated that the tribes need to become economically self-

sufficient.

Yet, the Indians, by and large, have neither the capital nor the

expertise to fight this long and terribly complicated battle. Our

past treatment of them has seen to that.

This is why tribes are now hiring and engaging outside expertise

and seeking outside capital for investments on their reservations.

In doing that, they are no different from other sovereign nations throughout

the world who turn to companies such as I.B.M., A.T.&T., Union Carbide

and others for help in their struggles to develop their nations.

In closing, I repeat, the only issue here is sovereignty.

Do the tribes have it, or not?

The prospect of Congress redefining tribal sovereignty is daunting

when the past does not exactly shine with examples of governmental

integrity and trustworthiness.

Yet, Congress has the authority to resolve the issue of sovereignty

once and for all. It can either decide -- fairly, Justly, with honor

and integrity -- that the Federal government will abide by existing

treaties and agreements with sovereign nations: or it can very easily

complete the mass genocide of the American Indian.

All it has to do is rule that the tribe have no rights,

no land of their own, no sovereignty.
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Mr. LEHMAN. The next witness will be Mr. Charles Schlegel.

PANEL CONSISTING OF CHARLES SCHLEGEL, MANAGER, SANTA
YNEZ INDIAN ENTERPRISES, AND ART BUNCE, TRIBAL ATTOR-
NEY, SANTA YNEZ BAND OF MISSION INDIANS
Mr. SCHLEGEL. I have two statements.
I am the profiteer. The last witness is perhaps the one Sheriff

Duffey referred to. I haven't been able to--
Mr. MILLER. Why don't you speak for the record.
Mr. LEHMAN. Do you have a prepared statement, Mr. Schlegel?
We will include this in the record, and you may proceed.
Mr. BUNCE. Good afternoon, gentlemen, Mr. Chairman. My name

is Art Bunce, and I am also tribal attorney for the Santa Ynez
band of Mission Indians. It is a small reservation, 125 acres, located
in the mountains of Santa Barbara County, about 250 miles north
of here.

I am accompanied by Mr. Schlegel, who is the general manager
of the tribe's bingo hall.

The chairman, Mr. Valencia, was unable to be here. He is a prac-
ticing policeman and he is busy practicing right now.

I am speaking on behalf of the tribal council.
Based on a negotiated management agreement, this tribe opened

a commercial bingo hall in November of 1984 primarily to provide
employment opportunities for members of the tribe and increase
tribal economic self-sufficiency.

Mr. LEHMAN. We have your written statement. We would appre-
ciate your summarizing it.

Mr. BUNCE. The need for bingo at Santa Ynez was more acute
than elsewhere. The Santa Ynez reservation is only 125 acres. Most
of that is occupied by housing, a camp ground and a tribal hall.
There is literally no other land. There is no natural resources at all
on that reservation. Many members of the tribe can't even live on
the reservation because it is not big enough to put houses on.

The tribe has tried to provide services. The only thing it could
find to do that was bingo at the time. I believe it was the second
bingo operation in the state.

Bingo has reduced unemployment on that reservation from 86
percent to 18 percent. Ninety percent of the employees are mem-
bers of the tribe.

The tribe purposely insisted that its management contract in-
clude a relatively high pay scale. The minimum wage at Santa
Ynez is $8 an hour. The average wage is $9.60. The payroll is
$16,000 a week. So far that payroll has pumped over $1.5 million
into the local economy.

At a hearing held several months ago in San Diego by the Cali-
fornia attorney general, the under sheriff of Santa Barbara County
testified that bingo has been good for law enforcement in that area
for the simple reason the tribal security force at the bingo hall has
alleviated the need for the sheriff to go out there so often.

The tribe is also in the process of more than halfway-more than
halfway through the process of paying the construction loan on the
building. The considerable financial benefits that have accrued to
the tribe will increase considerably once that loan is completed.
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In an idea world, the tribe would regulate its own bingo oper-
ation without stance or interference by anyone else. The tribe's in-
ternal controls, we think, are exemplary. Not a single non-Indian
handles a single dollar bill. Members of the tribe are the only ones
who handle money.

There are weekly financial reports and quarterly statements cer-
tified by a certified public accountant. Every check requires not
only signature of the management company but the signature of a
trible representative.

We are unaware of any organized crime interest in the operation
there, much less influence. The only serious concern the tribe has
found really with bingo and really addressed by the legislation
under consideration today is the verification of financial matters.

The tribe has no particular reason to think that the CPA state-
ments are inaccurate but they are based entirely on figures sup-
plied by the management company. Those figures may or may not
be true. The tribe can't tell. It doesn't have its own internal capac-
ity to do that.

When the doubts first arose, the tribe requested the Bureau of
Indian Affairs to provide an outside audit. At one time it looked
like the Bureau could provide it. Eventually the central office in
Washington made it clear the Bureau could not provide that audit,
so the tribe turned to Congressman Bates and asked Mr. Bates,
"Did you find us some other way to get an audit, either convince
the Bureau of Indian Affairs to do so or find someone to help us
out?"

Mr. Bates, to his credit, did ask the General Accounting Office to
provide that kind of audit and at one point it looked like they
would do it, too. They didn't. Their reaction is the Federal law pro-
hibits it from doing so.

So we are still looking for some Federal statutory authority to
provide this kind of verification.

If H.R. 1920 passes, that will provide the authority. The tribe
would be delighted.

The Santa Ynez band fully supports H.R. 1920 and the Senate
version S.902. Obviously, H.R. 2404 is unacceptable to Santa Ynez.
It would put them out of business.

Overall, the bingo enterprise has been the best and virtually the
only significant economic enterprise ever to reach that reservation.
With proper accountability, we believe that it can be the force that
generates the funds to enable that tribe to be released from Feder-
al purse strings. The tribe would dearly like to do so. It doesn't
want to be dependent on anyone.

The tribe supports H.R 1920 because it will help the tribe do a
better job of policing its own internal affairs and instilling public
trust and confidence in the integrity of the operation and its man-
agement company.

In the interest of time, I would like to turn the microphone over
to Mr. Schlegel, who is, as he described it, the profiteer.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Bunce follows:]
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Prepared Testimony of the Santa Ynez Band of Mission Indians
to a Sub-Committee of the

House Interior & Insular Affairs Committee
on S. 902 and H.R. 1920 anF Related Issues

San Diego, California
September 13, 1985

Good morning Mr. Chairman. My name is Art Bunce, Tribal Attorney

for the Santa Ynez Band of Mission Indians whose reservation is

located in Santa Barbara County, California. I am accompanied by

Mr. Charles G. Schlegel, the General Manager of the Tribe's bingo

hall. The Chairman could not be here today and the Tribal Council

has asked us to speak on behalf of the Tribe.

Based on a negotiated management agreement, the Tribe has opened

a commercial bingo hall in November of 1984 to provide opportunities

for employment and to increase tribal economic self-sufficiency.

The Santa Ynez Band takes seriously President Reagan's 1983 Indian

Policy Statement and is trying to reduce its dependency on federal

funds by engaging in its own economic activities. With no natural

resources and a reservation of only 125 acres, this tribe has little

choice but to engage in bingo to meet these goals.

Bingo has been by far the greatest economic stimulus ever seen

on the Santa Ynez Indian Reservation. Before bingo the unemployment

rate was about 86%. After bingo it is about 18%. Because of an

Indian preference policy, 90% of our 68 employees are either members

of the Band or members of the household of members. During a 28-30

hour work week the average wage for employees is $9.60/hr. The

minimum wage is $8.00/hr. Our average weekly payroll is $16,000

for a 3-day a week operation and the total payroll to date totals

over $1,568,000. In addition the Tribe is more than half way through
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repaying the $800,000 construction cost of the bingo hall.

The Tribe is satisfied that it is capable of regulating its

own bingo operation. The Tribe relies on weekly internal audits

and quarterly statements by a certified public accountant. Only

tribal members handle money. A tribal signature is required on

every check, in addition to a management signature. Organized crime

has shown no interest in our operation, and we believe that our game

and our management company are honest. However, some members of the

Tribe and some outsiders question the accuracy of the financial

information on which these reports are based. In order to obtain

an independent federal audit, and to provide other assurances of the

integrity of the game and its operators, the Tribe supports both

H.R. 1920 and S. 902. These bills would both provide review by the

Secretary of the Interior of our existing tribal bingo ordinance,

our management agreement, and the kind of in-depth background check

of the principals of the management company that we could not afford

when we started this business. We are particularly pleased that

both bills provide for the kind of federal audits that we have sought

and been denied from both the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the General

Accounting office. The only real improvement that we would like to

see in the bills would be a clarification that some per capita

distributions of bingo profits to individual tribal members could

be made. Such per capita distributions not only give individual

tribal members a stake in this tribal business, but also allow the

benefits of the bingo operation to flow to those tribal members who,

due to age or infirmity, cannot work at the bingo hall. The Santa

Ynez Band has limited its per capita distributions to only 30% of its

72-553 0 - 87 - 19
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bingo profits which have so far totalled about half a million dollars.

The remainder of these profits are still under tribal control and will

be expended for projects promoting the general welfare of the tribe

as the membership may direct.

Overall the Tribe's bingo enterprise has been the best and only

significant economic enterprise available to this tribe. With no

natural resources, the Santa Ynez Band can only look to bingo for

self-sufficiency. Despite some internal controversy, the Tribe is

pleased that it has been able to regulate and operate this economic

enterprise as well as it has. In order to allay public suspicion,

the Santa Ynez Band supports H.R. 1920 and S. 902 as the best means

of assisting the tribes to guarantee the integrity of their operations.

On behalf of the elected tribal government of the Santa Ynez Band,

I thank the Committee for this opportunity to express the Band's

support of this legislation and to present this bingo operation as

a good example of an honest, profitable, tribal economic enterprise

which, despite some difficulties, is functioning as intended to

promote the general welfare of the tribe. Now I would like to

introduce Mr. Charles G. Schlegel, the General Manager of the bingo

hall, who will add management's views.

Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, the Tribal Council

of the Santa Ynez Band of Mission Indians has asked me to speak today

from the management point of view in support of this legislation.

I am one of the four partners in a partnership which manages the
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Santa Ynez Band's bingo enterprise under a management agreement.

The other partners in the management firm are all long time California

residents, including a business man, a former postmaster, and a

construction contractor. The partnership receives 49% of the net

profits for financing, constructing, operating, and maintaining the

business. In a remote area far from population centers the risk

justifies our fee. We are proud of our relationship with the Tribe

and of how we run the business. Even though our contract runs for

12 years, we are paying the amortized construction costs over only

a 5 year period. After such repayment the business will be even

more profitable.

We are particularly proud that no management personnel ever

handles cash and that we have a very high hourly wage for employees.

Our Indian preference policy has provided employment for nearly

every tribal member who wants to work and has enabled many members

to leave welfare, SSI, and other federally supported benefit programs.

Many tribal members now pay federal income tax and the business has

pumped over $3,000,000 into the local rural economy. We have brought

over 100,000 persons to our locality who would not otherwise have been

here to patronize local motels, restaurants, gift shops, and other

businesses. This economic activity has promoted the work ethic as

nothing else has on this reservation before and has provided employment

and training to tribal members so that they may compete more effectively

in the local economy. Our relatively high wages have enabled many

reservation families to become self-supporting and producing members

of a free enterprise economy. The tribe can now deal with local

agencies and community groups with a sense of accomplishment and

equality. For instance, the bingo operation has been effectively
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integrated with the federal housing program on the reservation so as

to provide sewer service from the local sewer district for every

structure on the reservation. At a recent hearing conducted by the

California Attorney General, the undersheriff of Santa Barbara County

testified that calls for sheriff services from the reservation have

decreased since bingo opened because of the effectiveness of our

security personnel.

This management firm supports the proposed legislation, partly

because it will assure the integrity of the game, and partly because

we are already largely in compliance. If there were going to be any

changes we would like to see some sort of arbitration mechanism to

resolve the inevitable disagreements between management and the Tribe.

We would also like to see language clarifying a tribe's ability to

distribute some of its bingo profits per capita. While most of the

Tribe's profits should go toward long-term economic development and

services for the people, per capita payments also provide a direct

benefit. They give individuals a stake in the operation and enable

those who, for one reason or another, cannot work a chance to benefit

from the operation. Perhaps there should be a limit of 30% on per

capita distributions.

My partnership is proud of its performance for the Santa Ynez

Band and is pleased to support H.R. 1920 and S. 902 as ways to

strengthen and improve what is already a clean, profitable tribal

business. We invite the committee, its staff, and law enforcement

to inspect the facility to verify our claims. Free enterprise is

alive and well and playing bingo on the Santa Ynez Indian Reservation.
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Mr. LEHMAN. We have your statement. Please summarize.
Mr. SCHLEGEL. I have two statements. I am prepared to supple-

ment the statement because I also am head of and sole remaining
profiteer of Rincon as well, which has been substantially discussed
today.

I don't know if you got the second single statement of mine.
Gentlemen, I am a lawyer. I have also been involved very active-

ly in Indian bingo as a worker, floor seller, manager for the last 2
years, as I was in charitable bingo for years before that.

How do you get into Indian bingo? At one time, having been the
chairman of the Red Cross, the boosters fund, at one time I was
active in charitable fund raising, like bingo.

The witnesses that most disturbed me as the profiteer here today
is the first two witnesses and Patti Duro. Patti was very good
today, however.

The first two witnesses, believe me, are not looking at it in any
perspective. I want to put the record straight. I probably have au-
dited more charitable bingo games and Indian bingo games at
other reservations as well as our own, as any person.

I am the only one that has worked 10, 12, 14 hours a day with
our tribal members out there. Got a sui.t and tie on, too. We work
in Levis and cowboy boots.

Charitable bingo is one of the biggest fund raisers in the State of
California. It has three proscriptions. It would deny Indians to par-
ticipate in that activity. No. 1, you cannot pay anybody involved in
charitable bingo. You tell me you got 3,000 bingo halls in this
State, man, 3,000 players in this state. There is no salary, no con-
sideration, nothing paid.

No. 2, you cannot take the bingo profits and pay anything the
tribe would be interested in paying.

No. 3, you have proscriptions relative to the hours you can play
and the money you can give away. But charitable bingo is just like
you brought out on poker: It is a local option.

We can finish this here today. Go to all the bingo palaces you
want to, and I will take you this evening to the single most money-
making bingo in the State. It is a charitable bingo run 7 days a
week, 18 hours. And they pay a 1 percent tax and pays $19,000 a
week to that city. That is a $1.9 million. And they are protected
profitwise because they can only give away $250 a game no matter
what.

If you were in a large metropolitan area in this State, in a com-
munity that did not have the emphasis on restrictions that sheriff
Duffey had, you would be better off if you could treat it as your
own, to be charitable bingo, Indian bingo.

I have audited for the Archdiocese and I have audited for the
Elks club. It is absolutely false for anyone to tell you that charita-
ble bingos have no problems and that Indian bingo is the culprit.
Not true. Not true. And I can take you tonight to these operations.

That depends upon the attitudes of the local community. The
local communities, by the way, are suffering like the Indian reser-
vations. They are looking for any source of revenue.

The State allows you to charge 1 percent tax on bingo revenue.
There is no question in my mind there are many communities in
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this State that will one day finance part of their operations to tax
charitable bingo.

So let's put that to rest right off the bat relative to charitable
bingo versus Indian bingo.

No. 2, some of our biggest boosters in charitable-Indian bingo
are people that run charitable bingo halls, that do busing for the
Indians, that are totally behind the program and think the Indian
operation is a good operation.

Sure, there is a competitive edge. You can pay more money.
There also is the greater competitive risk.

No. 3, how do you attract someone out to an Indian reservation
17 miles from the closest freeway? This isn't, as Mr. Coronoa or the
Sheriff said, there is no major thoroughfares to these Indian bingos
in San Diego County.

How did you get involved in Indian bingo? How does a lawyer, a
postmaster, a contractor, all of us who-Santa Orange County, how
did we get involved with Indian bingo? We went to Santa Ynez.
First of all, we saw the tremendous operation that Sonny Miller
had at Morongo on that major freeway going to Palm Springs, not
a single bit of competition kept the little Barona schoolhouse down
here. That was and will always be an undesirable, perhaps totally
illegal operation.

It was on a lot of land beyond which one Indian with an investor
who didn't even think of the tribe. It was not a tribal activity and
didn't meet the essential four requirements of the judicial opinion
that set up Indian bingo.

I went out and audited Sonny's games. We went up and set up
an operation in Santa Ynez, way above Santa Barbara. There was
no competition. We figure if we could put on a better game and did
a good job busing, we would be successful.

We started in a tent. Boy, were we successful. The first game I
put on in that building I gave the facts, figures, audits, all of the
information to them. The Organized Task Force on Criminal Activ-
ity for the Sheriffs Office of Los Angeles and Santa Barbara
County, I offered it to the Bureau, or any agency that would take a
look.

We went from $2- and $3,000 a night gross profit from a tent in
that first grand opening-all these people came to visit us, all
these people interested in bingo. I gave them the audit-the
$54,000 in one night. That was after busing, after prizes. We were
loaded. You couldn't get another body in the door.

Taking those figures and-I met with Bob Martin. Anybody
would have liked to have the contract, I'm wrong. Taking that type
of figure and trying to go forward, it looked like it would be a good
enterprise. You could make money if you were willing to work it.
There was no such thing as absentee ownership or management.

When I first went into the Santa Ynez Valley, they told me,
"You guys are crazy. You are way out here from nowhere. Tribal
members don't work. They are not responsible." They were looked
down on in that beautiful valley below President Reagan's ranch.
In a year they weren't. In a year they weren't.

We could only play 3 days because of the location and because
we had to have people travel 6 hours sometimes. We played 3
days-skinny Friday, satisfactory Saturday, good Sunday. That is
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what made the $500,000 the tribe received. That is what paid the
$1.5 million in the payroll, and that is what has made it go.

The one thing I insisted on-it wasn't hard-we have fought very
badly. You are going to find out there are a few attorneys well
knowledgeable in Indian law and wherever you go, whatever reser-
vation, you are going to run into these very qualified, competent
people, and each time they get a little tougher and a little tougher
because of experience. We all go through the experience.

We have a 12-year contract. I set the wage scale, because I
thought we were going to have a 3-day operation and I am going to
be there 12 hours a day and the minimum wage is going to be $8.

They have a sewer problem out there-they were living out of
adobe hut housing. We put together a very good operation, very
successful, totally accounted for the money.

All but two people that worked there, and I am one of them that
worked there, are tribal members, members of a tribal family or
someone brought in by the tribal personnel director. All manage-
ment is under the tribal auspices.

We have trained people that are great accountants. They can
count my money any time, and they do count the money and do
the audits.

Well, that brought us a lot, especially when we helped Morongo
get the true nature of a big game, and, by the way, they put the
other-operationout -of operation.- It wasn't-the State, it wasn't the
Federal Government, it was the tribe. They put that operation out
of business.

It was a terrible operation for the tribes. They were getting noth-
ing to speak of, and it was very successful, it was the only oper-
ation going. They were full every night. On New Years, you had to
wait 2 hours to get in.

Morongo, they were going to make very good money. We bid c,-i
that contract. I would have bid on that contract and we did in pret-
erence to coming down to Rincon.

Let's get the story straight. The outfit that ended up with the
Morongo contract were very two fine fellows-well placed, well
known, owned the building where this previous charitable bingo I
told you was, and felt bingo would be a real bonanza. They were
well placed politically. They were friends of everybody. They were
great people. They didn't know bingo, but they were great people
and built a beautiful hall. Unfortunately, they were killed in a hel-
icopter crash.

That Morongo tribe, they didn't hurt us when we first opened be-
cause they were closed. It took them 3 months to get the program
on, stop and start, stop and start. They are going to be one of the
great economic forces in southern California as far as tribal is con-
cerned.

They have a location where 1,000 people will fall in the door
when you open the door and they do a good job, and they are very
careful. They got burned, and they are very careful. They got an
excellent arrangement.

Rincon, how did I come to Rincon? Almost every tribe in front of
you today who wanted bingo came to see our operation. We ended
up with a contract at Rincon that calls for a $450,000 capital
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outlay. I have moved there because we had problems getting the
program off the ground.

We built a building that cost $650,000. We opened up a tent-
quite successful. Some members of the press came out and audited
our first night's return. It looked like we could carry the debt serv-
ice and pay as you go. We opened up the hall and, boom, the Mor-
ongo program caught on with that area.

A very fine program opened up in Soboba, very cleverly run. A
bingo war started between Rincon and Soboba. We got caught in
the squeeze.

I closed Rincon because we were undercapitalized, were out of
money. I did not close Rincon to abandon the project, nor have I
abandoned the project. We are recapitalizing and hoping to reopen.

The tribe has, they have a very competent attorney, and their
council, some of whom feel they can cancel the contract, keep the
building, pass on the debts to us and start anew debt-free. That
would give them a $750,000 asset and over $600,000 in wages,
which is fine. That is not fair, equitable, and I will resist that.

I presented a program to reopen. I hope to reopen. And there is
sympathy both ways. But the tribe can and indeed does protect
itself.

What about legislation? Obviously, we all want Federal legisla-
tion because it preempts the field and the state cannot act. That is
why

This is really Carona's testimony -outlining -every one of the
tribal activities, which I just received. I received one before and I
was sitting there after talking to my tribal counsel and typed a re-
sponse to it. There is not one good thing said about one Santa Ynez
bingo operation here.

Now, I am not a criminal. I am not involved in organized crime.
Two of my partners suffered every type of indignity the tribe has.

We are not missionaries. We thought it was a good opportunity
because we had seen what happened in Morongo, to make a solid
investment and work with tribal members and be successful.

Now, the two major problems: No. 1 is if you are undercapita-
lized, and, No. 2, Indian politics get you. We all made a pretty good
presentation today and we are all dressed up.

You ought to be at a tribal meeting. Patti Duro was the essence
of polite decor here today, but in my testimony, I thought about it
last night-I have to call it the Patti Duro Syndrome. Patti repre-
sents the type of activity, the pent-up tensions on a reservation.
And why shouldn't there be? For years they have been the have-
nots and outsiders have taken advantage of them. You are subject
to the internal politics of the tribe and subject to animosity.

Patti accused us of $9 million going down the drain, tribal coun-
cil and she have fought. Fighting is natural if you don't have a po-
sition or don't have jobs.

I am proud of what we did, even though right now we are in bad
shape at Rincon. I believe the legislation should be passed. I believe
it should have teeth to it on background checks, on the audits. The
audit should be verified, signed under penalty of perjury.

I believe there should be some sort of system and procedure
where there could be, if the tribe and management like myself get
into an argument relative to a contract, there can be an arbitration
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procedure. Because if management to profiteer like myself, you
don't have a trustee, a chattel agreement, you do not have a securi-
ty agreement or lease, you have a contract which outlines your pe-
ripheral-outlines the scope of your activity with the tribe.

We have 98 percent tribal employees, tribal members employed
with Rincon. They do a good job. Their work ethic is super. And we
are successful.

As a profiteer, we have not taken one penny out of Rincon. We
will not shirk our obligations there. We hope to reopen.

As a profiteer in Santa Ynez, we have made a reasonable profit.
It is nothing untoward. Our contract is a viable one, and the tribe
has done a good job.

Thank you.
[The statement of Mr. Schlegel follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF CHARLES G. SCHLEGEL, ATTORNEY AND MANAGING PARTNER
FOR TWO INDIAN BINGO OPERATIONS.

CONGRESSIONAL HEARING; (SANTA YNEZ AND RINCON).
HELD IN SAN DIEGO COUNTY
ON FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 1985.

RE: INDIAN BINGO AND FEDERAL LEGISLATION.

TESTIMONY:

PERHAPS MORE THAN ANYONE IN THIS ROOM, I CAN SPEAK FACTUALLY TO
INDIAN BINGO. I AM NOT ONLY AN INVESTOR-MANAGER INVOLVED IN TWO
INDIAN OPERATIONS, I ACTUALLY LIVED ON THE SANTA YNEZ RESERVATION
GETTING THAT PROGRAM INTO A SUCCESSFUL POSTURE. THEN I MOVED TO
RINCON AND WORKED SIX DAYS, 10 TO 14 HOURS A DAY TO GET THE HALL
BUILT AND THE BINGO OPERATION STARTED THERE. WE HAVE BEEN SUCCESSFUL
AT SANTA YNEZ. WE HAVE NOT BEEN SUCCESSFUL TO DATE AT RINCON.

FACTS: APPROXIMATELY $900,000 INVESTED IN SANTA YNEZ.
APPROXIMATELY $700,000 INVESTED IN RINCON.

POINT ONE: ALL OF THE PARTIES INVOLVED IN MANAGEMENT AND IN
THE INVESTMENT AT BOTH RESERVATIONS ARE LONG TIME
CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS. MOST OF US WERE RAISED IN
ORANGE COUNTY.

POINT TWO: WE ARE NOT MEMBERS OF ORGANIZED CRIME OR ANY OTHER
UNTOWARD ACTIViTY. IN FACT, WE ARE NOT TOO WELL
ORGANIZED.

POINT THREE: WE FELT BY WORKING WITH THE TRIBES WE COULD HAVE
A SUCCESSFUL INVESTMENT AND A WORTHWHILE RELATIONSHIP
WITH THE TRIBAL MEMBERS. AT SANTA YNEZ WE ARE AN
ATTORNEY, A BUSINESSMAN, A POSTMASTER, A BUILDER AND
A DEVELOPER. AT RINCON WE ARE DOWN TO THE DEVELOPER
AND ME.

POINT FOUR: AT NEITHER RESERVATION DO WE HAVE A TRUST DEED ON ANY
PROPERTY, OR A CHATTEL MORTGAGE, OR A SECURITY
AGREEMENT. WE DO NOT HAVE A LEASE. WE HAVE A CONTRACT
FOR MANAGEMENT WHICH SETS OUT THE INVESTMENT FOR
CONSTRUCTION OF A BUILDING AND SETS OUT THE PERAMITERS
OF OUR RELATIONSHIP WITH THE TRIBE. WE ARE AGENTS FOR
THE TRIBE TO CONDUCT BINGO GAMES WITH TRIBAL PREFERENCE
IN EMPLOYMENT. AT RINCON 98% OF THE EMPLOYEES ARE
ACTUAL TRIBAL MEMBERS. IN SANTA YNEZ ABOUT 90% ARE
TRIBAL MEMBERS OR PART OF THE HOUSEHOLD OF MEMBERS.
THE AVERAGE WAGE AT BOTH OPERATIONS 1S APPROXIMATELY
59.60. THE MINIMUM WAGE IS $8 PER HOUR.
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ANEW, DEBT FREE. I CALL THIS THE "ADIOS KEMOSABE" PHILOSOPHY.

OBVIOUSLY, I AM GOING TO RESIST THIS ATTEMPT. BUT, IN OUR FREE ENTER-

PRISE SYSTEM, THERE ARE STARTS AND STOPS, 
SUCCESSES AND FAILURES,

COMPROMISES AND STARTING ANEW. WHY SHOULD IT BE ANY DIFFERENT IN

INDIAN BINGO?

COMMENTS:

AT RINCON WE WERE UNDERCAPITALIZED. THE ORIGINAL AGREEMENT WAS
TO INVEST $250,000 IN CONVERTING AN EXISTING BUILDING TO BINGO
USE. THE $250,000 WAS TO INCLUDE OPERATING START UP COSTS.

INSTEAD OF S250,000 WE MOVED TO $450,000 TO ESTABLISH A NEW
REASONABLY SIZED BUILDING. BY MUTUAL CONSENT, WE BUILT A
VERY ATTRACTIVE 20,000 SQUARE FOOT COMPLETELY FURNISHED BINGO
HALL. OUR CAP IN THE CONTRACT STILL READS $450,000, ALTHOUGH
WE SPENT $660,000 ON THE BUILDING IN ACTUAL COST WITH NO
PROFIT OR OVERHEAD FACTOR AND HAD APPROXIMATELY $100,000 IN
FIXTURES, EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES AND INITIAL OPERATING CAPITAL.
WE OPENED SUCCESSFULLY IN A TENT. BY THE TIME WE MOVED INTO
THE NEW BUILDING TWO HIGHLY COMPETITIVE INDIAN BINGOS AT

MORONGO AND SOBOBA WERE BEING COMPLETED. SHORTLY AFTER THE MOVE
A BINGO WAR ERUPTED BETWEEN SEQUAN AND BARONA. CAUGHT IN THIS
COMPETITIVE CYCLE AND BEING UNDERCAPITALIZED RESULTED IN NEVER
GETTING INTO A TRUE POSITIVE CASH FLOW .... AND BINGO,WE WERE IN
TROUBLE. WE HAVE NOT BEEN SUCCESSFUL AT RINCON .... YET.

I SAY YET., BECAUSE THE CLOSING AT RINCON WAS NOT TO ABANDON OR
RUN FROM THE PROGRAM. IT WAS TO RESTRUCTURE.. .GET ADDITIONAL
RISK CAPITAL AND RE-OPEN ON A MORE CONSERVATIVE PROGRAM; ONE
THAT I FEEL CAN BE SUCCESSFUL.

AT THIS JUNCTURE THE TRIBE HAS RECEIVED ADVICE-AND SOME COUNCIL
MEMBERS FEEL THAT THEY CAN TERMINATE THE CONTRACT, KEEP ALL THE
ASSETS, PASS ON ALL THE DEBTS TO ME AND MY PARTNER-AND START
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THE TWO GREATEST PROBLEMS WE HAVE ENCOUNTERED IN INDIAN BINGO:

PROBLEM N I:

THE INTERNAL TENSIONS ON ANY RESERVATION WHERE THERE HAVE
BEEN GENERATIONS OF "HAVE NOTS" AND THE LONG ENDURING FAMILY
FEUDS AND GRIEVANCES AGAINT OUTSIDERS HAVE PRODUCED AN UNSTABLE
ATMOSPHER FOR BUSINESS. IS IT UNUSUAL FOR THIS TYPE OF ATTITUDE
CONSIDERING THE CIRCUMSTANCES? NOT AT ALL. FOR MANY YEARS WE
HAVE TREATED THE TRIBES AS "WARDS" ON THE ONE HAND .... AND STATED
THEY HAVE "SOVEREIGNTY" ON THE OTHER HAND. SOVEREIGN OF WHAT....
OF ALL THEY SURVEY? NOT SO.... SOVEREIGN OVER WHAT THE FEDERAL
GRANT PROGRAM HAPPENED TO BE THAT YEAR. THE SUCCESSFUL "GRANT"
WRITER HAS BEEN THE INDIANS BREAD AND BUTTER. THERE HAS BEEN
NO WORK ETHIC OR INCENTIVES ESTABLISHED ON THE RESERVATIONS.
IT'S BEEN "HERE'S SOME MONEY .... DON'T BOTHER US" OR "WITH LOVE
FROM BIG BROTHER" THAT HAS CREATED THE POOR BUSINESS ATMOSPHERE
ON THE RESERVATION. I WAS TOLD BY FRIENDS AND COMPETITORS THAT
THE TRIBAL MEMBERS WOULD NOT WORK.. .WOULD BE UNRELIABLE.. .COULDN'T
HANDLE MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS. THIS IS NOT TRUE. THE WORK ETHIC
AT THE INDIAN BINGO HAS BEEN OUTSTANDING. THERE HAS BEEN PRIDE
AND ENTHUSIASM AT THE WORK PLACE... IF WE CAN OVERCOME THE TRIBAL
PASSION FOR INTERNAL FIGHTING AND THE LONG ACCEPTED FAILURE FATALISM,
WE WILL SEE THE MARKED CHANGE THAT FREE ENTERPRISE CAN BRING TO
THE RESERVATION.

YOU CAN SEE AT FIRST HAND THE PRODUCT OF THE TRIBAL TENSIONS
HERE TODAY. AT RINCON, I CLASSIFY IT THE'PATTI DURO" ATTITUDE.
SHE HAS BEEN JEALOUS FOR WHATEVER REASON OF THE BINGO OPERATION SINCE
WE STARTED IN THE TENT. SHE WAS THE LONG STANDING TRIBAL BUSINESS
MANAGER. TO HEAR PATTI, THE COUNCIL AND BINGO MANAGEMENT HAVE
CONSPIRED TO TAKE MILLIONS OUT OF THE BINGO OPERATION. YET, SHE
HAS HAD ALL THE PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENTS. SHE USED TO REGULARLY
CALL OUR BANK AND GET THE BALANCES AND RATHER PROUDLY PROCLAIM WE
WERE BROKE AND GOING UNDER.

PATTI HAS BEEN TERMINATED AS TRIBAL BUSINESS MANAGER FOR REASONS
NOT ASSOCIATED AT ALL WITH BINGO. HER MANAGEMENT IS UNDER BUREAU AND
OTHER FEDERAL INVESTIGATION. YET, SHE IS ATTEMPTING TO IMPEACH HER
OWN COUNCIL AND HAS GONE PUBLIC TO THE PRESS, TV, INDIAN BUREAU,
CONGRESS...ANYONE WHO WILL LISTEN WITH A BINGO HORROR STORY.

IRONICALLY, PATTI, THROUGH HER NEPHEW, CONTACTED ME IN THE
LAST MONTH TO SEE IF I WOULD MEET AND HELP HER AND HER SUPPORTERS
GET CONTROL OF AND OPEN THE BINGO OPERATION.

I TRY TO UNDERSTAND PATTI BECAUSE OF THE ANIMOSITIES AND
GRUDGES THAT TRIBAL MEMBERS ESTABLISH IN THEIR INTERNAL POLITICS.
MOST PEOPLE WOULD NOT UNDERSTAND IF THEY HAVE NOT ATTENDED AN
INDIAN TRIBAL MEETING. BINGO IS FAIR GAME TO THE PATTIS ON THE
RESERVATION REGARDLESS OF THE FACTS BECAUSE IT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT
ECONOMIC ACTIVITY ON THE RESERVATION AND IS WHERE THE GOOD PAYING
JOBS ARE.
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PROBLEM d 2:

THE OTHER MAJOR PROBLEM IN INDIAN BINGO IS THE BIAS OF MOST
LAW ENFORCEMENT THAT SEE BINGO AS A GAMBLING OPERATION WITH POTENTIAL,
IF NOT ACTUAL, TIES TO ORGANIZED CRIME. ONE OF THE TOP LAW ENFORCEMENT
OFFICIALS IN SAN DIEGO COUNTY HAS GONE ON RECORD THAT THE INVESTOR-
MANAGER, LIKE MYSELF, IS A "PROFITEER" MAKING MILLIONS OFF OF
UNSUSPECTING INDIANS. WHAT A FICTION THAT IS!

I HAVE ALWAYS ADVOCATED AN OPEN DOOR POLICY FOR ANY AGENCY
OR MEDIA REPRESENTATIVE THAT IS INTEREST IN KNOWING WHAT INDIAN
BINGO IS, HOW WE OPERATE, WHO COUNTS THE MONEY, WHO DOES THE AUDITS
AND HOW OUR CHECKS AND BALANCES WORK. THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN INTERESTED
ENOUGH TO VISIT US HAVE LEFT, I FEEL, WITH A DIFFERENT ATTITUDE TIwN
WHEN THEY ARRIVED. THERE ARE NO SECRETS. THE INDIANS COUNT, AUDIT
AND DEPOSIT THE MONEY. AT OUR OPERATION MANAGEMENT OVERSEES, BUT
DOESN'T HANDLE THOSE VITAL- FUNCTIONS. THIS CANDOR BY MANAGEMENT IS

NOT ALWAYS ACCEPTED OR ENDORSED BY TRIBAL MEMBERS, WHO DO NOT
TRUST THAT THE TRUTH WILL PREVAIL AGAINST OUTSIDE FORCES. MANY
IN LAW ENFORCEMENT ARE NOT INTERESTED IN THE "OPEN DOOR"...IT IS
MORE SENSATIONAL AND YES, EVEN SELF SERVING, TO HAVE THE DARK FEARS
SPREAD, IMPLY SKIMMING, THAT "OUTSIDERS" ARE TAKING OVER THE
RESERVATION, THERE ARE ILLEGAL GAMES, THERE IS ORGANIZED CRIME, ETC.,
ETC., ETC. THERE SHOULD BE NO SECRETS.

CONCLUSION:

I AM VERY MUCH IN FAVOR OF FEDERAL REGULATION IN INDIAN BINGO.
AT MINIMUM THERE SHOULD BE:

1. BACKGROUND CHECKS ON THE INDIVIDUALS IN MANAGEMENT.

2. IDENTITY OF FUNDING SOURCES.

3. GUIDELINE FOR THE MANAGEMENT CONTRACT IN TERMS OF YEARS,

PERCENTAGES, AND SALARIES.

4. AT LEAST ANNUAL, VERIFIED AUDITS SUBMITTED UNDER PENALTY

OF PERJURY TO KEEP TABS ON WHAT IS GOING ON AND TO

ESTABLISH A RECORD THAT CAN BE REFERRED TO AND CHECKED

IF THERE IS MANIPULATION OR ILLEGAL ACTIVITY.

5. A PROGRAM FOR SOME TYPE OF ARBITRATION TO AVOID THE TYPE

OF LITIGATION THAT MAY BE INVOLVED BETWEEN A TRIBE AND

MANAGEMENT REGARDING A MANAGEMENT CONTRACT.
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HAVING SAID ALL OF THE ABOVE I WOULD END BY SAYING THAT THERE IS A
VERY DEFINATE PLACE FOR THIS IMPORTANT ECONOMIC ACTIVITY ON INDIAN
RESERVATIONS. IT IS A REAL MUST IF WE ARE TO OVERCOME RAMPANT
UNEMPLOYMENT, TROUBLED AND INDOLENT SPIRITS AND IF WE ARE TO ESTABLISH
A PRIDE IN DOING.. .AND SUCCEEDING.

WE HAVE OUR SPORT OF KINGS .... THE STATE WILL SOON HAVE IT'S LOTTERY...
WHAT'S WRONG WITH INDIAN BINGO? THE ANSWER IS "NOTHING"...IT IS
A LEGITIMATE ACTIVITY THAT WILL RISE OR FAIL.. .MAKE MONEY OR LOSE IT
ON THE ABILITY TO ATTRACT A CONSENTING PUBLIC TO AN INDIAN RESERVATION
TO PLAY BINGO. ISN'T THIS THE BASIC "FREE ENTERPRISE" WE TALK SO
MU4H ABOUT IN OUR SOCIETY. ARE THE INDIANS TO BE EXCLUDED FROM
FREE ENTERPRISE? INDIAN BINGO NEEDS GUIDANCE.... NOT THE GUILLOTINE.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED:

CHARLES G. SCHLEGEL
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Mr. LEHMAN. I want to thank you for your testimony.
This will be the last witness today.
I want to thank you, Mr. Bates, for your hospitality in having us

down here, and I want to thank the county board of supervisors for
allowing us to use this chamber.

The meeting is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 2:25 p.m., the committee adjourned.]
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OFFICE OF COiMMUNITY TREASURER
DIVISION OF SPECIAL REVENUE

Operation of Jai Alai and Gaming

Sec. 12-574-Da. General Provisions
(a) Applicability. As the case may require the provisions of this

Ordinance as contained herein shall apply to all licensees as defined
herein or to any other person present at, associated with, or
participating in a jai alai meeting for any purse, stake, or reward, and
where pari-mutuel wagering is permitted.

(b) Licenses subject to rules. All licenses granted by Commission
relating to jai alai in the Community are subject to this Ordinance.

(c) Amendments. The provisions of this Ordinance are subject to
anendment by action of the Community Council. All licensees and nther
persons shall abide by any such amendments.

(d) V'.iver. The Gaming Commission or the Executive Director, with
the approval of the Comnunity Council, in their discretion may waive any
provision contained herein when such waiver shall be in the best
interests of the Community and the sport of jai alai.

Sec. 12-574-D2a. Definitions, constructions, interpretations
In applying the provisions of this Ordinance contained herein,

including all amendments thereto, the following definitions,
constructions and interpretations shall apply:

(1) Affiliate. A business organization, other than a shareholder in
a publicly traded corporation, which may exercise control in or over an
Association, totalisator or concessionaire licensee.

(2) Agent. Anyone to whom control and/or management terms, as
defined herein, apply or any person or entity actually or ostensibly
authorized to represent and act on behalf of any principal.

(3) Applicant. Shall mean according to the requirement of this
subsection:

(A) An individual or business organization seeking to obtain an
occupational license from the Executive Director.

(B) An individual or business organization seeking to obtain a
license to conduct a jai alai meeting pursuant to this Ordinance.

(C) An individual or business organization seeking to obtain a
totalisator, vendor, or concessionaire license from the Executive
Director.

(D) A business organization seeking an affiliate license.
(4) Association. Any individual of business organization licensed

to conduct a recognized jai alai meeting pursuant to this Ordinance of
the Law and Order Code.

(S) Commission. The five member Gaming Commission of the Community
as established by this Ordinance.

(6) Commission of Judges. The panel of three judges, acting
together or such of them as may be acting at the time. In matters
involving game/playing infractions, the Commission of Judges shall be
comprised of the facility liaison officer, the Commission judge,
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Commission facility supervisor or in his absence, the senior jai alai or
a Commission representative designated by the Commission facility
supervisor and the players' manager, appointed by the Association in
accordance with these regulations. In all other matters the Commission
of Judges shall be comprised of the Commission facility supervisor or in
his absence, the senior facility liason officer, the Commission judge or
another Commission representative appointed by the facility supervisor,
and the association general manager or his designee.

(7) Branding. A capability of the Autotote cash-sell system by
which a pari-mutuel ticket is imprinted with information identifying it
as cancelled ticket or a cashed out-ticket and automatically the
concomitant corrections are made within the system's memories.

(8) Business Hours. Those hours of the day during which the
presence of Commission personnel or their representatives might
justifiably be expected at a facility.

(9) Business Organization. A partnership, incorporated or
unincorporated association, firm, corporation, trust or other form of
business or legal entity, other than a financial institution regulated by
a state or federal agency which is not exercising control over an
association licensee.

(10) Cesta. The Spanish name for the basket used to catch the ball
in the game of jai alai.

(11) Community. The Gila River Indian Community.
(12) Concessionaire. A person or business organization granted the

right by an association to operate an activity in conjunction with an
authorized meeting for the purpose of making a profit. Parking
contractors, vending machine suppliers, printers, handicappers, and
cleaning and maintenance contractors are concessionaires. Any other
contractors whose sole business is that connected with an association's
licensed activity are also concessionaires.

(13) Condition:
(A) Of a game: one of the characteristic elements of a game

and may refer, for example to items such as prize money, qualifications
of players for entry, whether the game is singles, doubles, triples
spectacular seven, or other special features.

(B) Of a player: the general health, training, and fitness of
a player.

(14) Control. The power to exercise authority over or direct the
management and policies of a person or business organization.

(iS) Corporation - Traded Publicly. Any corporation whose stock is
available for purchase by the general public in the open market on a
regular and continuing basis or any corporation which is listed for
trading with a national stock exchange or which has a security subject to
registration under Section 12 of the Federal Securities Exchange Act.

(16) Council. The Gila River Indian Community Council.
(17) Court Judges. The court judges shall include the chief center

court judge, a back court judge, and a front court judge, all of whom
shall be appointed by the Association.

(18) Day. Shall mean, according to the requirement of the text:
(A) A period of twenty-four (24) hours, beginning at midnight.
(B) Any period of twenty-four (24) hours beginning at midnight

and included in the period of a meeting.
(C) This rule shall not preclude the period of time necessary

to complete the program of an evening performance which is not in
conflict with this Ordinance or regulations of the Commission.
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(19) Evening performance. A program of games conducted at a fronton
which begins at 6:00 p.m. prevailing time or later.

(20) Facility. The total real estate, land and buildings of the
Association utilized for jai alai performances.

(21) Fraudulent and/or corrupt practice. This shall mean any attempt
to enrich one self or another, or to gain any advantage for one self or
another, through unfair, unlawful or dishonest behavior in connection
with the playing of the game of jai alai or any other practice as
enumberated in subsection 12-574-D31a. of this Ordinance.

(22) Fronton. Whenever the word fronton is used it means that
building or enclosure in which is provided a playing court with three
walls so designed and constructed for the playing of the game of jai-alai.

(23) Game. A game is a contest between players for any purse, stake
or reward conducted in strict accord with the regulations herein at any
licensed fronton.

(24) Game Infractions. Those violations of the Administrative
regulations, Operation of Jai Alai, involving jai alai players and/or
officials occuring on the jai alai court or in the players' quarters.

(25) Gaming. Means to deal, operate, carry on, conduct or maintain
for play any banking or percentage game or other game of chance played
solely for money, credit, or any representative value, but does not
include social games played solely for prizes of minimal value or games
played in private homes or residences for prizes of minimal value, or
traditional forms of Indian gaming engaged in by individuals as part of
or in connection with tribal ceremonies or celebrations; however, in no
instance shall the following activities 1y permitted by the Gila River
Indian Community or the Gaming Commission on the Reservation:

(1) For the purpose of making a profit, any game of faro monte,
roulette, lasquenet, rouge et noir, rondo, vingt-un or twenty-one, poker,
stud poker, draw poker, bluff, fan tan, thaw, seven and one-half,
chuck-a-luck, blackjack, panginki, or any similar game played with cards,
dice, or any other device; or

(2) Any slot machine, punchboard, or machine of like character,
whether played for money, checks, credits, or other representative of
value; or

(3) Any banking or percentage game whatsoever, played with
cards, dice, or any device, or by the aid of any device, whether played
for money, checks, credits, or any other representative of value, or in
which markers are used, or in which anything of value changes hands.

(26) Gender. Reference in these rules to the make gender shall be
determined to include the female gender unless the circumstances preclude
such inclusion.

(27) Handle. Depending on the context, the total amount of money
wagered within a pool or on a game, performance, the performances within
a meeting, the meetings within a year.

(28) Key Executive and Other Control Person. Any person, which
includes corporations in the meaning of the term "person", to which the
terms "control" management, "related" or "principal owner" apply.

(29) Licensee. Any individual, or business organization licensed by
the Commission to participate in jai alai.

(30) Management. Any persons or entities having responsibility to
manage, direct, or administer the affairs of a person or business
organization. Management includes but is not limited to members of the
Commission of directors of a corporation, officers in charge of principal
business functions, or principal owners.
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(31) Matinee. A program of games conducted at a fronton which begins
before 6:00 P.I. prevailing time.

(32) Meeting of Recognized Meeting. The entire consecutive period of
days that has been granted to the Association by the Commission to
conduct the game of jai alai.

(33) Minor. A minor shall be any person under the age of majority as
established by law.

(34) Month. This shall mean a calendar month.
(35) Net pool. The total amount wagered in a specific pool minus the

deduction allowed by.Ordinance of the Community for the Community and the
Association.

(36) Pelota. The Spanish name for the ball used in the playing of
the game of jai alai.

(37) Performance. A schedule of games to be played either as a
matinee or in the evening, as those terms are defined herein, on a
particular day.

(38) Placing. In jai alai shall mean first, second or third, and in
that order is called "win," "place," and "show."

(39) Player. A jai alai player shall be one who is under contract to
any jai alai association, and participates in any official game of jai
alai, and holds a current valid license from the Commission.

(40) Plural. Whenever plural words are used they may include the
singular, except where the context otherwise provides.

(41) Post Position. The position assigned to the player by the
player's manager.

(42) Post Time. The time set for t!.e first serve in a game which
time must be shown reasonably in advance of the game on a clock device
prominently displayed and clearly readaoie by the spectators.

(43) Principal Owner or Principal Stockholder. An owner or
beneficial owner of more than 10 percent of a licensee's debt or equity
or 10 percent of the voting interest of the licensee or who received more
than 10 percent of income earned or distributed from a closely held
licensee.

(44) Program. The schedule of games are prepared by the players'
manager and printed by the Association for sale to the public.

(4S) Program Number. The number which appears opposite a player's
name in the printed program and which is used for wagering purposes.
Program numbers represent the post positions of the players.

(46) Related. Of any persons or entities who are the reporting
licensee; its affiliates; principal owners, management an'd members of
their immediate families; entities for which investments are accounted
for by the equity method; and any other party who has the ability to
significantly influence, directly or indirectly, the reporting licensee
from fully pursuing its own separate management operation policies. This
includes any power of attorney of fiduciary capacity delegated to any of
the above.

(47) Related Party Transactions. Any transactions between a parent
company and its subsidiaries, transactions between or among subsidiaries
of a common parent, and transactions in which the reporting licensee
participates with other affiliated businesses, with management, with
principal owners of principal stockholders.

(48) Reservatioll. The Gila River Indian Reservation.
(49) Secretary. The Secretary of the Interior or his authorized

representative.
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(SO) Singular. Whenever singular words are used they may include the
plural, except where the context otherwise provides.

(SI) Stock. Any security representing an ownership interest except
as otherwise limited by the Act.

(52) Treasurer. Treasurer of the Gila River Indian Community.
(53) Stockholders. Those persons or business organizations whose

names appear on the books of a corporation as the owners of the shares of
stock and who are entitled to participate in the management and control
of the corporations.

(54) Totalisator. The system of equipment and personnel whereby
tickets are printed as purchased and the purchase automatically recorded
at a central place, the approximate odds at any particular time are
quickly determined and flashed on an electric display board for the
public view, and the payoffs are correctly determined and flashed when
the game is over.

(55) Wagering. This shall be deemed to include both the purchasing
and cashing of tickets.

(56) Year. Shall mean calendar year except where otherwise defined
within these regulations.
Sec. 12-S74-D3a. The Gaming Commission

(a) The Gaming Commission is hereby established for the purpose of
regulating all gaming activity on the Reservation except gaming activity
conducted by bona fide non-profit organizations which are composed,
managed, and directed by Community members; provided, however, that any
such gaming activity conducted by a bona fide non-profit organization
shall award or give prizes whose total market value is not more than one
thousand dollars ($1,000) each time such gaming activity is conducted.
Only the Community may own, operate, or conduct any other gaming activity
on the Reservation.

(b) The Gaming Commission is hereby established for the purpose of
regulating gaming activities and operations within the exterior boundary
of the Reservation.

(c) Composition. The Gaming Commission shall be accountable to and
report In writing, and upon request, not less than monthly to the
Economic Development Committee of the Council. The Community Treasurer
shall provide oversight and monitoring of the financial status of the
Gaming Commission. The Commission consists of five members nominated by
the Economic Development Committee and approved by the Community
Council. Commission members shall serve the terms set forth below but at
the pleasure of the Council.

d) Officers. The Gaming Commission shall elect a Chairman, and a
Vice-Chairman from among its membership and they shall serve a one year
term beginning on the third Monday of January of each calendar year. The
initial officer's ter shall begin the date elected to the the third
Monday of the following January and shall also include the next full full
callendar year. Thereafter, officers shall serve a one year term and
officers may serve consecutive terms.

(e) Powers and duties. The Gaming Commission shall work in
cooperation with the Community Treasurer to implement and administer the
provisions of this Ordinance. In carrying out its duties the
Commission's responsibilities shall include but not be limited to:

(1) Approving, suspending, or revoking licenses of Association
or their affiliates.

(2) Setting jai alai meeting dates.
(3) Imposing fines on licensees licensed by the Commission.
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(4) Approving the types of pari-mutuel wagering to be permitted
(5) Developing regulations and approving such regulations

governing jai alai operations and pari-mutuel wagering on the Reservation
(6) Hearing all appeals as provided in this Ordinance in

accordance with applicable Ordinances of the Community and regulations
regarding practice and procedure duly promulgated by the Gaming
Commission.

(7) Conducting any necessary inquiry, investigation, or hearing
including the administration of oaths, the taking of testimony and the
subpoena of witnesses.

(8) Providing books in which shall be kept a true, faithful and
correct record of all of their proceedings, which books shall be open to
the public as provided by Community Ordinance.

(9) Advising the Governor on Community plans and goals for
legalized gaming.

(10) The Commission shall nominate an Executive Director who
must be approved by the Council prior to assuming the duties and
responsiblities of that office. The Executive Director shall be
responsible for administering the activities of the Gaming Commision and
is responsible for implementing policy decisions and all other actions of
the Commission. The Commission shall appoint and employ as many other
employees as may be necessary for the enforcement of the Ordinances of
the Community and the rules and regulations of the Commission. The
Executive Director and such other employees as the Commission shall
determine shall give bond to the Community for the faithful performance
of their respective duties in such amount as the Commission shall
prescribe. The cost of providing the bonds shall be a charge against the
Commission.

(11) Compensation of the Executive Director and employees shall
be as determined by the Commission.

(e) Action by the Commission. The powers of the Commission are
vested in its members. All actions shall be taken and motions and
resolutions adopted by the Commission at any meeting thereof by the
affirmative vote of at least four members. Four members of the
Commission shall constitute a quorum, or in the instance of vacancy, a
majority of the members remaining qualified.

(f) Of the members first appointed one shall serve for a term of one
year and two each for two and three years respectively. Thereafter
appointment shall be for a term of three years. All terms shall expi-re
on the third Monday in January of the appropriate year. Members may
serve consecutive terms.

(g) Three members of the Commission must be enrolled members of the
Community. Two members of the Commission may be non-members of the
Community.

(h) Before entering upon the discharge of his or her duties, each
appointee must be at least twenty-five years of age and shall take the
official oath set forth In the Community Constitution.

(I) No person who has a financial interest in a fronton or the
operation of licensed wagering on the results of jai alai meetings, is
qualified or eligible for membership on the Commission or appointment or
employment by the Commission.

(j) Members of the Commission shall serve and be compensated as
determined by the Community Council.
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(k) Prohibited Activities.
(I) No member, employee or appointee of the Commission may

without the prior approval of the Commission:
(aa) Enter into any business dealing, venture or contract

with an owner or lessee of a fronton or any licensee. -
(bb) Be employed in any capacity by a fronton or licensee
(cc) Participate as an owner, participant, or employee in

any jai alai meeting conducted in the Reservation.
(2) No other employee or appointee of an agency, body,

department, or office of the Community may be employed in any capacity b:
any licensee or fronton authorized to do business in the Reservation
pursuant to this Ordinance without prior permission and approval of the
Commission.

(l) The Commission shall prescribe rules and regulations governing
wagering on jai alai meetings under the system known as the pari-mutuel
method of wagering. Wagering shall be conducted by a licensee only by
the pari-mutuel method, and only within a duly licensed fronton and only
on the dates authorized by the Commission.

(m) During the period of any license for jai alai meetings the
Community shall receive seven per cent of the gross amount of money
handled in a pari-mutuel pool as a tax, the licensee shall receive ten
percent, one percent shall be deposited into a capital improvement fund
by for the use of the licensee, one percent shall be deposited into a
Development Fund controlled by the Community and used for the benefit of
the Community and Community members on the Reservation, all such funds t
be paid or deposited daily during any jai alai meeting.

(n) Wagering legalized; wagering by minors prohibited; other
wagering prohibited; penalty

(1) Any person within the enclosure of a jai alai meeting held
pursuant to the provisions of this Ordinance may wager on the results of
a race held at the meeting by contributing money to a pari-mutuel pool
operated by the permittee as provided by this Ordinance. The wagering
shall not be unlawful, but a permittee shall not knowingly permit a mino
to be a patron of the pari-mutuel system of wagering.

(2) All forms of wagering or betting on the results of a race,
including but not limited to buying, selling, cashing, exchanging or
acquiring a financial interest in pari-mutuel tickets, except by
operation of law and as provided by this Ordinance whether the race is
conducted in this state or elsewhere, are illegal. Any person violating
any provision of this Ordinance except as provided in subsection C of
this section with respect to any wagering or betting, whether the meetin
Is conducted in the Reservation or elsewhere, is guilty of a public
offense, punishable by a fine of not more than five hundred dollars, by
imprisonment for a period of not more than six months, or both.

(3) Any person violating any provision of subsection B of this
section in respect to buying, exchanging or acquiring a financial
interest in pari-mutuel tickets, is guilty of a public offense,
punishable by a fine of not more than five hundred dollars, by
imprisonment for a period of not more than six months, or both.
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(o) Reasonable cause shall be a defense to a civil or criminal
action brought for false arrest, false imprisonment or wrongful detention
against a peace officer, employee, or security personnel of the
Commission or the licensee, by a person suspected of wagering violations
as provided pursuant to this Ordinance.

(p) Disposition of revenue;
(1) All revenues derived from licensee, permits, or any

authorization as provided by this Ordinance, shall be paid to the
Community Treasurer.

(q) Violations; penalties
(1) Any person who holds, conducts or assists, or aids and

abets the holding or conducting of any jai alai game without first
complying with the provisions of this Ordinance, or any person who
violates any provision of this Ordinance for which no other penalty is
prescribed, is guilty of a public offense, punishable by a fine of not
less than five hundred dollars, by imprisonment for not more than six
months, or both.

(r) A member of the Commission who at any time directly or
indirectly, receives any money, bribe, tip or other thing of value or
service from any person connected with jai alai meeting or related
activity given with an intent to influence his official action, or any
person connected with jai alai who, directly or indirectly gives such
money, bribe, tip or other thing of value or service to a member of the
Commission with intent to influence his official action, is guilty of a
public offense, punishable by a fine of not more than five hundred
dollars, by imprisonment for not more tl..n six months, or both.

Sec. 12-574-D4a. Gaming Commission-Revenue.
(a) Composition. The Commission is headed by a Chairman. The

Commission shall nominate and the Community Council shall approve the
selection of an Executive Director. The Commission shall implement and
administer the provisions of this Ordinance.

(b) Powers and Duties. The Commission shall carry out the intent of
this Ordinance. These duties shall include but not be limited to:

(1) The enforcement of the provisions of the act.
(2) With the advice and consent of the Commission the adoption,

amendment, repeal and publishing of all regulations necessary to govern
the establishment and operation of pari-mutuel wagering and jai alai and
bingo in the Community.

(3) Doing whatever is reasonably necessary to carry out the
intent of the Act.

(4) The granting, suspension, or revocation of occupational and
concessionaire, vendor, totalisator and their affiliate licenses.

(5) The imposition of fines on such licensees.
(6) Calling upon the Community administration and federal

government and state government for such information and assistance as it
deems necessary for the performance of its duties.

(7) The providing of books in which shall be kept a true,
faithful, and correct record of all of their proceedings, which books
shall be open to the public as provided in Community Ordinances.

(8) The conducting of any necessary inquiry, investigation or
hearing including the administration of oaths, the taking of testimony,
and the subpoena of witnesses.

7 - 0 -
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(9) The participation as the Commission's agent for the
purposes of the filing of licensing materials and the implementation of
policy decisi-ns made by the Commission.

Sec. 12-574-DSa. Licensing
(a) Licenses Issued by the Commission.

(1) Association License. Any person or business organization
who shall cause jai alai to be performed in Community for any purse,
stake, or reward and where pari-mutuel wagering is conducted must obtain
an Association license from the Commission.

(2) Association Affiliate License. Any affiliate, as that term
is defined in these regulations, of an Association licensee, must obtain
an Association affiliate license from the Commission.

(3) Licensure. The board shall issue licenses pursuant to this
Ordinance and the Commission Rules of Licensing and Disclosure.

(b) Licenses Issued by the Executive Director
(1) Totalisator License. Any person or business organization

that will provide totalisator equipment or services at a facility or in
conjunction with a jai alai meeting must obtain a totalisator license
from the Executive Director.

(2) Concessionaire License. Any person or business
organization that will operate any concession at a facility or in
conjunction with a jai alai meeting must obtain a concessionaire license
from the Executive Directoc.

(3) Totalisator and Concessionaire Affiliate License. Any
affiliate, as that term is defined in ctiese regulations, of a totalisator
or concessionaire licensee must obtain the appropriate totalisator or
concessionaire affiliate license from the Executive Director.

(4) Occupational License. The following persons connected with
Association, concessionaire, totalisator, or affiliate (either Commission
or Executive Director) licensee must obtain occupational licensed from
the Executive Director.

(A) All employees participating in a jai alai meeting or
involved in pari-mutuel operations in the Community.

(B) All officers, directors, partners, trustee, or owners
whether located in or out of the Community.

(C) Any stockholder, key executive, agent, or other person
who in the judgment of the Executive Drector will exercise control In or
over any such above licensee.

(5) Licensure. The Executive Director shall issue licenses
pursuant upon application and prior approval of the Gaming Commission.
No license granted by the Executive Director shall be effective for
longer than one year from the date of issuance.

(c) Temporary Licenses. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in
the Administrative Regulations isst id by the Gaming Commission, the
Executive Director or his designee may issue temporary Class I
Occupational Licenses subject to the following conditions.

(1) Temporary License shall not be issued for a period greater
than seven (7) days, however, they may be renewed for good cause.

(2) Before a temporary license may be issued, an application
for license must be filed.

(3) A temporary license may be revoked or suspended without
case upon notice to the temporary licensee.
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(4) A temporary license shall not be valid unless a preliminary
security clearance is obtained before the end of the next Community
business day following the issuance of the temporary license.

(d) Durational Licenses. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary
In the Administrative Regulations of the Commission, where the
circumstances require, and where the Executive Director determines that
it shall be in the best interest of the Gila River Indian Community and
the legalized gambling industry, the Executive Director in his discretion
may issue durational Totalisator, Concessionaire, and Occupational
licenses subject to the following conditions.

(1) Durational licenses shall not be issued for a period
greater than ninety (90) days, however, they may be renewed for good
cause.

(2) Before a durational license may be issued, an application
for license must be filed, and the application must be processed in the
same manner as an ordinary license application.

(e) Limitation on Outstanding licenses. In the interest of the
public safety and convenience either the Commission or the Executive
Director may in their discretion limit the number of outstanding licenses
in a particular category.

(f) Conditional Licenses. The power to license includes the power
to attach reasonable conditions to the grant of a license. Where the
Commission or Executive Director finds that it shall be in the best
interests of the Community, of the public safety and convenience, and of
the legalized gambling industry. The Commission or the Executive
Director may attach reasonable conditions to a license which they are
authorized to grant. A conditional license may be issued pending final
action on a license application. Such a license becomes automatically
void upon disapproval of the application.

Sec. 12-574-D6a. Dates, times, and number of games.
(a) Generally. The Commission shall approve the number of jai alal

playing days to be awarded, which shall not be less than two hundred
sixty-five (265) days In a year unless the Commission waives this
requirement for an Association's initial year of operation. The
Commission shall approve the actual days awarded, the number of
performances, the post times of the first game for each performance, and
the nLmber of games in each performance. Post times for games other than
the first of each performance shall be established by management and
normally adhered to within one minute. However, upon request from
management the Commission representative may approve extension of the
betting period if such extension is required by the circumstances and is
in the best interest of the public. Failure to comply with the post
times of extensions as herein set forth shall constitute an infraction of
the regulations which may subject the violating association to a fine or
suspension.

In awarding jai alal dates the Commission shall consider the best
interests of the Community, the interests of the Association, and the
quality of the proposed performances and any other pertinent
considerations. The Commission shall as far as practicable avoid
conflicts in the dates assigned.

(b) Sunday Performances. With the approval of the Commission the
Commission shall include Sundays in the period of days assigned for jai
alai meeting. Jai alai events may not be conducted on more than six days
in any one calendar week beginning with Sunday. The opening game of a
Sunday performance may not begin before 1:00 p.m.
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(c) Hake-up Performances. If for good cause, jai alai with
pari-mutuel wagering could not be played during a meeting, the Commission
may award make-up performances to be conducted on such dates as the
Commission may determine.

(d) Annual Application. An Association licensee shall annually
apply for jai alai dates and file such information as the Commission may
direct.

Sec. 12-574-D7. Requirements of Association
(a) Prize Money of Jai Alai Players. All payments to Jai alai

players regarding prize money will be made by check payable not less than
monthly. A record of the prize money and the payment will be made and
filed with the Commission and the Community Treasurer at such time and in
such manner as the Community may prescribe.

(b) Conditions for Games - Contracts. At least fifteen (15) days
before the start of a meeting the Association shall submit to the Gaming
Commission conditions for all games it proposes to hold together with the
purses or rewards. A copy of the players' contracts will be submitted-to
the Commission along with a resume detailing the players' personal
background including his playing ability and any other information
requested by the Commission. Reasonable notification to the Commission
shall be required prior to effecting changes in the player roster.

(c) Office for Commission. Each Association shall provide within
its fronton suitable office space for the use of the Commission. Members
of the Commission and its designated representatives shall have the right
of full and complete entry to any and ali parts of the fronton of the
Association licensed to conduct jai alai.

(d) Daily Records. The Association shall file and maintain accurate
daily records of all players and their placings. Such records shall be
furnished to the Commission at such time and in such manner as the
Commission may prescribe.

(e) Liability Insurance. Any Association authorized to conduct a
meeting shall indemnify and save harmless the Community and the United
States of America against any and all actions, claims, and demands of
whatever kind or nature which the Commission may sustain or incur by
reason or in consequence of issuing such license. Before any license
shall be issued the Association shall deposit with the Commission, a
comprehensive liability insurance policy. The insurance shall be
underterms and in an amount approved by the Commission, and provide
coverage for such contingencies, hazards, and liabilities as the board
and the Commission may reasonably require. The policy shhll name the
Community as an additional insured.

(f) 40 Player Roster. Each Association shall maintain a minimum of
40 players on its roster unless the Commission determines otherwise.

(g) Surety Bond. An Association which is applying for or has been
granted a license to conduct a meeting shall give to the Commission and
the Community a surety bond before said license is issued and shall keep
such bond in force for as long as the license is in effect. The surety
bond shall be in an amount sufficient to cover such possible damages as
the Commission shall determine might result from embezzlement, fraud,
theft, forgery, misrepresentation, falsification of pari-luItuel records
and operations, and for pari-mutuel taxes and breakage, unredeemed
tickets, carry-over or undistributed pools, under-payment of pari-mutuel
payouts, fines, fees, penalties, or other monies which may be due or
which under statute may revert to the Community from pari-mutuel
operations. Such surety coverage will he subject to annual review.
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(h) Crowd Control. At least fifteen (iS) days before the start of
the initial rn.eting of any calendar year, the Association shall provide
the Commission with a plan for crowd control subject to Commission
approval.

(i) Information for Commission. Associations shall promptly give to
the Commission such information in writing as may be requested and shall
freely and fully cooperate with the Commission in every way.

(j) Price Approval. The Commission shall approve the prices of
admission to frontons, to special enclosures and reserved spaces therein,
and to parking areas. The Commission shall approve the same price and
contents of programs, selection sheets, and any other betting statistics
or publications sold on the grounds of the facility.

(k) Video Tape Games. The Association shall cause all jai alai
games to be video taped in a manner approved by the Commission and shall
carefully retain all tapes for a period of one year from the date of the
game. An Association shall when requested surrender the original of any
of these tapes to the Commission, and the Commission shall reimburse the
Association for the actual physical cost of any surrendered tapes. The
Association shall provide appropriate facilities for the viewing of these
tapes by duly authorized judges or other authorized Commission
representatives. Pari-mutuel payouts are final and no evidence
discovered on video tapes shall affect the finality.

(1) Handicappers. Anyone who sells or promotes the sale of handicap
sheets or other wagering advice or information to the public at a
facility must obtain, as the case may require, the appropriate
occupational or concessionaire license from the Commission. The granting
and maintenance of such license shall be conditional on the handicapper's
meeting division standards for accuracy.

(M) Game Information:
(1) Associations shall make sure the game information which

they disseminate to the news media is accurate and shall make all
reasonable efforts to make corrections whenever erroneous publication is
brought to the attention of the association.

(2) Associations shall provide within the fronton a display
board to inform the public of the results of the previous day's
performances and shall also maintain a telephone line for use within the
state to afford the public with ready access to accurate game results.
This line shall provide the correct placings the day following the
performance and shall be open and available as designated by the
Commission during a meeting and such notification shall be published in
the daily jai alai program.

Sec. 12-574-D8. Equipment and facilities
(a) Playing Court. The dimensions of the playing court shall be

approved by the Commission. The playing court shall have three walls, a
front wall, a back wall, and a side wall. The approximate size of the
court shall be 175 feet long, 40 feet high and 50 feet wide. The
underserve line (4), and the overserve line (7), and the serve line shall
be plainly marked on the playing court. All walls and the playing court
floor shall be constructed of concrete or other similar solid substance.
The entire playing court shall be separate from any other part of the
fronton but in view of the public.
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(b) Maintenance of Fronton. Jai alai Associations shall at all
times maintain their fronton in good sanitary condition and with a
special consideration for the comfort and safety of the public, and of
all those whose attendance is required in their official duties.

(c) Display of Winning Numbers. Associations shall install and
maintain electronic equipment for the purpose of displaying the numbers
of the placed players at the conclusion of each game.

(d) Erection and Removal of Structures. Any plan to alter,
construct or remove structures on the Association grounds must be
approved by the Commission.

(e) First Aid Stations. The Association shall provide a first aid
station in the Players' quarters with the required medicines and
equipment. The Association shall further provide a separate first aid
station somewhere in the building for the benefit of the public and staff.

(f) Nurse or Physician. The Association shall provide a physician
or registered nurse, licensed by the state of Arizona, who shall report
to the fronton before the public is admitted and who shall remain on duty
until the final scheduled game is completed for each performance.

(g) Sanitary Facilities for Players. The Association shall make
sanitary arrangements for the use of players as may be reasonably
required by the Commission.

(h) Program. A program shall be printed for each performance
conducted by the Association. This program shall contain the names and
numbers of the players who are to compete in each game for that
performance. Such names and numbers are to appear in the order of post
position and said post positions afe to be designated by numerals at the
left and in line with the name of the players in each game. The program
shall also include the names of the official substitutes for each game.
The Association shall ensure the correctness of the information contained
in the program and any errors shall be immediately corrected by
announcement over the public address system and posting in the wagering
areas of the fronton. Furthermore, the program should contain, along
with any other information that is deemed necessary by the Commission,
the names of the members of the Commission and those of the Executive
Director and the head of the gaming regulation unit within the Commission.

(i) Time Clock. The Association shall prominently display a time
clock indicating the correct time of day and the post time of the next
game. Such post time shall be displayed immediately after the results of
the preceding game are official and shall be adhered to.

(j) Exclusions from Players' Quarters. The Association shall
exclude from the player's quarters all persons except authorized
Association personnel and those having special permission from the
Commission. A list of such authorized persons shall be forwarded to the
Commission, and the Commission reserves the right to restrict such
admittance.

(k) Inspection of Facility Prior to Meeting. At least fifteen (15)
days before the start of the initial Commission authorized meeting in any
calendar year, the Commission shall make an inspection of the facility
where the meeting will be conducted.

(1) Clean Grounds. The association shall keep and operate all of
its facility, including parking areas, in a clean and safe manner at all
times.
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Sec. 12-574-D9a. Occupational badges and licenses
(a) Badges.

(1) The Commission as it deems necessary shall require
occupational licensees to obtain a badge at the expense of the
Association, concessionaire, totalisator, or affiliate licensee. Such
badges shall be displayed or carried upon such licensee as required.

(2) The Association shall file a list of persons and specific
duties of such persons not licensed as occupational licensees who must
enter the grounds of the Association for reasons connected with the
conduct of a meeting. In such instances, the Association shall provide
nontransferable badges to individuals on such lists who are approved by
the Commissicn.

(3) All badges issued by the Commission of the Association,
subject to Commission approval, remain the property of the Commission and
shall be returned to the Commission or Association at the end of each
meeting.

(4) The Commission, at its discretion, may provide temporary
badges to facilitate operations when an occupational licensee does not
have such badge in his possession for a given performance.

(5) No licensee shall permit any other person to use his badge
or license.

(b) Surrender of License/Badge. Each license and/or badge issued
must be returned to the Commission upon termination, suspension, or
revocation as required by the Commission at such time.

(c) Qualification for License. If the Commission shall find that
the financial responsibility, experience, character, and general fitness
of the applicant are such that the participation of such person will be
consistent with the public interest, convenience, or necessity and with
the best interests of jai alai generally, in conformity with the purposes
of the act, it shall thereupon grant a license. If the Commission shall
find that the applicant fails to meet any of said conditions, it shall
not grant such license and it shall notify the applicant of the denial.

(d) Suspension - Revocations. If the Commission shall find tlhat the
financial responsibility, character and general fitness of the licensee
are such that the continued participation of such person will not be
consistent with the public interest, convenience or necessity, and with
best interests of jai alai generally, in conformity with the purposes of
the act, it shall thereupon revoke or suspend said license.

(e) Unlicensed Activity Forbidden. No person requiring a license
from the Commission shall carry on any activity whatsoever upon the
premises of an association unless and until he has been so duly licensed
except that any such person with the consent of the Commission
representative may so act pending action on his application duly filed
and with the exceptions specified in rule (b) (1) of Section 12-574-D22.
Any person who employs anyone in contravention of these regulations may
be fined or suspended.

(f) Examination of Licenses. All persons who have been issued a
license by the Commission must keep such license in his possession
subject to the examination by the Commission or its duly authorized
representatives or officials of the association, at a.y time they may
deem necessary or proper.
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Sec. 12-S74-DlO. Communication lines
(a) Commission Approval. No telephone, teletype, signal device,

radio, television or other method of electrical, mechanical, manual or
visual communication shall be installed within the Association facility
until approved by the Commission.

(b) Closing Telephones. All telephones in the Association facility
where a meeting is being conducted except those specifically exempted by
the Commission shall be closed at post time for the first game of a
performance. Except as authorized by Commission officials, no calls
shall be initiated or received after the telephones are closed until
after the conclusion of the last game of the performance.

(c) Approval for Radio, Television, Press.
(1) Any licensed Association desiring to broadcast, televise,

or transmit game information by any means shall first obtain the approval
of the Commission.

(2) Associations may permit, subject to the approval of the
Commission, representatives of the media to send, for the exclusive use
of such media, news items, the official results of each game, and related
pertinent data.

(d) Prohibition. No patron or employee will have or will be
pernitted to have in his possession any transmitting device while at the
facility during a performance unless specifically authorized by the
Commission.

Sec. 12-574-Dlla. Accounting system
(a) Scope. This particular section of these regulations shall apply

only to Association, concessionaire and their affiliate licensees. When
the term licensee is used herein unless otherwise specified it shall be
deemed to include only those licensees. The Commission on its own or
upon appropriate application may exempt a licensee from any of the
provisions of this section. The burden of proving that an exemption
should be granted rests soley with the licensee.

(b) Generally. The Executive Director shall require that each
licensee shall establish and maintain subject to his approval, an
accounting system which will, at a minimum, provide for proper, accurate,
complete and timely authorized recordkeeping and recording of all assets,
liabilities, equities, obligations, receipts, revenues, disbursements and
expenses of such licensee. Such system must provide for not only
accountability and an adequate system of internal control, but must be
established on or reconcilable to an accural basis to permit preparation
of financial statements in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles.

(c Uniform Reporting. Each licensee shall establish a basic set of
books and chart of accounts which will permit reporting in conformity
with the uniform reporting system schedules and reporting requirements as
established by the Commission for disclosure, licensing, and interim and
fiscal year financial reporting. Any subsequent material deviation from
such uniform standards must be submitted to and approved by the
Commission prior to implementation. Such submission to the Commission
shall list the type of books maintained and provide the account code
numbers and account names by type of account.

(d) Organizational Charts. Each licensee shall establish an
organizational chart which shall indicate the lines of authority,
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responsibility, and control for each operation of the licensee. Such
chart shall provide the name and the titles of key managers and
supervisory personnel including their assistant and a brief description
of their responsibility and authority. Such organizational chart shall
be initially filed with the Commission prior to the beginning of the
first meeting of licensee and shall be updated promptly for any
termination of an individual or reorganization of responsibilities,
authority, or control. Such termination or reorganization must be
reported together with pertinent details to the Commission.

Ce) Inventory. The accounting system utilized by licensees shall
include detailed information regarding purchase of goods for sale,
inventory of goods held tkr sale, and goods sold. Such system should
indicate the unit of measure, the unit cost of items purchased and sold
and/or in inventory, and should provide adequate control and traceability
without reconstruction of detailed records.

(f) Maintenance and Storage of Records.
(1) Each licensee shall provide for the timely processing and

recording of data as required by the Commission and shall ensure the
accuracy of the accounts, ledgers, reports and schedules as maintained.

(2) Each licensee shall provide for adequate storage and
safeguarding of financial and related records for 5 years. Such records,
including original source document must be maintained on the
Reservation. The Commission may, after audit or in the case of
superfluous records, permit the destruction of records before the
expiration of this 5 year period. Should the Commission require the
retention of records beyond 5 years, it will secure such records and
provide for their storage. The Commission shall be notified of the
disposition of any of the records held in excess of five (5) years by the
licensee.

(g) Access, Inspection and Monitoring of the Accounting System. The
Commission or its duly authorized representatives or the Secretary or his
duly authorized representative or its agents are authorized:

(1) to enter upon the premises of any licensee for the purpose
of inspecting, examining, or testing any and all files and books and
records and for the purpose of monitoring cashiers, pari-mutuel clerks
and other persons handling money or records on said premises;

(2) to monitor and test the internal control system of all
phases of the cash flow, revenue and expenditures. The Commission and.
the Office of the CommunityTreasurer and such agents are to be provided
with total cooperation and such written information in a timely manner as
may be requested from each licensee including, but not limited to,
representation letters (contingent liability letter from licensee's legal
counsel and a management representation letter) to the Commission
auditors for licensee shall cooperate in making available to the
Commission all records and information generated from consulting with or
examinations by third-party firms which materially impact the financial
operation of a facility of licensee.

Sec. 12-574-Dllb. Financial reporting
(a) Scope. This particular section of these regulations shall apply

only to the Association, concessionaire and their affiliate licensees.
When the term licensee is used herein unless otherwise specified it shall
be deemed to include only those licensees. The Commission on its own or
upon appropriate application may exempt a licensee from any of the
provisions of this section. The burden of proving that an exemption
should be granted rests solely with the licensee.
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(b) Monthly.
(1) Revenue Schedules. Fifteen (1S) calendar days after the

end of the month or according to Section 12-574-Dllb(c) (2) of these
regulations each licensee shall prepare and submit to the Commission on
forms provided by the Commission simple schedules detailing by
performance and price, the number of persons, vehicles or transactions,
where applicable, and the dollar amount in receipts of the following
revenue categories.

A. Admissions (by type)
B. Parking (by type)
C. Fast Foods
D. Programs, Chart Books, Year Books, etc.
E. Bars
F. Restaurants
G. Boutiques and Souveniers
H. Miscellaneous Revenue segregated for pari-mutuel and

non-pari-mutuel activities. For all non-pari-mutuel related activities
which result in revenue receipts or expenses of a licensee during a dark
period, full details should be provided to the Commission with this
monthly information.

(2) Players' Contracts. Each Association shall within fifteen
(15) calendar days after the end of each month, provide the Commission
with access to a schedule listing all players under contract including
their playing status in the Reservation at such facility during the
month, their playing status elsewhere d :ring the month, the amount of
bonuses and prizes earned and paid and the balance of advances made to
such players including month-end balances. In addition, the
aforementioned information shall be furnished for all players added to or
removed from the roster during such month and at the time of such action.

(3) Payroll Reports. Each licensee shall within fifteen (15)
calendar days after the end of each month, provide the Commission with
access to a copy of each payroll detailed by department, employee number,
and dollar amount of salary, commission and oonus, as applicable.

(4) Out Reconciliation. Pursuant to the provisions of Section
lZ-S74-Dl2a of these regulations, each association shall prepare and
submit to the Commission within fifteen (15) calendar days after the end
of the month, such reconciliation of the amounts in the outsbook to its
account as required by that section.

(5) Reduplication. With the Commission's permission,
information which is submitted more frequently than monthly need not be
reduplicated in the monthly report.

(c) Quarterly.
(1) Financial Statement. Within forty-five (4S) calendar days

after the end of its fiscal quarters, each licensee as directed by the
Commission shall prepare and submit to the Commission its quarterly
financial statements prepared on an accrual basis in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles. Such statements are:

A. Statement of Financial Position
B. Income Statement
C. Statement of Owner's Equity
D. Sources and Applications of Funds
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(2) Disclosure. Each licensee must disclose changes to the
following on forms to be provided by the Commission:

A. Principles of consolidated or combined statements as
prepared annually, if any.

B. Related Party Transactions
i. Nature of relationship (receivable, payable,

revenue, expense, gain/los., and cash flow).
ii. Amount of investment in related parties.
iii. Description of the related party transactions

involved.
iv. Dollar value and terms of the related party

transactions and the manner of settlement of such.
C. Adjustments to develop combined or consolidated

statements to prevent duplication in reporting and provide a fair
representation.

i. Amounts that could be eliminated in related party
transactions including non-licensees and licensees separately.

ii. Amounts of intercompany profit and loss which may
be eliminated.

iii. Disclosure of mark-up of cost and/or revenue,
imputed interest rates or adjusted interest rates if favorable rates are
provided to related parties.

(3) Reduplication. With the Commission's permission,
information which is submitted in the monthly reports need not be
reduplicated in the quarterly report. Licensees who submit monthly
reports in lieu of the quarterly reports shall have thirty calendar days
after the end of the month in which to submit the monthly report.

(d) Annually.
(1) Price Structures. Each licensee shall provide the

Commission with a list of prices for items and services by revenue
category which will be available at such facility as of the opening of
the first meeting of each year and shall include a seating plan detailing
the price per seat, the number of seats per price category and their
location and a parking plan detailing the price per stall, the number of
stalls per price category, and their location. The Commission must be
appraised of any subsequent change of such pricing information or changes
in the sales mix and effective dates thereof. If an Association
anticipates providing group packages such report should be expanded to
indicate total discounts offered, how the package price will be detailed
and recorded by revenue category, and the anticipated volume of such
packages to be sold.

(2) Annual Report. By April I5 or within one hundred five
(105) days after the close of its fiscal year. each licensee shall submit
to the Commission a complete audit of its accounts prepared for the
licensee and the Commission by a certified public accountant. Such audit
shall consist of the financial statements required by a CPA report which
shall include:

A. Statement of Financial Position
B. Income Statement
C. Statement of owner's Equity
D. Sources and Application of Funds

(3) Disclosure. In addition, the Commission may require the
following:

A. Disclosure of all related party transactions as
referred to in quarterly reporting;
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B. Organizational data (listing directors, officers and
schedule of stockholders holdings);

C. Schedules of:
i. Cash accounts by bank and balance
ii. Receivables
iii. Investments
iv. Insurance coverage (should include the names,

addresses of all companies with whom the policies have been placed as
well as the agents with whom the policies have been placed).

v. Prepaid expenses
vi. Fixed assets (detailing acquisition date and

cost, asset life, and depreciation rate used)
vii. Loans and/or outstanding to and from the

Association and/or related parties
viii. Schedule of the mix of year-end accounts

payable.
ix. Miscellaneous revenue in detail by source.
x. Expenses for and/or reimbusements to employees,

officers, stockholders, and directors other than salaries or wages.
xi. Salaries and wages by department.
xii. Salaries paid to officials and department heads.
xiii. Legal and accounting fees
xiv. Travel and entertainment (in complete detail

showing actual disposition of funds).
xv. Contributions or donations.
xvi. Tax expense by type of tax
xvii. Advertising expense
xviii Depreciation and amortization.

D. The results of a study and evaluation of internal
control as required by the Commission and i:,cluding the procedures and
tests and such other evidential matters utilized as the basis for the
study and evaluation.

E. The licensee's representation letter to the auditor
for accounting information material to the financial statements and for
matters relating to audit disclosure requirements.

F. Access to articles of organization an any changes
thereof, resolution, amendments to by-laws, minutes of annual corporate
meetings, and schedules of percentage distribution of income.

G. Reconciliation of the differences between accounting
and tax reports (e.g., timing differences) that shall include a brief but
concise explanation as to the difference.

(e) Contact Person. Each licensee shall designate individual
knowledgable in and responsible for the licensee's accounting and
reporting systems, as the contact person with the Commission to respond
to accounting and other financially related questions or problems. In
addition, each licensee, shall provide a contact for each financial
consultant and CPA firm utilized for applicable, and shall also provide a
contact for the legal counsel or firm utilized. Such information as
submitted to the Commission shall be updated for any changes.
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Sec. 12-574-Dllc. Pari-mutuel wagering; accounting, reporting and
control

(a) Totalisator. The use of a computerized electronic totalisator
system to conduct pari-mutuel wagering in jai alai games shall be subject
to the approval of th Executive Director. In addition, the Executive
Director may require the Association licensee to submit information on
the daily operation of the system as he deems necessary for
administration including records of all wagering transactions.

(b) Requirements and Control.
(1) System. The totalisator equipment selected for use shall

automatically register the wagers made on each program number by pool,
wager location, and performance and print and issue a ticket representing
each such wager. Such system shall ensure that all pari-mutuel tickets
sold per Section 12-574-Dl4a (f) contain the same window and wager
information as entered in the computer memory files. Such system must
also have the capability of accounting for the aggregated wagering for
each type of pool and determining odds and calculating pay-offs by
program number.

(2) Internal Control. The association an totalisator licensee
shall maintain a system of internal control subject to the approval of
the Commission to monitor and restrict data access and provide property
control over on-site hardware. Prior to the initial meeting in a
calendar year, the Association and totalisator licensee shall subnit to
the Commission a plan of control to include the types of control in place
and the procedures for the detection of unauthorized data access an
misuse of wagering information andhardware. Revisions to the plan of
control shall be reported to the Commission as they are initiated.

(3) Reports. The Association and totalisator licensee shall
submit to the Commission a listing of all reports, analysis, and/or
summaries which the totalisator equipment being utilized is capable of
generating both "on-line" and "off-line" and shall provide the Commission
with a listing of individuals who have access to such on-line print-outs,
and the number of copies, the date and/or time and proposed usage of such
print-outs or information detailing the time, date, type of report,
number of copies, distribution of copies, and the names of individuals
requesting such print-outs. The extraction of any and all information
from the system shall be restricted to the Association, totalisator, and
Commission personnel all of whom will have been previously authorized-by
the Commission. It shall be the totalisator licensee's responsibility to
ensure that a record is maintained and the Commission is informed of all
data access. Line-printer-generated reports for ticket issuing machines
(TIM1) and console logs shall be made available to the Commission upon
request or as designated.

(4) Testing. Not less than twenty-four (24) hours in advance
of the initial meeting or prior to any modification of the system, the
totalisator licensee shall certify to the Commission that the totalisator
equipment to be utilized has been tested and is operating correctly. The
Association and totalisator licensee shall make the system accessible and
available to the Commission for adequate resting prior to the opening of
the initial meeting. In addition, the totalisator licensee shall test
the equipment prior to the opening each day of wagering and prior to each
scheduled performance during a meeting. Said test and certification
thereof shall be made in a manner as directed by the Commission and shall
be conducted to determine and ensure the proper functioning and operation
of the equipment and/or systems utilized. In addition to the provisions
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of Section 12-574-Dl4a(t) any malfunction, its effect on operations, and
the remedial steps taken to correct such malfunction and the procedures
established to prevent recurrence thereof shall be reported to the
Commission at the time of occurence and prior to each performance until
such malfunction is corrected.

(5) Inventory. Prior to the opening of each meeting, the
totalisator licensee shall provide the Commission with an inventory
listing by location within the facility its TIH's and hardware including
tapes, discs, or other storage media. Any changes in the inventory
(either in number of location) of TIM's or consoles shall be reported to
the Commission immediatel .r with an explanation of such change.

(6) Advance Wagering. Every Association permitted to conduct
advance wagering of any type shall, at the conclusion of each type of
advance wagering period, and prior to the rate and at the end of each
performance, prepare and submit to the Commission a report of wagering b>
each performance of the amounts wagered by game, pool, and program
number. A report showing each location's sales, refunds, cashes, and
concels by TiM for those TIM's in operation during such advance wagering
period shall also be submitted.

(7) Payout Schedule. The Association or totalisator licensee
shall prepare and submit to the Commission at the conclusion of each game
a schedule detailing the pool distribution of the pari-mutuel handle for
the game just ended and a schedule showing the amounts wagered by pool
and program number per game for the ganes yet to be played. Such pool
distribution or pay-out schedule by program number by pool shall be basec
upon the stop betting print-outs (available prior to the first serve of
the game referenced, that details wagering by program number for the
number of tickets and dollar value by pool per game and shall also
include the final approximate odds by program number. Adjustments to an,
information contained in the stop betting print-out shall be brought to
the attention of the Commission prior to the pay-out calculation. The
Commission shall designate the number and type end-of-perEormance runs tc
be made available to the Commission.

(8) Cash Transaction. The Association and totalisator licensee
shall provide the Commission with access to a listing of sellers and
cashiers (or combination) to include the employee name, employee number,
assignment window for each game, and a summary of all cash transactions
(by game) while on duty. Such listing shall be available to the
Commission after each game and at the close of each performance.
Furthermore, the licensees shall provide the Commission with a
reconciliation of all pari-mutuel cash activities between mutuel
employees and the money room bank. In addition, a listing or print-out
of all cashed and/or cancelled tickets by game, pool, and program number
shall be compiled and made available to the Commission after every game
and shall be submitted to the Commission after each performance.

(9) Distribution of Handle. The Association and totalisator
licensee shall be responsible for their accounting of the pari-mutuel
handle for each performance in order to assure compliance with the
provisions of the Community Ordinances. The Association shall certify
the accuracy of the distribution of the handle as represented in summary
forms provided by the Commission. The Community's share of the
pari-mutuel handle of a performance shall be paid over to the Community
in the method or manner directed by the Commission no later than the
close of banking hours the next banking day following the performance.
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(10) Mlanual Computations. The mutuel manager and the
Association shall maintain an adequate number of written copies of
procedures for manual computation of verification or pay-outs for various
pools. If any manual computation or verification is used, exact copies
of all such records and sheets shall be provided by Totalisator and the
Association to the Commission as soon as possible after each game and
prior to the posting of the official pay outs.

Sec. 12-574-Dl2a. Uncashed tickets
(a) Outsbook. Every Association shall carry an account called the

outsbook which shows the total amount due for current and prior meetings'
outstanding unredeemed mutuel tickets which represents:

1. The winning tickets not presented for payment.
2. The unredeemed refundable mutuel tickets for cancelled games

and/or equipment malfunctions.
3. The unredeemed refundable mutuel tickets for any pool of any

pool of any game in which there is no winning ticket and such pool cannot
be redistributed to other winning combinations as provided by the
regulations. A record of all current unpaid pari-mutael tickets shall be
prepared and retained by the data processing systems or computerized
totalisator services utilized by the Association at the end of each
performance as requested by the Commission. A copy of the outstanding
tickets report prepared by the calculating room showing the daily
accumulation of the current outs totals shall be delivered to the
Commission by the Association within forty-eight (48) hours after the
close of each performance.

(b) Requirement, Current Mfeetings. The current meeting's outsbook
shall include the date, performance, game, totalisator game code (where
applicable), type of wager, amount wagered, winning combination, payoff
amount, number of winning tickets outstanding and total amount
outstanding for the meeting and shall be furnished in accordance with the
requirements of this section. For systems that utilize a ticket
identification code, at no time will a decipherable ticket identification
code appear in the outsbook.

(c) Update. The outsbook shall be updated at the end of each
subsequent performance by the reduction of the amount and number of
tickets outstanding for each, outstanding ticket cashed and the addition
of outstanding tickets data for the performance just ended. The
supporting data utilized for such update shall be presented along with
the update in a manner prescribed by the Commission.

(d) Requirements, Prior Meetings. Within fifteen (15) days after
the end of the month and subject to subsection (g) below, the Association
shall provide the Commission with a monthly summary of the outs activity
for the month just ended that shall contain the beginning balance, the
activity for the month segregated for tickets cashed and other
adjustments, and the ending balance. Such summary shall be signed by the
Association employee responsible for maintaining the outsbook and shall
indicate that a trial balance for the outs has been completed and is in
agreement for such month. The Association shall also provide the
Commission with a complete outs listing when so requested. All
adjustments in the outsbook shall be initialed and shall indicate the
time. date, and reason for such adjustments.

(e) Cashing Tickets. When cashing pari-mutuel tickets which have
been entered in the outsbook, each Association shall be responsible o
see that the ticket is branded (for systems with that capability) or that
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on the back of each ticket there is clearly stamped the number of the
cashier, the t:ords "out ticket," the date such ticket was cashed, and the
name of each patron with IRS reportable winnings. The regulations as set
forth in Sections 12-374-Dl4a(g), and (h) for ticket presentation and
Section 12-574-Dl4a(w) for better information shall apply.

(f) Records to be Retained. All outstanding tickets cashed shall be
grouped by cashing date and any outstanding tickets cashed for any
outsbook which is removed from the memory files of the data processing
system or totalisator equipment must be segregated from current
performance tickets cashed. No records including updated records
pertaining to pari-mutuel operations or cashed winning pari-mutuel
tickets shall be destroyed without permission of the Commission.
Safe-guarding of these records is the Association's responsibility. No
outsbook removed from the memory files of the data processing system or
totalisator equipment may exist in more than two hard copies, one to be
maintained by the Association and totalisator licensee for outs activity
and the other to be sent to the Commission. No other copies,
extractions, or access shall be made on uncashed ticket information
unless so authorized in writing by the Executive Director.

(g) Limitations. No tickets are to be honored for payment unless
presented for payment within'one year from the last day of the meeting in
which the ticket was purchased. At the expiration of this limitation
period, the value of the outsbook shall be paid over to the Community and
a final update of the outs listing represented by the amount paid over to
the Community shall be submitted to the Commission.

(h) Discrepancies. It is the Assc-:iation's responsibility to ensure
the accuracy of transactions involving the outs account and to reimburse
the account for any errors, misrepresentations, or discrepancies.
Furthermore, the Association shall immediately notify the Commission of
any such errors, misrepresentations, or discrepancies and provide the
Commission with a full explanation as soon as possible thereafter.

(i) Money Retained in Operating Account. All money representing the
value of the outsbook shall be retained by the Association in a regular
or restricted operating account determined by the Commission subject to
the surety coverage requirement of the Association during the period of
its current licensed meeting. Within forty-eight (48) hours from the
completion of the current meeting all amounts due on the outsbook shall
be placed in a special account and/or further segregated and restricted.
Investments may be purchased subject to the conditions and approval of
the Commission.

(j) Certification. The mutuel manager shall be responsible for the
adequate and timely maintenance and reconciliation of the outsbook and
shall keep a record of the names of the individuals who have made entries
in the outsbook and the date of such entries. The mutuel manager shall
further certify the validity of the entries and the accuracy of the
computations in the outsbook and shall include such certification in the
final update that is submitted to the Commission.

Sec. 12-574-D13. Remittance of monies to the Community for underpayment
in the mutuels and fines

(a) All monies resulting from underpayment to the public of the
mutuels payout irrespective of cause shall be paid over to the Community
by each licensee by the close of banking hours the next banking day
following the day of the performance.
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(b) Except where a stay is granted, all fines imposed upon licensees
pursuant to the act or these rules and regulations shall be paid over to
the state immediately upon official notification of such fine.

(c) Failure by a licensee to comply with this section may be cause
for penalty.

Sec. 12-574-Dl4a. Pari-mutuel operations
(a) Nlutuel Manager. The Association shall appoint a mutuel manager-

who shall be licensed by the Commission. The mutuel manager and
Association are held responsible for the accuracy of all pay-off prices.
The mutuel manager is further responsible for the integrity of operations
and the conduct of all members of his staff. Post time shall be set,
supervised and enforced by the mutuel manager.

(b) Posting of Pari-mutuel Rules. Such Rules of pari-mutuel
wagering as specified by the Commission shall be reproduced in legible
type and permanently displayed in readily visible locations within the
fronton. The daily jai alai programs sold to the public by jai alai
Associations shall contain a prominent statement indicating that such
rules are posted.

(c) Locations for Sale of Pari-mutuel Tickets. The sale of
pari-mutuel tickets will be permitted only In easily accessible locations
within the fronton as the Commission shall approve.

(d) Employee Identification. All employees of the mutuel department
must wear license badges pursuant to Section l2-574-D9a for easy
identification by the public. All basses must be worn at least chest
high and shall not be obscured from pt:"lic view by the bearer's clothing,
hair or other subjects, nor shall they be defaced.

(e) Acting as Agent for Patron. Licensed personnel, shall not be
permitted to serve as an agent or employee of a patron ior the urpose of
wagering. It is the duty of the Association to enforce this rule without
exception.

(f) Sales and Exchange of Tickets. All ticket sales shall be for
cash at time of sale. Cancellations will only be permitted through
machines with cancellation capability and under procedures approved by
the Commission. Where ticket issuing machines do not have cancellation
capability, any claim by a patron that a wrong ticket or an incorrect
amount of change has been delivered must be made immediately and prior to
leaving the mutuel window. Patrons with complaints should register Chem
with an authorized mutuel supervisor, or Commission representative who
may direct the patron to the mutuel manager, his authorized
representative or the Commission office for redress. Record of complaint
and action taken shall be reported to the Commission. The method and
manner of selling pari-mutuel tickets shall be approved by the
Commission. The approval shall include, but not be limited to, the
number of windows, the distribution of windows, and the manner in which
pari-mutuel tickets shall be sold.

(g) Documentation Required. Payment of winning pari-mutuel tickets
shall be made only upon presentation and surrender of such tickets. No
claims shall be allowed for lost, stolen, or destroyed tickets except
upon the submission of proof satisfactory to the Commission that such
claim is valid. The Commission shall determine the validity of all such
submitted claims and may order non-payment or such payment as it may
determine proper. Mutilated pari-mutuel tickets or those whose validity
is questioned shall be submitted to the mutuel manager or his authorized
representative for inspection and disposition as to payment. Such
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mutilated tickets shall also be verified and marked by the totalisator
licensee. A decision of non-payment by the mutuel manager may be
appealed to the Commission whose finding shall be final.

(h) Presentation Deadline. All winning pari-mutuel tickets must be
presented for payment within one year of the closing date of the meeting
when said tickets were purchased, or all rights to those winnings will bt
waived. All such unclaimed winnings shall revert to the Community,
pursuant to the Act. An Association shall print in its daily program an
Association address at which all holders may present their unredeemed
tickets during the period of limitation.

(i) Notification of Program Changes. The mutuel manager and the
Commission judge must be immediately advised by the players' manager
prior to the beginning of a wagering period of changes in the program
affecting that period.

(j) Payments-Minimum Payments. Payments due on all wagers shall be
made in conformity with the established practice of the pari-mutuel
system. The practice is to work in dollars and not in number of
tickets. The "break" permitted by law is deducted in all the
calculations arriving at the payoff prices; i.e., the odd cents (C) of
any multiple of ten (10) cents (0) of winnings per dollar wagered are
deducted and retained by the licensee, half of which is to be remitted tt
the Community. The minimum pari-mutuel payoff by any Association
conducting pari-mutuel wagering shall be $2.20 on each winning $2.00
wager. In the event a minus occurs in any pool the expense of said minu
pool shall be borne by the Association, and the Community shall maintain
its percentage of total pool including half of the breakage of the
remaining pool.

(k) Minors Prohibited from Wagering. No person under the age of
twenty one (21) shall be permitted to wager.

( ) Employees Prohibition. No employee of the pari-mutuel
department of an Association shall be permitted to wager at any mutuel
window of an Association at which he is employed. Neither shall
Commission employees nor officials and assigned employees of the
totalisator company be permitted to wager. The Association and
totalisator licensee shall be responsible for purchasing those tickets
which are entered in pari-mutuel pools through equipment malfunctions an
must provide in the totalisator contract for the recognition and
apportionment of this responsibility between them. Nothing in this*
prohibition of employee wagering shall preclude the responsibility of th
Association or totalisator licensee or the responsible employees of the
Association or totalisator licensee to purchase those tickets which are
the result of pari-mutuel employee error or the malfunctions of the
ticket issuing machines, and the purchasers of those tickets will be
their owners. Any pari-mutuel employee who continuously punches out
ticKets in error may be subject to penalties as provided in these rules.

(m) Opening of Pari-mutuel Windows. Mutuel sellers' and cashiers'
windows shall open at least fifteen (IS) minutes before the first game,
and as soon as totalisator equipment Is verified as operational after th
official notice of the prior game has been posted. After the last game
of a performance, mutuel cashiers' windows shall remain gpen until all
patrons in line have been afforded the opportunity to cash their winning
tickets.

(n) Refunds. If a game is declared off by the judges after wagerin
begins on the game, all money wagered on that game shall be refunded.
Any unrefunded monies shall be accounted for in the outsbook as provided
in Section 12-S74-DI2.
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(o) Mlachines Locked. All pari-mutuel machines shall be lockable by
electrical control. A locked machine shall be incapable of accepting or
recording wagers and issuing tickets on prior games or the game in
progress. Each Association shall provide and maintain in the Commission
judge's stand an electrical device which shall directly control the
locking of all pari-mutuel machines. Such locking control shall be
restricted to the Commission judge's stand and the totalisator room. No
other location shall be so equipped as to be capable of exercising such
locking control. The machines shall be locked only by the Commission
judge unless otherwise specifically authorized by the Commission and
shall be locked prior to the first serve in any game. The time of
locking of the machines and the location from which such locking is
initiated shall be recorded on the history log of the system.

(p) Sales not Completed. No Association or totalisator licensee
shall be responsible for ticket sales not completed before the machines
are locked. No further transactions on prior games or the game in
progress shall be permited after the machines are locked except that,
where equipment permits, time will be allowed, subject to Commission
approval, for cancellations where the wrong ticket has been issued on the
game just begun.

(q) Display of Odds. The totalisator shall be so designed that it
will aggregate the total amounts and the amounts on each program number
wagered from time to time as the wagering progresses. There shall be
operated in connection with such totalisator, one or more totalisator
boards which shall prominently display within view of the public, winning
odds on each program number as indicated during the progress of such
wagering, and at intervals of not more than ninety (90) seconds between
each complete change of odds. The posting of the win odds shall begin
immediately upon the commencement of wagering in the straight pool.
These odds, will be approximate, and are not the exact figures used in
the payoff. The odds to be posted shall be the odds on each program
number to win in each game. The odds on each combination in qulniela and
perfecta wagering, if any, shall be posted on the television screen
throughout the fronton.

The final approximate odds and the total amount wagered in each
approved pari-mutuel pool shall be calculated and displayed immediately
after the close of the pari-mutuel windows. The totalisator equipment
shall display on TV monitors throughout the fronton at the close of eaeh
game, when the results have been declared official, the winning program
numbers, and the payout of every winning combination by pool.

(r) Pool Discrepancy on Totalisator Commission. Whenever there is a
difference in any pool or pools, i.e., a difference between the sum total
of the wagers on the individual entries as compared with the grand total
as shown by the totalisator Commissions or whenever the totalisator
Commissions fail and the amounts shown are unreliable as to the amounts
wagered, the payoff shall be computed on the sums wagered in each pool as
reported by the totalisator licensee and reviewed and recomputed based
upon Commission judgment of such circumstances. If an error is made in
posting the payoff figures on the totalisator Commission it shall be
corrected promptly and only the correct amounts shall be used in the
payoffs, irrespective of the error on the totalisator board. If because
of a mechanical failure it is impossible to promptly correct the posted
payoff, a statement shall be made over the public address system stating
the facts and corrections.
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(s) Overpayment. In the event that an Association overpays to the
public in a given game, the Association shall bear the expense and report
to the Commission such overpayment. The percentage to be given to the
Community pursuant to the Act shall be derived from the actual amount
wagered in the specific pool in which an overpayment occurs.

(t) Reporting of Equipment Malfunction and Totalisator Breakdown.
As soon as practicable after discovery of an error, or malfunction of
totalisator equipment, the Commission shall be furnished a detailed
statement thereof in writing signed by the mutuel and totalisator
managers.

In the event of a breakdown of a totalisator or the ticket issuing
machine, or both, that in the opinion of the Commission materially
affects the operation of the system during the wagering on a game, the
wagering for that game shall be declared closed. The mutuel manager
shall recommend to the general manager who, with the approval of the
Commission representative, shall determine whether a refund shall be made
on the tickets purchased for that game or whether the payoff for that
game shall be computed on the sums already wagered in each pool. The
association and the totalisator licensee shall provide for and ensure
accuracy of the handle distribution by pool. Subject to the provisions
above the mutuel manager and the Commission representative shall advise
the general manager whether the remaining games shall be cancelled or
whether there shall just be a suspension of wagering on any given peol
until the totalisator system has been put in order. In the event of such
a suspension, games may be played with .t wagering.

(u) Posting of Final Approximate Odds. The printout on each pool,
showing total amount wagered on each program number, shall immediately be
posted for inspection by the public on a bulletin board. Such posting is
to be made as soon as available after the completion of the game and all
be left on the bulletin board until the close of the day's program.

(v) Reporting of Irregularities. Any irregularities or wrongdoing
involving pari-mutuel wagering shall be immediately reported to the
Commission by an Association or Totalisator personnel having knowledge
thereof.

(w) IRS Reportable Winnings and Withholding. The Association shall
comply with all statutes, rule, regulations, rulings, and directives of
the Internal Revenue Service regarding reportable winnings and
withholding thereon. IRS reportable winnings information shall be
provided to the Commission on a monthly basis.

(x) Wagering Pools. There shall be separate wagering pools for each
type of approved pari-mutuel wagering with payoffs calculated
independently of each other. From each pool there shall be deducted the
amount specified by the Act for the Community and Association, the
remainder being the net pool for distribution.

(y) Official Results. At the end of each game, the Commission judge
shall verify with the mutuel department, by use of totalisator equipment
or telephone, the official placement and payout of the program numbers.
No payoffs shall be made until the receipt of such verification and the
declaration that the result is official by flashing the "official" on the
totalisator board or announcing such on the public address system.

(z) Emergencies. Should any emergency arise in connection with the
operation of the pari-mutuel department not covered by these rules and an
immediate decision is necessary, the general manager after consultation
with the mutuel manager shall make the decision and shall make a detailed
explanation in writing immediately to the Commission.
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(aa) Mutuel Department. The mutuel department at every jai alai
meeting must be conducted in a strict, courteous, dignified and proper
manner. All pari-mutuel selling machines, regardless of where situated
in a fronton, must be located only in places easily accessible ana in
locations in plain view of the general public.

Sec. 12-574-D14b. Win, place, show
(a) Required. In all jai alai games the Association shall provide

win, place, and show'pools.
(b) Defined. The amount wagered on a program number to finish first

is the win pool, to finish first or second is the place pool, to finish
first, second or third is the show pool.

(c) Calculation and Distribution of Pool:.
(1) Win pool. The net pool divided by the amount wagered on

the program number finishing first determines the payoff per dollar which
is profit and wager.

(2) Place pool. The amounts wagered on the program numbers
finishing first and second are deducted from the net pool to determine
the profit. This profit is divided in half, and the halves, in turn,
divided by the two amounts mentioned above. This determines the profit
per dollar to which is added the wager.

(3) Show pool. The amounts wagered on the program numbers
finishing first, second and third are deducted from the net pool to
determine the profit. This profit is divided into three equal parts, and
each part, in turn is divided by the three amounts mentioned above. This
determines the profit per dollar, to which is added the wager.

(d) Determination of Winners.
(1) In the event that there is no money wagered to win on a

program number which has finished first, the net win pool shall be
distributed to holders of win tickets on the program number finishing
second. In the event there is no money wagered to win on the program
numbers finishing first or second, the net win pool shall be distributed
to holders of win tickets on the program numbers finishing third.

(2) Should there be place tickets sold on only one of the
program numbers finishing first and second in a game, the net place pool
shall be calculated as a win pool and paid on that program number
finishing first or second on which tickets have been sold. Should there
be no place tickets sold on the program numbers finishing either first or
second in a game, the net place pool shall be calculated as a win pool
and paid to holders of tickets on the program number finishing third.

(3) Should there be show tickets sold on only two of the three
program numbers finishing first, second or third in a game, the net show
pool shall be calculated as a place pool and paid on these program
numbers finishing either first, second, or third on which tickets have
been sold. Should there be show tickets sold on only one of the three
program numbers finishing first, second or third in a game the net show
pool shall be calculated as a win pool and paid to holders of tickets of
this program number.

(e) Refund. If no ticket is sold that would require distribution of
the win, place or show pools to winners as : ve defined, the Association
shall make a complete and full refund of the appropriate pool upon
surrender of tickets so purchased.

(f) Separate Pools. The win, place, and show pools have no
connection with each other or any other pool. All tickets will be
calculated in an entirely separate pool.
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(g) Program Numbers. Selections are to made by program numbers
only. These represent the post positions of the players.

(h) Hold Tickets. Tickets should be retained until the payouts have
been declared official.

(i) Denomination of Tickets. Win, place, and show tickets shall be
sold only in denominations approved by the Commission.

(j) Rules Prominently Displayed. The rules for win, place, show
shall be prominently displayed within the fronton.

Sec. 12-574-DlS. Daily double
(a) Rules Governing. At frontons which have the daily double pool,

the rules of this section will govern the system used.
(b) Permitted. Daily double wagering is permitted during any single

jai alai performance. An Association may not hold more than one daily
double in a single performance unless express written consent shall be
given by the Commision upon written application therefor.

(c) Definition. In order to win a daily double, it is necessary for
the purchaser of a daily double to select the winners of each game of the
two (2) games specified for the daily double. If either of his
selections fails to win, he receives no payment, except as hereinafter
provided.

(d) Not a Parlay. The daily double is not a "parley" and has no
connection with or relation to any other pool, and is no part of the win,
place, and show pools, quiniela, perfecta, trifecta, superfecta or other
wagering pools. All tickets will be calculated in an entirely separate
pool.

(f) Posting the Possible Payoff. The possible payoff of each
combination coupled with the winner of the first half of the daily double
shall be posted in a prominent place easily visible from the spectator
areas in the fronton after the result of the first game is declared
official and before the second game is played.

(g) Calculation and Distribution of Pool. The daily double pool
shall be calculated and distributed as follows: the net pool divided by
the amount wagered on the winning combination determine the payoff per
dollar bet, including profit and wager.

(h) Determination of Winners.
(1) If no ticket is sold combining the two winners of the daily

double, the net pool shall be calculated as a win pool and paid to
holder; of tickets selecting the winner of the first half of the daily
double.

(2) Notwithstanding subdivision (1) above, if no ticket is sold
including the winner of the first game of the daily double, the daily
double shall be declared off the association shall make a complete and
full refund of the daily double pool.

(3) If no ticket is sold that would require distribution of the
daily double pool as under subdivisions (1), (2), and (5), the
association shall make a complete and full refund of the daily double
pool. (4) If for any reason the first game of a daily double is
cancelled and declared off, full and complete refund will be made of the
daily double pool.

(5) If for any reason the second game of a daily double is
cancelled or declared off, the whole of the daily double pool shall be
distributed as a win pool to the holders of daily double tickets on the
winner of the first half of the daily double.
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(i) Hold Tickets. Tickets should be retained until the payouts have
been declared official.

(j) Denomination of Tickets. Daily double tickets shall be sold in
denominations approved by the Commission.

(k) Rules Prominently Displayed. The rules for the daily double
shall be prominently displayed within the fronton.

Sec. 12-574-Dl6. Application for multiple wagering
Any Association desiring to implement quiniela, perfecta, trifecta,

superfecta, or any other form of multiple wagering shall request
permission from the Commission in writing at least ninety (90) days prior
to the desired date of implementation. Said request shall contain the
types of wagering desired, the specific games in which each of these
types of wagering is desired, the denomination of tickets the Association
wishes to utilize, a copy of the ticket design to be utilized, the mutuel
layout and the method by which the Association plans to inform the
bettors of the running odds on these types of wagers. The Commission
shall inform the Association not later than thirty (30) days prior to the
desired implementation date of its decision which shall be final. The
Commission shall have the discretion to disallow any type of multiple
wagering, and no form of multiple wagering shall be permitted unless
approved by the Commission.

Sec. 12-574-D17. Quiniela
(a) Rules Governing. At frontons which have the quiniela pool, the

rules of this section will govern the system used.
(b) Permitted. Quiniela wagering shall be permitted only in

accordance with Section 12-S74-D16 of these regulations.
(c) Rules Prominently Displayed. The rules for quiniela shall be

prominently displayed within the fronton.
(d) Definition. The quiniela is a contract by the purchaser of a

ticket combining two (2) program numbers in a single game, selecting the
first two finishers as officially posted in either order, such as 1-2 or
2-1.

(e) Not a Parlay. The quiniela is not a "parlay" and has no
connection with or relation to any other pool, and is not part of win,
place, or show pools, daily double, perfecta, trifecta, superfecta or
other wagering pool. All tickets will be calculated in an entirely
separate pool.

(f) Program Numbers. Selections are made by program numbers only.
These represent the post positions of the players.

(g) Calculation and Distribution of Pool. The quiniela shall be
calculated and distributed as follows: the net pool divided by the
amount wagered on the winning combinations determines the payoff per
dollar bet, including profit and wager.

(h) Determination of Winners. If no ticket is sold on the winning
combination of a quiniela pool, the net pool shall be apportioned equally
between those having tickets including the program number finishing first
and those haying tickets including the program number finishing second in
the same manner in which a place pool is calculated and distributed.

(i) Refund. If no ticket is sold that would require distribution of
the net perfect pool to winners as above defined, the Association shall
make a complete and full refund of the quiniela pool upon surrender of
the quiniela tickets so purchased.
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(J) Hold Tickets. Tickets should be retained until the payouts have
been declared official.

(k) Denomination of Tickets. Quiniela ticket: shall be sold only in
denominations approved by the Comaission.

Sec. 12-574-D18. Perfecta
(a) Rules Governing. At frontons which have the perfect pool, the

rules of this section will govern the system used.
(b) Permitted. Perfecta wagering shall be permitted only in

accordance with section 12-574-D16 of these regulations.
(c) Rules Prominently Displayed. The rules for perfecta shall be

prominently displayed within the fronton.
Cd) Definition. The perfecta is a contract by the purchaser of a

ticket combining two (2) program numbers in a single game, selecting the
first two (2) finishers in the exact order of finish as officially posted.

(e) Not a Parlay. The perfecta is not a "parlay" and has no
connection with or relation to any other pool, and is no part of the win,
place, and show pools, daily double, quiniela, trifecta, superfecta or
other wagering pool. All tick.its will be calculated in an entirely
separate pool.

(E) Program Numbers. Selections are made by program numbers only.
These represent the post positions of the players.

(g) Calculation and Distribution of Pools. The perfecta shall be
calculated and distributed as follows: the net pool divided by the
amount wagered on the winning combination determines the payoff per
dollar bet, including profit and wager.

(h) Determination of Winners. If no ticket is sold on the winning
combination of a perfecta pool, the net pool shall be distributed as a
place pool between holders of tickets selecting the winning program
number to finish first, and/or holders of the tickets selecting the
second place program number to Fnish second.

i) Refund. If no ticket is sold that would require distribution of
net perfecta pool to winners as above defined, the Association shall make
a complete and full refund of the perfecta pool upon surrender of the
perfecta tickets so purchased.

(j) Hold Tickets. Tickets should be retained until the payouts have
been declared official.

(k) Denomination of Tickets. Perfecta tickets shall be sold only in
denominations approved by the Commission.

Sec. 12-574-D19. Trifecta
(a) Rules Governing. At frontons which have the trifecta pool, the

rules of this section will govern the system used.
(b) Permitted. Trifecta wagering shall be permitted only in

accordance with Section 12-574-D16 of these regulations.
(c) Rules Prominently Displayed. The rules for trifecta shall be

prominently displayed within the fronton.
(d) Definition. The trifecta is a contract by the purchaser of a

ticket combining three (3) program numbers in a single game, selecting
the first three (3) finishers in the exact order ot finish as officially
posted.

(f) Program Numbers. Selections are made by program numbers only.
These represent the post positions of the players.

(g) Calculation and Distribution of Pools. The trifecta shall be
calculated and distributed as follows: the net pool divided by the
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amount wagered on the winning combination determines the payoff per
dollar bet, including profit and wager.

(h) Determination of winner. If no ticket is sold on a winning
combination of a trifecta pool, the net pool shall then be apportioned
equally between those having tickets selecting the first and second place
program numbers to finish in that order. If no ticket is sold so
selecting the first and second program numbers in the trifecta pool, the
net pool shall then be apportioned equally between those having tickets
electing the program number finishing first in the trifecta pool.

(i) Refund. If no ticket is sold that would require distribution of
the net trifecta pool to winners as above defined, the association shall
make a complete~and full refund of the trifecta pool upon surrender of
the trifecta tickets so purchased.

(j) Hold Tickets. Tickets should be retained until the payouts have
been declared official.

(k) Denomination of Tickets. Trifecta tickets shall be sold only in
denominations approved by the Commission and from machines capable of
issuing three program numbers.

Sec. 12-574-DZO. Superfecta
(a) Rules governing. At frontons which have the superfecta pool,

the rules of this section will govern the system used.
(b) Permitted. Superfecta wagerin, shall be permitted only in

accordance with section 12-574-D16.
(c) Rules prominently displayed. The rules for superfecta shall be

prominently displayed within the fronton.
(d) Definition. The superfecta is a contract by the purchaser of a

ticket combining four (4) players in a single game, selecting the first
four (4) finishers in the exact order of finish as officially posted.

(e) Not a Parlay. The superfecta is not a "parlay" and has no
connection with or relation to any other pool, and is no part of the win,
place or show pools, daily double, perfecta, quiniela, trifecta or other
wagering pool. All tickets will be calculated in an entirely separate
pool.

(f) Program Numbers. Selections are made by program numbers only.
These represent the post positions of the players.

(g) Calculation and Distribution of Pools. The superfecta shall be
calculated and distributed as follows: the net pool divided by the
amount wagered on the winning combinations determines the payoff per
dollar bet, including profit and wager.

(h) Determination of Winner, Refund. If there is a failure to
select, in order the first four (4) players, payoff shall be made on
superfecta tickets selecting the first three (3) players, in order;
failure to select the first three (3) players, payoff to superfecta
tickets selecting the first two players in order; failure to select the
first two players, pay off to superfecta tickets selecting the winner to
win; failure to select the winner to win shall cause a refund of all
superfecta tickets.

(i) Hold Tickets. Tickets should be retained until tee payouts have
been declared official.

(j) Denomination and Machines. Superfecta tickets shall be sold
only in denominations approved by the Commission and from machines
capable of issuing four program numbers.
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Sec. 12-574-D20a. Twin Trifecta
(a) Rults Governing. At frontons which have the twin trifecta pool,

the rules of this section will govern the system used.
Cb) Permitted. Twin trifecta wagering shall be permitted only in

accordance with section 12-574-DI6 of these regulations. An association
may not hold more than one twin trifecta in a single performance.

(c) Rules Prominently Displayed. The rules for twin trifecta shall
be prominently displayed within the fronton and printed in all programs.

(d) Definition. The twin trifecta is a form of pari-mutuel wagering
in which the bettor selects the three program numbers that will finish
first, second, and third in the exact order as officially posted in each
of the two games designated and advertised as twin trifecta races.

(e) Separate Pool. The twin trifecta has no connection with any
other pool. All tickets will be calculated in an entirely separate pool.

(f) Program Numbers. Selections are made by program numbers only.
These represent the post positions of the players.

(g) Method of Wagering; Calculation and Distribution of Pool.
(1) Each bettor purchasing a twin trifecta ticket shall

designate his three selections as the first three program numbers to
finish in that order in the first of the two designated twin trifecta
games.

(2) After the wagering closes for the first race of the twin
trifecta, the net pool shall be divided in half, one half representing
the consolation pool and the other half adoed to the jackpot pool (except
as hereinafter provided).

(3) The consolation pool will be distributed in the same manner
as an ordinary trifecta to holders of the twin trifecta tickets selecting
the first three program numbers in order in the first designated twin
trifecta game.

(4) In the first half of the twin trifecta only, if there is a
failure to select, in order, the first three program numbers, pay-off of
only the consolation pool shall be made on twin trifecta tickets
selecting the first two program numbers, in order. If there is a failure
to select, in order, the first two program numbers, pay-off of only the
consolation pool shall be made on twin trifecta tickets selecting the
winner to win. No exchange tickets shall be issued if there is a failure
to select the first three program numbers in order. Failure to select
the winner to win shall cause a refund of all twin trifecta tickets.

(S) After the official declaration of the winning three program
numbers in the first game of the twin trifecta, each bettor holding a
winning ticket must, prior to the start of the second twin trifecta game,
exchange such winning tickets for both the monetary value establisehd by
the mutuels department and a twin trifecta exchange ticket at the
specified windows and at such time shall select the three program numbers
in the exact order of finish in the second game of the twin trifecta. No
further money shall be required of the holders of the winning tickets in
order to make the exchange.

(6) No twin trifecta exchange ticket upon the second game shall
be issued except upon the surrender of the twin trifecta ticket from the
first game as described in these rules. Twin trifecta windows for the
purpose of cashing and exchanging winning tickets shall be open only
after the first game has been declared official and such windows shall
close at the start of the second game of the twin trifecta games.
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(7) If a winning twin trifecta ticket from the first game is
not presented for cashing an exchange within the time provided, the
bettor may still collect the monetary value attached to the ticket but
forfeits all rights to any participation in the jackpot pool.

(8) The jackpot pool as described under subdivision (2) above
of this subsection shall be distributed in the same manner as an ordinary
trifecta to the holders of twin trifecta exchange tickets selecting the
first three program numbers in order in the second designated twin
trifecta game.

(9) In the event no twin trifecta ticket is issued selecting
the official declared winning three program numbers of the second twin
trifecta game in the exact order the jackpot pool as described under
subdivision (2) of this subsection shall be carried over to the next
consecutive twin trifecta performance and combined with that
performance's jackpot pool until any of the following occur:

(A) A twin trifecta ticket is issued designating in the
exact order of finish the first three officially declared program numbers
of a second twin trifecta game.

(B) The maximum amount permitted to accumulate in the twin
trifecta jackpot pool pursuant to subsection (h) below is reached during
a performance in which no one has a winning ticket to the second trifecta
game. When this occurs the value of the jackpot pool reached during that
performance'will be carried over from performance to performance until a
twin trifecta ticket is issued designating in the exact order of finish
the first three officially declared program numbers of a second twin
trifecta game. While this maximum jackpot is being carried over, the
consolation pool shall be awarded as under subdivision (2) above of this
subsection, but there shall be two optional methods of distributing the
share of net wagers ordinarily increasing the jackpot.

(i) Option 1. Total net twin trifecta wagers
ordinarily increasing the jackpot pool are awarded evenly to holders of
exchange tickets on the second game of the twin trifecta game or on the
date(s) of the performance(s) designated by the Commission for
distribution of the twin trifecta jackpot and consolation in accordance
with the schedule of such distribution date(s) shall be advertised,
printed in the program and prominently posted in the fronton. If no
exchange tickets can be issued, the performance's jackpot pool shall be
distributed to the winners of the consolation pool as designed in
subsection (g) (4) above.

(ii) Option 2. The share of total wagers ordinarily
increasing the jackpot pool shall be placed in a seed pool. This pool
shall accumulate until:

the second game is Issued.

allowed for the jackpot pool;

for nine performances, or,

a. A winning twin trifecta ticket on

b. The seed pool exceeds the maximum

c. The seed pool has been incremented

d. The last performance of the season
has concluded, unless otherwise permitted by the Commission, whichever
comes first. Wagering in the last performance of the reason is discussed
in subparagraph (C) below.
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When a winning twin trifecta ticket on the second game has been
issued the jackpot pool (including the fifty (50) percent portion of the
net twin trifecta wagers made in that performance) shall be awarded to
the winning twin trifecta ticket holder(s). The seed pool shall then
become the jackpot pool for the next twin trifecta performance.

In all twin trifecta performances subsequent to the seed pool
attaining the maximum amount set by the Commission for the jackpot pool,
the entire net amount of twin trifecta wagers for each subsequent
performance shall be awarded to the holders of exchange tickets if no
winning ticket is issued for the second twin trifecta game.

If the maximum jackpot pool as been carried over for ten (10)
consecutive performances without anyone correctly selecting the twin
trifecta winner(s), then in the tenth performance the jackpot pool shall
be distributed, either to holders of exchange tickets correctly picking
the three winning program numbers or equally to all holders of exchange
tickets if there are no winner(s). If no exchange tickets can be issued,
the performance's jackpot pool shall be distrbuted to winners of the
consolation pool as defined in subsection (g) (4) above. The seed pool
shall then become the jackpot pool for the next subsequent performance
with twin trifecta games.

(C) The last twin trifecta game of the last performance of
the season is concluded, in which case the jackpot pool, the seed pool,
and the net amount wagered in the twin trifecta for said last performance
shall be distributed to holders of twin trifecta tickets selecting in
exact order, the first three program numbers in order in the second twin
trifecta game. Notwithstanding subsection (g) (4) above of this
subsection, if there is a failure to select, in order, the first three
program numbers, pay-off shall be made equally to all holder of exchange
tickets on that game. If no exchange tickets can be issued, the
performance's jackpot pool, seed pool, and the aet amount wagered in the
twin trifecta for said last performance shall be distributed to winners
of the consolation pool as defined in subsection (g) (4) above. The term
"jackpot pool" as used in this subsection shall be considered to include
the "seed pool" if Option 2 in subparagraph (B) above has been selected.

If no further twin trifecta wagers are scheduled or planned to be
held at said fronton, a final performance shall be held, upon permission
from the Lxecutive Director, and the jackpot, seed pool, and net total
performance's wagers shall be distributed at said performance under the-
provisions of subdivision (4) above, except that failure to select the
winning program numbers shall result in an equal distribution of the
jackpot and seed pools and the net total performance's wagers to holders
of exchange tickets or, if no exchange tickets may be issued, to holders
of consolation tickets.

(h) Pool Limitation. The Commission shall set a maximum amount to
which the jackpot pool may accumulate as described under subsection (g)
(9). In option 1, when the maximum amount set by the Commission for the
jackpot pool is reached during a twin trifecta game wagering on the twin
trifecta may continue, and the maximum amount of the jackpot pool may be
exceeded by an amount equal to one-half of the net amount wagered on the
twin trifecta during that same performance in which the maximum jackpot
pool amount shall be attained. An example of the distribution of the net
amount wagered on the twin trifecta during that performance is provided
below. In option 2, when the maximum amount set by the Commission for
the jackpot pool is reached during a twin trifecta performannce, this
maximum amount may not be exceeded. An example of the distributin of the
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net amount wagered on the twin trifecta during that performance is
provided below.

In option 1, for example, the Commission has set a maximum jackpot
pool amount of $250,000, and during a particular performance the
carried-over jackpot pool is equal to $240,000. Net wagering on the twin
trifecta at that performance amounts to $40,000. The jackpot pool is
then $260,000 and the consolation pool is $20,000. If no one wins or. the
second game of the twin trifecta, then the $260,000 jackpot is scarred
over. At the next performance suppose $40,000 net is again wagered with
no winning exchange ticket. In this event the jackpot pool will remain
at $260,000. The total net twin trifecta pool of $40,000 will be
distributed to holders of winning first game and then exchange tickets in
a two-step process.

In option 2, for example, the Commission has set a maximum jackpot
pool amount of $250,000. During a particular performance the
carried-over jackpot pool is equal to $240,000. The net amount wagered
of the twin trifecta during that performance amounts to $40,000. In this
case, $10,000 is added to the jackpot pool so that it will equal and not
exceed the exact maximum amount of $250,000 set by the Commission. The
$10,000 which would have ordinarily been added to the jackpot pool had
maximum not been attained, will be added instead to the seed pool. The
balance of $20,000 shall be distributed as a consolation to the holders
of winning first game tickets. If no one wins on the second game of the
twin trifecta, then the $250,000 jackpot pool is carried over. At the
next performance if a net amount of $40,000 is again wagered on the twin
trifecta, of no one wins on the second game, the jackpot pool amount will
remain at exactly $250,000. $20,000 will be added to the seed pool
making the seed pool amount $30,000, and, the balance of $20,000 will be
awarded as a consolation to the holder(s) of winning first game tickets.

(i) Effect of Substitutions. In the event a player is scratched,
the official substitute as listed in the program will replace him in the
scheduled post position. Under no circumstances will a substitution
constitute grounds for exchange or cancellation of tickets.

(j) Cancellation of Game.
(1) If the first game of a twin trifecta is cancelled, the

Association shall make a complete refund of the twin trifecta pool
wagered on that performance upon surrender of the twin trifecta tickets
purchased.

(2) If the second game of a twin trifecta is cancelled after
the first game of the twin trifecta has been played, that portion of the
jackpot pool attributable to that performance's twin trifecta wagering
shall be equally distributed to holders of exchange tickets. The
accumulative jackpot pool will remain undistributed and be carried over
for use in the next twin trifecta.

(k) Designation of Games. Games which are to be twin trifecta games
shall be approved by the Commission and must be clearly designated to the
wagering public as twin trifecta games in the program for a performance.
Twin trifecta wagers may only be accepted on those games specifically
designated as twin trifecta games.

() Hold Tickets. Tickets should be retained until the payoffs have
been delcared official.

(m) Denomination of Tickets. Twin trifecta tickets may be sold only
from machines capable of issuing three program numbers and only in
denominations approved by the Commission which shall not be less than
$3.00 per ticket.
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(n) Betting Windows. The Commission shall approve the number of
pari-mutuel windows and the location of such windows utilized for twin
trifecta wagering.

(o) Tickets Non-Transferable. Exchange tickets shall be
non-transferable. This rule shall be conspicuously posted at all twin
trifecta windows. Holders of transferred exchange tickets shall not be
entitled to any winnings. Persons involved in the unauthorized transfer
of exchange tickets shall be ejected from the pari-mutuel facility.

(p) Option Election. The election of jackpot distribution method to
be used pursuant to subsection (g) (9) of this section shall be requested
of the Commission by written application of the Association no less than
ninety days prior to the initiation of the twin trifecta games in
accordance with the provisions of Section 12-574-D16 of the Jai Alai
Regulations.

Such election nay be changed upon written application to the
Commission, and such change, if approved, shall be effective at such time
as the Commission may determine.

Sec. 12-574-DZOb. Pick-Four
(a) Rules Governing. At frontons which have the pick-four pool the

rules of this section will govern the system used.
(b) Permitted. Pick-four wagering shall be permitted only in

accordance with Section 1Z-574-D16 of these regulations. An association
may not hold more than one pick-four in a single performance.

(c) Rules Prominently Displayed. The rules for pick-four shall be
prominently displayed within the fronton and printed in all programs.

(d) Definition. The pick-four is a form of pari-mutuel wagering in
which the purchaser of a ticket selects in order the winners of four
consecutive games designated and advertised as pick-four games.

(e) Separate Pool. The pick-four has no connection with any other
pool. All tickets will be calculated in an entirely separate pool.

(f) Program Numbers. Selections are made by program numbers only.
These represent the post positions of the players.

(g) Effect of Substitutions. In the event that a player is
scratched, the official substitute as listed in the program will replace
him in the scheduled post position. Under no circumstances will a
substitution constitute grounds for exchange or cancellation of tickets.

(h) Calculation and Distribution of Pool.
(1) The net pick-four pool for a performance shall be divided

in half, one half representing the consolation pool and the other half
added to the jackpot pool.

(2) The combined consolation and jackpot pools shall be paid to
purchasers of tickets disignating all four winners in the pick-four.

(3) Should no pick-four tickets be sold in a pool designating
all four winners, the consolation pool shall be distributed to the
holders of tickets designating the highest number of winners, and the
jackpot pool shall be carried over from pick-four performance to
pick-four performance until any of the following occur:

CA) A pick-four ticket is sold designating all four
winners in.a pick-four pool;

(B) The maximum amount permitted to accumulate in the
pick-four jackpot pool pursuant to subsection (i) below is reached during
a performance. When this occurs, the value of the jackpot pool reached
during that performance will be carried over from performance to
performance until a pick-four ticket is sold designating in order the
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winners of all of the pick-four games of a performance. During
performances whre such maximum pool is being carried over, since the
jackpot pool is not permitted to further accumulate, the net pick-four
wagered on a performance is not divided as under subdivision (1) above of
this subsection, but is distributed in its entirety to those holding
tickets designating the highest number of winners.

(C) The last pick-four games of the last performance of
the last meeting in a calendar year is concluded without winner(s), in
which case the combined consolation and jackpot pools shall be
distributed to the holders of tickets designating the highest number of
winners.

(i) Pool Limitation. The Comnission shall set a maximum value of
which the jackpot pool may accumulate as described under subsection (h)
(3) above. Where this maximum value is reached during the wagering on a
pick-four performance, wagering on that performance may continue, but the
maximum value set by the Commission may be exceeded only by one-half the
amount of the net pool wagered on the pick-four after the maximum pool
wager has been attained. Pick-four distribution is then effected as
under subsection (h) (3) (B) above.

As an illustration support the Commission has set a maximum pool
value of $5,000, and on a particular day the carried-over jackpot pool is
equal to $4,000. Net wagering on the pick-four that day amounts to
$3,000. The jackpot pool is then $5,500 and the consolation pool is
$1,500. If no one picks all four winners of the pick-four games, then
the $5,500 jackpot is.carried over. At the next performance suppose a
net of $3,000 is again wagered on the pick-four. In this event, the
jackpot pool will remain at $5,500. If no one picks all four winners,
the total net pool of $3,000 will be distributed to holders of tickets
designating the highest number of winners.

(j) Cancellation of Games. If any of the designated pick-four games
cannot be played, the Association shall make a complete refund to the
pick-four pool wagers on that performance upon surrender of the pick-four
tickets purchased.

(k) Cancellation of Performance. If, for any reason, the
performance should be suspended before the beginning of any of the
designated games, the Association shall make a complete refund of the
pick-four pool wagered on that performance upon surrender of the
pick-four tickets puchased.

(1) Cessation of Wagering. Wagering on the pick-four pool shall
cease at post time of the first game of the pick-four series.

(m) Designation of Games. Games which are included in the pick-four
pool shall be approved by the Commission and shall not include more than
one singles game. Pick-four games must be clearly designated as such to
the wagering public in the program for a performance, and pick-four
wagers may only be accepted on those games specifically designated as
pick-four games.

(n) Hold Tickets. Tickets should be retained until the payoffs have
been declared official.

(o) Denomination of Tickets. Pick-four tickets shall be sold only
from machines capable of issuing four program numbers and only in
denominations approved by the Commission which shall not be less than
$3.00 per combination.

(p) Manner of Placing Wagers. Pick-four tickets may only be
purchased by slip betting, and no oral purchases or purchases by a
writing other than a clip betting form approved by the Commission shall
be permitted.
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(q) Nondisclosure. Notwithstanding section 12-574-Dl4a(q) of these
regulations, no person shall disclose the number of pick-four tickets
sold or the number of amount of tickets selecting winners in the
pick-four games until the last game of the pick-four series is declared
official.

Cr) Refund. Should no pick-four ticket be sold designating any of
the winners of the four designated pick-four games, the Association shall
make a complete refund of the pick-four pool wagered on the performance
upon surrender of the pick-four tickets purchased.

Sec. 12-574-D20c. Pick-Six
(a) Rules Governing. At frontons which have the pick-six pool, the

rules of this section will govern the system used.
(b) Permitted. Pick-six wagering shall be permitted only in

accordance with Section 12-574-D16 of these regulations. An Association
may not hold more than one pick-six in a single performance.

(c) Rules Prominently Displayed. The rules for pick-six shall be
prominently displayed within the fronton and printed in all programs.

d) Definition. The pick-six is a form of pari-mutuel wagering in
which the purchaser of a ticket selects in order the winners of six
consecutive games designated and advertised as pick-six games.

(e) Separate Pool. The pick-six has no connection with any other
pool. All tickets will be calculated in an entirely separate pool.

(f) Program Numbers. Selections are made by program numbers only.
These represent the post positions of the players.

(g) Effect of Substitutions. In the event that a player is
scratched, the official substitute as listed in the program will replace
him in the scheduled post position. Under no circumstances will a
substitution constitute grounds for exchange or cancellation of tickets.

(h) Calculation and Distribution of Pool.
(i) The net pick-six pool for a performance shall be divided in

half, one-half representing the consolation pool and the other half added
to the jackpot pool.

(2) The combined consolation and jackpot pools shall be paid to
purchasers of tickets designating all six winners in the pick-six.

(3) Should no pick-six tickets be sold in a pool designating
all six winners, the consolation pool shall be distributed to the holders
of tickets designating the highest number of winners, and tte jackpot
pool shall be carried over from pick-six performance to pick-six
performance until any of the following occur:

CA) A pick-six ticket is sold designating all six winners
in . pick-six pool.

(B) The maximum amount permitted to accumulate in the
pick-six pool pursuant to subsection i) is reached during a performance
in which no ticket listing the six winners has been issued. When this
occurs the value of the jackpot pool reached during that performance will
be carried over from performance to performance until either a winning
pick-six ticket (naming all six winning program numbers) has been issued
or until the last performance of the last meeting in any caltndar year
has been completed (see subparagraph (C) below). While this maximum
jackpot pool is being carried over, the consolation pool shall continue
to be awarded as above, but there shall be two optional methods of
distributing the share of net wagers ordinarily increasing the jackpot
pool:
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(i) Option 1. Total net pick-six wagers
ordinarily increasing the jackpot pool are awarded along with the
consolation pool until there is a winner(s) of the carried over
jackpot pool or on the date(sO of the performance(s) designated by
the Commission for distribution of the pick-six jackpot and
consolation in accordance with the schedule of such distribution
dates approved by the Commission. The schedule of such distribution
date(s) shall be advertised, printed in the program and prominently
posted in the fronton.

(ii) Option 2. The share of total wagers
ordinarily increasing the jackpot pool shall be placed in a seed
pool. This pool shall accumulate until:

a. a winning ticket is issued;
b. the seed pool exceeds the maximum

allowed for the jackpot pool;
c. the seed pool has been incremented for

nine performances; or
d. the last performance of the las:

meeting in any season has concluded, unless otherwise permitted by
the Commission, whichever comes first.

Wagering on the last performance of the season is discussed in
subparagraph (C) below.

When a winning pick-six ticket(s) has been issued, the jackpot
pool (including the fifty (50) percent portion of the net pick-six
wagers made in that performance) shall be awarded to the winning
pick-six ticket holder(s) and the seed pool shall then become the
jackpot pool for the next pick-six performance.

In all pick-six performances subsequent to the seed pool
attaining the maximum amount set by the Commission for the jackpot
pool, the entire amount of pick-six wagers for each subsequent
performance shall be awarded with the consolation pool.

If the maximum jackpot pool is carried over for ten (10)
performances without anyone correctly selecting the six consecutive
pick-six progrm winner(s), then in the tenth performance the jackpot
shall be distributed together with the entire net pick-six wagers
made during the tenth performance to the holder(s) of tickets with
the highest number of winning program numbers. The seed pool shall
then become the jackpot pool for the next performance.

(C) The last pick-six performance of the season is
concluded, in which case the jackpot pool, the seed pool, and the
net amount wagered in the pick-six for said last performance shall
be distributed to the holder(s) of tickets designating the highest
number of winning program numbers. If no further pick-six contests
are scheduled or planned to be held at said facility, a last
performance shall be held, upon permission from the Executive
Director, and the carried over jackpot and seed pools, if any, and
the net total performance's pick-six wagers shall be distributed to
the holder(s) of tickets designating the highest number of winners.

(i) Pool Limitation. The Commission shall set a maximum amount
to which the jackpot pool may accumulate. In option 1, when the
maximum amount set by the Commission for the jackpot pool is reached
during a pick-six performance, the maximum amount of the Jackpot
pool may be exceeded by an amount equal to one-half of the net
amount wagered on the pick-six during that same performance in which
the maximum jackpot pool amount shall be attained. Thereafter a

72-553 0 - 87 - 21
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pick-six distribution is made pursuant to subsection (h) above as
illustrated below. In option 2, when the maximum amount set by the
Commission for the jackpot pool is reached during a pick-six
performance, this maximum amount may not be exceeded. An example of
the distribution of the net amount wagered on the pick-six during
that performance is provided below.

In option 1, for example, the Commission has set a maximum
jackpot pool amount of $300,000, and during a particular performance
the carric4-over jackpot pool is equal to $290,000. Net wagering on
the pick-six that performance amounts to $40,000. The jackpot pool
is then $31L,000, and the consolation pool is $ZO,000. If no one
picks all six winners -f the pick-six games, then the $310,000
jackpot is carried over At the next performance suppose a net of
$40,000 is again wagered on the pick-six. In this event, the
jackpot pool will remain at $310,000. If no one picks all six
winners, the total net pici-six pool of $40,000 will be distributed
as a consolation to holders of tickets designating the highest
number of winners.

In option 2, for example, the Commission has set a maximum
jackpot pool amount of $300,000. During a particular performance
the carried-over jackpot pool is equal to $290,000. The net amount
wagered on the pick-six during that performance amounts to $40,000.
In this case, $10,000 is added to the jackpot pool so that it will
equal and not exceed the exact maximum amount of $300,000 set by the
Commission. The $10,000 which would have ordinarily been added to
the jackpot pool had maximum not been attained, will be added
instead to the seed pool. The balance of $20,000 shall be
distributed as a consolation to the holders of tickts designating
the hignest number of winners in that pick-six performance. If no
one pi'.ks all six winners of the pick-six games, then the $300,000
jackpot pool is carried-over. At the next performance if a net of
$40,000 is again wagered on the pick-six, if no one picks all six
winners, the jackpot pool the seed pool, making the seed pool amount
$30,000, and the balance of $20,000 will be awarded as a consolation
to the holder(s) of tickets with the highest number of winning
program numbers.

(j) Cancellation of Games.
(1) If there or more of the designated pick-six games

cannot be played, the Association shall make a complete refund of
the pick-six pool wagered on that performance upon surrender of the
pick-six tickets purchased.

(2) If one or two of the designated pick-six games cannot
be played, the consolation pool shall be distributed to the holders
of tickets designating the highest number of winners of the games
played. There shall be no participation in the jackpot pool and it
shall be carried over.

(k) Cancellation of Performance. If, for any reason, the
performance should be suspended before the first of the designated
games has begun, the Association shall make a complete refund of the
pick-six pool wagered on that performance upon surrender of the
pick-six tickets purchased.

(1) Cessation of Wagering. Wagering on the pick-six pool shall
cease at post time of the first game of the pick-six services.

(m) Designation of Games. Games which are included in the
pick-six pool shall be approved by the Commission and shall not
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include more than one singles game. Pick-six games must be for a
performance, and pick-six wagers may only be accepted on those games
specifically designated as pick-six games.

(n) I1old Tickets. Tickets should be retained until the payoffs
have been declared official.

(o) Denomination of Tickets. Pick-six tickets shall be sold
only from machines capable of issuing six program numbers and only
in denominations approved by the Commission which shall not be less
than $3.00 per combination.

(p) Manner of Placing Wagers. Pick-six tickets may only be
purchased by slip betting, ..d no oral purchases or purchases by a
writing other than a s.ip betting form approved by tne Commission
shall be permitted.

(q) Nondisclosure. Notwithstanding Sectior 12-574-Dl4a(q) of
these regulations, no person shall disclose the number of pick-six
tickets sold or the number of amount of tickets selecting winners in
te pick-six games until the last game of the pick-six series is
declared official.

(r) Refund. Should no pick-six ticket be sold designating any
of the winners of the six designated pick-six games, the Association
shall make a complete refund of the pick-six pool wagered on that
performance upon surrender of the pick-six tickets purchased.

(s) Option Election. The election of jackpot distribution
method to be used pursuant to subsection rh) (3) (B) of this section
shall be requested of the Commission by written application of the
Association no less than ninety days prior to the initiation of the
pick-six games in accordance with the provisions of Section
12-574-D16 of the Jai Alai Regulations. Such election may be
changed upon written application to the Commission, and such change,
if approved, shall be effective at such time as the Commission may
determine.

Sec. 12-574-D21a Violations of rules and regulations
(a) Liability. Any license of the Commission of the Executive

Director violating the Act or any of these rules or regulations
shall be liable to the penalties herein provided, unless otherwise
provided. It is the duty and responsibility of all such licensees
to Vnow these rules. Nothing in these rules and regulations shall
be deemed to lessen the primary responsibility of a licensed jai
alai Association to enforce these rules and regulations.

(b) Penalties. The penalties for violation of the Act or these
regulations shall be as follows:

(1) The Commission:
(A) For Good cause the Commission may impose upon

Association licensees a fine of up to seventy-five thousand dollarsper violation. (B) For good cause, the Commission may revoke,
suspend, or deny licenses granted by it.

(C) In the case of a license revocation the
Commission may bar its licensees from all pari-mutuel operations on
the Reservation.

(D) The Commission may impose a combination of these
penalties.

(2) The Commission:
(A) The Executive Director may for good cause impose

upon his licensees a fine of up to two thousand five-hundred dollars
per violation.
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(B) The Executive Director may deny for good cause
any license issued by him, and he or any Unit Head authorized by him
may suspend or revoke for good cause any license issued by the
Executive Director.

(C) The Executive Director may deny his licensees
under suspension admission to or attendance at one or more
pari-mutuel facility.

(D) In the case of license revocation the Executive
Director may bar his licensees from all pari-mutuel operations in
the Reservation.

(E) A combination of these penalties nay be imposed.
(3) Penalties by the Commission of Judges are covered

under Section 12-S74-D32 (c)(6) of these regulations.
(c) Payment of Fines. All fines assessed shall be paid in

accordance with Section 12-S74-D13(b) of these regulations. Any
licensee who pays a fine imposed on another licensee may be
penalized by the appropriate authority, except in accordance with
applicable law.

(d) Right to Hearing. All parties cites for violations will be
given opportunity for a hearing in accordance with these regulations
and the Comnission Rules of Practice and Hearing Procedures.

(e) Right to Appeal. All sanctions imposed by the Executive
Director or Unit Head authorized by him are appealable to the
Commission and must be appealed within IS days of the mailing or
hand delivery by Commission personnel of said Executive Director's
or authorized Unit Head's decision. All decisions of the Commission
may be appealed Lo the Community Court.

Sec. 12-S74-D22. Officials of meetings.
(a) Designation of Officials. Officials of a jai alai meeting

shall include the following:
(1) Commission officials:

(A) Commission judge
(B) Commission Facility Supervisor
(C) Senior Jai Alai Facility Liaison Officer
(D) Commission Representative

(2) Association Officials:
(A) Chief court judge.
(B) Front court judge
(C) Back court judge.
(D) Player's manager and assistant, if any.
(E) Director of security and assistant, if any.
(F) General manager and assistant, if any.
(G) Mutuel manager and assistant, if any.

(b) Approval of Commission. At least thirty (30) days prior to
the first day of jai alai meeting, the Association shall submit in
writing to the Commission the names of all association officials as
above defined who have been engaged for the meeting, and no
association official shall be qualified to act until licensed by the
Commission. It shall be the duty of the division to ascertain that
the persons designated by the association as officials are fully
qualified to perform the duties required of them. In the event of
incapacitation of any such approved association officials shall be
reported, in writing prior to actual removal or transfer, to the
Commission detailing the reason for such action.
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(c) Dual Job Limitations. Except as otherwise provided no
official shall act indual capacities. However, if an operating
official is required to fill more than one position due to
emergencies, he may do so upon approval of the Commission judge,
which approval shall last for the day of the appointment only, and a
full written report of the circumstances must be filed with the
Commission.

(d) Compensation. All Association officials enumberated in
this section shall be compensated by the Association conducting the
meeting. The salaries of the Commission officials shall be paid by
the Commission pursuant to authority delegated by the community.

(e) Wagering Prohibited. No official may wager on the results
of games played at a fronton on the Reservation.

Sec. 12-574-D23. Court Judges.
(a) Appointment, Number. There shall be three (3) court judges

on the playing court during the game at all times; a front court
judge and a back court judge and a chief judge and a chief (center)
court judge all appointed by the association. The association shall
appoint and have licensed no less than two alternate judges who
shall be available to act as association judges if illness or injury
should occur to any of the association judges. The alternate
appointed judges cannot be members from the official player roster.

(b) Commission Judge. The executive director shall appoint
Commission judges who shall be the official scorers of all games,
and who shall supervise the officiating of all games and report to
the Commission all questionable decisions and actions of the court
judges or participants which he observes. In addition to the duties
described herein, the Commission judge may sit as a member of the
Commission of Judges and faithfully discharge those responsibilities
outlined in these rules and regulations.

(c) Stations, Signals, Whistle. The chief court judge and a
front and back court judge shall be stationed on the playing court
prior to the start of each game. The front and back court judges'
duty shall be to report by signal or otherwise to the chief judge
any irregularities or fouls made while a game is in progress. All
judges shall be equipped with a whistle to be used to immediately
signify when a foul has occurred. The court judges shall signify
all fouls and points of play according to a standard set of signals
approved by the Commission and utilized in all frontons under the
jurisdiction of the Commission. Decisions by the judges must be
easily recognizable and quickly communicated to the general public.
To stop the game after the whistle is blown the standard signals as
officially posted shall be employed. All standard signals utilized
by the judges shall be produced in legible type and permanently
displayed in readily visible locations in the fronton. The daily
jai alai programs sold to the public by jai alal associations shall
contain a prominent statement indicating that such signals are
posted. ..

(d) Court Judges' Authority. The court judges authority
extends over the rules of the game, as enumberated in Section
12-574-D27 of these regulations, and involves the calling of fouls
and interference, the citation of players for game infractions, and
the recommendation of penalties therefore to the Commission of
Judges.
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(e) Decisions Final. The finality of any court judge decision
is not subject to appeal or review after the official award of a
point.

(f) Rulings. If a court judge notices an infraction within his
jurisdiction, he must immediately signal it. The chief court judge
will make the final decision if necessary after consulting with the
front and back judges. The rulings of the court judges shall be
final relative to the playing of the game and any player who plainly
exhibits displeasure at a judge's decision will be cited for a game
infraction. In any play involving alleged errors of rotation or
alleged improper return by a member of the same team, the chief
court judge, may, however, at his own discretion or upon the request
of the Commission judge, prior to the official award of a point,
review the video tapes of any portion of the play in question for
guidance in making a final decision on such play. No game shall be
declared official except by the Commission judge acting as official
scorer. In the event there should arise any question concerning the
proper declaration of an official game, the Commission judge may
communicate with the chief court judge or the player manager or
assistant player manager prior to the declaration of an official
game.

(g) Remain on Court, Posting Number. The court judges will not
leave the court until the official win, place, and show is posted on
the payoff board at the end of each game. It is the chief court
judge's responsibility to see that the proper numbers are posted and
to signify to the Commission judge his agreement as to the posted
results. A player shall respectfully bring to the attention of the
judges through the players manager or assistant player manager any
matter within his knowledge which may have been overlooked by the
judges during a play.

(h) Qualifications for Court Judges.
(1) Those appointed as judges or alternate judges shall be

of unquestioned integrity, familiar with the game of jai alai, and
these rules and regulations, and shall not be under contract as an
active player at the fronton.

Court judges may be in excellent physical condition and shall be
required to pass an annual physical and visual examination and
possess corrected vision of 20/30 or better. Where possible court
judges should be ex-jai alai players.

(2) In addition to the qualifications listed in (1) above,
the chief court judge shall be able to write and speak English.

(i) Judges Separate Facilities. Each association shall furnish
facilities separate from players and the public for use by the
judges for offices, lounging, and clothes change. Judges shall not
socialize with players at any time during a performance and shall
limit their relationship with players to those required by the
judge's official duties.

Sec. 12-574-D24. Players' manager
(a) Duties. The players' manager or his assistant shall

attend, observe and maintain a record of the play-by-play scoring of
each game and be on call during a performance to the chief court
judge and/or Commission judge, except when a game is actually in
play. He shall discharge all duties imposed on him by these rules
and report to the Commission judge, as the case may demand, all
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violations of these rules and regulations coming under his notice.
He shall keep a complete record of all games and shall report to the
Commission judge all violations, scratches, or changes in the
program as soon as he becomes aware of them. If there is an
additional change in the program while the games are in progress,
such change and the reasons for it shall be reported immediately to
the Commission judge and the mutuel manager. He shall have the right
to inspect all players and players; from attendant's licenses. In
addition to the duties herein described, the players' manager shall
sit as a member of the Commission judges and as such shall have the
power to cite any jai alai player or game official for game
infractions and recommend the penalties to be imposed therefore as
set forth in Section 12-574-D32.

(b) Players' Quarters. The players' manager shall be in
complete charge of the players' quarters. It is his duty to see
that all players are identified properly before the start of every
game and to preclude the admission of any person not authorized by
the Comnission to the playres' quarters excepting those duly
licensed by the Commission such as players under contract to the
association, attendants, ballboy, ball or basket maker, and
registered physician or nurse. Any irregularities shall be
immediately reported to the Commission.

(c) Restriction against Brothers, Fathers and Sons. The
players manager shall see that neither brothers nor fathers and sons
play in the same game against each other.

(d) Matchmaker, Program. Notwithstanding Section 12-574-D22(c)
of these regulations, the players' manager shall be responsible for
matchmaking and shall file with the chief court judge and Commission
judge a proposed program of games not less than twenty-four (24)
hours in advance of the performance. It shall be the responsibility
of the players' mas.ager to insure that all games are competitive.
The players' manager must also list an official substitute player or
players for each game who shall be used in the event that a player
scheduled to play has to be replaced due to injury, disqualification
or other extraordinary circumstances.

(e) File daily program. The player's manager or his designee
shall submit daily to the Commission, a signed program of games
played, describing the history of the game. ..

Sec. 12-574-1)25. Security
(a) Director of Security. Every Association shall employ a

full time director of security who shall be licensed by the
Commission. The duties of the director of security are as follows:

(1) Supervise the entrance to and exit from every gate
within the grounds of the Association at all times during the
scheduled meeting of said Association.

(2) See that all entrances to the players quarters are
secured one (1) hour before the first game of a program and remain
secured throughout the performance.

(3) Supervise all security personnel in the constant
search for undesirables and explusion of same from the facility
during a meeting.
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(4) Investigate and report to both the Commission and the
Association any action or allegation of action on anyones' part
which may endanger the honest operation of any phase of the meeting.

(S) Enforce all Commission and Association rules whether
the violator is a patron or employee, and assist in the apprehension
of offending parties and explusion of same, if requested by either
the Association or the Commission.

(6) Preclude the admission of any person not authorized by
the Commission to the players' quarters, excepting those duly
licensed by the Commission such as players under contract to the
association, attendants, ball boy, ball or basket maker, registered
physician or nurse.

(b) Daily Police Report. The fronton security police and any
other law enforcement agency employed by the association to act in,
on or about the licensed premises of any fronton shall furnish three
(3) copies of their daily police report, together with any
additional pertinent information available to the said police
agency. The three copies shall be delivered to the Commission
personnel at the facility upon the close of each meeting day, or
furnished to the Commission immediately upon demand. The
association shall likewise furnish the Commission with copies of any
other police reports of which it comes into actual possession.

(c) Minors Prohibited.
(i) No association or person shall knowingly permit any

minor to enter a fronton during a performance at which wagering is
taking place. Excepted from this rule are minors sixteen years of
age or older properly licensed by the Commission, provided written
permission from a parent or guardian of such minor is filed with the
Commission.

* -. (2) An association shall be fined not more than fifty
dollars per violation if any minor is found at its fronton in
violation of this regulation.

(d) Weapons, Alcoholic Beverages and Drugs.
(I) No person shall carry or display ori the premises of

the association any firearm, knife with blade of three inches or
long, or other dangerous weapon, unless a law enforcement officer or
association security employee.

(2) No person shall possess at any fronton, any alcoholic
beverage unless the beverage is purchased on the premises.

(3) No person shall possess at any facility, any narcotic,
or other controlled substance unless under written prescription by a
licensed physician.

Sec. 12-574-D26. Players
(a) No pooling or Prize Money. Any pooling of the prize money

between the players is strictly prohibited.
(b) Uniform. All players must be dressed in clean regulation

uniforms before the start of their first game.
Post position shirts shall be as follows:

No. 1 - red No. 5 - black
No. 2 - blue No. 6 - yellow
No. 3 - white No. 7 - brown
No. 4 - green No. 8 - purple/orchid
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(c) Safety Helmet. Protective helmets must be worn by all
players while on the court.

(d) Practice. All players who are to participate in a game
must appear on the playing court and must practice prior to the
start of the game, thereby enabling the public to observe the
players who are to compete in the following game.

(e) Positions. Players shall take their positions off the
playing court and near the starting point of each game in numerical
order to be determined by the post positions appearing in the
program.

(f) Selection of Ball. The player who is to serve at the start
of each point shall have the right to select the ball, and the
receiver can only reject the ball if it is damaged. The players'
manager may require all servers in any given game to preselect the
balls for that game.

(g) No Smoking. Smoking shall be prohibited in the players'
cage.

(h) No Communication. Players shall not be permitted to
contact, talk, or signal any spectator at any time during the
performance.

(i) Best Efforts Rule. Jai Alai being a game of skill, the
winning or losing of a point depends entirely on the individual
player's skill and ability, and it shall be the duty of each player
at all times to make every possible effort to complete a play. If
in the opinion of the court judges and/or the Commission judge, a
player shows lack of interest and does not use his best effort while
competing in an official game, the offender shall be cited for
violation of the best efforts rule.

(j) Scratches. Each player must compete in and complete the
games scheduled except when the player is scratched for any reason.
In such case the players' manager must use the official substitute
shown in the program to complete the game and all bets made on the
scratched player or players shall remain in effect on the scratched
player's post position.

(k) Wagering Prohibited. No player under contract at a
fronton, or his wife or blood relatives, may wager money or any
other thing of value on the results of games played at any
Commission licensed fronton.

(1) Conduct. While on the court or in the players' cage,
players shall at all times conduct themselves in a professional
manner consistent with the vest interests of jai alai.

(m) Releases and Admissions. Players may arrive at the fronton
after the first game has begun or may leave the fronton upon
completion of their last scheduled game at the discretion of the
players' manager. If released the player must leave the premises
completely. The players' manager may at any time release and admit
players in emergency situations and must report such occurrences to
the Commission judge Immediately, to be followed by a report in
writing and in sufficient detail.

(n) Physical Condition.
(1) Physical examination. All players under contract at a

fronton shall be required to pass an annual physical examination
approved by the Commission. A copy of the physician's report for
each player shall be filed with the Commission before a player may
be entered in any official game. Players entered for a game are
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subject to physical examination by a physician upon request by the
Association or the Commission. The examination shall be performed
by a physician chosen by the association and licensed to practice in
Arizona. The physician's determination of the player's physical
condition shill be final. A player claiming illness or physical
unfitness may request a physical examination by a licensed physician
or registered nurse to determine the illness or unfitness. A copy
of any physician's report on a player shall be filed with the
Commission judge. Players who claim temporary illness or unfitness
not requiring medical attention, may be excused from one performance
upon the order of the player's manager.

(2) Return to play after unfitness. When any player has
been prevented and removed by illness or unfitness from play, he
shall not thereafter be entered in a game unless the players'
manager shall have secured a certificate of fitness from a licensed
physician or registered nurse appointed by the association. The
certificate shall be furnished by the player's manager to the
Commission judge on the day that the player returns to play.

(o) Player Substitutions. Substitutions shall be reported by
the Association to the Commission, in writing, within twenty-four
(24) hours, including the reasons for the substitution, the
performance and ga.:! in which the substitution occurred, the names
and post positions of the players, and accompanied by the signature
of the player's manager and the date of the report.

Sec. 12-574-D27. Rules of the game.
(a) Cancellations. The Association may, in an emergency,

postpone or cancel any game. It must immediately notify the
Commission judge of any change and the reasons therefore, in
writing, and said notification must be filed with the Commission
within twenty-four (24) hours after taking effect.

(b) Termination of Game. Except as provided herein when a game
Is started, it cannot be terminated until win, place and show
positions have been officially posted. In the event of player or
players competing out of rotation before the win position has been
determined, rotation being the point by point progression of any
game, the game shall be declared "off" by the Commission judge and a
full and complete refund made on all wagers for that game. However,
if a player or players compete out of rotation during a playoff for
place or show the Commission judge shall cause the game to be
returned to the situation prior to the rotational error, and play
shall resume within the position(s) determined prior to the
rotational error intact. However, in the case where a game is
completed, and the official results determined, and where it is
subsequently discovered that errors of rotation had occurred in that
game, the official results shall stand and the payouts shall be made
accordingly.

(c) Start of Game. When a game is started, the player
representing post position one and the player representing post
position two shall appear on the playing court. When signaled by
the chief judge, the player in post position one shall serve the
first ball from the service line and the game shall have been
officially started.
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(d) Defective Ball. Should a ball become defective during the
playing of a game, any player on the court shall have the right to
call said defect to the attention of the chief court judge and if in
the opinion of the chief court judge it is defective another ball
shall be put in play at the conclusion of a point.

(e) The serve.
(1) A designated uniform serve area approved by the

Commission shall be specified on the playing court. A ball must be
served from this area and failure to comply with this rule shall
cause the server to forfeit the point to his opponent.

(2) If the server for any reason does not complete a serve
or should the ball touch any article of clothing or anything on the
person of the server or his partner before being caught by the
cesta, the server shall forfeit the point to his opponent.

(3) Only one serve shall be allowed for each point in all
games, the ball must strike the front wall first. No carom serves
shall be permitted.

(f) Ball in Play. Upon the serve hitting the front wall, a
ball shall be in play and the ball shall be ruled in play until a
point or a judges ruling is made.

(g) Interference. Should the ball hit any of the server's
opponents, the chief judge shall decide whether it is a foul or
whether the server should be credited with the point. The judges
shall also decide, in the case of contender obstructing a play of
his opponent, whether it was done intentionally or accidently.
Should it be an intentional interference, the player who caused it
shall forfeit the point. If accidental or unavoidable, the point
shall be played over. The judges cannot rule interference if, in
their opinion, the player could not complete the shot if the
interference had not occurred.

(h) Official Games. Official games shall be known as
elimination singles, elimination doubles, elimination triples, and
spectacular seven, or any other game format approved by the
Commission. Only official games will be eligible for pari-mutuel
wagering.

(i) Elimination Games. In elimination singles, elimination
doubles, elimination triples, and spectacular seven games, all
players, with the exception of those in first and second positions,
shall be seated on a bench in the rear of the court according to
their post position. When the game has started, players occupying
first and second positions shall compete for the ffrst point until
one of the players is eliminated. The player winning the point
shall then become the server and his opponent shall be that player
which is next in line on the front of the bench. ThL player who has
just been eliminated is to take the rear seat on ne other end of
the bench until such time as all other players seated on the bench
have had an opportunity to play through eliminatin of one another,
and he becomes the first man on the bench again. These games are
ruled by the elimination of players until the total required points
are scored to decide the win, place and show positions.

(j) Points to Win. In elimination singles, elimination doubles
elimination triples, and spectacular seven games, the number of
points required to decide the winner shall be one less than the
number of post positions competing in the game. Spectacular seven
shall be an eight-post position seven-point game in which all points
are doubled after each post position has been on the court once.
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(k) Play-off.
(1) After a winner has been declared, playoff rules to

decide place and show positions vary according to the number of
points scored by the participating players or teams and shall be
played according to the players' or teams' rotating position (not
post position) i.e. in the order in which they were defeated.

(2) When there still remain five or seven players or
terms, all of which are tied without a point to their credit, the
play-off shall be for a goal of one point less than the number of
post positions represented in the play-off.

(3) When there still remain five or seven players or
teams, all of which are tied with one point or more, the play-off
shall be continued until one player or team reaches the number of
points designated for the game.

(4) In case of two ties after a winner has been declared
official, and there are still two players or teams tie with the same
number of points, the place position shall be awarded to the player
or team making the next point, and show position shall go to the
loser of said point.

(5) In case of three ties after a winner has been declared
official, and there remain three players or teams tied for place or
show, or both, the play-off shall be through elimination, according
to their rotating position. If at any time during a play-off a
player or team reaches the designated number of points that the game
calls for, said player, or team, shall immediately be awarded the
place or show position, as the case may be, and the remaining
players or teams shall forfeit the right to play for said position.

(6) In case of four or six ties after a winner has been
declared official and there remain four or six players or teams,
tied for place or show, or both, the play-off shall be through
elimination according to their rotating position. The first two
players or teams will play the first point. The next two players or
teams will play for one point, and the remaining (in case of six)
players or teams will also play for one point. Winners of these
points will play additional points to decide place or show position,
as the case may require. If at any time during a play-off a player
or team reaches the designated number of points that the game calls
for, said player, or team shall imn ediately be awarded the place or
show position, as the case may be, and the remaining players or
teams shall forfeit the right to play for said position.

(1) Notice of Cancellations, Substitutions. When for any
reason a change shall be made by substitution of one or more
players, or should a game be cancelled for any reason, official
notice thereof shall be made and posted in the lobby near the
pari-mutuel windows. Announcements must also be made over the
public address system, notifying the public of any such changes.
Said notices and announcements must be made as soon as possible
before the start of the game.

(m) House Rules. The game of jai alai shall be player only in
accordance with the rules and regulations described herein.
Association modifications or "house rules" must have prior
Commission approval.
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Sec. 12-574-D28. Fouls
(a) Foul Areas. Foul areas shall be indicated by steel frame,

wire, wood, or padding and distinguished by a color different from
the playing court.

(b) Fouls Committed - Points. If a foul is committed by a
player the point shall be awarded to the player in the opposing post
position. The fouls are:

(1) When the ball strikes the screens or any other
indicated foul area before it touches the front wall.

(2) When the ball strikes the screens or any other
indicted foul area after it touches the front wall, and before it
touches the playing floor.

(3) When the ball hits the wooden floor on its first
bounce after striking the front wall.

(4) When a player catches a ball after its second bounce.
(S) Holding (motion foul). This occurs when a player

fails to use one contin ious motion, retains the ball in the cesta
longer than a reasonable time in his attempt to make a play. The
reasonable time is to be determined by the court judges.

(6) Juggling (control foul). This occurs when the ball
leaves the cesta clearly establishing, in the opinion of the court
judge, that the player has lost control of it.

(7) Change of posture or direction. This occurs when a
player, after initiating one motion, changes his momentum and uses
an alternative motion in returning th ball.

(8) A served ball hitting the underserve four (4) or over
serve seven (7) lines.

I

Sec. 12-574-D29a. Complaints.
Complaints against any officials or employees or complaints of

corrupt practices or other questionable incidents shall be made to
the Commission at the Commission offices. Such complaints shall be
in writing, and the Commission shall forward a copy of any complaint
made to the Association. The Commission shall also keep a file of
all complaints and their disposition.

Sec. 12-574-D30. Infractions and violations.
(a) Rules to be observed Enforced. It shall be the duty of

each and every Association and the officers, participants, officials
and employees of said Association to observe and enforce the
provisions of the act, the rules of jai alai, and the rules and
regulations adopted from time to time by the executive director with
the advice and consent of the Commission . Every license to hold a
jai alai meeting is granted upon the condition that the licensee
therein named shall accept, observe, and enforce said act, rules and
regulations, and any amendments or additions thereto.

(b) Infractions Reported. Any infraction or violation of the
act or the rules and regulations of jai alai adopted by the
executive director with the advice and consent of the Commission,
shall be immediately reported to the Commission by anyone having
knowledge thereof.

Sec. 12-574-D31. Corrupt practices
(a) Corrupt Practices. The following are deemed to be corrupt

practices:
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(1) Giving, offering or promising, directly or indirectly
a bribe in any form to any person licensed by the Commission or
executive director.

(2) Soliciting, accepting or offering to accept a bribe in
any form by a person licensed by the Commission or executive
director.

(3) Failure of any licensee to notify the Commission of an
offer, promise, request or suggestion for a bribe made to a licensee
or of any other improper or fraudulent practice.

(4) Soliciting bets from the public by any occupational
license.

(S) Committing or conspiring to commit or assisting in the
commission of or conspiracy to commit any improper, corrupt or
fraudulent act or practice in relation to jai alai.

(b) Penalties.
(I) Anyone committing a corrupt practice shall be

inmediately ejected from the facility and subject to the attendant
consequences of ejection and any other penalty permitted by these
regulations and the laws of the Community. Ejections shall be
subject to the provisions of section 12-574-D3S of these regulations.

(2) Involvement of any licensee in a corrupt practice
shall be deemed sufficient hazard to the public health, safety, and
welfare to warrant summary suspension of such licensee's license
pending a hearing to be held within seven (7) days of such
suspension.

Sec. 12-574-D32. Commission of Judges.
(a) Composition and Appointment. The Commission of Judges

shall be comprised of the Commission facility supervisor or in his
absence, the senior jai alai facility liaison officer, the
Commission judge or Commission representative appointed by the
Commission facility supervisor, and players' manager, (all of whom
shall be appointed in accordance with these rules) in matters
Involving game/playing infractions. In all other matters the
Commission of Judges shall consist of the Commission facility
supervisor or in his absence, the senior jai alai facility liaison
officer, the Commission judge or Commission representative appointed
by the Commission facility supervisor, and the general manager or
his designee.

(b) Authority. Every person participating in, and every patron
of a licensed jai alai meeting shall abide by the Ordinacnes of the
Community and rules of the Commission and shall accept the court
judges' decision on any and all questions to which their authority
extends. The Commission of Judges shall have the power to interpret
said rules of jai alai and to decide all questions not specifically
covered by them. Should any case occur which may not be covered by
said rules of jai alai, it shall be determined by the Commission of
Judges in conformity with traditional notions of justice and fair
play and in the best interests of the game of jai alai..

(1) Majority rules. All questions pertaining to which
their authority extends shall be determined by a majority vote of
the Commission of Judges.

(2) Presiding Officer. The Commission facility supervisor
or in his absence, the senior jai alai facility liaison officer
shall be the presiding officer of the Commission of Judges.
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(c) Powers and Duties.
(1) The Commission of Judges shall have the authority

over, and general oversight of, the playing of the game of jai alai
at a facility and their authority shall extend to all jai alai
players, game officials, and all infractions of this Ordinance
regulations which are defined as game infractions in Section
12-574-D2a.

(2) The Commission of Judges shall have jurisdiction over
all matters concerning allegations of regulatory infractions
committed by contracted personnel employed by the association or the
Commission partons, and Commission licensees including, but rot
limited to, pari-mutuel clerks and concession employees.

(3) The Commission of Judges, or each of them, shall have
control over and free access to all players rooms located in the
fronton.

(4) The Commission of Judges, or each of them, shall have
the power to cite any jai alai player of game official for a
violation of these rules and regulations.

(5) Hearings by the Commission of Juctts shall be
conducted in accordance with the Commission rules of practice and
hearing procedures.

(6) Whenever a player is charged with a game infraction,
as that term is defined herein, the Commission of Judges shall view
in the presence of that player the video tape of the player's
performance provided by the association. Decisions by the court
judges shall not be overruled.' In cases involving game infractions
the jurisdiction of the Conmission of Judges shall be limited to the
amount and nature of the penalties if any to be imposed for such
infractions.

(7) The Commission of Judges shall have the power to
punish for any violations of these rules to which their authority
extends, any person subject to their authority after conducting a
hearing as provided and in their discretion, to impose fines, not
exceeding $500 for each violation, suspension of license not
exceeding sixty (60) days for each violation, or any combination
thereof.

(8) The Commission of Judges shall have the power to
conduct ejection and reinstatement hearings.

(9) Any party aggrieved by the imposition of a penalty by
the Commission of Judges may petition the Commission for a hearing
de novo conducted in accordance with rules of procedure of the
tCom-nihty. The petition shall be submitted in writing to the
Commission within three days of official notice of the judges'
decision. The taking of a petition to the Commission shall
automatically stay any penalty imposed by the Commission of judges
except in cases of ejection.

(10) The Commission retains the authority to take
jurisdiction over any case falling within its general statutory
jurisdiction.

Sec. l2-574-D33. Disorderly Conduct.
No person shall use improper or abusive language to a fronton

official, or to any employee representing the Commission. No person
shall in any manner, or at any time disturb the peace on the grounds
of an Association. Anyone engaging in such conduct shall be
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immediately ejected from the facility and subject to the attendant
consequences or ejection and any other penalty permitted by these
regulations and the laws of the Community.

Sec. 12-574-D34. Appearance of licensees as witnesses at hearing.
The Commission and the Commission of Judges of a meeting shall

have the authority to order any licensee to appear as a witness at
any hearing conducted by them. Failure to appear may subject the
licensee to penalty.

Sec. 12-574-D35. Ejection of persons.
(a) Ejection. Through its Director of Security or his duly

authorized representatives an Association shall eject from its
grounds all unauthorized persons, known undesirables, touts, persons
believed to be bookmakers or connected with bookmakers, persons
whose licenses are revokoed or under suspension, ejected persons,
persons of lewd or immoral behavior, and persons engaging in
boisterous or disorderly conduct or other conduct which may be
deterimental to jai alai or the public welfare. Likewise, the
Commission on its own initiative may eject such aforesaid persons.

(b) Commission Notification. It shall be the duty of each
Association, through its Director of Security, to notify the
Commission of all ejections and arrests, giving name and address of
the ejectee and the specific nature of the offense.

(c) Ejectee Notification. Every person ejected by the
Association or the Commission shall be notified in writing of his
election and the specific reasons therefor. All ejection notices
shall contain appropriate language informing the person ejected of
his right to a hearing and the procedures involved. If ejected by
an Association a copy of the ejection notice issued by the
Association shall be immediately filed with the Commission.

(d) Ejection Hearing. Any person ejected by either the
Association or the Commission shall have the right to a hearing by
the Commission of judges concerning the propriety of such ejection
upon written request to the Commission within seven (7) days of the
ejection. Such hearing shall be held pursuant to Commission Rules
of Practice and Hearing Procedure.

(e) Ejectee Reinstatement.
(1) Any person ejected by either the Association or the

Commission shall have the right to - hearing to show reasons why he
should be readmitted to the Association facility and such ejection
should be terminated. Such hearing shall be held pursuant to
Commission Rules of Practice and Hearing Procedures.

(2) The Commission of Judges has the authority to conduct
a reinstatement hearing either on its own motion or upon the written
petition of the party ejected. As soon as practicable the
Commission of judges shall schedule a hearing and notify the ejectee
of the place, date, and time thereof and the procedures involved.

The Commission of Judges may order the appearance of any
licensee at this hearing who In its opinion may be necessry for the
efficient administration of justice. After the hearing the
Commission of Judges may either uphold the ejection, modify it in
any manner or order the ejectee's reinstatement. In any case
written notice of the Commission of Judges' findings and decisions
thereon shall be promptly delivered to the ejected person and the
Association.
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(3) An Association may on its own reinstatement a person
and must immediately file a copy of its reinstatement notice with
the Commission. The Commission reserves the right within three (3)
business days of receipt of notice to approve or disapprove said
reinstatement, and no Association reinstatement will be effective
until the end of this period. Any person whose Association
reinstatement has been disapproved shall be so notified in writing
by the Commission. This notice shall inform said person of his
right to a hearing before the Commission of Judges concerning the
circumstances of his ejection and the Commission's determination to
disapprove his reinstatement.

(f) Effect of Ejection. Anyone who has been ejected or whose
license has been suspended or revoked by the official regulatory
body having jurisdiction where the offense occurred, whether within
or without the Reservation, shall be denied admission to or
attendance at all facilities licensed by the Commission or operated
by the'Commission until duly reinstated or until the matter has been
otherwise determined by the Commission.
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INDEX TO JAI ALAI ORDINANCE

A

Accounting
Admissions of players
Advance wagering
Agent for patron for wagering purposes
Alcoholic beverages
Amendments to rules and statutes
Annual reports
Applicability of rules in general

B

Badges
Ball, defective
Ball, in play
Commission, gaming policy
Commission of game judges
Bookmaking
Break
Bribes

C

Cancellations of games
Cancellations and substitutions, notice of
Cancellation of tickets
Cash transactions
Cashing of outs tickets
Charts, organizational
Clock, time
Communication by players
Communication lines and devices
Complaints, general
Complaints, wrong
Computations, manual
Conditions for games
Conduct of players
Contact persons
Contracts, player
Control of pari-mutuel accounting
Court, appeal to superior
Court judges

alternate
appointment, number
author.ity
finality of decisions
qualifications
remain on court, posting number
rulings
stations, signals, whistle

Court, playing
Corrupt practices
Crowd control
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D

Daily double
Daily records
Dates

application for
Deadline for presentation of pari-mutuel tickets
Definitions
Disorderly conduct
Commission judge
Commission of special revenue
Documentation required for payment of tickets
Drugs
Dual job limitations

E

Ejection of persons
Elimination games
Emergencies, pari-mutuel
Enforcement of rules
Equipment and facilities
Executive director

F

Final approximate odds, posting of
Fines
First aid stations
Fouls
Fronton, maintenance
Fronton, right of Commission access therein

G

Game information
Game

Game, cancellations
Game, elimination
Game, official
Game, play-off
Game, points to win
Game, rules of
Game, start of
Game, termination of

H

Handicappers
Handle, distribution of
Hearings

Hearings, Ejection
Hearings, Reinstatement

Helmet for players
House rules
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I

Identification of pari-mutuel employees
Information for Commission
Infractions
Inspection of accounts

Judges
Judges, Commission of game
Judges, court

f L

Liability for rule violations
Licenses
Locking of pari-mutuel Machines

Make-up performances
Malfunction of pari-mutuel equipment
Ma tchrake r
Minimum pari-mutuel payments
Minors
Minus pools
Monthly reports
Multiple wagering, application for
Mutilated tickets
Mutuel manager

N

Nurse

0

Odds,
Odds, display of
Odds, posting of final approximate

Officials of meetings
Office for Commission
Outs book
Overpayment in mutuels

P

Payout schedule
Pari-mutuel accounting
Pari-mutuel operations
Pari-mutuel rules, posting of
Penalties
Perfecta
Performances
Physician
Place pool
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P

Players,
conduct of
physical condition of
positions
practice by
releases and admissions
roster of 40
sanitary facilities for
substitutions

Players' manager
Players' manager, brother, Lathe
Players' manager, duties of
Players' manager, file daily pro
Players' manager, matchmaker, pr

Players quarters
Players quarters, exclusion from

Police report
Pools
Program

Program, notification of changes
Purpose, statement of

Q

r, sons of

gram
ogram

in

Quarterly reports
Quiniela

R

Radio
Records

Records, daily
Records, maintenance and storage of
Records, of outstanding tickets

Refunds
Reporting

financial
pari-mutuel
uniform

Results, official
Revocation of license
Rotation

S

Scratches of players
Security.

Security, director of
Serve
Show pool
Smoking, prohibited 6y players
Structures, erection and removal of
Substitution of players
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S

Sunday performances
Superfecta
Surety
Suspension of license Summary

Take-out
Telephones
Television
Termination of game
Tickets

cancellation
issued in error
location of sale of
sales and exchanges
sales not completed
uncashed

Ties
Totalisator

Totalisator, control
Totalisator, inventory
Totalisator, reports
Totalisator, test
Totalisator, Commission, pool
Totalisator breakdown

Trifecta

T

discrepancy on

U

Uncashei tickets
Underpayment in mutuels
Uniforms for players

Videotaping games
Violation of rules and regulations

V

W
Wagering

Employee acting as patrons' agent for
prohibition of employees from
prohibition of officials from
prohibition of players and other families from

Waiver of reporting requirements
Waiver of rules
Weapons
Windows, opening of pari-mutuel
Winning numbers, display of
Win pool
Withholding
Witnesses, appearance of licensees at hearing as
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COMANCHE TRIBE

POSITION PAPER

JUNE, 1985

IN SUPPORT OF H. R. 1920: A bill to establish Federal standards and
regulations for the conduct of gaming activities
on Indian reservations and lands, and for other
purposes.

The Comanche Tribe of Oklahoma supports the passage of H. R. 1920 as a means to
implement, manage, and control gaming activities on lands under tribal
jurisdiction. The bill satisfactorily answers many legal questions which would
have had to come to court in the future and would have possibly resulted in
the stagnation of economic development pending the outcome.

The findings that gaming is a legimate means of generating revenues truly
expresses the feelings of Indian tribes across the nation who have initiated
gaming enterprises. Many of these tribes including the Comanche Tribe have
little or no land base, no natural resources, and very little revenue with
which they can support a tribal government and provide needed services and
programs to their people.

The Comanche Tribe has operated a bingo enterprise under tribal jurisdiction
but has had little recourse to regulate non-tribal gaming operations on trust
land. This bill will provide a good foundation to insure the orderly conduct
of gaming activities within Indian lands under tribal jurisdiction, and it
puts the regulatory powers where they should be -- with the tribes.

The Comanche Tribe along with other tribes across the nation has long sought
to experience self-government, to express it's sovereignty, and to become a
self-determining entity. We feel that events within the last decade have moved
tribe's forward from a dependency to a state of self-sufficiency; and, therefore,
in this spirit we would like to make the following recommendations in support
of this bill.

RECOMMENDATION:

That the Secretary of Interior's review and approval of tribal ordinances and
resolutions adopted by Indian tribal governments should not become a statutory
requirement, but instead become a recommendation by the Secretary to avoid
serious mistakes by tribes who are enjoying tte new experience of self government
as an attribute of sovereignty.

That should the Secretaty of Interior's review and approval of tribal ordinances
and resolutions become statutory, then provisions should be included in the bill
for the phasing out and termination of the Secretary's powers.

COMANCHE INDIAN TRIBE P.O. BOX 908/ LAWTON, OK 73502

on Tribe 6/24/85
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COMANCHE INDIAN TRIBE

OF OKLAHOMA RESOLUTION

NO. 35-85

RESOLUTION

WHEREAS, the Comanche Tribe of Oklahoma is a federally recognized Indian.Tribe
with a constitution approved by the Secretary of the Interior on the
5th day of January, 1967, and,

WHEREAS, the Comanche Tribe has adopted a major economic development goal
"To improve the economic status and security of Comanche Tribal
members and to promote stability and diversification of the tribal
economy through increased employment, tribally-owned and privately-
owned businesses and Federal, technical and financial aid, as long
as such aid leads ultimately to self-sufficiency" and,

WHEREAS, the pursuit of this economic development goal has led to the establish-
ment of gaming enterprises on Indian lands under tribal jurisdiction
and there is a need for standards and regulations to govern the
implementation of, the management of, and the regulation of gaming
enterprises on these lands under tribal jurisdiction and,

WHEREAS, a bill, H. R. 1920, is being introduced to Congress "To establish
Federal standards and regulations for the conduct :f gaming activities
on Indian reservations and lands, and for other purposes." and,

WHEREAS, the bill is based on findings by Congress with which the Comanche Tribe
is in agreement with and,

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Comanche Tribe of Oklahoma does support
the passage of H. R. 1920 in the 99th Congress, and that the Comnittee
on Interior and Insular Affairs including Mr.Udall, Mr. McCain, Mr.
Richardson, and Mr. Bates be urged to consider the recommendations of
the Comanche Tribe.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Comanche Business Committee, acting for and
on behalf of the Comanche Tribe of Oklahowa does hereby authorize this
resolution for such intent.

CERTIFICATION

The above resolution was fully adopted at a Special Meeting of the Comanche Business
Committee held June 24, 1985 at the Comanche Tribal Complex, Lawton,
Oklahoma by a majority vote of 4 for 0 against, with 0
abstensions, a quorum being present.

iNALD BURESS, Chairman
Comanche Indian Tribe of Oklahoma

ATTEST:
ATTEcT: 

RESOLUTION NO. 35-85

s~m Caenah, Secretary/Treasurer
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Carol A. Connor & Associates
ATOR,.EYS AT LAW

Suite 400. Sunshine Buildirg
110 Second Stree S W

Albuquerque, Nea Mexico 87102
TELEPHONE
(505) 242-5500

June 19, 1985

Senqtor Dennis Deoncini
Congressman Morris Udall
Congresan Bill Richardson
Congressnmn Noman ShuTmay
Capitol Hill
Washington, I 20240

Re: S. 902, H.R. 1920 and H.R. 2404
Pending Legislation to Establish Federal Standards and
Regulation on the Conduct of Gwbling Activity on
Indian Reservations and for Other Purposes.

Gentlemn:

On behalf of the National Greyhound Association (NGA) and
Mr. Wayne Strong I have herewith submitted ccraments and
information on the above referenced legislation that would affect
our industry and those who invest in it.

The sport of greyhound racing is one of the fastest growing
spectator sports in the country. As evidenced by the written
testimony and supporting data, the greyhound racing industry not
only provides entertainment to the public but generates
impressive revenues in the cnimuities surrounding the tracks and
to the kennel owners in addition to the track owners.

The WAi believes that Congress should view greyhound racing
no differently than it views horsN racing. Both sports usually
are accompanied by pari-imtuel wagering on the outcane of the
ccrrpetition. An interesting fact is that the scheme of pari-
rutuel wagering was divised for greyhound racing and later
adopted by horse racing. We urge Congress to allow Indian Tribal
goverrrnents the right to decide on what type of competition they
want to allow pari-mutuel wagering. To allow State governments
the right to decide that wagering is permissible on horse racing
and not on greyhound racing results in Congress sanctioning and
favoring one sport over another.

The greyhound industry and racing has a long and honored
history. We are pleased that the time has cane when Indian
Tribes and their people have the opportunity to participate and
benefit fran the greyhound racing sport and industry. In
furtherance of their participation we support House Bill 1920 as
mDdified by the Santa Ana Pueblo draft Bill sumbitted by then in
these hearings.
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We appreciate your concern that organized crime is camionly
associated with gambling activity. This has proven to be untrue
as documented by the findings of the Connission on the Review of
the Nation Policy Toward Gembling. and the national survey
conducted by Bob and Barbara Freeman in 1982. Both of these
documents are enclosed as exhibits to our testimony.

The NGk has offered its assistance to the Santa Ana Pueblo
in developing its regulation for the Santa Ana Greyhound Park.
This offer is extended to other tribes that may be contemplating
a greyhound race track on their reservations.

Thank you for the opportunity to present our views on this
important matter. We are happy to provide any additional
information that may be helpful.

Very truly yours,

CAROL A. (XNCR & ASSOCIATES

Carol A. Connor
Attorney at Law

CAC:Jac

Enclosures
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The National Greyhound Association (MfA), a voluntary non-

profit association operated in accordance with the laws of

Kansas, is officially recognized by the entire greyhound racing

industry--nremly, all greyhound racetracks and individual racing

jurisdictions, as %ell as foreign greyhound registries and

governirg bodies--as the sole registry for racing greyhounds on

the North American continent. Organized in 1906, it has

functioned in this capacity ever since the inception of greyhound

track racing in this country sane sixty-five (65) years ago.

Membership of the NG4 is canprised of the more than 4,500

greyhound ovners and breeders whose greyhounds compete at tracks

throughout the continent.

Records on all breedings, litters whelped, individual

registrations, transfers, leases, etc. are maintained at the

NGA's headquarters in Abilenep Kansas. The WGA's rigid

identification system, the envy of other pari-mutuel racing and

animal registries, has played an integral role in maintaining the

sport's impressive reputation as a creditable, major spectator

sport. It also is a primary concern and goal of the NG to

promote the improvement and development of the greyhound breed

itself, through maintenance of pedigree and Stud-book records

dating back to the latter part of the 19th century.

The WGA is an associate mrber of the World Greyhound Racing

Federation and a charter and founding nerber of the World

Alliance of Greyhound Registries.

See IA booklet (Exhibit A) for more details about the NA.
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HISTcY CF CREYH.NK RACING

Ancient murals and paintings suggest that a dog strikingly

similar to the greyhound of today was around same four thousand

(4,000) years ago. As a vital hunter as well as the fastest

canine breed, past or present, the greyhound has been the subject

of art and lore throughout the ages. He was the source of sport

and entertainment in the ancient civilizations of Egypt, Persia,

Greece, Rme and later in England and Ireland. Pharoahs rated

them first amung all animals, both as pets and hunters. The

birth of a greyhound in early Arabian culture was second in

importance only to the birth of a son. Persians believe they

were the only dogs allowed in the next vrld and privileged

enough to give information or evidence against mankind. It is

the only canine breed mentioned in the Bible (Proverbs 30:29-31),

and it's a most complimentary reference, at that.

The greyhound arrived in America out of necessity in the

latter part of the 1800s to assist farmers in the Midwest who

were trying to save their crops fron destructive jackrabbits,

which could clean a field and put a farmer out of business in

short order. Bred for thousands of years for that basic purpose,

the greyhound met the challenge, and was soon found by Anrican

farmers to also be a great source of sport. In 1919, greyhound

track racing--where a field of greyhounds pursues a mechanical

lure around an oval track--was introduced, and a new spectator

sport was born. Since then, greyhound track racing has became

popular in such countries and territories as Ireland, England,

Australia, Spain, Sweden, Italy, Mexico, Indonesia, Mcau and
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Guam. New tracks are projected shortly for the Daninican

Republic and Venezuela.

Greyhound racing first flourished in this country in

Florida, where night racing was introduced. By the mid-1960s

greyhound racing, as a pari-mrutuel sport, was still only

conducted in seven states; thanks in great part to the strong

lobbying efforts of pre-existing entertainment and sporting

industries, particularly horse racing, to block its legalization.

Where the sport had been adopted, however, it became obvious that

it was a sucessful, burgeoning industry that provided substantial

tax revenues as well as jobs for local residents--a most welcane

business entity in these few states where it was conducted.

Other states soon sew its benefits, and by 1985, fourteen (14)

states are conducting pari-mutuel greyhound racing within their

boundaries, with a number of other states eyeing its potential.

Despite operating in only 13 states in 1984, the Daily

Racing Form's 38th Annual Survey of sports attendance ranked

greyhound racing sixth arong the Nation's leading spectator

sports--behind horse racing, baseball, autanobile racing,

football and basketball--none of which was limited to operating

In such a s=ll number of states. Greyhound racing outdrew such

spectator sports as hockey, wrestling, soccer, tennis and boxing.

(See Exhibit B, Daily Racing Form's 38th Annual Survey)

CUMIEr 9EA= OF C MHM R AC IN M UNT7W STAMr

Despite econanic hard times in the past decade, greyhound

racing remains a viable, growing Industry--which accounts for so

many state Jurisdictions turning to greyhound racing in efforts

to try to spark new econcnic growth. The sport has shown it
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certainly can provide that spark.

Greyhound racing recently witnessed the opening of its 50th

track on this continent at Dubuque, lowa (June 1, 1985). Joining

Iowa in offering pari-rutuel greyhound racing to its citizens are

the states of Florida, Alabaen, West Virginia, Massachusetts, New

Hapshire, Rhode Island, Vermont, Connecticut, Arkansas,

Colorado, Arizona, Oregon and South Dakota.- Last year, 1984,

more than 22.2 million people visited the 45 race tracks in these

states, and wagered more than 2.4 billion dollars. This resulted

in more than 176.4 million dollars revenue to the states and

counties where racing was conducted. By coTparison, twenty (20)

years ago, 1964, 29.9 million dollars was generated in revenues

to the states. (Exhibit C is a breakdon of pari-mutuel handle

and attendance figures, by track and by state for 1984, as

published in the Greyhound Review, April 1985, along with a map

of currently existing tracks)

IMMI ACE CF A CIEUM0 PARI-NUIM FACILITY. Generally,

people, viewing a greyhound track, see its sole value in the

monies received by the state from the percent of the pari-mutuel

fund wagered. There are also monies received in many cases from

admission taxes, licenses, sales taxes on racing programs, lost

ticket funds, and breakage. Further, a track capable of

sustaining a pari-nuituel handle of more than $500,000.00 will

employ a minimum of 600 people.

There is also an "area" impact. People will travel extended

distances to view racing. Their use of local restaurants,

hotels, filling stations and miscellaneous other activities
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contribute to a healthy gross income picture. Racing is also

attractive to parties considering a locus for a convention of

business meeting. Many people plan their vacations around a

place with racing as well.

Sane people fear that greyhound racing will have a

deteriorating effect on other pari-nutuel activities in the swima

area. Yet in states where horse and greyhound racing have co-

existed for years--including Arizona, Arkansas, Oregon, Florida

and Massachuttes--there is no evidence of a detrimental impact.

In fact, with one usually racig in the day and the other at

night, the two very much conlaient each other. A well

coordinated schedule of racing will serve to attract rather than

detract frcn either industry.

CPXEYI I E ING INIX'M. To supply the greyhounds to

race at these fifty (50) racetracks in the United States and

Mexico, greyhound owners throughout the continent breed and raise

more than 5,000 litt'rs of pu;s a year, according the WA

figures. Last year, 1984; 26,348 greyhounds were individually

registered with the l .

Each of these greyhounds represents a sizeable investment on

the part of the owner--as ruch as $1,500.00 to raise a pup to

track-age (18 rnonths old), which does not Inlcude the cost of

purchasing the breedi:-.g stock. The greyhound farms have becrne a

significant operation in an economic sense, with a growing nuTber

of breeders sprouting in any new state or area that adopts

greyhound racing. The econnic impact of the greyhound breeding

industry in one state, Kansas--which does not have pari-mutuel

wagering--is an example of the positive economic effect greyhound
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racing can have on an area. (See Exhibit D)

MISINFCRMTIN ABOYF GBEYUW RAINC

Because greyhound racing is conducted in a limited number of

states and very few major media markets, many people are not

familiar with the sport. It's only natural, therefore, that

there would be sane misconceptions about the sport in the minds

of those not acquainted with it.

The following question-answer sequence is intended to clear

up sae of the more camion misconceptions about the sport.

QUESTION:

DOES THE PUBLIC HAVE PRICJ TIC! FIUV "1RIC3Y' CR
"1FIXiEY RACE?

ANSWER:

In its August 27, 1973, issue in a feature story on
greyhound racing, Sports Illustrated wrote, "The dogs
are America's best bet. Dog racing is without doubt
the most honest sport in the world. There is no way to
fix a dog race. The security around the kennels and
tracks make it impossible nov. Greyhounds being more
honest than people, the races are as clean as a hound's
tooth." Greyhound racing's clean record and the
glaring lack of any scandals since this report (in
contrast to the records of other pari-mutuel racing
sports) is a big reason why the sport continues to
expand. The rigid supervision and maxirzmn protection
against fraud make greyhound racing the finest,
fairest, and best conducted of all forms of competitive
sports. There are no jockeys or drivers involved in
the running of a race to control the actions of the
animals. Control over a racing greyhound begins before
its birth at the time its sire and dam are brought
together for breeding purposes. Full identification of
contestants first intorduced by the NGA is now an
adopted, standard practice by the horse racing
industry. Greyhound racing also ws the first to
develop and use such equipment as electric starting
boxes (gates), electronic timing, photo-finish conera,
and lock-out animal facilities. Before a dog goes to
post, it is checked 11 times. In horse races, unless
someone is a knowledgeable horseman, it would be
difficult to determine whether or not a horse is lae
and to what degree it would effect his performance..
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Greyhounds are checked for might, their paws and nails
for soreness, and their limbs for physical fitness.
The paddock judge and the veterinarian physically
examine greyhounds to make sure they are ccpetitve.

DOESN'T GV INHAI PREY Cl THE PXIOR AND UOXATEI).

According to the Second Interim Report on the
Carmission on the Review of the National Policy Toward
Gambling, published in 1976, "Four percent of the adult
population--5.8 million people--bet on the dog races
that year, 1974. Betting at tracks tended to increase
as income and educational levels increased. As was the
case with all forms of gambling, most respondents
attached relatively little importance to adverse moral
or social consequences of betting." Surveys repeatedly
show that most people who gamble can afford to do so.
The Los Angeles Times, in editorial opposition to a
California state lottery, conducted a survey of
garbling activities in eastern states and on Novfwmrtr
8, 1973, concluded: "Although all incou groups
participate to some degree, the lotteries have ,t
penetrated the poorer areas in most cities, and the
larger appeal seems to be the middle-class buyer..."

Unfortunately, the compulsive gambler can always find a
place to garble, just as an alcoholic can always get t
drink. Legislation banning these activities not only
has proven disastrously unseccessful, but instead of
protecting these individuals they are driven to back-
roan illicit sources away fron regulation, the
Volstead Act (Prohibition) was the spawning ground of
todays organized crime syndicate. Thousands of nomal
hard-working taxpayers find moderate garbling an
enjoyable, entertaning way to relax. (See Exhibit E)

qUESTIC]N,

ARE ?tVST POPIE OPPOSE) TO LI E) C GN3LINI?

In a survey conducted in 1976 by the COcmdssion on the
Review of the National Policy Toward Garbling, eighty
percent (80%) of the respondents said they favored
legalization of some forn of ganlbing. Once a
particular form of garbling has been legalized there is
overwhelming support its continued operation, the
report stated.

72-553 0 - 87 - 22
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qLWTICIN:

IS THE COST OF GNLMIMG SOCIALLY DEI1IIMfNTAL?

The amount of money not returned to players is called
takeout. The total aunt of money lost in 1984 by
gamblers as a group legally and illegally amounted to
4.4 billion dollars--the same amount spent by consumers
on cigarettes and tobacco.

QUESTICN:

ARE GEYHXW RM CRUEL?

Absolutely not. The greyhound loves to run and is the
speediest of all dogs, having been clocked at speeds In
excess of 40 miles per hour. The animals are never in
any danger to either themselves or to the people
Involved. They war muzzles during races so in a close
finish, judges can easily detect the ends of the white
muzzle on a photo to determine the outcome. They're
muzzled in the turnout pens because they are often
turned out in large numbers, and the muzzles prevent
any chance of injury frcm overzealous play. These
dogs are marvelously gentle, never bite unless
extremely provoked, and make wonderful house pets for
children. The greyhound Is a docile and intelligent
dog with speed, endurance, courage, persistence and
strength.

QUESTION:

ARE CREMI" STARVED CM USThFATED IN T 'D N

WN~E RUN! FASTMh?

ANSWER:

This is one of the most ridiculous misstatements ever
made about the sport. Could it ever make sense to
anyone that a starving, mistreated greyhound will run
faster than one that's well nourished and in superb
contitlon? Greyhound owners and trainers pride
themselves in the manner in which they feed and treat
their greyhounds. In this ccrpetitive sport, this type
of treatment is mandatory, and those who do less than
an exemplary job soon find thersleves unable to eonpete
and consequently out of the business. Like any
athlete, the greyhound requires special care and
attention If they are expected to do their best, and
that is exactly what they receive.
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I4TI(1KAL GWAUJM ASSOCIATION R F

"The hunane issue is an emotional one, easily clouded with

half-truths and misconceptions. Our sport is misunderstood by

scme, especially those who have not taken the time to adequately

research it." So stated the Professional Rodeo Cowboys

Associaiton in a policy booklet in 1982. The exact sae thing

can be stated about greyhound racing.

Hznene groups have been quick to criticize greyhound racing.

To a large extent these independently funded spokespersons are

also a special interest, in that fund raising warrants a degree

of sensationalism. Real life accounts becone distorted. Half-

truths abound and statements are quoted out of context.

The mere unsubstantiated charges of extreme cruelty bring

unfair attention to a sports entertainment that prides itself in

the care and attention afforded to the charges made against it.

We in the greyhound industry have patiently endured this

one-sided adversary that pressures us to change. They will never

support greyhound racing and choose instead to metellish on

charges of animal exploitation. We share the guilt with sled-

dogs, hunting dogs, and all other working breeds by happily

exploiting the greyhound's natural desire to run, chase and

crnpete--what this finely bred animal loves to do most of all--is

to the economic gain of all involved.

In a sincere desire to improve the manner in which greyhound

racing is conducted, industry leaders--including officials fra,

the lNr_--fnet on several occasions with officials with the Huae

Society of the United States (H.S.U.S.), the organization that
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seemed to be the most critical of greyhound racing, with the hope

that open discussion, and constructive suggestion would benefit

all concerned. After a few meetings, it became very clear that

nothing short of a total elimination of greyhound racing would

satisfy H.S.U.S., made perfectly clear in a statement by H.S.U.S.

President, John Hoyt, to a group of greyhound track operators in

1984:

"But under no circumstance, no matter how significant
the changes and improvements made, will greyhound
racing as now practiced by approved or endorsed by
those within the animal welfare rights movement."

With this kind of attitude, it Is easy to understand the

H.S.U.S. and similar groups are willing to cite the most isolated

instances as if they were ccrrmon practices, and stoop to whatever

tactic is necessary to discredit our industry.

Consider the two major complaints by H.S.U.S.--nnely, the

training methods of greyhounds, and the "putting down" of

greyhounds when they are not useful for racing.

As for the training procedures, you'll recall that the

greyhound ws first brought to this country to help rid farmers

of the jackrabbits that destroyed crops. For decades this was

most acceptable, but a changing attitude toward such practices

are now causing owners, breeders and industry leaders to look to

other ethods of training.

In 1982, the Mk made an official policy statement,

encouraging its mrrsbership to pursue artificial training methods.

Clearly, the trend in the past five years In our industry has

been in that direction. The 1NO has also made recamendations in

this area. In 1983, the 13 In conjuction with the Aeti'ican
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Greyhound Track Operators Association (AG ), produced a film

promoting the use of artificial training procedures--a film that

has not only been widely accepted within our own industry, but

that drew praise frrnHyt hinrself: "I think the film that was

made is an excellent film. I hope it's being well received by

the trainers .... This is precisely what we would love to see

happen."

As for H.S.U.S.'s second rrejor criticism, of greyhounds

being "put down" that are no longer useful for racing--it's

interesting that a cannon quotation used by H.S.U.S. is one by a

Mr. Richard Kiper, who supposedly stated that "approximately

fifty percent (50%) (of the greyhounds) are killed before ever

reaching a real track." Kiper, who himslef was barred fran

racing for a conviction in the 1970s for grand larceny, arson and

his alleged killing of 24 greyhounds in another person's kennel,

could hardly be called a reliable source of information,

considering his obvious vendetta toward racing. H.S.U.S. knows

that, but still the quote is used. (See Exhibit F)

The fact of the matter is--if more than half the greyhounds

are killed before they reach track-age, then why are more than

26,000 of the 32,000 pups litter registered each year

individually registered--the signal they're ready for the track?

(Of those not registered, sane have died have diseases such as

parvo; many are given away as pets.) It is another instance

where the H.S.U.S. will use false information in order to

discredit this sport.

Once their racing careers are over, many greyhounds are
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retired to the farm for breeding purposes. Still others are give

to good hcmes as pets--saTething that's happening with greater

frequency the past five years, thanks to the efforts of such

organizations as RajAP (Retired Greyhounds As Pets).

As with horse racing or other professional sports involving

animals, when there is no other alternative, greyhounds are put

to sleep. It should be noted however, that this rust be done in

a hutane fashion, as prescribed by the humane societies--that is,

no differently than the manner in which they put to sleep 15, to

20 million cats and dogs each year in this country. If inhumne

methods are aiployed, the offender wil! be dealt with by the

governing bodies of racing, including N-A and N,-l), which could

mean permanent expulsion fron greyhound racing.

The NGA also takes great pride in ensuring that greyhounds

are properly cared for on the farms throughout the country. On

those rare occasions when neglect has occurred, the NCA has rmoved

swiftly in seeing to It that offenders are not permited to handle

racing greyhounds again.

Is the greyhound exploited? Certainly he is--just as

animals involved in horse racing, harness racing, coon dog

hunting, any kind of hunting, fishing, animals in zoos, rodeo

animals and animals that were necessary to put food on the

American supper table are exploited. If H.S.U.S. is against

exploiting animals for the benefit of man--which is the

underlying reason they will always oppose greyhound racing--then

few activities will escape their criticism. But if the question

is, are these same greyhounds treated hurmnely, then the answer

is a resounding yes.

)

I
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ERWCRE r & Ri3JIATICN

A cmnon concern of people in any area that's considering

the adoption of sane form of garbling or pari-nutuel wagering is

whether this might attract new crminial elemnts to the area, or

increase the rate of crime. Surveys conducted over the years

indicate strongly that such is not the case.

A California proponent of greyhound racing, for example, ten

years ago surveyed the existing 38 ,, rating greyhound racetracks

and found that police statistics in those areas indicated no

significant increase in crime, including boolknaking, when the

local track is in operation. Copies of the responses fran the

police chief and other law enforcement officers in that survey

are offered for your consideration as Exhibit G.

Another survey wrth considering is taken from "National

Pari-mutuel Statistical Report 1981" by Bob and Barbara Freemn.

This survey indicates that the likelihood of increased crime rate

as a result of a racetrack in the area is not significant. (See

Exhibit H, pp. 33-43). A cornplete copy of the Freeman report is

attached for your consideration.

Unquestionably, any pari-fnutuel operation, including

greyhound racing, needs to be closely regulated, for the sake of

protecting the public as well as those whose livelihood are

dependent on the industry. On of the reasons greyhound racing

has been able to continue its growth pattern is because of the

marvelous record it has in this area. The problem of scandals

involving so-colled "ringers", or race-fixing by Jockeys are just

not existent in greyhound racing. While the state racing
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ccminissions can take same of the credit for It, we must point out

that many of these same racing ccrrmissions cannot boast of the

sane clean record of other pari-mtuel sports within their

jurisdictions. We contend that there is scnething inherently a

part of greyhound racing that makes it less subject to the

scandals and problem that have plagued our brothers in the pari-

mutuel industry. We contend that greyhound racing is an easier

sport to enforce, first because of the lesser humn element

involved in greyhound racing; and secondly, because of the

methods of safeguarding the sport that have became standardized

over the years these methods include race-testing, the WGA's

identification system, and the regulatory procedures that have

been employed for the sake of protecting the sport's integrity.

There are two primary areas of concern involving regulation

in the pari-rutuel facet of the sport and the actual racing

segent of the sport.

As far as the pari-mnutuel facet is concerned, there are

standard operating procedure at most racetracks, regardless of

whether the Contest Is harness racing, thoroughbred racing,

greyhound or jai alai. The fact that problems are practically

non-existent in this area at whatever kind of sports facility is

In question indicates that regulation methods employed are very

adequate--whether they're being atinistered by state racing

stewards, county racing stewards, etc. (And that could easily

include tribal racing stewards as well.)

Regulation of the racing, however, is a different matter and

this is what separates greyhound racing frcn other pari-rrutuel

sports. The methods of controlling and regulating racing are
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very systematic and the track record clearly show that it is also

very effective.

All dogs, for exaiple, drawn for a race must be turned over

to the kennel master at least two (2) hours before the race

camnences. Many jurisdictions require all racing dogs in the

track kennel by 6:00 p.m. on race night. The paddock judge

checks the identification markings (the Bertillon system and ear

tattoo) and sees that the trainer has collar-tagged the dog with

the correct race number and post position. The paddock judge

locks the dog in the correct kennel, gives the key to the kennel

master and leaves. These confinement kennels generally are air-

conditioned, temperature and humidity controlled enclosures, and

are in full view of the public at the track. The kennel master

is the only person allowed in the confinement area once the dogs

have been locked up until the race starts. Approximately 12

minutes before each race the kennel master unlocks each kennel,

turns the dogs over to the kennel attendants (or lead-outs) who

nuzzle and blanket the dogs, and walk them around the saddling

path. No attendant ever knows in advance what race or dog he

will handle. A pre-race sarple of urine is taken to detect

chemicals in the system. Regarding eight, a variance of more

than 1 1/2 pounds causes disqualification of that dog. The

greyhound is scratched and the trainer fined for not maintaining

the proper weight. Because of this, it is impossible to over-

feed,- starve, or dehydrate a dog. The only exception to this is

the case of sane dogs who are exceptionally nervous, known as

"fretters" who are given a 2 pound allowance. These controls and
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procedures and the visual examination of dogs during the post

parade, when they are on the track for aobut 10 minutes before

the race in full view of the public, insures that the interests

of betting public are safeguarded.

The use of drugs in racing is another regulatory concern.

Again, greyhound racing has shown itself to be head and shoulders

above other racing sports--perhaps because it does not allow the

use of such drugs as phenylbutazone and Lasex that have caused

such great controversy in horse racing. The Association of

Official Racing Chenists' 1984 report, as published by the

National Association of State Racing Cinnissioners pretty much

tells the story. Horse racing in the U.S., with 448,171 sarples

taken, 1,274 of them coning up positive. For greyhound racing,

121,588 samples taken, only 46 positives. (See Exhibit I)

As sports Illustrated said in that 1973 article cited

earlier: "The dogs are Anerica's best bet. Dog racing is

without doubt the most honest sport in the world." Public

confidence in the sport is certainly an indication of that.

Figures from the National Association of State Racing

Conmissioners show that in every state where horse and greyhound

racing were conducted, the greyhounds drew more people to the

races than did the horses. This speaks well of the public's

confidence in the manner in which greyhound racing is capable of

being regulated.

CLIWIN

The National Greyhound Association perceives the proposal to

place a greyhound racing facility on Indian Reservation land as

an exciting and unique opportunity for the econanic growth and
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development of the tribes involved, as well as furthering the

growth of our great industry. We are very pleased to participate

in this process.

As the oldest established organization in the greyhound

industry, the NA has seen the development of this industry frcm

its outset, has witnessed its growth, has observed the runner in

which it is regulated--and, of course, has participated in that

regulation--and has seen the benefits that have been derived fron

it, both economically and socially. With full confidence that

the tribes can and will regulate the operation of greyhound

racing, we go on record as being unequivocally in favor of racing

on Indian Reservation land under their Jurisdiction.

As pointed out in this report, state and county regulatory

agencies have done an excellent job in regulating the sport.

There is no reason whatsoever to believe that a tribal regulatory

agency wuld have the sane success.

The prospect excites us. We at NGA have a unique

opportunity to assist the tribe at the inception of their

ccnmission and to wrk with them in prcrnulgeting rules and

regulations that will benefit greyhound racing. The Santa Ana

Tribal Racing Cannission has asked MA for assistance in

developing its regulations. We enthusiastically agree and offer

assistance in that undertaking.

Our support for such a proposal does not cane lightly. You

can be sure that if we were not confident that the tribal

commission could properly regulate our sport, we wuld not offer

this strong endorsemnt. The NCA and the owners and breeders of
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the greyhounds in our sport would have much to lose were the

sport discredited in any way by a less than creditable racing

operation.

There is considerable economic benefit to be gained for the

tribes by pursuing a greyhound racing facility. Current

greyhound racetrack operators around the country are aware of the

fact, and are very much opposed to what it calls "unfair

competition" by possible tracks on tribal lands. One longtime

track operator, who has pocketed millions fram the sport over the

years, blasted the Indian's proposal at a convention in ,March in

Orlando, Florida, strictly on this notion of unfair competition.

We contend that, because of the econanic benefits frm the sport,

it should make a great deal of difference that the Indian Tribes

and their people will be the ones make these sizeable profits as

well as the non-Indian beneficiaries of the sport.

It seem to us that all the Indians are asking for is an

opportunity to compete fairly as a pari-mutuel establishment, and

that under our system of government, they ought to be afforded

that opportunity.

FOINJT: Please do not confuse the National Greyhound

Association (W(A1) with the American Greyhound Track Operators

Association (AM3I). The 1NG mandates growth and prosperity for

all greyhound breeders and the industry itself. The American

Greyhound Track Operators Associaton is interested only in growth

that will benefit its member track operators, and have repeatedly

opposed new legislation. They are, by their very nature, private

economic entities, advancing only their own private goals.
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RACING AGAIN IS NO. 1
IN ATTENDANCE SURVEY

A rather spectacular surge in attendance made baseball the leading spectator sport in
the U.S. in 1983, but baseball slipped in 1984 and horse racing, even though it, too,
lost some ground, came back to reclaim its usual No. 1 ranking. Greyhound racing clung
to sixth place behind baseball, football, automobile racing, and basketball.

The source for this intelligence is Daily Racing Form's 38th annual survey of sports
attendance:

1984 1983
DIFFERENCE
1984 & 1983

HORSE RACING
Thoroughbreds ..........................
*Harness ................................

Totals .............................

BASEBALL
Major Leagues, 26 Teams ................
jMinor Leagues, 17 Circuits .............
World Series and Play-Offs .............
Colleges ...............................

TotAls .............................

50,284,324 50,169,430 PLUS 114,894
24,236,074 25,615,000 minus 1,378,926
74,520,398 75,784,430 minus 1,264,032

44,742,863
17,580,299
1,218,079
9,921,530

73,462,771

45,540,338
18,560,690
1,053,818

12,896,497
78,051,343

minus
minus
PLUS
minus
minus

*AUTOMOBILE RACING ....................... 57,606,300 55,122,329 PLUS

FOOTBALL
Collegiate, 654 Schools ................ 36,652,179 36,301,877 PLUS
National Football League, 28 Teams..... 13,398,112 13,277,222 PLUS
U.S. Football League, 18 Teams ......... 4,394,382 2,680,961 PLUS
Post-Season Games, Colleges & Pros..... 2,238,505 2,157,645 PLUS

Totals ............................. 56.683,178 54,417,705 PLUS

BASKETBALL ('83- '84 Season)
1260 Senior Colleges ...................
N.B.A., 23 Teams, Including Play-Offs..

Totals .............................

31,684,078 31,471,135 PLUS
11,110,483 10,244,084 PLUS
42,794,561 41,715,219 PLUS

GREYHOUND RACING ........................ 22,283,902 22,090,018 PLUS

HOCKEY ('83- '84 Season)
National Hockey League, 21 Teams .......
*Minors & Colleges ...................

Totals ...........................

*WRESTLING ...............................

12,466,786 12,028,832 PLUS
8.747.608 8,256,88 2 PLUS
21,214,394 20,285,714 PLUS

12,910,000 9,500,000 PLUS

797,475
980,391
164,261

2,974,967
4,588,572

2,483,971

350,302
120,890

1,713,421
80,860

2,265,473

212,943
866,399

1,079,342

193,884

437,954
490,726
928,680

3,410,000

*SOCCER ............................... ;... 7,544,304 8,400,348 minus 856,044

*TENIS (Open) ........................... 5,087,220 4,200,000 PLUS 887,220

*BOXING ...............................

*Estimated

... 3,860,000 7,144,747

e- )h :u>; "6".
minus 3,284,747
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Greyhound racing continues upward
swing at the pari-mutuel windows

The amount of money which pamsed through the pari-
muluel windows at greyhound racing tracks showed another
increase in 1984, according to the 1984 summary of state
pari-mutuel tax structures.

The annual report compiled by the American Greyhound
Track Operasora Association with the help of the greyhound
state racing commi.%sions shows an increase in both atten-
dance and the amount of the pari-mutuel handle, thus an in-
crease in the amount or money sales and counties received.

The 1984 figures show total sate and county revenues
of S176,404,705.85. Florida, by rar, received the mos state
aid receiving $75,440, 117.91.

Since 1980. greyhound racing has shown an increase in
both the pari-mutuel handle and the amount of state aid (see

chart). Attendance figures were up slightly in 1984.

Comparative Data
Percentage of increase or decream

Year Attendance Revenue P/M Handle

1980 -2.5% 5.1% 5.6%
1981 3.2% 5.8% 5.7%
1982 -.04% 1.5% .84%
1983 2.8% 5.8% 5.3%
1984 .9% 5.3% 5.4%

Its
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1964

SLMAWT OF STATE

PARI.MUTLIEL TAX STRUCTURES

ALA8AAA 13 TRACKSI

GREE( COUNTY

TOTAl. TAKCE OUT:

COUNTY RECtiSV[i

TRACK RECEIVES:

8AEAKAGE:

ADXISS5O TAX:

OUTS:

UtOCRPAYENTS I

LEGAL AGIE

36s

41

141

To 104 tAIl breakage retained by track

15% of the established admIlssion price or 10I per head, whichever Is greater.

Valid For one year, then retained by trock.

Paid to the Cowanollao Is IA addition to the Charily fund.

Must be 10 years old to eien and/or wager.

FItCSt Paid to Greene County Raclng Comeislon.

TOTAL
TRACK OAYS AATS. PRF. ATTENDANCE

GACENTRACK 300 164 464 629,151

MACOI CVUTY

TOTAL TAIE OUT:

COUNTY RECEIVES:

REIIINU
TO COUNTY

1 ),762,540.84

los

TRACE RCEiVESt 14

0EAKAGEs To 10t IAli breakage retained by track

ADAiISION TAX: 100 per heed

OUTSt Valid for *o year, then retained by frock.

UtWCPAYOLNTS: Paid to the conmission as an addition to charity fund.
LEGAL I: Must be 19 years old to attend and/or wager.
FINES: Paid to WAaon County lacing Commisuion.

TOTAL RE
TRACE DAYS RATS. MEW. ATTENtAICE TO C

VICTORYLAIC 88 46 134 357,521 S 1,661,2

VEteA
DANTT

10.16

NOiLE COUNTY

TOTAL TAKI OUT1

COUNTY RECEiVES:

TRACK RECEIVES:

0K(AKAGI:s

AOil i IA l ltl

OUTS,
UNDCAYMENT:

LEG&ALGE:

TRACE DAYS

MLIE. 2

ALASAMAf TOTALS 476

105
8s
eos
101

To 104 Wilided 0 0 to CountI and 50 to track

1s of the established adialii price or 10# par heed, ohichaver Is peeler.
Valid one pie, then they echeol S to county end W0S to track.

Must be paid late a frack edminlatereld 'ooerd of Relief" tend.

Aust be Is yeers old to attend and/or Wege.
Pait to "Doore of Retief for the geyhound ooonarol aas ttion.

TOTAL EVEMA
PATS. P Mr. ATTEMNDAMC TO COUNTY Pal KANDICE

106 )94 749,713 S 6.394.6)3.00 6 03,Sao049
316 992 1,73%6,387 S 12,338.400.80 S 216.5112.015

1216

1 92,379,091

Fla ANDLE

9 40.822.221
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Al IZONIA 16 TRACKSI

TOTAL T KE OUT: 141 oA WtP/S pools; 21S on pools Involvlng two dogs; 25% on pools Involving three
or oe dogs.

STATE MCCIVSz 7.51 In large counties; 5.5S of the first 165,000 end 7.51 of enovts exceeding
165,000 In sMl counties. Ka be reduced by 1 fo' approved capItol tsyroeont
projects.

TRACK RCEIVES. 10.51 In large Counties; 12.51 of the first $65,000 and 10.53 of owounls swceadlng
165,000 In Small counties. At least 3.25 of the handle vult be IlocaFted to
purses. One-sall of the teke-oul exceeding 1)1 mult be used to supplonel purses.

OREK-ACA ToC' 10T IAli breakage retained by trecki

ADMISSION TAX: None

OUTSt All cui monies rtelaind by track. All lickets valid for coe year.

UINDPAYENTS: Total underpeymels less total overpayments for the meel revert to the
stlle t the and of the meal.

L(GAL ArA: No one under 15 admitted; 13-10 mutt be eccompanied by parent or goerdlmn.
To wager, Indlvidual must be 18 years old.

TRACK'

APACE
BLACK CANYOe
P14%XIX

TUCSON
SISTERe

DAYS

As
106
245
130
94

643

Paid to General Fund. Stesle o Arilona.

TOTAL
IATS. PCRF. ATT IOACI

67 67 23,655
10 58 56,735
-- 106 334,943
90 335 )62.587
30 180 406.954
39 133 115.676

236 879 1,325.550

TO sTATt

120,770.00
914,15.00

2.059.996. 00
2,070,890.00
2,997,767.00

m8,619.00

S 8,546.198.00

PIE 14ADL.C
2. 008,589

14.307.177
32.503.93
S8,915,679
47,512,236
8,320,746

S 143,576,960

alest conducted at Phoenls.

AMKANSAS It TRACK)

TOTAL TAKE OUT:

STATE tE IVES :

10%

71

TRACK ACCIVESt 11%

WE AKAGEi To IO 11/3 to sltat end 213 to city In ehlch track Is located)

A08lSSlON TAXi 10% of the established sdmlitlon price or 104 pee head, whichever Is greater.

OUTS3 Valid for 180 days following the close of the mot. then they escbeatl 3 Fo the
slate, 1/3 to the city In wilch frack Il located and 1/3 to county.

LICAPAYEKWTS No provlslon under the current tax structure.

LEGAL. AGS must be 1i Veers old to attend sone/of wager.

FINEST Pid to the Arkasoas Rcilg Cometlsilos.

TOTAL REVENUE
TRAC OAYS MATS. PE . ATTIPDANMC TO STAT! P/I A
SOUTHLAND 140 35 175 1,18,212 9.861,292.00 S 136.025

)OLE

117
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COLORAO 15 TRACKS I

TOTAL TAKE SIT:

STATE R[CEtS S:

TRACK lflCEIESi

ADMISSION TAX:

OUTS:

153

45
115

To 10d lAtr breahegs retalned by freCt
None

Valid for one year from the last day of the meet, then @scheets to track.

UNDERPAYMNKTS: fecess over and above overpayments reverts to the slota 0 days after
the close of the oet.

Plusl be 18 years old to wager. AdmIttance age

Paid Into General Fund, State Of Coisedo.

OATS

75
71
76
74
68

364

MATS.

38
37
33
15
39

162

TOTAL
PEeR.

113
106
109

89
to7
526

ATTEIDANEC

393,103
263, 23
5053644
107,431
254,259

1,521,669

is et the discreton ot the track.

TO STATE

1,963.725.20
1,479.5z4.16
2,156,985.04

83, 190.81
1,233,094.53

7,316,519.74

P/M HANDICe

5 49,08,09,
36. ye8,104
33,924,626
9.304,695

30,000,527

1 180,105,847

*includes satellite totals

COFIECTiCUT II TRACK I

TOTAL TAKE OUTi 191

STATE .MCEIhVS, 8IS

TRACK i C ES: 1011 teuslcipatity where track Is located receives I of IS Of the handle
fros the stale's share t

AIlMEIAJGE To 10e 1S" 10 the state and " to the track

ADMISSION TAX: 105 of established price to Town of Plalntlold, plus 105 to sale on all
charges over 1.00.

OUTS: All tickets are valid for ova year following the close of the mealing,
then al moies escheat to the state.

U EDRPAYMIENTS: Revert to the state.

LEGAL AGE: Anyone undet 18 years of age cannot attend the facility while meet is in progress.

FINP : Paid to the Stale o Connecticut.
TOTAL REVENUE

TRACK CATS IATS. PEer. ATTENDANCE TO STATE P/a HAJDLE

PLAINFIELD 319 231 450 9M3.419 1 10,14,)81o.6 S 119,395,6d

FLORIOA 410 TRACKS

(TOTAL TAKE OUT. 17.63 on W/P/S pool.
ItS eaxlas Of deily dosbie, qlniel ta double, qulntel Is perftcta end

This affOvl Is mads up Of iS plus an addlilonel 13 at IeS track's pItom, 0.53
of this edditionel lake out ahall be applied to the reduction of copitat Isprove-
ment debt or to Capital teprovemeele. The re"eisim9 0.5% Is paid to he slate as
a aurtae.

20% msiasaw on pic-6.
This amount Is made up of 18 plus up to an oddilonal 25 tkt out at the track's
option. 1.55 of this eddilional take out sIhall be applied to reduction of capital
ieprovemant debt or to capital Iprovements. The reeaolning 0.51 Is pait to the
stae s m surie. Tracks which tat. out only IS additional, are not subject to
the surtax.

215 maximum on trifecle pools.
This amount IS made up of 185 plus on additional IS to establsh a mactss 33

MI

LEGA AG~z

FINES:

TRACE

CLOVERLEAF
I INTERSTATE
MILE HIGH

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
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purse plus up to in iddiltlonl 211 like out It Phi trck's option. 1.55 of the
additlonai like oul shell be applied to the reduction of capiltl Improvement deb
or to caplll Improvements. The olher 0.55 Is paid to the taite so a surlic.
Tracks which take ou

t 
onlp 15 additional. are nol subject 1' the suffax.

STATE RECEIVES: 7.61 on the handle In excess of 125,000 per performance plus a dl!y license fee of
550 per race from trucks whose previous season's daily handle exceeded $100,000 and
a 150 license fe per race for these tracks which did not. Tricks electing the
CapItal Improvement options referred to sbove are subject to a 0.5% surtax on the
additional amoutls withheld.

T K RECEIVES: All of the take out On first $25,O00 of handle on each pertomance plus the balance
oP the take out after the slote ic Is deducled.

BREAKAGE: To 105 except In the event of a minus pool, then 5d. IAll breakage to state.l

ADMISSION TAX: 155 of the established admission price or 106 per head, whichever to greater.

OUTS: Ve!ld for one pear from the date of purchase, then all monies eicheat to state.

UNDERPAYINTS: Paid to General Revenue, State aI Florida.

LEGAL AGE: Must be 1S years old to attend andor ager.

IN-ES: Non-medlcetion fines to tracks administered board of Relief Fund.
Medicatiion lines to State Rocing Aeseerch Trust Fund.

TRACKS

BAYARD

S I SCAYNI
DAYTONA
FLAGLER
HD LY1WOO
JACKSOfI LLE
JEFFERSON
KEY IIEST
NAPLES
OR WaE PAtK
PALA BEACH
PENSACOLA
ST. PlET[RS1JRG
SANFORo
SARtASOTA
SEMIHOLE
TAMIPA

ALxsPl I MGON

DAYS

106
103
106
kO
104
ee
104
96

109
121
106
110
101
104
101
105
104
105

1,578

OWA 11 TRCKI

TOTAL TAKE OUT:

STATE BECIEIWIS

COUNTY RECEIVESi
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COWPMAI DATA

TOTAL REVENUE
CAYS MATS. OEM. ATT NDAJX STATE/COUITY PIN 1MA
5.964 2.635 , 059 22,090,0160 817,373,)3.I14 62, 325'e,34
5,2 2r763 6,725 22263.902 S1746404,705.65 $2,431,303,731

mAst. INC/€OCCI .21

PER CErA0E
IINCEC II 1.0I,

120 126 193,04 S 8,629,369.71 S 125,534,617

4.91 1.56

AVIAGE ATTENDANICE PR KIN CWOAC

AVERAGE iEVENI TO STATI/COWITY PER PEORANMC

AMAE PARI-fIUEL HADL( PER P.AFORMA CE

011000

Siro:
Rustler's Grumpy

74 lbs.

Dsun:
Gill's Glee

Succeeded

Donna Did

Introducing At Stud

GRANDPA FRANK

Royal Topper

Iris Dawn

Grandpa Frank Is the only stud dog In this book that goes back to Royal Topper. He was
the track record holder at Vegas Downs. He beat the best that came out of Las Vegas.

Fee: $250

Mike Borchers
702-451-661

Retwm breedog of cowm. SWp biwhe lo McCerron Arpo Las Ve0 .. Nov. No pk*-up ft, good s .rvi.

224

193
It6"

.96 5.31

1903
2,5M

S 019.47
S 270.471

5.4

1964

2,334
l 20,216

2 .Og

Red Male 7-79
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GREYHOUNDS IN KANSAS
(Bob Dole's home state)

Some facts about the greyhound industry in the state of Kansas ....

*Kansas is the third largest greyhound producing state in the country, with
more than 220 owners maintaining about 11,000 greyhounds.

*Approximately $9 million is apent within the state of Kansas each year by
greyhound owners and breeders for maintenance of greyhounds (for such items
as food, transportation, labor, medicine, equipment, etc.) This does not
include original investment by owners for such items as land, housing, kennel-
ing, fencing, land maintenance equipment, etc.)

*An NGA survey revealed that the average greyhound farm represents a $95,000
investment (1978 figure). With more than 150 full-fledged farms in operation
in the state, some $14.25 million (1978 dollars) is invested by the greyhound
farmer in the state of Kansas.

*Kansas' lucrative stud-dog business is another money-producing sidelight of
the industry for the state, with some 60 public stud dogs generating another
$280,000 each year. This does not take into account travel, food and lodging
expenses associated with the business, which would be substantial.

*The National Greyhound Association in Abilene shows a gross operating revenue
of $1.4 million, most of which comes from out-of-state.

*Abilene is also the site of the Greyhound Hall Of Fame, an internationally
recognized museum that attracts tourists and visitors to Kansas. The Greyhound
Hall Of Fame represents a half-million dollar investment.

*Dickinson County is the No. I greyhound producing county in America, with more
greyhounds being raised in its boundaries each year than in any other county in
the nation.

Figures, except for farm-investment survey, are for 1984, as compiled by the
National Greyhound Association.
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INTRODUCTION

More than 60 percent of all adult Americans gamble--both legally
and illegally. In 1974, at least $24 billion was wagered--and, at a
minimum, $5 billion of that amount was bet with illegal operators.
Today, 33 States have some form of legal gambling, and others are
considering legalization.

As legal forms of gambling increase, the States are faced with a
number of problems: How can State treasuries obtain the largest profits
possible from the legalized games? How can the crime and corruption
often associated with gambling be controlled? What Federal laws now
interfere with StaLts gambling policy? Should these laws be changed?
How does legalized gambling affect society? What is the impact of
legal gambling markets on the illegal games?

To date, most decisions about instituting legal gambling, allocat-
ing law enforcement resources for gambling, and establishing revenue
priorities have been based on guesswork and emotion rather than hard
fact. No comprehensive, systematic study has ever before been conducted
to obtain the kind of information needed to formulate sound gambling
policy.

The Commission on the Review of the National Policy Toward Gambling
was created to examine the entire body of law and custom that governs
gambling, and then to develop uniform guidelines to aid all levels of
government in fashioning reasonable statutory and administrative policies
to deal with the various aspects of the activity. It is the first
national commission to conduct an in-depth study of the complex legal,
economic, political, and sociological aspects of gambling. Its find-
ings will help dispel much of the misinformation about gambling that too
often has passed for fact.

The Commission was established by the Organized Crime Control Act
of 1970, in a section of the law (Title VIII) that contained the first
direct Federal prohibition of intrastate gambling activities. Title
VIII gave to the'Government the authority to intervene against certain
intrastate gambling occurrences, and to prosecute public officials in
cases of bribery involving illegal gambling operations.

At the same time, however, the Congress realized that while Federal
antigambling authority had been strengthened, a number of States were
considering legalization of some gambling activities, thus creating the
potential for conflict between Federal and State law. It also recognized
the necessity of a thorough survey of Federal and State gambling
statutes:. some laws may be outdated, and others--especially Federal
and State laws--may conflict.
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The act required the Commission to undertake a "comprehensive
legal and factual study" of the country's gambling policy as it is
manifested in laws and regulations at every level of government. The
act mandated, further, that the Commission review the effectiveness
of the entire criminal justice system--law enforcement, the courts, and
corrections agencies--in implementing these laws. It also gave the
Commission the task of studying the experience of foreign governments
in dealing with gambling and assessing their relative success or failure
in doing so.

Finally, the Commission was asked to propose--as a result of its
research and the conclusions drawn from it--appropriate modification of
Federal and State laws and practices. As a Federal agency, the Com-
mission paid particular attention to the utilization of Federal gambling
statutes.

Commission membership includes four Senators and four Representative:
selected by congressional leadership, and seven public members, selected
by the President.

The Commission began, after its first meeting in Jartuary 1974, to
collect, review, and summarize all available data on gambling. Staff
members and consultants prepared studies on Federal and State gambling
statutes, the existing gambling literature, the social and behavioral
aspects of gambling, the corruption of officials and police by gamblers,
and position of major religious groups toward gambling, and the experienc
of foreign governments with gambling. These papers are available through
the National Technical Information Service (NTIS), Springfield, Virginia
22151. (See Appendix for titles of studies and ordering information.)
The Commission's First Interim Report, published in April 1975, is
available from the Covernment Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20401.

The Commission also contracted for a national survey of citizen
gambling participation and public attitudes toward gambling. The pre-
liminary findings of that survey are contained in this report. A more
complete review will appear in the Commission's final report.

In addition, the Commission has held hearings around the country
on a variety of gambling-related subjects in order to obtain local and
regional viewpoints and solicit the knowledge and opinions of experts in
the field. Both proponents and opponents of the various gambling issues
were invited to testify. Topics discussed include sports betting,
casinos, on- and off-track betting, lotteries, law enforcement, the
social consequences of gambling, religious views on gambling, revenue-
producing aspects of gambling, organized crime as it relates to gambling
and the effect of Federal statutes and regulatory practices on legal
gambling industries. (Summaries of the transcripts of these hearings,
as well as the transcripts themselves, will be available through NTIS.)
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The Commission's third and final report, to be published in the
fall of 1976, will be submitted to the President and Congress. That
report will be the most thorough study of the laws and history of
gambling ever published. It will include the documents and summaries
of findings produced by the Commission, as well as its final recommenda-
tions. (Because its research into these subjects is not yet complete,
the Commission will address the problems posed by illegal gambling
industries, such as numbers and wagering on sporting events, as well as
the influence of organized crime on legal and illegal gambling operations
in its final report.) The Commission's final report is intended to
serve as a reference work for lawmakers, criminal justice professionals,
scholars, and all persons interested in the complex and controversial
subject of gambling. It will assist administrators and legislators at
all levels of government in developing more sensible and constructive
policies toward gambling.

The Commission believes that, under its mandate, it has the
responsibility to provide Congress with guidelines to follow in develop-
ing, refining, or repealing Federal laws affecting gambling. At the same
time, the Commission wishes to provide the States with advice on the
consequences of legalization of particular forms of gambling and to make
recommendations concerning the implementation of the various types of
legalized gambling.

The Commission firmly believes that it must have the benefit of the
knowledge and reactions of the interested public so that it may carry
out its responsibilities as fully as possible. To that end, the Com-
mission has prepared this Second Interim Report. This report is designed
to generate as much public response as possible before the Commission
makes its final recommendations. Some of the positions the Commission
is now advocating are highly controversial; in other instances, the
Commission is exploring alternative suggestions and solutions. The
reactions the Commission receives from the public will be reflected in
the positions it adopts and in its final report.

In order to reach a wide segment of its constituency directly, the
Commission has scheduled a number of seminars to be held this summer
around the country. At these seminars, the Commission will discuss--
and perhaps debate--each segment of the report with special interest
groups, professionals In the field, and law enforcement personnel, as
well as the interested public.

In addition, the Commission strongly urges that readers of this
report make their views known by sending their comments to James E.
Ritchie, executive Director, National Gambling Commission, Suite 3302,
2000 M Street, Northwest, Washington, D.C. 20036 before September 1,
1976. All comments will be given careful consideration.
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CHAPTER 1. THE NATIONAL POLICY TOWARD GAMBLING

THE NATIONAL POLICY TOWARD GAMLING: The Commission
believes that the States should have the primary respon-
sibility for determining what forms of gambling may
legally take place within their borders. The only bases
for Federal involvement are the protection of the national
interest and the prevention of interference by one State
with the gar.,1ing policies of another. The Commission
recomrcnds t!iat Congress consider enacting a statute to
insure tLIe States' continued power to regulate gambling.

Throughout American history, the prohibition and regulation of
gambling activity has largely been a function of State rather than
Federal Government. Federal law enforcement jurisdiction over garbll-g-
related activities has been limited to the power of Congress to regulate
interstate commerce.

There is considerable diversity ano - the States concerning
legalizr.tion of the various forms of jo:s ing. Thirty-two StatLs , ;'.'L
parimutuel wagering on horseracing, 13 States conduct lotteries, one
State sanctions casino gambling, and two States permit sports bookmaking;
varying treatments exist for dogracing, bingo, cardplaying, and off-
track betting. To a considerable extent, these different State policies
have resulted from the holding of referenda, in which the people them-
selves have directly determined the policies of the States. Further,
States differ in their criminal prohibitions of gambling--for example,
some States, like Indiana, make it a crime to place a bet, while in
others only the operator of the game is punishable.

Because this diversity of treatment reflects the fact that the
populations of the States differ in their views on gambling, the Com-
mission does not believe that the Federal Government, which is further
removed from the people than are their State governments, should substi-
tute its judgment for that of the States in this area. Gambling has
customarily been controlled by State agencies, which can be flexible and
responsive to local demands; the Co.rission finds no public interest in
preempting this authority by the imposition of binding national standards.
While we express no predisposition on the appropriate roles of State and
Federal governments in the regulation and control of other activities,
te do believe that where gambling is concerned there should be an
absolute reluctance on the part of the Federal Government to interfere
with State policies. To the States should be left the determination of
what forms of gambling, if any, are to be permitted; how to operate or
regulate those forms of gambling that are authorized; and what the
objectives of any changes in present laws are to be. Fsom a purely
pragmatic standpoint, this should result in the evolution of more
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efficient gambling policies in the United States, as different States
experiment with different approaches, discarding those that are un-
successful and emulating those that have been effective in other States.
But States that choose not to give legal sanction to gambling in some
or all of its forms should not have it imposed upon them by either their
sister States or the Federal Government.

The proposition that the States should determine their ourn gambling
policies is consistent with the historical role played by the Federal
Government. Congress has generally protected the autonomy of the States,
cxcr'ptir.g g,7tll-.g which is legal in the State where it occurs from t. o
ap;licaticn of the Federal criminal laws. Indeed, Congress has ju t-fJ",-
its actions as designed to assist the States In the enforcement of their
gambling laws. Accordingly, a national policy which assigns to the
States the determination of what forns of gambling are to take place is
merely a reaffirrtion of the present position of the Federal Government.
To the extent thzot the Fc'eral gambling statutes interfere with the
ability of the States to set their own gambling policies without the
presence of an ov'trriding national concern, these statutes should be
revised. And to the extent that the practices of the Federal agencies
vary from this standard, they should be changed.

In ad-ition, it is necessary to determine if the body of re,+. ,- 1
gambling ],w taken as a whole interferes with the ability of the States
to determine their own gambling policies.

TAXATION

In m ny States, gambling has been deemed an appropriate methoC of
raising revenue to support the costs of government, either through direct
State operation or a system of licensing fees and taxes. The authority
of the Federal Government to tax these State gambling operations cannot
be questioned.

Nevertheless, the Commission believes that Congress should take
great care in the exercise of its taxing powers so ar not arbitrarily
to discourage State policies. Not only might the Federal Government
stifle State Initiatives in raising revenues to meet the expenses of
State and local government, but Federal taxes on State gambling opera-
tions may render State governments incapable of competing with those
illegal games the) seek as a matter of State policy to eliminate through
the provision of z legal alternative. The Federal Government should
cooperate fully w:.th the States, so that inflexible taxation policies
do not bring about unintended results.

72-553 0 - 87 - 23
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CONe,%<L.L LLALbtL

The Organized Crime Control Act of 1970 for the first time made certain
violations of State garbling lau! Federal offenses whether or not an
interstate connection or effect is established for the particular crime.
Thus, even purely local gambling activity can now be the subject of
Federal legislation.

Consequently, the Commerce Clause of the U.S. Constitution places
a potential limitation on the ability of th, States to permit or pro-
hibit gamnling activities within their borders, since such regulations
ray not unduly burdLn or discririnzte afTaLt an activity of interstate
commerce. It is noteworthy that there has ever been a successful
judicial challenge of a State garling Statute on these grounds; indeed,
this is most unlikely to occur. Nevertheless, the historical development
of the Commerce Clause suggests that the expansion of Federal juris-
diction may occur in uays not presLntly foreseen. Moreover, statutes
once enacted by Congress may be interpreted by the enfcrcercnt agencies
and the courts to have a more extensive scipo tian their legislative
sponsors had anticipated. Bccusc the C:..irsin is charged with recom-
mending gambling policies foz the future, any potential problems in the
jurisdictional frarework upon which our recormendatio n are based should
le anticipated and, where necessary, . rz. i:t by remedia leg'sl-t: 7.
The Cornissio, thus bclieve; that Congr:_ a~ c'ld consider ta.in .,11-..

to protect the States' continued authority to detetMinE their own gamblingpolicies.

RECOMMENDATION

An appropriate method of achieving ths objective would he the
enactment of a Federal statute specifically empowering the States to
regulate gambling within their borders. This would put the full weight
of Congress behind State gambling legislation to protect It from attack
on jurisdictional grounds.

This approach has been taken by Congress and upheld by the Supreme
Court in many other arcap, and it would be equally appropriate if ap-
plied to State regulation of gambling. At a stroke, Congrcns would
protect legitimate State gambling sttutes--whether civil or crininl--
from judicial challenge on the ground that they improperly interfered
with interstate commerce, thereby insuring that State autonomy in the
regulation of gambling would be reconciled with the authority of Congress
to legislate in the national interest. This elevation to de Jure status
of the current de factor policy of the Federal Government to leave the
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regulation of gambling to the States would, by removing dokT, zbot tho
scope of State jurisdiction, serve to provide a solid founcct'-n fr the
future development of sound gambling policies.

The Commission emphasizes that such a statute would not foreclose
the authority of Congress to legislate with respect to gambling where a
Federal presence became necessary. Congress could selectively enact
statutes concerning those areas which it deemed to involve the na.:tional
interest, and could act to prevent the channels of intcrr-rtc ccr-err-
from being used by some States to interfere with the gambling "
-f other Stc.tes. Ve submit that such a protection of Str!e erA r't!.al
.tercrst w, Ad cc: forr vith the aund principles of f -ljs u or

which this country was established.
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CHAPTER 2. FEDERAL GAMBLING STATUTES

In this chapter, thE C*r-ission reviews all existing Federal
Etatut'es concerning'the prohibition, Kegulation, or taxation of
gambling activities. The review includes a discussion of criminal,
tax, and lottery laws relating to gambling and whether or not each
statute is consistent with the national policy toward gambling. In
sore instances, alternative solutions to the problems posed by these
st'tutes art Crcurcd. In others, the Crmmission recommends chacr,,.
ir. Ii. or [c cv to effect tle national policy.

CFJMNI.AL SIA7UTES

Statutes l'rohilltinp Interstate Gambling Activity

Mod(-n Federal legislation outlawing certain gambling activities
bcgrn in "0A4 wit', tio passage of 18 U.S.C. 1081-1083, prohibiting the
;, .i - cf .7-"lir '- i s off tlc coast. of the United States. In

tL!c 19's tie Special StrnatL 'Cor.mittee to Investigate Organized Cri
in Interstate Commerce (the Kefauver Committee) produced a group of
statutes, 15 U.S.C. 1171-1177, known as the Johnson Act, which prohibits
the interstate transportation of gambling devices. The act was aimed
at "nation-wide crime syndicates;" according to the legislative history,
its main purp, se is to support State policies outlawing such devices as
slot machines. llowevcr, it also provides an exemption for such trans-
portatinn into a State where the devices in question are legal. The
Jelr.5or Act was the only statute that brought the FBI into gambling
enforcement until the 1960's, when 18 U.S.C. 1084 and 18 U.S.C. 1952-
1953 were enacted for the purpose of attacking large gambling syndicates
that use interstate facilities. These statutes, when recently combined
with investigative methods available only to Federal authorities,
enabled the Federal Government to deal with large-scale interstate
gambling operations--which the Statcs and local governments, because of
iurisdlctional limitations, were unable to do.

18 U.S.C. 1084 prohibits the use of communications facilities to
transmit wagering information or bets in interstate commerce. An ex-
ception to this prohibition permits interstate transmission of the
proscribed information for purrpses of news reporting or for wagering
purposes between two States wheie such wagering is legal. 18 U.S.C.
1953 extended existing prohibitions against interstate transportation
of wagering paraphernalia. 18 U.S.C. 1952 prohibits interstate travel
or the use of interstate facilities to promote a gambling enterprise
which is in violation of State or Federal law. All legal gambling
operations are excluded from its application.
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In actual application, most of the indictments issued under
18 U.S.C. 1084, 1952, and 1953 involve the use of communications
facilities on an interstate basis. The statutes have been used ex-
tensively against operations doing an interstate layoff business.
They were also used against the lavish, large-scale illegal casinos
that were common in some cities during the 1940's and 1950's.

18 U.S.C. 1084, 1952, and 1953 were heavily utilized during the
mid-1960's. The number of indictments under all three statutes was
highest in 1971, but has declined each year since.

Testi ,ony received by the Cofnrission from Federal law enforcement
personnel indicatEs that these statutes have been successful in elim-
inating many operations specializing in interstate layoff bookmaking.
However, cther testimony from these officials indicates that efforts
utilizing these statutes have not eliminated or even reduced illegal
gar'ling: bookmakers may have had to revamp their operations, but the
operations continue, primarily on an intrastate basis.

Before these statutes were passed, when large interstate layoff
oncrations existed throughout the country, a single layoff operation
wo&Id efton service bookmaking establishments in a number of States.
Sir.il!rly, scrc illegal casinct tre.s-cted their business across, :.tte
lints. ThesC operations were known to be related to organized crine.
Consequently, the Commission agrees with Congress that organized crime
represents a threat to the Nation and thus is properly the target of
Federal legislation.

The effectiveness of Federal law enforcement agencies in combating
interstate gambling syndicates has exceeded that of State or local ef-
forts aimed at the same operations. The statutes under discussion--
primarily 18 U.S.C. 1952--were appropriately used in eliminating the
regional layoff centers that were an important source of organized
crime's control over bookmaking in the 1950's. The resources available
to the Federal Government--such as the wiretap provision of Title III
of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, immunity
capability, and special grand juries--have made Federal investigative
efforts more effective than the States' in gambling cases, particularly
when coupled with the organizational and jurisdictional capabilities
needed for interstate surveillances. lVhile this may not have led to an
overall decline in illegal gambling, it is thought to have made control
by organized crime more difficult.

The prohibitions contained in the statutes are also useful in pre-
venting a State with legal gambling from interfering with the gambling
policies of another. Thus, a legal bookmaker in Nevada is prohibited
from laying off his bets to bookmakers in California, where this type
of gambling is illegal. The Commission finds this to be consistent
with the national policy on gambling, and believes that States that
choose to prohibit gambling tJithin their boundaries are well served
by those Federal statutes.
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Because it is a matter of unqualified national concern that a
State permitting gambling not impose its gambling beliefs and practices
upon a sister State with differing standards, the Commission recormends
that legislation prohibiting interstate gambling or gambling-related
activities be retained. However, the Commission feels that there is
duplication in the existing statutes that could best be eliminated by
drafting a new statute covering the necessary elements of interstate
prohibition. This statute would not in any way erode Federal authority
over interstate gambling offenses, but would eliminate the duplication
that presently exists.

Statutes Prohibiting Intrastate Gonbling Activity and Related Bribery

Federal jurisdiction over gambling via the Commerce Clause of the
U.S. Constitution was significantly expanded with the passage of the
Organized Crime Control Act of 1970. Federal involvement had been
predicated on a specific showing that interstate commerce was being
used by the illegal gambling business; under 18 U.S.C. 1955, a part of
the act, Federal jurisdiction was predicated on a congressional finding
that illegal gambling businesses of a certain size have a deleterious
effect on interstate cor.merce. (For purposes of Section 1955, an
illEgal gambling business i defined as one which involves five or
more persons in the conduct, financing, directing, managing, or
ownership of a gambling business doing a gross volume of $2,000 per
day or which operates continually over a 30-day period, and which is
in violation of the law of the State where it occurs.) The chief
justification for Federal jurisdiction was the additional congressional
finding that syndicated gambling forms the largest single source of
revenue for organized crime and helps to finance its other activities.

The Commission favors Federal legislation aimed at organized crime.
Inasmuch as organized crime tends to benefit from large illegal intra-
state gambling businesses, a Federal statute prohibiting such businesses
is appropriate. However, some witnesses before the Commission have ex-
pressed concern that prosecutions brought tender 18 U.S.C. 1955, although
meeting its statutory requirements, do not reflect Congress' specific
desire to confront organized crime through the statute. A number of
these indictments clearly have been directed against gambling businesses
that are not, in fact, organized crime operations. The Commission does
not question that some gambling operations that meet the statutory re-
Suirements of Scction 1955 zare either directly controlled by organized
crime or provide revenue to it, but it finds that there are illegal
operations not so connected but still subject to prosecution under the
statute. It is therefore necessary that the Department of Justice be
selective in choL.sing cases to be prosecuted under this statute.
Materials made available to the Commission suggest that such selectivity
has not always been applied.
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The Commission has discussed possible solutions to the r:.c,rb'cs '
arising from this statute. One solution, possibly the more wo.'e-,ble
one, would modify the existing elements' of 18 U.S.C. 1955 to insure that
its application reflects the legislative intent to attack organized cric-:.
For exarile, an increase in the minimum required volume of business froI
$2,000 to $10,000 a day is more likely to result in application of the
statute to operations thought to be connected with organized crime.
Another element subject to modification is the requirement of five or
more persons, which is unduly restrictive when dealing with bool. hing
operations. Reduction of this requirement to three or more persons
would permit prosecution of high-volume bookmaking operations that arc
currently irr .mune from prosecution. A further modificaticA', : l
be the inclusion of a definition of the verb "conduct" to conclusively
preclude from indictment a person whose role in the illegal gambling
husin(.ss is merely tlat of a player.

Another alternative is the retention of the statute in its present
form with a caveat that it be enforced in a more selective rn.nner than
before. V'hile it is difficult to impose this criterion of reakcjviJy
through thc legislative process, it can be accomplished by meais of
various oversifht committees, or reviews by appropriations sub-
committees of the U.S. Congress, Strict adherence to the principle
that only in limited instances should intrastate gambling t:o ,_
subject of Federal enforcement might bring the statute in line with
its legislative intent.

Repeal of the statute is another alternative. Many people believe
Federal enforcement of what is essentially a local problem with no ef-
fect upon interstate commi-rce to be a counter-productive activity.
Repeal thus would limit Federal enforcement authority over purely
intrastate gambling activities to whatever forms of Federal taxation
remain in effect. One short-term effect of repeal would be a marked
increase in both the number of intrastate gambling operations and the
gross volume of these operations. Over a longer term, however, this
increase, if combined with continuation of existing State prohibitions,
might well cause sufficient reaction from the public to engender either
a repeal ,of the prohibiting legislation or even stronger enforcement
policies to insure prohibition on a local level.

18 U.S.C. 1511, also a part of the Organized Crime Control Act,
prohibits conspiracy to obstruct law enforcement in order to facilitate
nn illegal gambling business if one of the coconspirators ir an elected
or appointed official of a political subdivision. In this instance, the
Commission believes that Federal legislation aimed at eliminating
corruption fostered by illegal gambling activities is appropriate.

The Commission is aware that, in a number of cases developed under
this statute, no prosecutions were obtained because of the statutory
requirement that two or more persons must be involved in the bribery
attempt. In these cases, the public official offered the bribe feigned
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cooperation with the briber, only to have the prosecution declined on
the grounds that, in effect, only one person was involved in the
attempt--a violation of the requirement.

The Commission recommends that this statute be expanded to cover
bribery arising out of other illegal activities as weil as gambling.
The Commission further recommends that appropriate language be added to
the statute to allow for prosecutions in cases involving the pretense
of cooperation to dcvclop bribery cases.

TA'X STATUS' ES

Although Federal taxation of gambling activities takes various
forms (..g., income tax on gambling winnings, excise tax on gross
wagers received by an individual in the business of accepting wagers,
occupational stamp tax applicable to each person employed in the
business of accepting wagers) all existing tax laws were passed pri-
marily for the piirpose of raising revenue, and only secondarily to
attack illegal gambling.

Incorc Tax (Section 61 of the Internal Rcvcnuc Code of 1954)

This section provides the legal basis for the taxation of all
income from an) source, including gambling winnings.

Section 165(d) of the 1954 Internal Revenue Code allows a specific
deduction for gambling losses (to both legal and illegal sources) up to
but not exceeding the extent of gambling winnings. There appears to be
almost no voluntary compliance with the reporting and payment requirements
with respect to the taxation of gambling winnings. Under current regula-
tions, offices accepting legal parimutuel wagers must file forms 1099
for wins of more than $600 involving odds higher than 299 to I. Apart
from the income reported under this provision--a very small fraction of
total parimutuel winnings--the Internal Revenue Service is unable to
distinguish reporting of gambling winnings on personal income tax forms
because these winnings are reported as "Other Income," for which no
distinction for gambling winnings is required.

The IRS reports no resources specifically devoted to enforcing
this provision of the tax codes. In materials provided to the Com-
mission, the IRS stated that the present tax laws affecting gambling
winnings are operating in "a highly unsatisfactory manner."

While the Federal income tax provisions relating to gambling do
not serve to protect the interests of one State from the gambling policy
decisions of another, they nevertheless involve substantial State as
well as national interests. For example, there is reason to believe
that taxes on legal gamb).ing winnings serve to deter some large bettors
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from using legal betting facilities when faced with a choice between
legal and illegal facilities. A State that sees legal betting as a
technique for depriving illegal operature of their nmrket tiuy C huose
to exempt legal winnings from State income tax; however, that approach
would be ineffective if the Federal provisions were not also changed.

Vhile Congress has never wanted to prorDte garbling, the con-
siderations rrentioned ashove wavsU .IeSt that Vgrc . consider ndo;)ting
a policy, employed by m.ny other countries, oi exempting gambling
winnings from income tax when such winnings are derived from a legal
entity. However, this possible alternative must be weiphed against the
widespread feeling in this country that it is inequitublre to exempt from
taxation income earned in such an arbitrary fashion while taxing income
from earned wages.

It is quite possible that Congress might want to distinguish, for
tax purposes, between those gambling businesses con-ducted by a State
and those legalized by State statute and operated by a private enter-
prise. In line with such a distinction, it has al .i been sugosted t~lan
net gz" blin£ winnings from State-operated gambling enterprises be
excluded from gross income, provided there is affirmative reporting of
the amount and a specific claim of the exclusion. Either of these
alternatives is viewed more favorably by the Commission than is a con-
tinuation of existing policy. Congress has always had broad discretion
in the determination of what constitutes income, as well as what de-
ductions from income are allowable. If Congress were to remove legal
gambling winnings from taxation, State policies that discourage illegal
gambling by providing incentives to participate in legal gambling might
be strengthened.

In America, gambling has always been viewed as an activity that has
a negative impact upon society and one that should therefore be taxed.
However, in recognition of the entry of an increasing number of States
into various gambling endeavors, a different rate of taxation could be
applied to winnings derived from legal gambling entities. Alternatively,
allowance could be made for an itemized deduction of that portion of
the bet earmarked for the State; for example, if 45 cents of a $1.00
lottery ticket purchase is allocated to the State, then that 45 cent
portion could be taken as a deduction, using the total amount wagered
($1.00- only for purposes of the amount wagered in computation of net
gambling income.

If despite these recommendations, existing policies are retained,
and States are confronted with problems arising from the current gamb-
ling tax statutes, Congress might well consider one way to ease one of
those problems: Repeal of the regulation that currently requires the
filing of a form 1099 for horseracing winnings of more than $600 at
odds greater than 299 to 1. The current system is a burden to the
racetracks; it encourages falsification of reporting, and it provides
little revenue. Moreover, any further extension of this regulation
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would prove counterproductive to State-operated forms of gambling, if
the players were to turn to illegal games in avoidance of the regulation.

In addition, 26 U.S.C. 1441(b) requires the withholding of 30
percent of all income earned by nonresident aliens. This section has
been construed by. the IRS to include gambling winnings. In August 1975,
the Reno, Nevada District Office requested technical advice concerning
this section, since administrative difficulties had arisen in its
application to casino winnings. IRS has declined to make public its
response to this request.

The IRS would favor the expansion of this concept to other cate-
gories of gambling winnings, as was eviJenced by its recent support
for legislation that would withhold 20 percent of all prizes of $1,000
or more won in State lotteries, keno or bingo games, or from exotic
wagers on parimutuel racing for which the odds against winning exceed
300 to 1. the Commission has reviewed this legislation and its likely
impact on both legal gambling industries and individual participants
in games of chance. It has examined the possibility that substantial
administrative burdens might be imposed upon legal gambling businesses,
and that illegal forms of gambling might become more attractive to the
players, thereby reducing revenues to the States and increasing illegal
gambling. It has questioned whether there is a real correlation
between winnings on a given day and the overall tax liability of the
participant, since gambling losses are deductible from winnings over
the course of a year and most players lose on balance. And it has
sought to determine the amount of revenues that would ultimately be
raised by such a measure, and whether such revenues would warrant the
administrative expenses and social and economic consequences involved.
Using the above criteria, the Commission seriously questions whether
the withholding measure presently before the Congress would serve to
further any identifiable national interest; indeed, it would appear
that such withholding might interfere with the policies of numerous
State governments.

The Commission does recognize that the present use of forms 1099
at racetracks to report large prizes is subject to circumvention by
unscrupulous players; however, should the regulation requiring form
1099 at racetracks not be repealed, it believes that a simple modifi-
cation making it a criminal violation to wrongfully receive funds
reported on such forms would eradicate the problem of false reporting,
and would be preferable to the imposition of withholding on winnings.

Wagering Excise Tax (26 U.S.C. 4401) and Wagering Occupational Star.
Tax (26 U.S.C. 4411)

These taxes were originally promoted in 1951 as revenue-producing
measures representing an estimated annual gain of $400 million. (Revenues
from these taxes, however, have averaged only $7 million a year.) An
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additional goal advocated by proponents of the tax bills was the
curbing of illegal wagering.

On December 1, 1974, the excise tax was changed from the original
10 percent of gross wagers received by an individual in the business
of accepting wagers to 2 percent; and the occupational stamp tax, ap-
plicable to each person employed in the business of accepting wagers,
was changed fror $50 to $500 in an effort c cn.1 le legal bookmakers
vho pay the taxes to compete more effectively with their illegal
counterparts. This change also indicated a recognition that legal
garbling industries', increasing in recent years, should not be subject
to discri-.::Ta.tory tax treatment.

These legislative changes in the wagering tax schedules added
restrictions on the potential use of information reuired by the tax
provisons, as well as an imn-unity provision. The legislation provided
criminal sanctions for disclosure of docur.ents to any person except in
connection with the actual administr.tlon or enforcerc-nt of the tax laws.

Er,forcement of these statutes was delegated by the Department of
the Treasury to its Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firtarms (ATF),
rather than to the Internal Revenue Service. No additional appropriation
has been provided to ATF for this new enforcement responsibility.

It is clear that the wagering taxes have not diminished the volume
of illegal gambling. Congress has not given enforcement agencies the
additional manpower needed to enforce these statutes, thus weakening
their effect. Further, it would appear that State-sanctioned forms of
gambling are the most adversely affected. Imposition of the 2 percent
excise tax, for example, impairs the ability of legal bookmakers in
Nevada to offar the same terms as illegal bookmakers. If a legal
bookmaker passes the tax on to his customer, he will most likely
drive the customer to an illegal operation; yet if he absorbs the
tax himself, he may very well drive himself out of business. It has
been established that absorption of even the 2 percent tax by a legal
bookmaker makes his business a marginal one, at best, from a profit
standpoint. The Commission believes that these taxes will prove
seriously detrimental to States that legalize additional forms of
gambling.

The Comnission, in keeping with its national policy, believes that
the States should be permitted individually to levy whatever taxes
they consider proper on legal gambling concerns. As the States have
demonstrated the ability to do this, it should preclude the imposition
of Federal taxation.

There are proponents of a system of Federal wagering taxation that
would impose excise and occupational taxes only upon illegal forms of
gambling, thereby negating its deleterious effect on legal industries.
Another proposal would provide an exemption from excise taxes for
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.ambling enterprises regulated by a State, thereby precluding inter-
ference with legal State games but still allowing IRS prosecution of
illegal operations. It is thought that this approach would preclude a
judicial hallenge on grounds that the tax is being used as a penalty.
Other approaches to the taxation problem include maintaining the wager-
ing taxes as they presently exist and returning tax revenue derived
from the legal industries as a credit to those States responsible for
generating it, and placing the excise tax on the gross winnings rather
than the gross volume.

The occupational stamp has crctted problems for legal bookmakers
in Nevada bc(auec it is ncntransf4table. if retained, the stamp t
should be made applicable to the operator in a specified amount,
thereby negating the present requirement that stamps be repurchased
every time there is an employee turnover. The operators could be re-
quired to register all employees, and the amount could be assessed on
a sliding scale depending upon the gross volume of the business. It
should also be noted that licensing requirements for legal bookmakers

n Nevadn are more stringent that those required for purchase of this
stamp. Consequently, it might prove feasible for States to impose
their own regulatory stamp tax provisions and collect the revenues
fcr themselves.

Occupational Tax on Coin-Operated Gaming Devices (26 U.S.C. 4411)

This statute was passed in 1941 for the primary purpose of raising
revenues. The statute imposes a $250 tax per machine on anyone who
maintains a coin-operated gambling device for use on his premises.

This tax has produced more than $307 million since 1955. The
revenues to the Federal Government realized from this tax, however,
have dropped substantially since 1971, when Congress enacted legisla-
tion providing a credit against Federal taxation of up to 80 percent
for similar taxes paid to the State, if the gambling devices are legal.

This statute does nothing to protect one State from the gambling
policies of another. Nor is any national interest served by this tax.
There is Federal criminal enforcement authority over gambling devices
via the Johnson Act (15 U.S.C. 1171-77), thereby negating any need for
Federal regulation through taxation, particularly when the bulk of
the taxes collected are returned to the State. Repeal of this tax
entirely would leave the question up to those States permitting that
Type of activity and satisfies the requirements of the national policy
on gambling.
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LOTTERY STATUTES

Statutes Restricting Use of Postal, Broadcasting, and Interstate Commerce
Facilities by Lotteries (18 U.S.C. 1301-1304, 1307, and 3005)

The facilities of interstate corunerce remain closed to lotteries
whic , ar . not operated by State govern:, ntp. Further, the Postal Service
has c n_ trued 18 U.S.C. 1302 to apply to nonlottcry activities such as
the mailing of gambling-related brochures by legal Nevada casinos.

Congri.s has chosen to permit State lotteries to utilize broad-
casting and postal facilities to prevent Federal interference with a
fonrm of revenue-raisin6 duly authorized by 13 States. At the same
time, Congress intended to protect the interests of States that wish
to prohibit lotteries; this is in accordance with the philosophy of
this Commission. However, by limiting lottery-related mailings to
addresses within the borders of a State authorizing the game, the
'e. eral (,overnroent rrevcnts the distributic,. c-- !ottc,y materials to

StotzAs in 0.ich their L e .,y be legal. Lottery tickets and advertise-
ments should not be barred from the facilities of interstate commerce
when they are legal both in the State of origin and in the State of
destination. Broadcasts of information about legal lotteries should be
permitted by licensees in any State where the purchase of the tickets
that are the subject of the broadcast is authorized by law.

This can be accomplished without sacrificing the interests of
the nonlottery States. Under such a plan, a State wishing to prohibit
the sale of lottery tickets would only need to enact a statute pro-
hibiting their sale for the full weight of the Federal regulatory and
law enforcement machinery to be utilized in violations involving
interstate commerce.

The Cormission does not believe that the policy described above
should be limited to lotteries operated by State governments only. If
lotteries that are run for commercial, recreational, or charitable
purposes are permitted within a State, there is no reason for the
Federal Government to treat them differently from lotteries operated
by a State. As long as the interests of abstaining States are pro-
tected, there is no justification for Federal restriction of such
activities when they are condoned in the State where they occur. In
addition, the Commission does not believe that lotteries that base
their results on sporting events should be treated differently by the
Federal Government from lotteries that rely on other means of determin-
ing the outcome. As long as the method of choosing winners is authorized
by the State In which the game occurs, the Federal Government should
treat all games alike. Indeed, the Commission believes that Federal
policy should be uniformly applied to all types of gambling construed
to be covered by 18 U.S.C. 1302. not merely to lotteries. For example,
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since the Postal Service has construed 18 U.S.C. 1302 to apply to
casinos, casinos should be included within the scope of its exemptions
in Section 1307 as well.

Finally, the Commission believes that Federal law should not pro-
hibit the mailing, interstate carriage, or broadcasting of advertise-
ments concerning gambling activity that takes place within the confines
of a State where it is legal. The operators of gambling businesses
should be able to publish information about participation in their
games, provided that it is legal to participate in those games while
the player is physically present in the State; the Federal Government
has no proper role in previunting the di '.-miinaticn of such inforrrotin.
An exception to this policy would arise when a State had acted to
rcgulat. or prohibit such advertisements; then the Federal Government
should not permit the facilities of interstate commerce to be used to
frustrate such a policy.

Statutes Governinr Financial Institutions (12 U.S.C. 25(a), 339, l82S.'ia),
z:nd 1;750(c))

These statutes were enacted in 1967 to prohibit all federally
contrelleJ or insured financial institutions from participating In
lottery-related activities, so as to preserve their reputation for
safety and solvency. Although banks and lending institutions may not
engage in the sale, redemption, or advertising of lottery tickets, they
are permitted to perform "lawful banking services" for State-operated
lotteries. This has been interpreted by the supervising agencies to
include the storage and distribution of lottery tickets and receipts.

The Commission does not challenge the practices of the supervising
agencies pursuant to the banking statutes. Nor does it question the
decision of Congress that the institutions specified in these statutes
should be free from active participation in gambling operations. The
regulation of federally insured and controlled financial institutions
is clearly within the power of Congress. The Commission has been
presented with no evidence that this Federal policy has substantially
interfered with the ability of the States to operate their lotteries.
The Commission recommends no change in these statutes.

MI"SCEILANF.OUS GANP,LING STATUTES

Historically, there have been other areas in which it was felt
that antigambling proscriptions would be helpful, although these statutes
have been utilized little, if at all, since their passage.

8 U.S.C.'1101, 1182. These provisions of the immigration and
naturalization laws indicate the intent to exclude from naturalization
persons with a history of illegal gambling violations. 8 U.S.C. 1182,
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as originally written, was intended to exclude from entry into the
United States aliens coming in to engage in "unlawful commercialized
vice." Although the original bills contained no specific reference to
gambling, a later attempt to clarify 8 U.S.C. 1182 led to inclusion
of the specific language of 8 U.S.C. 1101. The definition of "good
moral character" necessary for naturalization or relief from deportation
contained particular language designed to exclude persons with a
background of illegal gambling activit\.

Although the Commission has been unable to detertnine the nkinpower
or cost factors attributable to administration of these statutes, it
is nevertlicless of the opinion that they should be retained. Immigra-
tion continues to be a matter of national concern, and exclusion of
undesirable persons is unquestionably in the best interests of the
country. So long as the exclusion is limited to persons with illegal
gambling backgrounds (along with the other specified illegal activities),
the Comnission urges retentio-. of these provisions.

7 U.S.C. 2044. This statute, part of the Far'r, l.-',!or Cnntractor
Registration Act, permits suspension or refusal of a certificate of
registration to a migrant farmworker crew leader convicted of a State
or Federal law related to gambling. The intent of the entire Registra-
tion Act was to protect migrant workers from exploitation by irrespon-
sible crew leaders. The provision relating to gambling convictions was
predicated upon a finding that gambling was one of the several schemes
through which unscrupulous crew leaders were able to take advantage of
their workers.

Although it could be argued that this statute was designed to serve
a useful purpose, it is the Commission's opinion that it should be re-
pealed. It is true that migrant workers move from State to State,
thereby affecting Interstate commerce. However, as the scvcrral States
continue their diverse views as to the legalization of various forms
of gambling, the Commission believes that each State should retain the
right to permit or deny work privileges to persons convicted of gambling
violations, without the infringement of the Federal Government upon,
their jurisdiction.

FCC Proscriptions. The Federal Communications Commission proscribes
the broadcasting of certain horseracing information believed to provide
assistance to illegal gambling operations. Licensees must normally wait
until 30 minutes after a race has been run before broadcasting informa-
tion concerning the outcome. This proscription struck at the practice
of illegal horse bettors using the winnings of previous bets as the
basis for subsequent wagers. No administrative sanctions have ever
been issued under this policy, and it has never been extended to the
broadcasting of information about other sporting events on which
wagering, legal or illegal, takes place.
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That this proscription has had an effect on illegal horserace
wagering is evidenced by the complicated methods devised by illegal
bookmakers to acquire race results and prices promptly. However, in
an era when wagering on sporting events has become the major form of
illegal gambling, 4s opposed to wagering on horseracing, the FCC policy
may ble overly selective. There is abundant evidence that sports bet-
ting is greatly affected by the broadcasting of the results or of the
events themselves to the point that illegal wagering on such events
increases by 10 to 15 times when the evpnt is televised. Moreover,
the same kind of "parlaying" of bets which characterizes horse betting
also characterizes some sports betling; a bettor may place bets for
evening games only after he has received the results of games played
earlier in the day. (It is common practice for bookmakers to treat the
televised Monday night games separately for wagering purposes, due to
the heavy volume of wagering thereon.) The Commission believes that
the FCC proscription of horseracing broadcasts should be modified to
treat consistently all information needed in illegal wagering operations.
The FCC should either broaden its proscription to include sporting
events, or narrow it to cover only the immediate broadcast of the prices
paid rn the winning horse, thus permitting the broadcast of the race
results themselves.

Department of Defense Practices. As a general rule, United Stetes
military personnel are not permitted to gamble while on Government
property or while on duty. There are exceptions, however; for example,
the Air Force allows limited card games or nominal games of chance to
take place in open mess facilities where these activities do not violate
local law or custom. All three military departments permit controlled
bingo games on Government installations. While the Army and the Air
Force prohibit the operation of gambling devices (slot machines), the
Navy Department authorizes their use at overseas Navy and Marine Corps
Club facilities outside United States territory, where United States
and foreign laws permit. The devices are carefully controlled, and
detailed regulations specify the rate of payback, auditing procedures,
and related matters. Revenues from the devices benefit recreational
activities, primarily clubs and messes. Other forms of gambling are
prohibited at Navy and Marine Corps Clubs, with the exception of dice
cups at the bar.

The Uniform Code of Military Justice also covers gambling-related
activities by restricting behavior which is not in the best interest
of the SerIces; for example, military officers may be subject to
disciplinary action under that Code for gambling with enlisted men.
The Army, Navy, and Air Force all require off-duty personnel to conform
with the criminal gambling statutes of the jurisdictions within which
they are located.

The Commission recommends that the Department of Defense reexamine
its present policies toward gambling and make them consistent in all
branches of the armed services. Those branches which have changed
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their practices in recent years should be required to assess-the impact
and effectiveness of those changes, and to report their findings to the
Department so that it may include them in its study.

CONCLUSIONS

Crimina] Lnforcn.ent

Primary responsibility for enforcement of gambling laws was
vested in State and local agencies until the early 1960's. Although
the Federal Government has had limited criminal jurisdiction over
certain types of illegal gambling since 1948, it had no vigorous
enforcement tools at its disposal until 1961, when Congress passed
three antiracketeering statutes designed primarily to attack illegal
interstate garbling (18 U.S.C. 1054, 1952-1953). Congress felt these
statutes were necessry because, given the interstate nature of large
garb-ling operations, no effective attack u-,:i urcn[ed illegal
gambling was being waged at the local level. In 1970, Federal juris-
diction was extended to cover intrastate gambling operations of a
specified size, because these businesses were thought to have a
deleterious effect on interstate conrerce.

Enforcement of Federal statutes prohibiting gambling is vested in
the FBI and in the Department of Justice, wHich has delegated this
responsibility to its Organized Crime and Racketeering Section (OCR).
Both of these agencies have testified extensively before this Com-
mission. The agencies agree that the most valuable tool available
to law enforcement agencies in their fight against illegal gambling
is the use of court-authorized electronic surveillance, or "wiretaps."
Wiretaps have been widely used in gambling cases since 1968, when they
were legalized under the provisions of Title III of the Omnibus Crime
Control and Safe Streets Act. In fact, 70 percent of all Federal
wiretaps were used in connection with gambling investigations.

Although Federal officials have testified before this Commission
that they believe existing statutes and enforcement procedures are
adequate to combat illegal gambling, they concede that there has been
no decrease in either the level of interest in, or the availability
of, illegal gambling. In general, they say judicial and public apathy
are the cause of this situation: only 23 percent of those convicted
on gambling charges receive prison sentences, thus severely minimizing
the deterrent effect of prosecution. This would seem to be borne out
by the correlative statistic showing that approximately 80 percent of
those convicted of gambling offenses are recidivists.

The reaction of investigative and prosecutorial agencies toward
this public and judicial apathy has apparently been a restructuring of
gambling enforcement priorities: In 1971-72, a program of intensified
efforts toward gambling cases was undertaken by the FBI and Justice

A-4
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Department. This program required that top priority be given to gambling
investigations and prosecutions over a specified period.

These agencies subsequently determined, however, that even this
extensive application of manpower and resources made little dent in the
level of illegal gambling. They have now shifted toward a policy of
"quality vs. quantity;" that is, only "significant" gambling cases are
being investigated and prosecuted at the Federal level.

The Commission finds that the efforts of the FBI and the Department
of Justice with respect to either a diminution in the volume of il.VE
gambling or an impact on organized crime through gambling statutes laL
been singularly unsuccessful. Illegal gambling has not been checked;
indeed, it would appear that the dollar volume of illegal gambling is
on the rise. Increased iranpower and appropriations directed against
gambling violators clearly had no impact. Yet, the agencies continue
to stress the need to fight organized crime through enforcement of
gambling statutes without having shorn any measurable impact on
organized crime through past intensive enforcement efforts.

The CommisFion has repeatedly attempted to obtain records from
these agencies that would permit a cost-benefit analysis of their ef-
forts. In essence, their response has been that such records are not
maintained inasmuch as the actual success of law enforcement cannot be
measured by comparing cost to statistical accomplishments. The Com-
mission disagrees; it recommends that records heejnafter be maintained
that would permit measurement of the cost expended on gambling law
enforcement against what such enforcement effort has accomplished.
Thus, Congress may then determine the effectiveness of the statutes
in question and the ability of government agencies to carry out
responsibilities given them.

Tax Enforcement

The efforts of the Internal Revenue Service have been similarly
unsuccessful in curbing illegal gambling. Significant revenues have
not been produced through the income tax, since illegal players gen-
erally underestimate or fail to report their gambling winnings. The
IRS routinely investigates, often in conJuT.ccion with Department of
Justice Strike Forces, cases of possible income tax fraud by organized
crime figures allegedly involved in illegal gambling; however,.the
impact of these investigations has been minimal.

The excise and occupational stamp taxes on certain gambling enter-
prises have also produced little revenue when compared to the amount
of gambling the Service believes takes place. The IRS opposed the
imposition of these taxes on the grounds that they would be unenforce-
able and unproductive, and would breed contempt for other tax provisions.
Since 1968, there has been virtually no enforcement action against
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failing to pay these taxes, and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms, which has been given the responsibility for criminal enforce-
ment of these laws but no funds to support that mandate, has relegated
gambling offenses to a low standing in its order of priorities.

In sum, the income tax statutes relating to gambling have proven
ineffective, as a revenue-producing measure, as a deterrent to illegal
gambling, and as directed against organized crime. Indeed, the present
Comr.issioner of the lnternal Kevenue Service has appealed for the eli:I.ina-
tion of the Service's law enfcrcerent responsibilities. The function of
the IRS should be primarily to raise revenues, and in the case of gamb-
ling, it has been notably unsuccessful. The Commission awaits with
interest reactions to recommendations concerning repeal of wagering
taxes and removal of gambling winnings from gross income classification
for incone tax purposes.

Civil Enforcen.nt

A relatively recent tOU broughlt to bear upon illegal gambling
violators is the civil injunctive procedure provided by 18 U.S.C.
1961, et seq. A more extensive analysis of this procedure will be
contained in the Commission's final report. However, the Commission
finds that the ineffectiveness of the criminal justice system der'nds
alternatives. Although used sparingly to date, civil injunctions im-
posed upon illegal gamblers may meet with more success, both from the
standpoint of judicial enforcement and potential deterrence. Further
study by the Coma.ission in this area may reveal that increased
utilization of these techniques combined with modification of existing
criminal statutes may improve the results of the existing situation.
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CHAPTER 3. STATE AND LOCAL GAMBLING ENFORCEMENT

INTRODUCTION

Most of the responsibility for enforcement of antigambling law
rests with local police departments. Gambling enforcement has long
been a source of serious problems to police. Enforcement efforts have
never had more than a minimal impact on illegal gambling, which con-
tinues to flourish throughout the United States. Repeatedly, corrup-
tion investigations have found gambling to be the prime source of
syste:natic corruption in police departments. Even where gambling
enforcement is not frustrated by widespread corruption, the diffi-
culties inherent in this area of law enforcement have often been a
source of police morale problems.

The reasons for failure of gambling enforcement are not hard to
find. Contradictory gambling policies and lack of resources combine
to make effective gambling enforcement an impossible task. Police
correctly perceive that citizens have little interest in the vigorous
cnforcenerit of antigarnbling laws. The National Gambling Commission's
national survey established that moct p .le--Pven those who do not
favor legalization or decriminalization--regard gambling as havin
very low priority for police activity. The almost uniformly light
sentences given to persons convicted of gambling offenses bear out
the police view that judges do not regard gambling offenders as
serious threats to the community. Similarly, prosecutors appear to
reduce charges or decline prosecution in a substantial proportion of
gambling cases presented by police. Finally, the people who run
illegal gambling operations have often been connected to political
machines so that corruptive influences may reach beyond the police
department and make honest enforcement an even more difficult task.

The trend in gambling enforcement in recent years, perhaps in
response to these problems, has been toward less activity by city
police departments, together with an increasing role for State and
Federal authorities.

ARREST TRENDS

In 1974, the most recent year for which nationwide figures are
available, an estimated 61,900 persons were arrested for gambling in
the United States. Gambling arrests account for 0.7 percent of the
estimated 9 million arrests made for all offenses in 1974. For the
past decade and a half, there has been a steady and substantial decline
in gambling arrests. Most gambling arrests are made by police depart-
ments in large urban areas. In 1974, 66 percent of gambling arrests
were made in cities with populations of more than 250,000.
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Since 1972, FBI Uniform Crime Reports have included separate
figures for yhree categories of gambling arrests: bookmaking, numbers/
lottery, and all other gambling, consisting primarily of card and dice
arrests, which are in large part low-level street arrests. (Bookmaking
and numbers arrests are primarily of gambling operators and employees;
"other gambling" often involves the arrest of bettors under public
order statutes.) In 1974, 79 percent of gambling arrests were in the
category of "all other gambling."

Persons arrested for gambling tend to be older than those arrested
for other offenses. in 1974, the average age of persons arrested for
gambling was 38.5; for persons arrested for all offenses, it was 26.8.
Women are arrested at a lower rate for gambling offenses than for all
offenses. Uniform Crime Reports reveal that blacks are arrested for
gambling at a substantially higher rate than are whites or other races.
Although blacks account for only approximately 11 percent of the total
population of the United States, they accounted for 72.8 percent of
gambling arrests in 1974. During the period between 1969 and 1974,
arrests of white persons, as a percentage of nll gambling arrests,
declined 7 percent; at the same time, the percentage for black persons
rose 6.3 percent.

OBJECTIVES

Police objectives concerning gambling regulation are broader than
mere enforcement of the prohibitions against various gambling activ-
ties: they also include fighting organized crime, maintaining a favor-
able pubic imagc of the police department, keeping undesirable activi-
ties or persons out of the city, and maintaining public order. The
objective of organized-crime control is reflected both in the intent
of some gambling statutes and in the widely held police view that much
illegal gambling is related, if not to crime syndicates, to other
organized criminal activities such as loansharking and narcotics. The
objectives of preserving the department's public image and of maintain-
ing public order are somewhat related in that, where open gambling such
as street card and dice games is permitted to continue, citizens are
likely to conclude that police are either corrupt or derelict in their
duty.

While full enforcement of gambling prohibitions is often the mani-
fest goal of police departments, the actual goal is generally to achieve
some degree of control over illegal gambling--that is, to maintain an
enforcement effort sufficient to discourage open, flagrant disobedience
of gambling laws and to avoid charges that the police are not doing
anything about gambling. Police administrators are understandably
reluctant to admit the existence of discretion broad enough to permit
the establishing of policies aimed at achieving other goals than that
presumed to be intended by statute--total prohibition. The fact remains,
however, that police administrators have discretion in deciding how
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much effort is to be made to enforce the antigambling laws. And in the
field, police officers have discretion in deciding which, and to a
lesser degree how many, gambling offenders to arrest.

CONSTRAINTS

The Difficulties of Gambling Enforcement

The failure of full enforcement as a realistic goal has resulted
from several constraints on gambling enforcement, involving the diffi-
culties of enforcement, public attitudes, and the actions and attitudes
of police and other criminal justice personnel. The failure of citizens
to rep:,rt illegal gambling makes it necessary for police to seek out
violations. However, most gamblers restrict their activities to places
well hidden from public and police view. (Numbers writing is usually
conducted relatively openly, making it susceptible to police observa-
tion.) Numbers offices and banks, bookmakers, and operators of high
stakes card and dice games, however, take elaborate precautions to
avoid police detection.

Thc intcrjurisdictional nature of many gs ing operations has
increased the difficulty of gambling enforcement. Often police agen-
cies in different jurisdictions fail to cooperate, and even where police
agencies have worked together, cooperation has often been strained.

The Priority of Gambling Enforcement

Public apathy exerts a constraining influence on police gambling
enforcement. A nationwide survey of citizens conducted for the Naticr.zl
Gambling Commission found that there is widespread community feeling
that enforcement of gambling laws is less important than enforcement
of laws against crimes of violence, property crimes, or other vice
offenses. Less than one-third of respondents indicated that they would
report a person taking illegal sports bets, compared to more than twice
as many who said they would report other crimes, such as robbery and
the sale of marijuana. The survey found that citizens nevertheless
believe that gambling offenders should be arrested.

Police tend to perceive public apathy toward gambling enforcement
as being even greater than indicated by the citizen survey. Eighty
percent of respondents to the National Gambling Commission's survey of
a sample of Fraternal Order of Police (FOP) members agreed that the
public does not care if gambling laws are enforced. In a University
of Massachusetts survey of officers in a Western police department,
79 percent also believed that to be true.
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Police themselves generally do not consider gambling to be a very
serious crime. The FOP survey found that bookmaking and sports betting
were rated as "not serious at all" or "not very serious" by 55 percent;
running a numbers operation or policy wheel, by 34 percent; and running
a card or dice game, by 48 percent. (In contrast, only 2 percent con-
sidered receiving stolen property to ie nonserious.) At the same time,
a substantial proportion of police support the legalization of various
forms of gambling.

Police clearly hold the view that gambling laws are difficult to
enforce: In the University of Massachusetts Police survey, 65 percent
agreed that trying to enforce gambling laws is more frustrating than
enforcing most other types of laws; 55 percent agreed that it is often
impossible to get enough evidence to convict known street-level bookies;
and 80 perce:ct agreed that without special training or experience, the
average police officer is not able to recognize evidence of an illegal
gambling operation when he sees it.

Police are keenly aware that very little is likely to happen to
gambling offenders beyond thcir arrest. More than 70 percent of FOP
respondents agreed that prosecutors would rather not be bothered with
gambling cases. Approximately 64 percent felt gambling defendants were.'
usually found not guilty, and about 85 percent felt that local judges
usually gave light fines or suspended sentences in gambling cases.

Available statistics indicate that a substantial proportion of
persons arrested for gambling either are not prosecuted, are prosecuted
on reduced charges, are not convicted, or, if convicted, receive sen-
tences that do not reflect the statutory provisions for gambling
offenses.

Given these attitudes and practices, it is not surprising that
police do not attempt full enforcement of gambling laws.

Corruption

Corruption is yet another constraint on effective gambling enforcc-
ment. Investigations of police departments by outside agencies have
invariably uncovered corruption related to gambling enforcement. The
most recent examples are Philadelphia and New York, where investigations
exposed widespread and systematic payoffs to both plainclothes and uni-
formed police officers by gambling operators. Corruption in gambling
enforcement is not a recent phenomenon; many major cities have expe-
rienced repeated gambling corruption scandals. Gambling corruption has
occurred in many smaller cities as well.

Gambling corruption has an impact not only on the quality of gam-
bling enforcement, but in other areas as well. Involvement in gambling
payoffs often leads to corruption in other areas. Widespread corruption

-. 4
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in a police department not only damages the department's ability to
perform its function but also causes a loss of public confidence in
police integrity.

Although other parts of the criminal justice system and elected
officials can also be corrupted by gambling operations, police never-
theless remain the most important target for change: Gambling repre-
sents a major corruption hazard for police, but is not a primary source
of corruption in other agencies. And police and their attempts to
enforce gambling laws are ultimately affected when gambling corruption
occurs elsewhere in the government.

Some factors--such as the lack of demand for gambling enforcement
and the existence of corruption in other segments of the community--
which contribute to police gambling corruption lie outside the direct
control of police. Police do, however, have control over departmental
policies relating to gambling enforcement and to corruption. Unfor-
tunately, this authority has not generally been used effectively to
control gambling corruption. Police administrators have traditionally
denied the existence of systematic corruption or, alternatively, have
attributed it to a few "rotten apples" within the department. Efforts
to prevent recurring corruption have generally taken the form of new
procedures in gambling enforcement and ncw prohibitions on the activi-
ties of gambling enforcement officers. Police departments have often
established unofficial gambling arrest quotas both to insure continuing
enforcement activity and, based on the notion that officers will not
accept payoffs from persons they arrest, to minimize corruption. The
traditional use of arrest quotas is perhaps the clearest reflection of
police departments' lack of serious commitment to gambling enforcement:
Gambling arrests are made that meet the quota, thereby fulfilling the
departmental requirement of continuing enforcement activity, although
both police officers and administrators are well aware that these
arrests will not result in significant sentences or have any signifi-
cant impact on illegal gambling.

RECENT TRENDS IN GAMBLING ENFORCEMENT

Although the primary responsibility for gambling enforcement rests
with local police departments, the role of State-level agencies is
growing. This growth has occurred mainly as part of increased State-
level efforts against organized crime that resulted from the work of
legislative and other study commissions--many of them federally funded--
during the late 1960's and early 1970's.

As of 1975, there were organized crime intelligence units in 20
States, and 23 States had organized crime investigative-prosecutorial
units modeled after the U. S. Department of Justice's Strike Forces.
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Gambling enforcement involves the use of techniques that enable
police to detect largely unreported violations and to identify and
gather evidence against violators who may be insulated by several layers
of low-level employees. For uniformed officers, the most frequent
source of gambling arrests is the direct observation of illegal gam-
bling activity, but such arrests tend to ruach only individual street
players and lesser employees of gambling organizations. Arrests at
higher levelv--i.e., large bookmakers or numbers offices and banks--
can rarely, f ever, be made in this manner. They require investiga-
tion leading to probable cause for search and arrest warrants; these
investigations are the province of plainclothes officers who have
traditionally used such techniques as physical surveillance, informant
information, and undercover operations.

Ire recenL years, additional tools have become more widely avail-
able for use in gambling enforcement. The most important of these is
electronic surveillance, authorized by Congress in 1968 under Title III
of tLe Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act. Electronic sur-
veillance is particularly well-suited for use i% gambling investigations
because gambling operations are so dependent on telephones. From 1969
(the first full year for which figures are available) to 1975, the
number of electronic surveillance orders by the States increased from
79 to 339. During that 7-year period, gambling accounted for approxi-
mately 50 percent of all electronic surveillance orders. By the end
of 1975, electronic surveillance was authorized in 23 States and the
District of Columbia.

In recent years, more and more States have enacted legislation
aimed at syndicated or commercial gambling. As of January 1975, syn-
dicated gambling statutes had been enacted in 20 States. While statu-
tory definitions vary, the general intent of these laws is to differen-
tiate between syndicated gambling operations, and casual social gambling
among individuals, and to provide severe penalties for persons involved
in the former. Despite the more severe sentencing provisions of syn-
dicated gambling statutes, judges continue to give minimal sentences
in gambling cases. Thus, the anticipated effectiveness of severe sen-
tences has not materialized.

Since 1968, five States have established statewide grand juries
which, with jurisdiction unrestricted by local boundaries and with the
authority to subpena witnesses and grant immunity, can be an important
investigative tool in gambling enforcement. Immunity statutes provide
another useful antigambling tool. Statutes in 39 States authorize the
use of immunity in gambling cases. It is not known precisely to what
extent immunity is used in gambling cases. It,,-, however, exceedingly
difficult for witness immunity to be an effective tool where there is
no incentive for a witness to cooperate. This is particularly true with
low-level gambling operators or employees who may reasonably expect to
be sentenced only to a small fine and/or probation. The sentences pro-
vided for by syndicated gambling statutes might be expected to help
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convince higher level persons to testify against their colleagues;
however, since the higher maximums appear to have little effect on
sentencing practices, this incentive exists in theory only.

There is reason to believe that the ineffective corruption control
measures of the past are giving way to more sophisticated efforts. The
1970's have seen a greater willingness on the part of police officials
to deal realistically with the presence and extent of police corruption.
Attempts by police administrators to combat gambling corruption have
become less reactive and superficial and moc preventive and basic.
Many departments have created internal affairs units with responsi-
bility for investigating alleged misconduct and, more recently, for
identifying areas with a potential for corruption and developing reans
for reducing that potential. Restructuring of antigambling personnel,
frequently involving the establishment of units assigned strictly to
gambling enforcement, is replacing the transfer of personnel from one
gambling unit to another. In several departments, a limit has been
placed on the length of time officers may be assigned to these units.

An additional development during the 1970's has been an increasing
emphasis on education and professionalism in law enforcement, which
might be expected ultimately to have an impact on corruption.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMmENDATIONS

State Gambling Policy

Gambling enforcement has long been characterized by ineffective-
(ne~ss, inefficiency, and corruption. In light of the inconsistencies
of gambling policies and the lack of legislative support for the gar-
bling enforcement task, this failure is not surprising. Indeed, it
would be surprising if the enforcement of gambling prohibitions suc-
ceeded under present conditions.

Throughout the Nation, gambling is at the same time prohibited and
encouraged. Several States have for many years permitted betting at
racetracks; and, more recently, off-track betting has become legal in
some jurisdictions. Yet, taking bets on horses anywhere except at a
track or at an official off-track location is subject to criminal
prosecution. Outside of Nevada and Montana, sports bookmaking is
illegal. Nevertheless, the publication of betting lines in newspapers
and the discussion of odds on television--information of use principally
to bettors and bookmakers--continues. Charitable organizations are
widely exempted from gambling prohibitions in order that they may spon-
sor raffles or bingo; similar endeavors of a commercial nature are pro-
hibited. State-run lotteries and numbers games have been instituted,
but these same forms of gambling are prohibited if privately run.
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The existence of gambling that is sanctioned, licensed, or run by
the various States--and the attendant publicity--promote peoples'
interest in gambling and increase their desire to gamble. Policies
that help to create a public demand for gambling coexist with policies
that prohibit the supplying of services to meet that demand. The
response of many citizens to the contradictions and hypocrisy in State
gambling policies is to ignore the laws prohibiting gambling. Policy-
makers, however, apparently see no connection between their decisions
and the existence of the illegal gambling market.

While State legislators have been quick to prohibit certain forms
of gambling, they have generally been less willing to provide the tools
necessary to enforce such prohibitions. As a result, law enforcement
agencies are faced with an impossible task. In many jurisdictions, the
deterrent effect of antigambling laws is weakened by the fact that the
illegality of gambling is restricted to persons who take bets; those
who make bets are not violating the law in doing so. A majority of
States have failed to authorize electronic surveillance--a tool widely
accepted as necessary to enforce gambling laws effectively. Sinilcrly,
only a few States have instituted investiga.Live grand juries with
either statewide or local jurisdiction.

The lack of commitment to enforcement of gambling prohibitions is
also reflected in the level of resources devoted to that purpose. Legis-
lative bodies are increasingly reluctant to expand criminal justice
appropriations in general; but even in past years when budget increases
were more available to criminal justice agencies, little, if any, effort
was made to provide the resources required for a serious gambling en-
forcement effort. Legislators appear to have considered their task
complete upon enactment of antigambling laws, without considering that
successful enforcement would likely require additional police, prosecu-
tors, and judges.

A number of States have provided for increased penalties for con-
victed gambling offenders. However, this appears to have been done
without consideration of relevant questions: If judges have rarely
made use of the lower maximum sentences previously available to them,
are th-y likely to sentence garibling offenders more severely now? If
so, will this result ir a greater number of trials necessitating
additional prosecutors, judges, and courtrooms? If sentences do
increase in severity, can any significant number of gambling offenders
be housed in existing jails, or will new ones be needed?

State gambling policies have evolved in a patchwork manner, without
unifying goals. Legislatures have enacted gambling prohibitions and.
exceptions to these prohibitions with little apparent concern for the
consequences. Most, of the recent official attention given to gambling
has centered around the question of whether or not to legalize various
games. It is clear that equal attention must be given to the role of
gambling prohibitions. A continuation of the existing "nonpolicies"
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can only mean the continuation of contradictions, hypocrisy, and enforce-
ment problems. States must decide what course to pursue regarding
gambling--prohibition or legalization. In addition, consideration of
policy alternatives must take into account the goals of each alterna-
tive as well as the available and necessary strategies for achieving
those goals. A decision to prohibit gambling is meaningless unless
it is backed by strategies that support enforcement of that prohibi-
tion: a complete prohibition with no exceptions; the prosecution of
bettors as well as operators, with jail sentences--possibly mandatory--
for both; substantially increased priority for gambling enforcement
in relation to crimes of violence and property crimes; and substan-
tially increased resources devoted to gambling enforcement. At the
same time, the potential effects of such strategies must be considered.

While State legislators bear most of the responsibility for the
current lack of consistent gambling policies, criminal justice agencies
must assume their share of the blame. Police, prosecutors, and judges
alike have been ostrichlike in their failure to communicate with each
other or with State legislatures concerning the problems of enforcing
gambling prohibitions. The prevailing attitude sees to be that each
criminal justice agency can perform its function while remaining ob-
livious to what occurs in the rest of the system, and that it is inap-
propriate to "interfere" in the legislative process.

The Commission believes the contrary to be true. The policy deci-
sions of criminal justice agencies that affect gambling enforcement must
be made cooperatively. Further, criminal justice officials have a
responsibility to make their views known to legislative bodies, and
this responsibility must be met in the area of gambling policy.

In the absence of legislative policy changes that either remove
gambling prohibitions or provide sufficient support for their enforce-
ment, the Commission believes that changes--some legislative, some
directed at agency policies and procedures--can be made that will sub-
stantially lessen the current problems of gambling enforcement.

Not every jurisdiction requires the same degree of change. In
many parts of the country, the level of illegal gambling appears to be
moderate, relatively discreet in its operation, and unconnected with
either systematic violence or significant corruption. Although no
jurisdiction should consider itself immune from such problems, the
recommendations that follow do vary in their applicability.

States and local jurisdictions must assess the degree to which
gambling enforcement problems exist. The nature and amount of illegal
gambling and its connection with other kinds of crime, the effectiveness
and efficiency of the current enforcement effort, and the existence of
or potential for corruption must all be considered. The current gam-
bling enforcement effort must be evaluated to determine whether or not
it is accomplishing the several goals of gambling enforcement: organized
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crime control; minimization of corruption; preservation of a public
image of integrity for police departments; maintenance of public order
and proper use of resources.

Police and Prosecutors

The Commission recommends that the primary authority for gambling
enforcement be transferred to SLate law enforcement agencies. Where
illegal gambling exists on a large scale and is a continuing source of
corruption, the effort to combat it must be centralized and specialized
in order to be effective. The mounting of such an effort in each local
police department within a State or metropolitan area is an inefficient
use of resources.

The fact that many, if not most, illegal gambling operations cross
intrastate jurisdictional lines has often been a hindrance to local po-
lice. Concentrating the gambling enforcement effort at the State level
elir inates this hindrance.

The transfer of authority to State government may also lessen gam-
bling enforcement corruption since agencies at this level would be less.
accessible to gamblers wanting to make payoffs. It should also be
noted that gambling rackets have repeatedly been found to be connected
with local political machines. Removal of major gambling enforcement
from the municipal level would substantially weaken political control
of enforcement authorities. In some jurisdictions it may be appropriate
to transfer gambling enforcement responsibility for a major metropolitan
area to a county-level agency.

Where the major gambling enforcement responsibility remains with
local police departments, specialization is desirable. Responsibility
spread among all patrol officers or all vice squad members weakens the
gambling enforcement effort. Patrol officers, because of their uniform
and their regular duties, can make only low-level gambling arrests.
Assigning vice officers multiple responsibilities decreases the likeli-
hood that the necessary expertise and sophistication in gambling enforce-
ment will be developed. Therefore, for those police departments of
sufficient size to support structural specialization, the Commission
recommends the establishment of a specialized Rambling enforcement unit.
In departments where such a unit is not feasible, the Commission recom-
mends that one or more officers be given the assignment of directing the
gambling enforcement effort.

Whether the enforcement effort against major gambling violators is
concentrated at the level of State, county, or local police departments,
enforcement against nonserious gambling violators remains the respon-
sibility of local police. The status of enforcement aimed at low-level
offenders is of particular concern to the C6mmission. Arrests of non-
serious gambling violators have for too long constituted the major
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portion of the gambling enforcement effort, despite the fact that such
arrests cannot make any significant contribution to organized crime
control. The proper--and achievable--objectives of enforcement against
low-level gambling violators are minimization of corruption, preserva-
tion of a public image of integrity for police departments, maintenance
of public order, and the proper use of criminal justice resources. The
Commission recommends that enforcement against social gambling in public
places and against public activity by low-level employees of gambling
organizations be aimed at accomplishing these objectives, with the major
enforcement effort to be directed at large-scale organized gambling.

The Commission has considered recommending the issuance of
low-collateral citations for public social gambling, thereby eliminating
the waste of resources entailed in the current formal processing of
these offenders without changing the nature of the penalty ultimately
assessed. Use of citations for crires that do not have plaintiffs Is
not a new concept; a number of States have instituted such a system for
marijuana consumption offenses.

Ultimately the Commission has had to reject this approach, having
been persuaded that voluntary compliance with this scheme would be
extremely low, both promoting disrespect for the law and requiring sub-
stantial fbllowup effort to enforce payment.

The major reason for continuing the criminal status of social
gambling in public settings is the belief that such gambling is likely
to lead to disturbances of the public order. However, the laws pro-
hibiting public social gambling account for a major proportion of
gambling arrests of blacks, making it apparent that such laws are
discriminatory in effect, though not in intent. The Commission be-
lieves that serious consideration should be given to removing the
statutory prohibitions against public social gambling.

Numbers writing or other activity by low-level employees of gam-
bling organizations occurring in public places is a somewhat different
matter. Although the Commission has recommended that the major inves-
tigative responsibility be vested in a particular agency or unit, the
patrolling police officer still has the responsibility to take action
where he observes an open gambling violation. Such offenses should
continue to be processed as minor criminal offenses.

Enforcement directed at low-level gambling employees and persons
engaging in social gambling in public places must be sufficient to teet
the public's expectation that obvious violations of the law will be
dealt with and to discourage illegal gambling operations from open pro-
motion. Police department policies that result in the wholesale arrest
of such offenders should be avoided; inundating prosecutors and courts
with these cases is a misuse of resources and has no impact on illegal
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gambling. Gambling arrest quotas, official or informal, should not be
established, at the same time, policies such as requiring elaborate
paperwork that discourage officers from making gambling arrests should
not be established.

The role of prosecutors in gambling enforcement is an important
one. The apparent reluctance of prosecutors' offices to take gambling
cases seriously has been a source of discouragement to police and a fac-
tor in the ineffectiveness of gambling enforcement.

The basis for prosecutorial attitudes is not hard to find. Gam-
bling cases can be long and technical; in many offices, the expertise
to try these cases competently is lacking. A continual flow of low-
level gambling cases from police has tended to overshadow cases involv-
ing serious gambling offenders. In addition, the prosecutor, like the
police officer, must be discouraged by the very light sentences given
to convicted gambling offenders.

The Com.;-ission's recommendations to police agencies should insure
that prosecutors receive a greater proportion of serious gambling cases
and a lesser number of low-level ones. While this alone will provide an
incentive to prosecutors to treat major gambling cases seriously, a more
direct role by prosecutorial agencies may be needed. In those Jurisdic-
tions having a major gambling enforcement problem, the Commission recom-
mends that prosecutors specify to police (i.e.. the State.county, or
local agency having primary gambling enforcement authority) the elements
required for a gambling-case to receive a serious prosecutorial effort;
consult with and advise police during the investigative phase of major
gambling cases; and assign an appropriate number of assistant prosecu-
tors to screen and try gambling cases. Alternatively, the Commission
recommends that such Jurisdictions establish combined investigative-
prosecutorial gambling enforcement units.

Electronic Surveillance

The basis of enforcement against major gambling operations, particu-
larly bookmaking, must be electronic surveillance. Without this tool,
it appears that law enforcement efforts will never reach beyond the lower
lev:s of operation such as the numbers writer and the bookie's tele-
phone clerk.

This is apparent for three reasons: the heavy and unavoidable
reliance of the bookmaking profession on telephones for routine trans-
actions; the lack of witnesses who might provide independent evidence;
and the fact that wiretap authority becomes essential when, because the
lowe: level arrestees see themselves running small risk of incarcera-
tion, they will provide little information to aid in the conviction of
major operatives.
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For these reasons, in those States that permit it, electronic
surveillance has been used primarily for gambling cases. In all, 50
percent of non-Federal orders for electronic surveillance have been
for gambling cases. It is impossible to provide any detailed evalua-
tion of the effectiveness of State use of this tool. However, material
which has been provided to the Commission supports the notion that
wiretapping in gambling cases does not lead to substantial diminution
of the availability of illegal gambling; however, it does provide lecal
enforcement agencies with a moderately productive means of effectively
raising the operating cost for major gambling operations by helping to
obtain heavy fines or even jail sentences for high-level members of
these operations. The Commission therefore recommends the continued
use of electronic surveillance in gambling cases. In those States
having a substantial amount of illegal gambling where electronic
surveillance is not now authorized, the Commission recommends the
passage of legislation authorizing the use of electronic surveillance.

Sentencing

In almost every State in the Nation, convicted gambling offenders
are subject to either moderate fines or sentences of probation. Only
in New Jersey does the convicted gambler face a serious threat of
significant periods of incarceration. The result is that, outside of
New Jersey, the police lose one of their major tools for enforcement--
.the threat of a substantial penalty.

The Corission is aware that there is widespread disagreement as
to the seriousness of gambling violations per se. In a system where
convicted muggers often receive sentences averaging no more than a few
months in jail, it is difficult to exhort judges to subject indiscrimi-
nately all convicted gambling operators to lengthy sentences.

Nonetheless, it should be noted that a strong majority of the
citizens surveyed by the Commission did agree that gambling violators
should be jailed. In many cities, there is widespread support for the
notion that organized crime poses a serious threat and that illegal
gambling is an important part of its activity. Judges who decide to
impose substantial sentences on major gambling violators will find
strong support for their actions.

It is clear that many judges fear that imposition of heavy sen-
tences in routine gambling cases exposes them to the risk of many pro-
tracted trials. It should be noted that in New Jersey, where judges
have followed such a sentencing policy for the past decade, excessive
crowding of the court calendar does not appear to be a problem. More-
over, what the Commission is recommending to police and prosecutors is
likely to lead to the presentation of fewer and more serious gambling
cases in. court.
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It appears that the information available to judges in the sen-
tencing of gambling offenders is often inadequate. Presentence reports
are not routinely requested and prosecutors often fail to present infor-
mation concerning a defendant's organized crime connections. If major
gambling offenders are to receive serious sentences, courts must have
sufficient information at the time of sentencing to determine the appro-
priate penalty. The Commission therefore recommends an increased use
of presentence reports in gambling cases. The sentence should take
into account both the prior record of the offender and any evidence
presented at the sentencing hearing that concerns organized crime
activities. Where it can be shown that the offender is a major gam-
bling figure or is involved In organized crime, a sentence of at least
one year in prison together with a fine of $1,000 or more should be
given. For lesser offenders, a substantial fine alone is appropriate.

72-553 0 - 87 - 24
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CHAPTER 4. GAMBLING IN THE UNITED STATES

As part of Its statutor-y mandate to undertake a comprehensive
legal and factual study of gambling in the United States, the National
Gambling Commission in February 1975 aiked the University of Michigan
Survey Research Center to conduct a detailed survey of American gamb-
ling practices and attitudes. The results of that survey have recently
been made available to the Commission. The survey contains a wide range
of information about the people who gamble--the games they prefer, their
exposure to and experience with various types of gambling, their atti-
tudes toward legalization, and much more. It zlso includes data on
the amount of gambling that occurs both legally and illegally, and on
the revenue potential of legal gambling.

Survey Research personnel conducted more than 1,700 interviews
during the summer of 1975 (see Table 1). Each interview lasted about
one and a half hours and consisted of detailed questioning about the
respondent's gambling activity during 1974, as well as his or her early
gambling experiences. From the extensive data recorded on computer
tape, research personnel prepared a detailed, analytical report more
than 500 pages long.

The Commission is currently in the process of evaluating the survey
findings. Preliminary analysis indicates that the survey procedure was
sound and that the vast majority of the survey findings are reliable.
However, as a result of a public hearing and consultation with various
law enforcement and research experts, the Commission has determined
that some additional study is needed with respect to certain areas of
the survey where results appear incomplete or inconclusive.

The material that follows summarizes the survey findings as they
were presented to the Commission, indicating those few areas that the
Commission believes require further study.

Following are highlights of the gambling survey findings.

Profile of American Gamblers. Fully 61 percent of the adult popu-
lation--about 88 million people--participated in some form of gambling
in 1974. Among these people were about 19 million who wagered only
with friends in a social setting, leaving about 69 million people--or
48 percent of the adult population--who patronized some form of legal
or illegal commercial gambling. Only 11 percent of the adult population
-- about 16 million people--gambled illegally in 1974, and the over-
whelming majority of those who wagered illegally also patronized one
or more of the legal games.

Although gambling participation is widespread, clear patterns
exist on the basis of geographic region, sex, race, income, education,
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and other demographic factors. Eighty percent of the people living in
Northeastern States bet in 1974, compared to only 40 percent of those
living in Southern States. Slightly more males bet than females, and
more whites than nonwhites. There was less wagering among people in
the lower income categories than among middle and upper income people.

Participation also rose with education. Quite a different
picture emerged, however, from an examination of illegal gamblers
only. There were far fewer women proportionately among the illegal
gamblers; and nonwhites, rather than whites, were the most frequent
participants. Regional differences also were more pronounced; illegal
gar.bling was three times more prevalent in the Northeast than in the
South.

Economics of Gambling. Approximately $24 billion was wagered
during 1974--$5 billion of it illegally (Table 2). This estimate of
the volume of illegal gambling is considerably lower than the $40
billion estimate provided by the Justice Department, and it is only
I percent of the $500 billion figure suggested by gambling expert
John Scarne.

The Commission is currently reviewing the $5 billion illegal
gambling figure. While the data were gathered and analyzed in more
systematic fashion than any used in previous estimates, the basic
approach of the project, using citizen interviews, may have led to
underestimation of the total volume. For example, the response rate
in central cities was only about 51 percent, compared to about 75
percent for the survey as a whole. This low response rate in the 12
largest central cities is a problem that confronts all survey and
census takers. In this particular case, it may have led to an in-
accurate picture of the amount of numbers playing that occurs, since
most numbers operations are found in urban environments. In addition,
some critics have asserted that among the nonrespondents in middle
and high income groups may have been some particularly heavy gamblers
who would not trust survey takers to keep information confidential.
Others have suggested that many heavy gamblers are completely unaware
of the total amount of money they wager but know only how much they
have won or lost during a given period. Still another explanation
for the discrepancy between the survey's findings and other estimates--
particularly that provided by the Justice Department--is that the sur-
vey figures do not include any layoff action--money a bookmaker bets
with other bookmakers in order to balance his accounts.

The amount of money not returned to players is called the takeout.
This takeout constitutes the total amount of money lost by gamblers as
a group. In 1974, total legal and illegal gambling losses amounted
to about $4.4 billion, the same amount spent by consumers that year on
cigarettes and tobacco or on newspapers and magazines.

Survey results show that people in the lower income brackets tend
to wager a greater percentage of their income than people in the higher
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income brackets. This makes gambling a regressive type of expenditure;
if viewed as a source of tax revenues, the regressivity of gambling
taxes would be comparable to that of the average sales tax. An ex-
ample of a nonregressive, or progressive, tax is the tax on income--
people in the higher income brackets pay a higher percentage of their
income in taxes than those in the lower categories. Casinos are one
of the few forms of gambling that are not regressive. The high cost
of travel to and from areas where casinos are legal precludes widespread
participation by low income people.

The desire to generate revenue for hard-pressed State governments
has been the prime motivation for the legalization of most forms of
gambling. Accordingly, an effort was made to estimate the amount of
money that SLates could expect to raise if all forms of gambling
were legalized throughout the Nation. The data show that the States
could expect to raise about $9 billion a year through gambling taxa-
tion. This compares to about $1.2 billion that is currently realized.
Because some forms of gambling have much higher administrative costs
and payout rates than others, some of the most popular types of
gambling might be less profitable to the State than games that are
less popular but cheaper to operate. Although casinos might be ex-
pected to generate the second highest handle, they would not constitute
a large source of government revenue if operated like those in Nevada.

Gambling in Nevada. The gambling experience in Nevada is unique.
Because Nevada is the only State in which all forms of gambling (ex-
cept lotteries) are legal, data were compiled on Nevada residents
separately and then compared to the national sample findings. Compared
to the Nation as a whole, more Nevadans gamble, gamble more frequently,
and spend more on gambling. Twenty-seven percent of Nevada residents
went to a casino in 1974, compared to only 9 percent of the general
population. The average annual wager at casinos was $846 for Nevada
residents--almost twice the amount ($448) wagered by nonresidents.
These findings suggest that accessibility is a significant--indeed,
perhaps the most important--factor in influencing gambling participation
rates and the volume of wagering.

Inside Nevada, casinos are a regressive form of gambling. Because
there are no travel costs involved, casinos are readily accessible to
Nevadans in all income groups. Consequently, participation among low
income Nevada residents is much higher than among low income nonresidents.

Survey findings in Nevada also indicate that the widespread
availability of many forms of legal gambling causes people to lose
interest in the illegal varieties. Only 4.3 percent of Nevadans
gambled illegally in 1974, compared to 11 percent for the Nation as a
whole. The amounts wagered illegally by individual bettors in Nevada
also were substantially lower than for nonresidents. As in other small
and midsized Western cities, numbers games are virtually nonexistent
in Nevada's cities.
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Gambling and Morality. Although moral considerations are an
important constraint on gambling behavior, they are not so signifi-
cant an influence as mere disinterest in play. Forty-eight percent
of the nongamblers interviewed said they refrained from gambling
because they think it is "wrong" or "sinful," but even more nongambling
respondents said they were just "not interested," "have other things
to do," or "don't know about it." Monetary concerns also were men-
tioned more often than moral concerns. Of the major American religious
bodies, only the Baptist Church teaches that gambling is inherently
sinful. This is one significant reason why gambling participation is
so much lower in the South, where the Baptist faith predominates.
Other churches merely teach that gambling in excess is wrong or take
no position at all.

Why People Gamble. Most people gamble to have a good time, or for
excitement and challenge. Money-oriented inducements for playing were
cited less often, and, in general, the less exciting a particular game
was rated, the more important the chance to make money became.

Of all forms of gambling--legal and illegal--horseracing at the
track was rated as the most exciting, followed by cards with friends,
casinos, and slot machines. Illegal horse and sports betting with
bookies and numbers were rated as the three least exciting games.
These findings suggest that excitement is derived from the amount of
personal involvement in an activity rather than from the amounts of
money likely to be won or lost. Neither track betting nor social
cardplaying is a particularly high-stakes game, yet both are considered
to be very exciting.

Gambling and Corruption. As previous surveys have consistently
demonstrated, gambling and corruption often are linked in the public
mind. The survey reinforced these findings. High school sporting
events were seen by the public to be the least corrupt type of activity
on which gambling takes place, falling midway between "almost never
fixed" and "never fixed." Other games perceived as being primarily
honest were charitable and State-run gambling, and other sporting
events. The games perceived as being the least honest were horseraces
and dograccs, slot machines, casinos, and--at the bottom of the scale--
numbers, which respondents believe are fixed "pretty often." A majority
of nongamblers felt that legalization would increase the incidence
of fixing. Gamblers, on the other hand, thought that some games,
such as numbers, could be cleaned up through legalization, while
others, such as sports events, would be tarnished.

Attitudes Toward Legalization. Although 80 percent of the
respondents said they favored legalization of some form of gambling,
no form of gambling received majority support for legalization in a
State where it was not already legal. Once a particular form of
gambling has been legalized, however, there is overwhelming support
for its continued operation. Support for legalization also was much
more substantial among bettors than among nonbettora.
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Gambling participation increased steadily as the number of legal
games available increased. Participation in illegal gambling also
was significantly greater in States where at least three types of
gambling were legal compared to States where no form of gambling is
legal. This finding suggests that, rather than driving illegal gamblers
out of business, partial legalization creates a climate favorable to
the illegal forms.

Compulsive Gambling. Approximately 0.77 percent of the adult
population--l.l million people--can be classified as probable compul-
sive gamblers, and an additional 2.33 percent--3.3 million--can be
considered "potential" compulsive gamblers. In Nevada, the incidence
of compulsive gambling appears to be significantly higher. On the
basis of interviews with 296 Nevada residents, it was projected that
2.62 percent of the Nevada population could be classified as probable
compulsive gamblers and an additional 2.35 percent as potential com-
pulsive gamblers. In Nevada, as in the national sample, the incidence
of compulsive gambling among men was much higher than among women.
The findings suggest that the widespread legalization of gambling
increases the incidence of compulsive gambling. Additional research
is needed before the findings on compulsive gambling, both nationwide
and in Nevada, can be considered conclusive.

The Individual Games. The remainder of this summary highlights
the preliminary survey findings regarding seven forms of gambling:
betting on horses, off-track betting, lotteries, sports betting, bingo,
casinos, and numbers.

1. Betting on horses. Betting on horses (at the track, with
bookies, and with OTB) accounted for 46 percent of all wagering during
1974. More money was wagered on horses than any other form of gambling,
and the average annual wager per bettor was higher than that on most
other games. In States where horserscng is conducted, there is a
higher incidence of betting with illegal bookies than in States where
there are no tracks.

2. Off-track betting. A substantial majority of OTB patrons go
to the track; they also go more often and bet more heavily than track
attendees nationwide. The survey results do not support the hypo-
thesis that OTB in New York City discourages track attendance. But
until more information becomes available, no firm conclusions can be
drawn regarding the effect of OTB on track attendance and handle in
New York. The existence of OTB appears to have created an estimated
90,000 new customers for illegal bookies--all people who had never
bet with bookies prior to the introduction of OTB. Eighty-eight percent
of people currently betting with bookies said they would use OTB ex-
clusively if certain desirable features were added--principally tax-
free winnings and payoffs comparable to those of the illegal books.
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3. Lotteries. Forty-eight percent of the residents of lottery
States bought tickets in 1974, spending an average of $25 each that
year. Whites and suburbanites were the most frequent lottery par-
ticipants. The introduction of a State lottery appears to increase
numbers playing, rather than to decrease it as is often predicted.
Because players invest so little time, money and emotional involvement
in the game, they do not view the legalization of lotteries as a threat
to the community. Lotteries are generally considered to be run honest-
ly. The current State-operated lottery model is the preferred one,
and there was little support for either national or local lotteries.

4. Sports betting. More than 4 million people wagered about
$2.5 billion on sports events in 1974, either with sports bookmakers
or on multiple game sports cards. Most of this money--about $2.3
billion--was wagered illegally with bookies. About a third of the
respondents favored legalization of commercial betting on sports events
in general, but only 16 percent favored legalized betting on high school
sports. The majority of respondents thought that legalized sports
betting would increase the danger of corruption of sports events.

5. Bingo. Nineteen percent of the population played bingo in
1974, spending about $1.74 billion, or an average of $74 each. The
few people who played once a week or more (8 percent of all players)
accounted for much more than their proportionate share of total bingo
expenditures. This group is composed of elderly women, the widowed,
and low income people. Younger and upper income groups were well
represented among the vast majority of players--those who played once
a month or less.

6. Casinos. Almost 10 percent of the population (13.4 million)
visited a Nevada casino in 1974. More than any other type of gambling
covered in the survey, casino gambling is influenced by the degree to
which it is accessible. Thirty-one percent of the people living in
the West visited a casino in 1974, compared to 9.3 percent in the
Northeast. Casino bettors view this form of gambling primarily as a
form of recreation, rather than as a money-making endeavor.

7. Numbers. The greatest proportion of numbers players lives in
Northeastern cities. The numbers handle in 1974--$1.1 billion--was
less than half the illegal sports bookie handle but nearly twice the
amount bet on State lotteries that year. The average numbers player
placed bets about 71 times in 1974, spending about $273. Despite
numbers' reputation for dishonesty, most players were confident that
they would be paid if they won. About a fifth of all numbers players
said they would continue to play the illegal game even if a legal
counterpart were available.
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TABLE 1

SURVEY DEMOGRAPHICS

Number of Project Data Census Bureau:
Interviewees (Weighted) Data
(Unweighted) %

years
years
years
over

Sex
M ale
Fema I e

Race
White
Other
Not ascertained

Region
West
North central
Northeast
South

250
738
524
222

1734

1144
588

1732

1327
374
35

1736

335
525
468
408

1736

13.9
42.5
31.4
12.2

100.0

46.3
53.7

100.0

84.8
13.1
2.1

100.0

17.8
28.1
23.1
31.0

100.0

Age
18-24
25-44
45-64
65 or

18.5
36.4
30.0
15.1

100.0

47.6
52.4

100.0

88.5
11.5

100.0

17.1
27.5
24.7
30.7

100.0
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TABLE 2

HANDLE FOR U.S. COMMERCIAL GAMBLING
1974

(in thousand $)
Estimate Derived From Survey Percent

Sample Published Data Over/Under

Legal
Horses at track 7,930,000 7,532,000 + 5.2
OTB, New York 967,000 814,000 +15.8
Legal Casinos 6,076,000 6,693,000 -10.1
Bingo 1,735,000 1,672,000 + 3.6
Lotteries -639,000 6S],O00 - 6.6

Total Legal 17,347,000 17,372,000 - 0.1

Illegal
Sports Books 2,341,000
Horse Books 1,368,000
Numbers 1,064,000
Sports Cards 191,000
Casino Games 110,000

Total Illegal 5,074,000

Total Legal and
Illegal 22,421,000
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CHAPTER 5. LEGAL GAMBLING INDUSTRIES

The sections that follow examine the legal gambling industries
in the United States today: Casinos, parimutuel wagering, lotteries,
bingo, and off-track parimutuel wagering.

Each of these sections sets forth the situation regarding each
form of legalized gambling as it presently exists and discusses the
implications of legalization as well as the Commission's current
recommendations.

CASINOS

BACKGROUND

In the continental United States, casino gambling is legal only in
Nevada.* That State has had a 45-year monopoly on an industry that is
variously deplored, admired, and envicd. Rumor, Innuendo, and exag-
geration have combined to create a folklore of Nevada gambling that is
Oased as much on conjecture and assumption as it is on historical fact
'and current reality. Much of the speculation has centered on such
allegations as ties between the casinos and members of organized crime,
profit skimming by casinos to avoid taxation, the link between gambling
and crime rates in Nevada, the profitability of casinos, and the
effectiveness of State regulation.

In recent years, a number of States have taken an increased interest
in Nevada's brand of casino gambling. Some gambling proponents see
casinos as the answer to their State's revenue problems, particularly
in view of Nevada's fiscal soundness. Others merely see no valid moral,
social, or economic reasons why other States should not follow Nevada's
example. Opponents of casino gambling point to the alleged ties to the
underworld and the higher crime rates in Nevada's principal gambling
cities as reason enough to prevent the spread of the casino gambling
phenomenon.

Preliminary results of the National Gambling Commission survey of
American gambling behavior and attitudes indicate that 27 percent of -<e
adult population had gambled at a casino sometime in their lives. Ten
percent of those surveyed said they had gambled at a casino in 1974, which
translates to a projected figure of 14 million people nationwide who

t The Commonwealth of Puerto Rico is the only American jurisdiction

outside the State of Nevada where legal casino gambling is operated.
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gambled at a casino--legal or illegal--that year. The majority gambled
in Nevada; about a third went to casinos outside the United States.

Through its hearings and independent research, the National
Gambling Commission has reached a number of conclusions about casino
gambling that run contrary to many of the traditional viewpoints:

1. Although organized crime once was a significant factor in
some Nevada casinos, its influence has declined significantly.

2. Stringent accounting regulations and sound internal control
mechanisms effectively prevent virtually all skimming of casino profits
by owners. Small-scale theft by casino employees and customers does
occur.

3. Nevada's gambling cannot be held solely, or even primarily,
responsible for the higher-than-average crime rates in Reno and Las
Vegas. Gambling is only one of many factors that affect crime rates
in thce cities, as it dcces in other cities of comparablc population.

4. While successful casinos provide a high rate of return on
investment, many are only marginally profitable, and a few operate at,
a loss.

5. Although gan.bling taxes and fees constitute a significant
percentage of Nevada's State income, both New York and California earn
more from taxes on parimutuel wagering alone than Nevada collects
through assessments on casinos. In terms of total State revenue from
all forms of gambling (including lotteries), Nevada ranks only fifth
among the States with gambling revenues.

6. It has taken Nevada many years to develop and refine its system
of casino regulation, a process that .is still ongoing. On the whole,
State regulations are sufficiently stringent and enforcement is effective.

CONSEQUENCES AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Commission does not believe that the States should expect
legalized casino gambling to ease their financial difficulties sig-
nificantly. Although casinos may generate enough revenue to help meet
the needs of a State of Nevada's population, they are not capable of
providing the resources necessary to support the costs of public
services in heavily urbanized States. Compared to the costs of govern-
ment, the contribution which could be made by taxing or operating casinos
in such States would be trivial.

Casinos are looked upon also as a means of stimulating tourism in
resort areas. However, the possible benefits that could accrue to local
economies--assuming that the huge capital outlays necessary to construct
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casinos and attendant facilities that are competitive vith Nevada's
could be secured and that competition among resort areas would not
fragment the available market--might well be offset by social costs to
the surrounding comznunities. The Commission's gambling survey indicates
that Nevada's residents participate in commercial gambling activities
to a much higher degree than elsewhere in the Nation, and that a sub-
stantially higher proportion of the Nevada population are problem
gamblers. Although Nevada--because of its relatively small and homo-
geneous population--may be able to cope with these effects, they might
be expected to cause much greater difficulty in densely populated
areas, especially in light of the fact that casino gambling is relatively
regressive for Nevada residents; i.e., rates of gambling participation
ariong, and expenditures on gambling by, those earning less than $5,000
per year is now much higher in Nevada than in the rest of the country.
Thu!, if casinos were legalized in heavily urban areas, participation
by lower income individuals can be expected to result in social problems
and an expanded need for government services, thereby offsetting in part
aiy advantages derived from the stimulation of local businesses.

For these reasons, the Commission recommends that if any further
legalization of casino gambling is to take place in this country, it
should be restricted b\, the States to rel ti':elv isolated areas where
the impact on surrounding populations can bu minimized. Although the

,Commission realizes that such a principle might not appeal to State
policymakers who wish to stimulate existing resort areas, it nonetheless
believes that the likely social effects of legalized gambling might
outweigh purely economic considerations.

Another factor to be considered is the possible impact of casino
gambling on existing industries--not only on other forms of amusement
and recreation, but ott those forms of gambling which have been legalized
for the purpose of raising State revenues. Would casino gambling reduce
the handle at parimutuel racetracks or the sales of State lottery
tickets? Or would the climate of further legalization stimulate these
activities? Local market conditions play a major part in such developments
and merit careful examination.

Should a State decide to legalize casinos, the Commission believes
that private enterprise is the best vehicle for insuring that they are
effectively maintained. For a State to take on the direct responsibility
for operating and promoting casino gambling would raise substantial pracA
tical difficulties, and aould invite the possibility of direct government
involvement in any gambling-related scandals that might arise.

Because scrupulously controlled private enterprise has proven
successful in Nevada, the Commission commends that basic framework to
any State wishing to legalize casinos. Although serious questions
arise as to whether a State that relies so heavily on a single industry
for its revenue needs is truly capable of regulating that industry
properly, the Nevada control structures have been tested by time and by
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often bitter experience, and the State's Gaming Policy Committee, Gaming
Commission, and Gaming Control Board all operate effectively and commend
themselves as models to other States. The licensing procedure, includ-
ing requirements of background investigation and full disclosure of
ownership interests, are properly strict and thorough, and the statutory
framework has been augmented by a comprehensive scheme of regulations,
which have been continuously modified to adapt to changing circumstances.

In advising other States, however, the Commission now directs its
attention to those areas of casino regulation in Nevada that may be
unique to that State and not feasible elsewhere. Although the regulations
providing for the licensing and control of casinos in Nevada have proven
themselves to be capable of protecting the interest of that State in pro-
moting secure and profitable casino gambling, other States considering
the legalization of casinos might wish to address the issue of player-
protection regulations--an issue which is not covered in Nevada's
regulations. Specifically, Nevada makes no provision for setting odds,
rates-of payouts, minimum and maximum betting limits, hours of casino
operation, and other factors directly relating to the impact of a casino
on the people it is designed to attract. Casino operators in Nevada
feel that the competition that exists between their operations adequately
protects all of these factors. However, in advising all other States,
the Commission believes that if a State is going to permit casino
gambling to be conducted within its borders, for at least the partial
purpose of raising State revenues, it has the responsibility to protect
the interests of those whose gambling it sanctions and promotes, par-
ticularly in light of the Commission's survey data indicating that
casinos foster participation among those who can least afford it.

In the Commonwealth of PLLrto Rico, player protection is embodied
in the enabling casino legislation. The Commission finds many of these
provisions to be commendable; however, it believes that such restrictions
should take the form of regulations rather than statutory provisions.
Regulations having the same force as statutes have the advantage of
being more easily amended should the need for change arise. State
policy in such areas must be kept flexible and adaptable so that State
officials can regulate the impact of casino gambling and respond to
changes in market conditions. These regulations, like the present
regulations in Nevada, would stand within a rigid statutory framework
of control over gambling, such as that provided by Nevada's Gaming
-Control Act.

Accordingly, the Commission recommends that States which choose
to legalize casino gambling should first turn for guidance to the legal
framework established in Nevada. It then recommends that the additional
statutes and regulations now being prepared by the Commission be considered.

In sum, for those States presently considering the legalization of
casino gambling, the following consequences of such action should be
considered:
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" The revenues generated by casinos will not be sufficient
to ease significantly the financial burdens of densely
populated States.

" Gambling among the local population can be expected to
increase, and lower income individuals will participate
to a greater extent than at present.

" There is the possibility--although that is yet to be
determined--that other existing forms of legalized gamb-
ling, such as racetracks and lotteries, will find their
revenues decreased as a result of competition from the
new source.

PARIMUTUEL WAGERING

BACKGROUND

Parimutuel wagering is conducted in one form or another in 32
States wbich contain approximately A0 r, recent of the Nation's poptila-
tion. Most parimutuel wagering takes pldce at horseraces; dogracing
is the second most popular parimutuel event, while such wagering on
jai alai is currently allowed in only four States. The total amount
of money legally wagered on parimutuel racing in 1974 was approximately
$8.9 billion, with the States receiving approximately $659 million of
that amount.

The essence of the parimutuel system of betting is that the
bettors wagcr against one another instead of against a bookmaker.
Prior to the distribution of the betting pool to the winning players,
approximately 15 to 17 percent of the total amount bet on the sporting
event is deducted to cover State taxes and private costs and profits.
In parimutuel wagering, the odds cannot be calculated in advance because
too many betting entries and combinations are involved. The winning
bettor does not discover his exact payoff until the conclusion of the
event. If the bettor is one of only a few winners among many bettors,
the payoff on his wager can be quite high.

Preliminary findings of the National Gambling Commission survey of
American gambling behavior and attitudes indicate that 14 percent of the
adult population--about 20 million people--bet on horseraces at the
track in 1974. Four percent of the adult population--5.8 million
people--bet on the dograces that year. Betting at tracks tended to
increase as income and educational levels increased. As was the case
with all forms of gambling, most respondents attached relatively little
importance to adverse moral or social consequences of betting.
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Judged by outward appearances, the racing industry is economically
sound and its future appears bright. The number of racing dates, betting
handle, per capita bets, and race track attendance are increasing each
year. Jai alai is expanding beyond. Florida to Nevada, Connecticut, and
Rhode Island. But the state of the horseracing industry, despite its
surface appearance, is not nearly so sound as that of dogracing and jai
alai. In recent years horseracing has faced declining daily attendance
rates and increasing State taxation and operating costs. Because of
the increased number of racing dates, some trackowners have found
themselves short of racehorses or in destructive competition with other
tracks.

CONSEQUENCES AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conflicts of Interest. In any sport in which gambling is permitted,
it is important to avoid the appearance as well as the fact of wrongdoing.
Hence, any situations in racing creating the potential for conflicts of
interest should be carefully examined. In the course of structuring
the necessary safeguards for clean racing, rmany activities that regularly
occur without incidence of impropriety will nonetheless have to be
eliminated by the States.

Therefore, the Commission recommends that members and staff of State
racing commissions be absolutely prohibited from holding any financial
interest in racetracks under their regulatory Jurisdiction. This restric-
tion should include financial interests in companies directly doing
business with the tracks. These individuals should not be placed in a
position where they could make decisions favoring their own interests.

In addition. the Commission recommends that members and staffs of
State racing commissions be prohibited from placing Rarimutuel wagers
at tracks within their States, as is now the case in several States.
Nor should racing commissioners allow their horses to be raced in the
State in which they hold office. The Commission believes that the ap-
pearance of a compromise of his independent judgment outweighs the
commissioner's personal interest in seeing his horse run in his home
State.

Betting by racing personnel on their own entries in a race appears
to be a commonplace occurrence in the industry. Present State policies
prevent jockeys from wagering against their own horses, and the Com-
mission concurs with this approach. With few exceptions, State racing
commissions do not restrict wagering by animal trainers. The Commission
feels that no distinction should be drawn between the betting of jockeys
and trainers, since both groups have the ability to influence the
performance of their racing animal directly.

If the idea were not obviously impractical, the Commission would
recommend a prohibition on wagering on any animal by anyone involved
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with racing, in order to avoid the appearance, and perhaps the fact,
of inside information providing some bettors with an undue advantage.
But, at the least. the Commission recommends that key racing officials
--stewards, judges, and racing secretaries--be absolutely prohibited
from betting on any entry.

The practice of horsemen betting on their own horses is as old
as racing itself. Before the advent of organized horseracing, horse-
owners arranged competitions among themselves and bet on the outcome.
The Commission finds no impropriety in betting by horsemen, so long as
the owners refrain from betting on horses in competition with their own.

Disclosure of Economic Interests. Only a few States, Nevada and
Illinois among them, require full disclosure of the hidden economic
interests behind a nominal applicant for a license to run a racing
meeting or gambling event. Past investigations have uncovered the
potential problems that arise when a concessionnaire holds substantial
economic interests that might affect trackowners' decisions. Recently,
the Maryland Racing Commission, in response to a lengthy legislative
inquiry, was unable to discover the true economic interests behind a
Maryland track.

Like the securities .idustry, racing is a business that must deal
carefully and properly with other people's money. The stock exchanges
are federally controlled through the Securities and Exchange Commission,
a major weapon of which is its ability to force financial disclosure
from public corporations. The Government views this authority as
necessary to protect the public interest in the maintenance of a
fiduciary relationship between the public and controllers of cotporations.

At this writing, Congress is considering a bill (H.R. 1048) that
would force disclosure of ownership interests in the racing industry.
The policy considerations of that bill are compatible with the
Commiss ion's viewpoint.

Nevertheless, the Commission feels that the States can accomplish
the same purpose without Federal supervision. To this end, the Com-
mission has developed model State regulations--adapted from elements of
the proposed Federal bill--andating thorough and accurate financial
disclosure among all elements of the racing industry. Those regulations
will appear in an appendix to the final report, to be issued this fall.

Because the Commission believes that hidden ownership in the racing
industry is contrary to the public interest, it recommends that the
States enact legislation requiring full disclosure of all financial
interests in the operation of a racing meeting. If such legislation is
not enacted by the States within two years, the Commission recommends
that Congress enact a Federal disclosure law with these provisions.
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Licensing and Background Information. In addition to requiring
full disclosure of all parties holding financial interests In racing
associations, the States also must determine which individuals connected
with racing should be required to obtain licenses, and the extent to
which those persons should be required to disclose information concerning
their backgrounds.

Given the high interest In protecting the integrity of racing, it
is essential that racing commissions have accurate information concern-
ing the identity of all employees at the track, including the employees
of concessionnalres. Anyone who works at a racetrack is close enough
to the conduct of the sport to merit close scrutiny, and the racing
commissions should possess information concerning any past conduct of
those individuals that was contrary to the best interests of racing.
Employee data should include date and place of birth, fingerprints,
social security number, any outstanding civil judgments, any criminal
convictions against the employee, and the record of involvement in any
administrative proceedings concerning r.cing. The standards for banning
individuals from, the sport could vary ejn.eing upon the sensitivity of
thc position applied for. However, the INASRC should endeavor to promote
consistent standards throughout the States. Such information would then
be available to all racing associations in a State, as well-as to racin&
associations in other States through the NASRIS computer network.

Accordingly, the Commission recommends that the States require all
employees at the track, regardless of job classification, to obtain
licenses and reveal background information pertinent to their close
connection to racing. The cost of obtaining such a license should be
nominal, and the small burden placed upon track employees should be
considered as part of their obligation to preserve the integrity of
racing. The same rule should apply to all others directly involved
with the sport.

State licensing practices are presently time-consuming, costly,
and repetitive to members of the racing industry. Because modern racing
demands much interstate travel by participants, owners, trainers,
jockeys and others are often confronted by duplicative licensing re-
quirements. To alleviate this problem, the Commission recommends that
the States adopt reciprocal licensing practices that would allow racing
participants in good standing in one State to be allowed to race in
other States.

Track Security. Currently, track security at racetracks throughout
the country is primarily the responsibility of the individual tracks or
private trade organizations connected with racing. Evidence from the
Commission's parimutuel hearings indicates that States provide very
little support or control for security at racing meets.

The States derive tax revenue from racing but, with the lone
exception of Illinois, provide no police support for overall security
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and little for crowd and traffic control. Illinois charges the tracks
for its police services. Because private security agencies, while
doing exemplary work, are ultimately funded by the tracks, some question
of their impartiality inevitably arises. While it is true that most
law enforcement agencies do not presently possess the expertise neces-
sary to provide professional levels of track security, this capability
should be developed with experience.

In light of the substantial revenues the States derive from racing,
the Commission recommends that, at no additional cost to the tracks,
the States should develop an expertise in track security to protect,
in conjunction with the TRPB and HTS. the interests of the public and
other affected persons from violations of State security laws. This
should be done by racing commissioners' establishing their own security
divisions.

Clean racing requires an atmosphere in which the tracks are free
from criminal activity, and even from the appearance of criminality.
Tampering with the conduct of a horserace is among the activities that
should be controlled by diligent law enforcement.

On their face, the State statutes appear to be capable of prevent-
ing this type of conduct. The question is whether the agencies responsible
for enforcing these laws are performing effectively, or whether there is
a need for a Federal presence to prevent race tampering. As noted,
States should increase their efforts to curtail such activities. However,
should a greater commitment by the States to racetrack security not be
forthcoming within 2 years, the Commission recommends that Federal law
enforcement agencies be given jurisdiction to act against those who
tamper with race conduct.

Potential security problems are raised by common ownership or
control of racing animals, although that danger has not become a serious
problem in the horseracing field. Some dog owners charge, however, that
dogtracks have begun to enlarge their operations to include the owner-
ship of racing animals. To combat possible abuses, the greyhound racing
industry has instituted safeguards such as self-grading, lockout kennels,
special identification techniques, and the drawing of lots to fill race
cards. Despite these precautions, however, it is impossible, as a
practical matter, to prevent an owner from treating his animals in a
way that would favor one over another in a race, through overexercising
or overfeeding, for example.

Many dogowners believe that ownership of several kennels by a
single trackowner is an increasing problem in their industry. The
Commission is not in a position to judge this claim. The Commission
finds no economic abuse in the ownership of a kennel by a trck; it
objects instead to the legal camouflaging of common ownership or control
of kennels by one legal interest. The Commission believes that such
multiple ownership presents the potential for improperly affecting
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the outcome of animal racing and strongly recommends against the
practice.

Exotic Wagering. The Commission has heard many witnesses testify
on the subject of exotic wagering and most of them were in agreement:
It is a bad practice, but one that is necessary for the economic survival
of the industry. With this type of betting, payoffs to successful bettors
can be extremely lucrative.

Veteran handicappers, who take pride in their knowledge of horses
and racing, generally disdain exotic wagering because expertise becomes
less and less valuable as the odds rise. The casual racing fan is more
likely to be enticed by the high payoffs. But that appeal is not always
limited to honest horseplayers--criminal elements sometimes find that
the long odds justify the risks they run in fixing races. Most of the
recent scandals in racing have centered around exotic wagering. This
may be, however, because of the recent proliferation of exotic wagering
in tracks around the country, rather than because of an inherent corruption
factor in such wagering.

A nationwide ban on exotic wagering might reduce the incidence of
race-fixing by substantially lowering its benefits to the fixers, but
with the average daily track attendance already in decline, any major
inroad into the popularity of racing could endanger the industry.
Furthermore, the Commission has received no evidence to suggest that
race-fixing would not continue even without the presence of occasionally
astronomic odds. For these reasons, the Commission recommends that no
immediate steps be taken by the States to abolish exotic wagering.
Consistent with its stated national policy, the Commission recommends
that State racing commissions review exotic wagering policies and
determine which types of wagering are most advantageous to the State
and the public.

If, after their review, the State racing commissions find a clear
need for decisive policies to deal with the problems of exotic wagering,
and if the States prove unable or unwilling to enact laws and regulations
to meet that need, then Federal control may well be warranted in this
area. In view of the fact that tracks without exotic wagering may be
at a severe disadvantage to tracks that allow it, any Federal legisla-
tion in this area should be designed to insure uniformity among the States.

Types of Racing. At present, all State racing commissions except
New Hampshire have combined jurisdiction over horseracing and dogracing
in States where both are permitted.

The similarities between the two kinds of racing, and the identi-
cal public interest served by the regulation of each of these activities,
suggest that a common'statute can adequately provide for the control of
both, and that a single State racing commission is capable of exercising
jurisdiction over all forms of animal racing. Indeed, the development
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of coherent State racing policies is enhanced by placing authority to
regulate all types of racing in the hands of one agency.

That said, it is necessary to Identify any major differences
between horseracing and dotracing, and to determine whether a single
commission should adopt different policies toward each type of racing.
At the present time, dogracing practices differ from those of horseracing
in two major aspects:

* Greyhound tracks employ a closed booking method in order to
fill racing cards. Unlike the open entry method used in the
horseracing field, this entails supply contracts between
breeders and tracks. As a result, dogtrack owners hold much
greater leverage over dog breeders than do their counterparts
in the horseracing field.

* The ownership of dogtracks is more monopolistic than that of
horsetracks. In two States, Arizona and Florida, this situa-
tion is even more severe. As a result, the tracks' leverage
over the dog industry in these States is great.

BecAuse of these differences, the Commission recommends that State
racing commissions be allowed to deny a license to conduct a racing meet-
ing to an applicant who has already received a license to conduct a race
meeting of the same breed in the same racing season. This recommendation
is discretionary rather than mandatory, so that commissions have the
latitude to distinguish between monopolistic situations that do not
threaten an economic imbalance in the racing industry affected, and
those that do.

The Commission also recommends that no form of racing be statutorily
precluded. However, a racing commission may decide, based on the public
interest in its State, to place restrictions on certain breeds of racing
animals. State racing commissions should be in the 'best position to make
these determinations. But the Commission observes that in order to best
serve the public interest, the State racing commission must employ
rigorous economic analyses in making such decisions.

The Commission also recommends that a single racing commission over-
see all animal racing permitted in a State. That agency should regulate
the breeds as uniformly as possible, but distinguish among them to
reflect significantly disparate industry practices.

Economic Policies. Many, if not most, of the decisions a State
racing commission is called upon to make are economic. The commission
sets policy in the awarding of racing dates, the location of tracks, the
number of races held, types of races held, and payment of purses and
other awards. The commission also enforces the takeout rate decided by
the State legislature. Yet, despite its primary economic function, the
State racing commission often is unaware of the economics of the industry
it regulates.
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Little economic research has been done on the entire area of
racing. Not much is knou'n, for example, of the precise effect of the
rate of increase in racing dates on the quality of horses and the size
of the field. The size and quality of the field probably influence
the handle, but no research has been done to demonstrate the relation-
ship. The effect of mixed racing on the handle has not been investi-
gated. Nor have the States extensively analyzed the profits from
individual parimutuel industries in setting takeout rates. Increasing
takeout has been cited by trackowners as a cause in the decline in daily
attendance, but a complete study of this area has not been made. Perhaps
most significantly, the market for parimutuel wagering on races has yet
to be defined.

The Commission believes that the allocation of racing dates is an
area ripe for reform. Most States created exclusive territorial fran-
chises a generation ago. At the time, these restrictions prevented
destructive competition between the tracks and promoted State revenues.
Today, under different market conditions, the requirement that tracks
be located R certain distance from each other han become an inefficient
criterion for allocating racing dates. Population density, geography,
and local custom provide better market guides.

The Commission recommends that State racing commissions and the
racing industry jointly fund market research programs to develop the
information necessary to establish criteria for the setting'of policies
in such matters as takeout rates, the allocation of racing dates, and the
location of tracks. Such information would enable the commissions and
the State legislatures to choose the best means to promote revenues to
the State and profits to the industry by fulfilling the desires of the
racing public.

The Commission recognizes, in the alternative, that if the States
demonstrate an inability to resolve these economic issues successfully,
congressional action may well be merited because of racing's inherent
interstate aspects as well as the potential national interest in the
financial health of the industry. Congress may limit takeouts, for
example, on either a regional or national level, through the imposition
of Federal ceilings with credit given for contributions to State govern-
ments consistent with existing formulas. In the event that State
measures prove inadequate, the Commission recommends passage of such
Federal legislation.

Animal Medication. Medication standards in racing are a continuing
source of controversy. Initially, there were no controls over many drugs
and other medicines. With the advent of more exact testing methods and
a higher concern for the integrity of racing, progressively more restrictive
standards were imposed, until some jurisdictions pronounced an absolute ban
on medications of any kind, including such a widely used analgesic as
phenylbutazone. The effect of prohibitory medical regulations peaked
with the disqualification of Dancer's Image as the winner of the 1968
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Kentucky Derby upon the discovery of phenylbutazone in the horse's
postrace urine sample. Since that time, some States, Kentucky among
them, have eased their bans on medications and prohibited only stimu-
lants, depressants, narcotics, and local anesthetics. Medicinal com-
pounds, such as analgesics and some ointments which do not impair or
exaggerate the performance of a racing animal, are more often permitted
today.

Controlled medication standards allow a racing animal to run moce
days during the year. With the recent trend toward increasing racing
dates, horseowners find their animals in greater demand to fill out the
proportionately greater number of cards. But even with controlled
medication, the number of short fields in horseracing is increasing.
Economic pressures have driven horseowners to push for permissive
medication rules. Proponents of controlled medication also argue that
horses are not being pushed beyond their natural abilities by the per-
mitted medicines, and that bettors rely on a horse to run true to form.

Disclosure to the public of medication to an entered racing animal
in those States that permit medication is also a subject of debate.
Disclosure'is favored as a consumer protection measure that aids the
bettor in choosing an entry. Disclosure is opposed as a misleading
indicator 6f the animal's ability to run, since many other factors,
not similarly made public, also have an effect on its speed in a race.
Further, disclosure may pressure a trainer to medicate a racing animal
unnecessarily, either in the belief that it will affect its performance
(the betting public believes, often erroneously, the medication will
improve an animal's performance), or to prevent a healthy animal from
being claimed after a claiming race.

Controlled medication is itself criticized. The effects of many
permitted drugs upon racing animals are not fully known. As noted
elsewhere in this report, fundamental research in many areas of racing
has yet to be done.

The Commission recognizes the helpful research done by the American
Association of Equine Practitioners and the Association of Official Racing
Chemists and believes that the standards they have formulated for the racing in-
dustry should and will be adopted. There is, however, a great need for research
into the physical effects of drugs upon racing animals; the States, acting
separately, may never be able to generate the resources necessary for
the AAEP and the AORC to examine these problems fully. The Commission
feels that the racing industry would benefit from the cooperation of
the Food and Drug Administration in developing standards governing
approval of the medication for use in racing animals. The FDA is the
agency of the Federal Government responsible for the safe dispersal of
medications to the public. If it were to set forth the proper
testing procedures before a drug could be allowed to be used in racing
animals, it would greatly aid the determination of the effects of
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medications on the anka.... u-ii a modest commitment by the Federal
Government would promote uniformity of State medication policies without
interfering with the ability of the States to make' a final determination
on this matter.

The Commission recommends that the racing industry, in cooperation,
with such groups as the American Association of Equine Practitioners
and the Association of Official Racing Chemists develop uniform drug
detection and analytical standards governing the medication of racing
animals. The Commission also recommends that the Congress appropriate
funds to the Food and Drug Administration to enable it to expand its
research into nonfood-producing animals.

Jai Alai. Parimutuel wagering is not confined to animal racing.
Jai alai is played legally in Florida, Nevada, and Connecticut. Rhode
Island has legalized parimutuel wagering on matches, although it does
not yet have an operating fronton.

The State of Florida, which has been regulating the sport for more
than 40 years, has found no instances of dishonest practices. This
finding should not be interpreted to mean that opportunities for cor-
ruption do not exist. The Commission believes that many of the same
dangers of corruption found in racing are present in jai alai. These
include the potential bribing of participants in order to affect the
outcome of the games, drugging of the players, and the arranging of
matches that do not truly equalize the skills and abilities of the
players. Because fronton owners handle the public's money, the State
licensing them must not allow criminal elements to gain positions of
ownership or to influence fronton owners through economic leverage.
Thorough and sophisticated financial disclosure laws reduce the like-
lihood of criminal elements gaining control of fronton operations.

Regulators in Florida and Nevada stress the strict security em-
ployed by their States and the integrity of the participants as reasons
for Jai alai's honest image. The Commission believes that both States
are regulating the game adequately. Problems may arise, however, if
there is a rapid expansion of the game among the States.

The major problem--the unfamiliarity of the public and State regu-
lators with the rules of Jai alai and with the players performing in
the frontons--could heighten the potential for dishonest practices
within the sport. Jai alai players have had a long tradition of honesty
in the conduct of their sport. The current pool of players, however, is
rapidly being exhausted by the recent expansion in the number of frontons,
and whether this tradition will remain is unknown. However, the present
system of prize money awards based on-individual performances may help
insure Jai alai's continued reputation as a game honestly played.

The Commission recommends that any State that introduces Jai alai
as a forum for legalized gambling should exercise a high degree of caution
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regarding both the quality of the players and the regulatory procedures
used in overseeing the sport. Florida provides a good regulatory and
policing model for States interested in jai alai.

LOTTERIES

BACKGROUND

State-operated lotteries are conducted in 13 States, reaching from
Maine in the North to Illinois in the West nd Maryland in the South,
with the exceptions of Vermont and Indiana. These States account for
approximately 40 percent of the Nation's population. Raffles are legal
to some extent in 21 States. In the other 29 States they are totally
prohibited, either by a specific statute outlawing raffles or defining
them as illegal lotteries.

State lotteries, although a comparatively recent development In
legal gambling, are the third most widely available form of gambling--
after bingo and parimutuel wagering. Approximately 70,000 unles outlets
make State-conducted lotteries the most accessible form of gambling to
the public in those States.

Since the reintroduction of legal lotteries in 1964, lottery com-
missions have striven to promote lottery games that will appeal to the
demands of the gambling public in their States. Expensive tickets and
lack of action plagued both the original New Hampshire Sweepstakes in
1964 and the New York Lottery in 1967: Revenues for both lotteries
were much lower than had been anticipated by their legislative pro-
ponents. In contrast, the New Jersey 50-cent weekly game, introduced
in 1971, proved enormously successful because of its affordable tickets
and quick results. Lotteries are viewed by their participants as a
passive form of gambling that is free from corruption and generates
substantial revenues for government. To increase participants' involve-
ment, State lotteries frequently market lottery games that feature
faster action and a greater degree of participation by ticket purchasers;
the games have enjoyed significant increases in ticket sales. The
instant lottery game, introduced in Massachusetts in 1974, has proven
to be the most innovative and lucrative game the lotteries have yet
marketed. Gross lottery sales Increased by 45 percent in calendar year
1975 over the previous year, and most of the increase must be attributed
to the phenomenal success of the instant games.

Another innovation in the legal lottery industry designed to pro-
vide purchasers with a greater sense of participation is the daily
numbers game introduced In New Jersey In 1975 and in Rhode Island and
Massachusetts In 1976% State lotteries had demonstrated an ability to
attract great-volumes of money :hrough their limited-action, nonpartici-
patory lottery games, but the introduction of the daily numbers game in
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those three States may also be viewed as the first legal game estab-
lished specifically to combat an ongoing illegal operation.

Since the Introduction of the original New Hampshire Sweepstakes
in 1964, the State lotteries have systematically increased public
awareness and participation in this passive form of legal gambling
through their ability first to identify their market and, second, to
produce and advertise a diverse line of games in order to cater to the
particular desires of different segments of the population within
their States.

The National Gambling Commission's research indicates that almost
one-quarter of the adult population in the United States bought lottery
tickets in 1974. Lotteries have a broader participation rate than any.
other form of commercial gambling, drawing players from all demographic
groups. As with many other forms of gambling, lottery participation
increases as income increases and is highest among whites and suburbanites.
As with bingo, participation is greatest among the middle-aged. Almost
half the residents of lottery States bought lottery tickets in 1974,
spending an average of $25 a year each, according to the preliminary
results of the Commission's national survey of gambling.

CONSEQUENCES AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Federal Government should limit itself to preventing the channels
ef interstate commerce from being used to interfere with State policies
concerning lotteries. If lotteries of any nature--whether State-conducted,
commercial, or played for civic or charitable causes--are authorized
within a given State, there is no rational justification for Federal
denial of the use of mailing or broadcasting facilities to disseminate
materials or information about such a lottery within that State.

If the purchase of lottery tickets is permissible within a sister
State, the Federal Government should not prevent the channels of inter-
state commerce from being used to facilitate the traffic of lottery
materials and information between those States Accordingly, unless a
State has specifically prohibited the sale or possession of certain
lottery materials, the Federal Government should not prevent those
materials from being mailed into that State from States where such ma-
terials are also legal; likewise, the broadcasting of information and
advertising about such a lottery by licensees located within a State
where the sale and possession of such lottery materials are legal should
not be prevented.

At the same time, the Federal Government should stand ready to
assist any State when the facilities of interstate commerce are being
used to-promote interference with that State's lottery policies. If
the sale or possession of certain lottery materials has been prohibited
by a State. the Federal Government should prevent those materials from
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being mailed or transported Into that State from other States, regardless
of the legality of those materials in the State of origin.

Similarly, the broadcasting of information about lotteries by
licensees located within States where such lotteries are illegal should
be forbidden. Before Federal sanctions become operative, however, it
should be necessary for a State to have prohibited or regulated the
sale, possession, or promotion of such lottery materials. The statu-
tory revisions proposed by the Commission in Chapter 2 would effect
these changes in present Federal policy.

The National Gambling Commission's survey data support the conclusion
that the basic weekly lottery, as presently operated by all 13 lottery
States, does not have a harmful impact on society. Almost half the resi-
dents of those States play the game at least occasionally, and the average
amount wagered is less than $25 a year. All segments of society par-
ticipate in lotteries and very little time and emotional involvement are
expended by the players.

Although it appears that access to a State lottery increases par-
ticipation in illegal numbers games, the recent.introduction of legal,
daily numbers games in thre6 of the lottery States may reverse that
trend. At present, however, there are not enough data to determine
whether these legal numbers games will be truly competitive with their
illegal counterparts and whether they will discourage or encourage
participation in the illegal games, although these States do contend
that their games are making inroads into the illegal numbers play.

As a source of revenue to the States, lotteries are relatively
inefficient compared to broad-based forms of taxation. They are also
more regressive than most other forms of gambling, since individuals in
lower income brackets spend proportionally more money on them than do
persons with higher incomes. No State now derives more than 3 percent
of its total revenues from lotteries, and it would be futile for State
policymakers to look to lotteries as a substitute for traditional forms
of taxation. Although a well-managed State lottery can make a modest
contribution to satisfying a State's overall revenue needs, the Com-
mission recommends that in this instance the earmarking of lottery
revenues for specific State programs be avoided because this practice
tends to warp the budgetary process and to deprive State officials of
the flexibility required to meet changing needs.

In general, State lotteries have developed highly successful
systems of Internal security and are capable of protecting the Integrity
of the games from theft, forgery, and related conduct. Where problems
have occurred--moat notably in New York--they have been due to breakdowns
in management, resulting in the failure to supervise adequately the
control mechanisms nece.'sary to insur6 trouble-free operation. The
Commission believes that State lotteries should be governed by statutes
and regulations that provide those responsible for the proper management
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and control of the games with sufficient authority. The lottery agency
should be headed by one individual who is directly responsible to the
Governor. He should have the power to hire and fire employees, to make
contracts, and to promulgate the necessary regulations to insure ef-
ficiency and propriety. The daily administration of State lotteries
must be taken out of the political arena.

If a State is going to operate a lottery, it needs more than
effective management. By directly engaging in the promotion of a
gambling business, a State takes on the responsibility of insuring that
that enterprise is conducted in the best interests of the people.
Indeed, the State as lottery entrepreneur has a special fiduciary re-
sponsibility to its citizens; since the presumption exists that the .
State is acting on behalf of the people, it has an obligation to inform
them of its intention to profit from their participation. Accordingly,
the State must take care to fully inform the public as to the odds and
character of the games being offered, and to avoid any misleading
practices in its advertisements and promotional activities. Although
the basic weekly lottery is a relatively benign form of gambling, the
States should conscientiously disseminate information about the proba-
bilities involved in winning a prize, and should scrupulously limit
their lottery advertisements to those informing the public of the
existence and nature of the games offered, rather than actively en-
couraging them to participate. The various promotional overlay games
should be operated under the same standard. As long as these steps are
taken, the States are capable of operating such lotteries without any
avoidable adverse consequences to the community.

Where the Commission does find a serious potential for abuse in
practices of the State lotteries is in their increasing reliance on the
instant game as both a promotional vehicle and a revenue source.
Because lotteries are basically regressive, and because the odds against
the player's winning a prize are greater than in most other forms of
gambling, any lottery which in fact encourages frequent participation
might prove to be inimical to the general welfare. The nature of par-
ticipation in instant games should be carefully monitored; the lotteries
have acknowledged that these games, when first introduced, fostered
instances of long lines of players repeatedly purchasing tickets. The
Commission's social survey was conducted too early to provide full
data on inEtant games; however, should evidence of excessive partici-
pation arise, the Commission believes that actual State promotion of
such lotteries would sacrifice the beat interests of the public to the
desire to obtain revenue. Since attempts to limit the frequency of
player participation appear to be unenforceable, the Commisaion would
see no alternative to recommending that such games should not be
conducted directly by the States. If a State is unwilling to forego
the revenues from such lotteries, it would be preferable to have them
operated by private entrepreneurs who were as strictly licensed and
controlled as are the casino operators in Nevada. Thert, at least, the
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participants would be fully aware that the games were designed only to
make money, with the States imposing taxes and licensing fees to generate
revenues.

If State-conducted lotteries are properly set up and managed, and
if their promotional and marketing techniques are strictly controlled,
they can be an effective means of raising modest revenues for government
purposes without adverse consequences to the public. To implement these
policies, the Commission will recommend adoption of a model statute by
States which choose to operate lotteries. This enabling act will be
contained in the Commission's final report.

BINGO

BACKGROUND

The National Gambling Commission's original research--especially
the tentative conclusions of its survey of gambling in America--has un-
covered two facets of bingo playing that may contradict earlier per-
ceptions of the game: Bingo is big business--nearly $2 billion annually
-- and it is played extensively throughout the United States whether it
is legal or not. These findings will enable the States to evaluate
their policies toward bingo and perhaps to change them.

Although bingo is now legal in 34 States, regulation of it varies
widely: Only Nevada and Maryland allow straight commercial bingo; in
most other States, bingo may be played only for charitable purposes.
Almost all of the 34 States require bingo licenses, but few have
license control boards--licenses are merely filed with a State or local
government office and are available, usually for a nominal fee, to
anyone with an ostensibly charitable purpose. Most bingo operations
keep few or sketchy records; often the bingo statutes themselves do not
require a strict accounting of income. Many times the charities these
games are conducted to support receive only a small fraction of the
money taken in. Often, charity bingo sponsors hire commercial bingo
operators to run the bingo session. Although these commercial opera-
tions ostensibly run only charity games, they in effect amount to
private businesses operating full-time and for profit.

Bingo holds a unique position among the various forms of gambling:
Many people do not consider it true gambling at all. Because bingo
sessions are usually run or sponsored by charitable organizations--
churches, synagogues, service clubs, and the like--people tend to
attribute to it a respectability they would not accord, say, numbers
playing. Bingo operations--lawful or not--function so openly and are
so numerous that many players never question their legality. And some
would argue that the amount of money an average player spends on an
evening of bingo--less than $6.00--is too small to be considered
"gambling;" rather, they see it as an "entertainment" fee.
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Despite bingo's popularity as a charity fundraiser and its repu-
tation as a harmless pastime, it has been the object of abuse by a
number of sources: Illegal parlors resort to tricks to circumvent
the law or openly defy it. Racketeers are thought to control bingo
games--legal and illegal--in a number of urban areas. Scams that
defraud the government, the players, and the charities are practiced
by both organized criminal groups and shady independent operators.
Some bingo players have devised elaborate cheating schemes.

Law enforcement generally ignores illegal or dishonest bingo
games: The few police efforts to crack down on these games are often
resisted by the public, who want to play and see no harm in it; and
most municipal or State budgets have few funds to spare for investi-
gations. Many policemen believe that illegal bingo is a "victimless"
crime, too insignificant to merit intensive enforcement.

CONSEQUENCES

In formulating bingo policy, the States must examine what their
goals are, whether the benefits of effective regulation are worth the
cost, and whether stronger regulation serves the public interest.

If the goal of increased regulation is to control illegal or
dishonest bingo, States should realize that the effort requires con-
siderable increases in money and manpower, as well as the active
support of the community and its law enforcement personnel.

If revenues are the goal of bingo regulation, the States must be
aware of how much money the games can be expected to generate. As with
other forms of legalized gambling, there is a point at which operating
costs and taxation decrease the payoff to the public to such an extent
that the public turns to illegal games where the payoffs are higher.

The Commission feels that the States should be aware of these
issues as they develop their policies toward bingo. To that end, the
Commission has drafted a model regulation designed to insure a realistic,
practical, and orderly approach to bingo for those States wishing one.

RECOtgIENDATIONS

The Commission perceives little difference between "charitable
bingo" and commercial bingo. Charitable bingo as it exists in most
States is charitable only in that it is sponsored by statutorily sanc-
tioned organizations such as churches and service clubs. It is operated,
however, like a coramercial operation: It offers large cash prizes; it
promotes elaborate games designed to induce participants to buy more--
and often more expensive--bingo cards to increase their chances of
winning; and, most important, it is open to everyone, not just to
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members of the sponsoring organization. Many charitable bingo occasions
are run by commercial bingo operations, not by the members of the
sponsoring organization. The Commission's survey has found that people
play charitable bingo for the same reasons they might participate in
commercial bingo: Bingo provides entertainment and a chance to make
money. The charitable aspects of the game are relatively unimportant.
For these reasons, the Commission recommends that, for regulatory
purposes, no distinction be made between charitable and commercial bingo.

As stated earlier, bingo is a billion-dollar industry played by
millions of people in every area of the country, whether it is legal or
illegal. Bingo is also the most loosely regulated--or unregulated--form
of gambling in America and as such is the object of numerous abuses
which h affect law enforcement, government revenues, and the players
themselves. In addition, bingo is a highly regressive form of gambling,
making it imperative that the State or local governing body take steps
to control the game. Because of bingoSs pervasiveness and the income
it generates, the Commission recommends that those States allowing bingo
adopt and actively implement regulations to insure that the games are
honestly run.

Althntigh It may be possible for a State to obtain certain revenues
from legal bingo while actively enforc.r.g L1.e law concerning it, the
Commission believes that where a choice must be made, a State should
concentrate its resources on the law enforcement aspects of bingo
regulation. A minimal State tax on all bingo games could pay for the
enforcement of bingo regulation. Whether a higher tax, which'would
provide revenue in addition to law enforcement, would still enable the
game to attract players despite the necessarily lower payout rate is
unknown. Unscrupulous practices such as skimming, as well as the
suspected involvement of organized crime groups in some bingo opera-
tions, also support the contention that tax revenues from bingo should
be concentrated on police efforts. The office of the State Attorney
General should be responsible for enforcing the regulations.

Bingo's reputation as a harmless form of fundraising is not
entirely deserved: Too often the charities these bingo operations
support receive only a minute portion of the handle from the games,
and players who fee] they are victims of unfair or fixed games have
no redress. Therefore, the Commission recommends, that the safeguards
contained in the model legislation designed to protect the players
and, wh,. re applic.able, the charities, be included in all State bingo
regulations. The Commission further recommends that each bingo
organi.ntlon he required to obtain from the State a bone that could
satisfy all adjudicated clzima against it.
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OFF-TRACK BETTING

When New York State legalized the country's first off-track pari-
mutuel wagering system in 1970, it legitimized a well established but
generally disreputable profession. After only 5 years of operation, OTB
in New York State is expected to generate a handle of about $1 billion
in 1976, which translates into many millions of dollars for governments
and racing. OTB in New York has created 3,000 new jobs, 2,700 of them
in New York City alone. Apart from its considerable impact on the
economy, OTB has affected the betting habits of people who have access
to it. In attempting to entice customers away from the illegal books,
it also attracts people who previously had manifested no interest in
either racing or commercial gambling. Finally, OTB has introduced a
great deal of contro',ersy. OTB has many opponents both within and
outside racing--those who question the fairness of the current system's
distribution of revenue, its ability to compete with illegal wagering
operations, its effect on the racing industry, and, perhaps most
important, the propriety of government as the operator of a gambling
enterprise. On the other side are those who view OTB as a positive
economic force, one capable of benefiting the governments that operate
or regulate it, the racing industry, and the wagering public.

STRUCTURE OF OTB

In 1973, amendments to the OTB legislation established the mechanism
for the creation of seven regional off-track betting corporations in
addition to the New York City operation. Under this enactment, a minimum
of three counties within each region (except the Nassau and Suffolk
regions) representing at least 30 percent of the population of the
region had to agree to the formation of a public benefit corporation
before the end of 1974 or lose their right to enter into the OTB busi-
ness. Once plans have been drawn up for the formation of a regional
OTB corporation, individual cities or counties with populations in
excess of 150,000 are eligible to join the corporation.

The second OTB public benefit corporation opened in Schenectady
in 1972. This later became part of the Capital Regional Off-Track
Betting Corporation. Four other OTB corporations are currently in
operation: Western Regional, Nassau Downs, Suffolk Regional, and
Catskill Regional. In May 1976, Connecticut became the second State
to conduct off-track parimutuel wagering.

The public benefit corporations that operate OTB in New York State
are quasi-governmental agencies that operate like private enterprise
with respect to business, management, marketing, and advertising proce-
dures. The corporationsI purchasing and personnel policies follow
government practice, and policy decisions are made jointly with county
and city governments.
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The business of off-track betting is conducted at branch offices,
or betting parlors. These facilities are austere in appearance and
contain no seating in the public area in order to discourage loitering.
The sale and consumption of food and beverages are prohibited.

-Advertising is an important facet of OTB operations. New York City
OTB currently spends about $1 millioh a year to market its product.
OTB officials state that the purpose of their advertising campaigns
is not to induce people to gamble but to educate the public about how
OTB operates and to lure customers away from illegal bookmakers.
Officials believe that many people are reluctant to use OTB instead
of their bookmakers because they do not understand how OTB works. A
third aim of OTB advertising is to remove the "moral taint" from this
type of wagering. Ads following this theme feature prominent persons
who say they use OTB. OTB ads appear on television and radio, in
newspapers and magazines, and on subways and buses.

OTB REVENUE

The New York OTB statute provides that 83 percent of the OTB handle
(less breakage) be returned to winning bettors on straight bets (win,
place, show, and all two-horse selectlcns) and that 75 percent be
returned on exotic wagers. After OTB expenses are deducted, the re-
maining portion of the takeout is divided among the tracks (which by
statute must pay half their share to horsemen in the form of purses),
and the government(s) conducting OTB. New York State collects revenue
from OTB through a tax on the gross handle. In New York City, about
7.8 percent of the handle currently is devoted to expenses; 11.6
percent is distributed to State and local governments, and 3.9 per-
cent is paid to the tracks. New York tracks receive a higher percent-
age of the on-track handle than they receive from the OTB handle.

In 1974, the New York City OTB handle was $786,711,624, but in 1975
the handle decreased to $773,550,528. Many observers attribute the de-
crease to the imposition of a surcharge on OTB winnings. The effect of
the surcharge was to increase the OTB takeout on winning straight bets
from 17 to 22 percent, and on exotic wagers from 25 to 30 percent.
Surcharge revenue is divided between the municipality conducting OTB
and the municipalities in which OTB-used tracks are located. Testimony
before the National Gambling Commission revealed that some bettors
strongly oppose the surcharge and have ceased to bet with OTB as a
result. Proponents of the surcharge had predicted that people who had
stopped betting with OTH as a result of the surcharge would begin
betting at the track instead. But there is no evidence that this has
occurred; the decreased OTB handle has not been accompanied by corre-
sponding increases in track handles. About two-thirds of the 1974 07B
bettors were aware that the surcharge existed and said they would use
OTB more if the surcharge were repealed. Exactly how much of the 1975
decrease in OTB handle can be attributed to the surcharge cannot be
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determined conclusively on the,bacis of data currently available. In
any event, the surcharge on New Yark City OTB alone produced an addi-
tional $32 million for governments in 1975.

INTERSTATE OTB

The New York OTB statute contains a provision enabling OTB offices

in New York to take Lets on out-of-State races under certain conditions.
In accordance with these provisions, New York OTB has accepted wagers
on races run in Maryland, Florida, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, and
-I-"are. The law contains provisions for the compensation of New

YVOrC Lracks when OTB accepts wagers on out-of-State races. OTB also

enters into contracts to compensate the out-of-State tracks supplying
the races.

Interstate off-track wagering has become the most controversial
aspect of OTB. Many owners of small- and medium-sized race tracks fear

that OTB parlors would put thrr. c=: cf lusirtss by offering race track
patrons the opportunity to bet on 1-i-,er qu.ility races run elsewhere.
They predict that racing would disappear from all but a few of the
Nation's largest and wealthiest tracks. As more tracks closed, they'
say, many horse owners and breeders would be forced out of business
as well, and thousands of workers--trainers, farm and backstretch
personnel, suppliers of goods and services--would lose their jobs.

Because some tracks are willing to deal with out-of-State OTB
operations and because no satisfactory mechanism exists to prevent
the "pirating" of prominent races by OTB without the tracks' consent,
many of those within the racing industry believe that the only effec-
tive weapon against interstate off-track betting is a Federal law
banning the practice entirely.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Commission's final report will contain a suggested model for
the control and operation of off-track betting for those States that
choose to legalize this form of gambling. This model will provide
suggested formulas for the allocation of revenues between tLe tracks,
horsemen, and all levels of government. Basically, the Commission will
recommend that the States exercise greater restraint in deriving
revenue from this source than has been evidenced in New York. (The
Commission refers to the recent addition of a surtax by New York City
on off-track betting, which has had the effect of reducing the overall
wagering handle.) The Commission believes that all levels of govern-
ment should cooperate with the racing industry in the maintenance of
off-track betting and should strive to keep the takeout rate as low
as possible, consistent with reasonable revenue objectives.

72-553 0 - 87 - 25
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In general, the Commission considers the public benefit corporation,
as used i.n New York, to be an appropriate means of operating off-track
betting. However, it believes that a public benefit corporation engaged
in the promotion of a gambling ftfrprise has a special responsibility
to the public and should not be governed exclusively by the profit
motive. Specifically, it believes that advertising that directly
encourages citizens to participate in off-track wagering has no place
in a quasi-public agency. The exccssive promotion of OTB in New York
City is expressly disapproved by the Commission.

The interstate aspects of off-track betting present a different
question. If one State wished to derive revenues from the placing of
wagers on races run in another Stete, despite the wishes of that State,
should the Federal Government step in to prevent such a practice?

Given the Commission's national policy, before Federal legislation
in this area is enacted it should be shown that (1) only Federal legis-
lation will protect the interests of a State, and (2) there is a signif-
icant national interest involved. In this context, the Congress should
resist unsupported assumptions and premature conclusions, and should
carefully weigh this Commission's findings before rendering final
judgment.

If Congress finds that there is a substantial national interest in
protecting racing from the likely consequences of wide-open interstate.
off-track betting, and that nothing short of Federal legislation will
prevent interstate off-track betting, the question then becomes one of
determining what form the Federal legislation should take. Certainly,
a blanket prohibition of interstate off-track betting would put a stop
to the practice. However, given its national policy of Federal
restraint, the Commission believes that it would be more appropriate
to seek less drastic means. If Federal legislation is deemed necessary,
there would be merit in providing an exemption for interstate off-track
betting that is agreed upon by the States involved. If States are able
to reach agreement on contractual terms of compensation and services,
then the Federal Government would serve no interest in preventing such
activity. Accordingly, the Commission recommends that the States
should be able to consent to their exemption from the reach of any
Federal prohibitory legislation. This would be more consistent with
the Commission's national policy than a blanket prohibition, inasmuch
as it would enable the States to reach agreements on this type of
activity while protecting the interests of those States which choose
to prevent off-track betting entirely.
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APPENDIX

Below is a list of staff and consultant papers prepared for the
Commission on the Review of the National Policy Toward Gambling and a
list of transcripts of hearings held by the Commission. -These papers
and transcripts are available, in papercopy and microfiche, from the
National Technical Information Service, U.S. Department of Commerce,
Springfield, Va. 22151. When ordering, pleas( refer to the Source
Code GAMBC and, where available, the NTIS Accession Number.

PAPERS

Title and AuLhor Accession No. Prices

"Moral Views on Gambling Promulgated
by Major American Religious Bodies," Papercopy: $4.75
by Raymond C. Bell PB243817 Microfiche: $2.25

"Gambling-Related Corruption," by PC: $3.75
Carol Duncan PB243818 NF: $2.25

"Gambling Enforcemcent and Police PC: $3. 5
Corruption," by Jonathan Rubenstein P'2436i9 MF: $2.25

"Gambling in Perspective: A Review
of the Written History of Gambling
and an Assessment of its Effect on
Modern American Society," by Fact PC: $5.25
Research Inc. PB243820 MF: $2.25

"Social Aspects of Gambling," PC: $4.25
by Kathleen Joyce PB241821 F: $2.25

"Gambling--The Issues and Policy
Decisions Involved in the Trend
Toward Legalization--A Statement
of the Current Anachronism of
Benign Prohibition," by Patricia PC: $3.50
Helsing PB247427 HF: $2.25

"Analysis of A Project on Gambling
Activity in England and Wales," by PC: $4.00
David M. Downes PB247440 HF: $2.25

"The Development of the Law of
Gambling: Federal," by Robert G. PC: $4.50
Blakey PB248041 MF: $2.25
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TRANSCRIPTS

Subject and Date

Lotteries

Justice and IRS

FBI, FCC, and
Postal

Lotteries, Dog-
fighting

Lottery Opposition
(Legalization of
Gambling)

Gambling and Lot-
teries (Legaliza-
tion of Gambling)

Gambling, Law
Enforcement and
Organized Crime

Off-Track Betting

sports Betting

Parimutuel Horse-
racing

Philadelphia, Pa.
(Law Enforcement)

Detroit, Mich.
(Law Enforcement)

Nevada (Casino
Gambling)

Chicago, Ill.
(Law Enforcement)

April 3, 1974

May 15, 1974

June 26, 1 974

November 19-20,
1974

December 4, 1974

December 5, 1974

March 9-11, 1975

May 6-7, 1975

February 19-20,

1975

March 4 5, 1975

May 28-29, 1975

June 24-26, 1975

Accession No.

PL253621

PB253610

P 25 36, 3

F :GY 7

rB2536"99

PB253644

PB253696

Pb253698

August 18-22, 1975 PB253674

September 23-24,
1975 PB253672

Prices

PC: $8.00
fF: $2.25

PC: $6.75
MF: $2.25

PC: $6.75
: $2.25

PC: $11.00
MF: $2.25

PC: $9.75
MF: $2.25

PC: $10.75
MF: $2.25

PC: $16.25
MF: $2.25

PC: $16.25
MF: $2.25

PC: $23.75
MF: $2.25

PC: $18.75
MF: $2.25
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Subject and Date

Miami, Fla. (Law
Enforcement, Pari-
mutuel Wagering,
Casinos)

Accession No. Prices

November 24-25,
1975

Boston, Mass
.(Law Enforcement, April
Organized Crime) 1975

Cleveland, Ohio Januar
(Law Enforcement) 1976

o ut O1NLlPN,0fC 7up-s

9-1] ,

y 16,

PB253620

PB253695

PC: $10.75
HF: $2.25

PC: $16.25
HF: $2.25
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PART I

A STATISTICAL REPORT OF THE NUMBER OF DAYS OF OPERATION, ATTEN-
DANCE, PARI-MUTUELS HANDLED, REVENUES GENERATED, AVERAGES AND
PER CAPITA WAGERING AT ALL COMMERCIAL TRACKS AND FRONTONS IN
THE UNITED STATES FOR THE YEAR 1981, AND TRENDS OF EACH SINCE 1978.
AVAILABLE FIGURES FROM FAIR MEETINGS ARE ALSO INCLUDED.

The information for the folloviing statisiics has been oh-
tained from the Racing or Gaming Commissions of each
state, oi from the tracks or fronlons themselves.

These are the latest figures available. However, it must
be noted that some states use calendar years for their re-
ports, shile others are on a fiscal basis. There are even a
few cases %here figures have been used from tracks which
have completed their schedule for 1982. For all practical
purposes, we are designating these latest figures 1981, and
the percentages of increase or decrease throughout the re-
port are in comparison to 1978 figures obtained in exactly
the same way and handled in the same manner. The 1978
figures, in their entirety, can be found in chapters #7 and
*8 of the book, "Wanta Bet?", which we published in
Morch of this year.

Statistics from other sources might vary in small degrees
from this report, so it might be well to explain the
guidelines that we have used.

1. States reporting figures from fiscal dates are handled
in exactly the same way as those using calendar
dates.

2. Where tracks or fronlons conduct more than onie
program per day, i.e. afternoon and night sessions,
each is considered a separate performance for statisti.
cal, daily averages, and per capita purposes.

3. Figures for horse tracks holding mixed meetings have

been broken down as accurately as possible by uring
the percentage of the number of races held for each
category and designating a certain number of racing
days to each during this same period. We are also
using the same method to determine the attendance
for each sport.

4. Where actual allendance figures were not furnished
or were not available, estimates were obtained from
the tracks themselves whenever possible In the rare
cases where these were not given, we have used es-
limates from previous years as a guideline.

5. Increases or decreases in percentages have been fig-
ured on a daily average basis rather than volume. It is
our viewpoint that this method will give a better pic-
ture of the trends when treated in this manner.

6. Figures from State or County Fairs were not used
when arriving at daily averages and per capita wager-
ing at state and national levels, but were used to ar.
rive at total revenue generated from these sources.

7. Observations and opinions as to why certain tracks,
states, or sections of the country have shown gains or
losses in different parts of their operations are our
own, and based on our past experience in the pari-
mutuels industry, and upos the amount of informa-
tion we were furnished from different areas.
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NATIONAL TOTALS FOR PARI-MUTUELS WAGERING IN THE UNITED STATES 1961
NUMBER Of TOTAL TOTAL PARt- TOTAL REVNUE DAILY PER

SPORT NO. STATES PERFORMANCES ATENDANCE MUTUELS HANDLE TO STATE AVERAGE CAPITAL

Thovoushbred (24) 6305 4799,784 6.653.982,283 344,724,&29.28 1.055,350 13864
Quarlerhorei (113) 758 2,958,476 345,21,842 12,279.239.40 455.506 11613
Harness Racing 114) %4 23,325,43S 2,798,419,821 11.148.177.69 499.165 11997
Greyhounds 1141 5916 2405M 21.2S,528 2,152,646,523 1S2,988.463 88 258700 101 27
fat Atai (41 2062 839M 7.871,246 606,580,143 411,312.97.5) 209.093 7706
OTS 12) 1,681,340,713 158.6 0,0S2 00
Fairs tOocumented) 211,093.274 9.808.843 41

Miscellaneous Revenue 24,386.,04.5 3
National Totals 2U645 3244M 103,401,469 14.449,356,601 879.325,007,72 "52S.619 112144

AA Denotes Malinees
*Dj,ly averages and per capita WJ vigini; excludes OT and Fans.

V.hen sld'ichg the increases and decrees of 19.91
pari-mutuels statistics nationally, in companion vv-th
1978's figures, probably the most important factor to re-
member is that even though there were 259 more perfor-
mances overall, there was an increase of 798 matinees in
dog racing and jai alai. Actually there were 539 less dais
when racing and jai alai were presented. At most locations,
,, here matinee and night sessions are held, matinees do not
draw as well in either attendance or handle.

So while (he average performance in 1981 drew 83 leus
customers than in 1978, attendance, actually, a little better
than held its own, all facts considered. But holding its own
may not be enough.

The volume of wagering at all tracks and OTB locations
increased during this 3 year period by one billion, 808
million dollars, at, average of $52,141 per performance.
Three factors probably account for most of this increase.
First: Inflation-which is reflected in a $14.21 per capital
gain, or 13.25%; the fact that many of the larger tracks
raced more days in 1981 than in 1978 (the reduction in
actual days was, (or the musl part, at smaller installations;
and third, the updated and more sophisticated totalisator

,c .pment, resulting in the cash-sell system :rGw in use it
rroul ma;or tracks, along with an increase in :e minirr,,n
wager permitted to $3 00 and even $5.00 in some pools
from the traditional $2.00 minimum) at many tracks and
ji alai frontuns.

The total revenue of $879,328,007.72 was 130 millic
300 thousand more than in 1978. Helpful, but n. I
spectacular when you consider the increased need f..-
more revenue during !his inflationary period

In reading the 1981 reports from Racin,4 and Gami,-4
Commissions throughout the country, it is apparent th :1
many of these go%,erning oodles are trying harder than c., :r
before to find solutions to the old problem of declining
attendance and the need for better security measures. So-
lutions to these problems are an absolute must in order to
present a beltef image of racing and jai alai, and to give
more confidence in their operations to the betting public.
They are also giving much more attention to the new prob-
lems, especially ways to combat the effects of inflation, the
sluggish economic situation, and the need for added reve-
nue in almost all areas of the country as applies to par-
mutuels operations.
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RECAP OF PARI-MUTUEL$ WAGERING ON THOROUGHBRE'5 (1981)
TRCKS NUMBER OF TOTAL TOTAL PARI. TOTAL REVENUE DAILY PIER
STATES NO TRACkS RACING DAYS ATENDANCE MUTUELSIIANDII T0 STATE AVERAGE CAPITA

84.945,0'0' 1
159.195,877

1,498,472,727
38397,193
44.127, 17

372,31M.79%
6,913,210

536,604.535
236,9M6,464
444,410,080
309.480.309
210.S06.7!A.
151.766,067

7.693.163
151,369,296
408.228.220

744390, 77
96431,803.9A
221.161,724
41,667.105

337.690,707
2,352,526

193,572,955
148,144,037

6,653,982.283

3.709.813 92 4%2.112 1"049
9,697,598 2 2,842.784 122 76

9.786,603.00 3.329.939 174.87
1.52.89" 75 358.855 104.12

7Y9.94 10 7()0.437 12308
9.821.%36 98 1.082.273 160.76

252,401.20 141.086 54.12
37,6S7,557.00 1.060,483 134 80
11,246.A97.00 508,828 109.98
.0,493.348 1S 922,013 149.86
12.585.626.37 1.008,079 12994
10,793.293 08 927,343 133.07

9.612,942 00 774,317 142.27
76,931.63 122,114 NA.

9.313.229.45 785.146 110.85
7.850.740 50 1,427.371 138S1
1,279,749 54 397,812 998

44.230,410 27 2,(0(.095 14951
15.6 6.462 02 576.463 12647
1.409,724,34 434,032 9026

19.825.198 10 628.847 113.52
75,755.46 117,626 74.30

9.436.783.30 733,231 117.57
7,648,S74 0(i 296,281 1009

344,724.62928 1.055.350 138 64

Thoroughbreds raced 157 days less in 1981 than in
1978, bui the handle v, as up in volume by 939 million,
a,.erage ,'agerlng per performance inrea ,ed by 170,%-61,
or 19.33%. Per capita wagering %% a up $17.19 or 14.15%
and attendance up 330 per day for an increase of 4.53%.
Revenues collected were up only 13 million, or 3.9%.

At first glance, it would appear that the industry is very
healthy bui when you look more closely, this is not neces-
sarily true. A 4.53% increase in attendance is not good over
a 3 year period, especially when you know that many of the
;arger tracks raced more days, which would also account
(or much of the increase in handle. Inflation accounts for a
large portion of the per capita increase, which also reflects

the increase in volume and daily average handles.
What is most encouraging is that the decisions of many

states to take less in revenue and give the track ks more of the
commission seems to be working. This is obvious by the
slight increase in revenue to the slates and is doing much to
keep the thoroughbred tracks afloat, during a very difficult
economic period.

Figures on this report will vary with most others, since we
attempted to approximate the number of days raced, the
percentage in attendance and the proportionate money bet
when mixed meetings with quarter horses were held. We
feel we are very close and the slight differences will have
very little bearing on the overall statistics.

AVERAGE HANDLE PER PERFORMANCE BY STATE

California IS tracks) ...................... $3,329,939
Arkansas (I track) ........................
New York (4 tracks) ......................
New Jersey (3 tracks) .....................
Florida (5 tracks) .........................
Illinois (S tracks) .......................
Maryland 15 tracks .......................
Massachusetts (1 track) ...................
Louisiana (5 tracks) .......................
Kentucky (4 tracks) .......................
Nebraska (5 tracks) .......................
M ichigan 12 tracks) .......................

2,842,784
2,008,093
1,427,371
1,082,273
1,060,483
1,008,079

927,343
922,013
808,828
785,148
774,317

Washington (3 tracks) ..................... S
Delaware IT track) ...................
Pennsylvania (4 tracks) ....................
O hio (3 tracks) ..........................
Arizona (5 tracks) ........................
Oregon (2 tracks) ........................
New Mexico (5 tracks) ...................
Colorado (2 tracks) ............... .......
W est Virg'nia (2 tracks) ...................
Idaho (2 tracks) ..........................
Montana (2 tracks) .......................
South Dakota (1 track) ....................

A,,nna

C.Ahormna
C'toeado

Florida
Idaho
Il1nois
Kentucky
Louisina
Maryland

Michigan
Mont'm
Nebraska
N e., te 'ncs.

Ne,, N(ot.

('on0,egnn
tenns l.a, .
South Dakoa
"a,.hn gon
% o' Virgn,.

Total.,

187
56

450
0n7
1

144
49

506

291
482
307
227
I 96
63

231
280-
187
470
384
9

537
20

264
5oo

6305

541.30
1.296,735
BS(.,721

368.770
3%9.505

2,315s855
127,715

3.980.797
2.154.706
2.965.366
2,381,544
1,581,876
1,066,686

N.A.
1,636.106
2,947,12Z

744,778
6.3 12,644
1.750,240

4( I.r13
2.974,553

31,660
1.646.423
1.480.058

47,993.784

2

4

3
s
4
3

2

2

7

733,231
700,437
628,847
576,463
452,112
434,032
397,812
358,855
296.288
141,086
122,114
117,626
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PER CAPITA BETTING BY STATE

California (S tracks) .5....................... $174.87
Florida (5 tracks) ............................ 160.76
Louisiana (S tracks) ......................... 149.86
New York (4 tracks) ........................ 149.51
Michilan (2 tracks) .......................... 142.27
New Jersey (3 tracks) ........................ 138.51
Ilincls (5 tracks) ............................ 134.80
Massachusetts (I track) ...................... 133.07
Maryland (S tracks) ......................... 129.94
Ohio (3 tracks) ............................. 126.47
Delaware (I track) .......................... 123.08
Arkansas (0 track) ........................... 122.76

W ashington (3 tracks) ....................... 5117.57
Pennsylvania (4 tracks) . .................. .113.52
Nebraska (S tracks) .......................... 110.85
Kentucky (4 tracks) .......................... 109.98
Colorado (2 tracks) .......................... 104.12
Arizona (5 tracks) ........................... 100.49
West Virginia (2 tracks) ...................... 100.09
New Mexico S tracks) ...................... 99.88
Oregon (2 tracks) ............ .............. 90.26
South Dakota 01 track) ....................... 74.30
Idaho (2 tracks) .......................... 54.12
M ontana (2 tracks) ............................ N/A

AVERAGE HANDLE PER PERFORMANCE (TOP 10 TRACKS)

Santa Anita (California) ................... $4,856,273
Hollywood Park (California) ............... 4,803,632
Belmont Park (New York) ................. 3,071,373
Delmar (California) ....................... 3,037,578
Oaktawn Park (Arkansas) .................. 2,842.784
Saratoga (New York) ...................... 2,812,197

PER CAPITA BETTING (TOP 10 TRACKS)

Bay Meadows (California) .................... 5187.64
Hollywood Park (California) .................. 18601
Gulfstream (Florida) ......................... 179.63
Golden Gates (California) .................... 178.33
Aqueduct (New York) ....................... 176.14
Hialeah (Florida) ............................ 175.79
Fairgrounds (Louisiana) ...................... 169.43
Santa Anita (California) ...................... 166.97
Tropical Park (Florida) ....................... 165 71
Louisiana Downs (Louisiana) ................. 158.02

Aqueduct (New York) ..................... $2,768,338
Gulfstream (Florida) ..................... 2,070,634
New Jersey Sports & Exposition

Authority (NJ.) ........................ 1,907,273
Golden Gates (California) ................. 1,766,330

TOP 10 TRACKS-VOLUME 19.1 '

Track

Santa Anita (California)
Aqueduct (New York)
Hollywood Park (California)
Belmont Park (New York)
Suffolk Downs

(Massachusetts)
Keystone (Pennsylvania)
N. I. Sports & Exposioh"

Authority (N.J.)
Arlington Park (Illinois)
Golden Gates (California)
Louisiana Downs

(Louisiana)

Performances Volume

118
171

97
114

227
211

101
120
105

$ 573,040,251
473,385,855
4'65.9S2,326
3.50,136,467

210,506,754
- 199.391,357

192,634,526
192,385,631
185,464,662

105 178,160,747
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RECAP OF PARI-MUTUELS WAGERING ON QUARTER HORSES IN (1981)
TRsCKS NUMBER Of TOTAL TOTAL PARt- TOTAL REVENUE DAILY PER
STAE5 4131 NU IRACkS FACING DAYS ATtENDANCE MUtU(IS HANDLE 70 S1TAli AVERkAE CAPITAL

3 40 82,093 5.583,24U 125,858 15 116,17 iC1
Co',a 2 241 1,659.469 229,902,905 9,256,.216 00 957,929 13654
CoI.oado 2 48 120,597 11.728.087 ,455.82201 244.335 97.25
FIo,,.a I So' 124.155 I0.171,137 66.877.83 203.423 81.90
klako 2 20 55.2bi1 1.912.417 92,155 52 95.b2 34.60
Louisiana I 90 240.707 30.219.918 8L24,640 00 335,777 125.54
mi1hig-. 1 41 13,164 689,414 39,45803 16.815 52.37
Nfoaska 3 43 45.885 1.679,579 8,947.510 39,06W 36.60
Nen Mriko 5 114 430.413 42.764,479 938.09501 375,127 9935
Ohs, t 23 37,176 2'981,78 107.662.72 129,643 81.20
Oregon 2 22 105.419 6,014,280 339,831.12 273,376 57.05
South Dakota 1 3 4.744 335,357 10,763 32 111.786 70.6
Wyoming 2 16 36,356 1,291,221 12,912 00 80,701 35.51

Totals 24 758 2.955.476 345.273,842 12,279,239 40 45S,506 51683

The quarter horse trends are the hardest of all categories
to determine. A large percentage of quarter horse races at
par-mutuels tracks are at mixed meetings with
thoroughbreds. While we have tried very hard so approki.
male the number of patrons in attendance at these mixed
meelings because of the quarter horses, slight errors in
judgement wilt change the percentages to quite a degree.
This is true because the overall volurie nationally is small
when compared to thoroughbreds and standardbreds. The
number of racing days were calculated by the number of

quarter horse races held during these meets.
It appears that this sport is quite in line with she others.

Handle and per capita are on the rise but atiendnce is not
keeping pace at the same rate. It seems a sport is accepted
or rejected to a greater degree by the geographical location
of a track, more than the others. The West and Southwest
are its best areas, and the future success of the quarter horse
will depend largely on the success or failure of several
states that are presently altempting to pass new pari-
mutuels legislation.

AVERAGE HANDLE PER PERFORMANCE BY STATE
California (2 tracks) ........................ $957,929
New Mexico (S tracks) ..................... 375,127
Louisiana (I track) ......................... 335,777
Oregon (2 tracks) .......................... 273,376
Colorado (2 tracks) ......................... 244,335
Florida (1 track) ........................... 203,423
Ohio (1 track) ............................. 129,643
Arizona (3 tracks) .......................... 116,317
South Dakota (1 track) ...................... 111,786
Idaho (2 tracks) ............................ 95,621
Wyoming (2 tracks) ........................ 80,701
Nebraska (3 tracks) ....................... 39,060
Michigan (1 track) ......................... 16,815

PER CAPITA BETTING BY STATE
California (2 tracks) ......................... $138.54
Lou siana (0 track) .......................... 125.S4
Nev, Mexico (S tracks) ...................... 99.35
Colorado (2.tracks) .......................... 97.25
Florida (1 track) ............................ 81.90
Ohio (1 track) ........ 80.20
South Dakota (1 track) ....................... 70.69
Arizona (3 tracks) ................ : .......... 68.01
Oregon (2 tracks) ........................... 57.05
Michigan (1 track) .......................... S2.37
Nebraska (3 tracks) .......................... 36.60
W j'ning (2 tracks) ......................... 35.51
Idaho (2 tracks) ............................. 34.60

ft.
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RECAP OF PARI-MUTUELS WAGERING ON HARNESS RACING (181)
tRACKS NUMBER Of TOTAL TOTAL PARI- TOTAL REVENUE OAILY PER

STATES 414) NO. TRACKS RACING DAYS ATTENDANCE MUTUELS HANDLE TO STATE AVERAGE CAPITAL

Caiforma S 249 t,31,329 173,322,992 5,720,725 00 696076 131.47
Delawae 3 211 06.299 61.416,47 621,305.11 244.687 76.17
Fti.r1a I lOS So000 49.338,SS7 795,463.24 461,891 98.38
Ilinois 8 695 3,965.862 501,457,236 33.212.131.3 721,S21 126.44
Kentucky 3 35 765,802 58.586, 799 2, 961.76 3 OU lJ.6s 74.S5
Maine 3 275 4.50,U00' 26,-47.Pi1 948,9J3 76 35,164 58 39
Maryland 1 254 948,124 89,055,.415 4.,7711,5417.l5 1541,.2 53 9.91
Ma sachits I 176 591,560 5.1.96j,278 1.798,UIJJ.I4 306,610 91.22
Michigan S 451 1,648,626 216,257.045 13.860,05100 479,506 131.17
New HawiJ ire I StI 66,A27 4,131.676 98.211 1 £1,170 61,94
New Jersey 3 449 ),8102,49S 560.J40,875 7,346,344 79 1,247,si9 14736

New Ywk 8 1166 4,943,107 640,467,113 38,254,997.72 549,286 129.56

Ohio 4 91 1.704,757 176.907.754 11,586,354 25 299.,336 103.77
Pennsylvania 5 513 1.792,147 186.896,614 11,149,460 23 30S6O0 104.28

TOTALS 55 5604 23,325.435 2,798,439.823 133,148,177 69 499,365 11997

Est maled

Harness tracks raced only 17 days less in the same 14
states in 1981 than in 1978, were down in attendance over
2 million fans, or 8.13%, but still bet 34.5 million dollars
more, an increase of 1.56% per performance. A per capital
increase of $11.12, or 10.2 1 %, made this possible.

Despite the slight gain in handle, the revenue dropped by
a little over 23 million dollars nationwide.

Harness racing, more than the olher four sports has an
alternative to the pari-mutuels tracks via the fair circuits.
Although the inflated costs of training horses for racing

AVERAGE HANDLE PER PERFORMANCE BY STATE

New Jersey (3 tracks) ..................... $1,247,989
Illinois (8 tracks) ......................... 721,521
California (5 tracks) ...................... 696,076
New York (8 tracks) ...................... 549,286
Michigan (5 tracks) ....................... 479,506
Florida (I track) .......................... 469,891
Pennsslvania (5 tracks) .................... 350,650
Maryland (3 tracks) ....................... 350,628
Massachusetts (I Irack) ................... 306,610
Ohio (4 tracks) .......................... 299,336
Delaware (3 tracks) ....................... 244,687
Kentucky (5 tracks) ....................... 163,650
Maine 13 tracks) ......................... 95,564
New Hampshire (1 track) ................... 81,170

keeps this option from being profitable to any degree, a
large number of fans are being educated to the sport in
several states and tho..J provide a good base of customers,
should these states pass pari-mutuels legislation in the fu-
lure.

All in all, there has been little change in the harnes
racing picture during the past three years. Aside from
California, the Midwest and the Northeast areas of t-,K
country provide the facilities for most of this sport's fans.

PER CAPITA BETTING BY STATE

New Jersey (3 tracks) ..................... $147.36
California (5 tracks) ....... ................. 131.47
M ichigan (5 tracks) ......................... 131.17
New York (8 tracks) ........................ 129.56
tilinois t8 tracks) . .. . ..................... 126.44
Per'nsylvaiuia (5 tracks) ...... .............. 104.28
O hio 14 tracks) ............................ 103.77
Florida (I track) ........................... 98.38
M aryland (3 tracks) ........................ 93.93
Massachusetts (11 Irack) ..................... 91.22
Delaware (3 tracks) ...... ......... ........ 76.17
Kentucky (5 tracks ......................... 74.55
New Hampshire (1 track) ................... 61.94
M aine (3 tracks) ........................... 58.39'

"smirmaled
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AVERAGE HANDLE PER PERFORMANCE (TOP 10 TRACKS)

N. I. Spois & Expo. Aulh, (N.J.) ............ $2,467,400
Roosevelt Raceway (New York) ............ 1,453,899
Sportsman Park (Illinois) .................. 1,449,757
Yonkers (New York) ...................... 1,317,710
Hawthorne (Illinois) ................... 1,125,958
Hollywood Park (California) ............... 1,077,305
Los Alamitos (California) .................. 937,649
Maywood (Illinois) ....................... 879,292
Hazel Park (Michigan) .................... 747,572
Wolverine Raceway (Michigan) ............ 726,047

PER CAPITA BETTING (TOP 10 TRACKS)

Lebanon (Ohio) ............................. $187.97
Yonkers (New York) ......................... 179.09
Roosevelt (New York) ....................... 164.52
Los Alamiltos (California) ..................... 162.04
N. J. Sports & Expo, Aulh. (N.J.) ............. 153.23
Hawthorne (Illinois) ......................... 148.61
M aywood (Illinois) .......................... 145.18
Wolverine Raceway (Michigan) ............... 143.91
Norihville (M ichigan) ........................ 143.73
Hazel Park (Michigan) ............... ; ....... 138.26

TOP 10 TRACKS--VOLUME 1981

Track Performances Volume
N. I. Sports & Expo,

Auth. (N.J.) ............ 182 $449,066,798
Yonkers (New York) ...... 164 216,104,493
Roosevelt (New York) ..... 146 212,269,291
Sportsman Park (Illinois).. 117 169,621,625
Maywood (Illinois) ....... 153 134,531,611
Hollywood Park (California) 7L 81,875,189
Northfield (Ohio) ......... 188 75,271,031
Hawthorne (Illinois) ...... 63 70,935,346
Northville (Michigan) 141 64,322,579
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RECAP OF PARI-MUTUELS WAGERING ON GREYHOUNDS (1961)
NUMBE OF TOTAL TOTAL PARI- TOTAL REVENUE DAILY PER

STATES (14) NO. TRACKS RANG OAYS AtTENDANCE MUTUELS HANDLE TO STATE AVERAGE CAPITA

Alatama I2) 516 254M 1,126.141 1)5.932,509 8,S48.079.90 176,516 120.70
Arizona in 597 1SM 1,239.438 124,530,968 7,028.778 56 166.263 (00.47
A ,karsa (it 120 32M 1.092,327 121,378,S)2 7,544,061.98 798,54) 111.11
Colorado isp ISS 96M 1.340.124 t48.910,318 7.447,6)8.90 330,175 I11 It
Conrvecstuc Mt 261 163M 80.026 S1:ASO8,000 7,993.000.00 224.264 II1 86
Fiuda (t81 l800 784M 8,679,88! 66S,906,41S 66,841,854.53 335,101 99.6
Massachuseils 131 452 2 3M ,3S7.59 247,150,708 20,327.1S4.94 360,804 10483
Nevada (1) 25 625M 27S.942 17,078,054 538.325.62 S3,169 61.69
New Hampshire (3, S1) 319M 1,126,613 91,962,225 7,902.777 47 110,532 81 hl
Or"o (1) 82 - 537.295 46,46S,316 3,15S5,976 SS 66.650 86 48
Rhode (slind 41) 272 13854 1,149.5%6 114,379,142 6.599,495.13 278,974 9949
SouLh OakAa (2) 258 25M 423,938 33.761,688 2,234.80j 79 119,29 71 f]
Vermon 11) 1.16 45M 226.986 17.017.248 i,o7378 85 94.018 74 97
Wesi Virgifia il) 296 102M 829,500 93,085,400 5.739.137.66 2313.582 112 21

TOTALS (47) 5916 24055 21.2s5,528 2.152.646,53 152,9988.463.88 258,700 101 27

M Dienote Matinees

Fourteen states held Greyhound racing meets during
1981, one more than in ;978. The new slate was Nevada,
which has since closed its doors, but has plans to re-open at
a later date.

Racing performances increased by 968 but 650 of these
were matinees, which undoubtedly has a strong bearing on
the trend percentages that follow,

It is apparent in the first comparison we make, which
shows a decline of attendance by 276 fans per perfor-
mance The large increase in matinee racing probably ac-
counts for all, or nearly all, of this decline, but even so, it is
di%:oura;ng that attendance is not on the upswing, a must
if this phase of the pari-mutuels industry is to grow and
prosper.

Handle per performance was up $3,476 or 1.3%, but this
was made possible by per capita wagering-increasing
St 1.12 per person, or 12.33%.

The top ten tracks in daily average handle were located
in five different sales. This would appear to be a very
healthy trend since they included tracks in New England,
the South, she Southwest, the Rocky Mountain region and
the West Coast.

Tracks showing the largest figures in per capita wagering
tells a different story. Wills few exceptions, she tracks in this
group were depend-nt on getting customers from locations
many miles from the tracks themselves. Those traveling

long distances to attend, for the most part, must have been
more interested in the gambling aspect than for pure enter.
tainment.

The top ten tracks in volume might be misleading, since
none raced less than 150 performances and most were
located in populous areas.

The average handle per performance by state is not sur-
prising. The leaders were either in very populous areas or
were in locations with little or no competition. It woold
seem that Massachusetts and Florida were the exceptions.
Their success could be explained in prl by the fact t.
they have been the leaders in Greyhound racing since "
inception. ind the public is more knowledgeable about I -e
sport than in most of the states which vere legalized latfr.

Probably the most surprising figures are in the state
which lead in per capita wagering. There seems to be h,-te
logic to justify the facts. Usually the general state of econ-
omy in an area will be reflected in per capita wagering.
This did not appear to be the case in Greyhound racing in
1981.

In summary, there were 968 more perfornanc,'s.
438,707 more customers who wagered S275,985,572
more dollars and an increase of itt. 12 in per capita wag r.
ing in 1981 than in 1978. Must important of all, 1981
showed an increase of S 7,679,946.68 in revenue to states,
counties and cities over that collected in 1978.
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AVERAGE HANDLE PER PERFORMANCE BY STATE

Arkansas I1 track) .......................... $798.543
Oregon 0I track) ........................... 566,650
Massachusetts (3 tracks) .................... 360,804
Florida (18 tracks) ......................... 335,103
Colorado (5 tracks) ......................... 330,178
Rhode Island (0 track) ...................... 278,974
W est Virginia (1 track) ...................... 233,883

Connecticut (0 track) ....................... $224,264
Alabama (2 tracks) ......................... 176,536
Arizona (7 tracks) .......................... 166,263
South Dakota (2 tracks) ..................... 119,299
New Hampshire (3 tracks) .................. 110,532
Vermont I track) .......................... 94,018
Nevada (1 track) ........................... 53,369

PER CAPITA BETTING BY STATE

Alabama (2 tracks) .......................... $120,70
W est Virginia (1 track) ....................... 112 21
Connecticut t0 track) ........................ 111.86
Arkansas (1 track) .......... ........... 1)1.11
Colorado (5 tracks) .......... ... .......... 111.11
Massachusetts (3 tracks) ..................... 104.83
Arizona (7 tracks) ........................... 100.47

Florida (18 tracks) ........................... $ 99.76
Rhode Island (0 track) ....................... 99.49
Oregon (1 track) ............................ 86.48
New Hampshire (3 tracks) ................... 81.61
South Dakota (2 tracks) ...................... 79.63
Vermont (I track) ........................... 74.97
Nevada (1 track) ............................ 61.89

AVERAGE HANDLE PER PERFORMANCE (TOP 10 TRACKS)

Southland (Arkansas) ....................... $798,54:
Holl)wood (Florida) ........................ 682,454
Bisc'ayne (Florida) .......................... 648,365
St. Petersburg (Florida) ...................... 618,415
Mile High (Colorado) ....................... 568,938

Multnomah (Oregon) ....................... $566,650
Revere (Massachusetts) ..................... 531,614
Tampa (Florida) ........................... 517,731
Flagler (Florida) ............................ 484,392
Cloverleaf (Colorado) ....................... 386,359

PER CAPITA BETTING (TOP 10 TRACKS)

Interstate (Colorado) ......................... $167.23
Greentrack (Alabama) ....................... 127.87
Black Canyon (Arizona) ...................... 126.05
W est Flagler (Florida) ........................ 120.30
Biscayne (Florida) ........................... 119.73

Cloverleaf (Colorado) ........................ $116.80
Colorado Springs (Colorado) .................. 115.26
Mobile (Alabama) ........................... 114.85
Apache junction (Arizona) ................... 113.21
W heeling (West Virginia) .................... 112.21

TOP 10 TRACKS-VOLUME 1961
Track

Biscayne (Florida) ........
Revere (Massachusetts)...:
Southland (Arkawsas) ......
Lincoln (Rhode Island) ....
Hollywood (Florida) ......
St. Petersburg (Florida) ....
Plainfield (Connecticut) ...
Wheeling (West Virginia) ..
Tampa (Florida) ..........
Mobile (Alabama) ........

Performances Volume

239 $ 154,959,245
285 151,510,098
152 121,378,532
410 114,379,142
157 107,145,337
154 95,235.886
424 95,088,000
398 93,085,400
154 79,730,628
367 71,224,420
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RECAP OF PARI-MUTUELS WAGERING ON JAI ALAI (1961)
NUMBER OF TOTAL TOTAL PARI. TOTAL REVENUE DAILY PER

STATES (41 NO. FRONTONS RACING DAYS ATTEN.ANCE MUTURLS HANDLE TO STATE AVERAC CAPITA

Connecticut (1) 487 194M 2,189,265 209611,000 IS,782,00000 307,799 - 95-74
Flen*a (l2 141Z 629M 3,453,453 335,416,276 26,941,627.96 1U.637 70.67
Nevada (1) 11 95,913 2,965.71? 89,371.51 2S.303 31.10
Rhode Island (t 43 16M 12.533 8,567.150 498,398 06 140,445 6464

TOTALS 2062 Sigm 7,071,246 W06,580.141 43,312.S97S3 209,093 77.06

M Deno)es Matinees

jai Alai frontons were active in the same four slates in
1981 as in 1978. The G4M Fronton in Las Vegas resumed
operations after being rebuilt from the fire in 1980. Actual
performances were 46 less in 1981 but this was due to
many fewer sessions in Las Vegas and Newport. Conrec-
ticul's performances were about the same both years, but
Florida added 462 day and night sessions to almost make
up the difference. All in all, attendance was down only 74

AVERAGE HANDLE PER PERFORMANCE 2) STATE
Connecticut (3 frontons) .................... $307,799
Florida (12 frontons) ....................... 188,837
Rhode Island 11 fronton) ................... 140,445
Nevada (I fronton) ......................... . 303

AVERAGE HANDLE PER PERFORMANCE
BY FRONTONS

M iam i (Florida) ............................ $361,917
Bridgeport (Connecticut) .................... 336,684
mlford (Connecticut) ....................... 302,650
Summer, Inc. (f lorida) ...................... 288,885
Hartford (Connecticut) ...................... 283,463
Tampa IFlorida) ............................ 261,121
Dania (Florida) ............................ 260,309
Summersport (Florida) ..................... 250,302
Florida (Florida) ........................... 176,484
West Palm Beach (Florida) .................. 174,806
Newport (Rhode Island) .................... 140,445
Daytona Beach (Florida) .................... 137,492
Ocala (Florida) ............................ 104,316
Melbourne (Florida) ........................ 97,707
Fort Pierce tFlorida) ........................ 88,775
Big Bend (Florida) .................... ...... 80:296
Las Vegas (Nevada) ........................ 25,303

patrons per performance, despite 148 more matinees.
Average handle was-up $16,505 or 8.57%; a healthy

increase considering the additional matinees.
Per capita betting increased $7.97 or 11.53%, a figure

very close to the Greyhound figure on a national scale.
Revenue gains in 1981 over 1978 totaled $5,001,-

268.06. This increase must be credited to Florida, since the
other three states collected less in 1981 than in 1978.

PER CAPITA BETTING BY STATE
Connecticut (3 frontons) ...................... $95.74
Florida (12 frontons) .......................... 70.67
Rhode Island (1 fronton) ...................... 64.64
Nevada (I fronton) ........................... 31.10

JAI ALAI VOLUME 1981
Fronton

Bridgeport (Connecticut)
Milford (Connecticut) .....
Hartford (Connecticut) ....
Summer, Inc. (Florida) ....
West Palm Beach (Florida).
Miami (Florida) ..........
Tampa (Florida) ..........
Dania (Florida) ...........
Florida (Florida) ..........
Daytona Beach (Florida)...
Ocala (Florida) ...........
Fort Pierce (Florida) .......
Melbourne (Florida) ......
Summersport, Ltd. (Florida)
Big Be (Florida) ........
Newport (Rhode Island) ...
Lai Vegas (Nevada) .......

Performances Volume

231
223
227
213
342
159
159
159
159
181
167
171
154
52

125
61

118

$ 77,7"4,000
67,491.000
64,346,000
61,532,505
59,783,789
57,544,858
41,518,16S
41,389,076
28,060,891
24,886,006
17,420,704
15,180,574
15,046,954
13,015,692
10,037,062
8,567,1SO
2,983,717

PER CAPITA
Bridgeport (Connecticut) ..................... $109.39
Milford (Connecticut) ........................ 93.39
Hartford (Connecticut) ....................... 84.92
M iam i (Florida) .: ........................... 79.64
Summer, Inc. (Florida) ....................... 79.44
Big Bend (Florida) ........................... 77.37
Florida (Florida) ............................ 75. 3
O cala (Florida) ............................. 70.62
Fort Pierce (Flornda) ......................... 67.51

BY FRONTON .
W est Palm Beach (Florida) ...................
M elbourne (Florida) .........................
Daytona Beach (Florida) .....................
Tam pa (Florida) .............................
Summersport, Inc. (Florida) ............ ......
Newport (Rhode Island) ...................
D ania (Florida) .............................
MGM Las Vegas (Nevada) ...................

$67.11
66.43
66.31
65.64
65.60
64.4t
62.54
31.10

j
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RECAP OF PARI-MUTUELS WAGERING ON 01 (1981)
NUMBER OF TOTAL TOTAL PARI- TOTAL REVENUE DArLY PER

STATES RACING DAYS ATTENDANCE MU7U[ts HANDLE TO STATE AVERAGE CAPITA

CtinnecoIcul
Teletrck I3(XI" 547.118 72,615,000 129.91)2 13272
TetepKone BIanche% 259" 103,362,000 13.500,SO000 184,905

New YoeS 1.505,363,713 14S.180,05200
TOTAtS 1.681,340,713 158.680.052 00

*Harness and Thoroughbreds

Many states are experimenting with Simulcasting and Teletrack itself, since no accurate attendance figures are
ovher forms of OTB but Connecticut and New York are still available at the branches. $132.72 per person was quite
ti'e only states with organized systems statewide. The 1981 comparable to national averages at the Thoroughbred
h,'ndle was up $61,245,505 in Connecticut over 1978, or tracks nationwide. As was noted in the New York recap, the
5.S.38%. New York also had a 24.76% increase during this tracks in that state handled 78 mIlion more dollars than
p,.rlod. This amounted to almost 300 million dollars and OTB, but the gross revenue from OTB was SO million more
1 .;shed the yearly total in 1981 to over IV., billion dollars. than was collected from the tracks themselves.
he only per capita figures that can be arrived at, were at

RECAP OF PARI-MUTUELS WAGERING ON FAIRS (1961)
NUMBER Of TOTAL TOTAL PARI. TOTAL REVENUE DAI1Y PER

STATES RACING DAYS ATTENDANCE MUTUILS HANDLE TO STATE AVERAGE CAPITAL
Artiona 50 NA 5,207,427 NA 104.149 NA
('I.Iornia 133 1,128,968 142,889.883 7,771,254 00 1,074,360 126.5b

.o0doO 67 96,187 3,181.986 166,83294 47,492 3308
"'No s8 NA 2,227,128 6t,30200 38,399 NA
,iwurkt NA NA 57,839 NA NA NA

f, .no 54 NA 3,492,901 11b,0683 NA NA
1. ..".€ hAuls 48 276.640-- 18,650.917 1,6S9.52 81 388.561 -67.41°
N.' arrmar 49 NA 2.63S,7 7 26,157 87 53.792 NA
N e ada 8 5,704 307,735 3,077.35 38.467 53.94
Nrw Han hire 9 32,000 " 825.611 23.92931 91.735 N N
Onio 178 NA 4,279,190 228,564 74 24.040" NA
OcorgOn 44 NA 8.062,539 169,56602 183,240 NA
Pennsylvania NA NA 6,246,443 NA NA NA
Smh aDaoa 26 35,127- 1,234,986 36,03017 47.499 35.15
Ve4runson a NA NA 16,294.14 NA NA
Wairshirlglon 29 60,827 2.170.423 27,905.23 74,842 35,68
Wyorming 8 NA 2t0,105 2.101 00 26,263 NA
Valley ftac.lr Assoc. (Caif.) 21 72,965 8,717,299 ISS.53.00° "415,109 119.47
Seplectase t ,aryland) 3 41,786 695,075 55,606 00° 231.692 16 6)

Totals 793 NA 211,093.274 9,808,843.41 NA NA
*Ravemue Wicluded In miscellaneous revenue ratite dan fairs.

-'stirated

Accurate figures from Fairs throughout the country are
hard to document. Many different systems are used to col-
lect revenue. Some are subsidized by the commercial
tracks and many conduct their races in conjunction with
the other functions of the fairs. In these cases most who pay
admissions at the ple can attend the races if they so desire,
without further admission fees. Figures that we have been

able to obtain show over 200 niflion dollars in handle,
California contributing almost V4 of this amount. Almost 10
million dollars in revenue came from fairs, but again,
California was responsible for over 7 million of this
amount. Figures are also misleading In many cases, since
different sports were used for wagering in diiierent states.
All but jai alai was Included In different fair programs
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STATES INCLUDED IN NATiONAL CHART
THOROUGH REOS QUARTER HORSES HARNESS GREYHOUNDS JI ALAI OT.E.

Calif rnia

Delaware
Fkitda

Illinon
Kenft.cky

Maie
Maryland
Massachustlts
Michigan

New Hampshire
New Jersey

New York
Ohio

Pennsylvania

Alabama
Mean&

Colorado
Connecticut

F'lorida

Nevada
New Hampshim

OrW

Rhode Island
South Dakota
Vermont

West Virgnia

Connecticut

Fililla

Arkansas
Caliornia
Colorado

Delaware
Florida
Idaho
tllinois
Kentucky
Louisiana

Matrylar.d
Massachusetts
Michigail
MoNan.
Neraska

New Jersey
New Mesico
New York
Ohio
Oregon
Peinsylvania

South Dakota

Washington
Wet Virginia

(24)

New York

Rnid Island

(14) (14) (4) 121

Fairs are sred only in t eir which include them n their annual Pari-Mutuels Repols

REVENUE BY STATE

New York .......................... $239,590,964.00
California .......................... 122,190,551.00
Florida .............................
Illino is ............. ....... ........
Connectlicut ........................
M assachusetts ......................
Pennsylvania .......................
O hio ..............................
M ichigan ...........................
Louisiana ..........................
M aryland ..........................
Arkansas ...........................
New Jersey .........................
Kentucky ...........................
W esl Virginia .......................
Arizona ............................
Colorado ...........................

110,861,171.21
72,573,515.00
37,275,000.00
34,578,028.97
31,943,354.03
27,611,043.73
24,211,545.60
21,317,988.15
19,177,924.19
17,241,660.60
15,203,686.41
14,208,620.00
13,497,582.16
10,934.495.61
9,680,942.62

W ashington ......................... $ 9,464,688.33
Nebraska ............................ 9,322,176.95
Alabama ............................ 8,548,079.90
New Hampshire ..................... 8,024,920.08
Rhode Island ........................ 7,097,893.19
Oregon ............................. 5,075,098.23
Soulh Dakota ....................... 2,353,352.74
New Mexico ........................ 2,220,994.5 5
Delaware ........................... 1,507,115.15
M aine .............................. 1,315,951.90
Vermont ............................ 1,136,035.09
Nevada ............................ 630,974.48
Idaho ............................... 405,858.72
Montana ............................ 103,289.50
W yoming ........................... 23,495.43

$889,328,007.72

Connecticui

Nevada

Arizon~a

Callkrnia
Colorado

Floricla

Louisiana

Michigan

Nebraska

New Mexico

Ohio
Oregon

South Dakota

Wyoming
41b,

FAIRS

Aizona

California
Colodo

Kentucky

Name

Massachusets

Montana

Nevada
New Hampshire

Ohio
Oregon
Pennsytvarla

South Dakota
Vermont
WashingOn

Wyorning
1L7)

i
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RECAP OF PARI-MUTUELS WAGERING IN ALABAMA (1981)
Ul '6IlI OF TOTAL TOTAL PARl. TOTAL REVENUE DAILY PER

lkrCS RACIN. DAS ATTENOANCE MUTU[LS HANDLE TO STATE AVERAGE CAI,':TA

Greeirack 252 ISiM 0.013 64.706,089 2.658.367,74 160,56 127,87
Mlobil 2t'4 IU31A 620130 71.224.420 S,8 b11.711 Ili 194 U72 ? 14,85

Toll, 51, 254V 1.126,143 11 5,932509 F,48 n179 90I 1,731S6 12070
SlaTE TOTALS S16 2541M 1,126.143 135.932,509 B.548,079 90 176.536 1 070

A ab,+rvna's pal-inuluels operations were limited to ltvo formance. The increase in per capita wagering increased
Grej'hound tracks in 1981, the same as in 1978. The rium- greatly; $26.23 per person, or 27.76%. These additional
ber of performances was increased from 644 in 1978 to performances increased the amount of revenue going to the
770 in 1981. However, this increase of 126 performances counties by $1,185,892.66 in 1981 when compared to
.as primarily in the noimber of matinees, 100 of the 126 1978. The overall picture is a healthy one, when considera-

ictuf to be exact. This fact will explain why the average lion is given to the large increase of matinee racing thal was
handle per performance was up less than 3 10Ith of I%. It held.
also explains why attendance was down 21.5% per per-

RECAP OF PARI-MUTUELS WAGERING IN ARIZONA (1981)

NUSifIR Or TOTAL TOTAL PARI. TOTAL REVENUE DAILY PER
TACKS RACING 0&S ArTINDNCE MUtUELs HANDLE TO STATE AVERAGE CAPITAL

Th -Oghbreds
Asiona Co:wlK
Turf PA';IdfW

I-I I0. ns
Pri:A.roli1 Do. ns

D.II Dons

Prt,vcol. Oi nDm.

loals
Cr., ho iriss

Arnxk

Ariachri.
Btack-Canryon
P oenix Park
Tuscon

Wes n Racing
Yuma

Mmcellaneou Revenue

STATE TOTALS
Fair

Apache Co
SI. johns
Cochse Co.

Coconino Co
Flalluaff
Gila Co,
Globe
Graham Co.
Afford
Ceenree Co.
Duncan
M.aric"p Cc,o Co

Mohave Co.

Nava i Co.
Holbrook
Pima Co.
Tulcon
San:a Cruz Co.
Sonora
Ya-vap Co.
Pres(11"
Yuma Co.
Yuma

TC111i

49
69
27
17
25

187

218,474
' s,

6 1 
5

:61,870
28,411

841. 08

24.132,206
39.961.113
19.612,082

2,335.0888
2,504,492

84,545,001

118.6t0 30
1.860,056 65

695.989 16
20.11363
25,045 18

3.709,M1 92

492,494 110 45
579,147 99 74
578.225 9,6 4"
137.358 82 814
100,179 78 25

452,112 101149

3 17,097 1.054,321 77.331 99 351.440 61 66
19 31.768 1,924,265 22.4"9 90 101.277 6a 57
2( 31.228 2.604,654 26.046 28 100,179 1.- 3R

48 82,093 5,583,240 125.858 17 116,317 6801

73 46M 93,204 9,647.674 478,570 28 81,073 103 SI
61 13M 116,905 13,234.44 697.8(K) 64 178,849 113 21
61 12M 84,414 10,(,40,708 551,821.08 145,763 126.05

78 - 268.068 28.014,006 1,68084036 359.154 97,24
153 431 266.238 26.347,262 1.580,835 72 134,42 9 96
78 - 250.876 26,084.624 1,565,077 44 334,418 10..97
93 38M 139,733 10,561,850 473.,743104 80,625 7558

597 152M 1,239,438 124,530,968 7,O28,778S6 166,263 100.47
70,044 96

832 152M 2,162,839 214,659,209 10.934,495.61 218,150 99.24

4 132,262

4 191.240

4 312,440

4 128,874

4 128,332

4 93,972

4 2.524,439

4 156.926

4 173,052

3 327,124

4 30.664

3 522.134

4 15..768

50 5,207.427

33,065

47,810

78,110

44,718

32,083

23.493

631,110

39.231

43,263

109.041

77,466

174.045

43,511

104,149
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Thoroughbred and quarter horse racing trends showed a
good gain in 1981 over 1978. Average daily attendance
was up 15.08%, average handled up 15.46% and per
capita up 2.79%. Only the per capita did not keep pace
with the national averages. This is accomplished while rac.
it a total of 42 more days and showed up most favorably
In the amount of revenue collected-over 3 million, 800
thousand dollars-almost I % million dollars more than in
1978,

Dog racing increased their performances by 100 days
and one more matinee. The average handle was down only
2/10 of I per cent, but this was accomplished by per capita

increasing 11.21% while attendance was declining 189
customers per day, or 10.24% This would look bad u less
you knew that the extra days were all run at the sZller
tracks in the state. The.bottorm line is that the revenue col-
lecled was almost one million dollars more in 1981 than In
1978.

The Arizona Fair Circuit, active in 13 of the 14 counties,
and partially subsidized by the commercial tracks, con-
tinued to grow. They are now averaging over 100 thousand
per day in handle, an Increase of 34.41% since 1978, rac-
ing 50 days in 1981 and 49 in 1978.

RECAP OF PARI-MUTUELS WAGERING IN ARKANSAS (1961)
NUMBER OF TOTAL TOTAL PARI, TOTAL REVNUE OALY PER

TRACKS RACING DAYS ATTENOANCE MUTUELS HANDLE TO STATE AVERAGE CAPITA

Thworghbreds
Oaklawn Park 56 1,296,735 159,195.877 9,697,598.62 2,842,784 122.76

Total $6 1,296.735 $S9,195,877 9,697,598.62 2,842,764 122.76
Greshoud$

Southland 120 31M 1.092,327 121,376,S32 7,544.061.98 798$.43 111,11
Totals. 120 33M 1,092.327 121.,; 8.S.2 7.44.061.98 798,543 111il
STATE TOTALS 176 32M 2,389.062 280.574,409 17,241.660 60 1,348,91S 11744

'Oaklawn Pak figures are for 1982

Arkansas limited their racing to one thoroughbred track
and one greyhound track, the same as in 1978. The number
of days raced increased only slightly during this period. The
horses raced seven additional days and the dogs eight more
nights and three more matinees.

Oaklawn Park showed a 9.41% increase in attendance
and a 21.72% increase in handle. Per capita was also up
11.24%. Oaklawn's 2,842,784 average handle placed it
high among the major thoroughbred tracks in the United
States.

Southland Greyhound Park, although down 4.12% in

attendance, was able to increase their average daily handle
6.17% due to an increase of per capita wagering of
10.76%. Southland's daily average of $798,543 was the
highest of any greyhound track in the United States.

Although the statistics for Oaklawn Park were compi!d
for the 1982 season and Southland's in 1981, it is interest-
ing to note that although the two tracks are not close geog-
raphically, offer a different sport for wagering and draw
from a different group of fans, the increase in per capita
wagering was quite comparable.
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RECAP OF PARI-MUTUELS WAGERING IN CALIFORNIA (1981)

NUMBER OF TOTAL TOTAL PARI- TOTAL REVENUE DAILY PER
TRACKS RACING DAYS ATTENDANCE MUTUELSHANDLE TO STnTE AVERAGE CAPITA

Thwoupsbceds
Santa An"i
Golden Gales
Holl0wood Park
Del Mat
Bay Meadows

Tolats

Quartet houses
Los Alimdos
Day MWadows

Totats
Harness Racing

Hollywood Park
Los Alamrlos
Sac rartnticto
Its Meadrs
LUi W'rn,LDk.I K.I. r

Totals
Ressr.,na (Farrsi
Revenue (Vaile Racing As'oC.l

STATE TOTALS
Fairs

Alarrda Co
Solatto Co.
tonloana CO.
San tioaquin Co
Humbodl Co
Cahl Stoaic
Sar. a lc; Co
So Caf Inpo.
Lm Angeles Co
Fresn6 O,si,
Orange Co.

Totals

M sed Race Meintg
Valley Racing Ass's

118 3.431.790
105 1.040.003
97 2.504.853
43 827,859
87 764,216

450 11.568.721

373,040.251 39,989.960 00 4.856,273 166.97
185,464,.662 10.644,481.00 5,766,330 17E 33
465.952,326 32,89C,692 O91 4,803.632 18601
130,615,859 7.M4,53 (0 3,037.%78 157 77
143,39,629 8,456,932 00 1,648,272 187 64

1,498,472,727 99.786,603.00 3,329,939 174.87

191 1,450,908 202,534,069 8,5S5,403.00 1,060,368 139.59
49 205,561 27,368,836 700,813.00 558548 131.22

240 1,659,469 229,902,905 9,256,21 o 00 957.929 138 54

76
60
39
3S

249

595,985
347.191
200,215
114.166

59,972

1,318,329

939 11,546,519

12
12
12
12
9

14
12

16
14
12

133

21

127,080
84.646

124.096
67.620
33,453

129,693
98.511
48,607

218,082
93,716

103,262

1,128,968

61,875,189 2,974,955.00 1,077,301 137.37
56,258,926 1,914,559 fX0 937.649 162.04
14.623,519 194,25%0 on 374.962 7303
14.232,028 393,19500 406.629 123.79

6.333,330 243.761.00 162,393 105 60

173,322.992 5.720.725 00 698,076 131.47
7,27 1.264.00

155,753.00

1,901.698,624 122,190,S61.00 2,025,238 164.69

15,285,770
11,924.001
12,199,575
8,936,022
1,262,122

11 808.284
17.832,281

7,572,839
28,895,274
9,907,917

17,265,798

142.889.883

822,59300 1.273,814 120,16
&46,31500 993,667 14086
636,81300 1.016,631 98.30
481,146.00 744,669 132.15

31,737 00 140,236 37.72
641,275.00 843,449 91.04
992,18300 1,486,023 181.01
365,442.00 946,605 1535.5

1,366,134,00 1,805,955 132,49
S36112300 707.708 105 72
731,50000 1,438,816 167.20

7,271,264 00 1,074,360 126-56

72,961 8.717.299 155,73300 415,109 119.47

California Thoroughbred and Quarter Horse commercial
tracks showed remarkable gains in all three categories in
the three year period from 1978 to 1981. Thoroughbreds
were up 1991 customers per day, or 11.67%. Average daily
handle increased by almost $684,000 per day, or 25.84%.
Per capita was also up almost $2000, or 12.68%. Number
of racing performances were also increased from 400 to
450 during this period.

Quarter horses showed even greater gains. Attendance
per day was up 27.75%, average daily handle up 37.70%
and per capita 7.88%. These huge gains can be accounted
for in part by the fact that although quarter horse raclngwas
held only 8 more days in 1981, a much greater percentage
of racing was held at Los Alamitos, which leads the nation
in quaer horse figures. but even so, these huge increases
are very encouraging to quarter horse Interests, who are
struggling for gains in other sections of the country.

Harness racing did not show the same trend In per-
centages. There were seven more racing days In 1981 but

the average attendance was down 6.95% and the average
handle down 4.39%. As in almost all other cases, the per
capita did show a 2.74% gain.

The Fair Circuit, the largest in volume of wagering in the
United States, raced a total of 133 days in 1981 as opposed
to 122 in 1978. This circuit also showed slight gains In all
categories. Plus 3.33% in attendance, 8.82% in handle and
5.29% In per capita wagering.

All commercial racing combined in the state was up 65
in the number of days raced, drawing 2,093,793 more fans
in 1981, an increase of 13.7% per performance, average
daily handle up remarkably by 26.8% and per capita up by
11.52%.

Not included In any of the above statistics, except In total
revenue received by the State, was the 21 day mixed racing
meet held by the Valley Racing Association. Including this
small track, the State realized $122,190,561.00 in revenue
in 1981, as opposed to $112,542,232.00 in 1978.

I
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RECAP OF PARI.MUTUELS WAGERING IN COLORADO (166)
NUMBER OF TOTAL TOTAL PARI- TOTAL REVENUE DAILY PER

TRACKS RACING DAYS ATTENDANCE MUTUELS HANDLE TO STATE AVERAC CAPITA

Th-ores
Centennial 96 346,770 35,691.664 1,427,666 56 371.781 102.921
Centennial (Mied Mee) I1 22,000 2,705.871 98.233 t9 245.986 122.99

Totals 07 368.770 38,397,S35 ISZS,899.7S 351.855 104.13
Quanter hiors"

Rocky Mounlain 36 96,609 9,295,698 346,58.62 258.214 9621
Centennial (Mixed Meet) 12 231.98 2.432,389 107,233.19 202.699 101.40

Totals 45 120.597 11.728,067 455.822,01 244,33S 97.25
Creyhounds

Interstat 71 ISm 121.710 20.354.284 1,01?,71420 236.678 167.21
Cloverleaf 71 9M 264.618 30.908.710 IS45.3S,50 386.359 11680
Mile High 71 23M 542,112 S3,.480.184 2,67S,sg.O 568.938 98.65
Puetdo 71 ISM 139.543 12,798,5s2 640,466.60 148.820 91.71
Colorado Sprins 71 34M 272,141 31,368.Sb8 1.568,429.40 298.741 115.26

Totals 353 96M 1,340,124 148,910,318 7,447.638.90 330.17 " 111.11
Revenue (FaiN 166.832.94
Micellaneous Revenue 84,74902

STATE TOTALS 510 96M 1.829,491 199.035,940 9.680.942 62 32,442 106.79

Fairs b7 96,181 3.11,96 166,832.94 47,492 33.06

Colorado thoroughbred tracks raced one more day in Greyhounds also showed healthy trends in all categories.
1978 than 1981 but both average handle and per capila Even with 26 more performances, all matinees, average
betting were up nicely, 14.57% and 19.02% respectively. attendance was up 1.39%; average handle up $43,580 per
Attendance, however, was down 3.74% per performance day, or 15.20%; per capita up $13.31, or 13.6% and reve-
and increase in revenue was only about 4 thousand dollars. nue collected up $1,35 7,433.50.

Quirler horses also raced one more day in 1978, but Overall, Colorado trends look very good, esiecially
even the attendance was up at this sport (5.41% per per- since all types of racing showed significant gains, Most
formance). Average handle was up $43,453 per day, or important of all, revenue increased by more than 1' mil-
21.63%; per capita up $12.94, or 15.34%; and revenue lion dollars.
collected was up $51,797.67 in 1981 over 1978.

RECAP OF PARI-MUTUELS WAGERING IN CONNECTICUT (1961)
NUMBER Of TOTAL TOTAL PARI. TOTAL RFiVENUE OSILY PER

TRACKS RACING DAYS ATTtNOANCIE N.UTUELS HANDLE TO STATE AVERAGE CAPITA

Greyhounds
Pa3ilnield 261 163M 830.026 95.088.01)( 7,993.000 00 224.264 III 86

Total 261 163M 850.026 9S.088.000 7.,993,00 00 224,264 II 66
Ili Alai

Hartford 185 42M 7S7.659 .4,346.000 4,S 73,000 00 28,463 84.92
Bridgeport 152 79M 708.978 77,774,000 5.438,000.00 336,684 109.69
Milford 150 71M 722,6218 67.491,000 4,771,00000 302,650 93.39

TotaTs 487 194M 2,189,265 209,611,000 15,78,000.00 307.799 95.74
Revenue OTC I3S00 0000

STATE TOTALS 748 357M 3,039,291 304,699,000 37.27S,000.00 27S,746 10021S
018

Teleiack 300, 547.118 72.61 500u 129,902 132.72
Terphone 8uanches 259" 303,362,000 184.905

Totals 5S9 1 75.977 000 13,500.000.00

*Harness and Thoroughtbeds
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Dog racing in Connecticut shows quite a decline since
1978. Although days raced increased only 22 days and the
average daily handle was only down about Ia%, the aver-
age daily attendance svias don 11.59%, or about 163 pa-
trons per performance. Per capita belting followed the na-
tional trend by increasing 12 69% which kept the average
handle on a farly evLn level. The decline in attendance is
reflected most vividly in the revenue generated which was
down almost 900 tlhnusand from that in 1978.

Jai alai followed the sane patterns as did greyhound rac-
ing Per capita wagering was up only 5.47% so this factor
could not hold the daily average handle fairly even as did
the greyhounds, Average handle was down 10.45% due to
a 15.1% drop in average attendance. Percentage of right
sessions compared with matinees was not a major factor,
since performances were held 24 less times at night in 1981

and 16 more times in the afternoons. This would affect
averages very little when it is realized that 681 sessions
were held in all. Revenue from jai alai in the state dropped
by $3,823,358.00.

Tetetrack and OTO gained $61,245,505 in volume and
$5,399,718 in revenue during this period to provide the
State of Connecticut with $37,275,000 in total revenue, a
slight increase of $686,412 over 1978.

Since greyhound and jai alai trends were very similar, it
appears that excessive competition from other states, plus a
serious economic problem in this area, were the chief rea-
sons for their decline.

It is encouraging to note that according to the 1981 Gam-
ing Policy Board's report, serious efforts are being made to
remedy this situation.

RECAP OF PARI-MUTUILS WAGERING IN DELAWARE (1981)
NUMBER OF TOTAL TOTAL PARI. TOTAL REVENi, DArLY PER

TRACKS RACING DAYS ATTENDANCE MUTUELS HANDLE 10 STATE AVERAGE CAPITA

Thorvughhreds
Ii,'lr.' ,' PaLk ,(3 356.508 44,127.SI7 709,594 Cii 700,417 12108

Toial 63 355.S08 44,127,S17 709.594 0 700,437 123.08
Harn, s Racvng

Brandywine 86 537.486 41.166.316 469,42881 478,678 -76 59
Do 100 I59,464 12,S20,297 93,90244 125,203 78.51
Harringron 65 109.349 7,729,858 57,97386 118,921 7068

Toiali 251 806,299 61,416.471 621.305 11 244,687 76.17
Misellanrou$ Rerenue 176.216 04

STATE TOTALS 314 1,164.807 105.53,9E8 1,507.1 1. 15 336,127 9061

Delaware Park, the only thoroughbred track in Delaware
raced 13 more days in 1981 than in 1978. Attendance was
down by 1,313 fans per day, or 19.29%. The handle was
also down $93,000 per day, or 11.74%. Per capita was up
$6.44, or 5.52%. Total revenue increased only $31,397.00
with the extra days of racing.

Harness racing had a huge drop in volume in 1981. Al-
though they raced only 43 days less than In 1978, on a

statewide basis, Brandywine, the track with the much larger
average, raced only 86 days in 1981 as compared to 136
days in 1978. In other categories, attendance per perfor-
mance was down 4.97%, average handle per day down
9.86%, and even percapita down 5.16%. Revenue collected
suffered accordingly. All these factors had to be affected by
the shorter season at Brandywine.
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RECAP OF PARI-MUTUELS WAGERING IN FLORIDA (191)
NUMBER OF TOTAL TOTAL PARI. TOTAL REVENUE DAILY PIER

TRACKS RACING DAYS ATTENDANCE MUTUILS HANDLE TO STATE AVERAGE CAPITA

Calder
ulfmleam

Hialeah
Tampa say
Tro~al Parki

Totals
qC, horne

Calor DOem
Totals

;W Alal
Dania

Fort Pierce
Well Palm seach
Big Send
Miami
Ocala

Melbourne
Summer Inc.
Sumn rspot Lid
Tampa
Daytona Beach

Totsl
Harness Racing

Pompano

To tls
Geshounds

Tamp .
Bayard
Bicayne

8onita Soingp
Daytona beach
Palm Beach
Hollywood
Jacksonville
lelreeson Co.
Key Wtst
Orange Pa"k
Pensacola

Sanfrd-Orlando
SaraSota
Seminole
Ebro

Went Flagler

lAtals
Miscellaneous Revenue

STATE TOTALS

105 699.700 108.633.191 1,766.199 30 1,034,002 IS$.23
so $76,345 103,S31,722 3,346.402.10 2,070A34 179.63
65 416,907 73.64),69 1.975,257.00 1. 112,90 17179
74 257,666 26,2 96.780 1353S51.70 3S5,389 10206
so 363.237 60.194.404 1,$96,326.48 0, 20).8 165,Y1

344 2.31S.855 372.301,796 9.82I.1.368 1,082,273 160.76

so 124,111 10.171,157 66,877.63 203.423 81.90

SO 124,165 I0,171,1S7 66,877.83 203,423 81.90

109 SOM 661,782 41.389,076 2,97Z.26$.31 260,309 62.54
107 S2M 370,024 28,060,891 1.956.906.06 176.464 75.83
112 59M 224,844 1S.180,$74 993.743.46 86,77S 67.51
228 114M 690.797 S9,783,789 4,176,979,42 74,806 67.11
105 20.M 129,725 10.037,062 599,348.36 80,296 77.37
105 S4M 722,496 S7,544.88 4,127,640.16 361,917 79.64
110 S73 246.650 17.420,704 1,123.064.38 104.116 70.62
104 5Om 226,S0 IS,046.954 997.326.05 97,707 66.43
145 68M 774,S16 61,532.50S 4,379,247.54 288,883 7944
5 - 196,3a1 13,015,692 931,"2.98 230,302 65.60

lOS s4m 632,470 41,518,165 2,974,a59 80 261,121 6564
130 Sim 371.268 24,6,006 1,709,634.40 137,492 6631

1412 629M S,453,4S3 385,416.276 26.942.627 6 188.37 70,67

loS 501,500 49,338,55' 793,463.24 469,891 9838

lOS SOls0 49,]36,3 7 79S,463 24 469,691 96.38

101 53Md 776,701 79.730,628 6,214.536.62 517.731 o265
92 19M 210,793 25.374,072 1,904,948.27 228,95 lot.1 ?
156 83M 1,294.117 154.959,245 12,161.016.80 648,363 .'119.71
106 1m 417,072 331$71.824 2.581,371.91 211,144 8049
101 SOM 392,339 31,727,702 2,404,235.83 210.117 8086
105 54M 544,489 48,704,208 3,748.046.71 306.316 89 14
103 54M 1,0)7,470 107,145.1)7 8.42!,211.90 682.454 103 21
105 jbM 436,018 41.782.058 3.191.509 96 29b.)27 9 312
104 21M 1720,52 14.619.750 1,060.460.91 116,958 8497
lOS 2OM 64,s06 1,0SO,576 248.04.27 40,405 78.29
10S 36M 411,817 42,470,795 3,238,553.30 301,JI 10263
104 Sam 2S3,748 22,65,764 1,676,486.79 141.085 9007'
101 53 1 1,014,477 95.23,.886 7,514,406.25 618.415 93.87
1o5 54M 519.996 49,361,686 3,804,460.53 310/'1 949
101 52M 451,359 4.616,532 3.503 0M 11 298.409 100 6
so 23M 134,111 13,382.818 1,010,098 as 183,326 99,8

106 40M 200,793 17,948.1 0 1.311.613735 123,932 89 8
46 2734 301,977 36.323, 19. 2,841.19r9! 484,1392 120 33)

1800 784M3 8.679.841 065,906,415 66.641.83413 -) 335,03 99 76
6,192,811 07

3711 1413A T7,074,674 I.663,134,201 110.l6.171 2t 328,44? 9857
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Flida %&as again the only sale in the United States
lrcening all five sports for pari-mJlucls wagering in 1981.
TIc same five thoroughbred tracks were in operation as in
1978 Number of racing days al lhese locations increased
by only 15 days, from 329 to 344. Altendance per perfor-
mane was down 645 customers per day or 8.74%. Aver-
age handle per day was ako down by $21,185 or 1.92%.
Per capita wagering however, was up by 7.46% to
$160.76.

Gator Downs was still the only quarter horse track in
Florida. They raced 50 days in 1981 as opposed to 45 in
1978. Attendance, handle and per capita were all up
slightly, attendance by 50 customers per day, daily average
bv $13,708 or 7.22% and per capita by 5.1%. Although
g ins were small, the results are encouraging,

Ja; alai shows two more meetings than in 1978, but these
werl. held at existing fronlons, no new ones having been
buil . Performances increased by 462 but attendance per
performance was down by 8.43%, very close to the

thoroughbred figure. Daily average, however, was up
$6,590, or 3.61%. Thi, was made possible by the per
capita increase of $8.20.

Only one harness horse track was in operation in 1981 as
opposed to two in 1978; Seminole Park having converted
to dog racing this period. Pompano raced the same number
of days (5 05). Attendance was down by 29,4 20 for the 105
day period, but average daily handle was up $30,211 or
6.8% and per capita by $11.42 or 13.13%.

Greyhound racing followed the same trends as the other
sports with the slight exception of the one quarter horse
track. Performances were decreased by 85 to 2584. Atten-
dance was down 5.27%, but again, the average handle was
up 7.38% and per capita up $11.75 or 13.3S%.

Encouraging was the fact that with attendance down in
1981, the State increased their revenue from pari-muluels
sources over seven (7 million dollars above the 1978 figure
for a total of $110,861,171.21.

RECAP OF PARI.MUTUELS WAGERING IN IDAHO (1981)
NUMBER OF IOTAL TOTAL PARI- TOTAL REVENUf DJLY PER

TRACKS RACING D'.YS ATTENDANCE MUTUELS HANDLE TO STATE AVERAGE CAPITA
Tloroutgibeds

Coeur D'Alene 15 23.665 2,164,624 84,195 72 144,308 - 91.46
Le BoSs Park 34 104,050 4.748.586 168,20548 139,664 45.63

Totals 49 127,715 (,,913,210 252,401.20 141,086 54.12
Qwrier ho'es

Coeur D Alene 4 6.318 330,749 13.706.28 82,687 $2.43
Les Bois Paik 16 48,9O 15B1.668 79.1S5 52 98,a54 32.30

Totals .0 55.268 1,912,417 92,1S5 52 95,621 34,60
Reyenue (Fairs) 61,30200

STATE TOTALS 69 182.983 8,825,627 "40S,BSB.72 127.908 48.23
Pocalello 30 39,750 1,266,141 35,367 00 42,20S 31.85
Gem Co. 6 5.498 184,566 4.42000 30.761 33.56
erome Co, 4 NA 92,841 2,13000 23,210 NA
Ruperl 4 5,292 153,715 4,15600 38.429 29.04
Catsia Co. 3 NA 71,533 1,71600 23,844 NA
Oneida Co. 3 5,400 107,620 2,9.6.00 35,873 19.93
Eastern Idaho 5 9,520 284,338 9,045.00 56,868 29.86
Maic Valley 3 NA 66,374 1.512-00 22,12S NA

Total$ 58 NA 2,227,128 61,302.00 %8,399 NA

Idaho's gains would ncA look implr:slve If volume wis Some of the larger fairs were included in the 1978 av-
Ih criteria, bul averagewise, this state has .nade huge gair. erages, but even with this consideration, the increases are
since 1978. extremely good. The boffom line is the fact that revenue

Whileracingnlnelessdays, theaveragedailyattendance collected jumped from $136,261.91 in 1978 to $405,e
was up 15.53%; the daily handle up 55.39%; ard per 858.72 In 1981.
capita wagering up 34.48%.
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RECAP OF PARI-MUTUELS WAGERING IN ILLINOIS (151)
NUMBER OF TOTAL TOTAL PARI- TOTAL REVENUE DAILY PER

TRACKS RACING DAYS ATTENDANCE MITULAS HANDLE TO STATE AVERAGE CAPITAL

Th-ird
Arlington 120 1.381,789 192,385,631 14,295,64S.00 1,603,214 139.23
ealnoral 67 222,126 27,946,950 1,S37,732.00 417,119 12S.82
Hawdtrne 87 78S,776 116,700,165 0,.1,330.00 1,341,381 14832
Sp o Park 72 797,454 117,346,343 8,853,985.00 1.629,810 14715
Faimont 160 793,652 82.225,446 4,82,845 00 S1J,909 103.60

Toals 306 S.90.797 536,604,35 37.657,57.00 1.060,483 134.80
Hirnea Racin

Maywood 153 926.622 134,531,611 9,01h,921.00 879.292 145.18
Bulmoral 109 404,567 50,872.967 2.832.951 00 466.724 12S.75
SpNsn"af PAA 117 1.332.05) 169.621,25 I2',S I1,66 00 1,449.757 127.34
Ouquoin 4 11,012 43,866 1,904.00 113.466 41 22
Aurora 12 57.48S 4,841,SI9 2S5,211.00 403.460 84 22
Fairmont 87 268,262 30,96,167 ,588.896.00 315.911 107.42
Qu d City 150 468.513 39,234,335 1.989,632.00 261,S62 83.74
Hawthorn. 63 477,328 70,91S,346 4.997,92800 1.125.9S8 14861

Total% 695 3,965,862 501,457,236 33.,232,11.00 721,521 126.44
Miscellaneous Revenue 1,683,827.00

STATE TOTALS 1201 7,946,659 i,038.061,771 72,$73,SI S00 864,331 1063

Thoroughbred tracks in Illinois raced 47 more days in 1981 of all, average attendance was down by 10.33%. Revenue,
than 1978. Trends in all categories were up. Daily average even with the 47 extra days, was down $3,060,971 in 1981
attendance by 5.13%, daily handle by 11.32% , and per over 1978.
capita wagering by S,89%. Although average handle and Combining both sports, 186 more racing days were held
per capita increases were slightly lower than the national in 1981; average attendance was down 3.68%; average
average, the attendance increase was slightly higher. Reve- handle was down .57% and per capital wagering was up
nue to Illinois increased by $1,213,369 in 1981 over 1978. 3.22%. The results were not drastic, but revenue for the

Harness racing did not fare so well. There were 139 more Year was $1,326,183, less than 1978-even with 186 more
racing days in 198 1, but per capita was only up 51 of I per performances.
cent, average daily handle was down by 9.88% and worst

RECAP Of PARI-MUTUELS WAGERING IN KENTUCKY (1981)
NUMBER OF TOYAL TOTAL PARI.- TOTAL REVENUE DAILY PER

TRACKS RACING DAYS ATENOANCE MurL;ELS HANDLE TO STATE AVERAGE CAPIT'.

1horoughbreds
LaIonia 124 499,481 63,082,164 2.996.403 00 508.727 126.0
Xeeneland 31 384,865 3S. 10,489 1.671,07300 , .,BS4 90.91
Churchill Downs 79 962,713 106,001,045 5,025,Z40 00 1,141,636 110 1
Ellis Park 59 30S,647 32.718,766 1,54,141 00 554.SS 107 C

Tot ls 293 2,154.706 236,966.464 11,246.8S70 0 808,828 109.98
Harness Racing;

Lalonia 67 99.949 8842.760 445,962.00 131,9a 1 6.47
Lesinalon Trois 44 128,663 6,981,631 353,605.00 158,673 54.26
Louisvlle Downs 137 415,162 31,029,301 1,171.060.00 226,491 74.74
Audubon 102 117,9S4 10,671,133 $36,797.00 104,619 90.46
The Red Wite 8 24,072 1,061,972 54,139.00 112,747 44.11

To als 3S8 785.02 18,586,799 2,961,763 00 163.6S0 74.3T

STATE TOTALS 6S1 2.940,S06 295,73.,263 14,208,620.00 54,030 100.31
Fairs

Mayreld
Paducah
Bardstown

Totals 57,539
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Thoroughbred racing in Kentucky had 21 more racing
days in 1981 than in 1978, average attendance was up
.86%, daily handle was up 2,7%, and per capita wagering
up 1.81%. All were less than the national average but at
least, d;d not decline. The slight increases and the 21 extra
racing days provided $1,071,864.67 more in revenue.

Harness racing was down in every category except per
capita wagering, which was up 1.2%, but not by very
much. Average attendance was down 4.27%, and average
handle down 3.09%. However, the revenue held pretty
even, decreasing by only $103,299 in 1981 over 1978.

Kentucky, over the three year period, has held very even
in every category when both sports are ccsmbined. No quar-
ter horse racing was held in 1981 but pari-muluels wager.
ing was introduced 01 harness racing at three fairs for the
first time. Although the combined handle of the three tracks
was only 57,839, there was an increase of 300% in the
number of horses available to race at each fair. The practice
should also be a good way to educate new fans to park
mutuels wagering and create a fresh group of potential fans
for commercial tracks.

RECAP OF PARI.MUTUELS WAGERING IN LOUISIANA (181)
NUMBER OF TOTAL TOTAL PARI. TOTAL REVENUE DAILY PER

TRACKS RACING DAYS ATTENDANCE MUTUELS HANDLE TO STATE AVERAGE CAPITA
Tht-oushbredt

Louisiana Downs 105 1.127,452 178.160,747 9,225.033.94 1,696,769 15802
Farqrountis 96 766,954 129.944.199 6,297,439.94 1.33,5585 169.43
ietferon Downs J05 464,328 56,093,35 2,172,292.19 S34.224 1208)
Evangeline Downs 93 355,377 43,796.445 1.$78,333.47 470,929 123.24
Delia Do, ins 83 251.255 36,415,164 1,220,249.61 438,737 144.93

Toat. 482 2,965,366 444,410,080 20,493,348.1 s 922,013 149.66
Quarter ho(e

Oelta Downs 90 240.707 30,219.91 824,640 00 335,777 125.54
Tr4als 90 240.707 30.219,918 824,64000 335,777 125.54
STATE TOTALS 572 3.206,073 474.629,998 21.317,98, IS 829,773 148,04

Louisiana had 56 less thoroughbred racing days in 1981 dollars were paid in revenue to Louisiana in 1981 than in
than in' 1978, but the increases in all categories were far 1978.
above the national average. Attendance per performance Quarter horses followed closely the gains, percentage
was up 16.07%; daily handle up 43.75% and per capita wise, as the thoroughbreds. It will be almost impossible for
wagering 27.83%. The rapid growth of Louisiana Downs the state to maintain this growth trend, but it should give
undoubtedly helped make these figures possible, but the other states encouragement that it Is possible, even with our
other four tracks also showed remarkable growth. Espe. sagging economy.
cially gratifying is the fact that almost 3V million more

RECAP OF PARI-MUTUELS WAGERING IN MAINE (1981)
NUMBER OF TOTAL TOTAL PARt. TOTAL REVENUE DAILY PER

TRACKS RACING DAYS ATTENDANCE MUTUELS HANDLE TO STATE AVERAGE CAPITA

Harness Racing
Scarborough Downs 140 NA 15,860,266 582,738.89 113,288 NA
Lewito.n Raceway 92 NA 7,713.789 273,174.08 63,846 NA
Bangor Raceway 43 NA 2.705,943 93,020,79 62,929 NA

Totals 275 450000° 26.279,998 948,933.76 95,564 58.39"
Revenue (Fairs) 116.065.83
MaClao1no Riense 250,952.31

STATE TOTALS 275 4S0,000 26,279.998 1,31S,931,90 95,564 38.39'
Fairs S4 NA 3.492.901 116,065.53 64.68) NA

Estliraed

The only commercial tracks operating in Maine were
harness tracks. No accurate attendance figures were avail.
able in 1981 so percentages would be of little value in most
categories, but average daily handle was up 16.01% and

the re-enue amounted to $162,578.82 more in 1981 than
in 1978 with an increase of only 22 days of racing. It ap-
pears that Maine Is at least holding its own in regards to the
pari-mutuels Industry.

f
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RECAP OF PARI-MUTUILS WAGERING IN MARYLAND (1961)
NUMBER OF TOTAL TOTAL PARI- TOTAL REVENUE DAILY PER

TRACKS RACING DAYS ATTENOANCE MUTUELS HANDLE TO STATE AVERAGE CAPITAL

Bowie 60 464,151 65,532,946 2,680,297.S7 1,092,216 141.18
PimIco 108 9S3,62S 18.767.437 40886,A72 57 1,099,6 '4.20
Laurl 61 489,389 67,389,201 2.727,133.91 1,104,741 137.70
Malboro 36 243.127 32,094,773 1,312,676,30 891,522 132.00
Tlimonlum 42 229,252 25,695,948 714,84602 611.0. 112 08

Miscellaneous Revenue 264,000.00
Touls 307 338I,548 309,480.309 12.51S,626.37 1.008,079 129.94

1Harness Racing~
Frelliule 95 462,869 43,111,312 2.422,524.61 454,540 93.29
Roeroit 8s 366,682 37,1701465 2.080,378.40 437,301) 101.36
Ocean Downs 74 1111,573 8.707,638 261,229.14 117,671 73.43

Miscellaneous Revenue 6,375.00
Towals 254 948,124 69,059,415 4,770,S07,1S 330,628 93.93

Revenue (Seeplechael 55,06.00
Miscellaneous Revenue 1,766.154.67

STATE TOTALS 561 3,329,668 390,539,724 19,177.924.19 710,409 119.69
Slepecia 3 41.86 695,071 55,60600 231,692 1663

Maryland thoroughbred salistics show conflicting land shows scarcely any change. With 2 less days ofracing.
trends. Five more racing days were held in 1981 over 1978, average attendance increased by 10 patrons, the average
per capita was up 14.48% and daily average also up handle was up 3.24%, and per capita betting increased
6.84%. However, average attendance was down 6.68% 6.9% in 1981. On the other hand, revenue decreased only
and total revenue was down $2,687,670.43 from 1978. $477,350.79.

Comparisons of 1978 to 1981 of harness racing in Mary.

RECAP OF PARI-MUTUELS IN MASSACHUSETTS (1981)
NUMBER OF TOTAL TOTAL PARI. TOTAL REVENUE DAILY PER

TRACKS RACING DAYS ATTENDANCE MUTUELS HANDLE TO STATE AVERA.CE CAPITA
Thorou ghbeds I

Sulfolk Downs 227 1,581,876 210,506,7S4 10,793,293 08 927.343 13307
Totals 227 1.581,876 210,506.754 10,793,29308 927,343 133.07

Harness Racing
Foxbowo 176 591.560 53,963,2718 1,798 0.1814 106,610 91 2i

Totals 176 591.60 ,,963,278 1 7.1',11) . 14 316,610 91 22
Greyhound%

Revere 25s - 1,411,891 151.510,098 13.567.253.48 531.614 107.31
Raynham 132 133M 648,371 65,098,814 4,672,187 2S 245,656 100.40
Tauoon 35 10oM 297,297 30,541,796 2,087.714 21 226,236 10273

Totals 452 233M 2,.357,559 247,I 50,708 20,327,154 94 360,804 1048)
Revenue (Fairs) 1.659,SS2 51

STATE TOTALS 855 233M 4,530,99S 511.620,740 34,578,028 97 470,240 112.91
Fairs .

Thoroughbreds 28 221,757" 13,715,446 1, 404, 19 01. 4a89,837 61.84
Harness Racing 10 28.250 2,620,563 10.81865 262,056 )2.76
Greyhounds 10 26.633 2,314,908 If,.11). 13 231,491 86.91

Fair Totals 48 276,640' 18,S0.917 1,659,552 1I1 388,561 _: 67.41'

M Denotes matinees
'Estimaed

Our 1978 figures for thoroughbreds included 38 days of
Fair racing, so we are comparing Suffolk Downs figures for
comparative purposes for both years. This reveals strong
gains in all areas, except revenue. Average attendance was
up 12.34%, quite above the national average; average
handle was up 37.21% and per capita also up 22.13%. This
is a very encouraging sign with the high level of competi-
tion in that area.

Harness racing at Foxboro shows exactly the opposite
trend. Attendance was down 3.91%; average handle down
5.51% and per capita betting also down 1.68%. Although
other areas have shown greater declines in handle and at-

tendance, this is one of the few spots to also be down in per
capita wagering. Revenue generated was also down a con-
siderable amount.

The increases in greyhound racing are exceptionally
good, especially when it is realized Ihat there were 138
more matinees held in 1981 and 58 fewer night sessions.
Even so, the average attendance was up over 1978 by
5.84%, average handle increased by 23,83% and per
capita was also up 17.54%. Increased revenue from this
source was $5,163,670.14 more than in 1978, and more
than made up for the revenue declines from other
categories.
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RECAP OF PARI-MUTUELS WAGERING IN MICHIGAN (1981)
NUMBER OF TOTAL TOTAL PAR[- TOTAL REVENUE DAILY PER

TRACKS RACING DAYS ATTENDANCE MUTUELS HANDLE TO STATE AVERAGE CAPITAL

Ttotouphbreds
Detrotf 84 432,627 60,807,915 3,844.393.00 723,904 140.73
Hazel Park 112 634,059 90,9S8,1S2 5,768,.549.00 612,126 143.45

Totils 19. 1.066,686 IS1,766,067 9,612,94100 774,317 142.27
Ovaftr hrtinc.

frni',le 41 13.164 689.414 39.5-800 16,15 S2.17
Totals 41 13,164 689,414 39,458,00 16,813 S2.37

Harnes, R.Ciing
Hazel Park 84 454,187 62,796,030 4,061,900,00 747,572 135.26
Nort-hvile 141 447.S05 . 64,322.S79 4,140.003.00 456,189 143.73
Jackson 77 146,549 13,380,084 753,3S0.00 173,767 91.11
Wolvv ,ne 84 423,768 60,987,907 3,955,207.00 726,047 143.91
Sap rw 65 176,317 14,770,44S 933,49t.00 227,238 83.77

Total, 41 1,648.626 216,257,045 13,863.951.00 479,506 131.17
M- irl.nw.. E. Imm 69S.,194.650

STATE TOTALS Ct;i 2.728,476 368,712,526 24.211,4S 60 535.919 135.13

Michigan's thoroughbred tracks suffered serious declines 42.45% in average handle, 21.62% In per capita, and
since 1978. Average attendance wasdown 12.96%, aver- generating $16,480.00 less in revenue in 1981 when com-
age handle 13.05%, and revenue was less by $4,281,711 pared with 1978.
in 1981. Only per capita wagering was up, by 4.74%. The Harness racing was also down, but not quite as badly as
big (actor is the especially critical economic conditions in the thoroughbreds. Average attendance was down 11.47%,
this s ate; but the hig: reduction in revenue was also partly and average handle 10.05%, but per capita still showed a
de itu the restructuring of he division of commissions small gain of 1.59%. Surprisingly the extra 49 days in 1981
between the tracks and the state. Percentages of takeouts produced enough revenue to show a gain of $1,169,669
were also reduced in some areas to try to stimulate the over 1978.
volume of wagering. Hopefully, with the co-oiyaration of the state and a reve,

One small quarter horse track was still in operation in sal of the economic condition in Michigan, the downward
1981, although down 23,75% in average attendance, trend will reverse itself in the future.

RECAP OF PARI.MIJTUELS WAGERING IN MONTANA (1961)
NUMBER Of TOT,'L TOTAL PARI- TOTAL REVENUE DAILY PER

TRACKS RACING DAYS ATTENDANCE MUTUELS HANDLE 10 STATE AVERAGE CAPITAL

Tkirotghbeds
Great falls 24 NA 2,329,352 23,293.52 97,056 NA
siilinp 39 NA 5,363.811 53,638.11 137,S34 NA

ToWalS 63 NA 7.693,163 76,931.63 122,114 NA
Revenue (Fairs) 26,357.87

STATE TOTALS 63 NA 7,693,163 !03,289.50 122,114 NA
Fairs 49 NA 2,635,787 26,357.87 53,792 NA

The thoroughbred meetings in Great Falls and Billings
were Included with the small (airs In 1978's figures, so we
have no solid basis (or percentage comparisons, except for
total volume and revenue, Attendance figures are not avail-
able either, so these cannot be accurately measured.

However, the total handle for all Pari-mutuels in 1981
was up S2,268,108 over 1978 but the revenue was down
$27,383.82. Actual racing days at all facilities were up
from 102 In 1978 to 112 In 198i.

I
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RECAP OF PARI.MUTUELS WAGERING IN NEBRASKA (191)
NUMBER OF . TOTAL TOTAL PARt- TOTAL REVENUE DAJLY PER

TRACKS RACING DAYS ATIENOANCE MUTUELS HANDLE TO STATE AVERAGE CAPITA
Th-hbe

I.L FonerPark 40 197,628 i 23,779,717 .1193,151t.S 594.493 120.32
Aksarben 65 992,479 114,604,139 6,012,059.00 1,763,141 IIS.47
AlokWd SO 92,720 5.6S5,569 249,626,45 113.111 6100
Lincoln 50 263,S40 29,176,613 1,478,3S4.6S 583,533 110,71
Columbus 26 89,739 8,153,218 300,037.60 313,S85 9085

Totals 231 1.636,106 181,369.296 9,311.229.45 785,248 110.85
Quarter homes

Broken Dow 12 8.745 287,943 1,43.50 2),99S 32.92
Oeshler IS 17.720 600,S27 3,291,00 40,0)5 33.88
Hastings 16 19,420 791,109 4,203.00 49,444 40.7)

Tu1s 43 4S,885 1,679,579 8,947.50 39,060 36.60
STATE TOTALS 274 11,682,9g1 18,048,875 9.322.176.95 668.062 108.82

Nebraska thoroughbred tracks overcame a 12.05% de- to two in 1978. There were 9 more racing days in 1981 and
crease in average attendance in 1981 compared with 1978 quarter horses followed the trend of the thoroughbreds in
to post a 2.97% increase in average handle. This was largely Nebraska, showing a decrease in average attendance of
due to an increase in pet capita of 15.77%. The slight 3.43% but large increases of 24.29% in handle, and
Increase In handle and the 37 extra days of racing in 1981 28.73% increase in per capita. Revenue increased from
combined to provide $1,876,826.75 more revenue than in $3,601.80 in 1978 to $8,947.50 in 1981, almost a 150%
1978. increase. Small numbers, but definitely going in the right

There were three quarter horse tracks in 1981 as opposed direction.

RECAP OF PARI-MUTUELS WAGERING IN NEVADA (1981)
NUMBER OF TOTAL TOTAL PARI. TOTAL RiVENUE DALY PER

TRACKS RACING DAN$ ATTENDANCE MUTUELS HANDLE TO STATE AVERAGE CAPITAL
Greyhounds

Las Vegas Downs 2S8 162M 275.942 17,078,094 S9 32S 62 53,369 6189
Tot ls 258 62M 273,942 27,078,054 S38,325.62 S3.169 61.69

jai Ala;
MGM GrMd 18 93,993 2.985,717 89,372 51 2S,303 31.10

Totals l12 93,993 2,98S,717 89.371.51 2S.303 31 20
Revenue (Fan) 3,077.35

' STATE TOTALS 376 62M 371.93$ 20,063.771 630,97448 43,808 51,94
Fa-rs

Ely 4 1.822" 98,299 982.99 24,73 NA
Elko 4 3.882 209,43 6 2.09436 52.159 NA

Totals 8 5.704" 307,71S 3.077 15 18.467 NA

,Estimated

Nevada has little to work with in way of comparisons.
Greyhounds were not racing in 1978, and have been shut
down once again because play was not as great as was
expected. Plans are to open again as soon as possible. .

jai alai opened-again after fire destroyed the fronton in
Las Vegas. Reno had a fronton operating in 1978 but it too

was closed because business was poor. For the short tire
the fronton was open in Las Vegas in 1981, the average
attendance was down 28.18% from 1978 and the average
handle was down 30.16%. Per capita was about the same.
These are not very fair comparisons and 1982 may see the
fronlton start back to the 1978 figures.
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RECAP OF PARI-MUTUELS WAGERING IN NEW HAMPSHIRE
NUMBER Of TOTAL TOTAL PARI- TOTAL REVENUE DAILY 'ER

TRACES RACING DAYS ATTENDANCE MUTUELS HANDLE TO STATE AVERAGE CAPITAL

Harneess Racing
Hinsdle St 66,827 4,139,676 98.213 30 81,170 61.94

Totals Si 66,827 4,139.676 98213.30 11.170 61.94
Cey ounds

H sdaIl, 188 8gM 210.341 19,003,020 1.295.729.92 69.603 90.34
Lakes ReBtion 105 8n.S4t 4,190,318 1%9,69875 39,908 52.02
Seabrook 220 230M 53S,931 .68,768.887 6,447,348.80 152,820 82,26

Totals 513 319M 1,126,813 91,962,22S 7.902,777.47 110.532 51.61
Revenue (Fais 23,929.31

STATE TOTALS 564 319M 1.193,640 96,101,901 8.024.92008 108,836 8051FairRochbesier 9 32,000" 825.611 23,929.31 91.735 NA

Es".ifnaled

The fact that Rockingharm held lengthy thoroughbred and Greyhound racing held 119 more performances in 1981
harness meets in 1978 and not in 1981, makes compari- than in 1978, but 116 of these were matinees, and makes
sons for those years of little value in New Hampshire in comparative figures misleading. Average aitendance'was
regard to horse racing. down 26.09%, average handle down 30.05% and per

Hinsdale, the only harness track racing in 1981 was up capita down 5.37%. However, the added performances
1.08% in attendance, 23.2% in hardle, and 21.83% in per kept the revenue received by New Hampshire close to the
capita over 1978. 1978 total.

RECAP OF PARI-MUTUELS WAGERING IN NEW JERSEY (1981)
NUMBER OF TOTAL TOTAL PARI- TOTAL REVENUE DAILY - PIER

TRACES RACING DAYS ATTENDANCE MUTUELS HANDLE TO STATE AVERAGE CAPITA
Thoiouahbteds

AIIanic Ctly 75 $14,271 59,755,908 731,95 18 796.74S t16,19
Monmnouth Park 110 1,074,054 155,837.786 S.79 2,947,31 1,416,707 145.09
N. j Sports & Expo Aulh. 101 1,359.797 192.634.526 1,325808 01 1,907,273 141.76

Totals 286 2,947,122 40a,228,220 7.850.740.50 .1.422.371 138 51
Harmm Racing

Freehold 134 455,369 57,404.374 1,960,759 95 428,391 12A.06
Atlantic City 133 416.571 53,075,703 2.291,212.73 40S,00 129.33
N. I. Spots & E1er. Aurh 182 2,930,5SS 449066,798 3,094.37711 2,467.400 153.23

Totals 449 3,802,493 560,346,87S 7,346,344.79 1.247,989 147,36
MIscellaneos Revenue 6,601.12

ST.ATE TOTALS 735 6,749,617 968,573,095 1S,203,686 41 - 1,3!7.789 143.50

New Jersey thoroughbred tracks raced 4 more days in
1981 than in 1978. Average attendance was down 9.66%,
but a 14.27% increase in per capita wagering kept the
average handle up by 3,22%, Changes In divisions of
commilssions, to help tracks through a period of declining
attendance, was primarily responsible for a decrease in
revenue of $3.654.642.00 in 1981 as compared to 1978.

Harness racing trends were a little more favorable than the

thoroughbreds. Average attendance was down only 4.39%
and a 20.56% Increase in per capital helped make the aver.
age handle up 15.27% in 1981 over 1973. With 31 rnoe
racing days, the decrease in revenue was only $49,239.79.

New jersey Is another state that is exploring ways to get
their fair share of the wagering dollars In a very competitive
area.
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RECAP OF PARI-MUTUELS WAGERING IN NEW MEXICO (1981)
NUMBER Of TOTAL TOTAL PARI- TOTAL REVENUE DAILY PER

TRACKS RACING DAYS ATTENDANCE MUTUELS i-IANDLE TO STATE AVERAGE CAPITA

Thormlighbredi
La Mesa Park 31 53.49 6,993.664 31,555.61 225.602 13082
Ruidoso Downs 32 166,659 19,636.835 527,738.78 613.651 11782
Santa Fe Downs St 172,590 15,923,203 216,523.63 371.043 10964
Albuquerque Stale Fair 12 116,976 11 09.099 170.477.42 934.092 9582
Sunland Park 61 235,094 17,627,97 333,453.90 288,983 7498

Totals 187 744.778 74,390.778 1,279,749.54 397,812 99.16
quane4 horse$

La Mesa Park 26 53,459 S.386,072 28,50200 192,360 10015
Ruioso own, 38 166,6sg 20.443,859 626.70013 53?,996 13 66
Santa Fe DOowns 19 69.033 S,700,463 80.66590 300.024 82 S7
Albuquerque Slate Fair S 48.740 4,085,838 71.032 22 817.168 8332
Sunlarsd Park 24 92,523 7,146,247 131,194.56 297,644 77 4S

Totals 114 430,413 42,764,479 938,095.01 375.127 393S
Miscellaneous Revenue 3,15000

STATE TOTALS 301 1,175,191 117,1 SS,2S7 2.220,994 SS 389.220 9969

All of New Mexico's tracks hold mixed thoroughbred There were 6 more racing days in 1981 than in 1978. As
and quarter horse meetings. According to the number of in most areas, average attendance was down. In lhis case it
each type of race run, we attempted to credit each with a was down 13.34%, while per capita was up 36.02% and
proportionate number of racing days for statistical pur- average handle up 17.87% over 1978.
poses. Because these cannot be exact, we are combining Total revenue was $702,248.91 less in 1981 than In
the figures of both to give trend percentages in 1981 com- 1978.
pared with 1978.

RECAP OF PARI-MUTUELS WAGERING IN NEW YORK (19811)
NUMBER Of TOTAL TOTAL PAI- TOTAL XE'vENUE OAILY VtiL

TRACKS RACING DAYS ArTENOANCE MUTUELS HANDLE TO STATE AVERAGE CAt'ITA

T"roughlreds
Aqueduct 171 3,687,S64 473.385,8SS 22,700,502.46 2,768,)38 176 14
Belmont 114 ,420.780 350,136,467 16,919,0S1.65 3,071,373 t44,64
Saratoga 24 674.464 67,492.732 2.6S5,58.15 2,812,187 101.07
Finger Lakes 161 529,836 52,788,846 1,9S4.698 01 327.881 9963

Totals 470 6,312.,644 943,803,900 44,230,410.27 2,008,093 149.51
Harness R.in.

Balvaia Is) 401,043 39,040,823 1.244.155.w 358,549 97.35
Buffalo 143 38S.272 37,739,079 1,2 1 ,SSO 09 263.910 97,96
Mon icelto 182 515,466 49,684,0S4 1.78S,607 63 272,9 3b29
Roosevelt 146 1,290,134 212.269,291 13,749.041.64 1,453,899 . 164.52
Saratoga 21) 636,480 46,329,73$ 1,2$3.965 65 217.3s1 72.79
Vernon 160 48S,20i 37,S85.338 1,271.08921 234.9C8 7.4S
Yonkers 164 1,206,662 216,104.493 IS.6,6,578.72 1,317.710 179.09
Syracus 7 22.849 1,714,297 $9.00866 244.900 75.03

Totals 1166 4,943,t07 640.467,113 36.254,997.72 54,266 1 9.S6
Miscellaneous Reveonue t 1,92,SO4.01

STATE TOTALS 1636 11,2S5.751 1.384,27?,013 94.410,91 2.00 968,381 140.75
OTg IS05.1363,713 14S,180,052.00

Totals Track & OT 3,069,634,726 239,590,%4.00

72-553 0 - 87 - 26
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RECAP OF OFF TRACK BETTING WAGERING IN NEW YORK (1961)
LUMBER OF TOTAL TOTAL PARI- TOTAL REVENUE DAILY PER

TRACKS RACING DAYS ATTENDANCE MUTIALS HANDLE TO STATE AVERAGE CAPITA

Thoroughbreds
Au i¢.ucl 171 547.675,02S 3,202,788
BeIrmont 114 366,674.471 3,216.443
Saialoga 24 86,872,607 3,619,692
Firirm Lakes 161 32,S07,104 201,908

ToIals 470 1.033,729,207 2,199424
Hames Racing

Batavia 151 26.495.311 175.467
Buffain 143 25.503.326 178,345
Mnl 1ICeIo 182 24.747,165 135,973
Rooseveh 146 149.48S.946 1,017,027
Saranloa 213 14,260.726 66,9S2
Verm n 160 4.813,S47 30.085
Yontels 164 150.21S.470 915.948
Sy'acu-.e 7 40,223 S,746

Totals 1166 394,561,914 338,389
Oul of Sli

Arlinglo 1.255,633
Calder 7,310.01S
Dela,-are Part 6.75.727
Gilisream 11.186.891
Hnalcah 7.452,406
KeystoC 31,781,138
special Events' 4,3 27,782

Toults 77.072,S92_

STATE TOTALS ,S05,363,713 145.180,052 00

'Pan American dvp, Crilfsream Part I.klp. Flamngo Stakes. Widener, Haleah Turf. Arlington Mitlon, Prix d, L'Arc de Triomphe. Washlngton, D.C.
Inlernat-onal

New York had 11 more racing days at thoroughbred
tracks in 1981 than in 1978. As in most states, average
altehdance was down 7.31%, average handle was up
5.71% and per capita wagering up 14.06% when compar-
ing 1981 with 1978.

Harness racing followed the same pattern, but average
attendance was down, 7.31%, average handle was up
less 111.84%), resulting in a decline in the average handle
of 5.96%. Ten less racing days were held in 1981 than in
1978.

OTB gross handle was up S298,833,445 in 1981 over
1978, an increase of 24.76%.

Total revenue in 1981 from a gross handle of
$1,584,271,013 (on track belting) was $94,410,912.00,
while the gross handle of $1,505,363,713 (off track betting)
produced $145,180,052 in revenue.

Percentage of takeout was reduced by law in 1981 and
will probably help to counteract the sagging economy and
the increased competition from neighboring states.

RECAP OF PARI.MUTUELS WAGERING IN OHIO (1981)
NUMBER OF TOTAL TOTAL PARI- TOTAL REVENUE DAILY PER

TRACKS RACING DAYS ATTENDANCE MU TUELS HANDLE TO STATE AVERAGE CAPITAL

Thorosughbrcd
SeauTajh Park 82 320,137 40,821.487 2,940.769,26 497,823 127.$1
Thirnsl Downs 190 862,319 113,296,449 8.053.270.73 5%.297 131.38
Nove Downs 112 567.784 67.243,78 4,694.422.03 600,391 118.43

Totats 384 1,750,240 221,361,724 1S.688,462.02 576,463 126.47

Oeaulah Park 23 37,176 21981,768 107.662.72 129,64.. 80.20

TOWS 23 37,176 2,981.780 107.662.72 19,643 80.20
Hames Hone

Northrrk.d 8 599.062 75.271,031 5,066.999.93 400.378 12S.64
Lebon 145 114,347 21.494,006 1,180,198.72 148.23S 187.97
Scioto Downs 112 S82,028 47,137,385 3,229,890 06 420,870 80.98
Raceway Park 146 409,320 33,00S,332 2,109,265.34 226,064 80.63

Tonals 591 1,704,737 176,907,754 1 I,$86.34.25 29.336 103.77
Revenue FaIrs ) 228,564.74

STATE TOTALS 998 3,492,173 401.2St,266 27,611,043.73 402,05S 114.90
Fah 1331 178 NA 4,279,190 228,S64.74 24.40 NA
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Thoroughbred racing in Ohio followed the trend In most
states. Average attendance was down in 1981 when com-
pared with 1978 by 11.04%. The Increase In percapita was
up 8.26% but was not enough to keep the average handle
from declining 3.69%. The 23 extra days of racing helped
increase Ihe revenue in 1981 by $1,186,439 over the 1978
figure.

The one small quarter horse meet at Beaulah Park
showed a trend different from that of any other place in the
country. Average attendance was up 53.61%; average
handle was up 51.7% ; and per capita was down 1.25%.

With 5 less racing days in 1981, the revenue was down
only $3,719.24 from the 1978 figure. Although the handle
was still small, it gave encouragement 1o the quarter horse
Interests that their sport is beginning to gain favor with fans
in the Midwest.

Harness racing trends were almost Identical to thoseof
the thoroughbreds. 1981 average attendance was down
11.71% compared to 1978, per capita was up 9.27% and
average handle down 3.54%.

Revenue in 1981 was almost the same as in 1978, even
with 20 less racing days.

RECAP OF PAR-MUTUELS WAGERING IN OREGON (1961)
NUMBER OF TOTAL TOT L PAZI- TOTAL REVENUE DAALY PER

TRACKS RACING DAYS ATTENDANCE MUTUELS HANDLE TO STATE AVIERAG CAPITA
Thorcughbreds

Portland 7) 329,513 35,794.114 1,359.670.40 511,344 109.62
Salem 26 132.100 5672,991 50.0)94 225,814 44.45

Toal %6 461.613 41,66.1t05 1,409.724,34 414,032 90.26
Quarter Hores

Pofitland 17 80,019 5.256,203 330.20s62 309.188 65.68
Salem S 25,400 758,077 9,625.70 151.615 2984

Total 22 105.419 6,014,280 3)9.831.12 273,376 $705
C-eyhound

Multnomah 52 537.295 46,465,316 3.155,976.SS 566.6S0 648

Total 82 S37.295 46,465,316 3.155.976.55 566,650 86.48
Revenue (Fairs) 169,566.02

STATE TOTALS 200 1,104,327 94.146,701 S.075,098.23 470.734 85.25
Fair 44 NA 8,062,539 169,566.02 183.240 NA

Oregon, like New Mexico, holds mixed thoroughbred crease 8.34%. These increases in per capita and'handle
and quarter horse meets. For statistical purposes, we have were enough to Increase the revenue in 1981 by almost S'
designated numbers of racing days to each type o( racing million dollars over 1978.
according to the number of races of each, during a meet. Greyhound figures in 1981 were very close to those of
They are combined to arrive atamoreaccurate trend, since 1978. There were 3 less racing days in 1981, average at-
slight errors are inevitable in estimating the attendance tendance was down 2.45%, average handle was up 3.9%
breakdown, and per capita was up 6.51%. Revenue was also up

Combined thoroughbred and quarter horses raced 9 less $312,842.68.
days in 1981 than in 1978. Oregon followed the national Revenue statewide was almost the same in 1981 as in
trend by being down 19.56% in average attendance, but up 1978.
34.47% in per capita, enabling the average handle to in-

RECAP OF PAR-MUTUELS WAGERING IN PENNSYLVANIA (1981)
NUMBER OF TOTAL TOTAL PARI. TOTAL REVENUE DAILY PER

TRACKS RACING DAYS ATTENDANCE MUTUELS HANDLE TO STATE AVERAGE CAPITA
Thoroughb eds

Keystone 211 11,326,280 199,391,357 11,674.598.62 944.983 13063
Shamrock 47 228.1i9 25.308.826 1,448,693 65 538,486 110.93
Penn National 200 1,020,969 96.674.745 5.731,295 26 483,374 94.68
Commodore 79 199.165 16.315.779 970.61057 206,529 81 92

Tovals S37 2,974,553 337,690,707 19,825,198.10 628.847 113.,52
Harrts Racnmll

Liberty B l 91 180,226 44,221,501 2,654,66189 485,S 11631
William Penn 90 386,770 43,149,369 2.585.806.55 479,437 I1 56
Was npon ISO 536,223 51.081,839 3.029,192 69 340,S46 95 26
Mountain Laurel 61 174.374 18,919,076 1.146.666.26 310,149 10849
Pocono 141 314,554 29,520,89 1.733.J32 4 209,368 9384

T-Aals S33 1,792,147 186,896,614 11.149.460 23 350,650 104 28
Miscellaneous Revenue 9__8_.68695.70

STATE TOTALS 1070 4,766,700 524.587.321 31,943,354 03 490.269 11005
Fairs (21) 6,246,44)

I
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Thoroughbred racing in Pennsylvania followed the na-
tional trend to a lesser degree but still was in line when
comparing 1981 figures with those of 1978. 42 less racing
days were held, average attendance was down 2.68%, per
capital was up 7.8% and average handle was up 4.26%.
Revenue increased by $1,131,828.19 in 1981 over 1978.

H,'Wrness racing, however, was down quite a bit in 1981
compared to 1978. Average attendance was down 20.16%,
average handle down 15.87% and per capita up c, ily
5.35%. Even with 33 more racing days in 1981, revenue
was down $1,335,821.38 from 1978.

Revenue slalewide was almost identical both years.

RECAP OF PARI-MUTUELS WAGERING IN RHODE ISLAND (1981)
NUMBER OF TOTAL TOTAL PARI. TOTAL REVENUE DAILY PER

TRACKS RACING DAYS ATTENDANCE MUTUELS HANDLE TO STATE AVIRACE CAPITAL
Gse54louds

lincoln 272 138M 1.149,556 114,379.142 6.599.495.13 278.974 99.49
Touts - 272 138M 1,T49,556 114,379,142 6,S99.495.13 278,974 99.49

Jli Atai

Newpo 45 16M 132,535 8,567,150 498,39806 140.445 6464
Touas 45 16M 132,535 8,$67.150 498,398.06 140.445 64.64
STATE TOTALS 317 154-.4 1.282,091 122,946,292 7,097,893.19 261,032 9589

Greyhound racing in Rhode Island was one of the few 1978, 138 less performances to be exact, so the trend may
examples of giant gains in 1981 compared to 1978. An not be all that conclusive. However, average attendance
increase of 199 performances in 1981 over 1978, 138 of was down 12.16%, average handle down 1.7%, but per
which were matinees, which makes the figures all the more capita was up 11.93%. Approximately 25% of 198 's per-
remarkable. Only per capita did not keep pace, up only formances were matinees, so this fact might account for
1.83%. But average attendance was up 17.71% and aver- these trends.
age handle up 19.87%. With these gains, plus 199 more The long, successful greyhound operation at Lincoln was
performances, $3,798,555.44 more revenue was generated responsible for an increase of $2,842,287.66 in revenue in
in 1981 'than in 1978. 1981 over the 1978 total.

Jai alai presented a very shorl session in comparison with

RECAP OF PARI-MUTUELS WAGERING IN SOUTH DAKOTA (1981)
NUMBER OF TOTAL TOTAL PARI- TOTAL REVENUE DAILY PER

TRACKS RACING DAS S ATTENDANCE MUTUILS HANDLE TO STATE AVERAGE CAPITA

Thoroughbreds
Part ir person 20 31,660 2,352,526 71,7SS.46 117,626 74.30

Totals 20 31,660 2,352,526 71.755.46 117.626 74.30
Qwrlrr houses

Park )tllerson 3 4.744 335.357 10,763.32 111,786 70.69
Toats 3 4,744 335,W37 10,763.32 111,786 70.69

Crryhourls
Sodrac 131 24M 295,006 25,774,268 1,769,553.23 166,286 87.36
Black His 127 IM 128.932 7,987,420 465,250S6 62,402 61.95

Touts 258 2SM 423,938 33.761,688 2,234,803.79 119,299 79.63
Revrru (Fairs) 36,030.17

STATE TOTALS 281 2SM 460,342 36,449,71 2,3S3,352.74 119.116 79.17
Fairs 13) 26 35,127' 1,234,986 36,030.17 47,499 3S,1S

• i linllied

Since South Dakota only held one very short commercial
mixed meet of thoroughbreds and quarter horses In 1981
(23 days), trends would be of little or no value.

The greyhounds had 16 more performances in 1981 than
was held in 1978, 15 of these being matinees. The decrease
In average attendance of 13.15%, plus the increase In per

capita of 13.68%, almost kept the average handle on an
even keel. Average hanikle was down only 1.62%.

Total revenue to the state was almost the same both
years, a difference of only $31,256.05. 1981 had the
slightly larger figure.

(
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RECAP OF PARI-MUTUELS WAGERING IN VERMONT (1961)
NUMBER Of TOTAL TOTAL PARJ- TOTAL REVENUE DAILY PER

TRACKS RACING DAYS ATTENDANCE MUTUELS HANDLE TO STATE AVERAGE CAMITA

Greyhounds
Green Weuntain 136 45M 226,986 17,017,348 1,087,378.55 94,018 74.97

Totals 136 4SM 226.986 17,017,248 1,087.378,55 94,018 74.97
Miscellaneous Revenue 32.362. 10
Revenue (Fair%) 16,294.t4

STATE TOTALS 136 4SM 226,986 17.017,248 1,116,035.09 94,018 74.97
Fair 8 NA NA 16,294.14 NA NA

Vermont had only one commercial track in operation in long driving distances to attend, would account for these
1978 and 1981, the greyhound track at Green Mountain. decreases rather than from poor operational procedures.
They held 69 extra performances in 1981, 35 of which The high fuel costs and other inflationery travel expenses
were matinees. Statistics show that there was a decline in were almost surely the factors causing this trend,
average atendance of 30.9%, average handle down Even with these downward percentages, Vermont
27.92%, and per capital was up 4.34%. realized $177,919.44 more revenue in 1981 than In 1978.

It would appear that the tracks's location, which requires

RECAP OF PARI.MUTUELS WAGERING IN WASHINGTON (1981)
NUMBER OF TOTAL TOTAL PAR]. TOTAL REVENUE DAILY PER

TRACKS RACING DAYS ATTENDANCE WUTUtLS HANIOt TO STATE AVERAGE CAPITAL

Thoroughbreds
Longacres 116 1,150,921 150,949,873 7,683,333.91 1.301,292 131.15
Yakima 72 177,011 16,822,309 600.084 96 233.643 • 95.03
Playair 76 318.491 2$,800,771 1,145,364.43 339,484 81 00

Torals 264 1.646,423 193572,95S 9,436,783 JO 733,211 117 W7
Revenue IFairs 27.905.23

STATE TOTALS 264 1,646.423 193.572,955 9,464,688. S3 733,231 117.57
Fairs 29 60,827 2.170.423 27,905.23 74.642 35,68

The trend of the thoroughbreds in Washington presents a 6.3%), the average handle was up 23.35% and per capital
very healthy picture. There were 47 more performances in also was up 16.03%.
1981 than in 1978. It was one of the rare instances where All these positive trends helped to increase the revenue
an increase in average attendance could be reported (plus by $1,478,955.61 over the figures reported in 1978.

RECAP OF PARI-MUTUELS WAGERING IN WEST VIRGINIA (1981)
NUMBER OF . TOTAL TOTAL PARI- TOTAL REVENUE DAILY PER

TRACKS RACING DAYS ATTENDANCE MUTUELS HANDLE TO STATE AVERAGE CAPITA

Thoroughbreds
Charlesrown 221 861,371 81,861,463 4.211,866.41 370.414 95.04
Waterford 279 618,687 66,282,574 3,436.707.59 237.572 107.14

Totals 500 1,480,058 148,144.037 7.648,574.00 296,288 100.09
Greyhounds

W1eeihng 296 102M . 829.500 93,085,400 5,739,1 37.66 233.813 112 21

Totals 296 102M 829,500 93.085.400 S,739,137.66 233,83 112.21
Miscellaneous Revenue 109.870.SO

STATE TOTALS 796 102M 2,309,558 241.229.437 13,497,$2 16 268.630 10444
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Thoroughbred racing in West Virginia had 42 less racing
days in 1981 than in 1978. Average attendance was down
7.18%, average handle down 3.69%, and per capita up
3.74%. The decline in allendance and handle, plus the
shorter racing schedule, resulted in $1,872,781.00 less
revenue in 1981 than in 1978.

Greyhounds showed an entirely different trend in the
state. The track at Weeling was another location showing

remarkable gains from 1978 to 1981. Average attendance
was up 29.36%, average hanile up 44.17%, and per capital
up 11.44 %: all this, in spite of 15 more matinees and 4 less
night sessions. These gains resulted in $2,205,395.66 more
revenue in 1981 than in 1978.

All in all, revenue from all sources was $345,247.66
more in 1981 than in 1978.

RECAP OF PARI-MUTUELS WAGERING IN WYOMING (1981)
NUMBER OF TOTAL TOTAL PARt- TOTAL REVENUE OAILY PER

TRACKS RACING DAYS ATTENDANCE MUTUEES HANDLE TO STATE AVERAGE CAPITA

Q,arie h'se
Ca"-f 10 28.556 1,025,110 10,251 00 102,St 35.89
Ruck Spring% 6 7.800" 266,111 2,661.00 44.352 34 II

To1sl$ 16 36.356 1291,221 12,912.00 80,701 35 51
MKscelianem Revenue 8,482.43
Revenue (Fairs) 2.101,00

STATE TOTALS 16 36.356. 1,291,221 23.495 43 80,701 35 51
Fa1, a NA 210.105 2,101.00 26,263 NA

.Eshmaled

The sparse population precluded any large operations in
Wyoming, but the short quarter horse meeting at Casper is
showing progress even though the average attendance was
down 20.35% in 1981 compared to 1978. Average handle
was up 10.19% and per capita was also up by 38.35%.

Another small meeting was held for the first time at Rock
Springs, but no attendance figures are available. Revenue
of $23,495.43 was realized in 1981 from 16 days of quarter
horse racing and 8 days of fairs.
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PART If

RESULTS OF A SURVEY TO DETERMINE THE CONCLUSIONS OF LAW EN-
FORCEMENT AGENCIES AS TO THE EFFECTS THAT PARI-MUTUELS FACILITIES
HAVE ON CRIME, INFLUX OF UNDESIRABLE ELEMENTS, AND THE SOCIAL AND
ECONOMIC IMPACT ON COMMUNITIES HAVING SUCH FACILITIES IN THEIR
JURISDICTION.

One of the strongest obstacles faced by those attempting
to initiate legalized racing of various kinds or jai alai in
areas which have previously prohibited such activity is ob-
jections by those who argue that these industries will cause
an inciease in the r;me rate and an influx of an undesira-
ble element in their communities.

it seemed to us that the best way to determine if they had
a valid argument was to go to those who should be most
knowledgeable about this situation: the law enforcement
agencies charged with keeping the peace in these areas.

We prepared a simple questionnaire, which we hoped
would get to the heart of the question, and mailed it to both
County Sheriff's offices and City Police Departments in all
areas of the United States where facilities of this nature are
now In operation. The response was not 100%, but it was
greater than expected.

In order to get candid answers, we guaranteed that their
replies would be kept confidential. The original copies are
In a safe place and will not be divulged unless absolute
proof of their validity is challenged. Not only are we Includ-
ing every single reply in our statistics, but we are printing
the remarks, both good and bad, from each and every an-
swer that we received, after deleting the origin of these
replies.

Not only are we listing the results of this questionnaire
nationally, but we are dividing the country into six different
sections. to give us a better look at whether the objections
voiced by those opposed to additional tracks and fronlons
are valid enough to offset the obvious increase in economic
growth and tax relief that these facilities will generate. Page
34 is a copy of the questionnaire with the results tallied
nationally. Some answered one or two of the questions
but not all three. Thus not all categories will coincide
exactly in number. In most cases where such was the case,
the remarks will show why one, or more, answer was omit-
ted.

The following pages will givea breakdown of the an-
swers in different sections of the country, and the remarks
listed that came from different locations-in these areas.

In fairness to those advocating new tracks and fronsons,
the percentage of remarks added to specific questions was
greater from-those who felt that these facilities were detri-
mental than from those who felt them to be an asset. This Is
a local reaction, since those in favor probably did not feel
they needed to list the reasons for giving a positive answer.

ANtV REPLIES RECEIVED AFTER AUGUST 4, 1982 are
on file but not included In this report.
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SAMPLE OF QUESTIONNAIRE SENT TO INDIVIDUAL LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES.

RACE TRACK CONSULTANT
PARI-MUTUELS MANAGEMENT
306 AND BARBARA FREEMAN

P.O. lOX E22 TELEPHONE

HENDERSON, LA. 70517 May 15,192 318426-202

Gentlemen:
Our firm is working with several states considering the possibility of passing legislation for some sort of racing or jai alai,

with pari-mutuels wagering, to ease the tax burden now facing them.
The foremost question that arises in states in their position is whether or not these proposed race tracks or frontons will

have any effect on the crime rate and influx of undesirable elements in the communities where these proposed sites will be
located. And if so, to what degree.

We are making a survey of alt law enforcement agencies where legalized wagering is within their jurisdiction. We have
prepared a short questionnaire to save your time, should you be kind enough to give your professional observations of how
your locality has been affected by businesses of this nature.

1. Crime rate: Increased grea!;y
- Increased slightly

No appreciable difference

2. Undesirable element: Increased greatly

Increased slightly

No appreciable difference
3. Officials, horse and dog owners, jai alai players and their employees and their families

moving Into your area were a:
Detriment to your community

Welcome addition to your area

4. Remarks:

Thank you in advance for your time and co-operation in helping us gain the much needed information included in the
questionnaire.

Yours very truly,

Robert N. Freeman
RNF~bjf

i
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NATIONAL SURVEY

1. Crime rate: Increased greatly 13

Increased slightly 49

No appreciable difference 55
2. Undesirable element- Increased greatly 13

Increased slightly 50

No appreciable difference 54

3. Officials, horse and dog owners, jai alai players and their employees and their families
moving into your area were a:

Detriment to your community

Welcome addition

4. Remarks:
All remarks are printed under this heading in the individual sections.

16

82
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NEW ENGLAND

MAINE, VERMONT, NEW HAMPSHIRE, MASSACHUSETTS, RHODE ISLAND, & CONNECTICUT

1. Crime rate: increased greatly 1
Increased slightly 10

No appreciable difference 6

2. Undesirable element: increased greatly 2

Increased slightly 8

No appreciable difference 7

3. Officials, horse and dog owners, jai alai players and their employees and their families
moving Into your area were a:

Detriment to your community 4

Welcome addition 12

4. Remarks:
Crime increased after the track was built as it was a small town before. Now it has grown and undesirables come from

the larger town across the stale line.

Track has been located In -- for approximately 30 years and has shown to be no real problem to the community.

Those elements described in item three of your questionnaire are a detriment to the community-not necessarily in any
illegal frame of reference, but rather from a tax basis. Many of the people connected with the local track are seasonal
inhabitants of the community. The majority are renters rather than actual home owners, and as such, do not contribute to the
tax basis of the community which is primarily dependent on the property tax. The race track pays the local community a set
ceiling tax. To put it bluntly-the area in which the track is situated would yield more tax dollars as a modern industrial site
rather than its current use.

Our local board of health has had a great deal of trouble in regulating the sanitary conditions of the track. A constant
alert must be maintained.

The above are all personal observations rather than official policy of the Sheriffs office. Any further cooperation desired
(tom me will be gladly extended.

Re: #3 There were not a number large enough to determine however, it does appear they, for the most, reside in
mobile homes.

Re: #3 Slight detriment to the community.

1. Crime rate: A very slight increase in Motor Vehicle accidents (minor collisions).
An occasional car stolen from the parking lot.
Boisterous or drunken persons usually handled by Track Security personnel by eviction from premises and banning
future attendance.

2. Undesirable element: No noticeable difference.
3. Families moving into area: not considered detrimental to community although dog pounds being built on private

property are not welcome In most areas. Must be closely regulated by town officials.
Appoint a commission of outstanding and honest people and you eliminate all of the above problems.
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NEW YORK, NEW JERSEY, MARYLAND, DELAWARE, PENNSYLVANIA, & WEST VIRGINIA

1. Crime rate: Increased greatly 4

Increased slightly S

No appreciable difference 12

2. Undesirable element: Increased greatly 2

Increased slightly 8

No appreciable difference 11

3. Officials, horse and dog owners, jai alai players and their employees and their families
moving Into your area were a:

Detriment to your community

Welcome addition

0

18

4. Remarks:

Our raceway has little or no undersirable effect upon our community and is an attribute to our economy.

Welcome addition to our area for business. There is a slight increase in the need for police merely by the fact that more
people come in the county.

The person attracted to harness racing is not generally a rough lower class person hence few problems are eNi"erienced.
A relatively small "Undesirable Element" can cause a considerable increase in crime. If you desire more information

feel free to contact me.

Horse owners-OK. Grooms stink!

Track has been here for over 100 years, therefore it is hard to determine the impact. II is also open year round.

Re: #3-Cannot answer.

Distasteful seeing welfare, food stamps and others receiving aid, at the M, tuels windows.

Worthless checks by some horse owners and trainers increased significantly-Iraffic congestion created imposition on
local residents. Stale Police and local assigned special traffic control.

Not many families moved into the area. The track being in this area sometimes creates traffic problems.

There has been a race track in ....... for 40 years, and our crime rate and undesirables remain about the same.
Which is one of the lowest in the country.

Re: #1, 2, & 3 Track has been in existence over 50 years and any comparison of crime rates, etc., would not be relevant
at this lime.

2e: #3 Unknown.
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In response to your inquiry, I am unable to comment on the impact of parl-mutuels facilities in this jurisdiction, in as
much as no special studies have been conducted to determine how much, if any, crime increase is attributable to pad.
mutuels wagering.

I am in receipt of your letter date 15 May 1982 in which you request specific information from this department regarding
the effect of legalized wagering on specific occurrences within any given jurisdiction.

The extremely general nature ofyour questions, together with the subjective evaluations which they necessitate, cannot.
In fairness, be answered with any degree of verifiable accuracy. I regret that I am unable to assist you In your endeavor,

Question l-While the crime rate increases greatly it is within the confines of the race track property and the
community is generally not affected by it. Cases are heard, however, in he local court thereby increasing the court docket.

Question #2-There is an increase in the undesirable element, however, they too are confined to the race track
property.

Question #3-Stable hands live on the track property.
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OHIO, ILUNOIS, KENTLCKY, & MICHIGAN

1. Crime rate: Increased greatly 0

Increased slightly 9

No appreciable difference 10

2. Undesirable element: Increased greatly 0

Increased slightly 9

No appreciable difference 10

3. Officials, horse and dog owners, jai alai players and their employees and their families
moving into your area were a:

Detriment to your community 3

Welcome addition 14

4. Remarks:

We do not have sufficient statistcal data to properly answer these questions.

Re: #3 Unknown.

Tracks have existed here for years and we are unable to make an independent evaluation on the crime rate etc. for that
reason.

Re: #3 None available. Poni-muruels racing- ) week only during Counl Fair.

The crime rate does increase slightly when we are in the racing season. Most of these crimes are related to thefts
occurring on or near the race track. We do not see a significant amount of crime in the community during these periods of
lime.

Influx of undesirables but many are known and can be neutralized.

We cannot respond intelligently to these questions as we lack a base line and any way to attribute Crime Data
specifically to racing without expending scarce manpower and funds.
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ALABAMA, LOUISIANA, FLORIDA, AND ARKANSAS

I Crime rate: increased greatly 0

Increased slightly 9

No appreciable difference 12

2. Undesirable element: Increased greatly 0

Increased slightly 11

No appreciable difference 10

3. Officials, horse and dog owners, jai alai players and their employees and their families
moving into your area were a:

Detriment to your community

Welcome addition

1
16

4. Remarks:

Re: #3 Some were a welcome addition and others were a detriment.

This track has aided the overall economy of the area.

Re: #3 No difference observed.

Re: #3 No appreciable effect.

I have reviewed the survey and believe it to be too sublecuve for this agency 1o respond to. There are no pari-mutueis
establishments within the city limits and any comments made would ae mere intujtion on our part.

Although there has been a slight increase in Items I & 2, we cannot positively relate this crime increase to your area of

concern.

Re. #3 No real problem.

Most of these people are lawabiding citizens.

We are unable to factually state whether the pari-mutuels operation has had a good or bad effect on qur community, as
we do not keep records specific to its impact at this point.

Sporting events with state managed pari-mutuels have been in existence in - for many years and to our
knowledge no statistical data exists that will give the answers to the questionnaire.

We know, however, that off-track and other forms of illegal gambling exists in the area only because of the numerous
kinds of sporting events that also exist. Problems involving people connected with these activities range from crimes of
violence to domestic disputes, but over a long period of time and no known effort has been made to accumulate this
information by this category. to

Do not wish to participate.
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ARIZONA, NEW MEXICO, COLORADO, IDAHO, SOUTH DAKOTA, NEBRASKA, & NEVADA

1. Crime rate: Increased greatly 4

Increased slightly 12

No appreciable difference 11

2. Undesirable element: Increased greatly 5

Increased slightly 10

No appreciable difference 12

3. Officials, horse and dog owners. jai alai players and their employees and their iamilies
moving Into your area were a:

Detriment to your community 4

Welcome addition 1i8

4. Remarks:
We are sorry to advise you that statistics are not available which would enable us to provide the information you

requested.

Re: #3 None available.

Influx of aliens, commit crimes, disappear back to - Possibility of organized crime becoming a problem in
stale. We have enough problems now.

Re: #3 None available. We do not have great numbers of these type people in our area, so it is hard to give you a
verified opinion.

Re: #3 Not much help to the community mostly hired out of county and out of state.

Increased demands for police service is greatest increase based on sheer volume versus any particular class/type of
people.

Has been an increase in crime but not higher than the increase in population.

Any detrimental effect upcn our community is nominal and probably offset by monies spent in the community.

We have no pre.track data to compare.

We are a small community and feel it would change its atmosphere greatly.

Re: #3 Unknown.

Re: #3 In between detriment and welcome addition. Previously I worked in a community with racing and they are a
much greater problem because of on-sIte animal housing.
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1. Crime rate. The increase is due to minors being at the track and betting. If you are considering allowing a gambling
activity in your state, make sure thai it is wilh a stipulation that no minors be allowed on the grounds. We do not have
that stipulation here, which presents a problem with juveniles being in the area and attempting to participate in the
gambling activities.

2. Undesirable element, This is due to the fact of the type of clientelle that owners and trainers hire to clean stalls and
perform menial chores around the track.

3. The qnly wa, I can answer your inquiry is to advise you that most of the horse owners already lived in this valley.
Therefore, they did not move in just because the sport was located here. Most of the horse owners are well
established and successful in their fields and were prior to the track being built. Few outside owners move into this
area, as their horses are handled by trainers and moved from track to track by the trainer.

Re: #3 None available-seasonal.

At first there was fear of bad elements but it was minimal and not even thought of now.

increases the work load for the police department.

There is no appreciable difference in any of the above.

1. Crime rate: We believe that organized legal gambling attracts organized crime, therefore as a law enforcement
organization we are against any form of legalized gambling. We know for a fact, that during the lime horse racing is
held in our city that we respond to more disturbances, There also seems to be more bad check cases.
Remarks: We have seen people at the race track playing the horses that are on welfare, ADC or unemployment. We
know that something like this is impossible to control. However, if the temptation was removed maybe some of these
people would spend their welfare money on their families rather than the race track.
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WASHINGTON, OREGON, & CALIFORNIA

1. Crime rate: Increased greatly 4

Increased slightly 4

No appreciable difference 4

2. Undesirable element: Increased greatly 4

Increased slightly 4

No appreciable difference 4

3. Officials, horse and dog owners, ja; alai players and their employees and their families
moving Into your area were a:

Detriment to your community 4

Welcome addition 4

4. Remarks:

No comparative study has been done in this area.

No statistics kept.

Re: # 3 Unknown what effect this would have.

We have had pari-muluels betting for many years. In ____this state legalized other forms of gambling, such as
bingoraffles, amusement games, card rooms, punch boards, pull tabs, and fund raising events. The race track is the lesser of
our gmbhfng problems.

Excessive itraffic-required special coordination with county.

Prefer not to comment at this time.

We don't need it here.

Re: #3 Question oo broad to answer appropriately.

Don't do it.

The Police Department is not responding to your survey because the answers to your questions would be based upon
opinion and could not be substantiated by past experience or statistics.

While the city of - experiences an appreciable increase In the crime rate and in in-migration of transients and
other undesirable elements during the Fair, the Police Department has not done any indepth study to determine whether
these increases are attributable specifically to the race track activities or to the County Fair in general.
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SAMPLES AND DETECTED DRUGS FOR HORSE RACING IN THE U.S. (1984)

FLAT HARNESS

ORIGIN SALIVA URINE BLOOD SALIVA URINE BLOOD TOTAL POSITIVE

ALABAMA
ARIZONA 2,680 161 2,841 19
ARKANSAS 861 861 1
CALIFORNIA 22,941 27,422 5,590 6,307 62,260 18
COLORADO 2,600 2,600

DELAWARE 559 559 5,013 3,733 .771 10,635 16
FLORIDA 8,745 684 2,473 186 12,088 108
ILLINOIS 6,882 12,852 8,303 11,924 39,961 188
KENTUCKY 4,709 4,755 5,240 5,720 20,424 32
LOUISIANA 12,329 930 13,259 46

MAINE 3,556 1,406 4,962 31
MARYLAND 6,233 6,177 8,025 568 21,003 37
MASSACHUSETTS 5,153 651 2,804 792 9,400 72
MICHIGAN 3,449 393 7,031 695 11,568 67
MONTANA 1,603 1,603 8

NEBP.SYA 3,777 221 3,998 3
NEVADA 95 0 95 3
NEW HAMPSHIRE 3,638 1,652 5,290 9
NEW JERSEY 8,332 12,920 12,642 35,739 69,633 136
NEW MEXICO 4,616 9,208 13,824 81
OHIO 8,242 4,485 10,341 9,314 32,382 51

OKLAHOMA 3,268 3,268 20
OREGON 2,089 374 2,463 5

PENNSYLVANIA 10,461 10,938 13,171 53,064 87,634 275
RHODE ISLAND
VERMONT 82 0 82 0

WASHINGTON 5,474 3,437 45 8,956 32

WEST VIRGINIA 6,222 51 6,273 13

WYOMING 380 428 808 1

TOTALS 135,338 96,646 5,013 84,688 126,486 448,171 1,274

Notes:

California had 154 phenylbutazone averages.
14 of Louisiana's total were for flunixin.
In Massachusetts, 35 positives for excess phetiylbutazone.
In Michigan, 26 phenylbutazone, 15 DMSO, 13 furosemide.
In Pennsylvania, 27 flunixin.

C j Q 1 (Continued on page III)
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CANADA HORSE RACE SAMPLES

FLAT HARNESS
PROVINCE SALIVA URINE BLOOD SALIVA URINE BL0D

ALBERTA 4,312 39 4,674 160
BRITISH COLUBIA 2,959 56 4,262 228
MANITOBA 2,325 48 2,420 365
NEW BRUNSWICK 2,078
NEWFOUNDLAND 412

NOVA SCOTIA 4,431 60
ONTARIO- 5,528 37 29,696 1994
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND 2,312
QUEBEC 13,547 1,019
SASKATCHEWAN 1,894 6 1,652 146

TOTALS 17,018 186 65,484 3,972

GREYHOUND RACE SAMPLES (U.S.)

ORIGIN SALIVA URINE BLOOD TOTAL POSITIVE

AIAAMA 2,907 2,907 11
ARIZONA 10,115 10,115 0
ARKANSAS 969 1,066 2,035 1
COLORADO 5,470 5,470 0
FLORIDA 29,510 1 29,511 5
MASSACHUSETTS 16,572 16,572 22

NEW HAMPSHIRE 16,471 16,471 0
OREGON 2,065 0 2,065 2
RHODE ISLAND 23,269 23,269 5
VERMONT 4,507 0 4,507 0
WEST VIRGINIA 8,666 0 8,666 0

TOTALS: 969 120,618 1 121,588 46

TOTAL

9,185
7,505
5,158
2,078

412

4,491
37,255
2,312

14,566
3,698

86,660

Notes:
1. All Procaine.

MOST COMMONLY FOUND DRUGS.ALL AORC LABORATORIES

Phenylbutazone 793 Dimethyl Sulfoxide 49
Flunixin 126 PEG 31
Furosemide 104 T-61 30
Caffeine 92 Apomorphine 25
Oxyphenylbutazone 85 Theobromine 25

POSITIVE

6
12

6
5
1

17
65

4
37

3

156

Procaine 85
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JO14N rLETCHER

cNwrr op POLOCC

March 10, 1975

Mr. Doug Morris
Supervisor of Greyhound Racing
Division of Pari-mutuel Wagering
1350 N. W. 12 Ave.
Room 510
Miami, Florida 33136

Dear Mr. Morris:

I am in receipt of your letter, dated 7 March, 1975
in which you have requested a copy of our coirununications
with San Diego, California authorities. Please be advised
that I have not been contacted by any representative of
that city, and have offered no comments as to the law

* enforcement problems which may be associated with that
activity.

It is quite possible that one of my officers may have
come into contact with a representative, and responded
to his quo s ns wjthiau-ow-edgv--o---t -pu-r-posp f tne
inquiry. (I would not, however, expect the off-hand -

fv~m~rei1 of this officer to be construed as the official
k response of my agency.

I certainly have no objections to answering questions that
relate to police operations in our jurisdiction, but the
unauthorized use of my agency to support a particular move
by another governmental organization is not acceptable. I
hope that your office would take this into account if any
further letters are received from San Diego authorities.
Our department has not responded to any inquiry which was
even remotely related to the operations of greyhound racing
in our area.

Sincpfely,

John Fletcher
hief of Police

JF/mw
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. CITY AND COUNTY O.F DENVER
DEPARTMENT O- SAFETY II.:NF.'I1 II I )II'AtMEl.NT

1• (I.I(: I 111I)ING

W H. MCNICIdOLS. JRW IIRTIN'II AND CIIAA1I3A STS.
Mayor II'NVIIt, CI)ICORAI)) 80204

(303) 20(r2421

March 19, 1975

fir. Georqe G. Itardle
Golden State Greyhound Association
925 L. Street - Suite 270
Sacramento, Cal ifornia 958141

Dear fir. Hardic:

The Denver Pol ice Department Intelligence Bureau was established In May
of 1953 and the primary duty was the Investiqatlon of organized crimc
and those persons Involved or associated with Illegal or nefarious activ-
Itles.

It must be noted that neither the dog or horse racing track Is located In
the City and County of Denver, Colorado, but are located at Littleton, Colo-
r-ado in Arapahoe County for the horses, and in Commerce City, Colorado
located In Adams County, Colorado for the dog racing.

The Information was gleaned by an Investigator from the State of California
who was given access to the newspaper Information covering over a twenty
year period. Each of the slx-- enlonedproble-i-as-e lve occurred at one
time or another' during this twenty-two year period as they have at various
tracks, both dog and horses, throughout the United States. In all fair-
ness this type of activity was set forth by the clientele attracted to
racing rather than the business operators as such. Denver did experience
some problems In the initial openings of such tracks, partially due to the
nevmess, and has hAd stable operations for many years. The violations
that were enumerated did In fact occur, and will probably repeat themselves
in the future, as people are Involved.

The six points are not prevalent but are factors that can and have taken
place.

S Inyrol yI -

ART4tUR G. DILL
Chief of Police

AGO:am
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IVUIII.TC SAI1I'TY AGENCY
Divil;nn o 1'Mio

P.O. IBto 21G6
DY1)os1 Icach. Florida 3201D

December 2, 1974

A. 0. I' M , .A li',Pi.lic Sircty IDir'clnr
i. If. PALMNiU , Drcputy I)iector - Police

Mr. Ccovgo . ll, rcic, President
Golden State Grclhound Association
925 L Street - Stlte 4270
Sacramento, California 1195814

Der Mr. Ilardle:

"1its will acknowledge your letter of November 19,
1974 regiling grcyhliid rncilng In the City of I)aytoia Iench. We
hnvc had the Daytoia Icach Kemel Club in olvration for the Ipast
24 years as well as a il AlaI Fronton which hs been in operation for
some 12 years anid, as fnir as a problem In IxAlicing Is concerned, we
have never had any serinis probl?ms. One of the min reasons is
th our off-duty Police Officers perform all the police luties for these
two enterprises.

We, also, have one of the largest racing facilities in
the world whi h is the Daytona Bench International Spcclway which
draws over 100,000 people cach year anti we can sec no difference In
crime due to the Speedway. the Kennel Club nnd the j l Alai. I an
sure you are oware that a certain amount of the criminal clement
follows all crnwds and gatherings where people congregate, whether It
Is a sports event or otherwise. I know of no cities In Florida tlmt Ihve
rce tracks that hove hnd any seriiuiro hless s osra s 'r']b1- '
coincerled."...

e'lic City of Dalytona Rench Is a resort city within a
Well known resort area and we enjoy thousands of visitors every year
and many of them consider greyhound racing and Jai AL'mi two of their
main attractions during their stay In Daytona Bach.
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CITY OF PUEBLO COLORADO

Chlit of Polke

November 27, 1974

Mr. Ceorge C. Ilardir.
President, Coldesi State Greyhounid Association
8787 Shoreham Drive
Los Angeles, Caliornia 90069

Dear Hr. Hardie:

In reference to your letter of November 19, 1974, 1 would make the
following comments concerning the effects of greyhound racinga and its
relationship to crime.

First, Pueblo reyhound Park was opened for racing some 25 years ago.
Up until three yearn ago, it was located in the County of Pueblo, out of
our jurisdiction. At the time it opened, there were no homes and few
business houses close to the track.

Large crowds attend racing events at the park and we can attribute
only a small percentage of police problems to greyhound racing in Pueblo.
The track has Its own security police which our department feels is the
key to the eliminaLion of police problems at such aLherlngs. We seem to
have little problem in the "home" which night be attributed to the pare-
mutual betting at the park.

Since we had no. jurlsdiction in police matters for the first 22 or
so years of operation and since we have no police Oroblem of nny resl
concern, we have not found the necessity to keep.any statistics concerning
crime or other police problems related to the greyhound park.

Sincerely yours,

W.L, Willoughby
Chief of Police

ELW:m

COLORFUL SOUTHERN COLORADO
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1753 Belle headed Road
Encinitnas, Ca. 92024
tiarch 8, 1975

f;r. Geor r Youn3
Golden State Greyhouni Association
3774 Fift , kve:cn-
Sar. Die-o, California

Dear Vr. Youn':

I was Yre.ntly provoked after reading the article by hr. utto J. Dos
in the 6:n Diego Union of February 21, l7S. I finally caIe to the
concltsion that I would write you to express my serti:,ents.

1 recently retired as executive secretary of the Oregon Racing Com-
mission ,ifter twenty-eight yers of service. '4e moved to cur present
address anid intend to reside in Southern California from now on.

In Orerr, we conducted both horse and greyhound racing as you may
kncw. 'Ahe Stntt's revenues froth greyhoun. r:.cirJc had been a great
deal 'ore than horse r.Acing during most of the years dlurins my
service and only in the last few years has horse racin started to
equal t|Lt of greyhound racin-.

Durin;g this period of tine from 1946 to 1974 thf, probes enc;ountrrod
from greyhound racing were considerably less th-an that for horse
racing. We also never experienced any involvement of organized crime
or the corruption of officials in Oregon.

I have attended many conventions of the National Association of State
Racing Cu:-issioners and on my retirement was siiade an ih'ncre.ry Life
Member of that organization. During these cc'nveritiuna greyhound
racing was represented by the various States conducting greyhound
racing, as well as other greyhound racing organizte.tions. The
creditably of greyhound racing was always recogn zed nd g:iveu
proper consideration.

It seems to me that the question of greyhound racing in California
should be given the some consideration as horse racing and if one is
critisized the other type of racing should be also.

I feel so strongly on the honesty of greyhound rsoing that I wanted
to let you knc my disasreement of the srtiolu mentioned &bove,

Slnt ely yovura,..

Herman S. Ch ap An
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C1'J'Y OF IVE ST N1M E PIIS
%Vct1 Me,,ihm, Arkrns.os 72301

27 Noveinbcr 19.74

Mr. George C. 10udie
Legislative O[fice:
925 L Street, Suite 270
Sacramento, CA 95814

RE: Your inquiry concerning
greyhound racing tracks

Dear Mr. lard e:

I can understand your reasons for your questions and will attempt to
answer with all fairness.

The Southland Greyhound track has been operating in our city since 1956,
and has Crow l into one of the largest in the country.

The biggest police problem we have with the track ts traffic in and out
on racing nights. Fortunately the racing plant is located within 1/8 mile
of Interstate 55 & 40 and this relieves the eongdstion considerably.
Extra police manpower is uieded from 6 I l until midnight to handle the
traffic. We do not have any police problem with the trAck itself. The
people who work at the track are mostly lo'e1 residents working part time.
The dog owners and their families do not constitute a problem, they rent
apartments and buy groceries Just like everyone else. The primary
police problem other than traffic is an occasional complaint of thefts
from parked automobiles. This is no different than would be the case of
a parking lot at a football or baseball game.

We have not been annoyed by any migration of unsavory persons Into the
city (luring the racing season. I belive that ninety percent of the track
patrons are citizens of H1iaphis,' Tennessee, Just across the river.
The people from out-of-state who follow the track are no problem. We
have not received any reports of big-time gamblers frequenting the races.
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The security orficcrs w working inside the track buildings nre local citizens
working part time, paid by the. track and commissioned by the city or county.
The chic! of security is An ox-police officer. City policemen working off
duty atd paid by the track handle the outside policing stch as patroling
parking areas antd working the vehicular traffic ii ant out. There nre (25)
twcnty-five security men inside the track ant seven off duty officers outside.
Most of the inside met are police reserve officers of the city or county.

I trust that this letter wiI help you in your investigation. One final
comment .- the extra revenue received by the city from the track operation
far overshadows the small increase in police problems.

Very truly yours.,

Parvin RomLne
Chief of Police

PR: lb
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F L 0 R I D A 3 3 V 3 9

"'VA CA TIVLANI) /. A,'"

POLICE OCPARTMCNT 120 MEtRIDI AN AVENUE

(ROCKY POMERANCE VELCPHONEi

December 23, 1974

Hr. George C. Hardie, President
Golden State Greyhound Association
8787 Shoreham Drive
Los Angeles, California 90069

Dear Hr. Hardie:

We are in receipt of your letter of November 19, 1974 regarding law
enforcement priorities which are connected with the establishment of
pari-mutuel dog tracks. We have had a dog track in this city for over
40 years and, of course, there are certain demands for police services
which are directly connected to its existence. We will aLtempt to be
helpful to you, in this instance, by answering the questions set forth
in this inquiry:

1. The most pressing service problem is the necessity to
provide traffic control to the entry and exit of an
unusual amount of traffic flow. We have further
experienced a rise in minor street crime in the dog track
area (for example: purse snatch, pick pockets, etc.).
Historically, counterfeit currency and bad checks present
an additional problem.

2. The term undesirable, as it relates to people, Is
difficult to define. However, in answer to your question,
we may only say that habitual race track patrons seem
more or less similar at pari-mutuel plants nationwide.

3. Police department personnel are employed by the Miami Beach
Kennel Club in an "off duty" capacity and function as a
supplement to the existing race track civilian security
organization. Their "off duty" salary is paid by the track,
they are licensed by the Florida State Racing Commission and
they are provided life and accident Insurance within the
employment agreement of the Kennel Club. They are also
used, additionally, to provide the traffic control personnel
mentioned in number one above.
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We take no political position in the desirability or undesirability
of a panr-mutuel race track in any community. We are responding
to your inquiry in an attempt to be of assistance in your research
effort.

Please be assured of our assistance and cooperation in matters of
mutual interest.

Cordially,

ROCKY POKEIANCE
ClIEFF POLICE.

By: W. R. Phlilbin, Major
Commanding Officer-

WRP:lz Detective Division
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iUtui 3)utire De;;urtiucait
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CH Ep or P OLICU
P. 0 ox 0200i4
MIAM 1. PLORIDA 33182

Mr. George G. Hardie
Golden State Greyhound Association
925 L. Street, Suite 270
Sacramento, California 90069

Dear Mr. Hardie:

Thank you for your letter and your kind remarks about our
department. In response to your inquiries about crime
rate statistics in and around the Flagler Dog Track, we
will attempt to give you an overview of this problem in
the following paragraphs.

It is usually the case that whenever, you have a large
gathering of people in a concentrated area your crime rate
will go up. The Flagler Track area is no exception to
this rule. During the time that the track is open we show
a marked increase in such crimes as purse-snatches, vandal-
ism to autos, robberies, and all types of petit larcenies.

These types of crimes can be prevented to some degree by
more police units in the area and the hiring of off-.duty
police officers to patrol inside the track itself.

As you probably already realize we are not at liberty to
give you any information regarding organized crime activi-
ties in the area, but we do hope that this information on
the general crime rate will be beneficial to you in your
study.

Please do niot hesitate to contact us again if we can be
of any further assistance to you.

Sincere

Cap James:. Reese
for Gar'Tnd P. Watkins

Acting Chief of Police

GPW:HEO:crs
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OTY

PHOENIX

OrFICE OF THE POLICE CHIEF

March 5, 1975

Hr. George G. Ilardie
Golden State Greyhound Association
925 L Street, Suite 270
Sacrnmento, California 95814

Dear Hr. Ilardie:

On February 6, 1975, the Phoenix Police Department received a
letter from the San Diego Police Department regnrdinr any en-
forcement problems we had encountered as a result of parimutuel
greyhound racing in Phoenix. As San llego is being considered
as a site for a similar operation, they requested information
concerning this matter.

Inasmuch as this request was from another law enforcement agency
to the Phoenix Police Department, we responded to their letter.
It would not be appropriate for us to comment, outside the crim-
inal justice system, concerning Phoenix enforcement problems.

We do not have a position, one way or another, &s to being In
favor of or opposed to parimutuel greyhound racing in Californis.

Sincerely,

LAWRENCE H. WETZEL

Police Chief

I. B. NEAL, ecurive Officer
Assistant P ice Chief

HBN:arj

17 SOUTH 2ND AVENUE * PHOENIX. ARIZONA 85003 * TELEPHONE (602) 262-6747
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SARASOTA PO1.LCE DEPARTMENT
...... ! P. 0. box 3521

SARASOTA, FLORIDA 33S73

F. L. SCOTT T.LEtPHONt: ANIA 813
CHIEF OF POLICE 5UI-930

366-8000

November 25, 1974

George G. Hardle, President
Golden State Greyhound Association
8787 Shoreham Drive
Los Angeles, California 90069

Dear Mr. lardie,

The Sarasota Kennel Club has been In opcratlon for a numb r
of years. It attracts a cross-section of residents from both
local and surrounding communities.

Our dog track is on the north side of the city, near the city
limit line. We have very few problems associated with thu
track; no more than at other sports events attracting equal
crowds.

It does not attract undesirable people who create community
problems. The operation of the Kennel Club has not caused
crime problems.

The Sarasota Kennel Club has Its own security force, and
its rapport with this department is excellent.

In closing, I would say that the Sarasota Kennel Club Is an
asset to this community In many ways.

Very truly yours,

CHIEF OF POLICE
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11i111i lif kI I* rll it. N. 11.
POLICE DEPARTMENT

r140qos 47,.34.14 on d4.diju?

November 25, 2974

Mr. Gcorge G. Itardle
President
Golden SLite Greyhound Association
Leglsl.ntve Office
925 L Street, Sutlle 270
Sacramento, California 95814

Dear Mr. Jiardie:

In -nswer to your letter of November 19, Inquiring as (o whether or not
there Is addilonnil crime during the racing season, I would like to say that there
has been no Increase in crime up to the present time. The only Increase tins been
in traffic violations.

Very truly yours,

faynold F. Perkins
Chier of Police
Seabrook, N. II.

RFP/et
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WE IS PALM IIEACI
WEST PALM BEACII. FLORIDA

WILLIAM M. BAPHS POLICE DEPARTMENT
CHIEF

November 27, 1974

Hr. George C. Ilardie, President
Golden Gate Greyhound Association
8787 Shoreham Drive
Los Angeles, California 90069

Dear Hr. Hardie:

I would like to preface my remarks with the statement that the Palm Beach
Kennel Club plant and grounds are not within the city limits of West Pals
Beach, but are In the adj cent unincorporated area of Palm Beach County.
I amIfamiliar, however, with the track's operation, having been a lifelong
resident of this city.

As the Chief of Police of the City of West Palm Beach, I can speak to the
problem of crime or other problems of maintaining law and order during the
race meeting, and I can tell you that they are nonexistent. It has been my
finding that the kennel owners and other dog men are all good citizens first,
and are an asset to our coemunity.

The dog tracks bring a great deal of additional revenue to our area in the
form of part-time work for the citizens of the community, as well as being
a tourist attraction, and we wholeheartedly support its operation. The dog

track In our particular community has had outstanding administration;-and
on the isolated occasions that there have been any problems of any kind, they
were never swept under the rug, but were always aired publicly and steps
taken to correct any of the Incidents - and these have been indeed few over
the years.

I cannot furnish any statistics to you as none are available concerning the

operation of the dog track. The tax money derived from the race meeting at

the Palm Beach Kennel Club is distributed throughout the State along with
other paramutual benefits, and this, of course, has meant a great deal to
residents such as myself in the form of tax relief.

Trusting this Is the information you desire, I remain

Very truly yours.

William H. Barnes
IMB:my Chief of Police

lropicaf Jt1rda FIRST /esorl"

72-553 0 - 87 - 27
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Ot DEPARTMENT 1710 TAIPA ST., 14PA 2. rLORIOA 33502
'A4 > ,."zL

5 December 1974

Mr. George G. lardie
President
Golden State Greyhound Association
925 L Street, Suite 270
Sacramento, California 95814

Dear Sirs

Reference is made to your letter dated 19 November 1974 and received
by this Department 27 November 1974, relative law enforcement matters
connected to dog tracks.

This Department cannot attribute any additional crimes to the Greyhound
Racing Scason. Traffic and Crowd Control needs are primary during the
actual course of a racing performance. Other violations may occur on
the Greyhound Track promises, however, they are parallel to those
experienced at any public function in which large crowds are attracted.

The greatest majority of patrons are local residents of the community,
however, Greyhound racing seems *to be a popular tourist attraction
also. There are those "professional gamblers" that follow the races
around the state and establish temporary residency in the community
in which the track is open at the time. The percentage of this type
individual is minimal. Florida statutes give such broad administrative
powers to Pari-Mutuel Security Officers that the "professional gamblers"
also are normally the best behaved patrons, possibly fearing that any
police action against them could result in their being prohibited from
entering any pari-mutuel establishment in the state.

In order that you may evaluate these facts in their proper perspective,
the following information on the Tampa Greyhound Track is submitted
for your perusal.

Racing performances are held each night of the week, with the exception
of Sunday. In addition, there are matinees on Monday, Wednesday and
Saturday. Twelve (12) races are run during each performance and the
length of the season is approximately seventeen (17) weeks.
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From 3,000 to 9,000 patrons wager between $200,000 aiid $550,000 a
performance, depending upon the day of the week. During the 1972
season, 675,903 patrons wagered $44,845,087.00 and 02.50% of this
money or $37,035,002.32 was returned to the patrons through winning
tickets. The State of Florida derived $3,277,790.81 in commission
and taxes.

In regards to track security, the Tampa Greyhound Track pays full
time Tampa Police Officers for this purpose. They are paid as an
independent contractor and not an employee of the track and are
used in sufficient number so as to control traffic and deal with
any other needs for police service on the premises.

If the Tampa Police Department can be of further service to you in
the future, please do not hesitate to call.

Sincerely,

CHARLES OTERO
Chief of Police

By?
"_k. C. T\in'r(,_ Major, NA 02
Services Division

DWH: kvd
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Oneida Tribe of Indians of Wisconsin
Post Office Box 365

Phone: 869-1260 Oneida, WI 54155

TESTIMONY AND STATEMENT

THE ONEIDA TRIBE OF INDIANS OF WISCONSIN

ON

HR 1920 - INDIAN GAMING CONTROL ACT
HR 2404- - INDIAN COUNTRY GAMING REGULATION ACTf

BEFORE

THE INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS COI'QITTEE
UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

* *o5P"ofW

rr

Dea Chara Udl n emeso0heCmite

was then under consideration. Indian gaming has now become a controversial

issue among Indian, federal and state governments. Several cases are now

pending in the federal court system which could reach the United States Supreme

Court. Many tribes, including the Oneida Tribe, worry that a bad case could

have an irreversible and negative impact on its ability to generate these

important governmental revenues.

The Oneida Tribe has actively participated in the National Indian Gaming

Task Force over the past two years and endorses its findings and recommendations

regarding gaming in Indian Country. However, the focus of the Oneida Tribe goes

further in urging that more Indian tribal governments assert full tribal control

over gaming on their reservations. This becomes a critical factor In view of
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the fact that Indian tribal governments, like all other governments in the

United States, are considering, or are already using, some form of gaming to

generate badly needed governmental revenues. Control and regulation of these

gaming activities is much a concern of Indian tribal governments as any other

government. The unique status of Indian governments suggests that any

resolution of the issues be based upon the basic tenents of Federal Indian

Law;

1) Tribal governments are recognized by federal law and treaties
which define their status in American law,

2) The United States has trust and fiduciary responsibilities
to protect the land, property and governmental rights, and

3) States may not, in the absence of specific Congressional
legislation encroach nor infringe upon the legitimate
governmental rights of Indian governments.

The Oneida Tribe has slowly and deliberately built a Bingo Enterprise

on its reservation that has been successful for more than 10 years. The Oneida

Tribe has been able to uselits Bingo generated revenues to diversify its

economic development and stabilize economic conditions on the reservation. In

addition to the obvious financial support our Bingo provides to tribal programs,

it employs more than 120 tribal members. Indirectly, the local Green Bay..

business community benefits from Oneida Bingo patrons who stay, eat and spend

money while playing Oneida Bingo. Thus, the Oneida Tribe has not only helped

itself, it has also benefitted the local and state governments.

The two bills presently under consideration, as they are presently drafted

would not be in the best interests of the Oneida Tribe. Specifically, the

Oneida Tribe is of the opinion that, the provisions of HR 1920, Section 6 (c)

as it is now written, would result in an unnecessary infringement of state

interests upon decisions of tribal government's. HR 2404 is a direct grant to

states of jurisdiction over Indian gaming on the reservation. HR 2404 is

contrary to the decided cases of the United States Supreme Court, and to the

responsibility the United States has toward Indian governments and people.

Moreover, HR 2404, if its reasoning is examined, would open the door of final

termination of Indian governments and wholesale erosion of legal rights.
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For these reasons, it is the position of the Oneida Tribe that any

federal legislation developed that would regulate gaming in Indian country

should be directed at the most troublesome situations where tribes, as well

as others have legitimate interests. In identifying these areas, the Oneida

Tribe agrees with the National Indian Gaming Task Force that;

1) Tribes should be protected from unscroupulous and unsavory

groups and individuals who may have contacts with criminal

elements; this can be accomplished by; providing for

secretarial approval of contracts between Tribes and outside

management groups or consultants specializing in the gaming

profession. This would be the quickest and most effective

means of protecting Tribes against criminal elements and

influence. 25 USC § 81 provides this kind of protection for

Tribes from their attorneys.

2) Tribes should be supported by the United States Department of

Interior in regulating, by ordinance or resolution, all

activities, including gaming on their reservations. The

proposed legislation provides for Secretarial approval of

Tribal ordinances regulating gaming in Indian country. This

should be drafted to be consistent with the Constitution of

the Tribes. This could be accomplished by legislatively

directing the Secretary of Interior to provide technical

assistance and financial consideration of tribal economic

development proposals, that include development and operation

of Indian gaming enterprises at the request of the Tribes.

3) The legislation should unequivocally recognize the legal rights

of legitimate tribal governments to civilly regulate activities

on their own reservations.

For the reasons and facts set forth above, it is the position of the Oneida

Tribe that any federal legislation that would regulate gaming in Indian Country

should:

1) Protect tribal governments from unscrupulous outside

professional gaming interests, and
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2) Assist the Tribes in developing and managing gaming

enterprises by providing technical assistance and

financial development support.

The Oneida Tribe will continue to be alert to the development of this and

other similar legislation in order to voice our concerns and share our success-

ful experiences as a fully tribally owned and managed Indian gaming operation.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

ONEIDA TRIBE OF INDIANS OF WISCONSIN

Purcell Powless, Chairman

Oneida Business Committee
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STATEMENT OF

CHARLES A. HOBBS

on behalf of

THE MENOMINEE TRIBE OF WISCONSIN,

THE MICCOSUKEE TRIBE OF FLORIDA,

THE POARCH BAND OF CREEK INDIANS

and

THE THREE AFFILIATED TRIBES OF THE
FORT BERTHOLD RESERVATION

on

H.R. 1920, The Indian Gaming Control Act

before

THE HOUSE INTERIOR & INSULAR AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

June 25, 1985

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee:

My name is Charles A. Hobbs. I am an attorney with the

Washington, D.C. law firm of Hobbs, Straus, Dean & Wilder, and

present this statement on H.R. 1920 on behalf of the Menominee

Tribe of Wisconsin, the Miccosukee Tribe of Florida, the Poarch

Band of Creek Indians and the Three Affiliated Tribes of the

Fort Berthold Reservation. We hope that this statement will aid

the Committee as it addresses important questions about the

proper role for the federal government in Indian gambling

activities.

a
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H.R. 1920, as introduced by Chairman Udall along with

Reps. McCain, Richardson and Bates, provides tribes and others

concerned with gambling on Indian reservations a point from

which to help design a coherent federal policy toward such

activities. We endorse the general policy it would establish.

Some of the details may be subject to different opinions, and

while our clients support the basic thrust of the bill, by this

statement we do not mean to suggest that we are in agreement

with every provision as drafted. Substantial changes may be

recommended as the bill evolves.

As you know, the policy of the federal government for

many years has been to encourage tribal self-determination and

to discourage federal or state government dictation of how

tribes should conduct their own affairs. While some of the

provisions of H.R. 1920 may be viewed in some respects an in-

fringement of tribal sovereignty, some tradeoff seems reasonable

in return for federal assurance that tribal gaming operations

will not be subject to arbitrary and often hypocritical state

interference, or to costly, lengthy and politically divisive

litigation over whether tribes may operate-such games.

In his remarks upon introduction of H.R. 192gl Chairman

Udall stated that this bill *does not grant the tribes rights

they do not already have.0 We find that with regard to the
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extent to which Indian gambling operations must conform to the

laws of the state, the corollary appears to be equally true:

The bill does not take away any rights the tribes already have.

As we read the key Section 6(a) of H.R. 1920, it incorporates

the approach federal courts have already taken to the state law

issue, and thus reaffirms existing law. That is, where a State,

as a matter of criminal law, prohibits a form of gambling to be

conducted and played within its borders, that prohibition shall

also apply in Indian country in that State. Where, however, a

State merely regulates a form of gambling, the state's

regulations do not apply to activities conducted on Indian

reservations in the State. This is the so-called "criminal/

prohibitory - civil/regulatory' test employed by federal courts

to identify the nature of a state's public policy when particu-

lar forms of gambling operations on Indian reservations are

challenged.i/ We recommend that the bill's reaffirmance of

existing law be expressly stated in the measure's legislative

history.

Revenue generation is one of the most basic require-

ments for operation of government activities. On many, if not

I/ The use of the "criminal/prohibitory - civil/regulatory"
test began after' the Supreme Court's decision in Bryan v. Itasca
Count , 426 U.S. 373 (1976). It has since been employed in
Indlan gambling cases. See, e.g., Seminole Tribe of Florida v.
Butterworth, 658 F.2d 31T5tF'-Cir. 1981).
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most, reservations, where unemployment is devastatingly high and

commercial and industrial activity are depressingly low, the

tribes' sovereignty and ability to discharge their basic govern-

mental functions -- education, health, police and fire protec-

tion, economic development, etc. -- are strangled for lack of

revenue. For many tribes, gaming operations have provided the

revenues necessary to continue tribal programs that are no

longer federally funded, or to expand tribal services where

federal programs have been inadequate. In a time of severe

federal budget cutting, Indian tribes should not be deprived of

this important new source of tribal revenue.

More and more states and local governments around the

United States are using gaming enterprises to generate new

revenues, and Indian tribes should have equal opportunity to do

likewise. The plethora of state-sponsored lotteries, state-

sanctioned pari-mutuel wagering, and other legally permissible

forms of gaming have made obsolete the previous moral stigma

attached to gaming enterprises. Of course, such activities may

present problems, but the Indian tribal governments that have

established gaming enterprises have demonstrated that they are

capable of solving those problems. They, and tribes who wish to

enter gaming activities in the future, need the protection that

H.R. 1920 would afford.

Mr. Chairman, you and your co-sponsors are to be

,mended for proposing H.R. 1920, which recognizes that
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operation of gaming enterprises is a legitimate tribal activity,

and preserves to tribes the right to decide for themselves

whether they want to use this means to generate much-needed

revenues.

We appreciate the opportunity to testify in support of

the basic principles of H.R. 1920.
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Honorable Morris K. Udall
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs
United States House of.Representatives
1324 Longworth House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Re: H.R. 1920

Dear Mr. Chairman:

On June 25 the undersigned submitted a statement on
behalf of four tribes (Fort Berthold, Poarch Band of Creeks,
Miccosukee and Menominee), This is to inform you that the
Oglala Sioux Tribe of the Pine Ridge Reservation, South Dakota,
wishes to associate itself with our statement for the purpose of
the June 25 hearing.

Sincerely,

HOBBS, STRAUS, DEAN & WILDER

By: Charles A. Hobbs

Enclosure
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ee Indian Tribe of

eT"N

P.O. Box 397 Telphone
K ens, Wisconsin 54135 1715-79 3341

June 25, 1985

Mr. Frank Duchineau
House of Representatives
Annex No. I
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Hr. Duchineau:

We are encouraged by Congressman Udall's effort to protect the Native
American Indiana.

He has always been one of our best friends. Would you please keep me
posted on future hearings on HR 1920, HR 1919, Fiscal Accountability BIA, and
HR 1156 and other Indian legislation?

Sincerely,

Gordon Dickie, Sr.
Henominee Tribal Legislature

GD/lwp
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MENOMINEE TRIBAL LEGISLATURE (RECESSED)
MARCH 27t 1985

A MOTION

HILARY WAUKAU: -I move that the Tribal Legislature supports,

in principle, the Udall Bill on Indian Gaming - the principle

of protecting Indian Tribes in the Bill.

GORDON DICKIE: I second the Motion.

CHAIRPERSON: All those in favor of the Notion raise your

right hand. Opposed. The Motion is carried: 8 for, 0

opposed, 0 abstentions, and 0 absent.

WAUKAU AMENDED/DICKIE AGREED to authorize Dickie to promote

continuation of revenue sharing, forestry items, roads, and

education.

MENIOMINEE INDIAN TRIBE OF WISCONSIN
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June, 1985

H.R. 1920

S. 902

TESTIMONY OF THE PUYALLUP TRIBE OF INDIANS

Tacoma, Washington

The Puyallup Tribe has existed as a government regulating the

conduct of trade and business in the northwestern part of what is

now known as the United States since time immemorial. Several

diverse forms of Lusiness activities, including gaming, has been

an important part of our 'cultural past and remains so today.

The Puyallup Tribe was one of the first tribes to become involved

in what is now known as "tribally regulated gaming." We-were the

first tribe to promulgate and enact our own comprehensive gaming

ordinance approximately six years ago. We license and regulate

three bingo halls on our reservation. These halls are owned and

managed by individual tribal members but are licensed, regulated,

and taxed by our tribal government. Our tax amounts to a

significant amount of the profit and has become indispensable to

our tribe.

The Puyallup Tribe has been involved with the National Task Force

on Indian Gaming since its inception nearly two years ago. We

have participated in hearings which have been held around the

1
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country at several different Indian reservations. For two years

we have been visiting the different halls, talking with tribal

managers and officials. We have closely interacted with federal

officials from both the Interior and Justice Departments. The

Task Force after several months of careful deliberation has

recommended certain national standards for the tribal gaming

industry which has been realized to a significant extent in

proposed federal legislation which is before you in the form of

H.R. 1920 and S. 902.

The tribally regulated gaming industry in the past several years

has grown to become a vital part of the economies of approxi-

mately one-half of the Indian tribes in the United States. We

feel that it has become an important part of the answer for most

of these tribes to what they have traditionally experienced over

the last several generations as substandard economies and the

poorest of our nation's living conditions. Indian tribes

experience the greatest deprivations of any minority group in

this country. We have the shortest life expectancy and the

highest unemployment of any national group. Within a few short

years, tribally regulated gaming has gone a long way to reversing

this trend. We personally have witnessed this phenomenon not

only on our own reservation, bilt on the several reservations we

visited around the country.

The present administration's Indian Policy Statement clearly
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were invited to join their association. Our tribe plans to do

so. It is this kind of government-to-government relationship and

respect which needs to be nurtured and supported. The N.A.G.R.A.

organization will become an important first step for tribes and

states to dialogue and work out mutual problems from a basis of

mutual respect instead of discord or from an adverse position.

We are encouraged by this healthy new relationship. It is not

the answer to subject tribes to state standards or public policy.

There exist mature professional businesslike ways to resolve any

mutual concerns. This acknowledgment of tribal sovereignty and

the ability of sophisticated self-determination is the level at

which tribes operate today. This fact needs to be acknowledged

and encouraged. This level of respect needs to be manifested in

federal legislation, our own progress must be safeguarded and

promoted, not delayed or frustrated from paternalistic legis-

lation regardless of how well-meaning.

Our own tribe has had a long history of business and trade. It

was so well-established that our treaty speaks of certain aspects

of this trade with other nations. Our tribe has always fostered

and encouraged individual economic enterprise. -This has been an

important part of our cultural'past. We manage our'bingo halls

in the same traditional manner. They are licensed; regulated and

taxed by our government. They are operated on lands owned by our

individual members. This style of business operation works very
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acknowledged the need for tribes to become economically self-

sufficient and has encouraged the birth of new forms of enter-

prises on reservations. The above-stated policy recognizes

tribe's inherent sovereign right as a government to initiate

these types of activities and to be self-regulating in their

operation. Our gaming industry is in line with this philosophy

and it has worked amazingly well for us. If there exists a need

to standardize the industry to some extent through national

legislation, we need to be a significant part of that process.

As a result of our experience, we have become very impressed with

the professional and highly competent manner in which tribes have

regulated and operated their own games. As with any new

industry, there always exists some transitional problems. We

have seen that where these problems have arisen, they have been

adequately addressed and resolved. A few weeks ago, our tribe

participated in a working panel before the National Association

of Gambling Regulating Agencies. This is an association composed

of the various gambling boards of the nation's states and

territories. They have been closely following our progress. We

were complimented by several members as running very good games.

One state alone introduced a resolution against tribally

regulated games in favor of the tribes being held to the various

state rules for conducting these games. We are very proud to

state that this resolution not only did not pass, but failed to

receive a second on the motion. At the end of the conference, we
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well for us. It employs tribal members and provides most of the

income which supports our administrative services. This income

also supplements our social, educational, and health services

which we provide for our community. Federal grants are being

reduced at a fast pace. Without this industry, we could not

function as a full service government for our people.

The court cases without exception recognize our right to be self-

regulating in the gaming industry. We all have worked hard and

expended hundreds of thousands of dollars to that end. We

believe we have a record of management and self-regulation that

equals the record of any state. We are non-transient societies

which are tightly knit giving us an advantage of keeping unwanted

elements out of our games. We believe that the records of the

Justice Department would give us a cleaner bill of health than

most states. In short, we are proud of our record in the

industry, and recognize that it has become a vital part of our

economy.

We support the standards embodied in the legislation which

regulates the various non-Indian management groups, it is

necessary. We also have seen how well the BIA guidelines for

proper review of management groups has worked. They are

comprehensive and adequate. While we are completely tribally

owned and operated, we support those tribes who needed the

capital investment to get started since their own resources have
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been taken from thrn by their "neighbors". Tribes should be

respected in their desire to retain outside management

assistance. Several games around the county are well run and as

long as these folks are properly regulated it works out well for

all involved.

In regard to the proposed legislation in south H.R. 1920 and S.

902 we strongly oppose any attempt to limit our right to license

our own individual members to operate their own games. We also

oppose the specific language in the acts which would prohibit our

own sovereign right to operate games which might be prohibited by

"state public policy as a matter of criminal law". This would

again allow state law to dictate over tribal law. This violates

a long history of case law and our unique relationship with the

federal government.

The above-stated position and our aforementioned supporting

history are the main objection which the Puyallup Tribe has to

both congressional bills in their present form. We feel that it

is completely unacceptable to place us under state standards and

restrictions for the conduct of our games. Our right to operate

our own vital and well managed individually licensed games cannot

and must not be infringed upon'. If non-Indian management groups

can profit, why can't our own individual tribal members do the

same. This enterprise supports several of our families as well

as tribal operations. We believe that more careful thought and
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consideration must go into there provisions of the proposed act.

Thank you for the opportunity to present our input into this most

critical legislation.

Respectfully submitted,

Frank Wright, Jr., Chairnin
Puyallup Tribe of Indians
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RESERVATION LAND SALES

In the late 1880s and 1890s there was intense pressure from the

business community in Tacoma to open the Puyallup Indian Reserva-

tion to sale. The local Indian agent responded to that pressure

by recommending that land be opened for sale if it was excess to

the needs of the Indian owner, but that land needed by tribal

members for homes and related uses not be opened to sale. A

commission appointed by congressional act made similar recom-

mendations.

In 1893 Congress created a three-member commission which was

instructed to determine which lands within the Reservation were

no longer needed by tribal members and to offer for sale those

excess lands where the Indian owner consented to the sale. The

congressional act also provided that members of the Tribe would

be free to sell their land ten years after passage of the act.

Several thousand acres of reservation land were sold out from

under the Tribe and its members by the three commissioners

pursuant to the congressional act. The methods used to

accomplish the sales ranged from highly questionable to outright

illegal. For example, signatures of some tribal members were

forged on forms giving consent to the sale of land. The Depart-

ment of the Interior allowed the sales to take place even though

the Department knew of the forgeries. Many land sales took place
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without the consent of the Indian owners. The commission

routinely appointed guardians for tribal members. The guardians,

who were influential members of the business community, would

give consent on behalf of the Indians. By these and a variety of

other methods, the federal commission in the Tacoma business

community accomplished a transfer of several thousand acres of

Reservation land in violation of the spirit or letter of the

congressional act, or both. As a result of the "sales" made by

the commission and the loss of land after the restrictions on

sale were lifted, the Tribe and its members are left with only a

few acres of land.

It should be noted that despite the "sale" of much of the

reservation land to non-Indians, the boundaries of the Puyallup

Indian Reservation remained intact. The Ninth Circuit Court of

Appeals ruled that the purpose of the 1893 congressional act was

simply to allow purchase of lands by non-Indians and was not

intended to and did not change the reservation boundaries.

United States v. Washington, 496 F.2d 620 (9th Cir. 1974), cert.

denied, 109 U.S. 1032 (1974).
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PkOPOSED FEDERAL LEGISLATION OF THE
NATIONAL IDIAN GAMING TASK FORCE

Be it vn&cL~d by tho SetuaLe and louae o prceL'eu of the UrtAtd Ste.eo
of America in Congress assembled, That thie Act may be cited as t)-e "Indian
Tribal Gaming Act".

SECTION 2. The Congress finds that-
(1) A principle goal (Federal Indian policy is to promote tribal economic
development, tribal sclf'sufficiency and strong tribal governments; and

(2) Indian tribes have becove engaged in or have l.censed gar.ing activtLies
in Indian country as a means of generating tribal revenues;

(3) Tribal operation and licensing of gaming activities is a legitimate means
of generating revenues for tribal operations, and economic development;

(4) Indian tribes do and can regulate and operate gaming ectivitLie free from
the influence of organized crime, racketeers, professional gamblers. Lnd
those who would defraud or otherwise attempt to exert corrupt influence upon
them;

(5) Existing Federal law does not provide clear standards or regulAt±uns
necessary to Insure the orderly conduct of gaming activities within Indian
country.

(6) Federal courts have held that Indian tribes have the exclusive right to
regulate gaming activities not prohibited by Federal Law and siso conducLtd
within a State having criminal jurisdiction over Indiars on Indian
reservations which does not prohibit such gaming activities as a rotter of the
state's criminal law.

SECTION 3.
(a) Congress hereby declares that the establishment of Federal standards fct
gaming activities in lndian country is necessary to protect the right of
tribal governments to regulate such activities.

(b) It is a purpose of this act to provide a single. unifore federal
mechanism for the protection and advancement of the legal ribts. of Indian
irlbes to operate, control and regulate gaming activities within thelz
reservations.

SECTION 4. For the purpose of this Act:
(]) "Secretary" means the Secretary of the Interior.
(2) "Indian Tribe" means any federally recognized Indian tribe, band, nation,
or other organized group or community, including any Alaska Nat'. village or
regional or village corporation as defined in or established pursuant to th1
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act 143 U.S.C.A. 11601 et seq.!
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(3) "Indian Country" means (a) all lands within the exterior boundaries of
any Indian reservation, and (b) any lands, ttle to which is either held by
the Unitd States in trust for the benefit of any Indian tribe or individual
or held by any Indian tribe or individual Pubject to a restriction by the
United States against alienation.
(4) "GamLng" means to deal, operate, carry on, conduct, or maintain for pley
any banking or percentage game or other game of chance played for money,
property, credit or any other representative value, when conducted for profit

nking en:erFrise or for generation of tribal revenue, but does not include
social F res played solely for prizes of minimal value or gaes p'Aycd in
private ,mes or residences.

SECTION 5. Unless conducted pursuant to a tribal ordinance or resolution
adopted by an Indian tribal government, gaming within Indian country shall not
be legal. Any violation of Tribal gaming laws or regulations b)tell be subject
to tribal prosecution under any applicable provisions tf the tribal criminal
code or to Federal prosecution pursuant to the provisions of any specific
Federal law prohibiting gambling activity.

SECTION 6. (a) Except where a gaming activity is specifically prohibited
within Indian country by Federal law or within A State as a "tter of that
State's criminal jurisdiction over Indians on the reservation, an Indian tribe
may engAge in or license and regulate such gaming activity within its
jurisdiction of the tribe pursuant to a tribal ordinance or resolution.
(b) A tribe may pass an ordinance or resolution concerning the conduct,
licensing or regulation of gaming activity within its jurisdiction. Each
tribal ordinance or resolution shall provide at a minimum that:
(1) The tribe itself conduct or licence tribal members to conduct, any
proposed gaming activity except as provided in subsection (c);
(2) Net revenues irom tribally owned gauing operations will be used to fund
tribal operations, programs, and economic development.
(3) Annudl audits will be performed by the tribe;
(4) Each licensee mast provide the tribes with an annual accounting of t1:L
proceeds, or at the tribe's request.
(c) A tribal ordinance or resolution may provide for the licensing and
regulation of gaming conducted or operated by Individual tribal members
provided that no individual nor anyone connected with any licensed
organizations shall have been convicted of a crime of moral turpitude or
gambling offense; and provided further that such offense in the opinion of the
tribe is not the result of an India. rights issue.
(d) A tribe, if required by Its constitution shall submit its ordinance or
resolution to the Secretary for approval. Any duly submitted tribal gambling
ordinance shall be approved if it meets thS requiratnts of Section 6b, by the
Secretary within 90 days of Its submission. Any ordinance or resolution which
has not been acted upon within 90 days after it Is submitted shal be deemed
to have been approved by the Secretary. However, a tribe not constitutionally
required to submit its ordinance or resolution for approval my do so at itu
optior.
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SECTION 7. (a) Eubject to approval of the Secretary, a tribe may enter into a
management contract for the operation and management of a tribal gating
enterprises for a reasonable fee which shall not be based upon any percentage
of the gross or net revenues of such operations Provided. That, before

information.
(1) the iate, address and other additional pertinent Information of every

individual having a financial interest In or management responsibility
for such contract;

(ii) a description of any previous experience which the contractor of the
!,ersons listed pursuant to the subraragraph (1) has had with other

maing contracts with Indian tribes or gaming licenses iss ed by the
Indian tribe or State, including the name and address of tne licensing
agency or other parties to aiky other gaming contract; and

(iii) a complete financial statement of the contractor and those persons
listed pursuant to subparagraph (1).

(iv) certified proof of a tribal license defined as in Section 6. (c) of
this Act.

(b) rich properly submitted contract shall be considere6 and notification of
approval or disapproval shall be provided to the parties within tLirty days
(30) of receipt of the proposed contract. Any contract not acted upon within
thirty (30) days shall be considered as having been approved.
(c) The Secretary shall not approve and may void any contract where he has
knowledge that any person listed prisuant to subparagrarh (i) of this boction,
has been convicted of any felony or gorbling offense.

SECTION 8. The Secretary shall have the power, when a tribe has entcied a
management contract pursuant to Section 7, to (1) inspect and examine all
premises %'herein ga ing is conducted, (2) demand access to and Inspect.
e;.rine, photocopy and audit all papers, books and records respecting the
gross inr-cme produced by a gaming business and require verification of income
and all other matters respecting the enforcement of this Act.

SEC1O1N Q. The Secretary shall have the duty to preserve any and all
informAtion received pursuant to Section 8 as private gnd confidential and
such information shall be exempt from the provisions of the Freedor of
Information Act requiring disclosure to the public; disclosure of infomnition
obtalred pursuant to this section to anyone for any purpose other than the
enforcement of federal and tribal lauwr rhall be a felony.

SECTION 10. Any existing gaming operation Jr, Indian country shall hAve one
year from the date of enactment to comply with this act.

SECTION 11. It shall be lawful for any tadio or television station and
broadcastlng or cable network atd any publication using the Federal ails to
transmit or mail any advertisement or other message fro* any Indian gamirg
operation.
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TESTIMONY OF

CONGRESSMAN JIM BATES

ON H.R. 1920, "THE INDIAN GAMING CONTROL ACT OF 1985"

BEFORE THE

HOUSE COMMITTEE ON INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS

ON

JUNE 25, 1985
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I would like to thank the Chairman and the Members of the

Committee for the opportunity to present my viewseon H.R. 1920,

the Indian Gaming Control Act. This important piece of

legislation is much needed in order to provide clear standards and

regulations necessary to insure that the conduct of gaming

activities on Indian reservations is orderly and productive.

As a RepresentaLive from Southern California, which is the home of

a number of Indian tribes, it is clear to me that the need for

Federal standards concerning Indian gaming activities is urgent.

After I was contacted and began working on behalf of one band of

Indians in San Diego, I received letters from tribal governments

and members of tribes from all over Southern California. These

individuals, concerned about the legitimacy of the management

companies which operate the gaming enterprises, are requesting

federal assistance in assuring that the proceeds of bingo

operations are being used properly and are being fairly

distributed.

This bill would address these problems and would ensure that the

effective revenue generating gaming activities actually meet the

goals of the tribes: to promote tribal economic development and

self sufficiency.
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I am pleased that this Committee will be coming to San Diego in

September to look at this and other issues affecting Indian

reservations in Southern California.

Mr. Chairman, I commend you on your efforts to grapple with this

issue, and I look forward to a timely, appropriate resolution.
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TULE RIVER INDIAN RESERVATION
June 21, 1985

Honorable Morris K. Udall
House of Representatives
235 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Udall: Indian Gaming H.R. 1920
H.R. 2404

On behalf of the Tribal Council of the Tule River

Indian Tribe of California, I request that the Committee

consider our comments in its hearings on the two indian

gaming bills currently before it.

Because of the importance of this issue to all tribes,

we would have requested the opportunity to appear personally

before the Committee to offer testimony. However, our tribe

is too poor to afford such a trip.

We do not have a bingo or other gaming activity on the

reservation, with the exception of a small Elders game held

periodically for tribal members.

However, even though we do not have an Indian gaming

activity on our reservation, we wish to offer our impressions

of the two bills before you and of the Indian gaming issue in

general.

TekpImw (209) 781-4271
P.O. BOX 589, PORTERVILLE, CALIFORNIA 93258
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GENERAL DISCUSSION OF INDIAN GAMING.

The Indian policy of the United States is that the Indian

people and their tribes should be actively encouraged to pursue

self-determination, including the strengthening of tribal govern-

ment and development of economic self-sufficiency in order to re-

duce economic dependency upon the Federal government.

The key to self-determination is economic self-sufficiency.

A poor tribe which must depend on the Federal government for most

of its support cannot develop a strong government. Until the tribes

develop economic self-sufficiency, they will remain virtual slaves

to the Federal budget process and its highly competitive rationing

process.

It is apparent that the Federal government, in its efforts to

reduce its budget deficit, will reduce expenditures in many areas,

including Indian programs. The tribes would like to assist in the

reduction of the Federal budget, but only if they have available to

them alternative means of support. Legitimate Indian gaming activities

are such an alternative means.

Indian gaming is not appropriate for all tribes. However, those

tribes for whom gaming is appropriate should be permitted to pursue it

as a valid means of pursuing self-determination.

Indian gaming wil not solve all problems for all tribes; however,

it can Be a first step toward solving some problems for some tribes.

There'have been expressed many concerns that Indian gaming will

lead t6 widespread crime and other public evils. While there have.

been"Incidents of the Commission of crimes, it is our understanding

that most Indian gaming operations are quiet, well run and free of

crime.
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The fact that a few improper or illegal incidents may have

occurred should not lead to a ban on Indian gaming.

We feel that we must, in all due respect,, remind the Congress

that, regardless of fairly widespread examples of campaign impro-

prieties, there has been no legislation to ban political campaigns.

In states in which bingo and other games of chance are not

prohibited as matters of phiblic policy, Indian bingo has been well

received. There have been no widespread public outcries, although

officials of state and local governments and competing bingo games

have complained that the Indian games should be banned. The general

public has generally supported the games, as is evidenced by its

patronization.

It has been alleged that organized crime has infiltrated the

Indian gaming industry. We are not in a position to either confirm

or deny that allegation, although we suspect that it is true to an

unknown degree.

We strongly agree that unsuitable persons should not be permit-

ted to participate in the industry.

We also feel strongly that the uncertainties surrounding Indian

bingo have contributed to the infiltration by those persons. A Con-

gressional recognition of the legitimacy of Indian gaming will, by

itself, lead to the increase of legitimate investors.

H.R. 2404 - REP. SHUMWAY (CAL.)

We do not have a copy of this bill, but we understand that

it would:

(1). Require Indian games to conform to state lawl

(2). Only allow games to be conducted by tribal governing

bodies;

72-553 0 - 87 - 28
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(3). Permit only tribal members to be employed; and

(4). Allow the use of proceeds only for tribal government

operations.

This bill, if enacted, would completely change the status

of tribes as domestic dependent sovereigns to charitable organizations.

It would also constitute an effective ban on Indian gaming.

Mr. Shumway fails to recognize that Indian tribal governments

hav a greater responsibility and thus greater financial need than

does a church group wishing to purchase a new organ, a high school

boosters club wishing to support school athletic or academic programs

or a band boosters group wishing to finance a nationwide tour.

The tribes have been encouraged to "compete in the white man's

world" in order to achieve economic self-sufficiency. Yet, when

some tribes have found such a way to compete, Mr. Shumway proposes

to take it away from them.

We beg you, with all our hearts, to reject H.R. 2404 as being

opposed to the concept of Indian Self-Determination and President

Reagan's Indian Policy Statement. Mr. Shumway can only be perceived

to be an enemy of the Indian people and his bill should be considered

to be a weapon to be used against us.

H.R. 1920 - REP. UDALL (AZ.)

The Udall bill appears to more appropriately deal with the

-issue of legitimacy and regulation. While Mr. Udall should be

coended for the overall quality and substance of the bill, we

would like to offer comments on certain provision with which we

disagree. -

Section 2 (2) states that tribes have the exclusive right

to regulate gaming within a state which does not, "as a matter
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of criminal law," prohibit such gaming. We understand the courts

to have ruled in substance that the state prohibition must be a

matter of public policy that no person is allowed to conduct such

activities.

Section 7 gives the Secretary of the Interior the absolute

authority to approve or reject management contracts. As a matter

of construction, we believe references to "subparagraph (i)" should

properly be "subparagraph (1)."

As we stated earlier, the availability of legimate management

contractors should increase with the passage of a bill such as the

Udall bill. However, certain provisions of the bill would cause

a gaming investment to be unattractive to otherwise interested in-

vestors.

We disagree with the requirement that the management contractor

and any other person having a financial interest in the gaming activity

must file complete financial statements with thq Secretary. There

are instances in which persons of integrity with legltimately

accumulated estates are unwilling to make the financial disclosures

that would be required by such a requirement. We feel that such a

requirement would remove from the industry persons who would otherwise

be willing to participate. On the other hand, persons who may other-

wise be considered unsuitable would not hesitate to file disguised

financial-information that would appear to the Secretary to be adequate.
"We do not feel that any such financial disclosures would serve

to discourage ensiitable-manaamdnt-Contractors.

Section 7(c) includes another provision that may further

restrict the availability of legitimate capital for Indian gaming.

The bill provides that the management contractor may not receive a
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percentage fee in excess of forty percent. The bill also provides

that the Secretary has the absolute authority to determine whether

the fee agreed upon by a tribe and a contractor is "reasonable".

We request that the bill be amended to remove the requirements

for Secretarial approval and that the percentage fee limitation

be increased from forty percent to forty nine percent.

As long as the tribe is to receive the majority of the benefits

from a gaming activity, we feel the tribes should be free to negotiate

with a potential contractor. Many times, a tribe may agree to pay

a fee of forty five percent or more in exchange for other concessions

in the contract. In any event, many other factors come into play in

determitiing', he ,vsue frc~ntrarts besides an, art trati, y:adeped

percentage, including the term of the contract, the timing of cash

flow and other intrinsic factors.

With no disrespect intended, we do not feel that the Department

of the Interior or the Bureau of Indian Affairs are competent to

deal with the determination of the reasonableness-df a management

fee. That responsibility is beyond the current scope of the Department's

mission statement and would require additional Department funding

to permit competent and proper handling.

We also feel that limitations on the tribe's abilities to

negotiate as principals in their own business dealings would tend

to frustrate self-determination. We invite Secretarial assistance

and advice. However, as was stated by Mr. John W. Fritz, the Deputy

Assistant-Secretary - Indian Affairs, on June 19, 1984, in hearings

on the precessor to the current H.R. 1920, the tribes should have

the authority to enter into contracts and to request a review by

the Department. However, the tribal government should have the ab-

solute authority to enter into its own management contracts.
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We similarly resist the direct involvement of the Department

of the Interior in the operation of the gaming activities as auth-

orized by Section 8 of the bill.

As an alternative to direct Secretarial involvement, we would

support a modified form of the regional gaming commissions authorized

by Senate Bill 902 (DeConcini). As is the case with many industries,

it is often best for industries to be given the opportunity to re-

gulate themselves. In the event that self-regulation proves to be

nonproductive, then the Congress may legislate mandatory controls.

Notwithstanding the several objections raised by this letter

to certain provisions of the bill, we wish to commend its intent

to recognize the legitimacy of Indian gaming and to deal with the

safeguarding of the interests of the natural beneficiaries of gaming

activities, the Indian people themselves.

While we disagree with certain features, we strongly support

the general substance of H.R. 1920, with the addition of some form

of industry self-regulation as is contained in S. 902.

I am sincerely grateful for the opportunity to have communicated

to tribe's feelings on the pending legislation to the committee and

wish it well in its deliberations.

Very truly yours,

-bura J. Manuel
CHAIRPERSON

LM/mc
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HOUSE INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

June 25, 1985

Hearing on H.R. 1920

The Indian Gaming Control Act

Written Testimony

Submitted By

Paul Bardacke

New Mexico Attorney General
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My name is Paul Bardacke. I am the Attorney General of the

State of New Mexico. I want to thank this Committed for the

opportunity to present my views on the proposed bill, H.R. 1920, a

bill to establish federal standards and regulations for the

conduct of gaming activities on Indian reservations and lands.

First, I commend the sponsors of this bill and the members of

this Committee for recognizing and addressing the very serious

issues raised by Indian gaming. Indian gaming has caused substan-

tial concern throughout the nation.

Tribes are turning to Indian gaming so that they can provide

basic governmental services to their people. Like many others,

the tribes are facing times of severe economic hardship and their

difficulties are increased by federal financial cutbacks to

tribal, state and local governments. Many tribes do not have the

infrastructure or resources to attract industry, and they turn to

gaming as a way to close the increasing gap between their resour-

ces and their needs. I support tribal efforts to strength" their

economic position. Those efforts, however, should proceed in a

way that prevents problems with communities surrounding the

tribes.

The.tribes' efforts to meet their economic needs are causing

tensions with the surrounding communities. The tribal games

operate outside state regulatory limits and, in some instances,

seek to do what the community considers immoral or illegal. The

communities are thus offended by some of the efforts of the
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tribes. Another source of tension is the concern that tribal

games which are high-stake and lucrative will attract to the

community organized crime or other undesirable elements. These

fears are exacerbated by the fact that so many managing agents and

business associates in the the tribal games are people from

outside the state, unknown to the community.

The situation is further complicated by the federal govern-

ment's inability to: (1) establish procedures for addressing

Indian gaming issues; and (2) set clear direction and policies.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs has not yet recognized that Indian

gaming is a serious national issue and it has fallen down in its

responsibilities both to the tribes and to the states. The Bureau

of Indian Affairs treated the Indian jai alai proposal in Arizona

like a minor local issue with no serious legal or societal impli-

cations. I spoke to Secretary Hodel about Interior's failure to

address the Indian gaming issues through consistent national

procedures and policies and was surprised to learn that the Bureau

of Indian Affairs had not troubled to advise the Secretary of the

issues and decisions to be made. Nor is the Bureau of Indian

Affairs coordinating with the United States Department of Justice

on any of these issues, although the responsibility for stopping

organized crime, prosecuting the federal laws and defending

Interior's decisions rests with the Department of Justice. In

short, the federal government has aggravated the problem by
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failing to carry out its duties in an orderly, responsible and

reasoned fashion.

There is no question that the issues are of major and in-

creasing concern. My office has received and continues to receive

a multitude of telephone calls about Indian gaming. Local and

national press attention to this issue is high. Meetings between

states, between states and tribes, and between state and federal

government have been frequent. I see no solution emerging from

these communications. Therefore, I commend this Committee for

examining and trying to address the issues.

Now I would like to describe the situation in New Mexico.

Four Indian Pueblos are conducting bingo games within the State of

New Mexico. There has also been talk of tribes establishing other

forms of gaming, including dog racing and videu gambling. I am

pleased to say that the relationship between my office and New

Mexico tribes has been one of openness in discussions of Indian

gaming. The tribes have generally provided me with information

about their proposed operations. I am convinced of the serious

desire of the New Mexico tribes to use revenue from gaming to

provide important government service to their reservations. I am

also convinced that those tribes that use or intend to use outside

management want to insure that such managers are legitimate

businessmen who will maximize benefits for the tribe.

The basic difficulty, however, lies in defining what Indian

gaming activities are legal. While there has been openness on the
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part of New Mexico tribes in notifying my office of proposed

gaming, there has been disagreement over what activities are

legal. The Santa Ana Pueblo and my office have each submitted

legal memoranda to the Department of Interior on the question of

whether pari mutuel dog racing is legal in New Mexico. I have

concluded that dog racing in New Mexico on Indian reservations

would violate federal law because such racing is prohibited by New

Mexico criminal statutes. The Pueblo reached a contrary

conclusion.

This difficulty in deciding what is legal and what should be

legal is, in my view, one of the key national issues. It affects

not only dog racing in New Mexico, but also jai alai in Arizona,

video gambling, bingo, roulette bingo, satellite bingo and all

other forms of gaming. When we try to determine whether a partic-

ular form of Indian gaming is legal, what we are really trying to

do is determine whether Congress intended those games to be legal

or illegal under the federal criminal statutes. Because this is

an area of confusion and difficulty, Congress should address the

issue directly. It would be useful and appropriate for Congress

to pass legislation declaring what is and what is not permissible

Indian gaming rather than leaving the matter to the expensive,

time consuming and essentially hostile, adversary process of

having the courts determine Congressional intent. H.R. 1920 does

not deal with the issue of what Indian gaming activities are

.4
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legal. Therefore, I would suggest that the scope of H.R. 1920 be

expanded to resolve that preliminary and fundamental question.

What H.R. 1920 attempts to do, as I understand it, is insure

that the economic benefits from Indian gaming will go to the

Indians, and not to organized crime or others. I agree with that

goal. The Indians should not be cheated of their fair gains. The

question I have is whether H.R. 1920 can achieve that goal.

H.R. 1920 gives the Secretary of Interior authority to

approve tribal resolutions and ordinances establishing gaming and

to approve management contracts for the operation of any gaming

enterprise. The Secretary will undoubtedly rely on the Bureau of

Indian Affairs to perform these functions. The Bureau of Indian

Affairs has already been approving many management contracts,

ordinances and resolutions. Yet, concern for the integrity of the

games persists. I question whether the Bureau of Indian Affairs

has the necessary information and expertise for monitoring the

business of gaming to prevent organized and economic crime. If

federal review is the appropriate device to insure lawful Indian

games, I would suggest the Committee give further thought to

whether other agencies of federal government would be better

suited to conduct the review.

In addition, I have certain specific comments on the provi-

sions of the bill:
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1. Section 5 of the bill provides that it
will be illegal to conduct gaming
within an Indian reservation other than
pursuant to a tribal ordinance or
resolution which has been approved by
the Secretary of the Interior. Howev-
er, the bill lacks an enforcement
mechanism. It sets forth no criminal
penalty for conducting gaming pursuant
to unapproved ordinances or resolu-
tions. Under current case law many
forms of gaming are legal on reserva-
tions. There does not appear to be
anything to preclude a tribe from
adopting a gaming ordinance, refusing
to submit it to Interior and conducting
games.

2. Sections 6(b) and 7(b) provide that if
the Secretary of Interior does not act
on an ordinance, resolution or contract
within 90 days, it will be deemed
approved. While I recognize the need
for timely decision-making, I do not
think it outweighs the need for correct
decision-making in so sensitive an area
as gaming.. Therefore, I disagree 'with
the provision that the action should be
deemed approved if not reviewed within
90 days. At a mimimum, there should be
provision for extending the period of
review if needed.

3. I am troubled by the lack of any
references in the bill to consultations
with or notifications to the state in
which the Indian reservations are
located. State concerns should be
taken into account and state officials
notified and given an opportunity to
comment before a decision is made.

4. The bill refers Indian lands in several
ways: as "Indian reservations," "Indian
lands,""Indian country"" and as "lands
subject to tribal jurisdiction." These
terms are not interchangeable. Con-
gress needs to clarify the lands to
which the bill would apply.
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5. Section 10 of the bill provides that
existing gaming operations within
Indian reservations will have one year
to comply with the act. Many tribal
gaming establishments are currently
being operated under long-term manage-
ment contracts which have been approved
by the Secretary of Interior. I am
concerned about whether Congress has
the power to abrogate those contracts
and declare that they must be renegoti-
ated or reapproved.

In conclusion, I believe H.R. 1920 is a good beginning and a

worthwhile effort. It would, however, better address the issues

if refined to include both a broader and a sharper focus. In

terms of a broader focus, I mean resolution of the fundamental

issue of which Indian games are legal and which are illegal. In

terms of a sharper focus, I mean scrutiny and determination of the

most effective way to prevent crime and financial improprieties in

the games. And we need to address all of these issues in the

context of the needs and concerns of our whole society.

I thank you for the opportunity to present my views and hope

they will be helpful to you in your deliberations.
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C.if 1 ,0 FOND DU LAC RESERVATION
BUSINESS COMMITTEE

CLARENCE CHUCK" SMITH, See./Treas.
song - ROBERT PEACOCK, Executwo Director

1~qq~I10 UNNERSITY ROAO
CLOOUET, MINNESOTA 55720

PHONE 1-218-87-4593

JUNE 24, 1985

THE HONORABLE MORRIS K. UDALL
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
235 CANNON HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20515

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE UDALL:

1 ON BEHALF OF THE FOND DU LAC BAND OF LAKE SUPERIOR CHIPPEWA, I WISH TO

2 THANK THE COMMITTEE FOR THIS OPPORTUNITY TO TESTIFY ON HOUSE BILLS HR 1920

3 AND HR 2404. SINCE THE SENATE IS ALSO CONSIDERING BILLS IN THIS SUBJECT AREA

LI 1 WILL MAKE SOME COMMENTS ON HOW THAT BILL IS RELATED TO THIS COMMITTEES

5 BILLS.
6
7 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
8
9

10 THE FOND Du LAC BAND OF LAKE SUPERIOR CHIPPEWA'S RESERVATION WAS

11 ESTABLISHED BY THE TREATY OF 1854 IN WHAT IS NOW THE NORTHEASTERN OR

12 ARROWHEAD REGION OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA. THE PEOPLE OF FOND DU LAC HAVE

13 BEEN A SELF-GOVERNING BODY SINCE THE LATE 18TH CENTURY WHOSE CULTURE HAS

14 ALWAYS INCLUDED GAMING AS A VITAL ELEMENT OF IT'S SOCIAL LIFE- IN 1980 FOND

15 DU LAC 9EGAN TO EXPLORE THE USE OF BINGO AND OTHER FORMS OF GAMING AS A MEANS

16 OF GENERATING SORELY NEEDED TRIBAL REVENUE. FOND DU LAC CONSIDERED AND

17 REJECTED THE USE OF A 'MANAGEMENT FIRM" BECAUSE OF THE LOSS OF TRIBAL CONTROL

FOND DU LAC MANUFACTURING CO. - WOOD & OIL BURNING FURNACES
FOND OU LAC DEVELOPMENT CORP. - FOND OU LAC CONSTRUCTIQN CORP.
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18 THAT WOULD HAVE RESULTED, INSTEAD FOND Du LAC CHOOSE TO TAKE A 'BOOTSTRAP M

19 APPROACH AND STARTED A SMALL, A FEW THOUSAND DOLLARS A YEAR, OPERATION IN THE

20 FALL OF 1981 WHICH IS NOW A IJLTI-MILLION DOLLAR OPERATION THAT WILL BE

21 EXPANDING TO A SECOND SITE IN COOPERATION WITH THE CITY OF DULUTH, MINNESOTA-

22 THE "BOOTSTRAP" APPROACH HAS PROVIDED FOND DU LAC WITH THE INTERNAL CAPACITY

23 TO MANAGE IT'S OPERATIONS AND THE COMMUNITY THE SELF-CONFIDENCE OF HAVING A

24 H0ME GROWN SUCCESS THAT IS FREE OF ANY TAINT OF CORRUPTION THAT SEEMS TO

25 SURROUND MANAGEMENT FIRMS-

26

27 THE REVENUES OF THE GAMING OPERATION HAVE ENABLED FOND Du LAC TO MEET

28 SOME OF THE BASIC NEEDS OF IT'S COMMUNITY. IT HAS ENABLED FOND Du LAC TO

29 KEEP OPEN IT'S HIGH SCHOOL, SUPPLEMENTED THE HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES

30 BUDGET, PROVIDED EMERGENCY RELIEF FOR VICTIMS OF FIRES, FUNERAL COSTS FOR

31 THOSE FAMILIES WITHOUT THE ,MEANS TO PAY THE EXPENSES, SCHOLARSHIP, ATHLETIC,

32 AND CULTURAL SUPPORT TO INDIVIDUALS. PERHAPS MOST IMPORTANT OF ALL GAMING

33 HAS ENABLED FOND Du LAC TO HAKE WHAT IT BELIEVES IS THE FIRST BOND ISSUE

34 UNDER THE AUTHORITY OF THE INDIAN TRIBAL GOVERNMENT TAX STATUS ACT FOR THE

35 CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES FACILITY TO REPLACE THE OLD

36 "INDIAN HOSPITAL" CLOSED MANY YEARS AGO BY INDIAN HEALTH SERVICES. WITHOUT

37 THE REVENUE STREAM FROM FOND Du LAC'S GAMING OPERATION TO SERVE AS A

38 SECONDARY SOURCE OF REPAYMENT THERE WOULD HAVE BEEN NO BOND ISSUE. FOND Du

39 [AC HOPES THAT THE COMMITTEE AND CONGRESS WILL UNDERSTAND THAT TRIBAL GAMING

40 IS AN ESSENTIAL ELEMENT OF TRIBAL SELF-SUFFICIENCY AND IS AS LEGITIMATE A

41 RI(*IT OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT AS SAY THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA LOTTERY.
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42 H.R. 24qq

43
44 FOND Du LAC NOW WISHES TO GO ON RECORD AS EQUIVACABLY OPPOSING HOUSE

45 BILL H.R. 2404 AS BEING IIMORAL, UNAMERICAN AND UNAFFORDABLE BY THE UNITED

46 STATES OF AMERICA. THIS BILL IS NOTHING MORE THAN THE EXPROPRIATION OF

47 TRIBAL GAMING RESOURCES FOR THE EXCLUSIVE BENEFIT AND PROTECTION OF

48 NON-INDIANS.

49

50 WHEN FOND Du LAC FIRST BECAME AWARE OF THIS ATTEMPT TO TAKE AWAY IT'S

51 GAMING OPERATION IT SOUGHT "POLITICAL RISK" INSURANCE. THE USUAL SOURCE OF

52 SUCH INSURANCE IS FROM THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT FOR AMERICAN FIRMS OPERATING

53 OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATE WHO MAY BE SUBJECT TO EXPROPRIATION. IT IS

54 THEREFORE NOT AVAILABLE TO AmERICANS WITHIN THEIR COUNTRY. FOND DU LAC THEN

55 SOUGHT INSURANCE FROM PRIVATE CARRIERS. No UNITED STATES OR CANADIAN FIRM

56 WOULD WRITE SUCH A POLICY, LLOYDS OF LONDON ALSO WOULD NOT WRITE SUCH A

57 POLICY. AT THIS TIME TWO JAPANESE FIRMS ARE CONSIDERING WHETHER OR NOT TO

58 WRITE THE POLICY. THE IMPLICATION OF SUCH LEGISLATION IS NOT ONLY IN THE

59 AREA OF TRIBAL GAMING IT ALSO CLOUDS ALL EFFORTS OF ANY TRIBE TO NEGOTIATE

60 WITH ANY COMMVERICAL ENTERPRISE TO OPERATE ON THEIR RESERVATION. ANY BUSINESS

61 THAT KNOWS THAT CONGRESS CAN UNILATERALLY CHANGE THE ORDINANCES AND

62 AUTHORITIES OF THE TRIBAL GOVERNMENT WITH WHICH IT NEGOTIATES FOR THE BENEFIT

63 OF'THE STATES I6 GOING TO HAVE SERIOUS QUALMS ABOUT NEGOTIATING WITH ANY

64 TRIBE AND LOCATING ON ANY RESERVATION. ADDITIONALLY, SINCE THE BILL WOULD

65 RESULT IN THE TAKING OF A TREATY RIGHT OF SELF-GOVERNMENT AND THE REVENUES

66 THAT ARE RAISED BECAUSE OF THAT RIGHT WOULD BE DIMINISHED OR DESTROYED IT IS

67 FOND Du LAC'S POSITION THAT THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA WOULD OWE FOND DU

68 LAC FOR ALL PRESENT AND FUTURE REVENUES THAT WOULD NO LONGER BE AVAILABLE TO

69 FOND Du LAC.
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70 H.R. 1902 AND S.902

71 FOND DU LAC BELIEVES THAT BOTH HOUSE BILL 1920 AND SENATE BILL S.902,

72 THERE BEING LITTLE SUBSTANTIVE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE TWO, PROVIDE AN

73 OPPORTUNITY FOR BOTH THE TRIBES AND THE UNITED STATES TO TAKE POSITIVE STEPS

74 TOWARD DEVELOPING ADEQUATE AND STABLE RESERVATION ECONOMIES.

75

76 FOND Du LAC SUPPORTS BOTH H.R. 1902, "INDIAN GAMING CONTROL ACT" AND

77 S.902 ALSO THE "INDIAN GAMING CONROL ACT" INSOFAR THAT BOTH BILLS PROVIDE A

78 CLEAR STATEMENT THAT INDIAN TRIBES MAY OR MAY NOT CONDUCT GAMING ACCORDING TO

79 THEIR OWN LAWS, WHEN SUCH IS NOT PROHIBITED BY STATE CRIMINAL LAW, PROVIDES

80 STANDARDS AND DEADLINES FOR SECRETARIAL APPROVAL OF TRIBAL LAWS REGULATING

81 GAMING, ESTABLISHES CRITERIA FOR THE APPROVAL OF "MANAGEMENT CONTRACTS".

82 IN REGARDS TO S.902 FOND Du LAC FINDS SUCH LEGISLATION TO BE SUBSTANTIALLY

83 THE SAME AS H.R. 1920 EXCEPT FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF TRIBAL COMMISSION AS AN

84 ALTERNATIVE TO SECRETARIAL REVIEW. PROVIDED THAT TRIBES MAY HAVE THE OPTION

85 OF NOT PARTICIPATING IN THE TRIBAL CowMISSION REVIEW PROCESS AND MAY USE THE

86 SECRETARY INSTEAD. FOND Du LAC SUPPORTS S.902.

87

88 RED HEARING IsSUEs

89

90 FOND Du LAC EXPECTS THAT YOU WILL HEAR TESTIMONY THAT A.) INDIANS

91 ENGAGE IN UNREGULATED GAMING, B.) ORGANIZED CRIME IS CREEPING IN THE BACK

92 DOOR OF TRIBAL GAMING OPERATIONS AND C-) THAT INDIAN GAMESARE UNFAIR

93 COMPETITION FOR I.) CHARITABLE W'AES AND/OR Ii.) FOR PROFIT GAMES.
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94 FOND DU LAC TAKES THE POSITION THAT THESE ARE MISLEADING ISSUES. FIRST,

95 THERE IS NOTHING UNREGULATED ABOUT INDIAN GAMING, WHETHER OR NOT A PARTICULAR

96 TYPE OF GAME IS PLAYED IS DETERMINED BY FEDERAL LAW, EITHER P.L.280 OR THE

97 ASSIMILATIVE CRIMES ACT. THE TRIBES THEMSELVES REGULATE THE GAMES PLAYED,

98 THE DEPTH AND SOPHISTICATION OF REGULATION BY TRIBES RUNS THE SPECTRUM FROM

99 MORE SOPHISTICATED AND TIGHTLY CONTROLLED THEN ANY STATE TO THE SAME LEVEL AS

100 MANY STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS. SECOND, FOND DU LAC IN IT'S ENTIRE TIME AS

101 A MEMBER OF THE NATIONAL INDIAN TASK FORCE ON GAMING IN INDIAN COUNTRY HAS

102 NOT BECOME AWARE OF A SINGLE INDIAN OPERATION INFILTRATED BY THE 'MOB', THERE

103 ARE A FEW SUSPECTED INSTANCES OF INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE GOTTEN TOGETHER TO TAKE

104 ADVANTAGE OF TRIBES BUT THIS IS NO MORE OR LESS THAN WHAT HAS OCCURED IN

105 STATE LOTTERIES AND STATE LICENSED CHARITABLE GAMING. THIRD, INDIAN GAMES

106 HAVE HISTORICALLY HAD ONLY SHORT TERM IMPACT ON NEARBY CHARITABLE GAMES. THE

107 LONG TERM, RESULT HAS ALWAYS BEEN THAT THOSE ORGANIZATIONS WHO RAN A

108 BUSINESSLIKE OPERATION SHOWED AN INCREASE IN CUSTOMERS AND REVENUES BECAUSE

109 OF THE INCREASED CONSUMER AWARENESS CREATED BY INDIAN GAMES. FINALLY,

110 FOR-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS WHO COMPLAIN OF UNFAIR COMPETITION ARE ONLY

111 ATTEMPTING TO PRESERVE A STATE CREATED MONOPOLY THAT HAS ALWAYS BEEN SUBJECT

112 TO COMPETITION FROM ANOTHER STATE OR TRIBAL GOVERNMENTo SIMPLY, THE

113 INVESTORS IN THESE OPERATIONS HAVE MADE AN ERROR IN NOT ADEQUATELY

114 RESEARCHING THEIR POTENTIAL COMPETITION.

115

116 RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED,

11 7 _=,

118 WILLIAM J. HOLE.
119 CHAIRMAN
120 FOND DU LAC RESERVATION BUSINESS COIITTEE
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Tenneco to Buy
3 Gas Pipelines
From Goodyear
Firm to Pay $440 Million.

Assume$8OMillion Debt
For Assets in Louisiana

BY SXara SUDUMu
An Jous B. Sotom

Tenneco Inc. agreed to buy three Loul-
sistnt g. u ppelnes frM Goodyear
Tire & Rubber Ca, for S4t miion.

Under the proPomed sae. Tennco ain
wouil mame debt o0fM millIo

Amid rapid conmolat * Is the pipe-
ine Industry, the acRutixo woum expand
Tenneco's transmissloo network about 1%
and Slarpy Increase the company's accem
to petrochemical and ther at 11
Louiaa the atins third ar= g .
consuming state. Foustoo-based Teonm
one 0 t nattom's lre pipeline opra-
ted curreMny baul. naua gas mi
feM the Gul Coat tO the Northeat.

For Goodyesr. the oma would represent
a par" wtfratwal from a diveralracaslos
Into energ that the company began two
yearn ago and which was the company's
fts major move away frm Its core tir
and automotive buineases. Ia 13 Good-
year paid SM million in stock hor the pipe-
lam and other sets 01 Ceirse Corp. o
Lfaye Ie.A. Gooear. based in Akon.
Oio, called the male to Teneco a Mrefe-
meat" of that dlvencaUos m noted
that U Will retain G mrves and certain
other amaete O Celeres.

Goodyear maid It will pot a "modeet"
"a &'Mi the ale. but decUnd to b pe.

cii. The gain probably will be r corde A
the INN qiaie. When the transact"l in
expected to cloe, the Company mid. God-
yeu aid It wMd receive more har the
aets than U pam hor them. after ubtra.M9 from te ortubw FW rie M t
TOM~ of the cela m U a t~
wMl reta. The compa estmaled that I
wl keep mnw than 4% 01 the orgal a-

Th go" also 'may live GODyea the
capia to malte a acquisitio oits awn.
spac ePeralo I whic the company has
expend telynd ham mdU ol
IM 10 epud Aftaher. -

A he a& t lem acqa hu
bews a n tou "Mi to oo d e
Ie gi oparall tn 0o0y w kM
may prov1001e be bigsemosigymnka tha
It PD. iaaM eperelbu Sa
formeil he crt fCarwhen oooyea-e te cN , sai DMA1 4 Di

* lttfatena Memad O 0afte dye
in lotms A am by T MM it Vwl
*a*y reMo the eareags tha wowi

- ave bee csoufheted IV the sM Calera

gas analyst 1o Drexel Burnham Larubee
ac "Bascally what it do"eIs am another

hal -!ilom dollars of very strof pipeline
asets to ther system." he almd.

Tenneco had 114 Income of 31
millIo or 4.1 a ihe. an sales of 114A
b .Goodyear's mlast year wu 5411
million or a.n a shaza, M male 11atJ

Yesterday announcement o the pro-
posd male prompted Moods Investors
Service Inc. to say It Is r w a
pomible downgrading the rati6s about
53.5 billion of debt tsed by Tenneco and
several nt tares, altogh the proposed
traMacom costs meetly 01 cu. "It Is
more or less a routine thing." a Moody.
spokesman sad of the review.

in composite tradng a the New York
Stock Bxchange yesterday. Tenneco cloed
at 141. IM share. down SLMTS ad Good-
year closed at in371 a share. up 51.

Tenneco executives stressed that the
gpene p ua,, the compass mecoad

Louisia t* the pat nine moths,
woul give Tenne new maerkes for sel-
log Matters natural a supplies "I's a

5 al" lwt Tenneco's reserve lathe
Gulf cc Mexko, where the company is a
majo producer. aMid Joe Poter, a Te-
neao executive vice president. Tuaeco.

with many other protcem. ham left
it us mwa t s n the grunid #or

lack of markets during the current m ado
wide glut 01 natural gas.

The ,15 miles of pipeline In the pro-
posed tUansaton cty About ONe bUlle
cubic feet of aural daily. rWema-
Ing more than 18% of the midansa mar
ket Conneclng wth orr pipenes at Ig
points, the Dem also l OMM of balo
reserves with northern markets.

As pert o the lIrn antlo Tenm also
woud acqr products property is nort.
eag ltana with reserves at about IS
bilo cubic fet. an wet! as three pa-peo
cas plamo and inerests In two thu

Goodyear sm that, ive the erestua-
tui of the gas industry. t companyVzhave M ! to Increase las operation
to compete ad that Tenneco mata "at-
teactive" offer. Goodyear declined to say
bow wuMd we the cash but a poke-
ma amd It co*ld go toard a acquit-UMn

Ur. Delceaua estimated that Celera
con imted a tota 01 botf Io O mill an-
nlally to Godyears esrntnsp, weU below
the M mlom Celerom eared IN Ii. the
compamsy beg year beft e tu wa c-

Goodtyear sai the male is Modec to ap'-y eeral agesciesad WAmt boet

Western Prefred Sale
FOT WORTH. Texan-Wien Prw

feared Corp aid u competed th sale of
VA Natinavl i gv s LAI D Imoaa" Oe
ant t odm a lAA s U lf a e
Ce01 atew OdMM for IaLPn
Ce&d Were md 6 hel Pay mi VtM
of ba e . w " w o diik aO-
in -P t is w~sMaI4N =

WOmeM Preferred, " Wtorsne howPa wnpq. asa.PIM . U .n u eg.d

r
Indians SeU Bonds
Backed by Revenue.
From Bingo Betti

Proceeds From Plaement
Will Help Pay the Cost
Of a New Health Clinic

By Rxacma Girome
,8.41 ne R o ep~nw' a Wm..& S-arjouum. a

DULUTH. MIM gIs- b "uke
around here. Mad t ar'as Indlauns are
among Its ayvt playe,.

The ga wa becom so pmrefta l hr
the Puad do Lem band of La Supealoar a
diane that the city of Dqluth is laMWn It
convert a form doaws Sears, RD*
buec & Co. stme Into a b Mn. hall.

Blno anegu In what beleved to
be the am taxeixampt bond sale by an
Amecs loi ope. Th 57M.0 booda
wee cdrately with the PiMt Na-

U" Bk ClNinaUlm and tpwo
ceeft wil help finance a new helt%~t
M th Ina eservaem.

H~stae bingo 'be - fgsIn Moreal vw
d btsa gambling lawe; but terbs

)ia.d ar exempt trut the statutes. Rues
vaton-parlr jackpots on ran vprda of
M0.L0. So Duluth bog to cas In on
mIllima ofdalas In anmul bltapavou.
ceded the Sean at to the t^ makdng
the lan peat of th* 1411"M rn0aw
ae18 miles away.

T. city plans o put up a prkf ramp
adjace to the More. whi wilt U.6
mllo to um Io a b parlor. Ham
Buffalo. a tri8 attorney, estImated a
"alreIsue at s11 mUm.

The nray 's ne bew elh c
WM4 Is epecedi to cost 1. alilos. wil
include awks], dentaL counmellng and so-
cll mer"vc" fac lue. Most of he le
cared by the clinic will teby the

Ice. Ut al our e m aw
The undarIlyW hond are secured

patlu by the clinic's rmev mtmoad st
M0A a year. and proceeds bymaexting bing operatic onth resren

Mr. Buffal sud the bll -,i abMt
1 M m Iinss tat ya md Was mcly proot-
able. May people wto dw't Ilve em the
rserna"lb ma eetw m 0

*d",rs IWOl at me DOW bd 4w ItOPMowwm a ra a mU5

Jannock Plans to EpnMme mJAMM& n"M it m

a SU lMO (Candan) tAMAm d e oU
a&u, aoblchmaki op erati. St esa It
IOUds * V" t"& walthh l ea-PIC* of &IMI udll hr:lts 0 year.
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Pride Of the Ojibwa
Route 2 e Hayward. Wisconsin 54843

[7151634-8934

TESTIMONY OF THE LAC COURTE OREILLES BAND

OF LAKE SUPERIOR CHIPPEWA INDIANS

ON

H.R.2404 "INDIAN COUNTRY GAMBLING REGULATION ACT"

Introduced by Mr. Shumway

H.R.1920 "INDIAN GAMING CONTROL ACT"

Introduced by Mr. Udall

Prepared for

COMMITTEE ON INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS
UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

My name Is David W. Anderson, I am a tribal member of the Lac Courte Oreilles
Band of Lake Superior Chippewa Indians. I am here today on behalf of the
Lac Courte Oreilles Tribal Governing Baord to present the views of the

Lac Courte Oreilles Tribe regarding H.R. 2404 "Indian Country Gambling

Regulation Act" as Introduced by Mr. Shumway and H.R. 1920 "Indian Gaming

Control Act" as introduced by Mr. Udall, Mr. McCain, Mr.Rlchardson, and

Mr. Bates before the U.S. House of Representatives.

Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the Lac Courte Oreilles Tribe, we would like to

commend the efforts of the sponsors who have introduced these bills and to

express our sincere appreciation for their efforts in working with tribal
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leaders to develop legislation which will protect Indian gaming activities
by Federally recognized Indian Tribes as a means of substantial and increased
economic development in the Tribes' quest to be self-determined and self-sufficient.

The Lac Courte Oreilles tribe is located in northwestern Wisconsin,
approximately 150 miles from the nearest major metropolitan city and has
operated for the last six years a competely tribally owned and operated
bingo game. My Tribe's experience with bingo operations and concern for
the future of our bingo operation causes us to support the underlying purpose
and intent of federal legislation.

The Lac Courte Oreilles Band, like other Indian tribes throughout the country,
Is seriously hampered in its efforts to expand and develop the reservation
economy. Major factors are: 1) lack of equity or investment funds, 2) distance
from commercial areas and markets, 3) lack of entrepreneurial skills, 4) our
relatively small population and, 5) a minimal or nonexistent tax base. Like
other sovereign tribal governments, the Lac Courte Oreilles governing body
has attempted to develop existing opportunities for economic independence
through the operation of bingo games. For the Lac Courte Oreilles Tribe,
bingo has Drovided a key opportt' "ty to further our economic development plans.

In the last several years, revenue from binqo has Drovided seed money for
tribal economic development ventures. It has increased employment by 30 new
Jobs, which were so badly needed given a 60% unemployment rate. In addition,
our tribe, like so many other tribes has faced rapidly decreasing federal funds.
By using bingo revenue, we have been able to continue operating important
tribal programs and tribal government which includes administration, health
and education.

In Wisconsin and in our county, tourism is a major industry. Through our
tribally-owned Bingo, we have added a "new dimension" to tourism. Averaging
250-300 people per night, 6 days a week and up to 700 people for a major event,
we have become one of the largest tourist attractions on a nightly basis in
our area. We attract people form six states, who in turn contribute to the
local economy by spending money at resorts, motels, restaurants, gas stations,
and grocery stores. In 1984 alone, our bingo operation pumped close to $1,000.000
into the local economy by spending $531,862 with local vendors and suppliers;
and $285,428 in payroll, and other expenditures. See addendum.
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I must point out that-we have kept bingo in its proper perspective, using it
only as a "stenping stone" to further our over-all economic development plans.
We have not allowed ourselves to lace all our "eggs into one basket". Bingo
only represents about 35% of our total economic development efforts and does not
constitute the sole foundation for Present and future economic development
activity. In addition to our Bingo oeration, our tribe also owns and operates
a Supermarket, Gas Station/Convenience Store/Auto Repair, Cranberry Marsh,
Construction Company, Forest Products and Saw Mill, and Graphic Arts and
Printshop, and Restaurant.

Although federal legislation may not be absolutely necessary in order for
the Lac Courte Oreilles tribal bingo to continue its current operations,
see Oneida Tribe of Indians, Wisconsin V. Wisconsin, 518 F Supp. 712 (1981),
the Lac Courte Oreilles Tribe feels that federal legislation will ensure that
tribally-owned bingo games will continue at Lac Courte Oreilles. Most
importantly, federal legislation will preserve sovereign tribal control over
gaming activities in the face of mounting Pressures to increase state control
over such activities.

In general, Lac Court Oreilles supports the underlying purpose and intent
of H.R. 2404 to provide regulation of Indian gamina activities through
federal legislation. However, Lac Courte Oreilles has chosen not to support
H.R. 2404 "Indian Country Gambling Regulation Act" for the following reasons:

H.R. 2404 puts too much emphasis on State involvement through regulation, policy
and interaction between the Governor and the Secretary of Interior. This
piece of legislation presents a potentially dangerous precendent in that it
is one step closer to placing Indian tribes under state Jurisdiction. In general,
H.R. 2404 would cause confusion between public policy of the State and the
authority of the tribe as protected by its federal trust status.

In Section 4 (B), it states "only members of the tribe may be employed in
connection with such gambling operation". Although our tribe has not needed
to seek non-member employment, this section would prohibit our right, in the
future to seek professional help (marketing, advertising, etc.) from the
non-Indian conunity where needed.

Further, we feel that provisions for consultation between the Governor and the
Secretary, requests for comments on public policy would be additional layers
of bureaucracy which does nothing to enhance the legitimacy of tribal ordinance.
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Finally, the Lac Courte Oreilles Tribe feels that H.R.2404 does not

emphasize the exclusive right of Indian Tribes to regualte gaming activities

within the reservation, the need for tribal self-sufficiency and economic
development and the legitimacy of gaming activity as a means to generate

revenue for governmental operations and programs.

The Lac Courte Oreilles Tribe has chosen to support H.R. 1920 "Indian Gaming

Control Act". In general, the Lac Court Oreilles Tribe supports the underlying

purpose and intent of H.R. 1920, esnecially Section 2, which recognizes the
need for federal legislation that will protect tribal gaming activities in

order to promote strong tribal governments, tribal self-sufficiency, and tribal
economic development. It should be emphasized that the Lac Courte Oreilles
Tribe feels that it is a exclusive right of Indian Tribes to regulate gaming

activities within the reservation, as a means to generate revenue for
governmental operations and programs that will promote tribal self-sufficiency
and increased economic development activity.

We feel that Section 6 is important in that it provides federal protection

so that Indian Tribes may engage in or license and regulate such gaming
activity within its jurisdiction if the governing body of the tribe adopts

an ordinance or resolution that is approved by the Secretary, except where a
gaming activity is specifically prohibited within Indian Country by Federal

law or within a State by State public policy as a matter of criminal law.

We feel that this is necessary to ensure that bingo remains a matter of tribal

sovereignty and necessary to keep tribal gaming activities from falling into
the Jurisdiction of the State. We feel that through our Constitution and by
resolution or ordinances, our tribal governing body is in effect the only

legitimate authority needed to regulate our gaming activities. Further, the

Lac Courte Oreilles Tribe feels that any influence attempted !y the State
would be an intrusion into tribal sovereignty as protected by our federal

trust status.

Lac Courte Oreilles also has similar probleins with the bill's authorization

for the Secretary to inspect all premises on which gaming occurs and to
have unlimited access to tribal books and records concerning gaming operations.

Secretarial inspection and access should be limited to those circumstances
in which a management contract exists between a tribe and another organization.
If a tribe does have such an arrangement then it would be advisable that

the Secretary have these same expressed rights to all financial documents of
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the management company as well. The Lac Courte Oreilles Tribe feels that if
such a need presents itself there are current legal avenues available whereby
necessary documents may be demanded when a legitimate need arises.

The Lac Courte Oreilles Tribe has not needed to seek outside managment of its
bingo games, nor is any such outside involvement contemplated. For this
reason, the bill's provisions concerning outside management are viewed by my tribe
as a matter best addressed by those tribes which have experience with outside

management of tribal gaming activities. However, as a general matter, we
feel that there needs to be strict guidelines regarding outside management
companies as the problems created and actions needed to resolve them may
jeopardize the ability of all tribes to engage in gaming activities. Further,
if a conflict does arise and a decision by the Secretary is necessary to
resolve the matter, this decision should be made within 90 days. At all
times the best interests of the tribe should be the underlying foundation
for any decision.

In summary, the Lac Courte Oreilles Tribe recognizes the need for federal
legislation to protect our ability to conduct bingo games on our reservation
Bingo has provided the Lac Courte Oreilles Tribe with an important financial
resource that has helped to strengthen our tribal government as well as
providing much needed opportunities for training, skills development and
employment. Probably, just as important is the positive and substantial
economic impact our tribally owned bingo has contributed to the surrounding
local economy. As a result, we are brigding the gap between our tribe and
the non-Indian community.

The Lac Courte Oreilles bingo operation is a success story. It demonstrates
the ability of a tribe to develop, operate and manage a economic activity of
substantial size and revenue. Our insistance and commitment to organization,
accountability, security, integrity, professionalism and, most importantly,
customer service has done much to add to the credibility of the Lac Courte
Oreilles Tribe and its Governing Body as well as Indians generally

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, on behalf of the Lac Courte Oreilles
Tribal Governing Board and the Lac Courte Oreilles Tribe, I would like to
thank you for allowing us to testify before your Committee. We strongly urge
this Comittee to consider our concerns as outlined in this testimony and make
the necessary changes-in H.R.1920. For the record, our Tribe is supporting
approval of H.R.1920. Thank You.
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HOW LAC COURTE OREILLES ECONOMICALLY IMPACTS

THE SAWYER COUNTY AREA

Combined Disbursements: 1980 through 1983 1983 only
Gross Payroll $13,387,000 $3,725,000
Payments to Vendors 26,916,000 8,373,000
TOTAL $40,303,000 $12,098,000

Payroll Taxes paid 1980 through 1983:
Tribal Employees Tribal Government

Federal $ 3, 497,000 $ 60, 000
State 151,000 637,000
TOTAL $ 3,648,000 $ 697,000

Combined accounting and census statistics:

On average the Tribe employs 310 people.

Of employed Tribal members, 24% are self-employed or work for non-Tribal
employers.

In 1983 while the Tribe employed one hundred thirteen non-members, our
census identified less than sixty tribal members working for area non-Indian
businesses.

On average, 171 of our total workforce is non-Indian.

In the past four years, Tribal non-government payroll has increased from
21.6 to 30.3 percent of total payroll.

Indians living off the reservation pay all Federal, State and local taxes.

Many Tribal members pay property taxes on "fee land" on and off the reser-
vation.

Indians living on the reservation pay Federal income, social security, estate
federal & excise tax, fuel and liquor taxes.

The Tribe receives no tax revenues from its own potential taxing authority.

These economic statistics have been compiled from Lac CourtVOreilles Tribal
Government accounting records, Tribal Enterprises and from the 1983 census
of LCO Tribal members living on or near the LCO reservation.
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£Nr,urm- STATEMENT
FOR THE ELEVEN MONTHS ENDING

ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION

MAR 31.

CURRENT %

1985

YEAR-TO-DATE %

GROSS SALES
4006 SALES CIGARETTTES
4091 VEGAS SALES
4092 BINGO GATE SALES
4093 REST/CONCESS SALES.
4094 SKATE & MOVIE SALES
4095 VIDEO MACHINE REVENUE

TOTAL GROSS SALES

COST OF
5009
5031
5032
5033
5035
5036
6791
6792
6793

GOODS SOLD
COS-C IGARETTES
B FOOD ITEMS
3 PERISH CONCESS SUP
B CONCESS EQUIPMENT
B-RESALE B. SUPPLIES
B VEGAS TICKETS
BINGO PRIZES-CASH
BINGO PRIZES-AUTO
DINGO PRIZES-OTHER

TOTAL COST OF GOODS SOLD

GROSS PROFIT

SALARIES AND WAGES
6061 PAYROLL
6200 PERFORMANCE BONUSES
6751 B P/R-FOOD SERVICE
6752 3 P#/R-VEQAS
6753 8 P/R-BINGO
6754 3 P/R-MOT.
6755 B P/R-MAINT.
6756 8 P/R-SECURITY

TOTAL SALARIES AND WAGES

TAXES-OTHER FRINGE BENEFITS
6220 PAYROLL TAXES
6225 3 UNIFORM ALLOW.
6230 OTHER FRINGE BENEFIT
6781 8 FRINGE-FOOD SERV.
6782 B FRINQE-VEGAS
6783 B FRINGE-DINGO
6784 3 FRINGE-MOT.
6785 8 FRINGE-MAINT.
6786 FR INGE-SECURITY

1.838.60 CR
22,551.00 CR

193, 679. 15 CR
11,339.10 CR

308.20 CR
0.00

229,716.05 CR

532.35 DR
6,747.53 DR
1,102.15 DR
950.00 DR
742.91 DR

1,328.55 DR
126,829.00 DR

0.00
498.00 DR

138,730.49 DR

0.8
9.8

84. 3
4.9
0.1
0.0

100.0

0.2
2.9
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.6

55.2
0.0
0.2

60.4

34.644.38 CR
374.239.96 CR

2, 103,389.29 CR
144,139.11 CR
1,309.76 CR
1,994.00 CR

2,659,716.50 CR

17,232.48 DR
101,580.09 DR
11,293.85 DR
6,565.49 DR

18.276.66 DR
40 524.93 DR

1,414 102.25 DR
19 800. O0 DR
28,050.85 DR

1,657.426.60 DR

90, 95. 56 CR 39.6 1,002. 289. 90 CR

5,257.02 DR
600.00 DR

3,143.54 DR
2,531.44 DR
3,924.74 DR
5,568.34 DR
1, 105.17 DR
1,815.05 DR

23,945.30 DR

977.84 DR
0.00
0.00

727.95 DR
547.32 DR
700.86 DR

1,035.69 DR
205. 56 DR
278.88 DR

2.3
0.3
1.4
1.1
1.7
2.4
0.5
0.8

10.4

0.4
0.0
0.0
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.5
0.1
0.1

21,073.30 DR
4,075.00 DR

58,681.82 DR
33,052.62 DR
59,645.73 DR
63,101.11 DR
21,690.31 DR
24,109.98 DR

285,428.87 DR

3,204.57
2,054.65

0.00
11,035.08
3, 293.52

10, 230.21
9,648. 48
3, 419.06
3, 358. 62

DR
DR

DR
DR
DR
DR
DR
DR

14.
79.

5.'
0.(
0.:

100. C

0. t
3.f
0."
0.2
0.7
1. !

53. ;
0.7
1.1

62. 2

37.7

0.8
0.2
2.2
1.2
2.2
2.4
0.8
0.9

10.7

0.1
0.1
0.0
0.4
0.2
0.4
0.3
0.1
0.1

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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LCO TRIBAL GAMES
INCOME STATEMENT

FOR THE ELEVEN MONT)e ENDING MAR 31. 1985

ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION CURRENT X YEAR-TO-DATE z

TOTAL TAXES-OTHER FRINGE 8 4. 473.90 DR

DEPRECIATION EXPENSE
6051 DEPRECIATION EXPENSE

TOTAL DEPRECIATION EXPENSE

INTEREST EXPENSE
6059 INTEREST EXPENSE

TOTAL INTEREST EXPENSE

OTHER OPERATING EXPENSE
6047 BAD DEBT EXPENSE
6048 NSF CHECK EXPENSE
6049 CASH OVER - SHORT
6055 LCO GROSS RECPTS TAX
6250 OPERATING SUPPLIES
6280 OFF. SUPPLY-POSTAGE
6300 PRINTING & COPING
6310 LINEN
6330 FUEL-VEHI. & EQUIP.
6335 DINGO DUB REBATES
6360 MAINT-VEHC, MACH, EGIP
6390 MAINT. :-OTHER ASSETS
6410 TRAVEL
6421 FREIGHT CHARGES
6440 PERSONNEL PROCURE.
6470 CONSULT & PROF FEES.
6475 SNOW REMOVAL
6476 GARBAGE REMOVAL
440 DATA PROCESSING SERY
6500 RENT(SPACE & EQUIP.)
6530 DONATIONS
6560 BOOKS, DUES, SUBSCP.
6580 TRAINING COSTS
6590 MEETINGS AND SEMINAR
6620 ADVERTISING NON RECR
6650 INSURANCE
6680 HEAT AND LIGHT
6710 TELEPHONE
6740 MISCELLANEOUS EXP.

TOTAL OTHER OPERATING EXPE

2,388.91 DR

2& 388.91 DR

2# 924. .I DR

2, 924. 11 DR

12. 720. 00 DR
134.00 DR
99.60 DR

25, 000. 00 DR
1,034.11 DR

682.57 DR
0.00
0.00

207.44 DR
18,775.00 DR

31.20 DR
36.03 DR

257.22 DR
0.00' ' 0.00

0.00
230.00 DR
20.00 DR
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

35.50 DR
7,642.15 DR

540. 17 CR
1,438.47 DR

320.23 DR
30.00 DR

68. 153.35 DR

1.9 47,244. 19 DR

1.0

1.0

1.3

1.3

5.5
0.1
0.0

10.9
0.5
0.3
0.0
0.0
0.1
8. 2
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
3.3
0.2
0.6
0.1
0.0

29.7

28666.92 DR

28, 666. 92 DR

24. 568.66 DR

24,568.66 DR

12,720.00 DR
213.55 CR
171.97 CR

54 , 100.00 DR
7,714.14 DR
5, 510.92 DR
3,046.03 DR
1.996.17 DR
3,642.20 DR

138,071.02 DR
818.75 DR

11.558.25 DR
7.208.72 DR
236.44 CR
0.00

8, 938.60 DR
1,025.00 DR
5,585.00 DR
315.00 DR
0.00

4,485.33 DR
124.00 DR
894.46 DR

2,665.80 DR
64,097.83 DR
3,497.89 DR
13,258.80 DR
4,941.98 DR
1,687.29 DR

357,181.30 DR

1.8

1.1

1. 1

0.9

0.9

0.5
0.0
0.0
2.0
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
.5.2
0.0
0.4
0.3
0.0
0.0
0.3
0.0
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.1
2.4
0.1
0.5
0.2
0.1

13.4

-- ---------- ------- -- ---------
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LLU I AL d. W tl
INCOME STATEMENT

FOR THE ELEVEN MONTH S ENDING MAR 311 1985

ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION CURRENT X YEAR-TO-DATE %

OTHER INCOME EXPENSE
6054 3 LADIES AUX PAYMENT
6910 GAIN-LOSS DISP OF FA
6920 OTHER INCOME
6930 OTHER EXPENSE

TOTAL OTHER INCOME EXPENSE

TOTAL EXPENSES 101,995.57

NET PROFIT 10,900.01-
WlvLllllwwlwWl

44.4 743,089.94

4.7 239,199.96
mllmml i= lmi I Il

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0

0,00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0

27.9

9.7

-- ----- - ------ --
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KEWEENAW BAY INDIAN COMMUNITY
itENIIITA #37 IEAl CANTED

TINDALMICKL am. ns.:

IGAMPO GI. ,. lJ+++ OUDOIYNEEEJ

i OIFltCtILSON . ,. +rAll M I l i lE?,I
EI*ALEIEMEII .Y.,.ai.,. J@EEM lENI
IIEDII l i.0 H I ll I Si 5101

Mr. Chairman, My name is Myrtle Tolonen, I am the Tribal Chairperson

of the Keweenaw Bay Indian Chippewa Tribe in Baraga County, Michigan.

I would like to take a few minutes to say thank you for allowing this

testimony on behalf of my tribe. I am submitting this position paper

regarding the House of Representatives Bill #4566, which has been

submitted by the Honorable Morris Udall of Arizona to clarify federal

standards and regulations for conduct of gambling activities within

Indian Country.

Our tribal community is located in Baraga County, Michigan, in the

Upper Peninsula. Our membership is approximately 1,000. The closest

we are located to a large city is Marquette, about 75 miles with a

population of over 10,000. Economically, Baraga County consists of

Celotex, a fiberboard plant, two public school systems, and a small

diverse service sector, as well as some light manufacturing. Baraga

County has a low unemployment rate of 23.27. and adjacent counties have

nearly twice that.

Indian tribes throughout the nation today have suffered more from the

low economic status than any other race, Because of severe budget

cuts in the present administration, the unemployment rate in Indian

Country is way below the national statistics. Because of these budget

cuts, tribes have to compensate for these losses. How are we to survive

otherwise?

In recent years many tribes have begun to operate bingo games as a

mean of providing funds for essential tribal governmental services

LAKE SUPERIOR BAND OF CHIPPEWA INDIANS
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and economic development. Such actions are. in my view, a valid exercise

of the inherent sovereignty of American Indian Tribes. The Depertment

of the Interior has assisted these developments in various ways. The

department has, among other things, approved Tribal ordinances regulating

bingo, approved leases of tribal lands for bingo, and provided funds for

site improvements for a proposed bingo facility. In most instances these

new operations have been very successful, and provide a significant new

source of revenue for the tribes involved. In many ways, these tribal

operations mirror gaming activities conducted by states, which more and

more have turned to similar methods of "voluntary taxation" as a method

of raising revenue.

Today, for the first time tribes have come a long way significantly in

terms of providing housing, community facilities, health, Indian Child

Welfare, social services program, conservation, and law enforcement;

since the early 1970's when their first assertion of tribal sovereignty

was expressed. Along with this abundance of services, the tribe also

grew to deend more and more on federal funding and assistance. The

tribe today is feeling these cuts drastically because of the budget

limitations.

Small tribes such as we have at Keweenaw Bay do not have the added

resources such as timber, oil and gas to gain revenues that the larger

tribes have and it affects us tremendously. We have only a land base

of 14,000 acres, 6,000 alloted, which is mostly residential, and the

land is hard clay and rock leaving us with very little resources. We

have our fishing resource, but because of the white backlash, many of us

do not take a part in our fishing industry. Only a few commercial

fishermen are able to partake of this resource. Our only existing tribal

enterprise that we have on the reservation today that shows any revenue

is our bingo games and still the government is trying to regulate us
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and tell us what we should do.

There are six tribally ordinanced and operated bingo games in Michigan

on federal Indian Reservations. These games are fully operated and

regulated by the tribes themselves.

The Keweenaw Bay Indian Community has operated its bingo games since

May of 1981. Our bingo games are operated solely by the tribal govern-

ment.itself. Rules and regualtions were adopted by the tribal government.

Ordinances and regulations were drafted and presented to the Bureau of

Indian Affairs for recommendations and input and approval by the Secretary

of Interior. An outside firm did approach the tribal council at one time

to negotiate and contract with us to establish a bingo enterprise but

we put such heavy restrictions on them, that they backed out and we never

heard from them again.

Our tribal operation is strictly run by the tribe itself. We have a

director and manager of the operation who in turn answers directly to

the council each month with monthly financial reports.

Today, the Keweenaw Bay Indian Comminity provides employment to 12

tribal members. Two of these people are non-Indian, however they are

married to Indians thus providing an income directly to Indian families.

Money derived from bingo games are used solely for the tribe itself and

also for charity donations throughout the county, such as Boy's Clubs,

summer camp for disadvantaged youths, supports tuition of Sacred Heart

School, which is non-Indian and Indian.

In addition we have used bingo revenue on the following:

1. Pays the cost of running our tribal center.

2. Sponsors our annual Pow-Wlow.

3. Sponsors Indian baseball teams.

4. Sponsors Indian bowling teams.

5. Services to Indian Senior Citizens.
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6. Donations of flowers for deceased tribal members.

7. Provides monies for tribal activities.

8. Provides support for alcohol program.

9. Legal assistance for the tribe.

10. Social service use.

11. Ability to pay non-allowable tribal debts.

Just a few years ago nobody would have guessed that gaming and gambling

on Indian reservations from east to west would become one of the hottest

issues in Indian Country in 1984. We believe that gambling on Indian

reservations is a matter to be handled by our tribal council. Without

gaming, we will be unable to exist as tribal governments because of the

budget cuts in the present administration. President Reagan has committed

his administration to dealing with tribes on a government to government

basis, however, very little effort has been shown.

The Keweenaw Bay Indian Community does appose the bill for the following

reasons:

1. Adverse to self-determination, in that it requires Secretary

of Interior approval.

2. Requires defacts adherence to State law.

3. Would preclude any Michigan operation, including bingo.
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KEWEENAW BAY INDIAN COMMUNITY

KIWEIENALAW ISARAL C E NE
WI3-4.. Nkbe.. 49M

TRIBAL COUWCII Pk..e ( I 461)

M YITLE 101.11116 F-"., EGT NE P KAMPALA
DONAI L POIN[-V , [.L UIC. WAILM

AN "1NAM,. .4A , $-R E S 0 L U T I 0 N WNG'*,.
N JAMEI AESl OLD E r IEET LIM&O
MANS PEEMAIELI lE s l S!

WHEREAS, The Keweenaw Bay Indian Community Tribe of Indians of L'Anse,
Michigan, is a federally recognized Indian government, and

WHEREAS, The Keweenaw Bay Tribal Council is the governing body of the
Keweeraw Bay Indian Comunity of Indians, and

WHEREAS, The Keweenaw Bay Tribal Council has authorized participation in
the National Indian Gaming Task Force and supported the actions,
findings and conclusions of the Task Force regarding gaming in
Indian country, and

WHEREAS, The National Indian Gaming Task Force has developed proposed
federal legislation which will protect the sovereign goverrmental
right of tribes to self-regulate their own economies and reserva-
tions and will seek to have this legislation introduced in this
99th United States Congress, and

WHEREAS, The Keweenaw Bay Indian Community Tribe declares its interest in
joining many other tribes throughout Wisconsin and the United
States in supporting this .proposed federal legislation of the
Task Force entitled the National Indian Gaming Control Act,

.WHEREAS, The Keweenaw Bay Indian Community Tribe agrees with the findings of
the Task Force that adverse federal legislation in the same subject
area having been introduced in the past will be introduced during
this session of Congress and that the proposed legislation of the
Task Force is positive and directed at the problems some tribes
have had in operating their bingos.

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT The attached proposed federal legislation
of the National Indian Gaming Task Force is in the best interest of the
Keweenaw Bay Indian Community Tribe and other Indian tribes considering or
engaged in the conduct of gaming in Indian Country.

CERTIFICATION

The foregoing resolution was duly adopted by the Keweenaw Bay Tribal Council
with a quorum present during (regular, spic ) session on the.S- day of

1985, by a vote of % for, e.j .ag-aihst,
... P bstanig.

,"'CAIRPERSONANM MSSERTY

KEWEAW BAY TRIBAL COUNCIL KEWEENAW BAY TRIBAL COUNCIL

LAKE SUPERIOR BAND OF CHIPPEWA INDIANS

72-553 0 - 87 - 29
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STATEMENT OF NORMAN AUSTIN, PRESIDENT
FORT McDOWELL MOHAVE-APACHE INDIAN COMMUNITY

BEFORE THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS

My name is Norman Austin, I am President of the Fort McDowell Mohave-Apache

Indian Community located along the Verde River, northeast of Phoenix, Arizona.

Fort McDowell has a long history of fighting the hostile actions of the state and

federal governments. The Yavapal people were forced on a long march to leave their

homeland along the Verde River and forcibly relocated to the San Carlos Reservation.

My people eventually returned to our homeland and were able to re-establish a

reservation along the Verde River. Since the creation of our reservation we have

fought the efforts of the non-Indian community in Arizona to build the Orme Dam

which would flood most of our precious land. During much of the sixties and the

seventies, our small tribe was fully preoccupied with fighting the strong political forces

who supported the construction of Orme Dam. The federal government would not allow

us to use many of the available federal programs at that time for construction on our

land because of the proposed Dam. We missed many opportunities to take advantage of

generous federal spending in those days because of our preoccupation with the Orme

Dam battle.

In the late seventies we were told by the BIA that they would no longer fund our

preschool Our preschool Is the highest tribal priority. It Is our way of giving our

children a fair chance in school, letting the young ones spend time with older members
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of the Community, and preserving our tribal community. We fight every year for the

continuation of the preschool but we decided In 1983 that we needed an alternative

source of funds to continue the schooL That's when we began talking about bingo.

When our Community first discussed bingo, we were very cautious. We knew there

were risks - possible political heat, chance of corruption and many of the bingo

promoters around the country seemed to be out to make a fast buck. Who could we

trust? Could we trust our own government to handle this kind of project? What if it

failed? Whsa it it was successful?

We knew we could not develop the bingo entirely with tribal funds and with our

own management. To start a first class bingo would take slot of money plus capable

management. We wanted the bingo to begin quickly so we could be first to establish

the reputation of our facility in the Phoenix area. So, we made a deal with a firm for

capital investment and management with tribal ownership and control, employment, and

total and complete disclosure. Despite the fact of tribal ownership, we have adopted a

very strict licensing ordinance which I have submitted for the record.

We are very happy with the bingo. We have begun to get a return on this project

which should subetantially Increase over time. It would be a terrible thing if the bingo

were now shut down.

We appreciate the concerns raised by the Arizona ettcrney general. However, I

must say that our feeling is that most of the non-Indian community supports the right

of Indian tribes and Indian people to conduct bingo. We have not received any

substantial negative reaction from the neighboring communities. In fact, the response

has been quite the opposite - vory positive.
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This is not to say that there are not risks In any high stakes bingo game. The

game Involves a lot o; cash and that always requires strict oversight. However, the

solution is strict oversight and regulation, cooperation among governments, and specific

solutions to problems. Not rhetoric from high government officials. It simply is not

helpful for the attorney general of Arizona to suggest In the public media that if Indian

tribes are allowed to continue with gaming the next step will be legalization of heroin

sales and prostitution. A more helpful approach is the one taken by Senator DeConcinl

and Congresman Udall. That is to establish federal standards for gaming activity in

Indian country. We would suggest that the state governments could assist by having

their criminal investigation services cooperate with tribes on background checks and

oversight. When we were seeking information on people we were considering doing

business with concerning the bingo, we were told that the state government could not

share criminal Intelligence information directly with tribal governments. Federal

legislation could assist in promoting cooperation among governments.

In general, the Fort McDowell Tribe believes the basic federal policy on Indian

gaming should be the same as that applied to state government. That is, whether or

not to engage In gaming is a local government decision. Of course, in the case of

tribes, the federal government has a special relationship. This relationship is best

expressed in a requirement of strict regulation Implemented through Secretarial approval

of tribal gaming ordinances.

Fort McDowell is a small tribe. We have a very limited potential for economic

development. Bingo will help us build a capital base from which we can move toward

self-sufficiency. Fort McDowell recognizes the risks in Indian gaming and is willing and

capable of dealing responsibly with those risks.
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Let's face head on those concerns raised by state governments and others in the

legislative process. All legitimate concerns can be resolved. The appropriate federal

policy concerning Indian gaming should be hammered out in the legislative arena, rather

than left to the expensive, piecemeal, and lengthy litigation process.

Finally, we appreciate the introduction of H.R. 1920 as a mechanism for focusing
7

the national debate concerning Indian gaming in a responsible and productive direction.

We stand ready to engage responsibly in that debate.
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PORT McDOWELL MOliAVE-APACIIE INDIAN COMMUNITY

BINGO COI)E
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FORT Mcl)OWELL MOlAVI-APACIllE INDIAN COMMUNITY

IJINGO COlE

ARTICLE I

GENERAl, PROVISIONS

1.01 Purpose

1. The Tribal Council of the Fort McDowll 1h:avc.-Apache Indian Community
finds and declares to be the pubLic policy of this Community;

(u) That the Indian gaining iidustry is vitally important to til et.coiuoilly
of the tribe and !he general welfare of it~t members;

(b) That the continued growth and sue*ss of Inldiain gaining is dependeit
upon public confidence nnd trust that Ii(iai rn'ivies nre eoudu:Lel
honestly and competitively, aid that Indi n giines are free fr.,i
criminal and corrupt elements;

(C) Publie confidence and trust iil only be maintained by strieL
regulation of all persons, practices, and activities related tj the
operation of Indian ganilmh establishnents;

(d) All establishments where Inidinn gaining is conducted must, therefore,
be licensed, controlled nnd assisted to protect the public health,
safety, morals, good order and eiterul welfare of the inhabitants or
the tribe as well as neighboring coimunilties, to foster the ability
and success of Indian gaining. 1

2. No applicant for a license or other affirmaLive approval by the Tribal
Cntuncil or Gaming Commission has any right to such license or approval :tinI any
such license or approval Is a revocable privilege and no holder acquires ally
vested right therein or thereunder.

1.02 Authortzatlon of ladlan BLago and Other Games

I. The conducting and playing 'of blnbo Is hereby authorized and au wed with-
iii the exterior boundaries of the Fort McDowell Mohave-Apnche Indian
Coninutiity on such terms and conditions as arc set forth In the Bingo Cod, of
the Fort McDowell Mohave-Apache Indian Community. Bingo Is a game in which
Ilnrticlpants purchase one or more cords each with an equal chance o! wiiaiii
which are marked off on the squares with each square being designalted by
number, letter, symbol, or a combination thereof that may or inny not be
identical. The squares are covered as the number, letter, symbol, or conblna-
tiona thereof are randomly selected, corresponding to the system used to
designate the squares. The winner of each game is the player or players with
the first card to properly cover the predetermined and announced patterns of
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squares, within a pre-determined number of selections. Bingo may be played
with a live or an electronic caller and the bingo game may use oth,.r
mechanical, electronic, or video equipment.

2. *Games other than Uve caller bingo may be authorized by action of the
Tribal Council as may be deemed appropriate from time to time including any
banking or percentage game or other game of chance played solely for money,
credit, or any representative value and any such game shall upon authorization
be subject to licensing and regulation by the Commission under this Code.

3. No more than one (t) live caller bingo gaming license, which shall
authorize the operation of a bingo game in a single location, shall be Issued
under this Code.

4. This Code shall not require the licensing of any social game played Soloily
for prizes of minimal value or games played in private homes or residences fur
prizes of minimal value or traditional forms of Indian gambling engaged in by
individuals as part of or in connection with tribal ceremonies or celebrations.

1.03 Us* of Proceeds of Gaming Activity

Al proceeds of Indian bingo and other gaming activities received by the
Fort McDowell Mohave-Apache Indian Community shall be used exclusively for
essential governmental services as well as for the administration of this Code.

ARTICLE 1i

FORT McDOWELL GAMING COMMISSION

2.01 Creation of Gamlug Commission

I. The creation of the Fort Mcl)owell Gaming Commission, consisting of six
(6) members and the Fort McDowell Field Representative of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs who shs'l serve as a non-voting ex officio member, is hereby
authorized.

2. Until the Commission is organized, all powers vested In the Commission may
be exercised by the Tribal Council acting by majority vote at a regular or
special meeting.

:1. The Commission shall meet for an organizational meeting within 30-dnys
after the Tribal Council appoints a majority of the members. At the organiza-
tionnl meeting the Commission shall select a chair and conduct such other
business as is deemed appropriate.

2.02 Member, Selectoan, Terms

t. All members of the Commission shall be selected by majority vote of the
Tribal CouncU acting at a regular or special meeting in at recorded vote. Three
(3) ,.embers of the Commission shal be tribal members. The other members of
the Commission shall be selected by the Tribal Council and shall have
demonstrated experience in one or more of th following areas: accounting, law
enforcement, and business management in lading management of gaining
establishments. !
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1. It Is the intention of the Tribal Council that the Commission shall be
composed of the most qualified persons available and no person actively engaged
or having a direct pecuniary interest in btdilin go4ming activities shall be L
member of the Commission.

3. The term of each member shall be four (4) years, except that the Initiul
term of three (3) members shali be for two (2) years.

i. Any member of the Commission may be removed for cause as determined
by a majority vote of the Tribal Council, acting at a regular meeting.

ro. Any vacancy shall be filled by action of the Tribal Council. The person
selected to fill the vacancy shall serve for the remainder of the term vactd.

6. A quorum of the Commission shall consist of at least four (4) voting
members. Action of the Commission shall require it majority vote of those
memberss present at the meeting.

7. The Commission shall conduct ut lofast omm,. meeting por year within the
Fort clevowell Indian Community.

d. All actions and proceedings of the Cotminhsioi shall be conducted during,
,neettilgs which are open to the public except those actions and proceedittgs
which the Commission, by majority vote at in open meeting, determine are hLbe
corducteil during executive session closed to the public.

2.03 Compensation

Thu members of the Commission shall be reimbursed for necessary travel
amid per diem expenses and may in addition be cumpensated for attemammc at
reguimir or special meetings at a rate to be sot by the Commission mnd approved
by the Tribal Council, which rate may be st so as to fairly comp.±n p:tetf
members of the Commission.

2.04 Sovereign immunity

rite Fort McDowell Gaming Conmmlssion is ain entity of nd created by thi,
.sovereign power of the Fort Mctowell Mohave-Apmche Indian Commulity amd, a.s
such, shares the sovereign Immunity of the Fort Mivl)owall Moltave-Apntlui lmelimh
Cemmitut mty which is specificaUy not waived fur the acts of the Commnission or
its members.

2.05 Powers and Dutles of Commision

1. The provisions of this Code with respect to Indian gaming Ucenses shall be
midministered by the Commission for the protection of the public and In the
public biterest in accordance with the policy of the Fort McDowell Mohave-
Apache Indian Community.

2. The Commission and their agents may:

(a) inspect and examine all premises where Indian gaming is conduct ed.

tb) Inspect all equipment and supplies in, up)on, or about such iremitsos.
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0e) Summarily seize and remove froon such premises and impound any
equipment or supplies for the purpose of examination and Inspection.

(d) Demand access to and inspect, examine, photocopy, and audit all
papers, books and r.:cords of applicants and licensees, on their
premises, or elsewhere as practicable, and in the presence of the
licensee or his agent, respecting the Income or expenses of any
Indian gaming business and require verification of income oind
expenses and all other matters affectitig the enforcement of the
policy or provisions of this Code.

3. The Commission or its chair has full power and authority to issue
subpoe'mts and compel the attendance of witnesses at any place within the
Community, to administer oatls and to require testimony under oath. Any
process or notice may be served in the mamner provided for service of process
Rod notices in civil actions under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Aiiy
person making false oath in' any matter before the Commission is guilty of
perjury. The Commission may appoint hearing examiners who may administer
oaths and receive evidence and testimony under oath.

4. The Commission may exercise any proper power and authority necessary to
perform the duties assigned to it under this Code or other Act of time Tribal
Council.

.,. bi order to ensure the confidentiality of information provided to tie
Coom mission, the Commission may refuse to reveal, !it any court ur
administrative proceeding, except a proceeding initiated by the Tribl Council
mnd at their specific request, the identity of an informant, or thl i fori iluim

obtllined fromit an inform, ,it, or both.

2.06 Commission Rules and Procedures

1. The Commission may, from time to time, adopt, amend, or repel such
rmulut ions, consistent. with the policy, objects, and purposes of this Code as it
may deem necessary or desirable in the public interest.

2. The regulations shall, at a minimum, prescribe the following:

(a) Tho. method and form of application which any applicant for un
Indian gaining license or a determination of suitability must follow
end complete before consideration of his application.

(b) The information to) be furnished by any applicant or licensee
conlcerning his i titt'cedents, hlitbits, churneter, ussociatos, cri inimal
record, business activities, anti fimmvciail affairs, past or present.

(Hi The information tm be furnished by a licensee relating to his
emnployes, ussuciates, or busin." partiters.

(d) 'rhe methodI or identification including finger printing and pictures of
an applicant or licenisee or employee of a licensee.
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(e) Tie manner and procedure of all hearings conducted by the Commis-
sion or any hearing examiner of the Commission, Including special
rules of evidence applicable thereto and notices thereof.

(f The payment by all applicants of the fees and costs of investigation
of such applicant as may be determined by the Commission.

(ih) The h4icsation, types of games and devices permitted, and the method
of operation of such gaines and devices allowed under this Code by a
licensee except that no new type of game shall be authorized with-
out action of the Tribal Council under 6 1.02(2).

(i) The conditions under which the nonpaymn~nt of a gambling debt by a
licensee shall be deemed groundstfor revocation or suspension of his
license.

(j) That any applicant or licensee shall waive in writing any privilege he
or she might have with respect to any testimony which might he
requested at any hearing or meeting of the Commission.

(k) The format and content of all reports required unmdm:r this Code.

(I) Thme ~by-M ws regulating the, conduct 'of business of the .Com mission
which shall not be inconsistent with any provision of this Code.

2.07 Procedure for Adoption of Rules

h'lh Cornmmission shiil adopt, ainend, and repeal regulntion.i iti ,ccordanic-c
with the following procedures:

(a) All regulations shall he it writing and shfll he mmopted only tift,-r a
notice of their )roposed adoption is posted at least thirty (30) days
prior to their adoption In at least two (2) public places within the
Fort McDowell klohave-Apache indian Community and mailed to
every person who has filed a request therefore with thme
Com n ission.

(hi The notice of the proposed adoption, amendmnent, or repeal shmll
include a statenerit of the time, place, nnd nature of the Coomnis-
sion proceedings where final action will occur and either tihe *,xprms,
terms of the proposed action or tin informative summary of tl,!
proposed action.

(c) On the date and tine and place designated in the notice, th,,
Commission shill itlford any interested person or his autlhor",..
representative the opportunity to present statements, arguments, or
contentions in writing and may, at their discretion, afford the
opportunity to present the same orally.

(d) Any interested person nay file u request with the Commission for
the adoption, amendment, or repeal of a regulation.

(e) In emergencies, tie Commission may summarily adopt, amend or
rpal any regulation without providing public notice and an
opportunity to coinmnent If at the sume time, it files a finding with
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the tribal secretary that such action Is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health, safety, morals, good order
or general welfare, together with i statement or fucts constituting
the emergency.

(f) All notices of proposed action and a written record of all actions of
I the Commission shall be certified and tiled with the tribal

secretary.

2.08 Adverse Action Proceedngs

1. The lCommisslon shall act as an administrative tribunal over all adverse
action pr eedings alleging a violation of this Code or regulations adopted there-
mdet.

2. Proceedings to determine whether a license, finding of suitability, or
ipprovai shall be revoked, suspended, limited or conditioned, or that any viola-

tion of th~x Code or regulations has occurred, will be initiated by the filing of a
written complaint with the Commission which shall set forth the facts constitut-
ing the allegations.

3. ATe Commission shall serve a copy of the complaint upon the respondent
either personals or by certified mail and the respondent shall have twenty (20)
dl.ys ot syeh other length of time as is provided by the Commission to respond
to) t elconplaint.

4. The am r Isslon shall schedule a hearing on the complaint and notify the
rr'slondemit. ofhie time and place for the h,:ring. Time respondent may appear
with or without counsel at the timeq aid place specified and present Ihis defedis
to the allegations in the complaint.

5. The hearlhg shall be conducted in a manner conducive to the full disAosure
of ail facts anid not subject to technical rules of evidence but consistent with
the protection of individual rights as is determined to be apprm0)riate by tile
Corn mission.

6. Oral evidence shall be taken only upon oath or affirmation administered by
the Commission.

7. Every party to the hearing shall have the right to call and examine
witnesses, to introduce exhibits relevant to the issues of the case, to cross-
examine opposing witnesses on any mnitt'3ri relevant to the Lsues of the case, to
impeach army witness and to offer rebuttal evidence.

H. After the hearing of a contested matter, the Commission i IlI render a
written decision on the merits which shall contain findings of fact and a deter-
m.iriation of the Issues presented as well as an order including an,., lennlty to hbe
imposed which shall be served on the parties personally or sent to then by
certified mall.

9. Any party to an adverse action proceeding may request a rehearing within
ten (10) (lays atter service of a decision which may be granted by the
Commission upon such terms and conditions as it deems just.
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2.09 Absolute Privilego of lnformatlos I'rovided Lo Commission

V l v ri t ii ici L It on or 0l1tcuirl4 -tt of "I I vitlm! .. r 11 lhI, r I),-r;.o)l wI ii i I ,

I'.) ijli I i . ll Is IoI I or ui y 4if tsi-i. 4I i ) )r li|li pl i4.i-'; Is :lI)1l3 Il l

pciji. 'l. ailn1d do... 114i imo) se lipbt lty LiIy ui (i i4 Il 1r .'tOlSLtL tu, ;I ,

1.)r roctvery ii may civil act 1ol.

2.10 Adoption of Budget and Employment of Stuff

1. li.! Coinmmiiss ion may, subject ti) Upiruval ;13Y the Triboi C u014 II 1 ciit 'il.

l itt 1ivt to) cover thes. e expenses of tihe ol)ertLiton ol f i ite +ui L+-;.iorilllI.:hItJlli, L I,

hi rln; ouf cunsultats.

The tribal attorney, if any, shall ),, ti, I,' gl id avisnol to th Cotvi iii iijil,
ur, otibjsect to approval by the Tribal touilicil , tii' C olciiiiioll ritay ,'eli Ioy lthl-r

u"il iiiti legal advisurs.

A IITiC L I I1

LIC ENSIN G

3.01 Application for Indian Gaming Licease

i. An applicItion for a Lcc-nse or determirtinattion (if suitalbility shutl ,:ojisLtLts!

I request to the Uoin anisilo foe a decisions u n tihe alpiiit"-;. im.l uiL-
,,i.iity, character, integrity, and alillty ti, p ltrti,'"It or enti irL ti, -it )is!

ti.-i.,ociated with Indian gaining in a Jnanner or the position sought by the njtplicti-
Ll..

"1. ,. lp)plicant may claim any privilegt. affirdt'd by thu Costiiiutiln (of th'
IlJIItk(d States or of the Fort MlIow:i1 hlIIIIvv.-Alitch:lEi Inclihr, Coni lllity, Imt
,;ly refusal to answer questions by the Coninci:-.,ioi mllaIy cunstitutc ,rijuuinl'i for
,lenial of un application.

J. There shtil I s l-tied Io inore tlun tl i, I) lidiai n i liciol., fI r' upiC ,-R
ltion if I live bin11ro gfame it orie location ori the Foart ,1 !Diisvoll MohIitve-AJih:illo
Irithtli Co nnfluitiLy whifih shnll bet1 lssu'-d tit th,, I A'JIA flIN (';) lNlC It1 Itls ', :.iitl
oil) other license for live bingo shall be ised :.I) loi)gr as th#at Li ns r'rlil

4. Other Indian gaining LIteeises mpay be issued son such t#?rms a11 Iiilliil.i,,i

its tihe CommissioII deternintis for either Indian gailiimi; activities.

3.02 finding of Sutabilty

This Code andi rcglaatlons thereunder require or permit the Cominissior, tL)
fird that certain persons, directly or Indirectly involved with licenpses, te found
,lit.'l)le to hold a gaming Ucense so long aus that involvement continues. A

rioonlg of suitability relates only to the stecifiel Involvement for whilll it wiEs
IrI.I(le. If the nature of the Involvement chllnges fromn thnt for whicEh til! jllh h-

o;unt Is fomlid S.itable, fie may be required to sitirit himself fir Is 'eternhmnttss
1)y tilE! Commission of his .suitability In the slew cotpclL(:ity.
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3.03 Persons or Entities Requiring Licenses or Findings of Suitability

I. ic *., pils, 1 (Ilif r itny Itrs4il, cLit r .v; i '%liiu r, l's;o'ii 1 i'iiiln ,y,,,, M ivlii r
1-er litre' or oiut, either solely ocr it, icoljillci:tiill with otlier, Lu ,ie:li, otli'cAtv,
eiii'r' i)n, i'i l.:i!t, ecairitairi or v.pusil! i or iliy withiit tht Fort h111'I It)vIl
"liclriv4i-Apicilco- Iriuhair ComniuiiLy tty lidz1 hiego or other g ulliig IICLIVity; or
t- r,.4:,iive, directly or indirectly, ;ily cuinj rios:ction or reword or ainy perrl ti,.'
or .IiAri! of the inoitey or priij)irty liyt l, for loe'ping rjning or i'arr/m. 4; o:i
*iiy lilimi biiju or other g iniii,: :c tivi ty without hiaviig ( rst procuredI, "i, lI
theroti ter maintain in effect i tribal :r,:cillrg license us well is iny lic,'
r-quired by law or regulation.

2. It shall be uildawful for any person to le'nd, let, lease, or otherwise dviiver
or (urnish any equpil.nent or sip1 i" for ,;i ili the play of tiny Indian biigo
go Iin, or other Indiin gaming activity without having (irst procured a
herounder.

31. It .cJlill be unlawful for uiiy pieorson to (iritisih services or properLy, real ur
[w rsic:ail, on a contract lease, or license ihnsis, pursuant to which that person
r'c veti payinelits based Oi e iiiiiigs% or profits fromt any Indiun biigo goivnc oi"
other gaming activity without Jcnviiig{ first procured a license hereunder.

I. Kcih employee, agent, guirdJiiii, personal representatives, londer or holoer ut
ili'd#i)tiftlli!SS Of ciil Ini jun hi igro or oeth Lridiill ginill liceii:;' who' i 1 tili'
oici)rl i r tile ('nn it,1oil las tilt' power tic .'xvr-isu a sigil(iciint iifiie'in,
iivifr lltise's operation of ii l,,lhliiig estitoi:;hii eit shall he ri'alaciri',l tic iiil,
f(ir a license or finidicg o(f suitulility ilud if suth iersoi either refuses ti .,i
;ipl y Or such npplicn tion Is doiciiil, then tli! liioi'itse:e with whoIII the appli,:.,iii r.

i !(i oh slall terriinal'' his r.lcitiouslihiI witih the eC:tblisii'ii-lt ,j]csli i I
cioti l'iJ jy the' Cocai i[iniI by regi.-tared ir certified nlil ,f tlhaL ict ti.

3.04. Employee Report

I. Arnicuciily, ol a date set Icy Litc Coinin i.tiol ench licensee shall silliciit i l
von ployee report to the Corninissir oil :i form to ),- furnished by the Coiri-
:duct. The Cionilssion shall inhcntify every individual who is directly tor
ihilire:,ttly esigclcjed irc this il int istrttion icr supervision of the hcliac gii inru.
,ih:rations or physical sectirity cctivitles of such Iltcensee ilcltluding at lenst Lh,
fefllowing who shnU Ie presumed to lie so engaged: nil licuivlduals coilpeuis;te'l
in irty manner In excess of $20),0001 per astnin; all individuals who nay approve
or e!xte'iid credit in any aunicunt; sill Individuals who have authority to hire eir
tc.,riiritt, persomiel; nil in:livhilucl who hnve authority ti supervise aly gtiniii-
,or 'urity activity; all iidiv hiccih; who rilguhi rly pirticipato irt the count; aill
licliviiiuis who supervise or dir, oitltcer vinjiloye.s- i)r ci it's s ongcigd ill ti
eoiiltrol icC giamlng 1isomts tl reviite', itul record keeping, iliohtdlig binge) irc1c1er;
tilly titeividual who has been slpecitfically rejcrc,4i'ctd tic the Coatmmnissicn icr

ifle.ifiiihrs of the public itas iceltih iinlprrtant or ic!ceisstiry to the estilclishnoit alil
calersc iccd pay musters; rini call persons who ilvidually or as part of a griup
formulate management policy.

2. 1'1cc! annual employee report slill Include a job title aid job description for
il ih person.
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. Any changes, additions, or deletions to oly i formation within the anm,l
report which occurs subsequent to the filing of the report shall be Ceported to
tile Commission in writing, no less than ten (li) days after the iot Ity of IhiI,
calendar nionth during which the change, il'lttiuji, or deletion oc(.urril.

4. The annual employee report and stbseii't-t reports shalll be confidential and
shall not be disclosed except upon order or tho, £Com inlIssior.

5. Any nveeutive, employee, or agent' who is listed or should he listed in the
annual employee report is considered a key omployeu and nay be re,1uc.tel to
iipliy fur a license or a finding of suitalillity by the Cominmission if tie
Commission determines that such license would serve thin public interest imiI the
policies of this Code.

6. Failure of licensee to respond to the requesL for an applicatiuii or a dutor-
,ninathon or suitability shall constitute grounds for adverse: actim, tgainst tLi
licensee.

3.05 Standards for Suitability

L. Any person who the Commission determines Ls quialified to receive i heen..,+
or to be found suitable under this Code, hiiviir due eonsiderrtil fur thi
protection of the halnitli, safety, morals, goud ordr and general welfare of tli,
Fort ,McDowell Mohave-Apache Indinn Comlmniimity and its declared l)otiey, :naiy
be Issued a license or be found suitable. Ti, burti.ii of proving jualificiliuma to.
receive tny license or to be found suitable is uaths apl)licant.

2. An application to receive a license or be found souitablu -Jlllii lji(L bi:
granted unless the Commission is satisfied that the applicant is:

(a) A person of good character, honesty, and integrity;

(b) A person whose prior activities, crinintil record, if aniy, reputatil,
habits, and asso nations ('o not posit a hr'mit to the iul)li. iiltia'-1e.;t ,
the Fort McDowell Mohave-Apitch. i Indian Community or Lu) tLti,
affect of regulation and control of lrmdinmi Iaming, or create, mi
enhance the dangers of unsuitablh, unfuir or ille:ml irrmietir:i:;,
methods and activities iti the etoidu:t o f gaining or the carrying ofn
of the business and financial arrangenent,4 Incidental thereto; a d

(e) In all other respects qualified to le licensed or found smitahle
consistent with the' policy of tii: F'urt McDowell Alnoihve-Apachi
Indian Coinmuity.

3. A license to operate all Indlan gantiig itstablishlneit shall not be grailm'd
,ml,+,s tile tpplicunt has satisfied the Coinrni ;isbi that he has aie(luatn., bJirli+,i

probity competence and experience in gamliu, o+r generally and hu t th pru|us,d
finarlciir of the operation Is adequate and (ron, a suitable source.

3.06 License of Corporation or Partnership

I. No corporation or Limited partnership mal have an interest in a hI,,-'I
,:urni, establishment unless it secures a license sider the folluwing tri.. im.i
ciolnditlons:
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(a) Each officer and dlrecto* of the corporation must be lienscld
Individually, and if, in the jil(grifent of the Commission, the ILIlhil'
inttr,.st will be srved by requiring iny or hill of the c orluiritiii'.
individual stockholders, lenders, holders of evidence of indtIns,
underwriters, key executives, uiients, or employees to be liccrt.md,
the corporation shad require such persons to apply for a iCio,:=a9 in
accordance with the Code within thirty (30) days after being
requested to do so by the Commission;

(b) The corporation or limited partnership shall maintain an office on
the licensed premises and cot ply with the laws of the Fort
McDowell Mohave-Apache Indian community; and

I

(c) The corporation shall maintain,, a ledger In the office of 1!
corporation located at Fort McDowell which shall at all ti.ncs
reflect the ownership of every class of security issued and he
available for inspection by the Commission and their auth,)ri,,.ul
agents at all reasonable times without notice.

2. The purported sale, assignment, transfer, pledge, or other disposition of any
security issued by a corporation or limited partnership which holds a garnira:
license or granting of an option to purpose such a security is void unless
approved in advance by the Commission.

I. If at ;any time the Commission finds9
that Hn individual owner of su.h

so-eurity is unsuitaule to continue as a licensee the owner shall immedisitely
offer the security to the issuing corporation for purt.:hane and the corporation
shall purchase for cash at fair market value the security within ten (10) days
;after the offer.

4. Every security issue(I by a corporation or limited partnership which holds all
Indiin gaming license must betr ia stat inol, on both sides of the ccrtifitat'
videncing the security, of the restrictions imposed by this section.

5. Any corporation or limited partnership which applie-s for a tribal gai ii
license shall register as a corpr.rntion %vith the Commission and shall pr)vil at
least tho following information:

(a) The organization, financIal structure and nature of the business to) be
operated, including the names, personal history, current photograph,

nn finger prints of all officers, (irec(:tors, and key employees, ind

the names, addresses, naid number of shares held by all stockholders.

(b) The rights and privileges acquIred by the holders of different classes
of authorized securities, including debentures.

(c) The ternis on which securities are to be offered.

(d) The teries and ,omrlitioiis of all outstanding ionns, mortgages, trust
deeds, pledges or any other Indebtedness or security device.
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(e) The extent of the equity security holding in the corporation of till
officer, directors, rnd underwriters, and every reLuameratil,,i as
compensation for services, in tho form of salary, wgags, 'ves, or
otherwise.

() Renumerntion to persons other thj:i directors and officers excedintg
$20,000 per annum.

(g) Bonus and profit sharing arrangements.

(hi Management and service contracts.

(I) Options existing, or to be created and, finally, any further financial
data which the Commission may mk4.em necessary or upproriate fur
the protection of tim Fort M eDiwell ,.ohave-Apache Ibdian
Community or Indian gaining.

3.07 License Fees

The following fees shall be collected by the Commission tu defser its cobt. of
operation:

I. An initial operator's license fee of $1,000 for a license issued under h 3.030)
.mmd a $5011 annual relie val fee. An initinl license fee shall be [mid for tihe

iuance of the initial license as well as whm,!nver thero Is a change iil owntw-
ship or change in the games autimurLze-d uid!:r the license.

:. An annual supplier's Ucense fee mtnde=r ii 3.0:3(2) amnd (3) shul be collet',:d from
suppliers. The entity holding time operator's license for the facility shall collect
the license fee from licensed suppliers and pamy tihe fee to the Comi s.sim,, on ;
,lioarteriy basis. The amount of the f, e sh;lie based on the gross vlltoi o f
business conducted by the supplier with Lhe licensed gaining estblishinmint as
follows:

Annual Fee Value of Arnul uaie:mss

$ 20.00 Up to $5,000
50.00 Up to $0,000

200.00 Up to $25,000
500.00 lip to $50,000
750.00 Over $50,000

:1. An initial individumil Ie.nse fo.e of $100 per person under U 3.03(4) :mmd lml
unnual renewal fee of $50 per person.
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AR'TICLEf IV

OtP iLATIONAL RULKS

4.01 Hours and Days

An Indian bingo or other ganinig establishment may be open for such hoatr.
antl stch days as the licensee deems appropriate on condition that the normal
operating schedule shall be disclosed in writing to the Commission In ndvamco,
including the hours that any particular game or gaming activity shallt ho
conducted and the Commission shall be informed of any schedule changess.

4.02 Employee and Player Age Limit

No person under the age of 18 years of ago shall be allowed to play a=ny
game licensed hereunder nor shill hi onpinyed its an employee of nny licetsec
in connection with the operation of Indian bingo or other gaming activity.

4.03 Internal Control

I. Each lcensee shall establish systems of hitornal control relati.,e to InlianO
bingo or other authorized gaming operations which shall include ia sy.st,'l, of
;Accounting control and a system of adinmlstrative control. Internal control
comprises the plan of organization and ail of the coordinate methodA find
treasures adopted within a business to safeguard its assets, check the accurney
ned .reUabiilty of its accounting data, promote operational efficiency atd
encourage adherence to prescribed nanagerill policies.

12. The system of accounting control shall provide a plain of organizations tnd it
description of procedures and records which will provide rcasonablu Jssuralmnc2,
that the following objectives will be attained;

(a) The safeguarding of assets.

(b) The reliability of financial records.

1 (c) That transactions are executed in accordance with inanagemclcnt's
general or specific authorization.

I
4d) -That transactions are recorded (is necessary to permit proper record-

ing of gaming revemn, o nd to maintain accountability for assets.

(e) That access to" ts-.s !,,i permitted only in accordance with mm ngo.-
p ment's authorization.

(Mi Thrit thp recorded accountability for assets Is compared with the
existing assets at reasonable intervals ani appropriate sietion is taken
with respect to tiny differences.

3. The system of administrative control shall include n complete plan ot
orivaiizntion which will provide appropriate segregation of functional responsibil-
ities ind souno practices to be followed in the performance of these dutils by
connpetont and qualified personnel. The plRnt of organization shall be dia-gran-

atic and narrative In describing the intoer-relationship of functions and the
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division of responsibilities upon which th systc'm of lnternial coiaLril reln tivo! to
ganling operations i.i based. lrneh lheensL,;e shiall ,li').nlt ta, tli, .ostiai~i. Al sit)

I.la'r than July L, 1985 or at such othoi dhati, ns the Commission c.signnt. a
m ritloii s tnd dingrain i atie repre.tpiitntionr of it., "i n,. ,) of litrmil caintrIl
relative to) gaining operations. Suich .llIhmittod .systeir of internal control sllatil
)e accompanied by a rfaort of an indopentlcilt put)li( accotintant liesisod in) the
state of Arizona that such 501)11 ittl'd sysi.4.ns cirrtwiis in Iateril resl)a-cts to
thic standards of internal control sot fortis herein or, li what in Lerlid r.lsp.icta.;
the submitted systems do not so confairrm.

I
4. After the submission of the systems or iionriiil control, if, In the juillgineit
)f the licensee, a material charge in tho! inLermil control system , is reofluiraiI, it
may be instituted subsequent to writi,!i mithficLtiii to) tho Comin i-isimn. Tlhv

Commission may reject thu chaigoi. by writt e notice to the li .aIeeee, itt which
ovalt LIth licensee shall 1 niediiitely rettrnt to) tho system ia whi :h was suhinileid
prior to the Chaiige.

.,. lsch licensee has a responsibility for aihaiLinir .otll hle, alutirg lleles
,:, lsistent with th- roajirenmnnts of these reouliations 11d hk1s a re.-spnsibility for
hetvising a system of internal control that will, among other things, assure th.
production o( required stinduird financial SLlttm ;it.s. The syst i i w11st .o ri;.il
iIttl extensive, and must be reviewed by hotil ,llalagnmeoliLt -id ii i-,'jidiait

ittditors I)eriudicully to determiii wheth,'r prescribed poltf,;ia, ar! h,-i,*
interpreted properly, being, carried ouit prp1 l.rly, is well its wheLher chliai:I..s ini
operating conditions have lnude,. the procidue4, cumbersome, inadaaJ u jaLa, ir
obilete.

4.04 Counting Procedure

The licensee shall prescribe in writing a sy!L, in [ur cotitiiri, .t1,h rl 'iiAst.
Which system shalt be appropriate t4 Lila type of I;aln(! ri( pnysii..l
alm irame teristics of the systein uso, * rir ao lit!.tillg) Ial.ill. 'lit U ltiil a a lrou-,,4hira

shall he submitted t.) the Commission at Lill iio Lime as the inlernd i'ntl.rul
system Il.

4.05 Audit Procedure

1. Each licensee sliiil provide mn audited financiul state eiilent to tin
C, mmis sii -it least ituraiually and Ia aedditii, avloi(aver tile ow ierslip oif .;tich I

licensee chonnis.a

. The mIdit .shall be by i l) hide'l iid urt i,,rtI field Ipubillic :t.c-untmlit liconls iii
Llial State of Arizona who shall submi. t audit report which shall express ;ti
me111.1i. tied or qualitiel opinloli or, if npla'ni'iate, discl:uim na i)pini ii4m Lit.
tatencut taken a a whole ill accordance with gelerally acceptei .tmitildard'i 4o

tlI accounitlig profession. 'rhe e :x mihtlimi alid atitit shall disclose whmthier the
,cemtifIts, recurds, und lllterlial control lild ca ullting procedures mnalnltnined by

the licensee are as ralnilrald by this Code td the regulations promulgated there-
iiider by tite Coaa Illissloai. Each licensee shlil make anid mnaintain eolaplot@?,
iio..urtte, and legible records of all transuctions pertaining to Indian bingo or
14minilg activities and other roav,.anne lIroluclng, activities condtiotet hy till!
lit:.mise. Such record. as well as mami origimial (antry transaction records shi:i1l ?.'
r-tained for at least five (5) twelve 1onth fi.sc:ll years and shall bn anintalna-l
,il the licensed prreint. es for exi im iiliiition mnd apyig by the Ciomi li.4iooi exv'apt

41i 'I4it' mjtherwisf. )e ututlorl/.,,a lit writilag by the Uaamm inissiui.
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2. Pach'_ i ienaeo shall maintain general accounting records on a double entry
.syst,;m of accountingg with detailed, supporting, subsidiary records sufflolnt to
oirtii~h tie information required for the stminlnrI flevtnclal reports and to

aieqateoly reflect gross income and expenses relating to its gaining operations.

3. The tomm..-ion shall from time to time prescribe a uniform chart of
accounts and accounting classifications in order to assure consistent and effect-
lye diqsclosre of financial information.

4. Each 'licensee shall provide at Its own expense an annual financial state-
ment as of the licensee's fiscal year end prepared by an independent account.ant
rialified and lIcensed by the State of Arizona. Each such annual statement
shnll bI submitted no later than 120 days after the licensee's fiscal year *nd.
An anmnnahl examination by the Independent accountant shall be made in accord-
ance witl generally accepted auditing standards applicable in the circumstances
as that (erin is understood in the accounting profession. bi his report which
must accompany the financial statement, the accountant shall refer to the scope
of the examij-mtion and he shall express his opin?,.-n as to whether the financial
stttemnen presents fairly the financial position of the License-.e, as of the period
covered y the? statement and the results of operations and change- in fis:,ncial
position 4or that period in conformity with generally accepted accounting
prln ;lples applied on a basis consistent with that of the preceeding period. If
the accountant is unable to express a professional opinion on the ftnnneial state-A or iC his opinion Is qualified in any respect, the reasons for each cls-
Saidbcr or qualifications shall be clearly set forth In the accountant's report.

The :Commission, when denined necessary, may request additional informia-
tion .frqm either the licensee or its independent accountant through the ileocise,
regardiAg either the financial statement, the audit, or both. In addition, copies
of apl letters from the independent accountant to the licensee regar(ding biternal

m ntrolt matters must be forwarded to the Commission within 30-day.-i .I'LO.r
1 ecoipt by the licensee.

.06 PubUc Disclosure of Payoffs

I A schedule of payoff information shall be displayed at all times within the
bingo or other gaming establishment where it Is visible to customers or, in the
alternative, anny he kept in a location readily accessible to players with flotice
of ication of such schedule posted at several 'locations within the facility.

4.01 Play by Employees

No employee of any licensed Indian iingo or other gaming estthlishnent
shall p)lay or be permitted to play either in person or through an agent at any
gaame In such establishment.
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A ItTiU.l V

HEALTHl, sAFwrY, AND BUILDING COlDES

i .0 L Adoption of Building Codes

All physical facilities used for the condhuct of Indiass hinl or other jr.4isingi.
utnivities li.enstcd hereunlnr shall bo kelpt lit i safe and sanititry condition ao(i
shII I)i iSnnintainsid, eoeistructed, or altered soorsistomat witi, th i n t(iirrir fire' mnilI
buililliag codes tapplienble to facilities for jaili( occupitncy as sliaill be 1idojited
by the Comsamission froim time to time.

AiTIC.E VI

E N F U It C E I N T

6.01 Penalty

Thlv violation of any regulation promulgatsed pursuant to this Codle or any
irovisicti of this Code shall subj.s'l th violtor, after writtet iot,;1 :sssl -in
q)limrtjrjity to be heard before thu Coin nis.ioia,i to termination of aniy andI :11
rights and privileges under this Codh; tiod rninwival frot the Fort Melliowvivl
'ioliavo-Apascho Indian Community and 'ivil fiarrf,:itster of $1,0Ii0i sor visilatirs.
ii addition, such violation miny be urise for titt! terr min, tin of :t licis;si-au 4r fir

Ihs- 1Imposition of such conditions upiie ths hiLu.u its thie. Coion imiiS:jii iii jo its

aipropriite.

6.02 Enforcement In Tribal Court

Any action oit the Com in isiosio w hieh, whim, it beuoini-.s Gouta l, .01h3sli be
,nppzilable In an action in the ntutaarr of judicial review of --in adciistr:,tiv.
Order before the Fort 16ecDowell Tribal Court. ''lho tril1 -oifrL ,may isslodary or
r.vern, the action of the Coinniissimn olkly if it finds, is i tn atter 'if liw, 1tI
the Commission lins acted beyond the sope (it its authority sir in in crbitrry
:moid su4iprielous maner. The review ttvuiliil, iii tlis tribal court is !XClusivi..ll, t
is slot t waiver of the sovroipa iiimuiity of the court McDowell Trih. sor of ti,.
iurt Mc)owell 13ingo Comimission, but only is allowed iii the natiir of L julisili
r,,icw of administrative action and the tribal ,-oturt Is specifictilly ilot o llin;,,
os ,2ntsur a judgineit for daniagr.s on rss imijiiwsrtio, which would result iii thil'
uxotditure of tribal funds without its conssent.
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FOUR RIVERS INDIAN LEGAL SERVICES
Box 68, Sacaton, Arizona 8524740068

(602) 562-3369

Phoenix 254-2081 . .: ],'

Boa 215X
ale.Ama 85256
49-5Si2

June 21, 1985

The Honorable Morris K. Udall
House of Representatives
235 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear girt

The Fort McDowell Mohave-Apache Indian Community has been monitoring the progress
of federal legislation regarding Indian bingo. As you know, the BA'JA Bingo Enterprise,
an enterprise of the Fort McDowell Community, opened for business In the fail of 1984.
As a result, Fort McDowell has a keen interest in any federal legislation affecting our
operation.

I have been requested by the Tribal Council to give you their position on H.R. 1920.

The Tribal Council of the Fort McDowell Community strongly supports the enactment of
federal legislation establishing federal standards for the conduct of gaming activities
within Indian Country. We have reviewed H.R. 1920 and support the underlying purpose
of the bill and believe, that even in its present form, it Is better than no legislation at
all. However, we believe H.R. 1920 could be greatly Improved with some clarification
and additions.

In the spirit of cooperation, we offer the following for your considerations

1. The major benefit of federal legislation for tribes Is clarification of the legal
status of certain gaming activity. This result will be more likely with language
which makes clear the Legality of gaming activity conducted pursuant to a tribal
ordinance which received approval from the Secretary of Interior. The suggested
changes In Sec. 5 and Sec. $(a) would help to prevent a whole new wave of litiga-
tion over the scope of permissible gaming activity. Section 5 of the proposed
amendment, attached, clarifies the legality of. gaming activity conducted pursuant
to an approved tribal ordinance. Section 6(a) makes the determination of whether
or not particular gaming activity is prohibited by state criminal law a question for
the Secretary of Interior in approving or not appro-.ing a tribal ordinance. These
changes will help the tribes achieve freedom from litigation, the major benefit of
the legislation.

Sen-log Member. of Use Ak-Cab Fort McDzswt4 GdkI Riw, and Saft idver Lndm Cows/tim

Sali

(6O2I
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2. The bill requires the tribe to have the sole proprietary interest in any gaming
activity. This Is the model typically used In state operated lotteries. Unfortu-
nately, no Indian tribe has a sufficient population base to conduct a lottery
modeled after a state. Even under the lottery model, states contract with Indivi-
dual retail outlets for the sale of lottery tickets. This requires a contractual
relationship between the government and a private business. In all other gaming
activity, whether for profit or non-profit, the private sector is Involved to a
greater or lesser degree in gaming. The private Involvement can include lenders,
licensees, managers, partners, vendors, or sole owner. The approach a particular
tribe chooses to implement appropriate gaming activity within their reservation
boundaries should be dictated by local needs, resources, and financial capability.
Honest and profitable gaming activity can be conducted under many different
financial, management, and regulatory schemes. No one particular scheme should
be mandated on all tribes at the federal leveL In fact, the sole tribal proprietor-
ship model would penalize the poorest tribes. Many sources of capital, private and
public, typically now require an equity position in any venture. The sole proprietor
requirement might well preclude bank financing of a new bngo facility. There is
no question that appropriate and strict standards are useful at the federal and
absolutely essential at the tribal level. However, those standards are necessary
whether or not the tribe maintains a sole proprietary interest.

3. The law enforcement and regulatory concerns would be greatly relieved by requir-
Ing states to give full faith and credit to approved tribal gaming ordinances and by
making violations of tribal ordinances violations of federal law. Full faith and
credit would allow better coordination between tribal and state criminal investiga-
tory services which currently are only required to communicate and share informa-
tion concerning licensing and possible criminal activity with agencies of state
governments. Federal law enforcement agencies need both civil and criminal
remedies for violations of tribal gaming ordinances against Indians and non-indians
both on and otf-rcervaton. A possible approach would be to amend the RICO
statute to incorporate trial gaming laws into the federal enforcement scheme.
Proposed language for a Secdon 12 of H.R. 1920 is attached.

Fort McDoweli has recently enacted a comprehensive licensing scheme which fully
empowrc s the tribe to handle the regulatory and law enforcement concerns of the BA'JA
Bingo. Enterprise as well as any other approved gaming activity. It would surely panm
muter under any federal standards adopted. Fort McDowell, therefore, strongly endorse
the adoption of specific regulatory standards which would be applied by the Secretary in
the process of reviewing tribal ordinances. Some may suggest that a tribal ordinance
should not be subjected to Secretarial approval Fort McDowell Is willing to concede to
the approval process if, in return, the legislation heads off unnecessary and expensive
litigation over the permissible scope of gaming activity.
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Fort McDowell appreciates your commitment to the growth of Indian tribal government.
Indian gaming to In fact now playing a large role n the financing of this growth. Your
continued support is appreciated.

Very truly yours,

FORN, AN LEGAL SERVICES

Eric Dahlstrom

Attorney at Law

rdw

xc Franklin Ducheneaux
Counsel on Indi'sn Affairs

House Annrx 1
C & New Jersey Avenue, S.E.

Washington, D.C. 20515
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AMENDMENTS TO 5.902 AND H.R. 1920

SEC. 5 is amended to read as follows

SEC. 5. Gaming within Indian county shall be legal if conducted pursuant to a tribal
ordinance or resolution adopted by an Indian tribal government and approved by the
Secretary of the Interior (or Commission) as provided in this Act. Any violation of
tribal gaming laws or regulations shaU be subject to ...

SEC. 6 Is amended to read as follows,

SEC. 6. Delete current (a) and add the following to (b) which would become the new
(a).

(a) The Secretary or Commission shell approve any tribal ordinance or resolution
concerning the conduct, licensing, or regulation of gaming activity within the tribe's
jurisdiction If it provides, at a minimum, that

(1) The type of authorized gaming activity is itself not specifically prohibited
within Indian country by federal law or within the State where the Indian country
is located by State public policy, as a manner of criminal law.

Add a new SEC. 13 as follows,

IS U.S.C. @ 1961 is amended by adding a new (IXE) as foUowss

".. (iXE) Any act or threat involving a gaming offense as defined by an approved
tribal gaming ordinance which, if committed by a person subject to the tribe's
criminal Jurisdiction, would be punishable under tribal law to imprisonment for at
least six months.'
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OFFICE OF THE TRIBAL CHAIRMAN

' Itb AO I#lf/ Concho Office: (405) 2620345
Fred B. Hoffman 140-522-3716

Chairman itResidence Phone: (405) 473-2336
Chira P.O. Box 38

~4-~ ~, Concho, Oklahoma 73022

J,'i .4 1985
• me 21, 1985

The Honorable Morris K. Udall
Chairman
Committee on Interior & Insular Affairs
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This letter is being submitted for the record of your hearing next week,
and is being provided to you and your full Committee, so that all will be
aware of the views of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Tribes of Oklahoma on the
proposed legislation to federally regulate tribal gaming operations. We
oppose this effort. The Indian Tribes have the inherent sovereign author-
ity to regulate gaming operations in Indian Country. The self-regulation
is not only in keeping with federal Indian law, it is well within the
spirit of the Indian self-determination policy, which the United States
so often declares domestically and internationally as the operating policy
and practice governing modern federal-tribal relations.

As you well know and have so often publicized as an advocate for us, the
Indian Tribes and people are in dire economic straits, The profits from
aming operations provide a needed tribal revenue base for tribal per-
ormance of essential governmental functions and services.

Whenever Indian Tribes have an opportunity to develop an independent
revenue base and to become participants in the free enterprise system,
the federal bureaucracy moves to stifle these efforts and to gain control
of the monies, while at the sane time decreasing federal funding below
the minimum amounts to assure Indian governmental and programmatic opera-
tions. This runs counter to Congressional and Administration policy
statements of late regarding tribal self-sufficiency and the need to
curtail federal paternalism. This is a matter of rights and of money.
In both respects, Indian Tribes should continue to exercise and pursue
these tangible and intangible matters, free of federal interference.

Sincerely,

Fred B. Hoff an
Chairman

cc: Honorable Members of the Committee
The President
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STATEMENT OF JOE A. PADILLA, GOVERNOR

PUEBLO OF TESUQUE, NEW MEXICO

July 01, 1985

Tesuque Pueblo Bingo opened its doors on January 4, 1985. For the Tesuque

Pueblo Triba Council, it was more than just a gaming operation. It's opening

marked the culmtnation of many many hours of negotiations with the Management

Company selected by the Council. It was one of three firms which approached the

Pueblo about a joint partnership endeavor. The opening of the Bingo was the start

of a new chapter in Tesuque's socio-economic endeavors. Jobs for our people and

others, including a multiplier effect in commerce in the Santa Fe and surrounding

area.

The Council through its business arm had attempted to enter into a manage-

ment contract with a New Mexico firm since early 1983. But because of publicity

in the media about underworld involvement in Indian bingos, the Council stipulated

that investors were to be drawn only from within the boundaries of New Mexico.

Needless to say, that endeavor never materialized since investors within New Mexico

weren't willing to risk investment in such a venture. About middle 1984, we again

contacted a firm which had earlier approached us. A contract was executed with

Investment Financial Management, Inc., headquartered in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida.

The Tribal Council enacted a tribal ordinance, and both the contract and ordinance

were submitted to the local BIA agency for its review.

I submit the above to emphasize that we did not enter the bingo business at

the drop of a hat. We conducted long discussions within the Council weighing the

pros and cons, and how we might involve ourselves in a responsible bingo operation

that insured an honestgame of chance, not financed by underworld elements. Con-

tracting for our bingo operations was and is a direct result of funding reductions
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for programs heretofore provided by the U.S. Government. Similar to other govern-

mental agencies across this country, we had to find new sources of revenues if we

were to survive. Since the enactment of Public Law 93-638. our Council has set

its goal to Tanage and administer its reservation just like a State or County. We

recognize the tremendous responsibility we have assumed in this regard, but our

goal is based on our Pueblo's proven history and ability to govern itself, prior

to the coming of Spain, Mexico, and the United States. Like our forefathers who

coped with the social and economic environment of their day, we feel we can also

cope with the situation we find ourselves in in the 20th century.

Since our Pueblo operates on a traditional system of government, our primary

concern is for our people and our land. We do not have political parties nor do

we admire persons who accumulate wealth for themselves. It is difficult for us to

understand why the U.S. Government wants to set rules and regulations for us when

we have demonstrated since time immemorial that we are a responsible people con-

cerned for the welfare of our members, are law abiding, have served in the armed

forces willingly and cooperate with anyone who is not out to deprive us of our

homeland and culture. In our dealings with Spain, Mexico and now the U.S.A. and

New Mexico, we have experienced unjust treatment because of our ignorance of the

English language, but we look to better days especially by generating badly needed

revenues to the Tribe's treasury.

While to date our bingo has not produced any revenues, because we must

first repay a bank loan, but as soon as that happens, the Pueblo and I.F.M. Inc.,

will split the net proceeds. Sixty percent (60%) to us, forty percent (40%) to

them. We will have an opportunity to terminate the contract in five years, buy

them out, and retain them as managers at a percentage more favorable to us, or

manage it ourselves. The firm has used its funds to build the facility and provide

operational funds. Of the sixty persons employed, half are Tesuque or Indians from
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other Pueblos. The other half are local non-Indian residents. The security force

is 100% Tesuque Indian. Training and the computer accounting system is being done

by a private firm owned by a Tesuque Pueblo member. We were bounced between the

BIA and the FBI when we attempted to get background checks on the two investors

involvea. As you know, after dealing with someone for six months, plain old common

horsesense dictates certain vibes. Because one partner is an established attorney

in Florida and New York and the junior partner has operated other legitimate busi-

nesses in Florida and other states as well as West Germany we felt these men were

risk oriented businessmen looking to make a buck and sharing their gains with us.

Our judgement have not proved us wrong. We also obtain free legal advice and

free business advice in our dealings with Federal and State agents and representa-

tives from the private sector as an indirect benefit from our bingo contract. We

are receiving professional advice from their acquaintances and business associates

in matters of interest and concern to our Council. Our tribal attorney, a tribal

member, also worked with the New Mexico Attorney General who is now Senator Binga-

men from New Mexico. We enjoy open communications with the present A.D. From our

perspective, it appears we have done the right things by design.

As I write this, a day after the House Hearings on H.R.1920 and H.R.2404 on

Indian bingo, the media reports objections by various States of the Indians'new

found ability to generate revenues. It seems like every time Indians start work-

able programs and projects, States and Federal officials begin questioning the

Indians morality and virtue. Just like any group in the world, we have our bad

apples, but our road to equitable consideration within the States our lands are

located in and within the Country, become very shaky because we do not actively

participate in the political process and have not contributed to the political

warchests of various State and National aspirants. Our faith in getting a fair

shake is based on the Preamble of the United States Constitution--and I believe

because the majority of elected representatives to the U.S. Congress have that
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same belief, we have survived and will continue to survive.

We are not opposed to any legislation that will help us to help ourselves--

but if legislation is meant to hamper and stop us--then perhaps legislation to

control excesses and mismanagement by large corporations dealing with the Federal

Government, and requiring foreign states receiving aid from the U.S. be accountable

for aid dollars--ought to be viewed in the same light as America's native peoples.
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Jr-ith,p ,,K.amth River-Yuro Alla Morri
jisi" m k l.... -" Indian Tribe Db" . ... ' ""

-W-R, ~ ~ . CaI1 V-ht.Ia rv

1719 California Street
Pounta.n View. CA 94041
January 24, 1978

Mr. John Kohler
c/o The Honorable Paul McCloskey
305 Grant Avenue
Palo Alto, California 94306

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

Dear John;

Through your Washington, D.C.. office, please obtain for as a
copy of the CONGRESSIONAL ACT OF MARCH 3, 1871 (16 STATS, 366),

ITS LEGISLATIVE HISTORY, AND COPIES OF ANY AMENDMENTS TO THE ACT OR

ITS REPEAL.

Thank you,

A aorris

U.Uqadi.@..kLbs3L9e.M.~l w PA-MIFa.h&.,euMeO
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THE USRARY OF CONGRESS
Coagaesiona Research Swvim

The attached information ib forwarded in
response to your recent inquiry. We hope It
meets your needs in this matter.

Pleae do not hesitate to cal on us for
further sisUae.

Uicerely.

F

&ft im 1l1m

72-553 0 - 87 - 30
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Hancarl and Indian Pre.arence eligibility

(The filIowing conment was supplied by Anita
Vogt, -ndian Civil Rights Task Force, Solicitor's
Office. U.S. Department of the Interior. The
views expressed are not necessarily those of the
Office of the Solicitor.)

The Supreme Court held in Morton v. ZHancari, 42 U.S.L.W. 493s

that Indian preference is not invidious racial discrimination in

violation of the due process clause of the Fifth Amondment. At

p.
49 3 9 

the Court stated that "this preference does not consLitute

Indeed, it is not oven a 'Iracill' Pref-

erence.' Footnote 24 continued, OThe preference is not directed

towards a "'acial"J group consisting of I'lIndians'l; instead, it

applies only to members of "federally recognized' tribes. This

operates to exclude many individuals who are racially to be classic

fied as "Indians." In this sense, the preference is political

rather than racial in naturc.O The Court then quoted the BIA

Manual eligibility criteria at 44 BIAM 335, 3.1, which require an

individual to have one-fourth or more degree Indian blood and bL

a member of a federally recognized tribe.

Interestingly, while declaring that the preference is not

racial, the Court apparently accepts the BIA criterion of one-

fourth degree Indian blood, _ __

for the purposes of the Indian Reorganization Act, Includir.,,

25 U.S.C. 3 472, the preference provision in question in .:ic&r.
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25 U.S.C. 479 defines "Indian" to include 'all persons of

Indian descent who are members of any recognizedAtribo now under

Federal jurisdiction, and all persons who are descendants of such

members who were, on June 1, 1934, residing within the present

boundaries of any Indian reservation, and shall further include.'

all other persons of one-half or more Indian blood,. ./Under the

IRA definition, there are no restrictions put on the power of a

tribe to determine it& own membership. Any person of Indian

descent whom a tribe accepts as a member is an Indian for purporcs

of the act and should thereforg be eligible for preference. 'el,c

Court stated %hat the goal of preference is Indian self-govez.-

ment. It would seem that such a goal would be betterc1 acrievcZ

by accepting tribal standards z.an by imposing a blood degree

standard from outside.

A second problem with the Court's apparent acceptance of

the BIA criteria is that, while the BIA requires tribal memorshi:

of all Indians, the statute does not. Under the statutory defi-

nition, Indians with one-half Indian blood are not required to

have tribal membership. Deccen.ants of tribal members who wu1c

residing within the present boundaries of any Indian resorvation

on June 1, 1934, are not thonselves required to be tribal members.

There is no other conclusion than that these Indians are racially

defined. Would the eligibility of such Indians, seemingly es-

tablished by statute, withstand a Constitutional attack? Under
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the Mancari rationale, it is questionable, because these Indians

are defined by race and because it would be difficult to relate

employment preference for non-tribal Indians to a goal of Indian

self-government, the goal specifically approved in Mancari.

While upholding the statutory preference, the Court did not

reach the statutory eligibility criteria but dealt only with the

BIA's administratively developed standards. The question of

whether the BIA's criteria are legally permissible was not r-isod

in the case. This seems unfotuntc, bocausu in to.i;: o

with the statutory criteria, the Court left some important ques-

tions unanswered.
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(The following article-4s supplied by Anita Vogt# Indian Civil

Rights Task Force, Solicitor's Office,. U.S. Department of the

Interior. The views expressed are not necessarily those of the

Office of the Solicitor.)

Eligibility for Indian Employment I
Preference in the Bureau of Indian Affairs

The latest BIA statement of policy on Indian employment pref-

erence within the Bureau provides that "(tlo be eligible for pref-

erence an individual must be one-fourth or more degree Indian blood

and be a member of a Federally-recognized tribe" I/ The develop-

ment of these two eligibility criteria may be of some interest,
0

especially because they appear to be in conflict with the statutory

definition of "Indian' in 25 U.S.C. 9 479 which applies to

25 U.S.C.i6472, the primary.authority for granting Indian rref-
erence. Section 472 provides that qualified Indians sball have

preference .to appointment to vacancies in the Bureau. Since the

establishment of the Civil Service Commission, ' = means

of applying the preference has been to exempt Indians from con-

petitLve examinations. 2/

Early statutory provisions for preference, now codified at

25 U.S.C. § 44-47, had no accompanying defiQ4 ions of "Indian"

1/ 44 BIAM 335, 3.1, revised October/ 30, 1972.

2/ This paper is directed to eligibility requirements only aid

is not an exhaustive analysis of preference policy. It does not

attempt to deal with the effect of recent cases and policy changes
on the types of personnel actions to which preference may apply.

0
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and therefore established no standards for eligibility. The BIA

apparently had no formal 6ligibility criteria until the late 1920's

when a general tightening of preference policy seems to have occurred.

Executive Order 4948 of August 14, 1928 )trmnoferred to the classi-

fied civil service some positions in the Indian Service which had

previously been excepted from examination, although Indians required

to take competitive examinations under this order wore still to

have preference in certification where the Interior Department re-

quested. Shortly after the Executive Order was issued, the Civil

Service Commission approved the limitation of preference t. tlso~e

Indians registered at some Indian agency and to Indians of one-

fourth or more Indian blood. 3/ These limitations did not, hov:ever,

appear in-the Civil Service rules. Interior Department regulations

issued January 11, 1932. governing appointments in the field sor-

vices, included the limitation to Indians registered at Indian

agencies but not the one-quarter blood limitation. It might be
sz"Ple -4 u
^4wAtma-d therefore that the blood quantum was not being applied at

that time.

Executive Order 6676 of April 14, 1934, contained tt.h! first

formal declaration of the quarter degree requirement. That order

amended the Civil Service rules, Schedule B (Positions which may be

filled upon noncompetitive examination) to include *tp)ositions in

I/ Minutes of the Civil Service Commission, April 17, 1929.
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t;/he Indian Service not nov excepted from examination under schedule A,

wherethe applicants are 03 one-fourth or more Indian blood. "4/ Prier tc

this, provisions in the Civil Service rules for Indian proference/used

the undefined term "Indian". Subsequent amendments §/ left the quarter

degree criterion intact, despite the ntervening enactment of 'the Indian

Reorganization Act on June 18, 1934*/ 4of the act (25 U.S.C. E472)

reads:

'The Secretary of he Interior Is directed to establish slondards of
health, age, character, experience, know'ledke, and ability for Indians
who may be appointed. without regard to civil-servicc lavs, to the
vaiOuS positions mal.iitn , now or hereafter, by the Inditin O( ro,
In the administration of functions or services afkctiji a:.y :rdiin
tribe. Such quuliled Indians shan hereafter have the preference
to appointntent to vacancies In any such positions.

It i sunder'uthority of this provision that Indian profererce is

,/now being applied.
t The IRA also defined "Xndian" for purposes of the act, incluO ing

'~,jthe preference section. The term "Indian' includes "all persons of

Indian descent who are members of any recognized.Indian tribe now 6/

4/ The effect of the order was to return to the excepted service
hose positions which had bean removed six years earlier by F.O. 494G.
The requirement of registration at an Indian agency did not appear here
or in anyfieh Civil Service rules.

S/ E.O. 7423, July r4, 19361 E.O. 8043, January 31, 19391 20 F.R. 1861,
March 29, 1955. For the current provision, see C.i_07 213.3112(a)(7).

6 The word "now" in a statute may mean "at the time of passage of the
statute" or may have an ambulatory meaning in that it denotes succeeding
moments when the act is applied. (See Woids and Phrases) In analyzing
the intended meaning here, two points should be made. First, if
Congress intended f "now" to mean the date of passage, i.e. June 18,
1934, it seems that it would have used a specific date, as it did in the
next phrase. The contrast of the general "now" in the first phrase &--

w'.41 the specific date in the second argues for an ambulatory meaning for
"now". Secondly, one of the major purposes of the IRA was to encourage
tribes to organize under its terms. It seems reasonable to assumQ
that Congress contemplated the possibility of previously unlTecognized
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under Federal jurisdiction, and all persons who are descendants

of such members who were, on June 1, 1934, residing within the present

boundaries of any Indian reservation, a d shall further include all

other persons of one-half or more Indian blooa ... Eskimos and ol.her

pboriginsl peoplesof Alaska shall be considered Indians." 25.._

U.S.C._9479.) According to the statutory definition, then, a person with

any amount of Indian blood, so long as he h a tribal membership,

should be eligible.

For unknown reasonu, however, the administretively cli.,

requirement of one-quarter Indian blood was never changed to conform
I -

to the statute. It is now deeply ingrained in preference policy it

has, for instance, been accepted without question as the controllin,

criterion for preference in a Solicitor's Opinion 7/ and in court.

decisions. 2/

DIA's second eligibility criterion, that of membership in a

Federally-recognized tribe, originated with the termination

legislation of the 1950's. Under the IRA, tribal membership wv*e

6/ (cont'J) tribes securing Federal recognition after passage of
the act and#bearing in mind the general thrust of the act, it
seems unlikely that it meant to define "Indian" in such a way as
to exclude some members of newly reco;Tnzed tribes from benefits of
the act. Therefore, a non-restrictive interpretation of "ziow", i.e.
a meaning of "now and hereafter", appears to be in keeping with the
rest of the section and with the intent of the act.

7/ Solicitor's Opinion M-36205, June 4, 1954.

/ Hescalero Apache Tribe v. Xick_.e, 432 F.2nd 956, 958;
P..JLEA~V. Horton, No. 73-1409 (D.C. Cir. filed April 25,
19741at 4.
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not required of Indians who J.bd one-half or more Indian blood.

However, legislation which/terminated Federal supervision over

the property of various Indian tribes contained language sub-
S.,nia itq

b identical to'that of 523 of the act of August 27, 1954

(68 Stat. 868, 877) which concerned mixed-blood members of the Ute

tribe of the Uintah and Ouray Reservation.

' Section 23 of that act roads:

Upon removal of Federal restrictions on the
property of each individual mixed-blood member
of the tribe, the Secretary shall publish in the
Federal Register a proclamation declaring that the
Federal trust relationship to such individual is
terminated. Thereafter, such individual shall sot
not be entitLed to any of the services performed
for Indians because of his status as an Indian. All
statutes of the United States which affect Indians
because of their status as Indians shall no longer
be applicable to such member over which supervision
has bean terminated, and the laws of the several
States shall apply to such member in the same manner
as they apply to other citizens within -their juris-
diction.'

Solicitor's Opinion M-36297 of August 24, 1955, construed

this section, and in particular the sentence beginning, "011

statutes of the United Stated which affect Indians because

of their status as Indians..., to abolish Indian employment

preference for those Indians subject to the section. The

BIA Manual provision dealing with initial appointments incorporates

this interpretation and states that any Indian subject to

termination legislation containing language similar to that of

123 of the act of August 27, 1954 is excluded from employment

preference. 44 SIAM 302.3.
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However, the latest statement of preference policy goes

beyond exclusion of members of terminated tribes to exclude all

Indians not members of Federally recognized tribes, whether or

not affected by termination legislation. This appears in 44

DIAM 335, 3.1, dealing with promotions, which was revised

October 30, 1972, and contains the dual requirements of one-

quarter Indian blood and membership in a Federally-recognized

tribe. 9/

The current position apparently evolved from Solicitor's

Opinion M-36207, which has been interpreted to implicitly co;-

tame the tribal membership requirement for all Indians. Such

an interpretation seems to result in an unwarranted extension of

meaning. The Solicitor's Opinion should be strictly construed to

apply only to Indians affected by termination legislation con-

taining language similar to that interpreted in the Opinion.

This is because all termination legislation is of very narrow

application and because a broad interpretation of the Opinion

causes a conflict with 25 U.S.C.1479 insofar as such an inter-

pretation requires tribal membership for all Indians.

Current DIA policy, then, appears to contradict 1479 in two

respects. It imposes the quarter degree blood requirement in all

2/ Although the policy statement appears in the section on pro-
motions, it is a general statement meant to apply to all aspects
of preference.
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cases, whereas the statuary definition recognizes as an Indian any

person of Indian descent who is a member of a Federally-rcognized

tribe. Secondly, it requires tribal membership in all cases,

whereas the statute does not require membership of persons who have

@one-half or more Indian blood.
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SKEITON, NICHJOLS, KUNZIG and
.hi'.%h si iOr et si. BENNETT, Judites.

V.

The UNITED STATES.
No. 102-63.

United States Court of Claims.
Oct. 17. 1973.

Action to determine rights, if any,
of certain Indians to -'-are in reserva-
tion resources. The Court of Claims

adopted an opinion of Schwartz, J., and
held that Indians of "addition" to tract
.ct aside as Hoopa Valley Indian Reser-
%.ition were entitled to share in re-
souizes of entire reservation, including
revenues from cutting from timber on
original tract, under statute and execu-
tive orders with respect to reservation.

Judgment for plaintiffs.

Indians CI12
Indians of "addition" to tract set

aside as Hoopa Valley Indian Reserva-
tion were entitled to share in resources
of entire reservation, including revenues
from cutting timber on original tract,
under Flatute and executive orders with
rc.:pect to reservation. Act April 8,
I1S64, 13 Stat. 39.

larold C. Faulkner,
Cnl,, attorney of record,
Wunsch, San Francisco,
tiff. Wallace Sheehan
NcComish & Wunsch,
Cal.. of counsel.

San Francisco,
and William C.
Cal., for plain-
and Faulkner,

San Francisco,

llerbert Pittle, Washington, D. C.,
%ith whom was Asst. Atty. Gen. Har-
liniton Wood, Jr., for defendant.

Jerry C. Straus, Washington, D. C.,
for lloopa Valley Tribe, amicus curiae.
Wilkinson, Cragun & Barker, Angelo A.
lad:,rola, Richard A. Baenen and Alan I.
,ublinstein, Washington, D. C., of coun-

-el.

Mfore COWEN, Chief Judge, LARA-
1lORE, Senior Judge, and DAVIS,

4 1126-,-3

OPINION

PER CURIAM:

This case comes before the court on
defendant's exceptions to a recommended
decision filed May 22, 1972, by Trial
Judge David Schwartz pursuant to Rule
134(h). The court has considered the
case on the briefs and oral arguments of
counsel for the parties and the amicus
curiae. The court agrees with the deci-
sion as hereinafter set forth, rejects the
objections and exceptions of defendant
and amicus, and hereby affirms and
adopts the decision as the basis for its
judgment in this case. Insofar as de-
fendant and amicus curiae have present-
ed arguments to the court which differ
from those presented to the trial judge,
the court has considered them but does
not deem any change in the trial judge's
opinion or findings is called for. The
court has, however, excised from the
findings the trial judge's notes which he
indicates were not intended as findings.

Subsequent to the trial judge'$ deci-
sion and the oral %rgument before the
court, the Supreme Court decided Mattz
v. Arnett, 412 U.S. 481, 93 S.Ct. 2245, 37
L.Ed.2d 92 (1973). We consider the
trial judge's opinion and findings, and
our decision herein, to be fully consist-
ent with the opinion and decision in that
case. Althcugh the ultimate issues in
the two cases are different, several as-
pects of the Supreme Court's opinion
tend substantially toward supporting our
holding in the present case.

It is concluded, therefore, that certain
of the plaintiffs are entitled to recover
in amounts to be determined under Rule
131(c), and the claims of the others are
set down for retrial, as provided in find-
ings 217-218. The case is remanded to
the trial judge for further proceedings.
The motion of the Hoopa Valley Tribe to
intervene is granted.
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OPINION OF TRIAL JUDGE

SCHWARTZ, Trial Judge:
In 1876, a 12-mile square tract of

land in Northern California, on the last
reach of the Trinity River before it
joins the Klamath River, was set aside
by order of President Grant as the Hoo-
pa Valley Indian Reservation. Most but
not all of the Indians of the tract, called
the Square, were and have been Hoops
Indians. In 1891 President Harrison
made an order extending the boundaries
f f the reservation to include an adjoining
1-mile wide strip of land on each side of
the Klamath River, from the confluence
of the two rivers to the ocean about 45
miles away (in consequence of which the
reservation took on the shape of a
square skillet with an extraordinarily
long handle). Most of the Indians cof
the added tract, called the Addition,
were and have been Yurok Indians, also
known as Klamaths.

The Square is heavily timbered and in
the last 20 years the timber on its unal-
lotted trust-status lands has begun to
produce revenues of about $1 million an-
nually. These revenues, administered by
the United States as trustee for the
Indian beneficial owners, have been di-
vided by the Secretary of the Interior
exclusively among the persons on the of-
ficial roll of the Hoopa Valley Tribe, an
organization created in 1950, whose
membership rules limit enrollment to al-
lottees of land on the Square, non-land-
holding "true" Hoopas voted upon by the
Tribe, and long-time residents of the
Square of a prescribed degree of Hoops
blood, descended from natives of the
Square.

The plaintiffs are 3,323 Indians, in
the main Yuroks of the Addition and
their descendants, who are ineligible for
membership in the Hoops Valley Tribe
and have thus been denied a share in the
revenues from the Square. They bring
this suit against the United States as
their trustee for a money judgment for
their alleged share in the timber income,
claiming it as all-reservation property.
The Hoops Valley Tribe, in'a sense the

rc.tl |lrtyv ,hefeidant, is present in the
'ase as -n :imicus curiae aligned with
the defendant; the position of the Gov-
ernment and the Tribe are identical and
the two have filed joint briefs. (Refer-
ences to defendant or to the Government
will therefore mean the Hoopa Valley
Tribe as well.)

To simplify the litigation, the cases of
26 plaintiffs believed to be representa-
tive of the 3,323 were chosen for trial
with the expectation that if the plain-
tiffs as a group were upheld on the com-
mon issue, resolution of the sample cases
would develop standards by which the
parties could dispose of many or most of
the remaining cases. The first order of
business is therefore the basic issue of
whether the Indians of the Addition
may be excluded from sharing in the
revenues of the communal lands of the
Square.

The history of the reservation may be
succinctly stated: It was established in
1864 pursuant to the Act of April 8,
1864, 13 Stat. 39, its boundaries were in
1865 provisionally determined to be
what has since been called the Square,
formally so defined by an order of Pres-
ident Grant in 1 76 and extended to in-
clude the Addition by order of President
Harrison in 1891. The act of 1864 is
the basis of the claims of all parties.
No claim is made of any title or right
antedating or overriding the statute or
the authority exercised thereunder.

The plaintiffs contend that as Indians
of the Addition, they are entitled to
share in the resources of the entire res-
ervation, including the Square. The en-
largement of the reservation in 1891
formed, they maintain, a single, inte-
grated reservation to which all the Indi-
ans on both the Square and the Addition
got equal rights in common. The con-
trary position of the Government is that
the Square survived the enlargement of
the reservation in 1891 as an entity
whose resident Indians had vested sub-
stantive rights, exclusive as against the
Indians of the Addition. The executive
order of 1891, the Government says,
joined the Square and the Addition for
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:,dnlini.,trative' ptirpo. es only, not for

puriposes of st~istantive rights, and
without effect on already vested rights

of the Indians of the Square, now organ-
ized as the Ifoopa Valley Tribe. The
controversy is decided here in favor of
plaintiffs, for the reasons which follow.

On August 21, 1864, Austin Wiley, the
federal Superintendent of Indian Af-
fairs for California, in a public notice
"located" a reservation, to be called the
"Hoopa Valley Reservation," "situated"
on the Trinity River in Klamath
County.1 A second notice in February
of the following year defined the bounO-
aries of the "Hoopa Reservation" as a
square tract bisected by the last 12
miles of the Trinity River before its
junction with the Klamath and extend-
ing 6 miles on each side of the Trinity.'

1. "By virtue of power vested in me by an act
of Congress approved April 8, 1864. and acting
tinder instructions from the Interior Depart-
ment, dated at Washington City, D.C., Airil
*G, 1S64. concerning the location of four tracts
of land for Indian reservations in the State
of California, 1 do hereby proclaim and make
known to all concerned that I have this day
Irnsited an Indian reservation, to be known
nnd called by the name and title of the Hoops
Valley Reservation, said reservation being sit-
uated on the Trinity River, in Klamath
County, California, to be described by such
metes and bounds as may hereafter be es-
tablisbed by order of the Interior Department.
subject to the approval of the President of the
United States. Settlers In Hoops Valley are
increby notified not to make any further im-
irosements upon their places, as they will be
appraised and purchased as soon as the In-
terior Department may direct."

"Austin Wiley.
"Superintendent Indian Affairs for the

State of California
"Fort Gaston. Cal., August 21, 1864"

2, "To Whom, 19 May Concern:
"Be it known that by virtue of power vest-

rd in me by Act of Congress passed April 8th.
114. and acting under Instructions from the
lei'Xartment of the Interior, I have located
and Pet aside for an Indian Reservation the
following described tract of land to be known
as tle Hoops Reservation: Beginning at
2 imint where Trinity River flows into Hoops
Valley and following down said stream, ex-
4-niiig nix miles on each nide thereof, to its

,uhi'ion with Klamath River. as will be more
i:nrticularly described by a map of said Res-
rs stion.

Eleven years 1ater, on June 23, 1876.
President Grant in an executive order
precisely defined the "exterior bounda-
ries" of the "Ifoopa Valley Indian Reser-
vation" in accordance with a survey, and
declared that the 89572.43 acres em-
braced therein were "set apart for Indi-
an purposes, as one of the Indian reser-
vations authorized to be set apart, in
California, by act of Congress approved
April 8, 3864."3 The circumstances sur-
rounding the establishment and enlarge-
ment of the reservation are described in
the accompanying findings of fact.

Neither the public notices of 1864 and
1865 nor the executive order of 1876
mentioned any Indian tribe by name,
nor intimated which tribes were occupy-
ing or were to occupy the reservation.
In this they were consistent with the

"Notice is hereby given to all persons not
to settle or improve upon said Indian Reserva-
tion excepting as the Agent in charge may
permit and in no manner to trepass thereon
on or interfere therewith.

"Free transit through the Reservation will
be permitted all travelers, pack-trains and
stock, subject to such restrictions as the
local Agent may see proper to impose.

"Austin Wiley."fupt. Ind. Aft'o, Cal."
"IHoopa Reservation, Cal.
"February 18th 1865."

3. "Executive Mansiou,
"June 23. 1876

"It is hereby ordered that the south and
west boundaries and that portion of the north
boundary west of Trinity River surveyed. in
1875, by C. T. Bissel, and the courses and
distances of the east boundary, and that por-
tion of the north boundary east of Trinity
River reported but not surveyed by him, rix:
'Beginning at the southeast corner of the
reservation at a post set in mound of rocks.
marked 'H. V. R., No. 3'; thence south
17% degrees west. 905.15 chains, to south-
east corner of reservation; thence south 72t%
degrees west, 480 chains, to the mouth of
Trinity River,' be, and hereby are, declared
to be the exterior boundaries of Hoops Val-
ley Indian Reservation, and the land em-
braced therein, an area of 89.572.43 acres, be.
and hereby is. withdrawn from public sale
and set part for Indian purposes, aa one of
the Indian reservations authorized to be set
apart, in California, by act of Congress up-
pnroved April 8. 1864. (13 Stats., p. 39.)"

I "U.S. Grant"
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statute whose authority was being exer-
cised, the Act of April 8, 1864, 13 Stat.
39. That act, cited by both public no-
tices and by the executive order, autho-
rized the President in his discretion to
locate not more than four Indian reser-
vations in California, at least one of
them to be in the northern district of
the state, of such extent as he deemed
suitable for the accommodation of the
Indians of the state, all without mention
of any tribe by name.

Section 2 of the act read as follows
(13 Stat. 40):

Sec. 2. That there shall be set
apart by the President, and at his dis-
cretion, not exceeding four tracts of
land, within the limits of said state, to
be retained by the United States for
the purposes of Indian reservations,
which shall be of suitable extent for
the accommodation of the Indians of
said state, and shall be located as re-
mote from white settlements as may
be found practicable, having due re-
gard to their adaptation to the pur-
poses for which they are intended:
Provided, That at least one of said
tracts shall be located in what has
heretofore been known as the north-
ern district: * * * And provided,
further, That said tracts to be set
apart as aforesaid may, or may not, as
in the discretion of the President may
be deemed for the best interests of the
Indians to be provided for, include
any of the Indian reservations hereto-
fore set apart in said state, and that
in case any such reservation is so in-
cluded, the same may be enlarged to
such an extent as in the opinion of the
President may be necessary, in order
to its complete adaptation to the pur-
poses for which it is intended.
The powers conferred by this statute

are to be construed in keeping with the
- broad connotations of the words em-

ployed: "at his discretion,"' "suitable ex-
tent," "accommodation of the Indians,"
"practicable" and "due regard." South
Puerto Rico Sugar Company Trading
Corp. v. United States, 334 F.2d 622,
631-632, 167 Ct.C1. 236, 260-261- (1964),

cert. denied. 379 U.S. 964, 85 S.Ct. 654.
13 L.Ed.2d 558 (1965). It is not disput.
ed that the President had complete dis-
cretion as to which tribes were to be lo-
cated on any of the reservations. The
number of the tribes to occupy a reser-
vation was also a matter for Presiden-
tial decision. There were many Indian
tribes in California; in the north, in the
area of the Hoopas and the Yuroks, al-
most every river and creek had its own
tribe. Since there were to be no more
than four reservations in the state-less,
if the President so decided-it was in-
evitable that each reservation could and
almost certainly would be occupied by
more than one tribe. How many tribes
was left to the President; the President
would in his discretion adjust the size of
a reservation to the number of tribes
and Indians to be accommodated.

Given such a statutory scheme, faith-
fully reflected by the omission of refer-
ence to any Indian tribe in the notices
of 1864-65 and the executive order of
1876, the Hoops Indians could get no
vested or preferential rights to the
Square from the fact alone of being the
first or among the first to occupy the
Square with Presidential authority.
The sequence in 4hich tribes were au-
thorized to occupy a reservation gave no
rights. Any exercise of the President's
discretion in favor of the Hoopas, in ap-
proving their residence on the reserva-
tion, gave the Hoopas no vested rights
as against such other tribe as might be
the beneficiary of a simultaneous or
subsequent exercise of the President's
discretion. Hynes v. Grimes Packing
Co., 337 U.S. 86, 103, 69 S.Ct. 968, 93 L.
Ed. 1231 (1949); Healing v. Jones, 210
F.Supp. 125, 138, 163, 170 (D.Ariz.
1962), aff'd 373 U.S. 758, 83 S.Ct. 1559,
10 L.Ed.2d 703 (1963); Crow Nation v.
United States, 81 Ct.CI. 238, 278 (1935).

It is claimed by defendant, however,
that the Hoopas were the sole aboriginal
occupants of the Square. The legal con-
sequences were this claim upheld, as
against the statute and the President's
authority, need not be gone into, for the
claim of fact is unfounded. The accom-
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pjinying findings recount that the Iloo.
ba sercd the Square with at least

some Yuroks, whose native villages
ranged along the Klamath River from
the ocean to the Trinity-the area later
to become the Addition-to the banks of
the Trinity near the Klamath. This
conclusion of fact as to the presence of
yuroks on the Square prior to white set-
tlement does not, of course, support the
claim of the present plaintiff Yuroks of
the Addition, who were not introduced
into the reservation until 1891, but it
does negate the claim of the defendant
insofar as it is based upon original ex-
clusive Hoopa occupancy of the Square.

Another contention is that vested
rights in the Square were conferred
upon the Hoopas under a treaty made by
Wiley at the time he established the res-
ervation in 1864. This treaty, which
made peace with the Hoopas and several
other tribes then at war with the Unit-
ed States, obligated the United States
"to set aside for reservation purposes
for the sole use and benefit of the tribes
of Indians herein named, or such tribes
as may hereafter avail themselves of the
benefit of this treaty, the whole of Hoo-
pa Valley, to be held and used for the
sole benefit of the Indians whose names
are hereunto affixed as the representa-
tives of their tribes." It is conceded
that this promise was not a treaty in the
constitutional sense. Its making was
not authorized, and it was not ratified.
Its text is found as an attachment to a
report by WA" v -,inted in the annual
report for 1864 of the Superintendent
of Indian Affairs; it is there captioned
"Treaty of peace and friendship between
the United States government and the
ltoopas, South Fork, Redwood, and
Grouse Creek Indians."

Putting aside any question of the
binding quality of this document, it is
not properly to be read as having sought
to restrict the President's discretion un-
der the act of 1864 or to give rights in
the reservation to some tribes and with-
hold them from others. Within the
week of the making of the treaty, Wiley
in his first public notice locating the

"lloopa Valley Reservation" described
the reservation only as an "Indian reser-
vation" without any reference to who
should occupy it. In the setting in
which the treaty was presented to the
Indians who agreed to it, described in
the accompanying findings, the treaty is
properly to be construed as a promise to
devote Hoopa Valley to an Indian reer-
vation for those tribes that would cease
their hostilities and live at peace with
the United States. So understood, the
KIamaths or Yuroks were among its
beneficiaries, for they laid down their
arms and thenceforth remained at peace
with the United States. There is good
ground for concluding that though the
caption of the treaty did not mention
the Klamaths (Yuroks) as original par-
ties, they were entitled to its benefits as
among the tribes to whom the treaty
was in fact presented and who were
thereby persuaded to lay down their
arms.

It is perfectly plain that from the out-
set in 1864 all involved understood that
the reservation was intended for an un-
determined number of tribes including
the Hoopas and the Klarnaths, and that
the authorities repeatedly acted on this
assumption. Sonfte Yuroks already lived
in the Square in 1864 and others were
soon settled there, according to the best
data on the peoples of the reservation.
Within a fortnight of his first notice lo-
cating the reservation, Wiley reported
the precise names of the tribes occupy-
ing every reservation in California ex-
cept the Hoopa Valley Reservation; the
Hoops Valley Reservation, he said, con-
tained "Various tribes." Soon thereaf-
ter Hoopas, Klamaths, and Redwoods ap-
pear as residents of the reservation.
Saiaz, Wiyot, Wylackie and Sinkyone In-
dians were moved to the reservation
from elsewhere (and apparently did not
remain, at least identifiably). In 1869
Wiley's successor had a plan (not exe-
cuted, for reasons which do not appear)
to move 1800 Klamath Indians to the
reservation. The Klamath River Reser-
vation (occupied by Yuroks and consti-
tuting the ocean end of what later be-
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came the addition to the Iloopa Valley
Re:'crvation) had been destroyed by
flood in 1861, and efforts to resettle its
Indians, Yuroks, had not been success-
ful. The 1800 Klamaths were thus prob-
ably the forebears of the present plain-
tiffs.

The annual report of the Commission-
er of Indian Affairs for 1872 stated that
the Indians in the care of the agency at
Hoopa Valley were the Humboldts (Wi-
yots and others), Hoonsoltons, Miscolts,
Saiaz and several other bands, number-
ing 725. The reservation on the Trini-
ty, the Commissioner said, "was set
apart per act of April 8, 1864, for these
and such other Indians in the northern
part of the State as might be induced to
settle there." And in the years between
the executive orders of 1876 and 1891
the Commissioner's annual reports con-
tained a table giving the names of the
tribes "occupying or belonging" to the
various reservations. For the Hoopa
Valley Reservation, the tribal names giv-
en were Hunsatang, Hoopa, Klamath
River, Redwood, Saiaz, Sermalton, Mis-
kut and Tishtanatan. During all these
years, therefore, it was well understood
that the reservation contained several
tribes and was intended for whatever
tribes might be settled there by authori-
ty of the President.

When, therefore, President Harrison
by executive order of October 16, 1891
extended the boundaries of the reserva-
tion to include the contiguous strip of
land along the Klamath River, there
were no vested rights to the Square in-
capable of divestment, or at least dilu-
tion, by a Presidential introduction of
additional tribes into the reservation.
There could be no such rights in view of
the President's authority under the act

4. "Executive Mansion, October 16, 1891"
"It is hereby ordered that the limits of the
Hoops Valley Reservation in the state of Cali-
fornia, a reservation duly met apart for Indian
purposes, as one of the Indian reservations
authorized to be set apart. in said State, by
Act of Congress approved April 8. 1864, (13
Stats.. 39), be and the same are hereby ex-
tended so as to include a tract of country one
mile In width on each side. of the Klamath

of 1864 and the manner of its exercise
to that time.

The terms of the executive order (text
in the note 4) described the reservation
as created under the act of 1864, and
"extended" its "limits" "so as to in-
clude" the tract since called the Addi-
tion. No qualification was imposed on
the incorporation of the Addition into
the reservation, except that tracts on the
Addition privately owned under the land
laws were "excluded from the reserva-
tion as hertby extended."

Such words in an executive order, in
this respect no different than the stat-
ute by whose authority it was made, are
"to be read in their natural and ordi-
nary sense, giving them a meaning to
their full extent and capacity, unless
some strong reason to the contrary ap-
pears (Miller v. Robertson, 266 U.S. 243,
250, [45 S.Ct. 73, 69 L.Ed. 265] (1924)."
No reason to the contrary appearing, the
order is to be given its natural effect of
granting to the Indians of the Addition,
as Indians of the enlarged reservation,
rights in the reservation equally with
the Indians of the Square.

The order has been held to be a lawful
exercise of the President's "continuing
authority," under th@ act of 1864, within
his "large discretion" concerning the ex-
ercise of that authority, to "alter and
enlarge" the reservation "from time to
time in the light of experience." Don-
nelly v. United States, 228 U.S. 243,
256-257, 33 S.Ct. 449, 453, 57 L.Ed. 820
(1913). The President had no less pow-
er to enlarge a reservation created under
the act of 1864 than he had to locate it
originally. Five prior Presidents-Pres-
idents Grant, Hayes, Garfield, Arthur
and Cleveland-the Supreme Court not-
ed, had made similar orders, with re-

River. and extending from the present limits
of the vaid Hoops Valley reservation to the
Pacific Ocean; Provided. however, That any
tract or trqcts included within the above de-
scribed boundaries to which valid rights have
attached under the laws of the United States
are hereby excluded from the reservation as
hereby extended."

"Beuj. Harrison"
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,.ct to the reservations authorized by

the act, "altering and enlarging the
bounds of the reservations, restoring
portions of their territory to the public

domain, and abolishing reservations
once made, and establishing others in
their stead; and in numerous instances
Congress in effect ratified such action."
Donnelly v. United States, supra at 258,

:13 S.Ct. at 453.

As already noted, the plain and natu-
ral consequence of the order was the cre-
ation of an enlarged, single reservation
incorporating without distinction its
added and original tracts upon which
the Indian- populating the newly-added
lands should reside on an equal footing
with the Indians theretofore resident
upon it. This the President was as free
to do under the reserved powers granted
him by the act of 1864 as he had been
free in the early years, without enlarg-
ing the reservation, to settle Redwoods,
Saiaz and others and as he would have
been free in 1869 to settle upon the res-
ervation the Yuroks of the Klamath Riv-
er Reservations. In introducing the Yu-
roks of the Addition irpto the enlarged
reservation in 1891, on a basis of equali-
ty with their kinsmen and the several
other tribes already there, the President
was merely continuing to accommodate
the tribes of the area in the Indian res-
ervation in Northern California he had
established under the act of 1864. Com-
pare Halbert v. United States, 283 U.S.
753, 51 S.Ct. 615, 76 L.Ed. 1389 (1931)
and Quinaielt Tribe v. United States,
102 Ct.CI. 822 (1945), on the President's
power to enlarge a treaty reservation
for the common benefit of the tribe
originally settled there and tribes "in
that locality."

Although the purpose of the executive
branch in enlarging the reservation
would seem to be apparent from the
facts, the defendant reaches a different
result entirely; it contends that the pur-
pose of the executive order was to join
the parts of the enlarged reservation
only technically, for administrative pur-

poses only, the Indians of each tract to
retain their rights in their rcsective
tracts. No hint of such a purpose ap-
pears on the face of the executive order.
And no support for such purpose ap-
jears in the data said by defendant to
prove it-the background and origins of
the executive order and of legislation af-
fecting the Klamath River Reservation,
a part of the Addition. An exhaustive
inquiry into the data, set out in detail in
the accompanying findings, fails to re-
veal even a mention of such a purpose as
defendant asserts, much less the compel-
ling showing which would be required to
curtail the ordinary consequences of the
executive order.

The executive order originated in the
Administration's desire to give reserva-
tion status to the Connecting Strip
and the Klamath River Reservation, the
latter then recently held by the courts to
be an abandoned Indian reservation and
threatened by Congress with a bill for
its public sale. The object was to pro-
vide the legal basis for expulsion of
white traders from the area and for the
allotment of land in severalty to the In-
dians of the area, under the General In-
dian Allotment Ait of February 8, 1887
as amended (24 Stat. 388, 26 Stat. 794).
Any qualification on the incorporation
of the Addition into the reservation
would have jeopardized the desired sta-
tus, for only four reservations were per-
mitted in California under the act of
1864 and four were already in existence.
Full reservation status could come only
from a bona fide merger of the Addition
into the reservation, not a "technical"
joinder, "for administration only," of a
reservation with a dubious status to one
of lawful status. In the enlarged reser-
vation resulting from such a merger,
there could be only equal rights for all
Indians of the reservation.

Administrative opinions, in the years
following the executive order of 1891,
recognized both that a number of tribes
including Klamaths, Hoopas and other
tribes were entitled to rights on the res-
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ervation and, with pointed relevance to
the instant case, that the Indians of the
Addition and the Square were equal in
respect to rights in the lands of the
Square. These opinions are described in
the accompanying findings. In one of
them, in 1916, it was ruled that the Hoo-
pas, Klamaths and several other tribes
were entitled to rights on the reserva-
tion. In another, in 1933, it was deter-
mined that allotments of land on the
Square should cease, and assignments of
land contingent on cultivation be substi-
tuted, because, it was held, the Indians
of the Addition and the Square were
equally entitled to allotment of lands and
there was insufficient land for all those
entitled.

Defendant attacks these rulings as er-
roneous, as made by men of lesser rank
and as covering only a short span of
years. The rulings were sound, they
were made by, among others, a Commis-
sioner, a Chief Clerk of the Indian Of-
fice in 1916 (then the officer third in
rank, next after the Assistant Commis-
sioner), and they were made whenever
there was need for then. No contrary
ruling worth the mention was made in
the Department of the Interior until the
Secretary in 1955 began to pay the in-
come from the Square to the Hoopa Val-
ley Tribe and the Deputy Solicitor in
1958 wrote an opinion justifying the le-
gality of his action. 65 Dec.Int.Dept.
59 (1958). That opinion is not support-
ed by the defendant; the opinion does
not reflect the facts found here, pri-
marily the nonexclusive nature of the
Hoopas' residence in the Square, and
it proffers neither tangible support nor
rational theoretical basis for its as-
sertion that the executive order of 1891
was intended only for administrative
convenience.

The baseless belief that the Indians of
the Square had exclusive rights in the
lands of the Square seems to have grown

from the remoteness of the Addition
from the Square, the roughness o( the
terrain of the former, and the different
stock of their respective inhahitihts'
The error flowered during the inordi-
nate delay-from 1894 to 1922-between
the time of allotment of Addition lands
and allotment of land on the Square.
The Indians of the Square, deprived for
so long of allotments, became under-
standably jealous and possessive for the
entire Square.

The 1891 executive order, however,
withstands all attacks. It was fully au-
thorized by the act of 1864. No vested
Indian rights in the Square existed, and
the effect of the order was to enlarge
both the area and the population of the
reservation, without any limitation on
the rights of all the Indians in the com-
munal lands of the enlarged reservation.

Turning to the cases of the 26 individ-
ual plaintiffs, stated in detail to the
findings, it appears that 22 of them,
named in the accompanying ultimate
findings and conclusions, are sufficient-
ly proven to be Indians of the reserva-
tion to warrant a determination now
that they are entitled to recover, in
amounts to be calculated after all the
3,323 claims are tried and determined.
In the cases of the remaining four, there
are questions-of possible loss of reser-
vation rights or of degree of Indian ,

blood-as require that their cases be re-
tried or rebriefed, as seems indicated in
each case. With the common issue of
exclusive right out of the way, the par-
ties through their counsel will presuma-
bly be able to address themselves to the
individual claims, and agree upon stand-
ards for the recognition of individual
claims. There should be no reason to in-
sist upon a formal appearance by each
claimant in court. Sworn testimony
may be given by affidavit or in the
equivalent of a deposition, followed by
stipulation for judgment where no con-
test is planned.
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.Aior that re.,trntencing would be a "mean-
ingless gesture." McKnahb v. United
States, 551 F.2d 101 (6th Cir. 1977); Cole-
man v. United Sates, 532 F.2d 1062 (6th
Cir.), cert. denied, 429 U.S. 847, 97 S.Ct. 132,
50 L.Ed.2d 120 (1976); United States v.
Coefield, 155 U.S.App.D.C. 205, 476 F.2d
1152 (1973). These rulings are not relevant
to this case, however, where the sentencing
proceeding postdated Dorszynski. We ac-
cordingly remand so the defendant may be
resentenced after the trial court gives ex-
plicit consideration to the FYCA.

We have considered the other grounds
presented in appellant's motion to vacate
sentence and agree with the district court's
conclusions that none of them merit relief.
The judgment is affirmed as to those
claims.

Affirmed in part, reversed in part, and
remanded for resentencing.

The HOOPA VALLEY TRIBE

V.

The UNITED STATES.

No. 568-77.

United States Court of Claims.

March 21, 1979.

Indian tribe brought action initially in
the district court, naming Secretary of Inte-
rior and Commissioner of Bureau of Indian
Affairs as defendants, and seeking equita-
ble and declaratory relief but the district
court ruled that action was one for money
judgment against the United States and
transferred to the Court of Claims. Indian
tribe moved to retransfer case to district
court and defendants moved to dismiss peti-
tion. The Court of Claims, adopting and
adding to opinion of Schwartz, Trial Judge,
held that: (1) Court of Claims had jutisdic-

tion over action with objective to force pay-
ment by Govcrnment to plaintiff of all mo-
nics derived from timter of square of Hoo-
pa Valley Reservation instead of lcmr
share due to plaintiff under previously de-
cided case; (2) with one possible exception,
all of issues not raised by plaintiff were
decided adversely to it in Short litigation
and could not now be pursued according to
doctrines of collateral estoppel and res judi-
cata, and (3) United States would not be
liable to Indian tribe under breach of trust
theory because over a number of years
Government told the tribe that the tribe
alone owned the timber of the square and
Court of Claims later determined otherwise
when other Indians brought suit in the
Short litigation.

Petition dismissed.

1. Federal Courts e-11 9
Where prime effort of complaining par-

ty is to obtain money from federal Govern-
ment, Court of Claims' exclusive jurisdic-
tion over nontortious claims, above $10,000,
cannot be evaded or avoided by framing a
district court complaint to appear to seek
only injunctive, mandatory, or declaratory
relief against government officials or the
federal Government. 28 U.S.C.A.
§§ 1346(aX2), 1491.

2. Federal Courts *=1139
Where objective of suit was to force

payment by the Government to plaintiff
and its members of all monies derived from
timber of the square of Indian reservation,
instead of lesser share due to plaintiff and
its members under federal case, Court of
Claims had jurisdiction over suit and dis-
trict court did not have jurisdiction over
action, despite fact that action was framed
purely in equitable or declaratory terms.
28 U.S.C.A. §§ 1346(aX2), 1491.

& Federal Courts 4-1071
Court of Claims has jurisdiction over

monetary claims even if they are equitable
in nature. 28 U.S.C.A. § 1346(aX2), 1491.
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4. Indians <e7
Where United States fought extremely

hard against the Short plaintiffs and at-
tempted as long as it reasonably could to
vindicate its position that timber belonged
only to Hoops Valley Tribe and where
Government's position was not frivolous, in-
substantial or unreasonable, United States
would not be liable to Hoop& Valley Tribe
under breach of trust theory because
Government had told the tribe that the
tribe alone owned the timber of the square
and the Court of Claims later determined
otherwise when other Indians brought suit
in the Short litigation.

5. Judgment -631
With one possible exception, all of is-

sues now raised by plaintiff were decided
adversely to it in Short litigation and could
not now be pursued according to doctrines
of collateral estoppel and res judicata.

Jack Tomlinson, San Francisco, Cal., for
plaintiff; Neil R. Bardack, Tomlinson &
Bardack, Michael Kip Maly and Murphy,
Weir & Butler, San Francisco, Cal., of coun-
sel.

James E. Brookshire. Springfield, Va.,
with whom was Asst. Atty. Gen. James W.
Moorman, Washington, D.C., for defendant;
C. David Redmon, of counsel.

Before DAVIS and KUNZIG, Judges.

ON PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO RE-
TRANSFER AND DEFENDANT'S

MOTION TO DISMISS

PER CURIAM:

This case comes before the court on plain-
tiff's request for review by the court of the
recommended decision of Trial Judge David
Schwartz, filed July 13, 1978, on plaintiff's
motion to retransfer the case to the United
States District Court for the Northern Dis-
trict of California and on defendant's mo-
tion to dismiss the petition (complaint).
Oral argument has been had and the court

I. The trial judge rightly points out that the
United States holds legal title to Indian funds

has alo considered the written briLefs of the
parties. Since the court agrees with the
recommended decision of the trial judge, as
hereafter set forth, it affirms and adopts
that decision, together with the following
supplemental paragraphs, as the basis for
its judgment in this case.

[1-31 1. On the question of the juris-
diction of the District Court and of this
court, we add the following to the trial
judge's discussion (which, as stated above,
we adopt): As the trial judge points out, it
is by now firmly established that, where the
prime effort of the complaining party is to
obtain money from the Federal Govern-
ment, this court's exclusive jurisdiction over
non-tortious claims (above $10,000) cannot
be evaded or avoided by framing a District
Court complaint to appear to seek only in-
junctive, mandatory, or declaratory relief
against Government officials or the Federal
GovernmenL See American Science & En-
gineering, Inc. v. Califano, 571 F.2d 58 (1st
Cir. 1978), and cases cited; Sherar v. Har-
less, 561 F.2d 791, 793-94 (9th Cir. 1977);
Alabama Rural Fires Ins. Co. v. Naylor, 530
F.2d 1221, 1226-30 (5th Cir. 1976); Interna-
tional Engineering Co., Div. of A-T-O, Inc.
v. Richardson, 167 1.S.App.D.C. 396, 512
F.2d 573 (1975), cert denied, 423 U.S. 1048,
96 S.Ct 774,,46 L.Ed.2d 636 (1976); Warner
v. Cox, 487 F.2d 1301 (5th Cir. 1974); Math-
is v. Laird, 483 F.2d 943 (9th Cir. 1973).
Here, the objective of the suit is obviously
to force payment by the Government to
plaintiff (and its members) of all the monies
derived from the timber of the Square of
the Hoops Valley Reservation, instead of
the lesser share due plaintiff (and its mem-
bers) under Short v. United States, 486 F.2d
561, 202 Ct.CI. 870 (1973), cert denied 416
U.S. 961, 94 S.Ct. 1981, 40 L.Ed.2d 313
(1974). The jurisdiction of this court over
this kind of suit is as clear as it was in
Short, supra, and the multitude of other
cases seeking payment from the Treasury
of monies to one or another Indian tribe or
Indian individual&' Conversely, under the

held in the Treasury. Plaintiff says that, even
so. this court has no jurisdiction where the only
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aut.toritics cited supra, the District Court
lacks jurisdiction of this action (even
though framed purely in equitable or de-
claratory terms) which attempts, in direct
impact, to obtain these monies from the
Treasury.

2

(4] 2. On the merits, we agree with the
trial judge (for the reasons he gives) that,
with one possible ex=,ption, all of the issues
now raised by plaintiff 3 were decided ad-
versely to it in the Short litigation, and
cannot now be pursued because of the doc-
trines of collateral estoppel and res judica.
ta. Counts I and 11 of the complaint basi-
cally raise issues litigated and determined
against plaintiff in Short-as Trial Judge
Schwartz demonstrates.' Plaintiff had a
full and fair opportunity to litigate each of
those issues before this court made its de-
termination, and application of collateral
estoppel is in no way unfair. See Parklane
Hosiery Co. v. Shore, -- U.S. -, 99
S.Ct. 645, 58 L.Ed.2d 552 (1979). The
precise issue presented in Count III did not
arise before this court's first determination
in Short but issues underlying and deter-
mining that particular question were liti-
gated and decided in Short; moreover,
plaintiff has been (on its own intervention)
a party to all proceedings in the Trial Divi-
sion since the court's liability decision in
Short, 486 F.2d 561, 202 Ct.CI. 870 (1973),

issue is which set of Indians will obtain the
money, and accordingly there will be no net
detriment to the Treasury. The error in that
proposition Is shown, not only by the numerous
cases (before the Indian Claims Commission
and before this court) in which Indian tribes
contend over which one shall be paid for the
taking or loss of certain property, but also by
this court's third-party practice (41 U.S.C.
6 114(bXl976); Ct.Cl.R. 41) which contem-
plates that the court will consider conflicting
claims to money held by the United States.
See Richfleld Oi Corp. v. United States, 151
F.Supp. 333. 335, 138 CL.C 520, 522-23 (1957);
Chr'sty Corp. v. United States, 387 F.2d 395,
396. 397, 181 Ct.CI. 768, 771. 772 (1967); Bow-
ser, Inc. v. United States, 420 F.2d 1057, 1062,
190 Ct.Cl. 441, 448-49 (1970). Plainly, the
plaintiff relied on that principle when it sought
to intervene, before the court rendered its deci-
sion. in the Short litigation.

2. Insofar as plaintiffs argument is that this
court has no jurisdiction over a monetary claim
which is equitable in nature, that contention is

ccrL denied, 416 U.S. 961, 94 S.CL 1981, 40
L.Ed.2d 313 (1974), and could and should
have presented, in that litigation, the ap-
portionment problem it now seeks to raise
in Court Ill. Cf. Restatement (Second) of
Judgments § 56.1(2) ("Effect of Failure to
Interpose Counterclaim") (Tent Draft No.
1, 1973).

The one issue now presented by plaintiff
which may not have been directly litigated
and decided in Short is whether the United
States is liable to the Hoopa Valley Tribe
because, over a period of years, the Govern-
ment told the Tribe that the latter alone
owned the timber of the Square and this
court later determined otherwise when oth-
er Indians brought suit in the Short litiga-
tion. But that unusual contention need not
detain us long. The first thing to note is
that the Government fought extremely
hard against the Short plaintiffs (to the
extent of seeking review in the Supreme
Court) and attempted as long as it reason-
ably could to vindicate its position that the
Square timber belonged only to the Hoopa
Valley Tribe (and its members). Also, it is
impossible to say that the Government's
position was frivolous, insubstantial or un-
reasonable; indeed, plaintiff Hoopa Valley
Tribe should be the last'to take such a
position' since it, too, fought mightily

incorrect. Pauley Petroleum Inc. v. United
States, 591 F.2d 1308, at 1315-1317 (Ct.C.
1979); Mitchell v. United Stites, 591 F2d 1300
(CLCI. 1979).

. To discover the issues now raised, we have
taken account of the complaint filed in the
District Court as interpreted and explained by
plaintiffs briefs on the current motions.

4. it must not be forgotten that, not only did the
Hoops Valley Tribe participate actively as anm-
cus in the proceedings in the Trial Division, but
that at the court level it requested and was
granted full intervention as a party.

L, In the District Court, before transfer, counsel
for the Tribe in this case curiously argued that
the Federal Government should have known
that other Indians could properly claim the
Square timber. That sae argument is incor-
porated in its briefs to us in this case.
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(through different counsel) in Short for the
other result and the Tribe still considers opr
conclusion to be wrong (as shown by other
parts of plaintiff's argument in this very
case). The United States, having at all
times acted reasonably, cannot be convicted
of breach of trust to the Hoopas because
this court subsequently held that it was
wrong in its belief as to sole Hoopa owner-
ship and our ruling forced a change in dis-
tribution of the timber revenues. See Unit-
ed States v. Mason, 412 U.S. 391, 397-400,
93 S.CL 2202, 37 L.Ed.2d 22 (1973). Plain-
tiff's breach-of-trust claim simply has no
valid foundation.

Accordingly, on the basis of the trial
judge's opinion as supplemented above,
plaintiff's motion to retransfer to the Dis-
trict Court is denied, the defendant's mo-
tion to dismiss the complaint (which we
treat as a petition in this court) is granted,
and the petition is dismissed.

OPINION OF TRIAL JUDGE

SCHWARTZ, Trial Judge: The plaintiff,
Hoopa Valley Tribe, has moved under 28
U.S.C. § 1506 (1976) to retransfer this case
to the District Court for the Northern Dis-
trict of California, as a case within the
exclusive jurisdiction of that court. On mo-
tion of the United States the district court
had previously transferred the case to this
court under 28 U.S.C. § 1406(c) (1976), as a
case within this court's exclusive jurisdic-
tion. The motion has been heard, and this
recommended opinion and decision is filed,
pursuant to an order of reference of March
21, 1978.

In the Tribe's complaint, as filed in the
District Court, the named defendants were
the Secretary of the Interior and the Com-
missioner of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
The prayer was for equitable and declarato-
ry relief. The district court, nevertheless,
ruled that "this action is essentially one for
a money judgment against the United
States, and the Court of Claims has exclu-
sive jurisdiction over this action [see Mathis
v. Laird, 483 F.2d 943, 944 (9th Cir. 1973)]."
Hoops Valley Tribe v. Andrus, No. C-76-
141" 'HS (N.D.Cal. Oct. 20, 1977). The

district court thereupon substituted the
United States for the named dcfcndsnts
and tranfctrr-.d the case to this court.

In moving to retransfer, plaintiff con-
tends, as it did in the district court, that the
action seeks only equitable and declaratory
relief against Government officers, and is
thus within the exclusive jurisdiction of the
district court under 28 U.S.C. § 1331(a) as
amended by Act of Oct. 21, 1976, Sec. 2,
Pub.L. 94-574, 90 Stat. 2721, and 28 U.S.C.
§ 1361-1362 (1976) and 5 U.S.C. §§ 701-
706 (1976), especially § 702 as amended by
Act of Oct. 21, 1976, Sec. 1, Pub.L 94-574,
90 Stat. 2721.

A second motion, by the Government,
seeks the dismissal of the complaint on the
ground of res judicata or collateral estoppel.
This motion originated in the hearing on
the motion to retransfer, where much of the
Government's argument was to the effect
that the Tribe was seeking to relitigate
issues decided against it in Short v. United
Stsi, 486 F.2d 561, 202 Ct.CI. 870 (1973),
cert denied, 416 U.S. 961, 94 S.Ct. 1981, 40
L.Ed.2d 313 (1974), to which the Tribe re-
sponded that jurisdiction, and not res judi-
cats, was the only issue before the court on
the motion to retsansfer. The trial judge
thereupon invited the Government to move
to dismiss the complaint on the ground of
res judicata, so that all the contentions
could be considered at one time. The mo-
tion was made, referred to the Trial Divi-
sion by order of May 26, 1978, and both
motions have now been briefed.

Both parties urge that issues decided by
the district judge should not be reconsid-
ered. The Tribe argues against disturbance
of the district court's denial of the Govern-
ment's motion for summary judgment on
the ground of res judicata. The Govern-
ment argues against disturbance of the dis-
trict court's denial of its own jurisdiction.
Neither argument is persuasive. A tran-
script of proceedings before the district
judge shows sufficiently that he would be
willing to reconsider the matter of jurisdic-
tion, if the Court of Claims sent the case
back. As for the district judge's decision on
res judicata, if that ruling is the law of the
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care, it is nvverthelems not conclusive.
Since the district judge could reconsider the
matter upon a retransfer, it may here be
reconsidered. Besides, the district judge
could not have been as familiar as this court
with the issues litigated and decided in
Short. The record in Short was unavailable
to him and the text of the decision, as cited
to him in the Federal Reporter, does not
include the findings, which as will be seen
are highly relevant on the res judicata-relit-
igation aspect of the case.* The merits of
the contentions with respect to all issues
will therefore be addressed.

The origins of the controversy in both
Short and the instant case go back to the
early 1950's and the growing, value of the
timber in the portion known as the Square
of the Hoopa Valley Reservation in North-
ern California. The Square is an area 12
miles square which constituted the entire
original reservation when it was established
in 1864. 486 F.2d 561, 202 Ct.Cl. at 888-99,
findings 10-21. Hoopas and other Indians
lived on the Square at that time and there-
after, although as time went on and mem-
bers of Indian bands intermarried, appar-
ently most or all of the Indians of the
Square thought of themselves as Hoopas.
486 F.2d 561, 202 Ct.Cl. 899-900, 901-02,
findings 22-28, 30-32. An area contiguous
to the Square, inhabited primarily by Yurok
Indians and known as the Addition, was
added to the Reservation in 1891. 486 F.2d
561, 202 Ct.CL at 902-03, findings 33-34. A
portion of the Addition known as the Con-
necting Strip needs no mention here.

At least in modern times, there has been
no particular timber on the Addition. The
Square, a deep valley on the Trinity River,
is heavily wooded. On May 13, 1950, the
Indians of the Square organized themselves
as the Hoopa Valley Tribe (486 F.2d 561,
202 Ct.Cl. at 962, finding 145); none of the
tribes inhabiting the Reservation in aborigi-
nal times were organized as such (486 F.2d
561, 202 Ct.C. at 950-51, findings 109, 111-
112). In the late 1950's the Secretary of the
Interior, on the basis of an opinion by the
Solicitor, 65 Dec.Dept.lnt. 59 (1958), began

to distrilutc the revenue. from the unallot-
ted trust timlwrlinds of the Square. annu-
ally, to the members of the Tribe per capital,
to the exclusion of the Indians of the Addi-
tion. 486 F.2d 561, 202 Ct.CI. at 970-73,
findings 166-174.

In 1963 the excluded Indians brought suit
for what they claimed was their share of
the timber revenues. Some 3,300 persons
joined as plaintiffs, alleging themselves Yu-
roks of the Addition. In Short the court
ruled that every Indian of the Reservation
is equally entitled to a share of the profits
from trust timberlands wherever located on
the Reservation. 486 F.2d 561, 202 CtCl.
870. The Hoopa Valley Tribe, essentially
the real party defendant on behalf of its
members, participated in the trial as an
amicus curiae. Through its counsel, the
Tribe cross-examined plaintiffs' witnesses,
examined witnesses for the defense, intro-
duced exhibits, stipulated facts and briefed
the legal issues. In the course of the re-
view by the court of the trial proceedings,
the Tribe was permitted to intervene as a
party defendant. 486 F.2d 561, 202 Ct-Cl.
870, 873.

Following the denial of certiorari on peti-
tion of both the JTribe and the United
States, 416 U.S. 961, 94 S.CL 1981, 40
L.Ed.2d 313 (1974), the case proceeded to
the laborious task of determining which of
the 3,800 plaintiffs (additional plaintiffs
were now permitted to intervene) are bona
fide Indians of the Reservation equally enti-
tled with all other such Indians to a per
capita share of the annual timber revenues.
The making of these determinations has
raised difficult and novel issues of qualifica-
tion and disqualification by place of birth,
degree of Indian blood, residence and other
considerations.

As a starting point to determining which
Indians were qualified, each plaintiff filled
out a life-history questionnaire developed
and agreed upon by both sides. The an-
swers to the questionnaires now have been
scrutinized, checked and objected to by the
defendants, the United States and the Hoo-

SIt is riot clear from the record before us whether the District Court had our findings before it-
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pa Valley Tribe. Presently, consideration
of cross-motions for summary judgment for
and against some 320 plaintiffs has been
suspended at the joint request of the par-
ties, so that they may explore the possibility
of a mediated final resolution to the contro-
versy.

Upon the denial of certiorari to this
court's decision that all the Indians of the
Reservation were equally entitled to the
timber revenues, the Secretary of the Inte-
rior ceased to distribute the revenues exclu-
sively to the members of the Hoops Valley
Tribe. On the theory that all 3,800 plain-
tiffs could eventually be held entitled to 70
percent of the revenues and the 1,500 mem-
bers of the Hoops Valley Tribe entitled to
30 percent, the Secretary put 70 percent of
the annual timber revenues in escrow pend-
ing final decision on the number of the
plaintiffs in Short qualifying as Indians of
the Reservation entitled to per capita distri-
butions of timber revenues. According to
the complaint in the present case, the es-
crow fund now amounts to over $10 million.

The Hoops Valley Tribe objected, unsuc-
cessfully, to the administrative action es-
crowing part of the revenues. After ex-
hausting its administrative remedies, the
Tribe brought suit in the Northern District
of California against the Secretary of the
Interior and the Commissioner of the Bu-
reau of Indian Affairs challenging the se-
questration of funds. As already noted, the
district court transferred the case to this
court in the belief that this court has exclu-
sive jurisdiction. Plaintiff seeks a retrans-
fer, asserting the case to be within the
exclusive jurisdiction of the district court as
a claim for equitable and declaratory relief
beyond the jurisdiction of the Court of
Claims and different from the relief availa-

1. The term "res judicata" has often been used
to denote the preclusion of relitigation of a
claim by a judgment, when the same parties or
those in prilvity with them and the same cause
of action are involved In a second suit (regard-
less of whether all grounds for recovery or
defenses were determined). "Collateral estop.
pel" refers to the operation of res judicata in a
subsequent suit on a different cause of action
raising issues determined in the former action.
See Lawlor v. National Screen Serv'e Corp.,

ble in the Court of Claims in the Short case.
The Government to the contrary contends
the suit to be one for money, within the
exclusive jurisdiction of tha Court of Claims
and dismissible as a transparent effort to
relitigate issues already decided in Short

The complaint in the present suit has
three counts. The parties' contentions re-
garding jurisdiction and res judicata or its
closely related doctrine, collateral estoppel,
will be discussed with respect to each count.
There is no need in this case to distinguish
between res judicata and collateral estop-
pel, two doctrines which embody the princi-
ple of the finality of adjudicated matters.1

"Res judicata" is often used broadly to re-
fer to all binding effects of fonner adjudi-
cations and will be so used here.

The Defense of Res Judicata to Counts
I and 11

Count I. C-'int I alleges that plaintiff, a
tribe "since t , immemorial" has from the
founding of the Reservation "treated the
entire 12-mile Square as its exclusive
homeland"; that the timberlands of the
Square have at least since 1955 been the
exclusive property of the plaintiff by con-
veyance from the U4tited States authorized
by Congress; that the plaintiff's ownership
was recognized, from 1955 to 1974, by annu-
al per capita payments of timber revenues
and otherwise; that in 1974, 70 percent of
the timber revenues were sequestered and
"permanently taken" to be used for pur-
poses, other than distribution to plaintiff,
deemed by the defendants to be "apprepri-
ate for the best interests of the United
States of America." No mention is made of
the decision in Short or of that decision as
the reason for the challenged sequestration
by the Secretary and the Commissioner.

349 U.S. 322, 326, 75 S.CL 865. 99 L.Ed. 1122
(1955); lB Moore's Federal Practice r 0.405(l)
(2d ed. 1974); Developments in the Law-Res
Judicata, 65 Harv.LRev. 818, 820 n. 1 (1952).
Another set of more modem terms is "merger".
"bar" and "claim preclusion" or "extinguish-
ment", on the one hand, and "issue preclusion"
on the other. See Restatement (Second) of
Judgments (Tent. Draft No. 1, 1973) (Introduc-
tory Note to Ch. 3. 1. Introductory Note to Ch.
3, Topic 2, Title E, 143).
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It is further a11,ged that the ".Mquestra-
tion" by the Secretary and the Commission-
er is "a taking of plaintiffs private proper-
ty for public use without just compensation
by defendants * * * and is viclative of
the Fifth Amendment of the United States
Constitution"; and that plaintiff has "been
deprived of monies which it owns" in excess
of $10 million plus interest.

The plaintiff Tribe requests a declaratory
judgment that it is "the lawful and exclu-
sive owner of the timber and the proceeds
therefrom" and that "the sequestered pro-
ceeds be distributed to plaintiff forthwith
and that all such future proceeds be distrib-
uted solely to plaintiff and its members."
Plaintiff seeks also a temporary injunction,
until the claim for declaratory relief is fi-
nally adjudicated, against any distribution
of the proceeds to persons other than plain-
tiff.

A bolder attempt than Count I to reliti-
gate issues and claims decided in Short, in
the guise of a declaratory judgment action,
can hardly be imagined. In Short, in which
conflicting claims were made to ownership
of the timberlands on the Square and the
proceeds therefrom, the court decided that
plaintiff was not a tribe from time imme-
morial but was created in 1950, not long
before the first distribution of timber reve-
nues (486 F.2d 561, 202 Ct-Cl. at 959-67,
findings 13-156); that neither plaintiff
Tribe nor its members exclusively owned
the unallotted trust lands of the Square and
that plaintiff's members were not entitled
to more than shares in the proceeds equal to
those of all the Indians of the Reservation
(486 F.2d 561, 202 Ct.CI. at 884-85, 976-79,
980-81 and findings 184, 185, 188, 189).

The claim that the Hoops Tribe was the
exclusive owner of 'he timberlands was
squarely rejected, in favor of a determina-
tion that all the Indians of the Reservation
owned equal shares. Now in Count I the
plaintiff alleges the opposite and seeks dec-
larations which by adjudging the Tribe to
be the "exclusive owner of the timber and
the proceeds therefrom" would squarely re-
verse the decision in Short. The count-is
patently defective under the doctrine of res

judicata. Comment on the imsue of juri.lic-
tion is for the moment postponed.

Count IL This count adds the following
to the allegations in Count I of exclusive
ownership of the Square's timberlands by
the plaintiff Tribe: that in the program for
the allotment of lands of the Reservation,
in 1892-1933, the residents of the Addition
received allotments averaging 44 acres each
and the residents of the Square received
allotments averaging 5 acres; that the un-
equal allotments created "a duty owed by
defendants and their predecessors" to hold
the timberlands of the Square in trust
"solely for the benefit of plaintiff and its
members"; that since 1974 the defendants
have diverted 70 percent of the revenue
from the timberlands to a new trust for
Indians of the Addition. The alleged re-
sultant "taking" is said to be a breach of
defendants' fiduciary obligation to plaintiff
and a denial of equal protection of the law.
Defendants, it is said, "must restore the
assets of plaintiff's trust which have been
wrongfully taken."

The prayer is for a judgment against
defendants, the Secretary of the Interior
and the Commissioner, "in their capacity as
trustees for plaintif," declaring their
breach of trust for having distributed Res-
ervation lands to be "in denial of due proc-
ess and equal protection of the law" and
asking for a "judgment mandating defend-
ants to restore the assets of plaintiff's trust
which have been taken." The allegations as
to fiduciary duty, breach of trust and diver-
sion of trust property, due process and
equal protection add only additional legal
theory to the allegations in Count I of a
nonrecognition of the plaintiff Tribe's ex-
clusive title to the timberland and its reve-
nues. The inly matter new in Count II
over Count I is the allegation that plain-
tiff's exclusive ownership arose from un-
equal allotments of land on the Addition
and the Square. This contention or one
very like it-that the unequal allotments
were recognition that the Square was a
separate reservation, owned, with its tim-
berlands, exclusively by the Hoopas-wus
made, considered and rejected in the course
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of the litigation in Short, .tv 486 F.2d 561,
202 Ct.Cl. 870, 925 50, 979 -80, findings 78-
108, 186.

The argument is frivolous. The number
of applicants for allotment of land near
their homes and the amount of land availa-
ble for allotment was such that the Indians
of the Square received on an average much
smaller allotments than the Indians of the
Addition. The timberlands on the Addition,
deemed not suitable for individual husband-
ry, were not allotted and kept by the
Government as trust lands. The allotment
program and its relation to the case were
fully explored in findings 78-108, 186 of the
decision in Short and the arguments of the
Tribe based on the program were rejected.
Only the desire to believe can find in the
facts of the allotments evidence in support
of the claim-squarely contrary to the claim
determined in Short-that the Hoopas, as
the Tribe constituted on the Square have
title to the trust timberlands located on the
Square. For a description of the allotment
program generally see M. Price, Law and
the American Indian-Readings, Notes &
Cases 531-72 (1973); D. Getches, D. Rosen-
felt & C. Wilkinson, 2 Federal Indian Law
844-71 (1977).

In any event, the decision in Short was
against the Hoopa's claim of exclusive own-
ership, and Count II of the present com-
plaint renews the same claim. The intro-
duction of Government officers as the al-
leged takers and wrongdoing trustees adds
nothing to the earlier case, in which the
United States was correctly recognized by
all as the authority in charge of the Reser-
vation, its timberlands and the distribution
of the revenues therefrom. And the
present argument based on the allotment
program is merely an additional legal argu-
ment in a second suit between the same
parties on the same claim.

It is suggested that in this suit against
the United States, the Hoopa Valley Tribe
is not bound by the adjudication in Short
because the two were not adversaries in
that case; that the doctrine of res judicata
or at least that part of it referring to the
preclusion of relitigation of claims is limited

to adversaries in the former suit. The con-
tention ignores the force of the relation-
ships among the parties to Short. Plaintiff
Yuroks there were suing a trustee, the
United States, for an adjudication that they
were co-beneficiaries with the Hoopa The
Hoopa Tribe came into the case as an ami-
cus aligned with the Hoops's trustee, the
defendant United States. The Tribe, as an
amicus, examined and presented witnesses
and briefed the issues, intervened as a co-
defendant, and suffered a final judgment
rejecting the Tribe's claim to exclusive Hoo-
pa ownership and adjudicating that the Yu-
roks were co-beneficiaries with the Hoopas,
on a per capita, equal basis, of the trust
administered by the United States. Now
the Hoopa Tribe purports to relitigate mith
the United States, its trustee (or the trus-
tee's officers, which comes to the same
thing), the claim of the Hoopas to sole-ben-
eficiary status, and if the Hoopas are not to
be sole beneficiaries, the relative shares of
the Hoopas and Yuroks. These are the
very issues determined, against the conten-
tions of both the Hoopas and their trustee,
United States, in Short.

[5] It would be destructive of the policy
against relitigatin of matters determined
by judgments to allow such a relitigation on
the ground that the Hoopa Tribe and the
United States were not adversaries in the
earlier case. And it is not the law that the
Hoopa Tribe may relitigate this claim with
its former co-defendant, its trustee. A
short answer to the Tribe's contention that
it was not an adversary of the United
States might be based on the relationships
of the three parties ' to Short But it is
enough to say that the Tribe would be
bound by the former judgment, even if the
United States had not been a party to the
former suit. "A party [the 'ribe] precluded
from relitigating an issue with an opposing
party [the Yurok plaintiffs in Short] * *
is also precluded from doing so with anoth-
er person [the United States] unless he [the
Tribe] lacked full and fair opportunity to
litigate the issue in the first action or unless
other circumstances justify affording him
an opportunity to relitigate the issue.
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S0 * '". Reitatcment (Second) of Judg-
ments (Tent. Draft No. 2, 1975), § 88. This
is the rule of Blondcr-Tongue Laboratories,
Inc. v. University of Illinois Foundation, 402
U.S. 318, 329, 91 S.Ct. 1434, 20 L.Ed.2d 788
(1911), and of other cases collected in the
Reporters Note to the cited section 88 of
the Restatement (Second) of Judgments.
There being no circumstances justifying af-
fording the Tribe an opportunity to reliti-
gate the issue, and the Tribe having had a
full and fair opportunity to do so in Short,
it is now bound by the former judgment.

Count I is for the same reasons as Count
I barred by the doctrine of res judicata as
seeking to relitigate a claim formerly deter-
mined.

Jurisdiction-in District Court or Court of
Clainms-of Counts I and II

Both counts I and II are demands for the
payment of money. In count I the Tribe
"requests the court to declare" that the
sequestered proceeds be "distributed to
plaintiff forthwith" and that future pro-
ceeds be "distributed solely" to plaintiff.
Count II asks for a "judgment mandating
defendants to restore the assets of plain-
tiffs trust which have been taken." The
complained-of takings and diversions were
done by officers of the United States, act-
ing as such, in their official capacities, with
respect to money held in the Treasury of
the United States. A claim that such de-
fendants pay out such money from the
Treasury is obviously not a claim against
the officers personally but a claim against
the United States for the sums involved.
Exclusive jurisdiction of such claims in ex-
cess of $10,000 is lodged in the Court of
Claims, under sections 1491 and 1346(aX2)
of Title 28 U.S.C.

It is true, as plaintiff Tribe often repeats,
that the Court of Claims has no jurisdiction
of suits for injunctions or declaratory judg-
ments United States v. Jones, 131 U.S. 1, 9
S.Ct. 669, 38 LEd. 90 (1889); United States
v. King, 396 U.S. 1, 89 S.CL 1501, 23
L.Ed.2d 52 (1969). But a suit for money of
the United States, over which the Court of
Claims has exclusive jurisdiction, cannot be

converted into a suit for injunctive relief,
over which the Court of Claims f-as no
jurisdiction, merely by naming a Govern-
ment officer as defendant and praying for
an injunction that the money of the United
States, in its Treasury, be' paid by the
named defendant. A Congressional grant
of exclusive jurisdiction cannot be so easily
circumvented.

The complaint in plaintiff's case Is surely
one against the United States, for money,
by the test laid down in Land v. Dollar, 330
U.S. 731, 67 S.Ct. 1009, 91 LEd. 1209 (1947):
that the suit is against the sovereign (and
not its officers) if "the judgment sought
would expend itself on the public treasury
or domain * * ". 330 U.S. at 738, 67
S.Ct. at 1012, quoted with approval in Du-
gan v. Rank, 372 U.S. 609, 620, 83 S.CL 999,
10 LEd.2d 15 (1963). Since the Treasury
would be the source of the money which
would pass, were plaintiff to have the in-
junctive relief it seeks, the action is thus
one for money against the United States.

Plaintiff would have it that the money
here involved is not Government money but
Indian money, held by the United States for
Indians. In fact, legal title to the funds
rests with the United States, which holds
the money for the Seneficial owners, deter-
mined to be such in the decision in Short,
the "Indians of the Hoopa Valley Reserva-
tion."

The legal posture of Indian trust funds
held in the federal Treasury was discussed
by the Court of Claims in Confederated
Salish and Kootenai Tribes v. United
States, 175 CL.CL 451, cert. denied, 385 U.S.
921, 87 S.CL 228, 17 LEd.2d 145 (1966).
There the plaintiff Indian tribes had argued
that the Government's use of their trust
funds necessarily amounted to a Fifth
Amendment taking of their property. The
Court rejected this contention in the follow-
ing passage (175 CLCI. at 455):

Even on the technical level, the flaw in
this argument is that legal title to the
funds on deposit in the Treasury lay in
the United States. " " The Indians'
interest was, at most, that of a benefi-
ciary, and a trustee's failure to live up to
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the standards imposed ulxn him is not a
taking of title from the estui but a
breach of obligation.
The jurisdiction of this court over actions

for money encompasses actions for money
held by the Government for Indians, wheth-
er the relationship is called a trust, as in
Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes,
supra, or a holding pursuant to an implied
contract, as in Fields v. United States, 423
F.2d 380, 191 CLC. 191 (1970). Short was
such a case and jurisdiction was assumed.
See also Coast Indian Community v. United
States, 550 F.2d 639, 218 CLCI. 129 (1977);
Cheyenne-Arapaho Tribes v. United States,
512 F.2d 1390, 206 Ct.Cl. 340 (1975). AL-
cordingly, the suit is against the United
States for money in its Treasury, in the
amount of $10 million and more. The Unit-
ed States is suable for such amounts of
money only in the Court of Claims, and not
in the district court in the form of a suit
against the Secretary of the Treasury and
the Director of the Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs, as officers subject to suit in district
court.

The Land v. Dollar test appears in the
context of a decision on sovereign immuni-
ty, but the principle is directly applicable
here, because a recent limited congressional
waiver of sovereign immunity for suits
against officers has explicitly preserved
sovereign immunity to suits against officers
for money damages, and thus underscored
the limitations of Tucker Act jurisdiction,
by which suits for sums in excess of $10,000
are committed exclusively to the Court of
Claims 28 U.S.C. §§ 1491, 1346(aX2)
(1976). The reference is to r. 1976 amend-
ment to the Administrative Procedure Act,
Act of October 21. 1976, Pub.L 94-574, § 1,
90 Stat. 2721, which added to section 10 of
that Act, 5 U.S.C. § 702 (1976), this sen-
tence:

An action in a court of the United States
seeking relief other than money damages
and stating a claim that an agency or an
officer or employee thereof acted or
failed to act in an official capacity or
under color of legal authority shall not be
dismissed nor relief therein be denied on

the ground that it is against the United
States or that the United States is an
indispensable party.
This enactment, coupled with the simul-

taneous removal of any requirement of jur.
isdictional amount for district court juris-
diction of federal question suits against
Government officers, 28 U.S.C. § 1831(a) as
amended by Pub.L 94-674, S 2, 90 Stat.
2721, reinforces the division of jurisdiction
between district court and Court of Claims
in which the latter is given exclusive jur:.-
diction over money claims against the Unit-
ed States in excess of $10,000.

The effect of Pub.L. 94-674, for present
purposes, is twofold. Sovereign immunity
is waived, consent to sue is given, and juris-
diction is granted, for suits in the district
courts against Government officers and
agencies raising federal questions, except-
ing suits for money damages. C. Calitano
v. Sanders, 430 U.S. 99, 106-4)7, 97 S.Ct. 980,
51 L.Ed.2d 192 (1977) (opinion by Brennan,
J.); Fitzgerald v. United States Civil Set-
vice Commission, 180 U.S.App.D.C. 827, 554
F.2d 1186 (1977). See also Jacoby, Roas to
the Demise of the Doctrine of Sovereign
Immunity, 29 Ad.Law Rev. 266 (19M
Suits against officer for money damages in
the district court are not consented to; for
such suits sovereign immunity still prevails.
Only in the Court of Claims, in an action
against the United States under the Tucker
Act, is there consent to suits seeking trust
monies or money held pursuant to contract,
in excess of $10,000. 28 U.S.C. §§ 1491,
1346(aX2) (1976).

The net of Pub.L 94-574 and the Tucker
Act establishes a dichotomy not unlike that
in the courts of equity and law in olden
days. Suits against Government officers
for specific relief may now be brought in
the district court, and suits for money are
to be brought in the Court of Claims. This
is not to say that the newly authorized suit
will be successful. The amendment by
Pub.L 94-574 to section 10 of the Adminis-
trr.tive Procedure Act concludes with the
proviso that:

Nothing herein (1) affects other limits-
tioos on judicial review or the power or
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duty of the court to dismiss any action or
deny relief on any other appropriate legal
or equitable ground; or (2) confers au-
thority to grant relief if any other statute
that grants consent to suit expressly or
impliedly forbids the relief which is
sought. Pub.L. 94-674, 1 1, 90 Stat. 2721.

The inhibitions on the review of Govern-
ment agency action are well-known-ripe.
ness, exhaustion of administrative remedies
and the like-and the framers of Pub.L.
94-574 disclaimed all intention except to
lift the bar of sovereign immunity to suits
in district court against Government offi-
cers for other than money damages. H.&
Rep. No. 94-1656, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 2-6,
11-15; reprinted in [1976] U.S.Code Cong.
& Admin.News, pp. 6121, 6122-26, 6131-38;
Davis, Sovereign Immunity Must Go, 22
Ad.L.Rev. 883, 403-05 (1970); Jacoby,
Roads to the Demise of the Doctrine of
Sovereign Immunity, 29 Ad.Law Rev. 265,
270-71 (1977). But what is important in
the present case is that for injunctions and
declaratory relief, the claimant against the
Government must go to the district court
and there sue officers; for money damages
(always referring to damages in excess of
$10,000), the plaintiff must go to the Court
of Claims. Congress has thus reaffirmed
that there is no consent to suits in district
court for money damages in excess of $10,-000.3

The division of jurisdiction between the
two courts requires that the courts be care-
ful to reject Tucker Act claims masquerad-
ing as suits for injunctive or declaratory
relief: Warner v. Cox, 487 F.2d 1301 (5th
Cir. 1974) was such a suit. There a contrac-
tor brought suit against the Secretary of
the Navy seeking a reversal of an adminis-
trative determination requiring the plain-
tiff to repay the Navy some $55 million
paid by the Navy under a contract. The
district court found for the plaintiff and
entered an injunction restraining the Secre-
tary from recouping the $55 million by re-
fusing to make further payments on the
contract. The Court of Appeals reversed,

2. For the sake of simplicity, no mention Is
made of the Federal Tort Claims Act. 28 U.S.C.

finding the claim to be a suit against the
United States within the exclusive juris.dic-
tion of the Court of Claims under 28 U.S.C.
6 1491.

Applying the test of Land v. Dollar, the
court held that the judgment against the
Secretary would expend "itself (with sensi-
ble impact) on the public treasury and
(would compel] the government to pay mon-
ey in advance of the time specified in its
contract, money which it conceivably might
never otherwise have to pay at all." 487
F.2d at 1303. In concluding that the then
text of the Administrative Procedure Act, 6
U.S.C. §§ 701-706 (1970) could not be in-
voked as a grant of jurisdiction for such a
suit (a forecast of the decision in Califano v.
Sanders, supra), the Court pointed out the
necessity of guarding against allowing
claims for money redressable in the Court
of Claims to be rephrased as suits for equi-
table relief against Government officers
(487 F.2d at 1306):

Congress established the Court of Claims
to determine claims of this type and mag-
nitude but deliberately withheld equita-
ble powers from it. Since the United
States by reason of its nature acts only
through agents, it is hard to conceive of a
claim falling no matter how squarely
within the Tucker Act which could not be
urged to involve as well agency error
subject to review under the APA. Little
imagination is needed to foresee the con-
sequences of a holding that such claims as
this may be reviewed either in a court
having power to grant equitable relief
against the United States or in one hav-
ing none. We refuse to believe that Con-
gress intended, in enacting the APA, so

Jto destroy the Court of Claims by implica-
tion.

In other cases, too, courts have empha-
sized that claims against the United States
for money cannot be transformed into non-
Tucker-Act claims for equitable relief mere-
ly by naming officers of the United States
as defendants in place of the United States
and praying for declaratory or other equlta-

* 1346(b) (1976). or other waivers of sovereign
immunity in areas such as admiralty.
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ble rlief.8 in 3IR this v. Laird, 483 P.2d 943
(9th Cir. 1973), relied on by the district
court in sending the present c.se here, the
Ninth Circuit readily found that a suit for
back pay by a claimant who had been sepa-
rated from the Air Force was within the
exclusive jurisdiction of the Court of
Claims, though the complaint was cast in
terms of an action for mandamus and a
declaratory judgment and the Secretary of
Defense was the named defendant. See
also Carter v. Seamans, 411 F.2d 767 (5th
Cir. 1969), cert. denied, 397 U.S. 941, 90
S.Ct. 953, 25 L.Ed.2d S12 (1970).

Similarly, in Myers v. United States, 323
F.2d 580 (9th Cir. 1963), the court deter-
mined that a suit in the nature of inverse
condemnation, within the exclusive jurisdic-
tion of the Court of Claims, could not be
converted into a suit for trespass, within
the jurisdiction of a district court as a tort,
simply by the plaintiffs' saying so. As the
Court stated, "The repeated characteriza-
tion by the appellants of the taking by the
United States as one of trespass and the
commission of waste upon the lands in ques-
tion does not convert the claims to Pases
sounding in tort and thereby confer juris-
diction on the District Court under the Fed-
eral Tort Claims Act." 323 F.2d at 583.

The present suit by the Hoopa Valley
Tribe is as much a suit against the United
States for money as any of these cases. It
is apparent from the face of the complaint
that plaintiff seeks the payment of money.
In the text of the count, plaintiff asks that
"the sequestered proceeds be distributed to
plaintiff forthwith" and that "the assets of
plaintiff's trust which have been wrongful-
ly taken" be restored; the prayer, less
forthrightly, asks for a declaration that the
defendants have no right to take said tim-
ber and proceeds therefrom from plaintiff
at any time and for any reason. Count II
asks for a judgment "mandating" the resto-
ration of plaintiff's assets.

3. Comparably the adrnlnlsLrative jurisdiction to
decide claims under contracts subject only to
limited Judicial review for error of law or lack
of substantial evidence (41 U.S.C. §§ 321-22
(1976); United States v. Utah Constr. & Mining
Co., 384 U.S. 394.86 S.Ct. 1545. 16 LEd.2d 642

The relief nought would fall well within
the test of Lind v. Dollar, supra, as expend.
ing itself on the public treasury. The Sec.
retary of the Interior sequestered 70 per.
cent of the timber revenues in an attempt
to comply with the decision of the Court in
Short. Any judgment for the plaintiff on
Counts I and II of the instant case would
both "expend itself on the public treasury"
and prevent the Secretary from obeying the
final judgment of the Court of Claims as to
who is entitled to money in the Treasury.
The naming of Government officers as de-
fendants and the prayers in Counts I and 11
for declaratory and injunctive relief are
nothing but camouflage for a claim against
the United States for money. That claim

.lies within the exclusive jurisdiction of the
Court of Claims.

Count III-Res Judicata and Jurisdiction

Count III seeks relief alternative to
Count I. Plaintiff argues that if it be
declared that the Secretary's sequestration
of part of the timber revenues is proper,
then a different amount than 70 percent
should have been sequestered. The correct
percentage, it is said, should be based on'the
ratio, as of 1891, of the number of ancestors
of the Hoopas who are members of the
plaintiff Tribe to the number of ancestors
of the total number of Indians who resided
on the reservation "for whom defendants
have now sequestered 70% of plaintiff's in-
come." The complaint does not specify the
ratio in 1891 but it is alleged to be more
favorable to plaintiff Tribe than the 70-30
ratio, which "rewards procreation and de-
nies equal protection of law."

Finally, plaintiff is content to have re-
ceived 100 percent of the revenues until
1974-not the 1891 portion which it alleges
is correct. The prayer is for a declaration
that the 70-30 ratio be nullified and that
the named defendants reallocate the formu-

(1966)) cannot be avoided by couching an ad-
ministratively redressable claim as a claim for
breach of contract. Morrison-Knudsen Co v.
United States. 345 F.2d 833, 70 CLCL 757
(1965), L W. Foster Sportswear Co. v. United
States, 405 F.2d 1285, 86 Cta.. 499 (1969).
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In for sequestration of timber income ac-

cording to the 1891 ratio, "and that said

allocation be made retroactive to June 25,

1974,' when payment of 100 percent to the
Hloopas ceased.

Jurisdiction. Count III seeks the distri.

bution to the Tribe or its members of an
unstated amount greater than the annual
timber revenues now being distributed. If,
as alleged in the complaint, a sequestration
of 70 percent of revenues since 1974 has
resulted in an accumulation of $10 million,
then the remaining 30 percent, distributed
to the Hoopas, amounted to $4A30,000 and

the total or 100 percent of the revenues
available was $14,300,000. Thus any in-

crease in plaintiffs' share over the present
30 percent by even I percent to 31 percent

would mean an additional payment to plain-
tiff of 1 percent of $14,300000 or $143,000.
The claim in Count III is thus seen to be
one for payment to plaintiff, by Govern-
ment officers, from the Treasury of the
United States of a sum surely greater than
$10,000, alleged to be owing to the plaintiff
or its members. Such a claim is of course
within the exclusive jurisdiction of the
Court of Claims, for the reasons stated with
respect to Counts I and I.

It is relevant here to note that, as a
consequence of the court's jurisdiction of
the suit heard in Short, the court had con-
tinuing jurisdiction over the amounts to be
sequestered pending the final judgment, yet
to come, as to which of the 380 plaintiffs
are entitled to participate in the annual
distribution of timber revenues. The ad-
ministrative decision to suspend payments
to the Hoopas of the entire revenues and to
st-quester 70 percent of the revenues for the
possibly successful plaintiffs in Short was
action taken to comply with this court's
decision on title generally, pending final
decision on how much is owing to the plain-
tiff Yuroks. That administrative decision,
if erroneous, could be challenged in the
proceedings in Short by any of the parties
to the case, under the jurisdiction granted
to the court in 1972 to remand matters to
ext-cutive departments or officers with
proper directions: "In any case within' its
jurisdiction, the court shall have the power

to remand appropriate matters to any ad-
ministrative body or official with such di.
rection as it may deem proper and just."
28 U.S.C. § 1491 (1973), as amended by
Pub.L 92-415, § 1, 86 Stat. 652.

The objective of the remand power is to
provide a complete remedy. The deliberate
Congressional purpose in enacting the re-
mand statute was to make it unnecessary
for the parties to go to another court, after
the Court of Claims made its decision, to
obtain the rights which follow from the
decision. See S.Rep. No. 92-1066, 92d
Cong. 2d Seas. (1972) 2, reprinted in [1972]
U.S.Code Cong. & Admin.News, p. 8116;
H.R.Rep. No. 92-1023, 92d Cong. 2d Seas.
(1972) 3-4. So here, the remand power was
available in this court and made it unneces-
sary for a party to Short to sue in a district
court to challenge the decision to sequester
70 percent of the timber fund, pending
final decision. The Hoopa Valley Tribe,
already a party to the Short case, could in
this court have invoked the remand power
to challenge the 70-30 percent ruling which
it has challenged in the District Court in
California. This further identity of the jur-
isdiction of this court with that which the
Tribe sought to invokeiJy its suit in district
court is additional confirmation of the ex-
clusive jurisdiction of this court over Count
III.

Res Judicata. Plaintiff is precluded by
the doctrine of res judicata from seeking to
raise the issues of the ratio of division of
revenues between Hoopas and Yuroks,
sought to be raised in Count 111. In Short
this court held that the rights in the timber
revenues were the individual rights of the
Indians of the Reservation; that all the
revenues were to be divided by the number
of Indians of the Reservation and that the
resulting shares were to be those of the
individual Indians, respectively. The court
concluded that 22 named Indians were Indi-
ans of the Reservation. Since then, in or-
ders dated December 8, 1976 and April 27,
1978, the court has granted summary judg-
ment on behalf of 110 additional plaintiffs,
adjudging them to be Indians of the Reser-
vation entitled to per capita payments.

72-553 0 - 87 - 31
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Each of these plaintiffs is entitled to one
share of the total shares to be determined.
And as already noted, proceedings are pend-
ing on motions for summary judgment that
some 3.200 plaintiffs are qualified as Indi-
ans of the Reservation, and each entitled to
a share.

The Hoopa Valley Tribe has been heard
at length on these matters in the proceed-
ings In Short. It could have urged that if it
failed in its contention that the Hoopas
were entitled to 100 percent of the timber
revenues, then the division as between
Short plaintiffs and the Hoopas should be,
not by the number of individual Indians of
the Reservation, including Yurok plaintiffs
and Hoopas, but by some ratio of the two
groups as of some date in the past. It chose
not to so argue. Now, several years later,
any effort so to reargue the issue-the divi-
sion of shares between Yurok and Hoopas,
per capita or in gross, as of the present or
the past-contravenes the doctrine of res
judicata. The claim, and the issue, have
been determined, and relitigation is pre-
cluded.

The contention of. an appropriate ratio as
between Indians of the Square and Indians
of areas added in 1891, also, renews the
argument of the Tribe, rejected in Short,
that the Addition and the Square are sepa-
rate entities to be treated separately.
Short decided that the reservation was a
single, integrated reservation, all of whose
inhabitants were to be treated equally and
indistinguishably. While the idea of a ratio
between the two groups as of 1891 was not
mentioned in the briefing in Short, the issue
of the division between Yuroks and Hoopas
as occupants of separate areas was raised
and rejected. It is now too late to reliti-
gate the claim.

Count III, too, is to be dismissed, together
with Counts I and II, as barred by the
doctrine of res judicata.

BROMLEY CONTRACTING CO., INC.
I V.

The UNITED STATES.

No. 5--76.

United States Court of Claims.

March 21, 1979.

On contractor's exception to recom-
mended decision of Joseph V. Colaianni,
Trial Judge, upholding claim for reforma-
tion of contract to correct mistaken bid, the
Court of Claims held that: (1) where con-
tractor did not utilize disputes clause or any
of its accompanying administrative proce-
dures, disputes clause providing for interest
on claim arising under contract was not
applicable; (2) no express provision for
award of interest applied to cases of equita-
ble reformation of' contract to correct mis-
taken bid; (3) contracting officer over-
reached contractor by accepting bid and not
allowing either correction or withdrawal,
even though officer should have known it
was mistaken; (4) reformation of contract
was appropriate remedy where rescission
was no longer pr-sible, and (5) evidence was
sufficient to establish that contractor in-
tended to apply a 19 plus 10% markup to its
invitation for bid for contract.

Judgment entered for contractor.

1. United States 0-70(33)
Where contractor did not utilize dis-

putes clause of contract or any of its accom-
panying administrative procedures, contract
clause governing payment of interest on
claim arising under contract was not appli-
cable to contractor's claim for interest on
sum awarded following reformation of con-
tract for building reconstruction to correct
mistaken biL

2. United States 0-110
Allowance of interest on claim by con-

tractor for reformation of contract due to
mistake in bid would require explicit waiver

OD
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September 11, 1985

Congressman Morris I. Udall
Chairman, House Interior and

Insular Affairs Committee
1324 Longworth House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Udalls

I represent and am writing on behalf of Mrs. Pawn Norris.
She is an Indian of the Hoopa Valley Reservation, located in
northern California. She wishes to address two issues, one of
which concerns the Field Committee which is holding a hearing in
San Diego about bingo on Indian reservations on September 13,
1985. We request that the information contained in this letter
be included in the record of this hearing. The other warrants an
immediate investigation by your committee so that there vill be
no question about how Congress intends for the Bureau-of Indian
Affairs to carry out its trust responsibilities with respect to
Indian people in cases where the judicial branch has found that
the United States has acted arbitrarily but the Bureau of Indian
Affairs (BIA) deliberately refuses to acquiesce and to change
from its arbitrary course of action.

The BIA has been following a policy on the Hoopa Valley
Reservation (hereinafter the Reservation) which in effect turns
over most of the income from the Reservation's unallotted trust
lands and resources to a minority faction whereas Congress
intended for all Indians of the Reservation to share equal rights
in this income. The BIA also permits this minority faction to
participate with it on a favored basis in administering the
Reservation's unallotted trust lands and resources. Now the BIA
is permitting this minority faction to conduct bingo games on
Reservation unallotted trust land without even consulting the
majority of Indian people who have rights to use and benefit from
this land as to whether or not they want such bingo games.
Moreover, the profits from these bingo games inure exclusively to
the minority faction. The BIA does not administer these profits
as trust funds, so there is no means for accounting to the people
such as my client who are the majority of the Indians of the
Reservation and who have equal rights to this income. The
minority faction is called the Hoops Valley Tribe. The BIA
classifies the majority including Mrs. Norris, under the rubric
of *Yurok".

The Hoopa Valley Tribe is not a tribe from time immemorial,
but instead is an organization with intricate membership rules
created in 1950 among Indians with close ties to a particular
geographical portion of the Reservation. This portion of the
Reservation is rich in timber, and the Hoops Valley Tribe
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originally organized to take advantage of the proceeds from sales
of this timber (Now, under the auspices of the BIA, it has
expanded the scope of its enterprises beyond timber to include
leasing of land, a shopping center, and bingo).

It is not possible to pinpoint the total number of Indian
people who have rights to use and benefit from the Reservation's
unallotted trust lands and resources (i.e. - the total number of
people who are 'lndians of the ReservaTon"). This is because
the BIA has not conducted a census or any other comprehensive
Reservation-wide survey since the 1940's. A reasonable estimate
of the total would be 6000 persons. Fewer than 2000 of these
persons are members of the so-called Hoopa Valley Tribe.

The remainder of Indians of the Reservation such as my
client, who do not belong to the Hoopa Valley Tribe, do not
belong to any sort of organization. For instance there is no
organized "Yurok' tribe. These unorganized Indians of the
Reservation, including my client, have for years petitioned the
BIA to form a single, Reservation-wide governing council for
purposes of Reservation administration. This is because as a
matter of fact and law all Indians of the Reservation comprise a
single group, the members of which are entitled to manage and
govern the Reservation through a common representative committee
or council elected on a one-person, one-vote basis. Membership
in the so-called Hoopa Valley Tribe is not a rational basis for
the BIA to discriminate among the Indians of the Reservation.

Court cases have consistently upheld the principle that the
Reservation is a single, unified entity in which all Indians of
the Reservation share equal rights to use and benefit from its
unallotted trust lands and resources, and the income therefrom,
regardless of the location of those lands and resources or where
the income was produced. In other words, all Indians of the
Reservation are to be treated equally and indistinguishably. Two
of these court cases are Jessie Short et al. v. United States et
al. (my client is a plairktnt i -- ai-wHrm the coiritdseem-
e1gible to recover a share of the monetary recovery against the
United States) and Hoo a Valley Tribe v. United States. Enclosed
are copies of the ited States Court-of Claims (now the United
States Claims Courts') opinions upholding these principles. The
decisions in these cases are final judgments, but the BIA refuses
to acquiesce in them.

Totally disregarding the principles underlying the opinions
of the Jessie Short and Aoopa Valley Tribe v. United States
cases, the BIA recognizes membership i t e HoopVae-y-T Tribe ,as
a basis for discriminating among the Indians of the Reservation
in both the distribution of Reservation income and the
administration of the Reservation's unallotted trust lands and
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resources. Enclosed is a copy of an article from the June, 1985,
American Lawyer Magazine which explains that even though the
Yissie Sh-ort case decided in 1973 that all Indians of the
Reservation have equal rights to share in Reservation income, the
BIA has thwarted every effort to implement the Court of Claims'
rulings, at a cost of millions of dollars and years of toil both
in and out of court.

The article refers to efforts at having Congress resolve the
impasse which the BIA created with its interminable tactics of
delay, obfuscation, and perversion of the courts' intent. This
reference stems from hopes which present or former BIA and
Department of Justice officials expressed to the article's author
last spring. These hopes are not going to bear fruit. The
Reservation lies in Congressman Douglas H. Bosco's district. He
recently declared that he has no plans to intervene. He defers
to the judiciary. Likewise, Senator Cranston does not support a
legislative solution, and in spite of requests earlier this year
from the BIA to introduce legislation which would divide the
Reservation into two mutually exclusive domains, (with the
minority-faction Hoopa Valley Tribe getting the largest, most
wealthy area and the majority of the Indians of the Reservation
receiving the smallest, least valuable area), Senator Wilson has
declined to support legislation affecting Reservation rights. We
are glad of this.

On the other hand, if the BIA were to responsibly act in
furtherance of what the courts have said are the historical facts
and law governing the Reservation - that it is one unified
Reservation in which all individual Indians of the Reservation
share equal rights in common, - the seemingly endless litigation
would cease, and people could look forward to the development of
the Reservation's resources for everyone's benefit.
Unfortunately, while the BIA fights with the majority of the
Indians of the Reservation in court even twelve years after it
lost the Jessie Short case, and advances policies which deprive
most Indians of their Reservation rights, there is eighty percent
unemployment among Indians residing on the Reservation, and
widespread disrespect for the federal government in general,
including the BIA and the judicial branch.

Now, the BIA is sanctioning bingo games. We suppose that
this is some sort of "quick fix" in someone's scheme for
Reservation economic development, although no one consulted the
majority of Indians of the Reservation who do not belong to the
Hoopa Valley Tribe about this,and these games take place on
Reservation unallotted trust land. The income from these games
inures exclusively to the Hoopa Valley Tribe, in total defiance
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of the Jessie Short case holding that all Indiana of the
Reservat-oi--sare equal rights to income from the unallotted
trust lands of the Reservation regardless of whether they do or
do not belong to the Hoopa Valley Tribe. Moreover, the BIA does
not treat this income as trust funds, and as a result it eschews
any responsibility for administering this income or accounting
for it. Administration of bingo and the income from bingo on the
Reservation is strictly a matter between the Hoopa Valley Tribe
and the independent outside contractor which the Hoopa Valley
Tribe has hired to conduct the games.

Largely on account of the BIA's historical intransigence in
the face of court. rulings which run against it where this
Reservation is concerned, resort to the judicial process does not
appear to be an efficient and effective means of attacking the
problem of bingo on the Reservation. Given the BIA's
unwillingness to allow participation by all Indians of the
Reservation in any aspect of Reservation administration on an
equal, individual basis, and its unwillingness to allow sharing
of Reservation income on the same basis regardless of the Jessie
Short case, the fact that bingo takes place on unallotted
Reservation land without permission from those communally
concerned as owners of the land, and the fact that the pecuniary
benefit from these games inures exclusively to the benefit of a
minority of the Indians of the Reservation, is of no import for
BIA officials. Nevertheless, there should be no bingo on the
Reservation under these conditions. This Committee should
investigate and excoriate the BIA and especially those BIA
officials who are responsible for allowing bingo under these
conditions.

Beyond bingo, a complete investigation is warranted into the
BIA's role in Reservation administration, in management of
Reservation income, and the BIA's policy for continuing
litigation in the face of court decisions where the BIA has lost
time and time again but acts as though it is not accountable to
the judicial branch. Perhaps the most troubling thing of all in
this scenario is that in 1981, 1982, and again in 1985 the
Inspector General's office conducted investigations into charges
of BIA corruption and mismanagement on the Reservation, but its
findings have never been revealed. If the status quo continues,
it simply will be a matter of government having roken down in a
time when it is most needed. The BIA must be given a mandate to
stop fighting and start abiding by what the courts have ruled.

Given the BIA's track record in Reservation affairs, an
investigation should start at a higher level in the Interior
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Department than the BIA itself. Secretary Hodel himself is the
appropriate official with whom to begin an inquiry.

We stand ready to assist you by providing whatever further
information and any other help you desire.

Yours truly,

JACOBSON, JEWETT & THIEROLF, P.C.

Richard B. Thierolf, Jr.
RBT:sht

Encls.

cc: Fawn Morris
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EDITORIALS
Where's the
Inspector General?

Recently, the Hoops Valley Business Council asked the
Inspector General's office for an audit of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs and later we understood from a pretty reliable
source that representatives from the IG's office were
supposed to be in Hoops on Oct. 15.

But to date, It seems they haven't shown up. At least If
they have, they must be transparent. It would be a little
difficult for them to slip Into a community like Hoops and
not be noticed.
* In the first place, I fall to underetmnd how these birds

operate anyway. Let me explain:
A number of years ago, I let It be known through proper

channels that I had some Information that needed to be
placed in the proper hands, And when the government agent
can* to call on me, it quickly became apparent that they
were far more Interested in where I acquired such sensitive
Information than what the Information was. Yap, you heard
me right.

After hour of questioning and applying various kinds
of pressure over a period of several days, I steadfastly
refused to reveal my source. They eventually gave up and
stopped contacting me. dea'pe the fact they admitted to me
they knew what I was telling them was trust

But coming beck to the case at hand, there's something
else I can't understand about the Inspector Genral's
procedures - if there Is any chance at all that an
Investigation needs to be made, why announce specifically,
weeks in advance, when they are coming? •

I recall a few years ago when another governmental
Investigative agency decided to check out one of the Hoops
Tribal offices, aeonts walked In suddenly, unannounced and
without warning sized the flile.

Well, what' good for the goose should certainly be
proper for the gander, shouldn't It?

* For the story behind Mr.
Garst's statement, please
refer to my unanswered letter

of January 14, 1982, to
President Ronald Reagan. Mr-

Garst was one of the twelve

witnesses referred to on

page 3 of that letter.

tNAnmorrs
November 20, 1984
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Hoopa Indian Land Fight;U. S. Investigation Sought
SERIOUS FRAUD CHARGES
IADE; INVOLVE AGENCY
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'CRIMINAL ACTION' BY FEDERAL BUREAU
CHARGED AS INDIANS ASK INJUNCTION
AGAINST ALL LOGGING RIGHTS OF WAY

New developments In the "Indian rights" fight In the timber and nneral rich
Hoops valley may affect a large segment of Humboldt County's leading industry,
%a leaders of the rebellion against ehrge of ;onK-standimg abuse last Saturday
wired Herbert Brownell, United States Attorney General in Washington, D.C., for
-•mstnco el lanamcid a me"e.
te cues dl tlqwg ubta of we"
ins ao 's o timat lads
"when lasufflmat momme Is be.
la gad"

Allan Morris. former Eureka
Police Department detective ser-
geant and spokesman for an I money. The people, he acted. ar
elected committee, sent the fol. too poor to take their case to t
lowing wire t, Brownell: cort

"You are hereby advised Ir. Inder the law, the Federregtslarltiea and posa|bla crimn ne he'w heFdr
regarities an psle i rau Government or Its constituteInal activities present In Bureau agency may grant access acrossof Indian AffaLr Sacramento allotment lands without per
California, and Indian Agency, mislon, but the land hold,
Hoops, CalifornIa. Yurok Indian must be paid. For tribal land
tribe demand an Immediate In.
vestlgatlon Will make evidence * t i necararit o btan I
and Information available to i area oit ominyourthe area. This the committeeyour oce." barged, Is not being done,

Morris said that the injunction If th Farede n ingjun toug
against rights of way acrot all
tribal and allotment (private Iay treated. It would bali rl e lot
Indian-ownedi lands by Federal ** o She seth bo e y ofth
grant, will be sought at once in ho t n"oorth boundorl of th
Federal Court until satisfaction Re oervation. some 20 mie 1ISo

Is achieved, not only by the ooops to the mouth of h
Yuroke but by many Hoopag and ALLAN M S rive.
members of lesser tribes as well. The Klamath Is the nature

The former Eureka officer as. outlet for most of the area via th
serted that the affairs of the downriver log rafts.
Hoops Reservatlon are in "an Even the controversial "'Kit
Iron grip of control by the self- math strip," to which the Yurok
elected Hoops Tribal Council and claim they were shunted by ai
the Bureau cf Indian Affairs" bitrary and unilateral action o

Rights of way scroes Indian the Hoops Tribal Council Is dim
lans. granted arbitrarily by the puted by the Sacramento off i
Bureau without the knowledge or af the Bureau of Indian Affair
consent of the residents and with the pronouncement that
worth many thousands of dot- extends only about half wa
ltas, return amounts ranging down the river, the committee
"from 25 to nothing per year," Another charge wa. made that said.
It was charged, the Bureau had granted to a A letter from the head office I

"MCI5WL5LT INSANI" certain large lumber and ply. Washington, D.C, In Morris' pot
Morris cited the case of one wood company rights of way session defines the strip as rur

Indian owner who complained to worth thousands of dollars per ning from the north border of th
the Bureau in Sacramento and year for as little as $25 per year. Reservation to the mouth.
asked that more money be ob- In still another case. a Cres- K rie add Shot the Turo
tained for sale of rights of way cent City logging operator said mimI kabla f to beds
aecoe, her property, mnd said she he paid the Indian Agency at deenge " st all persona wb
was told ahe was "Incredibly In. Hoops "a large amount" of how emitted crtm'inl oLt
sane" to think she could get more money for a right of way scre* U
money, and that "what was good allotment lend nea Johnson's on gai st i I is m
enough for her father (frm the Klamath (reporedly in the
whom she Inherited the prop. thousands of dollars) and that
erty) wa good enough tor her." the 15 heirs to the property have

The ly istk eer. to nal, received between four and six
reed an subsld mIldasat dollars each.
ad J55 sad ime I g ease. Morris mId the widely known
P-mdam 0pe is peg 2 Uea@& logger Is willing to~t prdc -*
ser "Wound Spot al d tbr' receipts. and that then has b , n
hmad mes h arepeety as no accounting Ire the rest of the
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JIMY JAMES, ATTORNEYS-IN-FACT FOR THE ,KA.ATH RIVER

INDIANS OF THE HOOPA INDIAN RESERVATION, CALIFORNIA,

DO HEREBY APPOINT

ALLAN MORRIS

AS OUR ATTORNEY-IN-FACT FOR THE PURPOSE OF REPRESENTING US

AS A SPOKESMAN BEFORE ANY AND ALL GOVERMNEWTAL BODIES.

INCLUDING THE SENATE AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE

- UNITED STATES AND ALL STATE AND COUNTY AGENCIES AND FOR ANY

OTHER PURPOSE APPERTAINING TO OUR CAUSE, WHICH IS MORE

PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED IN THAT CERTAIN ACTION NO 102-63

PENDING IN iM UNITED STATES COURT OF CLAIMS.
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1719 California Street
Mountain View, CA 94041

August 16, 1978

Mr. Ed Thoits (Personal and Confidential)
c/o The Honorable Paul N. McCloskey, Jr.
Congress of the United States
House of Representatives
205 Cannon Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

RE: THE 22 YEAR COVERUP OF GROSS MISMANAGEMENT AND MISAPPROPRIATION
FUNDS ON THE HOOPA VALLEY INDIAN RESERVATION BY OFFICIALS OF

THE BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS AND OTHERS.

Dear Edl

On Sunday morning, July 16, 1978, Mr. Joe Moon, Fawn and I per-
sonally delivered to Congressman McCloskey, documentation and infor-
mation in support of the following listed charges regarding the mis-
management of the Hoopa Valley Reservation:

1. In the early 1950's, the Secretary of the Interior, of-
YTcials of the Bureau of Indian Affairs (B.I.A.). and agents
of the Office of the Solicitor, successfully conspired to set
up the Hoopa (Hupa) and Yurok tribes as opponents in a bottle
over the ownership of the unallotted lands of the most valu-
able part of the Hoopa Valley Reservation --- the "SQuare",
to which, until that time, both tribes had "equal rights in
common". (Please refer to findings of facts #178 through

9T8--n the unanimous decision of October 17, 1973, by the
United States Court of Claims, in the action entitled "Jessie
Short, et al. vs. The United States, No. 102-63',a copy of
which was also given to Congressman McCloskey on July 16,1978.)

The resulting conflict between the two tribes was used
to cover the gross mismanagement of the extremely valuable
unallotted lands of the reservation, and the misappropriation
of federal funds and reservation funds.

Also, during the past 22 years, federal officials have
used the B.I.A.-instigated conflict to discourage those in-
dividuals or groups who expressed an interest in assisting
Fawn and I in bringing about an investigation of the admin-
istration of the reservation.

2. The deliberate misappropriation of approximately $271,000
5T the funds which Congress specifically appropriated for the
relief of the homeless Indian victims of the devastating
1964 flood.

I The reliable reports regarding the squandering of one-
uIilion dollars in bicentennial grants of taxpayers' dollars
ta the Hoopa Valley Reservation.

4. The misappropriation of other federal grants to the
Hoope Valley Reservation.
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5 The embezzlement of tribal funds over a period of years.

6. The forced sales of allotment lands by the B.I.A.

. The neavy losses of funds held in trust for the minor
members of the Hoopa Valley tribe.

8. The conflict of interest in connection with the adminis-
tration of the Housing Improvement Program, and other pro-
grams on the reservation.

9. "Midnight logging" of reservation timberl the contrived
shortage of timber footage, and the resulting expansion of
timber cutting operations to compensate for the alleged short-
age.

10. The Hoopa Timber Corporation's "Indian preference" dis-
couraged competition and drove down the price of reservation
timber, thereby substantially reducing reservation income.

11. The sale of timber on allotted and unallotted lands by
the B.I.A., for far less than fair market value.

12. The sales of certain Indian allotment lands by the B.I.A.,
for far less than fair market value.

n"1 The sales of rights of way across allotted and unallotted
lds of the reservation by the B.I.A., for far less than fair
market value.

In addition to other documentation, I provided Con-
gressnan McCloskey, with documentation covering the
sale of one right of way for 1/20th of its actual
value.

14. The sales of reservation timber for far less than fair
market value.

Although the B.I.A. is very clever in justifying
such sales to a layman, our Indian loggers can give
testimony in support of these charges --- if they
are ever given an op ortunity to testify before an
official nvestiatin body.

1. In the 1960's, timber sales on the reservation were not
open to competitive bidding.

CONSIDERING THESE WELL KNOWN CASES OF GROSS MISMANAGEMENT AND
MISAPPROPRIATION OF FUNDS, WHY HAS CONGRESS DELIBERATELY IGNORED MY
REPEATED APPEALS FOR AN INVESTIGATION SINCE 1956? BY FAILING TO TAKE
ACTION. CONGRESS HAS ACTUALLY MADE ITSELF AN ACCESSORY IN THESE MATTERS.

IN RESPONSE TO YOUR REQUEST, I AM ENCLOSING DOCUMENTS WHICH DE-
TAIL AND EXPOSE THE RECENT "MEDIATION SCHEME" WHICH SELF-SEEKING IN-
DIVIDUALS ATTEMPTED TO PERPETRATE UPON THE "VICTORIOUS"PIAINTIFFS
IN THE "JESSIE SHORT CASE".
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MAILORAM SERVICE CENTER"
MIDDLETOWN* VA. 22645

4-07296bE26SO02 O92217S ICS IPMRNCZ CSP SPOB
I 41SS69166 MGM TORN OAKLAND CA 09.22 OT2P EST

E HENKE
3433 WOODSTOCK LN
MOUNTAIN VIEW CA 94040

THIS MAILGRAM IS A CONFIRMATION COPY OF THE FOLLOWING MESSAGEi

41S3691466 MGM TORN OAKLAND CA 200 oq-22 0729P EST
ZIP
HONORABLE PAUL N MCCLOSKEY JR
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
WASHINGTON DC 205S

DEAR PETE

MATTERS WHICH HAVE NOT BEEN CLEARLY DEFINED FROM A LEGAL\RIGHTS
STANDPOINTe HAVE BEEN GIVEN POSITIVE APPROVAL AND ENCOURAGEMENT BY THE
BIA IN THEIR TRUST RELATIONSHIP WITH THE INDIAN$ OF THE 0HOOPA VALLEY
INDIAN RESERVATION", SUCH IRRESPONSIBLE DECISIONS AND ACTIONS HAVE BEEN
THRUST UPON THE GENERAL PUBLIC, INCLUDING YHE*INDIANS, CREATING
DISSENSION# DISTRUST, VIOLENCE, ETCP BETWEEN AND AMONG. ALL OF OUR
CITIZENRY, THIS IN ITSELF IS CONSIDERED TO BE UNAHERICAN AND A
VIOLATION OF TRUST DESERVING THE IMMEDIATE ATTENTION OF THE TO'
EXECUTIVE BRANCH OF OUR FEDERAL GOVERNMENT..THE RESULTS OF SUCH
ATTENTION SHOULD IMMEDIATELY PROVIDE FOR A THOROUGH INVESTIGATION OF
THE BIA IN ALL OF ITS HISTORIC MANAGEMENT DECIBION/PRACTICES INVOLVING
THIS RESERVATION.

THE *COALITION" WAS REPEATEDLY PREDICTED VIOLENCE FOR THIS RESERVATION
IF WISE AND PRUDENT JUDGEMENTS WERE NOT IMMEDIATELY
IHPLERENTED,..TODAYP VIOLENCE AND A MOST REPUGNANT PHYSICAL
CONFRONTATION 18 NELL UNDER WAY RIPPING AWAY AT THE HARMONY BETWEEN
VARIOUS FACTIONR OF OUR CITIZENRY
THE NKLAMATHjTRINITY RIVER COALITION INC" S DEMANDS THAT A COMPLETE

CONGRESSIONAL INVESTIGATION OF THE BIA BE CONDUCTED AT ONCE

THANK YOU

CC M9S FAWN MORRIS CO-CHAIRPERSON

ED HENKE
COoCHAIRMAN 19129 EST
UKLAMATHITRINITY RIVER COALITION INC"

3633 WOODSTOCK LN MOUNTAIN VIEW CA 94040 MGMCOMP MGM

TO REPLY BY MAJLGRAM. SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR WESTERN UNION'S TOLL - FREE PHONE NUMBERS
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SF 'r,aric CIronic'l-
Fetr~ary i , 190

Merry.Go.Round

Shock Waves

N INE YEARS AGO, when newlyelected Idaho Governor Ooefl A*
*sw appointed Sheriff John Bender as
state commissioner of law enforcement
- idaho's top cop - the shock waves
were felt all the way to the Justice
Department in Washington.

Within weeks after Bender's ap
pointment as Idaho's top cop, the Law
Enforcement Assistance Administra.
tion in Washington sent Andrus a
secret report listing its doubts about
the ex-heriff. "Serious allegation. con-
cerning the competency, leadership
ability and personal integrity (of Bend-
er) reflect adve ",,ely on the quality of
state law enforcement in Idaho," the
report stated. The federal officials
demanded a full in6esligation.

A NDRUS, evidently confident that
nothing would be turned up, ap

pointed a special prosecutor and two
investigators, who worked on the ease
six months. The result was described
later by Andrus as "barroom gossip
and unsubstantiated rumor." The file
never made public because it bad been
turned over to Andrus.

My associate Dale Van Atta spent
weeks Invesigating Andrus. The trail
led to Idaho where Van Atta asked so
many questions that he attracted press
attention. Andrus responded by calling
a press conference to answer in publc
the questions Van Atta had been
asking in private.

The Interior secretary' told what

Jack Anderson
had happened to the Bender file. He
had turned It over, he said, to Bender
himself. This belated confession ap-
pailed the special prosecutor, Fred
Kennedy.

"I have to say I was completely
flabbergasted," be said. To get any
information at all in the 1971 probe, he
explained, his investigators had prom-
bed their informants complete confi-
dentlal1ty.

BENDER, HOWEVER, assured myassociate that he had never seen

the fdle and knew nothing about its
disappearance. Responding to this in
an interview, Andrus recanted his
press conference statement Maybe his
memory wasn't right; he now said.
maybe he hadn't turned the file over
to Bender. after all.

fte rising Investigative file,
though supposedly dealing only with
Bender. also atained ser%= allega;
im AtbosAlM- qeffktally that

be Ro bMn cawpaW ecelstoosg
tft auzed crime figures, probably
through the Emprise Corp.

What Andrs may not know Is that
the file turned over to him was not the
only copy. 0 4 1 o e toM ton,
t0 - ' e dw vavuo would
derW ti. f m ade a senod epy.
According to sources, this copy Is
sitting In the Idaho attorney general's
office, along with other files on An-
drus. The documents are in an ultra.
secret file cabinet under a special code
to prevent accidental discovery.

4c[L4J2 J'10%%L
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1719 California Street
Mountain View, CA 94041
January 14, 1982

President Ronald Reagan (Personal and Urgent)
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear President Reagan,

IN NOVEMBER, 1981, THE LOS ANGELES TIMES DEALT A SEVERE BLACK
EYE TO YOUR ADMINISTRATION, BY PUBLISHING A SERIES OF ARTICLES BY AN
INTREPID REPORTER NAMED ROBERT WELKOS, WHICH EXPOSED THE LAWLESS AND
CHAOTIC CONDITIONS WHICH EXIST ON THE LOWER KLAMATH RIVER PORTION OF
THE HOOPA VALLEY RESERVATION AS A RESULT OF THE LONG YEARS OF UNRE-
STRAINED GROSS MISMANAGEMENT OF THE RESERVATION BY THE DEPARTMENT OF
THE INTERIOR AND THE BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS (B.I.A.). CONDITIONS,
WHICH I HAVE REPEATEDLY TRIED TO BRING TO THE ATTENTION OF SECRETARY
OF THE INTERIOR JAMES WATT, LYN NOFZIGER, SENATOR BARRY GOLDWATER,
AND OTHERS, SINCE JANUARY, 1981. Unfortunately for your administra-
tion, which inherited the problem, those officials ignored my repeat-.
ed documented requests for an investigation of the corruption and
mismanagement which has flourished on the Hoopa Valley Reservation
during the past 30 years. A single enterprising reporter, however,
has accomplished more than the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has
been able to accomplish on a budget of several hundred thousand dol-
lars a year, in developing information and evidence in connection
with the depletion of the lower Klamath River fishery resource of the
Hoops Valley Reservation by a handful of illegal commercial aill-net-
ting Indian fishermen, who have been plundering the fishery with al-
most total impunity during the past six years, with the encouragement
and support of certain officials of the Department of the Interior,
the Office of the Solicitor of the Department of the Interior, the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service ---
and in spite of the public oposition to commercial gill-netting by
the majority of the Indians of the reservation.

Since 1956, at our own expense, my wife, Fawn, and I, who have
vigorously campaigned with you and for you since 1964, and a small
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group of highly-prinoipled, dedicated Yurok Indians, have been waging
a costly, time-consuming, hard-fought battle, to put an end to the
corruption and gross mismanagement on the Hoopa Valley Reservation.
The articles which were published by the Los Angeles Times, only ex-
posed one of the many manifestations of the incompetence, corruption
and mismanagement which exists on the reservation and in federally
funded Indian assistance programs. Until recently, however, our ap-
peals for an impartial federal investigation of our documented charg-
es have been ignored by every President since 1956, and by numerous
Senators, Congressmen, Secretaries of the Interior, Commissioners of
Indian Affairs, and other federal officials, despite the fact that
the gross mismanagement of the reservation has resulted in the spuan-
dering of many millions of taxpayers' dollars.

Last March. in creating the President's Council on Government
Integrity and Efficiency, you stated. "WE ARE GOING TO FOLLOW EVERY
LEAD, ROOT OUT EVERY INCOMPETENT. AND PROSECUTE ANY CROOK WE FIND
WHO'S CHEATING THE PEOPLE OF THIS NATION. THIS I PROMISE".

THE INSPECTOR GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, IS A MEMBER
OF THAT COUNCIL.

After Secretary Watt, Mr. Nofziger, Senator Goldwater, and others
ignored my numerous requests for an investigation of my charges, I
appealed to Senator Jesse Helms for assistance. Since December 16,
1981, as a result of the interest and efforts of Senator Helms, my
wife, Fawn, and I and twelve well known, highly reDutable and know-
ledgeable witnesses to my charges, have been holding a series of meet-
jngq with a representative of the Inspector General of the Department
of the Interior, who has been assigned to investigate my charges
against the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Department of the Inter-
ior. We have provided that investigator with an overwhelming amount
of documentation and testimony which clearly proves that officials
of the B.I.A. and the Department of the Interior are guilty of gross

mismanagement of the Hoops Valley Reservation, and that numerous il-
legal, incompetent and unethical acts have been committed against the
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Indians of the reservation by federal bureaucrats who are also "cheat-
ing the people of this nation". Despite that fact, we have been left
with the uneasy feeling that unless such acts involve the actual em-
bezzlement of large sums of federal funds, the Inspector General and
his subordinates are just not interested --- or are powerless to act,
plthouph the gross mismanagement of the reservation has resulted in
the sQuandering of many millions of taxpayers' dollars. We have, how-
ever, provided the investigator with information regarding the cur-
rent and past misuse, or misappropriation, or embezzlement, of feder-
al funds.

Also, the investigator seemed indifferent to vital information
contained in documents or testimony regarding incidents which were
more than five years old. The investigator seemed obsessed by the
statutes of limitations, although the illegal. improper and/or incom-
petent acts described in such documents or testimony have, in many
cases, continued to the Dresent time (Please refer to the thousands
of pages of carefully-prepared documents in support of my charges of
past and present acts of mismanagement, corruption and incompetence,
which I loaned to the Inspector General's representative on Wednesday,
December 16, 1981, and on Monday, January 4, 1982. --- Also, please
refer to the contents of the letter which I personally hand delivered
to her in Eureka, California, on January 4, 1982. I am enclosing
copies of that letter, which requested "a thorough investigation of
the handling of the lower Klamath River fishery problem by the Bureau
of Indian Affairs and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service". --- Also,
please refer to the oral statements which were made by twelve of my
witnesses in Eureka, California, during the period of January 4 through
January 8, 1982, to the Inspector General's representative).

On Tuesday night, January 5, 1982, after the Inspector General's
representative had interviewed nine of my witnesses, I called her,
explained our concern regarding her attitude, and asked the follow-
ing question.

Am I to understand, that the very powerful Office of the
Inspector General of the United States Department of the Interior
is incapable of using documents or testimony regarding incidents
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whioh occurred more than five years ago, as a means of discover-
ing more recent information and/or documentation regarding those
earlier mots which have continued to be committed until a more
recent date?

The Investigator assured me that such documentation and testi-
mony would be used for such a purpose. Several of my witnesses, how-
ever, informed me that the investigator had failed to record much of
their testimony, and that they were convinced chat she had failed to
recognize the importance of certain dogumentg and testimony which are
actually small pieces of the total picture of mismanagement corrup-
tion and incormpetence. Therefore, I arranged for the next four wit-
nesses, including one repeat witness, to tape record a part or almost
all of their statements to the Inspector General's representative.
Copies of the tapes, including a tape of my follow-up interview with
one of the witnesses, will soon be forwarded to her.

During my career as an extremely successful police investigator,
I often did not have current information or documentation available
to assist me in my investigations. Therefore, in order to develop
evidence which would make prosecution possible, I often had to follow
a thin thread of old documents and/or information. Keeping an open
mind and utilizing whatever information is available, no matter how
old or insignificant that information may be, is the Je to any suc-
cessful investigation.

On Friday, January 8, 1982, the Inspector General's represen-
tative met with my twelfth witness. Although I had other witnesses
available, there was not sufficient time for her to interview them,
before returning to the Office of the Inspector General.

From late afternoon on Monday, January 4, 1982, until mid-after-
noon on Friday, January 8, 1982, the representative of the Inspector
General spent a total of approximately 241 hours with my twelve wit-
nesses. It is my understanding, that two other very important key
witnesses, one of whom will be out of the State until March 20, 1982,
will be interviewed as soon as possible. --- For vital information
regarding these key witnesses, please refer to my "urgent and con-
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fidential" telephone-messages to the G.A.O. on October 22, 1981,

October 27, 1981, and November 13, 1981P and to the Inspector Gen-

eral, via Robert Beuley of that off!.ae, on November 13, 1981l and

to Lyn Nofziger on November 17, 1981, which was one week before the

publication of the Los Angeles Times articles --- and at a time the
subject of my "urgent and confidential" messages was available and

ready to provide proof of corruption within the Bureau of Indian Af-

fairs. Unfortunately for your administration, all of my "urgent"

messages regarding this witness were ignored. Although I have spent

many hard-earned dollars in an effort to alert your administration to

the problems on the Hoops Valley Reservation, I did not even receive

the courtesy of a single reply to my "urgent" messages.

Should additional witnesses be required, however, I am prepared

to make the necessary arrangements.

Following our meetings with the representative of the Inspector

General, many of us are of the opinion that only a superficial, "going
through the motions" investigation is being conducted. It appears,

that action taken on my behalf by the courageous Senator Jesse Helms

has forced the Department of the Interior to finally --- albeit re-

luctantly --- make a show of investigating my charges, in order to

appease Senator Helms. Our suspicions will be confirmed, if the In-

spector General ignores the fact that the gross mismanagement of the

Hoopa Valley Reservation, and the incompetence of federal employees

such as Elmer A. Heisel. Jr., "a senior appraiser with the B.I.A.

since 1967" (Refer to the Court of Claims ruling of February 23, 1977,

in the case entitled "Coast Indian Community v. The United States,

No. 850-71", a copy of which I loaned to the Inspector General's

representative on December 16, 1981), has resulted in numerous cruel

and tragic human rights violations against several thousand Indians

of the reservation, the squandering of millions of taxpayers' dollars,

the incredible waste of millions of taxpayers' dollars defending such

illegal and unethical actions in and out of court, and the heartbreak-

ing depletion of the once flourishing lower Klamath River fishery.

I respectfully request that you immqdiately appoint an impartial
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representative of your office,to carefully examine the many thousands
of pages of carefully-prepared documentation which I delivered to
the Inspector General's representative on Wednesday night, December 16,
1981, and on Monday afternoon, January 4, 1982, and that your person-
al representative also be instructed to interview the same witnesses
who were interviewed by the Inspector General's representative in
Eureka, California, on January 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th, 19821
and that vcj ten take apDropriate action, to finally put an end to
the gross mismanagement, gross negligence, corruption, and tyranny
which have existed on the Hoopa Valley Reservation for too many years,
witj the full knowledge of Drevious administrations.

President Reagan, my wife, Fawn, and I believe that you possess
the moral courage and integrity to do what your predecessors lacked
the character to doe Put an end to injustice on the Hoopa Valley
Reservation.

We pray, that God will bless your efforts on behalf of our great
nation ..-- and our efforts on behalf of the Indian victims of bureau-
cratic tyranny and corruption on the Hoopa Valley Reservation.

Sincerely nd Respectfully

Alln Morris

(415) 965-1131

Encl.

I DID NOT RECEIVE A REPLY
AM/fm TO THIS LETTER.

Allan Morris / /
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1719 California Street
Mountain View, CA 94041
Ph. (415) 965-1131
March 15, 1982

The Honorable Joe Wright, Chairman
The President's Commission On Government

Integrity and Efficiency
252 Old Executive Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20503

Dear Mr. Wright;

I am enclosing a copy of my unanswered letter of January 14.
1982, to president Ronald Reagan. I hereby request that you care-
fully read the contents of the letter, and then take aDDropriate
action to implement the urgent requests set forth on the last line
on page 5 and the first paragraph on Rare 6 of that letter.

IT NOW APPEARS, THAT THE SOLE PURPOSE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL'S
"INVESTIGATION" WAS TO UNCOVER THE IDENTITY OF THE EMPLOYEE OF THE

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS (B.I.A.) WHO WASUNTIL HIS IDENTITY WAS
MADE KNOWN TO THE INSPECTOR GENERAL'S INVESTIGATOR IN JANUARY, 1982,
EAGER TO PRODUCE EVIDENCE OF CORRUPTION IN CONNECTION WITH THE MAN-
AGEMENT OF THE HOOPA VALLEY RESERVATION. HE IS NOW STRANGELY RE-
LUCTANT TO EVEN DISCUSS HIS EVIDENCE.

Following her trip to Eureka in early January to learn the
identity of the P.I.A. employee and to interview him and other wit-
nesses to my charges, the Inspector General's investigator returned
to her office in Sacramento, California, on January 8. 1982. I had
been led to believe that she would immediately make a careful study
of the contents of the numerous important documents which I had

loaned to her in good faith. I was also led to believe that she
would immediately commence a careful investigation of the charges
which my witnesses and I had made regarding the Bureau of Indian
Affairs. I was also led to believe that she would cause the appro-
priate federal agencies to investigate our charges regarding the mis-
appropriation of federal funds by so-called Indian assistance organi-
zations.
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On January 28, 1982, 1 sent a note and important taped inter-
views to her. She did not reply.

On Februay 11, 1982, I prepared and sent an important report

to her. She did not reply.

Finally, early Friday morning,March 12, 1982, I called her of-

fice and left word for her to call me. She returned my call that

afternoon. I requested a progress report regarding the promised

investigation of our charges. She replied, that following her re-

turn to Sacramento. alifornia. on January 8. 1982. she had been

assigned to another case and, therefore, no further action had been

taken.

The Inspector General's investigator also admitted, that the

primary purpose of her investigation was to learn the identity of

the B.I.A. employee who had volunteered to produce documents which

would expose acts of corruption within the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

She claimed, howev2r, that after learning the identity of the B.I.A.

employee on January 8, 1982. no effort had been made to interview

him or to obtain his evidence (When the name of the B.I.A. employee

had been given to her on January 8, 1982. by the newspaperman in

whom the B.I.A. employee had confided, she had promised that he

would be interviewed immediately). It appears that her assignment

to our case was finished, as soon as she succeeded in obtaining the

name of the B.I.A. employee who had risked his life and his job in

order to expose corruption in the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

During my telephone conversation with the Inspector General's

Investigator on March 12, 1982, it also became apparent to me, that

she had not made a study of the many important documents which I had

loaned to her on December 16, 1981, and January 4, 1982, in support

of my charges regarding the gross mismanagement of the Hoopa Valley

Reservation and the misappropriation of federal funds.

To date. the "investigation" of my char es by the Office of
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the InstDector General of the Devartment of the Interior has been
a fraud and a farco. Therefore, I respectfully request that you
take appropriate action, In oonneotion with the Information and
requests Bet forth in my unanswered letter of January 14, 1982,
to President Ronald Reagan.

Sincerely,

Allan Norris

AN/fm

coc President Ronald Reagan

I DID NOT RECEIVE THE
COURTESY OF A REPLY TO
THIS LETTER.

Allan Morris
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1719 California Street
Mountain View, CA 94041

November 5, 1982

R. Amber Khuri, Special Agent
U.S. Department of the Interior
Office of the Inspectot General
Room W-2400
2800 Cottage Way
Sacramento, California 95825

CONFIDENTIAL

Res The investigation of my charges of corruption and mismanage-
ment in connection with the Hoopa Valley Reservation and
various federally-funded "Indian assistance" programs.

Dear Ms. Khurii

Because I have heard nothing from you since I called you on
May 25, 1982, I must request that you immediately return to me the
records and tapes which I loaned to you in good faith, in December,
1981, and January, 1982, in support of my charges against the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, etc.

As you know, Mr. , is the federal employee who was
the subject of my letter of March 15, 1982, to Joe Wright, Chair-
man of the President's Commission on Government Integrity and Ef-
ficiency.

On Wednesday, September 22, 1982, my wife Fawn and I met with
Mr. . He gave us the following listed information

He and his wife -- , who in also a federal employee,
met with you in June, 1982, and delivered to you numerous
documents showing "widespread corruption" in the Bureau of
Indian Affairs (B.I.A.). They also told you where many other
such documents could be located in the files of the B.I.A.
office at , California.

As of September 22, 1982, no one from the Inspector Gen-
eral's office ha6 examined the records of the B.I.A. office
in --- but subsequent to their meeting with you in
June, many of the documents which they told you about disappeare...

Since meeting with you in June, they have been receiving
numerous harassing telephone calls, and he has been kept under
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almost constant survetillanoe by his superiors. As a result,
he and his wife are living in fear. BECAUSE THEY YEAR FOR

M){EIR SAFETY, THEY SENT THEIR DAUGHTER TO LIVE WITH RELATIVES
IN WASHINGTON.

Although Mr. and Mrs. are badly frightened, they are
still willing to help expose corruption and mismanagement on the
Hoopa Valley Reservation. Thank God there are still a few people
who possess the courage and integrity to stand up for right.

Prior to your meeting with Mr. and Mrs. , you guaran-
teed me that their co-operation would in no way Jeopardize their
employment with the federal government. I expect the federal
government to honor that agreement. I also expect your office to
take appropriate action to put an end to the harassment of the
Family.

Please call me, when you are prepared to return my records
and tapes to me.

Very truly yours,

Allan Morris

Am/yfm
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1. Letter dated 4 June 1973 (with attachment) from Ann Dassow. Iesolutions
Chairman. California Federation of Republican Women.

2. Newspaper Item dated 16 August 1979 - "Cries of Mismanagement blast Hoop&
Financial Horiton"

3. Statement dated 5 September 1981 by regarding the misuse of
grant.

A. Excerpt from Interview of by Allan Norris dated 16 July 1978
(w -h attachments) regarding midnight logging operations and Club Hupa.

5. Excerpt (pages 4, 5 and 6"- 2 copies each) of minutes of 24 May 1976
special meeting of the Hoops Valley Business Council seeking ways of
expediting the expenditure of Bicentennial Grant Funds.

6. Information provided by Allan Morris dated 25 December 1962, 23 June 1963
and 4 July 1963 concerning allotments given to Indians of the Hoops
reservation.

7. Letter dated 19 April 1965 from IA to Ethel Jones Williams and 29 May
1978 handwritten letter by Mrs. Jones concerning the sale of her allotment.

8. Letter dated 19 April 1965 from BIA to Ethel Jones Williams and handwritten
response, which appears to be dated 9 January 1977, signed by Allan Morris
and Mrs. Williams.

9. Hoops Minors' Trust Fund historical documents including statements of the
Mosier children.

10. Minutes of 17 April 1970 meeting of the Hoopa Valley Business Council
regarding trust funds, attorney contracts, assignments & home construction.

21. Copy of report dated July 1973 by the Department of Interior. Office of
Survey and Review Audit Operations, of an audit on a contract between BlA
and the California Tribal Chairman's Association.

12. Various news articles concerning the 1964 flood in Northern California.

13. Various news clippings concerning the 1965 Laura Jeanne Ferris embezzlezent
case.

14. Statement dated 11 October 1956 by Lens McCovey regarding the "Redwood Henry
Estate" allotment right-of-way dispute with BlA.

15. Miscellaneous news clippings regarding funds allocated to the Hoopa Indians.

16. Various newspaper articles concerning Federal grants received by the Hoops.
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17. Copy of 7 May 1981 letter by Fawn Morris regarding efforts of the ZIA to
illegally apply the Indian Reorganization Act totthe Hoops Valley Reservation
and 12 May 1981 response (including attachments) from Robert D. Hostler,
Acting Superintendent, Northern California Agency, $1A.

18. Miscellaneous articles concerning the ZIA tree give-away program and the
Hoops tribal assistance program.

19. Minutes of 16 February 1956 Hoops Valley business Council Meeting; statement
dated 20 May 1962 by Jimmie James; letter of 10 February 1964 by John Carver;
and article dated 10 April 1970 from the Times-Standard.

20. Newspaper article and coments regarding 40 acres of reservation timber
promised to Lowana Brantner by the ZIA.

21. Copy of 16 July 1978 letter from Allan Morris to Congressman NcCloskey vith
petition for independent audit and Investigation into the management of the
Hoops Valley reservation; copies of various news articles concerning lawsuit
brought against the Hoops Valley reservation.

22. Charter dated 11 November 1976 of the Hoops Tiaber Corporation; response
dated 25 July 1977 by William C. Vunach regarding the unaudited Hoops
Timber Corporation.

23. News article and newsletter regarding California Indian Legal Services.

24. Memorandum dated 24 May 1977. budget report amd news article concerning Abby
Abinanti's Ad Hoc Fishing Comittee.

25. Letter dated 4 March 1977 from James, Z. King, Jr. concerning Klamath Indian
Fishery Regulations; letter dated S May 1981 (with attachments) by Allan
Morris concerning the California Irdian Legal Services and National Lawyers
Guild; letter dated 20 December 1969 (w, th attachments) by Allan Morris
regarding Richard Gladstein & Charles Garry and their roles as Communist
lawyers; and miscellaneous letters and articles concerning Klamath River
Indian fisheries.

26. Letter dated 19 February 1976 from Clifford L. Duke concerning the Jessie
Short case.

27. Budget dated 10 October 1979 of the Hoops Valley tribe for fiscal year 1980.

28. Report dated 31 March 1980 for the Hoops Valley tribe.

29. Affidavit dated 30 September 1976 by Leslie N. Cay (with attachments)
concerning the organization of the Karok Tribe.

30. Ruling dated October 1966 by the California Court of Appeals In the Grover
teed-Dewey George cases.
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III

31. Miscellaneous letters. notations , end articles concerning alleged misuse
of UI.P. funds.

32. Tapes (two) of Interview regarding the squandering of the
Bicentennial grant, "midnight logging', the Hoop& Timber Corp., atc.

33. Tapes (four) of Allan Harris Interview with Dorothy Haberman regarding
Smpuel and Bushman.

34. Miscellaneous newspaper clippings concerning the handling of the lover
Elamath fishery problem by ZIA and the U. S. Fish 4 Wi)dlAfe Service.

35. Folder containing historical Information regarding bow the ZIA crested
"fishing problems" on the Hoop& VIllrv Indian Reservation.

36. Report dated 17 May 1979 on the "Court of Indian Offenses - Hoop& Reservation".

37. Envelope containing six folders concerning mismsnagement on the Hoops Valley
Reservation and the J04ie Short case.

38. envelope containing newspaper articles and miscellaneous other information
received from Barney rurtice on 8 January 1982.

39. Hews article concerning salmon fishing along the Klamath River.

40. Folder containing documents concerning the 22 September 1951 and 20 October
1951 Debates in the U.S. Senate

41. Envelope containing five folders concerning the history of the Hoopa Valley
Reservation and the plight of the Turok Indians'.

42. Folder containing documents regarding the Resighini Rancheria, Coast Indian
Coimuntiy. and the illegal division of the Hoops Valley Reservation. and
mismanagement of the reservation.

I. Fawn Morris, on 2 ' t ovember 1982, hereby acknowledge that I have
reviewed and received each of the fourty-twe items listed on this and
the two preceding 1ages, from R. Amber Rhurl, Special Agent, U. S.
Department of Interior, Office of Inspector General, itlo RoV-2400,
2800 Cottage Way, Sacramento, California.

(Stjosture of Fawn 1ortl-e)
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1719 California Street
Mountain View, CA 94041
January 27, 1983

Mr. Joseph Wright, Chairman
The Prs dent's Commission on Government

Integrity and Efficiency
% Executive Office of the President
Office of Management and Budget
Washington, D.C. 20503

REt SEYMOUR D. GREENSTONE'S LETTER OF JULY 15, 1982, A COPY OF
WHICH IS ATTACHED.

Dear Mr. Wrightl
Despite numerous and costly inquiries by letter and/or tele-

phone to the office of the Inspector General of the Department of

the Interior, and to the Office of Management and Budget, and to

the General Accounting Office, I have not received the courtesy

of a response to my repeated and reasonable requests for a report

of the results of the alleged investigation of my documented

charges against the Bureau of Indian Affairs (B.I.A.), which was

referred to in Mr. Greenstone's letter.

After having spent several years and many thousands of dol-

lars developing the evidence and witnesses in support of the charg-

es on which the investigation was based, I believe that I am en-

titled to be advised of the results of the investigation, which

was referred to in Mr. Greenstone's letter.

THEREFORE, I HEREBY REQUEST THAT YOU PROVIDE ME WITH A RE-

PORT OF THE RESULTS OF THE-INVESTIGATION OF MY CHARGES.

In his letter of July 15, 1982, Mr. Greenstone stated that

the Inspector General had promised to make "every reasonable ef-

fort" to investigate

Mr. , who is
the former

Gregory W. Leet, whc

office in Socramentc

ficial investigatior
warranted a thorougt
led Mr. Greenstone'u

my charges. However, I have been advised by

one of my extremely reliable witnesses and

of the , that

is a special agent in the Inspector General's
. California, informed him that only a super-
has been made.although the evidence clearly
investigation. On November 18, 1982, 1 cal-
office, relayed Mr. information, and

requested that Mr.inbe contacted immediately by telephone, for

verification of Special Agent Leet's statements. I was assured
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that the call would be made on November 19, 1982. I then called
Mr.sm and arranged for him to await the call. Mr. Greenstone's
office later admitted that the call was never made. At my re-
quest, Senator Jesse Helm's office then contacted Mr.mand
verified Leet's statement.

In Jine, 1982, t%,n courageous and idealistic Indian employ-
ees of t: Bureau of Indian Affairs, and -d { , de-
livered to Special Agent Aimber Khuri, a representative of the In-
spector General's office, numerous documents showing "widespread
corruption" in the B.I.A., and information as to where many other
such documents could be located in the files of the B.I.A. --- On
November 5. 1982, I wrote to the Inspector General's representa-
tive, and advised her that, "Since meeting with you in June, they
(Mr. and Mrs.in) have been receiving numerous harassing tele-
phone calls, and he has been kept under almost constant surveil-
lance by his superiors. As a result, he and his wife are living
in fear. Because they fear for their safety, they sent their
daughter to live with relatives in Washington. Although Mr. and
Mrs. are badly frightened, they are still willing to help
expose corruption and mismanagement on the Hoopa Valley Reserva-
tion". On November 19. 1982, I mailed a co m of the letter to
Mr. Greenstone's office.

According to r n , following my telephone conversa-
tion with Mr. Greenstone's office regarding Special Agent Gregory
W. Lest's statements to , and despite the fact that the
InsDector General's office has her home telephone number. Special
Agent Leet called her at her place of employment in the
California. office of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Leet ques-
tioned Mrs. i about my claim that "they fear for their safe-
ty". Because Lest called her at the B.I.A. office while she
was interviewing a client, and surrounded by her co-workers and
her superior, she was unable to speak freely and discuss her fears
with Leet. Mr. also has information regarding other B.I.A.
employees who are willing to help expose the "widespread corrup-
tion" and mismanagement on the Hoopa Valley Reservation. She also
accumulated copies of numerous other documents which she is anxious
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to deliver to the Inspector General. Therefore, she asked Special

Agent Leet to call her back when she would be in a position to
talk to him. On January 21, 1983, she informed me that she has
not heard further from Lest, Khuri, or anyone else in the Inspec-
tor General's office. She considers Leet's call to her at her

place of employment to be extremely unprofessional --- but typical
of the Inspector General's handling of the investigation of my
charges.

I REPEAT, _____ , WHO IS EMPLOYED IN THE-BI.A. QF-
FICE . CALIFORNIA, IS ANXIOUS TO TURN OVER TO A RESPON-
SIBLE FEDERAL INVESTIGATOR, COPIES OF ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS SHOWING
CORRUPTION AND MISMANAGEMENT ON THE HOOPA VALLEY RESERVATION. ALSO,
SHE IS ANXIOUS TO ARRANGE FOR MEETINGS WITH OTHER EMPLOYEES OF THE
B.I.A. WHO ARE WILLING TO ASSIST IN AN OFFICIAL INVESTIGATION OF
THE B.I.A. PLEASE TAKE APPROPRIATE ACTION, AND ADVISE ME OF THE
ACTION TAKEN. WE MUST INSIST, HOWEVER, THAT MRS. 'S WIT-
NESSES ARE TO BE GUARANTEED THAT THEIR ASSISTANCE IN THE INVESTI-
GATION WILL NOT JEOPARDIZE THEIR EMPLOYMENT WITH THE FEDERAL GOVERN-
MENT. I HAVE ALREADY RECEIVED SUCH ASSURANCES, REGARDING MR. AND
MRS. ., FROM AMBER KHURI OF THE OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GEN-
ERAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.

On January 21, 1983, Mrs. in stated that the B.I.A.'s
management of the Hoopa Valley Reservation is "foul --- foul".
Because she and her husband are deeply religious and decent citi-

zens of integrity, they are willing to jeopardize their own wel-
fare, in order to help put an end to the B.I.A.'s mismanagement
of the Hoopa Valley Reservation.

Until I receive evidence that a thorough investigation of my
charges has been made, and that corrective actions have been taken,

I cannot cease my efforts in this matter.

Considering the foregoing information, I suggest that the

President's Commission on Government Integrity and Efficiency,
immediately cause an investigation to be made into the lack of

professionalism and efficiency, which has been desplayed by the

Office of the Inspector General of the Department of the Interior

72-553 0 - 87 - 32
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in tMi matter.

My witnesses and I are prepared to provide the necessary
evidence and testimony in support of statements made in this let-
ter --- and in any other letter which I have written regarding

this matter.

I hereby again respectfully request a deta-led progree8 re-
port of the invegtAlation of my charge. which was referred to

in Mr. Greenstone's letter of July 15. 1982.

Very truly yours,

AM/f zu
Encl.
CO President Ronald Reagan (Please also refer to my unanswered

letter of January 14, 1982.)

I DID NOT RECEIVE A REPLY
To THIS lETTER.
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1719 California Street
Mountain View, CA 94041
Ph. (415) 965-1131
March 5, 1983

Mr. Howard Phillips
% Helen
The Conservative Caucus
450 Maple Ave. East
Vienna, Virginia 22180

Dear Mr. Phillips,

During the "Conservative Counterpoint" program, which was

broadcast on January 19th and/or 20th, 1983, Secretary of the In-
terior James Watt made several extremely accurate remarks regard-
ing socialism on Indian reservations, the failure of the reserva-
tion system, and the self-seeking professional Indian "leaders",
who enrich themselves at the expense of the majority of the Indian
people. Unfortunately, a few days later, during a meeting with
members of the Congress of American Indians, he reportedly re-

tracted his remarks, and apologized for making them. WHY? His
remarks painted a true picture of Indian reservations. Only those
professional Indians who are continually feeding at the federal
funding trough, could take exception to Secretary Watt's remarks.

I am enclosing copies of a large number of documents which
support the remarks made by Secretary Watt during the "Conserva-
tive Counterpoint" program. I appeal to you, to carefully read
the information contained in the enclosed documents. I have high-
lighted important passages.

At the back of the bound set of documents, which pertain to

corruption and gross mismanagement on the Hoopa Valley Reservation,
is a copy of my unansred letter of January 27, 1983. to Joseph
Wriht. Chairman of the President's Commission on Government In-
tegrity and Efficiency. My letter referred to two courageous In-
dian employees of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, who are prepared
to provide evidence and witnesses in support of my chergos of cor-
ruption and mismanagement on the Hoopa Valley Reservation. Because
this is an urgent matter, before reading the othbr documents, please
read that letter first. I would appreciate it very much, if some-
one from your organization could interview those witnesses, and
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examine their evidence. If you are interested, I shall make the
necessary arrangements.

After you have read the enclosed documents, I hope that you
and your organization will join with us, in trying to put an end

to the exploitation of our Indian people and their reservations,

and the squandering of billions of taxpayers' dollars by the Depart-

ment of the Interior, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and self-seeking

professional Indians.

The Hoova Valley Indian Reservation, which is located in Hum-

boldt and Del Norte Counties in California, is one of the richest

reservations in the United States. I have been informed, that its

resources, which includes valuable timber and fisheries, have p

valuation in excess of three billion dollars. An examination of

the record, however, will disclose the fact that many tens of mil-

lions of taxpayers' dollars have been poured into the management

of the reservation, grants to the "Hoopa Valley Tribe" and other

Indian organizations on the reservation, and Indian welfare and

"stream clearance" programs on the reservation (Please read the

enclosed documents, for information regarding the gross mismanage-

ment of some of those programs, and the squandering of taxpayers'

dollars). On Friday, February 11, 1983, however, during a meeting

with representatives of the Bureau of Indian Affairs at Klamath,

California, "a wel known Indian elder spoke to the B.I.A. repre-

sentatives". regarding the condition of the majority of the Indian

people of the Hoopa Valley Reservation, "I've never seen people

so poor". she said.

I believe, that it is time for an accounting. The federal

government should be compelled to explain to the taxpayers, why
its program of sauandering untold billions of hard-earned tax dol-

lars on "Indian Affairs" since 1960, has only resulted in poverty-

stricken, crime-ridden Indian reservations. The federal govern-

ment should be compelled to explain why, after squalderitg untold
billions of tax dollars on "Indian Affairs" since 1960, " a wel

known Indian elder" can now claim that she has "never seen people

so poor", as the majority of the Indians of the Hoopa Valley Reser-

vation, one of the richest reservatiwns in the Vnited States ---
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and also the recipient of untold tens of millions of dollars in

funding, grants and services from the federal government and the

State of California, since 1960.

I BELIEVE, TtAT THE MAJORITY OF OUR HARD-WORKING, TAX-PAYING,
PATRIOTIC INDIANS rESENT THE SQUANDERING OF TAX DOLLARS ON ILL-
CONCEIVED FEDERALLY-FUNDED SCHEMES WHICH DO LITTLE MORE THAN ENRICH
THOSE WHO CONCOCT THE SCHEMES. I BELIEVE, THAT MANY OF OUR INDIAN
CITIZENS FEEL THAT THEY ARE BEING EXPLOITED AND USED AS PAWNS BY
UNSCRUPULOUS OPPORTUNISTS WHO ARE ONLY SEEKING TO ENRICH THEMSELVES
BY CREATING FEDERALLY-FUNDED PROGRAMS PURPORTING TO BE FOR THE BENE-
FIT OF THE INDIAN PEOPLE, OR ONLY SEEKING TO JUSTIFY THE CONTINUANCE
OF THEIR FEDERALLY-FUNDED EXISTENCE.

I also believe, that the federal government's present policy

of recognizing small groups of non-treaty, non-reservation Indians
as "sovereign" Indian tribes or nations, is a violation of the
Congressional Act of March 3. 1871 (16 Stats. 566), and in some

cases, a violation of the Indian Reorganization Act.

Considering the fact that we are living in 1983, and not 1883,

it is about time Congress had the courage to examine the federal
government's incompetent management of "Indian affairs", which has
cost the taxpayers so many billions of dollars. Congress must have
the courage to penetrate the screen of vocal, name-calling, self-
seeking Indian "leaders" and Indian "administrators", extend a help-

ing hand to the Indian "captives" of the unworkable, initiative-

destroying federally-funded reservation system, and help them to

enter the 20th century and become truly free and full-fledged

citizens of the United States. Such an action is long overdue.

I pray, that you and your orgar'.zation will join us in our

efforts to achieve these goals.

If, for some reason, you are unable to use the enclosed docu-

ments, please return the documents to me, and I shall promptly
reimburse you for the postage.

Sincerely,

AM/fm Aan Morris

Encl.

P.S. to Helen, Thank you for your kindness and courtesy.
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1719 California Street
Mountain View, CA 94041
January 27, 1983

The Honorablo Jesse Helms
The United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Res Your letter of November 11, 1981, to the General Accounting

Office (G.A.O.), and your letter of June 30, 1982, to me,
copies of which are attached.

Dear Senator Helmsi

Despite numerous inquiries by letter and/or telephone to

the G.A.O., the Inspector General's office, and the Office of

Management and Budget, I have not received the courtesy of a
response to my repeated requests for a report regarding the re-

sults of the alleged investigation of my documented charges

against the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

After having spent several years and many thousands of dol-
lars developing the evidence and witnesses in support of my

charges, I believe that I am entitled to be advised as to the
results of the "investigation".

Therefore, I respectfully request that you obtain a full
report of the "investigation" and forward a copy to me.

Please know that your assistance in this matter is greatly

appreciated.

Sincerely,

/AllanMri

AM/fm
Encl.
co Guy Wright, San Francisco Examiner
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JESS HELMS
Pam Aftou.s

'ZCnileb States Senate

April 5. 1983

Allan Morris
1719 California St.
Mountain View, CA 94041

Dear Mr. Morris:

I would be glad to contact the
Inspector General's office and ask
that he furnish me with the report
that you want. I hope that this
will be helpful to you.

I appreciate your taking the time
to share this with me, and regret that
you have had problems in getting an
answer to your inquiry.

With kind regards.

Sincerely,

JESSE HELMS:xcm

Dear Senator Helms;
Your letter of April 5. 1983, is the

only response received in reply to my

letter of January 27, 1983, a copy of

which is attached. Please take approp-

riate action.
Sincerely,

Allan Morris

June 13, 1983

I DID NOT RECEIVE THE
COURTESY OF A REPLY
TO MY NOTE OF JUNE 13.
1983, TO SENATOR HELMS.

Allan Morris
August 25, 1984
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$M to S5 t from local bank% during
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the defae face penalty of wt
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ftnMi a addbno to making rssitu.
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The total amount of embezzle.
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fank of America employm heading
the to of these chaged Ohe fin-
cial iatituUtm with mov than one
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Well Fargo OS Crocker Natonal and
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Pacifc W

The 31 female and 20 male dlefe,.

cantx were summoned to appear for
arraignment before US MagUerat.
Steel Langford in San Francioo dur-
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Tribal Council Lowers the
Boom on B.I.A. Practices

The Holo Valley Business
tCouni i came dos n hard on the
Bureau o Indian Affairs this
week %ith the second
resolution in as many weeks
enacted by the Council
denouncing certain actions by
the B. A . one of which they
charge is harassment of somo
o the employee subsequent to
the first resolution two weeks
ago w hich asked the Inspector
General's oIlice to make a
complete Anoestigation of the
Hoops l A operation.

The Counrcil's chairman,
Elsie Rieklefa, said she
regretted that their previous
action had resulted in causing
employee grief, but
emphasized that the day for
reckoning had to come,

'We stand fast in our
position that an investigation
must be conducted." Chairman
Hticklefs said this week.

Subsequent to what the
Council calls "harassment of
employees", v hich they said
followed right on the heels of
their resolution two weeks ago,
the Business Council passed
their second resolution on
Monday of this week. asking
for an immediate moratorium
to be placed upon all personnel
actions within the Northern
California Agency of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs - to

Ceenso as, fCAL I

Tribe...
CollsstIm, Pop h I

remain in effect until such
time as the Inspector Genera
report is final.

"Each and every facet of t
Northern California Agen
must be investigated a
evaluated as to its profitiesry
RickIefo emphasized.

The original resolution
passed two weeks ago. tit
what the Council this we
called "a significant number
serious alleged manageme
and administrative impropr
ties".

The Hoops Valley Busine
Council apparently enter
Into their first resolution wi
the knowledge that the
might be serious reperusuio
when they passed it, b
apparently felt they had olu
eient information from reliab
sources to warrant taking t
chance.

The Buiness Coune
claimed in their origin
resolution that they he
received information I
complaints from B.l.1
employees who insisted
anonymity "due to their fear
insidious personal repriman
and/or reprisals" from certa
high-ranking Northern Co
fomS staff "who are often in
position to take just aut
unfair action .. ."

OAlmtiER
taking their original action.
apparently signs began to
appear that their informants
were correct - that reprisals
certainly were forthcoming,

In Monday's resolution, the
Council said "To the dismay of
the Hoopa Valley Business
Council. it appears that UMER 4
Resolution No. 63-134 (the
original passed two weeks ago)
has triggered the very
insi

4
ious, unfair, illegal and

unconstitutional personal
administrative personal
reprimands and reprilts the
employees feared "

The Council indicated that.
at the very ceast, the actions
against the employees are"unethical and designed to

A demoralize and place fear in
I's the hearts of employees by the

threats to their jobs. security
he and in fact, careers ... "
ncy After the original resolutior
nd ws made public, The Kouries
Y" contacted the BYA. office for

comment on the matter buit, Superintendent Dan Swaney
ed did not return the call.
ek This week, it was learned
of that Swaney had been
ot "detailed to the Sacramento
it office" for a period of shout 3

days, the informant said. Itas could not be determined iftd 5weaeysa removal from theth local office had any connectionre with the pressure brought on
'n the focat B.IA. office by theut Hoops Valley Business
11' Council' recent actions.lo, This week, Wilson Gillette
he from the Klasath 8.1A, office

was in Hoop& as Acting
Superintendent in Swaney's
absence but he underid stsndably declined to comment

Dd on the Council's action
A. Gillette told The KourierOn that he would probably beof talking to Swaney by phone
ds later in the day and would pass
In along the message that The
IS Kourier wanted to discuss the
a matter with him and ask him to
h return the call if he had a

statement he would like to
make. The call did not come.
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;This week'a follow-up
Resolution, In its entirety, read
as follows:
RESOLUTION NO. 64158
DATE APPROVED:.

August 27, 1914
SUBJECT:
RPefuesting that appropriate Bureau
of Indian Afflairs officials place an
Immediate moratorium on ill
personnel actions within the
Northern California IA Agency until
the requested lnepqctor Ge r's
Investigation Is final.

WHEREAS: The Hoops Valley Tribe
did on June 20, 1972, adopt a
Constitution and Bylaws which was
approved by the Commissioner of
Indian Alffirs on August 18, 1972, and
Article IX, Section 1 (a) of this
Constitution and Bylaws authorized
the Hoops Valley Tribe "to administer
all Tribal property," and

WHEREAS: Under authorization of
Tribal Resolution No. "134;' dated

,July 27, 1964, the Hoops Valley
BsInoss CouncH did, request an
Immedl at Investigation by the'
United States Inspector Generals
Off ice into the administration and
mansgement of the Northern
California Agency Of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs. and

WHEREAS: The aforementioned
Resolution No. 64134 did cite a
signiflcnt number of serious alleged
management and administrative
WOpreties which the Hoop& Valley

Business Council did request be
Included In an overall investigation by
the Inspector Generals office, and

WHEREAS: Within Resolution No.
84134 reference was also made to
comments and complaints received
by unidentified employees of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs who Insisted
On enonrymity due to their leer of
Insidious personal reprimands and/or
reprisals by ceain high ratlng
Northern California stall who art
often In a position to take just such
unfair action, and

The Kow1r

WHEREAS: To the dismay of the
Hoops Valley Business CouMcil, it
appears that Resolution No. S-S34
has triggered the very insidious
unfair, NIegat and unconstitutional
personal administrative personnel
reprimands and reprisals the
employees teared, and

WHCREAS: Without a doubt such
actions e at the very least unethical
and designed to demoralize and place
lear In the heats of employees by the
threats to their jobs, security a in
tact careers, and

WHEREAS: The above actions are
unfair, Illegal and unconstitutional In
that they we Insidiously deind to
deprive Individoals of their civil
rights, and

NOW THEREFORE BE IT
RESOLVED Based on the premise
that no Individuol is above the law
and Is answerable so an indIviual,
regardless of hi senior status as a
career employee, the Hoop& Valley
Business Council herewith requests
that an Immediate moratorium be
placed upon all personnel actions
within the Northern California
Agency of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs until such time as the
Inspltor Gneral s report Is final.

CERTIFICATION
I, the undersigned, as Chairman of
the Hoop& Valley business Council is
composed of eight members of which
? were present. constituting a
quorum al o Regular Meeting thereof:
duty and regutarly caled noticed,
convened and held this 27th day of
August, 1064: end that this resolution
was duly adopted by a vote of 6 for
with 0 against; and that said
rslluto has not been rescinded or
amendd In any way.
DATED THIS 27TH DAY
OF AUGUST. 1064.
Ele 0. Nickels,

Chatrman, Hoops
valley siness Council
ATTEST:
Delrire f. Yotn
Executive secretary, Hoopa
Valley Busness Council

olttAz4otas(
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P.O. Box 557
TO DATE, MR. WILLIAMS HAS
NOT RECEIVED A REPLY TO Klamath,'California 95548
THIS LETTER.

%-%-n %.,*September 12, 1984
FAll1an Morris
November 20, 1984

The Inspector General
United States Department of the Interior
Washington, D.C. 20240

Re: The enclosed copies of an article entitled "B.I.A. Office in
Hoopa to be audited", which was published in the Times-Standard
newspaper on August 31, 1984, and a letter dated September 5.
1984, to the Kourier newspaper.

Dear Sir;

Please examine the information contained in the enclosed docu-

ments, and then advise me as to whether or not you will order a com-

plete audit of the "reservation-wide account" and the use of funds

from that account.

Also, as one of the numerous witnesses who provided evidence

and information regarding mismanagement and corruption on the Hoopa

Valley Reservation to one of your "investigators" in January, 1982,

I respectfully request an explanation as to why your office apparent-

ly ignored our carefully-prepared and documented charges. Allan

Morris, several other reputable and knowledgeable witnesses, and I,

weat to a great deal of time, trouble, and expense, to prepare and

deliver the information and evidence to your "investigator", Amber

Khuri. Following our meetings with her in January, 1982, and des-

pite the extremely serious nature of our charges, we heard nothing

further from your office. I believe, that we are entitled to an

explanation of such high-handed treatment.

We await your early reply,

HDN/fm H.D. "Timm" Williams
cc: Jess Garst Attorney-in-fact for approximate-

ly 3,000 Yurok Indians of the
Hoopa Valley Reservation
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APPENDIX II

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 1985

ADDITIONAL MATERIAL SUBMITTED FOR THE HEARING RECORD

BARON4 1NIAJ RSERV)TION

RE D Bingo Ordinance
. ARONA GROUP OF TlE
CAPITAN CHANDE BAND OF

V MISSION INUIANS,
ORDINANCE NO. SAN DIEGO COUNTY. CALIFORNIA

WHEREAS, the 8arona Group of the CapItan Grande Band of Mission Indians of
San Diego County. California, as defined in the Act of 3-28-19
(11 Slat. L 1206-1109) as amended by Art af 5-4-31 1l Stat. tC?),

WHEREAS, The Baron.. Group of the Caplian Grande Band of Mission Indians of
San Diego County. California requires additional revenue to carry
out needed social programs, nd

.t

WHEREAS, the Barone Group of the Capitan Grande Band of Mission Indians of
San Diego County. California. desires to undertake the conduct of

, bingo games on the reservations, all of the proceeds from which will
go to supp.!rt Tribal health, educational and welfare programs, and

WHEREAS, this activity Is not prohibited by the State of California. and the
Tribe needs to regulate the conduct of this activity in keeping with
the customs, traditions, and mores of Its own people.

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That the.Barona Group of the Capitan Grande
n.ind of Mission Indians of San Diego County. California hereby eriacts this Bingo
Ordinance which is incorporated herein and by reference made a oart hereof.

DONE T,1IlS 10th DAY OF APRIL, 1951, at a special joint meeting of the Tribal
Council. duly convened at San Diego County, California, a ..uorum being present
by a vote of C for. 0 against. with 0 abstentions.

Edward-"W"1..lch,- Tribal Chairman Abe r thmn i Vice-Chairman

APPROVED:
In accordanlce with the By-Laws of the
Barona Groun of the Captar Crjiade
Band of tssiton Indians of San Diego
County. California

5 itt.ndent
flure3u of tnd-?,7.- A.a-Xs

(1007)
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HANACMIENT ACW WHLN'r

THIS ACREEIENT, made ch, 20th day of April, 1981.

by and between THE BARONA GROUP OF TIE CAPITAN GRANDE BAND) OF

MISSION INDIANS OF SAN DIEGO COUNTY, CALIFORNIA, an organized

Tribe as defined in the Act of 2-28-19 (40 Stat. L 1206-1209)

as amended by Act of 5-4-32 (47 Scat. 147), (hereinafter rufurrud

to as 'Tribe") and AMERICAN AMUSEMENT HANAGEMENT, INC. (hereinafter

referred to as "Contractor").

RECITALS:

WHEREAS, the Tribe is a federally recognized ttibel

and

WHEREAS, the Tribe is the owner of the following

described property: Lots A, B, C, D, E, F, G, K, I, J and K of

Rancho Barona according to the map made by W. M. Rumsey recorded

August 11, 1919 and filed in t0e office of Che Recorder, San Diego

County as Map No. 191. Lots 2 and 3, swkNEk, EkNWk, SWkNWk, NeLS.,.

NWkSEk of Section 26; Franctional NEk of Section 28, Lots 3 and 6

N ,SEk, SEkSEk of Section 27, all in T. .14 S., R. I E.j SE'SWk of

Section 7, T. 14 S., R. 2 E., SBIUH, California, excepting therefrom

those portions of Lots "F" and "0" described as beginning at Corner

28, proceed S. 33.17' E. 3753 feet to Corner 29; thence N B4'31'

W. 4911.6 feet..to Corner 30; thence N. 64"W. 1390.0 feet to Corner

31, thence N. 27"04' E. 1417.2 feet; thence N. 77*13' £. 3538.7 feet
to point of beginnig,..conaininga caOf _5.38.5.A r

ADDITIONS: WhSWk of Section 26, Lots 1 and 2 of Section 27. T. 14

S.., R. I E., SBBM, California. GLO Plat 12-12-81. (Porti|t uf

Tract 45.Section 26 and Tract 46 Section 27). Tract 39 Section

23. T. 14 S., R. I C., SBH, Cali'furnia. Additions. conr;;inilng. a. tot il

of 142.13 Acres.
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herdtna($er referred to.&s*propEty' and

WIEREAS. the 'rrbe is now in rhe process of developin-

the above described property so as'to increase Tribal revenues

and enhance Tribal economic self-sufficiency and Tribal self-

government; and

WHEREAS, the Tribe is seeking financial and technical.

experience, assistance and expertise for the development and

operation of the above described property and it is agreed Contractor

can supply and/or assist in obtaining same and has such expertise

and experience; and

WHEREAS,.Tribe is desirous of vesting in Contractor the

exclusive right and obligation to finance,._construct, improve,

develop, manage, operate and maintain the property in €onformanco

with the terms and conditions of this Management Agreementj and

WHEREAS, Contractor is desirous of performing the above

described functions as exclusive Contractor for the Tribe.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of mutual covenants

contained herein, the parties agree as follows:

WITNESSETH:

1. Engagement of Contractor:

Tribe hereby retains and engages Contractor for the .erm

ofzwentvy-_VeA_4Ls commencing upon the execution of-this agreement

and continuing assist the Tribe kn inanS "n to construct.
iprovet develop, manage, operate and maintain.thepror as a

facility for the conduct of bingo games and to create other-revenue

ErEd!ucing activities upon said property as mutually agreed upon by

Tribe and Contractor, and Contractor agrees to accept'such obligations

Ii is understood and agreed between Tribe and Contractor

that the parties hereto shall contmence operation of the bingo game

in an existing building kiiown as the "Comvunity Center". If. afte,

an initial six week to six month test it is determined tha suctN
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gant. can be property op,,rated (at the sole discretianof .Contr actoXr,

Contractor shall have the option of either continuing at the

"Community Center" while constructing a larger facility for that

purpose, or terminating this agreement.

In the event the Tribe elects to establish aqyo.h._.

Bingo activities on. ?hrp.pr. on the Reservation. duringahe..

term of this Agreement, the Tribe agrees to enter into a new

management Agreement with Contractor as to such business activities
under the same terms and conditions as this Managemenc Agreement.

In the event Tribe fails to enter into such a new Hangement Agreement

with Contractor, Contractor shall be entitled to specific performance

as well as any other remedy available at.law.,

2. Undertaking of Contractort

Contractor agrees to provide in the event of the

construction of a larger facility, among other things the following:

A. Architect - An architect for designing facilities.

all materials, equipment and labor to construct facilities as

necessary and/or renovate and modify existing facilities, if any,

as well as supervisors who will supervise the construction,

renovation and/or modification of the facilities so as to comply

with the terms of this Agreement.

B. Personnel and Supplies - All Personnel and

inventory and.;ther supplies necessary to oRrate and aLntain the

property in compliance with the terms of this Managemenc Agreement.

C . Supervision, Construction, Development and

Improvements - It is hereby specifically understood and agreed

between the parties that Contractor is granted responsibility for

the construction of the improvements and related activities undertake

pursuant to the terms and conditions of this Agreement.

D. Logistical Suppoct -_Cotitrar-ts ,jlb&_r,_es nsb

for .andmanage the property, including but nor limited to the

following areas of management;
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i. Raw Materials, food stuffs, beverages,

where applicable,

ii. Equipment, .

iii. Tools, maintenance and ocher support items

coincidental to operation and management of the property.

E. Training

i. Program Director - Contractor shall-select

and appoint a Program Director who will act as General Manager for

tnd will be assigned to theoperacion and management of

the property on a full-time basis during the entni*e.SeM._f_.tLhS

Agreement.

ii. Training Aid - Contractor wilL provide

individuals to carry out a program of instruction for the Barona

Croup of the Capitan Grande Band of Hission Indians Job applicants

accepted for employment.

iii. On the Job Training - Contractor will provide

personnel who will supervise and instruct the Barona Group of the

Capitan Crande Band of Mission Indians job applicants accepted for

employment.

F. Employees:

It is hereby understood and agreed that Contractor

shall have the responsibility to emplo, direct,. pnr!Fand .

discharge all personnel performing regular services in and on the

propertyJ.a.cpnect.on with the construction, improvement. development

Jtnenance, operation and management of such property and any

activity upon the property; provided, however, Contractor shall

give first preference to qualified members of the Barona Group of

the Capitan Grande Band of Hission Indians of San Diego County,

California in hiring such personnel.

C. SecurijU:

Contractor shall employ personnel to insure the safety

and security of ch .subject property and its guests and employees,

(includinU parking Lots) and of the the uonLiQ..jncidenL"o..,jnagii
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and operating the same. No alcoholic beverages shall be allowed on

the e._roperty and the security personnel shall not permit

anyone creating what they determLne. to be a disturbance to remaLn

on the property.

H.. BUsinoss and Affairs it Connection with Pruperty:

1. All business and affairs in connection with

the financing, construction, improvement, development, e49.o,

managemSent and maintenance of the property subject to this Agreement

shall be the responpsibiity- y othe.Cuntractur., who is hereby granted

necessary power and authority to act In order to fulfill its

responsibility._prusuait to. this Agreement. Notwithstanding anything

herein contained to the contrary, Contractor hereby agrees to and

shall at all times comply with all terms and conditions of this

Management Agreement in carrying out its responsibilities. Conirle tr

agrees to indemnify and hold the Barona Croup harmless for any

eLxpenses and/or damages incurred from lawsuits or actions against

Contractor or Harona relating to the financing, construction,

improvement, development operation, management and maintenance of

the subject prop ery

2. Tribe and Contractor shall collect, receive

and receipc all the gross sales, revenues and/or rentals that

become due and payable and collected in connection with and/or.

arising from*the operatLion and management of the property, and to

deduct from suc2i gross amounts, expenses hereinafter provided, to

pay all sums that Contractor and Tribe deem necessary or proper for

the maintenance and operation of buildings, including water,

insurance, heat, light, payrolls, repairs and the like to apply to

and pay all charges which become due and payable on the prope.Et

pursuant to the terms and conditions of this Agreementi to pay

principal and Interest due or to become due on any note or iiotes

that are unsecured or secured by mortgages or other security_

iiistruments upon the property and upon inventory and property held

in connoccioit with any business activity pursuant to and in complizince

with the terms and conditions of this hinagemeit Agreement provided
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3, Compensation and Reimbursemgnt:

In consideration of the performance of the dutite

as described herein, Contractor shall receive the following

management fe

a. Contractor shall receive as a management fee

a sums of money eqUal to forty-five per cent (4.51) of the not

operating profits for each fiscal year rosultin o .

connection with any business activities.upon the property.

b, "N.L_.opexating-proLir" shall be_ dgUJIn

by the use of generally accepted accounU~kkngpI~.!Pnt.witlh.the

single exception that all secured, and unsecured note and/or.mortgage e

payments upon construction, inventory, fixture or equipment loans

for the "new facility" shall be considered an operation expense.

c. Contractor shall solely bear the expense of

advertising and promotion until "Opening Day" at the abovemenctioned

Community Center. Contractor shall also solely bear the expense

of legal fees and costs related to any and all law suits related

to the financing, construction, improvement, development, operation,

management and maintenance of the subject property. Contractor

shall further bear the expense of any salaries for the managers of

the abovementioned operations. The abovemencioned expenses shall

not be considered operating expenses of the abovementioned facilities

and shall not be paid from any revenues generated from said property

and facility..;

d. Operating expenses, to be deducted from gross

revenues, shall include, but are not limited to the following:

Salaries of personnel and employees (except as specified in paragraph

3 - c., above), prizes, materials and supplies, utilities and

maintenance of subject property, construction. mortgage, taxes and

insurance on any newly constructed buildings and improvements,

advertising after "Opening Uay". accounting fees, security personnel

and operating equipment. Title to any and all improvements and

fixtures constructed during the period of this Arreement shall be

vested solely with the Tribe after termination of said Agreement.
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4. Duties of Cuntractor:

In managing, operating dnd maincaiinng the property

subject to this Agreement, Contractor's duties shall include, but

nut be limited to the following:

a. Handle Property: Use reasonable measures for

the orderly management and operation of the property, including

without limitation, advertising, operating, and managing the Bingo

games, snack bars, sales of all related items and other related

activities, as is necessary.

5. Notice:

Any notice required to be given pursuant to this

Agreement shall be delivered by certified mail addressed to Tribe

at: Barona Tribal Office
1095 Barona Road
Lakeside, CA 92040

6. Ndnagement Agreement:

The parties hereto specifically warrant and represent

that they, without mutual agreement, shall not act in any way what.

soever, either directly or indirectly, to cause this Management

Agreement to be altered, amended, modified, cancelled, terminated

and/or attempt to assign or transfer this Hangement Agreement or any

right to or interest in said Agreement. Further, the parties warrant

and represent that they shall take all actions necessary to insure

that the Hanagement Agreement shall remain in good standing at all

times. The Chairman and the Bureau of Indian Affairs shall have the

responsibility and the authority with the consent of the Contractor.

to make changes in operational procedures so as to implement and better

develop the revenue and efficiency of the operation.

7. Grounds for Termination:

This Agreement may be terminated upon the mutual

written consent and approval of both parties or by Contractor

pursuant to paragraph 1 or Tribe may ternrinate this Agreement in

the event that Contractor is found guilty of theft or embezzlement

or is found guilty of a material breach of this Agreement in a
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court of competent jurisdiction. It is specifically understood

and agreed that In trie event an employee o the Contractor is

found guilty of theft or embezzlcmenct it shall not be grounds for

termination of this Agreementl provided, however, Contractor *groes

to be responsible for the repayment of funds due to Tribe in the

event an employee of Contractor is found guilty of theft or

embezzlement.

8. Insurance:

The Tribe and Contractor shall place insurance

coverage upon the property and any improvements thereon and the
I

cost for such insurance shall be considered operating expenses of

the property.

9. Successors:

The Berefits and obligations of this Agreement

shall inure to be binding upon the parties hereto, their respective

successors and assigns, provided that neither party may assign

their interest in the contract without prior written approval of

the other party.

10. Recordation:

At option of Contractor this Agreement may be recorded

in any Public Records.

11. Arbitration:

In the event that a dispute arises as to what are

reasonable and:appropriate operating expenses for the property

herein, or if the Tribe feels that any of its Customs and Traditions

are being violated in relation to this Agreement., or if disputes

arise as to any matter related hereto on which the parties are

unable' to agree on a solution, the matter shall be brought to

arbitration under the then existing rules of the American Arbitration

Association.
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i d of April. 198 at a special Joint

meeting of the Tribal Colincil, duly c--venee at San Diego Coun'y,

California, a quorum being present. by a vote of 4 for, 0

against, with 0 abstentions.

Albert -hoen, ounVice - manEdward L. Welch, Chairman

AMERICAN AMUSEMENT MANAGEMENT, INC.

ShlonKaen-
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BARON GENERAL COUNCIL
APRIL 23, 1983

1. Call to Order

The meeting was called to order at 9:05 a.m., with 50 Tribal members present.

II. Minutes of January General Council

The Minutes of the January General Council were considered. MOTION was made by
Joe Curo and seconded by Rose Osuna to accept the minutes. The motion passed.

it. Bingo
The terms of the contract for the operation of Bingo at Barona was discussed..
The Management Agreement Is for 25 years. Question of termination clauses in the
Management Agreement was raised. Question was raised on hiring: was the Tribal
Council Involved, why were positions given to non-indians. Question was raised
on accounting of funds. N-td for financial reports and monthly meetings was
stated. MOTION was made by Lillian Darby and seconded by Darleen Padilia to
have monthly General Council meetings. Motion passed 46-2-0.

S Question was asked on site for permanent building. Chairman Welch stated the
Issue will have to go to the General Council as it involves a land lease.

Suggestion was made that Indian food be served, as It is supposed to be Indian
Bingo.

Issue was raised on some personnel pain; for uniforms and others, "off the
street," not having to. Chairman Welch stated some have to take courses to be
certified to carry a gun. Suggestion was made that the tribal fund be used to
pay for members uniforms. Chairman Welch responded the-' the General Fund is
used only for general tribal purposes. Statements were made that the Bingo
managers should be present at the General Council monthly meetings to answer
questions.

There was discussion on open positions: one in security, an assistant to the
manager, and Tribal bookkeeper (when present bookkeeper goes full time with
Bingo). There was discussion on training a Tribal member to take the position.
Chairman Welch suggested that tho Bingo revenues can be used to set up a
college fund.

Issue was raised on the Tribal role in the Bingo operations: the requirement
that the funds are reviewed by the General Council so that it has the opportunity
to do what It wants to do with the money, tn see that the funds are Invested so
that when Bingo goes, the Tribe will still have something. Ihe need to control
the funds and use a financial advisor was raised.

Question was again raised about opening the P.L. 638 secretary/bookkeeper
position to a tribal member, who would be trained for the position. Further
discussion on the issue was tabled until the Bingo, issue was completed.

The consultation of the General Council on land and money matters was raised as
a matter of concern. Question was asked as to whet would happen if the people
were not happy with the Bingo. Chairman Welch suggested giving a three month
trial, he a8ded that he feels certain that the Supreme Court will pass on the
case In Barona's favor.
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* Issue was raised on the signing of the contrac-without Informing the General
Council. Chairman Welch.responded that there are 10 acres to be designated for
the Bingo operation, which has to go to the General Council. Question was asked
if the spot selected is denied by the General Council, would the Bingo stay in
the gym. Vice Chairman Phoenix provided some background information. He stated
that the original contract, as prepared by Janice Bundy, was submitted by the then
chairman, Josephine Romero, and nothing was said about the 10 year lease then.
He added, that when the new backers needed a 25 year lease, the Tribal Council
went with It.* Question was raised that the Tribal Council should have come back
to the General Council to approve the 25 year lease, and whether the Tribal Council
would do it again in the future. Vice Chairman Phoenix stated a mistake had been
made, and the General Council applauded his remarks.

The was discussion on how Barona perople on the Bingo staff were being treated. -
Issue was raised as to why the Bingo manager wasn't here to be introduced to the
people. There were statements made from the General Council that Bingo was agreed
to three years ago and that the only two issues to be considered are the number of
years in the lease and the hiring of Barona people. It was also stated that the
General Council be kept informed about everything involved in Bingo operations.

The discussion on hiring practices by the Bingo and Tribal policy and prodecures
as adopted by the Tribal Council. Specific openings were discussed, as well as
the interest that Tribal members be hired.

IV. Cattlemen's Association

Issue was raised about people following the rules about dogs not being out when
the calves are being down. Vice Chairman Phoenix stated that the cattlerten must
notify the owner that the dog is causing a problem. Comment was made that if
they see a dog taking a calf down, they will shoot the dog. Chairman Welch added
that the Tribe has enough fence to fence off the road, behind the houses, but that
action had been tabled by the General Council. Question was asked about giving
the fencing to individuals to fence around their houses. Issue reamined tabled.

Bobby Curo informed the General Council that he has been trying to form a Cattle-
men's Association, which would be approved by the Bureau. However, the important
factor is the need to have the people behind the association, especially when
individuals give the association trouble about the cattle. MOTION was made by
Mary Parcell and seconded by Thorpie Romero to approve a Cattlemen's associationn
being formed which would be recognized by the Bureau and backed up by the people.
There was discussion on the role of the association. It was suggested that the
cattlemen shoul support the fecning. The assocaition was seen as a benefit, as
problems with cattle can be brought to the association. Bobby Curo emphasized
the need to have enough power in the association to require that its rules be
followed. Motion passed 25-13-0. Bobby Curo is to report back to the next
meeting of the General Council on the progress in setting up the association,

V. El Capitan Indian Reservation

Chairman Welch reported that there had been a meeting with Viejas on the governing
of Capitan. It was agreed to have an election in July to elect 2 from Barona, 2
from Viejas, and I from the Splinter Group. The election will follow Barona's
election procedures. The Captian Council will coordinate approvals for use of
Capitan.
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*VT.. Tribal Employee Practices
Issue was raised on the positions of Tribal Business Manager and Secretary/
Bookkeeper, funded by P.L. 638. and their being open to tribal members. Question
was asked as to opening the positions each year. Chairman Welch stated that the
positions, once filled are filled until the person is fired. Question was raised
as to a conflict of interest as the Business Manager is the chairman's wife. The
statement was made that that issue had been raised and settled when Chairman Welch
was elected. The discussion continued about a tribal member takin the place of
Shirley Curo, the Secretary/Bookkeeper, as well as the others as they open either
with the Tribe or with the Bingo. There was discussion on the value of continuity,
having experienced and informed staff when there is a new chairman. There was
discussion that having the positions on the ballot would make the persons elected
officials and not receive pay. There was a suggestion that the Tribal Council
could be paid. MOTION was made by Mary Parcell and seconded by Eleanor Brown
that the Business Manager and Secretary/Bookkeeper be voted on in the Tribal
Election. There was discussion that the two position are Jobs and that more
thought needs to be given to the issue, and decisions not made so quickly. The
motion passed 29-5-0.

VII. Ultra-Light Park

Questions were raised about the Ultra-Light Park an the revenues it is bringing
in as well as the term of the lease. Chairman Welc stated that the park pays
S500 a month, and the lease terms ends in January. And issue of a landing of an
ultra-light plane In Capitan was raised. Chairman Welch stated the pilot thought
the land was B.L.M. land, actually he landed on City of San Diego property. There
was a discussion on the location of the boundary between Capitan and the City.
Question was asked on the water used at the rark, and Chairman Welch stated that
they pay the Tribe when they use Tribal water. There was discussion on a petition
to eliminate the park, which was brought to the Tribal COuncil. Chairman Welch
stated that a personal dispute is involved ii, the action to remove the park.
MOTION was made by Larry Banegas and seconded by Geraldine Darby to bring the
Ultra-Light Park lease to the General Council when the lease is to be renewed.
and to not permit more building now. Motion passed 35-0-0.

VIlI.*A-'4IHA Houses/Block Grants/HIP Funds/Other

Question was rasied as to whether Barona has requested Block Grant funds to
repair the AMIHA houses. Chairman Welch stated that the Block Grant application
is now in for a Tribal store. He added that the repair of the houses can be done
either by AMIHA or by Barona under the next application for Block Grant funds.
There was discussion on trailers. The minutes of the January General Council
meeting were read, and there was nothing in the minutes about giving down payments
for trailers. Chairman Welch said that funds could be giver to finish a trailer,
but not to get it in the first place.

Question was raised on the percent Helix has of the lake, and Chairman Welch said
he will be getting the information. In response to a question about a gift to
Barona, Chairman Welch stated the will is in probate, and the funds will come to
the tribe in a year.

Chairman Welch stated that Barona Is going to get disaster funds to fix the roads
up to their original condition. He added that he Is requesting that the ANIHA
roads be Included In the Bureau Road System. Resolution read on the roads.

On the matter of planting Jojoba on El Capitan, Chairman Welch stated the subject
has to go back to Viejas, and that the new El Capitan Council will deal with this.

72-553 0 - 87 - 33
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Lucy Adams raised a question about the trailer of Eugene Quitac, does it
belong to him. Vice Chairman Phoenix stated that the trailer is a Tribal
trailer and Is for Quitac's'use for life. Issue was raised of non-family
living In it. Vice Chiarman Phoenix explained that when Quitac gave up his
AMINA house to Janice Pinto, this was when Josephine Romero was chairman,
the Tribe gave him the use of the trailer for as long as he lived.

The resolution for the roads was considered and the vote was 24-0-0, the

resolution was adopted.

IX. Adjournment

The General Council adjourned at 11:55 a.m. The next meeting of the General
Council will be held during May.

Respectful ly submitted.

i2i&e nedct
Tribal Secretary
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BAROIA GENERAL COUNCIL

NAY 28, 1993

1. Call to Order

The first monthly meeting of the General Council, as ordered at the Quarterly
Meeting In April, was called to order at 9 a.m. Chairman Welch. Present were
Vice Chairman Phoenix, and Councilmembers Magginni, La Chappa and Curo, and approxi-
mately 100 other members of the General Council.

It. Bingo

A presentation on Bingo at Barona and the contract between the management company
operating the Bingo games and the Barona Reservation was rude by Harry Hertzberg,
of American Amusement. He described the changes to the original contract that have
resulted in the second agree..ent, or amendment to the first contract,

Stating that the issue is not with the Bingo operation, not with Hertzberg, several
members expressed concern that the General Council Ithe governing body of the
Barona Indian Reservation) was not involved in the development of the 25 year lease.

Hertzberg, not acknowledging the authority of-Lhc Genera4 Council, stated that
Barona has a "representative government," and that he dealt with leaders, as he
can't deal with ever-ybody. He stated that the issue for him is the location of
the permanent Bingo building.

Comment was made that the selection of the site can be discussed after the contract
Is reviewed by the General Council. There %as agreement by those present that
the contract was the issue, and question was asked as to why the contract wasn't
brought to the General Council for approval.

Vice Chairman Phoenix stated to the General Council that he Tribal Council
was acting under a resolution of the General Council which gave the Tribal
Council the power to do the day-to-day business of the Tribe--except those
issues involving Tribal money or the Tribal lands.

Members of the.General Council again expressed concern that they were not given
the opportunity to see the contract. The major issues cited were Tribal control
of the-Bingo and the loss of the General Council's control of the Reservation.

Hertzberg responded that the Tribe should get to gether and not quarrel amongthem-
selves--otherwise another Reservation will get the Bingo operation.

Employment of Barona meters by the Bingo operation was discussed. There were
complaints that they were being laid of because of a lack of funds--yet an outside
family stays. Other person stated they learned the labor laws don't apply
to the Reservation. The promised firing of one of the staff there, if there wasn't
a change in attitudes toward the Indians was mentioned when tru manager of the
Bingo operation said there was no policy that Indians would be fired.

MOTION was made by Ernie Magginni to put a freeze on the contract for 30 days to
allow review, and to hold a special meeting to talk about the contract. The
motion was seconded by Gerine Osuna. Chairman iXelch stated that the General
should select a site today, or give four options for a site.
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Hertzberg responded to the discussion on delaying the selection of the building
site by saying that the Tribe can't waive his rights under the contract.

Art Bunce was introduced by Chairman Welch, informing the General Council that
the Tribal Council has entered into a contract with Bunce to represent Tribal
interests in the Bingo operation. Bunce spoke of his background with California
Indian Legal Services. When asked by Chairman Welch to review the contract for
the Bingo, he did, and agreed with the chairman that it needed changed. He told
the General Council that everyday that there is a delay means a delay in construc-
tion and a loss of income. In response to his comment that is might go somewhere
else, members of the General Council responded they weren't concerned about other
Reservations getting into Bingo.

At this point, Frank Mango , an attorney representing some members of the
General Council spoke up. The two had differing views as to the rights ot
the General Council, what authority the General Council has given to the Tribal
Council,' what Tribal customs effecting self-government were operating at Barona,
and the need for court action to effect changes in the contract when there is
no mutual agreetment between the two parties to the contract.

Members of the General Council then discussed the possibility of impeachment of
its officers (the Tribal Council). Vice Chiarman Phoenix stated that Barona had
no procedures for a recall in its Election Ordinance. There was discussion of a
possible role for the Bureau of Indian Affairs in the tribal government.

There was discussion that Barona has not adopted a written constitution and bylaws,
and that it operates on custom and tradition--"if it is in the heart and soul then
we can do it.' When dealing with land the custon is a seven day notice for the
meeting to all the voters. Members of the General Council disagreed with Bunce's
interpretation that the Tribal Council had to agree to a meeting before a General
Council meeting for the consideration of land issues could be called. Another
member stated the Reservations are like nations, and as the nations have different
kinds of government, Barona has its own way--that the majority would rule today.
The issue was seen as who was in control of the Reservation--the Tribal Council
or the General Council.

The question was called for and a vote was taken by !andcount. The vote on Magginni'
motion to delay the contract for 30 days was 51 in favor, 20.opposed and 2 abstaining

Chairman Welch then suggested that the General Council nominate persons to sit with
the Tribal Council in overseeing the Bingo operations. Members stated that they
wanted Hertzberg to know that the people do whant Bingo, but that the people want
to have control, and to review the contract themselves. A meeting for review of the
contract by the General Council members was set at 5:30 p.m. June 1, 1983 at the gym

The discussion continued and the issues were again identified as land, money, partner
ship with and outside entity, and sovereignty. Also impeachment of the Tribal Counci
as cited. At the request of the General Council, a vote was taken to decide if the
attorney, Art Bunce, would be allowed to be present during the rest of the meeting.
A handcount was taken and the vote was 33 in favor is his staying, 39 opposed and 0
abstaining. Mr. Bunce then left the meeting.

There then was discussion on whether impeachment needed a seven day notice, or of the
need to notify.the people, just as they were notified for today's meeting, At this
point, Danny Curo stepped down from the head table. The desires of people present
were expressed by a member as wanting to impeach today and to elect an acting officer!
Vice Chairman Phoenix stated that the is the first time this has happened, and asked
who is being recommended as the new Tribal Council officers.
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Ernie Nagoinni was indicated as a candidate for the acting committee. Chairman
Welch stated that the Tribal policies are that a person can't drun for office if
they oe money to the Tribe. A member stated that the persons seeking impeachment
would need to have a Just cause. Josephine Romero, former chairman, reminded the
General Council that the Tribe does have an election ordinance, and'that there is
no provision for impeachment. A member recommended that as it had never -een done
before to put the issue on hold for 30 days and then have a special election. Again,
the request to know who is running for the acting committee was made, before the
action to throw out the present council. MOTION was.made by Linda Parcell and
src'onldebr.GemainreOsa-to. lmeacr. There was them discussion back and forth as
to-act'immediately or call a special election with seven days notice. Cominent was
made by one member that if the Tribal Council did damage to the Tribe, they should
stay in and fix it. NOTION was made by Thorple Romero and seconded by Wesley Peters
toihold a special election in seven days to impeach. There were demands to impeach
today and vote in seven days. The meeting was set for June 11 to allow for notices.

Chairman Welch stated his position, that there were no grounds for impeachment as
the 1978 Resolution of the General Council gave the Tribal Council the authority
to act on the business of the Reservation. He displayed a copy of the Resolution.
The discussion continued to put in acting officers until a special election could be-
heldin 30 days. NOTION was made by Janice Pinto and seconded by Wesley Peters to
come back in seven days; A vote was taken and the handcount was 60 in favor, 0 opposed
and 4 abstaining: There was discussion that a new contract was not, signed, and that
only an amendment to the original contract had been signed by the Tribal Council.

Ill. Trailer Issue

Chai man Welch then turned to the issue of a trailer on the Reservation, and the
need for agreement was presented. The issue is that of a 30 day notice. Robert
Welch had given permission to let the trailer in question stay on his property.
Eddie Banegas stated that the Tribal Council had told him he had to move his trailer.
There was discussion that personal issues were being raised. Eddie banegas then
brought torth a letter about finishing his trailer.

IV. Adjournment

The meeting then adjourned at 10:30 a.m. The special meeting was set for June 11,1983
at 8 a.m. in the Clubhouse.

respectfully submitted,

4ulie Benedict
Tribal Secretar)
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BARONA GENERAL COUNCIL
AND

BARONA TRIBAL COUNCIL

June 22, 1983

1. Call to Order

The meeting was called to order at 5:45 p.m. in the gym by Chairman Welch. Also.
present were Vice Chairman Phoenix, Councilmen Nagginni, La Chappa and Curo, and
15 other members of the General Council. Attorney Art Ounce was present.

II. Attorney Report

I-Ounce began by asking Chairman Welch to provide him with a copy of the $etter from
the BIA, stating that the Bureau will stay out of Barona Bingo. He then described
his relationship with the State Attorney General. He reported that there has been
no official word to the Attorney General to move against Bingo. With regard to the
State's concenrns about organized crime becoming involved, Bunce stated that he in-
formed the Attorny General that the Tribe is also interested in keeping a clean op-
eration. and that, although it's an interal matter, the Tribe would be interested in
information so that it could act. Bunce then proposed a joint State, Federal, County
and Indian meeting to discuss Bingo. He also stated that now that Bingo has a PR man,
this could give a favorable public view to the operation.

He then discussed Docket 80a,2, to which Barona is a party. He described the agreement
whereby the BIA will loan $1 million for hiring expert witnesses, which would have to
be paid back only if the Tribes in the suit win. He recommended that Barona sign the
agreement for Barona's share of the loan. He added that Barbara Karshner is the
attorney for th2 case. 1he suit is tor the loss of water rights, which were not included
in the land suit. He said the attorney intends to present witnesses on behalf of all
the tribes part to the suit. The Tribal Council signed the agreement.

Bunce then distributed Hertzberg's response to the changes proposed at the June 1, 1983
meeting. The first question from the membership was what is the gross and the net
nightly take. A cost breakdown was also requested. Actual figures were requested,
not guesses or estimates. Vice Chairman Phoenix said there had been a drop in
business, but it was suggested that Miles Anderberg be asked to come in and give a
financial report.

There was discussion on a person to be hired to protect Barona's interests, with
requests that the notices be send out for the position. Bunce suggested that the
Tribe can review the audit of the enterprise, as that's the time to check, There
was discussion on issues of pay and qualifications. There was discussion on how the
money Is logged in and deposited in the safe. There were connents that the contract
requires a nightly deposits ot cash in the bank. There was discussion on the number
attending, 560 a night, and why do they need a building when they can't fill the hall
now. Another expressed the belief that the people will return when things settle down.
The statement was made that people were disatisified with the operation of the Bingo
and went to the newspapers because nobody would listen to them.

Anderberg, manager of the Bingo, entered at this point. He had with him a graph of
receipts, which displayed how much was taken in. He then described the system
for handling paymaster envelopes an( receipts, as wl as use of register tapes and
the ledger as controls. when asked how otten the net is figured, he said weekly. hjt
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come in monthly. When pressed he said the net is figured monthly. He described
the gross as the gate, and separated that from the prizes, telling how much is
paid back in prizes.

here was discussion on the dividend paid on June 6th. It was suggested that in order
to know what to pay as dividend, a review of income and expenses was required, and that
the questions about gross and net could be answered if that were given to the tribe at
the same time that the dividend is given.

The discussion then turned to the financing of the proposed building, and questions
were asked on how the investors will be paid off. What effect will that have on the
dividends that go to the Tribe and Hertzberg. Question was asked as to what is
being used as collateral? What happens to the investment if the Bingo is not suctess-
full What about the building? In response to questions, Anderberg said the term
"Joint Venture" describes the Bingo operation. Bunce stated that Hertzberg has
to develop and instrument to satisfy the investors, and that the Trjbe should review it.

Question was raised on if or when Anerican Amusement was incorporated. One member was
not able to find a record in Sacramento, and yet the first contract says it was incor-
porated in California and the second has a blank for the state in which the company
is incorporated. Question was asked about the validity of the first contract.
Anderberg stated he is not surprised it it was not incorporated before the Court's
decision. "We did a)l the work tor you. It's only after the decision is the issue
of "entity" being raised." Anderberg is reported to be Vice President of the manage-
ment company. Anderberg then described changes in the name of the company. American
Amusement Mangement, Inc. now American Amusement and Management, Inc. The records
in Sacramento will be checked by the "new" rame. Bunce was asked to look at the
original for the corporate rtunber. He found a seal, which showed January 5, 1983
as the date of incorporation.

There was discussion on the desirability of having the Tribe's 55'. in black and white
in the contract. The recording of the contract is also to be checked, in case it
went under some other designation.

Anderberg then described his difficulties in employing an accounting firm. He said
that Hertzberg has asked the State Accountancy Board tor a recomrendation. However,
somebody said the account lunched with Duffy. Then the comapny would not retrun his
phone calls, Anderberg said it was not professional of them to do that. He then
identified the firm of Steres Alpert & Came that is to be brought to the Tribal Council
this evening for approval as the new firm that had been selected.

Anderberg recommended that a committee of one be appointed to review the books. He
said there is nothing to hide. An incident where some members had come to see the
books was discussed, and told they had to approach the Tribal Council. Vice Chairman
Phoenix said the processes will have to be worked about within the Tribe, and that
on Saturday they would be told how it is to be cone. Anderberg reminded the group
that the business information of the "Joint Venture" should be confidential. A member
told of a phone call asking who counted the money, and the person informed the member
that the Tribe should have cleared $44.00 on Big Bingo Nite. Anderberg acknowledged
that that was the gross, adding that it was common knowledge that there were 800 players,
that night. and he speculated that the person guessed the gross.

Question was asked if persons could be employed in the Bingo if they have a full-time
job outside. Anderberg indicated yes, out that priority went to those who had no other
employment.

Bunce then reported on the site offored by Lucy Adams. He has gone through the records
at Laguna Nigel and found only documents on the transter of land, and found only one
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reference to assignments of land, but no record of how it was done. He suggested
the documents may have gone to the national archives. He indicated this did not
affect using the 10 acres, just that the pipes be located and the lines surveyed.
He stated that just because the records are lost there is no reason to stop as
the Tribe can agree between itself as to the assignments. In response to a
question on tinding the names of the shareholders in the records, he said he didn't.
Chairmen Welch and Vice Chairman Phoenix both stated that the owners know where their
land Is. Bunce suggested the survey should be done before Saturday.

Chairman Welch then identified three potential sites, including the land belonging to
Lucy Adams. The otheres were near Dead Horse Creek, and High Valley. A member
asked if the chairman hadn't said that the members would see Hertzberg's agreement
with his investors before we go ahead with the building. Lucy Adams said at this
point that if the Tribe needs more land, the owner of the land next to her is still
alive. Dunce then described the processes involved in getting the building up.
The question of what Hertzberg has promised his investors came up again. Dunce
expressed the opinion that the inancing is Hertzberg's business. A member brought
up the fact that the attorneys for the investors are reviewing the original contract,
and that the Tribe needs to know what he is offering them.

Dunce then started with the nurered items in Hertzberg's reponse. On the issue of a
grievance committee, Hertzberg offered a single employee 'advocate" and keeps the
final authority to the manager. When directed to put in Board, Dunce asked who would
serve on the Grievance Board. An employee, a non-employee and a Tribal Council member
were suggested. Anderberg supported and employee elected by the employees to sit on
such a Board. He added that he doesn't like the resentment resulting from firing,
and does want harmony.

On the cancelation of the BBQ and the donation of staff salaries, and management and
Tribal profits for the designated day to support the Lhurch. Questions were asked
about Sycuan's and Viejas' share for the Church. The good publicity of helping the
Church was cited as a benefit. Staff will volunteer their salaries.

Bunce stated that Hertzberg wants the confirmation of the full membership for the con-
tract. A suggestion was made that the courts be used instead of arbitration. Dunce
said the courts could take a year and a half and the operation would be closed down
that whole time. Mother member spoke out strongly against arbitration.

Question was asked as to the 25 year term of the contract? Why can't it be made
shorter? Ihe building will be paid off in a short time. One building was paid
off in one year. The need to include an option to buy in the contract was expressed.
The group discussed the length of time for other Indian Bingo agreements.

Bunce stated that two p. .,ts to oe discussed Saturday as approval of the agreement
and selection of site, as well as what the tribe is to do with the money. He suggested
that half be set aside for long range benefit and half per capita, given out annually
at Christmas. Question was raised on how much it would take to buy out the management
company, and if its $2 million dollars, that would have to come out of thfividends
given to the Tribe. W

The Dunce indicated that the issues need to be settled first: site, Tribal financial
monitor, Tribal Grievance Board for Bingo, and what to do with the money received.
The need for an updated lribal roll in order that there be per capita payments was stated.
Lucy Adams asked when do the members get money. She suggested the fight was over
the money. Darleen Paddilla said the Enrollment CoMittee couldn't get into the
building the last time to meet. However that the enrollment issue is the degree
of (.>oit-n Grande blood needed to be enrolled. She said a new ordinance is needed.
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Chairman Welch suggested that Bunce could write and Enrollment Ordinance that would
apply to Barona only. Josephine Romero, speaking as a member of the Enrollment
Committee, told the people that this Is an important decision, and asked that they
think of the children who are not qualified to enroll--the per capita payment won't
go to everybody. She suggested establishing a fund for 45% of the money which w-uld
go to the aedwhose earning powers are reduced--a social security fund. She also
suggested that the money be put into social porgrams where everybody can benefit.
She reminded them again of the children, and also reminded them that the bloodline is
being lost because people can't marry within the Tribe to keep the degree of blood. -
Bunce supported the use of the monies tor social benefit, saying that the Tribe can
look forward to laws that will restrict Indian Bingo. If the Bingo is seen as being
frittered away--showing no long range benefits--that will hurt the Indian position.
It will help the Indian position if benefits can be shown. Darleen Padilla was allcod
to have a key for the Tribal council oftlce to allow the Enrollment Comtitte to meet
there. The members of the general Council began leaving the meeting.

Ill. Other Tribal Council Business

Margie Holinak asked about her tenants paying for water and using the dump. They
had been told to deal with the Tribal Council, but the office wouldn't take their
money. There was agreement that they should pay for water but that use of the dump
is free as for all renters. Chairman Welch at this time informed the group that
the Tribe was informed by Indian Health that one well can not be used.

The request for endorsement for a store was presented. Chairman Welch told
Tupo Brown that they are in favor of a store, and the Tribe had put one in their
proposal for funding. He said he wouldn't want to see her store in competition.
He offered the possibility that she and her husband could manage the Tribal store.
Questions were asked about the neighbors' feelings about the traffic at the site
indicated, Rich Curo's old house.

Leonard Berdan, the new assistant manager, was brough in for approval. Berdan is
a retired criminologist from Santa Monica. Once worked for tie El Cajon Police
Department. The importance of the job was shown in a discussion of incidents that
have occured during the games. Anderberg said he would be used at first to open the
safe and do the count and transport the money. The Tribal Concil them approved
Berdan, subject to the clearance being done by Dunce. Anderbe-,q is to be included
as he was not in the first bunch.

Operational issues were discussed, as well as personnel questions. Bunce suggested
listing the positions and salaries. Anderberg acknowledged that he should have
cleared with the Council the raises for the floor workers, as any spending of Joint
Venture funds has to be cleared with the Tribe. A member suggested the need for
a personnel board to handle all tnese details. Chairman Welch said that can be
suggested Saturday.

The issue of Barona Bingo competing with others in the area was discussed. Tribal
Council members are to meet with Msgr. Flynn tomorrow. Anderberg said that having
a PR man will help. When asked who hired him, Anderberg admitted the PR man is being
paid out of Joint Venture funds, and that he should have cleared that with the Tribal
Council, too.

Anderberg then discussed approval of Steres Alpert &.Carne. There was discussion
that he needed and acountant to set up his financial systems and then a CPA firm to
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The next topic was the allocation of the Jobs Bill funds for four new houses
and renovation of 10 old houses. Councilman Kagginni left the meting at this
point, saying he did not wish to participate in the selection of the houses.
The Tribal Council reviewed application andselected four persons for houses,
and had nine for renovation. Those selected for new houses were Melinda Rodrigues,
Leona Vicaldo, Anita Arviso, and Jim Banegas, Jr.

IV. Adjournment

The business having been completed, the Tribal Council adjourned at 10:12 p.m.

Rs ctfully 
submitted,

lie Benedict
'ribal Secretary
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BARONA GENERAL COUNCIL

June 25, 1983

1. Call to Order

The General Council of the Barona Group of the Capitan Grande Band of Mission
Indians was called to order at 8:07 a.m. by Chairman Welch. Vice Chairman Phoenix,
and Councilmen Curo, La Chappa and Magginni were present. Approximately 66 meters
of the General Council were present and voting.

11. Bingo Report

Attorney Art Bunce discussed the June 1st meeting to discuss ammenewents to the
agreement for management of Bingo at Barona. He identified items of concern and
Hertzberg's response:

Identification ot Barona's b5% share will be added to the revised contract;
Exhibits to the original can't be found, but the document is being superseded;
It is not feasible to do more than quarterly accounting;
A dividend will be declared on the 10th ot each month;
First check for $65,UO has been turned over to the Tribal Council;
An unaudited accounting is ready;(Kowever it was not distributed or discussed

any further.)
Each employee is bonded for $100,000 and this has been In effect since the

opening.

On the issue of a site, Bunce stated that the site has to be identified before the
design can be started. He said that three sites had been suggested, one an old
holding, and he wanted to check for written descriptions. He stated that the
Riverside field office was opened in 1952, and before that Pala was the subagent.
There was no control of the records, some ended in garages and chicken coops.
Some are now is the Bell record center, however, he could find no records of the.
original survey, although the reconmendation that a suricy of home sites be made
does still exist. Although there is no paperwork, as the %urvey pipes are in place.
a new survey can be made of the proposed site.

In reference to the people's request for drawings of the proposed building, Bunce
indicated that there is a natural interest In seein? what the place will look like.
Bunce said that the people will be shown the artist s rendering, and that it is
best if they can choose an acceptable design.

On the issue of approval of managers, Bunce stated that the Tribe has already
approved Anderberg, and that the Council has tentatively approved an assistant
manager, Leonard Berdan.

On food operation complaints, Bunce stated these are operational and personnel
problems. He stated that the group reviewing the agreement had expressed interest
In a board to hear compliants. Bunce added that Hertzberg proposed a three person
board including Anderbergor his representative, a tribal member that is not an
employee, and an employee. Hertzberg recommended Josephing Romero as the employee
member. There was discussion as to what the review group had proposed, that Is,
that a Tribal Council member serve on the board. Bunce concluded that Hertzberg
has the final say on the matter.
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The designation of August 14th as Mission Day at the Bingo was then discussed by
Bunce. Instead of the 8BQ, Bingo would run that cay and management and the tribe
would donate their share of the proceeds for that day to the Mission, and the
employees would have the option to donate their salaries.

On the status of the corporation, Dunce stated that tribal members had checked and
found no record of the corporation. The corporation is under a different name:
American Management & Amusement, Inc. which was incorporated January 5, 1983. Dunce
stated that he had verified the articles of incorporation himself. Harry Hertzberg
stated that they are going to do a OBA under the name in the agreement, which is
different than the corporate name.

There were questions as to when the amendments are to be completed. Hertzberg stated
that the grievence committee, and site issue, can be settled today. He said they
were managers for the tribe and get 45, for managing the Bingo. Bunce stated he could
have the final amendments ready in three or four days.

General Council members asked questions about publicizing the peyrcnt of the first
dividend of $55,000, as it has caused creditors of enters to expect payment of
personal bills because the Tribe received the money.

Other questions were raised about what would be put on the Bingo site. Bunce stated
that this will require separate negotiations and would come to another General Council
session. Hertzberg stated he was considering a resturant, a place to put campers so
people can stay over the weekend and play. He said he saw the need for a coftee shop
as well as a snack bar. Locating the Tribal store there was also a possibility.

The issue ot Dermission from the Bureau of Indian Affairs was raised. Chairman Welch
stated that the Bureau is not Involved as the Tribe is not leasing the site. Bunce
added that the Tribe is only hiring someone to run the opera-tion.

Question of asked of the attorney as to how the Tribe's interests were being protected
in the matter of the loan being made by Hertzberg to build the building. The
response was that there would be an 11% paybacK on the loan, the repayment of the
loan come out of operating expenses and the Tribe will own the building when paid off.
When asked who will pay if the Bingo flops, Hertzberg responded that he wouldn't
have started the operation if he thought failure was possible. When asked about
the agreement and the need for the members to see it, Hertzberg responded that he
needs to reorganize the corporation and that he doesn't have a copy of his agreement
with tht lenders.

A minimum payment, or guaranteed monthly dividend for the Tribe, was then questioned.
Hertzberg responded that he has five years to pay off the $2 million out of operating
revenues, and that there is no guarantee that there will be any dividends, as that
comes after expenses and depends on how good the business is. Hertzberg added that
the lenders will also receive a share or the profits out of the management's share.

General Council members continued to express their concern about encuberances there
were on the whole operation. Bunce stated that there Is a need to be sure that
the encunbrances are not on the Tribe's share of the profits. The Interest in an
option to buyout the management being included in the contract was expressed. Hertz-
berg agreed to insert the buyout option, provided he agree to the terms.
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Question was raised tram the floor to vote on whether to proceed with selecting
a site for the new building for Bingo. MOTION was made by Bobby Charles Curo and
seconded by Donald La Chappa to vote on whether to select a site today. The
motion carried by a count of 61-0-0.

The discussion then proceeded to consider alternate sites. The issue of considering
the land as assigned now, when in the past the Tribal Council did not take such old
assignments into consideration, was raised. Here was discussion on what happens to
the original assignments when the people die. And the statement was made that is goes
to the heirs. It was pointed out that the alternat, site across from the clubhouse
is an old assignment, too. In response, Evelyn Llyod and Dora Curo each offered
their seven shares of assigned land. MOTION was made by Leonard Banegas and seconded
by Evelyn Lloyd to select the site across from the church for the Bingo buidling.
The motion carried by a count of 61 in favor, 2 opposed, and 3 abstained.

Issue of the BBQ was raised again. Chairman Welch stated that Father wants to have
something at the Church anyway on the 14tn, and a vote is need on donating the Tribe's
share of the day's proceeds at Bingo. MOTION was made by Lynn Hernadez and seconded
by Robbie Welchto donate the Irioe's share to the Mission on August 14th and give the
employees the option to also donate their salaries. The motion passed by a count of
56 in favor, 0 opposed, and 1 abstaining.

There was then discussion on the Grievance Board, the selection of the employee
representative and the Tribal representative. The decision was that the employees
pick their own representative, and that a Tribal Council member represent the Tribe.

There was a recommendation from the floor to donate some of Barona's dividend to
the women needing a liver transplant. Chairman Welch stated that there was a loss
of $8,000 from the benefit to help the woman. Chairman Welch suggested that $5,000
be donated. Hertzberg suggested that management give 45% of the $5,000 and the Tribe
give 55%. Bunce and Hertzberg announced they will be on radio Wednesday. There
was opposition to the Tribe appearing to buy publicity, and it was recommended that
the Tribe give without publicity. MOTION was made by Margie Holanik and seconded
by Thorpie Romero to approve a $2,500 donation from the Tribe and $2,500 from
management, to be done anonymously, as a good will gesture. The motion carried by
a count of 58-0-0.

Bunce then raised the larger issue of deciding on the use of the money. Chairman
Welch suggested setting up a committee to decide. Bunce pointed out that If the
decision is to divide among the members, then the Tribe will need an updated enroll-
ment. He suggested considering long term, permanent benefits for the whole Tribe.
MOTION was made by Thorpie Romero and seconded by Janice Pinto to leave the dividend
In the bank and decide later on how to disperse the funds, and that a committee be
formed to recommend how to use the money. There was discussion that it would take a
year for the enrollment committee to do its work, ,d the recommendation that the
discussion go back and forth between the Tribal members until a decision is reached.
There was discussion on the dividends being placed in the general account rather than
the Barona Building Fund account. The vote on the motion was taken and the motion
passed by a count of 49 in favor, 3 opposed and 1 abstaining. Motion was made and
withdrawn that would have established the committee.

Il1. Expansion of the Tribal Council

There was discussion on the feasibility of adding two more memlbers to the Tribal
Council. Chairman Welch suggested having an election for the two new members
like the present members, and going through the Election COmmittee. Question was
asked as to why Danny Curo was not recognized by the Bureau. Patrick Wallace stated
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that the election papers were given to the business Manager to send to the Bureau.
The issue was whether or not Danny CUro had received his card as a Councilmember.
MOTION was made by Bobby Charles Curo and seconded by Janice Pinto to add two members
to the Tribal Council The motion passed by a count of 54 in favor, 0 opposed, and
2-abstaining. Chairman Welch then directed the Election Committee to set up the
election. The next issue raise was the date for the election and the terms of office.
Chairman Welch suggested the terms be for four years like the rest of the Tribal
Council, but be staggered with the others by starting in July. MOTION was made by
Thorpie Romwro and seconded by Darleen Padilla to approve a four-year term for the
two new Tribal Council members. The motion passed by a count of 48-0-0.

IV. Miscellaneous

Tnere was discussion on the proposed convenience store being started by a member.
and their request for Tribal support. Chairman Welch pointed out that the Tribe
has a grant application in for its own store.

There was discussion on the need for Tribal By-Laws. Josephine Romero, former
chairman, stated that they had been tabled by the previous Tribal Council until
the next Council could consider them.

In response to a request from the floor, Chairman Welch identified Beverly Means
as the secretary paid by grants received by the Tribe, Julie Benedict as the Tribal
Secreatry, and Art Bunce as the attorney hired tor bingo matters.

Question was asked about the Tribe's financial report. Motion to adjourn was made.

V. AdJounrment

The General Council then adjourned at 9:30 a.m. The next meeting will be in July.

Respectfully submitted,

4TdictTrblSecretary
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BARONA GROUP OF THE CAPITAN GRANDE BAND OF MISS1UN INDIANS

MEETING OF THE GENERAL COUNCIL

August 27. 1983

1. Call to Order

The General Council was called to order at 8:30 a.m. by Chairnan Welch. Other
Officers present were Vice Chairman Phoenix and Councilmen La CHappa and Padilla.
There were 34 other members of the General Council present.

II. Minutes

Minutes of April 23. May 28, June 1. June 11, June 22, and July 30 were
distributed to the General COuncil. Items in the minutes were discussed and
current status reported. MOll0li was made by Charles Curo and seconded by Patrick
Wallace to accept the minutes from April 23 to July 30, as presented. The motion
was approved by a vote of 31 in favor and none opposed or abstaining.

1l1. Sycuan Educational Program

Chairman Welch reported on an educational program sponsored by the Sycuan Health
Clinic for a G.E.D. or associated arts degree in a health careers area. He
asked persons interested to pick up applications.

IV. Financial Statement for the Tribal General Fund and Bingo Revenues

Chairman Welch reported on the status of Tribal accounts, the Bingo revenues, and
Helix award.

* Phyllis Van Wanseele, spokeman for the BingoFunds Committe, made a presentation of
the outcome of the committee's survey of residents for potential uses for the
income from Bingo.'Per capita payments received the most attention, she reported.
She added that it is premature to start any project for distribution of the funds.

Chairman Welch asked about an increase to the Tribal Death Benefit. There was
discussion on whether the spouses and other family members were included.
MOTION was made by Janice Pinto and seconded by Debbie Padilla to increase the
Tribal Death Benefit to $500. for members and spouses and other members of the
immediate family. The motion was restated to increase the benefit to $1,500.
Eleanor Brown seconded the restated motion. The motion was approved by a vote of
33 in favor, 1 opposed, and 3 abstaining.

Phyllis Van Wanseele concluded her report with discussion on how to split the
revenues between investments and per capita distribution. There was discussion
on who would be eligible to receive the per capita distributions. The membership
roll of 1961 has 131 enrolled members. Van Wanseele said the issues are: how much
to distribute and who Is eligilbe to receive payments. She added that the committee
would like to have a per capita distribution December 1, 1983.

Chairman Welch recommended only dividing the interest earned on the revenues.
Beverly Means suggested putting the funds into 90 day certificates so that they
would earn more interest. There was concensus to deposit the funds In a 90 day
account at the end of the current term of the certificate of deposit.
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Members of the General Council asked for their money Irmnediately, saying they did
not want to wait. Attorney Art Bunce, employed by the Tribal Council for Bingo,
told the General Council that what you do is your business, but added that there
are other considerations. He said that in the fall there is the possibility that
Congress will pass a law to kill Indian Bingo. There were be testimony given, and
the kind of testimony that will help Indian Bingo will be that which Shows that the
tribes are replacing lost government services with services paid by Bingo revenues.
Per capita payments would not fill that need. There was further discussion on
how th use the money. Chairman Welch suggested that a special meeting should be
called to discuss the issue. Vice Chairman Phoenix stated that eveyone has to be
notified when land or money is the issue. Chairman Welch suggested it could be
conbined with the enrollment meeting.

MOTION was made by Janice Pinto and seconded by Caroline Hill to table the issue
and set a special meeting on dividends. There was discussion on the 31 children
that are ready to be enrolled. Chairman Welch stated that he had signed the certifi-
cates only as the Tribal Council. The motion carried by a vote of 37 in favor and
none, opposing, with I abstention. The meeting was set for 8 a.m. September 10.

V. Enrollment

There was discussion on whether enrollment can be considered at the meeting. Caroline
Hill stated that the people had voted to go by the highest degree of blood that can
be found. Evelyn Lloyd staffed that Hagarty said the the committe has to go by the
1961 Roll. The was discussion that there were mistakes on the 1961 Roll. Others
expressed concern that the actions recommended will let everybody In. Josephine
Waley stated whole families will have to be redone. Delores Matheny stated that
there are 49 children ready to go. There was discussion that the Enrollment Committee
should have come to the Tribal Council before the General meeting to discuss the
enrollment. Chairman Welch read the list of children and the degree of blood.
Vice Chiarman Phoenix requested the General Council maintain order so that the
business can be conducted. Chairman Welch discribed enrollment as a long process,
and that the Sand should have approval of the enrollment before sending names to
the Bureau. Darleqe Padilla stated that Baron Long blood Kas-to be accepted, but
she recommended that Barona have its own ordinance.

Chairman Welch stated the the September 10th meeting will have enrollment first and
dividend consideration second. here was question as to why evidence of degree of
blood was not accepted. Darlene Padilla stated that if there is a claim that the
blood Is different, then the applicant has to furnish proof of the degree.

VI. Status of Elected Officals

There were discussion on recall efforts against members of the Tribal Council.
Motion was made by Debbie Curo and seconded by Letand(Prieto that there be no
more election . based on decision made June llth, until the terms are up and the
election in November 1984. There was discussion that the General Council conducts
all business. There was discussion on the "other'electlon and question asked on
how to make those involved see the need to stop.

*Vice Chairman Phoenix read the letter from the Bureau to Mango, the attorney for the
faction. The contents were received with applause by the embers. Chairman Welch
then read a la tter fr{1m Catharine Holsho about setting up an election througmht
Election Cmittee. Patrick Wallace was not present at this point In the mating.
Jsap ne W h jey signed from the Election Comlttee. The question was called that
there be no more elections until the November 1984 election, unless called by the
General Council. The motion carried by a vote of 32 In favor, 1 opposed, I abstaining.
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MOTION was made by Janice Pinto to lower the age of chairman to 30. Motion was
seconded by Darlene Padilla. Rose Osuna described the efforts that. went into
developing the Election Ordinance by the previous Election Committee, and was
approved by the General Council In 1980. Additonal amendments can be made. The
motion failed by a vote of 6 in favor, 24 opposed and 3 abstaining.

MOTION was then made by Caoline Hill. with many offering the second. The motion was
approved by a vote of 28 in favor, 6 opposed and I abstaining.

There was discussion on reducing the length of terms of the Tribal Council members.
Chairman Welch stated that it was hard for him to pick up and learn what was needed
when he was relected to office, after a lapse of a term. He stated that It took
him a year to catch up. He recommended continuing with a four-year term,

VIII. Rock Plant Potential

Chairman Welch reported that tests are being made for a possible rock crusher plant
on Barona. He stated the item will come before the General. Council first for
approval. He added that the plant will mean jobs for 6 or 8 men.

IX. Other Items

Question was asked about Indian food for the seniors. Chairman Welch responded
that the seniors can't get Into the kitchen now, with the Bingo, but if the seniors
will permit It, the tribe could put in a stove for them to do their own cooking.
There was discussion that merbers now pay out of their own pocket to help the
seniors. There was a recomendation to pay out of the Tribal Fund. Donald La Chappa
reccmnended paying $50 a month for the food extras the seniors want. Chairman Welch
asked the approva of the General Council. There was a consensus and the action
was approved.

Adjournnt

The regular monthly meeting of the General Council adjourned at 10.30 a.m.

Resp ctfully bmtted,

itBenedict
Tribal Secretary
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BARONA GROUP OF THE CAPITAN GRANDE BAND OF MISSION INDIANS

MEETING OF THE GENERAL COUNCIL

October 29, 1983

I.' Call to Order

The General Council was called to order at 8:10 a.m. by Chairman Welch. Also present
were Vice Chairman Phoenix, and council members La Chappa, Curo, Magginni, Paailia
and Romero. Approximately 70 members of tne General Council were present.

eI. Mirtjtes

The Minutes of the August 27, 1983 General Council were read. Motion to approve
the minutes was made by Wesley Peters. Before the motion could be seconded Eddy

,.,. Banaegas moved that the Council be terminated. In the discussion several persons
walked out ot the meeting, between 10 and tO. -The letter from the uIA Solicitor,
William Wirtz was read, stating that the current Tribal Council is the legitlniate
and duly elected officers of. the beneral Council and that any election outside
the processes set forth in the Election Ordinance is not legally binding. Following
discussion Pat Wallace seconded the motion to approve the minutes. The vote was
38 in favor, 0 opposed, and 1 abstaining.

The minutes of the September 10, 193 General Council were read. Questions were
asked about the blood degree for Capitan and the original members born there. Item
number VI in the minutes was struck for further discussion. Motion was made by
Cha-les Curo, Jr. ano seconded by Janice Pinto to approve the minutes as amended.
The votes was 30 In favor ano 0 opposed, with 3 abstaining.

11. Appointment of Bunce as Tribal Attorney

Art Bunce, Barona attorney, read a letter from Frant Mango and cited three main
points of contention. Tnere then was question raised about Bunce s position,
whetner he served only for affairs relating to Bingo. Motion was trade by Linda
La Chappa and seconded by Susan Osuna to employ Art Bunce as attorney for all
Tribal matters. The motion carried by a vote of 42 in favor, 3 opposed and 0
abstaining.

Question was asked as to the attorney fees. Bunce stated it was $80 and hour, and
that he averages about $600 a month. There was discussion the Bunce was working on

* the sand and gravel operation.

IV. lingo Revenues

Chairman Welch stated he had only one copy of the CPA report available for review.
He stated the current funds are $t27,74.21, including $2,149.19 interest for
September. Questions were asked about Bingo operations, such as where the car to
be awarded is coming from. Question was asked as to who to direct questions to on
the revenue statement. Chairman Welch stated It should be the CPA. He added that
the next time he will have phe LPA available for questions.

V. Location ot the Store

Chairman Welch discussed three sites for the Tribal store, two.stores, one.at each
end of the reservation, was also suggested. Threar . dat
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Motion was made by Ernie Magginni and seconded by Eleanor Brown to put the
tribal store across the street from tne community building. There was discussion
on the need to have a store located for the Bingo patrons. The vote on the
motion was 26 in favor, 11 opposed and 7 abstaining.

V1. Delegates

Chairman Welch asked for delegates to hROC and CIMC. There was discussion that
the business manager and office secretary be the delegates. Chairman Welch agreed,
with himself serving as an alternate.

VII. New Business

*The was discussion on buying a satellite disc for Barona. Tnere is to be a report
at the next meeting on costs &no ways to save on costs.

# Chairmn belch reported on the receipt of funds from the estate. Bunce reported
that $53,939.78 was received, presenting a check to Chairman Welch. There was a
suggestion to name a road after the person, and there was agreement to name the
road to the new Bingo hall after their benefactor. Motion was m"de by Donald
La Chappa and seconded by Joe Curo to'look into-cable service for the Reservation
and to use the funds trom the estate. The motion'was restated tn use the estate
funds to look Into the feasibility of satelite or cable, and if the costs are too
high. that the funds be usto for something elese. The vote on the motion was 29
In favor, 10 opposed and 6 abstaining. Motion was then made by hma lagginni and
seconded by Eleanor Brown to name the road to the Bingo Hall after the man who
left them the estate. The motion carried by a vote of 37 in favor 3 opposed and I
abstaining.1

VIII. Binco Revenues

The use of the Bingo revenues was the next topic. Chairman Welch began with a
discussion of a van or mini' bus for the seniors, one of the suggestions put forth
by the seniors. Beverly Means read tne suggestions from the box In* the'siniors roorn.
The suggestions included paying for the utilities of those over 60, better food,
a van for seniors, $200 each in a way not to affect benefits, play Bingo for free
and not have to report winnings, cash gifts.

Question was then raised as to what agc is a person a senior. Chairman Welch
suggested age 50 and up. There was discussion the the bus, such as who pays for
the gas, and driver and insurance, and whether it should be limited to the seniors.
Motion was made and then itplaced by concensus to get a vehicle for the seniors
and that the other van be fixed to go for the lunches.

*Dividends for Christmas was next discussed. Caroline Hill made a motion that every
enrolled member get $1,bOO. There were several seconds. Discussion followed that
ranged from keeping the money in the bank to using some for dividends but keeping
the rest in the bank. Lhai rman Welch pointed out the the tribe will need the money
for other things. Other members pointed out it would blood better to Congress If
the money stayed in the oank now. Motion was then-made by Robert Banegas and
seconded by Rosemarie Brown to distribute $1,000. Chairman Wlech said the 1961
roils would be used for the distribution. The motion carried by a vote of 27 in
favor. 23 opposed, and 0 abstaining. The checks will be distributed in person,
to those alive tnday. The date was set tor december 3, 1983.

There was further discussion on the use of the remainder of the funds. Phyllis
Van Wanseele reported that Caorlire Hill had resign"d front the committee reviewing

,,,use of the funds. She announced that anyone can serve and that the meetings are open.
Questions was asked about the building of the hall. Vice Chairman Phoenix reported
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that the management company still needs to brings the plans to the tribe for
approval. There was a question about funding for the staff at the senior center.
Chairman Welch suggested bringing the issue up at the next meeting. Rose Osuna
reported that the Ramona food project recognizes bO and over as a senior citizen.

iX. 4 ect

Chairman Welch reported that 4 sites have been picked for the houses to be constructed
by Barona under the Jobs Billgrant. He described them as different than the NIIHA

. houses in that they are without cost to the tuture occupant--are like the HIP housing
programs. They requirement for ownership is that tney must be occuPied for five years.
He mentioned that there was one disputed site, behind Clifford La CHappa's house.

X. Bing jOperations

The issue of many shifts was raised. Vice Chairman Phoenix stated that the Bingo
operation has to go by the 40 hour rule for employees. when it was pointed out that
shifts are not by the hour, Edwin Romero responded that if the shift work equals 50
hours, that is a violation of the law as overtime pay is required for the extra
hours over 4U.

-i Tnere was discussion on personnel problems, of taking shifts away for speaking
against the management. Chairman Welcn announced that Edwin Romero had been
appointed as Ombudsman. to dial with employee complaints and the work to resolve
them before they reach the stage ot a grievance. He also discussed the need for
a tie breaker on the Grievance Connittee. He will ask Brother Ed if he is willing
to serve as the neutral party. Danny Magginni added that an arbitrator can be
hired to be the fifth person on the committee.

Chairman welch stated that Romero was appointeo as a result of the meeting in which
the Tribal Council took employee compliants to Hertzberg. The intent is to better
relations tetween the workers and the management. Various Individual complaints were
discussed.

XI. Adjournment

The meeting then adjourned at 10:26 a.m. the next meeting is scheduled for December
3, 1983.

Rsectfully 
submitted.

lie Benedict
tribal Secretary
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BARONA GROUP OF THE CAPITAN GRANDE BAN OF MISSION INDIANS
MEETING OF THE GENERAL COUNCIL

JANUARY 26, 1985

.tCALL TO ORDER

The General Council was called to order at 8:15 a.m,
by Chairman Edward Welch. Chairman Welch introduced
himself and the other newly elected members of the
General Council. The new members are Robert Welch,
Vice Ch.irman and Robert Banegas# Councilman. Also
present were Councilmen Padilla. La Chappa Curo. and
Romero.

1I. MINUTES

The minutes of the September 27, 1984 meeting of the
General Council were read and discussed.

MOTION was made by Linda La Chappa and seconded by Joe
Welch Jr. to approve the minutes. The motion was
approved by a vote of 24-0-2.

The minutes of October 27, 2984 were read and
discussed.

MOTION was 'made by Albert Phoenix and seconded by Joe
Welch Jr. to approve the minues. The motion was
approved 3040-0.

Ill. NEW BUSINESS

HUD GRANT

Chairman Welch presentedd the issue of setting
priorities for the new HUD Block Grant. There was
discussion on various options: housing.sanitation,
roads.

MOTION was. made by Larryj Banegas and seconded by
Delores latheny to set housing as the first priority.
The motion passed with a vote of 24-1-8.

Art glass

Chairman Welch presented'a'request to establish an Art
Class at Baron&. The crasselwould meet twice a week.
and would be a three year program. The Tribe would pay
$300 a month and the County the balance of the costs.
The Tribal share of the costs would be funded from the
Bingo money,

MOTION was made by Albert Phoenix and seconded by Susan
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Osuna 1o accept the program The motion was passed
30-2-0.

Pumoer Truck
Chairman Welch announced that tte Indian Health Service
pumper truck would be available in June. The fee for
pumping is $25.

MOTION was made by Janice Pinto and seconded by Bruce
Matheny to approve the truck serving Barona. The
motion was amended to include designation of a site to
dump the material. The motion was approved 27-9-0.

Scholarships

A request for scholarship for Larry Banegas was made
and tabled until later in the meeting. Linda LaChappa
stated that there are no funds in the "Scholarship
Fund." Rather, funds are disbursed from the General
Bingo

funds as needed. She suggested that a budget was
needed, and an allocatiEn made to set up a separate
fund There was discussion on the conditions for
giving scholarships. and Chairman Welch stated the BIA
guidelines were used for the Barona program.

MOTION was made by Albert Phoenix and seconded by
Janice Pinto to give each person entering or continuing
school# on an individual basis, a maximum of $500 per
semester, If they had acceptable grades. Motion was
approved 32-0-0..

Chairman4HWech discussed ;he position of grourdkeeper.
Frank.LaChappd hold the position on an hourIj basis,
parttime, at .$5 an hour for 2(, hours a week or as
needed.. There was discussion of other dt-ties being
performed and wheth special everts should pay for the
gro-undskesper w hn' *o#ere is an event.

MOTION was made and secofded by Bobby Charles Curo to
approve the position. The motion passed with the vote
of 36-0-1.

Financial Report i
The Barona Financial Report for various Tribal accounts
was distributed to members. Items were discussed.
questions asked of specific items, and explanations
given for the costs dor status of the activity
discussed.

MOTION was made by Larry Banegas and seconded by Janice
Pinto to change the satellite to the Showtime Channel,
Channel 11. The motion failed h,-14-0.

Chairman Welch said that the Council will have a
meeting with the,TV man and return to the General
Council with iniormation. s to t hato. hanges-are
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possible.

In discussing the costs of operation, Chairman Welch
stated that the light bill is high because everytime
someone walks onto the ballfield, -1he light bill has -to
be paid by somebody. Robbie Welch-said the ball field
lights were paid last year by :American Amusemant.
There was discussion on putting up the baskets in the
gym. Chairman Welch stated that would require making
someone responsible for what happens in the gym and
would also increase the costs of operating the
building.

There was a motion that was not seconded to support the
Barona Ball Team Chairman Welch responded thjat there
should be a meeting of those interested and they should
come back with a package of the costs of operating a
team for a year. He appointed Robble Welch and
Clifford LaChappa to work with the Ball Team.

MOTION was made by Larry Banegas and seconded by
Clifford LaChappa to accept the Financial Report. The
motion passed by a vote od 29-0-0.

Capitan Grande
Chairman Welch reported receiving two offers for
leasing Capitan Grande, one from Bill Brown and the
second from Casey Tibbs. Bill Brown asked for the
right to run cattle for himself for five (5) years. He
said he would take some dozers and much out the brush
and fix the roads. He is financed by San Diego Trust
and Savings. He offered $1,000 to $1.800 a year. He
said he would have about 200 cows and calves.

Chairman Wplch stated the Tribe is now spending $100 a
month .just to keep outsiders off of Capitan. There was
discussion on Tibbs' horses in Capitan, and Chairman
Welch said Tibbs is not paying rent and the horses
belong to. a mnembb*-of the SOns of the Pioneers. He
added that Tibbs is offering $1,800 a year. Casey
Tibbs had arrived In the .meeting and said he had never
heard from the Council on what they wanted.

MOTION was made to lease Capitan to Bill Brown for
$1.000 % year There was iscussion on the need for a
range study to find out how many cattle can be
supported on the range to avoid overgrazing. Bill
Brown said that if he prospers he would increase the
payment a couple hundred a year. Art Bunce, attorney,
stated that the agreement with Brown should be written
as a land-use agreement. The motion was approved
36-4-2.

Attorneu Report
Ounce opened his report citing two major items would be
discussed. He opened with a discussion on Stewart
Siegal, Bingo Hall manager. He presented a status
report in the private investigation and ncted that the
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Council voted top accept Siegal subject to job
performance There was general discussion Ln personnel
issues with regard to the Bingo operation. The
dicussion centered on the Tribe's role in hiring.
Bunce stated that the selection of the manager has to
be approved by the Tribe unless there - are reasonabLt
objections. He presented a position- that the Tribe
could take. Lines of authority within the operation
were then discussed, and the level of delegation of
authority for firing. Josephine Romero informed the
Tribe that she is working on Personnel Policies and
Procedures.

MOTION was made by Elaine Curo and seconded by Roxanne
Banegas to set a 90 day probation. Motion failed
9-22-3.

MOTION was made by Elaine Curo and seconded by Roxanne
1aneg..s to set a 90 day probation for Siegal with the
stipulation that there be no reprocussionss for the
discussions at the General Meeting. No vote was taken.

MOTION was made by Bobby Charles Curo and seconded by
Herman Osuna to give Siegal a 6 month probation with
the stipulation that there be no

harrasment, nor reprisals for Tribal discussions. and
that he follow chains of command in managing the Bingo
operation. The motion passed 32-8-0.

Bunce then discussed the payback agreement with
American Amusement. The changes were described, as
were suggested waivers. Dunce suggested setting up a
meeting to *go over the documents. A special meeting
was to be setup.

Business Manaaer and Office Secretaru Positions
There wa's discussion on the requirement that the
positions-of Eust;wls Manager and Office Secretary be
put on the ballot,'ps voted on by the Tribe. Chairman
Welch stated that the funds for the two positions are
federal funds, and not Tribal funds. The Vi nds now
cover only two part-time people. The positions end in
March

Heli Issue
Albert Phoenix reported that Viejas has drawn $10.00
out of the $25,000 settlement from Helix. The fund was
to be divided into three parts. Dunce indicated that
the action by Viejas may be a breach of trust on the
part of the Bureaui the agreement requires the
concurrence of all three parties to the settlement.
Bunce indicated he would need approval of the Tribe to
look at the Helix documents in the Bureau

MOTION was made by Janice Pinto and seconded by Joe
Welch Jr. to authorize Dunce to look at the Helix
matters. -The motion passed 32-0-0.
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Boarding House
A request from Bobby Charles Curo to consider giving
him the use of the Clubhouse for a boarding house for
the-young men of the Tribe was presented for
consideration.

MOTION was made by Bobby Charles Curo and seconded by
Joe Welch Jr. to approve the request. Motion failed
6-17-5

Tribal Business Hanager
Discussion on the Tribal Business Manager& was
reopened Thorpie Romero recommended that those
interested in the position should submit proposals for
funding the position (PL 630) along with application
presenting qualifications.. He further recommended that
the present Business manager be retained until

March, when the current proposal ends.

MOTION to approve the recommendation was approved
19-15-0

IV. ADJOURMENT

The meeting then adjourned at 11:40 a.m.

Respectfully submitted,

j'?r'$,IISac reteru
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DARONA GROUP OF THE CAPITAN GRANDE BAND OF MISSION INDIIANS

GENERAL COUNCIL
MlAY 4. 1995

I C _ODRfl

The General Council was called to order by Chairman Welch at 9:10
a.m in the gym annex. Also present were Councilmen Roemero, Curo,
P&dilla, LoChapp, Banegas and Robert Welch.

II. MINUTES OF MARCH 9. 1915

The minutes of March 9. 1985 were reed. There was discussion on
whether lingo is paying back on the building. Chairman Welch
stated he felt they were paying. They are doing so to prevent
having to pay Interest on interest. There is 300.000 in equipment
leases. There was __.uast&ln__jL to on a reoment not to ay nutnN
Joint Venture, and that Management should be _EinmT.

Additional comments were made on the Issue of a DIA audit. and
getting Congressman Dates to assist. BIA cannot do a Bingo audit.
Discussion turned to the Western States proposal. The Council
S toured other Western States facilities, and found they were a work

,' release program .

MTION was made by Susan Osuna and secnded by Rima Magginni to
approve the minutes. Motion carried

11. WESTERN STATES' PROPOSAL

Attorney Art Dunce presented the terms of the contract between
Barons and Westerns States. which was a one year contract with
three options, giving a total of four years. The contract provdies
for land for 400 people. including families, who are waiting
hearings before U.S. Immigration. There would be S0 staff. There
would be no visitors, and the residents would stay an average of 4
weeks. Ten acres would be used. and the residents would be
resttrcted to the area under lease. A chain link fence was set the
area off. The site would be developed with 26 double-wide
trailers. and the Tribe would have the option to purchase the
trailers at the end of the lease, or can donate the trailers. with
Western States' permission, or refuse the trailers. The agreement
provides that Western States' would import water *p put in wells.
However, it is required that the wells t1 affect the water table.
It would have an INS approved epetic system. The lease price would
increase annually on the basis of the CPI (Consumer Price Index).

Western States would eau *1OOO samonth. however, they want the
payments to start when they start operation. Bunch suggested that
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the Tribal Council would want retroactive payments fOr the period
between signing the contract and the start-up. They would have a
concession on the site and has to give the Tribe the right of first
refussal on all hires. The Tribe would get preference for jobs,
and Western States is to give the Tribe job descriptions and the
Tribe to give a list of name within 10 days. Western States would
only hire the qualified.

The operation would comply with codes in places up to the point ofaot% permits. Tjls is nit a joint ventre. partnership or
t permit to o senhi on the Uand.

The issue is when the payments start. There were comments from the
general Council that the Minutes said Westerns States would LJyJ the
trailers# and a question as to how far does 9ndian preference go,
Chairman Welch suggested the ctntrat ir€clude a trainee clause.
Another issue raised was how much care wculd be provided Tribal
members at the Infirmary.

Mr. Cornist of Western States was introduced spoke for the
project. He said that Immigration requires a certain percentage of
the staff be bilingual, but he could guarantee the rest of the jobs
go to the Tribe. He said the trailers would be obtained on a
lease/buyback, and that Western States would need the fair market
value--its a $2 million Investment and they would need the balanA
,n' the tailers.

There was a question on Environmental Impact Reports. Bunce sold
h a report was not needed as there was no lease for the land.

Cornist said that the Infirmary would provide basic medical and
emergency services, and that it would be a decision of the doctor
whether to treat a given case or to sand the patient somewhere
else. The Infirmary would be located so that the Tribe would not
be In contact with the residents. He said he hos. agred to train
Tribal members, and in response to a question on the percent that
were to be bilingual, he said that between 60 and BOX.

A concern was expressed that there be no criminals, to which
Cornist replied that Iomigration determines who is assigned to the
facility. Dunce suggested -t z the Tribe can ask to see the
agreement with Immigration before signing an agreement with Western
States. Cornist said he would pay for a Tribal monitor to oversee
the agreement. A concern about the use of water was raised# with
the suggestion that a holding tani would be needed. _GAznist_.
replied that he would consider a water tower.

The discussion returned to the matter of payments. Bunco
recommended that the maximum for no payments should be 60 days.
This was cited as the construction period. There was discussion on
retroactive payment.

Cornist said that the location and type of facility will determine
who receives the Immigration and Naturalitation Service contract.
He said that if he received Tribal approval for the facility he
would then go to Immilration, and that he had a 95X chance of
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getting the contract.

The location of the facility was tehn discussed. Chairman Welch
suggested it be located next to Bingo, behind the hall this would
keep everything In one area and away from the Tribal members.
There was discussion on wage rates. Cornist said the contract
would be covered by the Department of Labor regulations.

\HI.

! 0was made by Frank Le Chopp* and seconded by Chris asey to
ge to sign the agreement betvaenRr~na and Western States. The

aion ws approved by a vote afr4-22-5.)

OLRPLANT

The next proposal was for a solar panel plant. The proposal
includes putting in tree solar hot wateriTn ll ti RouSe Oh the
Reservation. The Tribe would get no payment until the project
starts giving power to SDQKE. Thk plant would be behind Bingo, as
it has to tie into the high power electric line. The project would
take 100 days for construction and about oyear to get into
operation. The panels would be 6 Feet in the air, which would
allow the cattle to grase. The poriect would also make methane
jms, which would go to the Tribe. Chairman Welch requested a
motion to look'further into the proposal.

Questions were asked about potential pollution problem, citing
problems at the Warner's solar plant. Chairman Welch responded
that this was a different system. but that the Tribe would probably
need an Environmental Impact report. The Project would use 92
acres.

MTITN was made by Mary Whitespear and second dJby Herman Osuna
table consideration. The motion passed 6- .. )

to

IV.ININHAT

Chairman Welch reported that all of Indian Health will be at Barona
during -July. He said Sycuan is withdrawing from the Indian Health
Consortium. The clinic would operate From the trailers, and the
Tribe would 0t payments oF __O100 a month. The moneV will
continue to be allocated For the Club House.

DTID was made by Albert Phoenix and seconded b_V j nJce Pinto to

accept Indian Health. The motion was pproved d

V. ATTORNEY REPORT

Caoitan Grand&/Helii Issue - Bunco gave a shO.t history of the
Helix settlement, with the 45/45 split. He reported that Viejas
asked for and received their share from the Bureau. At the last
meeting it was moved to go along with the original agreement, now
Viejas is opposing, saving they thought they were getting bottom
land money. There was discussion that Viejo used the Helix
account number to let the Funds.

ZAnina Issue With the Countu - Dunce reported that he and Chairman
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Welch went to the board of Supervisors end opposed a toning change.
The Supervisors then voted to a" zone Nah reservation.

Open Renn - Bunco Identified Barona and Rincon as the only two
Reservations that legally have open range. He reported that the
County is trying to got out of the "joint and several liability"
responsibility for the rood through larons, which is why the are
interested in removing open ran@e - the open range does not mae
the road safe for driving. The item has been put off for 45 days
until June 4. The Transportation staff has set with the Tribal
Council. The right-of waV issue could be the Tribe's act in the
hole. he said. The issue of fencing the road would be harder for
Barona with seven miles of rood.

F
7

nina Aoreemont - He described the components of the agreement,
icluding an EPA report, a mining plan and a reclamation plan. He
acted for another week in order to complete this work.

¢toarotte Tec SaUle - Bunco presented the background on the
cigarette tax issue as affects Reservations. The Supreme Court In
19S0 ruled that the non- Indian could not be excused from paving
the cigarette tax. Chemehuevi Tribe got an opinion that only
applies to the seller. In California the state taxes the seller,
and an Indian seller cannot be tazed. California is truing to go
to the Supreme Court.

The issue. Dunco said. is what to do right now? He warned that the
state keeps track of cigarette sales, and has gone after
individuals that sold cigarettes for the taes that were due, with
penalties and interest. He recommended that there be no cigarette
sales until final legal resolution. He further recomended that the
Tribe reserve to itself the decision as to who sells on the
Reservatin -- -it can sell itself or franchise a smoke shop. He
recommended that the Tribe pass an orlInance so 1mo3 nv 8 sate
can't say the sales are enriching a few individual . He felt that
this would protect individuals from a big liability.

There woo general disccsuion on the issue. The sentiment was that
the Tribe can't toll people what to do. Bunco explained it would
be an exercise of Tribal sovereignty. and under P.L. 280 the State
is empowered to enforce Tribal ordinances.

t was made by Susan Osuna and seconded by Lena Osuna to pass
on ordinance prohibIting selling cigarettes until the Supreme Court
makes a decision, and reserve to the Tribe the right to sell.
There would be a Tribal meeting to discuss the ordinance. ounce
stated that those selling under State w would be exempt from the
ordinance. The motion was approve

VI TOMMY LA CHAPPA HEMORIAL TOURNAMENT

Albert Phoenix announced the Tommy La Chapp• Memorial Tournament.
and asked permission to hold the game, as well as price money for
the Peon Gases. He proposed a 0600 prize for the men and a 0400
price for the women.
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, TIDN was &ade by Janice Pinto and seconded by Susan Osuna to
do!, o t;:,:~.th1 .mins and give the prize money requested. The motion

V ii. UNITED WASTE DISPOSAL

Chairman Welch announced that for $347.50 a month United Waste
Disposal would collect trash from designated containers and would'
pick up trash once a week. He stated that the Tribal dump is a
problem and with this service the dump could be closed. There were
questions about what to do about large items.

MaTIONwas "de by Linda La Chappa and seconded by Pam La Coto to
approve the United service and do away with the dump. The motion
failed by 5-13 or more.

Chairman Wolch then asked authority for cleanup of the dump.

VIII. BCHOL GHUILALMI

Clifford La Chappa roe-ted on scholarship requests. He said that
Albert Phoeninzr daughter is asking for 04S5.

MT13' was made by Susan Osune and seconded by Josephine Romero to
"ay ayment of the scholarship. Motion carried by a vote of

IX. OTHER BUSINEg9

There was discussion on the following items:
--- A broken water pipe between the La Chappa and Holebro houses.
-- /ThB location of the doli, and charging for eloctrictV.

Personnel issues with lingo.
-- The rules on missing General and Tribal Council meetings for
j,/officers.

The Siegel issue, and the lack of action to remove him. A
letter of complaint is being drafted. Also that it is a bad time
to act and that other issues arwith Bingo are taking precedence.

X. 62,UMNI

The General Council having no further business to consider
adjourned at 11:13 a.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Julio Benedict
Secretary
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RLCITALS:

This paragraph describes the total acreage owned
b,, the Tribe. It is referred to in the Management Agreement as the
property".

The Agreement states the Tribe is in the process
of developing the property to increase Tribal revenues. To do this
the Tribe asked the help of American Amusement Management, Inc.
In so doing, the American Amusement Company has the only right to
finance, construct, develop, manage and maintain the property.

The Tribe hired the company for a period of 25
years. The company can manage the property, build on the property,
have bingo games, and create other money-making activities with
Tribe approval. Thus, the bingo games are not the only thing that
can be done on the land.

If the Tribe wants to have more bingo on the property
it must use this company under the same terms and conditions as
the contract or take a chance of being sued.

If a larger building for bingo is needed, the company
will:

1. Hire the architect;
2. Provide supervisor;
3. Get the materials;
4. Manage the new property: and
5. Supervise the Indians selected for work. The

'company must give first chance at jobs to
qualified Indians.

All business connected with the "property" in this
agreement shall be the responsibility of the company. In so doing,
if either the company or the Barona Indians are sued for expenses
or other damages having to do with the property, the company will
agree to take all blame and pay for the lawsuits. (This is only
applicable if the company is in business 25 years from now or
does not go bankrupt over any lawsuit).

The company and Tribe shall collect all money from
whatever use the property is put. For example, if anything wau
rented on the property or wood sold, etc., it would go to the
Company and Tribe. Expenses would then be deducted such as any
mortgages on any buildings they construct, bank loans, payrolls,
insurance, etc. If they take a loan they can agree to mortgage a
building on the property and even the property itself if it was used
to guarantee a loan pAyment. If there are any loans taken, it must
be used for the improvement of the property or for purchasing things
for any business conducted on the property. The company, therefore,
does not have to spend any money, even for a pencil as it is
inventory and either came out of sales, the bingo, loans, or out of
something else that makes money on the property.

-I-
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If a building is built, the Indians get title to
it when it is paid off. (They paid for it they should).

The Tribe and Company will maintain books either
themselves or through an accountant. The Tribe and Company shall
hire a certified Public Accountant to perform services in connection
with the improvements on the property, the leasing or managing
or other maintenance of the property.

To do all of this the Company receives a management
fee of 45% of the profits (after expenses and taxes) resulting from any
business activity they manage on the property. If they build a
bowling alley, a coffee shop, a barber shop, etc., the Company
receives 45% of the net profits. This goes on for the next 25
years.

The Company shall only be responsible for these
expenses:

1. Advertising - "opening day";
2. Paying legal fees in lawsuits; and
3. Manager's salaries.

All other expenses shall be paid out of any money
that is made. If none, the Tribe is still responsible. If the bingo
or any other business is started or building built and money is
borrowed to do it, it has to be paid back by the Tribe. If the
property is put as collateral for the loan, then it could be lost
also.

Both the Tribe and the Company agree that this
contract cannot be terminated, altered, modified, cancelled for the
next 25 years. If the Bureau of Indian Affairs wants changes in
any of the operational procedures of management, it must be with the
consent of the Company. The only way this contracted can be terminated
ist

1. Written agreement of both the Company and the
Tribe.

2. The only way the Tribe can get this Company
out of all biuiness and off the reservation during the next 25
years is if the Company agrees to go, or if the Company is found
guilty in curt of stealing or if it breaches this agreement and the
court of la, agrees.

If a company employee steals or embezzles money,
the contract is not terminated, the Company will repay what was
stolen provided the *mployee is found guilty.

Should a new Tribal Council be elected and the
four (4) gentlemen who signed this contract on behalf of the
Indians are not re-elected, then according to this contract,
whoever takes their place must also be bound to the contract.
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If there are any disagreements or if any Indian
custom is violated by this Agrement. then the disagreement shall
be arbitrated by a man who is an arbitrator with the American
Arbitration Association. In other words, if the Company does
something that is in disagreement with the Tribe, your only place
to resolve it is with a single arbitrator, not a court and jury.

SUMMARY:

The Company can build buildings on the land, lease
them on the land, conduct any kind of business on the reservation,
make loans to accomplish this, hire outside people if the Company
doesn't feel an Indian applicant is "qualified", and basically control
the land and its activitern fo 45% of the net profits for 25 years.

72-553 0 - 87 - 34
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United States Department of the Interior
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20245
11PLY Rais TO'

Honorable Jiu Bates
Ilember, United States House of
Representatives

880 Front Street
Room 5-S-35
San Diego, California 92188

Dear tr. Bates:

This will respond to your August 31 letters to me and Secretary Clark
requesting information about three specific matters of concern to
several members of the Barons Group of the Capitan Grande Band of
Mission Indians which were brought to your attention during a recent
meeting you had with the concerned members.

The tribal bingo activity, one of the issues about which you requested
Information, has been in operation for approximately two years. As you
are aware, this activity is managed by American Amusement and Management
Inc. (AAHI) under an agreement It has with the tribe. During the
developing stages of the bingo activity, the Barons tribal government
requested the Bureau's Southern California Agency office to review the
management agreement it had negotiated with AAI. The tribe did not
request the Bureau to approve the agreement, nor did it request Bureau
involvement to assist them In identifying the firm's membership or the
individual investors in the activity.

Until two Federal courts recently held that 25 U.S.C. 81 renders tribal
bingo management contracts invalid unless they are approved pursuant to
that section, the Bureau did not deem Bureau approval of management
contracts between tribal governments and bingo management firm necessary
unless they were alklo a lease or involved a lease. On July 20, 1984, in
response to the two Federal court decisions, guidance was issued to all
Area Offices of the Bureau to assist them in the review and approval of
tribal bingo management contracts when requested by a tribe to approve
such contracts. Among the several Instructions contained in the guLdancv
is the requirement to insure that all contracts seeking Bureau approval
include a list of all parties in Interest to the contractt including, on
behalf of the contractor, all investors, including general and limited
partners, all corporate officers and directors, and all employees who
will have day-to-day management responsibility for tne gambling operations.

This requirement will not benefit the concerned Barons tribal members,
however, as the Barons Management Contract precedes our guidance for the
review of Tribal Bingo lianagement Contracts, and we have no other basis
on which to require tribal governments to make this information available
to us.
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With regard to concerns expressed about the disposition of Income derived
from the bingo operation and the furnishing of financial statements of the
operation to tribal members, these are matt,rs that are totally within the
administrative purview of the Barons tribal government. Your constituents
will have to work with the governing body of the tribe to see if they can
reach a solution to these two concerns as well as to obtain the Information
they requested about the firm that manages the tribes' bingo activity.

In reference to the leasing of tribal land which Hr. Edward Welch, Tribal
Chairman, executed himself, we have contacted the Southern California
Agency and they report that on September 29, 1970, a lease was signed
for the purpose of the lessee to construct, improve and/or maintain a
dwelling and related structures for residential purposes, for a term of
25 years with an option for an additional 25 years, The lease was
signed by Hr. Welch as both lessee and lessor. A tribal resolution is
on file at the agency supporting the issuance of the lease. The lease
was then approved by the Acting Sacramento Area Director.

The lease provides that the lessor can execute a mortgage, declaration
of trust or other security pledging the leasehold interest in the lease
or on any improvement if prior consent of the lessor (the tribe) is
granted and approved by the Secretary.

On December 15, 1970, a loan in the amount of $16,000 was granted to
lr. Welch by the Federal Housing Authority using the leasehold as
security, and was approved by the Acting Sacramento Area Director. No
other transactions have been approved by the Bureau.

The Southern Cali'ornia Agency has reported .that they have no knowledge
of the $25,000 loan from the Small Business Administration (SBA) to
Hr. Welch which uses the leasehold interest as collateral, or are they
aware of any action by the SBA to foreclose on the lease.

We have contacted Ms. Diane Black, Foreclosure Manager, Peelle Financial
Corp., of San Diego, California, who has been asked by SBA to handle
the foreclosure, and she has confirmed that there is a foreclosure sale
on the Welch leasehold under Trustee Sale #20765. However, at the
request of the SBA the sale has been postponed indefinitely. Mr. Welch
borrowed $25,000 so he and a hidden partner could start an auto wrecking
business on the leased land. Hr. Welch claims that he has paid his share
of the loan, and the outstanding amount is owed by his partner. 1r. Welch's
partner's name does not appear on the loan, so foreclosure proceedings could
only be filed against Hr. Welch. SBA reports that the consent of the
Barons Tribe and the Bureau's approval were not obtained by Hr. Welch
or the San Diego Trust and Savings Bank in using the leasehold as security.

In reference to the proposed rock crushing operation: any lease to be
signed by the Bureau of Indian Affairs which constitutes a major Federal
action (such as a rock crushing operation) which significantly affects
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the quality of the human environment requires an environmental impact
statement (EIS). We have been informed by the Southern California
Agency that the Bureau of Land Management is preparing an environmental
assessment (EA) on this operation to determine if an EIS is necessary
or if a finding of no significant impact (FONSI) is appropriate.

We hope the above information will be helpful to you in responding to your
constituents. Pleae let us know if you wish additional information.

Sincerely

is/ John W.

Actingssistant Secretary - Indian Affairs

Copy to your Washington office
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Ernest C. agginni
1075 Barone Road
Lakeside, Ca. 92040
June 15 . 1984

Kenneth Smith
Assistant Secretary of The Interior
for Indian Af fair
Department of Interior
18th & C Street N.V,
Washington, D.C. 20240

Dear Kr. Smith.

Let me first introduce yself, I an Ernest C. Magginni, an enrolled
Indian of the Baron& Band of Mission Indians of California* In the
San Diego County.

I am writing - in behalf of myself and some of the members I represent,
Let it be known that we are only speaking out In regards to the unfair
conditions which Indian Bingo has brought to the Baron& Indian
Reservations We can not speak for the other Reservation Bingo
Operations*

First of all, the Bingo Operation opened here in Barona April 15,
1983, but, the Tribe (General Council) did not know that the Tribal
Council and the Bingo Operators (American Aausement and Management,
Inc,) under the supervision of Myles Anderberg and Harry Hertsberg.
had signed an agreement. This agreement was signed by the Tribal
Council in April of 1981, without knowledge or approval of the Tribe

General Council)* This, according to our Customs and Traditions
s against our Tribal status. When Tribal land and Tribal monies

are involved in any business transaction, It. has to be put before
the Tribe's approval' during a General meeting. And this was not
done.

Then on Ma 11, 1983, another agreement was signed again by the
Tribal Council with AAM, because the Tribal Council knew they were
in the wrong by signing the 1981 agreement without U Tribe's
approval, But, again they signed an agreement without the Tribe's
reviemwo o pxwoval of the agreement. So, the 1983 as Wll as the 1981
agreessnt are really not legal according to our Cust.=& and Traditions,
here, on the Baron& Indian Reservation.

The Bingo Operators have constructed a 2.5 million dollar Bingo
Palace without the Tribe's approval. A new contract or agreement
was to have been brought before the General Council during a General
Meeting for review and whether it would be approved or not, it
would be the Tribe's final decision, not the Tribal Council's
We have no knowledge of who the investor or investors are. nor
do we know what is being used as collateral People Just don't go
around giving 2.5 million dollars without wanting something back in
return. We, as a Tribe are not being Informed about the Bingo
Operation in Barons in an honest and openly matter. It seesa like
American Amusement and angomet Inc,, are in full control here in
Barona Indian Reservation.
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During a Gnerma meeting oa June 25, 1983, r. fertsberg admitted
to the General Council that there would be no guarantee of W4y
dividends because he would have 5 (five) yeats to paq-off the
2 million dollars for the now Bingo Palace. So. who is really
benefiting from this Bingo Operatioi%? Because it Barons does not
receive any more Government Punds and the Binge Operators do not
give dividends to the Tribe, we are the losers

Also, during a General Meeting on August 27. 1983. results of the
Bingo Dividend Survey was read. Per capita heA received the mot
votes for disbursement of the Bingo sonleos. On Deomber 03. 9e3.
approxims.%tl 149 eligble members received In the amount of 1000.90
(One Thousand) dollars as Christms bonus. During this voting a
member made a motion to receive a oear ain amut oow m e
month and It was seconded by another ember At p rl
Chairman Joe Welch stood up and said"No this can not be done.,
And he was asked why not? Mr. Welh's reply was because Barom ws
broke@ So won if the Tribe voted on per capital, the members have
yet to receive any more monies from the Bingo Operations since
receiving the $looooo dollars in Decmber of 1983o

On June 02, 1984# disbursement of Bingo Monies was to have been
disouos*d during this meeting (General), but* Tribal Chairman Joe
Welch told the people who attended the meeting that kerican Amuse-
sent and x cement, Inc.# bad not given the Tribe any money in the
lst three ()months* By this statement we realise now that AM
is in control here in Barona and the Tribal Council is at fault,
Barons Bingo has been more of a headache and M caused the Tribe
hardship and separation of friendship and most of all family.

Bingo Operators claim they have put alot of people to work but, the
majority are not members of Barons. People from Barona have always
worked off the Reservation for a living.

Mr. Smith, enclosed Is a copy of the statement that us read during
the Hearing for Indian Bingo which m held in Sacramento. California
on April 2$# 198. I am also sending you copies of both agreements
(1981&1981)p the Mrtsberg's letter, which states they needed the
Tribe's appreVal before construction began on the new Bingo Palace,
minutes of June 23o 1813, which sates in it that Kr. Hertsberg will
not guarantee any dividends for the-. Tribe and also the Survey of
how the people Want to disburse the Bingo ones, I am also enclosing
the first quarter Financial Statement (they are not issued out anymore)
:long with the pLtur (newspper olippiag)of the am Bingo Palace.
which nearer ompletion,

Mr, Smith Indian Bingo here in Barons can be profitable, for the
Barons Tribe, only if it is Tribal controlled and the profits are
used only for our Tribal ombers and Reservation necessities.

Mr. Smith, I appreciate your time and attention to this serious matter
we are experLenoing at the present time and I an hoping that I will
get a reply from you.

Thanking you again.

Sincerely, d
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LA' OFFICES 5N SOUTH MAGNOUA AVENUEU. QVON, CAUFORNU, 92020
FRANK MANGO TELEHONE 619) 4472473

December 6, 1984

Art Bunce
Attorney at Law
333 South Juniper St., Suite 103
Escondido, California 92025

Dear Mr. Bunce:

A group of the Barona Indians have once again
contacted me. It is their wish that Mr. Joe Welch be removed
from his position on the Tribal Council.

On May 28, 1983, Mr. Welch decreed in keeping
with tribal custom that "anyone owing money to the Tribe
cannot be a candidate for office." From that date to the present
he has not told anyone about his Involvement with a certain
transaction that would disqualify him from the council.

I am told that Mr. Welch hap pledged reservation land
as collateral for a $25,000.00 personal loan from the San Diego
Trust and Savings Bank. As the loan was apparently made for
a small business venture, It was subsequently assigned to the
SBA by the bank. Foryour reference, documents #1867371,
#260024 and #335917 in the County Recorders Office.

Apparently, Mr. Welch defaulted on the loan end the
SBA, through their agent, Peele Financial Corp., recorded a
Notice of Foreclosure and has elected to attempt sale of the land
and collect the outstanding balance of approximately $13.000.00.
See documents 9103738 and #20765, County Recorders Office.

As you know, tribal land Is In trust and is an asset
belonging solely to the tribe and not any single Individual. Any
hypothecation or encumbrance of the land thus represents an
Indebtedness of the entire tribe. Thus, Mr. Welch owes the
tribe the outstanding money due on the loan so the tribe may lift
the encumbrance on its land.

Since this Indebtedness existed when Mr. Welch filed as
a candidate for his office, he violated custom and tradition, end
should not be permitted to serve In the opinion of the people I
represent.

With respect to the recent election of the Tribal Council,
it Is the opinion of my clients that the eloclon was Invalid. They
feel It was Invalid In that many of the people who work at the
Bingo Palace were pressured Into delivering their votes for Mr. Welch.
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We have evidence that many of these people did not vote by Secret
Ballot, rather they marked their ba;lots and showed them to the
Election Committee after they were so marked. This act can only
be Interpreted as their verification of how they voted In order to
assure themselves continued employment.

My clients inform me that you announced to the Press
and to the Indian tribe in general, that "no outsiders (people who
are not tribal members) would be allowed at the Polling place during
the election." They inform me that you are certainly not a member of
the tribe, but that you came to the Polling place several times during
the day and watched the voting, inspected ballots, and had a hand in
ousting the Press who was there trying to cover the election. Further,
apparently a man named Walter McGaney, who is also not a member of
the tribe, but who has hiring and firing authority at the Bingo Palace,
appeared at the voting area and watched the voters vote while talking
to the Election Committee.

I have also been informed that approximately 6 hours before
the Polls were due to close, you declared a victory for Mr. Joe Welch
within the hearing area of the people who were about to vote. It is
the opinion of my clients, that his conduct was also designed to Influence
voters, and as such, should be considered as a breach of the election
process.

As a final note to the election, the Election Committers had
been Instructed by the General Council In the Council Meeting or
April, 1983, to put the positions of Tribal Business Manager and
Tribal Secretary on the ballot as elected positions. At the time of the
recent election, both positions were not or -e ballot, and Mrs. Welch,
wife of Joe Welch remains as Business Manager and LindaLaChappa,
who is the wife of Tribal Councilman, Clifford LaChappa continues as
Tribal Secretary. We arc not accusing these women of any Improprieties
with respect to their office, however, my clients feel that this office
should have been available for election.

The Bingo operation has been going on for some period
of time now. Many of the tribal members have asked the Tribal Council
and Mr. Welch to provide them with an accounting or some sort of
breakdown as to how much money the tribe is getUng and if the amount
of money Is the correct tally. This has apparently fallen on deaf ears,
as no figures have been presented to the General Council. As you know,
this endeavor of having Bingo at the Reservation Is for the benefit of
all Barona Indians, and the money derived should be for the benefit
of their health, education and general welfare. Accordingly, my clients
would like a complete accounting of all monies received by the tribe
from American Amusement Company since the Inception of the Bingo,
and we want the opportunity to audit the books associated with the
Bingo as per the contract. Lastly, we would like three (3) Independent
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members, who are not associated with the Tribal Council to be
present on a random basis when the evening proceeds from the
Bingo are being counted. We feel that If we randomly check
the Bingo proceeds we can get a pretty good handle on the
amount of money that is being made this far.

I would appreciate a direct response to this letter
at your earliest convenience as my clients are desirous of
moving forward with the disqualification and/or impeachment of
Mr. Welch, and taking further steps to assure themselves that
they are getting a fair shake with respect to the Bingo proceeds.

F ally,

FRNK MANG

FM:Jd
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Assignment of Deed of Trust
lr..b 01M Oal , t"1 1 0 ov "C,,OO fTV.C 4"USN A P N

V.- 'alue Rtcicied. i underigen d hereby pants isps jd tr'tr o- - lUlb Bu S ,io Smallu'str4 tion
ar. Agency .of the-UnIttdStateaG GL Yzmmant ..-----. ...
I! mnit " under "s certain Deed of TnMt dated . .Deceim :r- 5 - , 1972 - -. . . .

esecuici t %. toward L--ELCH.. an LMyrtler. in- ..--- -

.usbar0 annf s- . Truswte
to $am-i.e; Trust imdLSilgs 3"]Lk-- -- - . Truste.
.njr-,aslnrumtenNO. 335917 .. on oZiember 18. 1972 inBoDk, Reel 1972- -
i'jg, itrnja 735917.o Offic~al Reatinhe Count) Recstrdersofficeoi Saz-Daep-- -- - Cowuy.
il.lh rnlia. . .raibtS land therein as:

Flease see attached exhibit "A".

Toether al. ft note or nwet tkrein described or referred to. the m .ote dte and to become due ehemat %ith
tuSt. &Md a&M righs incensed or to a~crr under said Deed of Trust,

-. _gkSeqq Ti at_ v-____ San Di1qo Trus Savings Bank

FOX CORPORATE ACKNOWLEDGEUF'T
STATE OF CALORMNIA

co uNT roF S rn D 1 t*L .g _. . . .
on 14 Ju 1982 a_ . . . M " 0 .M .to b e .d o . vi '- l " Ai M O
Roger *. ketoM tobesS IM________mi4

s0m i uo I @ beado bairn ii-a ii im sae mo be . wa ubm of A C a
ahmwb -, a". adaaifd to ,, abet =&S CntA ca

of ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ BUA 9 eioii~.s~Ar.s'I~O~~~ZAL
wrMMn. orbi d S. .&l aL

F5O INDUVIDtAL ACV4OWLMOEME aT

STATE OF CAP }-RMA
CIud1 OP________ ____

FORt PA tlWI~mtP ACN5IDMVS'r
STAT! OP CAUIPO.S MA l
COUNTY OP.......

n. " - -- -. -i o

_ w_ __l ____,,

WITNESS limit u bdid ii.5 U
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SuWftion of Trusee
wws.EE [OAM L. Lt. and HYMTt. 0. MlCH,. husband and wife
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WWN SIM TIlST A &AvIttV S ItAi

Loh n, run'.

in Im~l am. and

= r -a n.t.u ., 335917 p, q~ ap _-
GdOmma Kresn ot StDA ceaay.caht~cutrn an

WHEREAS. te ndkeqpd cohn p16mo Iam.fa aeekn nai Ced . Tlana. and
WHER1A. udnespw mu a. wann t ent,, Tmm. nunle ati O u(Tna nl di a opaed Waild O,.d

O THEREFO . th %ab , b 6 ,- luc IlILU FNANCIAL CO PORAlON
dM In a C*bfOMw cOpormm.

na Tha oso m d Deld (Trw.

wwwanyn dOe %ontext bennW W+e.4nOn MM6an ona M&Fn Wnk!& Intae h@ fRimWn and/n mama. 8fd the OWINh
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SMALL BUSINESS ADINISTATIOK
COwnd ac84

W. 6. Brei-. Ch.T-
Portfolio NAnaomnt Division

ma'
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I

m

STATE CC CAL .rostA_

STATE Or CAIroR . l
) SS

COUNTY or sA orr.o)

* ON r H lg. etO 16k SE.POSE 14, "A NOTARY PUBLIC IN £A10 FOR INS

TAITS Of CALlrOA NIA, PERSONALLY APPEARED '. C. riere
Uo"N TO Mi ox tPROVED TO Mi ON TiE BASIS or- ATISrACtOuX EV1DNCS TO
i Tag Choief. Portfolio Han8eae Division or TI

SHALL IUSI]i53 ADMINISTRATION AND KNOWN TO BE TIEE EIIF O WHO
tXIUC D TU NITII IUSITRUMNT 00 BEHALF Of SAID ADMINISTR.ATIO AND
ACKIOWJDGO TO Mg TEAT SAID AZNuISTA? OWI II0CUID TUE SAM.

S O I
')O $1,, 4 .(}mUX

N OTARY PUBLIlC
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II 72-552 IRS& iI
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FaWJT NATIONAL 1111i
WHEN ECOROED MAIL TO-.

Pee PFaian CN Itr-bx
391 _Cadoo Do La atlaa .400 4MeuM 22 AIlS

I'VC02075

Modes of De~si ad Election to el Under Deed of Trust -
IMPORTANT NOTICE 21

IF YOUR PROPERTY 18 IN FORECLOSURE BECAUSE YOU ARE BOUND IN YOUR
legal ngh to WMing your account in good standing by paying all of your past due paymens

plus permitted costs and - months from the date ti notice of default
was recornt (s ~ -, imto lad foreclesre fe" m -. a ebs) g
sof El 20 t .e"rncre until your account becomes current C
You m ay m-y the entire unpaid portion of your account even though full pay- 0
ment was demanded. but you must pay the amount stated above.

After three months from the date of recordation of this document (which date of
cordation appears hereon), unless the obligation being foreclosed upon permits a longer

period, you have only the legal right to stop the foreclosure by paying the entire amount
demanded by your creditor.

* To find out the amount you must pay, or to arrange for payment to stop the fore-
closure, or if your propuly is ". 14F contact 2 .

103-V~WWjAC[=01

$91 Casno beLa Relna #0M IY
$4. Dies.. CA. 92 too (619) X,9-71110

If you have any questions, you should contact a lawyer or the government agency. 0C')
which may have Insured your Ioam

Remember, YOU MAY LOSE LEGAL RIGHTS IF YOU DO NOT TAKE PROMPT
ACTION.
NOTICE IS HEREBY IVENd That a broec of." ande the oblegeda o m krwhc the ,NdrV 0 I z
deed of trttels a aecurty ha oC~uad.

P0. And --

ancoed as eue payment wive becainedue Noheretter, wcuden lte Ii any -nQ=5 rtotw r sum pase F '

under sie dema f sed Noto a of TTrus

encumbrance be du or become lu sad tere m be crod as a ondtn

That by reonratwood. the orasi benrl ndor u deed, has exicd ad desed o &ad Tr o
W4te cas t'oNo Payastoid bOm ue teeheaep owsle ~h ldraes anydeedOU e n pouas

eideo e o bisa, ut d rot ,. and to s declred anmo do herby dare sums eem. t" r

wnsooaey due and payeble and has elected arid does hereby electoC 0c e trust proery to be sold to saaly
Wee ovivebofie secured tereby" i
ONe Itatch 20. 1964 K' ' UL&E VINAS6CL5 OP6AZde

P~NAT. Laos 9 erb. 7 seotemsfa
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Reemder
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR Real prop. Hgmt.

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS TRD 5-10 Barons
GOUTNEPN CALIF NIA AGENCY

51S 0 CVISlON STRICT SUIT9 101

RIE1V55IDC CALIFORNIA 019s -3286

November 5. 1984

Mr. Test Magginni
1075 Barons Road
Lakeside, California 92040

Dear Mr. Magginni:

Reference is made to your letter of Cctober 29. 1984 in regard to Hr. Joe
Welch, a Small Business Administration loan and tribal lands.

Mr. Welch does hold a formally approved residential lease through this
Agency, however, the leasehold interests have never been approved for use
as collateral for a loan through any loaning agency Federal or private.
The Small Business Administration had taken no official stlps to conclude
a mortgage arrangement against the leasehold estate on tribal land and
has no authority at this time to capture the lease for the remainder of
its term in order to lessen its losses on the defaulted loan. Under no
circumstances could any lending institution, in a default situation, sell
the trust tribal real estate. There ie no legislative or regulatory
authority permitting the mortgaging or the disposal of trust tribal lands.
The only indirect way tribal land can be involved in a mortgage is the
mortgaging of a leasehold estate covered by a lease consented to by the
tribe and approved by the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the mortgaging of
the leasehold consented to by the tribe and approved by the Bureau of
Indian Affairs. If a default occurs the lender can take over the lease
for the remainder of the lease term.

Mr. Welch's use of his leased tribal interests and the manner in which
he has managed them is a matter to be handled strictly within the tribal
forum in accordance with the written or unwritten directives by which
members and elected officers conduct themselves and their business
practices as they apply to the use of reservation lands. Based on the
facts as we know them and outlined above it would appear that it is now
a situatiun the general membership must resolve to its own satisfaction.

Sincerely,

Tom W. Dowell
Superintendent
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Dureau of lUdLAO Affair* OPMmAY 0.

RESIOENTIAL LEASE J34CI4201676

MS TAM no meseN4 S ate, eto The 34O4 Group of MUeino ladies

s ' '. m, Idvard L. Welch

o lfera Group uesil4 @ g 5atin4

Ian State of Califorula

WITnISETa

1 llWLAPPMALi& A& %00 I1% %bg Tease. term U7M?.XT wwma Nor stamy
or me Inwrior or his *47 aae gepreetatttve. ?ie 1.ee. is eabjest to as 0rw -
of uW bertesy PwoaSt to Me A£ o s At 94 19$, 69 SU%. 3)9. on maded 15 1.i.O. 411.

8. PI. UpaseC * lee I w A toa aC i owa l o th a BVarst£m "Mel 17
te a-r-,70 m lease to ommees) On as et or pae&
of m atCluste so - eitam fleft ea. laeaN f p -
aam Ca.lfe & and , d" O *Uom, rnain ORthe SwtLrly lis" A
Of a I&MU A .Lea lin ed ester lUso of Vildest CaWy Med ia Settles ,,
T. 1A S., R. I I., SM, Califsoua. thees Northerly 2100' l.0 tbs poist of ie.t
sag Is esee of wildcat cw vl t tces, dee Wee 3608, hoes porth Parallel
witb Wildest Canyen Rod 130', tbcee Easterly to eater of Vildat Coyes Sml
these south 140 M ee rlise f Vildest Casyosn led to the T3 IOM 0

MOXM, easatag 1.49 agree, earns or less.

1. w ium. use ebjest ot ie Lee is to amble U esee es ) ie eslt,
caninve andlat iniai a dwlling SM relabel aWtMbe m sm press, am eievvi se toCa s
or OeoPP sail PMSeat"se"esti sietiffl pesrese.

, . tosn(a) eau bave SM ball the pre es top a baoe at wat,.nV* is$) yar I
IS 'ag -iN elsetis late of thie lease. ths TeaO SMU MAto atially i wtUot toC-
toee for ms althtm" "ee er smatr-te gas) yea"e am th-m turo aM 0eMItis m i
taIsel bereft. wais teame my set ha tesimbel 1 efte or beth partie Ouawis Mt wnial or
pois Samn :Lt. SM a head as, Uwtw Ia leae M/s irnsmta m w prods"@eo aw l atar.
ast users&&* an melpM setwi Puss" m Rsew for OW tas La meoe~ lmb s
pife w a "nbset, =s smessI& ta i to pub toIa me W imua to gie ba lawer 4 ",~ Lemamems or VA speO am e ts &a to"e.b an tearal sewag Leanisebe
oAs Weems"e At"Maws 6e, ftCm a w us. ls Ttoa sea be sabiset be aw too.

INVO Or iMui M e ahl seS be s~ntam %emimbe, If m01 Ows mi alssmir attes
MW Sa0SS La LO i e, aleagO l001 mute IP M ses, an""m Is aseewmo gM o
PinMs Ida st w a belles ofs as wo sas U0ioer of we pwiaOai at a teo-

sle mnkrwe wola (as Use) or -it am owes~ m if la Us at formaiin. or
at a olde e as be

@1
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5. . TM trevemnt of houstr4 far -go&_ trails to a public Iio5e of the
esser. Te esalsder is for 'huis teas. is Ii) ue said parpo&. (2) the preise. hereby gied.

of 94e"l6 to pay the leser raft at the rate or one cona8 (81.00) tsr each tentl-Ve 11
7QAr taM. PsMyAst tW be 001e each term 's Advance. the 0 ztiaida iaeant. hereby agreed te by
ZaOeOlsI. Of W and all 68a rgita heretofore held by LeSSee(S) ta the prealses. 00 W 1i6e@Is)1e
A i herafter hold r*4%t smni by virte e t this lease. WW (L) seer sed and alWvale ct&der
etti . Se resipt of %web Is here"y ockmeledde by Lessor. It to acre" that there aLAIl be a0
OdJeSUMt of th rmt it ta Lease to teorasted before 11 term othewias would GiP or i te
ot th s W part of WI pme"@ Is tes dt by sondematif for highway Or Otsr rebItl purposes.

5. DMWW 3. All iaildins or other loprvoweamts n ousting or hereatter teontrwetdi
3a th proms*& shall he the ia should property or Ue Leeaelsl diing the term o this Lease.
tihltIgF m esutesi er roel theory.

T. 8 fMPS. pon as iration of this Lease. or upon its t4rarstcn In srterdar.vs vt.

ae tem bhde. sa lss sh teonlastin t dwe to dofauit upon t part of Losseeis). Lsseelsl
3r any saaecossro iI. Itoest all Io ettled to ue rights in mhe Vr~a:&es It qualified under
se I5.sas eat S # a GTcP . It AMt so etigible. L @*".tiI ohd sny secosero 1n
Interest shall. upot dead. surrender to Lesser en expiration or ct'er turg.r.-ttst ot %is
lease euplet* and pesel01 pes*estsA Of U-4 I 6iS end all Ilprovemnts tneroer.. wvt.lr. e n&.
so the property of me jaron Grows

S. PUOA&L ShNTMUN. i Noeing contained in Wthi Less o.a p operate t 6041y
itoat a tmnISMtO Ot Psdoral rOSpOittleItsL with respect to the prolses by the tsseflte t
a fe patent. the liting of restricton en allenatian. 0. Lherlrvo ourtn the ter% at thw ase.

obt to"iKMURn. howwr. sIll not soe to abrogate the Lease.

I Be emer ef Congress r may doelagate wr or may Rstdent Comisateser nshal b
smitetd Uo way share or part of this Lease or to &V beefIt that my arise wtretres.

%a) The Loseel) aree(s) ne to wv sr ea o be4eed any part of said pFroabs
fer say Wilva l ecndest or purpose.

1. 49M? M0t11 . Leser agrees Ut deorlAt the title to the prvss a also agrees tat
Lasesses sa d say eessers is .aterest siall peaceably and qu aetly hold, an~te ame occupy mw
prases for thq 46ratin of tal tas without sny tindresco. iterrotio. o.erttom or mlesta-
ties by :08se or by any o eer person or person thesever.

10. 11UMKIAtCE. This Lesse may be tereturre? Mfp or&Nnesa e orltarce In ad.
eord&se with te lava sat stems of th. tate _W _ a_ _

11. £8SIO . Reept as otherslte pr tde erein. &Loes (si shall not &sign uiIsA as
Without thO prior written consent of th Lesser mas. It this Les & ad/or an7 *wroosnta et. W
preles are mrtsaed S pledged as security ftr a leans vtestet the written &pproosi of Wie
leader ad. %%en MA taasroee at V& gSmarntPO or Inew e s t force, or the Pesers* s.str4
Ldl'is ertion v Veraons Amistiattm. as the ase my ben. Learnsl my assts this Lease
or deliver possession at the preAsee. liawlwdng ny taprIe 1ts thereon,. iS tne e4ndr,. Its s.
reasons Ia lawrOst. or the MA or VA. a the ase my he. if Leasests Osoatalts) iA My WAri4W
or other lean a'ooet tsr %tWeb Lea se sad/lr thlreoornts on the proweI ear Pledged as
sewity sid. In ,owa1 eenti. the lender, its oassessore to Iterest, or the PA or Ve. i tons
my traneer this Leas or pasesson of te premises to a aee4sosr 10es0. ltins La tls
:ease shall prevent the Leaoeele) tree eAecwtLna ad roeIeeing a sartgago, declarstlo of tIn
sad/er other secrtly iatreMet 84 My IM 004es4187 ebtais tIAng ftr to oinm,~tiLo M/
o tsproeN t of a d"llgW an "lWtod strosu rea, or a6ll rosen the wrtgae sr oter 1ed-

or tile teforelooia or lastittlIMS OeT approl rate pronedtaga ufr lw U& the erJt or deftell
of my mrtgae or owr leaps eoem t br We0 Leses). Rmopt is *ea tavolvin Leim
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for "ZION EcowS.1af or &no Lmorevoumt by a ts or ether rocemuised ZIAdi~g Ioathesior
the Va. Oe0 Itno "k eesonw t or 0"Vemas of Leser somit be oqurolg. iosseo(s) my asn mouNo
, mwt4e. elantim or tnt or other seomriy Instret plo4 P4 their ieOrot tA "go
zoo" or V Improwat. an the Foeasa without the prier co sent of Lesser " tUbe mpwowa
ef at$ secretry.

U. 001M. ZA te o*nt Of de ftat FT too L46ol6 on r rwt~ or other Sam peoWOt for Vlott UU* Lase or a&V Loprowoots an the PmbOW s GM p10484 " security. Lase.F
Small hav the rttt of firot reoft I to eQauire the Wooos IlttetoVt In t"e PrOIsome |sobjoest
to all valid Its and otiambrenioeel oen (a) pernt of all m soon in arroar. and 1b) otuhr
POJ1l t eS l balando of um I"^ or assottea of tI omrp~. &aid rilt of first rorm#"
sF be exercised at Of tim wthin thirty 0301 days after notice in writln4 from the Indor of
U4oLoesura dofa'jIt. wtch ,%Otte* sall be 61so4 bfoe the lender Invokes an other r0S40s
;rfvceec Under the mortgage or by law. and mOJt:. lo exreioe4 by no iee In writinS from tke leseor
to U-0 osmools) And tho lender: pe dviod. h 'ver. t5t the toglOESOO *0.11 ch*, fifte i1)
Says from the "to of M letter mOto o.0 P U dofatut. Ih ostoto acquired by te looor
SIftugh on0ets1 of "td rigt or first refusal mll not morgo with my other 0&8w or tittu
bel by she. __ __ _ _ as01 - as t 1.0 Los" and/oP ay IomrOromotA On SM
proeos, or any Lntat herein. are mertgage or otherwise plate" as s lty fr an low..
and "sie5mt. a e1l roms.& eA'OrietAo to Mny valid and OubAoltiag morU W Or Other oe4WIty
instrumnt.

I). DrbwnY DAM thi eass and all &to tou A Proisions sha be bindinsgas tmhe
amile. ousaas"Ors. amoters, somwetrowsrs V and 551.5 or tioeseolo48 ad saw soeseep toLater*$%eto the Leser. a d hall tam offset o the ... -ep - "
dato of Aes Director approval.

lb. OUMtNIU TO M- UPI VFA3. It is tmdeisteed &"ggood %Ws %daIle te losd pro.asies an is tUss Or wsstrtesed atatea. al1 of the ialssee' obligstioa A e 0 lease sM
oblsatt.. of big msaloe am to te outd $oto s well s to te o Of 1o Los.

barona Grout of M sslo Indts

9dword men or d en

behalf of the orma Croep as er gea.
lf~ dr o. IRZY - :?l adopted S --

9dward L. Welch

Socrtareci Ord N 2%ON 1imro. SOi._ .,_.
'.ST : p :o D1LIl CwI

4C ':D' - " 6

5466 of California, Ce to ,Of 3un ILege,
idvard L. Welch-appeared before ze an he zbovW.SSD cmr 4Srofw mm
above mentioned lease. P

.0
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United States Department of the Interior
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

California Desert District
,.% k) Pill 1695 Spruce Street
REr. RtO Riverside, California 92507
3000
(C-064)

JAN 6 1984

Superintendent
(Attn: Hr. Bill Gianelli)
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Southern California Agency
5750 Division Street, Suite 201
Riverside, California 92506-3286

Dear Hr. Gianelli:

The Barona Rock and Materials Conpany have submitted a sand and gravel mining
plan for the Barona Indian Reservation, San Diego County. This application
came directly to EW, apparently without BIA involvement. We are enclosing a
copy of the docanents we received fran Barona Rock and Materials.

We will not review the mining plan until your office has negotiated an approved
lease with the applicant. If you should require any information or assistance
during lease negotiations, please contact Vern Stephens, our Assistant District
Manager for Minerals.

Sincerely,

Gerald E. Hillier

District tMager

Eclosures
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November 21, 1983

Mr. Gary D. Walker
District Mining Supervisor
United States Department of the Interior
Office of the Secretary
Minerals Management Service
Western Region
800 Truxtun Avenue Room 131
Bakersfield, Ca. 93301

Dear r. Walker,

At the request of Art Bunch, attorney for the Barona Indians,
enclosed please find a proposed sand and gravel mining plan. The
proposed area to be mined is outlined in the Legal Description, Plat
to Illustrate, and map of the site, also enclosed.

Would you please review the plan and advise any additions or
modifications you may deem necessary so that I may proceed to the
next stage.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Herv Keces
Barona Rock & Materials
720 Jacinto Place
Coronado, Ca. 92118

(619) 435-1419

copy to: Art Bunch
MLK/msa
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-Barona Rock & Materials
Lease Parcel

Legal [ ,scription

A portion of Rancho Canada de Sat Vicente y Mesa del Padre Barona and
Rancho Barona in Township 1li Sout- Range I East, San Bernardino Meridian
according to United States Departi !nt of the Interior. Bureau of Land
Management Plat dated June 15, 1' t1, as more particularly described as
follows:

Beginning at a point on the line b. ween corner 44 and corner 45 as shown
on said Plat, said point being Sot It 34 0 46' West 1553.82 feet from said
corner 45; thence North 340 46' Last 1553.82 feet to said corner 45;
thence South 820 23' 55" East 884.02 feet; thence South 640 44
10" East 2012.84 feet to corner - as shown on said Plat; thence South
390 15' 23" West 3408.94 feet; the:.-e North 300 08' 01" West 2777.55 feet
to the point of beginning.

11-16-83
J-W 3520
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BARONA ROCK & MATERIALS
720 Jacinto Place ...
Coronado, Ca. 92118

SITE PREPARATION

The site proposed for recovery of material aggregates is a hillside

area outlined in enclosed Plat to Illustrate and Legal Description.

The site preparation for the aggregate processing plant will begin

with placement of a dozer trap, a bhiried field hopper, in a trench

excavated into the hillside, normal to and at the toe of the slope.

The area adjacent to the site of the dozer trap gently slopes toward

and is bounded on the easterly and southerly sides by natural drainage

channels. Within this area a site will be prepared for the aggregate

processing plant and the material storage piles. The site will require

aft area of approximately two acres to be graded to some uniform gradient

sloping toward the drainage channels. The material storage piles will be

located along the southerly edge of the site and will be a partial visual

screen from the highway. They will also serve as a buffer for plant

operating sounds.

The channel on the easterly side is the main watercourse and will

be maintained as such. In the southerly channel and just downstream, or

westerly direction, from the proposed plant site there is a natural pending

area. This pending area will be utilized as a rentention and recycle pond

for plant wash water. A small barrier dami may be required to increase

,pond capacity. This can be constructed with large boulders and material

available within the proposed development area. A water supply of several

hundred gpm is required to furnish water for aggregate washing and water

truck use.
The access road from the highway to the proposed development will

follow the alignment of the existing road and will he improved as required

to support the heavy haul trucks. The roadway will be maintained as

traffic dictates and watered as necessary for dust control.
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EXCAVATION PLAN

Subsequent to the removal of the small quantity of overburden,
the plan for removal of the aggregate material from the hillside

deposit is to excavate the material with a series of benches or

terraces advancing into the hillside. The level of the initial bench
will be the top of the dozer trap. As the depth of the deposit becomes
known the benches will be enlarged as necessary for the recovery of the
material.

In thc beginning it is anticipated to usc a tr.ictor equipped with
a front mounted dozer blade and a rear mounted tiplvr teeth for the
excavation and movement of the material to the do:er trap. Subsequently
it is anticipated to replace the tractor with a wh.Led loader quipped
with a front mounted tooth bucket. As the initial lench is developed it
will become apparent whether the continued use of thec dozer ripper
equipped tractor is required to loosen the material for the loader to

handle. The use of explosives for recovery of the material is not

anticipated. From the dozer trap the material will be moved by belt

conveyor to the aggregate screening, crushing plant. Here the material
will be crushed, screened to size, washed, and placed in separate

material storage piles. From the storage piles the sized and cleaned

material will be loaded, as sales dictates, into highway legal haul

trucks using a wheeled bucket loader. All loaded trucks will have weight

tickets for production verification and accounting.

The estimated monthly production is 2,000 to 10,000 tons of rock

aggregates and 1,000 to 7,000 tons of fill sand. This estimate is based

on analysis from three separate test pits. The known depth of material in
these test pits is twelve feet. This information projected over the entire

area indicates the potential reserve may be extensive.
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POLLUTION AND SAFETY

A 2500 gallon minimum capacity water truck will be used on an
as-needed basis for dust abatement. This will also serve as emergency

water supple for fire control. Adequate precautiomis are to be exercised

to prevent initiating any fire hazards. Shovels, fire extinguishers,

and on-site excavation equipment and personnel will he available as fire

fighting equipment.

All vehicles and engines are equipped with California State approved

air pollution control devices for all exhaust emis'.ions. Noise pollution

will be controlled by mufflers on all combustion citgihes.

All trash and refuse will be maintained in adcqltiate receptacles and

disposed of at an appropriate disposal site. On site sanitary facilities-

will be provided for all plant personnel.

A fence enclosure, consisting of steel or wood posts and three strands
of barbed wire, will be erected around the inmcdiate plant site and material

stockpiles to exclude wandering cattle. All gates antd entry access will

be protected with approved cattle guards. Benches and terraces in the

excavation area will be maintained so as not to be a detriment to wandering

cattle.

All general federal regulations and control provisions of an approved

contract shall be complied with at all times.
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Law (l'twus ol

Williams & Rucker
0745 Pospecl Ave Sui1C 102 * SaliCe. Cai)fornl.a( D(2071 4694 (6101 449 7283

Clhrtes Anthony Wimns I larold Vklor ioaker

March 27, 1985

United States Immigration & Naturalization Service
Attn Les Burdick
Western Region Office
U.S. Immigration & Naturalization Service
ROSSO
San Pedro, Terminal Island, CA 90731

Re: Proposed Agreement between Barona Band of Mission
Indians and Western Re-entry Corporation

Dear Mr. Burdick:

At the request of certain members of the Barona Band of
Mission Indians, located in Lakeside, California I write you this letter.
It Involves the concerns my clients have about a proposed agreement between
Western Re-entry Corporation and the Barona Band. The subject of the
agreement Is the lease of ten (10) acres of Barona reservation land for
purposes of housing aliens awaiting formal processing for legal entry Into
the United States. On March 9, 19895, there was a General Council meeting
Involving this proposal. The proponents of the lease told the voting members
the following:

I. Ten (10) acres of reservation land would be used;

2. The ten (10) acres would be used to house between
275 to 375 persons who are awaiting formal processing for immigration;

3. The ten (10) acres will be fenced and the Inhabitants
would not be permitted to leave the area except for authorized purposes;

4. in addition to the inhabitants, there will be approximately
70 to 90 employees;

I. The lease price will be $10,000 per month, payable
by the Corporation to the Barona Band;

6. There will be a self-contained medical clinic to service
the needs of the Inhabitants and/or employees;

7. The Initial term of the lease will be four (4) years;

8. Water needs will be met by the sinking of a well or
transportation by truck;
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9. Any improvements constructed for purposes of housing
the inhabitants will revert to the Barona Band upon termination nf the
leise.

The proposal passed by a 33-24 vote of the General Council
(all voting members of the tribe). One of the enticements was the promise
that the inhabitants would be shopping at the tribal store, spending approximately

5,000 per month. This will be in addition to the proposed S[ 20,000 per
year of lease income.

What was not fully discussed with the tribe is the following:

1. It is common for water supplies of the reservation
to become so scarce during the summer months that they must be rationed
or transported in for the present residents. Hence, the sinking of a well
will serve no purpose except to deplete existing reserves

2. Directly south of the proposed "compound" is an existing
bingo gambling operation, which is authorized to operate 24 hours per day,
7 days per week. Directly north of the proposed "compound" is a site that
has been designated for sand and gravel extraction. While this latter activity
Is being challenged by certain members of the tribe, if It does become
a reality it will be operating 7 days per week, 24 hours per day. This does
not seem conducive to the peace and quite of the aliens who will be housed.

3. The nearest law enforcement is approximately nine
(9) miles from the proposed lease site, with much of the roadway being
narrow and winding.

4. According to information revealed at the March 9,
1985, meeting, the accomodatlons for the inhabitants will be pre-fab buildings.
It is uncertain at this time whether or not such buildings will provide for
air-conditioning and/or heating. Your office should be Informed that summer
temperatures frequently reach over 100 degrees at this location, winter
temperatures drop below freezing.

In order to assist you In evaluating the integrity of the Western
Re-entry Corporation, I have the following information as relayed to me
by my clients:

I. Despite repeated requests, no brochure or printed
material was produced regarding more details about the proposed lease,
the relationship of Western to the INS or the use of the property;

2. Eventually, a business card was acquired by one spokes-
person of Western Re-entry and, based upon the address and telephone
number on the card, a phone call was made. The answering person stated
that the Corporation has no connection with the INS, but is involved with
persons on parole and probation who are awaiting sentencing by the Courts;

"0' -- n - r
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3. The address is 4997 Imperial Avenue, San Diego, California
92114. It is a residential apartment

I am sure you can gather from the above content of this letter,
that my clients are unhappy and bewildered. If, in fact, the INS is sponsoring
this type of arrangement, why does it not send one of its own representatives
to present the project and, thereby, lend credibility to it? My clients question
whether or not the INS is truly involved and request a response to this letter
to that effect. If your organization Is participating in this particular enter-
prise, please answer the following questions:

1. Who Is going to be paying the $10,000 per month to
the Ilarona Band?

2. Who is going to be paying for construction of improve-
ments?

3. Who Is going to provide adequate security for the protection
of the residents of the reservation as well as the Inhabitants of the "compound"?

4. How are the water and sanitary needs of the inhabitants
going to be met and at whose expense?

3. Will there be known or suspected criminals housed
at the site?

6. If the answer to the above question #3 is yes, who
or what will be providing police security?

As you can see, the questions could go ad infinitum. We urge
your agency to clarify what involvement, If any, It has. A response at your
earliest convenience will be appreciated.

Sincerely.

CHfSANTHONY WILLIAMS
CAWisIb
encl.
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CONGRESSPAN HICHAAD LEHMAN
CONGIESSKA JIM BATES
HEARING PANEL FOR FIELD HEARiING SEPTmZL3R 13. 1985 SAN DIEGO. CA.

HOUSE COMihITTEE ONi INTERIOR & INSULA.H AFFAII-S

My name Is Milton Campbell. I am a member of the Citizens Committee from
Los Coyotes, the opposition group.

The Los Coyotes Indian reservation is governed by custom and traditions.
We have no official Constitution and Bylaws, no official Enrollment
Ordinance and no official Membership Roll.

We are submitting documents which, to the best of our knowledge, prove
our allegations of m~sconduot on the part of the tribal chairman, that
he uses his position for his own Interests, that he misappropriates
federal funds for his personal use, diverting them from projects intended
to benefit the entire tribe.

Outlined below are some of the most Important problems now existing in
our reservation:

1.) TAYLOR HISTORY

We believe that an Investigation Into that family's backgroun!
may show a lack of Indian blood and a status of State Indians.

There Is enough evidence that the Bureau of Indian Affairs has
knowledge of this. But, in order to cover up their own
mistakes, they are supporting the tribal government. turning
their backs on the Indians they are supposed to represent.

2.) FEDERAL GRANTS CONSISTING OF TRIBAL GOVERNMENT DEVELOPMENT PL.AN.
P.L. 93-638, HIP, HUD AND INDIAN CAMPGROUNDS, INC.

All resolutions for these grants must be considered illegal as
persons voting for them were not eligible to vote. Some of
these resolutions were not even brought before the tribe, others
were misrepresented and people employed without the knowledge
and consent of the tribe. The employment of family members and
friends on the 638 grants Is in conflict with the rules and guide
lines of personal gains. Civil Rights violations regarding jobs
and housing and misuse of Federal grant monies.

So far, no one knows what happened to the 1974 grant from Indian
Campgrounds in the amount of $70,000 that was lost between
Sacramento and Los Coyotes.

The lion's share of the HIP and HUD grants went to the State
Indians. and the reservation Indians had to be content with the
leftovers.

- /3'i7 f% o
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We are again blarnin. the 1IA for most of this waste of fede
money. giving the tribal government grant after grant after
being advised of the fraud involved. It is not our people asking
for these grants, we are not in "Dire Need." Those words found
degrading.

3.) BINGO

Although we have no bingo in our reservation, we have read the
article in the August 1934 Issue of the Southern California
Tribal Chairmen's Association Newsletter, reprinted from the Los
Angeles Times.

In this article, Dennis Turner makes the statement that Banning
Taylor was an early advocate of bingo parlors on local Indian
reservations, traveling to many cities seeking legislation and
funding for reservations.

There is a strong possibility that Taylor is involved In some
way with gambling on some of the reservations.

It is our opinion that an investigation Is warranted as to what
money he uses for his travels and who his supporters are in this
venture.

4.) REV&U.E SHARING MONEY

An investigation should be made how the Revenue Sharing money
for Los Coyotes was spent. Some of it, Taylor himself said In
a tribal meeting. was sent to the National Tribal Chairmen's
Organization in Washington, D.C.

What is our money doing there, who is spending it and for what?
Maybe Taylor is using it for his own purposes as he has an
office in Washington that we had no knowledge of until recently.

5.) ILLe'gAL VOTING PaOCEDURES

Everything on this subject has been written up In our letters to
Special Agents Keith and Smith which we are also submitting today.

Every time something illegal comes up in our reservation, the BIA
in Involved in it. Instead of declaring Election Ordinance No.3
made out by Taylor in 1976 void as it lacks Certification as to
who voted for it, against it or abstained, they wash their hands
off it. claimi'-g that they cannot get Into tribal affairs.
Every year, we tell them of the illegal procedures, but to no
avail.

Maybe in some Instances can the get away with this, but when it
comes to Illegal procedures, we believe that they should act on it.
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6.) SE;UNDO LAND

How Is It possible that the BIA Is taking sideson this issue
In favor of tne Taylors? Why do they think that State Indians
have rights to parcels of trust land In a federally recognized
Indian reservation? (See complete write-up in the enclosed
letters.)

An Investigation of'how Taylor got 160 acres of homestead land
Is necessary, also If there was ever an exchange of trust land
made between him and Fletcher.

7.) ELECPHICITY FOR WANDA MONREAL

The tribal members voted for her in a meeting to have S.D.G.&E.
service her, but they say the resolution Is not acceptable as
Taylor defaced it.

She is now living In a one-room shack together with her husband
and three small children, whereas she could be living In her
bigger trailer.

As It is now, they have no running water or electricity and
only an outside toilet. They have to suffer because of that
one man's inability to act in a civilized =arner.

8.) FINANCIAL REPORTS OF 1976 AND 1081.

These reports have to be checked out carefully. They contain a
lot of wrong entries. The band was charged money, a debit,
when It should have been a credit.

9.) THE INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE

Instead of servicing all State Indians on homestead land and
reservation land not legalized by our members, they should help
our reservation Indians without needing a signed form from the
spokesman. They should change their policy In ordei to become
an effective government agency, What happened to Bobby Cassell
and his trailer on his trust assignment should never occur again.
(This subject is well covered In our letters to Keith and Smith.)
They have to live in Bobby's mother's house under crowded
circumstances.
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Today, we are submitting documentation on the most important problems
existing In our reservation, and we are certain you will agree with us
that a speedy solution to them is advisable.

Additional documents can be obtained upon request from Mrs. Edith
Segundo, Secretary for the Citizens Committee Members of Los Coyotes,
P.O. Box 252, Warner Springs, California 92086. Messages can also be
conveyed through her sister-in-law by phone 1 (619) 782-3195.

The SIA Is a main factor on these problems by allowing the tribal
government to run our reservation the way they want to, never having
to account for federal grant monies spent. The BIA will have to be
abolished.

The National Tribal Chairmen's Organization and the Southern California
Tribal Chairmen's Organization are interested only in their own personal
welfare, not caring for the needs of the Indian population. Both
organizations should be audited and eliminated.

In the tribal meeting of September 8, 1985, Taylor let It slip that he
used $3,500 of the tribe's money to pay his attorney's fees. He was
told that he had no permission from the tribe to take that money and
would have to repay It.

Taylor's answer wass OYou guys elected me, you're gonna pay for it."

It also came to light that $8,000 was loaned out to different members.
some of them not eligible for that help as they are not federally
recognized Indians. He was also told a long time ago to stop giving
out money without coming before the tribe for approval.

We have reason to believe that, as in the case of his legal fees, he
used our money for his own purposes without the knowledge of the Band.

It is our opinion that Taylor should be removed immediately as chairman
for our reservation in order to stop wasting federal money for the
benefit of a chosen few and overlooking the others because they disagree
with him.

To sum It up. we thank the Panel for listening to us today, hoping that
our documentation will lead to a thorough Investigation for Los Coyotes.

Sincerely,

Citizens Committee Members
of Los Coyotes
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Rincon Indian Reservation
P0 0DO6 VALLLY CENTER CALFOR4 020W2 - 1610) 74616061

ME MO

Georgiana Omish Viveros, Secretary/Enrollment Committee

Rincon Tribal Officek(

May 7, 1985

Verification of Enrollment of Petitioners

The Rincon Tribal Office is requesting the verification

of enrollment of the petitioners inthe Rincon. San Luiseno Band

of Mission Indians.

Please provide the Rincon Tribal Office the total

number of petitioners who are enrolled and eligible to vote in

a Rincon election. The number of names submitted for verification

is forty-four (44).

TOo
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37)
38)
39)

40)

1)
2)

3)

4)

5)
6)
7)

8)

9)
10)

11)

12)

13)

14)

15)

16)

17)

18)

--- 19)

20)

21)

22)

23)

24)

25)

26)

27)

28)

29)

30)

31)

32)

33)

34)

35)

36)

Phillip Ornelas
Agnes Rameriz
Samuel Reed. Jr.

Daniel Ramos

41) Elma Welmas
42) Kathy Siva
43) Lydia Maravella (Siva)
44) Glen Calac

Georgiana Omish Viveros

Villiana Hyde

Lorraine Hyde

Patricia E. Duro

Angela Veltrano

Paul Grand

Rose Duro (Noriego)

Mary Grand

Phillip Kolb

Nana Morales

Margie Calac

Esther Tortes

Douglas Calac

Anotinette Duro LaChappa

Ethel M. Castro Salgado

Edward Mendoza

Pauline Franklin

Alice McEnespy (Omish)

Stanley Calac

Arleen (Breeze) Calac

Leanne Aguilar

Maarn Sass
Diane Whipple (Calac)

Anita Garcia (Kolb)

Chester Kolb

Roy Calac

Paulette Kolb

Mary Veltrano

Lloyd G. Arviso, Jr.

Roberta Arviso Rodriguez

Elaine L. Scott

Renia Calac

Lydia M. Calac

Stephanie Duro

Elmer Mendoza

Raphael Duro



Georgians Omish Viverus, Secretary
Rincon Enrollment Committee

Elaine Scott, Chairwoman
Rincon Grievance Committee

I have verified the names of
The Rincon Band members are:
1) Georgiana Omish Viveros
2) Viliana Hyde
3) Lorraine Hyde
4) Patricia E. Duro
5) Angela Veltrano
6) Paul Grand
7) Rose Duro Noriego
8) Mary Grand
9) Phillip Kolb
10) Marion Calac Morales
Ll) Majorie Calac
12) Esther Castro Tortes
13) Douglas Calac
14) Antoinette Duro LaChappa
15) Ethel M. Castro Salgado
16) Edward Mendoza
17) Pauline Franklin
18) Alice Omish McEnespy
19) Stanley Calac
20) Arleen Kolb Calac
21) Leanne Calac Aguilar
22) Merna Kolb Sass
23) Diane Calac Whipple
24) Anita Kolb Garcia
25) Chester Kolb Sr.
26) Roy Calac
27) Paulette Kolb
28) Mary Veltrano
29) Lloyd G. Arviso Jr.
30) Roberta Arvimo Rodriguez
31) Elaine Calac Scott
32) Renis Calac
33) Lydia M. Calac
34) Stephanie Duro
35) Elmer Mendoza
36) Raphael Duro
37) Phillip Ornelas
38) Agnes Rameriz
39) Samuel Reed Jr.
40) Daniel Ramos
41) Elms Mendoza Welmas
42) Kathy Siva
43) Lydia Siva

the petitioners as Rincon Band members.
Roll I: Enrollment Book:

248 1960
155 1960
154 1960
108 1960
443 1973
142 1960
109 1960
141 1960
376
44 1960
43 1960

361 1973
45

368
419 1960
221
128
249

48
171

39
164 1960

60
276 1972
167

65
379
442 1973

8 1960
9 1957

46
50
49

351
222
366
251
276
278
201
395
425
305

1091

May 30, 1985
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APR ,

TO CHARGE THE RINGON TRIBAL COUNCIL WITH DERELICTION OF DUTY IN THE ORO" MISMANAGRgNT OF THE
INTERESTS OF THE RINCON. SAN LUISENO BAND OF MISSION INDIANS IN THE RINCON BINOO ENTERPRISE AS
THE RINCON BINGO POLICY COMITTEE: Edward T. Arviso, former Rincon Tribal Chairman; Max C.
Mazzetti. Rincon Vice-Chairman and Chairman of the Rincon Bingo Policy Committee; Denis Turner,
Councilman and member of the Rincon Bingo Policy Committee; John Mazzett, Councilman and member
of the Rincon Bingo Policy Comittee; Joan Morales, Councilwoman and member of the Rincon Bingo
Policy Comittee; Joe E. Garcia, member of the Rincon Bingo Policy Comittee.
CHARGES:
Failure to comply with repeated requests from the general membership to provide Bingo Policy
Committee Agendas, Minutes or Policies 6 Procedures.
Failure to comply with repeated requests from the general membership for Information concerning
the financial situation of Bingo, specifically; true and accurate financial stat ments and the
required audit.
Failure to respond in written or oral form, questions from the general membership asked at the
Special Meeting of the Band. September 8, 1984. This Special Meeting was requested by a
petition of Rincon Band members.
Failure to adhere to the Management Agreement, specifically; removal of the architectural
portion of the Management Agreement, resulting in a structurally unsafe building; failure to
properly address the sanitation and water requirements of the Bingo facilities to ensure health
and safety; receiving a stipend from Management and failing to inform the Tribe; ending the
Management Agreement without prior notification or approval of the Tribe;failure to comply with
the Management Agreement, in having the Bingo Enterprise operate under both modified accrual
and cash basis; failure to obtain a transportation services (Brink's. etc.) for daily receipts.
Failure to protect the interests of Rincon Band members, employed by Bingo; specifically on-
going unresolved personnel conflicts; failure to insure all Band members, employed by Bingo
fair and Impartial treatment in hiring, firing and scheduling of hours worked.
FOR ALL THE ABOVE CHARGES, WE THE UNDERSIGNED, RINCON BAND MEMBERS REQUEST THE RINCOW GRIEVANCE
COIMITTEE, AS PROVIDED FOR IN THE ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION, TO DWLACH THE RINCON TRIBAL COUNCIL
AND THE RINCON BINGO POLICY COHITTEE.
WE ALSO REQUEST THAT THE ABOVE NAMD INDIVIDUALS, (EWARD T. ARVISO, MAX C. AZZETTI, DENIS
TURNER, JOHlN MAZZETTI, JOAN MORAtLES AND JOE E, GARCIA) NEVER TO HOLD A POSITION WITH THE RINCON
BAND'S TRIBAL COUNCIL, COUI ES (SPECIAL OR OTHERWISE) OR TRIBAL CORPORATE BOARDS IN THE

FUTURE.~
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APR '

10-CHARGE THE RTNCON TRIBAL COUNCIL WITH DERELICTION OF DUTY IN THE CROSS HISMA WIT OF THE
INTERESTS OF THE RINCON. SAN LUISENO LAND OF MISSION INDIANS IN THE KINGDN SDIGO DIT .S
TUE RINO BINGO POLICY COMMITTEE: Edward T. Arviso, former lincon Tribl Chairmn; Ma C.
Mastatti, llncon Vice-Chairman and Chairman of the Rincon lingo Policy Comeittee; Deals Turners
Councilman &Ad member of the Rincon Dingo Policy Com-ttes; Jota Xasgettl. Councilman aW ma aN.
of the Lincon Bingo Policy Committee, Joan Morales, Councilwoman ad member of the wisco
Policy Comittee; Joe N. Garcia, member of the Rinon Blingo Policy Comittee. 7 '

Failure to comply with repeated requests from the general membership to-rprvide lisgo-roi '"
Committee Agendas, Minutes or Policies 4 Procedures.
Failure to comply with repeated requests from the general membership for Information cawc=r1u1
tbo f iancial situation of lingo, specifically; true and accurate finaila etateslt 4 ,
required audit.
Failure to respond in written or oral form, questions from the general membership asked at a.,
Special Meeting of the land, September 8, 1914. This Special Meing was requested by a
palnodo of lincon lad members. I .
Failure to adhere to the Management Agreement, specificallyl removal of the erchl atsrlal 1 I
portion of the Management Agreement, resulting in a structucally unsafe buildings failure to
properly address the sanitation and water requirements of the lingo facllltie to ensure bA4.m .
sad safety;. receiving a stipend from Management and failing to inform the Tribe; 4madia t ".
Management Agreement without prior notification or approval of the Tribefailure to comply vti,.
the Management Agreement, in having the lingo Enterprise operate under both smatfied accrial
and cash besia; fallure to obtain a transportation stile (Ilink's, ec) for dally reveiplp%,.
Failure to protect the interests of L incon lend members, employed by Alo; specifically ose. i
going unresolved personnel conflicts; feillure to insure all ad members, emplqoe bY -
LiWr and impartial treatment in hiring, firing and scheduling of hours worked.
PORALL TU ABOVE CHARGES., W THE UNDERSIZED, RINCOS BAND XWERS REQUEST THE ION C GM A
COMITu, AS PROVIDED FOR IN THE ARTICLES OF ASSOCI ZION, TO D.EAC8 u XXa A ,
AND TUE lINCON SINGO POLICY COMT0 .,
WR ALSO REQUEST THAT THE ASOV KAM INDIVIDUALS, (EDWARD T. AIVISO, MAX C. NAZeI, DIS
lURKER, JOHN KAZZETI, JOAN NORALKS AND Jo I. GARCIA) MvE TO HOLD A POSITION WIlTU 1 - W..
IOD'I TRIBAL COUNCIL, C aITITRS (SPECIAL OR OTHERVISR) Ol TRMIAL CON ATI WAW V4 ",'
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COARC, TUE UINCON TRUBAL COUNCIL WIll DEULICTOM OF DUTY IN TUe GROSS MsW4, DMT O F To g
INTIUSTS O TH RIMCMN. SAN UISENO BAD OF MISSION INDIANS IN UI uNCONl BM E D IRISU p

E111 UN= 110N POLICY COWsITTMt Zdward T. Arviso, former lincn Tribal Chairmen Ws C.
settle, Ucon .Vice-Chairman end Chairman of the Rincon Bingo Policy Comittee; Dab Turr,

Councilman and maser of the incon lino Policy Comittee; John wassetti. Councila" nd masb.
of the 1Unca lingo Policy Comittee; Joan Moralea. CounclIoman and member of the line9
Policy Comitte; Joe 3. Garcia, memher of the Riacou Singo Poliey Comlttee.
CRAWLS:
failure to comply with repeated requests from the general membership to -proYide Slapolcy
Committee Agendas, Winuts or Policies 6 Procedures.
Failure to comply with repeated request* from the general meshershp for information conrMin
01a finaceil situation of Bingo. specifically; true ad accurate ftosanclta% otee sm sa.dK.
required audi.
Tailor to taspon ts written or oral form, questions from the general mership akad as tkA
special Neeting of the lad. September B, 1954. This Special Meeting was requested by a
peticioe of lise=nslaw meshers.
Failure to adhere to the KaMasaet Agreement. specifically; removal of the architectural '.
portion of the mnagemnt Agreement, resulting in a structurally umate buildlnag failure to
properly address the sanltation and water requirements of the li o facilities to ensur heanl
and safety;. receiving a stipend from )anlement and failing to lf orm the Tribe; amending the
Management Agreement without prior notification or approval of the Trlbe;failure to comply with
the Uangment Agreement, in having the liago Boterpri as operate under both modified accrual
end cash basis; failure to obtain a transportation services (Brtk's, etc.) for daily receip0s.'
Failure to protect the interests of Bicon Band mamers. employed by lingo; specificaLly op.
going unresolved personnel conflicce, failure to insure all Send members. ol"Oe4 by ,ia-n
WLar and impartial treatment in hiring, firing end scheduling of hours worked.

FOB'LAL TU AR CUAES, I TUE UMDnIGlSID. RIBCOMAD YDUUS REQULST TUE MM GlIlVAN
(XBUTU, AS PlOIDED FOR IN TUE ARTICLES OF ASSOCATION, TO WIACR U ISK=NO~ TKllhCW
AND THS .IMOM SINGO POLICY C00tITrEE., . I
i ALSO l2IlQST THAT TU ABOVS BAM IEEIVIWALS, (:UMAID . AIVISO, MAX C. KAZ=lI?, D81=

TUMi, JON AUZITT. JOAN HLZS AND JOE 1. CACIA) ER TO MO A POSITION WI TU ,,lI1C
SN'S TIBAL COUNCIL. CMUTME (SP1CL OI O=ISQUl ) 0m TRIBA COMOTS B DS V1 To1U,3 .,1 :. .. .I .::' .

' "-.

',. . , !tL ,

. ... .. _ .. - I,.-., ;
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APN~
TO-CHARGE THE RINCON TIEBAL COUNCIL WITH DERELICTION OF DTT IN THE GROSS MISVXAAEENT OF THE
INTEUESTS OF THE RINCONI, SAN LUISENO RAND OF MISSION INDIANS IN THE RINCON BINGO ENTERPRISE AS
TE RINCOK BINGO POLICY COMMITTEE: Edward T. Arviso, former Rincon Tribal Chairman; Max C.
Masetti, Rinlcon Vice-Chairman and Chairman of the Rincon ango Policy Cossittee; Denis Turner,
Councilman and member of the Rincon Bingo Policy CoumLttee; John Mazzetti, Councilma and seaab
of the Rincon Dingo Policy Couittee; Joan Morales, Councilwoman ad member of the Lncoe Siqy.,
Policy Committee; Joe 1. Garcia, member of the Rincon ioo Policy Comittee.
CHARGES.
Failure to comply with repeated requests from the general mmbership to-provide AiWo" loU
Comittee Agendes, Minutea or Policies 4 Procedures.
failure to comply with repeated requests from the general membership for information concorntng
thke financial situation of ingo, specifically; true and accurate financial statement eA tip's
required audif.
Failure to respond in written or oral form, questions from the general membership asked at 00,
Special Meeting of the rand, September 8, 1984. This Special Meeting was requested by a
petition of Rincon Band members.
Failure to adhere to the Management Agreement, specifically; removal of the architectural . '
portion of the Masement Agreement. resulting in a structuzally unsafe building; failure to
properly address the sanitation and water requirements of the Bingo facilities to ensure beali 4"
and safety. recelvlnS a stipend from Managemnt and failing to inform the Tribe; ameadiag thi - ot

anagement Agreement without prior notification or approval of the Trlbe;failure to comply wt t&
the Management Agreement, in having the Dingo Enterprise operate underr both modified accrual
and cash basis; failure to obtain a transportation services (Brink's, etc.) for dally receipts,.
Failure to protect the interests of tincon Band members, employed by lingo; specifically o-
going unresolved personnel conflicts; failure to insure all Band members, emploXed by PiPgo
,Lar and impartial treatment in hiring, firing and scheduling of hours worked.
FOR -ALL THE ABOVE CHARGES, WE THE UNDERSIGNED, INCOME SAM MNGERS REQUEST THE RINCOU GIEVANC
COWtITTEE, AS PROVIDED FOR IN TE ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION, TO IWEACM TU R,,COSI T1JIam. COWllC.
AND 1 RINCO BINGO POLICY CU(ITTZE.,
WR ALSO REQUEST THAT THE ABOVE NAMED INDIVIDUALS, (EDWARD T. ARVISO, MAX C. MAZZETTI DENIS ",
TURNiER JOHN MAZETTI, JOAN MORALES AND JOE GARCIA) NEVER TO HOLD A POSITION WITH THE R;MCN
BAND'S TRIDML COUNCIL, CCN35"S ( O/ ERWISE) OR TRIAL CORPORATE BOARDS TA TUE ,,"

• L

-1. -I *'

'-

I * -
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APR 2  :;

WCHAGE THE RINCON TRIBAL COUNCIL WITH DERELICTION OF Dn T IN THE CROSS MISMANACEENT OF THE
INTERESTS OF THE RINCO.I SAN LU.I.IO BAND OF MISSION INDIANS IN THE 11N10031 BINGO ENTERPBI.E A,
THE RINCON BINGO POLICY CO.fITTEEt Edward T. Arviso, formr Lincon Tribal Chairman; U C..
Kastetti, Rincon Vice-Chairan and Chairman of the lincoc Bingo Policy Comittee; Dont Turner,
Councilman and member of the Rincon Bingo Policy Comittee; John aszsetti, Councilman and mobr.
of the Rincon Bingo Policy Co&Attee; Joan Mor8aes, CouncilWoman Ad m er of tIe Rincos ..31.
Policy Comittse; Joe 3. Garcia, member of the lincon Bingo PoUcy ComItte.

Failure to comply with repeated requests from the general membership to -rovide 3iwgo bocy
Comitte Aendas, Minutes or Policies 4 Procedures.
Failure to comply with repeated requests from the general membership for Information concersiU
the financial situation of Bingo. specifically; true and accurate flanacial etateete a h -f
required audit.
failure to respond in written or oral form, questions from the general membership asked at 0."
Special )Ieting of the band, September 8, 1984. This Special Nesting was requested by a
petition of Rincoa Band members.
Failure to adhere to the Management Agreement, specifically; removal of the architectural .1
portion of the Management Agreement. resulting in a structurally unsafe building; failure to
properly address the sanitation and water requirements of the lingo facilities to ensure baalU
and ofety;. receiving a stipend from Management and failing to Inform the Tribe; ameding ths • #
Management Agreeomt without prior notification or approval of the Tribe;failue to comply vjtiR
the Mana ment Agreement, in having the Bingo Enterprise operate under both modified accrual
&n cash basis; failure to obtain a transportation services (Drinks, etc.) for daily receips.,
Failure to protect the interests of Rincon Band mmbers, employed by lingo; specifically oR-
going unresolved personnel conflicts; failure to insure all Band members, employe4 by pltga
(air and Impartial treatment in hiring, firing and scheduling of hours worked. "
FORALL THE ABOV CHARGES, WE THE UNDERSIGNED, RINCON BAND MEMBERS REQUEST TU 3111003 GRIEANC
COITTEE, AS PROVIDED FOR IN THE ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION, TO XMEACH TU UNCON TRUt MW
AMP T RICON BINGO POLICY C0114ITiTE.,
WE ALSO REQUEST THAT THE AbOVE NAMED INDIVIIALS, (EDWARD T. ARVISO, MAX C. NAZZETTI, DEVIS
TURNER, JOHN NAZZETTI, JOAN MORALES AND JOE E. GARCiA) NEVE TO HOLD A POSITION WITH TOU U.M0M
&AND'S TRIBAL COUNCIL, CoImZYFE- (SPECIAL OR OTHZWS) OI TIBAL CORPORATE IADS X TU ,

. . . . . lr

, . ... . .. .. 4

F
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=LI.. Apri l ! ,

Y0 CWARGE THE RINCON TRIBAL COUNCIL WITH DERELICTION OF DITY IN THE GROSS MISMANAGD(ENT OF TUB
INTERESTS OF THE RINCON. SAN LUISENO BAND OF MISSION INDIANS IN THE RINCON BINGO ENTERPRISE AS
TE RINCON BINGO POLICY COi4ITTEE; Edvard T. Arviso, former kincon Tribal Chairman; Max C.
Magetti, lincon Vice-Chairman and Chairman of the Rincon lingo Policy Comittee; Dens Turnar.
Councilman and member of the lincon lingo Policy Comittee. John azctitt, Councilm aNd mmber.of the lncon lingo Policy Commit..; Joan Morales, Councilwoman and member of the iacs R4"
Policy Comittee; Joe R. Garcia, member of the Stuco lingo Policy Committee. .
CHARGES:
Failure to comply with repeated requests from the general membership to-provide lingo Policy
Comttee Agendas, iilnutes or Policies & Procedures.
Failure to comply with repeated requests from the general membership for information concern
the financial situation of Bingo. specifically; true and accurate financial statesaste aa4 e 1.,
required audif.
Tailure to respond in written or oral form, questions from the general membership aked at OA"
Special Meeting of the Band, September 8, 1984. This Special Meeting was requested by a
petition of Rincon Band members. •
Failure to adhere to the Management Agreement, specifically; removal of the architectural I
portion of the Management Agreement, resulting in a structurally uafe building; failure to
properly address the sanitation and water requirements of the Dgo facilities to ensure b4alit.
and safety;. receiving a stipend from Management and failing to inform the Tribe; amadLSn h •
Management Agreemet without prior notification or approval of the Tribe;falure to comply vwit
the Management Agreement, In having the bingo Enterprise operate under both modified accrual
and cash basis; failure to obtain a transportation services (Brink's etc.) for daily receipt.,
Failure to protect the interests of Rincon Band members, employed by Dingo; speciflcally osk,-
going unresolved personnel conflicts; failure to insure a11 land members, eploe4 by 4PUr
Wair and impartial treatment in hiring, firing and scheduling of hours worked.

FOR.ALL THE ABOVE CHARGES, WE THE UNDERSIGNED, IINCON BAND 1MMERS REQUEST TUE RICOI GZIYAICA
COg(ITIEE, AS PROVIDED FOR IN THE ARTICLES 0F ASSOCIATION, TO D1'EAcE TED SRUCON T11"11 COYNOW,
AID TE IINCON lINGO POLICY COHMITTE.,.
WE ALSO REQUEST THAT THE ABOVE NAMED INDIVIDUALS, (KiNARD T. ARVISO, MAX C. NAZZEITI, DENIS
TURNER, JOHN MAZZETTI, JOAN MORALES AND JOE E. GARCIA) NEVER TO HOLD A POSITION WITH TUE 31NO
AD'S TRIBAL COUNCIL, CamEITnS (SPECL OR oTHEmNIs) 0 TRIBAL CORPORATE BOARDS IZ U S

7,4

,.. -- . . " * :
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At: -APR 1 ?C ;

ToCARC THC RINCON TRI AL COUNCIL WITH DERELICTION OF DUT IN THE GROSS IMSMANDOM OF THE
ITRZSTS OF THZ RINCOH. SAN LUTSEMO RAND Of MISSION INDIANS IN THE RINOON BINGO EMTRPISEA
TME RIKNON BI0 POLICY COMMITTEE, Edward T. Arviso, former Rincon Tribal Chairmen; ax C.,
Nassettl, Riucon Vice-Chairman and Chairman of the Rincon lingo Policy Comittes; DOane Turnar,
Councilman and member of the inces Bingo Policy Comittee; John 14aaaetti, Councilman and mab".
of the Rinco Bingo Policy Committee; Joan Morales, Councilvoman and meer of tha Rncon J.$09.
Policy Committee; Joe K. Carcie, member of the Lincon lingo Policy Comiette. '

Failure to comply with repeated requests from the general memership to-prvide lingo' Pllcy
Committee Agenda@, Minutes or Policies & Procedures.
failure to comply with repeated request& from the general membership for information coac WA&uq
the financial situation of lingO, specifically; true and accurate financial statements N4. .J
required aud1.
Failure to respond in written or oral form, question& from the general membership asked ,at 0
Special Meeting of the band, September 8 1964. This Special Meeting was requested by a
petition of lInces land memrs. i .
Feliure to adhere to the Management -Agreement, specifically. removal of the architectural .-
portion of the Xanagement Agreement, resulting in a structurally unsafe building; failure to
properly address the sanitatlon and water requiremente of the 2ingo facilities to eoure balqL
and safety. receiving & stipend from Managmnt and failing to Inform the Tribe ameading to , t !
Management Agreement without prior notification or approval of the TrIbe;failure to Comply vwt12
the Management Agreement, in having the lingo Enterprise operate under both modif ad accrual
and cash basis, failure to obtain a transportation services (Irink.s, etc) for daily receipts..,
Failure to protect the interests of Lincon land members, employed by lingo; specifically ow-
going unresolved personnel conflicts; failure to insure all Band members, emples4 bkypiag
WLar and impartial treatment In hiring, firing and scheduling of hours worked..

7MI"ALL THE MAOVE CAWiES. WE THE UNDERSIGNED, RINCON SAND MEMBERS REQUEST RIMNC RIA AC.
COM~TTU, AS PROVIDED FOR IN TILE ARTICLES OP ASSOCIATIONS, TO IPACIH TU RIXCO= TIPAA4 cpoWzf
AND TO Ri1Com DINGO POLICY O(oITTE.,
ME ALSO REUE THAT THE AOVE NAMED INDIVIDUALS, (EDWARD T. ARVISO, MAX C. MAZzETTI, DEr S
TURNER, JOHN HAZZETTI, JOAN MORALES AND JOE E. GARCIA) NEVER TO HOLD A POSITION WITH TUE NG.C..
lAND'S TRIBAL COUNCIL, CMO rTIEE (SPECIAL OR OTHERW SE) OR TRIAZ COPRNATBOAjNG 1) US

__ _ _ _- _ _ _ _ ' -7 Y P:'...
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CZ - APR;7~

TO- CARGI THE RINCON TRIBAL COUNCIL WITH DERELICTION OF DIM IN THE GROSS MISMANAGEMENT OF TU
INTERESTS OF THE RINCON. SAN LUISENO BAND OP MISSION INDIANS IN THE RINCOM BINGO ENTUPRIS
THE RINCO0 BINGO POLICY COMfITTEE: Edward T. Arviso, former Rincon Tribal Cheiran; es C5.
Mssecti, Rlncon Vice-Chairoen end Chairmen of the Rincon lingo Policy Comittee; Daent Turner,
Councilmen and member of the Rincon Bingo Policy Comittee; John 1essetti, Counclseaa end meqAe.
of the Rincoa ingo Policy Coussctee; Joan Morale&, Councilvoman and ember of the "iaom
Policy Comittee, Joe 8. Garcia. member of the Bincoa Bingo Polioy Comiltee'.

failure to comply with repeated requests from the general mmbership to -provide lizgo'po@c
Comittee Agendas. Minutes or Policies & Procedures.
Failure to comply vith repeated requests from the general membership for information. conierag
ths financial situation of ingo, specifically; true and accurate fiuucial satema ee 4 e.4
required audit.
failure to respopd In written or oral form. questions. from the general membership asked at .
Special Meeting of the Band, September 8, 194S. This Special Meeting was request by a
peclclon of lincon Band members. i
Fllure to adhere to the Management Agreeent, specificelly, remowel of the architectural .Y
portion of the Management Agreement, resulting in a structurally unsafe building, failure to
properly address the sanitation and water requirement. of the liego facttisea to ensure baalt .
and safety;. receiving a stipend from Management and falling to inform the Tribe; amending ta ,1
Management Agreement without prior notification or approval of the Tribe;failure to comply viti,
the Management Agreement, in aing the Bingo Enterprise operate under both odified a c uel
and cab basis; failure to obtain a transportation service (Brink's. etc.) for daily receipiR.; ;
Failure to protect the interests of lincon Bend embers, employed by Bingo; specifically 0a".,
going unrweolved personal conflicts; failure to insure all band members, employ.

4 by Ftwin
Lr and impertial treatment in hiring, firing and scheduling of bours worked.

POR.ALL THE ABOVE CHARGES, WE TUE UNDERSINED, RINCON BAND )flU REQUEST THE RINCO GRIEVANCE
COWITU, AS PROVIDED FOR IN THAE ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION, TO IWLACU THE RINCW TUllAW.
AND TH RINCON UDIGO POLICY COSNITTIE.,
WE ALSO REUEST THAT THE ABSOV NAMED INDIVIDUALS, (EDWARD T. ARVISO, MAX C. MAZZETTI, DIN "
TURE, JOHN KMAZETI, JOAN MORALES AND JOE E. GA.CTIA) EV TO BOLD A POSITION WITH ThE lING.
BAND TRIBAL COUNCIL. CowIIITZES (PECIAL OIL ==aEWs&) Olt TRIBAL COSOBTEI BDS TA W

I.T

0-I-.

T S
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C APR ?t

?O'CHARGE THE RINCON TRIBAL COUNCIL WITH DERELICTION OF DUTY IN THE GROSS NISMANACR4ENT OF THE
INTEESTS OF THE RINCON. SAN LUISEXO BAND OF MISSION INDIANS IN THE RINCON BINGO ENTERPRISE %S
THE RINCON BINGO POLICY COMMITTEE: Edward T. Arviso, former Rincon Tribal Chairman;Kai C.
Xaztetti, lincon Vice-Chairmen and Chairian of the Rincon Binge Policy Comittee; Deot Turner,
Councilman and member of the Rincon Bingo Policy Committee; John Nzzetti, Councilmap Md moes;
of the Rincoo Bingo Policy ComittLee; Joan Morales, Councilvoman and member of the Rl coG 5 .9,
Policy Comittee; Joe B. Garcia, member of the Rincon Lingo Policy Comittee.
CHARGES: .

Failure to comply with repeated requests from the general aberahip to-provide Iio' bo? Y
Committee Agendas, Minutes or Policies 6 Procedures.
Failure to comply with repeated requests from the general membership for information concern
the financial situation of Bingo, specifically; true and accurate financial statem te 4a4 U.
required audit.
Failure to respond 1o written or oral form, questions from the general membership asked at Ow.
Special Meeting of the Band, September 8, 1984. Thia Special Moting we" requeosted by a
petition of Rincon lad members. i -
Failure to adhere to the Management Agreement, specifically; r@mval of the architaetu&el
portion of the Management Agreement, resultinS In a structurally unsafe building; failure to
properly address the sanitation and water requirements of the Bingo facilities to ensure bhalt.!
and safety;. receiving a stipend from Management and failing to inform the Tribe; smaading tho • t
Management Agreement without prior notification or approval of the TrIbe;fallure to comply viti'
the Managemnt Agreement, in having the Bingo Enterprise operate under both modified accrual
and cash bsis; failure to obtain a transportation services (Brink's, etc.) for daily receipts..,.
Failure to protect the interests of lincon Band members, employed by Bingo; specificaly o -
going unresolved personnel conflicts; failure to insure all Band moeers, employed by ptw
fr and impartial treatment in hiring, firing and scheduling of hours worked.

POa'.ALL THE ABOVE CHARGES, WE THE UNDERSIGNED, RINCON BAND MDEES REQUEST THE RINCON GRIVANCZ
COIKITTER, AS PROVIDED FOR IN TIE ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION, TO IM EAC TUE I NCON TRIM CW+OOI
AMP THE RINCON BINGO POLICY COMMITTEE.,
ME ALSO REQUEST THAT THE AbOVE NAMED ImDIVIDUALS, (EDWARD T. AIVISO, MAX C. MAZETI, DENIS
TURNER, JOHN MAZZETTI, JOAN mORALES AND JOE . GARCIA) NEVER TO HOLD A POSITION WITH TURB UNC
BAND'S TIBAL COUNCIL, CCWITEs (SPECIAL OR OTHERWISE) OR TRIBAL CORPORATE BOARDS TN =

S :4,
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T-CHARGE THE RZNCOo TRIBAL COUNCIL uITH DERELICTION OF DTY IN T.B GROSS MIsMUAGIEW'R o TUB
INTE.I STS OF THE RICO, SAN LuISINO BAN OF MISSION INDIANS IN T x. INOOS BUO ENTWRPIS1
ThE RINCON BINGO POLICY COMITTEE: Edward T. Arviso, former lincon Tribal Chirman; Ke C.
Masstti, lincon Vice-Chairman and Chairman of the incoa lingo Policy Comittee; Deais Turner,
Councilmn and member of the lincon Diego Policy Comittee; John Mazstti, Councilman nd 0 .
of the lincon Bingo Policy Comittee; Joan Morales, CouncilwO dn apd bomber of the kisnco ' "t
Policy Comittee; Joe 1. Garci, somber of the 3incou Bnjo Policy Comittee.

Failure to comply with repeaLed requests from the general mmbershLp to -provide Itgo" Pol cy
Comitte Agendas, Minutes or Policies & Procedures.
Failure to comply wlth repeated requests from the general membership for Information concar '
th&e financial situation of Dingo, specifically; true and accurate fi0ancua statemenl ea4 .%
required sudit.
lTiluve to respond in written or oral form, questions from the general meqbership asked 49 O .,
Special Meeting of the Band, September 8, 1984. This Special Meeting was requested by a
petition of Rlncon land members. .
7Allure to adhere to the Management Areemant, specifically; removal of the architectural . ii
portion of the Management Agreement, resulting in a structure ally unsafe building; failure to
properly address the sanitation and water requirements of the lingo facilities to ensure baalt "
and safety, receiving a stipend from Management and failing to inform the Tribe; amadng ths - 0
Management Agreemet without prior notification or approval of the TrIbeftilure to comply w&tj',
the Management Agreement, in having the Bingo Enterprise operate under both o4ified accrual
and cash basis; failure tu obtain a transportation services (Brink's, etc.) for daily recep4...
Failure to protect the Interests of Rincon Band members, employed by ingo; specifically op-
going unresolved personnel conflicts; failure to insure all Bend members, employed by Pig
ZAWr and impartial treatment in hiring, firing and scheduling of hours worked.
FOR'A.L TRZ ABOW CHARGES, WE Till UNDERSIGNED, RINCCI( RAND MEMBERS REQE THE RINCON G&VAWN
CWITIJEE, AS PROVIDED FOR IN THE ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION, TO I14lACH TUB UINCO TULWI. CWP -4.
AND TU B DICOK BINGO POLICf O(IMITHE.,
WE ALSO RXQUEST THAT THE ABOVE NAMED IMDIVIDUALS. (EDWARD T. RVISO, MAX C. MAZZEITI, DENIlS
TUUM, JOHN MAZZgTTI, JOAN MOR4L AND JOE 2. GARCIA) NEVER TO HOLD A POSITION WITH Til UNMC 9
BAND'S TRIBAL COUNCIL, COBD~fIIS (SPECIAL OR OTHlEWISE) OR TRIBAL CORRORATK BOARDS XN 151

r__ __ __ _"__.___,_t:
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O-CARGE THE RINCON TRIBAL COUNCIL WITH DERELICTION OF D ff IN THE GROSS NISNANAGEMENT OF TH
INTERESTS OF THE RINCON. SAN LUISENO BAND OF MISSION INDIANS IN THE RINCON BINGO ENTERPRISE AS
"iE RINCON BINGO POLICY COM4ITTEE: Edward T. Arviao, former Rincon Tribal Cbarnan; Max C.

Nazzetti, Rincon Vice-Chairman and Chairman of the Rincon 5loo Policy Committee; Denis Turner,
Councilman and member of the Rincon Bingo Policy Committee; John ,azetti, Councilman and sambor.
of the Rincon Bingo Policy Committee; Joan Morales, Councilwoman and member of the Inaco 1U%9
Policy Comtttee; Joe E. Garcia, member of tha Rincoa Bingo Polcy Comittee.
COIARES:
Failure to comply with repeated requests from the general membership to-provide Bingo'Policy
Committee Agendas, Minutes or Policies & Procedures.
Failure to comply with repeated requests from the general mmbarship for information concerning
t)a financial situation of Bingo, specifically; true and accurate financial statementa s .
required audif.
Failure to respond in written or oral form, questions from the general membership asked at 0 '
Special meeting of the Band, September 8, 1984. This Special Neating vas requesteod by a
petition of Rlacon Band members. I
Failure to adhere to the Management Agreement, specifically; removal of the architectural
portion of the Management Agreament, resulting in a structurally unsafe building; failure to
properly address the sanitation and water requirements of the Bingo facilities to ensure bea4t
and safety;. receiving a stipend from Managmt and failing to inform the Tribe; amending tho - 0
Management Agreement without prior notification or approval of the Tribe;ftilure to comply rtt '
the Management Agreement. In having the Bingo Enterprise operate under both modified accrual
and cash basis; failure to obtain a transportation services (Brink's, etc.) for daily receipts.,
Failure to protect the interests of Rinaron Band members, employed by Bingo; specifically o-
going unresolved personnel conflicts; failure to insure a11 Band members, employ*4 by pin
lair and impartial treatment in hiring, firing and scheduling of hours worked.
FOR-ALL THE ABOVE CHARGES, WE THE UNDERSIGNED, RINCON BAND MEFBRS REQUEST THE RINCON GIEVANC .
COMMITTEE, AS PROVIDED FOR IN TKlE ARTICLES OP ASSOCIATION, TO IMEACH THE RINCON TRUB" COWCW.1
AND T91 RINCON BINGO POLICY COMMITTEE.,
WE ALSO REQUEST THAT TUB ABOVE NAMED INDIVIDUALS, (EDWARD T. ARVISO, MAX C. NAZZETTI, DENIS
TURER, JOHN MAZZETTI, JOAN MORALES AND JOE E. GARCIA) NEVER TO HOLD A POSITION WITH THE 21XC -
BAND'S TRBAL COUNCIL, COMMITTEES (SPECIAL OR OTHERS) OR TRBAL CORPORATE BOARDS -N TU
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Y0CRCE THE RNCON TRIBAL COUNCIL WITH DERELICTION OF DUTY IN THE GROSS N . A = OF aNl 
INTERESTS O TUe RINCON, SAN WISEJO RAND F MISSION INDIANS IN THE RUCOIlF, 10 lTw 1P1'j*
TUE RINCON BIGO POLICY COMMITTEE& Edward T. Arviso, former Rm Tribal Chalsu e; Ma C.
hassatti, Uncon Vice-hairman and Chairman of the incoo l o Policy Committee; De4ts Tumes,
Couoncilman a mebt of the Rincon Bingo Policy Comitte; John Xassetti, C "cSlawma end Nmew
of the Liocon Dingo Policy Committee; Joan Morales, Counciloman ed memer of sta A"ou taq
Policy Committee; Joe 1. Garcia, mebr of the tiocon lingo Pollcy Conittee.-
WMAGE~S

F1lure to comply with repeated requests from the general membership to -pirvide 1W Fatu"
Coittee Agenda. Minutes or Policies 4 Procedures.
Failure to comply vith repeated requests from the general membership for eoruauion concern"i
%be financial etuation of Bingo, specifically true a4d accure fl anc.l ettes#5e 4
required awi t.
Pailueo to respopd in written or oral form, questions from the general meership s as ,
Special Xeting of the Bad, September , 1984,. This Special Neting we requmate4 by a '.
ptitio of Rircon S 4 members. I -,

Failure to adhere to the Kanagement Agreement, specifically; removal of tho architectural .':
portion of the Management Agreement, resulting is a structurally moae bulldl|i failure to -
properly address the sanitation and water requirements of the lgo facilitle to eSure bea J4
and safety;. receiving a stipend from Nanagmuwt end felling to inform the Tribe; anadi g -i t
Management Agreement without prior notification or approval of the TrIhe;fllure to comply vwht,.
the Manaement Agreement, t having the "ino Enterprise operate unler both maied a ,ccrua
end cash basis; failure to obtain a tramVortation services (Brink', etc.) for dail7 rs el#4}o;
Failure to protect the Interests of iUncon and members, employed by lingo; specifically c.,..
going unresolved personnel conflicts; failure to Insure all Dad ambers, employe4 by .',P
Wt and impartial treatment in hiring, firing and scheduling of hours worked.

POtCALL TUE ADM CAMES, WE THlE UNDESIGNED, RIVA0 SAND MMID REUES TUE RIM(U G5UEVAN ',,
COMITTEu. AS PROVIDED TOR IN TUE ARTICLES OF ASSOCIION, TO IUXC T11 lUKCl T1 C .
AND THEUNO BINGO 110 O1.ICY COMIT1.0
ME ALSO REQUEST THAT TU AI KAMXD INDIVIDUALS, (EKARD T. ARVISO, MAX C.- MAZ I, DEIS ,
TURNER JO A I,. jAN NORM= AND JOE K. GARCIA) NVER TO HOLD A POSITION WITH TOE , , .
BAND'S TRIAL COUNCIL. CQMN1T&US (SPECIAL OIL OTIIMT ) OI U M111 CORFOAMI BOOMD a- u '

5 ,O_

" '-W ... .. 9...
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* APR 1 1

roCKAAMI ThE RIMCOE TEIZAL COUNCIL WITH OEELICTION OP D IN THIC Uth S 01 OsVANAGD Of I
rJtWTESTS O THZ RIMC . SAN LUrSENO BID Of PISSIOS INDOI M 15 thE IINC O 1 ITURS A

IKE INCOM lINGO POLICY CCH1 TTlE: Edwerd T. Arviso, former iscos TriL Chirme; MW C -.
NJastti, IUnc.o Vice-Chairmn and Chairman of the Lisca oingo Policy CMtte; Deas Tie ,
CovnciLm and smer of the lincon lino Policy Comeittoe; Jobn Massottia Councim MA m464
of the Ulncon lingo Policy ConIttee; Joan NoTales, Couscihneo s sad somber of she i ALA
Policy Comitte; Joe I. Garcia, memer of the Rlco Bingo FOU J COOMItte. T

Failure to comply with repeated requests from the gserl mosio.rsp too -pmidlo &Uplq' o
Comttes Agendas. K utes or policies 4 Irrocedures.
Failure to comply With tepsAted requests IcoM the eneral m6rUers p lor informaion c€VAMSc S

e f inancial situation of lingo, apecilicellys true sAd AccrS&e Seact I @"LOO M 4 .A
required sudi .
latlur to respond In written at oral form. questions from the genr ea reip Sakad a s
Special Seating of the Band, September is 1994. This Special Mtin was requaat4 by .
petition of Dscos laoo mebrs.
Failure to adhere to the Nenagement Agreement, specifically; removal of the archU ectura ,
portioa of the Xsnagesont Agreement, resulting in a strueutally afl bulUlg; failur4 to
properly address the sanitation and water requirements of the ingo factilitie i ensure Ibr.
and Wgety;. recoving a etipa d from S xas at and failing go inform tb Trbe; Saindiag .
Management Agteement without prior notification or approval of the Trubef atiUra to comply v
the VAnpement Agreement, In having the Bingo Eterprise operate under both vo4l isd acccval
end cab basis; failure to obtain a transportation services (riks, etc.) for daily rane*J1,
Pailute to protect the Interests of iscon end* m*srs, employed by Mlgo; spec"Ically ow:,I.
going unresolved personnel conflicts; failure to insure all lend maemb el"ye byJg -:
Lar and impartial treatment in hiri4, firing an4 sacedulin of hours w*or d.
]A'ALL it ASOVK CUMS, W.TRE WDl[U SIE9D. INCM leD L U lA DIU EST TUE C GSIEVMACL

COW fllU, AS PROVIDD MR IN TAu ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION to MUM 15 RNCOM 153IM
AND TSR 1)3600 11100 POLICE OS6CITI.,
WE ALSO REQUEST THAT TKE AMOI NAMZ INDIVIDUALSo (MUMD T. AISOW, MAX C. MAEEI! DMIS
TuWAE, JoUm IU.ZZET!I, JoAN 11A1.3 MD JOg I. GARCIA) OUR TO 5a A POSMO W TO& 15E .
lA 'I TISAL COWICIL, Ca mus (ScuC . a o mOuWuE) OR UML CORSI,,o AD V4 US .

raw.

*T M
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C CARGE TRE UINCON TRBAL COUNCIL WITH DERELICTION OF DUTY IN T1"d GROSS ISANAODENT OF THE
INTIESTS OF THE RINCON. SAN LUTSO BAND OF MISSION INDIANS IN Tl BINCON BIGO 1 0ITEEFRISE AS
TH R1INON BI)0 POLICY COMIITE: Edvard T. Arviao, former Lincou Tribal Chairan; Max C.
MasstiL, Lin-o .Wice-Charmn and Chairman of the lincon Bingo Policy Comittee; Denls Turner,
Councilman and meer of the Rincon Bingo Policy Committee; John Nuzetti, Councilman and member
ef the Rincon Bingo Policy Commictee; Joan Morales, Councilvoman and member of the Kincon Bingo
Policy Committee; Joe 3. Garcia, member of the Rincon Bingo Policy Comittee.
CHARGI:
Failure to comply vith repeated requests from the general mmbership to provide lingo Policy
Committee Agenda, Manutee or Policies i Procedures.
Failure to coply with repeated requests from the general membership for information concernLng
the financial situation of 3lngo, specifically; true and accurate financial statement& and the
required audit.-' :
Failure to respond In written or oral form, questions from the general membership soaked at the
Special Meeting of the Band, September 6, 1984. This Special Meeting wee requested by a
petition of Rincon Band members.
Failure to adhere to the Management Agreement, specifically; removal of the architectural
portion of the Management Asreeaent, resulting in a etructurally unsafe building; failure to
properly address the sanitatiog "d water requirements of the Bingo facilities to enure health
and safety; receiving a sidpend from )(enagemsnt and failing to inform the Tribe; amending the
Management Agreement without prior notification or approval of the Tribe;failure to comply with
the Management Agreement, in having the lingo Eterpriae operate under both modified accrual
and cash basis; failure to obtain a transportation services (Brink's, etc.) for daily receipts.
Failure to protect'the interests of Rineou Band members, employed by Bingo; specifically on-
going unresolved personnel conflicts; failure to insure all land members, employed by Bingo
Ujr and Impartial treatment in hiring, firing and scheduling of hours worked.
For'ALL TUE AOV aIc9 "WE THE ONDERSIQID, 00LIN11 BAD MDS REQUE TU BnCIO GRIVANCE
COHIKTIE, AS PROVIDED /0' IN TH* ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION, TO MPEACH TE RINCOl TRIBAL COUNCIL
AND THE I)0CM BINGO POLICY CONfZTTEE.
WE ALSO REULST THAT TUB ABOVE NA2I INDIVIDUALS, (EDWARD T. ARVISO, MAX C. MAU RTI. DXllS
TUhilU . JOI KAZErI, JOAN MORALS AND JOE E. GARCIA) NEVER TO HOLD A POSITION VITI THE RINCMN
BAND'S TRZAL COUHCIL, CmerTEE (SPECIAL OR OUERaISE) OR TRIBL COSEOIATI BOARDS IN THE

-. r
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TOCHARGI THE RINCON TRIBAL COUNCIL WITH DERELICTION OF DUTY IN THE GlOSS ISA OP THE
ITEESTS OF THE RItCOII. SAN LUISEHO BAND OF MISSION INDIANS IN THE RINCOl lINGO ENTERPRISE AS

THE UN CON BINGO POLICY COMMITrEE: Edward T. Arviso, former Lincon Tribal Chaitan; Max C.
KNazetti, Rilncon Vice-Chairman and Chairman of the RIncon lingo Policy Comittee; Denis Turner,
Councilmen and member of the Lincon Bingo Policy Comittee; John Mazzetti. Councilman and member
of the Rlincon lingo Policy Comittee; Joan Morales. Councilwoman and member of the Rincon Blaa
Policy Comittee; Joe Z. Garcia, member of the Rlincon lingo Policy Committee.

Failure to comply with repeated requests from the general membership to provide Bingo Policy
Comittee Agendas. Minutes or Policies & Procedures.
Failure to comply with repeated requests from the general membership for information concerning
the financial situation of lingo. specifically; true and accurate financial statements and the
required audit.."" :
Failure to respond In vrittqrn or oral form, questions from the general membership asked at the
Special Meeting of the land, September 8, 1984. This Special Meeting a requested by a
petition of lincon land members.
Peilure to adhere to the Management Agreement, specifically; removal of the architectural
portion of the Management Agreent. resulting in a structurally unsafe building; failure to
properly address the sanitatiog 'aid water requirements of the liogo facilities to enure health
and safety; receiving a stipend from Managemt and failing to inform the Tribe; amending the
Management Areev~mt without prior notification or approval of the Tribe;failure to comply with
the management Agreement, In having the lingo Enterprise operate under both modified accrual
end cash basis; failure to obtain a transportation services (Brink's, etc.) for daily receipts.
Failure to protect'the interests of Rincoo land members, employed by lingo; specifically on-
going unresolved personnel conflict; failure to insure all Band members, employed by Bingo
fAIr and impartial treatment in hiring, firing and scheduling of hours worked.
FOR -AL. TH ABO CHARGES ;VE THE uwS I=aD, RzucON LAM MEMBERS B E UE RI"CON GJEVANCZ
OnaTTU. AS PROVDED pO0 IN T; ARTICLES OP ASSOCLATON, TO MACE THE RINCOI TRIBAL COUNCIL
AND THE UINCON lINGO POLICY COWITE.
WE ALSO RzQUET THAT TH ABOZ NAMED INDIVIDUALS, (EDWAJD T. AIVISO, MAX C. MAZZETTI. DENIS
TURNEl, JOHN MAZZE'II, JOAN NDNA r AND JOE E. GARCIA) NEVE TO HOLD A POSITION WITH THE UINCON
BAND'S TMUAL COUNCIL, C(pgI1TYIUS (SPECIAL OR OTHZRME) OIL TIBAL COaPORATZ BOARDS IN TH1

-. U
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r-. _3t WE UIIacon TIR.A. gu. or W" re M13 S =, M M OACDTt 0
[MTCWST OF Twe IIUCOM. as ba g o_ t """D A I i-M u. INGO flr090 mas;f5
IrI RINC01 bIGO0 POLICY COI1ITTEZ: Eduard T. Arvwio, former Inon Tribal Moines; 1" C. -, -'
Iazcci, '01, .Vice-Oairma and Chalrm of the Rincoo 11,4o Policy COMU40; Osaa TOMIx
owocllsoa and mmber of the lncon libngo Policy Comnitee; John Naszetti, Coacilm end nme1
f the licon lingo Policy Co nittee; Joan Mor laos. Co mclwol" ad mosdar so t M 8 . . .A

olicy Conittan| Joe 1. Garcia, mmber of the locos in* Policy CoIM , " .". 1%-I

algre to comply with repeated requests from the general m IerMI to.-PrpwLe 14io'Q1,"
AmiSte Alanda. Minutes or Policies & Procedurs.
silura to comply with repeated request from the &oeral so brhaip for ilforutilo com eul
a si aLal. situettos, of lino, specillcallyl true and a&"ra e fiLps.SI4I setomeN4 qm4 8f
squired audit.
11,ure to reSponi L written or oral for*. quMtlonS tra the general mearehOP emed 4 4
pecWa Meeting of bhe land. Septeer I, 1964. Ths. SpecUi Heating wee reqamlr4 by 0
dt919O Of lincoo lend mebrs. i
allure to &lera to the Management Agreement, epecificallyj removal of t archt e L •"tuVa ;,
)rclmO of the Mnegement Agreement resulting in a structuraly wlafa bull g; I 9aau4a1" t
"Operly addree the sanitation end water raquIraente of the liMgo facilities to ensure bea-s
d efetyj. receivIng a rlpend from taemen t and failing to Inform the Tribe; amedi g "" 4
nagSement Agreaamnt without prior sotiflestlos or approval o the T lb;fallare to comply wA,
e hla ganmnt Agrement . in having the lingo Eterpri•e operate under botb w4oiied ae •e ,
4 cesh he ai; failure to obtain a transportation services (Drink's, etc.) for d4aly reil4 ha1
lurms to protect the intereaes of LIncon len nssobers employed by IoN I sp•cif•aa31 m-l".
log unresolved pereonml conflict. failure to Lure all &ed samsers, "p1"4 bylAgs ',)
Ir and imprtial tresceet in hiring, firing sod scheduling of hours worked.
A'ALL TUE uJOV CIA' ES, WK THlE UbIDESSICHED, RI10M W 1 ~ UND M LWA=S US &INMC0 G&IIAX-
IEITTIE, AS PAIYID O 1 IN TER ARTICLES Of ASSOCIATION, TO IAGM UHS &I* 13&K ~Aq~I

)T~tU S U M 120OLICr CmUTTU.,
ALSO REQUEST THAT TU ABMV NAPUD INDIVIDUALS. (MARD T. ARVISO MAX C. UAWT, MINE

EI, JOMl KAUETM , JOAN HMLES AND J O 1. GARCIA) N9VE TO NOLA A N<IION unTU R .ID is L0 (SPECIAL OR.,+M ,,- OI 7'C(Sd V1

... .
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W CHARGE THE RINCON TRIBAL COUNCIL WITH DERELICTION OF MM IN THE GROSS MISMANAECN. OF THE
IN.rESTS OF THE RINCON, S.AN LUTSE1O AD OF MISSION INDIANS IN THE RINOO BINGO ENTERPRISE As
TUE 1lNCON BING0 POLICY COMMITTE: Ederd 7. Arviso, former URncon Tribal Chairman; Me C.

eussetti, Ilcon Vice-Chairuan end Chairmen of the Lincon lingo Policy Comittee; Deol Turer,
Councilman and member of the R3incon LinhoPolicy Comittee; John hazzetti, Councilanw end mmr.
of the Rincon lingo Policy Comilttee; Joan Morales, Councilwoma end member of the Rinen 149,
Policy Commites; Joe A. Garcia, member of the Eitnon Bingo Policy Comitte,.

Failure to comply with repeated requested from the general membership to-provide lIgo I orp
Committee Agenda. Minutes or Policies 6 Procedures.
Failure to comply with repeated requests from the general membership for informato cooarmig
tbe financial situation of lingo, epecifically; tn-s and accurate financial atat eme i 4 '.'
required audit.
Failure to reepoad in written or oral form. questions from the general membership asked 4t ON
Special Meeting of the band, September 8, 1984. This Special Meeting was requeatid by a
petition of lincon land members. j
ilure to adhere to the Management Agreement, specifically; removal of the architectuxal

portion of the Management Agreement. resulting in a etructually unsafe building; failure to
properly address the eanitacion and water requirements of the lingo facilitlme to ensure beat.
and safety;. receiving a stipend from Management and falling to inform the Tribe; 4amdiS the -
Management Agreement without prior notification or approval of the Tribe;fallure to comply with
the Xanagmnt Agreement, In having the lino Enterprise operate under both modified aecrua
ad cab bass; failure to obtain a transportation services (Brink's. etc.) for daily receiti .

Failure to protect the interested of Rincn lend mambere, employed by Bngo; epecifically on-
going unzaol'qd personnel conflict; failure to insure all 3en members, employed by PUW
WJr ad impartial treatment In hirio, firing and scheduling of hours worked.
FOR ALL T E MOVE CHARGES. WE THE UNDDESIGHED, I1100 WEO D SA ME REQUEST 11 LMC0 GON QMANC
COMMITTEE, AS PROVIDED FOR IN THE ARTICLES 01 ASSOCIATION, TO MEACH TU RINC TIJ)A4 COW+~
AND THE IINO 3130 POLICY COWTTEE.,
WE AL" REQUEST THAT THE AM NAMED IMDIVIDIIALS. (EDWARD T. ARVISO, MAX C. HAZZETTI, DIMll
TMIg, JOHN MAZETTI, JOAN MODAU AND JOE 3. GARCIA) NEVZZ TO HO=D A POSITION 11 WE 21HOW.
&AND'S TRB CUCIL, C T (SPECIAL an THWasE) OR 1111*1 CSPST Nam 1W. TU

~e4z~

~-1-~~~~~~

9' ~

I
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:1ME IK IMC TRimL COUNCIL UIK WaEICTIoN Opp amT IN r" CROS mE3omaCUM of 11W
UISTS Ow TUnB 116on, S LUSm S 1AM OF MISSION IN1DIAS TO n! 11S00 IBM fInrw Si :'
-2-t001 I 1110 POLICY COWI4TTlt Zdard T. Arvio, forinr Uscoes Tribal Chdarmn iC. "
cttl Uscos Vi~c--Chl&rmw a Chairono of the lncoa. Ugo Polcy ComittI e Uea Tumr,'

walmla and somber of tha Ulsa Riago Polcy Commistaa Jobs Mazasu. Cooctlasm ead mew.
the liscos lisgo Policy Comittoe Joan Noral s, Couscilhem and umber ft 9he 4 R 64e.

Slcy committee; Joe 3. Garcia, Member of the Dicotag. Policty Comitte.

'allure to comply with repeated requests from lbs peera1 morsbsp 10.Pryldvi t'tI 1aua q
odLtte Agendas, Minutes or Policies & Procedures.

Failure to comply wilh repealed requsota from the Seer membership for iafonaia -0 "-
t)e flinecial s tOu$ ion, of Ilag. epecfticallyl true and c4cato flanscal sai.m ,q .
roquiod audif.
laI.o o ragpod is written to oral form, question from the gseeral mbrshlp setad 4g 0;,
Special testing of th Send September I, 194. ITis Special Meeting WAS ee104 b• ".
p,11:0m of iscos 3"d mober@. 0 b 2.;.
lilure 1o adboro to the Manasmt greaesu, specifically; removal of the uttc trl ",
portion of the Nmqa-m t Agreement, resultng In a Structurally wafe bumldiaSg fa1 r04 to
properly address ab wsaitatlon ad waler rquiremoseta of the Uino facilltt to asuro haal&
and saetyj. receiving a stipend from & Sammt aid fling to Infor1 the Tribe; M dn thel
Wmaegsmust Agresast wiLhout prior sotificaLtim or approval of he Tribs;failure to comply wok
the Nenegemout Agremnt. is baring the io Eterprise operate mwdr both lodfid accru al
ad c4a basis; failure to obtain a transportation sarv c s (fDlk's, otc.) for daiy reeipsa,.o,

Yotaire to protect the interets of Encee land somber, eploed by liso; specifically swIp,"
soig unusoLved personnel conflicts; failure to Surn all land Moere, npe o4 1hj.#
We and Impartial treatment in hiring, firlg and scheduling of beers worked.
UWALL TU AIME CRAW4hI W1 TU WMUSID, RIM= M 155 in U W RE UES U 1101 ZEANMI
CQlTrU, AS POVIDE PM II ml AITUlX OW ASSOCIAIO, TO SWUM TUN 110; "
Am 115111101Moo000POLICY CeboUmm.,
MR ALSO RRQUW THAT TUE AbM O MEN IVDITUSIWA, (EDWARD T. ARYISO VAX 0. xumAZUE DDCLS
1111MM, JOn N AZZEr, JO 1ALE ,AND JOS 1. GARCIA) UM TO I A P0, ,1110 VIll TO lN ,U,
lMSWS 1115.51 00111011. CMIUTIKES (SPECIAL OR OrdTuERI) OR n. 111 aw SOAIw TAR/ -.1 . - * ,'°

-J

'" 't ' "' " .. .. .
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0C.ADCE THE tRNCO TRIBAL COUNCIL WITH DERELICTION OF ,TV IN TIE CROSS ,ISmAGDn T OP T. E
INTERESTS OF THE AINCON, SAN LUISDNO BD OF MISSION INDIAN$ IN THE RI.OM DI1.O DT.P RISI
!UE tNCOl BINGO POLICY ComITiE dward T. Arviea, former Rincoo Tribal Chairan; Max C.
Haseti. lincon Vice-Chairman and Chaliran of the Rincon BiDSo Policy CoMIttea; Deals Tmrar,
Council lan and member of the lincoa Bingo Policy Comnittee; John Wasattl, Councils= ad mabel,
of the incon Bingo Policy Co,,lttae; Joan Noralas, Councilwoman Ad mmbr of the Rncoo 1.49,
policy Committee; Joe . Garcia, mmber of the incon lingo Policy Comite .

Failure to comply with repeated requests from the general .mmbsrsip to-provide L iUo'olicy
Comitte 4gendas. Minutes or Policies & Procedures.
Failure to comply vith repeated request* from the general mmbarship for Information coalata'
the fi anial situation of lingo, specifically; true end accurate financial atamtsa and WR.f

tequirad audit. I

failure to respond to written or oral form, questions from the general mamberibip aked at Ow "
Special Meeting of the land, September 8, 1984. This Special Meating was requested by a
petition of Rlncon land mimbra. .
Failure to adhere to the Managonent Agrewment, specifically; removal of the architectural
portion of the Management Areement, reaultinS in a structurally unsafe building; failure to
properly addree the sanitation and water requiraemots of the BLno facilities to ensure baaltk
and safety; receiving a stipend from )ansamnt and failing to Inform the Tribe; 4inding th • -t
Management Agreement without prior notification or approval of the TrIbelfallure to comply wIII:1
the Nangint Agreement, io having the Bingo Enterprise operate under both modftied Accrual
and cab basis; failure to obtain a transportation eervicea (Brink'a, etc.) for dally receipg.,
Failure to protect the interests of Rincon Band members, eploy4ed by "ingo, specifically M-:
Soing unresolved personnel conflicts; failure to Insure all lend member, emplo e4 by.pJow
flWr end itpartial treatment in hiring, firing and scheduling of hours worked.
FOt'-,ALL THE ABOVE CHARGES, WE THE UNDESIGNED, u NCOD lWBU REQUEST THE RIN CEVMIC .
CW1"rITIE, AS PROVIDED FOR IN TUE ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION, TO IWNFAC THER UNC TRIBAL W .'
AI) TE UNCOlN BIGO POLICY C011TTE.,
WE ALSO REQUEST THAT TUE ABOVE KAMED INDIVIDUALS, (ElMBED T. ARVISO, MAX C. XAZETI, DENIS
T"ENEE, JOGIN mAzzETTI, JOA ImLLS MiD JOB E. GARCIA) NEVER TO HLD A POSITION WITH TRZ KNOWR ,
BAND'S TRIAL COUNCIL, C(USItaES (SPECIAL O 01OT IA E) OR TRIBAL COSPOATE BOARDS P r"

Fi.

--- ~ ~ " .. .. T '
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APR 1 7 rac,

- ,CNACI THE RINCON TRIAL COUNCIL WITH DERELICTION OF DII IN THE CROSS MIS)W ENENT oF iii
xrrW sTS or II RINCO, SAN LunsImO .ua OF MssION INDI IN I e0COK DINGO DNTIsPRXSI
TwI AUNCON BINGO POLICY C0,IT1E: Edward T. Arviso, former Lincos Tribal Chbermem Me C.
Mumsstci, Itncon .Vire-Ciairman and Chairman of the Rincon lingo Policy Committee. Dea" Turaer,
Coucilnm and member of the Lincon Dingo Policy Conmittes; John lassetti, Councilaft and meaw.
of the lincon Dingo Policy CmIttee; Joan Moralu, Councilvsman ad member of the Plaes IlaM
Policy CoemIttee; Joe 1. arcisa, member of t1e alacon Dingo volcy Committee.

failure to comply with repeated requests from the general mbership to -provide Diaol ?oUcy
C4meittee Agndae. Minutes or Policies 6 Procedures.
Failure to comply with repeated request@ from the general membership for informetlon Comaraag
the financial situation of &ingo, apecilically; true sd accurate financial ateaalt 104 $K.!"'
required audlt.
Failure to respond tn written or oral form, queationa from the general membership esked at ph"
Special Meeting of the Sand. September $. iS8. This Special Meating wae raqueted by a
petition of 1Lncoa ad members. i
Failure to &&are to the Management Agreement, specifically; removal of the architectural
portion of the Management Agreement, resulting in a structurally unsafe building; failure to
properly address the sanitatio and water requireamnte of the Ingo facilities to ensure b*a4t '
and safety;. receiving a stipend from Nanagomat and falling to inform the Tribe; eadnng th e-

anegement Agreement without prior notification or approval of the Tribe;fellure to comply wit%,
the Management Ag eemt, in having the Bingo Enterprise operate under both modified accrual
sad cash basis; failure to obtain a transportation services (rinks, etc.) for daily recoepi.
Feilure to protect the interest& of Rincon Dan .mere, employed by Digo; specifically oo"
Ioing unusolved personnel conflicts. failure to inure all Dend members 1 emploTed by pug
ar and Impartial treatment in hiring, firing and scheduling of hours worked.

10R ALL TUK ABO MAZES, WE THE JIDIUUIMID. 33ON , MW 3036138 UIQ TU" l IGOS GKIIVADC
1WTlt, AS PRDID FMR IN THE ARTCLE 0F ASICIATION, TO MUM T N i TUNAS OXWW

uiD Tin 5.1300 Ban=O Pouc! o9CIT.,
is ALSO REQEST THAT TU ABOVE K INDIVIGALS, (EUAM D T. ARVISO, MAX C. X=ZZETI, Daull
VJRUN, JOHN MA.zTTI, JOAN HD0ALS3 AND JOt 2. CARCIA) NEM TO MD A POSITION WITSl TOE -ING

WAND'S TXUDAL COUNCIL, CIITTrE" SPECIALL GR OTflllI) 09 TRAL 00310613 30130 IM 1 ,

-. ,-J .

P.,
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Wo-CWA= 2US VIN. _TUZAL COUNCIL VITHI D ULICTION O1 D , IN 11 CROSS MIs4AJ"DQT oP
, fifnUT or Tus RINou. SAN LIJSDIO A0D O MISSION INDIANS IN TIM R.UCON B1.1o DMTER I-S AS
lif1 -i NC 1110 POLICY COIIITEM: Edward T. Arviso, former Ilncon Tribal Chairman; Men C.
Kasutti, I hon Vicer-Chalren and Carmen of the Rincon lingo Policy Coamites Denl Turner
Councilman sad mobr of the Lincon 11ngo Policy Comittee; John Nazztti, Covocilaws end m4h
of the Rincea lingo Policy Comittee; Joam Morele, Councilvoman sd member of the la I
Policy Co=lttee; Joe U. Garcia, member of the hlaonft Bingo Policy Committee.
CRAKS
Failure to comply with repeated requests from the general membership to provide 11o" Paolcy
Committee Agendas, Minutes or Policies I Procedures.
Failure go comply with repeated requests from the general nkarship for information coocarm$J
tha financial situation of Dingo, specifically; true and accurate financial statempte a4 fM4
required mudit.
ellurae to respond In written or oral farm, questions from the general membership asked at thM

Special Meeting o~f the Band, Septeamer 8, 1964. This Special Meting wee requeoetd by a
petition of incoa Send members. 4
7411ure to adhere to the Management Agreement, specifically; removal of the architectural
portion of the Nanagseant Agrement, resulting in a structurally usal. buildLn l fa lura to
properly address the alnitatilon ad water requirements of the SIRgo facilities to Maur baltk
sad safety.. recoving a stipend from Management end failing to Inform the Tribe; amending th "
Nasagement Agreement without prior notification or approval of the Tribe;failure to comply vLwt
the Management Agreement, in b ing the lingo Enterpriae operate under both modified accrual
and cash basis; failure to obtain a transportation eervIces (Brink's. etc.) for daily rcelpt..
Failuxe to protect the interested of Rincon Sand members, employed by lingo; specifLca4ly on"
going unresolved personal conflictei failure to insure all land mmers, mplo4 y PIO

r end impartial treatment in hiring firing and scheduling of hours worked.
JON ALL TU ABOVE CLAURES, VE T11 IIDSI)ED, RIMCOM ND NDI DS REUEST 1TU UDKCO GRIErANCE
COMTMU, AS PROVA ED FOR IN TH ARTIChES O ASSOCIATION, TO INECR EU RZOM =U jU ON
AMP 265 IJCON Igm poLicT oe6ioarm.,
MR ALSO RiUST THAT TU ABE 3ND INDIVIDUALS, (SIAWD T. ARVISO, MAX C. .ZZETI, OWI
TURNER, JON KUMAZETTI, JOAN MOWA AND JOE S. "MIA) NVU TO HOW A POSITION WITE TIE %=GO
BAM'S TIla COnCIL, C Tu (SPECuAL oa OlnlIas) OR TIBAL CONA&MOAI NAM IN U

4-

72-553'IS
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. APR1 77 APR
t "',.

W O-CKAu THl RIWCMO TRIBAL COUNCIL WITH DMLICTION Or DTY IN T1 oSs MUIOMA OWT oF T"
INTI ISTs OF Tug RINCOV. SAN LUISEO BAND Or MSSIOU INDIAN iN YES IMCoN D Po USEt
THE Ri= BINGo POLICY CNKITEI: IMhard T. Arviao, former Rincon Tribal Charman; MAN C.

agetCtl, unscoa .Vice-halroa and Charman of the Itinco lingo Policy Comitte; Dani Turner,
CouACiMa and member of ta Alncon |1alo Policy Co tt..; John Mdsnetti, Co cilmn enW mam.
ol Che tincon Blngo Policy Comttee; Joan Morale, Councilwoman end member of the uIaog5"4q9
PolIcy Comiattese Joe B. Garcia, member of the Rino lingo PoUcy Comitte.

Failure to comply with repeated requests from the general membership to.-provide B1ngo Policy
Comittee Agendoa, Minute or Policies A Procedures.
Failure to comly with repeated requests from the generall mbership for information concarala
the financial situation of lingo, apecifIcally; true and accurate financial astset 404 Oil
requite4 audit.
allure to respond In written or oral form, questions from the gemer membership asked at Ow

Special Meeting of the land, September 1. 1984. This Special Meeting was requested by a
peccioa of Rincon Bond maber@. i
Failure to adhere to the Management Agreement, specifically; removal of the architectural -..
portion of the Management Areement, resulting In a structurally unafe buildings failure to ..
properly address the sanitation and water requirements of the Bingo facilltis to ensure heat4
and safety;. receiving a stipend from Management ed failing to infom the Tribe; exmadg te - 0
Management Agreemet without prior notification or approval of the Tribelfeilure to comply vth%
the manamat Agremtent, In hevng the Bingo Enterprise operate under both wdified Accrual
ad cash bst. failure to obtan a transportation services (Brisk's. etc.) for daily recelpe.,
Failure to protect the interests of lincon Band members, emplUoyed by lingO; specif caly oe
goig unsesolved personnel conflicts; failure to insure all Lad members, emplq*4 by Plgn
LsWr ad Impartial crea nt in hiring, firing and scheduling of hours worked.
10' ALL 1H ABOVE CLAGMES WS TZ UNDESICHED, 1IWAN MlND KDOM EQU EST 11 M GILIVANOC
COIUE, AS PEOVIDW FOE IN 11.1 AETIClI OF ASSOCIATION, TO WRAC TE 133000 22IAL W^~~
AND "M RIVON 11IGO 30 POLICY CKTTU.,
W1 ALSO BM TEAT TE AOVE SAM IDIVIDUALS, (OWERD T. AEVISO, MAX C. MAXEiT I, D ..
I=n. JOIM NAZZEI. JOAN HOAIM AND JOE 3. GARCIA) NEVU TO OD A lOIUTZO NITlE 1 lRINGI

SAWIS ITEXAL COUNCIL, OWUTTEE SPECIALA OIL OnT l5) Ca TIUAL IORATE lOAD zo rhE

1.4,C

-1-~-V
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ToI cHActE F SICO rTW -CWN o-W-DERELCTION or oWrv IN THE CxMs MrsKAXAcDO O THu
INTERESTS OF THE NIWCOK. SAW LUSWO -SAND.OV-4ITON TINWibUr-IATg I B INGO ENTERPRISE .
jilE tINCON DINGO POLICY COM4ITTIET-[ . .-A-io, former SLocon Tribal Chairma; Xa C.
4enctel, Lincon 1Vco-haIrman and Chairman of the Sincon &Ingo Policy Comittee; Deo" Tauar,
:ouci lae and member of the tI~con lingo Policy Commircee; John NWauatti, CouOcils" and melb".
if the Locon StAao Policy Comlttee. Joa Morales, Councilwmen aod member of 9M *W-%
ollcy Committee; Joe 1. Gercia, member of the in co. Bingo Poicy Cam ti ..

sllure to comply with repeated requescs from the esrl membership to-prxvie 1oL' ,uq. "'
3mctes Agendao, Minutes or Policies & Procedures.
allure to comply with repeated requests from the general membership for Laformsa ton canrla.
is flaafeel.&I Situation of Lngo, *petifically; true sod accurate f1a l Sta i smp a
s4ured audit.*
atlure to respood is written or oral form, questions from the general membership sed 0 0'
peciaW Meeting of the &end. September i, 1984. This Special Meeting wee requeet4 by a ,
eltios 0f Siacon. Send members. i*
ellure to adhere to the Management Agreement, specifically removal of the architecturaltioo of the ) gSamenc Agqpi, resulting in a st ructuZlly unsafe l-41 ing; faiburq to

... epewhes-.d . santition waterr requirements of the Ino facilities to osure baloa.
el .. i ng a htkpLVbW f Menaaemt and failing o inform the TrLbe; amadlifme 0"

.. sa ;..em t without prin aottfcaLon or approval of the Tribejiallure to comply v" .It,
.46 eeaemA, t .ihv the Bingo Enterprise operate under both modifit i ,e ru ,.b at -o otkln]a. ctransportation services (Iriak's, etc.) for d y Jreco .p
-ur N o 0 protect the Interests of tincon Sand mber&. employed by gino; specifically ovem.'t.
is& unmealved personnel coflicts; failure to insure a1l Sand members, eMplo 4 WP. -
Ir an impartial treacwuent in hiring, firing and scheduling of hours varked.
S ;ALL Tl ABOVE CHANCES, WE TIE UNIDERSIGNED, ICL A M Wf R SEQUEST TU ILIMN CEVAN '.
'mITTEZ, AS PROVIDED TIOL IN TlE ARTICLES OF ASSOC XIOI, TO IWEAK TU UN= IA .
D 71 LUCON AD1GO POLICY OmETtE.,- .
ALSO REQUEST THAT TME ABOW NMED INDIVIDUALS, (EMARD T. ARVISO, MAX C. KMAEETTI, M/IS

tLWER, O 10MKAXETrI, JOAN MORALES AND J0E I. GARCIA) KEIM TO MOLD A POSITION WITZ TilE 1P1ID'S TSZSAL COUCIL, COCtTT S (SPECIAL OROTE ) 07-TlI, O L J MW Ia.A 1 ".
l . .

. ..

.. ., - . '- ,- . a ,:,-4T

4 W .

t
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APR j 71 Z4 k

WCNARCE THR RINCON TRIBL COUNCIL ITHf DIELICION OF DtV~ IN 1111 0305 ZSM ADZNT OF Tat
INTKUSTS Of TUE RINCON. SAN W ISEO SOW OF MISSION INDIAN$ IN I KINON DIN o I tist
ThE 1INCON 5INGO POLICI' COMMITTEE; Edvard T. Arviso, former Iocoa Tribal Chairman, Ka C.

assaetti, iUneoo Vice-Chairan and Chairman of the lincon Dingo Policy Comlittee; Danl Turner,
Councilmen and member of the Lincoc Bingo Policy Committee; John Nasetti, Counclma end mbep
of the Dincon Alngo Policy Comittee; Joan Morales, Councilvoman ead .oner of the LD e $.s9,
Policy Commlttee; Joe 3. Garcia, member of the Lincon liaso Policy Comitte".

falurl to comply with repeated requests from the general meeIrabip to-provide DifgoPolicy
Committee Agendas, Minutes or Policies A Procedures.
Failure to comply with repeated requests from the general membership for information concanrma
t*1s financial situation of lingo, specifically; true and accurate friamna statasts m4 d li
required audit.
lailuze to respond i written or oral form. questions from the general Memberehip aked at 0ke
Special Meeting of the Band. September 5, 19 4. This Special MetiS wes requested by a
petitioa of NAicoa land members.
Failure to adhere to the Manageant Agreement, specifically; removel of the architectural
portico of the Management Agreement. reaulting in a structurally unsafe building; failure to
properly eddreae the sanftation end water requirements of the 1ingo facilities to ensur beat.
end safety;, receiving a stlpend from Management and falling to inform the Tribe; aamnLg the
Management Agreement without prior notification or approval of the TrIbe;f alre to comply viti'
the Managmant Agreement, to having the lingo Intarprioe operate ader both modified accrual
and cash bsial fealurs to obtain a transportation services (rink'es, etc.) for daily receipts.
Falu re to protect the Interests of lincoo Sand members. employed by Bingo- specificaly w%
going uoresolved personal conflicts, failure to iLnure all Lnd members. emploeby4 pao
Wr ad Impartial treatment In hiring, firing and scheduling of hours worked.
lt'\ALL TUR ADM CUaRCIS. W1 THE MDSICUD, RINMCON MGM U OHl SLI8T TE O GIL.NCO
CMsUITrE, AS PIODD PR IN Til ARTICLE OF ASSOCIATION, TO Z3AS3 TU INJM h L 0 "
-i - 5130CM IDIG0 POLICY GONIITTEE1.,

0 ALS NEQOT THAT TUE ABWV NAM IDIVIWALS, (WMAS T. ARVISO, MAX C. M.AZ"I, DMIS
nZUM, JOHN MAUZZlI, JOAn NOSALU AND JOB I. GARCIA) M TO MOLD A POSITION WITS 1OR SIMON
ID'l TrIBAL COUNCIL, CMUT=S (IPICIAL O OR all) OI TRIBAL OOS IAM Z% .U

~qug,

' ,, ,

_________________________
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tO CNA TER 1W UICC MIW. COUNCIL VITE ODZLICTICK0 OF! M InN TM 061 IGUamAUD 0IlTUISIS 01 IN D .OAN TWISUS DM5 OP LOTSS01= UMIMI Z IDW3 11 3130M 311I0 = al
INN M 1100 POL Y t C TT3: 14erd T. Arv/io, former Rine= Triba Chteen; ia . ,
Neset, Useo" .ice'haiwuom and Carm of the Dincon 314. Policy Comitte, DenS TUrnerCOACianA end eM*er of the Dineo. Mlso Policy C*otta a John *Uesetti, ComnmM a0d mdhr,
of the D1co. 5i440 701147 Co=itte; Joan Morale", CoiWAMibmend somer Of the no 54
Policy Cernt..; Joe I. Garcia, sabr of the Uaon loe Policy Cmmtte.

ail&Uvn to comply with Mepeted requests from the Postel sombrab4 to -Vrpvidego efuq
Comttee Abenda, Mites. or Poies G Phrocdu'e..
Pailure to comply vith repeated requet. from the eerI vealre ip for ifnorUntiomn "O:&Sthe uniMIal stecion of D2nW. epociftau7 true and accurats fusenctal esteLmeee
required audit.
vollure to repopd n WrIttem or oral foern. quatioaa from the general aoersup ased 4 A . #'I,pacini Meeting O the lend, September 6, 1934. Th I peca Meeting asa re qwet4 67 a ".
'piget"on Rin" l4e ers.
OllNr o adhere go the ftMage et Agreemnt, specificall7; row of the erchitectutel , "parties of the anmenmt Agreement, resultag in . tructuallUy swoan buldig lartoPeprly address the sanitation snd water requirements of the lago faelttee to enters hel..aM safetyijreceiyng a atipend from Kanagement and falia to ifaorm the T uie; emdiat ft -.Wg Agreeme .t without pror notification or epprovel of the Tr el4dl to comply tWA I

the Mmageoset Agreme , Is having the l im Bserpriee Operate lder boaR Idifl accral
end ceab be ooets failure to obtain a trensportstionservic Drnk'. etc.) for dainy o ,.
Vellue to protect the lnterests of 1D1con led sber@, elOyed by Ing. specUfca=l ._gin ummaaolved personnel conflict failure to ews) al Raid mebereloyes Ry4 ',Zgjr and Impartial treatmet in hiring, fiLring end scheduling of bore worked.
PO'.AL 2a Aim CRARCU, WX To I = IG= , 11300 DAM =aus ADQIT 1W w~o= 1VA
066111U, AS M9IOYIDW I0 N 131 AAITOLK OF ASSOCIATION, T0 DIW1U 1W 1ROM U&lCPG

AN rW UNOO 11M0 MOLCV Ma1TT1.,
IE ALIO 1S33T TMAT TO A&OV RMU IND I S~. (114*12T. £1115, Mal C. NAZZNNT, DU
!IM, JUN W MAI, JOAN MU A M 300 J1 . 0*101k) UMD TO 1Ma A PX0 Muntxmcg
asw ?DZDAi oOwCIL cmumm (sPUmA aR onmwaZ1) oa INIDAL 001103*1. 30*52 P#1W A

J*

9L

. .. . . . ../- ________/____ ____-_-._ .-___________________ _.______ _ ..________ , , ...'
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RENICHE & KRAUSE
40 S6COS AV6 IIO N * SWOTS iM. A &f 0@ 0. CA P004*A 0.* •4#i a&3613M

July 8, 1985

Via Federal Express

Colleen Kelly, Esq.
Office of the Solicitor
Room 6456
Department of the Interior
Washington, D.C. 20240

Re g Rincon Tribe

Dear Xa. Kelly:

This letter and enclosures are sent to you as a
supplement to my letter of June 6, 1985, to the Honorable
John Fritz and in response to the letter and enclosures from
Richard Solae, Esq.

gnolosed please find declarations by Ilaine 1, Scott and
Elilleen L. Whiteman.

Also, enclosed is the grievance petition signed by a
total of 65 members of the tribe. Of this total, 44 of the
signatures have ben verified and 21 remain to be verified.
I am not sending a copy of the signatures to Xr. Bola and I
request, on behalf of the petitioners, that your office keep
these signatures in confidence until and unless a
determination is made by your office that a meeting of the
tribe should be called and a date is set for the meeting.
The reason for withholding the signatures is stated in the
enclosed declarations.

I respectfully suggest that the opposition to the request
is frivolous. Mr. Sola argues that no actual hearing was
held on the charges by the grievance committee. The point,
however, is that a conflict of interest does exist on the
part of two members of the committee which conflict is
conceded by all parties. Therefore an impartial hearing was
impossible. No alternative exists in the Rincon Articles to
the request to your office that a meeting be called.
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We therefore request that a notice of meeting
be issued. Again, thank you for your attention to
this matter.

Very truly yours,

c ~zS C- Kause

JCK:mp

enclosures
cc: Richard Sola, Esq.
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DECLARATION OF EILLEEN L. WHITEMAN

I, Eilleen L. Whiteman, do state and declare the following:

1. I am a Professional Registered Parliamentarian,

having passed the written licensing examination of the

National Association of Parliamentarians in Kansas City,

Missouri. I have been a licensed Parliamentarian for over

twelve (12) years. I also hold a lifetime teaching credential

for parliamentary law at the community college and secondary

level, adult school, of the State of California. Throughout

this twelve (12) year period, I have lectured, given instruction,

served conventions and other organizations at the local,

state, and national level.

2. For this same period, over the last twelve (12) years,

I have been invited by members of the tribe and council of

the Rincon Band of Mission Indians to give advice on proper

parliamentary procedures. In this capacity I have often

reviewed proposed ordinances, resolutions, and by-laws, and

answered questions on procedure at tribal council meetings.

During most of this period of time, I have been retained

and paid a fee for my services by the tribal council.

3. In late April, 1985, I was contacted by telephone

by Elaine Scott, in her role as Chairman of the Rincon

Grievance Committe (hereinafter "the committee"). Ms. Scott

informed me that her committee had received a grievance

petition concerning the bingo operation of the tribe.

Ms. Scott advised me of the content of the petition.
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4. Ms. Scott stated there was a conflict on the committee

because the other two members of the committee were either directly

accused or closely related to the accused in the petition.

She informed that member Joe Garcia was a member of the

bingo policy committee, and George Mazzetti was the brother

of accused Max Mazzetti (who was both a member of the tribal

ccuncil and the bingo policy committee). George Mazzetti

was also an uncle of another accused, John Mazzetti.

5. Ms. Scott asked me how she should handle the matter.

6. It was and is my opinion that the conflicts of the

two members would prevent the committee from performing its

function. I advised Ms. Scott to call a meeting of the

committee and advise them of this conflict. I also advised

Ms. Scott that the tribal council should be made aware of

the grievance and of the conflicts on the committee, and she

should request the chairman of the tribal council to call

a meeting of the tribe. I also advised Ms. Scott to inform

the other two members of the coittee that she was going

to send such a letter to the chairman of the tribal council.

7. I advised Ms. Scott that she should show copies of

the grievance petition without the signatures to the members

of the committee and later to the tribal council members.

It was my opinion that it was Dot necessary to disclose the

names of the petition until a date for a tribal council meeting

was set. I recommended against disclosing the names until

a meeting date was set because it was not necessary and would

raise the possibility of harassment of the petitioners.
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8. Subsequent to the meeting of the committee, Z was

informed by Ms. Scott that the chairman of the tribal council

had refused to call a meeting of the tribe. I then advised

Ms. Scott that her appropriate action at that time, under

Section 7(b) of the Articles of Association was to request

the Bureau of Indian Affairs to call a meeting of the tribe

to hear and vote upon the petition.

I make this declaration under penalty of perjury

this eighth day of July, 1985, at San Diego, California.

Eilleen L. Whiteman
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DECLARATION OF ELAINE L. SCOTT

I, Elaine L. Scott, do state and declare the following:

1. I am an adult voting member of the Rincon Band of

Mission Indians. In November, 1984, I was elected chairperson

of the Grievance Comm3.ttee by the tribe. In the past I

have been a member on several other committees of the tribe,

and am aware that the tribe is governed by its Articles of

Association and by tribal custom and tradition.

2. In April 1985, I received a grievance petition

that was signed by a number of members of the tribe. The

petition was signed by well in excess of the fifteen (15)

members needed to call tribal meetings generally. The

petition charged four (4) of the five (5) members of the

present tribal council, one (1) former member of the council,

and one (1) member of the Bingo Policy Conmnittee, with

misconduct.

3. There are two members of the Grievance Conuittee

(the "Committee") Joe Garcia and George Mazzetti, other than

myself. There also is an alternative member, Diane Whipple,

who was also notified of all meetings but who never attended.

4. When I received the petition I saw that there was

a conflict of interest in two of the members, because Joe

Garcia was a named accused and George Mazzetti was the brother

of one named accused and uncle of another named accused

(John Mazzetti) and the first cousin of another accused

(Joan Morales).
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5. I therefore consulted with the parliamentarian,

Mrs. Whiteman, for her advice. Mrs. Whiteman advised me

to inform the members of the committee of the contents

of the petition, that our committee was unable to act due

to the conflict, and that the tribal council should be informed

of the conflict and requested to call a meeting.

6. rs. Whiteman also advised me that at this point

due to the conflict, it was unnecessary to show the committee

or the council members the names of the persons who signed

the petition, and that the showing of the names could

cause harassment to the petitioners due to the seriousness

and nature of the charges. It was my intent to release

the names when a date for a meeting was established.

7. on April 29, 1985, with due written notice having

first been given, I called a meeting of the committee, and

informed them of the conflict and of Mrs. Whiteman's recommended

procedure. I stated that I intended to follow her recommendation.

Copies of the grievance petition (without signatures) were

given to the committee members.

8. After the meeting minutes were prepared, and a

letter was sent to Don Calac, Chairman of the Tribal Council,

and to the accused, together with a copies of the minutes

and of the charges.

9. Don Calac informed me by letter dated May 7, 1985,

that he would not call the meeting and he invited my

committee to proceed in a manner it deemed appropriate.
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10. At this time I was also given a copy of a petition

signed by twenty-four (24) voting members of the Band

requesting a meeting under Section 13 of the Articles of

Association. Don Calac also refused to call a meeting

under this second petition. '

11, Due to the failure of Don Calac to call a tribal

meeting under either Section 7(b) or 13 of v.he Articles,

it was m opinion that the committee should request the

Commissioner of Indian Affairs under Section 7(b) to call

a meeting.

12. I therefore called a second meeting of my committee

on June 5, 1985. Joe Garcia and George Mazzetti were both

present. Also, two other tribal members were present. I

advised the members that Don Calac had refused to call a

meeting under Section 7(b) and under Section 13, and I

proposed that the committee request the Commissioner of

Indian Affairs to call a meeting to hear and vote on the

grievance petition under Section 7(b). Joe Garcia agreed,

and signed a letter to this effect. Mr. Garcia and I agreed

that our committee had done all it could on this matter and

that the assistance of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs

was necessary.

I make this declaration under penalty of perjury this

eighth day of July- 1985, at San Diego, California.

4z ri~eL.Scott
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HOSAKA AND NAGEL
Ctmv F.go PustC ACCOUNTAN? a

I.*0tS ,©. ce,,o*,.o

1 $C 91G . C I IS,_ c-,: - ,4 "CRT. C.,00 , SCC't€" O,

SAN DISCO. CALIFOANIA 92108 ct -r ,€o - Il C C ¢cu l

1.S-C-0 .5 6,01 1110-70 .- taC. '"SIfl-t a-
c5mT..cD PUSL~C. ccw w'.NS

Tribal Council
Pincon, Sen Luiseno Bank'6tNissign Yndiana
Valley Center, California

We have examined the balance sheet of Rincon, San Luiseno Band of Mission Indians,
as of September 30, 1984 and 1983. and the related statements of income and changes
in fund balance for the years then ended. We have also examined the statement of
changes in financial position for the year ended September 30, 1984. Our examination
was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. and accordingly
included such teats of the accounting records and such other auditing procedures
as we considered necessary in the circumstances.

As described in note 7 of notes to financial statements, the tribal council contracted
with an independent party to operate bingo games on the reservation. The accounting
records of the bingo operations were not available for us to examine, therefore
we did notexamine records pertaining to the bingo operation and the above mentioned
financial statements do not reflect the bingo operations

Since we were not able to examine the records of the bingo operation, as noted
in the preceding paragraph, which may have a material affect on the financial
statements taken as a whole, we do not express an opinion on the aforementioned
financial statement,

San Diego. California
February 8, 1985
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RINCON, SAN LUISENO BAND OF MISSION INDIANS
BALANCE SHEET

SEPTEMBER 30, 1984 AND 1983

ASSETS

1984

Current Assets ., .
Cash in bank and savings' (Note 2')
Stores inventory
Accounts receivable (Note 3)

Total Current Assets

General Fixed Assets

Tribal Council

Total General Fixed Assets

TOTAL ASSETS

$ 51.992
26,748
53,704

132.444

1983,

52,369
21,831
11,730
85,930

1,979,488 • 1,944,613

1,979,488 1,944,613

2.111,932 2,030,543

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE

Current Liabilities
Accounts payable

Store
Sales tax payable
Deferred income
Payroll taxes payable

Total Current Liabilities

10,657
1,283

49,286
76,92

68,318

10,207
971

2,145
2,204

15,527

Fund Balances
Reserve for
Tribal

general fixed assets

Total Fund Balance

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE

1,979,488 1,944,613
64,126 70,403

2,043,614 2,015,016

$2,111,932 $2,030,543

The accompanying notes are an integral part of this financial statement.
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RINCON, SAN LUISENO BAND OF MISSION INDIANS
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FINANCIAL POSITION

FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED SEPTEMBER 30, 1984

Financial Resources Were Provided By

Decrease in working capital $6,277

Total Financi k Resources Provided $6 277

Financial Resources Were Applied To

Loss from operations $6.277

Total Financial Resources Applied $6,27?

CHANGES IN COMPONENTS OF WORKING CAPITAL

Balance Balance Net Increase(Decreasie)
1984 1983 Change in Working Capital

Current Assets
Cash in bank and

savings $ 51,992 $52,369 $ (377) $ (377)
Stores inventory 26.748 21,831 4,917 4.917
Accounts receivabl 53,704 11,730 41.974 (41,974)

Total Current
Assets 132,444 85,930 46,514 46,514

Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable

Store 10,657 10,207 450 (450)
Sales tax 1,283 971 312 (312)

Payroll taxes payable 7.092 2.204 4.888 (4,888)
Deferred income 49,286 2.145 47,141 (47,141)

Total Current
Liabilities 68,318 15,527 52,791 (52,791)

Working Capital $ 64,126 $704403 $ (6,277) $ (6,277)

The accompanying notes are an integral part of this financial statement.
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RINCON, SAN LUISENO BAND OF MISSION INDIANS
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

SEPTEMBER 30, 1984

Note 1 - Accounting Policies and Background

The Rincon Indian Band is a federally recognized Indian Tribe recognized by the

United States government through the Secretary of the Interior. The Rincon Indian
Band has adopted a Constitution that has been approved by the Secretary of the
Interior and has a govitrning bgdy, the Rincon Indian Tribal Council, also duly
recognized by the Secretary. 'The Tribe is the beneficial owner of the Rincon

Indian Reservation, which is comprised of approximately 4.056 acres of land, legal

title of which is held in trust for the Rincon Band by the United States of America.

Because the Rincon Indian Band is a federally recognized Indian tribe, it enjoys

a special relationship with the United States government. For this reason, a
separate and distinct body of federal law has developed to define this unique
legal status and its ramifications on the relationships between Indians and
Indian tribes on the one hand, and the United States, virious states, and non-
Indians on the other.

Accounting records are maintained on the accrual basis of accounting.

Note 2 - Cash in Bank and Savings
Cash in bank and savings consist of the followings

1984 1983

Tribal funds $(3,913) $ 4,75'J
Office and store funds 500 5C0

Museum account 13,743 10,647

Revenue sharing 1.570 1.536

S.D.G. and E 385 365

B.I.A. Trust 39,707 34,568
$5&,992 $52,369

Note 3 - Accounts Receivable

Accounts receivable consist of the followings

1984 1983

Due from contracts $ 2,145 S 2,145
Loans 281 75

Due from store 317 857
Due from 638 41.244

Due to Tribal from HUD 2.000 2,333

Due from JOM 1,820 1,820

Due from CSBG 5,897 4,500

$53,704 $11,A730
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RINCON, SAN LUISENO BAND OF MISSION INDIANS
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)

SEPTEMBER 30, 1984

Note 4 - HUD BALANCES

HUD assets, liabilities, and fund balance are not included in this financial

statement. The balances are shown in detail in the HUD audited financial

statements for the yeerrendedApril 30. 1984.

Note 5 - Lease Commitments

The tribe leases equipment which expire through 1987. At September 30. 1984.

the leases require minimum annual rental as follows

1984-85 $ 7,367
1985-86 7,367
1986-87 3,761

$18,495

Note 6 - Other Contracts

Other contracts for the fiscal year ended September 30, 1984 are as follows

Housing

CSBG-vater Jobs Bill Improvement
Total System Irrigation Program

Income $339,076 $35,000 $84,076 $220,000

Expenses
Salaries 107.362 12.514 8,085 86,763

Payroll cost 18,179 1,877 1,308 14,994

Contract services 77,074 9,600 46,801 20,673

Travel 1,889 1,809 80

Supplies 7,120 5,000 1,000 1,120

Administrative 7,497 4,200 3,297

Equipment rental 2,858 880 1,978

Purchases 114,042 22,201 91,841

Utilities 1,055 424 631

Repairs and

maintenance 2,000 2,000

Total Expenses 339.076 3500 84,076

Available funds at -

September 30, 1984 $ -0- $-0- $ -0-. $ -O-
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RINCON, SAN LUISENO BAND OF MISSION INDIANS
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)

SEPTEMBER 30. 1984

Note 7 - Bingo Operations

On February 6, 1984 the tribe entered into a contract with S-G & Associates
(a joint venture) to operate bingo games on tribal land.

S-G & Associates was contracted to assist the tribe to finance, construct,
improve, developed, manage, operate and maintain a facility for the operation
of the bingo games.

As of September 30, 1984, the tribe has not received any financial reports
from an independent certified public accountant except an interim compilation
report.

Records of the bingo operations were not available for examination and
therefore these statements do not reflect the assets, liabilities, income
and expenses related to such operations.
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R:NCON B:NGO.

RE~'V~ AJS 3 98 Agtust 12, 1984 ~ CIE U 218

n. ..az teen trougnt to our attention -.)as several discrepencies

exist within our .Rncon, 3ingo Operatio,is. Nai4" Rincon tribal members

have voiced their opinions as tc seve.'al operations and/or events

t.iat have occurred. These inquiries ani complaints have not been-
adr9yee. 4-'

'P' . the undersigned do hereby request a "Special Meeting" for the

snecf_.'c .zuroose of addressing all con)laints about the Rincon

:.ndlan -Qn,7o Cperations.

This special meeting is requested In acord'a&e with the Rincon

Reservations By-Laws Section 13.

__ 25-

4- c .i /6"Al -" 6.

27.
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TB: GAT EAT.
TBE

•-r ,a be- a 'Spa

a: :O:COA.Y at the 9d

requested by poet:-:

1"!M NATION"
Rincon, San Luseno Band of Mis.,ion.Eaens

NOTICE OF SPECIAL MEETING 01' ' 4D
SEPTE.3ER 8, 1984

SATURDAY

10: 00AM

cial Meeting- of the Rincon Band on Saturday, September 8, 1984

ncon Tribal Hall. This open forum meeting is being called as

on to address Btngo on the Rincon Indian Reservation.

GENERAL BAND MEETING

SEPTEIGER 9, 1984

10100AM
SUNDAY

AGENDA

Esta )'_,h Quoruw/Call to Order

a-- ;c rterly Report

-t-of-wa.//Telephone/Escondido Mutual Water Coany

Written ?eport/Indian Health Council-Georgian Viveros/atthew Calac

loritten Aeport/AJ1HA Commissioners-Ruth Gideois/Edward Mazetti **

d .uir.ess

New BlSsnesE

*Adourrt'snt

NO E C:c-.nittee Chairman:

-.-. se . rtten reports are being requested 7y the Rincon Tribal Council.

£T' TRSA:. OFFICEE NEEDS ADDRESSES FOR THE FOLLOWING PEOPLE:
(:1 ?acr.*a Ann Quinn; (2)Kenneth Quinni (3)Paym'ond Quinna(4)Carla Celayet

ax_-res C.:orre, Sr.

Edward T. Ay14iso' Tii Chairman
Rincon, San Luiseno Band of Mission Indiana

SPA/a

Rincon. Sn Lu'sehO Band of Mission Indians
:-s "ice Box 6a * Va)ey Center, Calfornia 92C82 * Prt (619) 749 1051

TRIBAL AO8UINII AATIOW
PATRICA E ORO

LUCILLE WAGNER
Ps Ofei
VERNA SASS

MOLLV RORUDS
Wed Puecasa
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-- . - - -

WA CA E IJ'Oca; K~~is dusupyi
4 ,t; LI.CLu WAGNEq

VEPMA WS
or%

*1,'b 7!4
N. .-'VV.

C: CT . . MEUNC OF TE. ?ANV REGARDING .- N00

-t ; tv~cr~bU~q c the 6tcatatAq £oA the Bingo Policy
,C -I- ..... th Aaeikonz - ed bth 2.incon Band

ft ~t~ d ....-thecdehion

F ir~o % cyCor-2.ttee. w" to w'ite down the qut6tion6
a; c.-, Hth~ey didnt haet the canawet then, they wepe to hind

Th~ C-'~4chVas c ntj t7~e" heh&e "Nctea'wete

- t- WCPteY.Ca, 4eecetct q I(o-t th e 8in o 0Poticq Committee

tc'c etirp ro action xa6 takcn (i. e. no notzonh6 weat
-'" '; 7•.z '';. t:e.. t;e no " ,' ,excpt o. the "R'.te6"t:aker..

ceflveA5 aticn wit*h Fileen 'hiterapt, ?gatiqentoaian jo4
- - -.rd, ij Qet 3in~e ' otic'j Committee la&.ted to wiaite down

.'".*. :t't y the Z'ncon ge..neta .erbeP.4p, -he onty
1'e .ic " OtiV u Conr7ittee i, to "k the iccn

P;rcor. Sr :-u's.Co San ' Vs~ !rlrs
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3e~tCbtr 25, "'9

tincon !ndi:n Reservation
.. seeing of the Band.ncon, S..n L:seno Band of Mission Indktws

Seoterbe- 3, !184

NOTIS:

So V~z:et'i eestioned why the cost of Pconstruction of the Bingo
faciI:v 'as r4sen so high ($250,000 --4§1O,000); also the reason(s)
f..r -h-s b'a blng rejected. -He feels h pbid was more reasonable as
the :ctua: cost has risen closer to his Pginal bid.

Elai'ne Calac S:ott asked why the Bingo Enterprise is leasing the buses,
at S144 02 : ', and why aren't we looking to buy the buses out

W*v did the Bingo Enterprise buy 2 vans? What are they used for?
"-o .as c-1arge of the busing?

;ho has charge of the kitchen? There are several complaints about the
.'ity of fcod served, several people have gotten sick. Will they
.'e new persons to work in the kitchen, will they be Band members?

The Y-in--e of the meetings of the Rincon Bingo Policy Committee are
recuest? , who is the secretary? Does the Rincon Bingo Policy Committee
have P-: zics an Procedures? Are the meetings open to the General

e: ersh~n? :f not why? Who sits on the Rincon Bingo Policy Committee
' anagerent" What is the original compositio of the Committee?

%re there nine ne hers? Of the members on the Rincon Bingo Policy
', o -any are needed to establish a quorum? Can the Tribe's

on of tce Rincon Bingo Policy Committee conduct business on behalf
c the Tr;be' 9ces it need the consent of the other portion of the

he Managenent;to conduct business? When is the Rincon
ora:ccocv Con-nitee acting as the Policy Committee and when does it

.. t as~ hte Uncon Tribal Council, do they distinguish the difference?
t,.1- he minutes of the Meeting where the Memorandum of Agreement

-. assec, a-encing the Bingo Management Agreement? Were they acting
- :e Tcon Siro Policy Committee or the Rincon Tribal Council?

*........ n:fct of interest? Why is the Rincon Bingo Policy Committee
ow -tch are they being paid? Who pays it? Is the Tribe

::~-: t to continue to pay-them, regardless of-$he poor quality of
A-rk :h: -s produced? Why aren't the Rincon Bat members interests

o.:cti a tr better?

Xr:: C'-.,r e-' :oyees be re-hired? If they %ere,4ftleasee because of
c7-r_.n.4 'nd other unfortunate incidents, wh) wq they re-hired? Is

a :::.c." of hiring only Band members? Whim. is the original list
i :i:an:s fo- the Bingo Enterprise? If the /iicy is to give Rincon

'-,7 " a-t rs -- eference, why did they hire Rcnal;XRonnie) Powvall?
,Powvall?
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,.-7ir %lee-tnc of the Band
n eu.soro Band of Mission Indiars

'as there an attempt at a take-over by former business partner,

V-,- w- receive complete financial data on the operation of the

State/Federal

-' £-noyer !D# is being used, Bingo Enterprise, Santa Ana,

Santa Yne:, does Rincon have their own number, please provide.

SW!hat insurance company carries Bingo Enterprise's Workman's Compensation

:',sran.ce, and the 1-3 million liability insurance, and

t their 3cnding companyand the amounts and who is covered?

ribe and cent-actor shall prepare quarterly statments and hire CPA to so same.

TIis would htve been due in July--for April, May and June, 1,984, was this

:ne? saw it? Who is the accounting firm? •
Was the annua: estimated budget 15 days prior to opening of the Bingo

E-re-?ise -resented to the Policy Committee"
ac-:ointi-g books may be examined for the Tirbe by an agent, employee,

at::r- ey or CA, cost shall be deducted from Bingo income, who on your

staff do we contact to examine the books? Will the Management and the

Tli!cv Cenm.itt ee hire a Band member, who is qualified as a CPA or

"'.%: t oversee the bookkeeping for the Tribe? This has been requested by member!

?fie ng.5 of the Management Agreement--Legal Action, Tribe is held harmless

frz any legal expenses unless acts of Tribe or Tribal members, but on

S, ALL :awsuits shall be paid as ordinary business expense, that

.e nicy Committee and S &G Associates agreed on when the Fiscal
"ea- wil" begin'
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-- .- " MIssion Indians

*.- -.. ,- ' ....-' \'zn.r'er a-t'roved by the Tribe, who is the Ceneral Vanager,
S' ake of property or other things too? Does

-C - or 3ingo?

a"--. Ye - . cr ndun of Agreement entered into besides the
* - - ---- ~~--e was when and for what?

S-- -'- -....... t-z-e-e...... lifted the hiring restrictions on non-Band

--- ... .--- e fo Setting on the Policy Committee? Why does it
. .. - e-.- on the Policy Committee when they are elected

-. . -- :l Council? Who authorized this?

S- - -.- -es-rtative that participates in the physica. actual2'
. . - -_ icros'zts of gross receipts? What documentation

, -,--,-- ---- ,:- -r.d where? '..hat transportation service is used
,,- --. c -.- ts, who are -he two Band members that sign t:e

. .. . - ns for S , G?

- --- -- - - orrow the money from S & C, how nuch
. 7 - . -- - h- ""2 " e tne cocunents?

• r _P C an .Ve-na Sass,

.-.- .... . c¢ t'- .t -v en fired get a second chance? C V S
S - - .uan , Reed go back too?
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RIC23S OF AW80CIATIOU COVMI3X 1O0=W MI ADMHIISTfIIG TII AilAU

333A8, there is not an approved orpon national document fot

the Lincon Bnd of Mission Indias, and

WNIWAS, there Is a need for rules of procedure to govern t

operations of the Uincon Band, and

WUZIZAS, it is desired formally to recognize the dating

governing body,

NOW, TrERUSMU, Dl IT RESOLVED by the Rincon Bond In general

council assembled that:

Section 1. The Rincon, San Luleono Band of Mision Indiana,

.hereinafter referred to as the Band, shall be governed by the Rincon

Tribal Business Comittee, hereinafter referred to as the Business

Committee hioh, subject to the provisions herein, shall have Jurisdic-

tion over the lands within the boundaries of the tincon Reservetion and

over any lands which my hereafter be added thereto.

Section 2. Membership tn the Baud shill consist of all persons

who qualify for membership under the enrollment regulat$oa approved by

the Secretary of the interior on July 2, 1959 (25 CYR 46), as follovsa

A. All 1Lving Indians whose names appear on the census

roll of July 21, 1957.

I. All living Indians wbo have received allot on

tha Rincon ReservatLa.

C, All living descondanta of persons who qualify for

membership under paragraphs A and a og this section

provided such descendants possess on-eighth (1/8)

or moe degree of Indta blood of the land.
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?be name of persona wbo qualify for membership La the Band shell

be placed on a membership roll which shall be kept current by striking

therefrom the names of persons Who have relinquished In writing their

mmbrship In the Band, the names of deceased persons on receipt of

death certificates or other evidence of death acceptable to the Area

Director of the Sacramento Area Office, the name of persons who are

found to be erroneously enrolled and by add|ig thereto the names of

children born after July 21, 1957, who mest the membership requirements

as set forth in peragraph C of this section.

Any person denied or deprived of membership shall have the right

of appeal through the Area Director to the Secretary of the Interior or

his authortsed representative.

Section 3.

(a) The Business Coemittee shall consist of a Chairman,

Vice-Cbsirmn, and three (3) Committeemen wbo shall be elected by secret

ballot and who, except as specified In Section 9(b), shall serve for a

term of two (2) years. The Business Committee shall select from within

or without the membership of the Sand a Secretary-Treasurer, who shall not

vote as a member of the Business CommLttee.

(b) Three (3) embers of the Business Ccsittee shall

constitute a quorum.

Section 4. Hmmbers of the Business Comittee must be members

of the S/nd, at least twenty-one (21) years of age.

Section 5.

(a) All enrolled members of the Sand twenty-eme (21)

years of age or over shall be qualified voters.

(b) VithLn thirty (30) days after the approval of

this docmwant by the CoomssLooer of Indian Affairs (as provided for in
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See. 16) anmelctiLon shell be called to elect the members of the kusils

Comttoe. The three members receiving the highest number of votes in

the first election ehall bold office for a period of three years and the

two reining members shall hold office for a two-year period. Thereafter,

411 terms of office shall be for two years ad elections .hall be held

each year on the 2nd Saturday of December. Numbers shall hold office for

their term or until their successors are elected, qualified and installed.

(e) Nominations shall be from the floor. Ilectica shall

be by secret ballot. To be official at least thirty per cent (302)

of the qualified voters mst vote. The newly elected officers shall be

installed immediately upon their election.

(d) The business Counittee! Enact an ordinaGce

prescribing the form of ballot, rules for calling elections, absentee

balloting procedures, selection of election officials, establishment of

polling places *nd other similar matters.

Section 6. The Business Coittee shell have the following

powers wich shall be exercised pursuant to these Articles of Association,

any federal Statutes, and the regulations of the Secretary of the Interior

mde pursuant thereto and published in the Code of Federal Regulations or

any applicable statute of the State of California:

(a) To represent the Band and to negotiate with

Federal, state and local governments;

(b) 1tonaae and lease or otherwise deal with tribal

lands and commnity resources. This power shall not Lnclude the pomi

to maka aasignmente of tribal lands &n6 prove rigbts-of-weo.

(c) To enact ordinances, subject to approval e the

Aes Diector, Includlng ordinances covering 1e gn and collection of
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ktasLe fees and fees for water services and other public st~r~ices.

(d) The kiness Cmmttee shbll have the pown to

pass ordinances which are consistent with and purseant to this document

governing future membership. loss of membrship and the adoption of members

Lote the Band, which ordinances shall be subject to approval by a majority

of the eligible voters of the land and the Secretary of the Interior or

his authorlsed representative.

Section 7,

(a) The Band shall elect a Grievance Board consistin

of three members vho are not on the Business Co£ttee. Board members .&.

shall serve for two years. They shall be elected biennially oan the date

established for the election of members of the Business Comittee.

(b) The Grievance Board shall consider witten complaints

alleging misconduct or other Improper acts of any member of the Bsiness

Committee and If the facts warrant shall request the Chairmn of the

Business Comittee to call a special meeting of the Band to act upon such

written complaints after giving the accused at least ten (10) days' notice

and a copy of the charges. In the event the Choirmn refuse or falls to

call such a meeting, the Grievance Board shell advise the CoMAssioner of

Indian Affairs or his authorized representative who my call a special

meeting of the Band for the purpose of bearing and acting upon such com-

plaints. The Band shall have power, by majority vote after giving the accused

a bearing to clear him of charges, or if the charges are sustained, to remove

him from office and proceed to elect a successor.

(c) if a member of the Business ConmLttee falls or

refuses to attend two regular meetings in succession, unless owing to

il1eese or other causes for which he cannot be beld responsible, be



RINCON INDIAN BINGO
PROFIT & LOSS STATEMENT
2/1/84 TO 2/28/85

REVENUE

COST OF SALES

40L Bingo Prizes (Cash)
402 Bingo Prizes (Ndse.)
403 Pull Tab Payouts

Total Cost of Sales

PAYROLL

501 Salaries & Wages
502 FICA Tax (Employer)
505 FUTA

Total Payroll

$8,377,391.54

4,516,317.00 -

59,768.65
1,566,185.00

673,339.14L|I.
44,6314.

5,384.56

<6,142,270.65>

OPERATING EXPENSES

Bingo Supplies
Bingo Equipment
Kitchen Supplies
Kitchen Resale
Kitchen Equipment
Office Supplies
Office Equipment
Other Supplies

610 Busing Commissions
611 Busing (Charter)

Contract Labor
Janitorial Service/Supplies
Advertising
Public Relations
Conventions & Meetings
Entertainment
Freight
Gas & Oil (Auto)
Gifts

Legal
Licenses
Postage/UPS
Printing

10,068.60-3,933.73-", i,,.
42,931.7Q j6iPA-
6,398.43 pJ4A.a-I28,045.66. e..,.A.L.

30,315.225-
110.00

413,473.08- XO. ,,A-. A
565,612.36- Cbw.da.LA4'.

5,823.87- 0'Ldbe. se ~

2AO00.0 0----'
1,250.00
1,956.78 -

154.50-
2,166.04- j4.

994.00- V&4.
1,5S47.25-^A t '

160.00- .a, .
15,298.69-
31,051.60- -

1145

M

601
606
604
605
607
602
608
603

620
621
626
627
628
630
631
632
633

634
635
636
637
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Rent (Other)
Telephone
Gas & Electric
Water
Gardening & Landscaping
Donations
Travel
Accounting Services
Bank Charges
Contract Services
Insurance (Worker's Comp.)
Insurance (Auto)
Maintenance (General)
Repair (General)
Uniforma
Training
Interest Expense

Total Operating Expense

- 24,560.50
28,656.01 .
3.469.j o

215.24"-/

7,349.46

4,500.00-
2,000.00-

985.36-
3,217.79
7,247.62-

619.85-aAAd..didpt
990.00-

<1,623,342.11

MISCELLANEOUS INCOME

701 Concession/Kitchen Income
702 Dobber Sales

41,569.46-5,608.58-,.-

Total Miscellaneous Tncome

Net Income Before Depreciation

639
640
641
642
643
644
645
646
647
649
652
653
680
681
690
691
692

47,178.04/

<64,398.29>
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!' / ,), C

THE SIX PACK GAM1E ..... PLAYED ON MARCH 9, 1985, AT RINCON

ON THAT DAY WE HAD AN AVERAGE ATTENDANCE OF 1,348.
OUR AVERAGE SPEND WAS $171.63

WE SOLD IN GROSS BINGO SALES: $229,566
WE PAID OUT IN PRIZES: 156.0

OUR GROSS BINGO WIN: $ 73,471

OUR GROSS PULL TAB WIN: 10,504
OUR PERCENTAGE ON FOOD: 450

TOTAL GROSS PROFIT: $ 84,625

OUR BUSING EXPENSE FOR THAT ONE DAY WAS $20,599
(26 BUSES, 7 VANS, 932 PATRONS).

TOTAL GROSS PROFIT: $ 84,625
BUSING - 20,599
PERSONN: - 6,000

OPERATING PROFIT: $58,026

MANAGEMENT DEEMS THIS GAME A SUCCESS, BUT ONE WHICH WE CAN

IMPROVE ATTENDANCE ON. WE NEED ANOTHER 250 PEOPLE (WHICH
IS POSSIBLE THE NEXT TIME). ..WHICH WOULD GIVE US AN

ADDITIONAL $43,000 TO THE BOTTOM PROFIT LINE. THIS WOULD

MAKE THE GAME A $100,000 PROFIT TYPE GAME...WHICH WE MUST

HAVE TO BE TRULY SUCCESSFUL. WE HAVE ANOTHER ONE OF THESE

SPECIAL GAMES SET FOR SATURDAY, MARCH 30TH. WE'LL SEE IF

WE CAN IMPROVE ATTENDANCE ON THAT DAY,

72-553 0 - 87 - 37
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THE MILLION DOLLAR GAE ..... PLAYED ON JANUARY 12, 1985, AT

RINCON AND SANTA YNEZ,

THE RINCON SUflMARY: ON THAT DAY W§ HAD AN AVERAGE ATTENDANCE OF

118 "PAYING CUSTOMERS,

OUR AVERAGE SPEND WAS $226.75
WE SOLD IN GROSS BINGO SALES: $419,482
WE PAID OUT IN PRIZES: 217,000

OUR GROSS BINGO WIN: $202,482
OUR GROSS PULL TAB WIN: 18,202

OUR GROSS FOOD REVENUE: 5,500

SUB TOTAL: $226,184

PRO-RATE PAYMENT FROM
... SA..A... .. Z.L.... 34.072 //

TOTAL GROSS PROFIT $260,256

OUR BUSING EXPENSE FOR THAT ONE DAY WAS $47,000 (38 BUSES, 1,447

PATRONS ON THE BUSES). OUR COST SHARE OF THE SATELLITE TV

PROGRAM WAS $14,650.

WE HAD EXTENSIVE ADVERTISING THAT IS SHOWN IN OUR REGULAR

COST AUDITS, HEAVY PAYROLL DUE TO THE NEED FOR MORE PERSONNEL,

AND OBVIOUSLY MORE THAN NORMAL BINGO SUPPLY COSTS BECAUSE OF

THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE WHO PLAYED THE GAME,

MANAGEMENT STATES HEREIN THAT IN SPITE OF THE EXTRA COSTS,

THE "FIRST TIME EFFORT" PROBLEMS, AND THE HUGE CROWD, THAT

THE MILLION DOLLAR GAME WAS THE MOST SUCCESSFUL GAME EVER HELD

IN CALIFORNIA. TnTAI rAnqR PROFIT $260256
SATELLITE AND BUSING:

INVENTORY & PERSONN::

OPERATING PROFIT: $I A,6. /
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.... THE FRIDAY GAME .... WHICH WE ARE DISCONTINUING.
THIS IS FRIDAY, MARCH 8, 1985.

ON THE LAND OF THE RINCON,

ON THAT DAY WE HAD AN AVERAGE ATTENDANCE OF 222.

OUR AVERAGE SPEND WAS $52.04

WE SOLD IN GROSS BINGO SALES: $11,151

WE PAID OUT IN PRIZES:

OUR GROSS BINGO LOSS: ($ 2,224)

OUR GROSS PULL TAB WIN: 646
TOTAL GROSS LOSS: ($ 1,578)

OUR BUSING EXPENSE FOR THAT ONE DAY WAS $1,817
(2 BUSES, 2 VANS, 97 PATRONS),

JOTAL GROSS LOSSe $ 1,578
BUSING 1,817
PERSONN: 3,5 0

OPERATING LOSS: ($6,895).

MANAGEMENT DETERMINED TO NOT PLAY ON FRIDAYS FOR MANY REASONS

PRIMARILY BECAUSE OF THE LOSSES INCURRED ON FRIDAY. IN ADDITION

TO THE TYPE OF LOSS.LISTED ABOVE, A WEEK AGO FRIDAY, WE WERE

HIT ON A $5,000 "SPECIAL" AND SEVERAL WEEKS BEFORE ON AN

$8,Q00 "SPECIAL". THE REAL POTENTIAL FOR LOSS IS MUCH GREATER

THAN JUST THE OPERATING LOSS. YOU CAN GET HIT ON A BIG SPECIAL

JUST AS EASY SOMETIMES AS ON A DAY WHEN YOU HAVE SMALL CROWDS

AS WHEN YOU HAVE A BIG GAME, IT IS DIFFICULT ON FRIDAYS TO

BET A CROWD. OUR THURSDAYS CAN BECOME PRODUCTIVE IF WE WORK

AT THURSDAY. So, WE WILL PLAY ON THURSDAY, SATURDAY AND SUNDAY.
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3/11/85
FINAI I7ATION OF COSTS OF CONSTRUCTION

PLEASE NOTE: THESE COSTS DO NOT INCLUDE ANY OF THE OTHER
ASSETS WE HAVE SUCH AS FURNITURE, TRADE FIXTURES,
BINGO EQUIPMENT, ETC.

MANAGEMENT IS PLEASED WITH THE BUILDING
HALL COST FAR LESS PER SEATING CAPACITY
IN INDIAN BINGO.

THE COSTS: MASONERY
CONCRETE

ELECTRIC

PLUMBING

AIR-HEAT

SEPTIC
GLUE LAM BEAMS

SITE WORK
CABINETS-SHELVING

DRY WALL

ROOFING

INSULATION

WATER

HARDWARE

GENERAL LUMBER
FRAMERS, LABOR

SKY LIGHTS

SOUND SYSTEM
TELEPHONE SYSTEM

FLOORING
PAINTING

ARCHITECT

ENGINEERING

MSCLL

XTRA ON PORCH, BACK,
& KITCHEN

XTRA SUPT

XTRA TILE,BOOTHS

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION

AND CERTIFIES THAT OUR
THAN ANY OTHER HALL

55,000
42,792
76,763
37,640
68,000
26,200
21,685

102,000
21,000
21,700
14,600

7,050
6,500

20,000 -

24,000
26,000
4,000

16,000
14,000
23,500
10,500
10,000
4,000
3,000

6,000
2,700
3,100 q

$667,739
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/ , ., MEMO: 3/11/85

HOW WE SHOULD OPERATE ON A MONTHLY BASIS FOR THE TRIBE AND

FOR THE ASSOCIATES. EACH MONTH A STATEMENT FOR BOTH. E.CH WEEK

POST THE WEEK IN REVIEW SHEETS,.. AT THE TRIBAL OFFICE.

THIS IS THE TYPE OF GROSS INCOME WE MUST DEVELOP ON OUR

THURSDAY, SATURDAY AND SUNDAY GAMES TO JUSTIFY OUR OPERATION.

THURSDAY ........ 10,000

SATURDAY ........ 30,000

SUNDAY .......... 20,000

THURSDAY ........ 10,000

SATURDAY ........ 25,000

SUNDAY .......... 15,000

THURSDAY ........ 8,000

SATURDAY ........ 90,000

SUNDAY .......... 10,000

THURSDAY.......-10,000

SATURDAY ........ 30,000

SUNDAY .......... 20,000

.... 60,000

*- 50,000

..108,000

0 -60,000

THIS PROVIDES ONE BIG GAME EVERY THREE WEEKS,,,WHICH IS HARD TO

SUSTAIN, BUT WHICH IS NECESSARY FOR THE OPERATION.

EACH 14 WEEK CYCLE WE HAVE TO SHOOT AT NET: $86,900
40, 000

WE MUST HOLD BUSING AT 25 $2 8 RESERVE 690

WE MUST HOLD GROSS PAYROLL a 18,000 - 66,000 BALANCE: $A0,000
WE MUST HOLD ALL OTHER AT 20Z -55600 A .TRIBE.... ,,Q_

ASSOC.WO TN V " O: 6
WE COULD THEN HAVE A "NET"M OF:$ 86,900
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BY REALLY WATCHING DOLLARS AND HAVING

OTHER THAN A WORKING TEAM ....... :AND

SIMPLE, WE HAVE ENDED UP WITH A BINGO

MEMO .... 3/9/85

NO SUPERVISION

KEEPING THINGS

HALL THAT THE

PLAYER IKULY LIKt WITH EXCEPTION OF WANTING REST

ROOMS AT BOTH ENDS OF THE BUILDING). IN FACT, SOME

PLAYERS FEEL WE HAVE THE BEST HALL FOR PLAYING BINGO

IN ALL OF BINGO.

LET'S COMPARE. A BINGO HALL IS JUDGED BY IT'S SEATING

CAPACITY. THEREFORE A VERY GOOD MEASURE OF HOW WE HAVE

KEPT COSTS IN LINE IS THE COST PER BINGO SEAT IN THE HALL.

WHILE WE CAN HANDLE 1,800 PLUS PEOPLE, OUR SEATING SHOULD
BE HELD TO 1,700.

SO COPARE.-

RINcoN: 1,700 SEATS COST: $668,000 PER SEAT: $393
(' eM.£ SANTA YNEz: 2,200 SEATS COST: $980,000 PER SEAT: $445

SYQUAN 1,600 SEATS COST: $1,100,000 PER SEAT: $688

BAROmA 2,800 SEATS COST: $2,200,000 PER SEAT: $786
MORONGO 2,400 SEATS COST: $2,100,000 PER SEAT: $875

NOTE: THE ABOVE FIGURES ARE FROM SOURCES DEEMED RELIABLEj

BUT MAY HAVE A VARIATION IN THEM, HOWEVER, THE

GENERAL SCOPE OF COST SHOULD BE CONSERVATIVE,

RINCON TRULY HAS A BARGAIN.
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PROMISSORY NOTE AND IORANtDUM AGREEfMENT.

OCTOBER 30, 1984
IN CONSIDERATION OF A LOAN OF $100,000, THE UNDERSIGNED PROMISES TO PAY TO ED STRUTHERS,
TRUSTEE, OR NOMINEE, THE SUM OF $2,500 PER MONTH FOR 72 MONTHS, COMMENCING ON DECEt4BER 1, 1984,
AT ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA OR SUCH OTHER PLACE AS MAY BE DESIGNATED BY ED STRUTHERS FROM TIME
TO TIME. PAYMENT OF THIS NOTE SHALL BE FROM RINCON INDIAN BINGO PROCEEDS AND SHALL BE AN
OPERATING EXPENSE OF THE BINGO OPERATION.

THIS NOTE SHALL BE SIGNED ON BEHALF OF THE RINCON INDIAN BINGO OPERATION BY CHARLES
G. SCHLEGEL, GENERAL MANGER OF RINCON INDIAN ENTERPRISES, AND ACKNOWLEDGED BY
A REPRESENTATIVE -OF THE INDIAN BINGO POLICY COMMITTEE, SAID ACKNOWLEDGEMENT TO BE

APPROVAL OF >Jw.P AN OPERATING EXPENSE OF THE BINGO, AND AUTHORIZING CHARLES

G. SCHLEGEL TO SIGN SAID NOTE ON BEHALF OF RINCON INDIAN ENTERPRISES.

RINCON INDIAN ENTERPRISES BY
CHARLES G. SCHLEGEL, GENERAL MANAGER

CGS: GS

ACKNOWLEDGED

RINCON INDIAN BINGO POLICY COR &ITTEE By AM
CHARLES G. SCHLEGEL & MA; ZET?7
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

Zn order to clarify the intention of the parties, the under-

signed agree as follows:

1. On January 30, 1984 the Rincon San Luiseno Band of Mission

Indians (hereinafter, the sTribe*) and S-G & Associates (herein-

after, the "Contractorm) entered into a Management Agreement

(hereinafter, the "Agreement") by which the Tribe engaged the

Contractor to provide certain services regarding a Tribal bingo

enterprise to be operated on the Rincon Indian Reservation.

2. Under that Agreement, Contractor must arrange for a loan

not to exceed $250,000.00 for the modification and improvement of

existing structures on a parcel of land described as the "property"

in that Agreement.

3. Since the execution of that Agreement the parties have

determined that, due to changed circumstances, they wish to alter

the nature and extent of the said modifications and improvements

such that the needed loan will be for up to $450,000.00, rather

than $250,000.00.

4. The first $250,000.00 of the said loan will continue to

be treated and repaid as described in paragraph 2.G of the said

agreement. However, the additional $200,00.00 of the said loan

(i.e., that portion over and above the first $250,000.00, herein-

after referred to as the "overage") will be repaid as follows.

5. The principal amount of the overage will be repaid as an

-ordinary business expanse of the bingo operation from its gross

receipts. The Interest on the overage will be paid entirely by

the Contractor from his own funds, and not from the bingo
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enterprise in any way.

6. The bingo enterprise will repay the principal of the

overage, as described above, at a rate which will not exceed 50%

of the bingo enterprise's net operating profits an that term is

used in the said agreement to describe the amount which would

otherwise be available for distribution to the parties as provided

in paragraph 3 of the said agreement.

7. In all othir aspects, the said Agreement will remain in

full force and effect.

RINCON SAN LUISENO BAND OF
MISSION INDIANS

Dated: by:
Edward T. Arviso, Chairman

S-G A Associates

Dated:____________ by:_______________Charles G. Schlegel, General
Partner
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Rincon, San Lulseno Band of mission Indians
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GB N BRA L

* General ledger, journal and chart of accounts
* Cash receipts and disbursements journals with supporting documentation

A Workpapers, worksheets and other sunmaries to support claims

* Payroll records, including employee timesheets
6 Bank statements and bank reconciliations

* Client files
* Billing records
a Tax returns, tax bills and information returns to tax authorities
6 Inventory Records
a Prepared financial statements
a How many bank accounts - amounts in each and their purpose

* Statement from auditors on internal controls
* Petty cash amount and controls
* Program remittance advices
* Minutes of Board of Director's and other Board Committee Meetings
* Organization charts
f Program correspondence files
* Copy of Corporate Charter
* Copies of contracts, Including Bonding and Genral Liability Insurance Policies

0 Other Audit Reports of your program

INTERNAL CONTROLS
(Con' t)

Rkl n, Sao Leos Ban 0 Ui Inam
PaOffica S * Valey Cato. Cif0ai 9202 * p s "16)1749-1051
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aT MAT IEAL OF """Tn"
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AUDIT REVIEW QUESTIONS (Con't)

INTERNAL CONTROLS

0 Who signs checks

* Who approves payment

* Who balances bank statements; and are they done monthly
• Back-up documentation to confirm checks written

• How many people count money
* Who verifies total amount

• Names and addresses of winners

Have these names and addresses been given to the I.R.S.,'according to law

RncM. San LuW; Sand a OMe IniaW
POSt Offite lox 68 a Valley Center, Cahtornw 9M2 * Pwom (612) 749-1051
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* Internal Revenue Servlc Department of the .msury

Di0tict P.O. Box A-7. Laguna NiguN, CA 92677
Director

FEB 2 8 84

Mr. Edward Arviso, Chairperson
Rincon Tribal Council
P.O. BoX 68
Valley Center, CA 92082

Dear Mr. Arvisos

It haw come to our attention that your tribe intends to
operate a bingo hall in the near future. There are federal
tax consequences involved in this type of operation, and this
letter is designed to Inform you of possible tax obligations.

internal Revenue Code Section 74 states that, *gross income
includes amounts received as prizes and awards.* Any indi-
vidual who wins money at the bingo hall on your reservation
must include the winnings on their federal income tax return
and pay any tax due. This law applies to both Indian and
non-Indian recipients alike and without regard to the loca-
tion of the bingo operation itself.

In addition, the tribe has an obligation to file information
reports on certain winnings. Internal Revenue Regulation
7.6041-1 states that every person engaged in a trade or busi-
ness and making a payment of $1,200 or more from a bingo game
shall make an information return with respect to such pay-
ment. The term *every person engaged in a trade or businessO
includes not only persons engaged in business for gain or
profit, but also organizations, the activities of which are
not for the purpose of gain or profit.

The information return is made on Form W-2G and should be
filed with the transmittal Form W-3G. These forms are filed
with the Internal Revenue Service in Fresno, California, on
or before February 28 of the year following the year in which
the payment of winnings is made.

Failure to file the required forms and statements could
result in substantial penalties to the tribe. Internal
Revenue Code Section 6652 provides for a $50 penalty for
each failure to file Form W-2G, limited to $50,000 per year.

FILE COPY
RECEIVED MAR 6 1984
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Mr. Edward Arviso, Chairperson

If the failure to file is intentional, the penalty is not
less than 100 of the amount to be reported, and there is no
limitation on the penalty. In accordance with Section 6678
of the Internal Revenue Code, failure to provide a statement
to the recipients of the winnings could result in a $50
penalty for each statement not furnished, limited to $50,000
per year.

Also, any tribal member receiving a disribution of profits
from the bingo hall may be subject to federal income tax.
Income tax treatment of Indian Tribal Governments and tribal
members is explained in Revenue Ruling 67-284.

Copies of the pertinent regulations, rulings and forms are
enclosed for your information.

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please
contact our Technical Coordinator Pat Mills at (714) 831-4094.

Sincerely,

0540rotM. McKeever
District Director

Enclosures
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FOOD SERVICE INSPECTION REPORT
RINCON INDIAN BINGO

RINCON INDIAN RESERVATION
SAN DIEGO COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

FOOD PROTECTION

1. Deficiency: (ITEM 5) One of the food storage refrigerators did not have
a thermometer to Indicate the temperature.

Recommendation: All refri geration units storing food must be equipped with a
numerically scaled indicating thermometer.

2. Deficiency: (ITEM 9) At the time of inspection, ice was being dispensed
from two ice chests adjacent to the soda machines. This is
not a sanitary means of dispensing ice to the public.

Recom endation: An NSF approved bin-type ice maker should be utilized. If
separate storage chests are required inside, they should be
of stainless steel construction with tight fitting lids.

FOOD EQUIPMENT & UTENSILS

1. Deficiency: (ITEM 25) Single service items such as cups were being
stored directly on the floor. No sanitary cup dispensers
were available by the soda machines.

Recomendati on:

PLUMBING

1. Deficiency:

Recommendation:

Single service articles should be stored at least 60 off the
floor. This could be accomplished one of three ways as
follows:

A. Provide a storage rack inside the kithcen.
B. build a separate storage room off the back door area.
C. Designate a suitable storage area in the nearby large

supply room.

A sanitary dispenser should be provided for each size cup to
minimize the handling of the cups.

(ITEM 29) There is no utility sink provided for washing out
mops.

At least one utility service sink should be provided for
cleaning mops and for the disposal of mop water. A separate
utility storage room could be built or a sink could be placed
In the existing utility storage room. A mop drying-rack
should also be furnished. Dirty mops are not to be stored In
the kitchen.
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TOILET & HANDWASHING FACILITIES

1. Deficiency: (ITEM 31) There ii no handwashing facility available to the
employees In the kitchen.

Recommendation: A handwashing sink with soap dispenser and disposable towels
should be provided for the employees In the food service
area. This is a critical tem which Is necessary for the
kitchen.

FLOORS. WALLS & CEILINGS

1. Efficiency: (ITEM 37) The floor In the kitchen was not very clean.

Recommendation: The kitchen floors and all other soiled areas should be
cleaned thoroughly at the close of business each night.

OTHER ITEMS

1. There are not enough 11OV electrical outlets in the kitchen. Extension
cords are being run everywhere and three to four major appliances are
being run from one electrical outlet. An electrician should be brought
in to provide an adequate number of 11OV outlets in the proper locations.

2. Foods sold In the kitchen should be obtained from sources that comply
with all laws relating to food safety. Food prepared in the home should
not be used or offered for sale. This includes homemade tamales.
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THS CiTY OP

SAN DIEGO
MiE DEPAAThENT a S22 RIST A VENUE * SAN DLEGO, CAIFO.MA f2101

March 7, 1985

Rincon Indian Council
Rincon Indian Reservation
Valley Center Road
Valley Center Post Office

92082

Rincon Indian Council,

The City of San Diego, Fire Prevention Bureau, received the

enclosed correspondance for our attention. As this is not

within our area of protection, and we are not aware of the

fire protection of your reservation, we are forwarding this

correspondence to you for the review and corrective action

of the Indian Council.

Respectfully yours,

mplaintCoriar
San Diego, Fire Prevention Bureau
(619) 236-6495
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ALORIDGE ASSOCIATES
-ARCHITECTURE • PLANNING * ENGINEERING " COMPUTER GRAPHICS

March 13, 1985

Mr. Don Calac
Rincon Band of Mission Indians
P. 0. Box 68
Valley Center, Ca. 92082

Dear Mr. Calac

As you are no doubt aware Aldridge Associates, an architecture firm
in Escondido, California, was hired by the Rincon Bingo to prepare plans
for the Rincon Band's Bingo Hall.

Aldridge Associates' prepared structural calculations for the Bingo
Building as part of the Initial contract. Aldridge Associates' calculations
took Into account the high winds in your area. Mr. Charles Schlegel wanted
to use the calculations developed for the Santa Ynez Bingo Building which
had been prepared by Mr. Floyd Weaver, a structural engineer. After much
discussion Aldridge Associates contacted Pacific Roof Structures (the
company that manufactured the steel beams for Santa Ynez) and requested
that their engineer review the engineering design proposed by Mr.
Schlegel. Pacific Roof Structures did that analysis and told Aldridge
Associates that It was their opinion that the beams were overstressed.
Believing that the structural integrity of the building was being
compromised, Aldridge Associates refused to accept any responsibility or
liability for the building's structural design. Mr. Weaver has agreed
to accept any and all responsibility and liability for any structural
problems or failures.

Prior to Aldridge Associates being hired, Mr. Schlegel contracted
with the masonry contractor to build the concrete block walls In excess
of four feet tall for each grout pour. This is a violation of the Uniform
Building Code. Aldridge Associates' field inspector notified various
individuals involved of this improper procedure but nothing was done and
construction continued.

Recently the Bingo Parlor constructed a canopy at the front entrance
of the building. It Is our opinion that the canopy has no lateral bracing
and in a high wind or earthquake situation may fall possibly causing portions
of the building to collapse. This is an extremely dangerous situation which
could cause catastrophic loss of life.

It is our suggestion that the Rincon Band hire a competent engineer
to investigate the structural design of the building and make recommendations.

360 N. MIDWAY, SUITE 301 * ESCONDIDO, CA 92027 e (619) 741-1996 -
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Please be advised that In the event of structural failure Aldridge
Associates bears no responsibility or liability to the Bingo operation or
to the Rincon Band.

If you have any questions, please contact this office imediately.

Sincerely

Pamela L. Aldridge

cc: Mr. Art Bunce
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March 19, 1984

Edward T. Arviso, Chairman
Rincon Band of Mission Indians
P.O. box G6
Valley Center, CA 92002

Dear Zdt

This letter is a follow-up to the letter to you of March 15,
1984 from Aldridge Associates. While I am not an architect or
an engineer, I believe that Mr. Aldridge has raised serious
concerns regarding the bingo hall's structural integrity, the
need for as-built drawings, the septic system, and the need for
adequate fire protection measures. Although the Band is exempt
from many of these requirements and probably could not be held
liable if there were a loss, I would still strongly advise you
to insist on compliance with paragraphs I and 2.8. of the manage-
ment agreement by asking Mr. Schlegel to resolve these matters
before the Band gives its approval to the plans and specifications
for the new hall. Doing so would eliminate possible conflicts,
possible liability on the part of the Band and/or the members of
its Tribal Council, and the dangers described in that letter,
aside from making good business sense. The added expense of
obtaining professional assistance in these areas is small as
compared with the expense of solving problems later that could
have been avoided relatively cheaply at this early stage of
construction.

Please call if you have any questions. Otherwise, I urge
you to exercise the Band's rights under the management agreement
to review the plans and specifications with competent professional
advice so as to eliminate the possible problems and liability
which Mr. Aldridge describes.

Siebe *Yyours,

FILE cOpy

RECEIVED MAR 2 1 184
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CALIPORNIA INSTITUTE OP TECHNOLOGY
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Karch 13, 1984

Mr. 1d Arviso
Chairman
lincon Indian Reservation
Post Office Box 68
Valley Centor, California 92082

Dear Mr. Arviao:

Bob Thicksten, the Superintendent at Palomar Observatory, informed me of your
cell regarding plans to install lights on a parking lot on the lincon Indian
Rsorvation.

As you may know, outdoor lighting can create very serious problems for the
observatory. We have been working very hard with the other communities in San
Diego and Riverside Counties seking ways to minimize any adverse effects from
such lights. The fact that you called us shoes you share our concern and I
appreciate it.

My recommendation is that you ill-minate your parking lot with low-pressure sodium
lights. First, they are the most energy-officient lights you can use, 20 to 30
percent more efficient than high-pressure sodium. We use them for parking lots
on the Caltech csampus for Just this reason. Second, and most important for Palomar,
of all the types of lights that can be used, only LS can be used without adversely
affecting the observatory.

I hope you will decide in favor of LPS. In so doing, you will Join with other
communities (San Diego, Vista, Povay, Remet) in preserving the conditions that will
allow the 200-inch telescope to continue its work.

If you need any further information, plose give as a call.

Sincerely yours,

Robert J. Brucato
Asia tat Director

R.31 p
cc: R. Thicksten
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CALIFORNIA INDIAN LEGAL SERVICES
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Rincon Band
P. 0. Box 68
Valley Center, Ca 92082

Re: Pollution Concerns of Yutma Water District

Dear Band:

John Schell, who represents the Yutma Water District, called
me to express his client.' concerns about potential sewage pollu-
tion problems that tight arise out of the BaUd's bingo operation.
I suspect that the problem at Barons (which turned out to be mini-
mal) sparked the concern. Since Yuima's wells are just downstream
from Rincon. any pollution in or near the river could be a prob-
lem.

I spoke to Patty Duro, who informs me that, particularly
in light of the Barona situation, the Band fully intends to provide
a properly engineered sewage system in the facility. This whole
thing is somewhat premature, of course, but it's much easter to
address these types of concerns at an early planning stage then
later, when changes may be difficult or costly. Obviously, the
Band itself has a great self-interest in not allowing the facility
to pollute the river or ground water, since your wells are even
closer than Yuima's. It is thus something I'm sure you will con-
sitder in your building plans.

I also mentioned to Mr. Schell the Band's concerns about
polluted runoff from the mushroom farm, and warned him that it
may be a more likely culprit than the Band if pollution starts
showing up in Yuima's wells. I hope the Band is able to resolve
that situation soon, to everyone's benefit.

It might be appropriate after plans are more complete to
have your engineer discuss the sevage treatment plans with Yutma's
engineer before construction begins, in order to allay Yuima's
concerns and to make sure your plans are adequate. I will send
a copy of this letter to Mr. Schell to let him know you've been
informed of his concerns, and share them yourselves.

Bt re: Johr S.h
CS:s&a
cc: John Scholl
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February 13, 1984

Edward T. Arviso
Tribal airman
lincon Tribal Co-sitteo
P.O. lox 68
Valley Canter, Cal. 92082

Dear Mr. Arviso:

It has been brought to our attention that your Tribal Council has made a
very impirtant decision with S-G & Associates to formulate a bingo hall.

We understand that the Tribal Council is' giving some thought to contracting
vith the San Diego County Sheriff's Deirtzent for law enforcement and
security services on the reservation.

NCI would be pleased to set up a meeting with your Tribal Comittee to
discuss a program that may be of great Interest to you and your members
and provide some beneficial alternatives In lieu of using the San Diego
Sheriff's Department. Our program will allow qualified tribal mabers to
handle the law enforcement and security responsibilities on the reservation.

If this is of interest to you and your Tribal members, NCI would appreciate
a meeting with you at your earliest convenience to discuss our program in
more detail.

Robert L. Newberry
President

RLN/hrb Fj t 5
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8753 BOAAY.SUITI F.,LA MrsA, CALIF. 92041 (619)698-8661
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Public c.y th Service
DEPARTMENT Of HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES H"e th Serv ices Administration

Indian Health Service

Escondido District Office
1249 Simpson Way.
Escondido, CA 92025

RE: Rincon Reservation
General. T/A

February 21, 1984

Edward Arviso, Chairman
Rincon Indian Reservation
Post Office Box 68
Valley Center, CA 92082

Dear Mr. Arviso:

The Band recently informed us of your plans to operate a bingo facility at
Rincon beginning in the spring. You requested and we provided some literature
on septic tanks and drainfields that you could use In planning your new
facility. It is very important to properly plan for your waste disposal
system. This system must be designed to support the high sewage loads
anticipated for such a large facility. The Indian Health Service
recommendations concerning the proposed bingo facility are as follows:

We recommend that the Band hire a licensed engineer to design a sewage
disposal system while this project Is still in the planning stages. This
is expensive but the money will be well spent when you consider the future
value of having a professionally designed system. Your bingo facility
will serve a larg, mainly off-reservation population. Its operation will
be closely scrutinized by the local media. A poorly designed sewage
disposal system would be very bad for public relations and could present a
potential health hazard to your customers and to the residents of Rincon.

Please consider the importance of a properly designed and installed vaste
disposal system for your bingo facility. If you have any questions, please
call me at 743-1403.

Yours truly,

D~nald M. Wilson
Project Manager, [DO

cc: Patti Duro, Rincon
Chief, SFCP/EKEB/CP0/IHS
District Engineer. EDO/INS

DW/sl
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Rincon Roundup
Indian Bingo

CHAIRMAN MAX MAZZETTI AUGUST 13, 1984
AND RINCON INDIAN BINGO COMMITTEE MEMBERS

RE: CONTRACT VIOLATIONS

DEAR MR. MAZZETTI:
I AM VERY UNHAPPY TO HAVE TO WRITE THIS LETTER. I ALSO REGRET THE TIME
I HAVE HAD TO TAKE TO REVIEW AGAIN THE WRITTEN CONTRACT BETWEEN S-G
AND ASSOCIATES AND THE RINCON SAN LUISENO BAND OF MISSION INDIANS.

I HAVE ALWAYS HAD AN 'OPEN DOOR" POLICY REGARDING MY RELATIONSHIP
WITH EVERYONE I HAVE BEEN IN BUSINESS WITH. I FELT IT WAS ESPECIALLY
IMPORTANT TO DO SO WITH THE BAND SINCE THE BINGO IS A MUTUAL EFFORT.

THAT PERSONAL POLICY HAS BACKFIRED AND I FEEL WE SHOULD NOW ADDRESS
PREMEDITATEDAND BLATANT VIOLATIONS OF THE AGREEMENT ON THE PART OF

MEMBERS OF THE POLICY COMMITTEE. THIS LETTER SHALL BE THE FORMAL 30
DAY NOTICE OF BREACH OF CONTRACT CALLED FOR IN THE AGREEMENT, THIS
NOTICE IS TO COMPLY WITH THE FORMALITY OF THE CONTRACT.. AND DOES NOT
PRECLUDE OUR SITTING DOWN AND WORKING OUT ANY PROBLEMS THAT EXIST
IN A RATIONAL AND SENSIBLE MANNER.

THE VIOLATIONS OF CONTRACT THAT I REFER TO ARE AS FOLLOWS:

1. INTERFERENCE IN PERSONNEL MATTERS.
2. INTERFERENCE IN THE DAILY OPERATION OF THE BINGO GAMES.
3. INTERFERENCE WITH THE PROGRAM OF BUSING AND THE

INDEPENDENT CONTRACTS INVOLVED.

4. ESTABLISHING A NETWORK OF INFORMATION THAT ENCOURAGES
EMPLOYEES TO REPORT INCIDENTS OR ALLEGED OPERATIONAL
PROBLEMS TO THE BINGO COMMITTEE (OR CERTAIN MEMBERS)

INSTEAD OF MANAGEMENT,

5. ENCOURAGING EMPLOYEES TO DISPARAGE ONE ANOTHER.
6. ESTABLISHING ACCESS TO MY OPERATIONAL FORMS AND PAPERS

WITHOUT MANAGEMENT APPROVAL AND DURING BINGO WORKING HOURS,

7, ATTEMPTING TO DIRECT MANAGEMENT AS TO WHAT TYPE OF

CORRECTIVE ACTION TO TAKE ON PERSONNEL OR CONTRACTUAL MATTERS.

P.O. Box 1407 Valley Center, CA 92082 *(619) 749-7557
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TfK.Ii1NGO POLICY COMMITTEE IS SUPPOSED TO BE A NINE PERSON BOARD
COMPOSEDD OF THE FIVE TRIBAL COUNCIL MEMBERS AND FOUR APPOINTEES BY THE

UNDERSIGNED. I WILL NOW APPOINT ONLY MYSELF AND MY WIFE TO THE
COMMITTEE AND RESERVE APPOINTMENT OF THE OTHER TWO REPRESENTATIVES

UNTIL THIS MATTER IS RESOLVED. I WILL RESERVE THE RIGHT TO REPLACE
MY APPOINTEES AT WILL.

THERE IS NO PLACE IN THE CONTRACT THAT CALLS FOR DIRECT PAYMENT TO

THE POLICY COMMITTEE. I HAVE ALWAYS FELT.THAT A POLICY COMMITTEE

IS LIKE A BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF A CORPORATION AND SHOULD RECEIVE
COMPENSATION. To DATE, THE ONLY MEMBERS OF THE POLICY COMMITTEE
WHO HAVE RECEIVED COMPENSATION ARE THE TRIBAL COUNCIL MEMBERS

(r.R. GARCIA IN PLACE OF MlR. ARVISO).

IN THAT THE GENERAL MANAGER IS PRECLUDED FROM RECEIVING PAYMENTS FROM

GROSS BINGO PROCEEDS AND LOOKS SOLELY TO THE ULTIMATE DISTRIBUTION OF
PROFIT FOR COMPENSATION, IT IS NOW APPROPRIATE FOR THE TRIBAL MEMBERS

OF THE COMMITTEE TO LOOK TO THE TRIBAL SHARE OF DISTRIBUTION FOR
PAYMENT. THIS PERHAPS WILL REQUIRE APPROVAL OF THE ENTIRE GENERAL

COUNCIL... BUT PUTS THEQUESTION OF COMPENSATION WHERE IT RIGHTLY BELONGS;
117H THE TRIBE, FOR ITS REPRESENTATION ON THE BINGO COMMITTEE.

I WILL CONTINUE TO FUND THE PAYMENT OF THE TRIBAL MEMBERS OF THE
POLICY COMMITTEE FROM GROSS REVENUES UNTIL AFTER THE NEXT POLICY

COMMITTEE MEETING, WHICH IS NOW SCHEDULED FOR MONDAY, AUGUST 20TH,
AT 6:30 P.M. THEN, ANY PAYMENTS FOR SAID SERVICES SHALL HAVE TO
BE FUNDED FROM THE TRIBES DISTRIBUTIVE SHARE OF PROFITS.

IT'S UNFORTUNATE THAT ADULTS CANNOT SEEM TO AGREE UPON THE PLAIN
MEANING OF A CONTRACT. I KNOW WHAT MY ROLE IN OUR BINGO IS,..
WHY DON'T YOU? I SUGGEST THAT ANY COMMITTEE MEMBER WHO DOES NOT

UNDERSTAND THE AGREEMENT SEEK COUNSEL,. AND THIS TIME BINGO SHALL NOT

SHOULDER THE EXPENSE OF SAME. BINGO HAS ALREADY PAID FOR THE TRIBE'S
LEGAL BILLS REGARDING THE AGREEMENT (BINGO CONTRACT) AND THE SESSION
INVOLVED IN INTERPRETING SAME.

WE HAVE MANY YEARS TO WORK TOGETHER ,,AND WE HAVE A BIG JOB WITH
ALL THE COMPETITION IN THE FIELD (BANNING IS NOW UNDER CONSTRUCTION).

IT IS TIME WE STARTED TO UNDERSTAND EACH OTHERS FUNCTION IN THE
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MANAGEMENT AGRBBMBNCT-J B _____

THIS AGREEMENT, made this 6 a day "

by and between the Aincon San Luiseno Band of Miusion |ndiana, a

federally recognized Indian Tribe hereinafter referred to as

OTribae) and S-0 i Associates, a joint venture partnership fherein-

after referred to as.uContractor").

RECITALS,

WHEREAS, the tribe is a federally recognized tribe possessing

sovereign powers over the Rincon Indian Reservation/ and

WHEREAS, the Tribe is the beneficial owner of certain real

property, known as the Rincon Indian Reservation, located in San

Diego County, Californiar and

WHEREAS, the Tribe desires to make available to Contractor,

on the terms and conditions and for the purpose noted below, a

portion of the Rincon Indian Reservation, together with it* present

improvements, which portion is more fully described in Exhibit q#1

hereto and will be hereinafter reftc red to as 'the Oproperty'l ad'

WHEREAS, the Tribe wJ 'te to develop the property so as to

*increase Tribal revenues, enhance Tribal economic self-sutfiolenoyg

Tribal self-government, and to promote the health, education 4nd

welfare of the tribal members, and

WHEREAS, the Tribe is seeking financial and technical

experience, assistance and expertise for the development of the

above described property from Contractor, who can supply and/or

assist in obtaining same and has such expertise and experience."

and

WHEREAS, Tribe is desirous of vesting in Contractor the

exclusive right and obligation to finance, construct, improve,

develop, manage, operate and maintain the property In conformpp.,

with the terms and conditions of tribal custom and traditi q a 04

this Management Agreement without permitting Coptraotor to.q p

Involved in any form of eoonomio development or any other ap"Alf.

of tribal business or tribal affairsi.and

WHEREAS, Contractor Is desirous of performing the above

described functions as exclusive Contractor for the Tribel
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NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of mutual Convents con-

tained herein, the parties agree as follows:

W I T N E S S E T Ht ;

EI. ngagement of Contractors Tribe hereby retains and

engages Contractor for the term of ton years cowecing upop thq

execution of this agreement on an exclusive basis to assist the..

Tribe to finance, to construct, to improve, to develop, to manae..

to operate, and to maintain the property as a facility for the

conduct of a bingo operation only and to create such other revenue

producing activities upon said property as may be mutually agreed-

upon by Tribe and Contractor by an amendment to this agreement .

and Contractor agrees to accept such obligations. In doing so,

the Contractor will arrange for the financing, construction,

furnishing, equipping, opening, advertising, maintenance, and

operation of a suitable structure for bingo and such directly

related activities, such as food service and gift shop on th "

property, as the Tribe may approve, through the use of the existing

structures now located on the property with modifications and

additional improvements to be made at contractor's direction

according to plans and specifications and construction timetable,-A, ot'

which will be approved in advance by the Tribe.

2. Undertaking of Contractor: Contractor agrees to provide ..

in connection with the construction and opening of the abovp .

modified facility, the followings

A. Personnel and Supplies: All personnel and inventory

and other supplies necessary to improve, modify, operate and maip. ,

tain the property in compliance with the terms of this anages!t.

Agreement.

8. Supervision, Construction, DevelopMent and Improve-.

ments: It is hereby specifically understood and agreed between

thi parties that Contractor is granted responsibility for the

financing, construction, furnishing, and equipping of the modtifj

cation and improvements and related activities undestaken P.Rt ,

to the terms and conditions of this Agreement. ;n doing ao,*4t .4

specifically understood and agreed that the repayment of t"e &n4pi-
pated loan of approximately $250,000.00 for the renovation,
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modification, and improvement of existing structures on the property

will be treated as an ordinary expense of and paid by the bingo

operation from its gross revenues. Before embarking on actual

construction, the Contractor will obtain the Tribe's consent to'

the plans and specifications and a construction schedule for the

intended structure, parking, and utilities, which consent sall not

be unreasonably withheld. During all phases of the construction

awd operation of the above facility, the Contractor or his agent

shall consult with the Tribe's Tribal Council regarding all policy

matters, selection of employees, methods of fiscal control, pbito.

relations and other such matters which do not require technical

expertise or deal with the day-to-day operations of the facility.

however, Contractor will train qualified members of the Tribe J&

such details of operation and technical matters so that. in tL,,.

qualified members of the Tribe can assume management positions.

C. Logistical Support: Contractor shall be responsible

for nd manage the property, including but not limited to the

following areas of managements

i. Raw materials, food stuffs, beverages, and

related supplies;

ii. Equipment and furnishing.

iii. Tools, maintenance and other support items

incidental to operation and management of the property as deeori

herein.

D. TraLning:

i. General Managers Subject to the approval of the

Tribe, which approval will not be unreasonably withheld, Contractor

shall select and appoint a General manager for the property who

will be assigned to the operation and management of the property

on a full-time basis during the entire term of this Agreement.

Tie expense of the salary and benefits of the General Manager will

be the sole responsibility of the Contractor, and not of the bingo

operation, to be paid entirely by the Contractor from its snsg te.

ii. Training Aid. Contractor will provide individuals

to carry out a program of instruction and supervision for qpalified

job applicants who are members of the Tribe and who are accepted

for employment.
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R. Employees: It is hereby understood and agreed that

Contractor shall have the responsibility to employ, direct, contpl

and discharge all personnel performing regular services in and oaq

the property in connection with the construction, improvement,

development, maintenance, operation and management of such propqty

and any activity upon the property; provided, however, Contrac"o-

shall give first preference to qualified members of the Tribe in /

hiring such personnel during all phases of the construction and

operation of the facility. Contractor shall clear any such 0

personnel matter with z 1r'i,,. as agent for the

Tribe.' Compliance with this employee requirement insofar as con-

struction is concerned shall depend on both the availability and

qualification of tribal members involved.

As to salaries involved in personnel matters, the wage scale

for most employees will be as set forth in Exhibit W.

F. Security: Contractor shall employ personnel to insure.

the safety and security of the subject property and its guests

and employees (including parking lots), and of the mp es incident.

to managing and operating the same. No alcoholic beverages sh41

be allowed on or sold at the subject property except as the Tri"q

may provide in conformity with 18 U.S.C. $1161. The security

personnel shall not permit anyone creating what they or management

determines to be a disturbance or nuisance to remain on the prove .

Contractor agrees to employ members of the Tribe in any positioq

required to conduct the security operation contemplated herein,

provided that any such employee qualifies for such positiOp or wll

become qualified for such position prior to actual employment.

G. Business Affairs in Connection with Propert:llt.

business affairs in connection with financing, construction,

improvement, development, operation, management and maintenance

of the property subject to this Agreement shall be the responsi-

bility of the Contractor, who is hereby granted necessary po w
and authority to act in order to fulfill its responsibility pur.

suant to this Agreement, subject to general policy supervisOn by

the policy committee. Notwithstanding anything herein contaL ned to
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Lite contrary, Contractor hereby agrees to and shall at all time.

comply with all terms and conditions of this Management Agresment

in carrying out its responsibilities, as well as all laws, ordin-

ances, and tugulations of the Tribe not in conflict with the terms

of this Agreement. Contractor agrees to indemnify and hold the

Tribe harmless for any expenses and/or damages incurred from law-

suits, claims, or actions against Contractor or the Tribe relating

to the financing, construction, improvement, development, operation,

iinagement and/or maintenance of the subject property, except aoJs

of the Tribe or Tribal members. It is understood and agreed that

Contractor shall have the management and control of the operation.

of the bingo games as contemplated by the Tribe's Bingo Ordinance.

Ilowever, at least one representative of the Tribe will be present

at and shall participate in the physical receipt, counting of, an4

deposit of all gross receipts from the operation of the business.

The particular details of these phases of the operation will be

set forth in a separate memorandum to be executed by t he parties

prior to the opening of the facility for business. This memorandum

will also include a detailed description of measures to be taken

to insure that all gross receipts are accurately received, counted,

accounted for, and deposited. On execution, this memorandum wvl.

be incorporated into this document as if fully set forth 4t this

point. Contractor shall collect, receive and receipt for all the\

gross sales, revenues and/or rentals that become due and payable

and collected in connection with and/or arising from the operation

and management o the property. As ordinary business expenses 1

Contractor will pay the ordinary and necessary expenses hereinafter

provided and all payments that Contractor and Tribe deem necessary

or proper for the maintenance and operation of the facility,

including water, insurance, heat, light, payrolls, repairs and

the like, as well as the amortized construction, renovation, ran

alteration costs for the bingo facility pursuant to a loan for

the same. The principal amount of any such loan for the oodsitrl-

tion, modification, or other expense involved with the development

of the operation shall not exceed $250,000.00 to be amortised

over a period not less than one year, with interest not to exoo
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141 per annum on the unpaid principal balance. The title to say

present, future, or modified building constructed or modifte4 of -"

improved pursuant hereto shall not be pledged or scumbered $q

any way. Before executing any instrument in connection with any

construction, modification, or improvement of the facility 44-.

cussed above, or the loan in connection herewith, Contractor sha.l%

provide a copy of such instrument to the Tribe for its prior

approval and consent, which consent will not be unreasonably

withheld.

H. Best Efforts, Contractor shall devote its beat

efforts to the fulfillment of its duties outlined in this Agreem.o
I. Accounting and Books of Accounts .Vv ,.1&n4&Q9

shall prepare a quarterly statement of all, saloej-evenus*ta pf,

and all amounts collected and received and all 4oditiono-e&A 'sJL-

bursemente made therefrom in connection with the subject prop.-

and shall hire a mutually agreed upon independen.4AcertMP4.""b .'.

accountant to do the same. .

Tribe and Contractor shall maintain full and acouratq bok"..

of account at the Contractor's principal office on the RJ con,

Indian Reservation in San Diego County, California# a .

shall have the right to inspect and examine.sll....4"h. .ok ." ,.,k

supporting records during normal business hours. Jiaoh.xigbt.Fy ,

be exercised through an agent, employee, attorney, oJLadepeadft \'

certified public accountant. The said books shall be kept-on .

cash basis, and the records shall be maintained by usiag .era&;

accepted accounting principles. The cost, of. any. MttA411y a .ptsO

accountLng service shall be deducted from gross reaetpt .8ea*0

ordinary busienas expense related to maintenAnce,*'110pr4tibb-5ft;

management of the property. The parties hereto agree to oPoper4.

in every respect to prevent any skimming of receipts or 4eakigl

of proceeds of said Bingo Games' operation. Contractor shall

install systems for monitoring of all funds, which system Ut.lb '

submitted in advance of implementation to the Poliy Coi*tte fo .",

its approval. Such systems will be subject to review by the. oltqy '

Committee as experience dictates. Contractor shpll have t . .4."

to maintain and policy its systems at its discrqtion Daily ".,

receipts shall be counted by a duly authorized rep!osentative at.

72-553 0 - 87 - 38
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the Tribe and a duly authorized representative of Ccn'ractorp as...

provided above.

All Proceeds from the operation of Bingo, sale of relate ,

products and snack bare shall be deposited daily imsdiately *t " '

the termination of the daily operation. If the daily operation

terminates in the late evening or early morning hours all fund.,

shall be deposited In the night depository of the selected bank.

Adequate security shall be provided in transporting the funds to /
the bank, provided, however, that such funds to uake change end

commence the next day's operation shall remain oq the preps, "•

in a safe to be provided by Contractor as an ordinary business

expense. The parties hereto agree to obtain a transpowtation

service, such as Brinks, etc., to effect the transportatiqa o A.

the daily receipts to the bank.

Both Tribe and Contractor shall agree on a bank for thq

depository and maintenance of funds. The parties shall establish ":

two (2) accounts in said bank, one for payroll and tho Qthear .

general account. Transfers shall be made from the general a=ooot-.

sufficient to cover payroll on all employees of the operation.,";

Contractor shall appoint its duly authorized representative Pr

representatives to sign all payroll checks. The general accoapt,

will require any one of two authorized signatures of Tribe and',, .

one of two authorized signatures of Contractor. Jach month, t.

the general account all direct and Indirect costs of the operatiopR

shall be paid, as provided herein, and the balance each month,.

subject to a reasonable reserve, shall be divided and 4istrite "

between the Tribe and the Contractor as provided below.

3. Compensation and Reimbursement. In consideration of the

performance of the funding, construction and operating duties as.''

described herein, Contractor shall receive the following managsapt.
feet , " " '"l., ,

A. Contractor shall receive as a anagmon~eq1A&OX l.'

money eqmul to 35 1 of the ne.operating profits from and i oon-r-,

nection with any business activities upon the property for the first

five years of the term of this agreement, with tbe:*ier.IaI WA

the remaining 65 of the net operating profits. For the. pi1t4..
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vandalism. The exact nature and extent of such coverage shall be

agreed upon by the parties. The Tribe shall be named 4s one of

the insured in all policies and Contractor will supply to the

Tribe before the opening of the Bingo facility written cvidonco

satisfactory to the Tribe of such coverage. S41d insurance sh!l

be a cost of operation.

5. Statement and Budgetsa A determination of the amount Qf

net operating profits available for distribution to the partiep

shall be performed on a monthly basis by the tenth day of the

second month after completion of the proposed improvements e%4

modifications and continuing on the tenth day of each month th"@-

after during the term of this Agreement end any e tension VpriL9

thereof. Contractor shall prepare and present for the Poltay

Committee's approval an annual estimated budgeV, at least tS deyq

in advance of the start of the agreed upon fiscal years except for

the first year, when the estimated budget shall be presented at..

least 15 days prior to the opening for business of the bingo

facility.

6. Additional Developments The parties conize that, 46

the bingo business prospers, they may wish to expand their operq-

tions off the subject property to include other business vent"Lra.

The parties agree to discuss engaging in sch further develop w)

on a basis similar to that described herein and, if agreement on \

terms is reached, to execute amendments to this agreement descriabu

those terms.

7. Policy Committee. A policy committee Of 9 Per&son shal

be established consisting of the S-member Tribal CoUnmil pArticO

paying as 5 of the 9 members with the Contractor nominating the

other 4 members thereof. Such a policy committee will meet aV

least once monthly. Its function will be to establish and ovar#"p

the general policies of' the business concerning employment, vpf.tnq

conditions, expenditures, construction, improvMnt, proctW"p f

publicity, and similar matters, but not the dayr.-o-d4y ope;at~aG|

of the business. The policy committee will also guarantee thak*

the Contractor does not interfere with, become involved. i, Q"

attempt to influence the internal affairs of the Tribe, Its e ma,
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or its government. If any member of the Tribal Council ia owbegoin

an employee of the bingo operation, another Tribal.mmbe.mey.boe.

named by the remaining members of the Tribal CounclLto.t k. ., '".

place so as to prevent a conflict of interest.

8. Non-Liability of Tribe: Contractor shall nAdemnify #M.

hold harmless the Tribe against the failure of Contractor or any

of its subcontractors of any tier to pay any charges for materials

or labor required for the proper construction, modification,

improvement, operation and maintenance of the property, includLng

mechanics liens, stop notices, etc. Furthermore, the Tribe Vill

not be responsible in any way for any operational lose from one

fiscal year to another on its bingo venture, although oper4t i .

losses may be carried forward or backward from month to month

within one fiscal year. Contractor will be solely responsible tpr.

any such loss for a fiscal year and will hold tho Tribe hrmle.

from same, except on or as to losses resulting fro% #ctLon of t ,,

Tribe or Its members.

9. No Present Conveyance: Notwithstanding any. provision t'

this Agreement to the contrary, this Agreement does not convey to

Contractor any interest whatever in or to the property. whether ."

described as possessory or otherwise.

10. Management Agreement. The parties heretp epecifically,'

warrant and represent that they, without mutual agreement, Shl .

not act in any way whatsoever, either directly or Lndirectly to' /,

cause or attempt to cause this Management Agreement or any Lat4e.pt

therein to be altered, amended, modLfied, cancelkp4, terminated"'_,t

and/or assigned, or transferred without the prior Writt*n conInjt..

of the other party. Tribe herein warrants that it has the rgh .

and authority to enter this Agreement and that appropriate tb0a .

Resolutions and Ordinances have been adopted ragaring paw. 'w4

that a majority of Triba members have approved spta4P i TV
ingo and related activities thereto. .

11. Grounds for' Termination: This Agreement may be tqr..it* ."

upon the mutual written consent and approval of 0oth parti.v v.,

the Tribe my terminate this Agreement In the event that Contapt "

commits any theft or embeztlement or this Agreement Lq te" .d ,
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by a final judgment of a court of competent jurisdIotion as a re9u64

of any material breach. On written notice by one party to the Qt410

that it has substantially breached this agreement, the *econd'party

will have 30 days in which to cure or remedy the breach. If it

does not do so within that period, such an uncured substantial

breach will, at the option of the non-breaching party, be group4S .

for the termination of this agreement. It is specifically under-

stood and agreed that, in the event an employee of the Contractor

commits. theft or embezzlement, it shall not be grounds for teriina-

tion of this Agreement; provided, however, Contractor agrees to be

responsible for the repayment of funds due to Tribe *n the *vpnt

an employee of Contractor commits theft or embezzleme/t. a the

same manner, the Tribe shall be responsible for the repayment of

funds due to Contractor in the event a Tribal representatiVe q.Qo4

any theft or embexzlement. An additional ground for torpiintion

of this Agreement by the Tribe will be the Contractor's repeated

interference with, involvement in, or attempt to influence the

internal affairs of the Tribe, its members, or itq goVerrn".

If the Tribe believes that the Contractor has engaged In such .'

activities, it will immediately bring the matter betoVe the o i.y

committee for resolution. The Tribe will keep a detailed regopf .

of all such matters brought to the policy committee so toot It m Y

determine if repeated instances of such conduct have occurro. .

12. Sovereign Immunityi By this agreement the Tribe 4004 . "

not waive, limit, or modify its sovereign immunity from unconsented

suit except specifically as provided in this paragraph. The Tr il.,

does hereby waive its sovereign immunity as to any claim If nd

only if each and every one of the following four conditions are mqt

a. The claim is made by the Contractor itself, an net

by any representative, agent, partner, or other entity of or con-

nected with the Contractor, or by any other person, corporatiop

partnership, or entity whatsoever.

b. the claim" is that of a breach by the Tribe of 'one or-'

more of the specific obligations or duties expressly assumed by. t'.

under the terms of this agreement toward the Contractor. .
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c. the claim is first presented in detail a&d in Wvrttm

to the Tribes Tribal Council, which will have 15 days tO sot 

such claim before the waiver becomes effective.

d. the claiA seeks either (1) some specific action. ro .

discontinuance of action, by the Tribe, to bring the Tribe StAW'

full compliance with the duties and obligations expressly a, • ;

by the Tribe in this agreement, or (2) money damages, Wch will be ,

payable only from the Tribe's net revenues from this bingo operation

and not from any other source, for such non-compliance only.

13. Enforcement: In the event there is a1y litigation to.

enforce or interpret this contract, the prevailing party sha4 O,.

entitled to attorney fees and costs as may be awarded by any ourt.

of competent jurisdicto.
14. Joint Interest Regarding Challenge: In the event .at

either Tribe or Contracto, or both, are challenged in any action

or claim regarding the rights of Tribe or Contractor, or botJl ,.

hold bingo and other revenue producing functions on the T~iba-".'

land according to a Tribal ordinance governing bingo activitipq .

the parties stipulate herein that the reason for this Managqmn.t.. •

Agreement is to establish a way by which the Tribe can propote P '

Health, Education, and Welfare of the Tribe and the Tribal nes p :

and to establish on-reservation training and jobs for W4Tr 1; "

members. In this regard, Contractor, it. agents "a eapjoyee,\

are agents of and for the Tribe so long as Contractor is pe;tro :in.4

in accordance with this Management Agreement.

15. Successors: The benefits and obligations of this A le;y.P

ment shall inure to and be binding upon the parties horeto, pqj,

heirs, successors, and assigns.

16. Recordation: At the option of Contractor, this Agreemept"'

may be recorded in any Public Records.

17. Severability: In the event any portion o this Mea .

ment Agreemont is deemed unenforceable or void by say oevrt of

competent jurisdiction, then and in that event, all other 46..p.,
of this Agreement shall remain in full force "nd efteat qn4 "W '

Agreement shall not fail due to any said detern4pation. -
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18. otices. Any notice given pursuant tp this Agrimnt,

shall be delivered by certified mail addressed to Tribe at$

RIMCON SAN LUISBNO BAND OF
MISSION INDIANS

P.O. Box 68
Valley Center, CA 92062

and to Contractor at:

S-G & ASSOCIATES
2"30-H North Main St'eet
Santa Ana, CA 92701

19. Expression of Tribe's Wishes Whenever this agreement':

calls for the Tribe to act, approve, or take any other nation, t00

Tribe's wishes will be expressed by the formal. aCtion.OalU.Tffbe

Council. However, the Tribal Council will abi4eiby;tbeVt iO'.

written and unwritten custom and tradition in, OonaultilngiVthlit4

General Council regarding actions which it takeowbeha~trofLW '

Tribe.

20. Non-Competition: Neither the Contractor nor any pe*qoP

or entity having any substantial ownership or control interest

therein nor the Tribe will engage in any bingo business or sIM1P$.

enterprise which substantially duplicates, interfere with, o .

competes with the bingo and other activities in whiah the p t '

to this agreement engage on the property or with any other b a5.4pe

in which the Tribe is previously engaging. This restriotlon vole"

apply for the duration .f the term of this agreoemt en4 any

extension thereof for a distance of S ir mie41 9 tr Up

property. Furtheriore, the Contractor warrants and uo4ezt n,

that, for the entire term of this agreement an4 ay extas *

thereof, he will arrange for the transportation of patro. by

and by similar means to the Tribe's bingo operation on the propw y

from throughout all of southern California, and also o 440 .'...

that, for and within all that area marked and idesqtfloed q tb.

Tribe's exclusive transportation area on the map attached h".-.

a Ehibit C, &ll patrons so transported will be t4ans ,.,,.-

exclusively to the band's Bi,,go operation on t pfo .. x
.............. .... . ,:';,r ,,t "'
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in witness whereof, the parties have executed this manaagegmt
on the Rincon Indian Reservation on February 6, 1984.

RINCON SAN LUISENO BAND OF
MISSION INDIANS

Edward T. 'Avlmof Chat'oan

S-G & ASSOCIATES"

by:

A general partner .
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EXHIBIT "B

ALL WAGE SCALES SET ON HOURLY BASIS

POSITION WAGE SCALE (PER HOUR)

Floor Sellers $9.00 per hour

Cage Sellers $10.00 per hour

Supervisor (money count) $12.00 pae hour

Restaurant Workers $6.00 per hour

Supervisor of Security $12.00 per hour

General Security $9.00 per hour

Maintenance Personnel $Z.00 per hour

Public Relations $1L.0c per hour

Gift Shop 6L.00 per hour
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BANNING/SAN G0OONIG PASS AREA I 1IiSW. RAMSE

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 40(1"--

BANNIN CALIFORNIA
September 11. 1985

Jay Mavity, Manager
Morongo Indian Bingo
Morongo Tribal Council
C.B.A. Development Co., Inc. - --

P.O. Box 157
Cabazon, CA 92230

To All Above Addrapie es$.. '

The Banning/San G6 E.iorass Chamber of Commerce wIbji4 t.omake
known our appreciX A p t.the contributions to the.civjc.-andeconomic asp 't' -_omi!nio life since you be 'bpef.on
on thg'rqn , oIn.".I.. - - s in-c.-y-u . .-

Not only i..' .oe our illingness tq..be:... rpor-ate citizi'. p ty thrd.Ugh our-membersh .p.n Organ-
ization, butqj4i r4 .other doptributions to other v V q
groups and o ciga 2$8' .' - "

The Morongo6. rrn &ji 7 1 h'.a 0 Vo dwe l our
local econovwvy thrU fi ma 'e4
our servi ce-stai o as airs-ult
of your op'er'd.'feop f c.ea- rhe u Ities.and our rest u^rt hc a,
report increase' .- h
come from long dist s i '.ou-d
continue to elabtx r ia- . £L
from your facility bi in Yjlyreoo h
to expound upon at thlime'- -#-

We most assuredly wish yo'u" ont if ed sudcesi 'n your end ors,
not only because of the economic impact 'upon"'the community, but
also because you have provided social contact and leisure ime
activity for many of our senior citizens.
If we can be of any service whatsoever, please feel free to call
upon us.

- redy. ( ni n ne

'on=r S. (Len) Perkins, Manager

56s 074c V"ef' 4 *Aws
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P. o. BOX 297
CABAZON. CALIFORNIA 92230

Phone 8494442

September 12, 1985

liorongo Indian Bingo
P.O. Box 157
C;sbazon, Ca. 92230

To 1..om lhis Il:av Cncern,

Vd like to take this opportunity to thank the Xorongo Indian Bingo
especially just recently due to the heavy fire season and lack of rain
we suffered from an Insuffcient supply of water. Thanks to Indian Bingo
and their purchasing of 2400 ft. of pipe we were able to put a cross
connection from one system to the other, which restored water to our
tanks and to tho comunity of Cabzon.

Would like to soy again, thank you for your community involvement
and also your patience. If we can be of any further assistance to you,
please feel free to contact as.

Sincero,

Den Johnson

General Manager
CAPAZ')N COUNTY~ Vi.TZt' DISTRICT

DJ.'1:fh
cc: file
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Banning High School

"Home at the 8,onos"

101 East Nicole St. manning, Calif. 92220

June 25, 1985

Dear Mr. Bird and Mrs. [raft:

Thank you very such for representing the Morongo Indian Bingo
Scholarship Fund at our Awards Night recently. We were gratified
that Barney Toro, Chris Reyes, Hike Lugo and others will have a good
start toward their college education or vocational training because
of the philanthropic endeavors of groups such as yours.

We appreciate the time and effort put forth in making these
awards, and we hope you will join us again next year for this most

worthwhile cause.

Sincerely,

Cathy d~rtis and Bob Gilbert
Counselors, Banning High School

CC:cc
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STAGECOACH PRESS
1"71. aS wgala. laning, C32 U (714) 1400

August, 1985

Morongo Indian Bingo
Morongo Indian Tribal Council
C. B. A. Inc.

Since the Morongo Indian Bingo started doing business with our

firm, our sales Increased, where one employee was part time

help, became full time.

Indian Bingo has been a real plus for our business. We show a

growth in sales and gross is up 20% due to Indian Bingo printing.

It Is so encouraging to see the Indian community so professional

in their business, we look foreward to a continued business

relationship.

The Morongo Indian Bingo has put Banning on the map, and as

everyone knows, we need all the economic help we can get, as

this area has grown very slowly. Because of Indian Bingo print-

ing, our future looks much better in our business.

Sincerely yours, o

Ed and Henrietta Sexty
Owners
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LUMBER HARDWARE 4 ROOFING PAINTS

&tawn"e' £umte & N&da'te
1219 WEST WAMSEY

P 0 aU0 997
BANNING, CALIbORNIA 1220O

ILL P ST * TEL EPSONE 149- 461

September 12, 1935

Morongo Indian Bingo
Morongo Tribal Council
CBA
Banning, California 92220

Gentlemen:

We at Starmer Lumber & Hardware would

like to take this opportunity to thank you for the confidence

you have expressed in our company during the past eleven

months. You have been an asset to this business in the

prompt, courteous manner of your payments of your bills.

We would hope that if in the future, we

could be of further service to you, you would call us.

Yours verve truly,

STAIM1"R LUMBER & HARDWARE

11 P. S'tainer
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14' A . Kt~eH 01p 4di'wsi m.
Serving the San Gorgonio Pass and Desert Areas

141 NORTH SAN GORGONIO AVENUE - BANNING, CALIFORNIA 92220
Telephone (714) 849.4731

Sept. ]985

Morongo Indian Bingo
Morongo Tribal Council
C B A Developement Co.

To Whom It May Concern:

Morongo Indian Bingo does business with our Corporation and with

other business in our community. As such we feel that it is a asset

to us.

R. G. Hendricks

Vice Pres. £Gen. Mgr.

OFFICE, SCHOOL AND ART SUPPLIES v OFFICE FURNITURE AND MACHINES
I
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CABAZON DISPOSAL SERVICE
P. 0. Box 421

Cebazon. Cillsormo 922
(714) 141-S1S$

(<4'e? f- .

?< ., 76 ,<. / ,<,, .7,
ai , , , t . (g..

c~i~ ~

,_Z e- -
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CAL FOOD

CALIFORNIA INSTITUTIONAL
FOOD PRODUCTS CO., INC.

550 E. 1ST. STREET
BEAUMONT, CALIF. 92223

(714) 845-5123 (714) 845-9533

September 12, 1985

Morongo Indian Bingo
Morongo Tribal Council, CBA, Inc.
P.O. Box 157
Cabazon, CA 922230

Dear Sirs,

We wish to state that we feel your business In this, the Pass
and Cabazon, area has been very good for our area.

We believe you are an asset to the community and are pleased
to have conducted business with you since January 1985.

s truly,

Sheldon Zar sky

SZ:VH
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BROWN AND ROYS
:'FRIIFED PUIPLIC ACCOUNIAN TS

September 12. 1985

Morongo Indian Binpo
Morongo Indian Tribal Council
C. B. A. Inc.

To Whom it mav concern:

Out' firt,; handles the accounting for Moronno Indian Bingo.
Besides bringiro business to out firm, the Moronco Indian Bingo has
provided f,,any otaer local businesses with their oatronaae, olus
provided emoloyment for over one hundred oeocle in the community.

Everyone has prosoered from the additional business and
recognition Morongo Indian Binco has brought to this community.
We hooe Moronuo Indian Bingo will be in our comMunity permanently.

S i ncerej y.

L . Ro,. C.P.A.

112 N. BAN GORGONIO AVENUE, BANNING, CALIFORNIA 9220
(714) 849-5788
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June 12, 1985

SPECIAL REPCXT

To Rincon Band Members

CONCERNING RINCON INDIAN BINGO

BACKGROUND iNFORMATION

On October 13. 1983 a Bingo Ordinance was passed to provide for a Bingo

operation on the Rincon Indian Reservation. (See Exhibit "A").

On February 6, 1984, the Rincon Band through its Chairman Eduard T. Arviso

entered into a Management Agreement (see Exhibit "B") with a contractor,

S & G Associates, for conducting Bingo on the Rincon Indian Reservation.

Responsibility or enforcing the Agreement lies with the Rincon Tribal

Council (also known as the Rincon Bingo Policy Committee).

In April. 1985. a grievance petition (see Exhibit "C") was signed by Rincon

Band members directed against the Rincon Tribal Council charging them

%,J1 .ailure to provide the general membership copies of Bingo Policy

':omsittoe Agendas, Minutes or Policies & Procedures; with true and ac-

curate financial statements and audit for the Bingo Enterprise; and the

failure to respond to questions from the general membership asked at

a Tribal Meeting September 8, 1984 regarding the Bingo operation (see

E:xhibit "D"). The grievance petition (Exhibit "C") asked the Grievance

Committee to irpeac% the Tribal Council and requested that they hold no

position of leadership with -he Rincon Band in the future.

EFFORTS TO CALL A SPF. [AL MEETINC TO ADDRESS THE PETITION

±he Grievance pettt:'mn lExhtbt 'C") *:as presented to the Rincon Grievance

Committee on Acril :4, Lv 3.

I-
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SPECIAL REPORT (con't)

On April 25, 1985. notice was sent to the Grievance Committee to have

a meeting to address the petition (see Exhibit "E") on April 29, 1985.

On April 29, 1985 the Grievance Committee act and decided to forward

a copy of the charges and a letter to the Chairman. (See Exhibit "F",

Grievance Committee Minutes). A letter was presented to the Chairman

requesting a Special Meeting of the Band to address the petition (see

Exhibit "G").

On May 7, 1985 Chairman Don Calac responded by stating he was unable to

call such a meeting (see Exhibit "H"), and for the Grievance Committtee

to proceed in an appropriate manner.

On May 9. 1985. a petition signed by 24 adult members of the Rincon Band

requesting the Chairman call a Special Meeting was presented to the

Chairman under Section 13 of the Articles of Association (see Exhibit "I"),

to again address the grievance petition (Exhibit "C").

On Kay 23, 1985 Chairman Don Calac refused to call such a meeting (see

Exhibit "J") stating the Grievance Committee had not exhausted all its

remedies under Section 7(b) to call a Special Meeting, such remedies

include appealing to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

On June 6, 1985 a letter ( see Exhibit "K") was sent to John Fritz,

Deputy Assistant Secretary. Department of the Interior, requesting their

assistance in caLling a Special Meeting of the Rincon Band to address

the grievance petition (Exhibit "C").

PRESENT EFFORTS AND AN APPEAL ' :,L CONCERNED RINCON MEMBERS

The following has been our efforts to address the serious nature of the

Rincon Bingo Enter-71ae operation on the Rincon Indian Reservation.
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SPECIAl REPORT (con't)

As you can see, our efforts have been stopped t the very people we have

been trying to impeach. Their failure to answer to the RIncon Tribe is

just one of the serious charges we have against them.

We need your support in fighting for Rincon's right to have ALL THE ANSWERS.

Please sign the enclosed petition, your signature on the grievance petition

Exhibit "C". will serve as your support and consent for your name to be

used as one of the many plaintiffs in the event this Issue will be brought

before the Court. providing that the Commissioner of Indian Affairs refuses

to call a Special Meeting of the Rincon Band.

As a consequence of our efforts to address the continuing problems with

the Bingo enterprises and the Tribal Council's participation in that enterprise.

Rincon Adminstrative staff has been fired without Just cause, the urgency

and severity of this matter is reflected In that firing of the Business

Manager. the Tribal secretary and the Tribal receptionist.

If you want more information and facts; contact Pat Duro, P.O. Box 648.

Valley Center, Ca 92082 or Call (619) 749-0291.

We will try to provide sore special reports to the Rincon membership, your

interest and support is very important to the Tribe as a whole and yourself.

We must be strong and eightt this corruption, we must keep Rincon alive for

our children and grandchildren.

Sincerely.

Patric E. Duro -

Angela Veltrarno-a

*..orsiana 4. C-.i..h Vivero, I dp

*. .- L. -;alac Scott -, . .
-'I ,:n-:: Rtncon pet t oners

1
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TRIBAL COUNCIL hLETING
FE RUARY 7, I64

IRANSCRIPTIIN OF TAPE OF MEETING:

Patti Duro: vili the profits from the bingo operation be trans-
ferred to the Tribal Account? How much can be used for tribal
operations? You're saying no at thiis time then?

Venis Turner: 1ait a minute. Of course it would be a tribal
account.

Ed Arviso: It won't be into the general account; it will be a
triLal account.

Patti Duro: So then, you're not using our centralized system
tnen; it wouldn't be incorporated into the system that we have.

Ed Arviso: The contract says that we will independently agree on
an independent auditor. tie will open an independent tribal
account, independent oL their account for operation. Their
account for operation will Le a payroll account and a general
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... Lit. t S! tL gi..i.... OAc ioAtori. Ih ayroll
account ,ert ly bills the general account of the Lingo to fay lor

payroll and thot's how o cluck is writtti out to us.

Lucille Wagner: Arc you saying the tribal account, not thu tribe?
"a ate your business otfice, tribal, but wQ are not into any oi
that?

Ed Arviso: ro. Not the way our contract reads.

Lucille Wagner: lell, your contract reads tribal.

Ed Arviso: we're saying that it's going to be a special tribal
account [or bingo.

Lucille Wagner: with its own bookkeepers and its own setup and
its own accounting system.

Joan Morales: You see, tribal raters to the tribe, the people
up there in Dingo, not here.

Denis Turner: Thu question deserves a question first, okay? I
think, and that is, that the tribi account, waning, snat kind ot
account?

Lucille Wagner: tell, I'm asking you.

Denis Turner: Let mre rephrase tie question. If that account
nvuans the central accounting system, is that what that means?

Tribal Council Meeting
FuLruary 7, 1984
Transcript ion

Lucille Wagner: "hat would be up to you. We're trying to find
out.

Denis Turner: No, I didn't write the question, ano that's what
I'm asking. "Will the profits from the bingo operation be trans-
turrcc to the tribal account?" that tribal account?

Lucille Wagner: Will they be transferrtc to thib oLfice to either
be set into your own account, if you want, or into the general
Lunu, whatever.

Denis Turner: To Le part of the accounting system that this tribe
has? Ukay, that's a little more specific. That's why I asked the
question. In my opinion, the way the contract reaos is that it's
going to ut, o . . because when you say the [rotits I'm also
questioning, you mean the net profits, right?

Patti Duro: Yes.

Lucille Wagner: tell, in your contract it says that all of the
bills will be paid at the end or each month; that thorc will be a
check written tor them, a check written [or you. That check will
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Lo Arviso: Into . special hincon Lingo account.

Lucille Wagner: 1hat will t. governed by, other than this
olticv . . .

Ed Arviso: The Iribal Council.

Lucille Wagner: Okay, that's what 1 wanted to tind out. %me will
have nothing to co with it in any way, shape or torm.

Ed Arviso: Not at this point.

Denis Turner: Lo, cidn't we say that once we get a net profit we
were going to invest it in TECs?

Ed Arviso: 1 think what we want to do, because we were having
problems with the tribe about co-singling into the tribal account
and watching the profits at bingo drift oti into paying for all
other accounts like the centralized accounting system, that we
saic we would insure by just making a Hincon bing not profit
account and that when all bills, payroll, everything's paid, our
split of net proiit would be put into a Rincon bingo account to
sit. Now, we can do tings with it like buy T-bonos and make it
work better tor us, but we don't want to spend any ot it because
our thinking there was tiat will put it back on the people to let
that build up as much as possible, and then make thorn prioritize
how we spend it -- because if we don't everybody else is just
gonna start saying, well, let's just pay it oft in per capita
payments. but it we have a Band meeting, and make the people
prioritize, like what do you think we should spend these profits

2

Tribal Council Meeting
February 7, 19d4
Transcription

on? -- roa conditions, I don't know, trash, whatever they think
is a priority, then they're not going to be rapping the Council of
just putting the roney out there and just spending it on every-
thing. One. or the biggest complaints was the store. So, are we
going to spenu all of our money getting the store out ot oebtet
don't know. but, I think I would be in ravor oi, I mean we gotta
wait until that builds up to take care ot some of those things,
but we gonna bring it oack butore the people.

Denis Turner: But I don't think we want to split our centralized
accounting system. Not split it, I mean, we oon't want to destroy
the central accounting system., but I think we want to split this
Lrom that ano in a manner that is aualtable, because eventually
it's going to be, because of the various kinds of progras we have
and the various direction that the federal government is taking
whithcr you have a 1.rivate enterprise, it's all involved in your
accounting system and auditing your tribal books.

Lucille Wagner: ell, unless we get sot' money from somewhere at
the rate we're going now, wc are losing $30,000 a quarter; we are
nut able to support ourselves. Now, it's not payroll, believe
r.W .
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Lucille hagner: bov're oinj into Lt'. Ilic l o.r tic .lcLc.

LU Arviso: 6hy.

Lucille Wagner: %,t.1l, tlha's a good question. You on't Lring in
as mucin as you son. L;.

Ed Arviso: Then, why are we spcnoing what wo- ain't got . . . what
do we have to yeot rid of to quit making those expenditures?

Lucille Wagner: ;ell, what do you want to get rid of?

Patti Duro: Trese are ininirunts that you're working with.

Ed Arviso: So, what you're saying is that we're depleting our
account tccause we arc not living off of what we have to live ott
of?

Lucille Wagner: Right.

Denis Turner: So what are the rising expenses . . .

Patti Duro: Lo you want a copy of this? I think it will give you
Kind of an i ta . . .

Lucille Wagner: Ic get a budget estimate ror 19b4; I can run
coies tor you.

Denis Turner: That might be really gooo.

3

Iribal Council fleeting
February 7, 1984
Transcription

Ed Arviso: ,hat I'm thinking, though, is what has the office here
cone to start doing something about the ceticits? Okay, we have a
4,bOO square feet here that we're not utilizing. .;hy is that?
Ihat I'i saying is that we got this big hall, and we'rc not uti-
lizing it. So, what art we doing to lease this place? or lease
sl;ace, or get sometocy in here to otfset some of our deficits?

Patti Duro: You might be talking about four or Live thousand
dollars, which is a relief to an extent; but you Know, a Lig part
of this coulc be like say, iL we prevail in our Core Management,
that certainly will take care ot . . . but we don't know what
p rcentage that they are going to Lund . . . we are applying tor
: 4C,JuU tor key staLt, again, but it all aepo e's on how much moncy
they are going to give us.

Ed Arviso: hell, it seems like what we're not doing then is . . .
what we should be doing then is that you shouu Le presentinc, us a
budget aseu on what we we have, not what we are expecting and
then we have to tri. our state to what we gat not what we art
expecting . . . otherwise, 1 don't see any stopping . . .

Patti Duro' There's no way. You can't cut uown any rore titan
,. .A rn II I)A 7, . ct. f'rwi -e- '1N r r 0 i.,, I.'
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Ed Arviso: In other words, we cannot, I'm listing to whiat
Lucille's saying, we cannot continue in the hole and keep getting
further in the hole, because our biqgest grilc about the Lingo
was that we're going to eat up all of our money in our mistakes
and that's why we cecied that we bEtter put that into a special
kincon bingo account.

Lucille Wagner: Well, I gave you a quarterly computer print-out
that showed inoivicually and it showed all together what our
income was, anu who was making roney, and who wasn't on our
different accounts. Ana 1 ran one for cacl. member of the triLe.
And thc store is paying for itself.

Patti Duro: The store made 3,O0b.

Lucille Wagner: The water's going in the hole.

Patti Duro: In the quarter.

Lucille Wagner: You have to use one to support the other one; you
can't cut all the water oil. You can't start not paying the
electric bills. What art you going to do?

Rose Duro: What thing I'd like to talk about -- with the store,
it's p-:esented to the tribe on a cast. basis. On a cash basis,
we're paying all ot last month's bills, and some of this month's
ills so you're never going to climb out. But on an accrual, we
take September I to September 3Uth -- you go trom that cay's sales
to the eno. Sometimes you'll have an end of the month that will
end on Friday, we can't ceposit -- there's the 29th, the 30th, arid

4

Iribal Council Mecting
February 7, 1984
Transcript ion

the 31st -- there's a t.oliday on Monday -- we can't deposit until
the following month -- things like that.

Ed Arviso: It's cruel -- but thu bottom line is that the store is
not making ovtr $3,UU. a

Hose Duro: i.ell, I don't know where the figures are coming trom,
but I was under the impression that for the first quarter ot our
fiscal year, the store nace on an accrual basis, double $3,JUU and
our quarter started Septumber -- am I wrong?

Lucille Wagner: The store made $3,40U I think it was.

Ed Arviso: Don't get mixed up in that because you know, that is
an accounting procedure -- it doesn't matter. The bottom line is
that is you take one year and you look at your total collar figure
and you can say the store on an average summer, winter, no matter
how it iluctuates, the store makes $3,OUU a month an. it's main-
taining that level -- that's why a deficit figure never really
goes down. So what you're telling us is that the store does riot
make over $3,000.
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Ea Arviso: Se, tne store on the avLrage is only making >l,UUU --
yl,4UU a monti.. hat's alt r LX[LnIbSS.

Lucille Wagner: 'I.t's right.

Denis Turner: h, buuUtLing estinat retllects Lat out oi the
other programs that were qoing to have then to us, that w're not
taking enough out tor things such as contract services, such as
utilities, such as rental lease tnat jou can see those Lu execO-
tingly ligh; ano wL y can't these programs pay tor that?

Lucille Wagner: I wouic love tor it to. he Lavt fought that
tight. They won't give us -- they cut us down, you just look at
that Jobs bill, that irrigdtion --

Denis Turner: he can't run on a ceticit --

Lucille hagner: You're riyrt. Uut if we can't get the aonainis-
trative money out ot the contracts ano we can't get it out of the
tribune -- ii we close the office, who's going to take cart or those
contracts? I laiN nysclf off two month's this year.

Ed Arviso: how much zoney Co we have in the bank?

Lucille Wagner: Right now, about $6,u0U. And we've got payroll
coring up this Fricay.

Ed Arviso: So what you're telling us is that -- what I'm trying
to do is to get the ottice square -- there's numerous ways of

5
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coing it, but it six month's cown the road you're going to come
Lack anu Le $3u,OU& in the hole, we've got a losia§ situation.
So, wat I'm saying is that it we got a 7-bon6 in the Lank -- do
we have a i-bond?

Patti Duro: It's a special account; it's rustrictec.

Ed Arviso: So we don't have a '±-Lonu anymore.

Lucille Wagner: The only break we're getting -- we rave the
contract funds in our tribal; we were able to put those into the
tribal account; I just keep them separate. hell, we're able to
oraw interest otf of that -- that's Leen helping. hen that
jlU0,UO went in we got about $1,UCU worth of interest ott of
them.

Denis Turner: Ihat seems to Le the problem, I mean, you can't run
a program unless we co nave that, I con't know it the ceiling is
7u% on the Jobs will . . .

Lucille Wagner: I e nau them them start out at 15; but they cut
us Lack; they fought us every step oL the way. Mhat lIP Progra,
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Ed Arviso: Is that a rule?

Lucille Wagner: Ve touI,.t people up there [roa Sacramevnto on that
a panel of three that said they would nut allow us; tney were not
Cj roving of it; that it thc gave up they money to repair our
isouses tLat we should be .ratclui cnougn that we would take care
oL the administration ourselves.

Ed Arviso: So that wuulo justify more 632 money then. V,hat I'r
saying thougn is that it we coulo get our budget back in line, we
have Ihoney that we could do it to anG that would be our trust
money at tre Bureau, but I don't think the Council's willing

Lucille Wagner: %hat's the use of coing that if it's just going
to wipe it out? ihat's riot the problem.

Ed Arviso: i.nat we gotta do is we gotta cut back to witere we
oon't neco all that money.

Lucille Wagner: Let's get into payroll. Patti, if you average
iir out, she makes $9.73 an nour . . . I averaged out this year at
$7.bU an hour, Merna rakes $5.75 an hour, Molly makes $5.GU an
hour -- I mean, that's not rich money.

Ed Arviso: So what's that costing here?

Lucille Wagner: Our salaries?

Ed Arviso: That payroll.

6
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Lucille Wagner: I was just over S12,000 this year; Mernia was
$ll,Ou . . .

Patti Duro: This is quarterly. Ano this is including all ot our
si.ecial projects. Ours in itself runs very small.

Lucille Wagner: This is ny estimated annual. I took what we
actually had [or thu quarter and rultijliea it Ly tour quarters,
our actual expensis for one quarter . . .

Ed Arviso: W'hat's the Nelson Housing coing? ls it Lringing in
any money?

Lucille Wagner: No. Not much. Because sometimes we get the
money, sometimes we con't. well, it brought in $2,40b for the
quarter, so it's paying its way.

Joan Morales: What do you rtean, sometimes you get it ano
sometimes you don't?

Lucille Wagner: She gathers the money all together, and sometimes
she'(Jets lhere Lv the enn nt the I month. and sometime es she c.oesii't.
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Joan Morales; UI(n' t Lounci I di rect you tIc V,-t ahol OL iL r and
ttll h.r to turn that money in? Did you do it? t.as it uoInv?

Ed Arviso: Thc ciruction oL the Council was to tell you to t4l1
Aqi,..lia that you'll start collecting ano having the rents paid rcre
again like you aid in the Lirst place.

Patti Duro: but sIu wants to rcet with to-. Council Iirst before
anything is done with it.

Lucille Wagner: Another problem we're having with her is that
when we jay her her 15 percent, she brijng the rent, the utili-
ties, the gas statements, ana the water. She wants 15 percent oi
that -- gross, I won't do it. I tell her, atter all, that's not
income, why should we pay you 15 percent tor collecting our light
uill.

Joan Morales: khy do we have her collecting at all? "hat was
your directive?

Ed Arviso: The direction was to tell Amelia to have the renters
start paying here at the oLfice.

Lucille Wagner: hell, she's fights us every step of the way -- I
certainly wish that the Council would handle it.

Ed Arviso: In other words, don't collect the rents, Just manage
that place ano get your renters, get them in and out . . .

Patti Duro- People r.ove in the miodle of the night, it's a

7
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1roblom. hnat I woulc have likcd to have seen as an overall
you know, I'm sorry that we weren't more involved in thiis tning to
where, you know, you haa an opportunity to borrow some money to
get started on the Lingo thing. 1e're going to pay it back any-
way. It woulu've been neat if we could've borrowed thirty or
forty more thousand collars and got those i.laces up there, took
everything out ot them, you Know, recarpete0, mace them nice and
uscc them as overnight lodging for the bingo operation. I esti-
riated that if you could rent those things on a nightly basis of
$25, you would make over $4,UO0 a profit a month, as overnight
things, motel-type things. (Silence) So, to me it coulo work.
1,c're in Lusiness; we've (ot to start acting like business people
anu starting to do all these things to get the money.

EU Arviso: Viell, as far as tne bingo contract -- we did the
things in tne cingo contract that we're going to appease the
people -- that's just my opinion.

Lucille Wagner: lire's something else that you askedO about on our
Aoney. It shows our federal contracts here where we are $7,457 in
tije hole. I con't know if you're aware of it or not -- Lut on 638
and those, wc spend thev woney Lirbt and then we aLc reimburset anu
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Uenis Turner: Arv you going to he abli to 1,,ah, Jour iayrull thab

Lucille Wagner: he'll make the payroll hut that means that I
won't be a'ale to pay the store bills -- I'll have to wait till the
following week to co that and then wait until the following week
to iay the utility bills Lefore they get shut ort and tnen the
payroll comes again. We've been sliding by like this for about
six months now. But what can you cut? You've got to have the
people here it you're going to have these contracts? Utility
bills. Those are actuals. $26,000 for just utilities.

Ed Arviso: hell, I think what we need to uo is address that
because we can't kucp going in the hole in the general account;
but, in the bingo account what we aid is that we separated that
totally basically because that's the only way that I coula see
that we ever got it passed. but that was negotiated in the con-
tract.

Patti Duro: It seems to me, on its face in the preamble and
everything else in your Lingo contract, it says you guys were
going to stabilize your community through health, education, and
welfare. Your administration, your operations are part of your
base obligations. Your government is obligated to serve your
people with your roacs and all at these other things that you have
to have. So, you've got to pull some of that back for your own
government to start eeveloiing. You know, we're just a little
small part of this reservation administratively handling your
books anu your contracts and special things that you guys
developed and set policy tor. You need a hunk ot money to start
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your government and then it would stop being intermingled with one
another's affairs.

Ed Arviso: But that doesn't stop the question that if we took a
pot of money, I mean, if we present it to the peoi,.le, anu say now,
after the first quarter, we've made X amount ot profit, and then
we maKe a budget and say we ntco $4U,OUU to put towards our auniin-
istration, ano then six montli's later we're in the hole $4U,UOU --
well, it's the same ball game.

Lucille Wagner: hell, you're saying that you think this admitinis-
tration should pay tor itself.

Ld Arviso: Sure. Under the contract, it should pay tor itself.
I can see where we're going over and over in the domestic water.

Denis Turner: I think we need to fight a little more with the
federal government about these contracts. I think maybe that's
part ot it; we didn't lend a hand to lobby to make sure that we
got your 15 percent, because I think that's the right p ercent.
Then, because eventually it leads to the point to where we don't
nee. government money; we'll have our own moncy -- anc the only
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we car continued sOmeriay without' tedcral tunes should Lb Ivtt there
in the pot until such time that we carn uo it.

Lucille hagner: he nave three contracts now where thern's no hope
ot yjetting any administrative tuncs out ot them. "hat are you
suggesting that we do then? Close up? We'll have to turn the
;ncney uack to the contracts, because there won't be any one to
take cart of them.

Ed Arviso: Well, maybe we'll have to trim down.

Lucille Wagner: Trim down what? IW're down to the basics now.

Ed Arviso: ".ell, you know, I think that maybe Herna will be
trimming out. Because I think that sLe's interested in trying to
go to work tor bingo.

Lucille Wagner: That's tine. I train her for three years, and
then she gocs to work tor yeu because you can pay her more money.

Ed Arviso: You know, that's the haro bottom line. I you're
going to nave an opportunity to make $5 here or $8 there, what are
you going to oo?

Lucille Wagner: iLell, she better stay where she's at, because I'm

not going to train someone else.

Ed Arviso: I ecan, that's just the bottom line.

Patti Duro: She's going to have to b replaced. hhIetier Merna
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goes to bingo, or all ot us go to bingo, you've got to have
somebody coming in ero.

Lucille Wagner: You're going to have all the store employees
going to bingo too -- I mean tor eight bucks an hour compared to
three seventy-five

Patti Duro: ,e're really getting strangled here with those
raises.

Ed Arviso: tell, I tnink that the only thing that we can do is
that tie way we're locked into it, is that when that bingo place
opens up, try to make money, and then bring it back to the people
to move some or that money into our tribal account for triLal
govern ent. I mean, that's the plan anyway -- I'm not against
that. I think that first, before -- I mean look at all the bull-
shit wc went through to get bingo -- all the negativism, every-
tning else -- it we hadn't or cone it that way, we for sure never
woulo have got it. so, l'm not against presenting to the people
that we need to take ,oney out ot there to support tribal govern-
ment, that's what it's for -- but tirst, we've got to oevelo; it.
it's a sad thing, but it I'm making ive dollars nere ano i've got
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Lucille hagner: tho. I wahL ou to pay tqu,l wages over here.

Ed Arviso: how car yuu jay equal wagos over he're, wlen you're
going $4u,UUU in the huh1-.

Lucille Wagner: because it should be all integrateu. There
shouldn't be anything like your money and our iioney.

Ed Arviso: There isn't. It's all tribal money. But there is a
Udfterence in how they want to hold it anc tjiat was from the
people. That's the way they want it because they felt that we
would cat thE money upu butore they could realize or see anything
that was going on.

Lucille Wagner: Vell, it's going to end up with your bingo
rurunin(j everything uccause tie store -- we're not going to be anle
to keep employees there; if you're taking my employees from here,
there's not going to bU any operation here, so tnte bingo's going
to be runnir{U the wl,ole show.

Ed Arviso: 1e're not integrating this triLal operation with the
Lingo -- they're two separate entities.

Lucille Wagner: But people won't work here it they can work over
there ano make tive collars dn hour more.

Denis Turner: Lucille, I think that there's sone logic in that

10
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ior this office, but I con't think the store

Lucille Wagner: Finc, but you won't get anybody to work in that
store.

Denis Turner: hell, why not?

Lucille Wagner: They're going to work tor bingol

Rose Duro: How many applications went out just at the meeting?
That was a hundred applications.

Max Ihazzetti: Is that right?

Rose Duro: That's a hundred applications. And that includes Banc
members, non-Band members, or what-not.

Lucille Wagner: 1 could leave this job ano go down there and sweep
iloors and make more money.

Denis Turner: IL you were ever hired, yeah.

Joan Morales: [low many Band zriemLers co wt have working in the

72-553 0 - 87 - 39
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Rose Duro: Just myself.

Joan Morales: Ano all the rest Pre wite.

Lucille Wagner- There's only three employees in that store.

Rose Duro: One's hurt, anu no telling how long that's going to
be.

Ed Arviso: but se, what we're looking at is the way LIUe people
want it, we cannot start supplementing the store. so the storc,
it has got to operate on its own. That's a profit-riaking
business.

Lucille Wagner: hhat are we going to do after it does all this
supporting itself and then coris down here and there's nobody to
give the invoices to ano nobody to pay them . . .

Denis Turner: hell, I think that's oifterent -- I think we can
upgrade their salaries . . . I understand the tribal government,
but . . .

Lucille Wagner: I've taken two month's oft this year without pay,
with vacation pay because I Knew we couldn't afford it, and then I
turn around and like I said, I see a sweeper down there getting
eight bucks an hour.

Denis Turner: But at the same time, across the street, we have
Band members who are probably getting paid $3 an hour, and who

II
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probably want to work at the bingo but can never work there.
I sat's just the CitLerence in an enterprise, I think.

Ed Arviso: So, basically what your telling us is that tribal
operations is basically a loss, no matter what way we look at it.

Lucille Wagner: Lell, we have carried tne water now for what?
It's not paying for itself. Then %hat are you going to pay that
bill out of if you don't collect enough money to pay the electXic
Lill -- wriat are you going to uo? hot pay it and let them shut
the water oft and nobody get water. You have to take frcut one to
pay the other.

Ed Arviso: But you've got to remember, Lucille, you're talking in
a fictional sense in that there ain't no money being made down
there yet. So what I'm saying is that in the justitication of
taking money out of tle bingo account that belongs to the tribe,
those are the justifications tor asking the tribe to move money
out oL that account into the general account because you're
running at a deficit.

Lucille Wagner: 1hat's like your payroll you're going to hIave
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AL--AL 1c,,S"O our ccrrlut.r's tLis., , not ludS" our k,-jroll ui.,ra-
tLin, why nut zAt loast do som. things like that whtre we can at
li..st gj-nratv some 1.101,oY Lror it tuo.

Ed Arviso: ihat might nut be a bad plan. MaybLe we can Oic, O.at.

Lucille hagner: Payazles -- wu're capable ot having atiything
you've got cown there.

Ed Arviso: You sou, thte thing is that what we agreed in our
contract is treat we dgreed that we would hire an independent
auditor.

Lucille Wagner: Well, that's fine -- but you don't want him every
day do you?

Ed Arviso: Ihat I'm saying is that what you're saying is not out
of the question. 11tose are the kind at things that we coula
irtegrdte into this program. 1o could mect with Charles Schlegal
anu say, hey look, we've got a payroll system, and we'll do this
Lor X amount of money. But we can still maintain the difference
by maintainirng the inaepencent auditor that we promised the
jeoplte. Anu by maintaining the independent account that we
U:romised thu people we would do. Instead of hiring the bank to do
our payroll, or write a whole payroll system down, we could con-
tract with the tribe, and that's not out oL the question. Those
are goou suggestions and we coulc do that.

Patti Duro: That would help us generate our own money.
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Ed Arviso: I'm not against that. All I'm saying is that you
can't do it here for $1500 a month, when we could have the band in
town do it for $900 a month. You've got to hold it in perspec-
tive.
Lucille Wagner: But wtiat is your Lookkeeper going to be making

down there. Just handling Lingo.

Ed Arviso: I oon't know. I don't have tLe wage scale.

Lucille Wagner: It'll be over the eight dollars an hour won't it?

Ed Arviso: Right. But on the other hand, if we're contracting
that dnu you're eating it up in salaries right off the bat, what
are gainii?

Lucille Wagner: Vell, that's what they're going to be doing.

Ed Arviso: But that's an independent prutit-maKing operation.
That's the ditierence.

Lucille Wagner: iell, a government can't be a profit-making
_- %,-.* -̂  , inte I ,nlr'% e ir . ;;r--' ~ t mtnndin,
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Patti Duro: Tax pay,.rs I.ay your adr.,inistrat.on -- we havt no tax
Leasv.

Ed Arviso: I'm not arguing that r.oint. If you have a service
thet can proviuc payroll, you can't charg $1,SuU to do it when we
can get it done in town for 9UU. It uoesn't make sense.

Lucille Wagner: Well, if you take my payroll clerk, you aren't
going to be able to contract with anybody. It she goes to work
down there -- the hell, with it.

Ed Arviso: These guys are going to operate it on a profit-making
system which means they're going to put everything out to LiU
ano the low bicaer's going to get the job. If we're going to make
a proposal to them that we do all their payroll -- punch out their
checks, do all that -- that's going to L worth something. If
that's worth $5Ut, a month, $SOt a itionth, we can't inflate it to
*1,5UU a month because that's a profit making business. So, if 1
can go uown the street and get it done at the bank for $400 a
month, well, then I'm going to have it aone at the tank. I'm not
against that ano it we have the capabilities of doing that then
that's a gooo negotiable point that we can offer for them not
ttaving to put it together, but we have to come up with a price to
co. how, that is going to solvc all our problems if you're going
$4U,OUO in the hole.

Lucille Wagner: That's not tor a month, it's for a year.

Ed Arviso: Now it you're going to make that money, anu you're
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going to eat that all up in salaries in order to be co-equal with
their, what have you gained?

Lucille Wagner: I.ell, wny should I stay down here and work for
less when they're working for more over there.

Ed Arviso: Well, I think that's a choice that everybody has to
n.ake.

Lucille Wagners Tell me something else. You're my boss. 6.hy
can't I go to my boss anu say, we need more money, we're not
aaaking enough money in this office to sustain ourselves, and why
isn't it up to tay boss to figure some way of making more money so
we can sustain ourselves, whether he starts adding taxes or what-
ever he does. Why am I On one side of the fence and you on the
other?

Ed Arvisoi V;e're not. You're supposed to be reporting to us and
I think that's what you're doing, anu we're trying to rigure out
how we can solve that problem. But, co-mingling our funds is not
thc way we're going to solvc it.
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tiis i1n zny way, LccausLc we ,oulu hkave, to i rtear" for it tug.

Ed Arviso: I think th~at in number i, if wo. can gitt tirem to hire
us to do that, line. What 'in saying -- it we can keel it local,
uno th%; 're willing to pay somebody tlse, then why wouldn't they
L&. willing to pay us unless we don't have the capability. Right?

Lucille Wagner: 1hat's right. But, like I said before, it you
hire my bookkeeper uown therju that I ha'e trained tor three years,
I'n not even pretenloing to try to ao tihe work that she does up
here. I don't have time. I'm following the contracts, anu
ttivre's no way I can do it.

Denis Turner: So this, Lucille, means that you would be upgraded
because what we need is a bare bones f.uaget that's fair and apirli-
caLle Lor our tribal employees since they arc, and we think of
them as the top people on our reservation, to have a budget that's
tair, but also puts therm in line with othvr businesses on the
reservation. But we need that so we can say, okay, we need
4l8U,U0O or we're not going to have an efficient, professional
presence of the tribal government. So, this doesn't even reflect
that?

Patti Duro: No.

Denis Turner: Then we can say okay, listen, we know you can do it
on that, and we can live with that, but don't come to us six
months cown the road ana say now we need $240,UOO without a prepa-
ration tor that as we go through the next couple ot years, because
it just grows as inflation grows. but that we understand that and
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that's something that as soon as there is money for that from
bingo that we present that to our people for it. because 1 think
that those people that do stay nere with this administration until
we co have that kinu of money aren't going to go after the quick
dirty money because it's -- and I won't say quick dirty money but
in a sense I would -- leaving this to go over there, because it is
-- because what it that goes out of business in six months? Are
they going to come Lack over nere arid say, hey, I've had three
years of training. No. Your comzimitment OL three years of train-
ing is really showing its face on going right into bingo. eut I
think we want to work in that direction; I think that's how you --
you only get what you pay for. I thinx if we want to have good
tribal administration we have to pa for it. If you Oon't, then
)ou con't have it. *nu the same thing with bingo -- that's why
they're paying th nigh wages. but I think it is right ano
acceptable and I think the proof is in the puading by us making
this previous move to move these employees so it is across the
board. dut we have to mttake sure when we do make those commitments
that it is really not -- I don't think telling the people the
program's ended; it couldn't no longer pay for itself and there-
Lore we have to move your salaries Vown or you quit -- and the
sdmie way in any government, we gotta make sure that if bingo goes

-v i-~nv fvy, nw.Aw thc. tcomA,- vnt.t,- itfte- .cr-nn~i nna~rt.~r t cr0
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to toll our trilal adrinistratcu tlat he don't ivovv thel salaries
u . ii w,, no loryer have the w.oncy. So, it's %onna be a little )it
long-tcrm gettitt. chat parody with our administration. I really
do. l t're forecasting on what is gonna happen now with one busi-
ness, and that's gonna bv really tough I think Lor the tirst
quarter.

Lucille Wagner: V.ell, even ignoring that other Lusiness, like I
said, the way we're spending now this is what's gonna happen. I
uon't know flow to cut down. How can 1 cut back? That can I cut?

Denis Turner: I don't think we can answer you -- it looks bare
bones. l't6 saying though, it's gonrmna be real tough for us to try
to uo something the first quarter.

Lucille Wagner: Have you any other suggestions then?

Ed Arviso: Yeah, 1 do -- I have suggestions. Instead ot worrying
about wlat's gonna go on down there; why don't you put together
something that we could present as a sellable factor, portions
that we could do in here for a dollar figure rather than having
them have somebody else do it. LiKe, if you could do a payroll.
It we could do the writing ot the checks, the computerizing of
that, then let's put that together and say look, we'll do the
service for you because that would be unrestricted funds.

Lucille Wagner: iell, I think that on there we mentioned some-
thing about do you want us to contract even?

Patti Duro: because, you know, when you stdrt talking about this
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thing -- it you really want -- you should look at the whole
reservation setting. Your domestic water, your roads, your dump
-- all these things will run you two or three hundred thousand
dollars, if you start tending to what neeus to be tended to.

Ed Arviso: But see, those can Le addressed after -- those are the
health, education, and welfare. but once you start m, aklng, thQ
way 1 look at it, once we start in operation -- a bingo operation
that gets started -- and we start pumping that 528,UUO payroll
arounu here into our own community, you're going to start seeing
tLe spin-offs oL that effect I hope. Othtrwise, shit, I'm not a
bingo monger -- I dJon't like to play bingo -- but the effects of
the spin-ott trioney in the. corununity especially if there's as many
tribal members as we hope -- it will affect the store, I hope. I
nean, I would hope that it would affect the store because it it
Con't atiect the store, we better sell the damn store, we better
get rid of it, because that is not cutting it.

Patti Duro: As long as you have people eligible for commodities
you won't.

Ed Arviso: You won't have people eligible Lor comr.odities if
they're making eight bucks al: hour.

'4
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Pat.ti Uuro: So, Whi+t dUs tiat do Lor your progran, -- iL knocks
t'oj le out ot work.

Ed Arviso: 1 hedn everything starts anc. everything's got to Eno.

Lucille hagner: Thv store's at least paying tor itseii; the water
isn ' t.

Ed Arviso: lihat I'm saying is that if we get started and we get
tre cottunity involved in rolling over that dollar in the
cOruunity, ano turning it over, I firmly believe that the Council
aould ut in a better position to present to the people a plan that
says hey, we need X amount of dollars in our water account because
we're low and we could justify it because we had to pay tor a new
wvill, we had to pay for a new puni and then we can start zeeding
otf of that separate pot they Con't want to co-mingle. It can be
proved out, but first you gotta make it. So, I think the way we
should approach it now as a tribe to the bingo people, because in
our agreement, we agreed to an indupenuent audit -- that's no
problem, But if we can contract thu services to the uingo hall --
payroll, payroll deductions and all those kinds of things for a
tee, rather than having to go outside and doing it themselves, or
doing it internally, or having someone come in and do it for them,
then we could start drifting some money into the account almost
ir ociately -- into the tribal account as a service, wnich could
mean paying a little better here to a point that if we get going
good, then we can start giving some raises, or at a better point
in time, when we start building up to where we can start
presenting to the people that we need money out of this to
Lunction on to support tribal government is all justified. And I
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think the people will loosen up, I really oo. sie need it
there because when they hau that community meeting I ceiun't hear
people talking about per capita, one or two maybc -- very few --
but I heard people talking about health, education, welfare --
better roads, trash, trash delivery systems, making sure we have
water -- that was one of their concerns -- dig another well. So,
what I'm saying is that if the money's rolling over in the
community in their pocket, I think that we will be loosened up in
this bingo profit center -- profits to where we can start drifting
some ot that money back into tribal development.

Denis Turner: Such as the water idea, I think this is the simple
solution, but the real long-term problem has to be aduressed and I
thiink that's Band members paying their share. So, it they want
Lingo p;ay it, bingo will pay everybody's water bill on the
reservation. Ana that can be justified, ano that help pay for the
administration of this tribe. 1 just that either way you swing it
tLe long-term problems and a long-term solution to that, no matter
how you twist it is that the people are going to nave to ay .
Just liKV they do tor all governments. It's the only solution
that works in this society that we're surrourmeo by.
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,.vting, bt..aUse tri i-coj.I, weren't ba) iuig I'r ccqeita juiytieft,
tl,vy werL saying w.. can btarL taking care oL our ruscrvation.

Patti Duro: But they are saying that. 'lm very same peple are
really talking about per caljita payments -- almost everybody. I
was irtiresteo to hear what they were saying but I tell you,
they're gonna have the cart before the horse it you bring in money
like that you havc people that con't understano money, don't have
values in economics, they'll lose it.

Ed Arvisot I don't think so.

Patti Duro: They'll push you [or per capita payments and that
%ill stay priority, priority, priority .oh, yesl

Ed Arviso: I oon't think so, because I tnink what's happening in
uarona will prove out with a good eaucational program 1 our
attorneys or whoever does it, that per capita payments to alot of
people on the reservation are no gooc, especially your eluerly
people, it doesn't do them any good, it's going to hurt them.

Patti Duro: But if they sue it piling up there, and I'm not
saying that you're going to pile up illions, but the idea is they
want a part of that pie. You know, I can remember six monLrs ago
people were saying, can you pay us 5 bucks a month, we'll come
back next month, ritaybe ou'll up it to ten. Tnat's th thing
that causes a revolution it you don't plan . . .

Denis Turner: I've seen people walk out of there, and I've seen
theta since, and they say, when are we going to work on the per

Tribal Council Meeting
February 7, 1984
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capitas, and I know it's around the community -- so I think the

best way is to wait.

Patti Duroz Because people are hurting, they're sufleting.

Ed Arviso: But you can't suffer too much it ou're making 30U
uucks a week.

Patti Duro: I mean now.

Ed Arviso: But the per capita payment iSsue to we is totally deau
tor the simple reason there ain't no money, and once some money
starts, and if we Lave 52 employees which is projected to start
oft with, I think that once the money starts razlling into the
community that that pressure is going to start being alleviated
where we can look at this money anu the Council's going to ao the
guidelines -- and who's going to be responsible for carrying out
the enterprises, well, that's already by contract. But 1 really
think that once that payroll starts rolling in that we're going to
be able to loosen up by holding that money and putting it back
into tribal government and putting it Into the things that we need
on our reservation. There's always going to be peopi that want

.1, 4:%Ar r~I Rum.nlq .
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Denis Turner: I think that's truL, L. It we can naintairn our
tianU mr.bIers in tho ol-%ration, tut if we get to th,- point wherv
there's just a handful of Band members, thoSe who got disenchaitcu
by it because they just basically weren't maue up tor that
operation at all art going to reversE aiia say well, ,ou guys are
making it, now pay it -- out it we can get them in there, and yet
the right training, and lock them in there, then you wait and sec
tLey'ro the ones who are going to stand up for bingo the hardest
and there the ones who are going to come to the jletings and make
sure bingo works, and works politically, because economics is also
politics. Ana those people who work there, anc they're not just a
Lew handLul of people ot who have political interest -- that means
it won't work, but if there is a group that are political and work
there, they'll know that it works; its a system. that works anG
that taught there nu a whole bunch ot them may sort of turn a new
leat in the sense they they will have ha sone value tor the kind
ot income that's coming to them; they'll be able to see things
that they haven't seen before in terms or what tney wanted to se
-- whatever, that may be. But what I'm saying is that that's
gonna be the real, you know, it's gonna tell which way the
Lendulum is really going to favor.

Ed Arviso: Yes, because that can be addressed when we get
started. You're not gonna start overnight and have a million
collars in the bank. I think what we should do is approach this
trom a business sense and look at would you refer tr.at we
contract services? Now, what I think we should co is that we
should put together something like this, showing what services we
cart provide and then me and the Council will go Gown and say hey,
look, here's what our capabilities are at the triLal level. Now,

Tribal Council h-coting
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the people can't bitch about that because we're doing it under a
contract service -- we're not feeding money in hare to ue ate up
by all of the State, but we're providing a service just like
anybody else. So, I think what we should do is that you and patti
should sit down and put together a packet that says what services
we can provide tor the bingo operation. Now, under the contract
they're gonna do their own accounting systems and reporting back
to us ano that's what the accountant is -- to protect our
interest. We aren't gonna do that. But we can sure do payrolls,
we can do payables -- but, I don't know, they may want to handle
that internally, I don't know how they work that right now, but
what I'm saying is that we should put together a brochure ot what
our administrative capabilities are, as a service uncer contract,
ano we the Council will go down there and say, look, these are the
capabilities of our tribal staff, herc's what we can co for you,
and we want a contract, because you're gonna pay tor it any way,
and we're paying for b5 percent of it anyway. So, if we're
capable ana we can prove by giving us contract and then running
it, aiia we're capable, then pay us for it. That can give us
unrestricted tunds immediately back into the trite. And I'm not
against that because the people can't bitch because we're not
touching what they think is theirs, we're providing a service.
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t~r'b Gur cajva~ilitl.'.S, wc-' 11 tak. it tto thum and sa , ht-.re s our
capauilities -- now, lt's sit down and nugotiate what you want us
to do anti what you don't ana wu'll do it tor a fec. Then, by
taking thv people ott of our backs, we can still maintain the
inl;undent audit like wu said we would, and we can still do the
Lprotit and loss statements to that auuit back to us, anu it's all
tiled in our tribal account. he need to report to the people our
end of it and the total expenaitures, and then after we do that,

amf J*9)pFpeotiib*&*/t6.pdydsheosi~s p~syevhbdnwek pppoauGd

then we have our inoepenuent auditors saying yeah, that's
justifiable. That gives us a good leverage point to make sure
that we're not being jacked around. And our independent auditor,
that we're paying 65 percent of, and -- these people are doing us
a favor, and they're gonna make us alot of moncy -- but the way I
look at it in that partnership, I'm the bigger owner. So, what
I'm saying is that we're in a negotiable point, where we say, fine
we'll accept this now. Then immediately, if this breaks down at
this level, we'll fire them. he'll say hey, man, we don't want
your contract, because you ain't cutting it. but it gives us a
leverage point to say, yeah, we'll accept this now, we'll start
there and you pay us a fce, because we're paying 65 percent of it,
ant their paying 35, so we're in a negotiable position, and we
should approach it like that.

Lucille Wagner: That's a thought -- wouldn't that more or less be
it we wvre handling it down here to some extent down here under a
contract basis, wouldn't it be something ot a shelter for you too,
in other words, you guys wouldn't be handling all of it down there
it would be more or less being taken care of in a few places --
if anyone should ever question your Laooks, see what I mean?

Ed Arviso: Yeah. Voe're gonna have a copy of everything they do,
accounts receivable, accounts payable -- we'll have a copy of all
that stuff tiled with us, approved by an independent auditor.
6.ven an independent auditor has to have . . .

Lucille Wagner: They also cost an arm anu a leg if you use them
very otten.

Ed Arviso: So, what I'm saying is that that's one way I see of
trying to help out this office to get money going is that we list
all our capabilities and say here's our capabilities at this
level.

Max Mazzettis well, 14r. Chairman, why not let them do that then.

Ed Arviso: Because to we, that's even better if we have
unrestricted funds in here where we're not --

Lucille hagner: 7hat woulu be nice.

Joan Morales: Aren't we going to have a tribal auditor?

Lucille Wagner: le were just audited, but we don't have it back
yet.

Joan Morales: 1hat's a separate fund.
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Patti Duro: That the trilai auditor. That's our audit.

Joan Morales: Lut, in the agreement wt aru having a tribal
auditor.

Ed Arviso: That's the auditor we hire jointly that we both agree
on.

Rose Duro: Can I ask a question? Is anybody from, that group or
whatever going to approach the store in that, like right now, we
get people every cay and on the weekends saying, well, where is
this bingo? because they're= hearing this clear in L.A. and
they're coming down here, anu they're stopping here ano they're
going hey, we heard you guys started your bingo -- you Know, is
this group gonna have a brochure or something so that they can
leave for us so that we're not having to . . .

Ed Arviso: Once they got started and once they get going, they
are going to Le responsible tor circulations of information, all
advertisement, everything up to the point of opening, and then it
becomes an overhead expense that we both share.

Rose Duro: Lhat do they mean by qualified people that they are
going to hire? Is it somebody that has had experience in . . .

Ed Arviso: what they mean by qualified people, they way I hear
it, is Banu members. Like, right now, they want to start. They
want us to pick tn people right now to start being trained for
the floor, tor selling bingo packets. Ano they how plan to do
that is that they're not gonna get paid for it -- whbt they're
saying is that -- keep your job, Lut on Saturday we're gonna run
you up to L.A. to their senior citizen's bingo operation which
seats 5UU puodle, and their gonna train then on wevkenas anG let
then work right there ano learn how to oo it, so when it rolls
Lack, they're already trainee.

Rose Duro: Is it true that it an employee is in bingo, their
anily can't play.

Ed Arviso: it you work for bingo, Lou can't play. Your Lamily
can play, but you can't play.

Denis Turner: You can't scrve your family.

Ed Arviso: Another tning is that you shouldn't be buying pull
tabs trom my family. Ours only goes with the tact that you as an
employee of bingo can't play. And if your wife is there, ano
everybody sees you there selling just to your wife, they don't
want that.

Patti Duro: D1ow about one of your bingo workers like say, you
Lave two sessions a day, an, one of your workers wor~es in the
morning, can they come back later on and play bingo?
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Ed Arviso: hot as long as your an employee. But now, the other
thing that might work out is that, right now we're just starting
with one shift, say from 6 to 1U -- but what might work out is
that it this thing goes really good, we might have two shiLts.
so, alot of people like that are working here that can't -- like
Iterna here, who makes five bucks an hour, could work here and then
work a night shift too, it she wanted. That would be her option.
If that's what she wanted to do and make eight bucks an hour on a
part-time basis.

Lucille Wagner: IL she got tired, guess what one she'd stay home
tromi (Laugra)

Denis Turner: The point that you made Lucille, is that yeah, even
if she works here for you know eight dollars an hour or whatever
we can arrange, I still don't think that that kills her
opportunity.

Lucille hmagner: I spent three years training that girl

Denis Turner: humLer one, it's a constitutional right ior people
to work at three or four jobs.

Patti Duro: Sure. But the idea is, that if we Lrevail on
accounting, she would be getting Ler eight bucks an hour, Live
Lucks an nour, probably at least. She'd have to be, tecausc
that's a job she's performing.

Ed Arviso: But I think that all the internal things set in the
contract, you have a copy of it here -- ano that hasn't cnanged --
we haven't change anything -- just read it -- and it spells it
out what we agreed to. You could take that ana you could take
this an say, now tis is what we can offer you, anG you ain't
gonna be out of line. You know what I mean? You can say we can
oO these services -- we can check what those services cost, at a
bank or . . .

Lucille hagneri Well, I'm going to, I'm going to call the bank up
there.

Rose Durot: Even if the bank was $50U cheaper than say, your
office staLt, wouldn't it seem though that that $5db would be
worth your employees' self-esteem?

Ed Arviso: Not necessarily. It depends on how you fed- about
paying 65 percent of it. You're not getting it free -- you're not
getting $S50,00U up front for a building and for the improverients
arId to aig a well and to Go a proper engineered sewer systlit, --
you ain't getting that tree. We're paying that back at b5
percent. They're just putting it up to get it going.

Lucille hagnert You're laying it back at $3,000 a month aren't
you?
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Ed Arviso: U.|attvvr it tukes; wv catn txttlj: it; ur wltatver, just

Lo you con't want to be j.aying inLrest on it.

Patti Duro: Doesn't it have to Lm jaic Lack in the Lirst year?

Ea Arviso: lot to I-e less than the rirst ytar. So, we carl
n tt4te it say, we yet ihto to it and go over Luague, say we
ean't do it tor i5U,UUU we have to sa we nete anoter $iuO,UOU
so u're in tor %35u,UUU -- we can't tant to hold ourselves that
wt' cL oing to pay it Lack in one year. banta Ynez I think did a
Lao 3ob in the tact that thcy're going to pay theirs back in five

t-ars. I.ell, it you've got a twelve-year contract, wihy co you
want to pay it back in five years? So, I uon't think they were
wise in that. Cut, you gotta remember too, the [pircentage rate
that you're saying.

Lucille Wagner: Just out at curiosity, are you going to have to

start paying taxes?

Max Mazzetti: N t tie tribe.

Denis Turner: Ld, I've got to ,o. I've got a test to take in
school tonight. Is there anytniny else.

Ed Arviso: No, I don't think so. $.hat we can uo then is %ork on
that. I'll sure present it to him. I'll fight [or it. I men, I
can understand the politics of it you know, taking care of the
coninunity anu donatintg to tl church -- he,., I've never seen
Valley Center Church donate to Rincon.
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KANAGEHEI AGiEEMENT

THIS AGREEMENT, made this _! day of 4 J 1983,

by and between THE BARONA GROUP OF THE CAPITAN GRANDE BAND OF

MISSION INDIANS OF SAN DIEGO COUNTY, CALIFORNIA, a federally-

recognized Indian Tribe described in the Act of February 28, 1919

140 Stat. 1206-1209), as amended by the Act of May 4, 1932 (47

Stat. 146, Chap. 165). .hereinafter referred to am "Tribe*) and

AN:RICAm AmUSEm T MAAGraN, INC., a corporation,

(herr.inafter'referred to as 'Contractor").

RECITALS t

WHEREAS, the Tribe is a federally recognized tribe possessing

sovereign 'powers over the Barons Indian Reservations and

WHEREAS, the Tribe Is the beneficial owner of certain real

property, known as the barona Indian Reservation, located in San

Diego County, Californici and

WNEREAS, the Tribe desire* to make available to Contractor,

-on the terms and conditions and for the piurposes noted below, a

portion of the Barona Indian Reservation, not to exceed 10.0 acres

in area, which portion is more fully described on Exhibit A hereto

and will be hereinaftee referred to as the 'property:' and

WHEREAS, the Tribe wishes to develop the property so as to

increase Tribal revenues and enhance Tribal economic self-sufficincy

and Tribal self-government:l and

WHEREAS, the Tribe is seeking financial and technical experience,

assistance and expertise for the development of the above described

property from Contractor, who can supply and/or assist in obtaining

same and has such expertise and experiences and

WHEREAS, Tribe is desirous of vesting in Contractor the

exclusive right and obligation to finance, construct, improve,

develop, manage, operate and maintain the property in conformance
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with the terms and conditions of this Management Agreement; and

WIERZAS, Contractor is desirous of performing the above

described funcLivas as exclusive Contrector for the Tribe.

NOW, THXRZFORZ, in consideration of mutual covenants contained

herein, the parties agree as follows
WI NESSZTH t

1. Zncacement of Contractor:

Tribe hereby retains and engages Contractor for the term of

twenty-five years comeencLg upon the execution of this agreement

to assist the Tribe to finance, to construct, to Improve, to develop$

to manage, to operate, and to maitain the property as a facility..

for the conduct of bingo games and to create such other revenue

producing activities upon said property as may be mutually agreed

upon by Tribe and Contractor by an amendment to this agreement, and

Contractor agrees to accept such obligations.

It is understood and atreed between Tribe and Contractor that

the parties hereto shall commence operation of bingo games. in an

existing Tribally-owned building known as the Cmunity Center*

which is not located on the property. If, after an initial six

weeks to six months.testit is determined by both the Tribe and the

Contractor that such games can be properly and profitably operated,

then Contractor shall have the option of either continuing t the

'Comnity Centers while construction a larger facility for that

purpose on the property, or terminating this agreement. In no

event will this test period commence later than April is, 1s3.

During such test period the Contractor may make such full use of

the Community Center 7 days a week, plus existing and adjacent parking

In the event the Tribe elects to establish any other Bingo

activities on other property on the Reservation during the term of

this Agreement, the Tribe agrees to enter into a new Management

Agreement with Contractor as to such business activities under the
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sane terms and conditions as this Management Agreement. in the

event Tribe fails to enter into such a new Management Agreement

with Contractor, Contractor shall be entitled to specific perfor-

mance as well as any other remedy available at law.

2. Undertaking of Contractors

Contractor agrees to provide, in the evant of the construction

and opening of a larger facility, as described above, the following:

A. Architect - An'architect for designing facilities, a1

materials, equipment and labor to construct facilities as necessary,

as noted above, and/or renovate and modify existing facilities to

be used A,.ring the above test period, as well as supervisors who

will supervise the construction, renovation and/or modification of

both such facilities so as to comply with the terms of 'this Agree-

ment. Such a permanent structure will be of from 35,000 to 40,000

square feet and will seat approximately 1500 patrons.

D. Personnel and Supplies -. All Personnel and inventory

and other supplies necessary to operate and maintain the property

"in compliance. wLth the terms of this Management Agreement.

C. SupervLiLon, Construction, Development end Improve-

ments - It is hereby specifically understood and agreed between

the parties that Contractor is granted responsibility for the

financing, construction, furnishing, acd equipping of the improve-

ments and related activities undertaken pursuant to the terms and

conditions- of this Agreement, both as "to the present facility for

the above test period, and the permanent facility.

D. Leistical Support - Contractor shall be responsible

for and manage the property, including'but not iml ted to the

following areas of manegement3

i. 'Raw Materials, food stuffs, beverages,

where applicable,

ii. Equipment,
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Lit. Tools, maintenance and other support items

coincidental to operation and management of the property.

E. TraLnLng -

I. Program Director - Subject to the approval of

the Tribe, which approval will no% be unreasonably withheld,

Contractor shall select and appoiztt a Program Director who will

act as General Manager for the property and will be assigned to

the operation and management of the property on a full-time basis

during the entire term of this Agreement...........

LL. Training Aid - Contractor will provide indL-

viduals to carry out a program of instruction for qualified job

applicants who are members of the Tribe and who are accepted for

employment.

iWi. On the Job Training - Contractor will provide

personnel Who will supervise and Instruct all such job applicants

accepted for employment.

"" F. Employees - It is hereby understood and agreed that

Contractor shall iave the responsibility to employ, direct, control

and discharge all personnel performing regular services in and on

the property In connection vLth the construction, Improvement,

developmen t, maintenance, operation and management of such property

and any actvity upon the propety provdd however, Contractor-

shall give first preference to qualified members of the Tribe In"

hLrLg such personnel :during all phases of the operation, including

the test period, the construction of the permanent facility, and

operation of the permanent facility.

0. Security - Contractor shall employ -etronnel to insure

the safety and security of the subject property and its guests and

employees, (including parking lots) and of the monies incident to

managing and operating the same. No alcoholic beverages shall be

allowed on or sold at the subject property and the securLty personnel

shall notpermit anyone creating whet they determine to be a
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disturbance to remain on the property. Contractor agrees to employ

members of the Tribe in any position required to conduct the

operation contemplated herein, provided that any such employee

qualifies for such position or will become qualified for such

position.

H. Business and Affairs in Connection with Propertyl

1. All business and affairs in connection vith the

financing, construction, improvement, development, operation,

management and maintenance of the property subject to this Agree-

ment shall e' the responsibility of the Contractor, who is hereby

granted necessary power and authority to act in order to fulfill

its responsibility pursuant to this Agreement. Notwithstanding

anything herein contained to thae contrary, Contractor hereby agrees

to and shall at all times comply with all terms and conditions of

this Management Agreement in carrying out its responsibilities, as

well a. all laws, ordinances, and regulations of the Tribe.

Contractor agres to indemnity and hold the Tribe harmless for any

expenses and/or damages Incurred from lawsuits or actions against

* Contractor or the Tribe relating to the financing, construction,

improvement, development, operation, management and/or maintenance
t'of the subject property. It is understood and agreed that Contrac-

-. tor shall have the --- agemant and control of the operation of the. .

Bingo games as contemplated by the Tribe's Bingo Ordinance. Nothing

in this Agreement which permits Joint control of the receipts by

Tribe and Contractor shall be construed to deprive Contractor of the

management, control and operation of the Bingo Games as herein

contemplated. Contractor agrees in connection with any and all

construction on the property to extend to the Tribe the right of

first refusal to build and construct such improvements so long

as they meet the price of the lowest and most responsible bidder.

It is further agreed that in such event all constr%'ction will be

built in a workmanship manner by a licensed general contractor

meeting all local building requirements.
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2. Tribe and Contractor shall collect. receive and

rotcipt All the gross sales, revenues And/or rentals that become

due and payable and collected in connection with and/or arising

from the operation and management of the property, and to deduct

from such gross amounts expenses hereinafter provided to pay

all sums that Contractor and Tribe deem necessary or proper for

the maintenance and operation of buildings, including water,

insurance, heat, light, payrolls, repairs and the likes to apply

to and pay all charges which become due and payable on the property

pursuant to the terms and condition of this Agreements to pay

principal and interest due or to become due on any note or notes

that are unsecured or secured by mortgages or other security

instruments upon the property and/or improvement thereon and

upon inventory and property.hld in connection with any business

activity pusuant to and in compliance with the terms and conditions

of this Management Agresmen provided the proceeds of such loans

were. used for the construction, development and/or improvement of

the property and/or for the purchase of inventory and property held

ia connection with any business activity pursuant to the terms and

conditions of this management Agreements and to pay expenses

incident to any improvements to the property in connection with

this Management Agreemet. It is agreed that upon complete repay-

sent of said loan, the Title to any buidLng constructed pursuant

hereto shall vest solely in the Tribe. Before executing any

instrument in connection with any encumbrance of the now permanent

bingo structure discussed above, oi for any of its equipment,

furnishings, or other supplies, Contractor will provide a copy of

each such encumbrancing instrument to the Tribe for its approval

and consent, which will not be unreasonably withheld.

1. lest Zfforts - Contractor shall devote its best efforts

to the fulfillment of its duties outlined in this Agreement.
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i. -Accounting and books of Account:

1. Tribe and Contractor shall prepare quarterly

statements of all sales, revenues, rentals and all amounts collected

and received and all deductions and disbursements made therefrom in

connection with the subject property or shall hire a mutually agreed

upon independent accountant to do the same.

2. Tribe and Contractor shall maintain full and

accurate books of account at the Contractor's principal office in

San Diego County, Californii, and the Tribe shall have the right

to inspect and examine all such books and supporting records during

normal business hours.* Such right may be exercised through an

agent, employee, attorney, or independent certified public accoun-

tant. The said books shall be kept on a cash or accrual basis, as

the.paFrti s shall determine, and the records 'shall be maintained by

using" generally accepted accounting principles. The parties shall

employ a certified public accountant to perform such accounting

services as are required by the Tribe and Contractor in connection

with Contractor's.rlght and obligation to construct, improve,

develop, manage, operate and maintain the property. The cost of

such services shall be deducted from gross receipts as an ordinary
'business expense related to maintenance, operation and management

of the property.--.The parties hereto agree'to cooperate in every .

respect to prevent any skimming of receipts or leaking of proceeds

of the said lingo Games. Contractor shall install.systems for the.

monitoring of all funds. Contractor shall have the right to main-

tain and police its systamas at its discretion. Daily receipts shall

be counted by a duly authorized representative of Tribe' and a duly

authorized representative of Contractor.

All proceeds from the operation of lingo, sale of related

products and snack bars shall be deposited daily immediately after

the termination- of the daily operation. If the daily operation is

in the late evening or early morning hours all funds shall be
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deposited in the night depository of the selected bank. Adequate

security shall be provided in transporting the funds to-the bank,

provided, however, that such funds to make change and commence the

next days operation shall remain on the &tmrwisis in W safe to be

provided by Contractor. The parties hereto agree to obtain a

transportation service, such as Drinks. etc., to effect the trans-

portation of the daily receipts to the bank.

both Tribe and Contraotor shall agree on a bank for the

depository and maintenance oi those funds. The partiLes shall

establish o (2) accounts in said bank, one for payroll and the

other a general account. Transfers shall be made from the general

accbunt sufficient to cover payroll on all employees of the Bingo

Games other than the. general manager and *ingo Parlor operators

who will be on the payroll of Contractor. Contractor shall appoint

its duly autho'rised representative or representatives to sign all

payroll checks. whe withdrawal of funds from the general account

vill require any one of two (3) authorized signatre of Tribe and

any one of two (2) authorized .19signa of Contractor.

3. Compensation and Reimbursement - In consideration

of the performance of the duties as described herein, Contractor

shall receive the following management feast

" ' Contrao1r shall receive as a management fee-,-.

a mm of money equal to forty-five pei cent (4S) of the net

operating profits for each fiscal year resulting from and in

connection with any business activities upon the property.

b. "Mot operating profits' shall be determined

by the use of. generally accepted accounting principles with the

single exception that all secured and unsecured note and/or loan

payments for construction, inventory, fixture or equipment loans

for the permanent facility shall be considered a deductible

operational expense.

a. Contractor shall solely bear the expense of

advertising and promotion until 'Opening Day- at the abovementioned"
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Coinuounity Center. Contractor shall also solely bear the expense

of legal fees and costs related to any and all law. suits related

to the financing, construction, improvement, development. opera-

tion, management and Paintance of the subject property. Contractor

shall further beat the expenses of any salaries for the managers of

contractor. The abovementioqed expenses shall not be considered

operating expenses of the abovementioned facilities and shall not

be paid from any revenues generated from said property and facility,

but rather will be borne solely by the Contractor.
. . d. Operating expenses, to be deducted from groas

revenues, shall include, but are not limited to the following

Salaries of personnel and employees (except as specified in para-

graph 3 - a, above), prizes, materials and supplies, utilities and

maintenance of subject property, construction, mortgage, taxes and

insurance on any newly constructed buildings and Lmprovements,

advertising after "Opening Day', accounting fees, security personnel,

and operating equipment. Title to any and all improvements and

fixtures constructed during the period of this Agreement shall be

vested. solely in the Tribe after termination of this Agreement.

4. Duties of Contractor - Zn managing, operating

• and maintaLningthe property subject to this Agreement, Contractor's

duties shall Lnolude, but not be lim ted to the followings,.

a. Manage ProPerty,. Use reasonable measures for

the orderly management and operation of the property, including

without limitation, advertising, operating, and managing the Singo

games, snack bars, sales of all relate items and other related

activities, as is necessary.

S. Notice - Any notice required to be given pursuant

to this Agreement shall be delivered by certified mail addressed

to Tribe ats

Barona Tribal Office
1095 Baron& Road
Lakeside, CA 92040

and to Contractor at:

t- *'*-~,~*~~**4*f*'. I
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6. Management Agreement - The parties hereto*

specifically warrant and represent that they, without mutual

agreement, shall not act ip any way whatsoever, either directly

or indirectly, to cause this Management Agreement to be altered,

* amended, modified, cancelled, terminated and/or attempted to-assign

. or transfer this anagement Agreement or any right to or interest

i in maid Agreement. Further, the parties warrant and represent

, that they shall take all actions necessary to insure that the

, Management Agreement ihljt9 Ln in good standing at all time

The a _ __ i... -- shall have theea

responsibility and the authority with the consent of the Contractor

to make changes in operational procedures so s to implement and

better develop the revenue and efficiency of the operation.

7. Grounds for Termination - This Agreement may be

terminat*d upon the mutual written consent and approval of both

parties or by Contractor pursuant to paragraph 1, or the Tribe may

term"ate this Agreement in the event that Contractor is found

guilty of theft or embezzlement or this Agreement is terinated

bya final judgmt of a court of competent jurisdiction as a

result of the material breach. It is specifically understood

. and agreed that in the event an employee of the Contractor is-

found guilty of theft or embezzlement, it shall not be grounds

for termLinatLon of this Agreementj provided, however, Contractor

agrees to be responsible for the repayment of funds due to Tribe

in the event an employee of Contractor is found guilty of theft

or embezzlement.

8. Insurance - The Contractor shall maintain.public

liability insurance in the amount of at least $1,000,000.00 per

person and $3,000,000.00 per occurrence for both the above test

period at the existing structure and at the permanent new facility.
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Contractor shall also keep the buildings, improvements, and contents

thereon insured for their full replacement value against loss or

damage by fire, with extended coverage endorsement, and vandalism.

The exact nature and extent of such coverage shall be agreed upon

by the parties but Tribe will be named as one of the insureds in

all policies and Contractor will supply to the Tribe before the

opening of either the temporary or the permanent facility written

evidence satisfactory to the Tribe of such insurance coverage.

9., Successors - The benefits and obligations of this

Agreement sa8ll inure to be binding upon the parties hereto, their

respective successors and assigns, provided that neither party may

assign their interest in the contract without prior written approval

of the other party.

10. Recordation - At option of Contractor, this

Agreement may bb recorded in any Public Records..

l1. *Arbitkation -In the event that a dispute arises

as to what are reasonable and appropriate operating expenses for

the property herein, or if the Tribe feels that any of its Customs

and Tradition* are being violated in relation to this Agreement,

or if disputes arise as to any matter related hereto on which the

parties are unable to agree on a solution, the matter shall be

brought to arbitration under the then existing rules of the

American Abitration Association.

12. Won-Coupetition - For the period of the term of

this Agreement, neither the Contractor, nor any of its principals,

nor any person or entity with a substantial identity of Interest,

ownership, or control'in or of the Contractor or any of its

principals, or any subsidiary or other entity in which the Contractor

or any of its princLpals has any substantial ownership interest or

control, will entar into any agreement, without the Tribe's written.

consent, for the operation, management, or similar conduct of

commercial bingo games on any Indian reservation or land held in
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trust for any Indian tribe or individual wi.tiin 100 miles of the

Barons Tribal Hall.

13. Sovereign Immunity - By this Agreement, the Tribe

does not in any way wiave or limit its sovereign immunity fro un-

consented suit, except that it does wave such immunity only to the

extent necessary to permit enforcement by the Contractor of any final

decree or order in arbitration generated pursuant to paragraph 11

of this Agreement.

14. Approval of Plans and Construction Schedule -

Contractor will not begin to construct any new facilities or make any

substantial change to the existing Community Center without first

presenting to the Tribe a set of detailed plans and specifications

for any such Improvements and obtaining the Tribe's written consent

and approval of the same. Once such approval and consent Is given,

Contractor will diligently pursue such construction, furnishing, and

equipping of the said permanent facility and will complete such

activities and open the permanent facility for business with due

deliberate speed as is normal in the custom and usage in the Con-

struction Industry in Southern California, subject to delays beyond

the control and not due to the fault of negligence of the Contractor

such as, but not limited to, acts of God, wars, quarantine, strikes

and labor stoppage, acts of the Tribe, fires, floods, earthquakes,

freight embargo@, latent soil conditions, etc. Contractor will

commit the necessary funds to complete the construction project to

an escrow account when he elects to proceed with the construction

of the now facilities during the trial peAiod. Said escrow account

however will be such that it may accrue the highest interest available.

IS. Von-LLabLlity of Tribe - Contractor shall indem-

nify and hold harmless Trib. against the failure of Contractor or any

of its sub-contractrjrs of any tier to pay any charges for materials

or labor required for the proper construction, operation end mainten-

ance of the prope:ty, Includinc, mechanic's liens, stop notices, etc.

16. Statements and Budgets - A determination of

the amount of net operating profits available for distribution

72-553 0 - 87 - 40
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to the parties shall be performed at monthly intervals commencing

on the tenth (10th) day of the second month after completion

of the proposed improvements to the Community Center and continuing

on the tenth day of each month thereafter during the term of this

Agreement.

Contractor shall prepare and present for Tribe's

approval an annual estimated budget at least fifteen (15) days in

advance of the start of the agreed upon fiscal year, except for

the first year, when the estimated budget should be presented at

least fifteen (IS) days prior to the opening for business of the

temporary facility.

17. No Present Conveyance - Notwithstanding any

provision in this Agreement to the contrary, this Agreement does

not convey to Contractor any interest whatever in or to the

property.

1. Cancellation of previous agreement - The parties

recognize that they executed a somewhat similar version of this*

Instrument on or about April 20, 1961. When this Management

Agreement is executed by the parties itvill take the place of,

substitute for, replace, supersede, and cancel that prior management

Agreeentinalliespcts.... .... ..

Done this day of A!. I 1983, at a special
joint meeting of the Tribal Council, duly convened at Sen Diego

County, California, a quorum being present by a vote of q
for, 0 against, with . abstentions.

d V
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Summary of Pay-Back Agreement

Under the management agreement, management must obtain the
Band's approval for the mortgage on the new building and the terms
of the repayment of the mortgage. At the September General Council
meeting, the Band gave the Chairman authority to sign a pay-back
agreement with these terms:

Old Pay-Back Agreement

1. Amount of Loan: approximately $2,500.,000
2. Payment: interest only for first 3 years (about

$20,W00/month); principal and interest for next
5 years ($50,000/month plus interest)

3. Interest: 16%
4. ource of ent: gross receipts of bingo
5. Early pay-o of cl: permitted, no penalty
6. Lender'a remedy if default: remove building, equipment,

fixtures, furnishings, etc.
7. Security Interest: in building, equipment, fixtures,

turnishings, etc.
8. Land: not affected

New Pay-Back Agreement

Amount: $3,096,880
Payment: same
Interest: same
Source of Payet: same
Ear y pay-off of principal: same
Lender-s remedy if default: remove

furnishings, but NOT building
Security Interest: same

an: Same

equipment, fixtures,

Additional Protections for Band in New Pay-Back Agreemdnt

Clearer language that bingo receipts are only source
for repayment
Tribe's 55% of profits, once distributed to Tribe,
are not subject to security interest
If business liquidated, Tribe gets building
Management can sell, lease, or mortgage assets
if under $10,000. If over $10,000, must obtain
Band's consent, unless for a prize or capital
expenditure

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

1.

2.

3.
4.

4 F0
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Summary of Equipment Lease

Because the bingo business needed cash to operate in October,

and because the Tribe refused to provide it, management sold about

$300.000 of bingo equipment to a firm in Michigan, and JuMediately

leased it back. This is technically a violation of the management

A=aman, and management proposes to cure this violation as part

of a package of proposals to the Tribe. Part of this package is

obtaining the Tribe's approval of the lease of the equipment.

Major Terms of Lease

1. Runs from Nov. 3, 1984 to Nov. 2, 1987 (3 years)

2. Rent of $9,838.84/month in advance, plus 1 month's
security deposit

3. At end of 3 years, management-can buy equipment for
$38,311.85 plus security deposit

Protections for Tribe

1. Tribe not liable if management defaults, but
equipment may-be repossessed

2. Use of equipment subject to Tribal regulation

3. Equipment insured

4. Management cannot assign or sell the lease or the
equipment without Tribe's consent

5. Notice to Tribe if lessor wants to assign lease
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We, the undersigned, request the State Legislature

to pass a law which would give the State control over

the amount of prize money to be awarded by Bingo games.

We do not wish to outlaw Bingo but rather seek some

policing authority over Its operations and Its

management.

It-~''; " 'P,""

_ II ., 'Y_ .j-

. . ,,,_,.,_, __________

Yn 0C2Q V_________4_____
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BARONA GENERAL COUNCIL
AND

BARONA TRIBAL COUNCIL

June 22. 1983

I. Call to Order

The meeting was called to order at 5:45 p.m. in the gym by Chairman Welch. Also
present were Vice Chairman Phoenix. Councilmen Nagginni, La Chappa and Curo, and
15 other members of the General Council. Attorney Art Dunce was present.

It. Attorney Report

Dunce began by asking Chairman Welch to provide him with a cooy of the better from
thg 31A. stating that the Bureau will stay out f Barona inoo. He then described
his relationship with the State Attorney General. e reported that there has been
no official word to the Attorney General to move against Bingo. With regard to the
State's cocenrns about organized crime becoming involved, Dunce stated that he in-
formed the Attorny General that the Tribe Is also interested in keeping a clean op-
eration, and that, although it's an Interal matter, the Tribe would be interested in
information so that it could act. Bunce then proposed a joint State, Federal, County
and Indian meeting to discuss Bingo. He also stated that now that Bingo has a PR man,
this could give a favorable public view to the operation.

He then discussed Docket &)a,2, to which Rarone is a party. He described the agreement
whereby the BIA will loan $1 million for hiring expert witnesses, which would have to
be paid back only if the Tribes in the suit win. He recommended that Baona sign the
agreement for Barona's share of the loan. He added that Barbara Karshmer is the
attorney for the case. lhe suit is tor the loss of water rights, which were not included
in the land suit. He said the attorney intends to present witnesses on behalf of all
the tribes part to the suit. The Tribal Council signed the agreement.

Bunce then distributed Hertzberg's response to the changes proposed at the June 1, 1983
meeting. The first question from the membership was what Is the gross and the net
nightly take. A cost breakdown was also requested. Actual figures were requested,
not guesses or estimates. Vice Chairman Phoenix said there had been a drop in
business, but it was suggested that Miles Anderberg be asked to come in and give a
financial report.

There was discussion on a person to be hired to protect Barona's interests, with
requests that the notices be send out for the position. Bunce suggested that the
Tribe can review the audit of the enterprise, as that's the time to check. There
was discussion on Issues of pay and qualifications. There was discussion on how the
money is logged in and deposited in the safe. There were counents that the contract
requires a nightly deposits of cash In the bank. There was discussion on the number
attending, 560 a night, and why do they need a building when they can't fill the hall
now. Another expressed the belief that the people will return when things settle down.
The statement was made that people were disatisified with the operation of the Bingo
and went to the newspapers because nobody would listen to them.

Anderberg, manager of the Bingo, entered at this point. He had with him a graph of
receipts, which displayed how much was taken in. He then described the system
for handling paymaster envelopes and receipts, as well as use of register tapes and
the ledger as controls. when asked how otten the net is figured, he said weekly, but
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/.BARONA INDIAN BING

-* _ ARONA INDIAN TREAL MEMBERS

"RIM: STEWART SIESEL" GENERAL MANAGER
SARONA INDIAN BWNGO

:A-E; !93B2, gE

'B.07: EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS AND MONTHLY REORT

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION IS FOR BARONA TRIBAL MEMBERS ONLY

67 ME WE AR E :ZZEFT:NG AL:CA7INS FROM TRIBAL ,EMSER"

FAR FO:7CXS A- THE BINSO PALL. ANYONE A:S:NG EMPLOYMENT,

PLEASE :CONTACT JSEPHINE "SISTR" ROMERO, TO FILE AN APPLICATION.

ANYONE WHO HAS PREVIOUSLY FILED AN APPLICAM:ON; LEASE SUBMIT A

NEJ ONE AS IT MAY HAVE SEEN LOST.

AT THE END OF EACH FISCAL QUARTER. THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

FOR THE BINGO HALL ARE SUBMITTED TO YOUR ATTORNEY ART BUNCE AND

74S TRIBAL COUNCIL. AS OF 7HIS DATE, ART SUNCE AND THE "!A-

Z%%.\i-. -&.'E *RE:Vl: A..-. OF ThE 57\A\E:EN- SA7E'REYj: -

TE I\:: SEAEVEV "OR -E .- R. =R-E; cF :=s.

ThE TRIBE FOR ThE 52E:E PERIOD:

JANUARY 1 o?85 - JULY 15, 1985

KITCHEN DIVIDENDS s 18,464.94

BINGO DIVIDENDS 28,000.00

FOUR FEATHERS RENT 6. 6G . GG

TOTAL DISSURSEMENTS S 470124.

CHECKS FZ- &.L OF'--E A3OVE SAVE REEE :ESSE3 -0 7-E "R'3A-

COCI. ! -ZFE -:S lN=%OATlON WILL BE KE_=FUL TO YOU.

1095 WILDCAT CANYON ROAD. LAKESIDE. CALIFORNIA 92040 TELEPHONE (619) 443-1591
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-A

WE. as voting -rocrs of the Central
Council of the s.rona in".ins, rocuost a special
call (iiach mnt) electron within 30 days
of preset:tation of this ptatlon to the ;ribsl
Council for the following reasons:

"-,;.-', '"" .-. . . '2.

4.-iL," "! ... . s -'--'
. .,

S ,.:,.. -,.'- '

Man aqc9cnt Agrc-incnt sgnee
April 20, 1931 without the knowledge
or conscrt of the general council.
fl-nage,.ont Agrccert sinned May 11,
1963 without the kn.wladae or
consent of the cneral council.
Contract sagn3i with Ultr.-Li-ht
in January 1963 Without the kr.'.ledgt
or consent of the general council.
The tribal council has not bean open
and honest with grievance of the general
council.
Does not cdccTihc2 reotanes on
a profccs.onal level . Therefore,
we are rocalling all or parts of 'the
present c:ancil arC requostcn, that
tribal elections be teIC as son es
possible to fill such vacancies.

r~i -- -.

I

t~z'. ~wY

C a1 - .- ,

"N
," t.q,. • ,(y 4, (--',- ..

We request recall of : :,c u LE,

It '1- *\fl Ph Orh .'-J~ S ?J4 G1:.h1 CLIFFORD L AC1%T - ' !~

A d / trios- -S~ - c -.- ,

a,.Q--- .,.v.y--" .;.* ,.- ,,. .-.. "
,'- CUR, . . .. g - "

,4' ,1 , :" " - ? " ,. -- ' , - , :.. ..
U' , -, /- _ _ 0._ . •l-ki''t """ "

.z -c -x -% #'. ,.)k ,,," ,, r -• ", , ., "I'!. .• -.
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SP,=/ II
"1 E A a - 8 In 4e#* " N" )

7 AM

VoT-14O

VO'T INC

4, /9S?3
7Pr

CHUA,Ce,# #A 1A

- | aii er & 94A.,.CT

Resjl1s

From the A~gast 06, 19:3 Recall lectiLon, as per secret oallot.
to remove five Tribal Coanci1 embers of the Darona Zr d'an Reserva;io.:

fes No
Edward 'joe' 4elch Chalrman 59 5
Albert '3oxis'?hoenix Vice-chairman 55 6
;aes 'Danny' :fagginnl Coincilrian 53 10
Clifford La Chappa Conecll~man 49 14
Daniel 'Danny' Caro Councilman 51 12
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BINGO JACKPOT PROBED
LAEIDE (AP) -Officials managing the high- .

stakes bingo games at the Barona Indian Reser-
vaion have stopped payment on a check sent to a La

N , Mesa man until they can validate the winning bingo
, card h•use to claim a $26,000* ,ar,..

' - ey're saying tere ar some things wrong With
-the the way I won," said Jorge Taitano. ."They're .

r,-'accusing me of lying and falsifying my card." " '. . "
." Taitano, .47, said he turned in the winning ticket

.. during a bingo gaine at the reservation near Lakeside .,
-in San Diego County on Feb. 25. He said he received

.,$1,000 In cash on the night he turned In the card but
was later unable to cash his check for the balance of

- his winnings because of the stop-payment order. - .%.1!: .
'e .'We stopped payment on the check because we

think this .was an illegitimate claim," said Myles

Anderberg, manager of the Barona bingo operation.
"We couldn't find any duplicate sheet to indicate that • :
(Taitano) filled out a card before the game started." . .

Anderberg said Tuesday that the investigation
should be completed within the next few days and will

P Include an analysis of Taitano's orginal card by a
handwriting expert, as well as interviews with several
other players and bingo parlor employees. ,. : ,

, - --MEM .
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Two subpoenaed
in probe of BaronaAua7, /PO4"

hyBu e Rcwio ordering witnesses toa~awt
iOf h Dairy ieCahr~a sbpoena bdeliMered

The kageasinalbearing con-
A top tribal official and a bingo ducted by the House Committee on

are % fis to e sub- Interior and Insular Affairs will take
.U( ra, gping T an a look at problem on IAian reser-

an InvesugatIon of the Barone Lsdi- vations and may produce new legla-
an Rservation - site of a high latn. Federal grand )urles. on the
stakes bIngo-ganVbln opeation - other hand. investigate possible fed-
tribal attorney Art Bunret confirmed eil crimes which may lead to crln-
Monday. mal indictments.

The authorutles want books and Bunce, who said Monday he huid
records and are interested in the not been subpoenaed by the federal

,. grand jury. s a tld

-, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ n regargs. Vrt'.g.co -Get". -- ... "

maae for Aerlean 1 9I don't know what's going on."
& Amusement Inc. the ~filr by Laiw Dunce.
the tribe to operate the bingo bal. Sligel said Monday be bad bean

Distinct from the cogesoal =bone as the "custodian of
bearing scheduled for 1e~ t3hIn San reod frAmerican Management
Diego where witnesses are invited to and Amusement Inc.
speak, the federal gran 3507: isla,'ro eI

- n -- : ,-. -

BARONA From IA

Former bulkneas.

yteWeh Is the wife of
RBaos tribal chairman Edwad

Joe" WedL Myrtle Welh. who is
not emrfed as a tribal member,
preceded LaChapoa as business
manager.

es said a special agent from
accompanied by an iccom-

tint came to the bing hall to
dellyar the stubpea. le saId the
subpoena bad is name an It as a
reprmseltatv of Ameican Man-
agmment & Ainement.

-Tbeyre looking Into had. give
to the tribe." sad Siegel. "I'm nowtthat - about tlhe ingo. I
don't believe thbay lure ctio.

-111em chance t cbc s h owed
the mo y given to the tribe since
the Inception of t bingo. "

Ant. US Attorne Lyrn Lasry
said ber office coid not comnt on
whether or not an investigation ex-
Itsl.

Lury Laid these are two type of
subpoem: one for the "custodian of
record" aW another for witnesses
who testiy."

LaCaappa. wbm reaped at the
Southern Tindan Health Clinic at
Barons and asked about the sub-
pomna. hung up.

No tribal officials were at the
tribal of&fie Monday afternoon.
Neither Myrtle nor Edward Welch
could be reached at their hone
Monday afternoon.

Problems at Bar nsve included
a long-standing dispute over the
lab-stakes blgo opeatio on the

ligand alleged Illegal tribal lec-
UoN.
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Officials' instructions to report
-bino ud'ns:rmses questions
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Retired F Bi agents
have their hand in
Barona bingo pot
O T11i, e OvChnim,

N" forme M igats have prefited frtm qrg tltud Whig-etaUkftin0g
pabIM# Museut s U the Baroa I.&, Resevaum Da Lakaide
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Ase Peslhie Use latwee bla-g- W tng avtina a Iodine reservations
Od arganized amuts

Lath €mI re*m area - at Oleppo amda .5th c¢iur - tJhat sae a3 o" h one q-o~ml
eredlee tar the vitoo bunge-ga IFg viubtatr

o of this Imam again. Nihlas. Lore. said h waftipped wab by," FfI
ofcriata that a er iMa benid M as about him by Tlh Daly 8 =e

mie ew to adtiy the soam of l. u o cawe the aapaie ad
dto Wto h why qu m wreha n1 g" &ak OWe him otr c lls
"e ro mae to the offce ivn le DWV aakag about Laree posale ta
to Wke Sereas bbingogEmblu aperatLa

Aamthe taa FBI agal. ert Doer. who retired t ram the Tan ,
Wls,. a tie a the F u Aprl o me at th moa Bin Paltcxaelag to e Core". M sN sl mate starsey gtoera Dwyer wee

to work at aare m a sin udt lth Oe aIral manager with la tw e
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While with the FB. Dwyer was connected with a invaucloo, af allege
mvfdlg the Jan .3 Uoaltad traamiadaelo of bingo pawa between the
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F131 spokesman Gary Wotrmese
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Two to three months befaire
Dwyer retired tramo the FBI. Dwyer
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Lmo w"e oux acknowedethe
jitsatii or oa that he knos
the macther of the bldeapped child
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April 24, 1984

BARONA INDIAN BINGO

My name is Ben Osuna, a member of the Barons Group of the Capitan Orande Band

of Mission Indian-San Diego County, CA. I am speaking in behalf of myself and

some members who could not attend the hearing.

Let it be known that we do not oppose Bingo on the Indian Reservations, but

that we are here to speak for the conditions of Barons Indian Bingo only.

Bingo operations on Barons Indian Reservation may be going great and doing

well but we as a Tribe are not really benefiting like the newspapers and the

American Amusement and Management, Inc. report to the public.

Employment: There may be approximately 40-45 Barons Indians employed by the

Bingo Operation, but they also have off the reservation jobs in order to really

make a living. There are minors who are employed as part-time workers. Bingo

did not get Barons out of poverty. People from Barons have always worked off

the Reservation.

Housing: Minutes 10/29/83

Barons has been funded by oiffer-nt funas and grants. New hones were built in

the past by AMIHA. We've had Block Grants and HIP Funds for housing improvements.

Just a few months ago 4 (four) new homes were built by JOBS Bill Grant. Also,

one of our buildings is being restored for whatever use the people may want to

use it for.

Health=

Health program is in connection with the Sycuan Health Clinic.

Roads: Minutes 3/23/83

Tribal Chairman Edward "Joe' Welch reported during a General Meeting, that Baron&

was going to get disaster funds to fix the roads in Barons, from the Bureau Road

System. As of April 23, 1984, we have yet to have our roads repaired.

Satelite Discs Minutes 10/29/83

A check for the amount of $53,939.78 was presented to Tribal Chairman Edward "Joe"

Welch by Attorney Art Dunce, as funds from an estate.

This funding a discussed during the meeting will be used to buy the Satelite Disc.

for the people of Barons.

Barons also receives Food Coomodoties- If Barons Bingo is doing so well why do the

Commodoties come to Barons and not sooevhere else, where needy people can use the

food.
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Binto Distributions: Minutes 8/27/83

Bingo Dividend Survey forms were mailed out to approximately 141 members. Per

Capita payments received the most attention. On December 3, 1983, when approximately

147 members received Christmas dividends of $1,000.00 each, a member made a motion a

certain amount of money per month on a regular basis. It was denied approval by the

Tribal Chairman Edward "Joe" Welch, because he said Barons was broke.

Bingo Operation on the Barons Reservation is not being controlled by the Tribe at the

present time. It is being controlled by American Amusement and Management, Inc. under

the supervising of Myles Anderberg and Harry Hertzberg.

Dividends

Dividends for the Tribe after the new building is completed was in question by the,

General Council. Hr. Hertzberg responded that he has five (5) years to pay off the

2 million dollars, out of operotiuZ revenues and that there is no Egarantee that there

will be any dividends. We feel that under these terms, how can they say we will be

profiting from Bingo, if they have already said there is no esuarantee of dividends,

which is supposed to be the Tribe's profit.

Security guards were hired solely for the Bingo Operation. On March 3, 1984 (photos)

a male security guard,(non-in-ian) inzeriferred 'it Tribal civil and family problems

and beat up a young woman, who is a member from Barons. This we feel is violating our

rights on our land, to be controlled and beaten up by a non-indian.

Let it be known that no-one person can say or claim any piece-of lend on Barons Indian

Reservation as privately owned because Barons is of Tribal Status.

Problems on Barons Reservation since the Bingo Operation began newspaper clippings

(1) Raw Sewage flowing on the ground behind the Bingo Hall.

(2) Hepatitis break-out in the Bingo Hall Kitchen.

-(3) Baronas reputation marred in the newspaper, when a man won a large Jack-pot and

the Bingo operators refused to pay off. They gave him $1.000.00 in'caah and a check

for 126.O00.oo then stopped payment on the check. He was severely beaten up and was

told to stay off the Barona Indian Reservation. Also, any employees against the Bingo

Management are cut of their working shifts and some have been fired.

In closing: (Hertzberge letter) ff

At the present date a new 2 million dollar Bingo Hall is being constructed. We have

no knowledge of who is investing or lending the funds for building the Hall. Also, a

new contract or agreement was supposed to be brought before the General Council (Tribe)

for a written approval before the building was to be constructed. It was not.

Thank You.
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AIUBT 2?, 1963
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DIVIDEND SURVY 82SULTS
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TMTL FORM u m - 2 (Apprx. 39)
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PE CAPITA 34
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TRUST FOR MINORS 7
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* CABLr TELEISIOU * PAY COW9OIL NMUS
* SWlaOUNO POOL
* BUY FATKSTOIIU
* RoL SwCATIN FACILITY

CONNXrIMI

"Don't eve think per capita Until we hvs one million dollar In th e knk.0

"1 sugPset that everyone get their money and if they wsat to ose It for their
fumsml, scholArshlps, eta.. let them use it out of their ovn Idividual mossy.
not mine or yours.0

"As for Inv staets - lot the money aooruie for at leat 2 yoars. At vhlh time
Ws bul hsbv & substantial prinalyimount of mob. Then we eouMd pY per
capita lymeni to Individuals off of the lateseet, thereby still emitainin
the oriinl prinoiyml.-

MDaburss all of A vIeodas to date to *nrolle m nly. Thm. lvet futm
lvideso .0
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HERTZBERG & HERTZBERG

LAWYERS PARA"OUNVPLAIA
Ul.C 0.UL

asso WlLI-111 LoC g 0

LOS ANGOCLCSCALFONNIA I0010

June 7, 1983 COIOL .0om. OM %ILl

Art Bunce, Esq.
333 S. Juniper Street
Suite 105
Escondido, California 92025

Re: Barona Group of the Capitan Grande
Band of Mission Indians -

.. . Management-Ag rnipm ne

Dear Mr. Bunce:

Pursuant to your telephone call of last week, concerning the
Management Agreement executed May 11, 1983, between American
Management & Amusement, Inc., and the Barons Group, you may
consider this letter as an explanation of the Management
Agreement. I will refer to the items we discussed in the
same order as related to me by you.

1. You stated that the Agreement recites a 45% management
fee and asked me what happens to the other 55%. On page 8, para-
graph 3(a), the agreement recites the 451. The other 55% is the
share of the Barona Group, and though the Agreement is drafted
in such a manner that the management group receives 45%, it is
intended that the remainder remain with the Barons Tribe.
However, I state unequivocally that this is the agreement.

In support thereof, the Tribe has been delivered a
check, made payable to the Barona Group, in the sum of
representing its share of the first dividend of $100,000. I
am happy to have this check delivered this early in the venture.

2. You asked me whether the document was recorded. I did
not record the document, and know of no one who recorded the
document, and assert the document has not been recorded. The
original Agreement was attached to some of the Court papers,
and that may be the reason for the misunderstanding.

3. As to your questions concerning an accounting. The
Agreement provides, on page 7, paragraph J, that quarterly
statements will be prepared by an accountant, who is hired
pursuant to the mutual agreement of the contractor and the Tribe.
The first statement will not be prepared unttl some time after
July 15, 1983.
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On page 12, paragraph 16, it is provided that a deter-
mination of the net operating profits available for distribution
shall be performed in monthly intervals, commencing on the
10th day of the second month. The distribution provided by this
paragraph has been satisfied by delivery to the Tribe of the
$55,000 check.

Paragraph 3(2) provides that we keep accurate books
of account at our office in San Diego County, and the Tribe shall
have the right to inspect and examine all such books and support-
ta " records during normal business hours;- Thts-rtght-my be . .
exercised through an agent, employee, attorney, oe CPA for the
Tribe. The books of account are in the office of American Manage-
ment & Amusement, Inc. These books have been made available to
members of the Tribal Council during normal business hours.
If the Tribe decides to select a representative to inspect the
same, we have no objection.

At this point, however, I must instruct you to instruct
the Tribe and all of its members that the financial information
to which they are entitled must be kept confidential by them.
There is information in our--i-ancial records which would be
valuable to our competitors. There may be information in the
records which people adverse to the interests of the Tribe and
contractor would like to use. We will live up to our committ-
ment, but please instruct the tribal members of the importance of
this confidentiality.

4. You requested that the employees be bonded. Upon check-
ing with our insurance agent, I find that have have already been
bonded in the amount of $100,000 each, and that this existed
at the time we opened for business.

5. You have informed me that a tribal member is willing to
assign an approximate ten acre site directly across from the
Mission Church, which parcel had previously been assigned to that
tribal member's family. You further informed me that you were
going to check out the archives to make sure of the title,
assignment, and whatever other legal matters were required to
be cleared up so that we could proceed with the construction of
new building. I am aware of the site, and it is a good one.
I believe the location is perfect for the enterprise, and as
soon as it is staked off, we will commence preparing the
ground for construction.
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6. You have stated that members of the Tribe have asked
for elevation drawings of the new building. Paragraph 14, page
12 requires us to present detailed plans and specifications for
the Tribe's written approval. This we will do in the following
order:

A. Selection of the site;

B. Designation of the architect;

C. Preparation of the rendering, which will be the
artist's concept of the completed building;-and

D. Preparation of detailed plans and specifications.

Since preparation of the detailed plans and specifications
is a very expensive item, we will submit the rendering for the
Tribe's perusal before commencing the plans and specifications.
None of this can happen until we get a site selected.

7. You stated that the Tribe had the right to approve our
managers, and this is quite correct. On page 4, paragraph 2(e),
the Tribe has the right of approval over the general manager, and
that approval has already been given. We are now in the process
of hiring an assistant general manager on a full-time basis, and
his background and credentials, together with an interview, will
be made available to the tribal members selected, and such
approval will be made at any time within the following week.

6. You mentioned to me that there are complaints about the
hiring and firing of tribal members in connection with the
food operation. I am aware that there have been a number of
employees in the food operation who have been terminated within
the last few weeks. However, I am further aware that such
terminations were made based upon the ability of the employees
to perform. In accordance with paragraph 2(f), on page 4, we
have the responsibility to employ and discharge all personnel,
and this right is exclusive, so long as we give first preference
to qualified members of the Tribe. It must be understood that
we are running a business, and have no ax to grind for or
against any member of the Tribe whom we employ. We are looking
only for the best qualified employees.
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r have received a number of inquiries in connection
with the food operation and request that it should be leased
out or bid out. This we will not do. The food operation is
run for and in accordance with the convenience of the Bingo
operation. We will not price our Bingo players out of the
market by charging too much for the food. Therefore, it must
be understood that the food operation is being run as a business,
in accordance with satisfying Bingo players and making it conven-
ient to play Bingo.

Out of an abundance of caution, so that we don't make
a mistake in our firing policy, we are willing to set up a griev-
ance procedure for any and all employees terminated as follows:

(a) The Tribe may select any member as a grievance
officer, as long as we have the right to approve that
person, and we will not withhold our approval unreasonably;

(b) Any dissatisfied employee who feels that they
have been terminated unfairly, or been discriminated
against, may apply to the grievance officer within
24 hours after termination, 'and be given a hearing

(c) The grievance officer will take evidence of
the complaint of the employee and make recommendations
to the general manager. The general manager and the
grievance officer will, as between themselves, decide
the outcome of the case, but in the event of a dis-
pute' the decision of contractor is final.

9. Last, but not least, a matter which you should take up
at the meeting is the Annual BBQ for the Mission Church. Although
this is not of direct concern to contractor, it requires a
majority vote of the Tribe. I met with the Father and Brother
of the Mission Church for the purpose of discussing their
Annual Fund Raiser B39. It appears that a problem exists in
that most of the Tribe work for the Bingo enterprise, and will
be unable to prepare for the BBQ. Mr. Anderberg and I suggested
that Sunday, August 14, 1983, be the Mission Church Day, and
that all proceeds from the Bingo operation go to the Church in
place of their Annual BBQ. We suggested further that all
employees of both the management and the Tribe donate their
time to the Church for that day. Management will see to it
that all vendors donate the food for that day. Management is
willing to donate its 451, if the Tribe will donate its 55%
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to the Church for that day's operation. both Father and Brother
welcomed the idea with open arms. This will net out more than
double the BB and everyone can partake. Before we can proceed,
we must have a majority of the Tribe vote and approve this
suggestion.

10. As I informed you on the telephone, because of the
problems that have arisen by some of the Tribal members, we
must have a ratification of our agreement with a majority of

-±he.-Tribe, so that we--aay -proa..d t build %heo new structure.-
Without such ratification, my investors will not put up the
$2,000,000 required.

Very truly yours,

AMERICAN MANAGEMENT & AMUSEMENT, INC.

/AR ISON W. ?BERG

HWH/ez
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Sir Dia;o pclics and errr'r Trdian officials are investigating a report by
a Li esD ens conrectac -Ith a controversiel bingo jeckoot Payoffs who
silo he has bion beaten up ane tnrotaned.

In t police report lile Mar:h 15, Jorge Taitano, 4? of the ?200 block of
lerkeley Drive, La sse, said he was grabbed ant struck in the head and
stomach by three men shile attending a class at Platt College in the 6200
block of .; Cejon toulevArd, Son Diego, at about 6:45 o.m. that day.

In Inc soe racort, Taitano said the stoe tiroe min had threatened his
with a knife tn the dcartoor Sen :ie;o area tao days earlier, police Sgt.
Russ Glasco sic.

Taltano sail his attackers told him to drop his claim on a S26,000 bingo
Jackpot and to stay eaey frcs the Lkeside reservation, Gleeco said.

The Barone Indians on Feb. 25 paid Taitano S1,000 in cash and gave him a
1ZSOO' check ift*er he turned In a ainring card during one of the
hige-stekes bin;o Cames oltyed at tie reaervation.

But several days later, Toitano saicp the Indians put a stop-payment order
on the check inc accused hetr of "lying end falsifying" his cord.

Myles inderbergs mofner of the Carona bingo operation, who contends
Taitano's lais was illegitimatee," said bingo officials have hired a
private Investigator to look into tie Jackpot claim and Talteno's assault
report.

Glasco said Taitano ass not taken to a hosoltal for treatment on either)
occasion.

STORY 1
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I
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"out it's pretty obvious that he was beaten up," he said. "We've got a
valid case but not much to go on. We don't have much in the cay of
description ... Just enough for a photo lineup."
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Saron. Indian bingo officials hays
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stoposo osymont on a check end are
of a recent S26.000 jackgot payoff.

"They're seyir there arv so-n thiLn; erong aith the may I eon," said
Jorge Teitano, 47. "They're mccusinc it of lying and falsifying my card."

Taitano, of the 72CC black of aerkeLey Street in La Mose, said he turned
in the 6innin2 card during a high-stakes Some, plsyeo at the Serens
reservation in Lakeside on Feb. 25.

Under rules of the game, known as "Big Eight Oo-it-Yourself," olayers
blacken 20 numbers cn a card witn a duplicate beckuc, said Pylas
Ancsrbergo manager of ts Stron bingo operation.

The duplicate of the card is droopec into a locked box prior to the gone's
start *o if eight of the ruvbars called during the game appear blacked
out on a player's card, that player wins the S26,OOC jackpot, Anderbergi
Said.

Teitano saic bingo officials gave him 11,000 in casP that night and a
check that he acid he was later unable to cash because of a stop-payment
order the 3atonas placed on it through their bank.

uso stopped payment on the check because we think this was an illegitimate
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.clsim" Anderborg gaia.-"ke couldn't find any duplicate shest to indicate
!7thst (Taltano) filled out a card before the game started."

Anderoorg laid the investigation, which is expected to be concluded within,
a' fee days, sill Include on analysis of Taitano's original card by a
hanawriting expert cs wall as intervies of seyral other players and
employees workin; at the Feb. 25 game.

He said there eave been at least a half-dozen unsuccessful ottsmptc to win
Alerge jackpots with false claims since te games, which offer Jackpnts
--th-t-rtgulrl-y rngs -into- tho-i an. of 1hu-d .f-uo-rrr-raw--raui-

last April.

Meanile, foot is agair being served from the kitchen that was closed
lest sonth at the rssarvatior's bingo hall, shtre a food-service worker
eas founo tc has, irfacttus h,¢ttlti.

The kitchen sat recperec lrst nigtt after federal and county health
inspectors, sho conducted gn inspection last toak ct the recuost of the
iaronas, said 9 ;roble with the bingo hall's seer system has bao
remeolGC, said Snoerber;.

Health inspectors in January discovered that the hall's disposal system
as dumping effluent on a field behind the hall, and Andorbsrg caid bingo

officials deciced to close the kitchen as a precaution on Feb. 28 after
county health officials sold a fry cook had heostitis Type A.

County authorities, hasaver, said it sa unlikely that the problem with
the ser syito contrioutao to the case of hepatitis.

t*END OF STORY REACHEC**

*HIS LIST OF PRINTS IS 3A510 CN:

.ITEJ4S. LINE
* 113 1!

3 2/
2 - 3/

RACUSST
JOAGE
TAITANO
JCAGE ANC TIITINO

'LEASE MAIL TIS PRIKICUT TO:

'R11818 O 1lNE°IL

'ROaR NU14IER 843417-l4574iA-OIANA -001 (1 PRINTS).

- - ~&-,- '4:- -v

'-It,

", , - A , .t ., ..- ; t'dI)
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Southern California Tribal Chairman's Association, Inc.
Food Distribution Program
Director: Yunus Lakhani
Secretary/Cflilfi: Nadeans

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA TRIBAL COAIRMENS ASSOM ph:
Nelson FOOD DISTRIBUTION PROGRAM

PO. BOX 1326
VALLEY CENTER. CALIFORNIA 92082

COMMOOITY DISTRIBUTION SCHEDULE FOR APRIL 1984

APRIL 2, MONDAY.

APRIL 3, TUESDAY

APRIL 4, WEDNESDAY

APRIL 6, FRIDAY

APRIL 9, MONDAY

APRIL 10, TUESDAY

APRIL 11, WEDNESDAY

APRIL 12, THURSDAY"

APRIL 16, MONDAY

APRIL 17. TUESDAY

APRIL 18, WEDNESDAY

APRIL 19, THURSDAY

APRIL 23. MONDAY

S- CAMPOILA PASTA 1130 ANL--W- - -IPH

SANTA YSABEL/INAJA 11 A4 - 1 PM

MESA GRANDE 11 AN - 1 P4

B-,OA ojig.;3AK0.-.,:3O PH

PAUMA 10 AM - 12 NOON

SYCUAN 11:30 AM - 12:30 PH
JAMUL 1:30 PH - 2:30 PH
VIEJAS 11:30 A4 - 1:30 P1

SAN PASCAL 10 AM - I PH

PALA lOAM - 2 P14

LA JOLLA 10 AM.- 2 PM

RIICON 10 AM -2 PH

PECHANGA 11:00 AM - 2 Pi4

LOS COYOTES 11 AM - 1 PM

MANZANITA 12 NOON - 12:30 PM

The above date and time Is for food distribution as well as for '
acceptance of applications for the Food Distribution Program.
The rood Distribution Program does not discriminate on the basis of
creed, sex, race, color, age, political beliefs, national origin or

. handicap. PROGRAM PARITICPANTS ARE REQUIRED TO INFORM US OF ANY
CHANGE IN INCOME OR CHANGE IN NUMBER OF PERSONS IN THE HOUSEHOLD,

A HOUSEHOLD CANNOT PARTICIPATE IN THE FOOD DISTRIBUTION PROGRAM IF
THEY ARE ON FOOD STN4PS. YOU CAN PARTICIPATE IN ONLY ONE OF THE ABOVE
PROGRAMS. .. "
APPLICANTS ARE REQUESTED TO PICK UP THEIR COI9IODIT1ES AT THEIR RESER-
VATION AND NOT AT THE WAREHOUSE IN RINCON. 7

749-5608
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Southern California Tribal Chairman's Association, Inc.
Food Dislribution Program
Director: Yunus Lakhani
Secretary/Certifier: Nadeane Nelson

RECEIVEDAUG 2  1 198b
COI*IODITY DISTRIBUTION SCIIFDULF. FOR SEPTE lIER 1lOBS

SI'PF1 ,E51 5, TI:SI)A'

TIIURS'AY

" T]l,' , FL'IDAY

SEPTEMBER 9, MONDAY

S P :EF141.P I 2. TIURSDlAY

SFP :xEiR 13, FRIDAY

SPI EIIVER 17, TUESI)AY

SFPT,!MRER 18, WEDNESDAY

IT'T)'.MBER 19, TIIURSDAY

,(JrATIOl _ TI ':

" 'r. yssss /i [' 1) A! -I I r"I

1 I ' AN I I

,,- A C 1!lA':'01 I I M - i I'll

BARnNA 12 NOON - 2 PH

:Y" IA'; I 1 10) A I:h '

IN" $( N 52 ':)1 - I P'I

.0S cOYoTIES It A!! - 1 P A

c%4 J'1k'L)lAI. 1 )MI - 2 PM

PALA 11 AN - 2 I'

UAN1AN ITA 11 AM - 11:30 A.N
SYCOLAN 12:30 P'S - 1:30 PM
IAH1Lt, 3 15 - 4 PH

S _tERER 20, FRIDAY LA JOILLA 12 NOON - 2 PMH

TH. ABOVE DATE AND IM,. 1.1; FOR 000) DISTRIBUTION AS WELL AS FOR
ACCEPTANCE OF APPLICATIONS FOR TilE FOOD DISTRIBUTION. PLEASE SICN
IN DURING, Til1: ABOVE TIME.

IUE FOOD DISTRIBUTION PROCRMH DOES MOT DISCRIHINATE ON THE BASIS
OF CREED. SEX, RACE, COLOR, ACE, POLITICAL BELIEFS, NATIONAL ORIGIN
OP. IA'JIICAP.

PROCRAN PARTICIPANTS ARE RFOUIRED TO INFORM US OF ANY CHANGE IN
INCOME OR CHANCE IN NUM11ER OF PERSONS IN HOUSEHOLD.

A HOUSEHOLD CANNOT PARTICIPATE IN TilE FOOD DISTRIBUTION PROCRAN IF
'1"rEY ARE ON THE FOOD STAMP'PP.OCRAN. YOU CAY PARTICIPATE IN ONLY
ONE OF T11F ABOVE PROCRANS.

AP.ICANTS ARE REQUIRED TO PICK UP THEIR CO.tIODTTIES AT THEIR RE-
SEP.VATION AND NOT AT THE WAREHOUSE IN RINCON, PLEASE COUNT YOUR
COMMODITIES BEFORE SIGN10,1 ISSUANCE CARDS. NO COHPLAINITS WILL BE
TAKEN LATER ON.

P. 0. nOOT 1326 "LLFY CENTER, CA 92082

0

- : - ,< ., '-.

Ph: 749-'

I -:J


